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VOL. LI. NUMBER i. NEW YORK, JANUARY, 1907 WHOLE NUMBER, 601.

OUR GOLDEN JUBILEE.
This is our Golden Jubilee issue. It begins our fif-

ty-first annual volume, its serial number being 601.

From this it will be seen that the jubilation does not

come until after the completion of the first fifty years

of our existence. We want the celebration to be of

youth.as well as of old age ; to be in the nature of a

prophesy as well as a review, and so have made it

synchronous with thp laying aside of our old form and
'the assuming of what we think is'a more youthful ap-

pearance. We feel that we have succeeded in accom-
plishing as a publication that which for an individual

would be impossible, the combining of the experience

and wisdom of old age with the vigor and symmetry
of youth. While to do this is no wonderful accom-
plishment for a publication, it does not follow that the

powers of journals are not limited as well as those

of men. For instance, it is not given to publications

to lift the veil of the future or even to take a peep

behind it. What the Circular is doing to-day was as

far beyond the knowledge of its founder fifty years

ago as what it will be fifty years hence is inconceiv-

able to us now. We may venture the hope, however,

that in its centennial issue the Circular may have as

good words for the early numbers of its second half-

century as we are in this issue able to apply to the

efforts of those who made the years of its infancy

what they were.

Although the work of preparing this Golden Jubilee

number has necessarily been great—much greater in

fact than those who have never engaged in any such
undertaking can realize—it has in no sense of the

word been a hardship. On the contrary there is a

pleasure to us in turning over the pages of our old

numbers and holding communion with the spirits of

those fine old characters who did so much to make the

pharmacy of thirty and forty and fifty years ago an
honorable profession. Their work makes it easier for

us to maintain a tradition of professionalism through
the years that have followed and to entertain the hope
that our calling will yet reclaim the place as a branch
of the practice of medicine from which it has in a
measure been dragged down. We have set apart a
place in this issue in which to revive in present-dav
pharmacists the respect which they have been taught
to pay to the memories of some of these men who have
done their work and passed away. The number of
those who have joined the silent majority is added to
each year. Only a few months ago one of the old-
time druggists was taking an active interest in our
present undertaking, telling us of his recollections of

the pharmacists of a past generation, aiding us in

selecting the leaders for special mention, and now a

brief outline of his work for pharmacy occupies a

position in the place which had been dedicated to

the memory of those whom he so vividly pictured.

But the pleasure derived from this work has not

been dependent upon memories of the dead. There

are pharmacists living to-day whose work is a source

of gratification to all who know what it means, and

are in sympathy with it. Of course it would be in-

vidious for us to select these and set them apart, even

if we felt competent to undertake the task, but in this

issue we have made passing mention of a number of

druggists who are making present-day history, and

leave for a future year the decision as to which of

them shall have put to the best use their talents and
opportunities.

Many departments which have become familiar to

Circular readers have been omitted from this num-
ber. This does not mean that the reduction in the size

of our pages means a change in policy as to the con-

tents of the paper. There will be no such change ; on

the contrary, the old policy of endeavoring to make
each volume of the Circular better than its prede-

cessor will be rigidly adhered to. The present size

of page will be maintained and so will the departments

with which our regular readers are familiar. Their

queries will be conscientiously answered as hereto-

fore ; abstracts from foreign and domestic journals

will be laid before them monthly; "modern materia

medica" will have its usual place, as will the news of

the associations, colleges, boards and the pharmaceuti-

cal world generally; correspondence will be sought;

original investigations will be made ; the usual contri-

butions from the best writers on professional and com-
mercial topics of interest to our calling will be printed

as always ; and of course our own opinions on passing

events will continue to be expressed from month to

month.

Proud and serene though we may be at the contem-
plation of a half-century of work well performed, we
are fully conscious that but for the friends who have
sustained us in our efforts we should have no occasion

to celebrate this anniversary. If the rank and file of

the druggists did not desire an open, frank, aggres-
sive and fearless organ to represent them, there would
be no place for The Druggists Circular. The
knowledge of the fact that they do wish the kind of

journal we try to give them is at once our inspiration

when pleading for a higher standard of ethics in phar-
macy, and our shield when fighting to protect them
from foes without and false friends within their ranks.
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We are more grateful to them for their support than

it is possible for mere words to express, but we try to

show our gratitude in a practical manner by giving

them the best paper tliat we know how to produce.

Thus do we begin our second half-century. We
are old in experience ; established in the good will of a

large clientele ; full of the enthusiasm which is a con-

comitant of young blood ; inspired by a review of our

past and the hope for a future which will be an in-
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spiration for others. We trust that when its hundred

years have been rounded out the Circular may hear

from many of those who are reading this number to-

day, just as it has been hearing from others during

the past few weeks, that for fifty years they have

found it an ever welcome visitor, a strong battler for

the right, a fertile source of valuable information and

a faithful counsellor and friend. What more could

we ask?
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HALF A HUNDRED YEARS OF DEVELOPMENT.

Fifty years ago this month Bridgman & Co., apoth-

ecaries, issued from 158 Grand street, this city, num-
ber one of volume one of a pharmaceutical journal

called the American Druggists' Circular, and
Chemical Gazette, Henry Bridgman, editor and
proprietor. "This first number was a rather modest
looking aflfair, consisting of eight pages of four

twelve-inch columns each. The salutatory of the

editor was as follows:

prospectus.
It is with great satisfaction tliat we are to-day en-

abled to present the first number of the American Drug-
gists' Circular to the profession at large.

The object of this Journal is to promote the acquisi-

tion and circulation of early and authentic intelligence

on all subjects connected with our profession, and while
its chief aim will be to render it useful to the American
Druggist, Chemist, and Apothecary, it is also intended
to make it such a Journal as will be sought for and in-

deed will be found indispensable to all persons indirectly

connected with our calling. It will preserve the features

of a scientific Journal, and be, at the same time, a gen-

eral business paper of the trade.

The approbation our undertaking has received at the
hands of many eminent, scientific, and business men of

this community, gives us the hope that it will be ap-

preciated by the profession throughout the country.
No one can tell how much expense and labor may be

saved, and how much benefit may accrue by having at
hand such a Journal as this for reference and consulta-
tion. It will contain an exhibit of all new inventions
and discoveries relating to our profession, and those
branches of science and industry connected with it, and
a mass of general information attainable in no other
shape, and indispensable to every druggist and his as-

sistant.

No effort will be spared in the gathering and com-
pilation of matter, which will tend to make it accurate,
reliable and full, and worthy of your entire approval.
Numbers of American colleagues have already

promised their constant co-operation; for a Journal can-
not be the work of one man, unaided and

and steps have been taken to engage competent cor-
respondents in England, France and Germany. So we
may expect to furnish our readers in every new number
evidences of our progress.
A good periodical Journal is only to be made by im-

mense labor and diligence, and it would be claiming au
impracticable degree of perfection to say, that the Drug-
gists' Circular will be at once perfect. All we can say
is, that every effort will be used to bring it, by degrees,
up to a first class scientific and business paper. A look
at the first number will convince you of our earnestness
as well as our ability to do so.

For the instruction of apprentices and students a few
columns will be always set apart, and it is hoped that
many young men will be greatly benefited thereby.
As a business paper, the Druggists' Circular will be

not only of great utility, but almost indispensable to

every member of our profession. It is the only paper in
existence through the columns of which the "Wants" of
the principal and his assistant can be brought to the
knowledge of the whole trade at once; through its columns
new establishments and changes in old ones can be an-
nounced, sales and purchases effected from one end of
the Union to the other with the utmost certainty, and for
all other business purposes it affords the most perfect,
convenient, and economical medium of communication
among the trade. In time it will form a current and in-

teresting record of everything pertaining to our vocation.
It will be self-evident to those familiar with the ex-

penses of publishing periodical papers, that the Drug-
gists' Circular has not been undertaken with a view to
pecuniary profits. Such profits can only accrue in time,
and will hardly then pay the immense labor and trouble
with which publications of this kind are always attended.
In view of the advantages, however, the paper may pos-
sibly afford to the whole fraternity, we respectfully re-

quest all our brethren, and especially the younger mem-
bers of our profession, to do their utmost for the circula-
tion of this Journal, by collecting subscriptions among
their colleagues, friends, and correspondents. Physicians
also, manufacturing chemists, manufacturers of paints,
oil, glass, soda, perfumery, surgical instrument and truss
makers, drug brokers, &c., will most likely become sub-
scribers if their attention be called to it. To obtain this
object with the least trouble, any quantity of papers, of
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numbers one and two, will be sent to you for distribution,

gratis and post-paid, if ordered by you. As a small re-

muneration for tbe trouble thus caused, we offer to fur-

nish five copies for $4.00 per year, ten copies for $7.00,

and fifteen copies for $10^0.
The name of each subscriber should be given in plain

handwriting, so as to prevent all mistakes in the trans-

mission of the succeeding numbers.
Many of our country colleagues will receive this

number through the hands of their New York, Phila-

delphia, or Boston correspondents, several of our whole-

sale houses having kindly undertaken to supply their

customers with this first number, in order to call their

attention to it, by which means alone we are enabled to

submit our paper at once to the inspection of thousands
of druggists. We shall not fail to reciprocate such kind-

ness at all times, whenever opportunity is offered. Those
who will assist us in the like manner, can have any
quantity of papers, made up in wrappers, ready for mail-

ing.

As will be seen from another column we have opened
a book for the registration of sales and purchases of

drug stores and chemical establishments throughout the

Union, as well as a register for vacancies for clerks and
assistants. We beg to remark that these registers are
kept open to actual subscribers of the Druggists' Cir-

cular without charge, while for non-subscribers the usual
fee is $1.00. For those residing in remote parts of the
country this arrangement will be of great utility, we
being always able to fill vacancies with well recommended
clerks at a moment's notice. Subscribers who may change
their residences will have to give notice of such removal,
when their paper will be promptly transmitted to their

new place of residence.

Contributions suitable for the columns of the American
Druggists' Circular are respectfully solicited, and will be
handsomely paid for if used. Scientific articles relating
to Chemistry, Pharmacy, and Natural Philosophy, Biogra-
phies of eminent men in the profession, propositions for
the better and easier transaction of business, interesting
law suits relating to the trade, anecdotes, &c., &c., are
always welcome. No papers of a political, religious or
personal nature will be admitted into our columns.
As soon as practicable the Journal will be published

semi-monthly, and ultimately weekly. The price of the
American Druggists' Circular is $1.00 per year; the post-

age only six cents for twelve months. Advertisements are
charged ten cents a line for every insertion.

Thus much at the introduction of the American Drug-
gists' Circular into the "Republic of Sciences." That it

may add to the propagation of that science to which the
bodily welfare of man is confided, that it may promote
knowledge, especially in the young and rising generation,
that it may be the means of uniting more and more in-

timately the members of the great family of American
Druggists—is the aim and ambition of The Eiiitor.

A few words just here as to who this editor was
and why he established a pharmaceutical paper may
be of interest.

Dr. Henry Rridgman, who has been spoken of as

"the pioneer of pharmaceutical journalism in Amer-
ica," was a German by birth, his name in the old coun-

try having been written Brugman. He was born at

Lunenberg, Hanover, August 19th, 1817. As a boy
he was fond of books and secured a position in a book-
store in order that he might handle and read the best.

Like many others of our good German citizens he was
forced to leave his native land on account of his politi

cal views, rather freely expressed. This was in 1848,
and after a voyage of 116 days he landed at New
York. His fiancee, Miss Augusta Rudo, followed
soon after, and they were married in 1849.
Mr. Bridgman studied medicine at Philadelphia,

and after his graduation went to London for further

studv. In 1853 and 1854 he made his home at Mil-
waukee. Wis., but soon returned to New York and,
not being dependent upon his profession for a liveli-

hood, engaged in literary work at his home at the

Bowery and Second street.

It is said that the suggestion which led to the publi-

cation of a drug journal was made by the Doctor s

brother, an apothecary. The need of such a publica-

tion was felt by Apothecary Bridgman, as there was

no pharmaceutical periodical issued in this country at

that time with the exception of a bi-monthly college

paper, which went away above the heads of the aver-

age druggist.

Evidently the success of the venture necessitated

the acquirement of larger quarters for the editorial and

publication office, for the third number was issued

from 36 Beekman street, corner of William, by Henry
Bridgman alone, the brother evidently having been

left behind when the move was made.

In the Circular for June, 1858, these self-explana-

tory announcements were made:
TO THE PATROXS OF

THE AMERICAN DRUGGISTS* CIRCULAR.

With the present number, the undersigned retires from

the post of Editor and Proprietor of "The American Drug-

gists' CiRCUL.^E," having disposed of his establishment to

De. L. V. Newton, of New York, a gentleman well known
in literary and scientific circles, and pre-eminently fitted

for the responsible duties of an editor. Under his leader-

ship, the "Circular" will continue to be the great reposi-

tory of Pharmaceutical and Jledical Science, and the

acknowledged organ of the American Drug Trade.

The undersigned leaves the editorial chair with mixed
feelings of pleasure and regret. He had the great satis-

faction of establishing, in the short space of eighteen

months, the most widely circulated and the most prosper-

ous paper of its class in the United States, and soon found
himself surrounded by a circle of friends and distin-

guished co-laborators whose friendship will ever remain
dear to his heart. The paper will continue to prosper,

no doubt; but, having disposed of it. he has no claims to

it any more; the friendship of his brethren of the pestle

and mortar, however, he has not sold out together with
the paper, and hopes sincerely that it may follow him into

his voluntary exile.

With the permission of my successor, I shall continue
from time to time, to offer my mites to the pages of the

"Circular," and hope so to remain in the kind remem-
brance of my many thousands of friends.

My successor I introduce to you all as a most worthy
and high-minded physician, of over twenty years' experi-

ence in the profession of medicine, and bespeak for him
the same good will which was so abundantly bestowed
upon myself.

Y'our true and obliged friend,

Henet Beidqman.
New York, June 26, 1S58.

Having become the successor to Dr. Henry Bridgman
as the Editor and Proprietor of the Druggists' Cibculab,
I beg to state, in few words, that I shall endeavor to

maintain the high character the paper has justly ac-

quired, by following, as nearly as possible, that course
in its general management which has given to it the
popularity it at present enjoys.

It will be my constant aim to make The Circular, in

every respect, thorough in its own special department of

medical science. No stone will be left unturned to fur-

nish it with interesting and useful matter; and I hope
that, as its patrons and I become better acquainted, we
shall have cause to feel only mutual satisfaction with the
editorial change that is to-day announced.

L. V. Newton, M. D.

Dr. Bridgman disposed of his other down-town in-

terests and bought a handsome home at Third avenue
and Fifty-eighth, which he improved. Not only was
he a writer of force, but an eloquent speaker. He
was an active supporter of Abraham Lincoln and
made many speeches during the latter's first cam-
paign for the presidency. He expected Lincoln to

send him abroad as a representative of the United
States, but a cancer cut short his political aspirations

and he died November 5th, 1864. His widow fol-

lowed about eleven years later. Their only daughter
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married Dr. Boetzkes, a physician and druggist of the

Bensonhurst section of Brooklyn.
Dr. -Lucas Vandeveer Newton, who became pro-

pi ietor of the Circular, as hereinbefore stated, was
born at Griggstown, N. J., February 19th, 1809. He
was a printer when a boy and when only twenty years

old became editor of the American System, a Henry
Clay paper published at Princeton, N. J. Later he
went to Syracuse, N. Y., where he edited the Onon-
daga Republican, and thence to Pittsburg, Pa., as edi-

tor of the Saturday Visitor. He read medicine at

Pittsburg under Dr. A. McDowell, and was graduated
by the Jefiferson jMedical College of Philadelphia in

1837. He next visited Europe, and, upon making a

second trip, located at London, where he practiced

medicine for a while. When he returned to fhe

United States he landed at Portsmouth, Va., where he
at once began to minister to sufferers from an epi-

demic of fever raging there at the tim.e. It is said

that his employment of Warburg's tincture in his

work among the fever patients at Portsmouth was the

first use ever made of that remedy in this

country in practice. Not satisfied with the service

rendered to mankind at Portsmouth, he went to New
Orleans in 1848 to fight yellow fever. His brother,

who was an army .surgeon at New Orleans, died of

the fever.

Dr. Newton next located in this city and practiced

medicine, wrote, and engaged in scientific experimen-
tation. It was about this time that he worked out a

method for copper-facing type which is in use to this

day and bears his name. The state of his health re-

quiring that he lead a less active life, he purchased the

CiRCUL.AR and for twenty-two years edited and pub-
lished it at one place, 36 Beekman street.

Soon after Dr. Newton purchased the Circul.^r

he engaged William Graham Stephenson as an adver-

tising agent, and this position Mr. Stephenson filled

until his death, April 7th, 1892.

When Dr. Newton died, July loth, 1880, the paper

passed into the hands of his nephew, John Newton,
who managed it until September, 1884, when William

O. Allison became its publisher, and has so continued

to the present time.

Mr. Allison was an experienced newspaper man
and drug-market reporter long before he became inter-

ested in the Circular. He was born in Bergen
county, New Jersey, March 30th, 1849. I" 1^68 he
entered the office af William B. Dana, publisher of the

Financial Chronicle and the Daily Bulletin. His
success there led him to found the Oil, Paint and
Drug Reporter, a weekly publication, the first number
of which he issued October 21st, 1871. In November,
1880, he established the Oil and Drug Nezcs, which
afterward became the Weekly Drug Xezvs and Prices

Current. At the end of June, 1885, a portion of this

paper was merged with the Oil, Paint and Drug Re-
porter and a portion with The Druggists Circular
and it was no longer issued as a separate publication.

In January, 1882, the American Pharmacist, a weekly,

was established by Mr. Allison. In 1884 arrange-

ments were made under which the Oil, Paint and
Drug Reporter. The Druggists Circular, and the

Weekly Drug Nezcs and American Pharmacist were
to be issued under one management. On February
1st of that year the office of the Circular was moved
from 36 Beekman street to 72 \\'illiam street, the

office of the other two publications.

In Tune, i88s, the announcement was made that
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Benjamin Lillar^ fltadGlEdetimAa(ssp«;i^-^ \^th the

Circular^ and in April, 1895, the
,
announcement of

his retirement appeared. During the nearly ten years

of his connection with the Circular Mr. Lillard was
business manager and also was in direct control of the

editorial conduct of the paper.

For a few months after the change made in April,

1895, Mr. Allison acted as business manager, assisted

by Harry J. Schnell, who had been serving in the

same capacity for the former manager for nearly two
years. Mr. Schnell had come into the office in 1889
as a lad of seventeen and had begun at the very bot-

tom of the ladder. He relieved Mr. Allison of the

management of the Circular scon after Mr. Lillard"s

retirement, and has been its manager ever since.

It was about 1869 that Jules Leon Augustin Creuse
became managing editor of the Circular, which posi-

tion he filled until 1884, w^hen continued ill-health

caused hitn to return to his native France, where he

died August 13th, 1891.

Henry B. Parsons became editor of the Circular in

July, 1884, but his health being poor he too soon had
to seek a more congenial climate. In the latter part

of that year and the early part of 1885 he did his edit-

ing by correspondence, while his brother, Charles W.
Parsons, looked after the office end of the work.
When the elder brother went to Tucson, Ariz., where
he died, August 21st, 1885, the younger one became
editor of the paper and remained in that position for

about a year.

During the months when Henry B. Parsons was
editor and extending to the end of 1885, there were
published in the Circular the names of a number of
"contributing editors,'' to wit : J. U. Lloyd, of Cin-
cinnati : J. P. Remington, of Philadelphia; A. B. Pres-

cott, of Ann Arbor; A. B. Lyons, of Detroit; and
Oscar Oldberg, of Chicago. During a part of this

time the names of G. G. Benz, of New York; Louis
Genois, of Philadelphia ; C. W. Parsons, of New
York

; J. L. A. Creuse, of France ; and Peter Austin,
of New Brunswick, also appeared on the list.

John H. Snively became managing editor of the

Circular in 1886. and continued to fill the position

until April, 1904, when a rest fron his arduous duties

became necessary, since which time Francis B. Hays,
who had been Mr. Snively's assistant during the

greater part of thirteen years, has been the managing
editor. Mr. Snively is still on the Circular staff,

doing less burdensome work than formerly, yet giving
the paper the benefit of his long experience as a phar-

macist, writer and practical newspaper man.
In the earlier days of the Circular Ferdinand F.

Mayer was a frequent contributor to its columns,
both over his own name and otherwise, as afterward
was P. W. Bedford. Further mention is made of the

services of these gentlemen in an article on fifty

famous pharmacists elsewhere in this issue.

Up to 1869 the pages of the Circular were num-
bered without any distinction being made between
those devoted to reading matter and those on which
advertisements appeared. Indeed, the two classes of
matter appeared on the same pages. In 1869 some
effort was made at separating the reading from the

advertising pages, but the separation was not com-
plete until July, 1885, when the last remaining "want
ads" were taken from the reading pages and put
where they belonged. The word "American" was
dropped from the title of the paper at the end of 1865.
As has already been set forth in part, tor the first
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two months of its life the Circular was published at

158 Grand street; from March, 1857, to February,

1884, its office was at 36 Beekman street, corner of

William; in the latter month it moved to 72 William
street, where it remained until May, 1896, when it

secured temporary quarters at 84 William street,

vacating these one year later for its present home in

the Woodbridge Building at 100 William street, then

just completed.

When first issued the Circular was a four-column
paper, and it so remained until the beginning of the

volume for 1896, when the reading pages were re-

duced to three columns, the three wider columns oc-

cupying almost as much space as had the four nar-

rower ones. The same year the News Supplement
was started, and this was maintained as a separate de-

partment of the paper until 1905, when it was merged
into the regular reading pages. Although pink adver-

tising pages had appeared in the Circular at inter-

vals for some years, it was not until March, 1889, that

they became a regular feature. They were intro-

duced as a New England and Canadian Supplement
only, and carried both advertising and news. It is in-

teresting to note that the first issue of the Circular
in its entirety was just the size of this pink supple-

ment. In January, 1890, the pink pages were divided

into two supplements of four pages each, one of which
was known as the Northeastern and one as the South-
eastern, they being bound in copies of the paper
mailed to those sections of the country respectively.

In January, 1891, a Northwestern Supplement was
added, which later became the Western, as no South-
western was ever published.

In March, 1895, the three supplements were merged
into one, and in January, 1906, with the establishment

of a regular news section as a part of the Circular,
the pink portion gradually lost its principal character-

istic, and has since been maintained as a part of the

regular advertising pages of the paper in which trade

notes are also published.

Linotype composition having come into extensive

vogue in the newspaper offices by 1894, the Circular
discarded hand-set type that year, and appeared in

September set by machine. The experiment was not
altogether satisfactory at first, as the pressmen ex-
perienced difficulty in keeping the lines of type "on
their feet," as they expressed it, and also in prevent-

ing the wood and metal inserted for making white
space, from working up and printing black. Finally,

however, after one printing concern had given up the

job, good results were obtained, and the Circular has
never gone back to hand composition for its reading
matter, and probably never will.

In March, 1897, the Circular published as an
octavo supplement of 120 pages, a price-list of
drugs, chemicals and "patent" or proprietary medi-
cines, which was made as complete as possible. This
supplement was enlarged, revised and issued at in-

tervals of about four months, until January, 1902,
^vhen the postal authorities decided that it was not en-
titled to the newspaper postage rates, since which
time the list has been issued, at intervals, as an in-

tegral part of the paper.

This, in brief, is a sketch of the material changes
through which the Circular has gone during the fifty

years of its life. In an article which follows this is

given an outline of what may be called for the want
of a better distinctive designation, its "intellectual"

life.

A BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF THE
DRUGGISTS CIRCULAR.

The man who is able to look back over a life of a

half century, dominated by the spirit of active prog-

gress, is certain to often catch himself thinking of the

self of earlier years as though he were another, and
should he write of that earlier self, he may well do so

in a truly historical spirit. Much more is this true of

the conductor of a journal which has been maintained

by successive personalities, so that he who comes last

into the heritage may review its life work from an ex-

ternal view point, and one to a great extent free from
selfish, or even personal bias.

It is in this light, and with this spirit, that we here

review the editorial life of The Druggists Circular.

The life of a journal is one of responsibility for the

rights and interests of many diverse—often conflicting

—interests, and the pressure of plea and promise, of

rebuke and threat, of reward and retaliation and even

of sympathy and prejudice, are felt here just as in

other positions of public responsibility, and in this

way the journal assumes a personality that is insep-

arable from, and, under ordinary conditions, is in con-

formity with that of the individuals who compose its

management.
TWO PERIODS.

Our fifty years have been divided into two periods

of approximately equal length, in which the editorial

influence has expressed itself in quite different forms.

During the second period, the editorial view has
found separate expression in a part of the journal

specially set aside for the purpose, while during most
of the earlier period, it was expressed chiefly through
the selection and mode of presentation of its news,
and in the contributions which were secured for or ad-
mitted to its columns. The expression is however no
less clear and definite in the earlier than in the later

period. The one was an expression of its life only,

the other of its profession also, but to the discriminat-

ing, the former is as sure a gviide as the latter. In
several of the very earliest volumes of the Circul.\r
we find an editorial method, though scarcely a form,
somewhat akin to that of modern times, but it soon
gave place to that of contributions by others, appar-
ently editorially inspired. The contributors thus em-
ployed included all the foremost men in the profession
during their respective times, besides many eminent
physicians. So far as pharmacists are concerned, this

record has been steadily continued up to the present,
so that the Circular's leading contributions con-
stitute a living record of the leading personnel of the
profession for the half century.

At its beginning, the Circular appears to have
shown a remarkable degree of judgment in estimating
the practical value of the matters coming up for atten-
tion in the pharmaceutical world. In those days, itb

editor was also both its publisher and its advertising
agent, and life was too strenuous for any elaborate
system of classification of duties. The stand taken
was high. Notice was served in one of its first num-
bers that it was not in need of money and its owner
did not care to run it as a business enterprise, except
to the extent of making it self-supporting. In soite
of this we cannot help noticing the healthy
bu.siness spirit in an expression of satisfaction with
financial success. In the second number we find him
saying : "At this rate, by the first of next month we
."^hall have three-fourths of the druggists throughout
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the land as subscribers," and adds that of the first

number 3,000 copies were suppHed at an expense of

$700. At the end of the first year it is declared that

nearly all the chemists and druggists in the country

are subscribers and that it is expected that their num-
ber by the end of another year will reach 8.000 if not

10,000. During this first year it is reported that 6,322
letters were received and answered, 327 calls were re-

ceived from druggists, 102 situations were secured

and 16 drug stores sold through the influence of the

journal. The dreams of the publisher were appar-

ently not realized at once, for in 1879 he reports the

"great and wholesome" subscription list of 10,500.

AUSPICIOUS TIME TO BEGIN.

The Circular is a permanent debtor to its good
fortune in having been established at a time when
pharmacy had not yet been divorced from medicine.

Many, if not most physicians were then still their own
pharmacists, and materia medica was the physician's

subject of study and his field of labor. IVIedical and
pharmaceutical experts were then most closely asso-

ciated and the practice of therapeutics was made de-

pendent upon a familiarity with materia medica. The
medical knowledge and proclivities of the Circular's
early management combined with this general senti-

ment to impart a strong medical flavor to its contents.

Its early discussions of the relations of pharmacy to

medicine were professedly based upon the principle

that the only sound source of good medical practice

lay in a combination of knowledge of the substances

employed and of the condition under treatment. The
form of administration was regarded as a most im-

portant subject for choice and this was seen to depend

directly upon the individual characteristics of the

drug. This dual consideration is made very promi-

nent in some of its earliest articles, and the tendency,

once established, continued naturally, so that not only

have its readers always included a large contingent of

medical men, but its files would give a very fair idea

of the general trend of therapeutical progress, even to

one who had no other source of information. Begin-

ning almost with its first number, it maintained for

years a column entitled "Selections from favorite pre-

scriptions of living American practitioners," the pre-

scriptions being briefly and rationally discussed, and

the whole series one that most practicing physicians of

to-day might do far worse than to read attentively. In

its first volume, also, there was printed a synopsis,

continued through several numbers, of Braithwaite's

retrospect of the treatment reported by various

authors.

Some of the subjects of this class, of common in-

terest to physician and pharmacist, which have re-

ceived attention from the Circular, are of special im-

portance because of their relations to professional

progress and development.

As early as 1877 the Circul.a.r was giving attention

to "The value of frequently repeated small doses of

medicine," seeking such elements of truth as might

be found in a new proposition, even though coming
from sources which were themselves discredited.

In 1861 a long report on diphtheria, presented to

the St. Louis Medical Society, was reprinted and the

subject of this disease, as it continued to become better

known to physicians, was closely followed up by full

abstracts, in which special attention was given to sug-

gestive methods of treatment. In 1894, "The new
diphtheria cure" was fully reported, and while many

publications, both lay and professional, were deriding

the new theory, or treating it with great luke-warm-

ness, the Circular (and the same was true of the

New York Times among lay papers) gave it a full

and respectful hearing, and was among the first to de-

clare faith in its soundness. Many reports and notes

on the subject of yellow fever are also to be found in

its columes, and the final crowning discovery regard-

ing the nature of this disease was promptly and in-

telligently presented to its readers.

The diflfusibility of iron preparations was freely dis-

cussed in 1880, apparently in connection with ques-

tions as to the proper members of this rapidly ex-

tending series for introduction into the forthcoming

edition of the Pharmacopoeia. In 1879, the nature of

the action of cholagogues was being carefully studied

and the experiments were regularly reported in these

pages. The history of the discovery of anesthetics re-

ceived an important contribution in the report of an

operation by Dr. Crawford W. Long of Georgia, in

1842, in which ether had been successfully employed.

In 1877 that wondrous display of human credulity

connected with the "blue glass craze" was developed.

The Circular was here led by its consistent policy of

giving a fair hearing to everything new, even though

apparently untrustworthy, into being perhaps over-

courteous' to this so wildly conducted therapeutical

measure.

THE history of ilATERIA MEDICA.

Drugs, considered merely as articles of the materia

medica, and chiefly from the pharmacist's point of

view, were treated with equal care and there is

scracely any important discovery, or suggestion of

one, from 1857 to the present time that has not been

duly reported in the pages of this journal. In i860

was printed an extended account of the medicinal

properties of coca leaves, a subject which was again

and again discussed in these pages, many years before

the drug was accorded a place in the materia medica

of civilization. The contributions and reprints on

cinchona, one of the most important of subjects dur-

ing the early life of the Circul.\r, are too numerous

to be here mentioned.

Much of the information concerning drugs thus

supplied to the readers of the Circular has been

culled from the letters and reports of foreign travel-

ers, and this subject of cinchona, its occurrence in the

South American forests, its subsequent introduction

to cultivation, the methods employed, and the ebb and

flow of success in the industry are faithfully and fully

recorded in the Circular's file.

DRUG adulteration.

The subject of drug adulteration and its detection

may properly be regarded as one to which the Cir-

cular has devoted special attention, an attitude to

which two influences, among others, have specially

inclined it. The general period in which the Circular

was founded wasone in which special prominence was

being given to this subject, both by pharmacists and

physicians, and when legislation concerning it was

being stronglv agitated, so that it naturally came much
before the editorial mind. The second influence was

the high professional and moral stand taken by the

Circular, and which determined its condemnation of

everv form of fraud or deception that manifested it-

self, in either the pharmaceutical or the medical field.

The exposure of imperfections in drug supplies be-

came then an object of its particular attention, and to
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enumerate the papers, notes and comments bearing on

this subject would be to print a very considerable part

of the index to the fifty volumes. For twenty years

or more, these articles on iraudulent drugs, both in the

entire condition and in powdered form, have been

freely illustrated and this has led to the systematic

encouragement of microscopical studies by the phar-

macist.

The practical value of the microscope to the phar-

macist was very early urged upon the readers of the

Circular, and has formed the subject of many sub-

sequent special articles. In 1878 the editor re-

marked: "If we should ask the readers of The
Druggists Circular if they had ever looked through

a microscope, but few in a hundred could answer in

the affirmative ;" and this is followed by a long and
clear explanation of the parts of the instrument and
the method of using it. Later, there is an article ex-

plaining the preparation of objects for microscopical

examination. In 1879 ^^^ method of examining for

trichinae, which parasite was then exciting great

alarm, was explained.

standardization.

During the first half of the life of the Circular,
knowledge concerning the constituents of vegetable

drugs was not sufficient to permit of much being done
toward the chemical estimation of those drugs,

yet we find in the volume for 1859 ^^ earnest argu-

ment in favor of the standardization of opium by al-

kaloidal assay, and in 1876, the same course was
urged in reference to ipecac. In 1880 appeared an
elaborate review of the processes of pepsin testing.

When the great contest over standardization de-

veloped, between 1880 and 1890, the Circular de-

voted much attention to this subject. Its attitude was
conservative, yet, while it recognized the great diffi-

culties attending the detailed application of assay pro-

cesses, it was most strong in its advocacy of the prin-

ciple as one that must go on until practice should
reach perfection. Indeed, the Circular could not

consistently do otherwise, since its attention to the

chemical side of pharmacy and medicine had always
been perhaps its leading interest.

Its earliest numbers teemed with articles in relation

to the science of chemistry. In one volume we have a

series of articles entitled "Chemistry in the drug-
store," which commences as follows: "It is a la-

mentable fact that many if not most pharmacists,

allow themselves to get along with a very inadequate
amount of both theory and practice in this important
branch." In 1876 began a long and important series

entitled "Brief biographies of eminent chemists'"

—

articles of permanent value, which might still be con-

sulted with great profit.

TOXICOLOGY and HYGIENE.

Toxicology has received much attention. The long
series of reports, discussions and notes which have
been given on this class of topics, taken together, con-
'stitute a very fair historical treatment of the subject
during the period covered, and some of this work has
been exceedingly influential. During periods of hot
controversy, the Circular has stoutly maintained the

reliability of potassium permanganate as an antidote
for morphine poisoning, and of alcohol for carbolic

acid poi-soning. In i860 was printed the first of what
has now become a very long series of critical discus-
sions of poison laws.

This attitude X)i the Circular toward poisoning is

indicative of its broad interest in the general subject

of public hygiene, to which a great amount of space

in its total has been devoted. In an early article en-

titled "Medical misinformation," it prints a collection

of deadly prescriptions and recipes, culled evidently

at the expense of much time from newspaper sources,

and points out the responsibility of the editors and
also of the laws which permit such practices. The
same lessons are taught again and again in such ar-

ticles as "Newspaper physic again," ""Dangerous

therapeutics," "Man-slaying editors," and "The sur-

vival of mis-information."

In 1879 'f entered into the general debate concern-

ing the effects of alum in baking powders, and con-

tinued the subject more or less for nearly ten years.

Its pages are remarkably rich in articles relating to

infection and contagion, such as "Bad cellars and con-

tagious diseases," '"The origin of infection," "The im-

portance of placarding contagion," "Plain directions

for preventing the spread of contagious diseases,"

"What quarantine did," and "The exclusion of

cholera." As one reads these articles consecutively,

he is impressed with the fundamental idea pervading

them of an endeavor to seek out—or to encourage
such seeking—the primary cause of contagion and in-

fection, as the first step toward combating it. All ne"w

discoveries regarding the germ theory of infection and
related topics have found the Circular's editors eager

listeners and willing promulgators. It was no doubt
from the Circular that thousands of our pharmacists

gained their first intelligent ideas concerning Koch's
discoveries in tuberculosis, Pasteur's anti-rabic treat-

ment, and the initial successes of the antitoxin treat-

ment, and this, it must be noted, while many preten-

tious medical pournals were turning the deaf ear or

indulging in open ridicule.

allied sciences.

Aside from this attention to hygiene and other sub-

jects having a very close affinity to the medical arts,

the Circular has taken a rather broad view of the

meaning of the term "Pharmacy and the allied

sciences" and has endeavored to relieve the humdrum
of professional life by giving its readers an outline of

what was going on in many parts of the outside world
of science. One of the earliest problems that faced

its editor was embodied in that still perplexing ques-
tion, "How far to carry abstract science in preparing
for pharmacy?" and an article on the subject ap-

peared in the second volume. The author concluded
ins discussion about as he began it, and about as we
must regard it in the light of the succeeding fifty

years of experience, with the sage remark "This ques-
tion is not very easily answered." Many papers on
the subject of photography appeared in these early

issues, when the art was new, just as they have done
during the camera craze of recent years.

In 1876, there was a comprehensive account of the
Centennial Exposition, with special reference, of

course, to things pharmaceutical. In 1878, was pre-
sented a detailed account of Hughes' early telephonic
apparatus, and about that time appeared many arti-

cles on the electric light, including statistical discus-
sion of the comparative method and cost of this

method of lighting. One of the first of these articles

opens as follows: "Are we on the eve of another
great discovery? There is no limit to human inge-
nuity !"

The subject of botany, outside of its direct relations
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to pharmacy, has probably received as Uttle attention

as any other department of science, yet we find nu-

merous articles, such as "The botany of Japan,"
"Botanical explorations in China" and in "South
America," the "Inorganic food of plants," and "A re-

view of the literature of forestry and tree planting."

In the last, a highly important truth, and one that has
lately been contemplated with great regret by bota-

nists, is stated as follows : "Articles on this subject

do not, for the most part, go into those practical de-

tails that are necessary."

PHARMACOPOEIA REVISION.

The relations of the Circular to Pharmacopoeia re-

vision have been peculiarly close, and its service of a

high order. Its contributions have not been confined

to post-publication criticisms, but have often taken the

form of articles of suggestion and advice, written by
recognized experts, and published in good time to

serve as a basis for study, experiment and discussion.

Again and again it has urged that the function of the

book was not merely that of subserving custom, but

also of pointing the onward and upward way, and of

leading in each succeeding edition to something bet-

ter than that which merely represented the existing

status. The Circular's motto in regard to this sub-

ject might well have been expressed as "Conservative

advance." In the same connection, it has given much
attention to the National Formulary. It would be an
odd experience to note in its third volume an article

that sought earnestly to explain that the Pharma-
copoeia is not the same thing as the Dispensatory,

were it not for the fact that nine-tenths, probably, of

our practicing physicians do not yet know of this dif-

ference, and that at every Pharmacopoeia Convention
delegates come to assist in the revision who are no
better informed. In the volume for 1890, we notice

an article entitled "Danger in the Pharmacopoeia,"

which supplies important suggestions relating to the

agitation that is now in progress in reference to the

same subject.

ETHICAL STANDARDS.

Before we can intelligently review the attitude of

the Circular toward, and its influence upon the very
important subjects of education, legislation and the

general progress of pharmacy, it is necessary to con-

sider at some length the ethical standards which have
constituted its governing principles.

In one of its editorials entitled "Too much cour-

tesy," the Circular scores a medical lecturer for tell-

ing his students that, if called in consultation, and
finding that he could not agree with his brother prac-

titioner, he would assure the family that said practi-

tioner was doing everything possible under the cir-

cumstances and would then bow himself out. He is ac-

cused of cowardice in leaving the defenseless patient

to what he regarded as a dangerous condition rather

than incur the unpleasantness of a professional dis-

pute. In this criticism, the editor of the Circular
unwittingly portrayed the entire attitude of his jour-

nal toward the responsibility of its class of agencies to

the helpless public. There is scarcely a point in its

history where it could be justly accused of a disregard

for the requirements of journalistic courtesy, and yet

it has not hesitated to engage in the sharpest condem-
nation of its contemporaries when they have seemed
to betray their professional trust for selfish reasons.

The most persistent and consistent work of the Cir-

cular in this direction has been performed during the

last decade, and this with increasing intensity and in-

creasing effectiveness. The moral renaissance with

which the better class of the profession has been in-

spirited during the last year or two is the fruit of the

pioneer labors of pharmaceutical and medical journals

which have combined courage with conscientiousness.

An increasing number of others are joining in the

movement and it will not be long before all will have

to openly declare their position as favoring the pro-

fessions or as existing primarily for the profit which

can be derived from juggling with the advertising

business. In 1892 the Circular published a power-

ful denunciation of "journals for revenue only." At

another time it discussed the relation of the adver-

tising department to an excessive number of journals

and pointed out that a large advertising patronage

was not entirely a sign of advertising excellence, for

the reason that the advertisements might be stimu-

lated by the perversion of the editorial influence and

by the maintenance of a large free list. Another arti-

cle at about this time condemned certain journals for

publishing advertisements of things which had been

so absolutely and conspicuously convicted of fraud

that no question could exist as to their character.

Under the caption "The right to rebuke," it supports

the Dry Goods Economist for exposing a firm for

falsely advertising its goods, said journal having been

sued for this action. Again, under "Quackery before

the law" it scathingly denounces the practice of manu-

facturing testimonials, which was then receiving coun-

tenance and support from certain journals. In 1889,

under "A plea of imbecility" it points out that a cer-

tain editor must either openly profess "clap-trap" or

acknowledge imbecility for taking the wrong side of

questions of principle.' Again, it condemns the prac-

tice by interested parties of using for advertising pur-

poses' the matter taken from reports of official investi-

gations, -with or without a perversion of the idea con-

tained therein. On this same page occurs a sound

article, on "educational advertising," indicating the

great opportunities which are open to advertisers for

instructing the public without in any way decreasing

the value of the advertisement for business purposes.

An article entitled "A new kind of deception" con-

demns the proprietor of a certain article for falsely

advertising it to have been endorsed by the British

Pharmacopoeia, a course that was followed apparently

for no other reason than that this work was almost

unknown in this country, the falsehood being thus un-

likely to be generally discovered. In 1889, also, in an

editorial entitled "An educational need," it chides the

readiness of the public (with special reference to the

educated classes) for jumping at advertisements based

upon insufficient ground, rejecting thereby the advice

of physicians based upon wide knowledge, careful ex-

perimental work and conscientious friendship. At

another time, it condemns certain pharmacists for

taking advantage of the public confidence in their ad-

vice, granted because of their scientific knowledge an'fl

position and giving endorsements of such things as

these pharmacists well know to be fraudulent. Still

another article accuses State analysts of the far

greater treachery embodied in an abuse of their of-

ficial privileges. In 1892, the editor joyfully reports

the fate of a nostrum vender who was punished be-

cause his prenaration did not justify the extravagant

claims made for it in his advertisement.

That this attitude dates back to a very early period

is proven by the presence in the first three volumes of
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the following editorials, among many others of the

same kind : On page 8 of the second volume is one on
"Quackery," on page 25, "Quackery No. 2," and on

page 138 "The quackee."' There is also an instruc-

tive article in the same series on "The administration

of medicine by the uninstructed." It is worth noting

that at about this time Dr. George Thurbcr, professor

of botany in the New York College of Pharmacy, was
very influential in all pharmaceutical matters in this

city, and was then, as editor of the American Agri-

culturist, performing a similar service for the great

agricultural public in exposing the numerous forms of

fraud so apt to be perpetrated upon the farming com-
munity. In 1889, the readers were treated to an
amusing, albeit instructive dissertation on "Quackery

by telephone."

RELATIONS BETWEEN PHYSICIANS AND PHARMACISTS.

As far back as 1877, the Circular enters into a

grave discussion of the views expressed by Attfield in

regard to the relations between pharmacist and physi-

cian and predicts the most serious consequences unless

each side shall conscientiously consider the rights,

duties and responsibilities of the other. Another edi-

torial at about the same time deals with the relations

of pharmacists to physicians and nostrums. That
the Circular does not consider itself in any way
bound by its professional relations with the pharma-
cist to wink at the latter's ofifenses towards the physi-

cian is proven by its many emphatic denunciations

of counter prescribing, and this principle is earnestly

supported in 1880 in one of the most valuable of con-

tributions to "The prescription question" in which the

true ethics of the refilling of prescriptions are set

forth. Although the article is a reprint, it clearly

represents the Circular's own views, embodied in the

statement 'As every medallion has two faces, so let us
examine the two sides of this question." Its contri-

butions to the other side of the subject are strongly

presented in articles condemning the patent medicine
in prescriptions, rebuking "dispensing doctors" and
inquiring "is dispensing by physicians on the in-

crease?" In 1890, it protests against the registration

of physicians without pharmacy examinations, and in

1892, under the heading "Physicians not pharmacists,"
it patiently explains why the medical education of the

physician does not intend to qualify him for the work
of the pharmacy. The great pity is that such an arti-

cle, so published, should not reach the right sort of an
audience, inasmuch as the medical journals would be
extremely careful not to reprint it. An article which
appeared in 1892 on "The ethics of prescribing" ex-
presses sentiments quite too high to justify any expec-
tation of their acceptance by a majority of the medical
profession, even at this day. In i8go, depicting the
disgraceful condition of the medical profession in the

matter of ignorance of materia medica and in its atti-

tude toward the nostrum evil, it pleads strongly for a
better education for physicians, and in 1892, under the
tifle "They don't know how" it reprints a cowardly
and pitiful plea by a physician to the effect that the
responsibility for mistakes in prescriptions by medi-
cal men should not be shared by the latter, but should
rest wholly upon the former, upon the accepted prin-

ciple that physicians do not know how to write pre-

scriptions and should not be expected to do so with
accuracy. Lastly, in 1894, it points out that many of
the serious mistakes made by physicians would be
avoided if they were merely to take the trouble to keep

at hand a copy of the Pharmacopoeia and to consult it

\\hen in doubt.

In its discouragement of and antipathy toward

quackery in every form, the Circul.^r has been con-

sistent in its antagonism to "pathies," without regard

to the particular sort or to the amount of good which

might be marshalled under their false standards. It

has held that the arts of medicine and pharmacy oc-

cupy the broadest possible relations to the cure of

human ailments, and that any means or methods ap-

plicable to this purpose are included in their domain,

which might not properly be restricted either by the

exclusion of any appropriate resources or by the appli-

cation of any narrowing term. In its contributions

in this line, the Circular's treatment of the subject

and its advocates has always been courteous and its

arguments scientific. In its treatment of the numer-

ous open and deliberate humbugs which have paraded

in the guise and under the standard of the "pathies,''

but which had not the endorsement of their sincere,

however mistaken leaders, the Circular has pursued

an entirely different method, exposing them merci-

lessly and flaying them with well directed ridicule.

NOSTRUMS.

No recent reader of the Circular need be informed
as to its attitude toward nostrums, the word being

employed in its broad application to every feature of

proprietorship in medicine which is in principle op-

posed to the most beneficent objects of medical science,

or which acts counter to the interest of the public

health. Its contributions, reprints and editorials on
this subject are so numerous that their very enumera-
tion would constitute an extensive undertaking. One
of the best of them, entitled "Turning over a new
leaf," introduced the volume of 1889. After showing
that the stock on the shelves of the average druggist

shows a great preponderance of nostrums over legiti-

mate articles, it inquires "How does it happen that

the apothecary has assumed the role of chief dis-

tributing agent for these things" and goes on to say

"With a few exceptions, these preparations are thrust

upon the public by men who, if we judge by their

advertisements, are the immediate descendants and
worthy pupils of the medical mountebanks." In the

same number it discusses an attempt by the owners of

trade-marks to secure legislation giving them in-

creased protection and greater emoluments, and urges
that if this is done, there should be accompanying
legislation for aflfording to the public increased pro-

tection again.st their improper use. a claim that is at

the present time being well sustained by the general

demand for non-secrecy, carried at least to the point

of declaring the existence of poisonous or injurious

constituents in the articles exploited. In many in-

stances, as for example in discussing "The perils of

quackery" in 1892, where it records a death resulting

directly from the use of a nostrum, it publishes special

instances in support of the principles thus espoused.
In that volume, also, it takes up the educational side

of the debate in an editorial entitled "How to counter-
act it," in which it lays upon pharmacists the obliga-

tion of teaching physicians as well as patients how
they mav best avoid promoting the nostrum evil, with-
out sacrificing any of the advantages which incidently

accrue from their use. This advice is in effect the
promulgation of the principles embodied in the publi-

cation and use of the National Formulary. Not only
does it here print instances of harm resulting from
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violation of the principles of honest practice, but it

takes advantage of many opportunities to teach the

advantages derived from the opposite course, as, for

example, in an account of legal action in Italy directed

against the nostrum business, and in discussing the

apparent "Decline of the nostrum" which was ob-

served some ten years ago.

EXPOSURE OF HUMBUGS.

Specific humbugs and frauds have been promptly

and energetically exposed, with a manifestation of

courage that has been unique in pharmaceutical jour-

nalism. That such a course must necessarily cost the

journal an immense loss in advertising patronage need

not be pointed out to any reader having the most ele-

mentary knowledge of the advertising business. In

1889, under the caption "An old trick," pharmacists

are warned against the practice of shipping a quantity

of goods to a fictitious address and then inducing some
legitimate pharmacist of the neighborhood to take

them up at a pretended great reduction in price. In

1878, we find it condemning the methods which have

been resorted to in the introduction of lactopeptin, and
questioning the merit of the article on scientific

grounds. Ten years later, it exposes similar methods
under the title "Mrs. Ayres and her preparations,"

exposes the fraudulent principle embodied in selling

an article under the name "tasteless quinine" which
is not quinine and ridicules the idiocy of those who
show a disposition to be misled by an advertisement

of a so-called "non-intoxicating whiskey." This vol-

ume is also enlivened by the celebrated exposure by
Dr. Eccles of Radam's microbe killer. One of the

rankest and most dangerous attempts of the period

was the foisting upon the public of a disguised prepa-

ration of morphine under the title of "Scotch oats

essence," which fact was brought to light by the Cir-

cular. One of the most grotesque forms of quackery
which we have seen discussed was the manufacture
and sale of Baunscheidt's "Life Awakener," which
was taken up on page 90 of the volume of 1869.

During the period from 1895 to 1900, the subject of

substitution came into great prominence, and various

views as to what constitutes substitution were hotly

discussed. The Circul.-\r took a prominent part in

this discussion and, especially on page 2, 1894, and
page 178, 1896. maintained a conservative attitude

toward the question, arguing that it was the spirit of

fraud represented in substitution acts which should be
the object of attack, rather than mere technical

offenses.

In conclusion, it might be claimed without exagger-

ation, that the history of the activity of the Circular
in its discussions of the general subject of ethics might
serve as an excellent guide to the study of this subject,

for both the young pharmacist and the young physi-

cian.

EDUCATION.

Considering the fact that the entire work of the

Circular as outlined above has been educational, it

would appear almost superfluous to separately review
its educational influence, but for the fact that it has

always kept in very close touch with all means for the

education of the undergraduate and the apprentice.

Its attitude toward the subject has been dependent on
three fundamental principles ; first, that pharmacy is

a Drofession ; second, that education in a professional

school is a requisite to fitness ; third, that practical

experience is equally necessary as part of the under-

graduate education. Some of tlie educational fea-

tures of the modern correspondence school were em-

bodied by the Circular so far back as 1858, in its

"Junior department," conducted to teach boys, espe-

cially apprentices, what to learn and how to learn it.

In the following year, these young readers were

urged, in a carefully prepared letter of advice, to at-

tend a school of pharmacy and not to depend upon ap-

prenticeship merely, and this was followed by other

articles, urging the utmost liberality in the educational

ideal of the pharmacist. In i860, the requirements

for a liberal and practical course of school study were

critically discussed, and shortly afterward the methods

pursued in different colleges were compared in the

same spirit. In 1869, the subject of "College benev-

olences" was taken up and the importance of endow-

ments for colleges of pharmacy was strongly urged.

Interest in the work of these schools has always been

kept alive in the public mind by full reports of their

organization and doings. In 1889 the question of

store apprenticeship versus college training was dis-

cussed and the necessity for both was argued. In an-

other article printed in the same volume, the colleges

were censured for the looseness of their requirements

in the matter of education preliminary to the phar-

macy course and in still another it was declared that

the degree of doctor of pharmacy should not be

awarded except for a graduate course, specially

adapted to the nature of the work that the holders of

such a degree would be expected to perform.

In 1896 the Circular gave editorial expression to

an opinion which must at the time have appeared to

most of its readers almost fanatically extreme. In an

article entitled "A legal standard of education," it

said : "As the State assumes the regulation of grant-

ing of degrees, it ought to prescribe specifically the

courses of education Uiat shall precede them." One
can imagine the contemptuous laughter with which

this statement, with its imaginary prospect of the

State arranging a syllabus of pharmaceutical instruc-

tion, would have been greeted in the New York State

Pharmaceutical Association ten years ago
;
yet there

is, at this moment, a strong committee engaged in pre-

paring such a syllabus, not only for New York State,

but to govern the pharmacy schools of the entire

United States, in their minimum instruction, and to

form the basis of pharmacy examination generally.

The importance, both to the schools of pharmacy

and to the practicing profession, of examinations com-

bining intelligence and honesty, has been kept in sight

by the Circular as most closely connected with edu-

cational methods, and the importance of greater care

and higher standards in the selection of board ex-

aminers has been often urged.

LEGAL conditions.

The whole trend of the Circular's influence, as we
have here depicted it, has been that of a healthy stim-

ulus to the establishment of morality, intelligence and
professional learning, both in the student and in the

man who had already entered upon the practice of his

profession. This most important service has been

closely followed up by ceaseless watchfulness in i^i-

proving the legal conditions under which business

must be conducted, in reporting upon, and indicating

the bearing of current changes, actually and pro-

spectively, upon these conditions and in suggesting the

best wavs of meeting them. Not only have all laws

affecting pharmaceutical practice been promptly
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analyzed and interpreted in simple terms for the bene-

fit of tlie non-legal mind, but the question-box has

been always open, and a patient pen has always been

ready to unravel individual entanglements. Nor has

the Circular waited tamely upon proposals for the

infliction of unjust legislation upon a long-suffering

profession. Every such proposition has been properly

attacked and stubbornly opposed, and many are the

ill-advised bills introduced at Albany which have been

defeated largely through its influence. With all its

readiness to defend the profession in its just rights,

however, it has been equally ready to consider the

claims of the public. At one time, under the caption

"Pharmacists by proxy," it protests against permitting

non-pharmacists to engage in the business through the

device of employing a licensed man to run the store.

It rebukes Illinois for having taken a "Retrograde

step" in legislation, and condemns a Chicago journal

for denouncing that fitness be required in a pharma-
cist, on the plea that such requirement is a "Restraint

of liberty," and in spite of its ever ready support of

everything tending to secure honesty in trade, it con-

demns the United States anti-adulteration law of

1890, because it fails to take the interests of both

parties into fair consideration.

To say that the pages of the Circular, from first to

last, have been crowded with matter of interest and
instruction in the every day practical work of the

pharmacy is merely to refer to the principal object of

its existence, and to review its services in this direc-

tion would require a specially written article devoted

to that subject. For completeness sake, however, we
cannot refrain from pointing out the general char-

acter of these services and their value.

PHARMACY AS A PROFESSION.

Most noteworthy in this connection is the fact that

the Circular has unvaryingly maintained the status

of pharmacy as a profession rather than a mere trade,

and all its distinctively pharmaceutical contributions

have been tinctured with this principle. In i860 it

printed an extended essay on the history of the art of
pharmacy, following it with one in which the import-
ance of pharmaceutical education was urged. In

1889, a year memorable for its revival of the educa-
tional spirit in pharmacy throughout the country,
there was something of a contest between the two
forces which represented respectively the professional

and the trade influence, and in that year the Circular
contributed thereto an analytical article of permanent
value, setting forth the reasons why the former should
prevail. This was followed shortly by an article on
"Discretion in dispensing," which was used to show
the continually arising necessity for the exercise of
such discretion, from which the professional nature
of the work was logically deduced. This article was
supplemented and its position strengthened, in a sub-
sequent issue, by a discussion of the position that
pharmacists ought to assume as public analysts and
the requirements as to fitness therefor. A little later

tilt whole subject was summarized by that talented
and scholarly contributor, Ferdinand Lascar, in an
essay entitled "The new era," which breathed an in-

tense spirit of professionalism, though based upon
=trict business considerations. It was perhaps not a
mere coincidence that on the page following that
which bore Mr. Lascar's essay, there was a similar
one treating of the opportunities and the destinies of
the American pharmacist. In 1890, following a long

series of descriptive, and often illustrated articles on
pharmacy in foreign countries, there was an editorial

on "Naval apothecaries," in which the pleasant and
desirable features of the life of these officials were
pictured forth, but in which the young pharmacist was
warned against the fatal error of mis-choosing the

glamour and excitement of a life of travel instead of

the quiet but more certain and lasting emoluments of

a settled business. In 1889 also, the Circular pre-

sented the results of a studious comparison of Amer-
ican and foreign pharmacy, and in close connection

therewith argued that foreign views on the char-

acter and value of American drugs tended to be un-

duly biased, and that such views should be taken up
and reviewed by our own experts instead of being
meekly accepted, toward which latter course a strong

tendency had been perceptible.

MANUFACTURE OF GALENICALS.

In the perennial discussion of the trade versus the

professional duties and interests of our occupation,

one of the most important issues has been that of the

manufacture of galenicals by the retailer, or their

purchase from the large manufacturer. In the early

stages of this discussion, the Circular seems to have
recognized a principle which has since become firmly

established in practice, that the answer to this ques-

tion is neither a general nor an ex cathedra one, but
that it must be based upon conflicting principles,

sometimes determining a positive, at others a negative
decision. During the seventies this discussion turned
largely on the subject of pill-making, and was much
influenced by conditions of expediency as to their

coating with gelatin and sugar. The view taRen by
the Circular was that the trend in the direction of
large manufacturing operations would be found irre-

sistible, but that there were pills which should be
made by the retailer in the interest of their quality.

Again, when the question of the quality of the official

tincture of nux vomica of 1890 became a subject of
legal controversy, the Circular pointed out the great
difficulties in its manufacture by the pharmacist, not-

withstanding that it maintained that the manufacture
of tinctures in general should be kept in his own
hands.

THE PROFESSIONAL VS. THE COMMERCIAL.
The even balance which the Circular seems to

have thus struck between the professional and the
commercial in the matter of manufacturing, has been
preserved generally in its close attention to the busi-
ness interests of its readers, in connection with the
maintenance of educational and ethical standards.
This department of its work has also been too exten-
sive to admit of review in a general article of this

sort, yet we feel impelled to at least enumerate some
of the directions in which it has found expression. In
1894 it took part in a movement against the mainte-
nance of department store pharmacies, in which the
proprietors and clerks were not held to the same strict

accountability as were those engaged independently.
It has in a great many instances promptly exposed
schemes devised for the purpose of defrauding the
pharmacist, thus doubtless saving great numbers of
them from losses which even a slight delay might
have favored. In connection with this service, it has
not hesitated to expose also such pharmacists as
showed a disposition to participate in similar frauds
upon the public. It fought strongly for free trade in
quinine and when this was secured it opposed the
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selfish demands of the manufacturers for the reim-

position of a tariflf. It has many times acted as a

peacemaker in factional quarrels between pharmacists

and associations representing them. It has consist-

ently and persistently defended the profession against

the bitter and absurd attacks made upon it in

the public press, and this in such a way as to make
one wonder that any newspaper interest could be so

depraved as to not to be influenced by it. It has main-
tained an almost continuous discussion on the subject

of pharmacists' profits, seeking every possible method
by which they could be honestly and honorably in-

creased, and in 1894 it offered as a prize a scholarship

to any college of pharmacy in the United States which
might be selected by the winner, for the best article

in answer to the question "How to conduct the busi-

ness side of the pharmacy." Finally, it has main-

tained a price-current column which has become well

known as a standard authority in all business circles

and has supplemented it with its equally celebrated

"Red book;" these publications, it may be remarked,
have been regularly supplemented by special articles

discussing particular features of the current drug
market.
Here we will rest. Enough has been said—perhaps

much more than enough of what the Circular has

been doinsr in its first half-centurv.

An Early Louisville Store.

It is said that the first drug store to be established

at Louisville, Ky., was that of Dr. Daniel Wilson, in

1817, at what is now the corner of Jefferson and Fifth

streets. The firm later became Wilson, Starbird &
Smith, and was succeeded, after the retirement of Dr.

Wilson in 1869, by Peter & Co., and later became
the Robinson-Pettit Co.

A chronicler of the early times tells of the boat and
wagon freight lines, and how the country merchants
came to town and exchanged feathers, flaxseed, gin-

seng, etc., for manufactured goods. In those days

prescriptions were thrown away as soon as filled^

which was certainly a radical way of disposing of a

question which has become somewhat vexatious since.

» »

An Enthusiastic Old Kansas Subscriber.
From a letter from M. Noll, Atchison, Kan., a quo-

tation is here made

:

"I began as an apprentice at St. Joseph, Mo., in the

centennial year, 1876. Soon afterwards I became
deeply interested in the pharmaceutical world and
sought knowledge from the best journals then pub-
lished. I subscribed to the Circular and have been a

subscriber ever since, having all the copies bound to

date. It has paid over and over, and that knowledge
obtained, no one has ever been able to steal from me.

I think all apprentices should subscribe for a good
journal and stay with it."

4 « »

In i86q the Circular printed an item about veloci-

pedes in France, in which it was stated that the swifter

kind attained a speed of from twelve to thirteen miles

an hour. In a twenty-four hour cross-country race

between two amateurs, one made eighty-seven miles

and quit, while the other went 123 miles.

In 1878 one of the advantages of Aiken, S. C, as

a winter resort was the fact that it could be reached

by through sleeping cars in thirty-five hours. The
time is now less than twentv-four hours.

FIFTY YEARS OF BATTLING FOR
PHARMACEUTICAL REFORM.

By R. G. EccLES, M. D.

A quarter of a century has passed away since the

present writer became interested in the war The
Druggists Circular was waging against nostrums,

and the methods it was pursuing in order to save pro-

fessional pharmacy from being handed over, bound
and gagged, to the quacks. The callous indifference

v/th which the majority of pharmaceutical journals

treated the situation was a matter of astonishment to

me and seemed to indicate either a deplorable lack of

attention to prospective conditions or a sordid desire

Dr. Robert G. Eccles is well known wherever scientific

men gather, for he is a scientist of many sides—pharma-
cist, physician, chemist, botanist, and all the way up, or

down, from these until almost every branch of human
knowlp;ige has been touched. He was born in Scotland

December 31st, 1847, but
early became a traveler to

and through this country
and has remained a traveler
ever since, at present being
on a tour around the world
with Mrs. Eccles. He took
up the study of chemistry
when a lad and in 1875 set-

tled m this city and began to

make practical use of his

knowledge. In 1879 he pur-
chased a drug store in

Brooklyn which is still con-
ducted by Mrs. Eccles, who
is a puysician and pharma-
cist. Dr. Eccles has made
many analyses of nostrums
for the CiRCULAB and writ-

ten some very interesting ar-

ticles concerning them. In
all lines of pharmaceutical,,

chemical and medical endeavor his enthusiasm has been
unbounded and his activity great. He was the first dean
of the Brooklyn College of Pharmacy; was a member of
the pharmacopoeial revision committee of 1890 and of the
Pharmacopceial Convention of 1900; and was president of
the New York State Pharmaceutical Association in 1888-9.
In the American Pharmaceutical Association he has held
many important cliairmanships, including that of the phar-
macopoeial revision committee and the section on pharma-
ceutical education and legislation.

ECCLES,

to abet the piracy and through their advertising col-

umns to be able to share in the booty. Whatever the
explanation the baneful effects were just as threaten-
ing and the need as great that those managing the
Circular be supported by both sympathy and work.
It is now about nineteen years since the first article

from my pen appeared in the Circular. Since then
many papers have been contributed by me through the

intervening years.

The quarter of a century to which my acquaintance
with the Circular has been confined is far from being
the period of its whole effort for the protection of
pharmacy. In a series of articles on quackery, pub-
lished during the first and second years of its existence

the editor took particular pains to point out his de-

sire to free pharmacy from the dominating influence of
nostrum manufacturers. The arguments he advanced
are as applicable and as telling to-day as they then
were. With a bravery that cannot but win the admi-
ration of all progressive people he pointed out that the

chief ethical object of The Druggists Circular was
to rid pharmacy of the incubus of the nostrum. It re-

quired courage in those days to be so outspoken. Only
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a small minority of pharmacists then sympathized
with such advanced doctrines. Here is the- way in

which he sent home to his readers exactly what he was
aiming at: "If there is one sentiment more than
another which we would -impress upon our brethren
of the pestle and mortar, it is this, that there is a nec-

essary and inherent antagonism between the interests

of the quack and that of the regular apothecary." In
order to make sure that they fully grasped the'signifi-

cance of his words be continued : "Did our space
allow, we might show that in quackery there does not
exist the first element of honesty ; that its pretensions
are, in the nature of things, unwarrantable ; that the

best medicine will not allow of universal application

for the same symptoms, or even for the same disease

;

that even when secret medicines profess to be what
they really are, their general commendation to the

ignorant is in violation of sound principles and leads,

in its results, to a forfeiture of that confidence which,
as w-e have said, is the basis for success in business.

We need only hint at the question, how few nostrums
are sold for what they are. The observations of every
druggist will furnish many instances in which every

sale is a case of obtaining money under false pre-

tenses. Read the advertisements which fill the news-
papers by false certificates of cures which never hap-
pened ; the boastful promises which can, in the nature

of things, rarely or never be fulfilled ; the artful de-

vices to deceive the ignorant and mislead the credu-

lous, and then blush and hang your heads, that the

apparent necessities of your business lead you to join

hands with those who systematically, and for lucre,

break down the safeguards which the institution of a

learned profession of special advisers of the sick was
designed to throw round the use of medicinal agents.

All the affinities of quackery are with ignorance. The
w^hole system is founded in empiricism as opposed to

science, and like every other wrong thing its tenden-

cies are degrading." (Vol. ii, p. 25).

All this sounds as if it had been written for to-day

and its logic is just as applicable to present conditions

as it was fifty years ago. It reads very much like the

editorials of the Circul.\r on the same topic that have
appeared during the past few years and that have been
the indirect means of awakening a general public in-

terest in this stupendous subject. Now that the nos-

strum business has begun to bend before public senti-

ment like a reed before a storm it is well to recall from
what small beginnings this great result has come. It

took nearly fifty years of effort on the part of the CiR-
cuL.\R to create enough interest in the subject to make
the general public pay any attention to it. Had the

Circular received the support which it deserved from
other pharmaceutical journals and from medical jour-

nals during the intervening time, there can be little

dotibt as to what the results would have been by this

time. Had the entire pharmaceutic press, or any
great proportion of it, presented a solid front in de-

fense of principles like these it would not have been

necessary to have waited until 1905 for such influen-

tial journals as Collier's Weekly and the Ladies' Home
Journal to step in and popularize them. Honestly
conducted public journals lacked adequate means for

determining just how great the wrong was. Not
until nearly half a century had passed and the CiRCU-
L.\R had won recognition as the defender of the inter-

ests of the best class of pharmacists, did it dawn on
the minds of their editors that the subject was one that

deserved their care.

As far back as in January, 1858, it said: "Our de-
sign is to hold up a high standard tow^ard which we
may look as an object to be pursued, though it is per-

haps at present out of the question to attain it." The
direction in which it first sought to bring about re-

form was by getting pharmacists to stop urging cus-
tomers to buy nostrums. It held that it was bad
enough to have to keep them in order to supply the

public demand, but that it was reprehensible to try to

persuade customers to purchase such goods merely
because there was profit in their sale. A superficial

view of the situation makes it seem to pharmacists
who have not given this subject deep consideration
that any attempt at checking the sales of nostrums
must necessarily be an attempt at lessening their in-

come. That it was understood, even at that early

date, that this is a mistaken idea is clearly seen from
the remark that "What quack medicines he sells are

just 50 much withdrawn from his own pharmaceutical
productions, which not only yield him a large profit,

but add correspondingly to his professional respecta-

bility, and importance to the community." To medi-
cal men it seems exceedingly strange that many phar-

macists are blind to this truth which the Circular has
so wisely and for so long a time advocated. When
the pharmacist compounds a physician's prescription

and hands it out to a customer it is received with a

feeling of respect bordering on reverence because of

the skill which its compounding is supposed to always
represent. But how is it with the nostrum? A
nickel-in-the-slot machine could have supplied it just

as w-ell and the customer knows it. There is no more
respect for the seller of the nostrum than for an apple

peddler who sells a passing customer an apple to eat

in the street. Indeed there is less, for the nostrum
venders have taught the public to regard every phar-

macist as they would a thief and such goods are almost
invariably received with the feeling, on the part of the

customer, that he is perhaps being cheated by having
a spurious article palmed off upon him. What phar-
macist is so blind as not to see that this tone of mind
on the part of the public tends constantly to bring

them to contest his prices on everything? To the nos-

trums the pharmacist is indebted for present low
prices on everything he sells. Had he never encour-

aged them he would have had a far better income than

he now has. Had pharmacists been guided by the ad-

vice given by the Circular nearly fifty years ago, the

present demoralized condition of prices might in a

great measure have been avoided.

A careful search of the back volumes of the leading

pharmaceutical journals shows that in the best of

them but few articles have been published condemn-
ing nostrums on principle. Between the years 1858
and 1905 numerous articles have been published in the

Circul.\r condemnatory of them. Their false claims

have been exposed, analyses of their composition have
been given and it has been shown that their chief

claims of merit have been false and deceiving. Some
indeed have been the fruitful breeders of a vicious

drug habit. Every conceivable logical objection to

their use has been urged repeatedly. Their false

claims of cure have been exposed along with their

false claims of composition. Indeed, so thoroughly

did the Circular cover the entire subject that it is

impossible to find a single argument recently ad-

vanced by the popular journals or the medical press

that had not already been given, though differently

worded. Indeed some of the authors of the popu-
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larized articles have acknowledged the Circular as
the source of their inspiration and the mine of their
facts.

For the entire half century of its existence the Cir-
cular has taught that secrecy and science are hostile
to each other and that secrecy in any form is unscien-
tific. It has shown that science can only be built up
by destroying secrecy. No secret, so long as it re-

mains a secret, can take any part in building up organ-
ized knowledge. To every person who knows what
science is, this is a self-evident proposition. It has
shown that the main bulwark of medical charlatanry
is secrecy and that as long as secrecy in medicines
continues, the public must continue to be fleeced by
scoundrels who find their safety within its folds. It

has shown that intemperance and drug addiction are
the direct products of secrecy. Many a victim of the
cocaine, morphine and alcohol habits owe their down-
fall to the taking of medicines containing these drugs,
they not knowing that they were taking such drugs.
It was the Circular that directed public attention to

the means pursued, by the proprietors of secret reme-
dies in intimidating the public press and inducing
editors to aid in furthering legislation favorable to

the nostrum vender. By their power as advertisers

they corrupt the daily and weekly papers of the na-
tion and hold, through these papers, a whip hand over
the legislative body of every State. It has thus be-

come almost impossible to get laws passed favorable

to medical progress and protective to the people

against medical charlatanry.

Every attempt at conciliating the nostrum maker is

treason against professional pharmacy. The patent

medicine man knows well "on which side his bread is

buttered" and so we find him supplying funds with
which to run trade associations of pharmacists. After
playing the pirate against pharmacy he now seeks to

please the wrecked pharmacists with a beggarly pit-

tance of aid in order to wheedle them into perpetua-

ting his system. The Circular has exposed his wily

methods and held up a danger signal to warn pharma-
cists to keep away from them. Every attempt at

fraternization with him tends to widen the breach be-

tween the pharmacist and his true friend, the physi-

cian. It is quite true that many honorable business men
have invested money in the "patent" medicine business

as a pure speculation, and without once thinking of its

associations, but the business must still be condemned.
But right here there are pharmacists who still de-

mur to the wise position which the Circular has so

long maintained. They think that the ownership of

medicinal secrets is justifiable and right. In 1858
Professor Edward Parrish in a paper on "Ethical

Analysis" published in the Circular, very neatly re-

plied to such pharmacists. In a way that makes them
answer themselves, he puts another question to them.

He first asks : "Has a pharmaceutistwho has discovered

an improvement in pharmacy, calculated to affect the

health and consequent welfare of the community and
the advancement of the science or art of pharmacy, a

moral right to keep it a secret for his private advan-

tage?" He next asks : "Is it morally right for a phar-

maceutist who has the confidence of the poor and ig-

norant of his neighborhood, to take indiscriminately

their hard earnings in exchange for the costly and
often worse than useless medicines, which, through

the public press, are plausibly and insiduously recom-

mended to them? Does not such a one participate in

the moral obloquy which among enlightened and con-

scientious people attaches to the charlatan and the
quack?" No remedy, however good, can be pushed
with the public without its degenerating into a quack
remedy. No remedy has general utility, and the

misapplying of the best is as injurious as the pushing
of the most useless. The indiscriminate recommen-
dation of remedies by advertisements can only mean
charlatanry. These advertisements are purposely
worded to deceive readers and get them to substitute

the nostrum for the remedy of known composition
which by wise judgment the physician is able to sup-
ply them to their advantage. This truth the Circu-
lar has repeatedly put forth and had it been properly
sustained in its enlightening efforts there would have
been now few pharmacists who would have been will-

ing to claim the right to the indiscriminate pushing of

any remedy of their own manufacture.

In July, 1884, Prof. A. E. Prescott, then contribu-

ting editor of the Circular, had this to say on the

subject : "What is there about patent medicines, as a

class of articles, inclosing them in a charmed circle of

security against ignorance and carelessness in dis-

pensing? In general, as already said, they are medi-
cines, more or less powerful and when wrongly ap-

plied many of them are poisonous or hurtful things.

. . . It is secrecy that gives rise to all the per-

plexities of the patent medicine trade. . . .

Competent dispensing pharmacy is of very little avail

in checking the danger to the public from the use of

secret remedies. ... So long as the law per-

mits of the element of secrecy in medicines at all, there

is no security against the wide distribution of poison-

ous constituents. Why should the law tolerate se-

crecy in medicines ? Who will show cause in favor of

a right of secrecy in the identity of substances sought

as medicines, but liable to act as poisons? . . .

Secrecy disregards the right of the patient, resists the

scrutiny of the pharmacist, and then asks the license

of the law. ... No voice would have so great

effect in asking prohibition of secrecy in medicines as

the pharmaceutical voice. The profession of phar-

macy is misunderstood by the public, and sometimes

misrepresented by the press, in regard to its attitude

and its interests in the patent medicine business.

Pharmacy is now bearing a galling load. Relief may
be obtained if the voice of pharmaceutical representa-

tion shall be heard with distinctness. Let an asking

be made of the public and of the legislative bodies to

require of all packeted medicines to bear a statement

of composition. The mere asking, with united voice,

in behalf of pharmacy, will be of substantial benefit to

pharmaceutical interests."

These ideas of Professor Prescott have been repeat-

edly advanced within the pages of the Circular and
every effort made to emphasize them in a manner that

would brook no contradiction. Discovering my sym-
pathy for them in their efforts the managers asked me
from time to time to render them such service as I

coujd in exposing the compositions of various nos-

trums which there was reason to believe were danger-

ous and of others which while not in themselves in-

herently dangerous in character were advertised with

false pretence.

Among the first of the exposures made by me was
that of "Scotch Oats Essence." This was a particu-

larly dangerous preparation in that its active con-

stituent was morphine. Its merits were said to be due

to the active constituents of Scotch oats. Extrava-

gant claims were put forth in its behalf. Its method
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of discovery was shown to be mythical and the picture

of its reputed discoverer to be that of a respectable in-

dividual of a past generation. The dosage ordered,
and the prescribed method of taking, were well calcu-

lated to force upon unsuspecting users the morphine
habit. The proprietor got several respectable chem-
ists to certify that bottles examined by them contained
no morphine. He got one pretended chemist who
had no laboratory, to certify to the merit of the article

and the absence of morphine. A number of chemists
in remote parts of the country examined it on their

own responsibility and confirmed my analysis. The
proprietor threatened legal proceedings against the

Circular, but never went further than threatening.

Just prior to the publication of the article exposing
the Scotch Oats Essence, Harriet Hubbard Ayer's Re-
camier preparations were examined and found to con-
tain decidedly appreciable amounts of mercuric salts,

thus rendering them rather unsafe goods to handle
without due care. To know their composition and to

use them sparingly were essential requisities of safety,

yet their labels ignored these essentials and sought to

convey the impression that they were perfectly harm-
less cosmetic substances.

A "tasteless quinine" composed of sugar pellets,

isopathic bottled sunshine, and Radam's Microbe
Killer, are among the preparations that subsequently
received attention. The Radam preparation was a

peculiar one. Its proprietor was a Texas farmer
of German origin. He gave every evidence of
thorough faith in his own preparation. It was there-
fore more difficult to deal with him than with a quack
who knew himself to be a quack. Radam never
seemed to suspect that he was deceiving any one or
that his preparation could possibly do injury to any
cue. He had actually gone to the trouble of patenting
it. As we afterwards discovered he had changed the
specifications of his patent soon after opening an office

in New York. Its Texas form called for chloride of
potassium in the mixture used in its manufacture.
Its New York form demanded "chlorate of potash" in-

stead. The products, of course, from the two for-

mulas were quite different. He must have secured
chlorate of potassium in Texas when he ordered
chloride. In more technical New York he got just
what he asked for and discovered the change. He
aimed at a liquid highly charged with sulphurous acid.

He was getting one containing sulphuric and hydro-
chloric acids. Before discovering the change he had
sold quantities of his preparation. After correcting
the specifications of his patent, in the patent office at
Washington, the sulphurous acid article was alone
sold. In my first analysis the sulphuric and hydro-
chloric acid preparation was secured and in the later

one the sulphurous and sulphuric acid solution was
secured. Radam became so enraged at the exposure
that he made a fierce attack upon me through the pub-
lic press and by circulars issued from his various
offices. Backed by Robert Ingersoll, as lawyer,, and
Mi*. Schweitzer, who later became known to pharma-
cists as mamger of the medical products, in this coun-
try, of the Farben-Fabriken of Klberfeld Company, as
expert chemist, Radam sued The Druggists Circu-
lar for $200,000, the amount asked being probably
the higliest ever demanded in a libel suit of the kind.
For his attack upon me suit was brought against him
in Brooklyn. So badly was he beaten that he dis-
carded Ingersoll and hired another lawyer to try the
New York case against the Circular'. When this

case came to trial the court held that certain expres-
sions used in the article regarding Radam were
libelous; that a technical error in the answer pre-
vented us from pleading justification; that our de-
fense could only be mitigation, and that some damages
must be awarded. On this ruling he was given the
sum of $500. But after settlement other articles by
me were printed in the Circular regarding the
Microbe Killer which fully maintained my original
position as to its composition and character, and these
brought forth no further legal proceedings.

Following the ^Microbe Killer exposure came among
other exposures that of Ammonol and Paskola. The
former had been recommended by a president of a
State board of health and by a president of a State
board of pharmacy. On its label was printed im-
pliedly as its chemical formula, Q-H^NH,, when it

was in fact a mixture containing acetanilide and am-
monium carbonate. As this preparation is still alive

and still prescribed by doctors it will be well to recall

this much of what was then said in the Circular for

May, 1896, concerning it: "Never order or sanction
the use of a quack medicine; that is one the compo-
sition of which is kept secret. This is rule eight of
Dunglinson's rules for medical men in his Practi-

tioner's Ready Reference Book. Such a rule is true

to science, true to humanity, true to the traditions of

the medical profession, and true to sound ethics. Any
doctor who disobeys it is recreant to the high trust re-

posed in him, he violates the fundamental tenets of
morality and iTiakes himself a traitor to science. Was
it by secrecy or the support of secrecy that it became
possible for him to be a medical man? If others be-

fore him had done as he is doing, if they had sanc-

tioned secrecy in medicine, how would it ever have
been possible to have built up a medical science?

. . . Secrecy in medicine is a crime against hu-
manity."

The Paskola preparation was being extensively ad-

vertised to the general public as a cure-all and fat-

rener. Its exploiters claimed that it was a predigested

food containing bromalin, the active digestive con-

stituent of the pine-apple. It was found, on analysis,

to be a cheap preparation of maize glucose from which
even bleaching sulphurous acid had not been removed.
It did not contain the slightest trace of bromalin. In

my report of its composition these facts were made
known in order to expose the falsity of the claims that

had been made regarding it. Later it was found to

contain a little added pepsin. .A.n effort was made to

"railroad" me to jail for this exposure, on the ground
of its being a malicious attack on the rights of prop-

erty. But no sooner had the grand jur\' heard my
statement of the case than thev promptly dismissed it

as not a proper one to bring before them and that in

spite of the fact that one prominent patent-medicine

man had found a place on that jury and with another
sympathizer tried to force the rest of the jury to hold

me for trial.

Suits at law, whether one wins or loses, are usually

expensive and undesirable affairs. The costs of law-

yers, witnesses, etc., generally exceed the amounts
awarded the winner and when one loses, their addi-

tion to the fines or penalties always add up to a snug
sum. This fighting of nostrums is, therefore, always
an expensive affair, and is particularly so when the

friends of progress fail to properly support it. The
Circular's chief gain from its efforts in this direction

has been the good-will it has won among intelligent
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pharmacists who have appreciated the great value to

pharmacy of what it has done. It, naturally, has won
the ill will of the patent medicine interests and that is

by no means a small matter to reckon with. It like-

wise has won the jealous dislike and fear of those

contemporaries who ought to have aided hut did not

aid the Circular in its fight. At a battle near San
Sebastian, in Spain, the Duke of Wellington after one
of the fiercest contests he had ever engaged in re-

marked that the next worst thing to a battk lost is a

battle won. It is much the same in battling for re-

form ; the victor rarely gains the credit he deserves

;

others come in and filch it from him. Those
jealous of his triumph unite with those angered by
defeat in order to injure or blast the reputation of the

victor. Now that public opinion is turning in favor

of medical and pharmaceutical reform, so far as pro-

prietaries go, others are seeking to win credit that

properly belongs to The Druggists Circular, and
plea is here made to all fair-minded journalists, to

give due credit to the Circular for what it has so

bravely done during a half century of combined oppo-

sition and indifference.

A Little Ancient Metcalf History.

At the advanced age of eighty-nine years there is

still living at Roxbury a physician who opened his

office in a room over the store of Theodore Metcalf,

at 39 Tremont street, Boston, the day that Mr. Met-
calf opened the store. This was March 29th, 1837.

The physician is Dr. William Ingalls. For nearly

sixty-five years he has been a more or less constant

visitor of the store, and during all that time there has

been no unpleasantness between him and its proprie-

tors. Dr. Ingalls lived in Louisiana for a few years

before the civil war, and during that memorable con-

flict was surgeon in a Massachusetts regiment. Mr.
Metcalf died April 26th, 1894, at the age of eighty-

two. He was less than a year older than Dr. Ingalls.

Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes, who died October 7th,

1894, aged eighty-five years, was another physician

who had his office over the Metcalf store. He was
three years older than Mr. Metcalf, and died within

six months of his death. Drs. Holmes and Ingalls

received their degrees the same year, 1836. On
March 29th, 1887, the druggists of Boston tendered

Mr. Metcalf a banquet in celebration of his fiftieth

anniversary as a proprietor. The business is con-

tinued at the same stand by the Theodore Metcalf

Co.—From The Druggists Circular for February,

1902.

Prof. Lloyd and his Librzu-y.

Prof. John Uri Lloyd, of Cincinnati, well known as

a pharmacist, teacher, and author of fiction, has taken

much interest in the preparation of this historical

number, and has been unstinting in his answers to in-

quiries sent him concerning biographical and other

matters to appear in it. The greatest collection of

pharmaceutical publications of which we have any
knowledge is to be found in the Lloyd Library, at

Cincinnati. This library is open to the public and
provision has been made to keep it intact for the bene-

fit of the public in perpetuity.
1 »

The first woman to attend the lectures of the Massa-
chusetts College of Pharmacy was Miss Celia Low.
This was in 1872.

PHARMACY DURING THE LAST FIFTY
YEARS.

By Prof. Joseph P. Remington'.

A necessarily brief sketch is herewith presented,

touching upon the conditions of pharmacy in the

LTnited States as they existed in 1857 and during the

following fifty years. Limitations of space prevent

the incorporation of details and illustrations, but it is

nevertheless hoped that the brief presentation may
prove interesting, embracing, as it does, the principal

influences which tend to elevate pharmacy.

Pharmacy in 1857.

When the American Druggists' Circular and
Chemical Gazette began its eventful career in 1857
the official guide for the preparation of medicines was

There Is no better known person in American pharmacy
than Joseph Price Remington. To publisli even a list of

the positions of honor and
trust he has held in the
pharmaceutical world during
his forty-odd years of con-
nection with it, would re-

quire more space than the
character of this note will

permit. Prof. Remington
was born at Philadelphia
March 26th, 1847. He was
graduated by the Philadel-
Iihia College of Pharmacy in

166, and after seeing service
with Charles Ellis, E. R.
Squibb and Powers & Weights
man in turn for nine years,

opened a store for himself in

his native city in 1872. He
was assistant to Prof. Par-
rish and later to Prof. Proc-
ter, of the Philadelphia Col-

lege of Pharmacy. Upon
the death of the latter, in

1874, the assistant succeeded him as professor of phar-
macy. He has filled this chair to the present time, and is

also dean of the faculty. In the American Pharmaceutical
Association Prof. Remington has been very active; he
was its president in 1892-3: chairman of the council from
its creation in 1880 to 1887; permanent secretary 1893-4;

and member of the council frequently, a position he now
holds. He has been a member of the United States Phar-
macopwial Convention since 1880—first vice-chairman of
its committee of revision from that time to the death of

Dr. Charles Rice In 1900, and chairman since. In 1896-7 he
was president of the Pennsylvania Pharmaceutical Asso-
ciation, and has been a delegate from that and the Ameri-
can association to many medical society meetings. To his
work, as a delegate, is said to be due the establishment
of a section on materia medica and pharmacy by the
American Medical Association. He has also been a member
of or delegate to a number of foreign and international
medical or pharmaceutical congresses. Thousands who
have never enjoyed the genial presence of the professor
know him through his efforts as an author, and as the
principal editor of the United States Dispensatory.

the United States Pharmacopceia of 1850. It was but
a small book, and was only occasionally consulted
The work had been prepared by a committee consist-

mg of eight physicians and two pharmacists. Dr.
George B. Wood of Philadelphia being the president

of the convention of revision and publication. The
physicians on the committee were Drs. Franklin
Bache, Joseph Carson, Joseph Mauran, J. W. Thom-
son, David Stewart, Joshua Riley and G. N. Fitch.

Pharmacy was represented by two strong men

—

William Procter of Philadelphia and John Milhau of

New York. Ready reference to the book was evi-

dently not regarded as essential, as a strictly alpha-

J. p. BEMINGTO.N.
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betical arrangement of the subjects was not adopted,
the drugs being collected in the first part under the

title of materia medica ; the second part was under the

head of preparations, and proportionately there are

more processes for makir^ chemicals in this book than
there are in the United States Pharmacopoeia, Eighth
Revision ; but it must also be pointed out that some of

the processes should not have been introduced,

notably, that for tannic acid, which necessitated evap-

oration of ether in the store; a process for aconitine,

which made a very impure alkaloid ; and a process for

ether itself, which was almost certain to invite a con-

flagration, if not loss of life. It may be stated inci-

OEORGE B. WOOD, M. D. . FRANKLIN BACHE, M. D.

(1797-1879) a793-lS64)
Member of Phannacopoelal Member of Pharmacopcelal

Committee of Revision 1830 to Committee of Revision 1830 to
death; Chairman also Presi- death; Chairman or Secretary
dent of Convention, most of most of that time—Lecturer on
that time—Professor of Chem- Chemistry Phiiadelphia College
Istry and of Materia Medica of Pharmacy—Great grandson
Philadelphia College of Phar- of Benjamin Franklin-Elected
macy—Elected honorary mem- honorary member of American
ber of American Pharmaceu- Pharmaceutical Association
tlcal Association 1857. 1S57.

Authors of the United States Dispensatory.

dentally that Professor Procter was himself a victim
of an ether explosion in his own store, having both
bulk windows blown out into the street through the
ignition of ether vapor.

Manufacturing pharmaceutical firms were not much
in evidence in 1857, and the spreading of plasters was
an every day work in most stores. There were only
seven fluid extracts in this Pharmacopoeia, and two
of these were oleoresins made with ether as a men-
struum, four were concentrated syrups containing
both alcohol and sugar, while the onlv fluid extract
resembling those of to-day was that of' valerian made
with diluted alcohol with 25 per cent, of ether. Such
was the modest and uncertain beginning of the official

fluid extracts. The tinctures came up bravely, and
percolation was introduced as an alternative process,
through the efforts of Procter. Syrups were largely
in evidence, and some of the processes are but slightly
^hanged to-day. Infusions and decoctions were well
represented, because they were largely prescribed at
that time. The extracts, all "of a proper consistence."
were there, but powdered extracts were not sufficiently
meritorious to warrant recognition, vacuum apparatus
being but slightly known. Medicated waters, made
with carbonate of magnesium, were to be found.
Spirits were well represented in the 1850 Pharma-
copoeia, while, of course, cerates, ointments and pills

were found in considerable number. This Pharma-

copoeia undoubtedly represented the advance of the

times and reflected great credit on the committee.
The other books in general use in 1857 were the

United States Dispensatory (the first edition of which
appeared in 1833), Pereira's Materia Medica, Mohr
and Redwood's Practical Pharmacy (an English book
edited by Procter), and probably the most important
for the pharmacist, Parrish's Practical Pharmacy,
which had just been published. Procter wrote of this

last: "There is so much that is useful to the young
pharmaceutist in this book and so many valuable hints

to tho.se in business, that it should find a place in every
shop library."

In chemistry the pharmaceutical student in 1857
was greatly handicapped ; probably the most used book
then was Fownes' Chemistry, an English work, which,
in the writer's opinion, was not at all adapted for

pharmaceutical study. The writer speaks from per-

sonal knowledge which led to much weariness of the

flesh, and he can never cease to be profoundly grateful

to Professor Altfield for producing a chemistry later

on especially adapted to the needs of the pharmaceuti-
cal and medical student. The contrast between those

times and the present is great—one meets now twenty
books on chemistry, any one of which is better adapted
for students than the uninteresting work of Fownes.
Pereira's Materia Medica, with its illustrations and
interesting description of drugs, and Parrish's new
work on pharmacy were marvelous books in compari-
son. Of semi-chemical works there were Faraday's
Chemical Manipulation and Morfit's Chemical and
Pharmaceutical Manipulations, as helps.

It is true that the chemical manufacturers had some
fine works to depend upon ; there was the classic

Gmelin's Handbook of Chemistry, published in many
volumes by the Cavendish Society ; Regnault's Chem-
istry, Muspratt's Chemistry of Arts and Manufac-
tures, Booth's Encyclopaedia of Chemistry, Wittstein's

Pharmaceutical Chemistry, and others, but these were
all too expensive for the student's use.

Botany was not taught as a separate branch in the

colleges of pharmacy in those days, but was left to the

professor of materia medica to treat as he saw fit. It

is needless to say that the botany amounted to prac-

tically nothing.

COLLEGES OF PHARMACY.
In 1857, three colleges of pharmacy were deemed

sufficient for the needs of those who aspired to more
education than was furnished by the apothecary shops
(as they were then called), and the colleges' had a
struggle for existence. Contrast that with the eighty-
six or more institutions in 1907 engaged in teaching
pharmacy. There were no laboratories then and the
exercises in the best of the colleges consisted of six

lectures a week, delivered on three evenings, and but
two courses of lectures before granting a diploma.
The advanced students and the beginners listened to

the same lectures, the only difference being that the

privilege of being quizzed by the professor for fifteen

minutes of the hour belonged to the advanced students
alone.

THE AMERICAN PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION.

This was the first national association founded in

America, and was organized to unite all reputable
pharmacists by forming an association devoted to the
advancement of pharmacy. The idea of forming a
national association grew out of a fneeting called

in New York on October 15th, 1851. The first
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meeting, however, of the American Pharmaceutical
Association was held in Philadelphia, October 6th,

1852.

It is interesting, in looking over the minutes of this

first meeting, to notice that the same problems existed

at that time with which the pharmacists of to-day
are still wrestling. A report prepared by Procter,

Colcord and Coggeshall is so remarkable in foresight

and in insight that portions of it are here repro-

duced :

The number of pharmaceutists constituting the profes-
sional body in the United States is large, comprehends all

grades of qualification, and extends to every city and town
in the country. The professed object of the present con-
vention being to adopt measures calculated to benefit this
large body of citizens, in a professional point of view, by
showing that there exist many grounds of sympathy be-

tween them, notwithstanding the present want of united
action; we believe that the institution of a national asso-
ciation, whose members may come from all sections of the
country, is calculated to enlist this feeling of brotherhood,
and direct its power, as a removing force, towards the
elevation of the average standard of qualification now ex-
isting. In view of this,^ it is suggested whether the pas-
sage of a resolution by' this convention, resolving itself

into a national association, should not properly engage its

attention at its commencement, so that the important de-
tails of forming a constitution, explaining the nature of

ROBERT R. KENT. EDWARD H. HAXCE.
Member of American Phar- Member of American Phar-

maceutical Association since maceutical Association since
1853. 1857.

its origination, etc., etc., might receive the deliberate con-
sideration they merit before being adopted. « * *

The subject of pharmaceutical education is, in the opin-
ion of this committee, one of the greatest importance, and
deserving of the consideration of the convention in several
points of view. Indeed, the primary object of the conven-
tion being called, was in reference to the improvement of

the standard of practice throughout the country, and this
cannot be effected without extending the present means of
education, either by schools, or by an increase of facilities

offered by proprietors to their apprentices and assistants.
In too many instances the proprietors are illy fitted to
extend the tuition that of right belongs to those whom
they have engaged to teach the business of a pharmaceu-
tist. As schools of pharmacy are of gradual growth, and
cannot be expected to exist except in large cities, the con-
vention would do well to consider what subsidiary means
may be enlisted to reach those of our brethren who reside
in small towns. One of the first of these collateral aids
will be found in local organizations, embracing the pro-
prietors in such towns where, by a union of their exertions
and contributions, they may encourage pharmaceutical lit-

erature by forming libraries, and uphold among them-
selves correct practice, the employment only of good drugs,
and the receipt of fair prices. * * *

The sunerior advantages of tuition in well conducted
schools of pharmacy will not be doubted, especially when
it is preceded by several years -^f shop practice. Access t'

these, by young men at a distance, can always be had

where their circumstances enable them to attend, and thus
finish their pharmaceutical education. The perfection of

a school of pharmacy is attained by attaching to it a prac-

tical laboratory, wherein the advanced pupils can have the
opportunity to become familiar with the more diflScult

manipulations of pharmaceutical chemistry, and of ex-

temporaneous pharmacy. As yet, neither of the schools
in this country have this addition, which arises from the
fact that the expense of conducting them renders their
support by the fees of the pupils almost impossible. We

"A plain dispensatory drug-
gist," in business since 1851,

and "constant reader of the
Circular since its first Issue"—
Lite Member of American
Pharmaceutical Association-
Charter Member of Georgia
Pharmaceutical Association;
President 1877-8.

EDWIN O. GAIE.
Member of the American

Pharmaceutical Association
since 1857; Vice-President
1859-60—Charter member of
Chicago Veteran Druggists'
Association—Author of a booli
of verses.

think the voice of the convention should be raised to en-

courage the formation of such schools, and also to advo-

cate the practice of preparing chemicals in the shop labo-

ratory. * * *

The committee believe that the subject of secret medi-

cines, or quackery, as applied to pharmacy, together with
the course usually followed by quacks, in bringing their

nostrums into notice, is becoming yearly more fraught
• with ill consequences, both to the customers and to the

apothecaries, and merits the consideration of the conven-
tion, as to whether the reference of the subject to a com-
mittee to investigate would not result in some advan-
tage. * * *

Whatever may be the efficiency of the law against the
importation of inferior drugs, it will not reach those at

home, who are disposed to resort to adulteration as a
means of increasing their profits. The power of the gen-
eral government ceases with the custom house. It will be
necessary in order to reach this evil effectually, as far as
it can be done by legislation, to induce our State legisla-

tures and municipal authorities to authorize some form of
inspection by which the delinquents can be reached; not
the drug adulterator merely, but the medicine adulterator
—the apothecary who scruples not to reduce the strength
of standard medicines, that he may reduce his prices.
Whatever may be the proper course of this convention, wo
believe that eventually the national association should
urge, with all the force of its influence, the enactment ot
State laws tending to the reformation of these evils.

The general adoption of our national Pharmacopoeia as
a guide in the preparation of officinal medicines. Is much
to be desired. We believe that this convention should en-
courage its adoption, and should request the publishers of
that work to issue a small sized cheap edition, so that
every apothecary and physician shall have a copy.
The indiscriminate sale of poisons by druggists and

apothecaries is a serious evil in the United States as at
present conducted. Any views which may originate In the
convention tending to abate this evil would no doubt have
some influence, if circulated by its authority. * * •

Believing that if the pharmaceutists of the United States
are true to themselves, the meetings of the association, of
which the present may be considered the beginning, will
annually increase in interest and importance, we would
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suggest, what must have occurred to many present, that

they should be partially devoted to the advancement of

pharmacy, as well as to the sciences upon which it is

based, by inviting contribution of original papers, and by
committing subjects requiring investigation to suitable

committees, who should report the results of their re-

searches at the ensuing annual meeting, when, if they
meet the approbation of the association, it might direct

their publication. Participation in the proceedings of such
a gathering of their brethren would prove a powerful in-

"The owl was a very curious creation. The beak was
movable, being hinged, and was worked by a string which

passed down in the back, and was concealed from view
when the owl was In position on the wall. There were
a number of bad boys and girls aroand Glentworth's store,

and his son-in-law informed me that Glentworth would
awe the children by causing the owl to lift its beak and
thrust out Its red tongue by pressing upon a loose board
in the floor which was connected with the string that
worked the mechanism."—From a letter from Professor
Joseph P. Remington describing some of the old-fashioned
things in Glentsworth's Drug Store, Philadelphia, a hun-
dred years ago.

centive to many pharmaceutists, whose tastes lead them
into scientific paths, to cultivate their talents by the pur-
suit of investigations fraught with usefulness to their

profession at home, and with honor to it abroad.

Pharmacy in 1907.

What a contrast i.s presented by fifty years of

growth and development, in the pharmaceutical jour-

nals, in the Pharmacopoeia, in education and the col-

leges, in the American Pharmaceutical Association, in

the standing and respect accorded to the pharmacist

of to-day, and how all of these influences which have
been working for good for the last half century have

produced practical results, is shown in the vast im-

provement in the medicines now furnished to physi-

cians. Some pessimist will say, "Yes, the contrast is

great, but the evil has grown also along with the

good," and he points to the tremendous growth of

proprietary remedies, the lamentable fact that so few
preparations are now made in the retail drug store,

and that the large manufacturing establishments have

caused the pharmacist to degenerate into a mere sales-

man.
In many respects our pessimistic friend has good

reason for this view, but when the whole question is

grasped, it must be apparent that the good vastly pre-

ponderates over the evil, and with the opening of the

year 1907 there began an era of reform and improve-

nient which had been years in developing. It would
consume too much space to even recount in abstract

the advances of the last half century.

In books we have, first of all, the Pharmacopoeia of

the United States, Eighth Revision, which, notwith-

standing its few faults, commands the respect, not only

of the rank and file of druggists generally in the coun-

try, but has been lauded by European critics as one of

the best in the world. It has been the custom for the

last fifty years for manufacturers in this country to re-

gard the Pharmacopceia as a book compiled by scien-

tific fellows, which need or need not be followed, as it

best suited their own ideas of what their customers
required, and what they themselves cared to furnish.

In brief, its standards were accepted or not, as best

suited them.

THE FOOD AND DRUG ACT.

The passage of the food and drug act, which be-

came operative January 1st, 1907, has changed all this.

It has taken over eighty years of education and devel-

opment to reach this goal. It is true that here and
there the United States government recognized the

Pharmacopoeia and its standards and tests for im-

ported drugs and chemicals, and some State laws have
been passed in the last half century which compelled

a recognition of the standards ; it must also be remem-
bered that the food and drug act can only be applied

to-day to interstate commerce, but the great fact re-

mains that at last the government has adopted the

United States Pharmacopoeia, and it is a most encour-

aging fact that all of the leading houses furnishing

medicinal preparations to the physician have declared

themselves willing to comply with its requirements.

The enormous amount of labor necessary to meet
the provisions of the food and drug act proves the

correctness of these statements. A few years ago the

writer called the attention of a prominent manufac-
turing chemist to the fact that the labels for his goods
were not in line with pharmaceutical nomenclature

;

his reply was the expected one: "Why, we don't

recognize the pharmacopceial nomenclature, for our
customers have become so accustomed to our labels

that they would think we had changed our stand-

ards, and it would mean for us enormous labor and
expense, not only to get up new labels, but to attend

to the correspondence required to explain the reason-

for the change." This same firm is now working
night shifts and engaging extra help in order to com-
ply with the rules and regulations formulated by the

departments of the government charged with this

duty.

It is not too much to say that the passage of the law
will have an enormous influence in improving the

quality and establishing uniformity of the armamen-
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larium of the physician. It seems to have escaped the
observation of many who have been engaged in pick-
ing flaws and suggesting corrections in this work, that

the United States government, represented by the de-
partments of agriculture, treasury, and commerce and
labor, would have hardly accepted the work of the

committee of revision if it were unworthy or inade-

quate.

The food and drug act stands for the welfare of the

people and means improvement in far more than the

pharmacopceial preparations. Its great purpose and
principle is set forth in the words of H. W. Wiley, the

chief of the bureau of chemistry, who said to the

Bronze mortar, siipposefi to be 400 years old, used for

filty years on festive (cfasions at the Philadelpliia Col-

lege of Pharmacy to call the members and students to

order and attention.

writer a short time ago: "The label must tell the

truth." Goods may still be sold which are not up to

the standard, but the buyer must know it, for the

manufacturer is compelled to place upon the package
a brief statement, showing in what manner it departs

from the standard. The year 1907 will be one of

much activity, and strenuous times are ahead, but a

peaceful revolution is at hand ; honest manufacturers
will cheerfully undergo the inconvenience and ex-

pense, and the blow will fall where it was intended it

should—upon those who have been marketing cheap

goods at cut prices and have not been publicly ex-

posed. The proprietary remedies which have been

destroying numberless lives in the past fifty years by

concealing the presence of narcotics and habit-pro-

ducing drugs, must now be labeled in such a way that

the presence of these injurious substances will be

clearly shown. The far-reaching results of this pro-

vision can be easily foreseen and the responsibility

placed where it belongs.

Another valuable book has been recognized by the

new law—the National Formulary issued by the

American Pharmaceutical Association. This For-
mulary, which was originally the creation of New
York and Brooklyn pharmacists and was edited by
Dr. Rice, has made steady progress since the nucleus

was presented to the American Pharmaceutical Asso-
ciation in 1885, and has well served the purpose for

which it was designed, that of providing a guide for

selected unofficial preparations intended for the use of

physicians and pharmacists and to promote uniformity

by providing formulas which may be used by all.

This work is now recognized by the food and drug
act, and the same rules and regulations apply to it as

are provided for the United States Pharmacopoeia.
The outlook for the future is indeed bright with

these two authoritative works and the commentaries

SAMUEL J. BE.-<DINER.
(1S38-1S97)

"The Father of the National
Formulary" — Long offlcially

JOHN KIXG, JI. D.

(1S13-1893)
Author of the American Dis-

itory (Eclectic)—Discov-
York erer of PodophyUin—Professor

College of Pharmacy, and the of Obstetrics Eclectic Medical
New York German Apothe- Institute, Cincinnati,
caries' Society.

on the Pharmacopoeia, the United States, National and
American Dispensatories, and the various text-books

on pharmacy, chemistry, materia medica, medicine,

botany, analytical chemistry, prescriptions, dispensing,

pharmaceutical Latin, etc., etc. The student of phar-

macy of to-day is well supplied with books which are

really the tools of his trade.

EDUCATION,

During the half century the opportunities for ac-

quiring a pharmaceutical education have increased

enormously. There are now eighty-six institutions in

the United States that furnish such education. In-

struction at these is of a more or less varied character,

it is true, but the majority are doing excellent work
and striving for higher standards.

It must be remembered that at the time The Drug-
gists Circular started upon its career, systematic

education in a college was not demanded as a legal

requisite to conduct the drug business. During the

last fifty years the various States have enacted phar-

macy laws compelling managers and assistants to pass

examinations before State boards. That these laws

have had a great influence in stimulating college at-

tendance cannot be gainsaid, but a desire for knowl-

edge and the student's belief in systematic instruction

under the guidance of qualified teachers have been

greater incentives to college attendance than the

passage of pharmacy laws. Competition among the

schools has led to longer sessions, and, in some cases,

to the establishment of a three years' course, with a
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large amount of time devoted to laborator}' instruc-

tion. Increased entrance requirements have greatly

improved the character and standing of the recent

graduate, and if too great haste is to be checked and

arbitrary action properly controlled in the immediate

future, there must be a steady and healthy advance-

ment.
The year 1907 opens with much difference of

opinion as to what constitutes sound progress, but the

writer believes that differences can be settled among
educators and some uniformity of entrance require-

ments is promised. Public school education in the

United States is developing rapidly, and our educa-

tional institutions should require the possession of a

sound common school training as a pre-requisite for

admission to our colleges.

LEGISLATION.

Many pharmacy laws have been placed upon our

statute books, nearly all compelling the candidate to

show fair qualifications for practicing pharmacy.

Strangely enough, the retail druggists generally have

labored under the misapprehension that these laws

were passed for the protection of the druggist, and

many pages will be found in the pharmaceutical jour-

nals, written by correspondents and others complain-

ing that the interests of the druggists were not pro-

tected. Why should they be? The laws were not

passed for any such object; they are intended for the

protection of the public and fall under the police regu-

lations for the State. Laws passed for the protection

of any class of citizens is class legislation, and hence

unconstitutional. The incompetent and ignorant

druggist, like his brothers of similar caliber in the

medical, dental and legal professions, must be pre-

vented from managing and controlling drug stores or

practicing his profession, solely because he is a menace
to public health or morals. Several States have re-

cently passed what are known as "pre-requisite laws,"

under which no person may manage a drug store or

assume the responsibilities of its head until he or she

has graduated from a college of pharmacy, and has,

in addition, passed a State board examination. It is

reasonable to suppose that other States will pass simi-

lar laws in time, and a powerful influence has thus

been evoked to elevate pharmacy in many ways.

PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATIONS.

The American Pharmaceutical Association founded,

as already noted, five years before the first num-
ber of the Circular was issued, has grown to a lusty

giant in its more than fifty years of existence.

Every year of that existence has shown a sub-

stantial advance; its annual Proceedings, with its

valuable report on the progress of pharmacy,
its excellent papers and reports, reflect the onward
march of the age, and its success has been greatly

helped by the support which has been uniformly ten-

dered by the pharmaceutical journals of the country.

There are many veterans in its ranks and many young
members who are coming forward, but if it is to hold
the conspicuous position in the future that it has in the

past, it must encourage and develop more of the

younger men than it is doing at the present time.

The greatest development in such bodies can onlv be
secured and perpetuated through the harmonious
working together of the aged, the middle aged and the

youth. The association has a grand record, has taken
on new life, and has the brightest hopes for the future.

During the last ten years a need was developed for

an association for retail druggists which would deal

especially with the commercial problems encountered
by the pharmacist. This need was met by the found-
ing of the National Association of Retail Druggists,
and there has been built up in eight years a powerful
body, having close affiliation with the Pharmaceutical
Association, and which has had a greater influence

than any other body in breaking down the hereditary
distrust of each other which has for centuries retarded
progress. The businesslike manner in which the
meetings are conducted, and the earnest and helpful

spirit prevalent among its members, is a direct refuta-

tion of the prophecies made fifty years ago that there
was something about the drug business which encour-
aged smallness of view, jealousy, envy and pessimism
among members of the craft. It has adopted many
lessons from the older body, the American Pharma-
ceutical Association, and cordial relations will con-
tinue for many years.

The National Wholesale Druggists' Association is

another powerful factor in the uplifting of pharmacy.
Naturally the problems which engage its attention are
larger and necessarily deal more particularly with
the commercial aspects of pharmacy. The spirit of
this body, like that of the other two associations, is

toward harmony and mutual help. Delegates from
the other bodies are warmly welcomed at its annual
meetings, and while protecting its own interests, it

reaches out the hand of fellowship to those engaged in

the common cause of improving pharmaceutical con-
ditions.

THE AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

Fifty years ago the relations of physicians and phar-
macists were far from cordial, and crimination and
recrimination, with a hostile undercurrent, was the
rule. But within the last ten years a change of senti-

ment has developed which promises much for the fu-

ture. The writer well remembers a conversation in

1872 with Prof. Edward Parrish, who had attended a

joint meeting of physicians and pharmacists, and was
greatly incensed by a remark of one of the physicians,

that "a druggist is only a doctor's cook." The reply

of Prof. Parrish was adequate and pointed, and the

impression on the writer, who was then a young man,
has never been effaced. At the last meeting of the

American Medical Association in 1906 at Boston
members of the American Pharmaceutical Associa-
tion and physicians worked together side by side in

the section of pharmacology and therapeutics.

It must not be supposed that at this time all of the

old feeling of antagonism has disappeared, but this

great fact is at last recognized—that medicine and
pharmacy have many interests in common and that

much more good to both professions can be accom-
plished by co-operation and harmony than by the old

habit of crimination and recrimination. Discussion
and contact will break down the barriers, and although
we have had the decennial pharmacopoeial conven-
tions, which have brought the doctor and pharmacist
together, ten years between the meetings is too long
for much to be accomplished. The committee of re-

vision of the United States Pharmacopoeia brings a
closer contact, but only between twenty-six members
of both professions.

Promising results, caused by the action of the
-American Medical Association, together with its

council on pharmacy, are being recognized, and there
are hopeful signs that the long-standing antagonism
is passing away. The increased interest on the part
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of physicians in the United States Pharmacopoeia and
National Formulary is everywhere apparent, and is an
encouraging sign that the doctor is beginning to real-

ize that he has lost much by depending upon secret

preparations or those with the composition of which
he is entirely unfamiliar. He is also becoming restive

under the charge that proprietary remedies and secret

preparations would be deprived of their standing if he
ceased to prescribe them, and he can no longer rail at

the pharmacist for selling these when the pharmacist
retorts that he has to keep them to fill the doctors'

prescriptions.

Practical reasons are also coming into evidence.

The exploiting of so many synthetics and new combi-
nations is bewildering. The physician no sooner be-
gins to obtain results through learning how to pre-

scribe one new drug before he is waited on by a repre-

sentative of another house and importuned to try

something better. If greater confidence and trust can
be fostered, and if the physician will consult more
frequently with a pharmacist whom he deems trust-

worthy, relegating the old reserve and lack of respect

to the past, it cannot but result in great good to both
professions.

FIFTY YEARS OF CHEMISTRY.
By Prof. Wilbur L. Scoville

Just a few weeks before the appearance of the first

number of the A]meric.\n Druggists' Circular and
Chemical Gazette, a youth in a crude laboratory in

a private house in England was making an ambitions
attempt to synthesize quinine. According to the

chemistry of that day, alkaloids were "derivatives of
ammonia in which one or more atoms of hydrogen are

replaced by the elements of some carburet of hvdro-
gen; such as aniline and methylamine." (Silliman,

Principles of Chemistry, 1854.) The relationship of
anilin to the alkaloids being thus established, this

young man—William Perkin—was logically attempt-
ing to form quinine by oxidizing anilin. He failed

completely, but his failure had a far greater influence

upon chemistry and pharmacy than his success could
possibly have had. His oxidation-product bore no re-

lation to quinine, but was the first artificial dye ever
made, and the forerunner of some 30,000 congeners.
From it sprang an immense new industry, and a pro-

found study of the coal-tar products.

But it was not simply a new industry that Perkin's

experiment foreshadowed, for he came nearer to an
artificial quinine than he or anyone else dreamed at

the time.

Twenty-nine years later, in one of the large dye
establishments that resulted from the experiment, it

was accidentally discovered that acetanilide, a ma-
terial from which many dyes were being manufac-
tured, possessed some of the therapeutic properties of

quinine. Thence sprang another new industry, less

vast and substantial than the first, but of much im-
portance, and with a direct influence on pharmacy

—

the making of so many synthetic remedies that at the

latter end of the half century The Druggists Circu-
lar, published a book to contain them.

Progress seldom moves in straight lines. Her
ways are winding and mazy. After fifty years we can
see how a failure was turned into a double success,

but in a very diflferent direction from that aimed at.

And this is but one of the roads in which we are to

trace chemical progress during the same fifty-year

L. SCOVILLE.

period. A glance at the condition of chemistry at its

beginning will disclose other avenues.

CHEMISTRY FIFTY YEARS AGO.

Fifty years ago sixty-two elements were known.
Of these, four have been proved to be mixtures or com-
pounds, reducing the number to fifty-eight, and twenty
have been added, bringing the present number to

seventy-eight elements. This shows a knowledge then
of inorganic chemistry which compares not unfavor-
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ably with the present time. The dualistic theory was
in vogue, and water was symbolized as HO, sulphuric
acid as SO^.HO, and ferrous chloride as FeCl. Such
mistakes in valence led to mistakes in atomic weights,
which, when corrected, doubled the weights of some
of the elements. Improved instruments, greater ac-
curacy because of added knowledge, and sound de-
ductions have led to important discoveries, but these
discoveries are all traceable directly to the funda-
mental knowledge which prevailed in 1857, thus prov-
ing its soundness and accuracy.

PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY.

The first feature in the progress of development
which attracts our attention is the way in which
physics and chemistry became inextricably tangled,
so that now we have a recognized branch of physical
chemistry.

In the early sixties Professors Bunsen and KirchoflF

developed the spectroscope. This led to the discovery
of some elements through noting their spectra in the
sun's rays, and recognizing these same lines in sub-
sequent terrestrial analysis. It was thought at the
time that the spectroscope was destined to play even
a larger part in chemistry than it has played, espe-
cially in routine work ; yet large credit is due this in-

strument for what has developed from its use. A
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striking illustration of its influence, aside from direcf

discovery, is the invention of the modern incandescent

light. In the eighties Welsbach was studying the

spectra of some of the rarer earths. In order to

get a better effect upon his* instrument, he soaked

some cotton threads in a cerium solution and then ig-

nited them in the flame of his burner. He was struck

by the brilliancy of the incandescent thread, and the

incandescent mantle light was the result. This in turn

provoked a study of the rare earths, of which thorium

and cerium are types, and the chemistry of a number

of these rarer elements has been worked out.

The polariscope was likewise developed in the

sixties, and has been an important factor in organic

chemistry.

Theoretical chemistry has been profoundly aflfected

by the study of the physical properties of chemical

bodies. Studies in crystallography, in vapor-tension,

in specific gravity, boiling-points, freezing-points, the

heat of reactions, electrical conductivity, osmotic

pressure, etc., have given rise to a new theory of so-

lution and a new explanation of chemical reaction.

The theory of dissociation of electrolytic salts in solu-

tion is now well established, and is most interesting.

The full meaning of this has not yet appeared, but it

is undotibtedly destined to lead to practical results.

One phase which is now being developed is the study

of double salts, under the "phase-rule," which will

simplify many of the problems of chemical manufac-

turing.

ELECTRICITY IN CHEMISTRY.

But theoretical chemistry interests the average man
far less than the practical results which it brings.

Electricity has played an important part in the de-

velopment of chemical industries. It was known
more than fifty years ago that a current of electricity

would decompose many salts in solution, and these

were termed electrolytes. But when Van "t Hoff and

Arrhenius developed their theory of dissociation this

took on a new meaning and new applications. The
perfecting of electrical dynamos was, of course, an-

other factor in this progress. From the electrolytic

production of sodium carbonate in 1890, the develop-

ment has been rapid, and many a commercial article,

both inorganic and organic, is now being produced

more cheaply or in a purer form by electrical methods.

Probably the most important substance thus far made
by this method is calcium cyanate, which has solved

the problem of the fixation of atmospheric nitrogen,

and with it a serious problem in the future food sup-

ply of the world. The importance of this one develop-

ment can scarcely be estimated.

This brings to mind the fact that in 1857 the bro-

mides and iodides were rare and expensive salts, ju.st

coming into use in medicine. About 1871 iodine was
first produced from Chile saltpetre, and the first crop

was crude indeed, containing but about 50 per cent, of

iodine. The vast deposits of Chile saltpetre were
tlien^ deemed almost inexhaustible, and, rightly

enough, of inestimable value. But now, with the end
of these deposits in sight, and the coming failure of

natural nitrates as fertilizers, the discovery of a
method for making calcium cyanate is highly sig-

nificant.

rRODUCTION OF EXTREME TEMPERATURES.

Extremes in temperature have been another fasci-

nating field for investigation. At the upper extreme,
temperatures approximating 3.500° C. have been

reached in the electric furnace, and this has rendered

possible the manufacture of many substances by direct

union, as the carbides, from one of which acetylene is

made, etc. A series of metallic carbides has been dis-

covered through this means. Artificial diamonds
have been an interesting development, but none have
been produced of commercial value.

At the other extreme of the scale we have come
pretty close to what was theoretically known as the

'absolute zero." The liquefaction of the compound
gases (carbon dioxide, sulphur dioxide, ammonia,
etc.) were interesting lecture experiments in 1857,
but the elemental substances, oxygen, hydrogen and
nitrogen, were regarded as the "permanent gases."

In 1877 Pictet succeeded in liquefying oxygen,
through the use of powerful pumps and an ingenious
apparatus. This destroyed the idea of "permanent
gases," but it was not until about twenty years later

that hydrogen was liquefied and then solidified, and a

temperature of—260° C. reached ; or 12 degrees above
the "absolute zero." Liquid air has come, in a limited

way, to be a commercial commodity, and a most fasci-

nating substance it is. Physico-chemical experiments
with liquid air will not soon be forgotten by those who
have been fortunate enough to have witnessed them.
It has also been a factor in the discovery of the ele-

ments neon, krypton and xenon.

THE STUDY OF LIGHT.

The latter part of our fifty-year period has been of

interest in the study of ultra-light rays. In 1896
Rontgen electrified the world by the discovery of" a
light that would penetrate solid and opaque bodies,

and which he called the "x-rays." This discovery has
been developed in an important way in surgery.

Two years later Becquerel discovered that salts of

uranium had a peculiar influence upon a photographic
plate, and another class of light-rays, "the Becquerel
rays," were added.

Then in studying these the Curies shortly after dis-

covered radium, an element which, notwithstanding
the fact that it has never been isolated as an element,
has again electrified the world.

Meantime our same fifty-year period has seen a
practical application of the atomic weight theory,

aside from its applications in analysis and synthesis.

Several attempts had been made to classify' the ele-

ments according to their atomic weights, but none had
any real significance until In 1869 Mendeleeff pub-
lished his classification in sets of eight, this arrange-
ment being according to what has Ijecome known as

the periodic law. This is theoretical chemistry again,

but it has been useful in predicting the existence and
properties of undiscovered elements, a number of

which predictions have proved true. It has likewise

been useful in fixing atomic weights in doubtful

cases.

COLLOIDS.

Of minor importance in the development of inor-

ganic chemistry, but interesting as showing its ten-

dencies, is the study of colloidal solutions. In 1868
dialyzed iron was introduced into medicine, and for a

time its constitution was obscure. It was a product
of dialysis, and at that time dialysis and the proper-
ties of colloids were but little understood. Later
studies on osmosis brought to light many facts re-

garding colloids, and at the latter end of our period
we find chemists interested in solutions of colloidal

gold, colloidal silver, colloidal bismuth, etc., and some
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of the colloidal silver solutions have entered into use

in medicine.

PER-SALTS.

A last class of inorganic salts to be touched upon,

because it has entered pharmacy, are the per-salts. In

1877 a persulphate was made, a salt hitherto un-

known. Peroxides, perborates and a few others have

followed this, and have taken a place in chemical in-
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dustry. These are salts which give off oxygen
readily and are useful as oxidizing agents in many
ways. They are being used in technical operations in

an important degree, but as yet their usefulness in

pharmacy is limited.

Time and space forbid treating of the development
of analytical chemistry, of metallurgy, ceramics and
glass, photography, etc. ; but to simply mention the

fact that most of these has been a development of the

past fifty years brings sharply to mind the tremen-

dously rapid advances that have been made in things

chemical.

ORGANIC CHEMISTRY.

Organic chemistry fifty years ago was far less de-

veloped than was inorganic chemistry. Indeed, or-

ganic chemistry as we know it to-day existed then

only in a rudimentary way. The benzene-ring theory

had not been promulgated, and there were no "ali-

phatic" and "carbocyclic" series. The text books de-

scribed a few natural acids and bases, the sugars,

starches, gums, glucosides, a few alcohols, aldehydes

some ethers, glycerides and waxes, and some ammonia

and cyanogen compounds. These comprised the bulk

of the knowledge in organic chemistry, with a very

few synthetic bodies and derivatives. And the

natural proximate principles known were very few
as compared to the list of to-day. Liebig had just

laid the foundation of the present system, and
the superstructure had hardly begun to rise.

Kekule added to the foundation when in 1866 he pub-
lished his theory of the benzene-ring and made the

two classifications of marsh gas and benzene deriva-

tives. Previous to this the laws of chemical transfor-

mation in organic reactions were described as of

two classes, "equivalent substitution" and "direct

union." Constitutional formulae were practically un-

known.
The discovery of William Perkin stimulated inves-

tigation in coal tar until it became a mine of wonders,
to be mentioned by laymen only with awe. Kekule's
benzene-ring theory quickly turned haphazard experi-

mentation into rational research, and the present sys-

iem arose rapidly. Synthetics multiplied so fast that

the dilletanti chemist soon found it safe to hide his

ignorance of any specific organic compound by the

awe-inspiring expression "it's made from coal tar."

From benzene, phenol, anilin and a few derivatives,

not numerous enough to burden the memory of any,

the derivatives of "coal tar" have increased into a

multitude.

And the development of the marsh gas series has

been scarcely less rapid and voluminous.

The alkaloids illustrate well the bewildering devel-

opment of organic compounds. Starting with a

handful fifty years ago—perhaps fifty of them—there

are now known about 2,500 natural alkaloids, and
about 1,000 artificial ones. The alkaloids have been

found to be derivatives of pyridine instead of anilin,

and a number of natural alkaloids have been synthe-

sized. Apomorphine was the first artificial one; it

was obtained in 1869. The modern method of as-

saying alkaloidal drugs by the use of immiscible sol-

vents was first suggested in 1856, and has been

steadily developed.

Opium and cinchona, which were the drugs most

assiduously studied in the early part of the period, did

not lend themselves to the separation of alkaloids by

immiscible solvents as readily as have other drugs,

hence the development of assays by this method has

not kept pace with other work done on the alka-

loids.

ALCOHOLIC PRODUCTS.

The development of alcoholic products has been

less voluminous, but more interesting. In the late

sixties and early seventies a wordy war raged between

the discoverer of the germ theory, Pasteur, and the

father of organic chemistry, Liebig, as to whether

fermentation was a biologic or a purely chemical pro-

cess. Liebig ascribed a catalytic action to the fer-

ments, and inasmuch as fermentation without living

cells was then unknown, Pasteur argued as vigorously

for a purely biologic process. It was a battle of

giants, which Pasteur appeared to have won, until a

quarter of a century later Buchner proved that yeast

would cause fermentation without living cells. It

was difficult to accept this at first, but Liebig's position

has thus late been justified after his position in the

matter has been almost forgotten.
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Both the early and the latter end of our fifty-year

period find the study of ferments prominent in the

work of chemists. Knowledge often has its cycles in

a way corresponding to natiwe's seasons. In the

spring the tree of knowledge blossoms out with a new
discovery, and all eyes are attracted by its brilliancy.

Then the new blossom fades and becomes merged in

the mass of verdure, and the discovery is lost to sight,

for the most part, until in the course of time it has

ripened into fruit, and again attracts attention. And
the fruit is very different from the blossom, but vastly

more useful.

With the growth of fermentation and the germ

theory came a development in alcohol derivatives and

antiseptics. Chloral came into prominence as a hyp-

notic about 1869, and was the leading drug among
synthetic remedies for a number of years, though its

chemical character had been known long before.

Antiseptics were developed and their number multi-

plied. Benzoic and salicylic acids, thought to be

chemically identical, were synthesized, benzoic acid in

1871 and salicylic acid soon after. The uses of both

of these was greatly increased because of their en-

larged supply. Phenol derivatives increased in use

and importance.

SYNTHETIC FLAVORS.

In 1868 cumarin was produced artificially, and six

years later synthetic vanillin appeared. The follow-

ing year (1875) artificial oils of bitter almond, mus-
tard and wintergreen appeared and the study of es-

sential oils began in earnest. Up to this time they

were classed simply as liquid oils or elseoptens and

concrete oils or stearoptens. Terpeneless oils ap-

peared in 1876, and a few years later it was proved

that the terpenes were not necessary to the odor, and
this gave rise to a new industry of importance.

Progress in the chemistry of the essential oils has been

rapid in late years, and the polariscope and refracto-

meter—instruments which were being perfected in the

sixties—have been important factors in the study of

the oils.

Plant chemistry has been a feature of the last fifty

years, and a wealth of information has accumulated
concerning the glucosides, tannins, resins, neutral

principles and other constituents. Space will not per-

mit me to go into details concerning these. To trace

the chemistry of the plant enzymes, resins, anthra-

quinone bodies, sugars, coloring-matters and others

would be of absorbing interest. Likewise in the de-

velopment of organic salts, from albuminate of iron m
1877 to the glycerophosphates in 1890, there is much
of interest to pharmacists.

I have scarcely touched upon the development of

analytical chemistry, which has been great in all lines,

but difficult to trace without extensive detail. Nor
have I mentioned the contact method for the manu-
facture of sulphuric acid, of immense significance be-

cause this substance lies at the root of chemical manu-
facturing ; nor the development of physiological chem-

istry, which has radically changed the methods t)f

medical treatment and has profoundly affected phar-

macy. Neither have I attempted to treat of the prog-

ress in food and agricultural chemistry, including the

establishment of State and national experiment sta-

tions, where are being wrought out numerous prob-

lems affecting the health and the wealth of the people

;

nor in industrial lines—of fuel, light, petroleum prod-

ucts, coloring matters, fabrics, including artificial silk,

mortars and cements, metallurgy, fats and waxes,

sanitary chemistry, explosives, matches, etc.—all these

show a degree of development commensurate with the

lines I have dealt with.

To go back to the chemistry of fifty years ago

would deprive us of many comforts that have become

so firmly established as to be considered necessities.

And yet, while the progress has been large, the whole

has been based upon principles which were established

forty to a hundred years ago.

To those who may read the Circular fifty years

hence, the present status of chemistry may seem as

crude and meagre as the chemistry of fifty years ago

now seems to us.

01(1 jars made in Englan used in Gleutworth's Drug Store, Philadelphia, a hundred years ago.
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FIFTY YEARS OF MATERIA MEDICA.
By Prof. H. H. Rusby, M. D.

In the presentation of a historical sketch of this

character, two methods present themselves for our
choice. The one is that of a chronological citation of

events, with deductions as to their bearing ; the other
is a study of initial conditions, and of their successive

modification into those which have ultimately come to

prevail. In the present instance, the latter method
has been deemed the more instructive and fruitful of

suggestions for future guidance.

In considering the developments of the period under
consideration, three elemental conditions must be fol-

lowed in parallel from beginning to end ; that of medi-
cine, that of pharmacy, and that of the great body of

the people, collectively known as the patient. Each
of these elements has been under the continuous and
resistless influence of each of the others and has in

turn left its imprint upon them. The character of the

medicines employed in any period depends primarily
upon the offerings of the physician and thus reflects

existing knowledge on his part, either empirical, or

physiological and pathological, as determining his

choice in the materia medica. In the end, the per-

manent status of the remedies thus proposed will de-

pend upon their acceptance by the patient, a failure to

recognize which fact has in more than one notable in-

stance resulted in the discomfiture of professional as-

sumption. In this page of our history we must read
the advance of the people in intelligence and judg-
ment. The pharmacist, standing between the other

two parties, has acted as a moderator in the field. In

some cases his selfish ambitions have blocked the

wheels of progress; in others, as for example in the

providing of acceptable preparations of worthy agents,

he has stayed the set of the current toward pleasant

nonentities, and has saved the day to scientific and
efficient therapeutics. In introducing a course of lec-

tures in 1859, Dr. Leared said to his students : "You
may perhaps think the bulk, taste or form of adminis-
tration of medicine comparatively immaterial. I am
not of this opinion. I think the dread of nasty doses

has been the cause of great accessions to the ranks of

homeopathy."
With the comprehensive view that we hope to pre-

sent of progress along the above lines, analyzing the

varied influences which have contributed thereto, and
of the present status of the materia medica thus at-

tained, it will be possible to interpret present tenden-

cies, to read to some extent the future, and to suggest
those spheres of influence in which desired improve-
ments may be somewhat hastened.

THE E.'^RLY INFLUEXCE OF CHEMISTRY.

The beginning of the second half of the nineteenth

century found chemistry in the full swing of its in-

fluence over the public mind. "The science of chem-
istry now stands," said a writer in 1857, "at the head
of all others." With but a dim light as to the nature

of its laws and influence, the great body of the people

had become profoundly impressed by its wonderful
achievements. It was the mystery of chemistry, as-

sociated in their minds and feelings with the super-

natural, that gave it such a hold upon their faith and
imagination. There seemed no limit to their credu-
lity in its powers, and their confidence in those who
were familiar with it exposed them to numerous
forms of deception, instead of enabling them, as it is

its province to do, to protect themselves against that

very class of dangers. To chemists themselves, this

was the extreme period of activity in differentiating or
individualizing chemical elements; a period of pro-
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found reaction against the defeated efforts of alchemy
toward transmutation, or the unification of the ele-

ments. As one writer in the openin.g number of this

journal said: "The old chemists believed in the gen-

erality of metals ; the modern chemists believe in the

singularity of them. As chemistry has progressed, in-

stead of contracting the number of known substances,

they have been increasing in number, and many of

them now held to be simple, it is believed, will yet

be found to be alloys—compounds of two or more
substances." As everyone knows, the close of the
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century found the pendulum swinging well back from

the latter position.

In reaching the conclusion above quoted, the de-

partment of inorganic chemistry had been, considering

the times, very thoroughly studied, and its therapeu-

tics had been equally well developed, although this

development had necessarily been along the line of

empiricism, since the nature of disease was very little

understood, even in an elementary way. As indi-

cating the condition of affairs which prevailed in this

field at that time, the following illustrations may be

cited. Guyot had in 1842 published his views on the

"therapeutic use of caloric," declaring, (i) the proxi-

mate and exciting cause of life in all organized beings

is caloric, (2) the chief object of the organization is

the production of a certain quantity of caloric and its

maintenance, (3) all the functions and vital phe-

nomena are under the dependence of the temperature

proper to the individual; electricity was in 1859 just

becoming popularized as a therapeutic agent; the

medical world was agog in discussing the merits of

the hypophosphites as a remedy for phthisis. Dr.

Churchill having given it as his opinion that it was a

complete prophylactic ; the production of "bor, the

philosopher's stone," was announced as "the elemen-

tary substance of boric acid, comparing verj' favor-

ably with the diamond, no chemical means having

been previously known for reducing this acid to its

natural state;" the use of potassium chlorate in the

treatment of salivation was just becoming known, and
oxalate of cerium was being proposed as an anti-

emetic; sulphate of zinc came into use as a caustic;

iodide of cadmium was a newly proposed remedy, as

was the citrate of iron and strychnine, and the bis-

muth salts were newly proposed as gastric sedatives.

DRUGS OFFICIAL IN 1857.

Of the one hundred and twelve inorganic drugs

now official, sixty are found recognized in the Phar-

macopoeia of 1857, and most of the others are repre-

sented by some very closely related substances. So
far as the inorganic materia medica was concerned,

therefore, the use of drugs at the time the first

number of The Druggists Circular appeared was
very well directed, with the notable exception of the

antiseptics. Even in this field many drugs were em-
ployed with great precision, notwithstanding that the

nature of their action was not guessed at. There are

able practitioners who to-day recognize none of the

fundamental truths of the germ theory, and who yet

employ the antiseptics in an approved manner.
Having learned through much successful experience

that these agents control disease, they declare that

they do so by destroying the "dirt" which causes the

trouble, and it matters little to them what is the na-
ture of this dirt. Even these men, however, have not
fallen blindly into the use of antispetics. It is the

scientific researches of others in the direction of bac-
terial pathology which have afforded them the oppor-
tunity for ascertaining their value. The properties of

oxygen, both alone and in the form of peroxides,

were of course well known, and ozone was being
closely investigated ; yet, in view of the total ignor-
ance of disease germs, and contrasting this ignorance
with the definite knowledge of the present, as for ex-
ample, that tetanus depends upon the presence in the
tissues of a specific organism, to which the free access
of oxygen is fatal, we are justified in regarding ignor-
ance of the value of oxygen as an extraneous thera-

peutical agent as one of the greatest defects of the

inorganic materia medica of the fifties.

QUALITY OF DRUGS.

As to the quality of the inorganics then supplied,

the situation might be described by saying that the

basis for securing material of good quality was well

established, but its advantages were not utilized. In-

numerable improvements in our methods for securing

and determining purity in these products have been

made during the last half century, yet it was at that

time possible to secure inorganics of good quality,

though it is notorious that this was not done. The
causes of this failure can be summed up in the term,

decentralization of influence and responsibility ; and,

because of present differences of opinion regarding

the results of decentralization, it is well worth our

while to stop and consider the workings of this system,

if such it can be called. Since the earliest history of

the country, drags and medicines of any grade and
quality had here found free entry. It is the unvarj--

ing history of exportation that the worst goods go
where the knowledge of them is poorest—that is, as a

general thing, to the newest countries ; so that this

freedom of import of drugs into the United States in-

vited their degradation. Arrived here, the reception

of the goods depended upon the independent action of

innumerable individuals. The importation and first

handling of drugs was not conducted by professionals,

nor even by a special class of traders. Medicine im-

portations were mixed up with those of groceries and
general merchandise by men who could not tell oxalic

acid from common salt, and who were concerned only

in turning over all goods to someone else at a profit.

Such a system offered no barrier between the for-

eign importer and the retail pharmacist or the dis-

pensing physician. Of the two latter classes, the

physician was then by far the better qualified. The
physician's materia medica, though of poor quality,

had not been neglected. The working theory of the

period was that the physician was responsible for the

quality of the medicine which reached his patient, and
he was taught that he should control it. That he did

not always realize the ideal is evident from the fol-

lowing complaint of a pharmacist, written in 1859. but

not wholly unfit for application at the present day:

"Our files of physicians' prescriptions now present a

sad compilation of ignorance, carelessness and even

recklessness, in all the forms of bad Latin, bad spell-

ing, contractions of doubtful meaning, terms not now
in use, mixtures of incompatibles, and often prescribed

in dangerous doses." Bad as this condition was, we
look in vain in its description for a reference to the

open prescribing of nostrums that is now so common.
Perhaps the writer Quoted would have had an acute

attack of heart failure had he suddenly been faced by
a view of this crowning evil.

LAXITY IN EDUCATION.

In view of the great laxity in the education and
licensing of the physician, this safeguard of his knowl-
edge was not a very effective one, but it was the best

that then existed. The same safeguard, on the phar-

macist's side, amounted to almost nothing. The only

colleges of pharmacy then in the country were those

at Philadelphia, New York. Baltimore and Boston,

and the last was not actually engaged in teaching.

The training of the pharmacist, when he received any,

was almost wholly a matter of apprenticeship, the

morals, intellectual ability and professional knowledge
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and skill of the apprentice, so far as they were
modeled at all, being patterned almost entirely after

those of his preceptor. The defects then existing are

picturesquely set forth in the following quotation from
a Chicago contributor to page 34 of the first volume
of this journal : "Ten out of twelve that keep drug
stores in America have neither served an apprentice-

ship nor been educated for the business. I have
found farmers, plasterers, cloth merchants, grocers,

and men of other businesses foreign to pharmacy en-

gaged in the sale of medicine, when they did not know
one drug from another in their shop unless it was
labeled :" Another wrote : "Nineteen-twentieths of

the students of pharmacy in the United States never

have the advantages of lectures, but are left to find

their own way through its intricacies." Another
complained that in Philadelphia as in New York, there

were two pharmaceutists where there ought to be but

one, and there were daily accessions to the ranks from
"bar-rooms, tobacconists, confectioners and quacks."

So strong was the apprenticeship idea that even in an-

nouncing the names of college graduates, those of

their respective preceptors were deemed of greater im-

portance than those of their colleges ; a fact that, all

things considered, may not be wholly condemned. In

the shops of such pharmacists, suitable apparatus and
appointments were not to be looked for, though showy
display, especially about the soda fountain, was rela-

tively quite as much sought after as now. Writing
in 1858, Mr. Edward Parrish said : "Not long since,

there were scarcely half a dozen sets of apothecaries'

weights in Philadelphia. There were so few shops

that could be depended on that prominent physicians

preferred dispensing' their own medicines." Mr.
Parrish himself, it may be remarked, entered earnestly

and patiently upon a work of reform, especially in the

matter of weights and measures—as to their greater

accuracy as well as their more general employment.

EARLY QUACKERY.
With the public, under such conditions, it was

purely a matter of confidence in the pharmacist, as an

individual. Confidence, while it may stimulate the

highest development of the moral faculties in the per-

son trusted, probably results oftener in encouraging
fraud and hypocrisy. The great public was incom-
petent to judge the medicines ; they were dependent
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Upon the character of the man who supplied them, and
it was a common thing even for a religious character

to be falsely assumed for dishonest purposes.

About the same methods were then employed in

appealing to the more ignorant classes, as at the pres-

ent time. One of the earliest illustrations of the "be-

fore and after" methods of advertising that we have
encountered was the picture of a man with his face

distorted in pain before taking a toothache remedy,
contrasted with one apparently at peace with all man-
kind a little later. The virtues of headache pills were
indisputably proven by the picture of a gentleman of

most benevolent aspect handing to another, with his

hand to his head, a box of pills, made of gigantic size

so as to accommodate the legend "PILLS." The same
outcry was made against these practices, the physician

then as now—and with much better reason—trying to

cast the responsibility upon the pharmacist. ''Wfien

physicians attempt quackery," said a popular writer

in 1859, "they usually either go the whole figure and
are thrown over the wall by the profession, or they do
it in a very concealed and delicate manner, throwing
the brunt of the censure upon the apothecary, while

they pocket perhaps the lion's share of the plunder."

Bearing in mind our National Formulary of the

present day, it is interesting to read in the first volume
of the Circular an editorial aiming to prove that the

people may be counted upon to practice self-medica-

tion, and advising the American Medical and Ameri-
can Pharmaceutical Associations to supply formulas

for medicines to be sold in place of proprietaries.

Not only did all these conditions tend to flood the

market with the worst forms of nostrums ; they

tended, through the varying degrees and kinds of in-

competence among pharmacists, to maintain the most

extreme irregularity in the quality of medical sup-

plies, a condition which led ultimately to the enact-

ment of customs laws and service, controlling the

quality of importations. So well did these agencies

work that in 1857 it was reported to the Circular
that the importation of medicines had of late "under-

gone considerable changes for the better ; the passage

of the law of congress for the inspection of drugs by
special examiners at the several ports has already

worked wonders. It is not so much by the rejection

of inferior drugs oflfered at the various custom houses
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as by its threatened terror to evil doers that the law

has worked its greatest benefits."

As to the form of the prepartions then in use, it may
be said that what is now knpwn as "elegant phar-

macy'' was scarcely thought of, yet some tendencies in

this direction were, indeed seen in those early days.

In 1858, we find one Dr. Wells recommending the ad-

ministration of cod liver oil and substances dissolved in

it, in certain "membraneous capsules which have

already proved useful in the administration of co-

paiba." About the same time, a clumsy "eye-drop

canula" was proposed to substitute the use of the

camel's hair brush, and the "inoculation of medicines"

was suggested, in some cases by using a needle "with

the substance in a spoonlike deepening of the point,"

in others, "by plasters covering a little cut made by
the lancet."

VIOLENCE IN MEDICAL TREATMENT.

To a great extent, medical treatment was valued in

proportion to its violence. A writer in 1859 appar-

ently felt that he was casting prudence to the winds
and indulging in the most extreme radicalism when,
in speaking of the current practice of administering

prodigious doses of calomel, causing salivation, and
of free bleeding, then regarded as indispensable, he

boldly claimed that such practice is ''unnecessary if

not injurious, and that even inflammatory diseases

may be, and often are cured without either bleeding

or mercury." This declaration may be profitably

compared with one made by a professor of medical

practice in 1882, who with equal boldness dared tell

his class that he believed there were cases where
blood-letting was a justifiable method of treatment!

Public faith, inherited from savagery, in the efficacy

of vomiting and purging, had not been greatly shaken
in 1850. The nastier and more offensive the dose,

the greater the public faith in its value. This is not

a soil in which pharmaceutical refinements might be

expected to flourish, and yet, there existed even here,

as we shall .shortly see, sufficient ground for the

growth of such plants, when carefully nurtured.

The same conditions which determined the charac-

ter of the preparations, determined the size of the

dose, which was inordinately large, and the fre-

quency of resort to medicines, which was injuriously

corhmon. It is amusing to read of a certain coarse

preparation of cinchona bark put out in 1858 "dose
the size of a shell-bark, three times a day."

It is not too much to say that the taking of medi-
cines was in those days very generally considered as a
good thing, per se. The frequent use of "blood puri-

fiers" and physics by those who were in ordinary
health was regarded as desirable, and the community
generallv was always looking about for something
"good to take" in the way of medicines. The writer
remembers the visit of an old Scotch woman to the
village grocery in .search of a "good medicine." The
grocer made an inquiry as to who it was for and
l^rned that it was for her husband. He then tried

to ascertain what sort of medicine was wanted, and
finally in desperation, demanded to know what was
the matter with her husband. "Hech mon," said she,

"there's naething ill wi' him, but he hed nac work the
dee, and I thocht he might as weel be takkin' some-
thin'."

EMPIRICISM.

Turning now to the subject of the organic materia
medica, we find all that has been said regarding the ex-

cessive use of medicines and the objectionable form of

their preparations to be equally true. -As to the na-

ture of the articles employed, and their quality, the

case was very different. The existence in vegetable

and animal bodies of definte chemical principles on
which their activity depended, was but dimly per-

ceived, both in medicine and pharmacy— far less so in

the former-—and not at all by the public. The experi-

mental determination of physiological properties was
resorted to by advanced scholars, but its results had
exerted scarcely any influence upon practice ; hence

tliere was no other gi:ide than blind empiricism, crip-

pled as it was by prejudice, supersitition and absence

of method and intelligence in observing results, to

guide in the selection of medicines. Even when some
enthusiastic and accomplished scholar would hold up
the flickering rush-light of discovery, the prejudiced

and antagonistic mob, professional and non-profes-

sional, would at once attempt to blow it out. The his-

tory of the introduction of cinchona bark and its alka-

loids affords a typical illustration of such procedure.

Although introduced by a priest, the opposition to its

use was led by the clergy and was supported by physi-

cians and extended among the people. Royal in-

fluence alone secured for it a hearing at the time. Its

great merit won support for it, yet even the plain

facts rgarding its value did not subdue the opposition

nor modify the most absurd statements regarding its

evil effects. We cannot wonder that even intelligent

people should in 1850 have doubted the advisability of

using it when we to-day see this denied by some, not-

withstanding that it can be seen by the miscroscope in

the act of killing the malarial germs; some persons

will deny the evidence of their own senses rather than

drop a cherished prejudice. Such conditions explain

why the drugs most confidently relied upon and most
used at the beginning of our story were those now
known to non-sectarian medicine to be devoid of

active constituents. The proportions in which these

drugs were used are indicated in the following inven-

tory of the contents of the grounds of a leading manu-
facturer who cultivated the medicinal plants which he

employed as drugs. Of forty acres thus planted,

there were ten of taraxacum ; three each of henbane,

belladonna, lettuce, sage, savory, dock, burdock, pars-

ley, poppy and horehound ; two each of conium,
stramonium, fox-glove; one each of marjoram,
aconite and balm; and the rest of basil, blessed thistle,

borage, coriander, feverfew, hollyhock, hyssop, lark-

spur, lovage, marshmalkiw, marigold, mug\vort, mint,

tansy, etc. ^'alerian was regarded as one of the most
important of drugs, serving as an anodyne, or even re-

garded as a hypnotic, and taking the place of our pres-

ent headache powders. Under the name of American
valerian, or nervine, cypripedium was coming into

notice as a substitute for the former drug, though it

was not till long afterward that it became known that

it contained the same or very similar active constitu-

ents. Chamomile occupied a place of equal promi-
nence with valerian, and larch bark was regarded as

having almost specific powers. Common plantain and
its juice were great stand-bys, and castoreum was
highly prized. During the fifties, Dr. Butler intro-

duced from the Cherokee Indians the use of hydran-
gea; soap bark was introduced into England; a hot
dispute arose as to who was to be credited with the

introduction of kamala as a tsnicide ; and aconite

grew greatly in favor. Dr. E. S. Docker, of the

Royal Fusiliers, published his extensive tropical ex-
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perience in the successful treatment of dysentery with

large doses (ten to ninety grains) of ipecac, a sound
practice which has never been followed up as it

should have been. The merits and demerits of chloro-

form had been hotly discussed, and in 1858, a promi-

nent therapeutist concluded that the question had
come to be one wholly of observation in hospitals,

rather than of theory in books. Amylene was proposed

as a new anesthetic in 1857. The uses of glycerin,

both medical and pharmaceutical, were receiving great

attention, and Dr. A. D. Field undertook an investiga-

tion of the therapeutic value of nitro-glycerin, an
article on the subject having been published in 1851.

The strange properties of ergot, though long known,
were being scientifically investigated, and Dr. De-
ville showed practically and theoretically that it could

suffiocate the child if improperly employed.

PRICES OF DRUGS.

Some of the current prices of drugs in those days

are of curious interest, in view of modern changes.

From a price-current list printed in the first number
of the Circular, we copy the following: "Copal

(kauri) 8>4 to 9 cents; ginseng, 48 to 50; madder, 12

to 13; manna 65; oil of anise $4, of cassia, $4.80 to

$5, of lemon $2.25, of peppermint $2.75 to $3; sul-

phate of quinine, about $2. Whale oil was an article

of the first importance and, like other fish oils, paid a

duty of 20 per cent., that on palm oil being 10 per

cent., and on olive oil 30 per cent.

INTRODUCTION OF ALKALOIDS.

A number of important alkaloids had been in-

troduced, but their nature was not understood, and
they were for the most part still medical marvels, their

use feared and violently antagonized by the majority.

As a matter of fact, almost any proximate principle,

usually very impure, extracted from a plant, was as-

signed to this class. Umbelliferon was thus regarded.

In 1857, a writer speaks of "another addition to the

formidable array of vegetable alkaloids whose pos-

session is luckily attainable only by scientific men.''

This "alkaloid" proved to be an impure form of what
we now know as cyclamin. Cocaine had been dis-

covered in 1855, though its great value remained un-

known for some twenty years longer. Cai?eine, in an
impure form., had been known as early as 1820, but it

was in the fifties that its action came to be well known,
especially its poisonous properties. The toxicology of

strychnine, which alkaloid was discovered in 1818,

was also receiving close attention. The chemistry of

volatile oils was on a wholly false basis, so far as gen-
eral information was concerned. These substances
were regarded, like alkaloids, as proximate principles,

instead of mixtures as now recognized. In 1858 Dr.

Grover Coe published a work on Concentrated Or-
ganic Medicines, being a Practical Exposition of the

Therapeutic Properties and Chemical Employment of

the Combined Proximate Medical Constituents, etc.

This work well sets forth the state of knowledge of

the time, and shows that some of these concentrated
medicines were impure alkaloids.

PETROLEUM AND ITS PRODUCTS.

American petroleum was practically unknown.
Petroleum was chiefly obtained as an artificial product
of coal, under the name of "coal oil." A patent for

producing the substance had been taken out in Eng-
land in 1850, and in the United States in 1852. The
current price of petroleum for illuminating purposes.
in 1857, varied from $1 to $1.25. The chemistry^ of

coal tar was believed to be pretty well worked

cut, though in the light of our present knowl-

edge the results were very crude, containing only

the germ of its present usefulness. In 1859,

the year in which Pennsylvania petroleum came

into use, a prominent lecturer, in giving an ac-

count of the subject, and speaking of the complexity

of the composition of coal tar, said: "To separate

it into all its various constituents would be perhaps a

useless procedure." In 1856, however, a coloring

matter had been obtained from coal tar which had

opened the eyes of those best informed as to the won-

derful possibilities of this substance. In i860 the

Circular contained an extensive account of the dis-

covery of the oil fields of Pennsylvania. At that time

the burning fluid in common use was a mixture of

alcohol, spirit of turpentine, and other substances. The
new di.'-'covery not only revolutionized the development

of reading and study, and of those industries which

required artificial light but, coming so soon after the

discovery of new and valuable constituents, it ofifered

a means for the general utilization of substances which

would otherwise have been classed among the rarities

of chemistry.

SYNTHETIC COMPOUNDS.

Organic chemistry had by i860 been fairly success-

ful in analytic work, but comparatively little had been

done in systhesis, notwithstanding that there had been

some splendid achievements of the utmost import-

ance in their bearing on subsequent work, such as the

production of urea by Wohler in 1828, then of acetic

acid and methyl. In 1859, Frankland published a list

of 31 such substances, many of them now of the great-

est importance in materia medica, and at the same time

expressed a well supported opinion that the more im-

portant organic compounds derived from plants might

l3e successfully produced by processes strictly anal-

ogous to those employed by nature.

Biological remedies, the use of which is now com-
prised in the term "animal therapy" were then unsus-

pected. It is true that the list of animal substances

used in medicine was a long one, but there was no ra-

tional connection between the nature of the substance

and its supposed eflfects. The supposed connection

was by the imaginary transmission of an individual

property, very much like that when the cannibal eats

the flesh of a specially brave or powerful enemy in

order that these qualities may pass into his own per-

son.

QUALITY OF VEGETABLE DRUGS.

As to the quality of their organic drugs, our fore-

fathers were in some respects more fortunate than we,

though in the main deprived of our advantages. We
have already seen that drug inspection was very

loosely conducted ; but vegetable drugs were in those

days exceedingly abundant, and incentives to substi-

tution and adulteration were correspondingly less

strong. Collection and preservation were looked after

with much greater care than at present. Many super-

stitions, such as the influence of the phases of the

moon, undoubtedly entered in. but this very fact tes-

tifies to the careful attention given to the subject, and
a^ a matter of fact the methods of preserv^ation were
very superior to those now usually practiced ; more-
over, the cultivation of medicinal plants, which is, all

things considered, the most important influence af-

fecting the quality of drugs, was very general, not only

among the laity and the small pharmacists, but in some
instances, among large dealers and manufacturers.
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In all other respects, probably, that generation was at

a disadvantage as to the quality of its medicines. We
have already seen that the quantitative assaying of

drugs and preparations of this class was scarcely pos-

sible. Want of knowledge of the nature of the con-

stituents permitted injurious methods of making

preparations, under which the constituents were dam-

aged. In 1858 an important principle regarding alka-

loidal constitution was expressed by a writer who
pointed out that caustic alkalies destroyed the activity

of henbane and related drugs. In the same year a

writer argues for the estimation of morphine percent-

age as a test of the value of opium and its prepara-

tions. At that time, pepsin was coming into use, and

a writer in discussing its quality, said that "an almost

pure pepsin" had been recently obtained, of which

fifteen grains were capable of digesting one dram of

drv fibrin

!

The substitution of one isolated constituent for

another, impure as such substances then were, was

quite likely to go undetected, and the history of the

character of drugs in this regard shows conditions

which the profession at this day can scarcely realize.

SUMMARY OF E.^RLY CONDITIONS.

Summarizing the conditions in materia medica

which have been thus reviewed, we find the following,

which might be classed as favorable, existing at the

beginning of our period.

1. A well elaborated science of inorganic chemis-

try and of therapeutics dependent upon it.

2. An excellent degree of attention by physicians

to the subject of materia medica, and a sense of re-

sponsibility on their part for its condition.

3. Abundant supplies of the vegetable drugs most

used and care in their production and preservation.

The unfavorable conditions might thus be sum-

marized :

4. Total ignorance among the laity as to_ the

rationale of drug action, accompanied by superstition

and intense over-credence.

5. The fraudulent exploitation of ignorant public

confidence as to the efficacy of medicines.

6. Excessive frequency and amount in medicine

taking.

7. A very general absence among pharmacists of

professional education in the fundamentals of ma-
teria medica.

8. Professional ignorance as to the nature of dis-

eases, hence as to rational therapeutics.

9. Ignorance of organic chemistry, with a resulting

absence of the best medicines, inability to select in-

telligently, and impossibility of controlling prepara-

tions.

10. Almost complete decentralization of responsi-

bility for and control of the quality of drugs.

11. An unorganized condition of medicine and

pharmacy, especially the latter, and the prevalence in

both of professional ignorance and dishonesty.

It*is by tracing the developments of the intervening

five decades in these particular directions, that we
shall be enabled to judge of present tendencies, desir-

able and undesirable.

Our paper will close with a similar summary of

present conditions in these same particulars.

With the progress of inorganic chemistry we need

not here concern ourselves, beyond indicating that it

has progressed steadily and that its most important ad-

vances have been in the direction of organic com-
pounds with inorganics, to be therefore considered in

connection with the former subject, and in relation to

antiseptic. substances, which we shall consider in con-

nection with pathology.

THE PHYSICIAN AND MATERIA MEDICA.

In the relations of the physician with the materia

medica, we have seen a distinct and most serious retro-

grade movement. With the increasing multiplicity of

technical details in botany and pharmacy, and espe-

cially in operative pharmacy ; it became necessary and
inevitable that the physician should abandon medicine
making, and so far as possible, dispensing. For a

long period he continued his interest in these adjuncts

of medical knowledge, though with increasing un-
v/illingness, as the scope of necessary study in his own
departments became extended. Had the subject of

materia medica for the physician been correspondingly

modified in the medical curriculum, keeping pace with

these other progressive changes, medicine would not

have become crippled and disgraced with the disas-

trous ignorance of this important subject which came
finally to characterize it ; but those charged with this

responsibility exhibited a want of judgment equalled

only by their obstinacy, in inflicting antiquated and
useless courses of study until, in rebellion, the whole
subject was either thrown overboard or, worse still,

treated as a farce. It then naturally resulted that the

physician ceased to acquire that knowledge of the

underlying principles of materia medica 'without which
he could not possibly be a master of therapeutics. He
lost his power of judging matters pertaining to medi-

cines, and prepared himself to be the victim and the

agent of charlatanry, as completely as the layman ever

was. There came a time when one had almost as

much right to expect a knowledge of medicines in any
other profession as in that of medicine ; when pre-

scription writing was a lost art ; when the most im-

portant function of the pharmacist was that of stand-

ing between the physician's prescription and the life

of the patient ; when dishonesty and injustice were the

common, if not indeed the general recourse of the

physician to cover up the accidents due to his ignor-

ance ; when therapeutic incompetence bred therapeutic

nihilism ; when names of medicines were used with no
knowledge of their real maning, many being often em-
ployed in total ignorance of the fact that they were
synonymous. That a reaction against such tendencies

should finally set in was inevitable. Very recently, the

more learned and courageous medical faculties have
organized departments of materia medica in accord-

ance with modern limitations and modern require-

ments, and all others will be compelled soon to fol-

low. How far the movement has as yet failed to

change the unhappy conditions above depicted, our

readers who are in daily contact with prescription

bungles, know for themselves. Pepsin with alkalies,

and pancreatin with acids, and even mixtures of pep-

sin and pancreatin are daily prescribed. Physicians

waste time in debates over the relative merits of ad-

renin, adrenalin, suprarenin, epinephrin and con-

strictine, perfectly innocent of the fact that all these,

and more too, are synonyms for the same substance.

Lists of such trade names might be given for a large

number of much m.ore common articles. The medical

profession of this day has become the best friend of

quackery in introducing to popular use great numbers
of nostrums which are an incubus upon both them-
selves and the pharmacists. A vast number of

physicians are actually stockholders in nostrum com-
panies, to say nothing of those whose faith is not suf-
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ficient to prevent them from dropping away alto-

gether into that business. It is only within the last

year or two that the control of the American Medical
Association itself has been wrested from the grasp of

the same malign influences. The proper instruction

of medical students, in the most elementary way, in

the principles underlying the materia medica side of

pharmacology would have gone far toward prevent-

ing the establishment of such conditions.

INFLUENCE OF JOURNALS.

The influence of the medical and pharmaceutical

journals upon these conditions should not be over-

ticulars which have been enumerated, with some tri-

fling exceptions, steady and rapid progress has been

made during the period.

THE GERM THEORY IN MEDICINE.

First in importance among medical developments

stand the marvellous achievements in discover-

ing the nature of diseases and the fundamental prin-

ciples underlying their removal, as determined by ex-

perimental pharmaco-dynamics, so often miscalled

pharmacology, and the general diffusion of this knowl-
edge, in usable form, among practitioners. As indi-

cating the inability of physicians, at the beginning of

M
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tassium chlorate was regarded as the sheet anchor in

treatment. The disease quickly attracted the deepest

attention, and the greatest efforts were made to_ de-

termine its cause, but in vain. About the same tirne,

a prominent writer discussed the nature of in-

fluenza, and concluded that, "in its severe form

there can be little doubt that it is a new type of dis-

ease," yet there was no suspicion that its cause was

organic.

That no glimmering of the truth regarding the

cause of infectious diseases had existed earlier cannot

be asserted, for correct speculations had been indulged

in during two centuries. So early as 1837, Bessi had

traced an infectious silk-worm disease to a germ, and

a few years later Henle had outlined the theory of

bacterial infection. In i860, Pasteur received the

prize of the French Academy for his discoveries re-

garding the organic cause of fermentation, and its

bearing on the nature of disease was instantly appre-

ciated. It is very difficult to say just what discovery

experimentally established the germ theory, but per-

haps it was that of Davaine as to the cause of an-

thrax, in 1863. During the most of the sixties. Lis-

ter was engaged in skilful researches regarding the

infection of wounds, which resulted in giving us our

present rational surgical antisepsis. In 1872, Ober-

meier discovered the germ of relapsing fever, and in

1879, Hansen that of leprosy, and Neisser that of

gonorrhea. Then followed quickly that of typhoid,

in 1880, of tuberculosis in 18S2, cholera, diphtheria

and tetanus in 1884, pneumonia in 1885, influenza or

grip in 1892 and of the bubonic plague in 1894.

The principle of attenuation of virus, and protec-

tion by its inoculation, was established by the success-

ful use of vaccine, long before our period opened, but

it is since then that its acceptance has been forced,

through the virtual elimination of small-pox from the

list of serious epidemics, upon all who combine hon-

est intent with elemental information. It must also

be remembered that the discovery was somewhat

clumsily made, since the organic cause of this disease

was not known, and inoculation had to proceed upon

an a posteriori basis. An a priori case was estab-

lished with the first isolation, culture and propagation

of a disease germ, and the experimental communica-

tion of its respective disease thereby.

This accomplishment, and the accumulation of most

of our knowledge concerning disease organisms and

the poisons for which they are responsible, has oc-

curred within our half-century, and indeed within its

later portion. This knowledge becomes the natural

basis of the search for prophylactic as well as curative

agents, and the door to discovery in this department

of materia medica is now wide open. Indeed, we now
supply the means for both preventing and curing

diphtheria and blackleg, and for preventing tetanus.

Pneumonia, cholera, anthrax and a number of other

diseases have been brought well under control, and

the obstacles to this being done in general practice lie

merely in the technical details of the processes. The
principle has been successfully extended to a number
of virulent poisons, of various origin, as for example,

that of snake-bite.

The discovery that the communication of yellow
fever is at least chiefly by the agency of the mosquito,

and therefore generally if not always preventable,

has no direct relation to materia medica, but the

relations of medicine to the treatment of the closely

related malaria, which disease is also chiefly com-

municated by that insect, teaches that our pres-

ent knowledge of the former disease promises to

lead us to new methods in its treatment which

will be as efficient as is the administration of

quinine for the latter. In close relation with

this development has been that in the line of certain

symptomatic medicines, produced within the system,

by special organs, for the purpose of correcting func-

tional states, without any necessary relation to the na-

ture of the disease cause. Having found that the

prompt and minute regulation of the circulation so

necessary in the work of the kidney is effected by a

substance manufactured and automatically supplied

as needed by a special gland located upon the upper

end of that organ, it was reasoned that this might be

extracted and employed for regulating arterial pres-

sures generally. This theory was found to stand the

test and epinephrine was added to the materia medica

and has proven to be one of our most powerful, defi-

nite and certain of therapeutical agents. A similar

result was attained in the use of the thyroid gland,

and these achievements opened up another broad road

to therapeutic conquest. To the unthinking, this use

of animal extracts sometimes appears like the pendu-

lum's return to an ancient position, but the appear-

ance is most misleading, the nature of the case being

on the contrary quite antagonistic. IMedicine is thus

slowly swinging to the correct position that medicine-

making is an essential function of the animal system

and medicine-taking often a necessary, though on the

whole undesirable, adjunct to the process; that we
never sleep after the activities of the day or waken
after sleeping, rest after toil, or enter upon sprightly

action, hunger after a fast, or fast when satisfied,

contend against disease or recover from its effects,

except as the result of absorption of self-made sub-

stances, which as to essential character agree with

what we recognize under the term "medicines" ; and
that when these agents are not naturally produced

with sufficient promptness or in sufficient amount, we
must just sufficiently stimulate the inherent powers of

production, or supply the deficiency from some exter-

nal source. On no other principle than this can medi-
cation be properly regulated.

MEDICAL 0RG.\NIZ..\TI0N.

Medical organization, in so deplorable a state in

1850. has since been so thoroughly accomplished that

it is now possible to give to the entire profession the

benefit of discoveries within a very brief period.

Perhaps no other profession or calling has ever been
blessed with such riches in the way of text-books and
manuals for the practitioner. Aledical societies, na-
tional, state and county, have been organized almost
wherever the conditions admit of their support,

and through them the practical utility of novel-
ties is quickly weighed. Our better medical schools
have gradually advanced their standards to the

front and, notwithstanding that some of them
pursue the dishonorable methods of the scavenger, the
time is not distant when our colleges generally will

meet these advances of the better ones. With the

be.st features of Continental thoroughness, \ye are
combining the element of Anglo-Saxon common
sense, and are developing a practice which, except in

the one deplorable matter of materia medica, presents

the hisfhest grade of efliciencv. Unfortunately, our
medical organization is not free from antagonistic

counter-organization. Self-confessed incompetents.
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who dare not trust their selfish interests to the fair

field of true professional competition, combine in

dangling some sensational pretence, some glittering

"pathy," for advertising purposes only, before that

large portion of the public who lack the necessary
information, or otherwise possess no trustworthy
powers of judgment in the matter.

There are individuals, who, while ignorant them-
selves, are gifted with broad views and a good judg-
ment, leading them to appreciate and to sustain the

efforts of those more favored than themselves in re-

gard to knowledge; but as a rule, ignorance is the

most effective breeder of narrowness and bigotry.

To these influences is rightly attributed by the medi-
cal profession the support given to homeopathy and
its brood of medical sects. But it is not so well recog-

nized that the profession has to a great e.xtent taken a

similar position to that of the sects themselves, and
has fought with the same double-acting weapons.
There is not one of these medical sects but has some-
thing solid upon which to base its peculiar treatment.

Without some siKh basis they could not even tem-
porarily maintain their existence. All such valuable

resources should be embraced in the broad field of

materia medica as it is worked by legitimate medicine,

and it is a failure to have so proceeded as to offer in-

vitation and give opportunity to charlatanry.

When homeopathy, waking to the fatal self-convic-

tion of its name, retaliated with the you-are-another

epithet of "allopathy," medicine accepted not only the

implied charge, but the actual position. Instead of

claiming broadly everything of good in the materia

medica as its just heritage and its solemn charge, it

rejected much of the good that it might have appro-

priated from its unbenevolent Hbeler and, declaring

that no good thing could come out of Nazareth,

placed itself upon the false ground of blind antago-

nism. Its growing ignorance of materia medica in-

tensified the evil results of this course, and so it failed,

or was slow to add to its list many efficient agents

which were used with perfect propriety by the sec-

tarians.

PHARMACEUTICAL ORGANIZATION.

Organization among pharmacists has proceeded

neither so far nor so well as among physicians. The
commercial has here always had a tendency to take

precedence of the professional, although if must not

be forgotten that in every instance professionalism

has been a later growth. To this general rule, the

American Pharmaceutical Association has been a no-

table exception. Its organization grew out of the

convention that met to devise means for improving the

American drug supply, and that secured the establish-

ment of customs supervision. From its very begin-

ning, its proceedings have been marked by the highest

regard for the scientific and professional. Not only

have its reporters kept American pharmacy in touch

with the best activities in other countries, but many
important contributions in the allied sciences and im-

provements in practice have been introduced through
its publications. The active membership of this so-

ciety to-day includes the very best representatives of

every department of pharmacy. Among them are the

leaders in nearly all the State associations, which are

thus strongly influenced by the central organization.

In most of the State associations, however, commercial
interests largely predominate, and when they do ven-

ture into the field of pharmaceutical professionalism,

the results are not alwavs to the latter's welfare.

Other national and miscellaneous associations exhibit

the same tendencies. Wherever the commercial ele-

ment predominates, society thrift is the most in evi-

dence. The National Association of Retail Druggists

enjoys the most signal opportunity for instituting pro-

fessional reforms, without detriment to its trade in-

terests, but rather in their favor, which has ever been

enjoyed by any similar institution, yet, until its re-

cent Atlanta meeting, it has not apparently even given

a thought to the subject. Its efforts to protect its

members' margin of profit have been almost frantic,

but it has never indicated that the quality of the goods
handled was a matter worthy of its consideration.

With its well-constructed machinery, it could

promptly assume and permanently maintain control

of the quality of the goods supplied, with the possi-

bility of doing its own manufacturing, if its demands
in this direction were finally refused. That it will

ultimately assume this function cannot be doubted ;
its

failure to have done so is here touched upon merely as

an instance of the natural supremacy of commercial

interests in pharmaceutical circles.

The advancement of the pharmacist in professional

education has been little less notable than that of the

physician and it is in the direction of the latter's de-

ficiency that progress has been most assiduously

sought by the former. As the investigating contin-

gent of the medical fraternity has increased and ad-

vanced its laboratory facilities in the direction of

physiology, bacteriology and pathology, so has the

corresponding element in pharmacy extended its re-

searches in practical botany, pharmacognosy and

chemistry.

HISTOLOGICAL PHARMACOGNOSY.

There are few instances in the history of applied

science of such rapid and thorough progress as the

last twenty years have witnessed in the department of

histological pharmacognosy. Previous to this period

much pioneer work had been done and the founda-

tion had already been well laid, but it is within this

period, even within the last decade, that nearly all our

systematic works and text-books on this subject have

appeared. At the time of the publication of the Sev-

enth (1890) Revision of our Pharmacopoeia, none

would have been bold enough to have suggested the

introduction of histological standards for the deter-

mination of powdered drugs, and sophistication _
in

this department was considered in America as being

absolutely free from any general control. Yet, the

edition of 1900 contains many important provisions

in this direction, and since its compilation, the ad-

vances in this art have been so numerous that the ap-

plication of the principle could now be greatly ex-

tended. The sophisticator of powdered drugs is to-

day just as certain of detection if his work fall for a

moment under the critical eye of one of our pharma-

ceutical histologists, as is the sophisticator of inor-

ganic chemicals. So lately as 1880, pharmacy stu-

dents studied crude drugs by means of descriptions

read from the lecture platform, sometimes accom-

panied by a few bottled specimens passed from hand

to hand 'among the listening students. Now every

well equipped school has its regular laboratory hour,

when material for class study is supplied to every

student ; and a test of the man's ability to recognize

and judge the quality of all crude drugs likely to be

encountered in the pharmacy is deemed a neces.sary

part of his final examination. Similar practical

methods are applied in the study of inorganics in the
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pharmaceutical laboratory and in that of analytical

chemistry.

THE SERVICES OF THE MANUFACTURER.

Extended and thorough as has been the progress in

these departments, it is in the field of organic chem-
istry that pharmacy has won her greatest laurels in

the second half of the nineteenth century. Many

—

perhaps most—of the fundam.ental discoveries have, it

is true, been made by the represntatives of pure

science, but our own representatives have kept steadily

in line in the application of this knowledge to the de-

velopment of the materia medica, and have moreover
done their full share in the work of research. The
physico-chemical researches of physiologists concern-

ing the effects on the bodily functions of excessively

dilute solutions of certain substances have been

promptly followed by the introduction of such agents

as the arsenite of copper, the phosphorus compL . nds

and preparations, the salts of gold and similar medica-

ments. The discovery that inorganic substances are

usually assimilated in organic combinations was fol-

lowed by the enrichment of the materia medica by

that now extensive class of medicines so well repre-

sented by the organic compounds of silver and of iron.

The marvelous revolution already begun by the

agency of the animal extracts and antitoxins, we have
considered, but we must here not lose sight of the part

that the manufacturing pharmacists have played in

utilizing these discoveries. It is really the influence

of this wealthy, powerful and far-sighted class that

has for the most part made effective both the discov

eries of the scientist and the practical applications of

the technical experimenters. The local pharmacist

may push his invention to the utmost, but its influ

ence will weaken and cease at the periphery of a verv

small circle, while a concern with large capital, gigan-

tic intellectual direction and complete expert advise-

ment, with its sources for obtaining and disseminating

information extending into every circle, with the

power to obtain an instant response from the profes-

sional press, and with a force of agents covering the

whole working field, is able to do in a few years what
a generation or two could scarcely accomplish under

the localized influences which held control fifty years

ago. With every increase of power comes increased

opportunity for abuse, and such abuse, by the great

houses, has prevailed to a phenomenal extent, to the

great detriment of all classes except its promoters;

yet such use and abuse are inseparable until the lat-

ter is taken under proper professional control. Trust
methods, controlled in the interest of the public wel-

fare, represent the very highest benefits of organiza-

tion. They constitute, in fact, the very essence of

popular government. The good services of the great

manufacturing houses justify and require their ex-

istence, and until medicine and pharmacy take proper
measures for restraining the abuses toward which
they naturally tend, the responsibility for the exist-

ence of .the latter must rest upon those professions,

and any suffering which comes to them from such
neglect will savor of poetic justice.

NATIVE DRUGS.

Among the favorable conditions of the older ma-
teria medica, we mentioned the abundant supplies of

vegetable drugs and the care taken in producing and
preserving them, this advantage being adversely

qualified by the fact that the drugs themselves were
not as a class highly efficient. The subsequent

changes in these conditions have been inharmonious,

and are in the highest degree interesting in our study.

While the use of the old line of vegetable drugs was
still adhered to, their quality was maintained, under
the controlling influence of fixed customs in the old

world. The natural disposition to ship off to a new-

world the refuse product was fairly well resisted in

the case of such well-known articles, first by rejec-

tion, and second, as we have seen, by their production

under cultivation here. As the requirement for the

possession by drugs of definite active constituents

came to be more and more insisted upon, many of the

old favorites became discredited, their cultivation was
discontinued, and their quality, becoming less import-

ant, deteriorated. Patriotism became an active agent

in determining the introduction of native drugs. "So
anxious," said the author of a paper appearing in tJie

Proceedings of the American Pharmaceutical Asso-
ciation, in 1859, "has the medical profession always
been upon this point, that numerous prizes have been
offered by various associations for the discovery of

substitutes for foreign drugs." This influence be-

came strengthened by the romantic glamour that sur-

rounded the practices of the aboriginal medicine man.
All the accumulated information of this sort became
of exceptional value during the civil war, when the

South, requiring drugs more urgently than ever be-

fore, had its foreign supplies almost wholly cut off.

It was this condition which brought out that import-

ant work by Porcher, the Resources of our Southern
Fields and Forests. Enough of the new introductions

were found to possess valuable properties to inspire

faith in the class generally.

DISCOVERY OF NEW REMEDIES.

More effective than any other influence in this work
of discovery and appreciation has been the activity of

our large commercial houses in searching for new
vegetable remedies. Many thousands of dollars have
been thus expended and very important explorations

have been conducted for this purpose. With the

limitations of human knowledge and judgment, mis-

takes are inevitable, but on the whole our American
firms have been far more careful and successful in ex-

cluding unworthy claimants from the materia medica
than have most foreign concerns. Exploration of the

American tropics greatly extended this list of claim-

ants and the trend of influence regarding them was
the same. By these combined activities, a practically

new vegetable materia medica came into existence in

the United States, including such drugs as hydrastis,

cascara sagrada, cimicfuga, euonymus, pilocarpus,

coto, etc. During the period in which we are inter-

ested, the increased consumption of many of these

drugs, as well as the clearing of the land, gradually

decreased their abundance and increased their cost

and, under a well recognized law, both their genuine-

ness and quality suffered. This result was all the

worse because familiarity with these drugs was not so

great as with former staples, their cultivation being
unknown and their collection being an incidental side

industry, conducted by those totally ignorant, often

by savages and semi-savage blacks, the drugs being
thus little better than by-products. On the whole,

therefore, it must be admitted that the tendency dur-

ing the first part of our semi-centenary was one of

degradation in this part of the materia medica. This
tendency was still further intensified by the progres-

sive tendency of the retail pharmacist to shift the me-
chanical duties of his work upon the shoulders of his
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supply house, with the resuh that he came to depend
upon the purchase of powdered instead of whole
drugs, for the estimation of the quality of which he
was wholly unfitted. In the last mentioned class of
articles, degradation at length became phenomenal.
Even our native drugs were often returned to us,

powdered in Germany, where fraudulent imitation and
adulteration of all classes -of export goods had come
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to be a regular line of business, these goods bearing

only a semblance of their former selves. The re-

sulting imperfections and defects were, of course,

carried into the medicinal preparations, so that 'we

may with advantage briefly review the developments
in the manufacturing branch of the materia medica.

THE INTRODUCTION OF THE TABLET.

Among the things for which medicine is in great

part a debtor to homeopathy is the elimination of the

idea that as a rule, medicines are more effective as

they are more offensive in form. The cry of the child

for something pleasant to take is the cry of nature,

very often a correct guide. The wish that is often

father of the thought led to the prompt acceptance

by the patient of the claim that the tiny pellets were as

efficient as the wine-glass of decoction of quassia,

senna or Peruvian bark, which he had up to then

been obliged to swallow. Level-headed physicians

saw the danger to both the patient and themselves and
sought a counter-method, in defense. They found this

first in the sugar-coated pill. In vain did the knights

of the spatula organize against the innovation that

threatened a profitable branch of their industry.

These pills, and those coated with gelatin, gained

rapidly in favor and the filled capsule quickly fol-

lowed. Finally came the tablet, which was welcomed
by all classes except the pharmacists. Liquid prepa-

rations, by far the most efficient as a rule, never lent

themselves so readily to this line of modification and
so the accommodating tablet maker resorted to the

sly device of offering tablets of liquids, differing, of

course, in no essential respect from those which he

had previously supplied. As is often the case,

the good thing was soon abused and scientific fraud

stalked abroad in its guise. The physician, unpro-

tected by any knowledge of this branch of his profes-

sion, was found a ready victim, and the "tablet craze"

became in every essential of its nature a "pathy," the

more dangerous becau.se not recognized as such. The
chief suft'erer, as usual, has been the patient patienl,

but he had no means of recognizing the fact and the

reaction had to come from elsewhere. The pharma-
cist was the first to cry out, but it was because his

prescription business, one of the most important pub-

lic necessities connected with the medical sciences, and
at the same time his greatest legitimate source of sup-

port, was in danger. The physician refused to recog-

nize the correct principle involved and charged the

objection wholly to selfishness. He, therefore, did

not respond, but rather enjoyed the distress of one
whom he regarded as an unprincipled competitor,

although his most important aid. He soon found,

however, that he had taken a viper to his bosom. The
same tablet maker who had taught the physician to

teach the patient to dispense with the services of the

pharmacist, now proceeded to teach the patient to dis-

pense with the physician also. Pharmacy was quick
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to retaliate by aiding the deserter. The tablet maker
stole the physician's prescriptions and the pharmacist

became his "fence" in the disposition of the stolen

property. The pharmacist, known to the public as

"Doc", engaged with the patient in a contraband

trade to the damage of the physician and the

greater detriment of the sick. The physician resented

the encroachment and was well disposed toward any

project that would enable him to get even. He also

manifested little regard, however much he might have

felt, for the patient as the ultimate object of his pro-

fessional activity. So far as tablets were concerned,

it became largely a question of competition in their

sale between the physician and pharmacist. All sort3

of persons, under the baneful provisions of our pro-

prietary laws, misappropriated patent rights, trade-

marked fanciful names for well-known substances and

ordinary mixtures, and persuaded the public into self-

medication. Intensely poisonous drugs, in innocent-

appearing forms, have been poured as a deluge into

American homes. Self-poisoning, to an extent that is

not even faintly suspected by the general public, has

come into vogue. Habits which have destroyed the

minds and debased the souls of thousands before

finally depriving them of bodily life, have been formed
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by wholesale. The low moral nature of the black

man, becoming uncontrollable under the destructive

influence of cocaine, has precipitated a national crisis

in our Southern states. Whaf a maze of iniquity,

what a labyrinth of trouble, is encountered when once

the path of straight dealing is forsaken.

ELEMENTS OF REFORM.

During the progress of the unholy conflict thus en-

gendered, and even partly as its result, some elements

of reform were gradually taking shape. Conditions

were arising which made it possible, later, to introduce

great improvements into an important class of medi-

cinal preparations. The chemistry of vegetable drugs

was becoming sufficiently well known to render it pos-

sible to determine their constituents, or those of their

preparations, quantitatively, as well as qualitatively.

The more advanced pharmaceutical houses saw that

the strength and therapeutical value of vegetable prepa-

rations could be as perfectly standardized as those of

chemical origin. They introduced preparations known
as "normal," based upon such standards, and appealed

to the medical profession for support in this new
undertaking. There were not enough physicians who
knew or cared about the principles involved to make
the venture promptly or greatly successful, but it was
pushed on principle and grew steadily in favor. By
professional pharmacists, the innovation was wel-

comed ; by the retailer of commercial instincts it was
antagonized. The antagonism that existed between
the retailer and the manufacturer had much to do with
the hostile reception of chemical standardization. In

1859, so estimable a man as ]\Ir. William Procter, Jr.,

contributed a powerful argument against the present

and prospective evils of the operations of the large

manufacturers. This feeling grew, early in the

eighties, into an intense antagonism to the encroach-
ments of the large makers of pills and plasters upon
the manufacturing domain of the retail pharmacist,
•which was maintained with bitterness and strength.

The growing popularity of fluid extracts and the evi-

dent unfitness of the ordinary retailer for producing
them of acceptable quality, established the necessity,

or propriety, of a manufacturing class for them, and
this became the most effective argument against the

extreme claim of those whose slogan was "pharmacy
for the retailer." The proposition to place the manu-
facture of these preparations still farther beyond the
reach of the retailer by standardizing them as to alka-
loidal strength, widened the breech between these two
classes.

STANDARDIZATION IN i8qO.

In this state of affairs, the time for the meeting of
the Pharmacopoeia Convention of 1890 approached
and the proposition to extend the principles of alka-
loidal standardization, then applied to only four drugs,
was introduced. The antagonism referred to was at
once manifested. Everyone who advocated standard-
ization was branded with the manufacturers' mark
and assflimed to be a hireling of one sort or another.
The contest upon the floor of the convention was most
bitter, but when a vote was taken on authorizing the
committee of revision to further apply the principle,
I he proposition was carried by a majority of two or
three. The committee of revision, influenced by
rnixed motives, declined to use the authority thus
given it. Nevertheless, the moral effect of the vote
of the convention was irresistible. Professional phar-
macy, as represented by the standardization principle,

rapidly extended, and the Pharmacopoeia which re-

jected it soon became a back number, so far as this

matter was concerned. When the convention of 1900
met, there was nothing for it to do but to accept the

mandate as its working basis. How well it has se-

cured the incorporation of this principle into its pres-

ent formulas, and what present public advantage has

accrued from its action, will be discussed when we
come to the subject of centralization of responsibility.

Mentime, we will consider a fresh subject of conten-

tion which placed itself in evidence in the 1900 con-

vention, between the same classes who fought the

standardization fight in 1890. It had become evident

to all standardization workers, in the decade of 1890-

1900, that there is a class of very important medicinal

agents which indicate no immediate or early likelihood

of lending themselves to chemical standardization, be-

cause no manageable constituent or set of constituents

has been discovered to which their activity is due. It

has been found possible, however, for those properly

equipped and qualified to so test the physiological ac-

tion of such substances that their relative therapeutic

activity can be pretty accurately determined. A
therapeutically good ergot will blacken the comb of a

fowl quantitatively under specified conditions; digi-

talis will produce a pulse-wave of definite character;

cannabis indica will produce characteristic nervous
phenomena in the dog; epinephrine will produce a

definite rise of blood pressure
;
pepsin will convert

albumin into peptone; antitoxin will antagonize the

physiological effect of a definite amount of toxin. At
the last convention, it was proposed that the Pharma-
copoeia should give to the whole country the

benefits of standards based upon such principles, and
the old contest was renewed. Chiefly for the reason

that retail pharmacists, and a majority of manufac-
turers are incompetent to apply these processes, and
that their adoption would therefore give undue com-
mercial advantage to their better equipped competi-
tors, and because of the assumed difliculty of applying
the tests on the part of inspectors, the convention re-

fused to sanction the innovation. After its adjourn-
ment, it was remembered that antitoxin, for the intro-

duction of which there was an irresistible demand,
could not be even defined except by a physiological

standard. It was necessary that this article be intro-

duced and this could not be done without disobeying
the instructions of the convention. What was to be
done ? If the convention were ignored in this matter,

would not demands arise that other equally important
and unobjectionable exceptions should be made? The
turn of a word was decided upon ; tweedle-dum should
be called tweedle-dee. The antitoxin standard was
named pathological instead of physiological and this

highly desirable object was accomplished. Physio-
logical standards, already represented in the descrip-

tions of pepsin, belladonna, coca, and indeed in every
drug of which the appearance, taste or odor is de-

scribed, were represented in a somewhat more refined

form in the official recognition of antitoxin. Its far-

ther application or non-application in the Pharma-
copoeia is not of interest here ; the principle is quite as

emphatically confirmed by the antitoxin incident as

was that of chemical standardization by the action of
the convention of 1890, and the latter page of our his-

tory will now repeat itself in the new form.

EXCESSIVE MEDICINE TAKING.

We have referred above to one of the great evils of
antiquity as being too frequent and excessive medicine
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taking. This practice was coincident with and even
dependent upon similar prescription excesses. One of

the most distinguished of physicians has recorded the

opinion that if he were required, on pain of death, to

answer correctly whether physicians had killed or

cured more patients, he would be hopelessly in doubt.

Among the good principles espoused by the homeo-
paths was this one, that medicine-taking is at best a

necessary evil and that the more it can be restricted

the better. Physicians came slowly to recognize the

truth of this principle and in doing so happily quali-

fied the restriction with an intelligence not displayed

by their opponents, who could see no inconsistency in

recommending a preparation weaker than would re-

sult from diffusing one ounce of a medicine through
all the water, upon the globe. So far as the medical

profession was concerned, then, we at last come to dis-

crimination as to the need of medicine, and to judg-

ment as to its character and amount, but with the

general public, this result is even yet almost wholly

one of mere seeming.

If there be any "fool like an old fool," it is the ac-

complished representative of one profession who im-

agines that he is thereby qualified to meddle with the

technicalities of another ; it is the vanity of profes-

sional men, bankers and merchants that is chiefly re-

sponsible for the gross excesses of the nostrum busi-

ness that to-day constitutes one of the gravest con-

cerns of all who are well informed of w-hat is going on
behind the scenes. The gross ignorance, superstition

and credence of which we have complained in our

forefathers has been replaced by the more dangerous
presumption of those who, like the child striking

matches, have just enough knowledge to guide them
into dangers against which they have no means of

protecting themselves. The exploitation of such a
public is every whit as successfully worked to-day by
the public purveyors of medicines containing acetani-

lide and similar coal-tar derivatives, cocaine in numer-
ous forms, arsenical tablets and alcoholic maskers, as

it was in 1857 by "anti-Gouteau-Genevois," and
"oriental electric powders." The principal difference

is that the higher intellectual development of the pub-

lic now calls for a choicer form of bait, and the fish

that are caught are of greater size and far more
numerous.

QUESTIONS OF RESPONSIBILIT-S

The last element that may claim our attention is

the serious decentralization of authority and responsi-

bility in matters relating to the materia medica, which
•,ve have noted in the first half of the century. This

is the condition which has shown in the mean time

not only the most steady, thorough and complete re-

form, but the one that holds the greatest possibility

of good. Where opposition exists, there can be no
success for the unorganized. Given a public that re-

lies for its medical advice upon the competent and
trustworthy head of a public organization, and where
would be the nefarious system that to-day prevails in

relation to nostrums. To such control organization

has not yet attained, but the foundations for it are

already laid. We have seen how thorough has be-

come the organization of the medical profession. We
have seen that in its relation to certain interests it is

equally great in pharmacy. From the extension of

this organization we have been stopped chiefly by the

inequality and deficiency in pharmaceutical education

and similarly inefficient and too often corrupt adminis-

tration of the laws. As we have already seen, the

apprenticeship system of education makes the pupil to

a great extent what his teacher may have been. The
influence of a bad preceptor has usually a greater and
prompter tendency to extend than has that of one of

the opposite character. From the time in 1857 when
not one in twenty had school training, we have
reached a point where perhaps a majority of licensed

pharmacists have had such training and where some
of the most powerful States require it. In spite of

exceptions, both numerous and notable, it is true that

the tendency is for the best men to come to the front

as professional instructors, and so this increase in the

prevalence of school training has meant a centraliza-

tion in moral authority and responsibility and a corre-

sponding increase in the exercise of moral influence.

The same influence has been at work among the

schools themselves, regarding them as units. There

has been a long period during which they have as a

class resorted to methods of as low commercialism as

have individuals in pharmacy. It is not too much to

say that many of them have vied with one another in

the lowness of their work, some openly, others under

the pretense of better things and skilfully deflecting

the responsibility to where it did not belong. A few

have actually lived up to the ideal "alere flammam,"

and for better or for worse have traveled unswerv-

ingly in the highest path of educational duty. Most
cheerfully do we pay our homage to those western

university schools and to the high enlightenment of

the State governments which have sustained them in

their course, a support for which the East might ask

and hope in vain. The essence of the failure here

was the same as that among the apothecaries and

their apprentices—want of organization. Often were

such propositions made by one or another of those

who "appreciated, though they did not always seek

the beautiful and true," but the "time" was never

quite "ripe." A little more slumber and a little more

sleep ; a little more amassing of ill-gotten gains before

they would be quite ready to don their cheap virtue.

Several attempts at an organization of the schools for

concerted action in elevating the standards were

actually made but "community of interest" was not

strong enough to hold them together.

EDUCATIONAL CO-OPERATION.

At length some good and far-seeing souls actually

formed the present Conference of Pharmaceutical

Faculties, to meet in connection with the American

Pharmaceutical Association. Its timeliness was ques-

tioned, its success doubted, its influence fought, but it

grew both in size and in accomplishments. The
shortcomings of those who were members aflfected

consciences, under the searchlight of the influence, as

they would not otherwise have done, and they were

quietly made good. Those who were without desired

admission and were willing to do something to secure

it. Once there, the influence again, though devoid of

coercive power, did its work. At length, when there

was danger of abuse of privilege arising, a mild

coercion was agreed upon and the conference was

found safely to endure its strain. Thus educational

authority and responsibility were centralized. Mean-
time, the influence had spread to other circles. It had

always been most evident that regulation of admission

to pharmaceutical schools must go hand-in-hand with

regulation of admission to the ranks of practice. In

many cases this hand-in-hand journey had been trav-

eled with no childlike innocence. In some cases col-

lege faculties captured State boards and tipped off
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their own graduates in preparation for the examina-
tions. In one notable instance, those graduates who
acknowledged their alma mater to be other than that

which controlled the board examinations were
plucked almost without exception, while those of their

classmates who denied any educational relations were
as uniformly successful. Many who were sure of

handsomely passing one board would not think of ven-
turing to appear before another, notwithstanding that

its examinations were on their face easier. Institu-

tions which did not even dare claim the name of school

or college, advertised to prepare men for the board
examination by short-cut quiz-classes, and corre-

spondence schools undertook to prepare them for ex-

aminations, including such subjects as practical

analytical chemistry. Decentralization was here
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clearly the cause of the difficulty and organization was
seen to be the only remedy. This conclusion led to
the formation of the National Association of Boards
of Pharmacy, which also was to meet in connection
with the American Pharmaceutical Association. This
board has now met for three years. Perhaps no simi-
lar body of men ever more quickly grasped a situation
or showed a greater earnestness 'in meeting it. That
such a body should be free from fundamental differ-

ences in their estimate of things and in their views as
to suitable measures would be impossible. Nor was
it naturally to be expected that anything more could
be accomplished within the first few years than the
establishment of a sound working basis, yet already
this association and the conference of faculties are
working side by side to frame a system that shall
bring about a practically uniform examination pro-
cedure by the boards throughout the country, and one
on the part of the schools that shall provide a uniform
minimum training, to meet such requirements of the
boards. This result is centralization, pure and simple,
and once attained, it \v\\] provide an opening for re-
ciprocity in the inter-state recognition of "licenses.
The influence will lead the board, and coercion will
doubtless lend its strong hand as soon as the condi-
tions may require. There is practical unanimitv in
the American Pharmaceutical Association as to what
should be the required preparation for taking the
pharmacy course, and the conference has actuallv
adopted unanimously requirements for such prepara-
tion and the essential features of the course of in-

struction. The whole result, considering all the con-
ditions, IS one of which pharmacy may justly be proud
and which entitles her to claim a place among the

other professions so far as educational intent and
activity are concerned. That this reform in educa-
tional and examination practices will exert a profound
influence on materia medica conditions requires no
discussion.

Summarizing again, in the light of these recorded
developments, we find the end of our half century
comparing with its beginning as follows

:

SUMMARY OF PRESENT CONDITIONS.

1. The science of inorganic chemistry exhibits its

full measure of progress, and the knowledge of it has
been so thoroughly diffused in pharmacy that there is

not the slightest excuse for serious imperfections in

the supply of chemical drugs.

2. The quality of vegetable drugs is not so high as

formei-|y, but, since ability to apply physical stand-

ards in their selection exhibits such a marvelous ad-
vance, and the acquirement of this ability is spreading
so rapidly, theie seems to be no good reason why a
complete reform may not be seen in the early future.

-Such a result, however, is directly dependent upon a

cha'ige in the fundamental conditions of supply. The
application of standards can at best only reveal the

existence of imperfections and create a demand for

their removal. This removal can not be readily ac-

complished except through the cultivation of the

drugs and the development of a well-equipped organi-

zation for their production.

3. Ignorance of organic chemistry has been re-

placed by so thorough a knowledge that organic syn-

thesis, its highest accomplishment, is fairly well estab-

lished. Pharmaceutical assaying has placed it within

cur power to find means for chemically standardizing
all drugs the activity of which depends upon known
active constituents. Our limitations in this direction

are either matters of detail, or depend on the failure

of pharmaceutical education to supply the train-

ing that it is fully capable of doing and ought to do.

Physiological standardization has proeressed far

enough to promise us means, quite as efTectnal, for

standardizing many of those drugs which are not

amenable to chemical methods.

4. The neglect and ignorance of physicians gen-
erally of the materia medica has run the complete
length of the scale, and has been chiefly responsible

for the worst disasters in all departments, and now
promises to abate. The intolerable nature of these

difficulties and the recognition of their source, have
stimulated a healthy reaction, and a new and rational

system of materia medica instruction for physicians,

differing radically from that for pharmacists, is being

worked out.

5. The physician's understanding of disease has

opened up one of the most brilliant chapters in the

historv of human progress. It has given us a new
department of materia medica and one that aims
toward the prevention and final eradication of many
of our worst diseases.

6. The organization of the medical body has been

so far perfected that there could be but little improve-
ment in the machinerv for the general diffusion of

new information and the introduction of reform.

The weak element in this situation is the extensive

organization of capital for controlling medica! or-

ganization, the servility of physicians to money inter-

ests, and their readiness to model their practice after
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and trust their reputations to a journalism that is to

a very great extent subsidized by commercial greed.

7. The organization of pharmacy has been much
less rapid and complete and it is only at the end of the

period that this organization has become thoroughly
hopeful, and of a character to promise the justification

of the confidence of physicians and patients.

8. One of the sharpest of present needs is co-

operation between the two professions. Much that

has been written upon this subject during recent years

has been weakly sentimental and impractical, but there

is a firm and sustained basis of professional honor, de-

pendent purely upon conscientious satisfaction, which
humanity has a perfect right to demand of every

physician and every pharmacist.

9. Public protection has been partially secured by a

more rational view of the nature of medicinal action

and the recognition of the fact that any medicine that

can aid when needed is almost certain to injure if

taken when not needed, or in unnecessary amounts.
With this intelligence has entered a danger in some
respects even greater;- in the form of a public temerity

in believing in its own fitness to deal with dangerous
diseases and even more intensely dangerous agents,

in the absence of a knowledge of the condition of the

system, and of the operation of the medicines.

Almost equally dangerous is the readiness of this in-

competent public to select its advisers from those who
are influenced by the lowest motives and who are

least controlled by principle, and at the same time the

most active in seeking to secure confidence. One
hard-headed writer, in speaking of the perils of a

"pathy," though not denying some useful elements

embodied in its principles, says : "There are few more
dangerous men in society than he who prides himself

on his sound common sense, being devoid of book-
learning and inclined to be thankful that he is so."

10. Public influence, authority and responsibility

are being rapidly centralized. The meaning and
eflfect of this are simply that the public agrees to en-

trust its safety to that element of its own body that is

most trustworthy and most competent. This condi-

tion must, in the nature of things, be always incom-

plete and always progressive. Its most eiTective

working depends upon the highest possible education

in fundamentals : an education in which the family

life, the elementary and higher schools, social organi-

zation and a higher conscience in all journalistic and

professional circles must unite. Prejudice and parti-

sanship must give way to a single regard for public

protection, without fear or favor, as the final enacting

influence in the system of machinery pertaining to

hygiene, pharmacy and medicine.

In 1888 there were 142 druggists in San Francisco,

and all were members of the San Francisco Retail

Druggists' Association. Dr. R. G. Eccles, at that

time president of the New York State Pharmaceutical

Association, addressed the druggists of San Fran-

cisco and Oakland on the afternoon of October 2d, of

that year, and urged the formation of more associa-

tions and the establishment of a pharmaceutical jour-

nal on the Pacific Coast. Dr. W. M. Searby and F. C.

Keil made brief talks endorsing what Dr. Eccles had

said.

One of the oldest druggists at present in active

practice in Connecticut is John K. Williams, of Hart-

ford, who has been engaged in pharmacy since 185 1.

THE UNITED STATES PHARMACO-
PCEIA AND ITS PREDECESSORS.

L'.v j\I. Clayton Thrush, Ph. AL, M. U.

In 1778 Styner & Cist, of Philadelphia, published a

book of formulas for the use of the Military Hospital

of the United States Army, located at Lititz, Lancas-

ter county, Pa. This little book seems to be the first

of its kind to appear in this country—a local pharma-
copoeia. A second edition appeared in 1781 with the

name of William Brown, M. D., as author, and

Charles Cist as publisher.

This book was printed in the Latin language and

contained 32 pages, the printed text occupying upon

M. Clayton Thrush, Ph. M., M. D., was born at Marion,

Pa., June 14th, 1876, in the public schools of which place

he received his elementary
education and was grad-
uated at the Charlestown
(w. Va.) Academy in 1S93.

Shortly thereafter he en-

tered the drug business as

a clerk for Light & Wat-
son, of Charlestown. Dur-
ing the two-and-a-half years
he held this position he
took a correspondence
course in pharmacy, and at

the age of seventeen was
the youngest person who
had ever been registered by
the West Virginia Board of

Pharmacy. In 1S96, when
twenty years of age, Mr.
Thrush was graduated by
the Philadelphia College of

Pharmacy; he had com-
pleted the course the year

g to receive his diploma.

In October, 1S98, Mr. Thrush was elected assistant pro-

fessor of pharmacy in the Medico-Chirurgical College of

Philadelphia, from which institution he received the

degree of M. D. and two gold medals after taking the

prescribed course. In 1901 he submitted a thesis to the

University of Buffalo which won for him his Ph. M. At
present the doctor is engaged in the practice of his profes-

sion; is instructor in pharmacology and therapeutics In

the Medico-Chirurgical College, and is director of the

practical dispensing and of the pharmaceutical laboratory
work of the college.

each page 4J4 inches in length and 2>4 inches in

width. It was divided into two parts. Part I was
devoted to medicines for internal use, there being

84 preparations of this class. Part II described

medicines to be used externally or for surgical pur-

poses, these being 16 in number. The book con-

tained directions for preparing 4 medicated waters, 5

boli or large pills, i eye water, i conserve (rose), 5

decoctions, 6 electuaries, 2 elixirs, 2 enemas, i poul-

tice, 2 lotions, 2 gargles, i draft, 5 infusions, 2 in-

jections, 3 liniments, I mucilage (acacia), i oil (cas-

tor), 15 pills, 17 powders, 3 solutions, 2 tinctures, i

wine (antimony), i syrup (simple), 7 ointments and

2 plasters.

The common drugs used in the above preparations

were acacia, almond oil, aloes, alum, ammonia water,

ammonium chloride, asafetida, blue vitriol, burgundy

pitch, calomel, camphor, canella, cantharides, cas-

carilla, castor oil, cinchona, cinnamon, corrosive sub-

limate, copaiba, flax seed, gentian,_ ginger, guaiac,

honey, hydrochloric acid, ipecac, jalap, lard, lead

water, lime, litharge, lunar caustic, manna, myrrh,

olive oil, opium, orange peel, potassium bitartrate, po-

before. when he was too y
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tassium carbonate, potassium nitrate, red precipitate,

rhubarb, rose leaves, sarsaparilla, senega, senna, ser-

pentaria, squill, suet, sulphuric acid, tamarind, tar,

tartar emetic, tormentilla, Venica turpentine, vinegar,

wax and zinc sulphate.

In comparing tliis list of drugs with that of the

important ones we use to-day we find only two that

are not in common use now, and only a few others

that are not official in the present Pharmacopoeia:

notwithstanding that nearly 129 years have elapsed

since the publication of this book, yet over 90 per cent,

of these drugs are official at the present time.

This proves the value of the old reliable and well

tried drugs and their preparations, yet some physi-

cians will order continually in preference the new and
expensive synthetics, chemicals and proprietaries in-

cluding "patent" medicines, that are placed on the

market daily, and which cost from five to ten times

as much. In a number of instances these nezc prep-

arations are in reality the old standard drugs, dis-

guised in appearance, flavoring, etc., but sold under
fancy "'high-sounding"' names, which fact accounts for

tlieir much greater price.

The following is a translation of a portion of the

title page

:

Repertory of Simple and Efficacious Prescriptions for

the use of theMilltary Hospital belonging to the army of the
United States of America. Adapted espcially to our pres-

ent state of need and poverty, which are due to the fero-

cious cruelty of the enemy, and to a cruel war brought
unexpectedly upon our Fatherland.

The following preface appeared on the next page:

With an asterisk are denoted such prescriptions as
ought to be prepared and compounded in the general lab-

oratory, the others are to be mixed for the occasion at the
office of the Hospitals. There are a very many prescrip-
tions of medicines, solid and dry, which might be afforded,
more convenient for use, or, at any rate, more elegantly, in
a liquid form, were there not wanting for this a sufficiency
of phials, and all such preparations as are less efficacious,

or for patients made use of only for the sake of elegance,
such as simple waters, etc., and various plasters and rea-
gents hardly necessary or useful, from the inconvenience
of transportation it is our desire to avoid.

Lititz, March 12th, 1778.

A SECOND LOCAL PHARMACOPCEIA.

On October 3d, 1805, the councilors of the ^lassa-
chusetts Medical Society appointed a committee to

draft a pharmacopoeia adapted to the special wants of
their section of the country. The committee, con-
sisting of Drs. James Jackson and John C. Warren,
endeavored to secure the co-operation of medical in-

stitutions in other States with the object of making the
work national, but without success. It presented the
result of its labors to the councilors on June 5th, 1807,
and the work was issued some time in the early part
of 1808. It was based upon the last preceding edition

of the Edinburgh Pharmacopoeia, but contained much
original matter among which was a posological and
prosodical table.

A TpiRD LOCAL PHARMACOPOEIA.

In 181 5 the physicians and surgeons of the Xew
York Hospital appointed Drs. Samuel L. Mitchill

and Valentine Seaman a committee to prepare a
pharmacopoeia for the use of that institution.

This was issued in 1816, and enjoyed for several
years an authority of more than local character.

This book is entitled : "Pharmacopoeia of the New
York Hospital," and was published by Collins & Co.,

189 Pearl street, New York, and was copvrighted in

the Southern District of New York. It contained 181

pages.

The weights and measures employed by the London
College were adopted. It first gives a description of

the troy weight and wine measure with their units and
symbols of abbreviations, which are the same as

those in use at the present time; then follows an ex-

planation of terms that are frequently used in pre-

scription writing with their abbreviations ; then di-

rections for collecting and preserving medicinal sub-

stances.

Following this is the Dietary of the New York
Hospital, and the menu was changed at dififerent times

between 1789 and 1806 in order to discover by actual

trial that one which united economy with health ; or

in other words the one which combined a proper re-

gard to frugality in administering the funds of the

I'.ospital with due respect to the comfort of the pa-
tients.

Under the title of "Materia Medica et Pharma-
ceutica" is given a catalogue of the more simple ar-

ticles of medicine and of the drugs from which medi-
cinal preparations are prepared. In this list a number
of names vary considerably from those in use at the

present time.

Then follow the preparations and compositions in-

cluding the more general prescriptions employed in

the practice of the hospital. These consisted of acids,

waters, baths, of which there are cold, tepid, warm,
hot and vapor, according to the temperature of the

water; then poultices, including mustard, flaxseed,

onions, salt and yeast ; caustics ; confections or electu-

aries, three in number ; eye waters, decoctions, plas-

ters, enemas, extracts, gargles, infusions, injections,

liniments, lotions, mixtures, mucilages, pills, powders,
chemical salts, solutions, syrups, tinctures, ointments
and wines.

Following this is a series of tables containing pres-

ent systematic names as employed in this work in rela-

tion with their former systematic names and their

common English synonyms, together with the or-

dinary doses of the medicines, and an index. In these

tables the doses of the medicines are calculated for per-

sons of full age, for younger persons and for chil-

dren.

Although dropping is prohibited in the Pharma-
copoeia of the New York Hospital, it will in some in-

stances be employed in practice. It is well therefore

to remember that 60 drops of water, 100 drops of

tinctures and medicated spirits, and 120 drops of

alcohol are considered in it to be equal to a fluid

dram.

Several years before the issue of this local Pharma-
copoeia the late Dr. Elihu H. Smith at that time one
of the physicians of the New York Hospital, com-
menced the formation of a pharmacopoeia for his own
individual accommodation in his practice at that in-

stitution. His premature death put an end to this

task, and the manuscript was lost.

THE FIRST UNITED STATES PHARMACOPCEL\.

To the talented mind of Dr. Lyman Spaldmg be-

longs the honor of the inception of the first United
States Pharmacopoeia. He was born at Cornish, N.
H., June 5th, 1775, and died at Portsmouth, N. H.,

October 30th, 1821.

In January, 181 7, Dr. Spalding, then of New York,
submitted to the Medical Society of the County of

New York a project for the formation of a national
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pharmacopoeia, and as a result the first Pharma-
copceia of the United States appeared in 1820. Pre-
vious to this time, European pharmacopoeias were
chiefly rehed upon as authorities in this country, with
the exception of the three described above, which
were local in character.

This book was copyrighted in conformity with the

act of congress in the State of Massachusetts, by
Charles Ewer and Timothy Bedlington.

The plan submitted by Dr. Spalding to the Aledical

Society of the County of New York provided

—

1. That a convention should be called in each of the

four grand divisions of the United States, the conven-
tion to be composed of delegates from all the medical
schools and societies. «•

2. That each district convention should form a

pharmacopoeia and elect deleg-ates to meet in a g:en-

eral convention in the city of Washington on January
1st, 1820.

3. That the general convention should form the

national work from the district pharmacopceias.

These plans were approved in February, 1818, and
the following resolutions were adopted

:

That it is expsdient that a pharmacopceia should be
formed for the use of the United States.

That the several incorporated State medical societies,

the several incorporated colleges of physicians and sur-

geons or medical schools, and such medical bodies as con-
stitute a faculty in any incorporated university or col-

lege in the United States, should be respectfully invited to

unite in the formation of the American Pharmacopceia.
That to form an American Pharmacopceia, it is expedi-

ent to divide the United States into four districts, viz.,

northern, middle, southern and western.
That a convention be called in each of these districts,

and one or more delegates be appointed from each medical
body as described above.
That each district convention form a pharmacopceia, or

adopt one in general use, and make therein such altera-

tions and additions as shall adapt it to the present state

of medical science.

That each district convention be requested to appoint
one or more delegates to meet in a general convention, and
entrust to the same their pharmacopceia.
That the general convention be held in the city of Wash-

ington on January 1st, 1820, for the purpose of compiling
the American Pharmacopcsia from those pharmacopoeias
which may be presented by the district conventions.

That the general convention adopt a plan of revising the
Pharmacopoeia at the end of every ten years, and that no
alteration be made therein except at those periods, and
then only by the authority aforesaid.

That it be recommended to every medical society, etc., to
adopt the American Pharmacopceia, and encourage the use
of it by all druggists and apothecaries.

That the general convention sell for ten years the copy-
right of the American Pharmacopoeia.

These resolutions were carried out, and the con-
vention for the northern district met in Boston, for the

middle district in Philadelphia, for the southern in

Columbia, S. C, and for the western in Lexington,
Ky. From the northern district representatives were
sent by the Vermont, New Hampshire, Massachusetts,
Rhode Island and Connecticut State medical societies.

Brown University, and Yale College ; from the middle
district by the New York, New Jersey, Delaware and
District of Columbia medical societies, the College of

Physicians and Surgeons of Western New York, the

College of Physicians and Surgeons of the City of

New York, the College of Physicians of Philadelphia,

and the Medical and Chirurgical Faculty of Maryland.
The southern and western districts were not repre-

sented at this time.

On January ist, 1820, the convention met in Wash-
ington and the two pharmacopceias of the northern

ONTARIO
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and middle districts were submitted to examinatiori
and their contents consolidated in one book, which
after full revision, was adopted by the general con-
vention as the United States Pharmacopoeia, and or-

dered to be published by a committee appointed for

that purpose ; which committee consisted of Lyman
Spalding, Thomas T. Hewson, Eli Ives, Elisha Dc
Butts and Jacob Bigelow.
The preface of this work follows

:

It is the object of a pharmacopoeia to select from among
substances which possess medicinal power, those, the
utility of which is most freely established and best under-
stood, and to form from them, preparations and composi-
tions in which their power may be exerted to the greatest
advantage.

It should likewise distinguish those articles by con-
venient and definite names, such as may prevent trouDle
or uncertainty in the Intercourse of physicians and apothe-
caries.

The value of a pharmacopceia depends upon the fidelity
with which it conforms to the best state of medical knowl-
edge of the day. Its usefulness depends upon the sanction
it receives from the medical community and the public,
and the extent to which it governs the language and prac-
tice of those for whom it is Intended.

A list of materia medica (proper) is given in

which are enumerated 205 crude drugs or chemical
substances. A secondary list follows of drugs of

lesser importance, of which there are 71.

Then follows a statement as to weights and meas-
ures, the apothecaries' weight and the United States
fluid measure being authorized the same as in use at

the present time.

After this is described the preparations with quanti-

ties and method of making. There are 348 of these
described in both the Latin and English languages, on
separate pages. They consist of vinegars, acids,

ether preparations, alcohol, medicated waters, cerates,

collyria, confections, decoctions, plasters, extracts, in-

fusions, liniments, honeys, mixtures, volatile oils, pills,

powders, spirits, sponges, syrups, troches, tinctures,

ointments, wines, salts of aluminum, ammonium, an-
timony, arsenic, mercury, gold, barium, bismuth, cal-

cium, copper, iron, mercury, lead, potassium, sodium,
tin, sulphur and zinc.

Then follows two indexes, the drugs and prepara-
tions being arranged alphabetically in each, the one
being in Latin, the other in English.

The price of this book was $2.25.

A second edition was published in December, 1828,

by Charles Ewer, 141 Washington street, Boston,
Alass.

THE TWO UNITED STATES PHARMACOPCEIAS OF 183O.

A convention met in Washington on January 4th,

1830, as arranged by the previous convention, but
owing to a serious misunderstanding, two Pharma-
copceias were published in 1830. The one was framed
by delegates from the northern and middle districts,

who met in New York and elected Eli Ives, M. D., of
Yale College, as president, but as there were so few
present, they adjourned, meeting again in New York
on June 2d, 1830, ten delegates being present, repre-

senting Connecticut, South Carolina, New York, Ohio
and Massachusetts. They revised the Pharmacopoeia
of 1820, authorized the publication of their revision

and before adjourning provided for a subsequent re-

vision in 1835. Their work was published in New
York in November, 1830. The plan of revision in

1835 was abandoned, however, and the plan of the

Washington convention for revision in 1840. was car-

ried out.
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In consequence of the dissatisfaction existing in the

middle district, arrangements were made to hold a

convention at Washington in June, 1830, which should

be more fairly representative of the medical societies,

colleges and schools of the middle' district. The con-

vention met in Washington, and eight delegates were

present, two from New Jersey, two from Philadel-

phia, one from Delaware, one from Maryland and two
from the District of Columbia. Lewis Condict, M. D.,

of New Jersey, was elected president. It was resolved

soon after organization that the surgeon-general of

the army, the senior surgeon of the navy, stationed at

Washington, and those members of congress who were

practitioners of medicine, should be invited to partici-

pate in the proceedings.

A committee of revision was appointed by the

convention, consisting of a chairman and two mem-
bers for each of the following cities: Boston, New
York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington, Charles-

ton, Lexington and Cincinnati.

The committee of revision in accordance with the

power granted them submitted the amended draft

to the examination of the Philadelphia College of

Pharmacy, which institution was founded in 182 1.

It was carefully reviewed by a committee apppointed

for the purpose, and resolutions were adopted ap-

proving the work and recommending the members of

the college to use the formulas thereof in their prepa-

rations.

It is proper to add that many valuable practical sug-

gestions were received from the committee of the col-

lege, of which advantage was taken in the final ar-

rangement of the work. This is the first instance in

which pharmacists had anything to do with the re-

vision, it having been previously done entirely bv

physicians.

The general arrangement of the Pharmacopoeia was
retained in this revision, but a number of changes were
made in the nomenclature.

The number of drugs in the primary list is 218; in

the secondary list, 87. Preparations are described in

Latin and English, on corresponding pages, as before,

their number being 318. The directions for making
the various preparations are more complete and com-
prehensive.

A classified index both in Latin and English, com-
pleted the work

THE tJNITED STATES PHARMACOPCEIA OF 184O.

This work was published bv Grigg & Elliot, 9 North
Fourth street, Philadelphia, in 1842, T. K. & P. G.

Collins, printers. It was copyrighted in the Eastern

District of Pennsylvania by Grigg & Elliot.

This convention had decided to have the pharma-
ceutical bodies throughout the United States repre-

sented in the future conventions the same as the medi-

cal, and it was recommended that authority be given

to request the co-operation of colleges of pharmacy
in the future. Plans were then adopted whereby
pharmaceutical bodies should be equally represented in

future revisions.

The committee of revision of 1840 consisted of

seven members. In 1830 there was only one college

of pharmacy, namely the Philadelphia college, while

in 1840 there were two others, one in New York and

one in Boston.

The committee received contributions from each oi

the three before any definite decision was made, and

they proposed various important modifications. The

contribution from the Philadelphia college consisted

of a revised copy of the Pharmacopoeia, elaborated

with ability and great industry, and presenting along
with numerous individual alterations and additions,

some new features in the general plan. The com-
mittee for the Philadelphia college consisted of

\\'illiam R. Fisher, Elias Durand, Charles Ellis,

^\''illiam W. Moore, John C. Allen, Joseph C. Turn-
penny, Ambrose Smith, Augustus Duhamel and Will-

iam Procter, Jr.

It was not until the end of 1841 that the revision

was completed, as new ideas were largely adopted, and
it was not until February, 1842, that it went to press.

The committee inserted a note saying that "in its pres-

ent form though the committee are conscious that it

is not without faults, yet they venture to hope that it

will be found so far to accord with the improved state

of pharmacy, as to merit general adoption as a stand-

ard by the medical and pharmaceutical professions in

this country."

The following important changes were made in this

revision. The text regarding preparations appeared

for the first time in the English language only. Some
changes in nomenclature were adopted, being more
expressive and scientific, but the general plan of classi-

fication and nomenclature was retained as before. A
novel feature of this edition was the introduction in

connection with certain articles of the materia medica
and certain preparations, of brief notes indicating the

readiest means of ascertaining their genuineness and
purity. Under the preparations one point deserves

explanation. For many of the preparations two dis-

tinct processes were given, either of which the oper-

ator had the liberty to adopt. This is an entirely new
feature of the work and applied only to the manu-
facture of certain vinegars, extracts, infusions and
tinctures by percolation or displacement, instead of by
the old methods. It was also recommended that the

alternate process be used only after the operator had
acquired the requisite skill.

Weights and measures are defined as before and for

the first time temperature is considered, the Fahren-

heit'scale being employed. By the term gentle heat

is understood any temptrature between 90° and 100°.

The standard temperature for specific gravities is

placed at 60°. Wlhen an acid or an alkali are di-

rected to be saturated, the point of saturation is to be

ascertained by means of litmus or turmeric, these

being the usual reagents then employed by chemists.

The number of drugs in the primary list is 242 ; in

the secondary, 90; of preparations there are 370.

The following lists of changes are given

:

1. Alphabetical list of new Latin names with the

corresponding old ones.

2. Alphabetical list of old Latin names with cor-

responding new ones.

3. List of new English names with corresponding

old ones.

4. List of old English names with corresponding

new ones.

Tables of substances introduced and dismissed and
of preparations are also given.

Separate indexes of Latin and English names com-
plete the work.

THE UNITED STATES PHARMACOPCEIA OF 185O.

This book was published in Philadelphia in 185 1 by
Lippincott, Grambo & Co. It contains 317 pages and

was copyrighted by Dr. George P. Wood, chairman
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of the committee of revision, in the Eastern District

of Pennsylvania. T. K. & P. G. Collins, were its

printers. A second edition appeared in 1855.

In the convention that authorized this revision, dele-

gates from the pharmaceutical colleges were for the

first time present. The committee of revision con-

sisted of seven physicians and two pharmacists who,
with the chairman of the convention, constituted the

committee. The two pharmacists on the committee ot

revision were Prof. William Procter, of the Phila-

delphia College of Pharmacy, and John Milhau, of

New York. This was the first time the pharmacists

were represented.

Two new colleges of pharmacy had been institut-

ed since the meeting of the previous convention,

namely, the Cincinnati and the Maryland college,

making a total of five at that time.

Fluid extracts were now added to the list of prepa-

rations, some alterations in the nomenclature were
made, and certain processes were improved. The of-

ficial Latin name of a drug was obtained as far as

possible from the generic name, otherwise from the

specific name.
Notes were given on weights and measures, tem-

perature, specific gravity, saturation and percolation.

The names of the plants referred to when not other-

wise indicated are those of Willdenow"s edition of

Linnaeus's Species Plantarumi, and of the animals,

those of Cuvier's Animal Kingdom.
The primary list contains 257 drugs ; the secondary

91 ; the preparations number 426, arranged alpha-

betically, and classified in groups.

Tables similar to those of the previous revision are

given and the book, as before, is provided with aii

index.

THE UNITED STATES PHARM.A.COPCEIA OF 1860.

This book was published in Philadelphia, by J. B.

Lippincott & Co., and first issued in 1863 ; a second

edition appeared in 1868. It was copyrighted by Dr.

Franklin Bache, chairman of the committee of revis-

ion and publication. It contains 399 pages.

At the convention which authorized this revision,

Mr. Parrish, 01 Philadelphia, presented a printed copy
of the Proceedings of the American Pharmaceutical

Association at its eighth annual meeting, held at Bos-

ton, in September, 1859, as a contribution from that

body in aid of the revision. This communication was
referred to a committee with instructions to report a

plan for the revision and publication of the Pharma-
copoeia.

Percolation is given more prominence in this re-

vision and whenever alternate processes are allowed,

that by percolation is mentioned first. More ample
directions are given as to manipulation, and the degree

of fineness of the powdered drug is established accord-

ing to the number of meshes to the linear inch of a

sieve through which it would pass. This standard is

about the same as that in use at the present time,

and is said to have been suggested by J. B. Moore, a

Philadelphia pharmacist who has been a frequent con-

tributor to the Circular, even recently. Strong

mineral acids were to be dispensed by weight ; this

direction was also applied to certain oils, which were
before measured.

Fifty-five new medicines were introduced and 26

dismissed from the materia medica. The prepara-

tions were increased by ill additions, while 37 were

dismissed.

The classes containing metals were uniformly

designated by the metal present, thus removing cer-

tain exceptional headings.

The following new classes were introduced: Col-

lodions, liquors, oleoresins and resins. The class of

liquors was distinctive in the Pharmacopoeia of i860
and contained 21 preparations. Santonin was ad-

mitted in this revision.

A number of preparations were transferred to their

proper classes. In this edition a strictly alphabetical

arrangement of names was adopted.

In many cases the Latin or official name is adopted
as the English name in preference to synonyms. The
stoppage of bottles is a new feature. In all cases in

which bottles are directed to be well stopped, they

must be closed with glass stoppers.

The primary list contains 206 drugs ; the secondary

76, and there are 495 preparations divided into 56
classes.

The customary tables appear and an index in which
Latin and English names are grouped in one general

alphabetical arrangement instead of separately.

THE UNITED STATES PHARMACOPCEIA OF I87O.

This book contains 383 pages, and was printed and
published by J. B. Lippincott & Co., of Philadelphia,

and appeared in 1873. It was copyrighted by Joseph
Carson, M. D., chairman of the committee of revision.

A committee of revision and publication, consist-

ing of fifteen members, had been, by the consent of the

convention, appointed and given definite instructions

as to the general plan to be followed in revising the

Pharmacopoeia. A resolution was adopted directing

that "measures of capacity be abandoned in the Phar-
macopoeia, and that the quantities in all formulas be

expressed in weights and parts by weight." The
committee, by unanimous vote, decided that the adop-
tion of the prinicple of parts by weight was imprac-
ticable and definite weights and measures were used in

the revision.

Twenty-four articles were added to the primary list

of drugs and 3 to the secondary, while one was dis-

missed from the primary list and 4 from the secondary
list. In defining the articles that pertain to these

lists, greater precision was given to the language em-
ployed by which the nature of the substance is more
clearly indicated. The notes appended to the descrip-

tions of the several substances were altered in expres-

sion or extended, so as to render them more precise or
explanatory.

Of preparations, 82 were added and 7 discontinued.

The new classes include papers, glycerites, supposi-

tories and juices. Twenty-two new fluid extracts

were admitted in which glycerin is added to the alco-

holic menstruum, 5 new solutions, 2 new tinctures, 4
new troches and 6 new ointments. There were some
alterations in the official names and the chemical
nomenclature ; also several transpositions of articles.

The primary list contained 330 drugs ; the secondary
list 72, and the preparations numbered 568, divided

into 63 classes.

A description of the United States system of

weights and measures is given and the metric sys-

tem described, but not recommended. There are tables

of the relations of weight and measure in the United
States and metric systems and a general index con-

taining Latin and English names.

THE UNITED STATES PHARMACOPCEIA OF 1880.

This book consists of 488 pages, and was printed

and distributed bv William Wood & Co., of New
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York. It was entered according to act of congress in

the year 1882 in the office of the librarian of congress.

The convention had adopted the following general

principles to guide the committee of revision, which

consisted of twenty-five members. '

The text was to'be in the English language.

The previous division of materia medica and prep-

arations was to be abolished, and all articles were to be

arranged in a continuous alpliabetical order, such

headings as extracta, decocta, etc., to be retained. The
different headings w'ere to be accompanied in a man-
ner not interfering with the perspicuity of the text ot

the formula, by a list of synonyms in common use.

At the end of each article a short paragraph was to

be added giving the names of all the preparations into

which the substance or preparation treated of in the

article, entered.

Complete descriptions of crude drugs and chemi-

cals were to be inserted under proper headings.

Detailed processes of assay for cinchona and opium
were to be introduced, and a certain strength required.

This is the first time assay processes were mentioned.

Symbolic formulas with molecular weights were to

be introduced.

All measures of capacity were to be abandoned and
quantities were to be expressed in parts by weight ex-

cept in case of fluid extracts (which were to be perco-

lated to a certain volume), and quantities were to be

expressed whenever possible in a centesimal ratio.

In considering the strengths of groups such as

wines, tinctures, etc., the strengths were to be made as

near uniform as possible.

Temperature was to be expressed both in centi-

grade and Fahrenheit scales.

All doses were to be omitted from the Pharma-
copceia.

These principles were carried out by the committee

of revision.

Latin names of alkaloids were made to end in ina:

their English names in ine. Neutral principles were
to end in iiium in Latin, and in English, in. The
gender of the Latin names of salts ending in as and
is was changed back to the masculine, and a number
of special alterations of the Latin names were made.

In the typographic arrangement and spelling of sys-

tematic botanical names, the rules of the International

Botanical Congress held in Paris in 1867 were adopted

In case of fluid extracts the committee made them
measure for weight as before, but substituted the

gram and cubic centimeter for the troy ounce and
fluid ounce.

Sixty-three articles of the primary list and 45 of the

secondary list under materia medica were dropped, as

were 121 preparations, a total of 229 in all. Two
hundred and fifty-six new titles were added, making
the total number of articles 997.

.-\ new class, the abstracts ( 1 1 in number), wa.s

added. Suppositories were dismissed entirely. The
abstracts were twice the strength of the crude drugs
or corresponding fluid extracts. General formulas for

preparing triturations and tinctures from fresh plants.

were added to insure uniformity in their preparation.
The diluted acids were made of to per cent, strength
as far as possible. Petrolatum was added.
The atomic weights of the elements were intro-

duced.

Percolation was improved, and repercolation or the
successive application of the same percolating men-
struum to fresh portions of the substance to be per-

colated, introduced. The specific gravity of liquids

was to be taken by means of the specific gravity bot-

tle, and the standard temperature adopted was 15° C.

(59° F-)- The only exceptions were in case of alco-

hol and wines, when a temperature of 60° F. (15.6°

C.) was understood, and the specific gravity of am-
monia was based on a temperature of 14° C. (57.2°

F.).

When a liquid was to be freed from alcohol or other

volatile menstruum a vacuum apparatus was recom-

mended. The various systems of weights and meas-
ures are described, a list of reagents and test-solutions

is given; a table of the elements with their atomic

weights and symbols; also a table of comparative

thermometric equivalents, centigrade and Fahrenheit

;

percentage tables for alcohol, acetic, hydrobromic,

hydrochloric, nitric, sulphuric and phosphoric acids,

potassium, sodium and ammonium salts; a table of

solubilities of chemicals ; and saturation tables appear.

THE UNITED STATES PHARMACOPCEIA OF 189O.

This book became official January ist. 1894. It

was entered according to act of congress in the year

1893 by the publication committee, in the office of the

librarian of congress. Important principles adopted

in this revision were :

1. Assay processes for drugs. It is recommended
that all energetic drugs be assayed, provided the thera-

peutic action of these drugs depends upon the amount
of these principles present.

2. Assay processes for galenical preparations and
for tinctures and fluid extracts is also recommended
in case of important drugs as enumerated above.

3. Description of chemicals and tests. A certain

standard of purity should be required, but not beyond
a point reasonably attainable, and proper tests should

be stated. Chemical formulas should be given only in

the new notation.

4. Proprietary' and patented articles. No substance

which could not be produced, otherwise than under a

patented process, or which is protected by proprietary

rights, was to be introduced into the Pharmacopoeia.

It is stated in the preface that the work of the com-
mittee of revision since 1880 had been carried on by
means of circulars sent to the members of the com-
mittee.

Assay processes were given for cinchona, nux vom-
ica, opium and their preparations. In the case of

chemicals a limitation of impurities was decided upon,

and the atomic weights of elements was based on
H=i and 0=15.96. and the committee adopted the

latest values as published by L. Meyer and K. Leubert

in order to remain in harmony with most analysts

throughout the world. In chemical nomenclature the

basylous or metallic component was put first, for ex-

ample, chloride of sodium, now sodium chloride. In

botanical nomenclature the rules adopted in 1892 by
the Botanical Club of the American Association for

the Advancement of Science, were adopted. Weights
for solids and measures for liquids expressed in the

units of the metric system were adopted for the first

time. It is of interest to note that the metric sys-

tem was adopted as the pharmacopoeial standard ex-

actly 100 years after its origin, which was in 1790.

This Pharmacopoeia contains 997 articles
; 92 were

dismissed, while 89 new ones were added. Emulsions
were added.

The word "official" is used in this edition instead of

the word "officinal." The adoption of the Pharma-
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copoeia as a standard authority by the United States
and by a number of the States was considered to jus-

tify the use of the word official, which is now gener-
ally understood to be synonymous with pharmaco-
poeial. and is applied to any substance or preparation
recognized by the Pharmacopoeia.
Each authentic copy of the Pharmacopoeia of 1890

The work of the committee on revision was carried

out by means of circulars as before.

A sub-committee on therapeutics comprising all of

the practitioners of medicine on the committee of re-

vision was mainly depended upon for the preparation

of a report on this subject.

A purity standard or "purity rubric" has been
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Botanical nomenclature was but slightly modified. All

synonyms have been eliminated from the text with

but few important exceptions; ip the index, how-

ever, they are printed in smaller type, under the of-

ficial Latin titles.

The recommendations of the international confer-

ence which met in Brussels in September, 1902, were

adopted, except in one or two instances. This has

made necessary a number of changes in the strength

of important official preparations. All potent tinc-

tures are now 10 per cent. The most important tinc-

tures affected are tincture of aconite, reduced from 35
per cent, to 10 per cent., tincture of veratrum viride,

reduced from 40 per cent, to 10 per cent., and tinc-

ture of strophanthus, which has been increased from

5 per cent, to 10 per cent.

One serum product has been made official ; namely,

diphtheria antitoxin.

Two new animal products, desiccated suprarenal

glands and desiccated thyroid glands, have been in-

troduced.

The titles of a number of official articles have been

altered, among these the most important being the

use of the compound word "fluidextractum" and the

dropping of the names "acidum arsenosum" and
"acidum chromicum," and substituting therefore

"arseni trioxidum" and "chromii trioxidum," the lat-

ter names representing more accurately the chemical

nature of the substances. "Phenol" has been like-

wise substituted for "acidum carbolicum."

A new standard temperature for specific gravities

has been adopted, namely, 25° C. (^77° F.), the aver-

age temperature of laboratories and stores through-

out the United States being nearer ^7° F. than

59° F-

In the future in quoting any special edition of the

Pharmacopoeia it is recommended that the number of

the revision be used in preference to the year in which
the convention was held.

A comparison of the number of articles, test solu-

tions and assays of the present Pharmacopoeia with

that of 1890, shows that there are 1,297 in the present

Pharmacopoeia, and 1,257 "i the previous one. In

the present book there are 958 articles in the text, 155
test solutions and volumetric solutions, 149 volumetric

assays and 35 gravimetric assays. In the Pharma-
copoeia of 1890 there were 994 articles in the text, 135
test solutions and volumetric solutions, 114 volumetric
assays and 14 gravimetric assays.

The introductory notes on weights, etc., are the

same as before. Then follows a list of articles added
to the Pharmacopoeia, 117 in number, then a list of

those dismissed, 151 in number. Then a list of
changes in official Latin titles, likewise a list of Eng-
lish titles. Following this is a table showing the com-
parative strengths of the more important substances
and preparations in the preceding Pharmacopoeia and
in the present one^ The text follows and then an ap-
pendix is added, consisting of tables, test solutions,

etc., which have already been enumerated, and follow-
ing this is the usual index.

The tables given on the preceding page show the
sizes of the various Pharmacopoeias with the dates of
their publication, etc., and the number of bodies repre-
sented in their revision.

By referring to those tables, the following inferest-

insr points are noted :

T'he United States Pharmacopoeia was jjublished

once in Boston and once in New York; all the re-

maining issues in Philadelphia. In the list of printers

and publishers the J. B. Lippincott Co. has had the

longest connection with the book. The volume has

increased in size from 272 pages in 1820 to 692 pages

in 1900.

The Pharmacopoeia of 1820 was issued the same

year in which the convention was held, while the

present Pharmacopoeia was in preparation over five

years.

The number of pharmaceutical preparations have

increased only moderately, while the number of classes

have varied.

The committee of revision consisted in 1820 of five

physicians and in 1900 of thirteen physicians and
thirteen pharmacists. In 1880 there were more phar-

macists than physicians.

In regard to the presidents of the convention, it will

be observed that no one has ever held the office over

two terms and the same applies to the chairman of the

committee of revision. Philadelphia has furnished

three presidents serving five terms; New Jersey one,

serving two terms; ISIew York and Massachusetts,

each, one, serving one term. Philadelphia has fur-

nished five chairmen serving six terms : New York
two, serving three terms. Nine of the present com-
mittee were members in 1890 and three of these were
also members in 1880, namely, J. P. Remington, C.

Lewis Diehl, and Oscar Oldberg, all being pharma-
ceutical representatives and all professors of phar-

macy in colleges of pharmacy.

The number of colleges and societies represented

ha? increased from twenty medical bodies in 1820, to

sixty-six medical and sixty pharmaceutical in 1900.

SUMMARY.

1778. The first American Pharmacopoeia was pub-

lished in Philadelphia.

1808. The Pharmacopoeia of the Massachusetts

Medical Society was published.

The Pharmacopoeia of the New York Hospital

was published.

Dr. Spalding submitted to the New York
Medical Society a project for the formation

of a National Pharmacopoeia.

Dr. Spalding's plans were approved.

January ist. A United States pharmacopoeial

convention was held in Washington.
December. The first United States Pharma-
copoeia was issued.

A convention for the middle district met in

Washington June 2d. A convention for the

northern district met in New York. A new
Pharmacopoeia was submitted to the Phila-

delphia College of Pharmacy for sugges-

tions. Pharmacists were first recognized

and the army and navy represented in this

convention for the first time.

The Pharmacopoeia of 1830 was published.

January ist. The convention met for the

second revision of the Pharmacopoeia. Im-

portant changes : Preparations described in

English only
;
percolation introduced as an

alternate process for certain extracts, tinc-

tures, etc. ; standard temperature of 60°

F. adopted for specific gravities, with stated

temperature in making certain preparations.

Issue of the Pharmacopoeia of 1840.

1816.

1817.

1818.

1820.

1831.

1840.

1842.
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1850. May 6th. The convention for the third re-

vision of the United States Pharmacopoeia
met. Pharmaceutical delegates were pres-

ent for the first time. Important changes;
Fluid extracts introduced ; botanical names
systematized according to Linnaeus' classi-

fication.

1 85 1. The United States Pharmacopoeia of 1850.

first edition, was issued.

1855. The United States Pharmacopoeia of 1850.
second edition, was issued.

i860. May 2d. The convention for the fourth de-

cennial revision met. Important changes:
Proceedings of the American Pharmaceutical
Association accepted as an aid to the com-
mittee; the use of percolation extended; a

standard for degrees of fineness of powdered
drugs adopted ; collodions, liquors, oleo-

resins and resins added as new classes ; also

santonin.

1864. The United States Pharmacopoeia of i860, first

edition, was issued.

1868. The United States Pharmacopoeia of i860,

second edition, was issued.

1870. May 5th. The convention for the fifth de-

cennial revision met. Important changes*
More comprehensive and precise definitions

were employed ; new classes were introduced

as follows—papers, glycerites, suppositorie.<;

and juices; the metric system was first de-

scribed but not recommended.
1873. The United States Pharmacopoeia of 1870 was

issued.

1880. May 5th. The convention for the sixth de-

cennial revision met. Important changes:
Substances were arranged in continuous

alphabetical order for the first time ; syno-

nyms were introduced ; new chemical no-

menclature was adopted
;
quantities were ex-

pressed in "parts by weight ;'' description.s

of crude drugs and chemicals were made
more comprehensive and exact ; assay pro-

cesses were introduced for the first time for

opium and cinchona; symbolic formulas and
molecular weights were added ; temperature

•was expressed in both centigrade and Fah-
renheit degrees ; fluid extracts were made

5 per cent, weaker; the metric system was
adopted for the first time; abstracts were

added ; elixir of orange was authorized—
the first official elixir; diluted acids were
made 10 per cent. ; atomic weights were in-

troduced ; repercolation was added ; the

standard temperature for specific gravities

was made 15° C. (59° F.)
;

percentage

and saturation tables were added.

1882. The United States Pharmacopoeia of 1880 was
issued.

1890. May 7th. The convention for the seventh de-

cennial revision met. Important changes:

Ofiicial coupon attached for the first time to

the Pharmacopoeia; assay processes were

recommended for all active drugs and their

preparations ; a certain standard of puritv

was advised for all chemicals, and chemical

formulas were expressed in the new nota-

tion ; no patent or proprietary medicine was
permitted in the Pharmacopoeia: atomic

weights were based on H^i, 0=15.96;

chemical nomenclature was altered in that the

basylous or metallic component was put first

;

botanical nomenclature made to conform to

the rules adopted in 1902 by the Botanical

Club of the American Association for the

advancement of Science ; solids were to

be weighed and liquids measured in terms of

the metric system; for the first time the

metric system was employed as the official

standard ; emulsions were added ; abstracts

were dismissed ; the terra "official" was first

used instead of "officinar' since the Phar-
macopoeia is now authorized by govern-

mental authority; 10 per cent, of glycerin

was added to solid extracts ; the centigrade

scale was adopted in place of the Fahren-

heit; processes for volumetric and gaso-

metric analysis were added with directions

for the determination of the optical activity

of organic substances.

1893. The United States Pharmacopoeia of 1890 was
issued.

1900. May 2d. The convention for the eighth decen-

nial revision met. Important changes : Incor-

poration of this convention with the adoption

of a constitution and by-laws, and the elec-

tion of a board of trustees to conduct all the

business affairs of the convention ; assay

processes were adopted for all active drugs;

average doses were inserted for the first time;

a purity standard was set for chemical sub-

stances ; new synthetic drugs and a few
patented articles were added ; structural

formulas were given for chemicals as well as

empirical formulas ; synonyms were dis-

carded ; tinctures were made of uniform
strength ; one serum was made official, and
two new animal products; changes in no-

menclature were made ; a new temperature

standard for taking specific gravity was
adopted.

1905. July 1st. The new Pharmacopoeia was ready

for distribution.

September ist. The United States Phar-
macopoeia of 1900 became the official stand-

ard.

Roster of principal officers of the pharmacopoeial

conventions

:

General Medical Convention of 1S20—President, Dr.

Samuel L. Mitchill. New York; secretary. Dr. Thomas
T. Hewson, Philadelphia; chairman of committee on publi-

cation, Dr. Lyman Spalding; these, and Drs. Eli Ives, New
Haven; Elisha De Butts, Baltimore; and John Bigelow,
Boston, composed the committee on publication.

Washington (repular) Convention of 1S30—President,

Dr. Lewis Condict, New Jersey; secretary. Dr. Thomas Hen-
derson, Washington; and Dr. Isaac Pierson, New Jersey;

George B. Wood and Franklin Bache, Philadelphia; James
H. Miller. Baltimore; N. W. Worthington, Washington;
Edward H. Barton, Louisiana; Joseph Lovell, surgeon-
general United States army; Baily Washington, senior

United States naval surgeon; Nathan Gaither, member of

congress from Kentucky; G. S. Mitchell, member of con-

gress from Maryland; Samuel Swan, member of congress
from New Jersey.
Committee of revision—Chairman, Dr. Thomas T. Hew-

son, Philadelphia; secretary. Dr. Thomas Henderson.
Washington; assistant secretary, Dr. N. W. Worthington.
Washington; and Drs. Jacob Bigelow and John W. Web-
ster, Boston; Alex. H. Stevens and John Watts. New York;
George B. Wood and Franklin Bache, Philadelphia: Sam-
uel Baker and Elisha Do Butns, Baltimore; John R. Tres-

cott, James Moultrie and Jacob De La Motte (vice. Moul-
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trie, resigned), Charleston, S. C; W. H. Richardson and
B. W. Dudley, Lexington, Ky.; and John Morehead and
Charles E. Pierson, Cincinnati.

Neio Yorlc Convention, 1S30—President, Dr. Eli Ives,

New Haven; vice-president, Dr. S. Henry Dickson, Boston;
secretaries, John B. Beck and Ansel W. Ives, New York;
and Drs. Samuel L. Mitchell, New Haven; Henry Dick-

son, Charleston, S. C; Charles E. Pierson, Ohio; Will-

iam Tully, New Haven; Charles B. Coventry, Berkshire
Medical Institution; John Augustine Smith and Alex. H.
Stevens, New York; and Jacob Bigelow, Boston.

Convention of iS^O—President, Dr. Lewis Condict. New
Jersey; vice-president. Dr. George B. Wood. Philadelphia;
secretary. Dr. N. W. Worthington. Washington; assistant
secretary. Dr. Harvey Lindsly, Washington; and Drs.

Franklin Bache, Henry Bond, Joseph Carson and Robley
Dunglison, Philadelphia; William B. Morris and James
Couper, Delaware; John R. W. Dunbar, John C. S. Mon-
kur, Edward Foreman, Joshua J. Cohen, Samuel G. Baker,
and William A. Atken, Baltimore; Thomas Sewall,
Thomas Miller and John W. Thomas, Washington: John
W. Davis, Vincennes, Ind.; William Bacon Stevens,
Savannah, Ga.; and Josiah Bartlett, New Hampshire.
Committee of revision—Chairman, Dr. George B.

Wood, Philadelphia; secretary. Dr. Franklin Bache, Phila-

delphia; and Drs. Robley Dunglison, Philadelphia; Joshua
J. Cohen, Baltimore; Theophilus C. Dunn, Newport, R. I.;

William Bacon Stevens, Savannah, Ga.; and Thomas Sew-
all, Washington.
Convention of iS50—President, Dr. George B. Wood,

Philadelphia; vice-presidents. Dr. Joseph Mauran, Rhode
Island; and T. Y. Simons, Charleston, S. C; secretary. Dr.
Harvey Lindsly, Washington; assistant secretary. Dr. Ed-
ward Foreman, Washington; and Dr. James Bryan, Ge-
neva Medical College; John Milhau and George D. Cogges-
hall. New York; Drs. Lewis Condict and Wm. A. Newell.
New Jersey; Drs. Joseph Carson. Henry Bond. Francis
West, James B. Rogers, Franklin Bache, Henry S. Patter-

son, Clinton S. Stees; and Messrs. Daniel B. Smith, Charles
Ellis, and William Procter, Jr., Philadelphia; Drs. Isaac
Jump and J. W. Thomson, Delaware; Drs. David Stew-
art and Joshua J. Cohen, Baltimore; Drs. J. C. Hall,

Joshua Riley, Thomas Miller, James Wynne, S. D. Gale;
Mr. F. Howard, Washington; G. N. Fitch, Logansport,
Ind.; and William B. Chapman, Cincinnati.
Committee of revision—Chairman, Dr. George B. Wood,

Philadelphia; secretary. Dr. Franklin Bache, Philadel-
phia; and Dr. Joseph Mauran, Rhode Island; John Milhau.
New York; Dr. Joseph Carson; and William Procter. Jr.,

Philadelphia; Drs. J. W. Thomson, Delaware; David Stew-
art, Baltimore; and Joshua Riley, Washington; and G. N.
Fitch, Logansport, Ind.
Convention of 1S60—President, Dr. George B. Wood,

Philadelphia: vice-presidents. Dr. Jacob Bigelow, Boston;
and Edward Warren, North Carolina; secretary. Dr. Thom-
as Miller, Washington; assistant secretary. Dr. John C.
Riley. Washington. Thirty delegates present.
Committee of revision—Dr. Franklin Bache, Philadel-

phia; Dr. E. R. Squibb, New York; Charles T. Carney,
Boston; Dr. H. T. Cummings. Portland, Me.; William
Procter, Jr., A. B. Taylor, and Dr. Joseph Carson, Phila-
delphia; and W. S. Thompson. Baltimore.
Convention of 1S70—President, Dr. Joseph Carson, Phila-

delphia; vice-presidents, Dr. Thomas Miller, Washington;
and William Procter, Jr., Philadelphia; secretary. Dr. John
C. Riley, Washington; assistant secretary. Dr. J. M. Mor-
gan, Washington. Sixty delegates present.
Committee of revision—Dr. Joseph Carson, Dr. G. B.

Wood, A. B. Taylor, John M. Maisch, and Dr. Robert
Bridges, Philadelphia; Dr. W. M. Smith. New York; A. E.
Ebert, Chicago; J. Faris Moore, Baltimore; G. F. H. Mar-
koe, Boston; Dr. John C. Riley, Wasliington; Dr. Thomas
Jenkins, Louisville; Dr. Charles A. Lee, Buffalo; Dr. J. S.

Welford, Richmond* Dr. F. Wentzall, San Francisco; and
Dr. W. S. W. Ruschenberger, United States army and
navy.
Convention of ISSO—President. Dr. Robert Amory.

Brookline, Mass.; vice-presidents. Dr. Samuel C. Busey,
Washington: and P. W. Bedford. New York; secretary.
Dr. F. A. Castle, New York; assistant secretary. Dr. C. H.
A. Kleinschmidt. Washington. Thirty-eight medical and
pharmaceutical bodies were represented in the conven-
tion, including three branches of the United States gov-
ernment.
Committee of revision—Dr. Robert Amorv. P. W. Bed-

ford, Dr. F. A. Castle. C. Lewis Diehl, Louis Dohrae,
Thomas Doliber, Dr. D. L. Huntington. Dr. B. F. Gibbs.

Dr. Laurence Johnson, Dr. J. F. Judge, John M. Maisch,
G. F. H. Markoe, Oscar Oldberg, Henry B. Parsons, Dr. H.
G. Piffard, Dr. A. B. Prescott, J. P. Remington, Charles
Rice, Dr. W. S. W. Ruschenberger, Dr. E. R. Squibb, A. B.

Taylor, W. S. Thompson (Baltimore), Dr. Otto A. Wall,
Dr. E. S. Wood, Dr. T. F Wood, and T. G. Wormley.

Convention of /S!*<>—President, Dr. H. C. Wood, Phila-
delphia; vice-presidents, W. S. Thompson and Dr. D. W.
Prentiss, Washington; Dr. J. M. Flint. United States navy;
and W. M. Searby, San Francisco; secretary. Dr. H. A.
Hare; and assistant secretary, G. H. C. Klie, St. Louis.
Delegates were presented from 111 bodies, including three
departments of the United States government.
Committee on revision—Dr. Roberts Bartholow, P. W.

Bedford, Dr. F. A. Castle. Dr. C. 0. Curtman, Dr. N. S.

Davis, Jr., C. Lewis Diehl, Dr. R. G. Eccles, Dr. R. T.
Edes, Dr. J. M. Flint, Dr. John Godfrey, Dr. W. G. Greg-
ory, C. S. N. Hallberg. J. M. Maisch, G. F. H. Markoe, Dr.
W. M. Mew, Charles Mohr. Oscar Oldberg, F B. Power, J.

P. Remington, Charles Rice, Dr. H. H. Rusby, L. E. Sayre,
A. B. Taylor, Dr. Otto A. Wall, and Dr. Thomas F. Wood,
and Dr. H. C. Wood, ex officio.

Convention of i9i90—President. Dr. H. C. Wood, Phila-
delphia; vice-presidents, A. B. Prescott, Ann Arbor; Dr.
Otto A. Wall, St. Louis; Dr. R. W. Wilcox, New York; Dr.
N. S. Davis, Chicago; and Dr. A. L. Langfield. San Fran-
cisco; secretary. Dr. H. M. Whelpley, St. Louis; assistant

secretary. Dr. M. G. Motter, Washington; treasurer. Dr.
W. M. Mew, Washington (died 1902, and Dr. G. W. Cook
was elected to succeed him). Delegates were present from
126 bodies.

Committee of revision—Chairman, Charles Rice, New
York (died May 13th. 1901. and was succeeded by Joseph
P. Remington. Philadelphia) ; vice-chairmen, C. Lewis
Diehl, Louisville; and Dr. R. W. Wilcox, New York; sec-

retary, A. R. L. Dohme. Baltimore, and Dr. J. J. Abel and
Charles Caspari. Jr.. Baltimore; Virgil Coblentz. New
York; Dr. N. S. Davis. Jr.. Chicago; J. M. Good, St. Louis;
Dr. W. G. Gregory. Buffalo; Dr. W. S. Haines, and C. S.

N. Hallberg. Chicago: Dr. H. A. Hare and Henry Krae-
mer. Philadelphia: Edward Kremers, Madison, Wis.; Dr.
A. B. Lyons, Detroit; Dr. John Marshall, Philadelphia;
Oscar Oldberg, Chicago; Dr. George F. Payne. Atlanta; Dr.
H. H. Rusby, New York (elected October 10th. 1901, to fill

vacancy); S. P. Sadtler, Philadelphia; L. E. Sayre. Law-
rence, Kan.; W. ,L. Scoville. Boston; Dr. E. H. Squibb.
Brooklyn; and A. B. Stevens, Ann Arbor; and Dr. H. C.
Wood, Philadelphia, ex officio.

Board of trustees—Chairman. W. S. Thompson, Wash-
ington (died September 26th. 1901, and was succeeded by
C. E. Dohme, Baltimore) ; A. E. Ebert. Chicago; S. A. D.
Sheppard. Boston; G. W. Sloan, Indianapolis (died Feb-
ruary 15th. 1903. the vacancy being filled bv the election
of Dr. H. M. Whelpley. St. Louis); J. H. Beal, Scio. O.
(elected to fill vacancy caused by death of Mr. Thomp-
son); Joseph P. Remington; and Dr. H. C. Wood. Phila-
delphia, ex officio: secretary (not a member). Dr. M. G.
Motter, Washington.

Baker's Drug Store, of Fall River, Mass., was es-

tablished in 1835 by James Buffinafton. It was con-
ducted by him, James D. Burt and Eben Osborn, until

1858. At that time Charles A. Baker assumed con-
trol of the business, and has conducted it in the same
building, at 67 South Main street, ever since. Mr.
Baker is one of the few who hold one of the old cer-

tificates of the Massachusetts College of Pharmacy.
It bears the date of November 5th, 1858.

"The Old Corner Drug Store," Wakefield, Mass.,
was established in 1847 ty Dr. Joseph D. Mansfield,
who was still active at the age of eighty-eight when
last heard from. The store was the second to be
opened between Boston and Haverhill, the first hav-
ing been at Maiden. The present proprietor is Josiah
S. Bonney.

Dr. Harry Conant opened a stock of drugs at Mon-
roe, Mich., in 1822. In 1842 Samuel M. Sackett en-
tered the store as a clerk, and a few years later pur-
chased the business. He remained in charge at the
same stand until last year, when he died. The busi-
ness is now conducted bv A. F. Meloche.
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NOSTRUMS IN THE PAST AND AT
THE PRESENT.
By A1. I. WiLBERT.

If there be any one chapter, in the history of Ameri-
can pharmacy, that in future years will be looked back
upon with a feeling of sadness and perhaps remorse,

it is the story of the rise and development of pro-

prietary medicines and the part that various members
of the pharmaceutical profession have, willingly and
unwillingly, taken in their sale and manufacture.
To assert that the present day exuberance of these

remedies is due to modern conditions would be mis-
leading, in the extreme, as the very existence of

nostrums is evidence of a survival of ideas and beliefs

in the mysterious that held such an overpowering
sway over the generations of people, who preceded us,

two centuries and more ago. In other words, nos-

trums, in the very widest .sense of the word, are the

present day reminders of conditions that are rapidly

passing, and which will, let us trust, soon have passed

entirely.

Even the obsolete arni misleading nomenclature of

these preparations is suggestive of the distant past and
no reasonable excuse exists for their continuance at

the present time. The word nostrum, from its Latin

origin and its suggestiveness ot secrecy, recalls to

mind the mysterious practices of the alchemists of the

middle ages and their futile search for the lapis

philosophorum, with its accompanying treasures of

wisdom.
The term patent medicine is of much later origin

and probably dates back to the first letters patent

granted in England, about the beginning of the seven-

teenth century. At that period it appears to have
been the practice of so-called specialists to secure

royal letters patent for their special method of curing

certain diseases or for some particular combination of

medicinal substances which was supposed to be
extraordinarily efficient in the cure of a variety of ail-

ments.
The use of the word proprietary, in connection with

nostrums, is modern, if not absolutely new, and does

not appear to have been used in this connection before

1870.

Nostrums have been offered and used from time im-

memorial and it would be entirely too presumptions to

attempt to give, even in outline, their history in all

parts of the world, and we will, therefore, content

ourselves with a few suggestions on their develop-

ment and use in the United States.

The early settlers brought with them the household

remedies, practices and traditions of their several

countries, and these were soon augmented by the addi-

tion of such nostrums as were being offered in the

country of their origin.

Thus it appears that, in the English Colonies par-

ticularly, patent medicines were introduced almost, if

not quite, simultaneously with their popiilarization in

England, and the earliest available colonial records

recount the introduction, sale and use of these several

patent medicines.

The Germans from the Palatinate brought with

them supplies of their favorite "Geheimmittel," and it

is quite probable that the Dutch and the French pio-

neers were equallv well supplied.

If we look over the still existing files of the minia-
ture newspapers of a century and a half ago we find

that they contain numerous advertisements of nos-

trums, most of them imported, that were offered then,

as to-day, "as sure cures'" at very "reasonable" rates.

The war of the revolution appears to have wrought
a marked change in the sale and use of foreign nos-

trums and to have led to the home manufacture of

imitations or substitutes, and, some years later, to the

introduction of a number of original concoctions, in

the United States.

One of the first of the patents granted in this coun-

try for an original combination of drugs was issued

on April 30th, 1796, to Samuel Lee, Jr., of Connecti-

cut, for the "composition of bilious pills." These ap-

pear to have been the first of the one-time favorite

anti-bilious pills.

Another patent that is of interest in this connection

was the one awarded to Elisha Perkins, of Connecti-

cut, for his world-famous "metallic tractors." These
were patented on February 19th, 1796, and soon came
into great popularity for their supposed efhcacy in

removing pains and curing diseases. Elisha Perkins

had been a regular medical practitioner, in good
standing, his father, Joseph Perkins, was one of the

best known and most popular medical men of Con-
necticut during the colonial period, and he himself

was a surgeon of some repute, and had acquitted him-
self honorably in service as such to one of the Con-
necticut regiments during the Revolutionary war.

That the metallic tractors did not meet with the appro-

bation of his fellow members of the Connecticut
Medical Society is evident from the resolution adopted
by that society in 1796, which states that it having been
represented to the society that "one of the members
has gleaned from the miserable remains of animal
magnetism a practice consisting of stroking with

pointed metallic instruments the pained parts of hu-
man bodies," the member be declared as being guilty

of disgraceful practices and expelled from the society.

It was probably in 1797 that Dr. Perkins made his

second "discovery." According to Thacher, this

"powerful remedy" consisted of "a combination ot

the vegetable with muriatic acid in the form of com-
mon vinegar saturated with muriate of soda." This,

diluted with hot water, was administered as an anti-

septic, in the low state of dysentery and in ulcerated

sore throat.

Dr. Perkins, it appears, died a martyr to his own
discovery. Being desirous of demonstrating the

wonderful antiseptic and healing properties of his

antiseptic medicine, in all forms of malignant dis-

eases, he visited New York city during the prevalence
of yellow fever, took the disease himself and died, in

1799, at the age of 59.
His son. Benjamin Douglas Perkins, met with

phenomenal success with the tractors in London, Eng-
land, and is said to have amassed considerable wealth.
The patent for Lee's bilious pills was followed, in

1797, by a patent granted to Benjamin Duvall, of
Virginia, for his discovery of anti-bilious pills; he
was followed by another inventor, in Connecticut, who
secured a patent for "jaundice pills;" and a "jaundice
bitters" was patented by Jesse Wheaton, of Massa-
chusetts, in 1801.

Medical inventions or discoveries appear to have
been numerous and varied in the early decades of the
nineteenth century, and the published lists of patents
include a number of curious products, among them a
"medicine to cure hydrophobia," patented by Will-
iam Stoy, of Lebanon, Pennsylvania. Nostrums of
all kinds are said to have increased rapidly in number.
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As noted before, many of these nostrums \vere_ but

imitations of the earher EngUsh patented medicines.

They were made indiscriminately without regard for

any one particular formula, and although widely used

differed much in strength and activity. One of the

first recorded efforts made by the then newly organ-

ized Philadelphia College of Pharmacy, in 1822, was

to render these several formulas uniform and to re-

vise the literature that accompanied them. It is

about this same period that we find the earliest re-

corded opposition to the sale and use of nostrums.

Dr. Alexander Coventry, the president of the New
York State Medical Society, at the annual meeting

held at Albany, in 1825, in the course of his

annual address, in which he called attention to the

growing abuse in connection with nostrums, said : "I

beg leave to call your attention to the innumerable

patent medicines whose virtues are blazoned forth and

fill the columns of everv' newspaper. I boldly appeal

to every medical gentleman present, if there can be

any one drug, or any combination of drugs, that would

be applicable to any disorder in all constitutions, or

even to an individual, under all circumstances, while

laboring under any particular disease. The use of

patent medicines is, therefore, irreconcilable to com-
mon sense."

In 1827 the Medical Society of the City of New
York appointed a committee to inquire into and to

report on some of the more objectionable nostrums or

secret medicines that were then being exploited.

This committee prepared quite a voluminous report

scoring the popular nostrums of that day and suc-

ceeded in effectually discrediting several of the more
objectionable ones. Among these was Chambers'
"remedy for intemperance," which was found to con-

tain tartar emetic, capsicum, sulphur, carbon, cochi-

neal and gum and was, in the doses in which it was
directed to be given, anything but the safe and harm-
less remedy that it purported to be.

Another nostrum scarcely less drastic was found
in Leroy's "medicine curative," a remedy of French
origin that appears to have been quite popular with

the French people in American cities. The active

ingredients in this mixture were said to have been
resin of scammony, jalap and senna, and the dose
would now be considered to be fieroic.

The methods that were employed in the earlier

periods to introduce these nostrums differed essen-

tially from those employed at the present time. The
larger manufacturers, or manufacturers who essayed

to do a wide-spread business, employed agents, who.
traveling with horse and wagon, made periodic visits

to the apothecary shops and general stores in the dif-

ferent cities and towns, leaving a stock of their wares
on commission, and collecting for such portions as

had been sold since the previous visit

This primitive method was followed, up to, and
even after, the introduction of railroads. With the
railroads, however, also came telegraphic communica-
tion, marked improveftnent in, and extensions of, the
jiost-ofTice department, and, above all, the rapid de-
velopment in size and influence of the daily newspaper
with its comparatively cheap advertising space. The
liberal use of this space soon gave to nostrums a
semblance of respectability that they had lacked be-
fore.

The two decades following the exposures that had
been made by the Medical Society of the City of New

York, constitute an important era in the history of the

development of the so-called patent medicine business

of the United States. Even so early as the middle of

the nineteenth century this industry was so thoroughly

entrenched that the various attempts that were made
to dislodge it proved absolutely futile, and are inter-

esting only as evidence to show how widespread was
the influence of the manufacturer of nostrums even at

that time.

At the second annual meeting of the American
Medical Association, in Boston, in 1849, Dr. Thomas
Wood presented the following resolution

:

Resolved, That the committee on medical science tor

1848 be instructed to inquire into the expediency of estab-

lishing a board to analyze the quack remedies and nos-

trums now palmed upon the public and to publish the
results of their examinations in a newspaper to be estab-

lished for the purpose; and, further, to append such plain

views and explanations thereto as will enlighten the public

in regard to the nature and dangerous tendencies of such
remedies.

Despite the fact that this resolution was adopted

without serious opposition, practically nothing was
done by the committee on medical science, and the best

that could be offered at the meeting of the association

the succeeding year, in Cincinnati, was the following

resolution, presented by Dr. Morris, of Pennsylvania:

Resolved, That it is with great satisfaction that the
members of this association have observed the establish-

ment of drug stores in which neither patent medicines,
nostrums, nor other articles by which the artful and de-

signing impose on the ignorant and credulous are exposed
for sale, and that the association recommenus 10 its mem-
bers to exert their influence in their respective spheres of

action to encourage similar efforts in other places.

Even this resolution appears to have failed of ap-

preciable effect, as there is no available evidence to

show that members of the medical profession have

ever, collectively at least, shown even the remotest in-

terest in the development of pharmaceutical establish-

ments along the lines indicated in this particular reso-

lution.

The medical men having failed to attack the pre-

vailing traffic in nostrums in a practical way, the

then youthful American Pharmaceutical Association

made an attempt to restrict their sale. It was at the

second annual meeting of the association, held in Bos-

ton, that this initial attempt was made. The initia-

tive for the discussion was a resolution offered by
C. B. Guthrie, which read as follows

:

Resolved, That this association recommend to each State

the enactment of such a law as shall require every person
engaged in the manufacture and sale of any patent or
secret medicine, designed or recommended as a remedial
agent, to file in the proper office of each State wherein
such remedy is offered for sale, a full and complete for-

mula of such remedy, and that under oath; and moreover,
to require such manufacturer so offering goods for sale or
agency or otherwise, to conform to such State laws as

regulate the levying of tax or excise upon all who engage
in the business of buying and selling merchandise.

For this the following was substituted and adopted:

Resolved, That the American Pharmaceutical Associa-
tion believe that the use and sale of secret or quack medi-
cines is wrong in principle and is in practice attended
with injurious effects to both the profession and the pub-
lic at large, and we believe it to be the duty of every con-

scientious druggist to discourage their use.

Resolved, That this association earnestly recommends
to its pharmaceutical brethren to discourage by every hon-
orable means the use of these nostrums; to refrain from
recommending them to their customers; not to use any
means of bringing them Into public notice: not to manu-
facture or to have manufactured any medicine the compo-
sition of which is not made public; and to use every op-
portunity of exposing the evils attending their use, and
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the false means whiili are employed to induce their con-
sumption.

While it is true tliat but little of practical import-

ance was accomplished by the adoption of this par-

ticular set of resolutions, their unanimous adoption at

that early date did establish a precedent that has been
repeatedly referred to and will, in the very near fu-

ture, serve as an incentive to actually accomplish what
these early pioneers in pharmacy suggested, upwards
of half a century ago.

That the spirit that pervaded these early pharma-
cists was not, at any time in the history of the Ameri-
can Pharmaceutical Association, entirely ignored is

evidenced by the pages of the Proceedings of the sev-

eral annual meetings. The desirability of devising

some really practical means for curbing the spread
and the influence of secret or quack medicines is ever
manifest and numerous suggestions were presented
from time to time. At a meeting of the association

held in 1884, Albert B. Prescott, Fred. Hoffman and
Charles Rice were appointed a special committee
to consider ways and means for restricting or regu-
lating the sale of proprietary medicines of all kinds.

This committee presented an exhaustive report at the

next meeting, and a draft for "an act to regulate the

sale of proprietary medicines." The association, after

giving the subject considerable attention, discussing it

freely from every possible point of view, finally ac-

cepted the report of this special committee and adopted
a resolution stating that it was the deliberate opinion

of the association that the labels of proprietary medi-

cines ought to carry a statement of their constituents.

This resolution has not been rescinded; on the other

hand, the association has repeatedly put itself on rec-

ord as being in favor of honesty, publicity and
straightforward practices in connection with every-

thing pertaining to the science of medicine.

As compared with the interest that has been mani-
fested by the better class of pharmacists, and the more
representative pharmaceutical journals, the medical
profession, who should be more directly concerned in

watching over the health and well being of the indi-

vidual members of the community, has been remiss in

the accomplishment of anything of practical import-
ance. This is largely due to the fact that physicians are,

like all other human beings, sensitive to criticism and
do not wish to have their motives questioned. Prac-
tically all of the attempts that have been made by
physicians to cope with the growing abuse of nos-

trums from 1825 to the present time have been
sporadic and short lived. The cumulative effect of

those several efforts, it is true, should be advantageous
in the end, but to accomplish the object sought a con-

sistent, well planned campaign is necessary.

Among the additional complications of the nostrum
question was the increase in number and popularity of

the so-called ethical proprietary preparations, particu-

larly in the decade following 1870, and this phase of

the question was further complicated by the introduc-

tion, and the subsequent wide-spread use of patented

synthetics, in the decade following 1880.

With the increase in the number of these proprie-

taries and with the recognition of the accompanying
abuses that have gradually developed, there has been
a growing desire on the part of many of the more re-

spectable members of the medical profession to devise

some means or method that would promise at least a

semblance of control over the preparations that are,

ostensibly at least, exploited and sold only through

the medical profession. The agitation that has led up
to a more general recognition of this important need
has been long-continued and may be traced directly

to the address made by Dr. Coventry, in 1825, of

which mention has been made above. Among the

more recent agitators of the subject was Dr. R. W.
Murphy, of California, who was particularly active

in 1875. He was, probably, the original agitator in

that far Western State, the medical profession of
which has done so much to bring about the present

day feeling of scepticism in connection with the claims

that have been and are made by manufacturers of nos-
trums.

As is well known, the spirit of inquiry that has been
awakened by members of the medical profession has
led to the establishment of a council on pharmacy and
chemistry by the American Medical Association, and
this, in turn, has lead to a more general demand for

full and complete publicity in connection with all

preparations that are oflfered to or used by medical
men.

Of American pharmacists much will be expected in

this connection in the very near future, and it will be
necessary that they break the shackles that they have
willingly assumed and which have led at least many
of them to undertake the part of championing some of
the most objectionable of the modern popular nos-
trums.

An Early San Francisco Association.
California early took an active part in pharm.a-

ceutical affairs of a more or less public nature. In

1850 there are said to have been only ten drug stores

in San Francisco, which number had grown to 203 in

1894, since which time, to 1899, the number gradually
decreased to 184 in spite of the steady increase in the

city's population.

The San Francisco Association of Druggists and
Apothecaries met, pursuant to adjournment, on the
evening of February 17th, 1858, and organized the

San Francisco Pharmaceutical Association with the
following officers : President, M. J. Burke ; vice-

presidents, William B. Little and Charles Langley

;

corresponding secretary, Charles Morrill ; recording
secretary, J. H. Widber ; treasurer, William H. Brig-
ham ; board of trustees and censors, Samuel Adams,
Charles Hodge, Robert Hogen, M. J. Burke and J. H.
Widber. A committee was appointed to confer with
the State medical convention, then in session, and to

propose a bill to the legislature to regulate the busi-
ness of apothecaries and prevent the sale of adulter-

ated medicines. This committee consisted of Henry
Johnson, M. J. Burke, William B. Little and Charles
Morrill.

James P. Frames & Son conduct a business at the

southeast corner of Gay and Aisquith streets. Balti-

more, which was established in 1842 by Dr. William
B. Moore. The founder of the business was suc-
ceeded in 1845 by his brother, John H. Moore, and he
by another brother, G. A. Moore, in 1849. I" 1851 the
firm name became Moore & Frames; in 1857 (just
fifty years ago\ James P. Frames & Brother; in

1869, James P. Frames & Co. ; in 1882, the name first

above written. The senior member died in 1898.

James P. HofTecker, of Smyrna, Del., began busi-
ness in 1855. He retired several years ago.
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OSCAR OLDBERG.

THE WEIGHTS AND MEASURES OF
THE PAST FIFTY YEARS.

By Prof. Oscar Oldberg.

The weights and measures in common use in our

country for medical and pharmaceutical purposes have

always been the same—the old English medicinal

weights and measures which were in England dis-

carded by act of parliament passed in 1824 to take ef-

fect January 1st, 1825.

In England the old medicinal fluid measures have

disappeared entirely, but the dram and the scruple are

Oscar Oldberg was born in Sweden January 22d, 1846.

After a good preliminary education lie entered pharmacy
as an apprentice in 1860, and received his license as a
dispensing pharmacist four years later. In October,
dispensing pharmacist four
years later. In October,

1864, he emigrated to the

United States, and has
been engaged in practical

pharmacy, pharmaceutical
educational work and other

work directly connected
with pharmacy with
scarcely an interruption
since that time. While serv-

ing as vice-consul for Swe-
den and Norway at Mem-
phis in 1872, he continued
in the practice of phar-
macy, and while serving as
chief clerk and acting med
ical purveyor of the United
States marine hospital

service for seven years, he
was at the same time pro-

fessor of pharmacy and
dean of the National Col-

lege of Pharmacy at Washington. From 1S81 to 1884 he was
engaged in pharmaceutical manufacturing. In 1884 Pro
fessor Oldberg became professor of pharmacy and dean
of the faculty of the Chicago College of Pharmacy, and
has held the same positions in the School of Pharmacy of

Northwestern University since 1886. He has been a mem-
ber of the revision committee of the Pharmacopoeia of the
United States since 1880, and has been editor of a number
of pharmaceutical journals at different times. He joined
the American Pharmaceutical Association in 1873; was
chairman of its scientific section in 1901 and of its sec-

tion on education and legislation in 1906, and re-elected
to the latter position for 1907. He was secretary of the
International Pharmaceutical Congress held at Chicago in

1893, and has contributed numerous papers on pharmacy,
pharmaceutical nomenclature, pharmacopceial topics,
weights and measures and other subjects to the associa-
tion, beside being the author of a number of text-books
used in pharmaceutical colleges. As a recreation Prof.
Oldberg is very fond of playing on the organ.

Still written by British physicians and pharmacists
although the ounce and the pound are those of the im-
perial system—the commercial or avoirdupois weight
which was introduced eighty years ago. The grain
fortunately remained unchanged so that its value con-
tinues to be the same in all English-speaking coun-
tries.

But in America the medicinal weights have fre-

quently been misnamed "troy." Not only have the

medicinal pound, ounce and grain been designated as

the troy pound, troy ounce and troy grain, which is

harmless, since the values of the units named are

identical in the two systems (medicinal weight and
troy weight), but the dram and scruple which belong
exclusively to medicinal weights have been referred to

as troy weight even in our Pharmacopoeia and other

medical and pharmaceutical books although the only

units proper to troy weight are the pound, ounce,
pennyweight and grain.

In the Pharmacopoeial Convention of 1870 Dr.
Craig, of the medical corps of the United States army,
proposed that in addition to the old medicinal weights
used in the Pharmacopoeia the decigram should be
recognized and used in that work, and the committee
of revision was formally instructed to carry that

proposition into effect. The committee, however,
found it impracticable to obey that remarkable man-
date so that the weights and measures of our Pharma-
copoeia continued to be of the old medical system
abolished in England forty-five years before the
American Pharmacopceial Convention of 1870.

Since January ist, 1825, there have been no statu-

tory standards of value of those old medicinal weights
and measures either in England or xA.merica ; but their

traditional values have been maintained in America
without any statutory provision therefor.

In 1878 Surgeon-General Woodworth of the

United States marine hospital service, upon the rec-

ommendation of Acting Medical Purveyor Oscar Old-
berg and with the approval of Secretary of the Treas-
ury John Sherman, issued an order making the use of

the metric system of weights and measures obligatory

in that service. This was the first order adopted by
any branch of the public service requiring the em-
ployment of the metric system to the exclusion of any
ether measures. The order was at once carried into

efifect. Prescriptions vi'ere written in the metric sys-

tem by the medical officers, and all requisitions for

supplies and all property returns were also made out

in metric terms. Manufacturing pharmacists and
chemists and wholesale druggists who submitted bids

to furnish medical supplies were required to quote

prices for metric quantities, and the medical purvey-

ing department of the service provided itself with met-

ric containers which the glass manufacturers fur-

nished as cheaply as any other bottles.

The medical department of the navy adopted the

metric system in 1880, and that of the army in 1894,

to take effect January ist, 1895.

The Pharmacopoeial Convention of 1880 ordered

the revision committee to introduce the metric system

in the sixth revision of our Pharmacopoeia, but in a

very awkward and inconsistent manner. The gram
and cubic centimeter were ordered to be used to the

exclusion of other terms in the official formulas for

the prepartion of fluid extracts, but "parts by weight"

were to be employed in all other working formulas

except those for pills and seidlitz powders in which

both the old and the new weights were to be used side

bv side. No wonder that this remarkable hodge podge

proved to be decidedly unpopular. It satisfied neither

the educated nor the uneducated. Accordingly ten

years later the metric system was adopted to the ex-

clusion of all other weights and measures.

The British Pharmacopoeia is now the only one in

the world which still uses any weights and measures

ether than those of the metric system. It uses both

the old and the new, following the bad example set by

Gur pharmacopoeial authorities twenty years before.

Our British friends will no doubt cut ofli the re-

mainder of the dog's tail next time.

It has been asserted that the Pharmacopoeia of the

United States is unpopular and its sale greatly re-

duced bv the unpopularity of the metric system. But

the American Pharmacopoeia is unpopular chiefly with

those whose prejudice against any change, however.
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beneficial it may be to advancing civilization, is so
great that they would rather continue to use the old
weights and measures, even if they had to stand on
their heads to do it, than to stand on their feet and
use the metric system. The shallow and worn out
arguments against the metric system, completely con-
troverted thousands of times^ are still heard and
eagerly listened to by thousands although the uni-
versal adoption of that system for all scientific pur-
poses is already accomplished and for all other pur-
poses is in time inevitable. Eleven thousand copies of
the Pharmacopoeia of 1870 which did not use the met-
ric system, at all were sold in ten years at $1.75 per
copy ; more than fifty thousand copies will be sold in

ten years of our exclusively metric standard authority
at $2.50. Twice as many copies would be sold were
it not for the fact that the metric formulas of the
Pharmacopoeia have been presented in the garb of the
old system of weights and measures for the benefit of
those who are not only unwilling or unable to realize

or learn that the metric system is simpler than the old,

but who at the same time, to save $2.50, are content to
get along without the only authorized standard and to
use in its place a modified version, second hand, which
seems to them to be more convenient but which pro-
gressive men consider awkward and inconvenient.
Ours is the only civilized country in which any con-
siderable number of drug stores are without the Na-
tional Pharmacopoeia.

The main reason why physicians in our country do
not use the metric system more than they do in writing
prescriptions is that the medical schools do not teach
it to the exclusion of the old. Another reason for it is

that the writers of the books consulted by them do lit-

tle or nothing to promote the introduction or use of

that system. Moreover, physicians know that a large

proportion of the druggists are so deficient in educa-
tion and for that reason so prejudiced against new
methods however practical and meritorious, that they
are not prepared to interpret and dispense metric pre-

scriptions with safety to the public. As soon, how-
ever, as physicians and pharmacists discover that the

metric system can be mastered in a day by any intelli-

gent individual not blinded by prejudice we may ex-

pect more rapid progress.

It is pitiable to see that many druggists who dis-

pense metric prescriptions neglect to provide them-
selves with metric weights and metric graduated
measures and actually convert the quantities pre-

scribed from the metric to the customary units. Met-
ric weights and measures are as inexpensive as any
other ; but some men would rather spend their money
in the form of labor transposing from one system to

another than to spend a fraction of that money for a

set of metric weights and measures.

It is the universal custom to measure doses of liquid

medicines with the aid of spoons, glasses, cups, etc.

Small doses are quite generally ordered in terms of

"drops." But tumblers, teacups, wine glasses, table-

spoons, dessertspoons and teaspoons vary greatly in

size, and "drops" are even more uncertain quantities.

Physicians nevertheless order liquid remedies to be

taken in doses of teaspoonfuls, dessertspoonfuls and
stated numbers of drops. But not only do the spoons

differ, but the person who pours the liquid may either

be so over-cautious as to not fill the spoon in order to

avoid spilling, or may more than fill it, especially if

cautious enough to hold the spoon over a tumbler or a

cup in filling it. Every experienced pharmacist knows.

too, that a convex surface of the liquid in the spoon or
in other words literally a "heaping spoonful" of a co-
hesive liquid is by no means an impossibility but
rather a common occurrence. A "teaspoonful" meas-
ured in a small teaspoon not quite filled is a very dif-

ferent quantity from the heaping teaspoonful result-
ing from overfilling a large teaspoon. Prescriptions
sometimes order "a small teaspoonful," or "a large
dessertspoonful," etc. ; but this direction by the pre-
scriber rather aggravates than relieves the difficulty.

With regard to the "drops" it must be admitted
that even the practiced pharmacist, who should be an
expert, finds it extremely difficult if not impossible to
produce drops of uniform size, and to count them,
even when he uses the best dropping instrument that
can be made and observes all necessary precautions as
to temperature and other conditions affecting the re-

sult. These recognized facts account for the direc-

tions in the pharmacopoeias which prescribe the precise
manner in which small amounts of liquid ingredients
of mixtures shall be measured by the dispenser when
ordered by the prescriber in such uncertain units as
drops. In fact, quantities of liquids less than one
cubic centimeter should not be prescribed or dispensed
in drops nor by fluid measure ; they should be meas-

,

ured only by weight. To order the doses of liquids

to be apportioned by counted drops is still more ob-
jectionable because the errors are not only proportion-
ately greater as the quantities are less but they are
repeated each time a dose is taken and the person who
drops the liquid and counts the drops is nearly always
unaccustomed to such operations.

When liquids are prescribed the dose should if prac-
ticable be one that can be conveniently measured by
any person with a reasonable degree of accuracy and
uniformity. The medicine should accordingly be or-

dered so diluted that the dose will be not less than
one-half (or still better a whole) medicinal teaspoon-

ful.

Ordinary domestic liquid measures for medicines
are:

I tumblerful = from about 210 to 260 c.c. or 7 to

over 8 fluid ounces.

I teacupful = about 120 c.c. or 4 fluid ounces.

I wine glass = about 45 to 60 c.c. or ij4 to 2 fluid

ounces.

I tablespoonful := about 16 to 20 c.c. or 4 to 5 fluid

drams.
I dessertspoonful = about 8 to 10 c.c. or 2 to 2j4

fluid drams.
I teaspoonful = about 4 to 5 c.c. or i to 134 fluid

drams.
Graduated medicine glas=es differ, too. In countries

where the metric system is exclusively used (which

is the case in all except the English-speaking coun-

tries) the medicine graduates supplied by pharmacists

to their customers are adjusted to the following equiv-

alents :

A tablespoonful equals 20 cubic centimeters.

A dessertspoonful equals 10 cubic centimeters.

A teaspoonful equals 5 cubic centimeters.

But in America and Great Britain they are

:

A tablespoonful equals 16 cubic centimeters.

A dessertspoonful equals 8 cubic centimeters.

A teaspoonful equals 4 cubic centimeters.

Whenever medicine is ordered to be taken in spoon-

ful doses the pharmacist should, if possible, advise

the customer to use a graduated medicine glass, and
should show the buver how to use it.
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Our Pharmacopceia should, as other pharma-

copoeias do, contain directions as to the method of at-

taining uniform results in dispensing quantities pre-

scribed in drops, and should not give .definitions of

spoonfuls at variance with the average capacity of

spoons in actual use the world over.

While it is true that small quantities of liquids (less

than I c.c.) are more accurately measured by weight

than by fluid measure, it is not true that all quantities

in prescriptions for liquid remedies must be expressed

by weight in order to attain the most accurate results

as to dosage, for the dose should always be poured

into a graduated medicine glass. The practice in all

English-speaking countries is to prescribe liquids by

fluid measure and only solids by weight. In all other

countries weights are employed for both liquids and

.-olids.

A GLANCE AT FIFTY YEARS OF DRUG
STORE ADVERTISING.

By M. p. Gould.

At the beginning of the period of which I am about

•to write the advertising of business, aside from that

of common carriers, amounted to almost nothing. A
study of the files of old newspapers will reveal a few

scattering announcements of the arrival of goods by

steamer from Europe, or by train over-land from the

East ; while numerous columns are occupied by no-

tices of steamships, express companies, railroads and

stage lines, stating the time of departure of their con-

veyances.

In tho.se days there were few mediums of adver-

tising. There were no newspapers of great circula-

tion such as to-day. Communication was slow and

tedious. Everybody expected to get everything

slowly.

To be sure in looking over the old newspapers, one

comes across many things that sound exceedingly

modern. Col. John W. Lowe, of Boston, has sent me
a clipping from a local newspaper published some
time in July, 1846. It reads as follows: "The
weather has been warm and sultry since the Fourth,

and created quite a demand for soda—Andy, 'Drop

in at Orne's—syrup's first rate.' 'Don't care if I do.'
"

Let us look more closely into the advertising that

druggists did fifty years ago, and try to learn how to

do ijetter in the future from the good and bad points

of what was done in the past.

Practically all of the ancient advertising which I

have been able to find is for patent medicines or pro-

prietary' preparations. There is very little of what we
call nowadays the "merchandizing" advertisements.

In the New York Ezming Post and .V^c Yo>-k Times
from 1856 to 1879, I have found practically nothing

except advertisements of remedies, which the drug-

gists were exploiting. Some of these were their own
remedies, and some were evidently imported reme-
dies, which they were pushing.

The style of that da^ was to set the first line in cap-

itals ; all the rest was set in the same type as the "read-

ing" part of the paper. The Evening Post of that

day contained only four pages, but it was nine col-

umns wide, and each column was about forty inches

long.

now NEWSPAPER R.-VTES WERE FIGURED.

The head caption in the Post of January 4th, 1856,
is verv interesting, showing how rates were figured at

that time.

p. GOULD.

Square Daily—14 lines or over 7 lines, and less than 14.

first insertion, 75c.; second and tliird insertion, 25c. each.

Subsequent insertion 18%c each.
Half Square Daily—7 lines or less, first insertion, 50c.;

second and third insertion, 25c. Each subsequent inser-

tion 18%c.
Advertisements upon which the number of times is not

marked will be inserted and charged until ordered out.

Advertisements kept on inside of paper are charged ad-

ditional price.

Yearly advertisements, paper included, $40.00. Without
the paper, $32.00; not, however, for a less period than six

months.
The proprietors will not hold themselves responsible in

damages for errors which may occur in advertising.

Notice the third paragraph in the above caption

M. P. Gould was born in Kansas in 1873 of New England
parentage. He prepared for college at Washburn Academy,

Topeka, and later took a course
in English at Yale University.
Since August. 1S98. he has con-

ducted a depanment devoted to

retail advertising for the Circl-
i.AR, and has done much other
writing on the subject of busi-

ness publicity from a retail drug-
gist's standpoint. In addition to

his regular monthly contribu-

tions to the CiRCULiiP. there may
be seen in the issue for April.

1905, a report of an address de-

livered by him before the Phila-
delphia College of Pharmacy and
the Philadelphia Retail Drug-
gists' Association a short time

previously. Mr. Gould has also lectured before the Buf-
falo College of Pharmacy.

reads, "Advertisements upon which the number of

times is not marked will be inserted and charged until

ordered out." That is like the old practice of sendmg
a man a newspaper, and trying to make him pay the

subscription until he ordered it stopped.

In one advertisement appearing in the Post of Jan-
uary 24th, 1856, I noticed in one corner the letters

P. P., and guessed that that meant "perpetual adver-
tising ;" in other words, that the advertisement was to

run right along year after year; and I found that it

appeared for two or three years in the paper with no
change.

We think probably that some "patent" medicine

advertisers of the present day are reckless and un-
scrupulous in their statements, but there was a posi-

tiveness about some of the old advertisements of that

kind that in the light of present day knowledge seems
almost criminal. I saw one title worded as follows:

"The Medicine That Never Fails."

"bunco" ADVERTISEMENTS.

As short a time ago as 1871, there appeared in the

Neiv York Times the following advertisement. What
would the authorities do now with such an advertise-

ment ?

Mrs. M. G. Brown has prepared a Dollar Test Set of the
Metaphysical Discovery for the Masses; put up in three
two-ounce bottles. It passes into the system through
Eyes, Ears and Scalp and will do more to deliver the sys-

tem from disease than a ton weight of Drugs. Sold by
.\. Hudnut, Druggist, Herald Building.

In The A^ezv York Times you can look through
month after month in the fifties, sixties and seventies

without finding any retail drug store advertisements

at all, though you will find many patent medicine ad-

vertisements. In the later sixties the Times began to

classify its medical advertisements. In the latter part

of i860 display advertisements began to appear in
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the Times. One "proprietor" began at that time to

occupy entire columns of space. This advertising
created a tremendous sensation.

The advertising done in New York was not differ-

ent from that done in other localities. In a paper
dated Boston, Saturday, February ist, 1845, I see ad-
vertisements of many nostrums, but none of a retail

drug store.

On the other hand, I find from clippings from The
People's Press of Salem, sent by a good friend, that

a drug store advertisement ran in that paper without
change from January 13th, 1855, to December 25th,

1857. Although this advertisement was run for

eighteen months, it was headed "Fresh Lot of Drugs."
Its text consisted of a heterogeneous list of drugs and
other drug store goods, including glass funnels and
pocket combs.
The druggists of the Southern States handle quite

a different line of goods from what is handled by
druggists in the North. For example, even now the

Southern druggist makes a great thing out of seeds,

at least many of them do, and they also have a great

many general stores—something like our department
stores of the present time. Speaking of seeds, here

is an advertisement of March 20th, 1857, in the Peo-
ple's Press:

FRESH GARDEN SEEDS.
Early York Cabbage, Flat Dutch, Raddish, Squash, Beets.

Beans, Peas, etc., etc., just received at the Salem Drug
Store.

In January, 1858, the advertiser enlarged on the

"fresh" idea, putting it into a headline as follows

:

JUST RECEIVED
A fresh assortment drugs and medicines, carefully se-

lected, and of the purest quality. Dr. A. T. Zezely begs
to call the attention of the public to the splendid assort-

ment of drugs and medicines he has now on hand and for
sale. They have been compounded with great care under
his own personal superintendence, and may be relied upon
In being pure and fresh. Physicians or families supplied
on the most reasonable terms. Prescriptions compounded
and put up with accuracy and dispatch.

Another advertisement that ran from October 5th,

1856, to March 15th, 1857, was the following:

Just received at the Salem Drug Store a beautiful lot of

the finest kind of Hair Brushes, both English and Ameri-
can, being the finest ever offered in market; also Tooth
and Hat Brushes, the best quality of Dressing Combs,
Shaving Brushes, Horse and Shoe Brushes.

Also, for the ladies, some fine perfumery, etc., viz.: Otto
of Rose, Aromatic Vinegar, Odentine for whitening the
teeth, hardening the gums and sweetening the breath.
Pink powder and chalk balls. Also Thompson's celebrated
Washing Compound. Call and see.

You, of to-day, who change your advertisement
every issue of the paper, may laugh at this practice of
letting an advertisement run for month after month,
but I come across advertisements almost every week
which are advertising Christmas goods in July, and
summer goods in January, so that Dr. Zezely was not
much worse in this respect than some of the "back
woods" druggists of to-day.

Enough has been shown here to demonstrate the

fact that there was a practice prevalent in early days
of using the newspapers to announce the arrival of
goods. That was a good practice. It amounted to

more then than it does now. probably. Still if you
will look over the newspapers and study the depart-
ment store advertising of to-day, you will see that

the best merchants in the country are announcing
"just received goods." They are announcing this in

a thousand different wavs. Thev do not let their ad-

vertisements run for a year and a half saying the

same thing. That is about the only difference.

SAMPLES NOT OBTAINABLE.

I have written to a great many parts of the country

for samples of old advertising, but they seem to be

very scarce. One druggist, whose business dates

back to 1792, writes as follows:

We have in our possession some quaint old letters writ-

ten by historic persons as far back as ninety or one hun-

dred years ago, but we regret to say that after careful

search we have been unable to find any old letter heads,

bill heads, announcements, or other literature that in our
opinion would be serviceable to you. An uncle of the

writer several years ago collected a complete set of labels,

showing all the 18 or 20 firm names under which our estab-

lishment has been run since its establishment in 1792.

This set was in the possession of a first cousin of the

writer, and. much to his surprise, he has been unable to

locate it. We had a duplicate set of these labels running
back for a period of about seventy years, and this set also

mysteriously disappeared during a recent house-cleaning.

Another druggist makes the following report:

We report that our Mr. Meyer has failed to find any old

records at his home that pertain to advertising. We were
confident that we would be able to send you a great deal

of this matter, as we had a lot of it around here before we
moved early this year.

The Theodore Metcalf Company, of Boston, has a

mortar made in 1642 which has been used by various

generations for advertising purposes.

In a price list issued by J. Milhau's Son, New York,

dated November ist, i86g, two-thirds of the space is

taken up by preparations made by the druggist. On
July 1st, 1871, Mr. Milhau sent out a price list an-

nouncing about seventy-five different English prep-

arations carried in stock. In this circular the state-

ment is made that all bills are payable in United

States gold coin, or its equivalent, on the day of sale.

At that time Mr. Milhau was advertising in

the Trinity Church paper besides the daily pa-

pers.

On a bill-head, dated February 7th, 1861, Mr. Mil-

hau sent to Mr. Granier, at Delmonico's, medicine

chests for ships and plantations.

In a seven-inch double-column advertisement,

dated 1883, Mr. Milhau makes the following an-

nouncement.

This house has now been engaged 70 years in a strictly

legitimate drug business, and is one of the very few
houses in the United States that enters goods at the cus-

tom house; having done both an export and import busi-

ness for the greater part of a century. Its unusual facili-

ties enable it to keep fully abreast of the times, and thor-

oughly maintain its high reputation for the genuineness
of its goods, the reliability of its preparations, and its

scrupulous care in the dispensing of prescriptions, accord-

ing to the various pharmacopoeias. This house, moreover,
refrains from dealing in liquors, cigars, fancy goods and
bric-a-brac, and exacts the fewest hours of labor, solely

that the assistants may the better fulfill their responsible
duties as pharmacists.
Open from 7.30 to 6.30 days in the week. Physicians'

Orders respectfully solicited.

This was twenty-three years ago, nevertheless nine-

tenths of the advertising done throughout the United
States now is not as well written as this.

HOW CONDITIONS HAVE CHANGED.

Some things in New York city at the present time

are away behind the time, such as the antiquated horse

cars, and some of the East Side's methods of conduct-
ing the small stores : but nevertheless the New York
of 1883, as a whole, was undoubtedly much more
modern than many other parts of the country are

to-day.
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Nevertheless it is amazing to note the changes

which have occurred in the last fifty years. In 1856

a company of New England men with their families

went to Kansas—my father among the company. He
drove a double ox team one hundred rrules inland

from the last railroad station, took a homestead, broke

prairie and settled down to the farming of those Bor-

der Ruffian days. The old homestead is still in our

possession, but to-day there is a complete telephone

system for the whole community, two great railroad

systems run their vestibule trains within a short drive

from the house, the roads are in perfect condition, the

rural free delivery mail carrier brings the big city

daily papers to the door every day, the library table is

covered with big popular magazines.

MORE DRUG STORE MERCHANDISING.

The tendency is now toward more merchandising

in drug stores. Patent medicines are being relegated

to the basement and other less conspicuous places,

while things that were formerly looked upon as side

lines in drug stores are being brought forward. You
expect almost anything in a drug store now, and you

also expect the druggist to be more of a business man
than formerly. These conditions are reflected in the

advertising.

During the ten years in which I have had drug

store advertisements sent to me from various sections

of the country, I have observed a steady, ever-in-

creasing tendency among druggists to make their

advertising more business-like.

CHANGE IN WINDOW DISPLAYS.

Nowhere, probably, has there been a greater change

than in the use of window displays. Druggists whose

memory extends back fifty years, tell me that for-

merly the windows were made little of. except as to

colored lights. Now all obstructions are taken out;

the glass is made in enormous panes, the background

of the window is elaborately finished, and so valuable

have the windows become that many druggists charge

manufacturers a fixed rate for display in them. In-

deed, in the big stores they get a very large rate. I

have known them to get as high as $100 a week for

one big window, although this was under unusual

conditions. There is a growing appreciation through-

out the country of the value of window displays. In

the larger cities men are making a profitable business

out of contracts to keep the windows dressed. They
make arrangements with a long list of stores to

change their windows once a week, thus relieving the

druggist of all thought and care of the matter.

STREET CAR ADVERTISING.

In old times there were no electric street cars.

There were slow-going horse cars, and they carried

next to no advertising; but street car advertising in

surface cars, subway cars and elevated cars of the

present day is a tremendous business. There are sin-

gle concerns which control the right to advertise in

the street cars of entire States. Their business runs
up into millions of dollars.

This is the form of adv,ertising which the modem
druggist has which the druggist knew nothing about
fifty years ago. This system is now so perfect

that the big stores can change their advertisement in

the street car of a great city every day and thus adver-
tise something new each day just as in the daily

papers.

However, most of such advertising is made beauti-

ful and designed to be of a general character to work

in connection with other advertising that is being
done. Only the druggist of the medium and small

cities can advertise to advantage in street cars, for the

reason that they are the only ones which can draw
trade from an entire car line system.

MAILING CARD ADVERTISING.

I have not been able to find any samples of ancient

mailing card except the set government postal card.

To-day, however, the druggist can send a mail-

ing card of almost any size, provided it has

no writing on the back of it. This goes for

one cent, and some of the cards w'hich are gotten

out are extremely artistic and beautiful and attract a

great deal of attention. These cards are used more by
big manufacturers and publishing houses and to the

trade, but the retail dealers will before many years

come to know the value of such cards and will use

them more than they do now.

BILLBOARD -ADVERTISING.

The ancient drug store advertiser did not know of

billboard advertising, yet now-adays there are not

only the printed posters, but also a great system of

permanent painted signs guaranteed to last in perfect

condition for a period of months. These systems are

so perfect that the manufacturer can give an order

to one man and he will see to the posting and painting

of these signs throughout the country.

MODERN HINDRANCES IN ADVERTISING.

As life in this country becomes more complex, there

are more hindrances to advertising. In most of the

big cities laws are passed, forbidding the distribution

of pamphlets from house to house. This law has

mainly come in since so much attention has been given

to street cleaning. The claim is made that throwing
pamphlets and circulars on door steps litters up the

street and makes a town look untidy ; furthermore, is

an annoyance to those who desire to keep their door
steps and yards in tidy condition.

To overcome these hindrances, the druggist must
devise ways of getting to the customer without vio-

lating the laws or ordinances. This has given rise to

a larger use of the mails, and has compelled a better

use of the windows for display purposes.

THE "price" CRUSADE.

In the advertising of fifty years ago, j'ou will see

very little said about the price of goods. Profits were
large and credits were long. Then a different prac-

tice arose. A certain class of men in other trades as

well as in the drug trade began to figure that if they

did not have so many bad accounts on their books,

they could sell goods at a much lower cost, so that

they began to do business for cash. Thus the matter

of price forged to the front. It was natural that

medicines should be involved.

Patent medicines comprised a very large part of the

stock of the drug store, and on many of these patent

medicines there was a very large profit to the drug-

gist. A druggist in Atlanta has for a number of

years advertised his store as "The Birthplace of Cut

Prices." There are such drug stores in almost ever}-

laree town.
The upshot of the whole movement has been the

constantly increasing relegation of patent medicines

to a less conspicuous place in the business of drug
stores and a bringing forward of various lines of mer-

chandise to take their place.
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A GREAT EFFECT ON ADVERTISING.

This movement has of course made a great change
in the character of the advertising of drug stores. In

the future it will probably make an even greater

change. It may even develop that in this country as

in some foreign countries the drug trade will split up
into various sections; one section calling themselves

"chemists" and devoting most of their time to the

filling of prescriptions, going back to the methods of

former days, the other section calling themselves

"druggists," and becoming in reality more mer-
chants than anything else. This, we believe, is

what has already happened in Great Britain. Never-
theless, it has been my observation that in this country

some of the druggists who have made the biggest suc-

cess along merchandising lines have also made the

biggest success in the handling of prescriptions.

Whether this will continue to be the rule is a matter

of conjecture.

ADVERTISING NOW A RECOGNIZED BUSINESS.

Fifty years ago advertising was looked at as

something questionable in the drug trade. Now it

has become to be a recognized force and means keep-

ing up with the times, a method of getting business,

a process of developing all lines of trade, a quick way
of introducing new goods, a time saver- in letting the

public know what you have to offer, an investment to

protect your business.

Chicago's First Drug Store.

Philo Carpenter was the first druggist of Chicago,

according to the late A. E. Ebert, historian of the Chi-

cago veterans. His store was at 199 South Water
street when it was first opened early in the thirties.

Ten years later it was moved to 143 Lake street. Dr
John Brinkerhof? was a near competitor, at 178 Lake

street. In October, 1843, "Father" Carpenter, who
had other interests, sold his store to Dr. Brinkerhofl,

who consolidated the two stocks at the Carpenter

stand under the firm name of Brinkerhoff & Penton,

Thomas B. Penton, the partner, being his brother-in-

law and a practical pharmacist.

Other firms at Chicago at that time were Clarke &
Co., 102 Lake street; L. M. Boyce, 113 Lake street;

and Dr. Svdnev Sawver, 124 Lake street.

Some idea of the civil war could be gained by

reading the market reports in the Circular for the

early years of the sixties if there were no other history

of that memorable conflict, extant. The market re-

porter, F. B. Nichols, waxed eloquent each month as

he referred to the successes or reverses of the Union

army, and was scathing in his criticism of the war

department when things did not go to suit him.

The first year or two the Circular was published,

the demand' for early numbers created by druggists

who had not subscribed for them but who later wished

complete files, was so great that in 1858 a lucky holder

of "three complete copies" (volumes?) for 1857 ad-

vertised them for sale at $5 each. Perhaps as much
as that may be offered in vain for a single copy of this

number one of these days, as the edition is limited.

D. C. Aughinbaugh & Son, of Hagerstown, Md.,

were established in 1842.

KREMERS.

THE TEACHING OF PHARMACY DUR-
ING THE PAST FIFTY YEARS.

By Prof. Edward Kremers.

A review of the development of the teaching of

pharmacy during the past half century may be no
easy task if to be performed both adequately and con-

scientiously. A broad catholicity of mind as well as

fearlessness to state the facts and draw the logical

In pharmaceutical, educational and association circles,

Prof. Edward Kremers occupies a position that any man
might feel proud of, and
yet is so modest withal, that

he hlushes like a girl when
a new honor is forced upon
him. Prof. Kremers was
born at Milwaukee, Febru-

ary 23d, 1865, and after a

i;n()d preliminary education
• iitered the drug business

11 1SS2 as an apprentice to

L. Lotz, of his native city.

After two years there he
attended the junior course
at the Philadelphia College

of Pharmacy, taking his

senior course in the school

of pharmacy of the Univer-
sity of Wisconsin, which
graduated him as a "Ph.
G." in 1886. Following his

graduation he acted as Prof.

Powers' assistant at the school for a year, and, taking

the general science course gained the degree of B. S. in

1888. He studied medicine for a short while under Dr.

Nicholas Senn, of Chicago, and then went to Bonn and
Gottingen. He took the Ph. D. of the university of the

latter place. He became instructor in pharmacy at the

University of Wisconsin in 1900. Since 1892 he has been

professor of pharmaceutical chemistry, and since 1899

director of the school of pharmacy at this institution. As
a scientist and author he is probably best known through
his work on volatile oils, the contribution to the Standard
Dispensatory on this subject being by him. He has also

done editorial work, translations, etc. Prof. Kremers is

a member of the United States Pharmacopceial Conven-
tion's committee of revision. To his work as historian

is due the creation of the section on historical pharmacy
of the American Pharmaceutical Association. He was
chairman of that association's section on scientific papers

in 1897-8, and is now a member of its council. He has

also filled many important committee positions in the as-

sociation. In 1902 he was elected president of the Ameri-

can Conference of Pharmaceutical Faculties, an association

in whose formation he took an active part, and with which
he has since been continuously connected in an official

capacity.

conclusions should characterize the reviewer. Yet

with the best intentions human nature may prove a

serious weakness if this duty fall on a contemporary,

though he may have received his professional educa-

tion in part in one of the old line colleges, in part in a

university school. Be it understood, therefore, that

this review is not intended as a final historical account,

but rather as a first attempt to present a general survey

of the development of pharmaceutical education in this

country.

The scope of this paper is by no means all-compre-

hensive, but is restricted to organized attempts at

pharmaceutical education as we find them represented

in the older colleges of pharmacy, and more recently

also in the universities. The drug store as an educa-

tional factor—though drug store experience is as im-

portant as ever to the would-be general pharmaceuti-

cal practitioner—has almost disappeared froin view.

In recent years druggists have petitioned the colleges

to assume the burden of education even along com-
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mercial lines. To such an extent has the responsibihty

of education been shifted by the preceptor, at one time

the only technical educator of the apprentice. The
training of the apprentice will, therefore, jiot be taken

up in this review, neither will the general or prelimi-

nary education of the prospective pharmacist be con-

sidered, except in so far as these factors are neces-

sary to a better understanding of the development of

pharmaceutical education as a technical college propo-

sition.

Correspondence schools, whether they be regarded

as aids to apprenticeship or whether they be advertised

as substitutes for a regular college course ; and the

cramming schools which have begun to flourish since

State board examinations have created an unfortunate

demand for these institutions, will, for the same rea-

son, receive only incidental mention.

Not only for the sake of convenience, but rather that

sufficient emphasis may be laid on certain aspects of

development, to be pointed out later, the history of

pharmaceutical education may be classified into a num-
ber of periods.

First period—the period of small beginnings, or of
"the old line colleges." It naturally began with the

establishment of the first college at Philadelphia in

1821, and may be ended conveniently with the year

1869, for reasons enumerated at the close of the ac-

count of this period.

Second period—the first conference. This confer-

ence was organized in 1870, and ceased its functions in

1882. It represents the first organized attempt at

united action on the part of pharmaceutical educators.

Third period—tlie development of uniz'crsity

schools. Whereas pharmaceutical instruction was of-

fered by the University of Michigan since 1868, and at

Vanderbilt since 1879. it was with the year 1883 that

the more rapid development of the university school

idea began. The beginning of the next period sug-

gests tlie year 1899 as the close of this period.

Fourth period—the second conference. This was
provisionally organized in May, 1900, at Richmond,
and now represents the best united efforts for the ad-

vancement of pharmaceutical education.

First Period, 1821-1869.—The College of Phar-

macy.

This period witnessed the establishment of the fol-

lowing institutions:

Philadelphia College of Pharmacv,^ Philadelphia,

1821.

Massachusetts College of Pharmacy, Boston, 1823.

College of Pharmacy of the City of New York,^
New York, 1829.

Medical Department of Tulane University, Course
in Pharmacy, New Orleans, 1838.

Maryland College of Pharmacy, Baltimore, 1841.

Cincinnati College of Pharmacy. Cincinnati, 1850.
Chicago College of Pharmacy, Chicago, 1859.

St. Louis College of Pharmacy. St. Louis, 1864.

Medical College of Alabama, Department of Phar-
macy, Mobile, 1866.

' During the first year this institution was known as
the Philadelphia College of Apothecaries.

' Until the charter was granted in 1S31, this institu-

tion was known by the name "College of Pharmacy of the
City and County of New York," the geographic feature of
the name being apparently suggested by that of the local
medical organization. (Rushy: The College of Pharmacy
of the City of New York, pp. 7, 9.)

University of Michigan School of Pharmacy, Ann
Arbor, '1868.

Howard University, Medical Department, Pharma-
ceutical College, Washington, 1868.

It becomes apparent from this list that the principal

representatives of the so-called old line colleges were
established during this period.

THE COLLEGE DEFINED.

The relation of the "old line colleges" to pharma-
ceutical education cannot be fully comprehended with-

out a clear understanding of the term college.^

In Roman law the term "collegium" signifies a num-
ber of persons associated together by the possession of
common functions, a body of colleagues; in its later

meaning any union of persons. In many respects,

as in the distinction between the responsibilities

and rights of the society and those of its individual

members, the "collegium" was what we should now
call a corporation. "Collegia" existed for the purposes
of trade, like our guilds and unions, or for religious

or political purposes.

In England the term college is not only applied to

institutions of an educational character, but also to

corporations with scientific objects and aims. Thus
the Royal College of Physicians and the Royal Col-
lege of Surgeons have long represented two of the

branches of the medical profession in a similar man-
ner as the Inns of Court represented the legal profes-

sion.

In France the term college had a like meaning.
Thus, a distinction was made between the college of
physicians and the guild of apothecaries up to 1777,
when the apothecaries' guild was abolished and the

college of pharmacy established.

The college of pharmacy, however, was not a teach-

ing institution, but the name of a corporation of all

the pharmacists of Paris and its suburbs. Only the

masters of pharmacy could become members, and the

edict lays down in nine articles what shall be the du-
ties and privileges of the college and its members.
Among other restrictions they were no longer per-

mitted to conduct a general trade in spices—the privi-

lege of the spicers. who, however, were not permitted

to sell chemical medicaments. The last article of this

memorable edict extends to the masters of the col-

lege the privilege, previously enjoyed by the apothe-

caries' guild, to foster their educational interests by
offering laboratory courses and demonstrations to

their apprentices.

It is of interest to note that while the college "was

established by royal decree and its relation to society

at large and to the guild of spicers in particular regu-

lated thereby, considerable autonomy was granted the

college in the regulation of its internal affairs. Thus,
while the magistrate, who acted as representativeof the

king at the inaugural gathering of the college, ap-

pointed temporary officers, the formulation of rules

' Quite contrary to the general understanding, even
among many of those connected with pharmaceutical edu-
cation in this country, the C. P. C. N. Y. is not merely
an institution for the Instruction of young men and
women in the branches of science pertaining to pharmacy
and the conferring of the appropriate degree. It is an
association of pharmacists, druggists and others interested
in the progress of the profession, for the purpose of
mutual instruction, protection and assistance in all

matters pertaining to their professional welfare; the
school for undergraduates, forming merely the teaching
department of the institution. (Rusby, ibid., p. 6.)
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ALVISO B. STEVENS.
Professor of Pharmacy

School of Pharmacy Univer-
sity of Michigan since ISSB—
President of Michigan Pharma-
ceutical Association 1893-4—
Vice - President of American
P h ar m aceutical Association
1890-1—Member of Pharmaco-
pceial Revision Committee and
National Formulary commit-

J. O. SCHLOTTEKBECK.
Dean of School of Pharmacy
•iiiversity of Michigan; Pro-

- T .If Phirmacognosy and
111 . il Botany—Sec-

I

I -an Conference
Ileal Faculties—

; ; 111 Ml .1 SLientihc Section

UILLWYN PARRISH lioUEKT BRIUGES, JI. U.

President <oT?.-Selphia Col- P.-ofesso/pT-(^?4^f.istry Ph.l-

lege of Pharmacy 1869-85, by adelphia College of Pharmao
which he was graduated 1830. 1S42-79.

and regulations of the internal affairs of the college

was left to its members.

It may further be of interest to note that, according

to these rules, accepted by the edict of 1780, the as-

pirant to membership had to be twenty-five years ol

age, and to contribute 3400 livres, the approximate

equivalent of $680. As an indication of general edu-

cational qualification, he had to demonstrate his knowl-

edge of Latin. As a claim to special pharmaceutical

training, he had to bring proof of eight years of con-

secutive service with the masters of pharmacy ;
he hao

to pass successfully examinations, first, in the princi-

ples of the art of pharmacy and their application to

pharmaceutical operations; second, in botany and on

the drugs derived from the three natural kingdoms

;

and third, a practical examination. While not more

ihan a month was permitted to lapse between the sev-

eral tests, the third was to last three days._ Not only

was he to perform nine operations in this practical

test, but he was expected to comment in writing upon

them.
Thiis by exacting a rigid examination as well as by

offering annual courses in chemistry, pharmacy, bot-

any, and natural history, the "college de pharmacie"

gave a dignified standing to a calling that had just

been elevated from the position of a trade to that of a

profession. As expressed by the king's representa-

tive, it was the higher educational standard necessary

to the practice' of the art of pharmacy that justified^the

king "out of love and affection for his people," to

talce this step.

Clo.sely affiliated as we are by tradition and history

with England, the American apothecary, at the be-

ginning of the nineteenth century, looked no less to

France than to England for guidance in matters phar-

maceutical. The autonomy from medical superin-

tendence which the French apothecary acquired by

royal decree after centuries of strife, the American

apothecary merely proclaimed when the time was

ripe. With the acceptance of the term college for his

organization he proclaimed to the world that like his

Fr"ench confrere he would be a professional rather

than a commercial member of society. Having or-

ganized, rather hastily, a college of apothecaries, only

a year later he discarded this designation which re-

minded him of past humiliation, and accepted the

French designation, college of pharmacy.

The manner in which the establishment of the old-

est college of pharmacy resulted out of professional

W. M. SEARBY.

Dean and Professor of Phar-
macy California College of
Pharmacy; Connected with
College as President, etc., since
about 1870—Member of Califor-
nia Board of Pharmacy 1S91-

IS02; President 1897-1902—Vice-
President of ..American Phar-
maceutical Association 1889-90

and 1901-2.

.JAMES M. GOOD.

President of American Phar-
maceutical Association 1895-6—

President of Missouri Pharma-
ceutical Association 1888-9-

Professor of Pharmacy St.

Tjouis College of Pharmacy
since 1875. Dean for a number
of years.

w. prci
Professor of Chemistry Uni-

versity of Illinois School of
Pharmacy since 1895—Chair-
man of Executive Committee
American Conference of Phar-
maceutical Faculties since 1905

—Secretary of Council on
Pharmacy and Chemistry
Ame'icari Medical Association.
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rivalry is related in a most interesting though rather

naive fashion by Parrish.

"It must have been in the first or secpnd month of
the year 1821 that Peter K. Lehman, one of the old

school of Philadelphia druggists, whose business was
located on the south side of Market street below
Tenth street, called in, one day, as was his wont, at the

store of his neighbor, Henry Troth, then a thriving

wholesale druggist on Market street below Seventh
street, and the two worthy druggists had a conversa-
tion of no little interest to us, as it seems to have led

to the establishment of this College of Pharmacy.
"Their talk grew out of the fact that the Trustees

and Faculty of the University of Pennsylvania had but
recently determined to extend their sphere of opera-
tions by teaching and graduating young apothecaries,
and giving to the more respectable already established

a title of honor corresponding somewhat to that of
Doctor of Medicine, conferred upon physicians.* The
University did, indeed, proceed so far as to confer the
degree of Master of Pharmacy upon sixteen of the
apothecaries in the city, (April 5th, 1821), and one or
more of these, trading in the immediate neighborhood,
paraded this newly acquired title upon signboards and
in the City Directory, to the great disgust of competi-
tors.=

"The project of teaching the apprentices in the
stores at the rather unsuitable and very unseasonable
lectures in the University met with no favor on the oc-
casion I have alluded to. 'Henry, this won't do,' said
Peter Lehman; 'the University' have no right to be
taking our boys away at noon to make them M. P.'s.'

Henry Troth was a man of ideas, a man of enter-
prise, and the indignation of his neighbor and cus-
tomer at this assumption of the doctors to teach, ex-
amine, and perhaps in some degree suborn the inde-
pendent guild of druggists and apothecaries, gave

* The action of the University of Pennsylvania is best
explained by quoting the resolutions published by its

trustees in Poulsen's American Daily Advertiser:
Resolved. 1st., that the degree of Master of Pharmacy

be and it is hereby instituted, to be conferred hereafter
by the Trustees of this University on such persons exer-
cising or intending to exercise the profession of apothe-
cary as are and shall be duly qualified to receive the same.

2nd. That the faculty of medicine be requested to re-

port to this Board at the next meeting a proper form of
diploma, and also a list of such apothecaries in the city
and liberties of Philadelphia as are desirous and, in their
opinion, deserving of obtaining the degree of Master of
Pharmacy; and unless sufficient reason to the contrary
shall appear the degree of Master of Pharmacy shall be
conferred on such individuals respectively.

3rd. That every person who shall have served a regular
apprenticeship, of at least three years, with a respectable
apothecary—a Master of Pharmacy—and who shall exer-
cise the profession of an apothecary in this State or else-
where, may, on application of this Board, obtain the
degree of Master of Pharmacy; provided, he shall produce
a certificate of the faculty of medicine, signed by the
Dean thereof, of his being qualified to receive the same,
which certificate the faculty may grant on the attestation
of the Professors of Chemistry, Materia Medica and Phar-
macy, who shall have examfned the candidate, and also
a certificate of his good moral character.

4th. That in future it shall be requisite, for obtaining
such degree, that the candidate shall have attended at
least two courses of lectures on Chemistry, Materia Medica
and Pharmacy in this University.

'The title proposed by the University of Pennsylvania
bears no relation whatever to the doctor's degree as sug-
gested by Parrish, but reminds us of the "maitre" or
"Meister" as used by European crafts, and as used by the
University of Pennsylvania, in its resolutions quoted
above.

rise to the query, 'Why can't we have an Institution

of our own, train our own apprentices and ourselves
supervise the qualifications of those seeking admission
to our ranks?'

"

No doubt, this action was based as much on a long
felt want on the part of both pharmacists and physi-
cians, of the necessity of a better education of phar-
maceutical apprentices, as on a temporary feeling of
spite. Had it not been thus, the establishment of a
college of pharmacy would have rested on a very
problematic foundation. The idea to establish col-

WILLI.\JI T. WE.VZELL. EOW.\RD C. ,IO.\ES.

First President of CaUfornia (1M3-1S95)
College of Pharmacy 1872— Prominent among organizers
Vice- President of American of the Philadelphia College of
P h ar m aceutical Association Pharmacy Alumni Assocla-
1S74-5. tion; also Trustee of College.

leges of pharmacy, certainly would not have spread as

rapidly as it did.

In Massachusetts the activities of the Massachu-
setts Medical Society not only helped to pave the way
for the organization of a college of pharmacy, but a

communication from this society to the apothecaries of

Boston appears to have been the immediate impetus.

It is of special interest to note that while the Boston

druggists voted courteously "to learn the wishes of the

JMedical Society," they also determined "to oppose any
interference of the Medical Society with the objects of

the College." (Scoville: A Short History of the

IMasachusetts College of Pharmacy in Joum. Alumni
Asso. No. 2, p. 6.)

Whether the medical fraternity in New York was
in any way connected with the establishment of the

college of pharmacy in that city, does not become ap-

parent from the published records. Neither do these

records reveal any antagonistic feeling existing be-

tween physician and pharmacist at that time.

In Baltimore the establishment of the Maryland
College of Pharmacy in 1840 grew out of a conference

between physicians, members of the Maryland Medical

and Chirurgical Faculty, and pharmacists.'' While this

meeting was held at the home of the physician who
presided over this conference, the committee ap-

pointed to report on "the best plans for a college of

pharmacy" consisted of five pharmacists. Both facts

are significant : the one of the friendly relations be-

tween the two professions, the other of the independ-

ence of the pharmacist.

Whereas there can be no doubt but that there ex-

isted a general feeling of unrest concerning the educa-

" Two of these physicians later received appointments as
lecturers in the newly established school of the Maryland
College of Pharmacy.
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tional status of the apothecary, and while it is equally-

apparent that the action of the University of Pennsyl-
vania precipitated the temporary unification of the
Philadelphia druggists resulting in the organization of

the College of Apothecaries, there is still a specific

THOMAS S. WIEGASD. WILLIAM J. JENKS.
For over fifty years officially Trustee of Philadelphia Col-

connected with the Philadel- lege of Pharmacy 1847, and for
phia College of Pharmacy as fifty-one yeare served that in

Trustee. Quiz Master. Libra- stitution in an official capacit\
rian and Actuary; in honor of —At one time president of
his services the College has Philadelphia Drug Exchange-
established a Wiegand Schol- Entered drug business 1845—
arship. Died 1904.

factor of the greatest importance to which attention

should be directed.

The national spirit of the colonies which had been

slowly fostered since 1776, began to crystallize irt

medical matters about this time. Whereas earlier at-

tempts to establish uniform standards had proven in-

efifectual,' or had resulted in the compilation of local

standards,' the efifort started by the Medical Society

HERMAN W. ATWOOD. THOMAS J. MACMAHAN.
(1839-1897) President of New York State

Entered drug business 1857— Pharmaceutical Association
Trustee of New York College 18S5-6-Trustee of New York
of Pharmacy 1882 to time of his College of Pharmacy twenty
death; one of the most active
and valuable Trustees the Col-
lege ever had.

of the County of New York in 1817 proved successful.

Of the four sectional meetings planned, the district

'The attempt of the Massachusetts Medical Society in

1805.
"1778. The Pharmacopoeia for the use of the military

hospital of the United States army located at Lititz, Pa.

1808. The Pharmacopoeia of the Massachusetts Medical

Society.
1815. The Pharmacopoeia of the New York Hospital.

convention for the New England States was held in

Boston, that of the middle States in Philadelphia, both

June 1st, 1819. In addition, sentiment for a national

standard was created everywhere.

The apothecaries who witnessed this movement
from without, naturally felt that they, by right,

ought to have a share in the formulation of this na-

tional standard ; tl%at the physicians were taking upon
themselves a responsibility which they ought to have

shown a willingness to share with the apothecary;

and last, but not least, that the apothecaries were

themselves largely to blame, because they were not

united into associations as were the members of the

medical fraternity.

SAJU'EL p. SADTLER. WILLIS G. GREGORY, M. D.

Professor of Chemistry Phil- Professor of Pharmacy Buf-
adelphia College of Pharmacy falo College of Pharmacy since
since 1879—Member of Pharma- ISS6; Dean since 1890—President
copcKial Committee of Revision of New York State Pharma-
—Chemical Editor of United ceutical Association 1889-91—
States Dispensatory since 1880. President of New York State

Board of Pharmacy 1904-5.

THE COLLEGE AS A PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION.

While this review is restricted to organized efforts

for pharmaceutical education and not to the general

aspects of pharmaceutical organization, it will be nec-

essary to explain briefly the character of the early or-

ganizations that fostered pharmaceutical educa-

tion.

The organization of the older colleges is primarily

that of an incorporated association. The officers are

those common to associations generally, with the usual

powers. The "school," the library, the college jour-

nal, representing but as many activities of the college

corporation, the faculty are not ex-officio a part of the

governing board, though individual members of the

faculty may be elected to the board of trustees by the

members of the college."

The usual officers were a president, one or more
vice presidents, a secretary and a treasurer. The

• The Philadelphia College of Pharmacy received its

charter from the Pennsylvania Legislature in 1822; the

revised charter was granted by the same body in 1878.

(The Philadelphia College of Pharmacy: A Condensed
History, pp. 4 and 7.)

The Massachusetts College of Pharmacy, in June, 1823,

made an attempt to secure a charter from the legisla-

ture, "but the effort was defeated through the opposition

of some of the wholesale druggists of Boston." (Scoville,

i, p. 7.) Organization, however, was effected without char-

ter, the constitution being adopted December 29th, 1823.

(Ibidem.)
The College of Pharmacy of the City of New York did

not obtain its charter until April 25th. 1831. though steps

had been taken to secure one immediately. (Rusby, p. 9.)
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government of the college rested largely with the

board of trustees.^"

In order to secure requisite strength, the organizers

very wisely invited all the druggists of the community

in which the association was organized, to member-

ship in the college." At the same time, provision was

made to raise the status of pharmacy by making mem-
bership a professional distinction.

Whether more than one class of members was pro-

vided for in the original constitutions and by-laws,

does not always become apparent. Provision was

made in the course of time for several or all of tlie

following classes, viz. : active,'- associate," honorary'*

and corresponding'^ members.
The meetings of the general membership were held

as a rule quarterly or semi-annually.'" That the at-

tendance was not always what might have been de-

sired, becomes apparent from fines levied at an early

date for non-attendance,'" and from the small number
that constituted a quorum.'*

" The officers, but not trustees, of the Massachusetts Col-

lege of Pharmacy, are enumerated by Scoville. Those from
1823-1S67, i, p. 14; those from 1S6S-1904, ii, p. 1(5. The of-

ficers of the College of Pharmacy of the City of New York
are enumerated by Rusby, p. 40.

The Philadelphia College of Pharmacy later provided

for two secretaries: a recording secretary and a corre-

sponding secretary. (Short History, pp. 5, 13 and 14.)

Also a librarian and curator.

The duties of trustees are quite comprehensive. Phila-

delphia, Cond. History, p. 19. Massachusetts, Scoville, p.

7. New York, by-laws of boards of trustees have been
published. Philadelphia, Cond. History, 1891, p. 41.

Ibidem. 1900, p. 24.

'' Of "original members," the P. C. P. list records sixty-

nine names of members "elected in 1821," i. e., the year of

organization. It would be of interest to ascertain how
many druggists were in Philadelphia in 1821. To the orig-

inal constitution of the C. P. C. N. Y., seventy-two signa-

tures were affixed. (Rusby, p. 7.)

The Maryland College of Pharmacy was organized in

1&41 with but seventeen members. Apparently there was
but little increase. In 1847 but six cf the original mem-
bers were left, and instructional work was suspended until

the college was reorganized in 1856, when thirty-one new
members were elected. (Ann. Cat., 1886-87, p. 7.)

The original membership cf the Massachusetts College

has not been ascertained. After a rather varied career the

college was reorganized on the strengm of nineteen new
members. (Scoville, i, p. 11.)

The membership list of the Chicago College of Pharmacy
enumerates thirty-two charter members. Before the end
of the first year twenty-two additional members were
elected. (Ebert, Historical Sketch of the Chicago College

of Pharmacy. MS. in archives A. Ph. A. p. 2.)

At the time of the first annual meeting, the St. Louis
College of Pharmacy enjoyed an active membership .ir

seventy-two. There were also two associate memoer?.
(Silver Anniversary Report Alumni Asso. St. Louis Col.,

p. 27.)

"Membership was open to any one then (1829) engaged
as a druggist in the city or county, but none thereafter
engaging in the business was to be eligible unless he had
been properly educated." (Rusby, p. 7.)

Compare also chap, viii relating to "Members." (Cond.
Hist, 1891, p. 33; ibidem, 1900, p. 16.)

"Membership in the college is made open to any 'reg-

ularly educated druggist or apothecary," or any future
graduate of the school, but any member who shall be
found 'guilty of adulterating any articles of drugs or medi-
cines, or of knowingly vending adulterated or deteriorated
articles, or those which are otherwise of bad quality,' shall,

by vote of college, be expelled." (Scoville, 1, p. 7.)

"List of Active Members, P. C. P., published in Cond.
Hist., 1900, pp. 64 and 75.

"See Cond. History, 1900, p. 17.

At the time of the first annual meeting the St. Louis
College of Pharmacy had two associate members. (S. A.
Rep., p. 27.)

The casual student of pharmaceutical history who
reads in the early constitutions that the druggists of a

community "formed themselves into a society for the

two-fold purpose of providing a system of instruc-

tion in pharmacy and of subjecting themselves to regu-

lations in their business," (Cond. Hist. p. 4) naturally

conceives the idea that the druggists of the second
quarter of the nineteenth century must have been men
not only of unusual enthusiasm, but of less selfishness

than is customary.

Such a notion, however, does not at all harmonize
with the small number of matriculants to the lectures

provided for by the college. In striking contrast to

such a notion are also the resignations which, for ex-

ample, in Philadelphia were handed in the very next

calendar year after organization had been effected

(Ibid. p. 64.)

Accustomed to the glorification of the early mem-
bers of the colleges, this statement prepares us some-
what for such utterances as these : "The early years

of the College were marked by trials and difficulties."

"Apathy and indifference, or downright opposition,

on the part of the majority of the druggists of the

city, was then -the rule." (Remington, Am. Journ.

Pharm. 57, 6.) A further insight into the situation

seems to make it clear that, at least in the first in-

stance, the stimulus for organization came from with-

out, and that the establishment of colleges was largely

a means of asserting professional independence.

That those, who had the advancement of pharmacy
truly at heart, contended successfully with the enemies

within the calling, as well as with the danger of

subordination from without, should insure for them
the greatest recognition of the work which they so

faithfully and oft times unselfishly perform.ed.

THE SCHOOL.

As already indicated, the instructional feature was
not the only activity of the newly established college.

In some of them, this aspect was rather late in mani-
festing itself. However, on the whole, this feature

was regarded as one of the most important, if not the

^' In the New York College, "Honorary members might
be druggists or apothecaries, who had retired from busi-

ness, and chemists living in the city or county of New
York," etc. (Rusby, p. 7.)

"All such persons as, from their knowledge of materia
medica, chemistry, pharmacy, and their collateral branches
of science, shall, in the opinion of the college, merit that
distinction, may be elected honorary (or active?) mem-
bers of the college." (Cond. Hist., 1891, p. 35; also 1900,

p. 18.) List of honorary members P. C. P. published in

Cond. Hist., 1900, p. 72.

>=Cond. Hist., 1891, p. 35; also 1900, p. 18. List of cor-

responding members P. C. P. published in Cond. Hist.,

1900, p. 73.

The Massachusetts College in 1831. with the adoption of

its revised constitution, made provision for "the election

of not more than one honorary member per year." (Sco-

ville, i, p. 10.)

"Philadelphia. (Short Hist.. 1891, p. 37; also 1900, p.

20.)

"Massachusetts. (Scoville, i, p. 8.) Soon changed to

quarterly (ibidem) ; then to annual meeting in 1843

(p. 11.)

At the annual meeting of the Massachusetts College of

Pharmacy it was voted "that a fine be imposed for non-
attendance at the meetings, of 25 cents at the calling of

the roll on opening the meeting, and a like sum of 25

cents at the calling of the roll at the close of the meet-

ing;" but that "sickness or absence from the State be re-

ceived as excuse for non-attendance."

"Eleven. Philadelphia. (Cond. Hist., 1891, p. 37; ibi-

dem, 1900, p. 20.)
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most important duty which tiie college coula assume.
Thus the trustees of the Philadelphia College of

Apothecaries, not much more than a month after the
organization of the college, appointed a committee "to
take into consideration the subject of establishing a

school of pharmacy." Less than two weeks later the
committee reported favorably, recommending lectures

three times a week ; on materia medica and pharmacy
from November 1st to March ist, and on pharmaceu-
tical and general chemistry from March ist to June
1st. Wittiin the same month the two chairs were
filled, and later a hall was rented. (Cond. Hist.)
Although the Masaschusetts College of Pharmacy

during its first period, 1823 to 1867, seems to have
devoted more time to the "discussion of prices." than

ducted on practical pharmacy by G. F. H. Markoe, on
chemistry by E. L. Stoddard, Ph. D., and on materia

medica by C. M. Tracy, with an introductory lecture

on materia medica by Dr. Edward H. Clarke." (Sco-
ville).

"On March 4th, 1868, the lecture comfnittee

.... were requested to report a plan for estab-

lishing a school of pharmacy." "On 0':tober 7th,

1868, the trustees elected the lecturers of the previous

winter to full professorship in the college." (Sco-
ville).

Such were the early experiences of the college of

pharmacy which at the present time is the only one
that can boast of an endowment, though this be but a

meagre one.
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to the education of apprentices, it had unquestionably

been one of the prime objects of the charter members
to foster education, for the board of trustees were

given the "power to establish a school of pharmacy, to

provide suitable apparatus, to procure a library, to ap-

point one or more instructors or lecturers, as may
seem expedient, on chemistry, materia medica and
pharmacy, and on such collateral branches of natural

sciences as may be useful to an apothecarv." (Sco-

ville.)

Special attempts to provide series of lectures were
made in 1826-27, in the fall of 1829, and again in the

winter of 1834-5. (Ibid.) However, most of these

attempts appear to have been unsuccessful. During the

winter of 1852-53 Professor C. T. Jackson gave a

series of lectures en chemistry, a similar course being

given by Professor J. P. Cook of Harvard during the

winter of 1853-54. Another course of lectures on
chemistry was given during the winter of 1858-59 by

Mr. Chas. T. Carney. These lectures appear to have

been better attended by the members of the college

themselves than by their apprentices, for the educa-

tion of whom they had been inaugurated.

During the winter of 1866-67 Mr. Markoe "de-

livered a course of nine free lectures on practical phar-

macy, to a class of about twenty. On May ist, 1867,

an appropriation of fifty dollars was made for the pur-

chase of apparatus to be used in the lectures, and in

the following winter, courses of lectures were con-

Whereas the early teaching experiences of the col-

lege in New York were not quite so gloomy, the suc-

cess certainly did not manifest itself in numbers.
From 1829 to 1861 the number of students ranged
from 4 to 26, and the year 1869, we are told, was
"one of the most critical periods in the history of the

college .... when it appeared that the attendance at

its sessions was in danger of ceasing altogether."

(Rusby.)
In the Marj'land College, instructional activities in

chemistry, pharmacy and materia medica were begun
immediately upon organization. The set-back which
the college received in 1847 naturally afTected its

school and instruction ceased with other activities until

the college was reorganized, with some of its early
graduates as members, in 1857.
The Chicago College of Pharmacy, organized in

1857, instituted courses of lectures in chernistry, ma-
teria medica and pharmacy in 1859. "The attendance
at this session was about forty, including several mem-
bers of the college. The course was repeated during
the following winter, with about half the attendance,
and in 1861, two of the students were graduated."
fEbert.)

LTpon the outbreak of the civil war. the regular
course was suspended, but lectures on chemistry and
materia medica were given during the winter of
1861-62. In 1867 the college was reorganized, but
the school was not reopened until September, 1870.
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The St. Louis College, organized late in 1864, ap-

pears to have entered upon instructional work during

the following winter. "Fifteen students attended the

courses in practical pharmacy, eighteen in materia

medica, and thirty-three in chemistry,"'but only one of

these was "an apphcant for graduation."

"Shortly after the first session closed," the building

in which the lectures had been delivered, "was de-

stroyed by fire, and the college of pharmacy lost every-

thing in the line of apparatus, library, herbarium, etc.,

JOHN- C. FALK. FK.4..NCIS HEMM.
Instructor in Pharmacy St. Professor of Pharmacy St.

Louis College of Pharmacy Louis College of Pharmacy
1890-1902; Recording Secretary since 1882—President of Mis
1892-1903; Corresponding Secre- souri Pharmaceutical Associa-
tary 1903-1906. tion 1891-2.

which it possessed, so that the second session was

opened under rather depressing conditions."

"Having lost all its possessions in a fire, it took time

and patience for the college to recover from the dis-

aster. The classes were small, too small to pay even

the running expenses."

"About this time the college saw its worst experi-

ences. While the college organization was always

kept up, yet there were a few years when no lectures

were delivered because there were not a sufficient

number of students to form classes." (S. A. Report.")

With the year 1870 the St. Louis College, like its

western sister on Lake Michigan, received a new
"impetus that finally built up the school, so that regu-

lar courses of instruction have been maintained with-

out interruption ever since." (S. A Report.)

FACULTY AND CURRICULUM.

Although the druggists of Philadelphia registered

a successful protest against the instruction in phar-

macy and the granting of i)harmaceutical degrees by

the faculty of medicine of the LTniversity of Pennsyl-

vania, their dependence on the physician became very

apparent when it came to the election of lecturers for

their newly established "school." Even the chair of

pharmacy,' originally coupled with that of materia

medica (1821-27). 'had to be filled by a doctor of

medicine. Not until 1846. when William Procter,

Jr., was elected to the chair of practical pharmacy, did

the college elect one of Its own ranks to the faculty.

This was followed by the election of Edward Parrish

in 1864 and of Johii M. Ma!=ch in 1866. As a re-

sult, in 1870, the chair of chemistry was the only one

filled bv a phvsician.

In New York the condition was very much the

same. The double chair of materia medica and phar-

macy was held bv physicians until 1861, when John

M. Maisch was elected.

In the Maryland College all three lecturers of the

first organization period, viz. : 1844-48, were physi-

cians. After the reorganization in 1856, the chairs

of materia medica and chemistry were again filled by
physicians, but that of pharmacy by a pharmacist,

Israel J. Grahame, who continued to teach until his

removal from Baltimore.

In the Chicago College the conditions were the

same. It was not until after the reorganization that

the chair in pharmacy at least was filled by a pharma-
cist, N. Gray Bartlet't.

The St. Louis College was also dependent on medi-

cal men for some members of its early faculty, but its

first professor of pharmacy 'was an "old fashioned,

thoroughly qualified pharmacist." (S. A. Report.)

Whereas, we are told in glowing terms of the sacri-

fices made by some of the early professors in some of

the colleges, there are other instances in which we are

informed of competition on the part of several physi-

cians for vacancies. (Phila. Cond. Hist.) It appears

in such instances that these positions were sought as

stepping-stones to something more satisfactory, rather

than as life positions.^'

Even though the faculty derived all of the fees for

the lecture courses, these did not afford a competence,-"

Neither did the few evening hours of instruction per

week for about half a year make great demands upon
the time of the lecturers. Their main activities, there-

fore, lay outside of the college. So far as the physi-

cians were concerned, it, no doubt, was devoted largely

to their general medical practice.

Of the three basal sciences, physics, chemistry and
biology, chemistry only appears to have been recog-

nized as of sufficient importance to be given a distinct

place in the curriculum. No doubt, several lectures

in physics were delivered as an introduction to chem-

" Phila. (Cond. Hist, Wood), "1835, Oct. 10. Prof. Geo.

B. Wood resigned from the chair of Materia Medica to ac-

cept a chair in the University of Pennsylvania."

Griffith, "1836, Sept. 20, Dr. Griffiths resigned his pro-

fessorship on account of an appointment in the University

of Maryland."
Bache. "1841, May 17, Dr. Franklin Bache resigned from

the chair of Chemistry on account of his election as Pro-

fessor of Chemistry in the Jefferson Medical College."

Carson, "1850, June 7, Prof. Joseph Carson resigned the

chair of Materia Medica on account of his election to a

similar chair in the University of Pennsylvania."

Maryland. Prof. Chas. Frick of Maryland School of

Medicine, resigned.

Prof. Prank Donaldson, when elected to a similar posi-

tion at the University of Maryland, likewise resigned.

St. Louis. "The classes were small, too small to pay

even running expenses, and there was therefore no great

inducement for professors to look on their election as

members of the faculty as a permanent engagement, and

various changes in the faculty took place in rapid suc-

cession," (Wall in S. A. Rep,, p. 37.)

""P. C. P. (Cond. Hist, 1821, April 9,) "Tickets for the

course on Materia Medica and Pharmacy to be |15

(changed to $12 at next meeting) and for the other course

$12 (changed to $10 at next meeting. . . . The lecturers to

receive all of the emoluments of their respective courses."

Still later, "the price of the lecture tickets was made $11

for each course." As to the number of students who pur-

chased tickets we are not informed, but the action taken

at the October meetings, 1824, throws light on the exact

amount received. "The price of the lecture tickets was

made $5 for each course. The lecturers to be paid $200

each, and $60 allowed toward the expenses of the lectur-

ers." .... "Should the income for the sale of lecture

tickets exceed $4fi0. the surplus was to be divided between

the lecturers. See also Rusby's and Wall's quotations

above.
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istry. (Rusby, p. 40.) ^"ery likely botany was at least

occasionally treated in like manner as an introduction

to materia medica.-^ Between general and pharma-
ceutical chemistry no pedagogic distinction seems to

have been made, though both terms may be used in

the announcement of the course.

The instruction in these departments was almost
exclusively by lectures.-'- Referring to the success in

securing distinguished lecturers even before 1870,

Professor Rusby makes the following statement with
reference to laboratory work: "Had the conditions of

the times demanded instruction and guidance in

laboratory work within the institution, undoubtedly
such a success could not have been attained." The
introduction of even optional laboratory instruction

was reserved for the next period. The unsatisfactory

financial conditions, no doubt, were largely responsible

for this. At least in one instance, where the neces-

sity of such instruction was recognized, provision was

*' "Practical Botany" is mentioned as a separate subject
in New York since 1841, "Botany" as well as "Practical
Botany" since 1S57. (Rusby, p. 40.)

-- The only resemblance to laboratory instruction found
thus far are the botanical excursions taken during the
spring of 1864 at St. Louis and the "identification" of the
specimens collected. (S. A. Rep., p. 36.)

made for it by persons not members of the college

faculty at that time.^^*

Materia medica was possibly one of the most promi-

nent subjects taught in the beginning.'"' This was, no

doubt, due to two facts, viz. : that pharmacy was still

leaning on medicine; that the lecturers were mostly,

if not entirely, physicians. Pharmacy was sometimes

coupled with materia medica, and even when separated

from the latter, was at first taught by physicians. =^

Its more modern aspect, no doubt, was acquired only

-' In 1859 Maisch announced that he had assumed the

"position of superintendent of the practical department
of Parrish's School of Pharmacy." See reproduction of ad-

vertisement by Wilbert in Am. Journ. Pharm., 75. p. 350.

'' "The most curious and interesting point to be noted
in the history of our college curriculum is the fact, that,

although it was chiefly the evils resulting from the asso-

ciation of medical and pharmaceutical work in the prac-

tice of the same individual, which had called the college

into existence, yet the actual separation of those two sub-

jects into different departments did not take place until

the year 1864. During the intervening period, it was the
materia medica branch of the work which was the most
carefully fostered."

"P. C. P. 1821-27. In New York, up to 1864. (Rusby,
p. 30.) Maryland from the beginning, i. e., 1844, had a
distinct chair of "Theory and Practice of Pharmacy." (M.
B. Dr., p. 200.)
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when plrarmacists were elected in place of physi-

cians.^" The student, who was primarily an appren-

tice, was expected to receive his major pharmaceutical

training in the shop. The lectures ft-ere intended

primarily to supplement his shop experience. This is

the explanation, in large part at least, why we find no

laboratory instruction in pharmacy during this period.

Other subjects, though at times under contempla-

tion, were rarely introduced.

F.A.CILITIES FOR INSTRUCTION.

The first session of the "school" at Philadelphia was

held in the rooms of the German Hall, and apparently

E. H. L\ PIEREE. .)ULI.\N W. BAIRD, M. D.

Professor ot Pharmacy Mas- Professor of Analytical and
sachusetts College of Phar- Organic Chemistry Massachu-
macy—President of Massachu- setts College ' "' '

setts Pharmaceutical Associa- since
tion 1904-5.

continued in that place until 1829, when these

rooms were required by the German Society. In 1831

property on Zane street (now Filbert street) was pur-

chased at a price of $4,500. Subscriptions to a loan

of $6,300 having been secured, a four-story building

30 by 46 was erected at a cost of $8,323.74.

In 1868 the present grounds on Tenth street were

purchased at $10,650, and a new building erected at a

cost of $34,650. Friends of the college having sub-

scribed $8,655.50 and $15,000 having been derived

from the sale of the Zane street property to J. B. Lip-

pincott, there remained $21,649.50 to be borrowed.

The building activities of the Philadelphia College

of Pharmacy stand out unique in the first period of the

history of pharmaceutical education, and therefore

seemed worth recording in some detail.

Although as early as 1836 the New York College

had raised by subscription on easy terms the sum of

$5,500 "toward the ownership of a proper building,"

and had even attained to a sinking fund of $2,000, it

had several sad experiences, the worst of which was
the misappropriation of $6,500 by its treasurer.

The disturbing effect of these misfortunes on the

housing of the college is related by Professor Rusby :

"The various quarters in, which the college has been
domiciled, furnish a fair index in its changing finan-

cial status. The little room in the New York Dis-

pensary, at the corner of White and Center streets, at

first used, proved very inadequate for instruction pur-

poses, as there were no facilities for experimental

illustration of the lectures, so that until 1832, the lec-

tures on chemistry were delivered in the lecture room

'" Proctor at the P. C. P. in 184fi. Maisch at New York,
in 1861. O'Gallagher at St. Louis in 18fi4.

of Columbia College, and those on pharmacy in the

room of the Lyceum of Natural History, ne charge

apparently being made for rental in either case. Two
years later a room was hired in the University for the

lectures of the following winter, and steps were taken

for owning a building, with the unfortunate results

above recorded. In the year 1835, the college was lo-

cated in the City Hall, in a room sublet by the Me-
chanics' Institute, and in 1836 returned to its old quar-

ters in the Dispensary building. In 1842 it secured a

room at 285 Broadway, which was fitted up at an

expense of $112.39. I" 1845 we find it located 'over

Lockwood's bookstore,' at 411 Broadway. In 1849
the lectures in chemistry were given in the room of

Professor Doremus in the New York ]\Iedical College

at 19 East Thirteenth street. During 1859 the treas-

urer's records show monthly payments of $83 for rent,

but the location of the room is not mentioned. In

1861 the college returned to the University building

paying $300 per year for the lease of 'Room No. 5, on

the north third floor,' which, by the way, had been oc-

cupied by Professor Morse. In 1866 Professor

Chandler's lectures on chemistry were given in his

lecture room in the School of Mines, and in 1869 the

lectures on botany were delivered in the chapel of the

University building."

It was not until the year 1878 that the New York
College had its own ground and buildings.

The course of lectures offered by the Massachusetts

College in 1867-68, that led to the establishment of the

school, were held in different places. The lectures

on chemistry were given in the Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology, the others in the room of the col-

lege on Temple place. With the establishment of the

school in the fall of 1868, all the lectures were given

at No. 8 Brighton street, whither the college had

Professor of Pharmacy Professor of Ot _

Rhode Island College of Phar- macy and Director ot Phar-
macy since 1902—Secretary of macal Laboratory Rhode Is-

Rhode Island Pharmaceutical land College of Pharmacy
Association since 1898. since 1902.

moved and which place had been fitted for a sdiool.

(Scoville.)

Until 1876 the Maryland College of Pharmacy oc-

cupied halls rented for her purposes.

The first course in chemistry offered by the Chicago

College of Pharmacy was given at Rush Medical Col-

lege by a professor of that institution, then located at

the corner of Dearborn and Indiana streets. The lec-

tures on pharmacy and those on materia medica were

delivered at the rooms of the college in the Lombard
block, northeast corner of Clark and Washington
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streets. The instructional activities, interrupted by
the civil war, were not resumed until 1870, which year
takes us into the second period.

The first series of lectures offered by the St. Louis
College during 1864-65 were delivered in the building
of the Academy of Science on the corner of Seventh
street and Clark avenue. This building having been
destroyed by fire, in which the college lost everything,
a room in Tilford's building, on Fourth street, oppo-
site the court house, was rented, and here the lectures

were resumed at the beginning of the second session.

Those on chemistry, however, were delivered in the
professor's private office, he being a medical practi-

tioner.

Institutions that rented "a room" may be expected
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to have had but a modest equipment. However, as

early as 1823, the Philadelphia College directed certifi-

cates "to be issued for a loan of $1,000, to be applied

to library and cabinet." In the fall of the next year,

$60 were allowed toward the expenses of the lecturers.

In 1865, the college was so fortunate as to receive a

legacy by the will of Algernon S. Roberts, of $200 a

year for five years, "to be applied to the purchase of

books and scientific apparatus for the college."

(Cond. Hist.)

Of such rare occurrences are legacies of this sort in

the history of pharmaceutical education that it seems

worth while to direct special attention to them.

Although the Massachusetts College was not suc-

cessful in the establishment of a "teaching school,"

until 1867, it nevertheless tried to build up both a

library and a cabinet. Thus, for example, in 1875,

"appropriations were made ... of 25 dollars

for the library and 20 dollars for cabinets, and in the

following year the library fund was increased by an

additional appropriation of 50 dollars." At the end

of the same year, the trustees were able to report a

library of 125 books obtained by purchase and dona-

tion.

How the New York faculty managed to make up
for the deficiency in apparatus necessary for lecture

demonstration has already been alluded to. Suffice it

here to recall the fact that not a few were associated

with other institutions and made use not only of their

rooms, but of their outfit as well. Rusby says: "No
little trouble was taken by the professors in those days

to make such arrangements as would supply the lack

of teaching paraphernalia under which the institution

suffered. This was most frequently accomplished by
securing the privilege of bringing the students into the

institution with which the professor was more directly

associated ; at other times by transporting to the col-

lege of pharmacy apparatus either belonging to such
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institution or the personal property of the professor.

In very many cases the professors donated to, or pur-

chased for, the college necessary or useful pieces of

apparatus or books, and donated money toward its

various public enterprises. It is even recorded that in

limes of need entire courses of lectures were given

gratuitously by men of the highest ability in their re-

spective departments."

This period, as we have seen, may be styled that of

HENET W, SCIIIMPF, M. D. -SMLBER J.
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small beginnings : be it that we take into consideration

the numbers of students, and more particularly of

graduates ; or be it that we regard the period from the

point of view of equipment ; or of the requirements
made upon prospective students or graduates.

Another characteristic, as we have seen, is that of
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dependence upon the medical profession for teachers.

Though the apothecaries had proclaimed their inde-

pendence of the medical profession and had put them-

selves up as a profession rather than a trade by the

organization of colleges, they were not prepared to

exercise this independence in full measure in the man-
agement of their schools.

Still another, and possibly the most important char-

acteristic of this period is that the college was supreme
in pharmaceutical matters. Educationally this mani-

fests itself in the character of the instruction and the

requirements for the degree.

The student, or rather attendant upon the lecture

courses provided by the college, was mostly, if not

almost exclusively the apprentice of the member of

the college. The organizers of the college had banded
themselves together, in no small part, for the purpose
of the more systematic education of their apprentices.

The lecture was not only to supplement the informa-
tion gathered during the routine of apprenticeship, but
it was intended to gather the scattered fragments into

a systematic whole.

The "school" established by the college was, there-

fore, of the type of the "Fortbildungsanstalten," com-
parable to the evening schools of the several trades in

our larger cities of to-day. There were no require-

ments for admission, save possibly apprenticeship with
some preceptor.

The requirements for graduation consisted not
merely in the .successful passage of an examination by
the professors or lecturers, but also by an examining
committee of the college ; also in the presentation of a
certificate of apprenticeship of four years. The time
spent, not "at college," as we are wont to say in con-
nection with most educational institutions, but upon a
few lectures during the long winter evenings, was
naturally not counted separately, but as a part of the

apprenticeship. That tlie phrase "attendance upon
lectures" implied little more in most cases is indicated
by the fact that the lectures were not graded, but that
a "student" or rather apprentice would attend these
lectures twice in successive winters or possibly often-
er.

In like manner as the French "college de phar-
macie" examined its candidates and admitted them to
mastership in the profession and to membership in the
college, so the American college admitted its appren-
tices to the profession by graduation. Whether the
fact that the University oif Pennsylvania had given
the certificate of master of pharmacy, so odious to the
apothecaries of Philadelphia, kept' the college from
giving this certificate or degree, does not become ap-
parent.

That those who took the lecture courses did not all

become members of the college, the trustees soon real-
ized, many of the "graduates" scattering over the
rapidly developing West. In order that the college
might not lose these, its foster children, alumni asso-
ciations were established, thus foreshadowing the de-
velopment of the college along educational rather than
professional lines generally dwring the next period
that brought with it the e'stablishment of boards of
pharmacy. These boards naturally superceded the
colleges in the control of professional matters. The
colleges had been but voluntary organizations with no
jurisdiction outside of their membership and with no
legal jurisdiction within, whereas the State boards
became custodians of the pharmacy laws and were em-
powered with the enforcement of these laws.

Second Period, 1870-1882

—

the First Conference.

During this period, the following institutions were
established

:

Louisville College of Pharmacy, Louisville, 1870.
California College of Pharmacv, San Francisco,

1872.

National College of Pharmacy, Washington, 1872.
Pittsburg College of Pharmacy, Pittsburg, 1878.

Vanderbilt University, Department of Pharmacy,
Nashville, 1879.

C. S. N. HAIXBERO.
Professor of Pharmacy Chi-

cago College of Pharmacy—
Vice-President of American
Pharmaceutical Association-
Member of Pharmacopoeia Re-
vision Committee since 1890.

OTTO A. WAU,, M. D.

Professor of Materia Medica,
Pharmacognosy and Botany
St. Louis College of Pharmacy
—President of Missouri Phar-
maceutical Association 1883-5.

Albany College of Pharmacy, Albany, 1881.

Cleveland School of Pharmacy, Cleveland, 1882.

Buffalo College of Pharmacy, 1886.

Although several of the institutions enumerated
were more or less affiliated with universities, they

mostly led a practically independent existence. What
is more significant, they developed pharmaceutical

education along the same lines as that followed by the

schools of the old line colleges.

To end the period of early efforts with the year

1869 and to begin a new period simply because a con-
ference of the colleges was organized in 1870. may
appear rather arbitrary. If one stops to reflect, how-
ever, that the organization of this conference repre-

sented an attempt at united action to advance phar-
maceutical education, this division appears more jus-

tifiable. Moreover, this union was but an outward
expression of strength that had been slowly acquired

during the first half century of pharmaceutical educa-
tion in the L^nited States. It was also an indication

of the recognition that new problems confronted phar-

maceutical educators which could not be met except
by united action.

The necessity of laboratory instruction had pre-

viously been recognized, but the unendowed colleges

as such were not prepared to equip laboratories and to

undertake this much more expensive form of instruc-

tion. Philadelphia bc^an this new work in 1870 by
the establishment of a "school of practical pharmacy."
New York in 1869 had just emerged from its "star-

vation period." The apparent danger of having to

close the doors of the "school" for want of students

was promptly met by a revival which was initiated by
^r-curing the services of such men as Squibb and
Chandler. This step was followed by the organiza-

tion of an alumni association in 1871, which became
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an important factor in the development of the college.

Laboratory instruction in analytical chemistry was in-

augurated about this time (1872).
It will be of interest to note that the Philadelphia

alumni association, organized in 1865, as one of its

first acts, took steps to secure a "practical school" in

connection with the college, resulting, as already indi-

cated above, in the establishment of laboratory instruc-

tion in 1870. (Tenth Ann. Rep., p. 19.)

The Chicago College of Pharmacy, at this time one
of the youngest of the corporation colleges, met with

One of the Organizers of the
Dallas College o£ Pharmacy
and its Dean and Professor of
Practical Pharmacy — Presi-
dent of Texas Pharmaceutical
Association 1901-3—Vice-Presi-
dent of American Pharmaceu- °s"
tical Association 1902-3.

1893—With
f Pharm

Brooklyn C
of Nc

a serious disaster in the Chicago fire (1871) necessi-

tating an entirely new beginning.

It was also about this time, namely, 1867, that the

Massachusetts College of Pharmacy, which had been

organized in 1823, began to take its educational duties

seriously by the establishment of a "teaching school."

Again, it was in 1868, that the oldest college moved
to its present location on Tenth street, Philadelphia,

where a building—no doubt the largest occupied by

any similar institution—had been erected at a cost of

$34,650.
The year in which the oldest college of pharmacy

moved into what was then a magnificent home of its

own, also witnessed the establishment of the first

course in pharmacy at the oldest of the State universi-

ties in the Old Northwest.
If in addition to these events, it be pointed out that

the number of colleges was increased by eight new in-

stitutions during this period of only thirteen years, the

act of making the year 1870 the first stopping place

needs no further justification. So impressed were
pharmacists with the growth of colleges during the

second period that it seemed necessary to call a halt.

Finally, it need only be pointed out that the second

period witnessed the enactment of the first State phar-

macy laws and the appointment of state boards which

superseded as legally authorized custodians the self-

appointed custodians, namely, the members and trus-

tees of the colleges.

The space devoted to this article does not admit of

the same detailed treatment of this period as was ac-

corded the first period. A brief outline of the work
of the conference and an equally brief summary of the

period as a whole will have to suffice.

CONFERENCE OF SCHOOLS OF PHARMACY.

Upon invitation of the Maryland College of Phar-
macy a convention of delegates of those colleges o^

pharmacy which had established professional schools

met in 1870 at the time of the meeting of the Ameri-
can Pharmaceutical Association in Baltimore for the

purpose of regulating the requirements and methods
of instruction and having regulated them, to maintain
them.

The colleges represented at this first conference of

delegates were those of Baltimore, Philadelphia, New
York, Chicago, Boston and San Francisco and the

Pharmaceutical Society of New Jersey.

The topics proposed for discussion by the Maryland
College of Pharmacy were the following:

Shall there be an educational standard established, to be
verified by an examination exacted from all proposing to

learn the profession of pharmacy?
If so, what shall that standard be?
Shall said examination be had prior to receiving the

apprentice by his preceptor, or prior to receiving him as
a student in a College of Pharmacy?
What term and style of apprenticeship shall be exacted?
What branches taught, what text-books used, and what

form of examination adopted, that there may be a uniform
standard for all graduating in pharmacy?

Shall there be an uniform scale of fees?
Shall any diploma be recognized that is not based upon

a regular apprenticeship as an apothecary?"

As a result of the discussion, the following resolu-

tions were adopted:
1. Resolved, That, in the opinion of this convention,

more attention to the preliminary education of those who
propose to enter the business of pharmacists is needed,
and it is earnestly recommended to the colleges and socie-

ties of pharmacy to urge their members and the profession

of the United States generally to give greater care to this

subject in taking apprentices.^'

2. Resolved, That we recommend that apprentices shall

not be taken under sixteen years of age, and shall be
twenty-one years of age before being entitled to receive
their diploma.

3. Resolved, That the branches to be taught in colleges

of pharmacy should at least include lectures on general
chemistry, elementary botany, materia medica, and the
general facts and principles of pharmacy, and, when prac-

ticable, opportunity should also be provided for instruction
in practical and analytical chemistry.

4. Resolved, That it is earnestly recommended that

whatever method be adopted should include questions both
oral and written, and that particularly a familiarity with
the physical properties cf specimens should be insisted on.

The subsequent conventions of delegates were held

under the name of "Conference of Schools of Phar-
macy." The meetings were held jointly with those of

the American Pharmaceutical Association. Their

proceedings, briefly summarized, are as follows

:

At the St. Louis meeting in 1871, rules and regula-

tions for the government of the conference were
adopted.

At the Cleveland meeting in 1872 the following

resolutions were adopted. These resolutions were
not binding, but merely recommendatory

:

Resolved, That this convention regards analytical chem-
istry as essential for a thorough pharmaceutical education.

Resolved, That this convention considers lectures on
and practical instruction in qualitative analysis as very
desirable for second course students.
Resolved. That the colleges of pharmacy be requested

to communicate the questions propounded for written
answers in the annual examinations to all other colleges

of pharmacy in the United States.

=' This resolution, offered by Professor Procter, took the

place of the more definite one. name.ly. "That there be an
educational standard established prior to the admission
of any student to attendance on the lectures of colleges of

pharmacy." (Am. Journ. Pharm.. 42, p. 502.)
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Resolved, That this convention considers the establish-

ment cf the degree of master of pharmacy as desirable,

to be conferred upon graduates in pharmacy of not less

than three years' professional service, who shall have
passed another more stringent examination than "grad-
uates" receive. *

Resolved, That the degree of doctor in pharmacy should
be a purely honorary one, to be conferred only upon phar-
macists who have distinguished themselves in the ad-

vancement of the science of pharmacy.
Resolved, That the colleges of pharmacy are requested

to annually report through their delegates to this con-

vention the names of those upon whom their honorary
degree has been bestowed.

At tlie Richmond meeting in 1873 negative action

was taken on the requirement of a preliminary educa-

tion and an examination for admission to the school

;

the requirement of an apprenticeship with a regular

pharmacist for the degree of "graduate in pharmacy ;"

and the adoption of a common code of ethics.

Positive action, however, was taken recommending
the college of pharmacy in Washington, D. C, to give

up the granting of the degree of "doctor of phar-

macy," and to adopt the degree of "graduate in phar-
macy" given by the other colleges.

At the Louisville meeting in 1874 the constitution,

adopted in 1871, was changed to the efifect that only
those colleges be recognized by the conference which
grant the degree of "graduate in pharmacy."

At the Philadelphia meeting in 1876 the adoption of

graded courses, i. e., elementary work for juniors and
advanced work for seniors, was recommended ; also

examination in practical work. The renewed motion
to demand an examination for admission was again
lost.

At the Toronto meeting in 1877 favorable action
was taken on the following measures, viz.

:

To accept a year's attendance at a medical or techni-
cal college as the equivalent of one year's attendance
at a college of pharmacy;

That final exammations be conducted but once a
year and that a thesis be demanded as part thereof

;

That a "certificate of proficiency" be awarded for

the successful completion of individual branches, and
the diploma of "graduate in pharmacy" for the com-
pletion of all branches.

At the Atlanta meeting in 1878 the renewed motion
for a preliminary examination was again defeated.
The arrangement of work into elementary and ad-
vanced, first recommended in 1876 and since then in-

troduced at Philadelphia, was again recommended.
It was also recommended that apprentices be sent as
early as possible to the lectures.

At the Indianapolis meeting in 1879 nothing worth
mentioning was accomplished.
At the Saratoga meeting in 1880 pharmaceutical

legislation and thesis were discussed.

At the Kansas City meeting in 1881 the thesis again
came up for discussion.

At the Niagara meeting in 1882 the value of labora-
tory exercises was discussed.

Shortly before the Washington meeting in 1883,
Prof. Maisch, reviewing the work of the "con ference
(Pharm. Rimdschau, i, p. 182), came to the conclu-
sion that if a balance sheet be drawn of the thirteen
years of activity, a decided deficit became apparent.
"Much time has been wasted on extraneous and minor
matters." These arc his very words. The difficulty of

the situation, he points out, lay in the improvement of
the preliminary education requirement. A resolution
looking to the betterment of the education of appren-
tices had been adopted at the very first meeting, but

this resolution (compare the substitution of Prof.

Procter's vague resolution for the more definite one
first introduced) was so vague as to prove utterly use-

less. All subsequent attempts to persuade the con-
ference to accept a resolution calling for positive ac-

tion in this respect had failed.

In other respects also Prof. Maisch was disap-

pointed. Thus, his original hope that opportunity
might be given at the annual conferences to attain uni-

form standards as to methods and scope of instruc-

tion ; the introduction and expansion of new subjects

:

the scope and amount of instruction to be required for

graduation ; all of this, he deplores, had not been
realized.

The result of the joint efforts of Dr. Hoffmann and
Prof. Maisch were that at the Washington meeting
in 1883 the conference adopted a resolution to the

effect that from the year 1885 on, the attempt be made
to demand a better preliminary education for admis-
sion to the schools.

It is noteworthy that the representatives of several

of the colleges did not attend this meeting; finally that

with this heroic effort the conference appears to have
died of "heart failure."

The most striking feature of this period is the fail-

ure of united effort by the old line colleges to raise the

status of pharmacy. Whereas, individual colleges

made improvements in their courses of instruction, at-

tempts to strike at the very root of most of the evils

that beset pharmaceutical education during the early

period were systematically combatted by the represen-

tatives of the colleges. Indeed, these same institu-

tions took no move in the direction of demanding an

educational requirement for adm.ission until one of the

oldest received the support of a State law at, the be-

ginning of the present century, making such require-

ment mandatory.

The most striking steps taken in advance consisted

first in the introduction of graded courses, and, sec-

ond, in the introduction of at least a very limited

amount of optional and an even less amount of re-

quired laboratory instruction.

Third Period, 1883-1899—the Development of

University Schools.

Not less than thirty-six institutions are recorded as

having been established during this brief period, about

one-third of which are supported by the States of

whose educational system they are an integral part.

University of Wisconsin, School of Pharmacy,
Madison, 1883.

Ohio Normal University, Department of Pharmacy,
Ada, 1884.

Purdue University, School of Pharmacy, La Fay-
ette, 1884.

University of Iowa, Department of Pharmacy, Iowa
City, 1885.

University of Kansas, School of Pharmacy, Law-
rence, 1885.

Kansas City College of Pharmacy and Natural

Sciences, Kansas City, 1885.

Universitv of Ohio, College of Pharmacy, Colum-
bus, 1885.

Minnesota Institute of Pharmacy, Minneapolis,

1886.

Iowa College of Pharmacy, Department Drake
University, Des Moines, 1886.

Northwestern University, School of Pharmacy,
Chicago, 1886.
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U. K. OYCHE, M. U.

(1S27-1S93)
Chairman of Board of Trus-

tees of Department of Phar-
macy Northwestern Univer-
sity--One of the old-time drug-
gists of Chicago.

B. s. YOUNG.
President of Ohio Phar-

maceutical Association 1900-1—
Formerly (tor seventeen years)
Professor of Chemistry and
Pharmacy Northern Ohio Uni-
versity.

T. A. MILLEU. V
Secretary of "Virginia Board

of Pharmacy since 1901; for-
merly President; President of
Pharmaceutical Association
1905-6—Professor of Pharmacy
and Chairman of Pharmacy
Department University College
of Medicine 1892-1902.

JULIUS A. KOCH.
Dean of Pittsburg College of

Pharmacy since 1891 — Presi-
dent of Pennsylvania Pharma-
ceutical Association 1904-5—
Vice - President American
P h ar m aceutical Association

Scio College, Department of Pharmacy, Scio, i888.

South Dakota Agricultural College, Department of

Pharmacy, Brookings, i888.

Meharry Pharmaceutical College, Department of

Walden University, Nashville, i888.

Highland Park College, Department of Pharmacy,
Des Moines, 1890.

Detroit College of Medicine, Department of Phar-

macy, Detroit, 1890.

Leonard Schools of Medicine and Pharmacy, De-
partment of Shaw University, Raleigh, 1890.

Atlanta College of Pharmacy, Department of Col-

lege of Physicians and Surgeons, Atlanta, 1891.

Brooklyn College of Pharmacy, Brooklyn, 1891.

Ohio Medical University, College of Pharmacy,
Columbus, 189 1.

Notre Dame University, Department of Pharmacy,
Notre Dame, 1892.

Louisville College of Pharmacy for Women, Louis-

ville, Ky., 1892.

University of Minnesota, College of Pharmacy,
Minneapolis, 1892.

Nevr Jersey College of Pharmacy, Newark, 1892.

Northern Indiana School of Pharmacy, Department
of Valparaiso College, Valparaiso, 1893.

University College of Medicine, Department of

Pharmacy, Richmond, 1893.
University of Maine, College of Pharmacy, Orono,

1894.

Alabama Polytechnic Institute, Auburn, 1895.
University of Oklahoma, School of Pharmacy, Nor-

man, 1895.
Medical College of State of South Carolina, De-

partment of Pharmacy, Charleston, 1895.
University of Washington, School of Pharmacy,

Seattle, 1895.

University of North Carolina, Department of Phar-

macy, Chapel Hill. 1896.

Washington Agricultural College, School of Phar-
macy, Pullman, 1896.

Virginia School of Pharmacy of Richmond College

of Virginia. Richmond, 1897.
College of Physicians and Surgeons of San Fran-

cisco, Department of Pharmacy, San Francisco, 1898.

Medico Chirurgical College, Department of Phar-
macv. Philadelohia, i8g8.

Sewanee Medical College, Department of Phar-

macy, Sewanee, 1898.

Wisconsin Medical College, Department of Phar-

macy, Milwaukee, 1899.

Remarkable as has been the growth of the old col-

leges, Harvard, Yale, Princeton, and phenomenal as

has been the devolpment of the magnificently endowed
modern institutions, namely, Johns Hopkins, Leland

Stanford and Chicago Universities, yet even more re-

markable has been the evolution of the State universi-

ties endowed by millions of taxpayers. That this par-

tial transfer of higher education from private institu-

tions to those maintained by the State, should make
itself felt in the development of pharmaceutical educa-

tion, appears very natural to us now, though Ameri-

can tradition would have kept pharmacy aloof from

the general college or university campus.
That in a single instance, a State university had

ventured to enter the pharmaceutical field almost a

decade and a half before this renaissance in pharma-
ceutical education took place, we have already seen.

Those who know the educational history of the old

Northwest need not be told why Michigan was the

first State in this new field. It was equally natural

that the other States carved out of this territory should

follow, and that the pharmaceutical institutions estab-

lished in connection with their State universities

should become the models for similar institutions that

have sprung up in the enormous territory west of the

Mississippi.

The example of Michigan was followed by the other

States of this territory in the following order: Wis-
consin, 1883 ; Indiana, 1884 ; Ohio, 1885 ; Illinois,

1887.

Some of the States west of the Mississippi fell in

line quite as rapidly as the States of the old North-

west, namely: Iowa, 1885; Kansas, 1885; South
Dakota, 1888: Minnesota, 1892; Texas, 1893; Okla-

homa, 1895; Washington (Seattle), 1895; Washing-
ton (Pullman), 1896.

The southern States, Alabama, 1895, and North
Carolina, 1896, should be mentioned. Even an east-

ern State, Maine, goes on record in 1894 as having
established a course in pharmacy in connection with

its State University at Orono.
While the old eastern colleges. Harvard, Yale anS
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Princeton, though they imparted instruction in medi-

cine, law and theology as well as that demanded by

the old English college course, made no attempt to

enter the pharmaceutical field, some of the ne^ver pri-

vately endowed colleges made such a venture. Thus,

as we have seen in the survey of the previous period,

Vanderbilt University has been offering pharmaceu-

tical instruction since 1879. During the present

period we find that Northwestern University, an in-

stitution of high standing of the Methodist Church

at Evanston, near Chicago, undertook to teach phar-

macy in 1886, however not on the college campus at

Evanston, but in the city of Chicago, fifteen miles

away, where its other professional schools—save the

school of divinity—are located.

Thus began the teaching of pharmacy at a distance,

as it were, by some of the large institutions of learn-

ing ; not only by those privately endowed, but also by

at least one supported by the State.

Of other denominational institutions which added

pharmacy to the curriculum, the following may be

mentioned: Drake University, 1886; Scio College,

1888; Notre Dame University, 1892.

In this connection the affiliation of the Chicago Col-

lege of Pharmacy with the State University of Illinois

in 1893 should be referred to. Pharmaceutical instruc-

tion at Champaign was at the same time abandoned.

Into this period also falls the oft'ering of pharma-
ceutical instruction by so-called normal schools, for

example: Northern Indiana Normal at Valparaiso.

1892; Ohio Normal at Ada, 1894; South Dakota
Normal.

Still another development in pharmaceutical educa-

tion manifests itself during this period, namely, the

multiplication of medical colleges offering courses in

pharmacy. During the first period pharmaceutical in-

struction was given at several medical institutions.

A few others were added to the list during the second

period. Those added to our list during the present

period are

:

Kansas City College, 1883.

Detroit College of Medicine, Detroit, 1890.

College of Physicians and Surgeons, Atlanta, 1891.

Ohio Medical University, Columbus, 1891.

University College of Medicine, Richmond, 1893.

Medical College of the State of South Carolina,

1895-
Richmond College of Virginia, 1897.

College of Phvsicians and Surgeons, San Francisco,

1898.

Medico-Chirurgical College, Philadelphia, 1898.

Wisconsin Medical College, Milwaukee, 1899.
It is not always possible to ascertain to what extent

some of these departments of pharmacy were created

for bona fide pharmaceutical instruction, and to what
extent they are regarded primarily as feeders to the
medical courses.

Still different in their purport are the Highland
Park College of Pharmacy, 1890, the ^linnesota In-

stitute of Pharmacy. 1886,'the Somers' Institute, 1882,
and the Ferris Institute. WRile numerous .wste-

matic attempts to prepare candidates for the State
board examinations have been made ever since these
boards have played a role in pharmaceutical education
in this country, most of the?c attempts were local and
never assumed an aspect of special import. The in-

stitutions enumerated above, however, have proven
numerically and, therefore, financially so successful,

that they have become a very important factor, though

by no means always for the good of American phar-

macy.
In this connection the correspondence schools

should be mentioned.
While this period is full of new developments that

are good, indifferent and bad, we find that occasion-

ally, at least, a new institution after the oldest pattern

is launched, for example, in Brooklyn in 1891, and in

Jersey City in 1892, both institutions in close proxim-
ity to the third oldest of the eastern colleges.

That the State universities constitute the principal

factor in the onward development of pharmaceutical

education during this period, possibly no one ques-

tions any longer. It ought to be worth while, there-

fore, to outline, though but briefly, the development of

the first one to enter this field.

The early history of pharmacy at Ann Arbor is as

important to a proper understanding of the develop-

ment of laboratory instruction as the initial history of

the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy is necessary to

an understanding of the "college"' movement. The
uprising of the Philadelphia druggi.5ts has been well

told by Professor Parrish. The early beginnings of

laboratory instruction in tliis country and with it the

inception of the pharmacy course at the University of

^Michigan has been written by the late Prof. Prescott

in such a manner that the entire document might well

find a place in this account if space permitted.-*

In the establishment of the Department of Medicine
rnd Surgery in the University of Michigan in 1850, it

is evident that the conclusions of the Education Com-
mittee of the American Medical Association (Trans.

Am. Med. Asso., vol. 2) took effect in many of the

plans and distinctive features of tiie college. The
ones in which we are specially interested are the posi-

tive requirement of laboratory methods of study and
the inclusion of pharmacy within the medical curric-

ulum.

Silas H. Douglas, who was the first professor of

chemistry at a State university (1844-1877), was also

for a long period professor of pharmacy. One of his

strongest ambitions was "to establish a laboratory of

most effective service in chemistry and in its principal

applications.''

The establishment of a laboratory course in phar-

macy, so styled, dates from i860, eight years before

ihe organization of the school of pharmacy. It would
now be styled a course in pharmaceutical preparations.

It was partly, but when first established, was by no
means mainly designed for students looking forward
to the practice of pharmacy. Not until 1868, when
the school of pharmacy was organized, was it under-

taken to provide in full for the education of pharma-
cists. In i860 the design was more for students of

medicine, to give them help in handling medicines

when they should come into practice, but it was quite

as much intended as general practical training in ap-
plied science.

In the making of emulsions there was almost a

course in itself. As to the making of "blue mass" it

was a common remark that it took its name from the

feeling of the student before he could complete the

task to the satisfaction of the professor. "Iron by

-' See "Silas H. Douglas as Professor of Chemistry and
Pharmacy before the establishment of the School of Phar-
macy," a paper written by A. B. Prescott at the special
request of the writer for the Historical Section of the
American Pharmaceutical Association (1903) and pub-
lished in the Pharmaceutical Review, 21, p. 359.
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hydrogen" was worked by the class jointly, but each

man severally must test one portion of it and pre-

serve another portion. The preparation of morphine
from opium was certainly not an economical proce-

dure in respect to the yield of alkaloid, but it turned

out quite well in the yield of experience.

There were books in those days. Wittstein's Phar-
maceutical Chemistry, the compact edition in English,

seemed at that time to be worth its weight in gold, to

the enthusiastic student. Alohr, Redwood and Proc-

ter's Pharmacy appeared ever ready at the elbow as a

never failing counsellor. Parrish's Pharmacy was a

code, always orthodox. The Pharmacopoeia was more
of a novelty ; in fact, to many it was an interesting

discovery to be strongly recommended to one's friends.

It was thought to be very much more to the point than

the Dispensatory, and Cooiey's Receipts was not to be

mentioned at the same time with it. The little duo-

decimo volume that won our admiration was the one

which we now know as the United States Pharma-
copoeia of i860.

Noteworthy also is the attitude of the old line col-

leges toward the adoptfon of pharmacy as a univer-

sity course. Possibly the fear that the independence

which the pharmacists had gained by the establish-

ment of colleges was to be taken away from them, at

least in part, if the universities—though they be main-
tained by the State—assumed the function of giving

instruction in pharmacy may have had something to

do with it.

The intensity of this feeling became apparent at the

St. Louis meeting of the American Pharmaceutical

Association in 1871, at which Prof. Prescott appeared

as delegate from the University of Michigan, School

of Pharmacy. Whereas the secretary was, no doubt,

right when he called attention to the fact that this in-

stitution was not an organization of druggists such as

were the colleges, and, therefore, not entitled to a dele-

gation, the discussion which followed showed that the

animus was directed against the institution and that

most of the persons taking part in the discussion cared

little about the constitutional aspect of the situation.

Not only does this become apparent from the thought-

less discussion, but also from the report of the com-
mittee of the colleges to which the matter was re-

ferred. (Proc. A. Ph. A., xix, 29, 34.)

Although Prof. Parrish pointed out that the Ameri-
can Pharmaceutical Association welcomed many a

man who had no pharmaceutical education at all and
should, therefore, be liberal in judging the graduates

of any school, he nevertheless signed the report of the

committee which was not content with stating that it

was not "an organization controlled by pharmacists,"

but had to add the stinging ( ?) rebuke that it also was
not "an institution of learning which, by its rules and
requirements, insures to its graduates the proper prac-

tical training, to place them on a par with the gradu-

ates of the several colleges of pharmacy represented in

this association."

The origin of the second State university school of

pharmacy was very different. It was established by
legislative enactment upon special request of the drug-

gists of the State assembled in annual meeting of their

State association. Some of the graduates of the old

line colleges, whose faculties were so quick to deny
fraternal relations to the first university school, were
among the staunchest supporters of pharmaceutical

education by the State.

Inasmuch as the members of the faculties of the

State universities are public officers, the druggists

with the other citizens of the several States feel that

these universities are theirs, supported by them and
indirectly governed by them, whereas the old line col-

leges are the property not of the State nor of the drug-

gists of the State but of a few individuals. Rival in-

stitutions are not infrequently owned and controlled

by different organizations of druggists of the same
State.

The idea of pharmaceutical instruction by the State

has no doubt come to stay. Not a few of the old line

E. H. NEEDHAM. WILLIS G. TUCKER, M. D.
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colleges have in recent years sought affiliation with

universities, and at least some of them are asking for

State support to enable them to keep abreast with the

modern expensive method of laboratory instruction.

While the older colleges were dependent on the

number of students for the salaries of professors, for

the equipment and maintenance of buildings, and for

the payment of considerable debts upon their build-

ings, the State university schools being independent

financially were in a position to do what the first con-

ference of teaching colleges failed to accomplish,

namely, to raise the entrance requirements.

While this same conference was still debating the

advisability of demanding insignificant minimum
amounts of compulsory laboratory instruction, the

University of Michigan, for example, was able to ad-

vertise that one of the distinctive features of its school

was "required work in the laboratories, four to five

hours daily, throughout the course, embracing three

semesters in analytical chemistry, one in micro-botany,

and one semester in pharmacy."

Another step in advanced pharmaceutical education

was the establishment of a four year course in phar-

macy, first by the University of Wisconsin, placing

pharmaceutical instruction in this course on a par with

the other academic courses at the universities.

Naturally, institutions demanding a large amount of

laboratory \vork were in a position to demand a very

different grade of thesis work than those "written" by
the graduates of the old line colleges. The "Contri-

butions from the Chemical Laboratory of the Univer-
sity of Michig?.n," edited by Prof. Pre=cott. and the

"Contributions from the Department of Pharmacy of

the University of Wisconsin." edited bv Prof. Power,
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bear witness to what was accomplished by both

institutions in the ver>' first years of their ex-

istence.

Work of even a higher order was stimulate^ by the

establishment of fellowships, the first of which was
the "druggists" fellowship" offered at the University

of Wisconsin in 1893.

Although the four years' course was first ridiculed

by some of the older teachers, the universities did not

rest content with this course, but successfully con'-

ducted graduate work. Strange as it may seem to the

timid in pharmaceutical education, the demand for

bachelors in science (pharmacy course), masters of

science and even doctors of philosophy with pharma-
ceutical training greatly exceeds the present sup-

ply.

Fourth Period, 1900-1906—the Second Con-

ference.

The pharmacists, assembled in annual session of the

American Pharmaceutical Association, who, early in

the eighties were shocked because a few State univer-

sities began to give pharmaceutical instruction, have
evidently learned that resolutions are very ineffective

to check the multiplication of schools, as is shown by
the list of those established during this period:

Keokuk College of Pharmacy (Department of Keo-
kuk Medical College), Keokuk, 1900.

Dallas INIedical College, Department of Pharmacy,
Dallas, 1900.

Board of Pharmacy Institute of the City of New
York. New ¥ork, 1901.

Illinois Medical College, Department of Pharmacy,
Chicago, 1 90 1.

North Dakota Agricultural College, Department of

Pharmacy, Fargo, 190 1.

Omaha College of Pharmacy, Omaha, 1901.

Oregon Agricultural College, Department of Phar-
macy, Corvallis, 1901.

Temple College, Department of Pharmacy, Phila-

delphia, 1901.

University of Tennessee, School of Pharmacy,
Knoxville, 1901.

Bayler University, College of Medicine and Phar-
macy, Dallas, 190T.
• West Virginia University, Department of Phar-
macy, Morgantown, 1901.

Tristate Normal School, Department of Pharmacy,
.\ngola, 1902.

New Orleans College of Pharmacy, New Orleans.

1902.

Rhode Island College of Pharmacy and Allied

Sciences, Providence, 1902.

Mercer University School of Pharmacy, Macon,
190.3-

Toledo College of Pharmacy, Toledo, 1904.
Epworth University, Department of Pharmacy,

Oklahoma City, 1905.
Southern College of Pharmacy, Atlanta.

University of Georgia, College of Pharmacy,
Athens.

Bates College of Pharmacy, St. Louis.
Fremont College of Pharmacy, Fremont. Neb.
Shortly after the meeting of the convention for the

revision of the United States Pharmacopoeia at

Washington in Mav. 1900. the American Pharmaceu-
tical Association met at Richmond. It was again
upon the invitation of the Maryland College of Phar-
macy that representatives of the several institutions

met to consider the advisability of forming an associa-

tion. Preliminary organization of the American Con-
ference of Pharmaceutical Faculties resulted with

Prof. A. B. Prescott as first president.

For several years little more was accomplished than

to bring the representatives of the several institutions

with their different views together creating a sense of

a solidarity of interests in spite of oft times opposing
views. To the support of this sense there came in the

course of half a decade, a certain sense of strength in

spite of small numbers, for even to-day the confer-

ence represents possibly but a third of the mstitutions

offering pharmaceutical instruction of one kind or

other.

To most people outside and even to some inside of

the organization, the conference appeared to be pro-

ducing negative results for the first five years. Yet
such is not really the case.

It was at the Mackinack meeting of the conference

that the first steps toward the joint conference, held

at Indianapolis last September, were taken. Al-

though two sessions were held, no time was occupied

with the reading of the presidential address, and the

writer submitted but one recommendation, namely,

that the State boards of pharmacy be invited to form
a national organization similar to the Conference of

Faculties, and that such an organization, when
formed, be invited to hold a joint conference with the

Conference of Faculties.

If the conference had done nothing more than to

cause, whether directly or indirectly, the organization

of the American Association of Boards of Pharmacy,
it certainly could not be accused of inaction, for the

future of pharmaceutical education lies as much with
the boards as with the the faculties.

^^'hen the conference was first organized all those

institutions who applied and who were supposed to

have a distinctively uplifting tendency were admitted
without further specification of qualifications. With
the application for membership on the part of other

institutions such a general and vague standard could

not long suffice.

Fortunately for the definition of a more concise

standard for admission the New York prerequisite

law and rulings of the New York Regents created a

sentiment in favor of such standard where it was most-

needed, namely, among the older colleges.

The standards adopted at Kansas City in 1904 were
humiliatingly low, but they have already been raised

:

this being done at the Indianapolis meeting in 1906.
The very foundation for all advancement in pharma-
ceutical education has been laid. It was here where
the first conference had failed. What the final results

of conference activity will be remains to be seen, but
the outlook is decidedly hopeful.

A first joint conference between the boards and fac-

ulties has already been held and although few positive

results are apparent, this is, no doubt, due more to the
suspicion with which the boards regard any proposi-
tion by the faculties rather than to the desire on their

part to check real advancement in pharmaceutical edu-
cation. Had the joint conference learned from the
experience of the Conference of Faculties and had
rested content in merely bringing such contrasting
elements as members of boards and faculties together
for mutual acquaintance and exchange of opinion in-

stead of seeming to force resolutions upon persons
who were not ready for them because thev did not
fully understand them, this suspicion of trying to make
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the board the cat's paws of the schools might not have
arisen. However this may be, the ice between the two
organizations has been broken, and much good both
to pharmaceutical education and to the profession of
pharmacy at large may yet come from future joint

conferences.

The second conference, therefore, has been anything
but a failure thus far. With over eighty institutions

teaching pharmacy at the present time, the internal

problems which confront the conference are by no
means to be underestimated. While minimum stand-

ards for admission and graduation have been estab-

lished, while the question of degrees seems to be as

prominent as ever, the true inner development of

courses of instruction has not yet been touched upon.

As yet we have not even an approximation of what
shall constitute the standard course of instruction,

such a standard as is well nigh universally recognized

in this country for the A. B. degree, for engineering,

for medicine and for dentistry. Should the confer-

ence continue long enough to accomplish even an ap-

proximation toward such ja. standard it will have ac-

complished much, very much indeed, for the uplifting

of American pharmacy.

Postal Figures for Druggists Who Sell

Stamps.
Fifty years ago the number of post-ofHces in the

United States was 26,586; the number during the

fiscal year ended June 30th, 1906, was 65,600. The
cost of the postal ser^nce in 1857 was $11,508,057,

while the revenue w^as $8,053,951 ; the cost in 1906

was $178,449,778 and the revenue was $167,932,782.

In 1857 there were 7,888 mail routes as follows:

Railroad routes 22,530 miles, steamboat routes 15,245

miles, coach routes 49,329 miles, inferior grades 155,-

497 miles. The number of miles of pony mail routes

was not separately recorded, but is included in the

item of "inferior grades." There is no record of the

number of miles of railway operated in 1857, but in

1850 there were 9,021 miles and in i860 30,626 miles.

Statistics of Then and Now,
In 1850 the population of the United States was

23,191,876; in 1900 it was 76,303,387.

In 1850 the per capita wealth in the United States

was $307.69; in 1900 it was $1,235.86. In 1850 the

per capita circulation was $12.02; in igoo it was

$26.94.

In 1850 there were less than 10,000 miles of rail

ways operated in the United States; now there are

considerablv over 200,000.

In 1870 the pharmacists of Fort Smith, Ark.,

formed an association, of which every one was a mem-
ber. The officers were: President, W. O. Caldwell;

vice-president, J. J\I. Sparks; secretary-treasurer, F.

W. Grubs ; and chairman of executive committee, W.
H. Cole.

Chewing gum was in demand fifty years ago.

Joseph L. Elgin, druggist, Georgetown, Ky., adver-

tised a recipe for making tolu chewing gum for sale,

and added that "my sales of tolu, even in this small

village, amount to $140 every year."

In the Circular for 1857 is a card announcing that

Newbro & Brother conducted a "medical depot" at

Lansing, Mich.

HISTORICAL NOTES ON DEGREES IN
PHARMACY.

By Henry P. Hynson.
Variety, unquestionably, adds the same delectable

spice to history that it lends to life. It is the presence
or absence of the unusual and the inconsistent in his-

tory that makes its records more or less interesting;

In different circles o£ his friends and acquaint
Henry P. Hynson, of Baltimore, is distinguished for dif-

ferent things, and he is linown in many circles, both in

and out of pharmacy. In the first place, his store is one
of the few ethical ones of
the country. In the Amer-
ican Pharmaceutical Associ-
ation's section of practical
pharmacy and dispensing
Mr. Hynson is familiarly
known as "pop," as it was
in consequence of work done
by him that this section was
established In ISOO with him-
self as chairman. In the
section on pharamceutical
education and legislation he
is known as "Doctor," as the
degree of doctor of phar-
macy is one of the things for
which he is an enthusiastic
worker. In college work Mr.
Hynson is professor of com-

H. p. HTKSox. mercial pnarmacy and dis-

pensing in the Maryland Coi
lege of Pharmacy; was president of the college alumni as-

sociation in 1893; and secretary of the college in 1898-1900.
He was president of the Baltimore Druggists' Protective
Association in 1891-2, and secretary of the Maryland Board
of Pharmacy in 1895. Prof. Hynson is now chairman of
the section on commercial interests of the American Phar-
maceutical Association, as well as chairman of the asso-
ciation's committee on organization of local branches. In
the affairs of the American Conference of Pharmaceutical
Faculties Prof. Hynson is also quite active, as he is indeed
in all organizations of which he is a member, and he is a
member of many in addition to those here mentioned.
When the National Association of Retail Druggists was
organized at St. Louis in 1S9S. Mr. Hynson was made its

first president, but later, not being able to endorse the as-

sociation's policy of "boosting" certain nostrums and "top-
shelving" others, not on account of their respective merits
or demerits, but on account of the attitude of their manu-
facturers toward the association, he withdrew from the or-

ganization.

knowledge of the fact that members of our profession

have been entirely denied degrees and distinctive

titles, when the members of all other professions have
invariably, in this country at least, been freely granted
these, is striking, is entertaining. Particularly inter-

esting also is the fact that members of our profession,

strictly because of this professionalism, have had con-
ferred upon them, instead of appropriate professional

degrees, degrees that are distinctively academic or

technical.

These historical oddities are better understood when
we accept the usual classification of degrees as, hon-
orary, academic, technical and professional ; the lat-

ter including such as are borne by those who admin-
ister directly to diseased or disordered conditions of

the souls, the minds, the bodies and the properties of

mankind ; true professional men and, necessarily, in-

cluding graduated pharmacists. This logical claim of

professionalism for pharmacy is fully sustained by his-

torical data that is chronologically consistent.

In 1829 when delivering so-called diplomas, which
were no more than certificates of graduation, to the
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third class of regularly qualified pharmacists, the able,

accomplished and versatile Daniel B. Smith, president

of the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy, spoke of

"our profession," of "liberal profession" and "profes-

sional eminence" as applied to pharmacy. 'The next

year on a similar occasion, the talented and scholarly

Henry Troth, vice-president of the same venerable in-

stitution, used the expressions, "the profession which

you have espoused" and '"it is a profession, calling for

education, intense study and exalted scientific at-

tainments." In 1858 the great Procter, at the com-
mencement exercises of the same college, while con-

veying words of congratulation and advice to the

graduates, said: "Permit me to welcome you into the

ranks of the pharmaceutical profession," and, "let me
earnestly invite you, then, to wear it [integrity] in its

purely and unsullied brightness as it applies to your

professional duties." In 1854 the clever and practi-

cal Parrish wrote : "The natural enemy to the profes-

sion of pharmacy is the quack," and the same year the

president of the New York College of Pharmacy,

George D. Coggeshall, speaking of the graduates, re-

ferred to "their profession" and then, to them, of

"your professional honor." In i860 Samuel Colcord,

of Boston, spoke repeatedly of "our profession," and

the year before Lewis H. Steiner at the commence-
ment of the Maryland College of Pharmacy, declared

:

"The pharmaceutical profession is one of honor."

And there has never been a time since the develop-

ment of professional pharmacy in America—nor since

the establishment of its first school—that there was the

slightest opposition to its pharmaceutical votaries

wearing professional degrees and titles by the real

leaders in the profession of medicine; the source from

which such opposition might have been expected.

The objection has always come from within. "Our
diploma," said President Smith in 1829, "bestows no
title, for it was the design of the college to avoid any

name, which may hereafter acquire a peculiar mean-

ing and become the designation of a new class anal-

ogous to the English apothecary." And immediately

adding, "In attempting to avoid this danger, it has

committed what may be considered a blunder by es-

tablishing a distinction without giving it a specific

name." All this had been done after Dr. George B.

Wood had warned the members of the college in 1824

by saying: "It [the .school of pharmacy] will never

flourish until this practice [the conferring of degrees]

is adopted," and "at some future period a degree in

pharmacy may be as indispensable to the apothecary

as that in medicine is now to the physician."

The Philadelphia college continued to furnish its

alumni with a simple certificate of graduation until

1895 and all colleges, subsequently established, re-

fused to confer degrees until 1871. In that year and
during that decade colleges or university schools began
to confer degrees.

Master of pharmacy had been conferred upon a few
worthy apothecaries in Philadelphia by the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania in 1821. This institution also

provided for a course of ingtruction in pharmacy, but

all this .seems to have greatly excited the jealousy and
apprehension of the Philadelphia apothecaries, and led

to the formation of a school of their own. They no
doubt wi.shed to evidence resentment by showing a
contempt for "doctors"—they "would none of it." It

is not clear at this late date in just what sense the

"master" of the LTniversity of Pennsylvania was used,

whether in the honorarv, academic or authoritative.

In 1875 the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy con-

ferred it as a post-graduate degree and in 1886 made
a number of its older graduates its honorary re-

cipients. It is still variously conferred by colleges,

sometimes as the chief or only degree, but generally it

is a post-graduate or honorary degree.

The academic degrees, beside master of pharmacy,
when that is academic, that are offered, though seldom
conferred upon graduate pharmacists, by a compara-
tively few schools are : Bachelor of pharmacy, gen-
erally a higher degree and bachelor of science in phar-

macy, which Dr. Edward Kremers is quoted as say-

ing, originated in a clerical error at the University

of Wisconsin in 1892. It is, nevertheless, still con-

ferred by a half dozen or more schools, as is master of

science in pharmacy, by a less number ; both following

advanced work and investigation with thesis.

The strictly technical degree, pharmaceutical

chemist, was no doubt created by the University of

Michigan when it established its school of pharmacy
and very sensibly began to confer the degree without
requiring the candidate to have had "drug store ex-

perience," whatever that may be.

This degree, pharmaceutical chemist, is popular

with university schools. In 1894, according to The
Druggists Circular, but four schools out of twenty-

seven conferred it upon their graduates, and in 1904,
according to Prof. J. T. McGill, twenty schools of

pharmacy out of forty-eight conferred this degree;

only four of these made "drug store experience" a

condition to its attainment. The Philadelphia col-

lege confers it upon graduates without "drug store

experience," making this distinction between the pro-

fessional and technical pharmacist. By the prize lists

of this college it often appears that the degree of phar-

maceutical chemist is the one conferred upon the

brightest and best equipped graduates. Within the

last year the Bufifalo College of Pharmacy has ar-

ranged to educate general chemists and will hereafter

confer the degree "analytical chemist" without phar-

maceutical reference.

The first provision made by a school of pharmacy
to confer a professional degree was when the Mary-
land College of Pharmacy in 1871 secured, with a

renewal of its charter, authority from the legislature

of the State to confer the degree, doctor of pharmacy.
This professional degree, however, was not given its

graduates upon the completion of the prescribed

course until 1901, but it was conferred as an honorary

degree upon several members of the college organiza-

tion, a number of whom had not graduated in phar-

macy at all.

In 1872 the Georgetown College School of Phar-

macy sent Daniel P. Hickling, Phar. D., as a delegate

to the annual meeting of the American Pharmaceilti-

cal Association. Strong opposition to his admission

•was made and after much discussion and reference to

a committee, he was denied the privilege of a delegate

and, although the Proceedinsrs, as printed, do not so

state, it is known to those still living, who were pres-

ent, that the objection arose solely on account of the

character of decree, doctor of pharmacv, conferred by
the institution Dr. Hickling represented. We read in

The Druggists Circui..-\r, 1876, page 112. that the

collesre organization of this school, which had then be-

come the "national" school of pharmacy, after a

lengthv discussion endorsed the action of the board of

trustees in conferring the decree, doctor of pharmacy.

The leaders of the successful element were the able
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and logical Oscar Oldberg and the level-headed and
discreet, the late William S. Thompson. It has been

the rule with the institutions teaching pharmacy in the

District of Columbia to confer the above professional

degree.

In 1896 a very exciting contest occurred at Albany,

N. Y., because the Brooklyn College of Pharmacy had
presented a bill to the legislature seeking the privilege

of granting the degree of doctor of pharmacy. The
bill was strongly opposed by the New York college

and others, but was finally passed and became a law

on being signed by the governor. (See News Supple-

ment of The Druggists Circul.'\r, April and May,
1896.) In 1895 the Philadelphia college decided to

thereafter confer the doctorate upon its graduates

who had practical knowledge of the drug business,

and five years later the Maryland college settled upon
the one degree. It was fully decided that doctor of

pharmacy should be the only one conferred, but at the

next following commencement both this degree and a

certificate of graduation were given—owing to the ex-

treme sensitiveness of some members of the faculty

and board of trustees. Subsequently the degree was
conferred upon those students who did more advanced
work in botany, assaying and volumetric analysis.

When this school became the Department of Phar-

macy of the University of Maryland, the regents of

the university, many of whom were medical men,
quickly decided that the doctor of pharmacy degree

should be the only one conferred and at the first com-
mencement after affiliation had occurred, conferred

the degree doctor of pharmacy, honoris causa, upon
the dean of the department.

In later years since the associations of pharmacists

and physicians have become so much closer and more
helpful, especially in the American Medical Associa-

tion, the officers and members of that association and
its journal have relieved the embarassing awkward-
ness of the situation by generally conferring the title

of doctor—by brevet at least—upon pharmacists who
worthily take part in its proceedings.

It is clearly apparent that the doctorate degree is

the one that is gaining in popularity since it first found

favor in the seventies, and "the poor substitute. Ph.

G.," as The Druggists Circul.ar has said, "must
soon be with the 'has beens,' having given way to the

advancing Pharm. D." (1894, page 192.) No
longer are its advocates ostracised, and many of the

conservative leaders in pharmacy confess to the be-

lief, as Prof. J. H. Beal has so aptly expressed it, that

"we can never have a profession until we have a pro-

fessional degree."
•

W. R. Minish, Sr., was born in 1840, and when
fourteen years old began to work in the drug store of

his uncle, W. H. Minish, at Carrollton, Ky. After

an apprenticeship of seven years there, he worked for

J. H. Harrison & Co., for a few years, and then went
to Lexington. In 1881 he and his son opened a store

at Gratz, Ky., where they have been in business ever

since. The firm name is now W. R. Minish, Jr., &
Co., the father being the "Co."

Charles A. Weaver was born at York, Pa., and went
to Des Moines, Iowa, in 1855. For many years he

was engaged in business as a member of the firm of

Weaver & Maish, at Fifth and Walnut streets. Mr.
Weaver died in 1899, and Mr. Maish about ten years

earlier.

FIFTY DISTINGUISHED PHARMA-
CISTS.

By the aid of a jury of twenty-four pharmacists,

themselves distinguished for their knowledge' of the

leading men of pharmacy during the half-century just

closed, we have selected a list of fifty pharmacists

who lived and died during the last half century for

special mention in this Golden Jubilee issue. On the

jury were men whose memories extend to the olden

days, as well as some of the younger generation who
have made a study of the history of pharmacy in

America: every section of the country was repre-

sented.

To one who has not given any thought to such

things it may seem that the task of thus selecting the

fifty names was simple, but it was far from being free

from complications. Each member of the jury se-

lected his own list of names, and no two lists tallied

all the way through. When the returns were tabu-

lated it was seen that the dififerences of opinion as to

about twenty-five of the names were inconsiderable;

as to the next dozen or so names there was greater

diversity of ideas ; and for the next ten or fifteen there

was little approach to unanimity. In all, there were

152 names on the lists received from members of the

jury, twenty appearing only twice, and sixteen only

once. Some of the men upon whom nearly all the

jury agreed—as Drs. Squibb and Prescott—^had

never been known as apothecaries, and yet they had

served pharmacy with distinction, as had also Dr.

George B. Wood, Dr. Asa Gray, and others whose
names appeared high in the list. These had to be

eliminated. Then special members of the jury were

called upon for further aid in the work of selection,

and thus about forty names were chosen. The bal-

ance of the fifty were picked by the editor from among
about twenty of those next highest on the list, and in

making these selections he was obliged to omit some
names which are just as much entitled to be included

among the fifty as are many that are to be found

there—possibly' better entitled' to that distinction—but

he has performed the work to the best of his ability

and herewith submits the result

:

Maurice W. Alexander was born at Philadelphia

in 1835, and died at St. Louis, June 6th, 1898. He
was apprenticed to W. B. Webb; and was graduated

by the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy in 1854.

Soon after his graduation he went to St. Louis and
entered the employ of Bacon, Hyde & Co., a whole-
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sale drug firm ; in the following year he purchased a

retail pharmacy, which he conducted in several loca-

tions until 1892, when he bought the business of the

Mellier Drug Co., and merged the two stocks. This

business was reorganized in 1898 as the Alexander

Drug Co. Mr. Alexander was one of the earliest

members of the Missouri Board of Pharmacy, and its

secretary for a number of years. He joined the

American Pharmaceutical Association in 1871 ;
was

second vice-president in 1886-7 '• first vice-president

in 1887-8; and president in 1888-9. He was one of

the founders of the Missouri Pharmaceutical Asso-

^^
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Bullock & Crenshaw. He became a member of the

Philadelphia college in 1849 and was elected a trustee

shortly afterward; he was its recording secretary,

one of its vice-presidents, and its president 1886-1900.

He became a member of the American Pharmaceuti-

cal Association in 1857, was its recording secretary

1859-60, and president 1876-7.

William Barker Chapman was born at Penny-

pack Hall, Pa., June 5th, 181 3, and died at Cincin-

nati, O., October loth, 1874. He was graduated by
the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy in 1834; went
to Cincinnati in 1835; and was associated with Dr.

Eberly in the drug business there until 1839, when he

engaged in business for himself. In 1839 he received

the degree of doctor of medicine at the Ohio Medi-
cal College, and served as a surgeon in the United

States army during the civil war. He was one of the

original members of the American Pharmaceutical

Association ; was corresponding secretary in 1853-4

;

and president in 1854-5. In 1872 he was appointed

professor of pharmacy at the Cincinnati College of

Pharmacy ; and shortly before his death was appointed

a member of the Cincinnati Board of Pharmacy.

George D. Coggeshall was born in this city in

1808, and died at Orange, N. J., November 5th, 1891.

He was graduated by the Philadelphia College of

Pharmacy in 1828 and opened a store in this city dur-

ing the same year. He was one of the founders and
incorporators of the New York College of Pharmacy

and its president for three years ; and holder at various

times of several of its minor offices. He was a dele-

gate to the convention held in this city in 1851, which

led to the formation of the American Pharmaceutical

Association; recording secretary of the succeeding

convention in Philadelphia in 1852, one of the orig-

inal mem.bers of the association, its recording secre-

tary 1852-3, and vice-president 1853-4.

Samuel Marshall Colcord was born at Somers-

worth, N. H., May Sth, 1817, and died at Dover,

Mass., March 5th, 1895. In 1834 he was apprenticed

to David Kimball, of Portsmouth. Four years later

he entered the New York College of Pharmacy ; sub-

sequently went to New Orleans; returned to Boston

in 1843 and engaged in business there ; became a mem-
ber of the firm of Carter, Colcord & Preston in 1848,

the firm name being changed to S. M. Colcord & Co.

in 1862. In 1864 he formed a partnership with Theo-

dore Metcalf, with whom he remained until his re-

tirement from business in 1877. He was a member

of the Massachusetts College of Pharmacy; was

elected a trustee in 1852 ; and served as its vice-presi-

dent and president. He was one of the original mem-

bers of the American Pharmaceutical Association and

had been a delegate to the preliminary convention;

was first vice-president of the association, 1852-3;

treasurer 1854-6 and 1857-9; and president 1859-60.

He was a member of the pharmacopoeial revision com-

mittees of i860 and 1870.

Charles Otto Curtman was born at Giessen,

Hesse-Darmstadt, Germany, July 30th, 1829, and died

at St. Louis, April 22d, 1896. He was educated at

the preparatory schools, gymnasium and university

of his native city, and studied chemistry under Liebig

;

was an assistant in chemistry at the Hanau poly-

technic school, and later an employee of a manufac-

turing concern at Antwerp. In 1849 he came to this

country, and located first in this city, later at New
Orleans, and in 1859 opened a drug store at Mem-
phis. During the civil war he served in the con-

federate army, returning to Memphis at the close of

the war. In 1866 he went to St. Louis, and taught

chemistry at the McDowell College, where he took

up the study of medicine, and was graduated. When
the McDowell College was reorganized as the Misr

souri Medical College, Dr. Curtman was called to the

chair of chemistry ; and filled the same position at the

St. Louis College of Pharmacy from 1878 to 1889.
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Dr. Curtman was the author of several works on

chemistry widely used as text books. He was a mem-
ber of the United States pharmacopceial convention of

1870, and a vice-president of the committee of revi-

sion and publication of 1890. He became a member
of the American Pharmaceutical Association in 1871

;

and on several occasions advocated the preliminary

education of pharmacal students before the IMissouri

Pharmaceutical Association.

CHARLES ELLIS.

John Ali-red D.\dd was born at Chatham, Kent,

England, May 24th, 1829, and died at Alilwaukee,

Wis., March 3d, 1895. He was apprenticed in 1845

to a London apothecary, and came to this country in

1850. He went directly to Milwaukee and secured a

clerkship there; later he formed a partnership with

Mr. Harrington and in 1872 engaged in business

alone. He was one of the organizers of the Wiscon-

sin Pharmaceutical Association and its first president

1880-1 ; a member of the Milwaukee Board of Phar-

macy and for a number of years a member of the

board of examiners of the department of pharmacy of

the University of Wisconsin. He became a member
of the American Pharmaceutical Association in 1880

and was its first vice-president 1884-5.

Albert Ethei.bert Eeert was born in Bavaria,

Germany, December 23d. 1840, and died at Chicago

November 20th. 1906. He was brought to this coun-

try in 1 84 1 by his parents, who settled at Chicago. In

1852 he entered the store of F. Scammon & Co. ; in

1856 he was with Henry Bronhold ; and in 1858 he re-

turned to the Scammon store, then conducted by Sar-

gent & Ilslcy ; in 1859 he entered the Chicago College

of Pharmacy, just organized, where he continued his

studies until 1861, when the institution suspended:

the same year he entered the employ of Dr. F. Mahla ;

and in 1862 he went to Philadelphia, and was gradu-

ated by the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy in 1864,

from which institution he subsequently received the

honorary degree of master of pharm.acy. During his

stay at Philadelphia he attended the lectures of the

medical department of the University of Pennsylva-

nia ; and was associated with Prof. Parrish in the lat-

ter's private school of pharmacy. About 1865 he

went to Europe and entered the University of Munich,
where he received the degree of doctor of philoso-

phy. He returned to Chicago in 1868, and there en-

gaged in the retail business; in 1877 he began the

manufacture of glucose; and in 1883 he returned

to retail pharmacy. Mr. Ebert became a member of

the American Pharmaceutical Association in 1864;

was its third vice-president in 1868-9; ^"d president

in 1872-3 ; he was also one of its delegates to the In-

ternational Pharmaceutical Conference, held at Paris,

in 1867, and to the British Pharmaceutical Conference

of the same year, and was made an honorary mem-
ber of the latter organization. Dr. Ebert was also a

member of the Illinois Pharmaceutical Association ; a

charter member and foremost promoter of the Chi-

cago \'eteran Druggists' Association ; one of the or-

ganizers of the Alumni Association of the Philadel-

phia College of Pharmacy ; for five years a member of

the Illinois Board of Pharmacy ; a member of the

pharmacopoeial revision committee in 1870; vice-pres-

ident of the Pharmacopoeial convention of 1900, and a

member of the board of trustees of that convention.

He became connected with the reorganized Chicago

College of Pharmacy in 1868, and for a number of

years v,as professor of pharmacy there. Prior to 1861

iie contributed frequently to the Notes and Queries

department of- the Circular; in 1868 the Chicago col-

lege began the publication of the Pharmacist and he

occupied the position of editor until 1876, when the

publication passed out of the hands of the college. Dr.

Ebert took much interest in this list of fifty distin-

guished pharmacists, and aided materially in the selec-

tion of names to go on it.

Charles Ellis was born at Muncy, Lycoming
county, Pa., in January, 1800; and died at Philadel-

phia, May i6th, 1874. In 1817 he was apprenticed

to Elizabeth Marshall, of Philadelphia, grand-daugh-

ter of Christian Marshall, who had established the

SAIIUEL S. G.VREIGUES.

store in 1729; and in 1827, in partnership with Mr.

Morris, he succeeded to the business; in 1850 his son

be- ame a partner, and in 1852 his nephew was ad-

muted- to the firm which was known as Charles Ellis

& Co. until 1863, when W. AL Ellicott, Jr., was taken

in as a partner and the firm became Charles Ellis, Son
& Co. He was one of the original members of the

Philadelphia College of Pharmacy in 1821 ; its secre-

tary for fourteen years, and its president 1854-69.

Mr. Ellis was one of the representatives of the Phila-

delphia college in the convention held in this city in

1 85 1, which was the precursor of the American Phar-

maceutical Association, and acted as temporary chair-

man. He was an original member of the association;

its vice-president 1855-6, and president 1857-8.

Adolphcs Fexxel was born at Cassel, Prussia, in
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1824, and died at Cincinnati, September 29th, 1884.

He studied pharmacy at Eschwege, and was gradu-
ated with honors by the Polytechnikum, at Cassel.

He clerked in Germany and Switzerland until 185 1,

when he came to this country and located at Cincin-

nati, where he engaged in business for himself in

1855. In 1871 he was elected to the chair of chem-
istry at the Cincinnati College of Pharmacy. In

1864 he joined the American Pharmaceutical Asso-
ciation.

Samuel Smith Garrigues was born at Philadel-

phia, September "th, 1828, and died at Ann Arbor,
Mich., May i6th , 1889. He was assistant to his

father in the pharmacy of the latter, and was gradu-
ated by the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy in 1851.

He went to Europe the same year and entered the

University of Berlin, and later took the degree of

doctor of philosophy at the University of Goettingen.

He returned to Philadelphia in 1854 and, with Mr.
Magee, engaged m the manufacture of photographic
chemicals until about 1863, when he went to Michigan
as a chemist in the salt industry. In 1869 he was
appointed State inspector of salt, which position he
held for thirteen years. He was a life member of

the American Pharmaceutical Association, which he
joined in 1855 ; was chairman of its executive com-
mittee for a number of years and a vice-president in

1872-3. He was a member of the Saginaw Valley
Pharmaceutical Association, of which the Michigan
Pharmaceutical Association is the successor; was
temporary chairman at the organization meeting of
the latter association in 1874 and was elected its first

president. He was a member of the Philad*"'T)hia

College of Pharmacy and acted as registrar ft-r the

pharmaceutical meetings of the session of 1859-OO.

Israel J. Grahame was born at Baltimore in 1819,
and died at Mount Airy, Pa., November 25th, 1899.
He was apprenticed to a Baltimore druggist and en-

gaged in the practice of pharmacy until 1856, when he
was chosen professor of pharmacy at the Maryland
College of Pharmacy. .Several years later he resigned
and subsequently was at different times the principal

of several educational institutions for women in the
vicinity of Philadelphia. He was engaged in the drug
business in Philadelphia for several years prior to

1879, when he was compelled to retire on account of
ill health. He joined the American Pharmaceutical
Association in 1856; and was elected an honorary
member of the New York College of Pharmacy in

1872.

Theodore Lund August Greve was born at St.

Michaelis Donn, Holstein, Germany, April 2d, 1830,

and died at Cincinnati, December 9th, 1898. His
father was a teacher and historian. Mr. Greve was
graduated by the University of Kiel, and came to this

country with his parents in 1848, settling in southern
Illinois. In 1854 he entered the drug store of T. C.

Thorp, of Cincinnati; in 1858 he spent a few months
in the laboratory of W. S. Merrell & Co., and in the

same >ear entered the Eclectic Medical Institute, at

Cincinnati, by which he was graduated in i860, later

serving as its vice-president. In i860 Dr. Greve pur-
chased a drug store at Cincinnati, which he conducted
until his death. He was a member of the Cincinnati
College of Pharmacy; its vice-president, and presi-

dent ; an honorary member of the Ohio Pharmaceuti-
cal Association, and its vice-president 1881-2; and
became a member of the American Pharmaceutical
Association in 1864. Prof. John Uri Lloyd, who
knew him well, writes us : "Dr. T. L. A. Greve was
one of the most accomplished, talented, thorough
apothecaries I ever met. No other name, in my mind,
stands above his."

William Hegeman was born in this city, in 1817,
and died here October 3d, 1875. In 1829 he entered
the employ of W. L. Rushton and in 1835 was ad-
mitted to oartnership with his employer, with the posi-

tion of manager. He was graduated by the New
York College of Pharmacy in 1837, and later became
a member of that institution, serving as its vice-presi-
dent, president (1870-4) and member of its board of
trustees. In 1853 he became the senior partner of
Hegeman, Clarke & Co., who as early as 1857 ope-
rated four stores in this city, and were the predeces-
sor of the corporation of Hegeman & Co.. at present
operating ten stores in Greater New York. Mr.
Hegeman joined the American Pharmaceutical Asso-
ciation in 1858, and was its corresponding secretary
in 1859-60.

Charles .A.. Heinitsh was born at Lancaster. Pa.,
Inly 31st, 1822, and died there, December 29th, 1898.
In 1838 he entered the drug store of his father which
had been founded by his grandfather in 1782 ; in 1841
he was admitted to partnership, and in 1849 assumed
its entire control. He was graduated by the Penn-
sylvania college, at Gettysburg; received the degree
of master of pharmacy from the Philadelphia College
of Pharmacy in 1897. and that of doctor of science in

1888 from the Franklin and Marshall College: in 1898
he was elected an honorary member of the alumni as-
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socialion of the Philadelphia college. Mr. Heinitsch

attended the National Pharmaceutical Convention at

Philadelphia in 1852, and became a member of the re-

sulting American Pharmaceutical Association in 1857.

He was one of the vice-presidents of the latter m
1865-66 and president 1882-3. He was one of the

founders of the Pennsylvania Pharmaceutical Asso-

ciation in 1878 and its first president in 1878-80. He
always took a prominent part in the Lancaster County

(Pa.) Pharmaceutical Association, and was its presi-

dent in 1882-3.

Frederick Hoffmann was born at Wriezen-on-

the-Oder, Germany, June 20th, 1832, and died at

Charlottenberg, November 30th, 1904. After pass-

ing through the Joachimsthal Gymnasium at Berlin,

he spent a short time in an apothecary shop and later

entered the University of Berlin. In 1856 he passed

the State examination as pharmacist, and then entered

the University of Jena, where he obtained the degree

of doctor of philosophy. In 1859 he was again em-

ployed in a pharmacy and later conducted one until

1862, when he came to America. During the first

few years of his stay in this country he was engaged

in chemical work and teaching in this city ; in 1866 he

purchased a drug store here, which he conducted up to

1882, as a professional pharmacy. In that year he

disposed of his business and established the Pliarma-

ceutische Rundschau, of which he was editor until

1895, when he returned to Berlin. He prepared a

work on the examination of medicinal chemicals,

which appeared in 1872; it was the first of its kind

published in English. Later at Leipzig, with Dr. E.

Gildemeister. he prepared and published an exhaustive

treatise on the volatile oils. He became a member of

the American Pharmaceutical Association in 1867,

and in 1869 presented the report on the progress of

pharmacy. In 1875 Dr. Hoffmann was elected first

vice-president of the association. He was made an

honorary member at the time of his return to Ger-

many; was honorary president in its Golden Jubilee

year 1902, and had come to this country to preside at

the special historical meeting that year, but was com-
pelled by failing health to return Avithout having done
so. An exhaustive historical sketch of the association

which Dr. Hoffmann had prepared for the occasion

was read by the secretary.

John Ing.m.ls was born at Newbern, N. C, in

1829, and died at Macon, Ga., November 12th, 1898.

He was apprenticed to a pharmacist in his native

town at an early age and remained with him until

1850, when he went to Charleston, S. C, and thence

to Columbia, clerking in both places, being also for a

time proprietor of a store in the latter city. He went

to Macon in i860, and became one of the organizers

and first vice-president of the Georgia Pharmaceuti-

cal Association in 1875 ; and its president in 1879-80.

He was on the first Georgia Board of Pharmacy under

the new law of 1881. He joined the American Phar-

maceutical Association in 1876; and was made its sec-

ond vice-president the next year. He was its first

vice-president in 1883-4, and president in 1884-5; '^t^""

he was a member of its council.

John F. Judge was born at St. Augustine, Fla., in

1842, and died at Hartwell, O., October 17th, 1891.

He went to Cincinnati while quite young and for a

number of years engaged in the practice of pharmacy
and medicine in that city. After an existence of

twelve years, the Cincinnati College of Pharmacy had
suspended in 1862; in 1871 Dr. Judge was one of the

foremost spirits in its reorganization and was a mem-
ber of its board of trustees for a number of years ; he

also held the professorship of chemistry in this col-

lege and in the Eclectic Medical Institute. He was a

member of the first pharmaceutical examining board

of Cincinnati; and the first president of the Ohio
Pharmaceutical Association (1879-80). Dr. Judge
became a member of the American Pharmaceutical
Association in 1866; and was one of its vice-presidents

in 1 88 1 -2. He was a member of the pharmacopceial

revision committee of 1880.

George Washington Kennedy was born at Phila-

delphia. February 22d, 1843, and died at PottsTille,

Pa., December 22d, 1902. While serving as an ap-

prentice in a Philadelphia pharmacy he enlisted in a

Pensylvania regiment and took part in the civil war.
He was wounded and sent to a hospital at Philadel-

phia, and attended the Philadelphia College of Phar-
macy during his convalescence and after the expira-
tion of his enlistment, and was graduated in 1869.
He clerked at Pottsville after his graduation, and for

a few years conducted a store at ISfahanoy City; later

he returned to Pottsville and established the business
he conducted until his death. He was a member of
the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy, and of its

alumni association, being at one time the president
of the latter. He was one of the organizers and first
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vice-president of the Pennsylvania Pharmaceutical
Association in 1878. At the expiration of his two-
year term as vice-president he was elected president.
He joined the American Pharmaceutical Association
in 1869 ; was the secretary of its council from the time
it was established in 1880 until his death, and for
twenty-eight years was the secretary of the committee

on membership. He was one of the original mem-
bers of the Pennsylvania Board of Pharmacy, and its

president when he died. He was also president of the

Schuylkill County Retail Druggists' Association.

John Michael Maisch was born at Hanau-on-
the Main, Germany, January 30th, 1831, and died at

Philadelphia, September 9th, 1893. He studied phar-

macy in his native country, from which he was com-
pelled to emigrate on account of his political affilia-

tions. He came to America in 1849 ^nd was em-
ployed in a brush and mattress factory at Baltimore
for several months. Between 1850 and 1856 he

clerked in drug stores at Baltimore, Washington,
Philadelphia and in this city, and in the latter year
spent some time in a chemical laboratory. In 1859
he was an instructor in Prof. Parrish's school of

pharmacy at Philadelphia. Two years later he was
called to the New York College of Pharmacy
to occupy the chair of materia medica, and was
employed in the laboratory of E. R. Squibb. In

1863 he had charge of the government laboratory at

Philadelphia, and in 1866 he opened a drug store in

that city, which he conducted for about five years. In
the same year he succeeded Prof. Procter as professor
of pharmacy at the Philadelphia College of Phar-
macy, and exchanged with Prof. Parrish in the fol-

lowing year for the chair of materia medica, which he
occupied until his death. He joined the American

Pharmaceutical Association in 1856; was its reporter
on the progress of pharmacy in 1856-60, first vice-

president in 1863-4, permanent secretary 1865-93; he
was also at different times a member of its council,

and chairman of a number of important committees.
He was an honorary member of a number of foreign
and American pharmaceutical associations. Prof.
Maisch began the preparation of a commentary on
the Pharmacopoeia in 1862, which was abandoned on
account of the death of F. F. Mayer,' his co-worker;
in conjunction with Dr. Alfred Stille he prepared the
first edition of the National Dispensatory in 1879;
and in 1882 issued his Manual of Organic Materia
Medica. For many years he edited the American
Journal of Pharmacy. He contributed to the revision
of the Pharmacopoeia in i860, and was a member of
the committee on revision from 1870 until his death.

George Francis Holmes Markoe was born at
Valparaiso, Chile, June loth, 1840, and died at Bos-
ton, September 25th, 1896. In 1850 he went to
Salem, Mass., and lived with his grand-parents, arid
entered a drug store in that city about five years later.

In 1861 he was in the employ of a Boston chemist, and
in 1873 opened a store at Roxbury. He was one of
the organizers of the Massachusetts College of Phar-
macy as a teaching institution in 1867, and was ap-
pointed to the chair of chemistry ; for eighteen years
he was corresponding secretary' of the college. He
was a trustee and at one time its president. About
1892 he gave up the chair of chemistry and became
professor of pharmacy, holding the position until

1896, when he resigned, and was appointed an honor-
ary professor of industrial pharmacy. He was also
for six years an instructor in materia medica in the
Harvard Medical School. He joined the American
Pharmaceutical Association in 1863, and was its pres-
ident in 1875-6. Some references to him are made
by his old friend S. A. D. Sheppard in a little sketch
elsewhere in this issue.

Eugene L. Massot was born at Louisville. Ky., in

1823, and died at St. Louis, February 14th, 1871.
His early pharmaceutical experience was obtained at
Galena, 111., and he went from there to St. Louis in
1852. He was one of the organizers of the St. Louis

College of Pharmacy, and its vice-president in 1866-7.
He was largely instrumental in the reorganization of
the St. Louis Pharmaceutical Association in 1858;
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FERDINAND F. MAYEB.

was its recording secretary in 1858-9 ; and president

in 1859-60. He joined the American Pharmaceutical

Association in 1857; was second vice-president in

1862-3; and third vice-president in 1870-1.

Ferdinand Feist Mayer became famous for elab-

orating and reducing to a practical working basis, so-

lution of mercuric potassium iodide as an alkaloidal re-

agent, which solution is now known as Mayer's

reagent. This reagent is recognized by the United

States Pharmacopoeia, and it is also official abroad.

Of the life and scientific works of this investigator

nothing seems to be known prior to his emigra-

tion to the United States, late in the forties or

early in the fifties. His first scientific publication

in America was a paper on "Bestuscheff's Ethereal

Tincture of Ferric Chloride," which appeared in the

short-lived New York Journal of Pharmacy, the organ

of the New York College of Pharmacy, for August,

1852. A second and larger contribtuion, on "German
and American Pharmacy," appeared in four issues of

the same journal in 1853. Mr. Mayer lived in New
York until 1854. His next two contributions to the

pharmaceutical press of which we have any record

were dated at Philadelphia and published in 1855 and

1857 respectively. About the latter year, or possibly

in 1858, he became connected with The Druggists
Circular. He was a contributor to and collaborator

on the Circular for a number of years, being asso-

ciate editor from 1861 to 1863. In 1859 Mr. Mayer
opened a bureau for assaying and preparing chemicals.

In 1861 he opened at 36 Beekman street, the address

of the Circular, a course of elementary lectures on
chemistry and its application to pharmacy, toxicology

and technics. The same year he was called to the

chair of chemistry at the New York College of Phar-

macy, and remained connected with that institution

until 1868, part of the time as professor of pharmacy
and materia medica and botany. In 1862 he gave
private summer courses at the college and in the win-
ter of 1862-3 he conducted an analytical laboratory.

In 1869 Prof. Mayer was the chemical expert of thfe

United States government at the port of New York.
In 1859 he became a member of the American Phar-
maceutical Association, .^t the 1862 meeting he was
elected reporter on the progress of pharmacy. The
last record of Prof. Mayer's scientific work is con-

tained in the archives of the New York College of

Pharmacy, and consists in the statements that on
May 6th, 1869, he presented to the board of trustees

a report on his work for the pharmacopoeial revision

committee, and that on June 31st, 1869, he submitted

an exhaustive report on over 200 pharmaceutical

preparations he had examined for that committee. At
the turn of the year 1869-1870 Prof. Mayer disap-

peared and was never again seen or heard from.

Thus ended the career of an active, scientifically

trained pharmacist.

Henry J. Menninger was born at Mentz-on-the-

Rhine, Germany, in 1838, and died at Brooklyn, N. Y.,

September 8th, 1889. About 1850 his father was
obliged to leave Germany on account of his political

views, and brought his family to America, settling in

this city. The son was shortly afterward apprenticed

to a pharmacist, and later purchased a drug store

which he conducted while attending the medical de-

partment of New York University. He served in the

civil war, in the ranks and as a major, and was also

connected with the medical department. At the close

of the war he settled at Newbern, N. C. He was
elected secretary of state of North Carolina during

the "reconstruction" period, and also conducted a

drug business and edited and published a newspaper
at Raleigh about 1872. In 1873 he returned to this

city, and the next year rem.oved to Brooklyn, where
he conducted a drug store. He was a member of the

New York College of Pharmacy, and served as its

vice-president and as chairman of its examining
committee ; was a member of the Kings County Phar-

maceutical Society, the New York German Apothe-
caries' Society, and the Kings County Medical So-

ciety. He joined the American Pharmaceutical Asso-
ciation in 1866, and was its first vice-president in

1886-7.

Theodore Metcalf was born at Dedham, Mass.,

January 21st, 1812, and died at Boston April 26th,

1894. In 1826 he was apprenticed to a pharmacist

of Hartford, Conn. In 1837 he went to Boston and
opened a store; in 1845 he turned over the business to

his assistant, Joseph Burnett, and upon the retirement

of the latter in 1855 he again took charge of it.

Shortly afterward he formed a partnership with

Thomas Doliber, who was succeeded in 1883 by F. A.
Davidson ; the business was later incorporated as the

Theodore Metcalf Co. ]\Tr. Aletcalf was one of the

organizers and the first president of the Boston Retail

Druggists' Association in 1875 ; and a worker in the

Alassachusetts College of Pharmacy. He joined the

American Pharmaceutical Association the year the

Circular was first published, and was its third vice-

president in 1860-1.
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John Milhau was born at Baltimore in 1795, and
died in this city, December 23d, 1874. He entered a
pharmacy in Baltimore, and at an early age engaged
in business for himself there ; shortly afterward his

store was destroyed by fire, but was re-established,

and he continued in business until 1828, when he re-

tired and went to France, and attended the School of

Pharmacy of Paris. After a tour of Europe, he re-

turned to this country and settled in this city, and
opened a store at Broadway and Maiden lane, in

1830; the next year he removed to 183 Broadway,
where he continued until 1869, when an accident

obliged him to retire from active business. He was
one of the organizers and a charter member of the

New York College of Pharmacy, and after serving it

as secretary and vice-president, was its president in

1847-51 and 1866-8. He joined the American Phar-
maceutical Association in 1855 ; was its first vice-

president in 1862-3 ; and president in 1867-8. He
was one of the two pharmacists who were
members of the pharmacopoeial revision committee of

1850.

J. Paris Moore was born at Port Penn, New Castle

county, Del., February 20th, 1826, and died at Balti-

more, February 3d, 1888. His boyhood was spent at

Elkton, Md., and about 1842 he went to Baltimore,

and shortly afterward entered tlie pharmacy of Dr.
George Andrews, in that city, with whom he remained
for six years, in the meanwhile attending the Mary-
land College of Pharmacy, by which he was gradu-
ated in 1847. In 1848 he went to Wilmington, Del.,

and established a drug store, which he conducted for

three years, at the same time attending the lectures at

Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia, by which
college he was graduated in 1849. In 185 1 he re-

turned to Baltimore and conducted a drug store in

partnership with J. K. B. Emory, until 1858, when he
became the sole proprietor. He was one of the in-

corporators of the Maryland College of Pharmacy at

the time of its reorganization in 1856; served for a
number of years as its secretary, and was its presi-

dent in 1872-5. In 1861 he was appointed professor

of pharmacy, and continued to teach until 1879, when
he became professor of botany and materia medica.

In 1870 the Maryland college conferred upon him the

honorary degree of doctor of pharmacy. He joined

the American Pharmaceutical Association in 1856;
and was its president in 1863-4. He was a member
of the National Retail Druggists' Association, and

served on its executive committee in 1884-5. He was
a member of the pharmacopoeial revision commit-
tees of 1870 and 1880.

Emlen Painter was born at Concord. Pa., in

1844, and died in this city January 15th, 1890. He
was apprenticed to Charles Shivers, of Philadelphia,

and entered the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy in

1864. After his graduation in 1866 he went to San
Francisco, and in 1867 entered the employ of H. P.

Wakelee ; iri 1868 he formed a partnership with John
Calvert and conducted two stores in that city until

1879, when the partnership was dissolved, each part-

ner retaining one store. He established two other
stores in a short while and later a mai'iufacturing

chemical laboratory, which he conducted until 1883,
when he returned to Pennsylvania and the following
year came to this city and purchased a store at Broad-
way and Thirty-fourth street. He was one of the
earliest to advocate a college of pharmacy in San
Francisco and when the California College of Phar-
macy was organized he lectured on pharmacy before
its students without compensation; he was a trustee

of the college; dean of its faculty for a number of
years, and also its president. He was a member of
the California Pharmaceutical Society, and at one
time its president ; he was also a member of the San
Francisco Board of Pharmacy. He joined the
American Pharmaceutical Association in 1870; was
third vice-president in 1877-8; first vice-president in

1881-2; and president in 1889-90; and was also the

secretary of the section on scientific papers in 1888-9,
and the chairman of several committees. He con-
tributed many articles to the associations and periodi-
cals, a noteworthy one, in which he questioned the
exemption rights of the manufacturers of nostrums
under the poison laws, appearing in the Circular in

1884.

Edward Parrish was born at Philadelphia, May
31st, 1822, and died at Fort Sill. I. T.. September
19th. 1872. He was graduated by the Philadelphia
College of Pharmacy in 1842 ; was elected a member
of that body the following year ; was its secretary in

1854-64; and chairman of the pharmaceutical meet-
ings of the session of 1860-1. In 1864 he was ap-
pointed professor of materia medica, exchanging with
Prof. Maisch in 1867 for the chair of pharmacy.
Prior to his connection with the teaching staff of the
Philadelphia college he conducted a private school of
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practical pharmacy for medical students. He became

a member of the American Pharmaceutical Associa-

tion at the organization meeting in 1852 ; was its re-

cording secretary in 1853-4 ; corresponding secretary

in 1857-8; first vice-president in 1866-7; and presi-

WILLIAM PROCTER, JR. (1S17-1874)

"The Father of American Pharmacy."

dent in 1868-9, besides being the chairman of a num-
ber of the important committees. He is perhaps best

known to the pharmacists of this country as the au-

thor of a Treatise on Pharmacy, a popular handbook

of practical pharmacy first issued in the fifties. He
was a member of the pharmacopceial revision com-

mitee of i860. At the time of his death he was a

special Indian commissioner.

Wilson H. Pile was born at Philadelphia October

I2th, 1808, and died there in May, 1881. He was
apprenticed to Elisha Crowell in 1816; in 1826 he was
in the employ of Mr. Bigonett : in 1828 he was with

William Hodgson, and in 1829 with Thomas Evans.

In 1831 he began the study of medicine and was
graduated by the medical department of the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania in 1833. He practiced medicine

at Orwig.sburg, Pa., and in Montgomery county for

several years; returned to Philadelphia, taught school,

lectured on natural philosophy, and in 1846 opened a

drug store, which he conducted until his death ; he

also engaged in the manufacture of laboratory uten-

sils. He was elected a member of the Philadelphia

College of Pharmacy, became a member of its board
of trustees and joined the American Pharmaceutical

Association the year the Circular was established.

William Procter, Jr., was born at Baltimore,

May 3d, 1817, and died at Philadelphia, February
loth, 1874. His father dying when the son was but

three vears old, the earlv education of the latter was

rather meager. When thirteen years old he was ap-

prenticed to H. M. Zollickoffer, of Philadelphia, with

whom he remained for thirteen years, during which

time he attended the Philadelphia College of Phar-

macy, by which he was graduated in 1837. In

1843 Mr. Procter engaged in business for himself

at Ninth and Lombard streets, which location he oc-

cupied for thirty years. In 1846 he was elected pro-

fessor of pharmacy at the Philadelphia college and

occupied this chair until 1866, when he resigned on

account of ill health; in 1872, after the resignation of

Prof. Parrish, he again accepted this professorship,

which he held until his death. He became a member
of the college shortly after his graduation; was
elected a trustee in 1841 ; was corresponding secretary

in 1855-67; and for some time its vice-president. He
edited the American Journal of Pharmacy in 1850-71.

Prof. Procter was one of the delegates from the Phila-

delphia college to the convention of pharmacists held

in this city in 185 1, which led to the formation of the

American Pharmaceutical Association, and was a

member of the committee appointed by that conven-

tion which planned the organization of the association

the following year. He was corresponding secretary

of the association in 1852-3, and 1854-7; its first vice-

president 1859-60; and its president in 1862-3. He
was also an honorary member of a number of pharma-
ceutical organizations and institutions in this and
other countries ; was a delegate to the International

Pharmaceutical Conference at Paris in 1867, and was

CHARLES RICK. (1S41-1901)

elected one of its vice-presidents. Prof. Procter was
one of the two pharmacists on the pharmacopceial re-

vision committee of 1850; was a member of the re-

vision committee of i860: and vice-chairman of the

1870 convention.

Charles Rice was born at Munich in 1841, and

died in this city May 13th, 1901. His name was orig-

inally Reis, but this was anglicized when he came
to tliis country. His early education was received in

the schools of his native citv. and at Passau and
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Vienna. He left home after the death of his parents
and went to England, coming thence to this country
in the early sixties and enlisting as a pharmacist in

the United States navy, being assigned to the James-
town. In 1862 he became ill and was sent to Bellevue

JOSEPH ROBERTS.

Hospital in this city ; during his convalescence he as-

sisted in the dispensary of the hospital, and in 1865
he entered the employ of the department of public

charities and correction, and was assigned to a posi-

tion as assistant to John Frey, the chemist in the

general drug department at Bellevue. He served in

several capacities in the employ of the department
and at the death of Mr. Frey was appointed his suc-

cessor. In 1867 Mr. Rice became a member of the

New York College of Pharmacy; and in 1870 was
elected a trustee ; he refused to accept any other

elective office, but served as chairman of the library

and other committees. In 1879 New York Univer-

sity conferred upon him the honorary degree of doc-

tor of philosophy. He was associate editor of Nezv
Remfdies and of its successor, the American Drug-
gist, in 1876-91. He was chairman of the phamacopoe-
ial revision committees of 1880, 1890 and 1900; was
chairman of the editing committee of the New York
and Brooklyn Formulary in 1884; and chairman of

the committee appointed by the American Pharma-
ceutical Association to convert this book into the

National Formulary. He became a member of the

American Pharmaceutical Association in 1870; was
its first vice-president in 1883-4 ; and reporter on the

progress of pharmacy in 1891-2. He was also an
honorary fellow of the New York Academy of Medi-
cine, and of several foreign and American pharma-
ceutical and other scientific societies.

Alonzo Robbins was born at Pottstown, Pa., in

1833, and died at Philadelphia December 2d, 1896.

He went to Philadelphia when a boy, entered the em-
ploy of John W. Simms & Son and attended the Phil-

adelphia College of Pharmacy, by which he was
graduated in 1855. After his graduation he went to

Richmond, Va., and from there to Trenton. N. J.

;

later he returned to Philadelphia and clerked in several

stores there; and in 1865 went into business for him-
self at Eleventh and Vine streets. He was elected a

trustee of the Philadelphia college in 1878, and in

1890 the colleo-e conferred upon him the honorary de-

gree of master of pharmacy. He was a member of
the first Pennsylvania Board of Pharmacy in 1887

;

and was president of the board until his resignation

in 1895. He was one of the earliest members of the

Pennsylvania Pharmaceutical Association; was its

second vice-president in 1 880-1 ; first vice-president in

1881-2; and president in 1882-3.

Joseph Roberts was born at Baltimore, February
15th, 1824, and died there January 31st, 1888. He
came to this city and entered the employ of John Mil-
hau in 1841 ; and was graduated by the New York
College of Pharmacy in 1845. I" 1846 he returned
to Baltimore and opened a retail store. He imme-
diately became identified with the Maryland College
of Pharmacy, which had been recently organized

;

and was its president 1878-88. He joined the Amer-
ican Pharmaceutical Association in 1856; was its sec-

ond vice-president in 1859-60; first vice-president in

1874-5; and president in 1885-6.

Rein HOLD F. W. Rother was born at Landau, Ba-
varia, in 1843, and died at Detroit, Mich., October
i8th, 1889. In 1849 he was brought to this country
by his parents, who settled at Monroe, Mich. He en-
tered the drug store of Mann & Eberbach, at Ann Ar-
bor, and pursued a special course of study at the Uni-
versity of Michigan, its department of pharmacy not
having been established at that time. In 1868 he went
to St. Louis, and soon afterward to Chicago, where he
entered the employ of A. E. Ebert, and was associated
with Mr. Ebert in the editorship of the Pharmacist.
In 1875 he established a pharmacy at Detroit. He
was full of original ideas and was a voluminous

writer, having been the author of a number of articles

on pharmacy and chemistry, published in the Circu-
lar and elsewhere, and of two books. Beginnings in

Pharmacy and The Chemistry of Pharmacy. His
process for the manufacture of the ointment of mer-
cury nitrate was incorporated in the Pharmacopoeia
of 1870.

Ezekiel Henry Sargent was born at Dover, N.
H., November 13th, 1830, and died at Chicago April,

24th, 1904. In 1844 he was apprenticed to Carleton

& Hovey, of Lowell, Mass., with whom he remained
until 185 1, among his associates there being C. T.
Carney and H. M. Whitney. Upon leaving this posi-

tion he went to Chicago, and in 1852 formed a part-

nership with Dr. F. Scammon. In 1856 this partner-

ship was dissolved, and Mr. Sargent became asso-

ciated with J. C. Ilsley, under the name of Sargent &
Isley and purchased the drug part of the business of
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F. Scammon & Co. This they continued until 1859,

when it was sold to Wright & French, who put the

retail part of it in a separate building with Mr. Sar-

gent in charge. Mr. Sargent became proprietor of

this store in 1870, and was doing a prosperous busi-

ness when the great fire of 1871 cut it short—but

only for a while, for it was immediately re-established.

He was a charter member of the Chicago College of

Pharmacy, and its president for a number of years.

He was one of the organizers of the Illinois Pharma-
ceutical Association, a trustee of the School of Phar-

macy of the Northwestern University; and an hon-

orary member of the Massachusetts College of Phar-

macy, and of the New Hampshire Pharmaceutical

Association. He joined the American Pharmaceutical

Association in 1864; was its second vice-president in

1866-7; and president in 1869-70. He received the

honorary degree of master of pharmacy from the

University of Illinois.

Emil Scheffer was born at Stuttgart, Germany,
in 1821, and died at Louisville, Ky., January 22d,

1902. He was educated in the universities at Stutt-

gart and Tubigen, and was at one time assistant in

chemistry to Prof. Gmelin. He came to this country

and opened a pharmacy at Louisville. He wa>
one of the founders of the Louisville College oi

Pharmacy in 1870 and was professor of materia

medica and botany in that institution for a long time.

He also served as vice-president and president of the

college. He was one of the earliest members of the

Kentucky Pharmaceutical Association and of the

Kentucky Board of Pharmacy, and joined the Ameri-
can Pharmaceutical Association in 1872. He is best

known to pharmacists generally through his work on
pepsin.

F. W. Sennewald was born at Imbshausen, Ger-
many, in 1832, and died at St. Louis, July 19th, 1899.

In 1842 he was brought to this country by his parents,

who settled at St. Louis. In 1845 he was apprenticed

to A. P>. Tscheppe; in 1849 he took a position with
Enno Sander; in 1855 he formed a jlartnership with
W. C. Lange; and in 1864 engaged in business alone.

Mr. Sennewald sold his drug store in 1872 and started

a toy and notion shop ; but in 1875 he again opened a

drug store, which he conducted until about 1895. He
was one of the founders of the St. Louis College of
Pharmacy, and a member of its first board of trustees

;

he also served it as treasurer, secretary and president.

In the early' fifties he taught pharmacy at the Hum-
boldt Medical College, where he, at the same time,

studied chemistry. He was appointed a member of

the Missouri Board of Pharmacy in 1890; and was its

secretary in 1890-9. He joined the American Phar-
maceutical Association in 1865 ; and was its first vice-

president in 1869-70. He was president of the St.

Louis Apothecaries' Association ; a member of the

executive committee of the National Retail Drug-
gists" Association in 1884-5; and a member of the

Missouri Pharmaceutical Association, of which he
was vice-president in 1896-7.

George White Sloan was born at Harrisburg,
Pa., in 1835, and died at Indianapolis, Ind., February
15th, 1903. His parents went to Indianapolis in 1837,
and he entered the drug store of his uncle, David
Craighead, in that city, in 1848. In 1856 he attended
lectures at the Philadelphia College of Phar-
macy. After the death of his uncle, he was as-

sociated with the latter's partner, Robert Browning,
until 1886, when he organized the Sloan Drug Co., of

which he was president when he died. He was one
of the organizers and the first first vice-president of
the Indiana Pharmaceutical Association, in 1874; and
its president in 1875-6. He was one of the founders
of the Interstate Retail Druggists' League, in 1891,
and its treasurer in 1891-3. He joined the American
Pharmaceutical Association the year the Circular
was first published, and was its president in 1879-80.
Dr. Sloan was one of the original members of the

Indiana Board of Pharmacy in 1899, and served the

board both as president and as secretary. He was a

member of the convention for the revision of the

Pharmacopoeia of 1890; and was made a trustee of the

convention at its incorporation in 1900. He received

the honorary degree of doctor of medicine from the

Indiana Medical College, where he lectured on phar-

macy for many years; and the honorar}' degree of

doctor of pharmacy from Purdue University.

Daniel B. Smith was born at Philadelphia July
14th, 1792, and died there at the age of ninety-one.

When a youth, he attended a course of lectures in

chemistry at a private school conducted by John Gris-

com, at Burlington, N. J. Subsequently he was ap-

prenticed to John Biddle, of Philadelphia, who, in

1818, took him into partnership. In i8iq Mr. Smith
engaged in business for himself. About 1820 he be-

gan to advocate the establishment of a college of

pharmacy, and was one of the most enthusiastic at-
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tendants at the organization meeting of the College of

Apothecaries of Philadelphia in 1821. He was elected

secretary of this meeting, and when the name of the

body was changed to the Philadelphia College of

Pharmacy, in 1822, he was made recording secretary,

filling that office until 1828; was vice-president for

1828-9; and president for 1829-54. He was also as-

sociated with a number of ether educational institu-

tions, and occupied the chair of chemistry at Haver-
ford for several years. He was one of the delegates

to the organization meeting of the American Pharma-
ceutical Association in 1852, and was elected its first

president. In 1856 he was made an honorary member
of the association.

Alfred Bower Taylor was born at Philadelphia,

January 6th, 1824, and died there February 28th,

1898. He was graduated by the Philadelphia College
of Pharmacy in 1844; and entered the University of

Pennsylvania where he received the degree of bach-

elor of arts. Later he entered the employ of H. C.

Blair; in 1861 he engaged in business and continued
until 1877; in 1880 he again engaged in business, re-

tiring in 1887. Mr. Taylor became a member of the

Philadelphia College of Pharmacy in 1847 ; was secre-

tary of its board of trustees ; its corresponding secre-

tary in 1867-86; and a member of the committees on
publication and student employment. He was a dele-

gate to the convention of 1851 which lead to the

formation of the American Pharmaceutical Associa-
tion, of which convention he was temporary secre-

tary; the next year at the organization of the asso-

ciation he was elected treasurer and served for two
years; he was local secretary in 1867-8; and presi-

dent in 1890. After the 1850 revision of the Phar-
macopoeia he was elected secretary of the revision

committee and served as such until 1870; he was
a member of the committee up to the time of his

death. He contributed a number of articles to phar-

maceutical literature; and is said to have been the

first (1850) to advocate the use of cacao butter

as a suppository base. Mr. Taylor assisted Prof.

Remington in literary work after his retirement from
active business. He received the honorary degree of

doctor of pharmacv from the Philadelphia college in

1887.

WiLLL\M Scott Thomp.?on was born in Frederick

county, Md., February 14th, 1838, and died at Wash-
ington, D. C, September 26th. 1901. He was ap-

prenticed to Dr. Johnson, of Frederick, in 1850; in

1854 he secured a position with Joseph Kidwell, of

Washington, and in 1858 he purchased the business

of J. W. Nairn, which he conducted until his death.

Mr. Thompson was president of the American Phar-
maceutical Association in 1883-4, and chairman of its

council in 1886-7, ^nd 1894-1901. He was also chair-

man of its incorporating committee in 1888. He was
one of the founders of the National College of Phar-
macy, and of the District of Columbia Pharmaceutical
Association. He was a member of the Pharmacopceial

convention of 1870; a member of the revision com-
mittee of 1880; vice-president of the committee of

1890: and chairman of the convention's board of trus-

tees of 1900.

Henry Trimble was born near Chester, Pa.. May
22d, 1853, and died at St. David's, a suburb of Phila-

delphia. August 24th, 1898. Soon after receiving his

academic education he went to Philadelphia and en-

tered ihe drug business, and was graduated by the

Philadelphia College of Pharmacy in 1876. For a

number of years he was a member of the firm of

Warrington & Trimble, Philadelphia. One year after

his graduation he was elected a member of the col-

lege, and in 1884 became a trustee, 'which office he

held up to the time of his death. He took a special

course in chemistry at the University of Pennsylvania,

where he was for a year an assistant to the chair of

chemistrv, held by Prof. Sadtler. Later he assisted

Prof. Sadtler at his alma mater. In 1883 he had re-

tired from active connection with the drug business

and became full professor of analytical chemistry at

the Philadelphia college. He was a frequent con-

tributor to the literature of his profession, his writings

on the tannins being a standard ; he was able to write

on this subject not only as a chemist but with a pro-

found knowledge of botany as well. He received the

degree of master of arts from Haverford College and
that of master of pharmacy from the Philadelphia Col-

lege.

Edward S. Wayne was born at Philadelphia in

1818, and died there December nth, 1885. In 1835
he entered the employ of Frederick Klett. In 1845
he went to Cincinnati and formed a partnership with

Samuel Pleis; later he was employed in several labo-

ratories and pharmacies in that city and, in 1858, in

the Cincinnati Chemical Laboratory. He was prom-
inently connected with the organization of the Cincin-

nati College of Pharmacy ; served it as corresponding

secretary and president and also as professor of phar-
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macy and materia medica. He was appointed a dele-

gate to the organization meeting of the American As-

sociation in 1852, but was unable to attend; he be-

came a member of the association in 1854, and was its

recording secretary in 1854-5, and second vice-presi-

dent in 1868-9. He was an associate member of the

Philadelphia College of Pharmacy ; and an honorary

member of the British Pharmaceutical Conference.

Henry Martin Whitney was born at Winchen-

don, Mass., August 21st, 1828, and died at North

Andover, Mass., December 2d, 1903. His parents re-

moved to Lowell when he was a child ; and in 1844

he was apprenticed to Carleton & Hovey, of that

place, for whom E. H. Sargent and C. T. Carney were

also clerks at the time. In 1849 he went to Law-
rence and formed a partnership with Mr. Wilson

;

purchased the interest of his partner in 1851 ; and in

1899 disposed of the business to W. H. Glover & Co.

Later he was again in business, in partnership with

G. C. Ketchum. Mr. Whitney was one of the found-

ers of the Massachusetts Pharmaceutical Association,

and its president in 1892-3. He joined the American
Pharmaceutical Association in 1859; was vice-chair-

m.an of its council in 1892-5, and president of the as-

sociation in 1897-8. Mr. Whitney was one of the five

original members of the Massachusetts Board of

Pharmacy, appointed in 1885, and served as president

of the board from its organization until 1899, when
he resigned.

H.\NS M. Wilder was born in Iceland, March,

1831, and died at Philadelphia, January 25th, 1901.

His parents returned to

their native city, Copen-
hagen, the year after his

birth, where his education

for the ministry was be-

gun. Circumstances fol-

lowing the death of his

father compelled him to

give up his studies, and in

1846 he was apprenticed

to a pharmacist. He serv-

ed his apprenticeship, ob-

tained his certificate and
u-ent to France, where he
remained until about 1855,
when he went to St.

HANS M. WILDER. Croix, Dauisli West In-
*'*''"'^""

dies, and was employed
upon a sugar plantation. In i860 he came to this

country and after brief stays at Chicago, New Or-
leans and this city, he returned to Denmark in 1861.

In 1863 he went to Puerto Plata, San Domingo,
where he managed a pharmacy until the end of that

year; returned to this city, where he clerked for a

short time; went to Philadelphia and enlisted as a

surgeon's steward aboard a United States gun-boat

;

this craft proving unseaworthy, he enlisted in the

army, but saw no active service. At the close of the

war, he went to Chicago; clerked there, in this city,

and in San Francisco; worked in a silver mine at

Virginia City, Nevada, and on a farm in California

;

finally shipping as a sailor and landing at Liverpool,

whence he returned again to Denmark. He soon

came back to this city, and in 1861 was once more in

Philadelphia, as a proprietor; he remained there, al-

ternately as a clerk and proprietor, until 1879, when
he came to this city and was employed as clerk at the

New York College of Pharmacy until 1881. After

spending a short time in several cities of the West he

settled at Detroit, becoming editor of the Nezt< Idea.

In 1883 he returned to Philadelphia ; clerked there for

a time ; was later employed there for three or four

years in arranging numismatic collections at Memorial
Hall and for private collectors. From that time Hntil

his death he continued to find divers employments of

a pharmaceutical or literary character. He was the

compiler of numerous books of reference ; an index of

the American Journal of Pharmacy from 1825 to

1870; and one of the Proceedings of the American
Pharmaceutical Association from 1870 to 1882; and a

book of price and dose labels. Some of his earliest

writings were contributed to the Circular, he having

once said that his first literary employment was as a

"polyhistor" for this publication in 1868.

Dr. Edward R. Squibb.

Although he was never an apothecary and there-

fore is not entitled under the rules to mention among

the fifty distinguished pharmacists of the past half-

century, the services to pharmacy of Dr. Edward R.

Squibb were of too lasting a nature for him not to re-

ceive special mention in this historical number.

Dr. Squibb was born at Wilmington, Del., July 4th,

1819, and died at Brooklyn, October 26th, 1900. He
was graduated by the Jefferson Medical College of

Philadelphia in 1844. For several years prior to 1858

he was connected with the Louisville (Ky.) Chemical

Works, and in that year he established a manufactur-

ing laboratory in Brooklyn. He was a surgeo« ki the
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United States navy sometime after his graduation,
and during the civil war he was stationed at the

Brooklyn navy yard in charge of the manufacture of
medical supplies. At the close of the war he re-

signed this position and carried on the manufacturing
business established in 1858. His laboratory was
three times destroyed by fire, one of the fires injuring

him severely. In 1869 he accepted the chair of phar-
macy at the New York College of Pharmacy, after

having declined flattering offers to teach in colleges of

medicine, but did so on two conditions, namely, that

he 'was' to receive no pay and was not to be called

"Professor." He held this position until 1872. Dr.
Squibb joined the American Pharmaceutical Associa-
tion in 1858, and was afterward made a life member.
He was its vice-president in 1858-9. In 1873 he re-

ceived the honorary degree of doctor of pharmacy
from the Maryland College of Pharmacy. Dr. Squibb
was a member of the pharmacopoeial revision commit-
tee of i860. He was also a member of the conven-
tion for the revision of 1870, but refused to serve

on the committee ; and was elected a member of the

convention for the revision of 1880, but resigned. The
convention of 1900 adopted by a unanimous rising

vote a resolution of thanks to Dr. Squibb for his pains-

taking work in the realm of pharmacy for fifty years,

and for the unselfish manner in which he had always
put the result of his labors at the disposal of the sev-

eral committees of revision of the Pharmacopoeia dur-

ing that time.

Dr. A. B. Prescott.

Dr. Alfred Benjamin Prescott is another man, now
dead, who deserves distinction as a benefactor of

pharmacy during the past half-century, although

not a pharmacist in the ordinary acceptation of that

word. It was his stead-

fast stand for the higher

and the better in pharma-
ceutical education and
ethics that places Dr.

Prescott high among
those who have benefited

ilie calling. Dr. Prescott

was born at Hastings, N.
Y., December 12th, 1832,

and died at Ann Arbor,

Mich., February 25th,

1905. In his youth he at-

tended and later taught in

the public schools near his

home. He went to Ann
Arbor about i860, and en-

tered the department of

medicine of the Universitv of Michigan, by which he

was graduated in 1864. He later received the degree

of doctor of philosophy. He served as an assistant

surgeon in the Federal army during the remainder of

the civil war; and after the declaration of peace, re-

turned to Ann Arbor as assistant professor of chem-
istry, being advanced to the full professorship in 1870.

At the organization of the school of pharmacy in

1868 he was elected professor of pharmacy ; in

1876 he was made its dean, and so continued during
his life. Dr. Prescott was president of the American
Pharmaceutical Association in 1899-1900: and a mem-
ber of the United States Pharmacopoeial convention

from 1880 to the time of his death. He was a con-

tributing editor of the Circul-^r in 1884-6.

PRESCOTT, M.

PHARMACY IN 1957.

By J. W. T. Knox, Harry B. Mason, and Fred, D.

Nelligar.

What Mr. Knox sees ahead :

It has so long been the fashion to predict a serenely

beautiful state of affairs for pharmacy in the future

that I hesitate to do otherwise.

Yet it seems to me that if signs mean anything at

all, pharmacy will occupy a comparatively unim-
portant place fifty or seventy-five years hence, while

the drug business as we know it to-day bids fair to

become non-existent.

"Impossible !" you say. "Look at the tremendous
development of pharmacy during the past fifty years.

J. W. T. KNOX. HAKRY B. MASON.
Chairman of Section on Edu- Chairman of Section on Edu-

cation and Legislation Ameri- cation and Legislation Ameri-
can Pharmaceutical Associa- can Pharmaceutical Associa-
tion 1902-3—Chemist, Author, tion 1903-5—Writer on pharma-
Wit. Iceutico-economical questions.

look at our splendid colleges of pharmacy, our great

manufacturing establishments, our influential press,

our growing national organizations, and finally upon
the army of over 125,000 pharmacists. Do you mean
to say that all this will pass out of existence in fifty

years?"

Now there is difficulty about prophecy—so I am
going to be a conservative sort of prophet and say

merely that it may.
Plainly, to my mind, great changes are scheduled

for us, because the drug business is upon an insecure

foundation. Most of us know it, few of us are willing

to admit it ; but the fact is that popular ignorance and
credulity are what a very large part of the drug busi-

ness rests upon to-day. And that condition is not a

permanent one.

If people knew more about hygiene and correct liv-

ing they would dose themselves less. If therapeutics

were not so frightfully inexact, treatment would be

greatly simplified, thus diminishing the physicians'

use of drugs.

The self-drugging of the public, never so great as

at present, indicates a state of popular credulity and
lack of knowledge so lamentably stupendous that it

may well amaze the future student of our history.

The random prescribing of physicians and their

fickleness in the matter of medicinal agents are not

particularly creditable, but are the logical result of

empiric therapeutics and create an abnormal demand
for drugs.

The more you study it, the more clearly you will

see that a very large part of the drug business is due
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to the successful quackery which plays upon the hopes

and fears of the gullible masses; another part of it

comes from the experimental guesswork of the physi-

cian who, not knowing exactly what to give, use?

several unnecessary drugs to every necessary one

;

and a very small part of the business comes from the

really scientific application of medicinal agents.

Now. if medical science were stationary and popular

education were ineffective this state of affairs might

last—but it can not last. Physicians are going to come

pretty near to knowing just what they are about, some

day
;
people are gradually going to learn better than

to tinker with the most marvelously complex and deli-

cate machine in the world—they may even learn how
to take better care of it. And this will not be par-

ticularly good for the drug business.

Remember that the tendency of medical science is

towards simplicity. Nothing illustrates this perhaps

better than the treatment of diphtheria to-day when
compared with that in vogue before the discovery of

antitoxin. And this tends to eliminate the pharma-

cist.

"But no matter how greatly treatment may be sim-

plified by scientific discoveries, the pharmacist will

always be needed to prepare medicines for the physi-

cian," some one says.

I wish I could believe so. It is very beautiful and

inspiring to imagine the pharmacist of the distant fu-

ture as a tremendously scientific, bespectacled person

who compounds difficult prescriptions at profitable

prices, knowing nothing of cut rates, long hours or

financial embarrassment—but the prospects for it are

not first class.

When we consider the amazing progress of scien-

tific medicine during the past fifteen years we surely

have a right to expect still further progress : we may
reasonably expect a solution of many of the most
harassing problems during the next fifty years. It is

quite imaginable that a single discovery might so

revolutionize treatment as to make the pharmacist's

function as obsolete as the town crier's. The great

activity in research along the line of biologic thera-

peutics with the very hopeful promise of some start-

ling innovations in the treatment of whole classes of

diseases is full of significance, whether we will have
it so or not.

But this i; only one phase of the question. The
unmistakable trend of the country towards socialism

—

though we shall always be careful to avoid that name
for it—is more or less of a menace to the drug busi-

ness.

An argument that the public health is as properly

a matter of public concern as is popular education,

might, in the course of time and under conceivable

condition^, prove attractive enough to result in placing

the medical profession on the national pav roll, and
in the establishment of a vast svstem of free dispen-

saries of medicine—just as we now have free dis-

pensaries of education.

This is already foreshadowed, in my opinion, by the

State and m.unicipal production ailtl free distribution

of serums, in several well-known instances; and tTie

absurd reasons given for this first step are quite as

applicable to the remainder of the pharmacist's medi-
cal stock.

The remarkable tendency towards the centraliza-

tion of trade must not be overlooked, though this per-

tains rather to the number of concerns carrying- on
business than to the amount of business done. How-

ever, it has a bearing on the sale of the non-medical

goods which make so large a part of every drug stock.

I have not touched upon the fate of this part of the

drug business, for it hardly seems necessary. Once
the problem of merchandise transportation is settled

so that cheap distribution becomes possible, the trade

will naturally gravitate to the most economical source

of supply. Considering the enormous amounts of

capital arrayed on the other side, it is diSicult to

imagine that even the strongest combination of drug
stores is going to be able to hold its own in the unequal

conflict.

But problems of distribution are of necessity subor-

dinate to the basic problem of demand. Better edu-

cation, the influence of an enlightened press, the ad-

vance of medical science—all tend more and more
strongly toward reducing the use of drugs. There is

no influence worth considering that tends to increase

it—for the false stimulus of meretricious advertising

will eventually lose its power and be outlawed by pub-

lic opinion, or possibly even by statute.

This is not saying that we shall wake up some fine

morning and find our occupations gone. Indeed, the

changes will probably come gradually so that we will

unconsciously adapt ourselves to the new conditions

and welcome them for being so far better than the

former ones.

Pharmacy not being an independent profession, but

merely a part of the profession of medicine, is subject

to many fluctuations and the general tendency of

these is to constantly diminish its importance. So it

seems not unreasonable to predict that pharmacy will

be separated from the drug business within the next

fifty years : that the drug business as an independent

form of merchandising activity has no great lease of

life; that if pharmacy is practiced at all in 1957 it will

be in a greatly modified form, perhaps as a special

branch of medical practice ; and finally that ever\-body

will be satisfied except a few of us ancient chaps who
will babble harmlessly about "the good old times of

1907," occasionally quoting from King Lear:

Pray do not mock me;
I am a very foolish fond old man,
Fourscore and upward; not an hour more or

less.

And, to deal plainly,

I fear I am not in my perfect mind.

Mr. Mason's forecast:

I know of but one sound method for estimat-

ing the future. It is not based upon what we should
like to see transpire, or even what ought to transpire,

but upon what has transpired in the past and what is

transpiring in the present. Human society progresses

by gradual development and not by sudden revolution.

(Dne generation always builds upon its predecessors;

and the foundation determines what the super-

structure shall be.

I look therefore for no marked and radical changes
in pharmacy during the next half century. Rome was
not builded in a day and pharmacy will not be trans-

formed in a night. What will happen? Well, as I

see it, there are three or four movements now going
forward which will largely determine the conditions

of the ne.xt generation or two.

I. An increasing amount of attention is being paid

to the interests of the public health; pure food and
drug laws are the order of the hour ; anti-narcotic leg-

islation is being urged ; "patent" medicines are de-
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clared to be in need of regulation ; the medical sciences
are rapidly advancing ; and greater insistence is every-
where being placed upon skill and accuracy ; all of
which portend that the pharmacist will be held more
and more to a strict accountability by the State and
by public sentiment.

2. In correspondence with, this movement, and
largely as a result of it, more and more emphasis will

be placed upon the education of the pharmacist, until,

fifty years hence, nearly every State will demand that

the pharmacist take from two to four years of high
school work and that he be also a graduate in phar-
macy.

3. But as there will be an educational and profes-

sional development, so also will there be a marked
business development. This is a great commercial
age, and we are living in a great commercial country.

Scientific minds, no longer limited to abstractions, are
improving our business machinery. Expenses are cut

down ; economies are made ; duplications are avoided

;

business is done on a greater scale ; and these things

are all as true of the drug' trade as of others. The
stores are getting larger and larger, and corporations

owning five, or ten or fifteen stores are becoming more
and more numerous. The "new economic order" is

being ushered in, and the really surprising develop-

ment of the last year, notably in New York city, fore-

tells with prophetic accuracy what is to take place

during the next half century.

Now these are the agencies of the present which are

to determine the future. But how are they to aiTect

it? Will a better educated and a more scientifically

trained class of men in the occupation, cause pure

pharmacy to be separated from the side lines and
commercial features which to-day cause distress to so

many high-minded men?
Not, in my opinion, to any marked extent. I am

satisfied from observation that pure pharmacy can

succeed only under conditions so ideal that they will

not often be realized. The seven or eight "office

pharmacists" of Chicago, situated on the upper floors

of great buildings occupied wholly or chiefly by medi-

cal men, will probably have their analogues in other

cities as time goes on. But fifty years hence phar-

macy will for the most part, in all the leading cities,

be pretty much centralized in large down-town stores

and in branches of these or other corporations scat-

tered throughout the residence districts ; and the char-

acter of the stock will not be markedly diflferent from
that of to-day.

But will such a condition of things permit the ex-

pression of advancing professionalism and science

which we are to experience? Why not? A large

store makes specialism possible ; and specialism, as we
have seen in medicine, is in large measure the secret of

professional progress. There are prescriptionists in

the larger stores who do nothing but fill prescriptions.

There are pharmaceutical chemists who test purchased

goods for the store, and examine secretions for the

physician and the public. There are other specialists

who likewise confine themselves to one thing and in

so doing achieve a success which is not possible with

a pharmaceutical jack-of-all-trades. As I see it, real

pharmacy is going to be advanced and not retarded by

the growth of the new economic order.

The "shorter" hour oroblem will be partly solved in

this way, too, for "shifts" among the working force

will then be possible. "Patent" medicines—^'will they

still exist? Yes. People will continue to want them

and the only dift'erence will be that the State will pro-
tect its citizens against misrepresentation by their

manufacturers. But what about cut rates? Well,
there is everywhere and in all branches of trade a ten-

dency, exhibited in both legislation and in voluntary
trade agreements, to prevent cutting prices below a
fair and living profit, and the day is passing when the
big fellow can squeeze the little one out unless he does
it fairly and justly by the possession of economic ad-
vantages in which the public shares the benefit.

FBED. D. NELLIGAR.
"A contented drug clerk":

"an optimistic private in the
ranks of pharmacy."

Mr. Nelligar's troubled dream

:

"Buzz-z-z-z," sounded the photophone upon the

desk of J. Addison Mack, assistant general manager
for the Atlantic-South-Central division of the Amal-
gamated Drug Stores, Limited ; and that master of

detail swung round in his chair to find Jimmie Kelly,

Phar. D., smiling at him from the screen. " 'Morning,
Mr. Mack," spoke up
Jimmie. "I just called you
up to get you to send my
'sub' down in the morn-
ing ; my month's vacation

begins then."

"All right, my boy;
best wishes. Good-bye."
And the "A. G. M."
swung back again to the

business that had en-

gaged his attention be-

fore the interruption.

"It's no use of you
folks kicking, Payne

;

you've just got to come
in. Be sensible. You
are after the dollars down
there in 'Virginia, just as

we are, and if we can show you two where you see
only one now, what difference does it make whether
you are the 'king pin' of your own little shop or a
manager of a branch of the Amalgamated ?"

Payne, a great, hulking, good-natured mass of bone
and muscle, eyed his keener opponent almost help-
lessly for a few silent moments. And then : "Look
here. Mack, I want to tell you there is still some senti-

ment left down our way, and I've a good bit of it my-
self. I love that little store of mine and it's hard to
see it just a little cog in your big machine."

"Yes," answered Mack, "I admit that is all very
nice and sounds good, but it is frayed at the edges
and has gone the way of the steam engine. Now let

me go back and explain the whole system again.
Down in your little valley town you have six drug
stores ; two of them are doing well ; the other four
are skinning by the first of the month very shakily.

Each of your stores has its regular assortment of
drugs; 50 per cent, perhaps you use fairly often, 25
per cent, at rare intervals, and 25 per cent, is dead
stock. Perhaps you have a prescription for a dram
of fakerina; cost, $2.75 an ounce. You order the
ounce, fill your prescription, get 65 cents for it, and
carefully store the remainder away, the chances being
against your ever having another call for the stuff.

Each of the other five real independent proprietors of
their own little shops does the same thing. How
often you do it you have never stopped to count.

"No doubt each of your six stores keeps the old,

venerable hours, seven to eleven, an hour for dinner
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and one night off in the week. Perhaps a little cut-

rate war rages merrily down your way every now
and then : think of the delight it gives your competi-

tor to have a chance to cut under your quoted prices

,

on prescriptions.

"Now this is what we have to offer: The Amalga-
mated owns over 25,000 drug stores in the United

States, or almost nineteen-twentieths of the total. Of
course we owned many more, but we eliminated the

dead wood, and all we have now pay, and pay well.

Everything handled in our stores, with very few ex-

ceptions, we produce ourselves. W'e have our own
cod fisheries in Norway, plantations in Asiatic Tur-

key, gardens in southern France, and an island in the

Philippines where we raise cinchona trees that pro-

duce double the percentage of alkaloid and more
economically than the best Java lands. In this coun-

try we have our own glass plants, brush factories—in

fact, we buy nothing that we can produce ourselves

more economically. In your store you make up a gal-

lon of vanilla and have to carefully estimate its

strength for fear the government inspector will swoop
down upon you, find it weak and cause you all sorts

of trouble. Every ounce of product in our factories

that is within reach of the provisions of the revised

drug law is inspected, and bears the government
stamp of approval before we send it out. We have a

distributing warehouse in every State of the Union,

which is supplied direct from our factories.

"If one of our branch stores needs something in a

hurry, it sends an aerogram to its State warehouse by
the government wireless, and the goods are on their

way in the pneumatic mail tube, and are delivered in

thirty minutes at the longest.

"The only method we use now in bringing anyone
into the Amalgamated is persuasion ; we don't believe

in the club. Of course in our fight back in 1935 with

the United States Drug Company we didn't stop at

the means, but kept the end in view, and were kept

continually dodging the department of commerce and
labor. With years we have gained wisdom.

"In all the large cities we maintain colleges of phar-

macy, thereby displacing the pharmacy annexes of

the big universities, where pharmacy was tolerated,

but not smiled upon. Our keenest graduates we send

on at our expense to our laboratories of chemical re-

search. From these laboratories, as you may know,
have emanated more valuable additions to the list of

medicinal and industrial chemicals in the last fifteen

years than in all the time that has gone before.

There is not one farmer who tills the soil and not one
of the varied industries that is not indebted to them.

There is not a country on the globe that does not use

some of our products. Our export of chemicals and
dye stufTs amounts to more than the combined ex-

ports of all the laboratories of the German Empire.
"Come in with us and you will never regret it. We

require but eight hours of the twenty-four from you

;

we give you one day off a week ; a month's vacation

each year; pay you a decent salary, and retire you at

the end of twenty years' service oi> half pay. Every
man in our service, down to the porters, shares in the

division of profits at the end of the year. Now, how
about it? There, I knew you were a sensible man;
come with me and see our headquarters store. Of
course in the small towns our stores differ very little

from the old style. We have one for every 2,000
population. Each store has a manager, two clerks,

two apprentices and a porter. Each of the appren-

tices puts in six months each year at the nearest col-

lege of pharmacy. The soda water and confectionery,

although connected with the pharmacies, is under
separate management.
"The building we are in now contains on the

ground floor one of our typical city pharmacies. You
will notice as we pass through, the entire absence of

dust, dirt and unpleasant odors. That shows a per-

fect system of cleaning and ventilation. We get rid

of much unnecessary noise by using rubber floor cov-

ering. The local manager's office, you will notice,

looks out upon the main salesroom. One of our main
ideas is to provide for the comfort and convenience of

our patrons. We have resting rooms and a writing

room. That large elevator you see there is for acci-

dent cases that require immediate attention. It con-

nects direct with a complete operating room on the top

floor, where a surgeon and nurses are always in at-

tendance.

"In our prescription department we have some new
ideas. The three men you see at the desk do nothing

but receive prescriptions, write the data on cards to

which they are attached and send them to their sepa-

rate departments through the pneumatic tubes. Each
variety of prescription is compounded in a separate

apartment ; simple mixtures, emulsions, infusions,

pills, capsules, powders ; each class is put up by men
who do nothing else.

"On the floor above are parlors for manicuring,

chiropody, hair dressing, etc. Other floors are used

by our office force, who keep the books for the entire

concern. Each branch you know has to send in a

statement after each day's business.

"Got to go now? Well, good bye, Payne, our man
will be down next week. By the way, the publishers

as a special favor, have sent us a few advance copies

of the nineteenth edition of the United States Dis-

pensatory : take one along with you."

A Modest Pharmaceutical Ex-President.

When John F. Patton, of York, Pa., was applied to

by the editor for his photograph and other data for use

in this number, he wrote the following characteristic

letter

:

In conformity with your request I send you my phiz
by this mail under separate cover. My claims to dis-

tinction are like the annals of the poor, short and simple:
chairman of the executive committee of the Pennsylvania
Pharmaceutical Association, 1885-9; president of the
Pennsylvania Pharmaceutical Association, 1891-2; presi-

dent of the American Pharmaceutical Association, 1900-1.

I am not entitled to any title, but I've been through a
number of colleges and theological seminaries (walked),
and am just plain John Patton, and beg to subscribe my-
self. Tour affectionate

"UxcLE John."

Golden seal root was used as an adulterant of Vir-

ginia snake root, in 1863, as reported to the Circular
on January 21st of that year by G. G. C. S., of Wash-
ington. (A portrait of and contribution from a G. G.

C. S., of Washington, appears on another page of

the present issue.) Last month the Circular quoted

Virginia snake root at 55 to 60 cents a pound, and
golden seal at $1.75 to $1.85.

The business of J. B. Hall's Son, at Fredericksburg,

Va., recently sold to H. H. Forlin, of Chicago, was
established in 1791, and remained in the Hall family

115 years.
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The Origin of the Slot Pay Telephone
System.

By W. Bodemann.
A little more than ten years ago I was one of the

worst telephone kickers who ever lived. When in my
store I could scarcely get at my own telephone be-
cause of the outsiders who were using it, and when
away from it I practically could never get at it at all.

Doctors and customers who wanted to get me on mat-
ters of business were unable to do so. Complaint to
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Chicago, in 1874, he was
there and was burned out
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friend.
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the telephone company secured no relief. They
claimed they were doing the best they could, but that

in view of the circumstances their efforts were prac-

tically useless.

Then, after a time, they began to send me postal

cards telling me how many times a day my telephone

had been called for and found busy. I got so many
of these cards that I got thoroughly mad and then I

woke up and realized what the trouble was. I was
paying for telephone service and thought I was en-

titled to get some, but investigation showed that I was
giving it away to somebody else and consequently was
getting little or none of it myself. I was allowing the

public to line up in front of my telephone and use it

all day long. More than nine times out of ten the

conversations were frivolous and absolutely unneces-

sary. They neither did me nor anybody else any
good.

Then it occurred to me that the public should pay
for this service at the time the service was rendered,

and I asked the telephone company if they could not

attach some kind of a machine to my telephone which
would make it necessary that the user would pay every
time he talked, and if this were profitable it seemed
reasonable to me that I should be paid something for

the space given up in my store and the accommoda-
tion I should give to the business. I proposed this

plan to the telephone company and afterwards got a

few other druggists to join with me in thinking that

the new project would be a good thing for the drug
business.

The Chicago Telephone Company took the matter

up right away and in a very short time we had coin

boxes installed in a number of stores in my neighbor-
hood. It was a hard matter at first to get the neigh-

boring druggists to act with me in this. l~hey were
afraid some other fellow would steal away their trade

by offering free telephone service. I found, however,
when I had a telephone in a booth, which could be
found available for the use of the public, that people

were ready and willing to pay for the service and that

they did not have to wait in line in my store listening

to nonsensical conversations before they could get at

the instrument to use it.

More and more the druggists in Chicago found out
that we had discovered a good thing and my slot ma-
chine grew popular with an increasing number as time
went along. It was not long before 90 per cent, of
the druggists in Chicago adopted my plan and by
means of it we, for the first time, got telephone service

for ourselves ; I mean by that that our lines were used
only when it was necessary and that our customers
could reach us from the outside. In our own service

we paid for just the number of messages we had to

send and no more and the telephone company sold us
calls at a little less than the price paid by the public

so that we got a good "rake-off."

The ultimate success of this movement and its

spread to other large cities is well known to all drug-
gists, and the "nickel-in-the-slot telephone with a
rake-off" is the slogan of every well organized drug-
gists' association. In some places where two compa-
nies are in operation, some druggists take the service

of both, having one operated with the slot machine
and the other free. This, I believe, is a mistake.
Usually one of the companies has the service which is

most widely spread and popular and if its telephone
line is used with the slot machine, the public is amply
accommodated and the druggist gets a rake-off on
every call.

It will certainly pay us to stick to the one best com-
pany and our profits will grow with the increase of
the business of that company. Some of us feared
that when the public rate was cut from 10 cents to 5
cents we might lose the profit. This was not the case, as
the number of messages not only doubled but trebled
in a very short time, so that our profit remained the
same and it was possible to put in two or more tele-

phones as rapidly as the number of messages required
it. Some feared also that with the introduction of
very cheap residence rates the use of drug store tele-

phones would decrease. The result, however, has
been the opposite. As the number of telephones in

Qiicago has increased the number of messages from
drug stores has increased even in greater proportion.
Every new telephone added means that there is one
more person to talk to and messages to that person
will go from some drug store.

Now, with more than 120,000 telephones in the
Cliicago exchange, we have a great and comprehen-
sive service by means of which we can reach not only
every one in town but all the country around
us. The company is furnishing us with good booths
and good telephones and as many of them as the busi-
ness requires.

For myself I would not take an unlimited free-to-
the-public telephone as a gift and place it in my store.
The nuisance would be unbearable. As it is, I can
give eood attention and good service to the public, and
for this my customers are willing to pay a fair

price.
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THE AMERICAN PHARMACEUTICAL
ASSOCIATION.

It must have been along about 1845 when Evven

Mclntyre, then a student at the College of Pharmacy
of the City of New York, in putting some of his new-
ly-acquired knowledge of chemistry into use, dis-

covered that a sample of precipitated chalk in the store

President of American Phar-
maceutical Association 1S74-B;
Reporter on Progress of Phar-
macy 1ST3-91 and 1895 to date-
President of Kentucky Phar-
maceutical Association 1900-1—
First President o£ Louisville
College of Pharmacy 1870-81;

Professor of Pharmacy 1870-81

and 1883-5 and 1894 to date-
Member o f first Kentucky
Board of Pharmacy 1874.

President 1877-90—A test made
by him when a drug clerk for
George D. Coggeshall about
1845, indirectly brought about
the formation of the American
Pharmaceutical Associ a 1 1 o n
he is now Chairman of its

Section on Historical Phar-
macy.

of his employer, George D. Coggeshall, was not cal-

cium carbonate at all, but calcium sulphate. The
package from which he had taken the sample had been

imported from England, as most pharmaceutical

chemicals were in those days. It was a seven-pound

package—seven pounds being a half-stone in Eng-
land, a stone being an eighth of a so-called hundred-

weight of 112 pounds. When the young man went to

his employer with the news of his discovery, he was
met by a "Tut, tut, boy ! Impossible, see what a beau-

tiful white powder this is." But Mr. Coggeshall

looked into the matter and soon found that the young
man was right, and then he began to do some thinking.

The more he thought the more he was convinced that

something ought to be done. He called on his friend

and fellow pharmacist, John Milhau, and they, with

some others, brought the matter before the college.

Samples of blue mass were examined and found to

contain only 7 per cent, of mercury, but an abundance

of powdered slate, and many other preparations were

proven to be equally deficient in strength. Letters of

protest were written to the British manufacturers and

one of them replied that the products of his firm sent

to this country were "as good as the Americans would

pay for."

Failing to secure a betterment oi the conditions in

this way, the assistance of the pharmacists through-

out the country was enlisted in petitioning congress

to enact laws tliat would prohibit the entry at the ports

of the country of drugs and medicinal substances of

inferior quality. This resulted in the passage, in 1846,

of a law which required all drugs imported into the

country to conform with certain general standards of

purity' based upon the pharmacopoeias and dispen-

satories of this and other countries. This law seems to

have been inoperative for about two years after its

enactment, and is commonly referred to as the law of

1848, in which year its enforcement was begun. The
standards embodied in this law, while not so high as

might be desired, were considered sufficient to secure

a better class of drugs ; but it was soon evident that

there was a lack of efficiency somewhere, as the qual-

ity of the imported medicaments did not improve.

This failure to secure the desired results was attrib-

uted to the lack of fitness on the part of the in-

spectors installed at the several ports of entry, who
were appointed for their political views rather than

for their ability, although they were to some extent

handicapped by the lack of clearness in the wording
of the law in regard to standard books. To get a

thorough knowledge of the existing conditions, and to

discuss methods of remedying the evils, the New York
College of Pharmacy in August, 1851, invited the

colleges at Philadelphia and Boston to send delegates

to a convention to be held in New York.

This convention met in the New York College of

Pharmacy building, October 15th and i6th, 1851, and
was attended by the following gentlemen : George D.

Coggeshall, Dr. Charles B. Guthrie and Thomas B.

Merrick, representing the New York College of Phar-

macy ; Dr. Samuel R. Philbrick, Samuel M. Colcord

and Thomas Restieaux, representing the Massachu-
setts College of Pharmacy ; and Charles Ellis, William

Procter, Jr., and Alfred B. Taylor, representing the

Philadelphia College of Pharmacy. Charles Ellis

acted as temporary chairman, and Dr. Philbrick, as

temporary secretary. The permanent officers elected

were: Chairman, Dr. Charles B. Guthrie, of New
York, and secretary, Alfred B. Taylor, of Philadel-

phia. The delegates from the pharmaceutical institu-

tions of New York and Boston presented reports upon
the conditions in their respective cities, and communi-
cations of a like nature from the pharmacists of Bal-

A. D. SHEPP.VRD

First President of Massachu- Dean and Professor of Phar-
setts Pharmaceutical Associa- macv Maryl.Tnd College of
tion 18S2-4—Secretary of Board Pharmacy —Vic e-Presldent
of Pharmacy 1885-7—Vice-Pres- of American Pharmaceutical
ident of American Pharmaceu- Association 1S93-4; Secretary
tical Association 1876-7; Treas- since 1894—Joint author of Na-
urer since 1S86. tional Standard Dispensatory.

timore and Cincinnati, were read. A resolution was
adopted petitioning congress to fix higher standards

for opium, iodine, gums, resins, etc., and calling for

extra care in the selection of inspectors. A commit-

tee consisting of Samuel M. Colcord, George D. Cog-
geshall and William Procter, Jr., was appointed to
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collect information from all parts of the country and
to solicit suggestions for means of relief. It was also

resolved that a convention be called, consisting of

three delegates from each of the existing pharmaceu-
tical organizations, to meet in Philadelphia in October
of the following year, for the purpose of considering

all the phases of the question of elevating and ad-

vancing the profession of pharmacy, and for the adop-
tion of measures for the formation of a national phar-

maceutical oganization to meet yearly. In December
of the same year Dr. Guthrie sent out a letter to the

pharmacists of the country, setting forth the resolu-

tions adopted at the conference and the purposes of

the proposed organization.

On the call of Dr. Guthrie a meeting was held in

the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy, October 6th to

8th, 1852. It was attended by delegates from the col-

leges of pharmacy of New York, Boston, Philadel-

phia, Baltimore and Cincinnati ; of the Richmond
Pharmaceutical Association ; and by representatives

of the pharmacists of Connecticut and San Francisco,

in all twenty-one pharmacists. The committee ap-

pointed at the preceeding conference presented a set

of resolutions, embodying the following suggestions

:

(i) The organization of a national pharmaceutical

association; (2) the establishment of pharmaceutical

libraries, and of schools with laboratories; (3) better

preliminary education of apprentices
; (4) a more

rigid inspection of drugs and medicinal preparations;

(5) a more general adoption of the standards of the

Pharmacopoeia; (6) the regulation of the sale of

poisons; (7) the combating of medical and pharmacal
quackery; (8) the separation of the medical and the

pharmacal professions into their respective positions;

and (9) the advancement of the science of pharmacy
through the presentation of original papers at the

annual meetings of the association.

At the second session, October 7th, the above reso-

lutions were adopted and a permanent organization

called the American Pharmaceutical Association was
effected ; a constitution embracing five sections was
adopted, also a code of ethics consisting of six articles.

Comprehensive reports and statistics from the ex-

aminers at the several ports of entry were received

and these showed that the report of the committee

upon existing conditions, was well founded. The fol-

lowing officers were elected : President, Daniel B.

Smith, of Philadelphia; vice-presidents, George W.
Andrews, of Baltimore; Samuel M. Colcord, of

Boston ; and C. Augustus Smith, of Cincinnati ; treas-

urer, Alfred B. Taylor, of Philadelphia; recording

secretary, George D. Coggeshall, of New York; and

corresponding secretary, William Procter, Jr., of

Philadelphia.

The second annual meeting was held at Boston,

August 24th to 26th, 1853 ; twenty-seven members
being present, including delegates from four col-

leges of pharmacy. The committee on investigation,

continued by the convention of the previous year, ren-

dered a comprehensive report upon the conditions of

pharmacy, pharmaceutical education, the domestic cul-

tivation of medicinal plants, particularly those in-

digenous to the different localities ; and the general in-

efficiency of the State laws regulating the sale of

poisons. Many communications from pharmaceutical

institutions and members of the association, were re-

ceived reporting the general status of pharmacy
throughout the country. An improvement in the

quality ef imported drugs and chemicals was reported

and it was stated that the secretary of argiculture con-

templated furnishing standards for several of the more
important substances, for the guidance of the ex-

aminers. Among other resolutions adopted at this

meeting was the following

:

The American Pharmaceutical Association, believing
that the use and sale of secret or quack remedies is wrong

LEO ELIEL.

President of American Phar-
maceutical Association 1906-7—
President ot Indiana Pharma-
ceutical Association 1S86-7—One
of the few pharmacists who
has the hardihood to try to
conduct a strictly professional
pharmacy in a small city.

JAMES H, BEAL.

President of Scio College-
President of Ohio Pramaceuti-
cal Association 1S98-9—Presi-
dent ot American Pharmaceu-
tical Association 1905-6—Mem-
ber of Board of Trustees
United States Pharmacopceial
Convention — Chairman o f

Council American Pharmaceu-
tical Association.

in principle, and is in practice attended with injurious
effects to both the profession and the public at large,

earnestly recommends to pharmacists and druggists to

discourage by every honorable means the use of nostrums;
to refrain from recommending them to their customers,
and from bringing them in any way to public notice; not
to manufacture or to have manufactured any medicine the
composition of which is not made public: and to use every
opportunity of exposing the evils attending the use of

secret medicines, and the false means employed to induce
their consumption.

At the next annual meeting, the association offered

JOHN F. HANCOCK. JOHN F. PATTON.

President of American Phar- President of American Phar-
maceutical Association 1873-4— maceutical Association 1900-1—
President of Maryland Phar- President o f Pennsylvania
maceutical Association 1894-8— Pharmaceutical Association
Further sketch on page 181. 1891-2. (See page 98.)

for the first time prizes for original essays, namely,

for an essay on a pharmaceutical subject, twenty-three

volumes of the American Journal of Pharmacy, and

ThfLockWOooWIewiorim Library
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for one on a chemical subject, six volumes of Gmelin s

Handbook of Chemistry.

At the fourth annual meeting an exhibit of ap-

paratus, specimens, etc., was arranged,^ and such ex-.

hibitions were continued under the auspices of the as-

sociation until 1885, and have been made occasionally

since.

Each subsequent meeting brought forth an mcreas-

ing number of scientific contributions. The first paper

read before the association was in 1855, and was pre-

sented by A. P. Sharp. The membership of the asso-

ciation and the attendance at the meetings gradually

increased, and the scope of the organization was con-

tinually widened. Following the intention of the

founders of the association, the annual meetings were

held in practically all sections of the country and

without interruption until the agitation at the opening

of the civil war prevented the meeting in 1861. The
association met as usual the following year and has

met uninterruptedly in widely separated parts of this

country, and twice in Canada, ever since. The at-

tendance at the meetings has ranged from twenty-one

at the organization convention to three hundred at-

tending that held at Chicago in 1893, and even a

larger number at the Golden Jubilee meeting held at

Philadelphia in 1902. The membership of the associa-

tion after several years of gradual increase, grew

rapidly during the latter sixties and the seventies;

the organization of the pharmaceutical associations in

the different States during the seventies and eighties

prevented many pharmacists from joining the Arner-

ican association as they considered the State organiza-

tions to be of more personal interest. In looking up
the promoters of these latter bodies it will be found

that the leading ones were men prominent in the

American body and well informed of the value of

organization. The membership of the American

Pharmaceutical Asociation had grown to upwards of

1,300 at the time of the Golden Jubilee meeting, and

is at present approximately 2,000. Many prominent

pharmacists and chemists of foreign countries have

been made honorary members of the association, and

this honor has also been conferred upon a number of

Americans.
Several attempts were made to incorporate the

American association, the first occurring in 1856.

These were all unsuccessful until 1888, when the asso-

ciation became a corporate body under the laws of the

District of Columbia.
Among the resolutions adopted at the time of the

organization of the association was one calling for a

more extensive use of the United States Pharma-
copoeia as a guide in the practice of pharmacy; and
almost from its beginning the association has taken

an active interest in the decennial revisions, a commit-

tee being appointed in 1856 to consider the advisability

of such a course. This committee was made a perma-

nent one in 1863 and was added to one of the groups

of sectional committees formed in 18S7.

The stand of the association against quackery in

pharmacy has always been a deterjnined one, and nu-

merous resolutions condemning such practices have

been adopted. In 1875 a plan for a Public Health

Almanac was adopted with a view to replacing the

nostrum makers' almanacs distributed by the phar-

macist. In the same line has been the collecting and

publishing in the Proceedings of the association, of

unofficial formulas for various galenical preparations.

The first of these were printed in the Proceedings for

1857 and were followed by others in several subse-

quent years. These efforts finally resulted in the pub-

lication of the National Formulary of Unofficial Prep-

arations in 1888. This book has since been revised

twice, the third edition appearing during the past year

and being adopted as a standard by the federal gov-

ernment in the pure food and drugs act of June 30th,

1906.

The publication of the Proceedings of the annual

meetings including the papers read, was one of the

wisest provisions of the founders of the association.

These Proceedings of the American Pharmaceutical

Association have been ever since continued, and are

most comprehensive hand-books of contemporary

pharmacy. The earlier volumes are scarcely more than

pamphlets, the first volume containing but thirty-two

pages; to-day they contain 1,000 to 1,200 pages, the

largest being that of 1894, with 1,394 pages. The

editing of the contents of the Proceedings was in the

hands of the chairman of the executive committee

from 1852 to 1864, in which year it passed to the

newly created office of recording secretary and was

done by Prof. J. M. Maisch until his death in 1893.

Since then it has been in the hands of the general

secretary. Prof. Charles Caspari, Jr.

One of the most valuable portions of the Proceed-

ings is embraced in the annual report on the progress

of pharmacy. The first report was presented in 1855

by William Procter, Jr., who also presented the re-

ports for 1856 and 1859. Those of subsequent years

were prepared by some of the most prominent phar-

macists of the times. Since 1895 they have been pre-

sented by C. Lewis Diehl, who had previously acted

as reporter from 1873 to 1891.

In 1880 the duties of the executive and the business

committees had become so onerous that a council was

formed to take up the work of these committees. It

consisted at that time of the officers of the association,

ex-officio, and a number of elected members. Later

it included the chairmen of the different sections.

The scope of the work of the association became so

extended that it became almost impossible for it, as a

whole, to consider everything coming up at the annual

meetings, and in 1887 the work was divided, and the

sections on commercial interests, on pharmaceutical

education, on pharmaceutical legislation, and on scien-

tific papers were formed. The sections on pharma-

ceutical education and on pharmaceutical legislation

were merged in 1889 into the section on phar-

maceutical education and legislation. In 1900 the

section on practical pharmacy and dispensing was
added, and four years later the one on historical

pharmacy.
Although the primary purpose of the American

Pharmaceutical Association has been to promote the

scientific side of pharmacy, it has not neglected the

commercial side. In 1887 when the association was
reorganized with the several sections, the importance

of the commercial side of pharmacy was fully recog-

nized and the almost defunct National Retail Drug-
gists' Association was annexed as the section on com-
mercial interests. Since the organization of the Na-
tional Association of Retail Druggists the American
association has left the consideration of commercial
questions largely to the retail organization. Yet its

influence has not been unfelt in commercial circles

and at a recent meeting of the National Wholesale
Druggists' Association, one of the members of that

association spoke of the American association as hav-
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ing contributed more to the success of pharmacy in all

its branches than any other organization.

The association having been organized for the pur-
pose of securing efficient pharmacal legislation it is

not strange that it has always taken an active interest

in legislative questions, and it has been instrumental

in securing the enactment of much of the present State

and national legislation relating to pharmacy.
Great activity has also been shown by the associa-

tion in the education of pharmacists—apprentices, as-

sistants and licensees.

Local branches of the American Pharmaceutical

Association, which would tend to extend the influence

H. M. WHELPLET, M. J. E. MORRISON.

Dean of St. Louis College of President of American Phar-
Pharmacy—President of Amer- maceutical Association 1896-7—
ican Pharmaceutical Assocla- Professor of Botany Montreal
tion 1901-2—Secretary of Mis- College of Pharmacy since

of the parent body, were discussed at the annual meet-

ings for several years prior to 1905, when a definite

plan for their organization was promulgated. After

the meeting of that year the members in several of the

larger cities of the country held conferences for the

purpose of effecting the organization of such local

branches. At the present time such branches exist in

the following cities: Qiicago, organized February

13th, 1906;" Philadelphia, organized March 28th,

1906; Baltimore, organized May 4th, 1906; Minne-

apolis, organized May 7th, 1906 ; Cleveland, organized

May 31st, 1906; and St. Louis, organized December
15th, 1906.

Local branches have also been proposed in Pitts-

burg, Washington and New York.

The present officers of the association are: Presi-

dent, Leo Eliel, of South Bend, Ind. ; vice-presidents,

William Mittelbach, of Booneville, Mo.; C. S. N.

Hallberg, of Chicago ; and Thomas P. Cook, of New
York: secretary, Charles Caspari, Jr., of Baltimore;

treasurer, S. A. D. Sheppard, of Boston ; reporter on

the progress of pharmacy, C. Lewis Diehl, of Louis-

ville ; local secretary, Thomas P. Cook, of New York.

Roster of principal officers

:

Presidents—Daniel B. Smith, Philadelphia, 1852-3; Will-

lam A. Brewer, Boston, 1853-4; William B. Chapman, Cin-

cinnati, 1854-5: John Meakln, New York, 1855-6; George

W. Andrews, Baltimore, 1856-7; Charles Ellis, Philadel-

phia, 1857-8; John L. Kidwell, Georgetown, D. C, 1858-9;

Samuel M. Colcord, Boston, 1859-60; Henry T. Kiersted,

New York, 1860-2; William Procter, Jr., Philadelphia,

1862-3; J. Paris Moore, Baltimore, 1863-4; William J. M.
Gordon, Cincinnati, 1864-5; Henry W. Lincoln, 1865-6;

Frederick Stearns, Detroit, 1866-7; John Milhau, New
Ycrk, 1867-8; Edward Parrish, Philadelphia, 1868-9;

Ezekiel H. Sargent, Chicago, 1869-70; Richard H. Stabler,

Alexandria, Va., 1870-1; Enno Sander, St. Louis, 1871-2;

Albert E. Ebert, Chicago, 1872-3; John F. Hancock, Baltl-

mcre, 1873-4; C. Lewis Diehl, Louisville, 1874-5; George
F H. Markoe, Boston, 1875-6; Charles Bullock, Philadel-

ihia, 1876-7; William Saunders, London, Ont., 1877-8; Gus-

tr.vus Luhn, Charleston, S. C, 1878-9; George W. Sloan,

Indianapolis, 1879-80; James T. Shinn, Philadelphia,

1880-1; P. Wendover Bedford, New York, 1881-2; Charles

A. Heinitsh, Lancaster, Pa., 1882-3; William S. Thompson,
Washington, 1883-4; John Ingalls, Macon, Ga., 1884-5;

Joseph Roberts, Baltimore, 1885-6; Charles A. Tufts,

Dover, N. H., 1886-7; John U. Lloyd, Cincinnati, 1887-8;

M. W. Alexander, St. Louis, 1888-9; Emlen Painter, New
York, 1889-90; A. B. Taylor, Philadelphia, 1890-1; A. K.

Finlav, New Orleans, 1891-2; Joseph P. Remington, Phila-

delphia, 1892-3; Edgar L. Patch, Boston, 1893-4; William
Simpson, Raleigh, N. C, 1894-5; James M. Good, St. Louis,

1S95-6; Joseph E. Morrison, Montreal, Que., 1896-7; Henry
M. Whitney, Lawrence, Mass., 1S97-8; Charles E. Dohme,
Baltimore, 1898-9; Albert B. Prescott, Ann Arbor, Mich.,

1S99-1900; John F. Patton, York, Pa., 1900-1; Henry M.

Whelpley, St. Louis, 1901-2; George F. Payne, Atlanta,

1902-3; Lewis C. Hopp, Cleveland, 1903-4; James H. Beal,

Scio, O., 1904-5; Joseph L. Lemberger, Lebanon, Pa.,

1905-6; Leo Eliel, South Bend, Ind., 1906-7.

Recording Secretaries—George D. Coggeshall, New York,

1852-3; Edward Parrish, Philadelphia, 1853-4; Edward S.

Wayne, Cincinnati, 1854-5; William J. M. Gordon, Cincin-

nati, 1855-9; Charles Bullock, Philadelphia, 1859-60; James
T. Shinn, Philadelphia, 1860-2; P. Wendover Bedford, New
York. 1862-3; William Evans, Jr., Philadelphia, 1863-4;

Henry N. Rittenhouse, Philadelphia, 1864-5.

Corresponding Secretaries—William Procter, Jr., Phila-

delphia, 1852-3; William B. Chapman, Cincinnati, 1853-4;

William Procter, Jr., Philadelphia, 1854-7; Edward Par-

rish, Philadelphia, 1857-8; Ambrose Smith, Philadelphia,

1858-9; William Hegeman, New York, 1859-60; P. Wen-
dover Bedford, New York, 1860-2; John M. Maisch, Phila-

delphia, 1862-3; P. Wendover Bedford, New York, 1863-5.

Permanent Secretaries—John M. Maisch, Philadelphia,

186.5-93; Henry M. Whelpley, St. Louis (acting), 1893 meet,

ing; Joseph P. Remington, Philadelphia, 1893-4; Charles

Caspari, Jr., Baltimore, 1894-6,

General Secretary—Charles Caspar!, Jr., Baltimore,

1896-1907.
Treosi^rers—Alfred B. Taylor, Philadelphia, 1852-4;

Samuel M. Colcord, Boston, 1854-6; James S. Aspinwall,

New York, 1856-7; Samuel M. Colcord, Boston, 1857-9;

Ashel Bovden, Boston. 1859-60; Henry Haviland. New
York. 1860-3: J. Brown Baxley. Baltimore. 1863-5; Charles

A. Tufts, Dover, N. H., 1865-86; Samuel A. D. Sheppard,

Boston, 1886-1907.

Reporters on Progress of Pharmacy—C. Lewis Diehl,

Louisville 1873-91; Charles Rice, New York, 1891-2; Henry
Kraemer, New York, 1892-5; C. Lewis Diehl, Louisville,

1895-1907.

Pharmacist or Pharmaceutist?
When the Chicago College of Pharmacy launched

The Pharmacist in 1868, the Circular in commenting

on the name adopted for the new journal said :
"We

don't quite like the title, for it seems to us not to be

exactly naturalized English; at any rate it is an

inharmonious word, and far from being an improve-

ment on 'Pharmaceutist,' a term better known and

with more weighty hindquarters to balance a heavy

h.cad and shoulders."

Who says "pharmaceutist" now ?

. » .

C. L. Sherwood, of Sherwood & Burlingame,

Dowagiac, Mich., began his career as a druggist in

1852. With the exception of a year and a half, he

has been connected with the drug business ever since

that time.

De Lancey Bartlett opened a drug store in 1855 at

Fayetteville, N. Y., and has the oldest established

pharmacy in his county (Onondaga).
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THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
RETAIL DRUGGISTS.

In 1857 a speaker at a meeting of New York drug

importers and jobbers said that "the drug trade m
this city is the best paying business in the world." He
was alluding to the retailers, and immediately the im-

porters and jobbers organized themselves, feeling that

it was necessary for their protection against the re-

tailers,
r 1. TT • ^

Five vears previously the druggists of the United

States had formed an association having for one of

its objects the improvement of the quality of their

drugs, especially imported ones—which would indi-

cate that the retailers had already found it necessary

to protect themselves against the importers and job-

bers. Antedating even the formation of the American

Pharmaceutical Association were local organizations

kiL«2 ^

J. W. COLCOBD.

First Secretary of Massachu-
setts Pharmaceutical Associa-
tion 1882-91—Leader In the
Movement to Organize the Na-
tional Retail Druggists' Asso-
ciation and its only Secretary
—Now promoting a Joint meet-
ing of all the New England
State associations this year.

T. ROBERTS BAKEB.

First President of Virginia
Pharmaceutical Association
1882-3; Member of first Board
of Pharmac y—Temporary
Chairman of first meeting of
National Retail Druggists' As-
sociation 1883 — Vice-President
of American Pharmaceutical
Association 1875-6 and 1879-80—

Died 1906.

of druggists in various cities, including the colleges at

Philadelphia, Boston, Baltimore and this city, the

New York German Apothecaries' Society, the St.

Louis Pharmaceutical Association, and similar asso-

ciations at Cincinnati, Richmond, and perhaps other

cities.

During the first half of the half-century just closed

local associations of druggists were formed in many
cities and towns of the country, from the East to the

Pacific Coast. At the opening of the second half of

the period mentioned the movement was well under

way which has resulted in the formation of a pharma-

ceutical association in nearly every State and Terri-

tory of the Union.

National Retail Druggists' Association.—It was

about this time that the department stores had become

aggressive in the matter of their competition with

druggists in the sale of "patent".medicines, and the

druggists had become demoralized in their fight for

the retention of trade which they had long considered

their own. Such local and State associations as were

then in existence had not made a united fight against

the aggressive cutters of prices in and out of the

druggists' own ranks. Plainly union was necessary,

if victory was to be won, so in the Circuar for

January, 1883, under the headline "A Proposed Na-

tional Retail Druggists' Association," we find a letter

from "Pharmacist" dated Lynn, Mass., November

30th, 1882, and reading as follows:

As many of the evils that afflict the retail drug trade of

the country, particularly those pertaining to the depart-

ment of proprietary articles, can only be met and effect-

ively remedied by concerted action, it would seem entirely

fitting that some sort of a national organization of the re-

tail pharmacists, somewhat similar to that in existence

among the jobbers, should be effected, whereby these ques-

tions may be discussed, and action taken upon them. These

questions would comprise national, legislative, and all

other subjects pertaining entirely to trade interests. Ihe

American association is, and should be, a pharmaceutical

and scientific one, to which questions of trade solely do

not rightly belong and the same may also be said of the

various State pharmaceutical associations. As it is now,

it may be compared to picket firing or guerilla warfare,

with here and there a stray shot taking effect, or here

and there a voUev, but the most of the shots are a waste

of material and energy. At the present time it would

seem that there were enough questions vitally affecting us,

all the country over, to unite us into one thoroughly or-

ganized and equipped army, which, if ably led would

prove irresistible. Such an organization as I refer to

might be easily formed by a conference of the chairmen

or other members of the trade committees of the various

State associations, with delegates from all local and county

associations that might wish to be represented. It seems
to me the times demand such an organization. I shall be

pleased to hear from any one either in approval or disap-

proval, through the columns of the Circular, or by mail

in care of the same.

This was followed in May by a call for a conven-

tion of retail druggists, signed bv the presidents of

twenty-three State pharmaceutical associations, the

president and treasurer of the American Pharma-
ceutical Association, G. W. Kennedy (as a member of

the council of the latter), J. L. Lemberger, and Prof.

J. P. Remington. The convention was to be held at

Washington, D. C, September loth, 1883 (the day

previous to the meeting of the American Pharmaceuti-

cal Association), and its purpose was stated to be the

formation of a national trade association of retail drug-

gists. One of the objects of such an association was
stated to be the seeking of some relief from ruinous

competition in proprietary articles. J. W. Colcord, of

Lynn, Mass., was the man to be addressed in regard

to the call. It will be noticed that the first communi-
cation on the subject was issued from Mr. Colcord's

city. The initiation fee was stated to be $3, but this

was afterward reduced to $1.

A large number of druggists responded to the call,

and all wanted restriction, but there was a variety

of opinions as to how best to proceed, and some
doubted the practicability of checking the "vicious

practice" at all. Mr. Colcord called the meeting to

order and acted as secretary, while J. A. Milburn, of

Washington, presided at the preliminary meeting. At
the first regular session T. Roberts Baker, of Rich-

mond, was made temporary chairman and Mr. Col-

cord was continued as secretary, and the National Re-
tail Druggists' Association was formed. Representa-

tives from twenty-seven State associations and twelve

local organizations were present at this meeting, and
enthusiasm ran high.

Of the many plans to stop the cutting of prices, the

one known as the Massachusetts plan was most fa-

vorably received by the convention and was later

adopted by the executive committee. This plan pro-

vided that "patents" be sold only to such jobbers as

would agree to sell them at the "rebate prices" to re-

tailers who would sign an agreement not to sell to con-

sumers at less than marked retail prices.
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Under the electrifying influence of hopes for better
prices, many old local associations took on fresh ac-

tivity and new associations were formed in rapidly in-

creasing numbers. The membership of the new na-
tional association grew from 200 at the initial meeting
to 2,500 at the end of the first year. Mr. Campion,
of Philadelphia, came forward with his since famous
"plan," and the proprietary men formed an associa-

tion for the purpose of putting it into operation. This
plan was quite elaborate in its details : in brief it pro-
vided that those proprietors who adhered :o the rebate

system should apply that system to all who sold their

goods at less than regular prices; that those pro-
prietors who did not operate under the rebate system
should decline to sell to either cutters or those who
supplied cutters; and, that the association of pro-

prietors should co-operate with the National Whole-
sale Druggists' Association and the National Retail

Druggists' Association in organizing a protective as-

sociation for the sole purpose of putting the plan into

operation, the manager of the protective association to

be a salaried officer. The new retail association of-

ficially thanked Mr. Campion for his "plan" and for

his efforts to make it effective. The retailers thought
they saw in it a means of ending their cut-rate

troubles, although some of the wholesalers were luke-

warm and skeptical, and Charles N. Crittenton re-

ferred to it as "a perfect farce."

At the second (1884) meeting of the National Re-
tail Druggists' Association it was resolved that the

sale of "patents" not marketed under the Campion
plan be discouraged; $1,000 was appropriated to aid

in making the plan effective ; a salary of $500 was
voted to the secretary and one of $250 to both the

treasurer and the chairman of the executive com-
mittee.

The National Wholesale Druggists' Association

adopted the Campion plan at its annual meeting held

soon after the second meeting of the retailers.

A number of wholesale and retail dealers, some very
prominent ones in both branches of the trade, were

r
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elation.

put on the cut-off list. George J. Seabury wrote
rnany stirring articles and did much work in cham-
pionship of the retailers' cause. A proposition that
goods sold under "the plan" be so numbered that
their source could be traced was well received. A

private meeting of proprietors was held at Philadel-

phia about the end of the year and although some of

those present were in favor of abandoning "the plan,"

it was resolved not to do so until it had had a longer
trial.
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This brings us to January ist, 1885, when Henry
Canning resigned the presidency of the retailers' na-

tional organization and was succeeded by Vice-Presi-

dent Lybrand. February nth the proprietors held a

meeting and decided to abandon the Campion plan.

Later a coupon plan was suggested by Isaac W. Ives.

He proposed that wholesale dealers sell proprietary

goods at full retail prices to retailers, the latter to re-

turn certain coupons with an affidavit that they had

not cut the prices, and receive their rebate.

At the third annual meeting of the retailers' asso-

ciation neither the president nor vice-president was
present, the interest in the association having

dwindled after the failure of the Campion plan. Un-
paid dues to the amount of $1,500 were reported.

In 1886 the fourth annual meeting was held. The
membership was stated to be 3.152 and the balance in

the treasury $115.92. The association was reor-

ganized as a delegate body.

In 1887 the American Pharmaceutical Association

created its section on commercial interests. The Na-
tional Retail Druggists' Association then decided to

'!isband.

Each year of the five it existed, the National Retail

Druggists" Association met at the same place as the

American Pharmaceutical Association, and usually a

day or two before, its sessions lasting about two days.

The time and place of its meetings and the officers

elected are here given :

Organization meetina. held at Washington, D. C, Sep-

tember 10th, 1883. Officers elected: President, Henry
Canning, of Boston; vice presidents, N. H. Jennings, of
Baltimore, and J. B. Bond, of Little Rock; secretary, J.

W. Colcord, of Lynn, Mass.; treasurer, J. D. Wells, of Cin-
cinnati; executive committee, E. A. Sayre, of Brooklyn; L.
E. Sayre, ot Philadelphia; S. A. D. Sheppard and W. W.
Bartlett, of Boston; Charles Becker, of Washington; A. G.
Vogeler, of Chicago; L. C. Hopp, of Cleveland; F. W.
Senne'wald, of St. Louis; A. K. Flnlay, of New Orleans; J.
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W. Eckford, of Aberdeen, Miss.; F. H. Masi, of Norfolk.

Va.; J. C. Munds, of Wilmington, N. C; A. P. Brown, of

New Jersey; and John F. Patton, of York, Pa.

Second meeting, held at Milwaukee, August 25th and
26th, 1884. Officers elected: President, Henry Canning,
of Boston; vice-presidents, Lucius Lybrand, of Noblesville,

Ind.; J. B. Bond, of Little Rock; and Charles A.

Heinitsch, of Lancaster, Pa.; secretary. J. W. Colcord, of

Lynn, Mass.; treasurer, J. D. Wells, of Cincinnati; execu-

tive committee, E. A. Sayre, of Brooklyn; A. P. Brown, of

Camden; L. E. Sayre, of Philadelphia; Leo Eliel, of South
Bend, Ind.; W. W. Bartlett, of Boston; Charles Becker, of

Washington; J. F. Moore, of Baltimore; L. C. Hopp, of

Cleveland; F. W. Sennewald, of St. Louis; W. C. Lane,
of Nebraska; John F. Patton, of York. Pa.; F. W. R. Perry,

of Detroit; and Gustavus Balser, of New York.
Third meetiitq. held at Pittsburg, September 7th, 1S85.

Officers elected: President. E. A. Sayre, of Brooklyn:
vice-presidents. A. H. Hollister, of Madison, Wis.; Fred
Grazier, of San Francisco; and A. K. Finlay, of New
Orleans: secretary, J. W. Colcord. of Lynn, Mass.; treas-

urer. F. H. Masi, of Norfolk, Va.; executive committee, W.
W. Bartlett, of Boston; Charles Holzhauer, of Newark.
N. J.; H. C. Porter, of Towanda, Pa.; A. W. Allen, of De-

troit; J. D. Wells, of Cincinnati: J. M. Good, of St. Louis;
A. E. Ebert, of Chicago; John F. Patton, o£ York, Pa.; Ar-
thur Nattans of Washington; Leo Eliel, of South Bend,
Ind.; P. D. French, of Kansas City; Theodore Schumann,
of Atlanta; and L. E. Sayre, of Lawrence, Kan.
Fourth meeting, held at Providence. September 6th. 18S6.

Officers elected: President. A. H. Hollister, of Madison.
Wis.; vice-presidents. M. W. Alexander, of St. Louis, and
P. C. Candidus, of Mobile; secretary, L. E. Nicot, of Brook-
lyn; and treasurer, F. H. Masi. of Norfolk, Va. An ex-

ecutive committee was appointed, consisting of the presi-

dent and secretary and Henry Canning, of Boston: T. J.

Macmahan, of New York; H. \. Leith, of Providence; L. J.

Munson, of Waterbury, Conn.; and R. W. Vandervoort, of
Newark, N. J.

Fifth and last meeting, held at Cincinnati, week of
September oth. No officers elected.

It did not take many years for the druggists to see

that they could not look to the American Pharma-
ceutical "Association for protection against the cutting

of prices. The discussion of "plans" went on in the

commercial section of the American association much
as it had in the defunct national retail organization,

but druggists then as now were not satisfied. Rest-
lessness on their part was manifested by the letters

published in the Circular. Early in 1891 "'another

rebate plan" was proposed by a New Jersey cor-

respondent who began his letter by saying that

"the present state of the retail drug business in

the cities is deplorable." In the same issue there was
a letter from George J. Seabury regarding a "tri-

partite plan," and many other letters on the same
general subject including one from M. N. Kline, who
had been prominent in his work for the Campion
plan.

A short-lived tripartite plan.—On February
4th, 1891, a joint conference committee consisting of

three members of the Association of Manufacturers
and Dealers in Proprietary Articles (E. A. Bigelow, of

Lowell, Mass. ; H. M. Sharp, of Philadelphia ; and C.

C. Voorheies. of Woodbury, N. J.), three members
of the National Wholesale Druggists' Association (M.
N. Kline, of Philadelphia ; George A. Kelly, of Pitts-

burg: and Thomas F. Main, of New York), and three

representatives of the retail trade (\y. S. Thompson,
of Washington ; Charles E. Ink, of Columbiana, O.

;

and J. P. Allen, of St. Paul) was held in this city,

M. N. Kline presiding. About twenty-five other

manufacturers, wholesalers and retailers were present

and a cfeneral discussion of the cutting situation and
plans for relieving it was indulged in. Finally a

plan was adopted, to go into effect when twenty of

the leading proprietors and a majority of retailers had

agreed to it. The plan was an elaborate one, its pnn-

cipal feature bemg provision for a duplicate numbered

stamp to be affixed to each "patent." one to remain on

the package and the other to be removed by the re-

tailer and to be used bv him as a "'drawback." The

drawback represented 36 per cent, of the retail price of

the article and was to be collected by the retailer, if

he certified that he had not cut the price of the article

to which it had been attached. The execution of this

plan was entrusted to a committee consisting of Mr.

Sharp, Mr. Main and Mr. Thompson, Mr. Kline act-

ing ex-officio as chairman, and the committee was au-

thorized to employ counsel. Later, on the advice of

counsel, this plan was dropped.

About the same time many proprietors were put-

ting forth private "plans" and getting such free ad-

vertising from them as they could, and druggists

were flooding the periodicals with communications

setting forth their ideas concerning the general situ-

ation.

Interstate Retail Druggists' League.—At this

point the executive committee of the St. Louis

Apothecaries' Association invited the retail druggists

of the country to meet at St. Louis September 3d,

1891, to consider trade subjects. Accordingly about

thirty-five druggists met in that city, on the date

specified, elected Thomas Layton (president of the

local association), to preside, and organized the Inter-

state Retail Druggists' League. It was agreed by

those present that they would withdraw their patron-

age from any wholesale dealer who knowingly sup-

plied cutters with any merchandise whatever. It is

worthy of note that the National Association of Re-
tail Druggists also had its origin at St. Louis.

At the second meeting of the league the prospects

were reported as bright, and the plan of the American
Pharmaceutical Association to prevent the cutting of

prices was endorsed. This plan was an agreement,

with a cut-off-list attachment, and like most other

plans suggested would have been good if lived

up to.

The third meeting of the league was held at Chi-

cago, IMay 22d, 1^3. Reports from Boston, New
York and some of the other large cities of the East
showed that efforts were being made to organize their

druggists.

A special meeting of the league was held in Ter-
race Garden, this city, February 6th, 1894, about
thirtv members being present. Large local mem-
berships were reported from Boston and throughout
New England, as well as in this city.

Local branches of the league were heard from oc-

casionally after that time, especially the one known as

the New England Retail Druggists' Union, but no
other annual meeting of the league is recorded. The
agitation for better retail prices was kept alive for

a while by the proprietors who received free adver-
tising through their proposed plan, and by the drug-
gists who wrote to the journals.

The names of the officers of the league from its or-

ganization follow:

Organization meeting, held at St. Louis. September 3d.

1891. Officers elected: President. Thomas Lajrton, of St.

Louis; vice-presidents. T>. F. Goodyear, of Memphis; sec-

retary, G. Howard Willitt, of Kansas City; treasurer, G.
W. Sloan, of Indianapolis: executive committee. D. F.
Goodyear of Memphis; W. Bodemann. of Chicago; R. J.

Frick, of Loiii,«ville; H. E. Zimmermann. of Indianapolis;
C. T. P. Fennel], of Cincinnati; W. C. Sohott. of Leaven-
worth: and J. H. Gallagher, of Kansas City.
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Second meeting, held at Louisville, September Gth, 1892.

Officers elected: President, Thomas Layton, of St. Louis;
vice-president, F. H. Carter, of Indianapolis; secretary, R.

J. Frick, of Louisville; treasurer, G. W. Sloan, of In-

dianapolis; executive committee, H. E. Zimmermann, of

Indianapolis; C. T. P. Fennel, of Cincinanti; Addison
Dimmitt, of Louisville; Louis Lauranson, of Knoxville;
C. O. Rano, of Buffalo; Arthur Bassett, of Detroit; C. L.
Beeker, and Charles T. Hiller, of St. Paul; H. W. Evans,
of Kansas City; H. W. C. Martin, of Chicago; H. M. Whit-
ney, of Lawrence, Mass.; W. H. Torbert, of Dubuque;
Charles M. Ford, of Denver; A. H. Hollister, of Madison,
Wis.; and J. W. Beidleman, of Little Rock.

Third Meeting, held at Chicago, May 22d, 1893. Officers

elected: President, Henry Canning, Boston; vice-president,
H. F. A. Spllke, St. Louis; secretary, R. J. Frick, Louis-
ville; financial secretary, C. T. P. Fennel, Cincinnati;
treasurer, F. H. Carter, Indianapolis.

National Retail Druggists' Congress.—The
Interstate Retail Druggists' League which had come
into existence with so much promise, having flickered

out after an existence of a few years, the field was
clear for another anti-cutting druggists' association.

Nothing daunted by the ill f^te which had overtaken

all previous efiforts along this line, a number of drug-
gists of the trans-Mississippi States arranged for a

congress to consider commercial questions. This con-

gress was to be a delegate body. It met at Omaha,
September 6th, 1898, and proceeded to organize by
electing the following officers : President, N. A.
Kuhn, of Omaha; secretary, M. J. Bentley, of Oska-
loosa, la. ; treasurer, C. S. Kline, of Denver; executive

committee, F. B. Lillie, of Guthrie; F. A. Snow, of

Topeka ; C. M. Ford, of Denver ; Dennis O'Brien, of

Plattsburg, Mo. ; and A. A. Broadie, of Waverly, la.

Each State represented was to be entitled to a vice-

president. When the meeting adjourned it was to

meet at St. Louis January 24th, 1899. We believe the

"congress" was never again heard of.

Universal Trade Association.—Among the
various "plans" to prevent the cutting of prices on
proprietary medicines, the coupon plan of the Uni-
versal Trade Association should be mentioned. This
association was a private concern conducted by N.
Hayes, of Detroit, and gained some prominence in the

early nineties, but the druggists became dissatisfied

with it, and the plan of the Universal Trade Associa-

tion joined the many that had gone before. Mr.
Hayes sold stock in hi? corporation to druggists and
the latter were to profit by the sale of patented coupon
labels to be sold to proprietary men for use on their

output. The Interstate Retail Druggists' League re-

fused to endorse the plan.

Another Interstate League.—An Interstate

League, of which E. R. Cooper, of Lakewood, Ohio,

was secretary, was mentioned in 1900. It offered its

members protection from law-suit, maintainance of

established prices, and many other advantages for the

small sum of 25 cents a month, payable annually in

advance.

National Association of Retail Druggists.—
When the United States wanted money to pay for its

war with Spain and set about to raise it, "patent"

medicines were selected as one of the classes of goods
to be taxed. Manufacturers of the medicines and the

wholesale dealers refused to pay the tax but passed it

on to the retailers. The people who took the medi-
cines refused to pay it, and insisted upon getting

them for the same prices that they had been pay-
ing.

This condition of trade brought about a renewal of

effort to establish and maintain a national trade or-

ganization. The initiative was taken by the executive

committee of the Chicago Retail Druggists' Associa-

tion when, on August nth, 1898, it appointed a com-
mittee on national organization. On this committee,

consisting of fifteen members, were Thomas V.

LEO.NARD TILLOTSO.N THOMAS V. Vi^OOTEN.

Originator of the plan of or- One of the organizers of and
ganization of the National As- the leading spirit in the Na-
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which plan has proven the Druggists; Secretary since Its

most effectual of the many organization in 1898—Chairman
of its kind tried. of Commercial Section Ameri-

can Pharmaceutical Associa-
tion 1902-3.

Wooten and Leonard Tillotson. A call was issued for

a delegate convention of druggists to be held at St.

Louis October 17th and i8th, 1898. In response to

this call, delegates from twenty-one States and more
than that number of local associations met at the time

and place designated.

At a preliminary informal meeting held on the even-

ing before the convention Mr. Wooten acted as chair-

man and Mr. Tillotson as secretary. Mr. Wooten
presided also at the opening of the first session of the

regular convention, and was duly elected temporary
chairman, while John Allen, of St. Louis was made
temporary vice-chairman, and John W. Lowe, of

Hartford, temporary secretary. A constitution de-

claring the name of the new organization to be the

National Association of Retail Druggists was adopted.

The object of the newly formed association was stated

to be "to unite the representatives of associations of

retail druggists in the United States in a central body
for the improvement of the business conditions of the

retail drug trade." The plan of organization had
been well worked out ; it was said to have been the

idea of Mr. Tillotson.

The National Wholesale Druggists' Association was
in session at St. Louis at the same time and a joint

session was held.

Later the association was incorporated under the

laws of Ilinois, by Joseph W. Errant, attorney for

the Chicago Retail Druggists' Association and two of

his business associates.

At the organization meeting resolutions on the stamp
tax, on the sale of "patent" medicines at cut rates, on
the patent laws of the United States, which allowed

foreigners privileges in this country which they were
not permitted to enjov at home, on uniformity in

standards for boards of pharmacy, and on other mat-

ters were favorably received.

This association is still in existence. It has erown
rapidly, its anntial meetings being attended by larger
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delegations than had ever before been drawn together

for the purpose of taking action on matters con-

cerning the druggists of this country. At the meet-
ings which were held last year and the year before,

the attendance was. estimated at about one thou-

sand.

As the years have rolled by the association has
striven to find some means to 'restore old prices for

proprietary goods, but so far it has not succeeded in

restoring them, although conditions are better now
than they were when this organization was formed:
aggressive cut-rate wars are less frequent and less de-

structive than they were, and a better feeling exists

between the three branches of the trade—manufactur-
ers, wholesalers, and retailers. The plan to prevent

the cutting of prices on "patent" medicines which
the association endorsed and worked for during
the earlier years of its existence was known as the

tripartite plan, and was based on an agreement be-

tween the three branches of the trade. It proved in-

effectual. Later a direct-contract-serial-numbering

plan was adopted. Under this plan those who handle
the goods of a given manufacturer are bound by a
contract, which goes with the goods, stipulating

that the latter are not to be sold below a specified

price.

The plan, in those cases in which it has been volun-
tarily adopted by certain manufacturers, seems to be
the most effective one so far devised, but the associa-

tion has not yet compelled its general adoption. In-
deed, at this time there is a suit pending in a United
States court against the association and the associa-

tions of the wholesalers and proprietors, which may
have a good deal to do with future eft'orts to prevent
the cutting of prices on* proprietary articles. The
suit is brought under the so-called Sherman "anti-

trust" law, and its results are awaited with much in-

terest.

As the National Association of Retail Druggists has
grown stronger and gained in experience, it has
adopted resolutions on an increasing list of subjects.

First and foremost, however, among the questions dis-

cussed at its meetings has been that of price-protec-

tion. The subject which has been most persistently

agitated after that has been the repeal of the patent
law under which the druggists of this country may be
and are compelled to pay exhorbitant prices for medi-
cinal chemicals manufactured abroad, while the same
product is sold at merely nominal prices in other
countries. The injustice of this law is so apparent
that druggist.5 all over the country have persistently

demanded its amendment, and just as it appeared that
victory was in sight, the officers of the association

suddenly and unaccountably seemed to have lost in-

terest in the matter, and ceased their work for the
amendment which had been repeatedly urged by the
members.

At one time it seemed as if the association were
about to go to pieces over a difference of opinion as
to whether it was proper for one of its executive of-

ficers to be a paid employe of the pfoprietary medi-
cine interests. The committee on president's address
in 1900 recommended that the association approve the
employment of the chairman of the executive com-
mittee as an assistant to the chairman of the proprie-
tary committee of the National Wholesale Druggists'
Association. The man in question was, at last ac-
counts, still in the employ of the proprietar\' inter-

ests, and although the retailers no longer honor him

with office, he frequently attends important executive

meetings of the officers of their association.

The variety of work undertaken by the association

may be inferred from a glance at ' the resolutions

adopted at its recent meeting. These include refer-

ences to such subjects as prices for proprietary medi-

cines, patent laws, mail-order houses, exchanging

goods, sample packages, window displays, trading

stamps, telephones, pharmaceutical education, rela-

tions between pharmacists and physicians. National

Formulary products, pure food and drug law, purity

of drugs, methods of designating the strengths of

drugs and chemicals, anti-trust laws, postal legisla-
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tion, boards of pharmacy, Sunday closing, fraternal

relations, the press, vulgar posters, and other matters

of a miscellaneous nature. At previous meetings it

had adopted resolutions on the rank and pay of phar-

macists in the army, navy and public health and ma-
rine-hospital service, on the manufacture by the gov-

ernment of remedial agents, and on a wide range of

other subjects.

Last year when many of the druggists of San Fran-
cisco were made penniless, and most of them were put

out of business by the great earthquake and fire, the

National Association of Retail Druggists raised a

fund of nearly $40,000 and distributed it among those

of them that stood most in need of immediate assist-

ance.

The annual dues of members of the association were
fixed at 25 cents at first. They were soon increased

to 50 cents, and then to $2. At present they are $4
for members of local affiliated associations. Much
criticism has been directed against the association for

accepting gifts of money from the very men whom it

is supposed to discipline—the manufacturers and
wholesalers—but as without money it could do noth-

ing and as the retailers would not supply sufficient

funds to carry on the work of their own association,

such gifts have been taken and have probably been
the means of keeping the association on the firm basis

it has enjoyed. The annual receipts of the association

have gradually grown from less than five thousand
dollars the first year to about one hundred thousand
dollars last year. Its salary list and per diem allow-
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ances are large and its plan of operation comprehen-
sive.

Although the stamp-tax on proprietary goods had
been the immediate cause of the formation of the as-

sociation, the repeal, in the spring of 1901, of that

portion of the tax act to which druggists objected, did

not leave the association without a rallying point.

Perhaps the best work it has accomplished has been
the fostering of a spirit of fraternity and co-operation

among druggists. There are perhaps to-day more
State and local associations among the druggists of

the country than ever before, and many of them, and
much of the strength of the others, are results of the
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work or influence of the national body. At the last

meeting of the association it was reported that no less

than 1,152 organizations of retail druggists were af-

filiated with the central body. It is regretted by many
that the association does not use more of its great

strength and influence in promoting the cause of real

pharmacy, instead of devoting the larger part of its

attention to the quack side of the calling. Promises
that the better things will be looked after later have
been made.

Already the National Association of Retail Drug-
gists has lived much longer and exerted a much wider
influence than any of its predecessors, and if con-
ducted by and in the interests of retail druggists, just

as the wholesale and the proprietary associations are

conducted by and in the interests of their members,
there seems to be no good reason why it should not be
a permanent and a representative body, just as each of
the other two associations is.

A complete roster of its elective officers follows

:

Organization meeting, held at St. Louis, October 17th
and ISth, 1898. Officers elected: President. H. P. Hyn-
son, of Baltimore: vice-presidents, G. L. Hechler, of Cleve-
land; Simon N. Jones, of Louisville, and N. A. Kuhn, of
Omaha; secretary, Thomas V. Wooten, of Chicago; treas-
urer, John W. Lowe, of Hartford; executive committee, A.
Timberlake, of Indianapolis; F. E. Hollidav of TopeKa;
John Allen, of St. Louis; D. E. Prall, of Saginaw; and W.
R. Dyche. of Chicago.

Sec07id meeting, held at Cincinnati, October 3d to 5th,
1899. Officers elected: President, Simon N. Jones, of
Louisvillp; vice-presidents. W. C. Anderson, of Brooklyn;
Thomas Layton. of St. Louis, and A. M. Robinson, of Ban-
gor; secretary, Thomas V. Wooten. of Chicago; treasurer,
Charles T. Heller, of St. Paul; executive committee. F. E.
Holliday, of Topeka; H. P. Hynson, of Baltimore- J. W.

Cheswright, of Pittsburg; D. E. Prall, of Saginaw; and
Alfred DeLang, of Cincinnati.

Third meeting, held at Detroit, September 12th to 14th,
1900. Officers elected: President, W. C. Anderson, of
Brooklyn; vice-presidents, James W. Seeley, of Detroit;
Jesse L. Nelson, of Jackson, Tenn.; and Frank L. Way, of
Manchester, N. H.; secretary, Thomas V. Wooten, of Chi-
cago; treasurer, Charles T. Heller, of St. Paul; executive
committee, F. E. Holliday, of Topeka; D. E. Prall, of
Saginaw; Simon N. Jones, of Louisville; Alfred DeLang,
of Cincinnati; A, Timberlake, of Indianapolis; James C.
Perry, of Philadelphia.

Fourth 7neeting, held at Buffalo, October 10th to 12th,
1901. Officers elected: President, James W. Seeley, of
Detroit; vice-presidents, R. K. Smither, of Buffalo; Thomas
Voegeli, of Minneapolis; and B. E. Pritchard, of Pitts-
burg; secretary. Thomas V. Wooten, of Chicago; treasurer,
R. S. Vitt, of St, Louis; executive committee, Simon N.
Jones, of Louisville; F. E. Holliday, of Topeka; John C.
Gallagher, of Jersey City; W. E. Bingham, of Tuscaloosa,
Ala.; F. W. Meissner, of La Porte, Ind.; and Charles
Fleischner, of New Haven.

Fifth meeting; held at Cleveland, September 23d to 25th,
1902. Officers elected: President, R. K. Smither, of Buf-
falo; vice-presidents, L. C. Hopp, of Cleveland; W. H.
Gale, of Chicago; and M. T. Breslin, of New Orleans; sec-
retary, Thomas V. Wooten, of Chicago; treasurer, R. S.
Vitt, of St. Louis; executive committee, Simon N. Jones, of
Louisville; F. W. Meissner, of La Porte, Ind.; Thomas
Voegeli, of Minneapolis; Charles Rehfuss, of Philadelphia-
Charles Fleischner, of New Haven; and W. E. Bingham'
of Tuscaloosa, Ala.

Sixth meeting, held at Washington, October 5th to 8th,
1903. Officers elected: President, B. E. Pritchard, of Mc-
Keesport, Pa.; vice-presidents, Ed. Wolff, of St. 'Louis

-

Samuel L. Hilton, of Washington; and E. B. Taintor of
Carroll, la.; secretary, Thomas V. Wooten, of Chicago;
treasurer, Charles F. Maun, of Detroit; executive com-
mittee, Simon N. Jones, of Louisville; Charles Rehfuss, of
Philadelphia; R. K. Smither, of Buffalo; Thomas Voegeli
of Minneapolis; M. T. Breslin, of New Orleans- and l'
G. Heinritz, of Holyoke, Mass.

Seventh meeting, held at St. Louis, October 10th to 14th
1904. Officers elected: President, Thomas Voegeli of
Minneapolis; vice-presidents, Charles R. Judge, of St
7-,ouis: Otto C. Bastian, of South Bend; and F. A. Snow, of
Topeka; secretary, Thomas V. Wooten, of Chicago- treas-
urer, Charles F, Mann, of Detroit; executive committee
Simon N. Jones, of Louisville; Charles Rehfuss of Phila-
delphia; M. T. Breslin, of Ne-w Orleans; J. A. Lockie of
Buffalo; L. C. Hopp, of Cleveland, and W. D. Wheeler', of

Eighth meeting, held at Boston, September 18th to 22d
1905. Officers elected: President, M. T. Breslin of New
Orleans; vice-presidents, C. H. Avery, of Chicago-' William
Ridgeway, of Atlantic City; and S. C. Davis, of 'Washing-
ton; secretary, Thomas V. Wooten, of Chicago; treasurer
Charles F. Mann, of Detroit; executive committee Simon n'
Jones, of Louisville; Thomas Voegeli, of Minneapolis- J.
A. Lockie, of Buffalo: W. D. Wheeler, of Boston- L C
Hopp, of Cleveland; and T. H. Potts, of Philadelphia.^mth meeting, held at Atlanta, October 1st to 4th 1906
Officers elected: President, Charles F. Mann, of Detroit

-

vice-presidents, W. S. Elkin. Jr., of Atlanta; T. F. Hag^
now, of St. Louis; and E. B. Hyde, of Bennington Vt •

secretary. Thomas V. Wooten, of Chicago; treasurer 'Louis
Emanuel, of Pittsburg; executive committee, Simon N.
Jones, of Louisville; Thomas H. Potts, of Philadelphia;
1^?°^ D'"er, of New York; M. T. Breslin, of New Orleans

-

William H. Wheeler, of Boston; and Edward Williams of
Madison, Wis.

After all, the "first drug store in America" for
many years was that of Dr. Gustav Pfingsten, 1414
Whitall street, this city ; at any rate it was the first one
to be seen by thousands of European immigrants
upon their setting foot on American soil. The store
was demolished to make room for the new custom
house.

Dr. L. V. Newton, editor and publisher of the CiR-
CUL.^R in its early days, was a pioneer in "simplified
spelling:" he never spelled connection except with
an X.
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THE NATIONAL WHOLESALE DRUG-
GISTS' ASSOCIATION.

Some one once said that the beginning of history

precedes its making. He meant that the historian

must go behind the events he seeks to portray for

their cause. Nor can one properly sketch the hfe of

the National Wholesale Druggists' Association until

he has builded a background out of the conditions

which led to its inception.

The conditions leading the wholesalers to organize

were brought about by the civil war. The reconstruc-

L. i. G. MEYEB. AUGUSTUS KEIFEE.
(1S30-19O5)

„ ^ , , , .
Leader In the movement

Entered
,
drug busmess 1848; (1876) which resulted in the for-

for himself the year the Clr- matlon of the National Whole-
*"!^'?,1 '^^ established—Trustee sale Druggists' Association—
of St. Louis College of Phar- Entered drug business as amacy—Vice-President of Amer- clerk for Dr. Koerner. Dayton.
9^" Fo5^^'"?,<=euH'^^' Associa- Q., 1848: moved to Edlnburg.
tion 187o-6-Presldent of Na- ind., 1S48; at Indianapolis since
Uonal Wholesale Druggists' igfiS
Association 1884-5.

tion period was one of great commercial activity, par-
ticularly in the Middle West and Northwest. Men
rushed into business imbued with the idea of "getting
there first," and where such a condition prevails, nat-
ural boundaries are overlooked, territories overlap
and competition grows apace, which, naturally, where
no organization or fraternity exists, means demorali-
zation of trade.

By 1870, this demoralization was at its height.
Each man looked upon his competitors as "pirates,"

and bent his energies toward getting the best of them.
Prices were cut, and cut again, each wholesaler not
only going outside of his legitimate territory to cap-
ture trade, but aho having to meet the invaders bent
on making reprisals on his own grounds.

In 1875 the first effort was made to better this con-
dition. It originated at Indianapolis, which later be-
came, and until a few months ago remained, the ad-
ministrative center of the association that was organ-
ized early in the next year. Mr. A. Kiefer, of
Indianapolis, first conceived the ida of forming an
association to remedy the cutting evil, and communi-
cated it in a letter to James S. Burdsal, of the whole-
i^ale firm of J. S. Burdsal & Co., oi Cincinnati. He
called attention to the trade demoralization existing,

and soon afterward followed his letter in person to

consult with the leading Cincinnati wholesalers.

Cincinnati was at that time the logical center of the
wholesale drug trade of the Middle West. Mr.
Kiefer's visit was followed in a short time by a call,

sent out in Febniary, 1876, by Mr. Burdsal, for a

meeting of the Cincinnati wholesalers. Every firm

responded, and at this meeting, of which Mr. Burdsal
was elected chairman, and A. B. Merriam, of Cin-
cinnati, secretary, a resolution was adopted calling a
convention of all of the wholesale druggists of the

Middle West and Northwest. Indianapolis was se-

lected as the place of meeting, and on March 15th,

1876, the first convention was called to order.

The call elicited a general response, and the warring
elements—from Cleveland, Toledo, St. Paul, Milwau-
kee, Detroit, Chicago, Louisville, Cincinnati, St. Louis
and smaller contiguous points—were at last face to

face, each sizing up the "pirates"—as all except him-
self were classed by him—each soon beginning to

enter into that state of mind in which one sees good
qualities even in his business competitors. Ninety-
five firms were represented in person or by proxy,
there being present at this meeting the following per-

sons:

James Richardson, C. F. G. Meyer, A. A. Mellier

and Jacob S. Merrell, of St. Louis ; Daniel R. Noyes,
of St. Paul; Henry W. Fuller, Thomas Lord and
Peter Van Schaack, of Chicago ; S. M. Strong, Hor-
ace Benton and Daniel Myers, of Cleveland ; George
A. Kelly, John Ewing and B. S. Fahnestock, of Pitts-

burg; Arthur Peter, R. A. Robinson, J. B. Wilder
and W. A. Robinson, of Louisville ; Robert Macready,
James S. Burdsal and William S. Merrell, of Cincin-

nati ; Jacob S. Farrand and Theodore H. Hinchman,
of Detroit ; Henry H. Button, F. Dohmen and B. B.

Hopkins, of Milwaukee ; Charles West and William
C. Williams, of Toledo; and Robert Browning, A.
Kiefer and Daniel Stewart, of Indianapolis.

Mr. Burdsal was elected temporary chairman, and
Mr. Merriam, temporary secretary.

Mr. Burdsal in opening the convention reviewed
briefly the conditions existing, and pleaded for unity

and harmony and immediate action in correcting those

conditions. A committee on permanent organization

was appointed, and the next day it presented a consti-

tution and by-laws, which were adopted. Commit-
tees on proprietary medicines, credit system, circulars

and price lists. Western Wholesale Druggists' As-
sociation, commercial travelers, adulteration, and leg-

islation, were appointed, and the following officers

were elected:

President, James Richardson, of St. Louis ; first

vice-president, Robert Browning, of Indianapolis ; sec-

end vice-president, Arthur Peter, of Louisville ; third

vice-president, Robert Macready, of Cincinnati;

fourth vice-president, Thomas Lord, of Chicago ; fifth

vice-president, John Ewing, of Pittsburg; treasurer,

Samuel M. Strong, of Cleveland; secretary, A. B.
Alerriam, of Cincinnati.

The name adopted for the new organization was the
Western Wholesale Druggists' Association, and
this was the style until 1882, when, at the suggestion
of Peter Van Schaack, of Chicago, it was changed to
the National Wholesale Druggists' Association. The
objects of the new as.sociation were set forth in the
preamble to its constitution, which is here reprinted:

"In order to create a permanent social feeling be-
tween the wholesale druggists of the country—^to

obliterate the feeling of distrust and jealousy that
seems to exist—to correct excessive and unmercantile
competition—to remove, by concert of action, all evils

and customs that are against good policy and sound
business principles—to establish rules and regulations,

that all differences and grievances may be fairly and
equitably adjusted—for this purpose, we, the under-
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signed, form ourselves into an association to be

known as the Western Wholesale Druggists' Associa-

tion."

Before the convention adjourned, the committees
named above reported. These reports were of the

kind needed in entering upon the correction of long

existing evils. The discussions that follQwed en-

lightened many a perplexed mind, and, when the con-

vention closed, it was with well-defined issues, fixed

policies, and a more generous feeling between indi-

viduals.

To one who has met many of the men who were
active in that first convention, and others who became
active in later conventions, it is no remarkable thing

that the achievements sought were ultimately gained.

The "cleaning up" inaugurated was not a thing that

could be accomplished in a few weeks, nor even in a

few years, but every succeeding year thereafter found
substantial progress made, additional territory cleared

from demoralization ; and at present business-like

methods prevail among the wholesale druggists

throughout the country.

In i88d, the association began to strongly urge the

repeal of the government stamp tax on proprietaries,

and continued to do so until 1883, when the tax was
repealed.

In 1881 and during a few subsequent years, the re-

bate contract plan for governing wholesale prices on
proprietary goods was promulgated. This plan pro-

vided a contract between the proprietor and the whole-
saler, in which the latter agreed to maintain a certain

scale of wholesale prices fixed by the proprietor, the

articles to be charged and invoiced at the full jobbing
price, and the credit for the difference between this

price and the proprietor's real price to the jobber to be

conditioned upon and allowed when the buyer signed

the contract. By recommendation of the committee
on proprietary goods, a special committee was ap-

pointed to go to the new proprietary association

—

organized during the previous year—for assistance in

establishing the rebate contract plan. After consider-

able deliberation, the last named association the

same year recommended the adoption of the plan.

Then followed a great deal of hard work in se-

curing its general adoption, which was finally accom-
plished.

In 1883, the association took up the work of at-

tempting to secure the removal of the tax on alcohol

used in the manufacture of medicines and in the arts.

At the meeting in 1884 the retail drug trade was
first represented, the National Retail Druggists' As-
sociation, organized in 1883, sending Mr. Alexander
as their delegate.

We first hear of the "cut-off list" in 1886, the fol-

lowing resolution being adopted : "Resolved, that

when any firm has been found guilty by the commit-
tee on proprietary goods of evading or violating the

contract plan, proprietors should withhold supplies

until said firm is reinstated by the committee on pro-

prietary goods."

Henry Canning, of Boston, represented the Na-
tional Retail Druggists' Association at the meeting of

the N. W. D. A.^in 1887—E. A. Sayre, of Brooklyn,
having been the representative in 1885—and an-

nounced that the N. R. D. A. contemplated consoli-

dating with the American Pharmaceutical Associa-
tion. At this meeting a resolution was adopted pro-

viding that the terms of discount to be granted by the

wholesale to the retail trade should be limited to thirty

days and one per cent, for payment in ten days. This
rate was difficult to establish, but before very long was
observed by a few, and at present is accepted as the

standard by practically every wholesale drug firm of

consequence in the United States. Strangely, the

West, where conditions were so much worse

in 1876, was the first to adopt the uniform discount

rate, the East coming forward to its support more
slowlv.

In 1890, Col. J. B. Duble addressed the N. W. D. A.
convention, urging the adoption of some plan by
which the retailer would be protected from price cut-

ting, but without success. A resolution was adopted

at the next convention, in 1891, however, urging pro-

prietors not to supply goods to retailers who cut prices.

In 1893, the committee on proprietary goods
reported that, "all plans to prevent the cutter

from obtaining supplies have thus far been unsuc-

cessful."

In 1894, the representation of the retail trade at the

N. W. D. A. convention was from the new Interstate

Druggists' League, largely composed of New Eng-

THOMAS F. MAIN. WILLIAM A. OELI.ATLY.
Secretary of New York Col- (1831-1886)

lege of Pharmacy since 1897— Prominent in retail circles
President of National Whole- although a wholesaler—Ono of
sale Druggists' Association the founders of the National
1894-5—One of the organizers Wholesale Druggists' Associa-
and a President of Drug Trade tion; its President 1883-4.
" "- " " " ' of

land members. Henry Canning, of Boston, was the

delegate. The N. R. D. A. had ceased to exist.

We will now skip to the meeting in 1897, when the

wholesalers, still receiving annual petitions from the

retailers for help in protecting retail patent medicine
prices, advised them to first organize and formulate a

price protective plan. The next year, during the

time when the N. W. D. A. and the proprietary asso-

ciation are holding their annual conventions simul-

taneously in St. Louis, we find retail druggists from
many parts of the country there also, bent on taking

the advice offered the year before. Before the con-

ventions adjourned, the National Association of Re-
tail Druggists had been organized.

At the next meeting, in 1899, at Detroit, President

Simon N. Jones and Chairman of the Executive Com-
mittee Frank E. Holliday were present as delegates

from the N. A. R. D. They secured the promise of

the wholesalers to give active assistance in the main-
tainance of full prices on proprietary goods. And
here we have our introduction to the "tripartite plan."

In 1901, although the committee on proprietary

goods reported the tripartite plan a success, it was
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openly charged that a number of the leading whole-

salers were violating the plan.

Next the '•direct-contract-and-serial-numbering

plan" loomed on the horizon, introduced by the retail

trade, and amid much enthusiasm on the part of the

retailers was adopted by one of the proprietary firms.

The wholesalers were at first almost a unit in opposi-

tion to this plan because of the extra work it put upon

them, work for which they feared they would receive

no compensation.* In 1903, at the Boston convention,

the N. W. D. A. approved of this plan for marketing

proprietaries, and pledged co-operation, provided the

manufacturers adopting the plan would compensate

the wholesalers for the additional labor involved in

carrying out its provisions.

In the subsequent N. W. D. A. meetings, this extra

compensation having been granted by the proprietors

thus far adopting the plan, the resolutions continued

friendlv to the plan.

The N. W. D. A. has been eminently successful m
its work of establishing and maintaining fraternal and

harmonious business relations between wholesalers,

and has contributed in no small measure to the at-

tempts made and being made by the two other

branches of the trade in bettering their condition also.

The association has been very successful in its choice

of officers, as is to be supposed when one considers

the large number of men of high character and great

business ability from which they may be selected. As

proof of the 'high personnel of the wholesale drug_

trade of the country one has only to take a census of

the wholesale druggists who have obtained high

honors in civic and political life. It is probable that

the wholesale trade in no other industry excels the

wholesale drug trade in this respect.

The association's path has not been much bestrewn

with roses, and a few thorns have been dropped in it

in the shape of damage and other suits brought by

disgruntled individuals who resented the rebukes it

was necessarj' to administer. Even the attorney gen-

eral of the United States has instituted "trust" pro-

ceedings against it (the case yet being untried).

The present membership of the association is about

500, about 300 of whom are active members, and the

remainder associate members.

The present officers are : President, John N. Carey,

of Indianapolis; first vice-president, Albert Plant, of

New York; second vice-president, J. T. Daster, of

Birmingham, Ala. ; third vice-president, E. S. Everett,

of Portland, Me. ; fourth vice-president, F. J. Greene,

of Peoria, 111. ; fifth vice-president, A. S. Raymond, of

Lincoln. Neb.; secretary, J. E. Toms, of New York;

treasurer, S. E. Strong, of Cleveland; board of con-

trol, Fred L. Carter, of^Boston ; A. D. Parker, of New
Orleans ; W. J. Moonev, of Indianapolis ; Charles Gib-

son, of Albany, N. Y.'; W. B. Strong, of Milwaukee.

The meetings of the association have been held as

follows: Indianapolis, 1876; Pittsburg, 1877; Louis-

ville and Chicago (two meetings), 1878; Alilwaukee,

1879; Detroit', 1880; Cincinnati, i88t ; Cleve-

land. 1882: New York, 1883; St. Lmiis, 1884; Phila-

delphia, 1885; Minneapolis, 1886; Boston, 18S7, Sara-

toga. 1888;' Indianapolis, 1889; Washington, 1890;

Louisville. 1801 ; Montreal, 1802 ; Detroit, 1893 ; New
York, 1894; Denver, 1895; Philadelphia, 1896; Rich-

mond, 1897; St. Louis. "1898; Niagara Falls, 1899;

Chicago, 1900 ; Old Point Comfort, 1901 ; Monterey,

Cal.. 1902; Boston. 1903; New Orleans, 1904; New
York, 1905 : Washington, 1906.

The 1907 meeting will be held in Denver, in Sep-
tember or October.

Roster of principal officers

:

Presidents—James Richardson, St. *Louis, 1876-77;

Arthur Peter, Louisville, 1878; Thomas Lord, Chicago,
1S7S; Henry H. Button, Milwaukee, 1879; Theodore H.
Hinchman, Detroit, ISSO; James S. Burdsal, Cincinnati,
1881; Horace Benton, Cleveland, 1882; William A. Gellatly,

New York, 1883; Christian F. G. Meyer, St. Louis. 1884;
Mahlon N. Kline, Philadelphia, 1885; Daniel R. Noyes,
St. Paul, 1886; E. Waldo Cutler, Boston, 1887; George A.
Kelly, Pittsburg, 1888; Peter Van Schaack, Chicago, 1889;
Daniel Stewart, Indianapolis, 1890; William A. Robinson,
Louisville, 1891; James E. Davis, Detroit, 1892; Frank
A. Faxon, Kansas City, 1893; Thomas F. Main, New York.
1894; J. C. Eliel, Minneapolis, 1895; John B. Purcell, Rich-
mond, 1896; Charles F. Weller, Omaha, 1897; Cyrus P.

Walbridge, St. Louis, 1898; Edward C. Frisble, Hartford,
1899; William J. Walker, Albany, 1900; William J. Wald-
ing, Toledo, 1901; William A. Hover, Denver, 1902; Clay-
ton F. Shoemaker, Philadelphia, 1903; M. Gary Peter,

Louisville, 1904; Lucien B. Hall, Cleveland, 1905; John
N. Carey, Indianapolis, 1906.

Secretaries—A. B. Merriam, Cincinnati, 1876-7; J. W.
Plummer, Chicago, and J. C. Richardson, St. Louis, 1878;
Daniel R. Noyes, St. Paul, 1879; James E. Davis, Detroit,

1880; A. B. Merriam, Cincinnati; 1881-1901; J. E. Toms,
New Y'ork, 1902-1906.

Treasurers—The treasurers of the association have been
of one firm and one family since the organization in 1876.
S. M. Strong, of Cleveland, was then elected, being suc-

ceeded in 1895 by E. L. Strong, who was in turn suc-

ceeded in 1898 by Samuel E. Strong, the present in-

cumbent.

THE PROPRIETARY ASSOCIATION
OF AMERICA.

When in the early days of the civil war the ways
and means committee of the house of representatives

prepared a scheme for taxing the country's industries,

manufacturers from all over the country hurried to

Washington to confer with the committee and as far

as possible protect their own interests. Among the

proprietary medicine men present were Dr. F.

Humphreys and Dr. Frederick Ayer, both of whom
made strong speeches against the imposition of the

amount of tax proposed. Their efforts were success-

ful to the extent that the proposed rate was cut in two,
proprietary medicines and perfumes being subjected to

a stamp tax of four per cent, of the retail selling price,

and alcohol being taxed $2 a gallon.

But with the close of the war the tax was not re-

moved, and in i88i numerous local meetings were
held by manufacturers and congress was repeatedly

memoralized to remove the tax but without success.

Finally, realizing the futility of the effort. Dr. Fred-
erick Humphreys proposed that the manufacturers
form a national organization. He urged that to fight

as individuals had already been demonstrated to be
worse than useless, and that success could only come
through the united eflorts of the whole trade. His
views were endorsed enthusiastically and immediately
acted upon, and on the second Wednesday in August,
i88i, at a meeting held in the office of Charles N.
Crittenton, of New York, the "Association of Manu-
facturers and Dealers in Proprietary Medicines of the

United States" was formed, with the following of-

ficers: President, Charles N. Crittenton, of New
York ; first vice-president, W. H. Hall, of New York;
second vice-president. A. G. Weeks, of Boston ; third

vice-president, F. W. McPherson. of Philadelphia;

treasurer, Sturgis Coffin, of New York ; secretary,

Dr. Fred H. Humphreys, of New York : correspond-
ing secretary, Samuel Carter, of New York; execu-
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tive committee : F. W. Hurtt, of New York ; W. A.
Gellatly, of New York; Brent Good, of New York;
Dr. J. H. McLean, of St. Louis ; Dr. F. Humphreys,
of New York; Col. S. R. Pinckney, of New York,
and John F. Henry.

In December of that year, the association held
another meeting, elected several new members,
adopted a constitution and by-laws, and memoralized
congress on the stamp tax question.

On March 5th, 1883, the stamp tax was repealed.

Its effects were not all repealed by the manufacturers
themselves, however, for to this day the makers of
some of the remedies on which the price was raised

because of the tax have not seen fit to reduce it to the

old figure.

Its object accomplished—even before it was accom-
plished—the new association concluded that it had
other work to do.

In 1882, while yet the stamp tax fight was waging,
the new association was called upon by the Western
Wholesale Druggists' Association (now the National
Wholesale Druggists' Association) 'to give assistance

in an endeavor to prevent the cutting of wholesale
prices on proprietary medicines. It was to remedy
this and other mercantile troubles that the wholesalers

had organized six years before, but, as far as the pat-

ent medicine question was concerned, they had ap-
parently made no headway. The rebate contract plan

was already in operation on a very few proprietary

goods, but no progress had been made in securing its

general adoption. Committees were appointed by both

associations and after a joint meeting of the two com-
mittees, the representatives of the proprietary associa-

tion recommended to the manufacturers the adoption
of the rebate contract plan. This did not settle the

question at once, however, except in so far as estab-

lishing a policy, for individual firms among the pro-

prietors were long under suspicion of paying rebates

to wholesalers who violated the contract, and, likewise,

wholesale firms there were that seemed to have a
chronic dislike to observing the contracts' restrictions.

But the rebate plan is now in successful operation

throughout the country.

The next task attempted by the proprietary asso-

ciation was the extermination of "imitation" goods.

This was slow in assuming form, and, though it was
discussed almost from the beginning of the organiza-
tion, it did not develop formidable proportions until

1887, when the wholesale association, to whom the

proprietors had gone for assistance, made the

promise: "If you proprietors will decide as to what
are imitations, we will covenant not to handle them."
This was a most fair promise. True, the handling of

"imitations" was something of a burden upon the

wholesale trade, but the proprietors naturally were
the greatest sufferers. And it was by its reception of

this proposition that the proprietary association

showed its lack of true spirit and sincerity of purpose,

a lack that has steadily grown more apparent with the

passing of years. When the task before it was to re-

move taxes, to regulate prices, or to influence legisla-

tion, it acted with unity of purpose &nd with force

;

when its task partook of the ethical, the very nature of

the industry from which its membership was drawn
discouraged a square-footed, open attitude. Thus it

happened that when the wholesalers' proposal came
before the proprietary association, there were enough
who feared to meet the issue squarely to carry a coun-
ter proposition, to wit: That a joint commission.

consisting of two dealers and two proprietors and
their president, should be made a trade tribunal, who
should hear complaints, receive evidence, and decide

upon what was an imitation, and iipon such decision

the wholesale druggists were to act in refusing to

handle it. A commission was appointed and held its

first meeting in September, 1887. Dr. Humphreys,
the president, outlined a platform, which was adopted,

printed and widely circulated. Its rules required the

complainant to state his case in writing, or through

counsel, presenting samples of both the genuine article

and the "imitation." The appointment of the com-
mission and the distribution of its platform did have

some influence against imitations, but the commission,

of course, could neither subpoena witnesses nor pun-

ish offenders, and ultimately the matter became a dead

letter as far as the associations' active cognizance of it

was concerned.

Along the lines of legislation the association has

been most active. Its efforts have always been de-

structive, never constructive. It employs an attorney,

George L. Douglass, of Chicago, who is ever alert to

as far as possible prevent the enactment of either na-

tional or State legislation inimical to proprietary in-

terests. Formula bills have always been the chief tor-

ment of the proprietary manufacturers, though now
that the national pure food and drug bill has been

passed, it is likely that future opposition to State

formula legislation will be less active and less suc-

cessful.

At the outbreak of the war with Spain the associa-

tion successfully emulated the work of the unorgan-

ized proprietors in 1862—effected a compromise. By
this a two and one-half per cent, stamp tax was im-

posed instead of one of four per cent., as at first pro-

posed. After the close of the war, the association, as-

sisted by the wholesalers and the new national retail

association, secured a repeal of the tax.

In attempts to reduce the grain alcohol tax the as-

sociation has also been most active. During the eighties

it secured the passage of a bill refunding the tax on

alcohol used in non-potable manufactures and in the

arts; but the secretary of the treasury on the ground

that no appropriaion of funds had been made to ren-

der the law effective, refused to issue regulations for

the carrying out of its provisions.

A few years after the association had lent a helping

hand to the wholesalers in securing the general adop-

tion of the rebate contract plan, the newly formed re-

tailers' organization came forward for aid in prevent-

ing price cutting, requesting the manufacturers to re-

fuse to supply goods to aggressive cutters. The tri-

partite plan was adopted lay a majority of the manu-
facturers and various contract and rebate plans by

other manufacturers; but the tripartite plan wa:i

finally decided by the retailers to be inadequate and at

the same time its legality came into serious question.

In 1903, at Washington,' the National Association of

Retail Druggists asked for the adoption of the direct-

contract-and-serial-numbering plan. Several manu-
facturers, however, secured permission to experiment

for another year with the tripartite plan, pledging

themselves to do all in their power to enforce it and

secure its general rigid enforcement by their col-

leagues. These manufacturers, about a half-dozen in

number, were nicknamed the "Washington Promise

Committee." A special meeting of the proprietors

was called in New York shortly afterward. Dr. V.

Mott Pierce, of Buffalo, was elected chairman of the
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committee, and an earnest effort was made to arouse

the rest of the manufacturers to enforcement of the

tripartite plan. The Washington committee sent or-

ganizers into the field to establish retail schedules for

their goods, but no material progress was made during

the year, and in 1904, at St. Louis, retailers again

called for the direct contract plan. Dr. Pierce and

his colleagues again came forward, this time with a

new proposition—a "limited contract" plan. At the

close of the convention they went to work again, seek-

ing to protect the retail selling price by requiring the

wholesale distributor of their goods to sign a contract

assuming responsibility for their final destination. The
"Washington Promise" committee then became known
as the "St. Louis Club." But the 1905 and 1906 con-

ventions of the N. A. R. D. reaffirmed the direct-con-

tract-and->erial-numbering plan as the only effective

one, and at present there is no organized effort among
the proprietors to protect retail selling prices, although

the dozen or so prominent manufacturers who have

adopted the direct-contract-and-serial-numbering plan

—which number includes two or three of the original

members of the Washington promise committee

—

have contributed greatly to that desired end.

At present the proprietary association's meetings do
not exhibit the old time eclat. The industry is being

generally attacked by the independent magazine press,

the retail trade is growing stronger in opposition to it,

legislation restricting it and removing much of its

secrecy is being enacted, and its influence is waning.

Several of the manufacturers of so-called "ethical"

goods have resigned from its membership, as have

also some of the leading "patent" medicine manu-
facturers. The meetings of the association are paid

very little attention to by the other branches of the

trade nowadays, and, as a rule, the sessions are secret.

The name of the association was changed to its

present style in 1897.

The present membership of the association is about

225.

The present officers are : President, Frank J. Che-

ney, of Toledo; first vice-president, John W. Ken-
nedy, of Chicago; second vice-president, A. H.
Beardsley, of Elkhart, Ind. ; secretary, C3rient C.

Pinckney, of New York; treasurer, W. S. Douglas,

of New York; executive committee, Harry H. Good,

of New York
;
Joseph F. Hindes, of Baltimore ; Will-

iam H. Gove, of Lynn ; H. E. Bucklen, of Chicago

;

R. R. Land, of Binghamton ; D. M. Newbro, of De-
troit.

Roster of principal officers

:

Presidents—C. N. Crittenton. New York, 1881-G: F,

Humphreys, New York, 1886-9; R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, 1889-

95; A. B. Scott, New York, 1895-6; R. E. Queen, San Fran-
cisco, 1896-7; Thomas Doliber, Boston, 1897-8; V. Mott
Pierce, Buffalo, 1898-1901; E. C. DeWitt, Chicago. 1901-2;

H. B. Harding, New York, 1902-3; D. S. Chamberlain, Des
Moines, 1903-4; W. A. Talbott, Warren, Pa., 1904-5; F. J.

Cheney, Toledo, 1905-7.

Secretaries—F. Humphreys, New York, 1881-2; S. R.
Pinckney, New York, 1882-6; Thomas F. Main, New York,
1886-7; H. E. Bowne, New York, 1887-90; Joseph Leeming,
New York, 1890-1904; C, G. Stone, New york, 1904-6; 0. C.

Pinckney, New York, 1906-7.

Treosurers— Sturgis Coffin, New York. 1881-2; F.
Humphreys, New York, 1882-4; Sturgis Coffin, New York,
1884-5; Henry Dalley, New York, 1885-90; H. B. Harding,
New York, 1890-1902; C. W. Griffith, New York, 1902-3;

H. H. Good, New York, 1903-6; W. S. Douglas, New York,
1906-7.

Benjamin Jenkins, of St. Paul, Ind., started in the
drug business in 1857.

Alumni Associations.

There is hardly a school of pharmacy in the United

States that has not its alumni associat^ion, and some

of these associations are very prosperous, both nu-

merically and financially.

The alumni of the Philadelphia college were the

first to organize, their association dating from 1864;

the Massachusetts association was formed between

that time and 1870; the New York association in

1871 ; the St. Louis in 1874.

There were at one time three different associations

of Philadelphia alumni. One was in Philadelphia,

one in New York and one in western Pennsylvania.

The New York association no longer exists.

A few years ago the western New York gradu-

ates of the New York college formed an alumni as-

sociation in their part of the State.

In looking over the proceedings of the alumni as-

sociations in their earlier days, one cannot fail to note

that as a rule the character of their meetings 'was then

much more dignified and learned than now. Most of

the time was devoted to scientific and pharmaceutical

lectures and discussions, whereas to-day in many in-

stances the meetings are more of the social order, the

most auspicious gatherings being for banqueting and
balls.

The influence of the alumni associations upon the

character of pharmacy has been elevathig. To them
very many improvements are due, and they are always

to be found in the lead, in sentiment at least, in any
effort that makes for pharmaceutical weal.

A large majority of the existing alumni associations

are "well off," as far as material things are concerned.

As an example the New York association may he

taken, which, notwithstanding its generous competi-

tive prizes to each year's classes, its annual reception

to the juniors and its commencement expenses, and
its recent gift of $1,000 toward the college debt, still

has a large bank balance. Nearly all the alumni

associations bear the commencement expenses and at-

tend to its details, thus royally speeding the new-
fledged pharmacists on their way.

• •

Growth of the Telephone.
Although it was only thirty years ago the telephone

was introduced, says the New York Telephone Co. in

a printed statement, it is estimated there are from
$750,000,000 to $1,000,000,000 invested in the indus-

try in the United States at the present time, and the

number of telephone messages or "talks" is estimated

at from 8,000,000,000 to 10,000,000,000 yearly, while

the industry, including the departments of manufac-
ture, construction and service, furnish employment to

about 250,000 wage earners.

In New York City and its immediate vicinity there

are at the present time more than 380,000 telephones

in service, or approximately one telephone to every

fourteen persons.

Nearly thirty people left New York September 4th,

1869, bound for Chicago to attend the American
Pharmaceutical Association meeting. They traveled

over the Erie railroad and arrived on the 7th. The
Erie has shortened its schedule somewhat since then.

J. H. Huber, Gettysburg, Pa., is the fourth pro-

prietor of a store established in 1835.

Cornelius C. Jadwin, of Honesdale, Pa., has the

CiRCfi-.NR from its first issue.
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STATE PHARMACEUTICAL ASSO-
CIATIONS.

With few exceptions the pharmaceutical associa-

tions of the various States of the Union were organ-
ized by men who felt it to be the duty of druggists to

take the initiative in matters relating to the legal

regulation of the extemporaneous preparation of

medicines and the selling of poisons. The period of

Table Showing the Date and Place of the Organiza-
tion of Each State Pharmaceutical Association.

1867 July 23 Maine.
1869 .... California San Francisco.
1870.... Feb. 24 New Jersey Newark.
" ... .April 26. . . .West Virginia.
' ... .Autumn Vermont Montpelier.

lSVi(?). Misissippi.

1872 South Carolina.
1873 May 14 (?) .Tennessee Nashville.
1874 Feb. 17 New Hampshire .Concord.
" ....May 10. .. .Michigan Detroit.
" ... .July 25 ... . Rhode Island Providence.

1875 Oct. 20 Georgia .IMacon.

1876 Feb. 9 Connecticut New Haven.
1877. . . .July 11. . . .Kentucky Frankfort.
1S78. . . .I'^eb. 26. . . .Pennsylvania Harrishurg.
1879 May 1 Texas Dallas.

•• May 21 New York Utica.
' Sept. 2 Ohio Columbus.
" Oct. 29 Missouri Sedalia

1880 Feb. 10 Iowa.
" ....June 23.... Kansas Topeka.
' ....July 14 Wisconsin '.Madison.
" ....Aug. 11. .. .North Carolina. .Raleigh.
' ....Dec. 7. .. .Illinois Springfield.

1881.... Mar. 16. .. .West Virginia. . .Wheeling (reorgan-
ized).

" ....May 9 Alabama Birmingham.
1882 Jan. 4. . . .Virginia Petersburg.
" ... .April 24. . . .Louisiana New Orleans.
" ....May 9 Indiana Indianapolis.
" May 17 Massachusetts. .. .Worcester.
" .... June 28 ... . Nebraska Lincoln.
" ....Oct. 5 Maryland Baltimore.

1883.... June 12 Mississippi Jackson (reorgan-
ized).

" Oct. 9 Minnesota St. Paul.
" ....Nov. 14. .. .Michigan Lansing (reorgan-

ized).
" .... Arkansas Little Rock.

1885 Aug. 5 North Dakota.
lSS6....Aug. 10. .. -Tennessee Nashville (reorgan-

ized )

.

" Oct. 20 South Dakota Mitchell.
1887 May 12 Delaware Wilmington.
" ....June S.... Florida Jacksonville.

1890 Jan. 28 Washington Tacoma.
' ....June 10.... Oregon Portland.
' ....July 17.... Maine (Reorganized).
" Aug. 17 .... Oklahoma Edmond.
" ....Sept. 16. .. .Colorado Denver

1891 Aug. 24 Montana Helena.
" ....Oct. 15. .. .Mississippi New Orleans (sec-

ond reorganization).
1892 April 5 Utah Salt Lake.
1893 Sept. 20 ... . New Mexico Albuquerque.
1895 May 23 Indian Territory . ..Muscogee.
1902 July 10 Mississippi Jackson ( third re-

organization).
1904.... June 15. .. .Florida Jacksonville (reor-

ganized )

.

1906 Oct. 16 West Virginia Parkersburg (sec-

ond reorganization).

the greatest activity in the organization of these
bodies was early in the eighties, although in as many
as a dozen States the druggists had organized prior

to the centennial year. The first State association in

Maine, which also seems to have been the first in the
Union, dates back to 1867, just forty years ago, and

ten years after the establishment of the Circular.
For many years the Maine association was dormant,
so the New Jersey body, organized in 1870, is really

the oldest one of its kind.

The organizers of most of the State pharmaceutical
associations did not realize how important these so-

cieties would become, and in many cases there is little

or no reliable official data obtainable, from which one
can get the precise date of the organization or the

names of the original officers. In some States no re-

ports were published for several years, but later on
the secretary has gathered together a list of the officers

who have served and printed it in one of the volumes
of the Proceedings. In such cases, this is the only

official published record of the earliest years of that

association. Fire or carelessness has been the cause

of the loss of some of the early minutes made by the

secretaries, and but for the reports published in the

Circular at the time of the formation of the associa-

tions, no record as to their origin would be available.

Probably the most complete collection of reports of

the State Pharmaceutical associations in this country

is to be found in the Lloyd Library, at Cincinnati, but

although every effort has been made to make this col-

lection complete, there are still many reports which
are lacking, either because they have never been pub-

lished or because it has been so far impossible to

obtain them.

That the leading pharmacists of the last generation

entertained high ideals concerning the dignity and re-

sponsibility of their calling is abundantly attested by

the language in which the aims and objects of their

associations were set forth. The published constitu-

tions of the State organizations show their objects to

be to promote the professional side of pharmacy and

to bring about an open and fraternal intercourse be-

tween the members of the craft. In 1872 when the

Pharmaceutical Association of Allegheny County was

formed at Pittsburg, Pa., its declared aims were to

unite the educated and reputable pharmacists of the

county for the following objects:

1. The advancement of the science and art of pharmacy,

by diffusing scientific knowledge among pharmaceutists

and druggists, fostering pharmaceutical literature, and by

all other means of advancing the profession.

2. To establish the relations between druggists, phar-

maceutists, physicians, and the people at large, upon just

principles, which shall promote the public welfare, and
tend to mutual strength and advantage.

3. To regulate the system of apprenticeship and employ-

ment, so as to prevent as far as practicable the evils flow-

ing from deficient training in the responsible duties of

preparing, dispensing and selling medicine.

4. To suppress empiricism and discourage quackery, and
as much as possible to restrict the dispensing and sale of

medicine to regularly educated druggists and apothecaries.

5. To uphold standards of authority in the education,

theory and practice of pharmacy.
6. To create and maintain a standard of professional

honesty, equal to the amount of our professional knowl-
edge, with a view to the highest good and greatest pro-

tection to the public.

Some of the State associations, as that of Kansas
and Minnesota, began from their inception to move
for the establishment of schools of pharmacy within

their territory, and perhaps all of them have at some
time or other taken official action looking either to the

establishment of a college or the regulation of educa-

tional standards. In nearly all the States the phar-

maceutical associations have much to say regarding the

personnel of the boards of pharmacy created by the

laws that thev have been instrumental in having en-
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acted, and in some, as in the two Carolinas, the asso-

ciation appoints the boards outright.

The American Pharmaceutical Association has

always fostered State associations, by setting an

example, by educating the druggists, and by inspiring

its own members to set the lever to work in their re-

spective States. Thus we often find that the early

officers of the State organizations are also active mem-
bers of the American association, and that the organ-

ization of a State body followed a meeting of the

American association near the birth-place of the new

J. J. MCALMONT, M. D. W. E. BIXGHAM.
First President of Arkansas President of Alabama Phar-

Pharmaceutical Association maceutical Association 1897-9;
1883-4. Secretary 1901-7.

society. In one instance, the State association was
organized by pharmacists brought together at a meet-
ing of the American association held in an adjoining
State. Appended hereto is a short sketch of the
origin of each State and Territory association on the

mainland of the United States, together with the
names of some of the men and women who have been
active in its work.

Alabama Association.

On May 9th, 1881, pursuant to a call issued by
many druggists in various parts of Alabama, a meet-
ing for the purpose of organizing a State pharmaceu-
tical association was held at Birmingham. The fol-

lowing officers were elected at this preliminary meet-
ing: President, P. C. Candidus, of Mobile; vice-

presidents, J. L. Davis and Y. P. Newman, both of

Birmingham ; secretary, S. W. Gillespie, of Birming-
ham : local secretary, Charles A. Mohr, of Mobile.
The first annual meeting was held at Mobile, just one
year later to a day.

The association now numbers about 246 members,
with the following officers: President, C. C. Stew-
art, of Greenville; vice-presidents, E. W. Averyt, of
Ensley, and S. A. Williams, of Troy ; treasurer, F. F.

Ravenscroft. of Union Springs ; and secretary, W. E.
Bingham, of Tuscaloosa.

Roster of principal officers

:

Presidents—P. C. Candidus. Mobile, 1881-5; A. L. Stollen-
werck. Birmingham. 1885-7; J. B. Collier! Opelika, 1887-9;
G. W. Bains. Birmingham. 1889-90; W. F. Punch, Mobile,
1890-1; J. D. Humphrey. Huntsville, 1891-2; M. P. Tucker,
Mobile. 1892-3; E. P. Gait, Selma, 189.3-5; W. F. Dent.
Montgomery, 1895-7; W. E. Bingham, Tuscaloosa, 1897-9;

P. C. Candidus. Mobile. 1899-1900; G. B. McVey, Birming-
ham, 1900-1; T. W. Peagler. Greenville, 1901-2; L. S.

Brigham. Montgomery, 1902-3; .1. L. Parker. Birmingham,
1903-04; J. D. Sutton, Mobile, 1904-5; E. H. Cross, Gadsden,
1905-G; C. C. Stewart, Greenville, 1906-7.

Secretaries—S. W. Gillespie, Birmingham, 1881-3; M. M.
Stone, Selma, 1883-5; P. C. Candidus, Mobile. 1885-99; L.

S. Brigham, Montgomery, 1899-1901; V\^. E. Bingham,
Tuscaloosa, 1901-7.

Treasurers—E. P. Gait, Selma, 1881-92; ,E. B. Norton,
Birmingham, 1892-4; E. E. Elam, Anniston, 1894-1901; E.
F. Ravenscroft, Union Springs, 1901-7.

Arizona.

No pharmaceutical association exists in this Ter-

ritory.

Arkansas Association.

The first organization of druggists in Arkansas
was a local one in the city of Little Rock, but this was
hardly formed when requests came from two other

parts of the State that the scope of the association be

extended so as to include the State. Dr. John B.

Bond seems to have been a leading man at the Little

Rock end, and W. W. Kerr, of Batesville, stirred up
much of the interest in the outlying districts. It was
decided to invite the whole State to take part in the

new organization, and its constitution and by-laws
were accordingly modified, and the State association

organized in 1883. The Proceedings of the "seventh

annual session," which was held at Little Rock, June
I ith to 13th, 1889, and which is believed to have been

llie first report published, contains a brief historical

sketch, in which the statement is made that the secre-

tary's minutes of the first six meetings were destroyed

by fire. In the report for the year 1900 there is a

longer historical sketch, in which it is stated that the

association was organized in 1883. In 1885 no meet-
ing was held. In 1886, for the first time in the his-

tory of the association, two members from outside of

Little Rock attended the meeting. The same year

the New York and Brooklyn Formulary—the fore-

runner of our National Formulary—was adopted as a

standard, and a committee was appointed to interest

jihysicians in the book. Two years later a banquet
was given by the association to which many physicians

were invited. The first officers were : President, Dr.

T. J. McAlmont ; vice-president. Dr. John B. Bond

;

secretary, F. R. Almar ; and treasurer, E. P. Shaer, all

of Little Rock.

There are now nearly 300 members of the associa-

tion, with the following officers: President, W. H.
Skinner, of Pocahontas ; vice-presidents, M. A. Eisele,

of Hot Springs, and De Witt Pickney, of Fort Smith

;

secretary. Miss Mary A. Fein, of Little Rock; and
treasurer, E. W. McClerkin, of Little Rock.

Roster of principal officers

:

Presidents—J. J. McAlmont. Little Rock, 1883-4; J.

B. Bond, Little Rock, 1884-7; W. W. Kerr. Batesville. 1887-

91; E. E. Shendal, Hot Springs. 1891-2; John W. Morton, Ft.

Smith, 1892-3; G. W. Hart, Pine Bluff, 1893-4; J. M. Ander-
son, Pine Bluff, 1894-5; A. L. Morgan. Camden, 1895-6; J.

M. Sparks, Ft. Smith. 1896-7; J. F. Dowdy, Little Rock,
1897-9; E. P. Klein. Hot Springs, 1899-1901; W. R. Apple-
ton, El Dorado, 1901-3; R. B. King, Helena, 1903-5; W. H.
Skinner, Pocahontas, 1905-7.

Secretaries—v. R. Aimer. Little Rock. 1883-4; J. R. Col-

burn, Little Rock, 1884-6; J. W. Beldelman, Little Rock,
1886-94; J. F. Dowdy, Little Rock, 1894-6; J. B. Bond, Jr.,

Little Rock, 1896-9; J. A. Glnocchio. Little Rock, 1899-

1901; L. K. Snodgrass. Little Rock. 1901-3; Will C. Bond,
Little Rock, 1903-5; Miss Mary A. Fein, Little Rock, 1905-7.

Treasurers—E. P. Schaer. Little Rock, 1883-90; D. W.
Holman; Little Rock. 1890-1; John A. Jungklnd, Little
Rock, 1891-1904; D. J. Rogers. Little Rock, 1904-6; Felix
W. McClerkin, Little Rock, 1906-7.

California Association.

Twenty-five pharmacists of San Francisco or-

ganized a society in 1869 and signed its constitution.

Temporary officers were appointed and an executive
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committee was elected to serve until permanent of-

ficers were elected. This committee was composed
of A. McBoyle, John Calvert, G. G. Burnett, W. C.

Miller and James G. Steele. It was stated that officers

were to be elected in October.

The second annual meeting was held at San Fran-
cisco, October loth, 1870. At that time the follow-

ing were the officers : President, John Calvert ; vice-

presidents, William Geary and G. G. Burnett ; record-

ing secretary, William A. Perkins ; corresponding sec-

retary, James G. Steele; and treasurer, William J.

Bryan.

At a meeting of the society held July loth, 1872, it

was decided to organize a college of pharmacy, and
the board of directors of the society was appointed

a committee to move in the matter. This board con-
sisted of John Calvert, J. G. Steele, W. T. Wenzell,
William Simpson and William E. Mayhew, and by
authority of the college these gentlemen invited to

meet with them John A. Bauer, William Geary, J. W.
Forbes, W. U. Searby, B. B. Thayer and C. H.
Biederman. The college was incorporated August
7th, 1872, with the following officers: President,

William T. Wenzell ; secretary, J. Winchell Forbes

;

treasurer, J. G. Steele ; trustees, John Calvert, William
Simpson and W. E. Mayhew.
From this time on the college seems to have been

the society, as no mention is made of them as separate

bodies. Owing to the great distance from New
York to California and the unsettled conditions at San
Francisco growing out of the earthquake and fire

which afflicted that city last April, destroying records,

we have found it impossible to gather material for a

complete roster of this society. We know, however,
that the society held quarterly meetings during many
years of its existence, at some of which valuable

papers were read.

The records obtainable show that John Calvert, of

San Francisco, was president in 1872-3 ; Emlen
Painter in 1881-4; J. Dawson, in 1886-7; ^nd Fred C.

Keil m 1887-8. W. A. Perkins was secretary in

1870- 1
; J. W. Forbes in 1873; Fred A. Grazer in

1881-4; and C. M. Troppmann in 1886-8. W. J.

Bryan was treasurer in 1870 and in 1881-3; E. A.
Schreck in 1883-4 ; and Henry Michaels in 1887-8.

Colorado Association.

The Colorado Pharmaceutical Association was or-

ganized at Denver, September i6th and 17th, 1890,
the result of efforts made by the Denver Pharmaceu-
tical Association, which had been organized in 1885.
The first officers of the State body were : President,

Charles M. Ford, of Denver; vice-presidents, S. T.
Kostitch, of Leadville, and Charles Newman, of

Durango; secretary, F. A. Lyneman, of Denver; and
treasurer, J. W. Turrel!, of Longmont.

Enthusiastic meetings of this association are held

annually. Last year the officers elected were : Pres-

ident, P. L. Steadman, of Denver; vice-presidents, R.
H. McKenzie, of Denver, and D. Y. Wheeler, "at

large;" treasurer, S. B. Sturtevant, of Grand Junc-
tion ; and permanent secretary, Charles E. Ward, of

Denver. Since that time, however. Secretary Ward
has died.

Roster of principal officers as far as obtainable

:

Presidents—Charles M. Ford, Denver. 1890-2: J. W. Tur-
rell, Longmont, 1892-4: C. H. Wells, Pueblo, 1894
5; F. H. Arcularius, Colorado Springs, 1895-6; H. Rey-
nolds, Greeley, 1896-7; F. D. Fox, Manitou, 1897-8; E. R.
Rankin, Colorado Springs, 1898-9; C. S. Prowitt, Denver

1899-1900; C. E. Barnes, Denver, 1900-2; A. W. Scott, Ft.

Collins, 1902-3; Charles Clayton, Denver, 1903-5; C. H.
Wells, Pueblo, 1905-6; R. L. Steadman, Denver, 1906-7.

Secretaries—F. A. Lyneman, Denver, 1890-4; John
Kochan, Denver, 1894-0; C. E. Ward, Denver, 1896-1906.

Treasurers—J. W. Turrell, Longmont, 1890-2; J. F.

Fezer, Greeley, 1892-1903; S. L. Bresler, Denver, 1903-6.

Connecticut Association.

In this State an association was organized and a

constitution and by-laws adopted at a meeting of

about thirty druggists held at the Elliott House, New
Haven, February 9th, 1876. The following officers

1
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Delaware Association.

The Delaware Pharmaceutical Society was organ-
ized May I2th, 1887, with fifteen members. The first

officers were: President, Henry R. Bringhurst, of
Wilmington ; vice-presidents (for New Castle county),

J. G. Bragdon, of Middletown; (for Kent county),
D. F. Burton, of Dover; (for Sussex county), George

llAVID \V. KAMSAUK. MAX MOKKIS.
Secretary of Florida Phar. President of Georgia Pliar-

maceutical Association since maceutical Association 19O0-6;

its r e o r g a n 1 zation in 1904- Secretary since 1906; Menil>er of

member of Board of Phar- Board of Pharmacy 1S99-1904;

macy. President 1904.

E. Smith, of Laurel ; secretary and treasurer, John M.
Harvey, of Wilmington.

The association has been the source of all pharma-

ceutical legislation in the State. No Proceedings are

published by this body, which numbers about 82 mem-
bers. The' present officers are: President, Levi

Scott, of Dover; vice-president (for New Castle

county,) N. J. Ferris, of New Castle; (for Kent

county,) E. L. Clark, of Dover; (for Sussex county,)

B. H. Matthews, of Milford ; secretary, F. W. Fenn,

of Wilmington ; treasurer, J. O. Bosley, of Wilming-

ton; executive committee, H. P. Brown, Robert Me-
gee and W. F. Dunn.

Roster of principal officers:

Presidents—Henry R. Bringhurst, Wilmington, 1887-92;

N. B. Danforth, Wilmington, 1892-4; Braton Smith, Wil-

mington. 1894-5; C. D. Sypherd, Dover, 1895-6; J. Y.

Fouik, Milford. 1896-7; W. P. Dunn, Smyrna, 1897-8; J. M.

Harvey. Wilmington, 1898-9; R. W. Cannon, Bridgeville,

1899-1900; W. A. Jester, Delaware City, 1900-1; J. T.

Challenger. New Castle, 1901-2; E. L. Clarke, Dover, 1902-

3; F. E. Gallagher, Wilmington, 1903-4; M. M. Stevenson.

Felton, 1904-5; J. P. Williams, Wilmington, 1905-6; Levi
Scott, Dover, 1906-7.

Secretaries—John M. Harvey. Wilmington, 1887-1895;

F. W. Fenn. Wilmington, 1895-1907.

Treasurers—John M. Harvey, Wilmington, 18S7-8; John
J. Gallagher. Wilmington, 1888-94; James M. Griffin, Wil-
mington, 1894-5; Joseph P. Williams, Wilmington, 1895-

1901; Oscar C. Draper. Wilmington, 1901-1906; John 0.

Bosley, Wilmington, 1906-7.

Florida Association.

Early in 1887 a call went out for a meeting of

Florida pharmacists to be held at Jacksonville on May
20th of that year. Subsequently the time for holding
the meeting was postponed to June 8th. W. A. Dell,

president of the Duval county association, and J. M.
Fairlie, of Jacksonville, seem to have been in charge
of the arrangements. At the meeting Dr. Henry
Robinson was made temporary chairman and Mr.
Fairlie. secretarv. .^n idea of those present, or active

in the work of the association, mav be gained bv re-

ferring to the account of the meeting given in the

Circular for July, 1887, page 164. The following
officers were elected: President, Dr. Henry Robin-
son, of Jacksonville ; vice-presidents, W. A. Rawls, of

Tallahassee ; Ed. Delouest, of Ocala ; and H. C. Cush-
man, of Pensacola; secretary, James A. Conover, of

Jacksonville; and treasurer, John M. Dixon, of Titus-

ville. Co-operation with physicians was one of the

objects of the druggists. In 1894 a committee was
appointed to try to arrange a joint meeting of the as-

>ociations of Georgia, Alabama and Florida for 1895.
Although the accounts of the proceedings seem to

show a lively interest in the meetings of this associa-

tion by a large number of druggists, the association

(lied for lack of attention, in 1897. On June 15th,

1904, it was reorganized at Jacksonville, and the fol-

lowing officers were elected: President, J. C. .\ber-

nethy, of Miami ; vice-presidents, H. H. D'Alemberte,

of Pensacola ; C. C. Bettes, of Jacksonville ; and Leon
Hale, of Tampa; secretary, D. W. Ramsaur, of Pa-
latka; and treasurer, Thomas Clarke, of Jacksonville.

What is officially spoken of as the "first annual
iLieeting" was held at Jacksonville, October 27th,

1904, and the officers just named were elected for the

ensuing year. There was a break in the continuity

of the Maine association's meetings, and at first the

meetings of the new series were numbered as if they

constituted the first and only series, but later the old

meetings were counted in, too. Whether Florida will

ever go back and count in its meetings from 1887 re-

mains to be seen.

There are now about 125 members in this associa-

tion, the officers being: President, Thomas Clarke,

of Jacksonville; vice-presidents, B. C. Abernethy, of

Orlando ; W. S. Oppenheimer, of Tampa ; and J. M.
Stansfield, of Braidentown ; secretary, D. W. Ram-
saur, of Palatka; and treasurer, W. M. Johnson, of

Gainesville.

Roster of principal officers

:

Presidents—Henry Rohinson, Jacksonville, 1887-8; J. De
Buey Palmer, Monticello, 1S88-9: H. C. Cushman, Pensa-
cola. 1889-90; W. A. Rawls, Tallahassee. 1890-1; A. E.
Phillips, Sanford. 1891-2; N. Wcolridge. Jacksonville,
1892-3; T. S. Chalker, Lake City, 1893-4; F. P. McElroy,
Dade City, 1894-5; W. D. Woodman, St. Augustine, 1895-6;

J. A. Conover, Jacksonville. 1896-7 (no further meetings
were held until 1904); J. C. Abernethy, Miami, 1904-5;

Thomas Clarke. Jacksonville, 1905-7.

Secretaries—J. A. Conover, Jacksonville. 1887-8; S. P.
Watson, Jacksonville, 1888-92; W. H. Lightstone, Jackson-
ville, 1892-4; R. J. Martinez, Jacksonville, 1894-5; W. M.
Steward. Palatka, 1895-6; H. C. Cushman, Pensacola. 1896-
7 (no further meetings were held until 1904); D. W.
Ramsaur, Palatka, 1904-7.

Treasurers—John M. Dixon, Titusville, 1887-8; H. V. R.
Schrader, Tallahassee, 1888-9; E. Delouest, Ocala, 1889-
94, Thomas Clarke. Jacksonville. 1894-5; Francis Lawton,
Jacksonville, 1895-6; C. C. Bettes, Jacksonville, 1896-7.
(no further meetings were held until 1904); Thomas
Clarke, Jacksonville, 1904-5; W. M. Johnson, Gainsville.
1905-7.

Georgia Association.

-Although it is stated that no regular State pharma-
ceutical organization was attempted in Georgia until

T875, some of the older men in that State, with good
memories, say that the organization of 1875 was
erected on the ruins of a still older body. On October
20th. 1875, a number of druggists met at Macon in

answer to a call sent out by L. W. LTunt, of that city
and Dr. Fred. King, of Atlanta, and efTected a tem-
porary organization by making John M. Clarke, of
Milledgeville, chairman. It is told that Mr. Clarke
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was not present when thus honored, having been un-
avoidably detained at his home, thirty miles away,
but that a committee was sent to capture him and es-

cort him to Macon. The officers elected at this meet-
ing were : President, John M. Clarke, of IMilledge-

ville; vice-presidents, Thos. Schuman, J. R. Jones
and Oceola Butler ; secretary, Fred King, of Atlanta

;

and treasurer, L. W. Hunt, of Macon.
This association has some 400 members and its

meetings are lively and well attended. Its present

officers are: President, W. B. Freeman, of Atlanta;

vice-presidents, J. D. Persse, of Savannah ; L. S.

Brigham, of Columbus, and M. D. Hodge, of Mari-
etta; secretary. Max Morris, of Macon; treasurer, J.

T. Shuptrine, of Savannah.
Roster of principal officers:

Presidents—John M. Clark. Jlilledgeville, 1875-6; L. W.
Hunt, Macon, 1876-7; R. H. Land, Augusta, 1877-8; Osceola
Butler, Savannah, 1S7S-9; John Ingalls, Macon, 1879-80;

Theo Schuman, Atlanta, 1880-2; J. W. Rankin, Atlanta,
1882-3; S. C. Durban. Augusta, 1883-5; H. C. Hutchinson,
Atlanta, 1885-6; J. W. Stanford, Cuthbert, 1886-7; George
D. Case, Milledgevllle, 1887-8; William S. Parks, Atlanta,
1888-9; T. A. Cheatham, Macon, 1889-90; -John W. Good-
wyn, Macon, 1890-1; H. R. Slack, La Grange, 1891-2; E.

M. Wheat, Columbus, 1892-3; C. M. Crosby, Marietta, 1893-

4: John P. Turner, Columbus, 1894-5; D. W. Curry, Rome.
1895-6; I. A. Solomons, Savannah, 1896-7; H. H. Arrington,
Rome, 1897-8; Charles 0. Tyner, Atlanta, 1898-9; Ralph G.
Howard. Columbus. 1899-1900; Mallory H. Taylor, Macon,
1900-1; W. S. Elkin, Jr., Atlanta, 1901-2; J. H. Polhlll,

Brunswick, 1902-3; C. D. Jordan, Monticello, 1903-4; J. E.
Kidd, Milledgevllle, 1904-5; Max Morris, Macon, 1905-6;

W. B. Freeman, Atlanta, 1906-7.

Secretaries—Fred King, Atlanta, 1875-7; W. A. Taylor,
Atlanta, 1877-SO; T. A. Cheatham, Macon, 1880-1; J. T.
Shuptrine, Savannah, 1881-3; J. Zacharias, Columbus,
1883-5; W. S. Parks. Atlanta, 1885-6; H. R. Slack, La
Grange, 1886-91; H. H. Arrington, Rome, 1891-6; C. T.
King, Macon. 1896-1902; J. B. Riley, Macon, 1902-6; Max
Morris, Macon, 1906-7.

Treasurers—h. W. Hunt, Macon, 1875-6; John Ingalls,
Macon, 1876-80; T. L. Massenberg, Macon, 1880-7; M. H.

J. M. CLAKK. MALLORY H. TAYLOB.
First President of Georgia President of Georgia Phar-

Pharmaceutical Associa t i o n maceutical Association 1900-1;
1S70-6. Treasurer 1S87-1900.

Taylor, Macon, 1887-1900; J. T. Shuptrine, Savannah,
1900-1907.

Idaho.

Idaho druggists have never enjoyed the advantages
of a State association. A half-dozen years ago there

was an Inland Empire Druggists' Association made
up of druggists from eastern Washington and north-

em Idaho. Sessions were held quarterly and the of-

ficers were: President, J. Stern, of Colfax, Wash.;
vice-president, R. L. Smith, of Palouse, Wash. ; and
secretary, J. W. Palmerton, of Pullman. Wash.

Illinois Association.

A meeting of Illinois druggists was held at Spring-
field, December 7th, 1880, for the purpose of forming
an organization. W. W. Marmon, of Bloomington,
called the meeting to order; George Bock, of Chicago,
was made temporary chairman, and Frank Fleury, of
Springfield, temporary secretary. Over seventy-five re-

sponded to the roll-call of signers to the call for the

meeting. The following officers were elected : Presi-

dent, W. W. Marmon, of Bloomington; vice-presi-

dents, George Buck, of Chicago ; F. C. Bourscheidt, of

JOSEPH K. PERRY, SI. D. GEORGE C. BARTELLS.
Leader in movement to or- Treasurer of Illinois Phar-

ganize Indiana Pharmaceutl- maceutical Association since
cal Association, and its first 1S98—Vice-President of Ameri-
Secretary 1882-92—At one time can Pharmaceutical Assocla-
Professor of Pharmacy Purdue tion 1897-8.

College of Pharmacy—Died
1903.

Peoria ; and P. N. Nichols, of Pana ; secretary, Frank
Fleury, of Springfield; treasurer, Henry Smith, of

Decatur.

Next day a draft of a proposed pharmacy law was
..dopted in part and referred to a legislative com-
mittee, with power to act. Ten members were chosen

lor the proposed board of pharmacy, the governor to

appoint five of them if the bill became a law.

From that beginning has grown one of the largest

pharmaceutical associations in the country, its mem-
bership now numbering something like a thousand.

The present officers are^: President, H. C. Porter, of

Rockford; vice-presidents, J. J. Boehm, of Chicago;

J. E. Huber, of Peoria; and W. D. Duncan, of

Ottawa ; treasurer, George Bartells. of Camp Point

;

and secretary, W. B. Day, of Chicago.

Roster of principal officers

:

PresidetUs—W. W. Marmon, Bloomington, 1880-1; F. C.

Bourscheidt. Peoria, 1881-2; Henry Biroth. Chicago, 1882-

3: H. Le Caron, Braidwood, 1883-4; A. P. Cunningham,
Champaign, 1884-5; T. H. Patterson. Chicago, 1885-6; B.

F. Gardner, Atlanta, 1886-7; Henry Smith, Decatur, 1887-

8; Herman Schroeder, Quincy, 1888-90; A. A. Culver,

Momence, 1890-1; R. C. Hattenhauer, Peru, 1891-2; H. L.

Hatch, Jacksonville, 1892-3; Emil Thiele. Chicago, 1893-4;

F. Lueder. Peoria. 1894-5; G. H. Sohrbeck. Moline, 1895-6;

W. K. Forsvth, Chicago. 1896-7; Paul G. Schuh. Cairo,

1897-8; T. C. Loehr. CaTlinville. 1898-9; F. M. Schmidt,
Chicago, 1899-1900; Walter H. Gale, Chicago, 1900-2; H.
Swannell. Champaign, 1902-3; Thomas Knoebel, East St.

Louis, 1903-4; Herman Fry, Chicago. 1904-5; Christian
Garver. Bloomington, 1905-6; H. C. Porter, Rockford. 1906-7.

Secretaries—Frank Fleury, Springfield, 1880-1; M. W.
Borland, Chicago, 1881-2; T. H. Patterson, Chicago. 1882-

5; T. N. Jamieson, Chicago, 1885-6; L. C. Hogan, Engle-
wood, 18S6-9; H. W. C. Martin, Chicago, 1889-90; C. S. N.
Hallberg, Chicago, 1890-2; Frank Fleurv. Springfield. 1892-

9; R. N. Dodds, Springfield, 1899-1906; W. B. Dav, Chicago,
1906-7.
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Treasurers—Henry Smith, Decatur, 1880-1; A. P. Cun-

ningham, Champaign, 1881-2; W. P. Boyd, Areola, 1882-3;

M Williams Taylorville, 1883-4; J. J. Schubert, Kankakee,

1884-5- B. F. Gardner, Atlanta, 1885-6; G. H. Sohrbeck,

Moline 1886-7; C. A. Strathman, El Paso, 1887-8; D. S. Dy-

son Bloomington, 188a-90; A. L. Moody, Lockport, 1890-1;

Mel'lie Williams, Taylorville, 1891-2; C. C. Reed, Lincoln,

1892-3; C. L. Feldkamp, Chicago, 1893-4; H. L. Hatch,

Jacksonville, 1894-5; H. H. Rogers, Kankakee, 1895-6; T. S.

Arnold, Watseka, 1896-7; W. F. Baum, Danville, 1897-8;

G. C. Bartells, Camp Point, 1898-1907.

Indiana Association.

At a called meeting of the druggists of Indian-

apolis, July 30th, 1874, one of the objects of which

was to take steps to establish a college of pharmacy,

a constitution, by-laws and code of ethics were

adopted, and the following officers elected for a term

of one year, namely : President, Eli Lilly ; vice-presi-

dents, George W. Sloan, and J. B. Dill ; recording sec-

retary, Charles Dennis ; corresponding secretary, Ross

W. Perry; treasurer, J. L. Tibbitts ; executive com-

mittee, Adrian Bowen, James R. Perry and George

W. Sloan.

Just what became of this association is not clear,

but on March 8th, 1882, a number of Indianapolis

druggists gathered at the Merchants' Exchange build-

ing to form an association which should grow into a

State organization. Eli Lilly was chosen temporary

chairman and Joseph R. Perry, temporary secretary.

A committee on constitution, by-laws, and code of

ethics was appointed, to report at a meeting to be

held March 15th. At the latter meeting George W.
Sloan was chairman and Mr. Perry, secretary. Com-
munications were received from about one hundred

druggists throughout Indiana who signified their in-

tention to be present at a meeting to be held May 9th

for the purpose of organizing a State association. The

permanent officers of the city association were:

President, J. B. Dill ; vice-presidents, J. N. Hurty, and

H. C. Pomeroy; secretary, Frank H. Carter; corres-

ponding secretary, John A. Lambert; treasurer, H.

Keilhorn ; executive committee, George W. Sloan, F.

A. Bryan and C. H. Schad. It is said that 250 drug-

gists attended the meeting held May 9th, of which W.
C. Buntin, of Terre Haute, was the temporary chair-

man, and Joseph R. Perry, of Indianapolis, temporary

secretary. The first permanent officers of the State

association were : President, George H. Andrews, of

Muncie; vice-presidents, F. C. Schmidt, of Evans-

ville; Charles V. Pyle, of Warsaw; and A. G. Ltiken,

of Richmond ; secretary, Joseph R. Perry, of Indian-

apolis ; and treasurer, Emil Martin, of Indianapolis.

Governor Porter addressed the meeting.

The present officers of the association are: Presi-

dent, Bruno Knoefel, of New Albany ;
vice-presidents,

Louis Tepe, of Evansville ; G. E. Cook, of Anderson

;

and C. L. Hachett, of Roanoke; secretary', Arthur

Timberlake, of Indianapolis ; treasurer, F. H. Carter,

of Indianapolis ; executive committee, H. D. Bossett,

of Indianapolis : E. L. Mertz, of Ft. Wayne ; and F.

W. Schultz, of Brazil.

Roster of principal officers

:

Presidents—George H. Andrews, Munsie. 1882-3; N. W.

Yeakel Lafavette, 1883-4; W. L. .Johnson. Evansville,

1884-5-'a. J. Getzer, Fort Wayne, 1885-G; Leo Eliel, South

Bend
' 1886-7- D. W. C. Bryant, Frankfort, 1887-8; A. L.

Green Lafavette. 1888-9; Albert Allen. Greencaslle, 1889-

1890- J. N. Hurty, Fort Wayne. 1890-1; W. C. Bunting

Terre Haute 1891-2; F. H. Carter. Indianapolis, 1S92-3;

.Tohn Kennedv, Vlncennes. 1893-4; G. W. Haynie. Evans-

ville 1894-5; T. J. Moftett, Indianapolis, 1895-6; Otto Gross.

Fort Wavne 1896-7; R. I. Eads, Indianapolis, 1897-8; F. H.

Burton Evansville, 1898-9; F. D. W'arner, New Carlisle,

1899-1900; E. W. Meissner, South Bend, 1900-1; Charles

Prutzman, Muncie, 1901-2; 0. C. Bastian, South Bend,
1902-3; M. A. Stout, Bluffton, 1903-4; C. F. Elliott, Sheri-

dan, 1904-5; Harry Click, Lafayette, 1905-6; Bruno
Knoefel, New Albany, 1906-7.

Secretaries—J. R. Perry, Indianapolis, 1882-91; F. W.
Meissner, La Porte, 1891-3; W. H. Stocker, Indianapolis,

1893-5; A. Timberlake, Indianapolis, 1895-1907.

Treasurers—Emil Martin, Indianapolis, 1882-5; J. N.
Hurty, Indianapolis, 1885-6; W, H. Ross, Richmond, 1886-7;

H. Pomeroy, Indianapolis, 1887-90; G. G. Allen, Indianap-

olis and South Bend, 1890-9; P. H. Carter, Indianapolis,

1899-1907.

Indian Territory Association.

Indian Territory druggists, with a view to making
a concerted appeal to congress for a pharmacy law.

W. H. TORBEBT. M. L. PORTER. M. D.

President of Iowa Pharma- Secretary of Maine Pharma-
ceutical Association 1889-91— ceutical Association since 1896.

Vice-President o t American a longer term than any of his
Pharmaceutical Association predecessors filled.
1891-2.

organized an association at Muscogee, May 23d, 1895,

when the following officers were elcted: President,

H. C. Cobb, of Muscogee ; vice-presidents, J. R. Shee-

ban, of Vinita ; H. D. Kniseley, of Checotah ; and E. P.

White, of Claremore; secretary, L. L. Moore, of Vi-
nita ; treasurer, S. S. Cobb, of Wagoner ; council, C.

W. Merkel, of Muscogee; E. P. White, of Qare-
more ; and J. R. Sheehan, of Vinita.

This association has always boasted a large mem-
bership, it now having over 500 names on its rolls.

The present officers are : President,J. D. Humphrey,
of Bristow ; vice-presidents, E. B. McGinnis, of Sul-

phur; J. R. Williams, of Wilburton ; and W. Y. Chit-

wood, of Mill Creek; and secretary-treasurer, H. D.

Kniseley, of Checotah.

Roster of principal officers:

Presidents—H. C. Cobb, Muskogee. 1895-6; L. L. Moore,
Muskogee, 1896-7; H. D. Kniseley, Checotah, 1897-9; L. R.
Sheehan, Vinita, 1899-1900; J. C. Johnson, South Mc-
Alester, 1900-1; L. Matthews, Miami, 1901-3; F. C. Savage,
Hartshorn, 1903-5; T. Shackle, Tulsa, 1905-6; J. D. Hum-
phrey, Bristow, 1906-7.

Secretaries—L,. L. Moore, Vinita, 1895-6; E. P. White,
Claremore, 1896-7; H. H. Hokey, 1897-9; E. P. White,
Clareniora, 1899-1901; H. D. Kniseley. Checotah, 1901-7.

Treasurers—S. S. Cobb, Wagoner, 1895-1901; H. D. Knise-
ley, Checotah, 1901-7.

Iowa Association.

Over one hundred druggists, according to the ac-

count published in the Circular at the time, met at

Des Moines, February loth, 1880, and formed a State

association. The meeting was held in the Academy
of Music and was presided over by L. H. Bush, of

Des Moines, while G. C. Henry, of Burlington, acted

as secretary. Two hundred and fifty applications for

membership were received. The following officers
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were elected : President, George H. Schafer, of Fort
Madison; vice-presidents, George B. Hogin, of New-
ton ; W. S. McBride, of Marshalltown ; F. W. Par-
ish, of Clorinda ; Francis Lee, of Clinton ; and C. P.

Squires, of Burlington; secretary, H. W. Dodd, of

Fort Madison; assistant secretary, A. H. Miles, of
Des Moines; treasurer, C. H. Ward, of Des Moines;
executive committee, W. B. Cousins, of Albin ; W. E.
Schroder, of Iowa City; and Norman Lichty, of Des
Moines.

This association has prospered and now numbers
over 200 members, officered as follows: President,

W. F. Meaher, of Fort Dodge; secretary, J. M. Lind-
ley, of Winfield ; and treasurer, J. B. Webb, of Dewitt.

Roster of principal officers

:

Presidents—G. H. Schafer, Fort Madison, 1880-1; G. B.

Hogan, Newton, 1881-2; A. R. Townsend, Boone, 1882-3; J.

H. Harrison, Davenport, 1883-4; W. C. McBride, Marstiall-

town, 1884-5; C. R. Wallace, Independence, 1885-6; A. H.
Miles, Des Moines, 1SS6-7; W. C. Bryant, Cedar Falls,

1887-8; R. W. Crawford, Fort Dodge, 18SS-9; W. H. Tor-
bert, Dubuque, 18S9-1S91; A. A. Broadie. Waverly, 1891-2;

T. W. Ruete, Dubuque, 1892-3; M. W. Ward, -Des Moines,
1893-6; E. M. Burcs, Mason City, 1896-7; J. L. Etzel, Clear
Lake, 1897-8; W. G. Bale, Webster City, 1898-9; J. H. Pick-
ett, Oskaloosa, 1899-1900; E. V. Baldwin, Hampton, 1900-1;

E. B. Tainter, Des Moines, 1901-2; H. S. Baker, Sioux City,

1902-3; D. G. Morgan, Council Bluffs, 1903-4; N. T. Hend-
rix, Columbus Junction, 1904-5; G. M. Pedersen, Harlan,
1905-6; W. F. Meaher, Fort Dodge, 1906-7.

Secretaries—H. W. Dodd, Fort Madison, 1880-2; E. L.
Boerner, Iowa City, 1882-6; Rosa Upson, Marshalltown,
1886-1894; S. J. Spaulding. Des Moines, 1894-6; A. H.
Miles, Des Moines, 1896-9; Fletcher Howard, Des Moines,
1899-1904; J. B. Kloster, Sioux City, 1904-5; J. M. Lindley,
Winfield, 1905-7.

TreosMrers—C. H. Ward, Des Moines, 1880-8; J. B. Webb,
De Witt. 1888-1907.

Kansas Association.

Pursuant to a call circulated some weeks previously,

a convention of Kansas druggists was held at Topeka

B. W. WOODWARD. R. J. BROWN.
(1834-1900) (1834-1897)

Vice-President and one of the First President of Kansas
Incorporators of the Kansas Pharmaceutical Associ a t i o n
Pharmaceutical Association at 1S80-2—First Secretary of Kan-

in 1880—Pio- sas College of Pharmacy "
... aruK Dusi '- ""-- " " • , - . «

sas 1855.

its Organizatic
neer in drug business in Kan- 9; P r e s": d e n t, 186^dpened'""^ Drug Store at Leavenworth

1S57,

June 23d, 1880, at which W. C. Johnston, of Man-
hattan acted as president, and F. E. Holliday, of To-
peka, as secretary. A perm.anent organization was
formed, with the following officers : President, R. J.
Brown, of Leavenworth; vice-presidents, B. W.
Woodward, of Lawrence; and W. C. Johnston, of
Manhattan; secretary, G. A. Chapman, of Atchison;
and treasurer, J. G. Northcraft, of Abilene. Steps

were taken toward having the legislature pass a phar-
macy law and establish a chair of pharmacy at the
State university.

The following year, on January I4l^h, B. W. Wood-
ward, of Lawrence; H. K. Rowley, of Topeka; and
W. A. Stamford, of Florence, constituting a quorum
of the board of directors of the association met at
Topeka and merged the association first organized
with an incorporated body of the same name and hav-
ing the same objects. The reorganized society then
elected officers to serve until the ne.xt regular meet-
ing to be held in June. A draft of a pharmacy bill

was endorsed, and ten candidates were selected for

presentation to the governor, from among whom he
was to appoint the first board of pharmacy in case
the bill became a law.

The association now has about 500 members, the
officers being: President, M. A. Fredenberg, of Win-
field ; vice-presidents, A. R. Holzschurer, of Junction
City; and W. R. Irwin, of Emporia; secretary, A. E.
Topping, of Overbrook; and treasurer, W. H. Hen-
rion, of Wichita. The executive committee consists

of Louis Loeb, E. C. Fritche, Harry Higginson, H.
W. Taylor and E. B. Mallott.

Roster of principal officers

:

Presidents—R. J. Brown, Leavenworth, 1880-2; F. E.
Holliday, Topeka, 1882-3; M. L. Stone, Wamego, 1883-4; W.
C. Johnston, Manhattan, 1884-5; H. W. Spangler, Perry,
1885-6; W. C. Sears, Burlington, 1886-7; R. S. Drake,
Beloit, 1887-8; W. W. Naylor, Holton, 1888-9; J. P. Allen,
Wichita, 1889-90; Charles D. Barnes, Abilene, 1890-1; C. L.
Becker, Ottawa, 1891-2; Mathias Noll, Atchison, 1892-3; T.
W. Atkins, Girard, 1893-4; H. H. Hettinger, Wichita,
1894-5; J. W. Hurst, Newton, 1895-6; W. J. Evans, lola,
1896-7; E. C. Fritsche, Leavenworth, 1897-S; L. Ardery,
Hutchinson, 1898-9; R. F. Bryant, Lincoln, 1899-1900; H.
W. Mehl, Leavenworth, 1900-1; F. A. Snow, Topeka, 1901-2;
J. W. Cookson, Kingman, 1902-3; G. Gehring, Wichita',
1903-4; J. T. Moore, Lawrence, 1904-5; Carl Engle, Man-
hattan, 1905-6; M. A. Friedenberg, Winfield, 1906-7.

Secretaries—G. A. Chapman, Atchison. lSSO-1; E. A.
Barnes, Topeka, 1881-3; R. H. T. Nesbitt, Leavenworth,
1883-4; John T. Moore, Lawrence, 1884-92; Mrs. M. 0.
Miner, Hiawatha, 1892-6; E. A. Snow, Topeka, 1896-1900;
E. E. Lair, Topeka, 1900-4; A. E. Topping, Overbrook,
1904-7.

Treasurers—J. G. Northcraft, Abilene, 1880-2; W. A.
Stanford, Florence, 1882-5; C. D. Barnes, Abilene, 1885-9;
H. W. Mehl, Leavenworth. 1889-90; H. W. Spangler Perry
1890-6; T. W. Atkins, Girard, 1896-7; Fred Schoen, Mc-
Cune, 1897-9; C. V. Pyle, Hiawatha, 1899-1900; G. Gehring
Wichita, 1900-2; W. S. Henrion. Wichita, 1902-7.

Kentucky Association.

Many Kentucky druggists could not leave home on
account of business, but about thirty were present at
Frankfort, July nth, 1877, and succeeded in forming
a State association, with the following officers

:

President, W. H. Averill, of Frankfort ; secretary. W.
G. White, of Richmond ; and treasurer, Peter Nodler,
of Covington.
The first regular meeting was held at Covington,

May 15th, 1878, at which a constitution and by-laws
were adopted and the following officers elected,
namely: President, W. H. Averill, of Frankfort;
vice-presidents. Vincent Davis, of Louisville; G. A.
Zwick, of Covington; and M. Hermann, of Coving-
ton

; recording secretary, W. G. White, of Richmond

;

corresponding secretary, C. Lewis Diehl, of Louis-
ville

; and treasurer, Peter Nodler, of Covington.
From that time on the association has grown until

it now has about 425 members, officered as follows:
President, R. L. Moorman, of Leitchfield ; vice-presi-

dents, G. O. Patterson, of Hawesville ; B. S. Hunt, of
Mayfield ; and Herman Koegel, of Newport ; secre-
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tary, J. W. Gayle, of Frankfort; treasurer, Vernon
Driskell, of Ghent ; chairman of executive committee,

L. G. Smith, of Shelbyville.

Roster of principal officers

:

Presidents~\V . H. Averill, Frankfort, 1877-9; Vincent
Davis, Louisville, 1879-80; M. H. Webb, Simpsonville,
1880-1; C. S. Porter, Somerset, 1881-2; G. A. Zwick, Coving-
ton, 1882-3; T. B. Wood, Lexington, 1883-4; Jefferson Oxley,
Nicholasville, 1884-5; H. W. Evans, Danville, 1885-6; J. W.
Fowler, Louisville, 1886-8; W. S. Johnson, Henderson,
1888-9; E. C. Pflngst, Louisville, 1889-90; J. J. Brooks, Crab
Orchard, 1S90-1; W. Chapman, Frankfort, 1891-2; 0. W.
Geier, Carrollton, 1892-3; Robert J. Snyder, Louisville,

1893-4; C. J. Clark, Paris, 1894-5; Addison Dimmitt, Louis-
ville, 1895-6; R. M. McFarland, Henderson, 1896-7; Vernon
Driskell, Carrollton, 1897-8; Oscar C. Dilly, Louisville,

1898-9; John J. Reynolds, Flemingsburg, 1899-1900; C.

Lewis Diehl, Louisville, 1900-1; John L. Clark, Vanceburg.
1901-2; H. K. McAdams, Lexington, 1902-3; C. W. Peters,

Sharpsburg, 1903-4; R. C. Stockton, Richmond, 1904-5; C.

A. Leathers, Lawrenceburg, 1905-6; R. L. Moorman,
Leitchfleld, 1906-7.

Secretaries—^. G. White, Richmond. 1877-82; A. J. El-

wang, Louisville. 1882-3; James T. Took, Harrodsburg,
1883-6; W. B. McRoberts, Stanford, 1886-9; J. W. Gayle,
Frankfort, 1889-1907.

Treasurers—"Peter Nodler, Covington, 1877-83; J. J.

Brooks, Richmond, 1883-9; W. S. Johnson, Henderson,
1889-91; H. Jett, Cynthiana, 1891-3; C. G. Morris, Park-
land, 1893-9; Vernon Driskell, Ghent, 1899-1907.

Louisiana Association.

Ninety-odd druggists of New Orleans, Baton Rouge
and other points in Louisiana met for organization at

New Orleans April 24th, 1882. F. M. Brooks, of Baton
Rouge, called the meeting to order, and J. T. Thibo-

deaux, of Thibodeaux, was made temporary chairman,

and Hiland Flowers, of New Orleans, acted as secre-

tary. A constitution was adopted, and the following

officers elected: President, J. T. Thibodeaux. of

Thibodeaux ; vice-presidents, A. K. Finlay, of New
Orleans; and F. M. Brooks, of Baton Rouge ; record-

ing secretary, Hiland Flowers, of New Orleans ; cor-

responding secretary, Ben Lewis, of New Orleans;

and treasurer, J. B. Lavigne, of New Orleans ; execu-

tive committee, R. N. Girling, E. G. Wunderlich, and

John Johnson, of New Orleans; F. Gouaux, of

Houma ; and S. Hiriart, of Plaquemine. There are

now about 200 members of the association, their offi-

cers being: President, C. D. Sauvinet, of New Or-
leans; vice-presidents, E. L. McClury, of Natchi-

toches; and .Adam Wirth, of New Orleans; treasurer,

George S. Brown, of New Orleans; recording secre-

tary, George W. McDuff. of New Orleans; corre-

sponding secretary, W. J. Sbisa, of New Orleans ; and
executive committee. William M. Levy, J. E. Scott,

A. di Tripani, T. J. Baiter and George V. Claren.

Roster of principal officers

:

Presidents—J. T. Thibodeaux. Thibodeaux, 1882-4; R. N.
Girling. New Orleans, 1884-5; A. K. Finlay, New Orleans,
1885-6; Oscar Robin, New Orleans, 1886-7; C. L. Keppler,
New Orleans, 1887-9; F. M. Brocks, Baton Rouge, 1889-90;

M. T. Breslin. New Orleans, 1890-1; John Johnson, New
Orleans, 1891-2; L. F. Chalin. New Orleans, 1S92-3; P. A.
Capdau. New Orleans, 1893-4; .Tohn Gazzo, Raceland,
1894-5; N. P. Roux. New Orleans. 1895-6; P. L. Viallon, Sr.,

Bayou Goula. 1896-7: G. W. McDuff, New Orleans, 1897-8:

J. T. Labbe. St. Martinsville. 1898-9; W. M. Levy, New
Orleans, 1899-1900; M. Bernstein, Shreveport. 1900-1; W.
T. Tavlor. New Orleans, 1901-3; W. ^. Duplantis, New
Orleans. 190,3-4; F. C. Godbold. New Orleans. 1904-5; T. J.

McGuire. Baton Rouge, 1905-6; C. D. Sauvinet, New Or-

leans, 1906-7.

Secretaries (recording)—Hiland Flowers. New Or-

leans, 1882-3; Benj. Lewis. New Orleans, 1883-5; L. F.

Chalin. New Orleans, 1885-92; Mrs. E. Rudolph, New Or-
leans. 1892-7; H. V. Amy. New Orleans, 1897-8: W. P. Du-
plantis. New Orleans. 1898-1903; G. W. McDuff, New Or-

leans. 1903-7.

Treasurers—J. B. Lavigne, New Orleans, 1882-8; E.
Brand, New Orleans, 1888-90; Eugene Lalmant, New Or-
leans, 1890-7; G. S. Brown, New Orleans, 1897-1907.

Maine Association.
,

The records of the early history of the Maine
Pharmaceutical Association are incomplete. All that
can be gathered from a historical sketch of the or-
ganization published some years after its formation
is that the first meeting was held July 23d, 1867, and
the meetings were held regularly thereafter until

1879, when for some reason interest seemed to lapse

and no further meetings were held until July 17th,

1890. The reorganized body seems to have had no
connection with the first association, for the report of

the 1894 meeting is called the report of the "fifth an-
nual meeting." No official report of the preceding
meetings had been published. But in 1898 it evidently

occurred to someone that the dignity of the organiza-
tion would be enhanced by claiming a succession to

the first association, and in the report for that year,

the meeting is referred to as the "thirty-first annual
meeting."

There are at present about 300 members of this as-

sociation, with these officers: President, John Will-

iamson, of Portland ; vice-presidents, O. W. Jones, of

Auburn ; H. J. Hathaway, of Houlton ; and John
Coughlin, of Augusta; secretary, M. L. Porter, of

Dan forth ; treasurer, Walter S. Drew, of Portland;

executive committee, John Williamson, O. W. Jones,

M. L. Porter, G. O. Tuttle and Harry Kinney.

Roster of principal officers :

Presidents—Yi. T. Cummings, Portland, 1867-73; John G.

Cook, Lewiston, 1873-5; Charles K. Partridge, Au-
gusta, 1875-8; C. A. White, Gardiner. 1878-9: E. Dana, Jr.,

Portland, 1879-80; (no meetings held 1880-90) ; Charles K.
Partridge, Augusta. 1890-2; Asa Warren, Bangor, 1892-4;

D. W. Heseltine, Portland. 1894-6; George W. Dorr, Water-
ville. 1896-7; Fred H. Wilson, Brunswick, 1897-8; W. A.

Robinson, Auburn, 1S98-9; A. M. Robinson, Bangor, 1899-

1900; H. Boynton, Biddeford, 1900-1; F. R. Partridge, Au-
.gusta, 1901-2: D. P, Moulton. Lewiston, 1902-3; F. T. Crane,
Machias, 1903-4; G. R. Wiley. Bethel. 1904-5; A. W. Me-
serve, Kennebunk, 1905-6; John Williamson, Portland,
1906-7.

Secretaries—Charles K. Partridge, Augusta, 1867-8;

Christopher Way, Portland, 1868-73; S. D. Wakefield, Lew-
iston. 1873-5; H. Boynton. Biddeford. 1875-8; Edward Mer-
rill, Rockland, 1878-9; S. B. Graves, Portland, 1879-80; (no
meetings held 1880-90); H. E. Bowditch, Augusta, 1890-3;

Charles A. Fowler, Bangor, 1893-6; M. L. Pcrter, Danforth,
1896-1907.

Treasurers—^M, S. Whittier. Portland, 1867-8: N. S. Har-
low, Bangor. 1868-70; A. u. Schlotterbeck, Portland. 1870-3;

H. H. Butler. Bangor, lo73-6: H. Boynton, Biddeford,
1876-8: Edward Merrill, Rockland, 1878-80 (no meetings
held 1880-90): F, R, Buck. Skowhegan. 1890-2; H. B. Pen-
nell, Portland, 1892-4; John Williamson, Portland. 1894-7:

Walter Q Drew. Portland. 1S97-1907,

Maryland Association.

To the Maryland College of Pharmacy belongs the

credit for issuing the call for a meeting to form the

Maryland Pharmaceutical Association, The meeting
was held in the college building, Baltimore, October
5th, 1882, as a result of which an organization was
formed with seventy-three members, officered as fol-

lows: President, John J. Thompsen. of Baltimore;

vice-presidents. C. W. Crawford, of Gaithersburg;

Thomas W. Schrver, of Cumberland : and Hugh
DuflFv, of Hillsboro; secretarv, Tohn W. Geieer, of

Baltimore: and treasurer. E. W. Russell, of Baltimore.

From this beginning the association has grown
until it includes druggists from every county in the

State in which there is a drug store, and many of the

leading pharmacists of Baltimore, quite a number of
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whom are men of national reputation. The number
of its members is about 200, and the present officers

are: President, J. Edwin Hengst, of Baltimore;

vice-presidents, A. L. Pearre, of Frederick; Alfred

Lapouraille, of Baltimore ; and S. J. Keating, of Cen-
terville ; secretary, O. C. Smith, of Baltimore ; treas-

urer, Guy C. Wisotzki, of Smithburg; and executive

committee, E. F. Kelly, D. R. Millard and R. E. Lee
Williamson, all of Baltimore.

Roster of principal officers :

Presidents—J. J. Thomsen, Baltimore, 18S3-4; D. C.

Aughlnbaugh, Hagerstown, 1884-5; Edwin Eareckson, Bal-

timore, 18S5-6; A. J. Corning, Baltimore, 1886-7; William

Sheppard; vice-presidents, William Bush, of Wor-
cester; Henry Estabrook, of Fitchburg; and F. T.

Whiting, of Great Barrington; secretary, J. W. Col-

cord, of Lynn ; treasurer, F. H. Butler, of Lowell.

Since that time no less than 2,500 names have ap-

peared at different times on the rolls of the associa-

tion, but the present membership is only about 800

—

which is greater than that of most similar bodies. The
officers now are : President, P. B. Moriarity, of Wor-
cester; vice-presidents, Charles N. Fournier, of Fitch-

burg; F. A. Barker, of Gloucester; and Charles F.

Carter, of Lowell; secretary, James F. Guerin, of

Worcester; treasurer, Thomas B. Nichols, of Wor-

OWE.\ C. SMITH. II. L. MEREDITH.
Secretary of Maryland Phar- Winner of The Druggists

maceutical Association 1901-3 Circular Scholarship Philadel-
and since 1906; Vice-President phia College of Pharmacy 1«97—
1903-4—Secretary of Baltimore President of Maryland Phar-
Retail Druggists' Association maceutical Association 1904-5;
1900-5—Professor of Pharmacy Member of Board of Pharmacy
Maryland Medical College. since 1903.

JAMES F. 6UERIX.
Secretary of Massachusetts

Pharmaceutical Associ a t i o n
1895, being one of the

.I.I.MES VEIi-NOU.

Member of first Michigan
Board of Pharmacy in 1S85—
Secretary of old Michigan
Pharmaceutical Association
1S74—Vice-President of Associa-
tion of Secretaries and State
Boards 1891-2 — Vice-President
of American Pharmaceutical
Association 1S8S-9.

Simon, Baltimore. 1887-8; J. Walter Hodges, Annapolis,
18S8-9; JI. L. Byers. Hagerstown, 1889-90; E. M. Forman,
Centreville, ISUO-l; Columbus V. Emich, Baltimore. 1891-2;

John Briscoe, 1892-4; J. F. Hancock, Baltimore, 1S94-5; H;
P. Hynson, Baltimore. 1895-6; H. B. Gilpin, Baltimore,
1896-7; W. C. Powell, Snow Hill, 1897-8; Robert S. McKin-
ney, Taneytown, 1898-9; A. R. L. Dohme, Baltimore, 1899-

1900; W. E. Turner, Cumberland, 1900-1; Louis Schulze,
Baltimore, 1901-2; J. Webb Poster, Baltimore, 1902-3; W.
E. Brown, Baltimore, 1903-4; H. L. Meredith, Hagerstown,
1904-5; M. A. Toulson, Chestertown, 1905-G; J. E. Hengst,
Baltimore, 1906-7.

Secre<a?-jes—John W. Geiger. Baltimore. 1883-4; M. L.

Byers, Hagerstown, 1884-9; John W. Geiger, Baltimore,
1889-95; .1. H. Hancock, Baltimore, 1895-6; Henry Maisch,
Baltimore. 1896-7; Charles H. Ware, Baltimore, 1897-1900;
Louis Schulze, Baltimore. 1900-1; Owen C. Smith, Balti-

more, 1901-3; Louis Schulze, Baltimore, 1903-4; Owen C.
Smith, Baltimore, 1904-7.

Treasurers—K. W. Russell, Baltimore. 1SS3-6; Samuel
Mansfield, Baltimore, 1886-95; H. B. Gilpin, Baltimore,
1895-6; D. M. R. Culbreth, Baltimore, 1896-99: W. R.
Fouch, Baltimore, 1899-1901; J. G. Beck, Baltimore, 1901-2;
H. R. Rudy, Hagerstown, 1902-6; Guy C. Wisotzki. Smith-
burg, 1906-7.

Massachusetts Association.

Massachusetts, the richest and most populous of
the New England States, was the last of the six to

have a pharmaceutical association embracing the en-

tire Commonwealth. It was not until Alarch 8th.

1882, when a meeting of druggists was held at the

Revere House, Boston, that arransrements were made
for organizing the Massachusetts Pharmaceutical As-
sociation. The organization of the body was per-

fected at Worcester. May 17th of the same year, when
officers were elected as follows : President, S. A. D.

cester; trustees of permanent fund, Henry Canning
and W. F. Sawyer, of Boston; and F. E. Mole, of

Adams.

Roster of principal officers

:

Presidents— S. A. D. Sheppard, Boston, 1882-4; C. B.

Emerson, Haverhill, 1884-5; F. M. Pease, Lee, 1885-6;

Henry Canning, Boston, 1886-7; J. H. Manning, Pittsfield,

1887-8; B. F. Stacy, Charlestown, 1888-9; L. M. Snow, Fair-

haven, 1889-90; E. C. Marshall, Charlestown, 1890-1; H. M.
Whitney, Lawrence, 1891-2; F. H. Butler, Lowell, 1892-3;

J. A. Rice, Milford, 1893-4; F. M. Harris, Worcester, 1894-5;

W. C. Durkee, Boston, 1895-6; W. F. Sawyer, Boston, 1896-

7; C. P. Nixon, Leominster, 1897-8; J. J. Curran, Holyoke.
1898-9; W. D. Wheeler, Boston, 1899-1900; F. A. Hubbard,
Newton, 19U0-1; L. G. Heinritz, Holyoke, 1901-2- W. J. Bul-

lock, New Bedford, 1902-3; C. P. Flynn, Boston. 1903-4; E.

H. La Pierre, Cambridge, 1904-5; P. J. McCormiek, Charles-
town, 1905-6; P. B. Moriarity, Worcester, 1906-7.

Secretaries—Joseph W. Colcord, Lynn, 1882-92; M. L. H.
Leavitt, Boston, 1892-95; James F. Guerin, Worcester, 1895
1907.

Treoswrer.s—F. H. Butler, Lowell, 1882-87; T. B. Nichols.
Salem, 1887-1907.

Michigan Association.

As long ago as May loth, 1874, a Michigan Phar-
maceutical Association was formed at Detroit by a

number of druggists from over the State. S. S. Gar-
rigues, of East Saginaw, presided, and a constitution

was adopted. Officers were elected as follows

:

President, S. S. Garrigues. of East Saginaw- ; vice-

president, S. M. Sackett, of IMonroe; recording secre-

tary, James Vernor, of Detroit; corresponding secre-

tary. S. H. Wagner, of Muskegon ; treasurer, J. C.

Mueller, of Detroit: auditor, Ottmar Eberbach, of
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Ann Arbor. A committee to draft a pharmacy law

was appointed. Meetings were held until 1879.

The next we hear of a State pharmaceuti-

cal association in Michigan is in 1883, when Jacob

Jesson, of Muskegon, circulated a call for a meeting

to form a permanent organization and take steps to

secure the passage of a pharmacy law. Associated

with Mr. Jesson in this movement were, among
others, A. H. Lyman, of Manistee ; F. W. Fincher, of

Pentwater
; John W. Dunlop, of Clare

; J. R. Sawyer,

of Menominee ; W. Johnson & Co., of Detroit ; Wal-

lace & Wilson, of St. Johns ; A. B. Prescott, of Ann
Arbor ; W. A. Severson, of Buchanan ; and Larimore

& Dean, of Niles. The organization was formed at

Lansing, November 14th, 1883, with the following of-

ficers : President, Frank Wells, of Lansing; vice-

presidents, Isaac Watts, of Grand Rapids; I. LeRoy

H. Dodds, of Buchanan ; and W. B. Wilson, of Mus-

kegon ; secretary, Jacob Jesson, of Muskegon ;
assist-

ant secretary, A. W. Allen, of Detroit ; and treasurer,

William Dupont, of Detroit.

The association now has a membership of over 300,

and the following officers : President, J. L. Wallace,

of Kalamazoo ; vice-presidents, G. W. Stevens, of De-

troit, and F. L. Shirley, of Reading ; treasurer, H. G.

Spring, of Unionville; secretary, E. E. Calkins, of

Ann Arbor; executive committee, J. O. Schlotterbeck,

of Ann Arbor ; F. N. Mans, of Kalamazoo ; John Ben-

nett, of Lansing ; J. E. Way, of Jackson ; and M. E.

Keyes, of Detroit.

Roster of principal officers

:

Presidents—Frank Wells, Lansing, 1883-4; G. W.

Crouter, Charlerol, 1884-6; F. J. Wurzburg, Grand Rapids,

1886-7- Arthur Bassett, Detroit, 1887-S; George Gundrum,

Ionia, '1888-9; Frank Inglis, Detroit, 1889-90; D. F. Prall,

Saginaw, 1890-2; H. E. Parkhill, Owosso, 1892-3; A. B.

Stephens, Ann Arbor, 1893-4; G. J. Ward, St. Clair, 1894;

A S Parker, Detroit, 1894-5; G. J. Ward, St. Clair, 1895-6;

E F Phillips, Armada, 1896-7; A. H. Webber, Cadillac.

1897-8- J. J. Sourwine, Escanaba, 189S-9; O. Eberbach, Ann
Arbor' 1899-1900- C. F. Mann, Detroit, 1900-1; J. D. Muir,

Grand Rapids, 1901-2; D. A. Hagans, Monroe, 1902-3; A. L.

Walker, Detroit, 1903-4; W. A. Hall, Detroit. 1904-5; J. 0.

Schlotterbeck, Ann Arbor, 1905-6; J. L. Wallace, Kalama-

zoo, 1906-7.

Secretaries—Jacob Jesson, Muskegon, 1883-6; S. E. Park-

ill Owossc, 1886-8; H. J. Brown, Ann Arbor, 1888-90; C. A.

Bugbee, Sheboygan, 1890-2; C. W. Parsons, Detroit, 1892-3;

F. A. Thompson, Detroit. 1893-4; Benj. Schrouder, Grand
Rapids, 1894-7; Charles F. Mann, Detroit. 1897-1900; J. W.
Seeley, Detroit, 1900-2; J. D. Muir, Grand Rapids, 1902-3:

W. H. Burke, Detroit, 1903-5; E. E. Calkins, Ann Arbor,

1905-7.

Treosj/rers—William Dupont, Detroit, 1883-97; J. D.

Muir, Grand Rapids, 1897-8; J. T. Bennet, Lansing, 1898-

1900; W. K, Schmidt. Grand Rapids. 1900-1; D. A. Hagens,
Monroe, 1901-2; C. F. Hueber. Port Huron, 1902-3; J. M.
Lemen Shepherd. 1903-4; E. E. Russell, Jackson, 1904-5;

H. G. Spring, Unionville, 1905-7.

Minnesota Association.

Twelve druggists met October 9th, 1883, and re-

solved to form the Minnesota Pharmaceutical Asso-

ciation. R. O. Sweeney was chairman of the meeting

and W. S. Getty secretary. One week later the asso-

ciation met at St. Paul to hear theceport of its com-
mittee on incorporation. This report was presented

and adopted. The following officers were elected:

President, R.O.Sweeney, of St. Paul; vice-presidents,

S. W. Mclendy, of Minneapolis; S. L. Crocker, of

Faribault ; and H. G. Webster, of Minneapolis ; sec-

retary, W. S. Getty, of St. Paul; and treasurer, A.

Stierie, of St. Paul. One of the objects of the asso-

ciation was to secure a college of pharmacy for Min-

nesota. Articles of incorporation were filed October
24th, 1883.

There was no meeting held in 1884, but at a special

meeting held January 27th, 1885, a constitution and
by-laws were adopted, and a committee appointed to

secure the passage of a pharmacy law. So well did

the legislative committee do its work that at a special

meeting held at St. Paul March 7th, 1885, the law
was reported passed, and the association proceeded to

nominate members to serve on the board of pharmacy.

CH.\RLES K. SHERMAN. .\NDEE\V J. ECKSTEIN.
President ot Nebraska Phar- President of Minnesota Phar-

maceutical Association 1893-4— maceutical Association 1903-4—
Treasurer of Board of Phar- Energetic worker on Member-
macy 1907—Chairman of Com- ship Committee American
mercial Section American Pharmaceutical
Pharmaceutical Association
1904-5.

The "first annual meeting" was held June i6th and
17th, 1885.

At present the association has about 370 members,
officered by : President, H. W. Rietzke, of St. Paul

;

vice-presidents, H. T. Halvorson, of Alexandria; A.
D. Thompson, of Minneapolis; and C. E. Mattie, of

Duluth ; secretary, T. F. Leeb, of Winona ; treasurer,

A. A. Campbell, of St. Paul. The executive com-

mittee is composed of J. F. Danek, of Minneapolis

;

John Tellinck, of St. Paul ; and A. C. Le Richeux, of

Duluth.

Roster of principal officers

:

Presidents-R. 0. Sweeney, St. Paul, 1883-5; S. W. Me-
lendy, Minneapolis, 1885-6; J. R. Jones. Mankato, 1886-7;

J. P. Allen. St. Paul, 1887-8; J. C. Hening, Stillwater,

1888-9; E. F. Allen, Minneapolis, 1889-90; G. A. Gotwald,

St. Paul, 1890-1; S. F. Boyce. Duluth, 1891-2; C. R. J. Kel-

1am, Heron Lake, 1892-3; J. E. Stiles, St. Louis Park,
1893-4; C. F. Rhode, Spring Valley, 1894-5; William Gause-
witz, Owatonna. 1895-C; E. C. Dorr, Austin, 1896-7; Fred-

erick Scott, Stillwater, 1897-8; C. T. Heller, St. Paul,

1898-9; John Nielsen, Ortonville. 1899-1900; B. O. Kyseth,

Sherburn. 1900-1; Stewart Gamble, Minneapolis, 1901-2; A.

J. Eckstein, New Ulm, 1902-3; J. W. Lauer, Winona, 1903-

4; A. C. Le Richeux, Duluth, 1904-5; C. H. Huhn, Min-
neapolis, 1905-6; H. W. Rietzke, St. Paul, 1906-7.

Secretaries—\f. S. Getty. St. Paul, 1883-6; E. F. Allen,

Minneapolis, 1886-7; Karl Simmons, St. Paul. 1887-

90; W. K. Hicks, Minneapolis, 1890-1; C. T. Heller. St.

Paul, 1891-8; Henry Ranch, Minneapolis, 1898-9; E. B.

Wilson, Minneapolis. 1899-1902; T. P. Leeb. Winona. 1902-7.

Treasurers—A. Stierie, St. Paul, 1883-5; J. C. Hening,
Stillwater, 1885-7; S. R. McMasters, St. Paul, 1887-8; C. L.

Roos, New Ulm. 1888-90; H. P. Barclay, Stillwater, 1890-1;

C. T. Heller, St. Paul. 1891-6; H. W. Rietzke, St. Paul,
1896-1903; A. A. Campbell, St. Paul, 1903-7.

Mississippi Association.

In the Proceedings of the American Pharmaceuti-
cal Association for 1871, mention is made of dele-

gations from two State pharmaceutical associations,
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those of New Jersey and Mississippi. The latter as-

sociation is referred to as a new one; its delegates
were W. Pryor Creecy, of Vicksburg, and Matthew
F.- Ash, of Jackson.

The origin of the Misissippi association is not re-

corded, so far as we have been able to ascertain. At
an annual meeting held at Holly Springs, April 5th,

1872, the following officers were elected : President,

M. F. Ash, of Jackson ; vice-presidents, J. F. Jones,
of Macon"^ recording secretary, J. T. Buck, of Jack-
son ; corresponding secretary, Hampden Osborne, of

Columbus ; treasurer, G. M. Scott, of Okolona. Com-
mittees were appointed, on code of ethics, consisting

of Hampden Osborne, J. F. Butler, and John T. Buck

;

on pharmaceutical legislation, consisting of M. F.

Ash, John T. Buck, and Sidney B. Street. The presi-

dent was made a delegate to the meeting of the Mis-
sissippi Medical Association, and that body was re-

quested to send a delegate to the pharmacists' meet-
ings.

No more was heard of this association after that

time. In 1883 a call was issued for a conven-
tion of druggists to be held at Jackson, June 12th,

for the purpose of forming a State association. The
convention was well attended, and seventy-one mem-
bers were enrolled. J. W. Eckford, of Aberdeen,
acted as chairman, and E. C. Williamson, of Hazel-
hurst, as secretary. After the adoption of a constitu-

tion and by-laws, the following officers were elected:

President, J. W. Eckford, of Aberdeen ; vice-presi-

dent, John P. Finley, of Greenville ; secretary, H. F.

West, of Fayette ; treasurer, F. A. Dicks, of Natchez

;

executive committee, E. C. Williamson, of Hazel-

hurst ; H. Mosely, of Batesville ; and W. J. Mosby, of

Canton. This organization remamed effective until

1887.

The next heard of a Mississippi association was at

the New Orleans meeting of the American Pharma-
ceutical Association, in 1891, when the druggists

from that State held a meeting, with J. W. Eckford,

of Aberdeen, in the chair, and John C. Schotel, of

Gloster, acting as secretary. The object of the meet-

ing was to reorganize the Mississippi Pharmaceuti-
cal Association for the purpose of taking steps to se-

cure a pharmacy law. Permanent officers were
elected October 15th, 1891, and regular meetings were
held for a year or two after that time.

From what has already been said it may be in-

ferred that reorganization is the strong point of the

Mississippi association, and so we are prepared for the

meeting held at Jackson, July loth, 1902, for the pur-

pose of putting the association on its feet again. C.

W. Whitney acted as temporary chairman, and Leon
Bailey, of Jackson, as secretary, and a new association

was launched. Since that time no further reorganiza-

tion has been necessary, and the hope of all who are

interested in the welfare of pharmacy is that another

will not be. The present membership of the associa-

tion is nearly 150, and its officers are: President, B.

L. Clark, of Kosciusko ; vice-presidents, J. M. Alex-
ander, of Tchula ; and C. W. Whitney, of Fayette

;

secretary, O. W. Bethea, of Meridian ; and treasurer,

E. H. Bradshaw, of Summit.
Roster of principal officers, so far as the meager

records show who they were

:

Presidents~M. F. Ash, Jackson, 1872; J. W. Eckford,
Aberdeen, 1883-5; Byron Lemley, Jackson, 1887-8; (no
meeting 1888-91;) Byron Lemley. Jackson, 1891-2; H. F.
West, Natchez, 1892-4; C. W. Whitney, Jr., Fayette, 1902-

3; J. F. Moore, Meridian, 1903-5; A. Fly, McComb City,
1905-6; B. L. Clark, Kosciusko, 1906-7.

Secretaries—J. T. Buck, Jackson, 1872: H. F. West, Fay-
ette, 1883-8; J. C. Schatel, Gloster, 1891-2; D. E. Holt,
Terry, 1892-3; Carson Lemley, 1893-4; L. M. Dampeer, Jr.,

Crystal Springs, 1902-4; O. W. Bethea, Meridian, 1904-7.

Treasurers—G. M. Scott, Okolona, 1872; F. A. Dicks,
Natchez, 1883-5; J. B. Dudley, Utica, 1887-8; Oscar Lilly-

beck, 1891-4; P. B. King, Jackson, 1902-3; G. C. Kendall,
Meridian, 1903-4; C. E. Grafton, Bookhaven, 1904-5; L. M.
Dampeer, Jr., Crystal Springs, 1905-6; E. H. Bradshaw,
Summit, 1906-7.

Missouri Association.

At a meeting of "some of the druggists of Boone
and adjoining counties" held at Columbia, September
loth, 1879, a call was issued for a meeting to be held

at Sedalia, October 29th, 1879, to organize a State

association. This call was signed by P. S. Hocker,
chairman, and F. R. Dimmitt, secretary. In response

to this call a goodly number of druggists (one account

WILLI.^M MITTELBACH. H. il. PETTIT. M. D.
President o£ Missouri Phar- Entered Pharmacy 1853—

maceutical Association 1893-4; Charter Member of Missouri
Treasurer since 1896—Vice- Pharmaceutical Association;
President of American Phar- President 1899-1900—Active In

American Pharmaceutical As-
sociation since 1860.

maceutical Association.

says fifty-five and another si.xty-two) gathered at the

time and place specified, and formed the Missouri
Pharmaceutical Association. The temporary officers

were the same that had signed the call, and the first

permanent officers were: President, R. T. Miller, of

Sedalia ; vice-presidents, J. F. Hurt, of Columbia ; A.
H. Caffee, of Carthage ; and M. W. Alexander, of St.

Louis ; secretary, F. R. Dimmitt, of Boone ; corre-

sponding secretary, H. C. Brown, of Moberly ; and
treasurer, P. H. Franklin, of Miami.

Dr. H. M. Whelpley, of St. Louis, in a valuable

historical paper read before the Missouri association

in 1904, says that the Columbia meeting hereinbefore

referred to was composed of Fred R. Dimmitt, J. B.

Dorsey and Orson Davis, of Columbia, and P. S.

Hocker, of Centralia.

To trace even briefly the record of the Missouri

association would require more space than is here

available, as this has ever been one of the largest and
most active of our various State pharmaceutical or-

ganizations. It is said to be the first in whose social

program the wives and daughters of the members
took any considerable part, as well as the first to have
the aid of a traveling men's auxiliary. The present

membership of the organization is 335, and the pres-

ent officers are. President, L. A. Seitz, of St. Louis;

vice-presidents. J. V. Murray, of Warrensburg ; Louis
Grother, of Cole Camp; and Fred. Pierre, of Nevada;
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permanent secretary, H. M. Whelpley, of St. Louis;

assistant secretary, O. W. Smitli, of Sedalia; treas-

urer, William Mittelbach, of Boonville; chairman of

council, J. F. Llewellyn, of Mexico.
Roster of principal officers:

Presidents—R. T. Miller, Sedalia, 1879-81; A. R. Ed-
monds, Miami, 1881-2; M. \V. Alexander, St. Louis, 1882-3;

Otto A. Wall, St. Louis, 1883-5; A. T. Fleischmann, Kan-
sas City, 1885-6; A. H. Caffee, Carthage, 1886-7; J. A. Gal-

lagher, Kansas City, 1887-8; James M. Good, St. Louis,
1888-9; C. B. Corcoran, Kansas City, 1889-90; W. E. Bard,
Sedalia, 1890-1; Francis Hemm, St. Louis, 1891-2; G. H.
C. Klie, St. Louis, 1892-3; W. Mittelbach, Boonville, 1893-

4; A. Brandenberger, Jefferson City, 1894-5; J. M. Love,
Kansas City, 1895-6; Eugene Soper, St. Joseph, 1896-7;

Thomas Layton, St. Louis, 1897-8; T. A. Moseley, Harri-
sonville, 1898-9; H. M. Pettitt, Carrollton, 1899-1900; Paul
L. Hess, Kansas City. 1900-1; Otto F. Clauss, St. Louis,
1901-2; R. L. Hope, Centralia, 1902-3; C. L. Wright, Webb
City, 1903-4; E. G. Orear, Maryville, 1904-5; J. L. Llewel-
lyn, Mexico. 1905-6; L. A. Seitz, St. Louis, 1906-7.

Secretaries—F. R. Dimmitt, Columbia, 1879-80; A. M.
Fulkerson, Clinton, 1880-1; W. T. Ford, Kansas City,
1881-3; G. H. C. Klie, St. Louis, 1883-92; H. M. Whelpley,
St. Louis, 1892-1907.

Treasu?ers—P. H. Franklin, Marshall, 1879-82; J. T.
Plunkett, Brunswick, 1882-3; J. M. Good, St. Louis, 1883-7;
G. J. Meyer. St. Louis. 1887-93; E. G. Orear, Breckenridge,
1893-6; William Mittelbach, Boonville, 1896-1907.

Montana Association.

Principally for the purpose of procuring suitable

legislation to govern the practice of pharmacy in the

new State of Montana some druggists gathered at

Helena, August 24th, 1891, and formed themselves
into a State association. The following officers were
tlected : President, Ferdinand Sands, of Butte ; vice-

president, George Freisheim, of Missoula : secretary,

J. B. Lockwood, of Helena ; treasurer, H. M. Par-
chen, of Helena.

Considering the large area over which the com-
paratively few druggists of Montana are scattered,

this association has been reasonably successful ; at any
rate it has secured the passage of a pharmacy law.
Its present officers are, President, Louis Drcibelbis, of
Butte ; secretary, E. A. Houser, of Butte ; and treas-

urer, Howard Rockefeller, of Butte.

Roster of principal officers:

Presidents—Ferdinand Sands, Butte, 1891; J. H. Heoh-
Ier„ Hamilton, 1894-5; Eugene Meyer, Helena, 1896-7; H.
M. Parchen, Helena, 1897-8; D. M. Newbro, Butte. 1898-
1900; E. E. Gallogley, Butte, 1900-1; S. J. Coffee, Missoula.
1901-4; Fred Woehner, Great Falls, 1904-5; Louis Drei-
belbis, Butte, 1905-7.

Secretaries—J. B. Lockwood, Helena, 1891; J. H. Hech-
ler, Hamilton, 1896-8; S. J. Coffee. Missoula, 1898-1901:
J. M. DouU, Butte, 1901-4; G. W. Robbie, Butte, 1904-5;
A. Potts, Butte. 1905-6; E. A. Houser, Butte, 1906-7.

Treasurers—H. M. Parchen, Helena, 1891; W. M.
McGinnis, White Sulpnur Springs, 1894; H. G. Duerfeldt,
Helena, 1896-8; W. B. Welsh, Butte, 1899-1900; F. A.
Woehner, Great Palls, 1900-4; Howard Rockefeller, i^utte
1904-7.

Nebraska Association.

Pursuant to a call issued some time previou,sly a
number of druggi.'its convened at Lincoln, June 28th,
1882, for the purpose of forming the Nebraska Phar-
maceutical Association ; E. M. Park, of Ashland, pre-
-sided. A constitution and by-laws having been
adopted, the following officers were elected : President,
E. M. Park, of Ashland: vice-presidents, M. Parr of
Omaha; A. D. Wickoff, of York; M. Padden, of
Alexandria, and James Reed, of Nebraska City; sec-
retary, John W. Bell, of Omaha ; assistant secretary,
W. C. Lane, of Lincoln ; treasurer, C. M. Leighton, of
Lincoln : executive committee, J. H. Hardley, of Lin-
coln : I. C. Pantcr, of Omaha, and C. Frahm, of Hast-

ings. One of the results of the formation of this

association was the passage of a pharmacy law in

1887.

This association has been a fairly prosperous one
from the start, and is now rapidly increasing in mem-
bership, the present number of members being about

433, officered as follows: President, E. H. Dort, of

Auburn; vice-presidents, Charles Simons, of Beaver

Crossing; W. C. Brokaw, of Cedar Bluffs ;p. Adams,
of Nebraska; and A. H. Brooke, of Hastings; sec-

retary, H. Baumann, of Grand Island ; and treasurer.

E. E. Cathcart, of Meadow Grove.

Roster of principal officers :

Presidents—E. M. Park, Ashland, 1882-4; Norman A.
Kuhn, Omaha, 1884-5; Henry D. Boyden, Grand Island,

1885-6; James Reed, Nebraska City,

1886-7; M. E. Schultz, Beatrice,

1887-8; W. B. Shryock. Louisville.

1888-9; C. F. Goodman, Omaha,
1889-90; Charles J. Daubach. Lin-

coln, 1890-1; J. T. Evans, Hastings,

^ ^ 1891-2; D. J. Koeningstein, Norfolk.
[^ 9 1892-3; Charles R. Sherman. Oma-

ha, 1893-4; Henry R. Gering. Platts-

mout.h, 1SS4-5; Lincoln Wilson. Lin-

coln, 1895-6; John J. Teten. Ne-
braska City, 1896-7; F G. Fricke.

Plattsmouth, 1897-8; E. J. Seykora,
South Omaha. 1898-9; H. A. Small.
Kearnev, 1899-1900; A. W. Buch-
heit, Grand Island. 1900-1; Peter

D. J. FINK. Strassbaugh, Omaha, 1901-2; C. E.

Secretary of Nebraska Hopping, Beaver City. 1902-4; C.
Board of Pharmacy. h. Wilson. Humboldt, 1904-5; N. P.

Hansen, Kearney, 1905-6; E. H. Dort, Auburn, 1906-7.

Secretaries—John W. Bell, Omaha, 1882-3; W. C. Lane.
Lincoln, 1883-4; H. H. Whittlesey, Crete, 1884-5; F. P.

Zimmer, Grand Island, 1885-6; Charles J. Daubach, Lin-

coln, 1886-90; Mrs. Julia M. Crissey, Omaha, 1890-3; W.
L. Heilman. Tecumseh. 1893-7; Mrs. Belle C. Heilman, Te-

cumseh, 1897-9; Lawrence M. Welsh, Elmcreek, 1899-1900;

W. M. Tonner, Randolph, and Lynch, 1900-4; Oscar P.

Baumann, Grand Island. 1904-7.

Treasurers—C. M. Leighton, Lincoln, 1882-5; James
Forsyth, Omaha, 1885-92; Charles R. Sherman, Omaha,
1892-3; A. W. Buchheit, Grand Island, 1893-4; Jerry L.

Bowen, Woodriver, 1894-1900; B. O. Kostka, Lincoln, 1900-

1: Carl S. Speilman, Sutton, 1901-6; E. E. Cathcart. John-
son, 190C-7.

Nevada.

Nevada has no State pharmaceutical association.

New Hampshire Association.

As at iirst constituted the New Hampshire Pharma-
ceutical Association was called the New Hampshire
Druggists' and Physicians' Association. The organ-
ization meeting was held January 22d, 1874. The
name was changed February 17th, 1874, when, at a

meeting held at Concord the organization was per-

fected and the following officers elected: President,

Charles A. Tufts, of Dover; vice-presidents, Charles
F. P. Hildreth, of Suncook; and Joseph H. Thatcher,
of Portsmouth; secretary, George F. Underbill, of

Concord ; treasurer, Henry B. Foster, of Concord.
The executive committee, consisting of two members
from each county, was instructed to prepare and have
introduced in the legislature a bill to regulate the

practice of pharmacy.
The second regular meetin,g and election of officers

was held September ist of the same year.

At present there are about 150 members of the as-

sociation, the officers being as follows: President,

L. G. Gilman, of Manchester ; vice-presidents, G. W-
Nutter, of Salm.on Falls: and I. W. Mann, of Woods-
ville ; secretary, H. E. Rice, of Nashua ; treasurer, J.

H. Gilmore, of Exeter; executive committee, Eugene
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Sullivan, of Concord; G. A. Gilmore, of Epping; and
H. E. Rice, of Nashua.

Roster of principal officers

:

P;.,s/V/.r,/*—C. A, Tufts, Dover, 1874-5; C. F. Hildreth,
Suncook, 1875-6; J. H. Thatcher, Portsmouth, 1S76-7: B. F.

Rockley, Dover, 1877-8; C. S. Eastman, Concord, 1878-9;

B. B. Weeks, Manchester, 1879-80; R, C. Dicker, Hillsboro,
1880-1; C. A. Tufts, Dover, 1881-2; E. S. Russell, Nashua,
1882-3; F. H. Chapman, Franklin Falls, 1883-4; M. S.

Woodman, West Lebanon, 1884-6; N. S. Whitman, Nashua.
1S86-8; G. F. Underhill, Concord, 1888-90; E. H. Currier,
Manchester, 1890-92; A. S. Wetherell, Dover, 1892-94; N. S.

Whitman, Nashua, 1894-5; C. B. Spofford, Claremont, 1895-

S: G. E. Philbrick, Portsmouth, 1898-9; S. H. Bell, West
Perry, 1899-1901; H. E. Rice, Nashua, 1901-3; William U.
Grace, Exeter, 1903-5; Albert J. Weeks, Exeter, 1905-6;
L. G. Gilman, Manchester, 1906-7.

Secretaries— G. F. Underhill, Concord, 1874-86; C. B.

Spotford, Claremont 1886-90; S. H. Bell, Derrv Depct.
1890-:- F. L. Way, Manchester, 1891-1901; J. H. Marihall.
Manchester, 1901-6; H. E. Rice, Nashua, 1906-7.

Treasurers—H. B. Foster, Concord, 1874-S5; C. T. New-
man, Manchester, 1885-6; Frank A. James, Manchester.
lSi(.-^2: A. D. Smith, Manchester, 1892-5; E. H. Curncr,
Manchester, 1895-9; N. S. Whitman, Nashua^. 1899-1905
Howard S. Bell, West Derry, 1905-0; J. H. Gilmore, Exetei
1906-7.

New Jersey Association.

Young and active in spite of its years, the New
Jersey Pharmaceutical Association bears modestly the

distinction of being the oldest State pharmaceutical
organization with an unbroken record of yearly meet-
ings.

Secretary Stutzlen supplies some facts concerning
the history of the association from which it appears
that it had its origin in a joint meeting of physicians

and pharmacists of Newark, the first session of which
was held January 28th, 1870, and the second, Feb-
ruary 17th following. Dr. E. P. Nichols presided at

this meeting, the object of which was to draft a bill

to regulate the sale of poisons and the dispensing of

(1S41-1902)

\V. E. LAIRD.
(1S47-1904)

President of New Jersev President ot New Jersey
Pharmaceutical Association Pharmaceutical Association
1877-8. lSSO-1—First Treasurer of Board

of Pharmacy 1S76-96.

medicines, and to prevent adulteration of drugs.

When this meeting had accepted a draft it adjourned,

and the druggists present at once proceeded to organ-
ize themselves into a pharmaceutical body by electing

C. H. Dalrj-mple, of Morristown, chairman, and C. B.

Smith and R. W. Yandervoort, of Newark, secreta-

ries. Forty-five druggists signed a declaration of

membership. One week later, February 24th, 1870.

another meeting was held and permanent officers

elected.

Meetings were held each year, the membership
grew, and the work which was done to secure the

passage of a pharmacy law bore fruit in 1877. The
inembership is now over 600, the treasury carries a

balance of over $2,000, and the association ranks high
among similar organizations. Its present officers are.

President, P. E. Hommell, of Jersey City; vice-presi-

dents, H. H. Deakyne, of Atlantic City; and L. E.

Feindt, of South (Drange; secretary, F. C. Stutzlen,

FRANK C. STUTZLE.N. GEORGE M. BEBIXGER.

Secretary of New Jersey President of New Jersey
Pharmaceutical Association Pharmaceutical Association
since 1898—President of Eliza- 1904-5—Chairman of Section on
beth Pharmaceutical Associa- Practical Pharmacy and Dis-

tion 1897 and 1904-6—Treasurer pensing, American Pharmaceu-
of Newark Drug Clerks' Asso- tical Association 1903-4.

elation while it lived* 1887-91.

of Elizabeth ; and treasurer, J. C. Field, of Somerville.

Roster of principal officers :

Presidents—C. H. Dalrymple, Morristown, 1870-72; B. P.

Nichols, Newark, 1872-:); James Stratton, Bordentown,

l,S73-4- J. R. Mercein, Jersey City, 1874-5; J. L. Oi L'.

Cour, Camden, 1875-6; H. P. Reynolds, Plainfield, 1876-7;

C. B. Smith, Newark, 1877-8; Randal Rickey, Trenton,

1878-9; A. S. White, Mount Holly. 1879-80; W. R. Laird,

Jersey Citv, 1880-1; Charles Holzhauer, Newark, 1881-2;

J. P. Canby, Atlantic City, 1882-3; R. W. Vandervoort, New-
ark, 1883-4; A. P. Brown, Camden, 1884-5; W. M. Townley,

Newark 1885-6; Fred. B. Kilmer, New Brunswick, 1886-7;

G. S. Cook, Somerville, 1887-8; G. H. White, Jersey City,

1888-9; H. P. Thorn, Medford, 1889-90; Maxwell Aber-

nethy, Jersey City, 1890-1; F. R. Danis, Morristown, 1891-

2; R. J. Shaw, Plainfield, 1892-3; E. B. Jones, Mount Holly,

1S93-4; G. W. Parisen, Perth Amboy, 1894-5; C. F. Dare,

Bridgeton, 1895-6; H. O. Ryerson, Newton, 1896-7; E. A.

Savre, Orange, 1897-8; W. T. Brown, Madison. 1898-9; W.
C. Alpers, Bayonne, 1899-1900; S. D. Woolley. Ocean Grove,

1900-1; James Foulke, Jersev City, 1901-2; H. J. Lohmann,
Jersey City, 1902-3; G. S. Campbell, Millburn, 1903-4; G.

M, Beringer Camden, 1904-5; W. M. Davis, East Orange,

1905-6; P. E. Hommell, Jersey City, 1906-7.

S^eer^tar^ns—G. H. White, Jersey City, 1870-5; P. W.
Levering, Jersey City, 1875-6; A. P. Brown, Camden, 1876-

84; R. H. Vansant, Trenton, 1884-7; Fred. B. Kilmer, New
Brunswick, 1887-9; Charles F. Dare, Bridgeton. 1889-92;

William C. Alpers, Bavonne, 1S92-6; George T. Fitzgeorge,

Trenton, 1896-98; Frank C. Stutzlen, Elizabeth, 1898-1907.

Treasurers—William Rust, New Brunswick, 1870-88; W.
M. Townley, Newark, 1888-94; G. T. Fitzgeorge, Trenton,
1894-6; J. C. Field, Somerville, 1896-1907.

New Mexico Association.

Reversing the usual order of things, the board of

pharmacy of New Mexico took action looking to the

formation of an association. Pursuant to a call is-

sued by members of the board, a meeting of druggists

was held at Albuquerque, September 20th, 1893, of

which W. C. Porterfield, of Silver City, was tempor-

ary chairman, and John L. Zimmerman, of East Las
Vegas, temporary secretary. Permanent officers were
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elected as follows : President, A. C. Ireland, of Santa

Fe; vice-president, Grant Burgess, of Albuquerque;

and secretary-treasurer, W. C. Porterfield, of Silver

City.

Owing to the great area of New Mexico and the

small number of druggists in the Territory, meetings

of the association have not been held annually.

New York Association.

To Peter Wendover Bedford more than to any

other one man belongs the credit of creating and crys-

tallizing a sentiment in the Empire State for a phar-

maceutical association covering its entire territory.

Prof. Bedford was a fluent writer and did much work
for the CiRCUL.AR, reporting meetings, reviewing

books, writing obituaries, etc. He also used the Cir-

cular as a medium through which to address the

druggists of the United States over his own name,

and it was in the Circular for February, 1879, page

51, that he published a letter setting forth the desir-

ability of New York's falling in line with a number of

other States whose druggists had organized associa-

tions. This letter was followed by another the next

month in which the writer acknowledged the receipt

of many favorable responses to his first communica-
tion. In April Prof. Bedford went to Utica to make
arrangements for holding a meeting there May 21st

and 22d. The Butterfield House was selected as head-

quarters, the use of the meeting rooms of the com-
mon council was secured, special rates were made
with the transportation companies, and there was
nothing left then but for the druggists to meet and

organize. This they proceeded to do, about 120

taking part.

B. F. Ray, of Utica, called the meeting to order on

the afternoon of May 21st, and nominated Prof. Bed-

ford for the temporary chairmanship and Clay W.
Holmes, of Elmira, for the temporary secretaryship.

These nominees were elected. A constitution and by-

laws were adopted, and the following officers elected

:

President, P. W. Bedford, of New York; vice-presi-

dents, C. M. Lyman, of Buffalo ; B. F. Ray, of Utica;

and A. J. Inloes, of Binghamton ; secretary, C. H.
Gaus, of Albany; assistant secretary. Clay W.
Holmes, of Elmira ; treasurer, W. Blaikie, of Utica

;

executive committee, L. E. Nicot, of Brooklyn ; A. B.

Huested, of Albany; and E. H. Davis, of Rochester.

As a committee to draft a pharmacy bill, the chair-

man appointed J. S. Rieffenstahl, of Buffalo ; B. F.

Ray, of Utica ; H. B. Napier, of Owego ; G. M. Baker,

of Greenpoint (Brooklyn), and W. L. Brown, of

Syracuse. From that time to the present, one of the

chief aims of the as.sociation has been to secure good
legislation and prevent the passage of laws detrimen-

tal to pharmacy, and, through pharmacy, to the public.

At this time the membership numbers 983, and the

officers are : President, Frederick S. Rogers, of Mid-
dletown ; vice-presidents, C. L. McBride, of Kingston

;

Eugene Laurier. of Niagara Falls; and Robert Ter-

bell, of Corning; .secretary. E. S. Dawson, Jr., of Syr-

acuse; treasurer, Frank Richardson, of Cambridge;
executive committee, Peter Diamond, of New York;
F. L. Brothers, of Olean : and W. B. Bunker, of Utica.

Roster of principal officers:

Presidents—P. W. Bedford, New York, 1879-81; A. B.
Huested, Albany. 1881-3; F. K. Sweet, Lockport, 1883-4;

W. H. Rf,pers, Middletown. 1884-.'^: T. .1. Maomahr.n. New
York. 1885-6: C. Z. Otis, Binghamton. 1886-7; Aaron Sager,
Cortland, 1887-8; R. G. Eccles. Brooklyn. 1888-9; W. G.
Gregory, Buffalo, 1889-91; C. S. Ingraham, Elmira, 1891-2;

W. I.,. DuBois, Catskill, 1892-3; C. 0. Rano, Buffalo, 1S93-4;

C. J. Fish, Saratoga. 1894-5; G. J. Seabury, New York,
1895-6; R. K. Smither, Buffalo, 1896-8; William Muir,
Brooklyn, 1898-9; William Muench, Syracuse, 1899-1900;

Felix Hirseman, New York, 1900-1; Thomas Stoddart,,
Buffalo, 1901-3; W. C. Anderson, Brooklyn, 1903-5; J. A.
Lockie, Buffalo, 1905-6; F. S. Rogers. xMiddletown, 1906-7.

Secretaries—C. H. Gaus, Albany, 1879-80; C. W. Holmes,
Elmira, 1880-95; J. B. Todd, Ithaca. 1895-1902; E. S. Daw-
son, .Jr., Syracuse, 1902-4; S. V. B. Swann, New York, 1904-

6; E. S. Dawson, Jr., Syracuse, 1906-7.

Treasurers—WiUiSLm Blaikie, Utica, 1879-81; C. H. But-
ler, Oswego, 1881-92; W. B. Fuller, Syracuse, 1892-8; T. W.
Dalton, Syracuse, 1898-1902; Frank Richardson, Cam-
bridge, 1902-07.

North Carolina Association.

The Old North State has a reputation for being
slow but sure. When other States were organizing
pharmaceutical associations in the early seventies

—

which associations, or many of them, later fell by the

wayside—an appeal to the druggists of North Caro-
lina to do likewise, seems to have been ignored. In

the Circular for January, 1872, page 32, is a letter

from Concord, N. C, signed "F.," asking for the

views of Tar Heel pharmacists on the subject of or-

ganizing for "the encouragement of a higher standard

of education in pharmacy ; to elevate the calling as a

profession ; to render the practice of pharmacy as an

adjunct to an honorable science more effective, and
to try to put some check to empiricism and quackery."

In t88o there was .some talk of the physicians of

North Carolina drafting a law to regulate the prac-

tice of pharmacy. This made the druggists realize

that they must stand together to protect their own
interests. A number of them met at Raleigh, August
nth of that year and organized a State association.

.JrusciN IS. TODD. .). HAL BOBBITT.
Chairm.in or Middle Branch President of North Carolina

of New Yorli .State Board of P h a r m aceutical Association
Pharmacy—Secretary of State 1S94-5; Member of Board of
Pharmaceutical .\ssoclatlon Pharmacy 1890-2—Secretary of
1S95-1901; Vice-President 1883-4. Commercial Section American

Pharmaceutical Assoc! a t i n
1S97-9.

E. M. Nadal, of Wilson, was temporary chairman
of the meeting, and R. B. Saunders, of Raleigh, tem-
porary secretary. For a temporary constitution, that

of the American Pharmaceutical Association was
adopted. The following officers were elected: Presi-

dent, E. M. Nadal, of Wilson; vice-presidents, S. J.

Hinsdale, of Fayetteville ; William Simpson, of Ra-
leigh ; and E. H. Meadows, of Newbern ; secretary,

T. C. Smith, of A.sheville; treasurer, John S. Pescud,

of Raleigh ; and executive committee, W. H. Green,

of Wilmington ; A. W. Rowland, of Wilson ; William
Simpson, of Raleigh ; F. Gallagher, of Washington

;
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J. R. Young, of Henderson ; and W. C. Porter, of
Greensboro.

A committee on pharmacy law was also appointed,
and soon a law was on the statute books.

At present the association has well over two hun-
dred members, and the following officers : President,

C. A. Raysor, of Asheville ; vice-presidents, C. R.
Thomas, of Thomasville; S. F. Duffy, of Nevvbern

;

and J. E. Shell, of Lenoir; secretary, P. W. Vaughan.
of Durham ; and treasurer, G. K. Grantham, of Dunn.
This association is one of the few which elects out-

right the members of the board of pharmacy.
Roster of principal officers

:

Preside7its—E. M. Nadal, Wilson, 1880-1; S. J. Hinsdale,
Fayetteville, 1881-2; William Simpson, Raleigh, 1882-3; W.
H. Green, Wilmington. 1883-4; V. O. Thompson, Winston,
1884-5; H. R. Home, Fayetteville, 1885-6; A. W. Rowland,
Wilson, 1886-7; F. W. Hancock, Newbern, 1887-8; T. D.

Crawford, Oxford, 1888-9; J. D. Groom, Maxton, 1889-90;
E. V. Zoeller, Tarboro, 1890-1; W. H. Wearn. Charlotte,
1891-2; H. R. Chears, Plymouth, 1S92-3; N. D. Fetzer, Con-
cord, 1893-4; J. H. Bobbitt, Raleigh, 1894-5; P. W. Vaughan,
Durham, 1895-6; Augustus Bradley, Burlington, 1896-7; J.

P. Stedman, Oxford, 1897-8; W. M. Yearby, Durham, 1898-

«; J. B. Smith, Lexington, 1899-1900; R. H. Jordan, Char-
lotte, 1900-1; E. W. O'Hanlon, Winston-Salem, 1901-2; W.
T. Hicks, Raleigh, 1902-3; W. A. Leslie, Morganton, 1903-

4; G. K. Grantham, Dunn, 1904-5; T. R. Hood, Smithfield,
1905-6; C. A. Raysor, Asheville, 1906-7.

Secretaries—T. C. Smith, Charlotte, 1880-2; J. C. Munds,
Wilmington, 1S82-7; E. V. Zoeller, Tarboro, 1887-90; F. W.
Hancock, Oxford, 1890-4; H. R. Home, Fayetteville, 1894-

9; P. W. Vaughan, Durham, 1899-1907.
Treasurers—J. S. Pescud, Raleigh, 1880-2; A. S. Lee.

Raleigh, 1882-91; A. J. Cook, Fayetteville, 1891-1906; C. K.
Grantham, Dunn, 1906-7.

North Dakota Association.

The Dakota Pharmaceutical Association came into

existence August 3d, 1885. With the organization of

the State of North Dakota, in 1889, the name was
changed to the North Dakota Pharmaceutical Asso-
ciation. The first officers were : President, J. W.
Von Neida, of Fargo ; vice-presidents, Robert Bergh,
of Grand Forks ; and C. R. Meredith, of Jamestown

;

secretary, H. L. Haussamen, of Grafton; and treas-

urer, E. C. Maxcy, of Fargo.
The association now has about 250 members, offi-

cered as follows : President, T. W. Fotheringham, of

Westhope; vice-presidents, J. W. Boeling, of Berth-

old; and Frank Griffin, of Grand Forks; secretary-

treasurer, W. S. Parker, of Lisbon ; executive commit-
tee, C. R. Meredith, of Fargo; C. W. Green, of Devils

Lake ; and H. O. Hawley, of Hensal.
Roster of principal offi.cers:

Presidents—J. W. Von Neida, Fargo, 1886-7; A. B. Ben-
nett, Devils Lake, 1887-8; C. N. Valentine, LaMoure, 1888-

9; L. Christianson, Fargo. 1889-90; D. F. Siegfried, San-
born, 1890-1; J. J. Wamburg. Hope, 1891-2; A. I. Widlund.
Grand Forks, 1892-3; C. R. Meredith, Casselton, 1893-4; Ole
Granrud, Grand Forks, 1894-5; George Day, Fargo, 1895-6;

E. C. Lucas, Lisbon. 1896-7; T. W. Kibbee. Drayton, 1897-8;

C. J. Lee, Valley City, 1898-9; A. L. Lien, Hillsboro, 1899-

1900; J. M. S. Wilser, Fargo. 1900-1; Walter Masters, Wil-
low City, 1901-2; S. McDonald, Grand Forks, 1902; W. P.

Porterfield, Fargo, 1902-4; W. J. Camden, Walhalla, 1904-5;

H. H. Batenian, Cooperstown, 1905-6; T. W. Fotheringham,
Westhope, 1906-7.

Secretaries—H. L. Haussamen, Grafton, 1886-90; L.
Christianson, Fargo, 1890-3; W. S. Parker, Lisbon, 1893-

1907.

Treasurers—E. Maxcy, Fargo, 1886-92; G. A. Day, Fargo,
1892-3; W. S. Parker, Lisbon, 1893-1907.

Ohio Association.

Lewis C. Hopp, according to the Circular for Au-
gust, 1879, page 147, was the originator of a move-
ment for the organization of the Ohio Pharmaceutical

Association. In response to a call circulated late in

the summer, a number of druggists from various parts
of the State met in the board of trade.rooms, Colum-
bus, September 2d, 1879. John F. Judge, of Cincin-
nati, occupied the chair, and Thomas J. Casper, of
Springfield, acted as secretary. A constitution and
by-laws were adopted, and the following officers elect-

ed: President, John F. Judge, of Cincinnati; vice-

presidents, J. F. McCoy, of Kenton; and M. S. Moon-
ey, of Cardington; secretary, Lewis C. Hopp, of
Cleveland; treasurer, Charles Huston, of Columbus;
executive committee, S. S. West, of Cleveland;

LEWIS C. HOPP. JOHX H. VOX STEIN.
President of American Phar- Treasurer of Ohio Pharma-

maceutlcal Association 1903-4— ceutical Association since 1892;

First Secretary of Ohio Phar- prior to that date had been
maceutical Association 1879- Vice-President and Chairman
1903; Vice-President National of its Executive Committee.
Association of Retail Druggists
lb02-3.

Thomas J. Casper, of Springfield; and Charles W.
Tobey, of Troy.
From this beginning has grown one of the most

progressive pharmaceutical associations in the union.

Its largest membership was in 1883-4, when the roll

showed 894 names. The dues were then $1, and 558
members had paid them. In 1905, the dues then

being $2, there were 720 names on the roll and 520

members were in good standing. The roll now shows

774 names, and the officers are: President, A. H.

Dean, of Waverly ; vice-presidents, A. W. Kiler, of

Columbus ; and Azor Thurston, of Grand Rapids ; sec-

retary, Theodore Wetterstroem, of Cincinnati ; treas-

urer, John Von Stein, of Upper Sandusky ; executive

committee, L. A. Biehl, of Sandusky
; John McCann,

of Toledo ; and C. L. Reed, of Pomeroy.

Roster of principal officers :

Presidents—J. F. Judge, Cincinnati, 1879-80; J. W. Diet.

rich Dayton, 1880-1; I. N. Reed, Toledo. 1881-2; D. C.

Peters, Zanesvi'le, 1S82-3; S. S. West, Cleveland. 1883-

4- John Weyer. Cincinnati, 1884-5; W. M. Melville, San-

dusky, 1885-6; Virgil Coblentz, Springfield, 1886-7; S. E.

Allen, Akron, 1887-8; M. D. Fulton. Bucyrus, 1888-9; L.

W. Sherwood, Columbus. 1889-90; F. I\L Heath, White
House, 1890-1; M. A. Burkhardt, Dayton, 1891-2; C. N.Nye,
Canton, 1892-3; G. L. Hechler, Cleveland, 1893-4; C. T. P.

Fennel, Cincinnati. 1894-5; C. W. Tobey, Troy. 1895-6; J.

A. Maver, Davton, 1896-7; G. B. Kauffman. Columbus, 1897-

8; J. "h. Beal. Scio, 1898-9; Alfred De Lang, Cincinnati,

1899-1900; B. S. Young. Ada, 1900-1; J. C. Firrain, Findlay,
1901-2; 0. N. Garrett, Hillsboro. 1902-3; L. C. Hopp, Cleve-

land, 1903-4; John Byrne. Columbus. 1904-5 (died in office,

Fred. Fickhardt. vice-president, succeeding) ; Z. T. Baltzly,

Massillon, 1905G; A. H. Dean. Waverly. 1906-7.

Secretaries—L,. C. Hopp, Cleveland, 1879-1903; T. D.
Wetterstroem, Cincinnati, 1903-7.

'y'reasurers-Charles Huston, Columbus. 1879-89. F. A.
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Kautz, Cincinnati, 1889-92; J. H. Von Stein, Upvev San-

dusky, 1892-1907.

Oklahoma Association.

On August 17th, 1890, four Guthrie druggists

drove to Edmond, where they met other druggists

from Oklahoma City and Norman, as well as the local

members of the craft. In the gathering were fourteen

druggists, and these proceeded to form the Oklahoma
Pharmaceutical Association, and to elect as its officers,

President, J. M. Craig, of Guthrie; vice-president, J.

M. Hobson, of Oklahoma City; secretary, W. T.

Mayfield, of Norman; and treasurer, P. B. Farwell,

of Edmond. A legislative committee, of which F. B.

Lillie, of Guthrie, was chairman, was appointed, and

so well did this committee perform its task that a

pharmacy law was passed at the first session of the

legislature of the Territory. There are now about 250
members of the association. When Oklahoma and

the Indian Territory are merged into a State, the com-
bined association of the sister Territories will be a

body of considerable size. The present officers of the

Oklahoma association are: President, Robert Scott,

of Oklahoma City ; vice-presidents, C. A. Frasier, of

Red Rock ; and H. D. Hixon, of Elk City ; and secre-

tary-treasurer, F. M. Weaver, of Oklahoma City.

Roster of principal officers as far as we have been

able to ascertain them.

Presidents—J. U. Craig, Guthrie, 1890-1; J. H. Fenlon,

Norman, 1891-3; F. E. Marion, Guthrie, 1893-4; W. T. May-
field, Norman, 1894-5; C. P. Wickmiller, Kingfisher, 1895-6;

F. B. Lillie, Guthrie, 1896-9; W. R. McGeorge, Stillwater.

1899-1900; C. A. Dow, Pond Creek, 1900-1; Alfred Reed,

Norman, 1901-2; J. C. Burton, Stroud, 1902-3; J. F. Sey-

forth, Oklahoma City, 1903-4; J. M. Remington, Shawnee,
1904-5; A. B. Clark, Watonga, 1905-6; Robert Scott, Okla-

homa City, 1906-7.

Secretaries—W. T. Mayfield, Norman, 1890-1; J. M. Rem-
ington, Shawnee, 1891-3; Edwin De Barr, Norman, 1893-

1900; F. M. Weaver, Oklahoma City, 1900-7.

Treasurers—P. B. Farwell, Edmond, 1890-1; J. F. Ayers,
Chandler, 1891-3; J. N. Wallace, Guthrie, 1893-4; J. M.
Remington, Shawnee, 1894-7; Boston Wilson, Oklahoma
City, 1897-8; N. E. Wallace, Okarche, 1898-9; E. E. Howen-
dobler. Perry, 1899-1900; L. J. Herd, Ponca City, 1900-1;

J. M. Remington, Oklahoma City, 1901-2; John Ward, Okla-
homa City, 1902-3; F. M. Weaver, 1903-7.

Oregon Association.

The Oregon Pharmaceutical Association was or-

ganized at a meeting held in Masonic Hall, Portland,

June loth and nth, 1890. The first officers were:
President, M. M. Davis, of Yaquina City ; vice-presi-

dents. George C. Blakeley, of The Dalles; Thomas
Graham, of Corvallis ; and George L. Blackman, of

Albany; secretary, H. D. Dietrich, of Portland; and
treasurer, L. G. Clarke, of Portland.

Portland has been the scene of most of the meetings

of the Oregon association, but of late years there has

been a disposition to hold the meetings elsewhere, and
Long Branch has entertained a few of the meetings,

The Dalles one, and Salem one.

Last year the following officers were elected at the

business session held in a log cabin at Nye Creek:

President, M. A. Laue, and secretary, A. W. Allen,

both of Portland. Mr. Allen has been secretary for

ten years.

Roster of principal officers:

Presidents—U. M. Davis, Yaquina City, 1890-1; George
C. Blakelev, The Dalles, 1891-2; L. G. Clarke, Portland,

1892-3: Robert Moses, CrawfordsviUe, 1894-5; William
Pfunde.r. Portland. 1895-6; G. A. Harding. Oregon,
City. 1896-7; W. I. Cottell, Portland, 1897-8; L. W. Moody,
Portland. 1898-9; F. M. Robinson, Beaverston, 1899-1900;

O. P. S. Plummer, Portland, 1900-1; B. F. Jones, Portland,

1901-2; v. H. Chastain, Milton, 1902-3; J. A. Clemenson,
Portland, 1903-4; M. Z. Donnell, The Dalles, 1904-5; F. C.
Pozzi, Portland, 1905-6; M. A. Laue, Portland, 1906-7.

Secretaries—n. D. Dietrich, 1890-3; A. W. Allen, Port-"
land, 1897-1907.

Treasurers—L,. G. Clarke. A. W. Allen, and Fabian Byer-
ley, all of Portland.

Pennsylvania Association.

Although its State pharmaceutical association is by
no means the oldest in the country, Pennsylvania may
boast of the oldest organization of pharmacists on this

J. ,\. MII.I.EB. M. I). JOSEPH L. LEMBERGER.
Secretary of Pennsylvania President of American Phar-

Pharmaceutlcal Association maceutical Association 1906-6—
since its organization in 187S— Treasurer of Pennsylvania
Vice-President o f American Ptiarmaceutical As.soci a t i o n
Pharmaceutical Association since its organization in 1878.
1S97-8.

side the water, the Philadelphia College of Phar-
macy having been established in 1821. The drug-
gists of Pittsburg and surrounding towns organized
the Allegheny County Pharmaceutical Association on
a high professional plane in September, 1871, with

forty-one members. The wholesale trade of Philadel-

phia had formed an exchange, January 22d, 1861, with
these officers: President, John M. Maris; vice-presi-

dent, T. P. James ; secretai-y, James Palmer ; treasurer,

H. T. Ziegler; board of managers, John M. Maris,

John I. O'Neal, Thomas P. James, C. French, M. G.
Rosengarten, George H. Ashton, and Charles A.
Sharp. These facts are mentioned merely to show
that the fraternal spirit was early well developed in

Pennsylvania, and are not offered as a comprehensive
statement as to the organizations formed in that State

prior to 1878. It was in the latter year that the really

representative body of pharmacists in that State—the

Pennsylvania Pharmaceutical Association—was or-

ganized. It was in February of that year that the

call for a meeting was issued, and on the 26th day of

that month the association was formed at Harrisburg,

with the following officers: President, Charles A.
Heinitsch, of Lancaster; vice-presidents, George W.
Kennedy, of Pottsville; and W. H. Egle. of Harris-

burg; secretary, J. A. Miller, of Harrisburg; assistant

secretary, J. H. Stein, of Reading; treasurer, J. L.

Lemberger, of Lebanon ; executive committee, C. H.
Cressler, of Chambersburg ; J. A. Meyers, of Colum-
bia; and W. F. Horn, of Carlisle.

This association was instrumental in securing the

passage of a law, a year or two ago, requiring gradua-

tion by a reputable college of pharmacy as a pre-

requisite to licensure to practice pharmacy in Penn-

svlvania. It is noted for the number and high order

of the papers which are read at its annual meet-
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ings. It now has a membership of about 927, with
these officers : President, George A. Gorgas, of Har-
risburg; vice-presidents, William E. Lee, of Phila-

delphia, and John C. Wallace, of New Castle; secre-

tary, J. A. Miller, of Harrisburg ; treasurer, Joseph L.

Lemberger, of Lebanon ; executive committee, L. L.

Walton, of Williamsport ; Croll Keller, of Harrisburg

;

and John B. Raser, of Reading. As will be noted in

reading the following roster of principal officers,

Messrs. Miller and Lemberger have been elected to

their respective offices every year since the association

was organized.

Presidents—C. A. Heinitsh, Lancaster, 1878-80; G. W.
Kennedy. Pottsville, 1880-1; G. A. Kelly, Pittsburg, 18S1-2;

Alonzo Robbins, Philadelphia, 1882-3; J. B. Duble, Will-

iamsport, 1883-4; C. H. Cressler, Chambersburg, 1884-5;

C. T. George, Harrisburg, 1885-6; J. A. Meyers, Columbia,
1886-7; W. L. Turner, Philadelphia, 1887-8; William
Harris, Hamburg, 1888-9; J. W. Miller, Allegheny, 1889-90;

J. H. Stein, Reading, 1890-1; J. F. Patton, York, 1891-2;

W. H. McGarrah, Scranton, 1892-3; William Mclntyre,
Philadelphia, 1893-4; W. H. Reed, Norristown, 1894-5; H.
N. Coxe, Schuylkill Haven, 1895-0; J. P. Remington, Phila-
delphia, 1S96-7; J. H. Redsecker, Lebanon, 1897-8; M. N.
Kline, Philadelphia, 1898-9; C. N Boyd, Butler, 1899-1900;

S. K. Hammond, West Chester. 1900-1; W. L. Cliffe, Phila-
delphia, 1901-2; C. L. Hay, Dubois, 1902-3; W. 0. Frailey,
Lancaster, 1903-4; J. A. Koch, Pittsburg, 1904-5; D. J.

Thomas, Scranton, 1905-6; George A. Gorgas, Harrisburg,
1906-7.

Secretary—J. A. Miller, Harrisburg, 1878-1907.
Treasurer—J. L. Lemberger, Lebanon. 1878-1907.

Rhode Island Association.

An adjourned meeting of the registered pharmacists
of Rhode Island was held in the rooms of the Provi-
dence Franklin Society, July 25th, 1874, with A. L
Calder, of Providence, in the chair, and W. E. An-
thony, of Providence, acting as secretary. A com-
mittee on constitution and by-laws reported through
Chairman Anthony, the report was adopted, the docu-
ment signed by those present, and the following of-

ficers of the new association so formed elected : Presi-

dent, A. L. Calder, of Providence; vice-president,

James H. Taylor, of Newport ; secretary, Norman N.
Mason, of Providence ; treasurer, W. E. Anthony, 01

Providence ; and executive committee, A. H. Field, F.

J. Phillips, and W. B. Blanding, all of Providence.

From the time of its organization to July 2d, 1884,

the association held quarterly meetings. From July
2d, 1884, to October ist, 1884, it held monthly nieet-

ings. From October ist, 1884, to July 12th, 1905, it

held semi-annual meetings (on the second Wednesday
of January and second Wednesday of July each year),

and on July 12th, 1905, it was voted to again hold
quarterly meetings.

This association brought about the organization

of the Rhode Island College of Pharmacy. October
nth, 1875, James H. Taylor, of Newport, suggested
that a committee be appointed to examine into the ex-

pediency of establishing a school of pharmacy in

Rhode island, and Mr. Taylor, with Norman N. Ma-
son, of Providence, and Enoc W. Vars, of Niantic,

were appointed as members of that committee. On
April loth, 1876, this com.mittee reported to the asso-

ciation that there was ample field in Rhode Island for

such a school, but the committee could not say just

what were the best methods to be pursued for its es-

tablishment. July 8th, 1896, a committee consisting

of Messrs. O'Hare, Jackson and Daggett was ap-

pointed to investigate the advisability of establishing

a college. This committee reported January 13th,

1897. that it considered a college of pharmacy in

Rhode Island both desirable and feasible. The col-

lege was accordingly established in 1902.

The association started with 29 members, and now
has a membership of about 165, with the following of-

ficers : President, John E. Groff ; vice-presidents,

Charles A. Gladding, E. T. Write, S. W. Himes, W.
H. Buffington, and A. B. ColHns ; secretary, Charles

H. Daggett, of Providence; treasurer, E. T. Colton;

executive committee, H. A. Pearce, of Providence;

E. W. Vars, of Niantic; and A. J. Johnson, Jr , 01

Pawtucket.
Roster of principal officers:

Presidents—A. L. Calder, Providence, 1874-7; W. B.

Blanding, Providence, 1877-8; W. H. Cotton, Newport,
1878-9; E. P. Sumner, Providence, 1879-81; J. H. Taylor,

Newport, 1881-2; Ferdinand Smith, Providence. 1882-4;

W. H. Cotton, Newport, 1884-5; W. K. Reynolds, Provi-

dence, 1885-7; F. J. Phillips, Pawtucket, 1887-8; J. H.
Taylor, Newport, 1888-9; F. A. Jackson, Woonsocket, 1889-

91; James O'Hare, Providence, 1891-2; H. M. Dudley,
Woonsocket, 1892-3; E. W Vars, Niantic, 1893-4; J. M.
Fenner, Jr., Providence, 1894-5; M. B. Wood, East Provi-

dence, 1895-1902; A. W. Fenner, Providence, 1902-3; Gil-

bert R. Parker, Providence, 1903-5; J. E. Groff, Provi-

dence, 1905-7.

Secretaries—N. N. Mason, Providence, 1874-5: F. J.

Phillips, Pawtucket, 1875-82; C. A. Gladding, Providence,
1882-3; H. L Leith, Providence, 1883-7; A. W. Wellington.
Providence, 1887-8; W. E. Gates, Providence, 1888-97; A.
W. Fenner, Providence, 1897-8; C. H. Daggett, Providence,
1898-1907.

Treasurers—W. E. Anthony, Providence, 1874-5; W. B.
Blanding, Providence, 1875-7; W. E. Boutelle, Providence,
1877-9; J. W. Cone, Providence, 1879-82; G. E. Raymore,
Providence, 1882-3; John E. Potter, Providence, 1883-7; A.
W. Fenner, Jr., Providence, 1887-91; A. Fenner, Provi-
dence, 1891-1906; E. T. Colton, Providence, 1906-7.

South Carolina Association.

The South Carolina Pharmaceutical Association
was incorporated by act of the legislature in March,
1876, with full power to supervise the practice of phar-
macy in that State, thus displacing the faculty of the

WILLIAM B. BLANDING. J. H. KtUbECKER.
(1826-1892) President of Pennsylvania

One of the Organizers of Pharmaceutical Association
Rhode Island Pharmaceutical 1897-8, and frequently spoken of
Association; Its Treasurer 1875- as its Poet-Laureate, as he Is
7. President 1877-S; Member of the author of many verses of
Board of Pharmacy from its more than ordinary merit-
organization in 1870 to his Member of Council American
death; President part of time— Pharmaceutical Assocl a t i n
Vice-President of American 1888-9.
P h a r maceutlcal Association

Medical College of the State of South Carolina, and
the medical faculty of the University of South Caro-
lina in this respect. The association was organized in

1872, but its active life seems to date from its incor-

poration.

At a meeting held at Charleston some months later,
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perhaps July 5tli, 1876, the following officers were
elected : President, G. J. Luhn, of Charleston ; vice-

presidents, S. H. Heinitsch, of Columbia ; and W. C
McMillan, of Marion; secretary, C. G. Erckmann, of

Charleston; and treasurer, H. Baer, of Charleston.

The present officers of the association are : Presi-

dent, C. A. Milford, of Abbeville; vice-presidents, W.
B. Carpenter, of Greenville; and Arthur Irwin, of

Spartanburg; and secretary-treasurer, F. M. Smith,

of Charleston.

Roster of principal officers:

Presidents—G. J. Luhn, Charleston, 1876-7; E. S. Burn-
ham, Charleston, 1S77-9; C. P. Panknin, Charleston, 1879-

81; H. Baer, Charleston, 1881-4; C. P. Almar, Charleston,
1884-6; E. H. Kellers, Charleston, 1886-8; C. F. Schwett-
man, Charleston, 1888-90; A. W. Eckel, Charleston, 1890-

95; O. E. Thomas, Columbia, 1895-9; Peter Robertson, New-
berry, 1899-1900; 0. Y. Owings, Columbia, 1900-2; J. A.
Barbot, Charleston, 1902-3; J. C. Mace, Marion, 1903-5; C.
A. Milford, Abbeville, 1905-7.

Secretaries—C. G. Erckman, Charleston, 1876-7; E. H.
Kellers, Charleston, 1877-82; Philip Wineman. Charleston,
1882-94; A. C. Speissegger, Charleston, 1894-5; J. A. Bar-
bot, Charleston, 1895-1900; Frank M. Smith, Charleston,
1900-7.

Treaiurers—n. Baer, Charleston, 1876-7; C. F. Schwett-
man, Charleston, 1877-8; E. H. Kellers, Charleston, 1878-82;
Philip Wineman, Charleston, 1882-94; A. C. Speissegger,
Charleston, 1894-5; J. A. Barbot, Charleston, 1895-1900;
Prank M. Smith, Charleston, 1900-7.

South Dakota Association.

At Mitchell the South Dakota Pharmaceutical As-
sociation was formed October 20th, i886. Prior to

that time there had been a Black Hills Druggists'

Association, made up of members from Deadwood,
Central, and Lead, in the Black Hills. This was
formed in 1882, with the following officers : Presi-

dent, H. Stein; vice-president, C. T. P. Bass; secre-

tary, W. R. Dickinson; and treasurer, J. Deetken.
At the time of its organization the objects of this as-

sociation were purely commercial, but its ultimate ob-
ject was to form an association which would include
the entire Territory of Dakota and would work for a
law to regulate the practice of pharmacy.

R. W. VICKKBS. J. O. BUKGb:.
President of Tennessee Phar- President o€ Tennessee Phar-

maceutical Association 1904-5; maceutical Association 1892-4;
Secretary 1892-1902; always a Secretary of Board of Phar-
member of the I^eglslative and macy. 1S93-9.
Entertainment Committees.

To go back to the Mitchell meeting: At that the

tollowing officers were elected: President, D. S
White, of Flandreau ; vice-presidents, A. Sampson, of

Woonsocket, and V. B. Diehl, of Scotland ; secretary,

W. S. Branch, of Parker; treasurer, L. T. Dunning,

of Sioux Falls ; executive committee, E. M. Smith, of

Woonsocket
; J. L. Kreychie, of Iroquois ; and J. E.

Kendall, of Parker.

Every registered pharmacist in the State is (ex-

officio, so to speak) a member of the association.

This accounts for the large membership of about 650.

The present officers are : President, George C. Sabin,

of Redfield ; vice-presidents, J. H. Crosby, of Hitch-

cock; and F. C. Wagner, of Garden City; secretary,

E. C. Bent, of Dell Rapids; and treasurer, A. A.

Woodward, of Aberdeen.
Roster of principal officers

:

Presidents—D. S. White, Flandreau, 1886-7; W. S.

Branch, Parker, 1887-9; R. A. Mills, Aberdeen, 1889-96; W.
A. Burnham, Groton, 1890-1; Z. A. Grain. Redfield, 1891-2;

R. M. Cotton, Tyndall, 1892-3; John McClain, Tripp, 1893-4;

James Lewis, Canton, 1894-5; W. S. Branch, Parker,
1895-6; L. T. Dunning, Sioux Palls, 1896-7; C. H. Lohr,
Estelline, 1897-9; D. P. Jones, Watertown, 1899-1900; N. R.
Gilchrist, Wakonda, 1900-1; C. M. Series, Salem, 1901-2;

C. W. Peaslee, Redfield, 1902-3; P. G. Stickles, Mellette,
1903-4; I. M. Helmy. Canton, 1904-5; W. P. Michel, Willow-
Lake, 1905-6; George C. Sabin, Redfield, 1906-7.

Secretaries—Vf . S. Branch, Parker, 1S86-7; I. A. Keith,
Lake Preston, 1887-97; E. C, Bent, Dell Rapids, 1897-1907.

Treasurers—L. T. Dunning, Sioux Falls, 1886-90; G. W.
Lowry, Sioux Palls, 1890-2; M. J. Schubert, Pierre, 1892-3;
P. A. Brecht, Yankton, 1893-4; J. A. Ferris, Carthage,
1894-5; C. C. Maxwell, Arlington, 1895-7; N. R. Gilchrist,
Wakonda, 1897-1900; W. A. Nye, Salem, 1900-5; A. A.
Woodward, Aberdeen, 1905-7.

Tennessee Association.

As early as May, 1872, according to the Circular
for that date, the druggists of Tennessee were agitat-

ing the question of forming a State Pharmaceutical
Association. A further note on the subject appears
in the Circular for March, 1873, page 65, and is to

the effect that a meeting was to be held at Nashville,

May 14th. In November of that year the Circular
printed a paper which had been "read before the Ten-
nessee Pharmaceutical Association, at Nashville, Sep-
tember, 1873."

No more is heard of this association, but on August
loth, 1886, the Tennessee Druggists' Association was
organized at Nashville, the common cause which drew
the druggists together having been suits against a

number of Nashville representatives of the calling for

liquor taxes for several years previous, amounting in

each case to $350 a year. The officers elected at this

meeting were: President, R. H. Gordon, of Nash-
ville; vice-presidents, F. W. Scruggs, of Nashville;

and J. A. McCampbell, of Knoxville ; secretary, John
T. Lillyett, of Nashville ; and treasurer, E. L. Laurent,

of Nashville.

A few years ago the name of the body was changed
to the Tennessee Pharmaceutical Association. The
organization is in a prosperous condition, having

about 225 members, with the following officers:

President, Daniel Lauchman, of Monteagle; vice-

presidents. W. D. Gates, of Whiteville ; J. E. Moran,
of Franklin ; and J. J. Ingalls, of South Pittsburg

;

secretarv, E. F. Trolinger, of Nashville ; and treasurer,

J. A. Lloyd, of Pulaski.

Roster of principal officers

:

Presidents—R. H. Gordon. Nashvillp. 18S6-7; R. A. Sloan.

Chattanooga, 1887-9; W. S. Nealy. Jackson. 1889-90; A. A.

Yeager. Knoxville. 1890-2; J. O. Burge, Nashville. 1892-4;

.J. F. Volgt. Chattanooga, 1894-5: A. B. Rains. Columbia,
1895-6: G. C. Childress. Knoxville. 1896-7; B. H. Owen.
Olarksville. 1897-S: D. S. Paee. Nashville. 1898-9; J. L. Nel-

son. Jackson. 18991900; Ernest Hawkins, Huntingdon,
1900-1; H. W. McDonald, Lebanon, 1901-2; R. L. Eves.
Nashville, 1902-3; J. H. Wilson, Martin, 1903-4; R. W.
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Vlckers, Murfreesboro, 1904-5; T. J. Shannon, Sharon,
1905-6; Daniel Lauchman, Monteagle, 1906-7.
Secretaries—John T. Lillyett, Nashville, 1886-7- J L

Thompson, Nashville, 1887-92; R. \V. Vickers Murfrees-
boro, 1892-1902; E. F. Trolinger, Bell Buckle' and Nash-
ville, 1902-7.

Treasurers—E. L. Laurent, Nashville, 1886-92- J F
Voigt, Chattanooga, 1892-4; Lewis Lauranson, Memphis
1894; J. S. Robinson, Memphis, 1894-5; G. P. Evans Shel-

J.4C0B BEROHEIM. R. H. WALKER.
President of Texas Pharma- Secretary-Treasurer of Texas

ceutical Association 1892-3 — Pharmaceutical Associ a t i o n
Member of Council American "for life": elected Secretary
Pharmaceutical Assoeia t i o n 1895; Treasurer 1897.

byville, 1895-8; H. W. McDonald, Lebanon, 1898-1900; T.
J. Derryberry, Centerville, 1900-1; J. C. Ammons. Gleason,
1901-3; D. J. Kuhn, Nashville, 1903-5; J. A. Lloyd, Pu-
laski, 1905-7.

Texas Association.

May 1st, 1879, a number of druggists met at Dallas

and formed the Texas Pharmaceutical Association,
with seventy-six members. The first president was
L. Myers Connor, of Dallas, and the first secretary, R.
Voelcker, of Galveston. A charter was obtained in

1882, which was revised in 1895. The Texas phar-
macy law provides for a board of pharmacy in each
judicial district of the State. The association has
striven long and hard for a law more in keeping with
those of other States, but, so far, without success.

There are nearly 400 members in the association,

which has the following officers : President, J. T.
Coulson, of Corsicana ; vice-presidents, Jacob Schrodt,

of Terrell ; B. W. Ferris, of Waxahachie ; and Miss
Virginia Brookes, of Waelder ; secretary-treasurer, R.
H. Walker, of Gonzales; home secretary, H. L. Coul-
ton, of Austin ; and historian, J. W. Covey, of Fort
Worth.

Ro5ter of principal officers:

Presidents—L.. M. Connor, Dallas, 1879-81; George Nor-
ville, 1881-2; E. M. Wells, Fort Worth, 1882-5; G. H. Kal-
teyer, San Antonio, 1885-6; G. H. Rice, 1886-7; E. M. Wells,
Fort Worth, 1887-8; J. W. Graham, Austin, 1888-9; J. L.
Williams, 1889-90; W. B. Morrison, Waco, 1890-1; G. H.
Kalteyer, Dallas, 1891-2; J. Burgheim, Houston. 1892-3; L.
M. Connor, Dallas, 1893-4; H. L. Carleton, Austin, 1894-8;
E. Dreiss, Houston, 1898-9; J. L. Hazlett. Hearne, 1899-
1901; E. G. Eberle, Dallas, 1901-3; J. J. Thames, Taylor,
1903-5; J. P. Hayter, Decatur, 1905-6; J. T. Coulson, Cor-
sicana, 1906-7.

Secretaries—n. Voelclcer, Galveston, 1879-80; Irving
Hill, Dallas, 18S0-1; E. D. Oesch, Port Worth, 1881-2; W.
H. Murdock, Dallas, 1882-4; J. H. Bradley, Taylor, 1884-5;
G. H. Rice, 1885-6; W. L. Tucker, Waco, 1880-7; E. D.
Oesch, Fort Worth, 1887-9; L. M. Connor, Dallas, 1889-92;
?^.'^- Heyer, Houston, 1892-5; R. H. Walker, Gonzales,
1895-1907.

Treasurers—E. W. Lancaster. Marshall, 1882-91- W. F.
Shook, Dallas, 1891-7; R. H. Walker, Gonzales, 1897-1907.

Utah Association.

Utah was only a Territory when a number of its

pharmacists met at Salt Lake, April 5th, 1892, and or-
ganized themselves into an association. J. B. Farlow,
of Salt Lake presided over the preliminary meeting,
and L. W. King acted as secretary. The following
permanent officers were elected: President, F. A.
Druehl, of Salt Lake ; vice-presidents, L. W. King, of
Provo; and B. F. Riter, of Logan; secretary, C. H.
McCoy, of Salt Lake; and treasurer, S. P. Ash, of
Ogden. The governor of the Territory was present
and addressed the druggists. An adjourned meeting
was held at Salt Lake in October, when a number of
applications for membership were acted upon, and
standing committees appointed, one of them being on
legislation, a pharmacy law having already been en-
acted. This completed the organization. It is said

that no meeting of the association was held between
iSq.s and 1905.

The present officers of the association are : Presi-

dent, S. W. Badcon, of Ogden ; vice-presidents, Alex-
ander Headquist, of Provo; and W. L. Eddy, of Brig-

ham City ; secretary, J. H. Johnson, of Salt Lake ; and
treasurer, John Culley, of Ogden ; executive commit-
tee, J. H. Johnson, of Salt Lake; W. H. Crawford, of

Manti; M. D. Hewlett, of Eureka; Alexander Head-
quist, of Provo; F. B. Hurlbut, of Park City; and J.

H. Bishop, of Logan.

Roster of principal officers

:

Presidents—J. B. Farlow. Salt Lake, 1892-3; S. P. Asli,

Ogden, 1893-4; J. J. Hill, Salt Lake, 1894-5; G. H. Fenni-
more, Beaver, 1895; F. C. Schramm, Salt Lake, 1905-6; S.

W. Badcon, Ogden, 1906-7.

Secretaries—C. H. McCoy, Salt Lake, 1892-4; L, N. King.
Salt Lake, 1894-5; C. H. McCoy, Salt Lake. 1895; George
W. Luft, Mercur, 1905-6; J. H. Johnson, Salt Lake, 1906-7;

TreasMrer.?— S. P. Ash, Ogden, 1892-3; H. A. Walker.
Ogden, 1893-4; John Singley, Payson City, 1894-5; J. J.

Driver, Ogden, 1895: George W. Read, Salt Lake, 1905-6;
John Culley, Ogden, 1906-7.

Vermont Association.

In the autumn of 1870 some of the progressive
pharmacists of Vermont met at Montpelier and or-
ganized a State association, electing as officers the fol-

lowing : President, C. L. Case, of Brandon; vice-

presidents, W. H. Northrup, of Castleton ; and J. S.

Hickock, of \^ergennes ; secretary, A. W. Higgins, of

Rutland ; and treasurer, C, Blakely, of Montpelier.
After some years this association ceased to meet,

and on August 29th, 1894, a new one was or-

ganized at Rutland, with the following officers:

President, A. W. Higgins. of Rutland; vice-presi-

dents, E. R. Crandall, of Winooski ; M. V. Bryan, of

Waterbury; and W. B. Eastman, of St. Johnsbury

;

secretary, Henry A. Slade, of Montpelier ; and treas-

urer, F. W. Pierce, of Chester.

This association is now in a most flourishing con-
dition, and claims the largest membership (about
270) in proportion to registered pharmacists in its

territory (95 per cent.) 0I any State pharmaceutical
association. The present officers are : President, C.
F. Bigelow, of Newport; vice-presidents, Treffle
Duhamel, of Burlington; B. W. Abbott, of Fairlee;
and C. E. Wilson, of White River Junction ; secretary,
W. E. Terrill. of Montpelier; and treasurer, D. F.
Davis, of Barre.

Roster of principal officers

:

Presidents—C. L. Chase, Brandon, 1870-1; F. Dutcher.
St. Albans, 1871-3; L. E. Sherman, Ludlow. 1873-5; M. K.
Paine, Windsor, 1875-6; C. C. Biaghara. St. Johnsbury,
1878-9; W. J. Van Patten, Burlington, 1879-80; C. C. Bing-
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ham, St. Johnsbury, 18S1-2; H. G. Day. Bradford, 1882-3;

A. W. Higgins, Portland, 1894-6; E. M. Styles, Burlington,

1896; W. H. Gladding, Barre, 1896-7; W. B. Terrill, Mont-
pelier, 1897-9; Z. B. Hopkins, Brandon, 1899-1900; A. L.

Dutcher, St. Albans, 1900-2; W. F. Root, Brattleboro, 1902-

3; H. C. Pierce, Barton, 1903-4; F. H. Parker, Burlington,

1904-5; F. W. Mitchell, Richford, 1905-6; C. F. Bigelow,

Newport, 1906-7.

Secretaries—A. W. Higgins, Vergennes and Rutland.
1870-6; C. S. Boynton, Brandon, 1879-81; George A. Cross-

man Brandon; H. A. Slade, Montpelier, 1894-5; H. A
Chapin, 1895-8; W. F. Root, Brattleboro, 1898-1900; C. W.
Ward, Rutland, 1900-2; W. E. Terrill, Montpelier, 1902-7.

Treasurers—C. Blakeley, Montpelier, 1870-4; John E.

Young, 1874-6; E. C. Lewis, Rutland, 1879-83; F. W. Pierce,

Chester, 1894-1900; G. L. Harwood, Bennington, 1900-4; D.
F. Davis, Barre, 1904-7.

Virginia Association.

E. R. Beckwith presided at a meeting of Petersburg
druggists held April 7th, 1881, and Walter Winfree
acted as secretary. A permanent organization was
formed and the following officers elected : President,

William E. French ; vice-presidents, William H.
Camp ; and S. W. Snyder ; recording secretary, R. W.
Thompson ; corresponding secretary, E. R. Beckwith

;

treasurer, T. F. Knock. Mr. Beckwith was requested

to correspond with druggists throughout the State

with reference to the propriety of forming a State as-

sociation, and the duty of druggists to secure the pass-

age of a law to regulate the practice of pharmacy.
As a result of this start, a meeting of druggists

from the State at large was held at Petersburg, Janu-
ary 4th, 1882, which was called to order by Mr. Beck-

with. W. F. Spotswood, of Petersburg, was made
temporary chairman, and F. H. Masi, of Norfolk,

temporary secretary. A permanent organization was
duly effected, and the following officers elected:

President, T. Roberts Baker, of Richmond ; vice-

presidents, C. A. Santos, of Norfolk; W. E. French,

of Petersburg; C. H. Lumsden, of Lynchburg; and
G. W. May, of Staunton ; secretary, E. R. Beckwith,

of Petersburg ; corresponding secretary, E. A. Craig-

hill, of Lynchburg ; treasurer, F. H. Masi, of Norfolk.

A draft of a pharmacy bill was adopted and a commit-
tee appointed to urge its passage.

At present the association numbers some two-hun-
dred-and-odd members, with the following officers:

President, E. C. Hammer, of Lynchburg; vice-presi-

dents, W. G. Williams, of Charlotte C. H. : and Gor-

don IBlair, of Richmond ; secretary, C. B. Fleet, of

Lynchburg; treasurer, H. S. Eley, of Suffolk; ex-

ecutive committee, E. L. Brandis, Hugh Jones and C.

L. Wright.
Roster of principal officers:

Presidents—T. Roberts Baker, Richmond, 1882-3; C. A.
Santos, Norfolk, 1883-4; W. A. Strother, Lynchburg,
1884-5; Hugh Blair, Richmond, 1885-6; Robert Brydon,
Danville, 1886-8; E. A. Craighill, Lynchburg, 1888-9; R. H.
Stratton, Gordonsville, 1889-90; E. R. Beckwith, Peters-
burg, 1890-1; M. E. Church, Falls Church, 1891-2; F. M.
Wills, Charlottesville, 1892-3; J. F. Christian, Roanoke,
1893-4; .1. B. Gorrell, Lexington, 1894-5; W. G. Burgess,
Lynchburg, 1895-6; .1. L. Aves, Harrisonburg, 1896-8;
Charles G. Maphis, Charlottesville, 1898-9; A. W. Eley,
Suffolk, 1899-1901; E. L. Robey, Herndon, 1901-2; R. C.
Petzold, Newport News. 1902-3; G. T. Mankin, Falls
Church, 1903-4; T. A. Miller, Richmond, 1904-6; E. C. Ham-
mer, Lynchburg, 1906-7. >

Secretaries—E. R. Beckwith, Petersburg, 1882-7- C B.
Fleet, Lynchburg, 1887-1907.

rrea.surers—F. H. Masi, Norfolk, 1882-90; C. H. Lums-
den. Lynchburg. 1890-1902; A. W. Eley, Suffolk, 1902-5- H
S. Eley, Suffolk, 1905-7.

Washington Association.
Washington was admitted into the Union of States

November nth, 1889. and on January 29th. 1890, its

druggists organized a State association and began a

movement to obtain a pharmacy law. The organiza-

tion meeting was held at Olympia and at it these of-

ficers were elected : President, A. C. Clark, of Olym-
pia; vice-presidents, W. P. Bonney, of Tacoma; W.
H. McCoy, of Spokane; and W. A. Hasbrouck, of

Seattle; secretary, Walter St. John, of Tacoma; and
treasurer, J. F. Ramsey, of Spokane.

The association, which was incorporated in 1892,

now has some 250 members, officered as follows

:

President, L. L. Tallman, of Walla Walla ; vice-presi-

dents, P. A. W. Preston, of Ballard ; C. L Carr, of

Seattle ; and W. G Shepard, of Everett ; secretary, W.

W. E. TERKILL. ^ .jy HIGGINS.
Secretary of Vermpnt Phar- pj^^t Secretary ot old Ver-

,",i?i'^^V!.'^"^^l, -^^^Sn^'^n""" ^'"'^^ niont Pharmaceutical Associa-
1902; President 1897-9. tion 1S70-6: first President of

reorganized Association 1894-6.

P. Bonney, of Tacoma ; and treasurer, P. R. Stahl, of

Centralia.

Roster of principal officers

:

Presidents—A. C. Clark, Olympia, 1890-1; W. P. Bonney,
Tacoma, 1891-2; A. B. Stewart, Seattle, 1S92-3; A. W. Do-

land. Spokane, 1893-4; Robert Marr, Olympia, 1894-5; L.

D. P. Collins, Whatcom, 1895-6; Joseph Schlumpf, Seattle,

1896-7; I. Korn, Seattle, 1897-8; J. H. Day, Dayton, 1898-9;

Walter St. John, Tacoma, 1899-1900; S. M. Le Crone, Ta-
coma, 1900-1; J. AV. McArthur, Spokane, 1901-2; E. Bolink,
Seattle, 1902-3; U. G. Wynkoop, Tacoma, 1903-4; W. R.
Pratt, Everett, 1904-5; P. Jensen, Tacoma, 1905-6; L. L.

Tallman, Walla Walla, 1906-7.

Secretaries—Walter St. John, Tacoma, 1890-2; W. B.

Shaw, Seattle, 1892; Charles E. Kelley, Seattle, 1892-3;

Walter St. John, Tacoma, 1893-9; W. P. Bonney, Tacoma,
1899-1907.

Treasurers—S. F. Ramsey, Spokane, 1890; Walter St.

John, Tacoma, 1890-1; Henry Dubbs, Seattle, 1891-3; James
Lee, Seattle, 1893-5; Isaac Korn, Seattle. 1895-7; Robert
Marr, Olympia, 1897-8; William Duenkell. Tacoma. 1898-

1901; William V. Skillman. Spokane. 1901-3; Francis
Scully, Spokane, 1903-4; E. Bolink. Seattle, 1904-5; W. B.
Duenkel, Tacoma, 190.5-6; P. R. Stahl, Centralia, 1906-7.

West Virginia Association.

"Having for its object the cultivation, improve-
ment, and dissemination of a knowledge of pharmacy
and its collateral branches of science, and of giving
instruction in the same," the West Virginia Pharma-
ceutical Association was organized April 26th, 1870,
and elected the following officers : President, T. H.
Logan; vice-president, R. B. McLain ; secretary, H.
Treverton Bond ; and treasurer, Thomas J. Finney.

Evidently the organization was sooner or later

neglected for on March i6th, 1881, after the pas-
sage of the West Virginia pharmacy law, a meeting
of druggists was held at Wheeling and a call was is-

sued to the druggists of the State to meet at that city
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June 1st for the purpose of forming a State associa-

tion, one of the objects of which should be to secure
amendments to the new law. The committee on ar-

rangements consisted of Edward Bocking, Charles
Menkemiller, R. A. JMcCabe, Samuel Laughlin, T. H.
Logan, S. L. Brice and Heber List.

The second attempt at maintaining a State associa-

tion in West Virginia seems not to have succeeded any
better than the first, for there had been no active

organization in the State for many years, perhaps
since 1888, when about fifty pharmacists met at

Parkersburg, October i6th, 1906, and launched a new
one. At this meeting the following officers were
elected: President, Alfred Walker, of Sutton; vice-

president, E. Bruce Dawson, of Wheeling; secretary,

S. Arch Kreig, of Charleston ; and treasurer, W. S.

Vinson, of Huntington.
Some of the officers

:

Presidents—T. H. Logan, 1870; C. M. Shrewsbury,
Wheeling, 1S84-5; J. A. Grant, Grafton, 1885-6; W. E.
McWhorter, Buchanan, 188G-8; Alfred Walker, Sutton,
1906-7.

Secretaries—H. Treverton Bond, 1870; Charles Menke-
miller, Wheeling, 1884-8; S. A. Kreig, Charleston, 1906-7.

E. B, HEIMSTREET.
Leader in movement to or.

ganize the Wisconsin Pharma-
ceutical Association; its Sec-
retary 1880-99; member 01

Board of Pharmacy 1882-1901.

HENRY ROLLMAN.
President of Wisconsin Phar-

maceutical Association 1S92-3;

Secretary since 1899.

Treasurers—Thomas J. Finney, 1870; J. M. Good,
1884-5; Charles Menkemiller, Wheeling, 1885-8; W. S. Vin-

son, Huntington, 1906-7.

Wisconsin Association.

Out of the Rock County Pharmaceutical Society, of

which Janesville seems to have been the center and
E. B. Heimstreet the moving spirit, grew the Wis-
consin Pharmaceutical Association. The county so-

ciety was organized at Janesville, June 4th, 1879, on
a high professional plane, and elected the following

officers: President, Dr. Smith, of Evansville ; vice-

presidents, F. S. Fenton, of Beloit; Andrew Palmer,

of Janesville; and H. W. Stillman, of Edgerton ; sec-

retary, E. B. Heimstreet. of Janesville ; and treasurer,

D. C. Griswold, of Evansville.

Secretary Heimstreet announced in the Circular
for June, 1880, page 123. that all the druggists in the

State would be asked to meet with the county society

at Madison, July 14th, 1880. At the appointed time

and place about sixty druggists met, formed them-
selves into a State association, and elected the follow-

ing officers : President, John A. Dadd, of Milwaukee
;

vice-presidents, A. H. Hollister. of Madison
; J. C.

Huber, of Fon du Lac ; G. W. Wright, of Plattsville

;

George Howard, of La Crosse; George Tonnar, of

Menominee; John Bauman, of Oshkosh; H. B. Allen,

of Richland Center; and John Robinson, of Green
Bay ; secretary, E. B. Heimstreet, of Janesville ; and
treasurer, A. J. Roberts, of Janesville.

Both the law and the college in Wisconsin owe their

existence to this association.

Wisconsin pharmacy is unique in two particulars:

its history has been written and published in book

form, and the examining and licensing board which

is one of its adjuncts, without waiting for specific leg-

islation on the subject, requires candidates for license

to be graduates of a college of pharmacy. The Wis-

consin Pharmaceutical Association has about 400
members, with the following officers: President, A.

A. Du Mez, of Cashton ; vice-presidents, P. H. Sharp,

of Oconto Falls; and A. R. Eberle, of Watertown;

secretary, Henry Rollmann, of Chilton ; and treasurer,

W. P. Clark, of Milton.

Roster of principal officers :

Presideyits—Hohn A. Dadd, Milwaukee, 1880-1; Fred Rob-

inson, Kenosha, 1881-2; George Bauman, Oshkosh, 1882-3;

Edwin Sumner, Madison, 1883-4; George Howard, La
Crosse, 1884-5; F. F. Prentice, Janesville, 1S85-6; F. M.

Glvens Fond du Lac, 1886-7; R. D. Pulford, Mineral Point,

1887-8; J. C. Huber, Fond du Lac, 1888-9; W. M. Edwards,

Portage, 1889-90; R. Sauerhering, Mayville, 1890-1; C.

Widule, Milwaukee. 1891-2; Henry Rollmann, Chilton,

1892-3; E. D. Pardee, Wausau, 1893-4; A. H. Hollister,

Madison, 1894-5; F. W. Thieman, Sheboygan, 1895-6;

Joseph Hammel. Medford, 1896-7; Charles Pfeifer, Plym-
outh, 1897-8; R. M. Dadd, Milwaukee, 1898-9; Charles

Spencer, Waupaca, 1899-1900; J. H. Kamps, Appleton, 1900-

1- E. B. Heimstreet, Janesville. 1901-2; W. H. Barr. Mil-

waukee, 1902-3; J. M. Farnsworth. Beloit. 1903-4; T. H.

Spence, La Crosse, 1904-5; H. L. Schultz, Milwaukee, 1905-

6; A. A. Du Mez, Cashton, 1906-7.

Secretaries—E. B. Heimstreet, Janesville, 1880-99; H.

Rollman, Chilton, 1899-1907.

Treasurers—A. J. Roberts, Janesville, 1880-2; W. P.

Clark, Milton, 1882-1907.

Wyoming.

Wyoming has no State pharmaceutical association.

Traveling Salesmen's Auxiliary Associa-

tions.

In a number of States the traveling drug salesmen

have formed organizations which are auxiliary to the

State pharmaceutical association. These bodies meet

at the same times and places as the regular associa-

tions, and while they are autonomous, their work is

done for the benefit of what may be termed the parent

organization. Missouri claims the distinction of hav-

ing been the first State to have such an association, its

"auxiliary" being about sixteen years old.

The members of these auxiliaries do much to dis-

seminate information about the State meetings and to

induce druggists to attend them. In some States the

traveling men supply all the entertainment features of

the annual gatherings of druggists. Of course the

good done by these auxiliaries works both ways, as the

traveling salesman finds it easier to approach and in-

terest a customer or prospective customer after they

have become "chummy" at an outing.

Electric lighting was a laboratory experiment in

1878. An article in which its practicality was dis-

cussed appeared in the Circular for December of

that year, page 207.
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An Interesting Old Document.
Herewith is presented a reduced fac-simile of an

indenture witnessing the apprenticing of John Hart

to Townsend Speakman in 1782. Mr. Speakman

tice married the daughter of his former master and to

them was born a daughter, Lydia, who married Dr.

Isaac Remington. To the latter couple was_ born a

son, Joseph P.. who has since become famous in phar-
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had come from England in 1771 and opened an

apothecary- shop at 8 (later 24) South Second street,

Philadelphia. In course of time the former appren-

maceutical circles. John Hart succeeded his father-

m-law, and the business eventually came mto the

hands of David G. Potts.
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BOARDS OF PHARMACY.
Pharmacy legislation in this country dates back to

the early part of the last century, at least, if not be-

fore, for Scoville, in his History of the Massachusetts
College of Pharmacy says : "It is well known that

the Massachusetts Medical Society had, at this time

[about 1823], a pronounced interest in the unification

of pharmacy. In 1786 it had petitioned the Massa-
chusetts legislature to enact a law to prevent the sale

of adulterated and inferior drugs." Georgia had a

law regulating the business of the apothecary as long

ago as 1826. Poison laws were enacted for other

States, and special pharmacy regulations for some of

the cities at later dates, and still prior to the general

Table Showing the Date of the Passage of the

Pharmacy Law for Each State.

1870 Rhode Island. 1887 Pennsylvania.
1871 Philadelphia. " North Dakota.

New York County. " Nebraska.
1872 Baltimore. " Louisiana.
" Florida.

" Delaware.
1874 Kentucky. " Colorado.
1875 New Hampshire. " Alabama.

New Jersey. 1888 Kentucky
1876 South Carolina (new law).

(new law). " Wyoming.
1877 Maine. 1889 New Mexico.
1878 Dist. of Columbia. " Texas.
1879 Kings County, N. Y. " Florida (new law).
1880 Iowa. 1S90 South Dakota.
1881 Connecticut. 1891 Arkansas.

Georgia (new law). "
California.

Illinois.
" Oregon.

Missouri.
" Oklahoma.

North Carolina. " Washington.
West Virginia. 1892 Utah.

1882 Wisconsin. "
Mississippi.

1884 Ohio. 1893 Tennessee.
Erie County, N. Y. 1894 Vermont.
New York (for all 1895 Montana.

counties except 1897 Greater New York
New York, Kings City,

and Erie). 1899 Indiana.
1885 Michigan. 1901 Nevada.

Minnesota. - New York all State
Massachusetts. 1902 Maryland.

" Kansas. 1903 Arizona.
1886 Virginia. 1905 Indian Territory.

1887 Idaho. "
Idihc. (rew law).

awakening to the necessity for real pharmacy legisla-

tion. This awakening may be said to have begun early

in the seventies, but it was years later than that before

even a majority of the States had pharmacy laws.

Poor enough some of these laws were, but they were
a start in the right direction. Most of them have been

amended; and there is much room for improvement
in even the best of them to-day.

As a rule the law provides for a board of pharmacy
to consist of five pharmacists to be appointed by the

governor from a list submitted to him by the pharma-
ceutical association. In some States, as New York,
Rhode Island, Louisiana, California, South Carolina

and Arizona, the board consists of from six to fifteen

members, while in Alabama, Idaho and perhaps

others, of only three. In Nebraska the board of phar-

macy consists of the attorney-general, secretary of

state, auditor, treasurer and commissioner of public

lands and buildings, and the board appoints five exam-
iners or secretaries from lists submitted by the State

pharmaceutical association. A recent act of Congress

(1906) created a "board of supervisors in medicine

and pharmacy of the District of Columbia," of which
board the president of the board of pharmaceutical

examiners is ex-officio a member. The two Carolina

associations elect the boards of pharmacy for their re-

spective States outright. New York's board of fifteen

members is a sort of crazy-quilt affair made up of

scraps of four (afterward three) old boards.

Associations of Boards of Pharmacy.

In this age of "trusts," "mergers," "communities

of interests," etc., it is not strange that boards of

pharmacy have seen fit to try to "get together." In-

deed there is every reason why they should, as under

our government each State is a separate sovereignty

so far as its internal affairs is concerned, and no phar-

macist, however well qualified, may move from one

State and engage in his calling in another, without

the consent of the board of pharmacy in the State to

which he moves. The boards themselves recognize

the inconvenience, if not injustice of this, and by

forming an association among themselves seek to

bring about a change. The first attempt they made
at organizing was in 1890, when as the result of a

call from the Virginia Board of Pharmacy for a con-

vention, representatives from Alabama, Connecticut,

Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Iowa, Kentucky, North
Carolina, New York. Illinois, Minnesota, Massachu-
setts, Rhode Island, Louisiana, Virginia, the District

of Columbia and Ontario, met at Old Point Comfort.

Va., September 9th, the time and place of the meet-

ing of the American Pharmaceutical Association.

Wiley Rogers, of Kentucky presided and E. R. Beck-

vvith, of Virginia, acted as secretary. A communica-
tion was read from the Association of State Secre-

taries asking that an association be formed consisting

of members of boards of pharmacy and secretaries of

State pharmaceutical associations. This was done,

and the following officers were elected: President,

Wiley Rogers, of Kentucky; vice-president, S. P.

Watson, of Florida; secretary-treasurer, E. R. Beck-

with, of Virginia. Twenty-three members were en-

rolled.

The second meeting of the association was held at

New Orleans, April 29th, 1891, eighteen States being

represented. Some action was taken looking to the

accomplishment of the aims of the association, and

the following officers elected : President, Wiley Rog-
ers, of Kentucky ; vice-president, James Vernor, of

Michigan ; secretary-treasurer, William Simpson, 01

North Carolina.

This association died of inanition but the objects

for which it was organized are still sought, so on

September 7th, 1904, at Kansas City, the National As-
sociation of Boards of Pharmacy was organized, its

first officers being, President, George Reimann, of

Buffalo; vice-presidents. G. F. Payne, of Atlanta; J.

M. A. Laue, of Portland, Ore., and Z. B. Hopkins, of

Brandon, Vt. ; secretary-treasurer, M. Bernstein, of

New Orleans ; executive committee, George Reimann,
M. Bernstein, M.-G. Motter, of Washington, D. C.

;

J. D. Muir, of Grand Rapids, Mich. ; and F. B. Lillie,

of Guthrie, Okla. Representatives were present from

the boards of Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, Colorado,

District of Columbia, Florida, Georgia, Indiana,

Louisiana, IMassachusetts, Missouri, Michigan, Miss-

issippi, New York, New Mexico, Ohio, Oregon, Ten-

nessee, South Dakota and Vermont. At Atlantic

City, September 5th and on subsequent days, meet-

ings of the association were held with President Rei-
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mann in the chair and E. C. Bent, of Dell Rapids,

S. D., acting as secretary. Some work was accom-

pHshed, and the following officers elected: Pres-

ident, I. A. Keith, of South Dakota ; vice-presidents,

F. C. Godbold, of Louisiana ; F. A. Hubbard, of Mas-

sachusetts; and W. R. Ogier, of Ohio; secretary, E.

Berger, of Florida; member of executive committee,

F. B. Lillie, of Oklahoma.

W. W KERR.
One of the leaders In the

movement to organize the Ar-
kansas Pharmaceutical Asso-
ciation, and its President in
1887-91; President of Board of
Pharmacy 1890-1; Secretary
1891-1900—Mr. Kerr has moved
further West and is now In
business in California.

p. C. CANDIDUS.
One of the organizers of Al-

abama Pharmaceutical Asso-
ciation ; its first President 1881-

4, again President 1899-1900; its

Secretary 1885-98; first and
only President of Board of
Pharmacy, 1SS7 to date—Vice-
President of American Phar-
maceutical Association 1879-80

and 1904-5.

The third meeting of the association was held at

Indianapolis, September 4th and on the following

days, with President Keith in the chair, and G. C.

Diekman, of New York, acting as secretary. A joint

meeting of the association and the American Asso-

ciation of Pharmaceutical Faculties was held and res-

olutions looking to a higher standard of education

for licenses, and more uniform examinations with a

view to interchange of certificates were adopted.

The following officers were elected : President, F. C.

Godbold, of Louisiana; vice-presidents, F. A. Hub-
bard, of Massachusetts; C. B. W'oodworth, of Indi-

ana ; and Miss Kittie W. Harbord, of Oregon ; secre-

tary-treasurer, G. C. Diekman, of New York; mem-
bers of executive committee for full term, J. D. Muir,

of Michigan ; for unexpired term, Lewis Flemer, of

District of Columbia.
Some details concerning the dates of organization

and personnel of the several boards follow. Presi-

dent, secretary, or treasurer in parentheses after a
member's name means that he held that office at some
time, but not necessarily during his entire term.

Alabama Board.

The first pharmacy law of Alabama was enacted
February 28th, 1887, and perhaps no State with such
an old law has had so few board of pharmacy mem-
bers. As far back as 1861 there was a law in Ala-
bama to require each druggist to obtain a license from
.some medical board of the State or from the Medical
College of Alabama, but this law was a dead letter.

In the code of 1876 there was provision for regulating
the sale of poisons, but it was not generally enforced.

The board consists of three members.
Board members, past and present:

P. C. Candidus, Mobile, since 1SS7; E. P. Gait. Selma.
since 1887; J. O. Patton, Montgomery, 18S"-9t; J. W. Mil-

ner, Florence, 1894-1900; Frank Nabors, Birmingham, ap.

pointed 1900 but did not serve; John L. Parker, Birming-
ham, since 1900.

Arizona Board.

The Arizona pharmacy law was enacted March
17th, 1903, and went into effect on June ist of that

year. The board (seven members) is appointed by

the governor.

Roster of members

:

Fred. Fleischman, Tucson, 1903 to date; T. L. McCutch-
eon. Phoenix. 1903-5 (resigned); E. S. Wakelin, Phoenix,

1903 to date; C. A. Cover. Williams, 1903-6 (resigned);

Harry Brisley, Prescott. 1903 to date; W. H. Butler, Globe,

1903 to date; A. C. Hulett. Phoenix. 1903-7; J. A. Dines,

Tenepe, 1905-7; A. G. Rounsville, Williams, 1906-7.

Arkansas Board.

Arkansas had a poison law in 1881 but it was ten

years later when its pharmacy law was enacted. Un-
der it the governor appointed a board of five members,

of Pharmacy from 1901 to his of Pharmacy — President of
death in 1906. Pharmaceutical Assoc! a 1 1 o n

1S97-9; Secretary 1894-6.

and the board was organized at Little Rock, May loth,

1891.

Roster of members:
First board—W. W. Kerr, Batesville, 1891-8; J. M.

Anderson, Pine Bluff, 1891-5; W. L. Carr, Hot Springs,

1891-5; F. G. Kerr, Van Buren, 1891-7; D. W. Holman, Lit-

tle Rock. 1891-2 (resigned).
Present hoard—Dr. John B. Bond, Sr., Little Rock,

(president) 1895-1910; J. F. Dowdy. Little Rock, (secre-

tary) 1906-8; E. F. Klein. Hot Springs, 1897-1911; S. J.

McMahon, Batesville, 1902-7; E. W. Thomas, Arkadei pLia,

1S99 to date.

Otliers u-Jio have been members—J. M. Colburn, Little

Rock, 1892-1901; A. L. Morgan, Camden. 1S96-7; R. B.

King. Helena, 1896-1901; J. W. Beidleraan. Little Rock,
1900-6 (died); L. J. Kosminski. Texarkana, 1901-2 (re-

signed); D. J. Casey, Batesville, 1902-3 (resigned).

California Board.

In February, 1858, the San Francisco Pharmaceu-
tical Association was organized, and one of its first acts

was to appoint a committee on pharmacy law. In

1872 a law was passed for San Francisco, under which
the members of the California Pharmaceutical Society

residing at San Francisco elected the board. A State

law was enacted in 1891.

Roster of members:
First San Francisco hoard—John Calvert, president; .1.

G. Steele, secretary; W. J. Wenzell, William Simpson, J.

W. Forbes.
Others who were members—Max Tschirner, James H.

Widber, A. F. Colman.
First State board—1,. H. Melvin, Oakland (president).

1891-7; J. H. Dawson, San Francisco (secretary), 1891-7; J.
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W. Wood, Pasadena, 1S91-7; H. J. Finger, Santa Barbara,
1891-7 and 1901-5; J. H. Flint, Marysville, 1891-7; R. J.

Van Voorliies, Sacramento, 1891-7; W. M. Searby, San
Francisco (president 1897-1905), 1891-1905 (resigned).
Present board—E. T. Off, Pasadena (president), 1905-9;

C. B. Whilden, Alameda (secretary), 1905-9; H. 0. Buker,
Fresno, 1905-9; E. J. Molony, San Francisco, 1905-9; R. S.

Oakford, Long Beach, 1905-9; G. M. Sutherland, San Fran-
cisco, 1905-9; A. L. Leber, Oakland, 1905-9; J. O. McKown,
Livermore, 1905-9.

Others who have been members—S. L. Waller, San Fran-
cisco, 1897-1901; H. M. Sale, Los Angeles, 1897-1901; A. G.
Orena, Los Angeles, 1897-1901; E. A. Baer. Bakersfield,
1897-1905; John Calvert, San Francisco (secretary), 1901-5;
J. J. Crowley, San Francisco, 1901-5; F. D. Owen, Los
Angeles, 1901-5; C. H. Rowley, Santa Barbara, 1901-5;
C. A. Seifert, Oakland, 1897-1901; S. Oberdeener, Santa
Clara, 1897-1901.

Colorado Board.

The law under which the Colorado Board of Phar-
macy was organized in July 1887 was passed in April
of that year. A poison law had been enacted as early

as 1871. The first board consisted of five members;
the present board consists of three.

Roster of members:
First hoard—H. H. Strater, Durango -(president),

1891-5; John Kochan, Denver (vice-president). 1891-5;
Thomas Axtell, Denver (secretary-treasurer), 1891-3; J. C.
Allan, Aspen, 1891-5; S. G. Canfield. Leadville, 1891-5.

Present board—A. W. Scott, Ft. Collins (president 1895-
1901, treasurer 1901-5, and now president), 1895-7; S. L.

Secretary of Florida Board of Seen t ii\ i>t \rizon i i:

Pharmacy since 1901—Secre- of Phaimacy since 1903, beint;
tary of National Association tlie onlv Secretary the Board
of Boards of Pharmacy 1905-6 has had.

Bresler, Denver (treasurer), 1905-7; W. L. Shockey, Crip-

ple Creek (secretary), 1905-7.

Others who have been members—C. H. Wells, Pueblo,
(secretary), 1893-1905; C. D. Barnes, Denver (treasurer),
1895-1901; F. C. Ewing, Glenwood Springs (president).
1901-3; J. A. Martin, 1903-5.

Connecticut Board.

April 14th, 1881, the pharmacy law of Connecticut

was approved. Under it the governor appoints a

board of three members.
Roster of members

:

Present board—Charles Fleischner, New Haven (presi-

dent), 1905-8; Arthur L. Dickinson, Danbury (secretary),

1903-7; John A. Leverty, Bridgeport, 1906-9.

Others who have been members—V. S. Stevens, Bridge-

port; R. H. Kimball, Hartford; G. L. Ellsbree, Meriden:
W. L. Mix, New Haven; S. W. Smith, Ansonla; H. M
Bishop, New Haven; G. E. Dresser, Putnam.

Delaware Board.

In 1883 Delaware secured a pharmacy law, under
which a board was appointed. A new law was passed

in 1887.

Roster of members

:

First board—John B. Price, president; James H. Mor-
gan, secretary; Thomas C. Roe.
Present board—W. F. Dunn, Smyrna (secretary 1905-6,

president 1906-7), 1902-7; O. C. Draper, Wilmington (secre-
tary), 1906-10; W. F. Haines, Seaford (president 1903-5),
1899-1909; Albert Dougherty, Wilmington (secretary
1903-5, president 1905-6), 1901-12; W. E. Smith, Wilming-
ton, 1904-8.

Others who have been members—Hugh Martin, Seaford
(president), 1887-93; J. H. Morgan, AVllmington (secre-
tary), 1887-93; C. Sypherd, Dover (treasurer 1887-1900,
secretary 1899-1900), 1887-1900; W. H. Cooper, Kenton
(president 1893-9), 1887-99; F. R. Smith, Wilmington,
1887-93; J. H. Spruance, Wilmington (president 1902-3).
1893-1903; Erdman Hoffman, Wilmington (secretary 1900-

1), 1893-1901; O. D. Robinson, Georgetown, 1893-7; J. S.

Prettyman, Milford (president 1900-2'), 1899-1902; Elmer
Outten, Lewes (secretary 1901-3), 1900-5; J. P. Williams,
Wilmington, 1904-5.

District of Columbia Board.

This board was organized July 24th, 1878, under
the pharmacy law passed June 15th, 1878. A new
law went into effect JNlay 7th last year.

Roster of members

:

First board—W. S. Thompson (president), 1878-88;

Charles Becker, 1878-; J. D. O'Donnell, 1878-; J. C. Riley,
1878-; J. E. Morgan, 187S-.

Present board—F. C. Henry (president), 1903-11; Lewis
Flemer, 1906-10; A. C. Taylor, 1906-9; F. T. Hafelfinger,
1903-7; S. L. Hilton (secretary), 1906-8.

Others who have been members—R. B. Ferguson (secre-

tary), 1887-8; P. McC. Criswell (treasurer), 1887-8; D. W.
Prentiss, 1887-8; J. F. Winter (president in 1897), 1886-

1902; R. L. Lynch (secretary 1894-6), 1894-7; G. G. C
Simms (treasurer), 1892-1903; W. P. Carr, 1894-1903; R.N.
Harper (secretary), 1897-1902; H. A. Johnston (secretary
1902-3), 1897-1906; F. P. Morgan (treasurer), 1903-6; M.
G. Hotter, 1903-6.

Florida Board.

Although Florida enacted a pharmacy law in Feb-

ruary, 1872, there was apparently no board until after

J. WINCIIELL
Charter Member of Califor-

Pharmacy District of Co- nia Pharmaceutical Society;
lumbia 1S97; President 1902; Secretary 1S73-4; Secretary of
Secretary 1903; Vice-President Board of Pharmacy 1873-^-
Pharmaceutical Association Secretary and Professor of
1896; Treasurer 1897; one of the Pharmacy California College
leaders in all movements for of Pharmacy 1873-4—Chairman

idvancement of pharmacy of the Committee
the District.

official
Formulas, Ohio Pharmaceuti-
cal Association.

the passage of a new law on May 30th, 1889, which
was followed during the next month by the organiza-

tion of the board, of five members, appointed by the

governor.

Roster of members

:

First board—J. D. Palmer. Monticello, president;
Thomas Clarke, Jacksonville, secretary; H. C. Cushman,
Pensacola, treasurer; H. C. Groves, Ocala; Ed. Delouest.
Present board—Leon Hale, Tampa (elected president in
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1906), 1901-9; E. Berger, Tampa (secretary), 1901-9; D.

W. Ramsaur, Palatka, 1906-9; H. H. D'Alemberte, Pensa-

cola, 1901-9; A. K. Wise, Lake City, 1906-9.

Others who have been members—A. E. Phillips, Tampa;
P. W. Smith, Pensacola; W. A. Dell.

Georgia Board.

Georgia had a pharmacy law as early as 1826; and

in 1849 another law was passed, but about forty years

ago John M. Clark, of Milledgeville, a member of the

board of pharmacy, knew of but five druggists in the

State who had complied with the law. The board as

we know of it to-day was created by an act of the

legislature of 1881.

Roster of members:
First board—Edward Barry, Augusta; John Ingalls,

Macon, J. S. Pemberton, Atlanta; Osceola Butler, Savan-

nah; J. Zacharias, Columbus.
Present board—J. G. Dodson, Americus (president 1906

to date), 1900-7; W. S. Elkin, Jr., Atlanta, 1906-10; R. H.

Land, Jr., Augusta, 1903-S; S. E. Bayne, Macon, 1904-9;

C. D. Jordan, Monticello (secretary 1906 to date), 1900-10.

Others loho have been members—H. R. Slack, La Grange
(secretary), 1887-99; Theodore Schumann (president),

1888-91; S. C. Durban, Augusta (president 1894-8), 1888-

1903; J. W. Goodwin. Macon, 1888-97; F. Joerger, Bruns-

wick, 1891-2; George F. Payuo, Atlanta (secretary 1900-6),

1892-1906; Harry Sharp. Atlanta, 1891-1902; J. P. Turner,

Columbus, 1897-1900; Max Morris, Macon, 1900-4.

Idaho Board.

In Idaho previous to the passage of the pharmacy

law on March 7th, 1905, there was no State board,

although one or two of the counties had a board or-

ganized under the law of 1887. The law of 1905 was
pushed through the legislature by State Senator L. W.
Smith, a pharmacist and now secretarj' of the board,

who was defeated in several earlier attempts to se-

cure pharmacy legislation when he was a member of

the lower house of the legislature. The board was
organized in May, 1905. There are three members,

appointed by the governor.

Roster of members:
First board—C. K. McCrum, Boise (president in 1905).

1905-6; L. W. Smith, Boise, secretary 1905 to date; R. F.

Payne. Idaho Falls (president in 1906), 1905 to date.

Present board—Messrs. Payne, president; Smith, secre-

tary; and J. J. Pulse, Grangeville.

Illinois Board.

The first pharmacy legislation in Illinois of which
ive have any record resulted in a law requiring retail-

ers of medicine to properly label the containers. Next
there was a law passed in that State to restrict the sale

of certain drugs used for criminal purposes. This
was in 1872, and possibly grew out of an agitation

started by Chicago pharmacists the year before for an
act to regulate the practice of pharmacy. This agita-

tion did not result in the passage of a pharmacy law
until May 30th, 1881. The board was organized July
1st, 1881; and reorganized March 22d, 1899. The
members are appointed by the governor.

Roster of members:
First board—George Buck, Chicago (president); J. E.

Espey, Bloomington; Herman Schroeder, Quincy; Frank
Fleury, Springfield; Charles W. Day, Springfield.

Others who have been members—Albert E. Ebert, Chica-
go, 1885-90; F. A. Prickett, Carbondale (president), 188'

92; W. P. Boyd, Areola, 1887-93, and 1896-9; T. N. Jamieson,
Chicago, 1888-94; L. C. Hogan, Chicago, 1890-5; H. H
Green, Bloomington, 1891-6; I. N. Coffee, Cairo, 1892-6; Al
bert Zimmerman, Peoria (president), 1893-8; Fritz Len-

ders. Peoria, 1S98-; F. M. Schmidt. Chicago. 1894-9; A. A
Culver, Menominee, 1S95-9; H. L. Hatch, Jacksonville, 1896
9; W. C. Simpson, Vienna (president 1899-1902), 1897
1903; Bernard Schwartz. Salem (president in 1904), 1899
1905; W. A. Dyche, Chicago (president in 1905). 1899
1905; T. A. Jewett, Oregon, 1899-1901; G. H. Sohrbeck,
Moline. 1901-2; C. W. Day, Springfield (secretary 1883-

90), 1882-91; M. C. Metzger, Cairo (president in 1906),
1902-6; J. F. Shreve, Jacksonville (treasurer), 1903-7;

W. Bodemann, Chicago (president in 1903), 1899-1908; F.

C. Dodds, Springfield (not a member), secretary 1904-7:

L. T. Hay, Springfield (not a member), secretary 1903-4.

Indiana Board.

There was no pharmacy law in Indiana until March,
1899, although strenuous efforts had been made as

early as 1885 to have one enacted. The board met
and organized May 3d, 1899.

Roster of members

:

First board—C. B. Woodworth. Ft. Wayne (president
in 1899 and 1903, and secretary in 1900 and 1904), 1899
to date; C. E. Crecelius. Xew Albany (secretary 1899),
1899-1904; T. E. Otto, Columbus (president in 1900 and
1904, and secretary in 1901), 1899 to date: H. E. Glick,

Lafayette (president in 1902, and secretary in 1900), 1899-

1904; G. W. Sloan, Indianapolis (president in 1901, and
secretary in 1902), 1899-1903 (died).
Present board—A. F. Sala. Winchester (secretary in

1905, now president), 1903-7; L. S. Riley. Corydon (presi-

dent in 1905), 1904-8; C. B. Woodworth. Ft. Wayne, 1899-

1909: T. E. Otto, Columbus (secretary). 1899-1907; va-

cancy on account of suspension of David Hecht, Evans-
ville, 1904-6.

Indian Territory Board.

A pharmacy law for Indian Territo;-y was enacted

in April, 1904, and the board was organized Septem-
ber 3d of that year.

lYLE.MKKEiKU IKIWAHl). I.. JIATTHEWS. l. ^v. SMmi.
Mftnber of Iowa Board of. President of Indian Territory Member of Senate that En- i

Pharmacy 1893 to_ death in Pharmaceutkal Association acted Idaho Pharmacy Law In maceutlcal Association since
1906: Secretary of Board of 18S9: Secretary of Board of
Pharmacy since that year. Pharmacy since 1897.
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GEORGK V. PAVXE, M. I).

President uf American Phar-
maceutical Association 1902-3—
Professor of Pharmacy Atlan-
ta College of Pharmacy since
1891: Dean since 1S98—Member
of Georgia Board of Pharmacy
1891-1906; Secretary 1S99-1906.

FllEEJlAX Jl. LiLlLEl:.

Charter Member of Massa-
chusetts Pharmaceutical Asso-
ciation 1882; Treasurer 1883-9;
President 1893-3—Member of
first Board of Pharmacy in
Massachusetts, serving eight-
een years, ten as'Secretary.

U»22-i9uj.)
First President of Maine

Pharmaceutical Associa t i o n
18671-73—Member of first Maine
Board of Pharmacy 1877-92—
Vice-President American Phar-
maceytical Association 1854-5.

F GODROLI)
Secretary-Treasurer of Louisi-

ana Board of Pharmacy; Pres-
ident of Pharmaceutical Asso-
ciation 1904-5—President of Na-
tional Association of Boards
of Pharmacy.

Roster of members

:

First board—L. Matthews, Miami (president), 1904-6;

H. D. Kniseley, Cliecotah (secretary), 1904-8; H. C. Cobb,
Muskogee (treasurer), 1904-6; W. A. Strother, Tulsa,
1904-9; F. C. Savage, Hartshorn, 1904-6.

Present board—Same as above, except that Mr. Strother
is president, and Mr. Savage has been succeeded by H. M.
Mitchell, Vinita. 1906-10.

Iowa Board.

A pharmacy law was passed in Iowa in 1880. There
are three members, and a secretary who according to

the present law shall not be either a pharmacist or a

member of the board.

Roster of members:
First hoard—C. A. Weaver, Des Moines, president; G.

H. Schafer, Fort Madison, secretary; Olaf M. Pleson, Fort
Dodge.
Present hoard—B. F. Keltz, Webster City (president

1906 to date), 1904-7; J. S. Goss, Atlantic (president in

1905), 1905-8; Fred. Russell, Rockwell City, 1903-9.

Others who have been members—J. H. Pickett, Ames,
1886-98; W. L. Leland, Hawarden, 1896-1905; Fletcher
Howard, Des Moines (president 1904-5), 1896-1905 (died);
T. N. Hendrlx, Columbus, 1899-1904; R. W. Crawford, Fort
Dodge.
Secretaries— S. J. Spaulding, Des Moines (indicted); C.

W. Phillips, 1896 to date.

Kansas Board.

The draft of a proposed pharmacy law was submit-
ted to the Kansas Pharmaceutical Association in 1881,
the first year of its existence, but it was not until

March 5th, 1885, that a law was enacted. The board
under this law organized May 9th following.

Roster of members

:

First hoard—P. Eager, Wyandotte; C. J. Buntin, Pre-
donia; W. A. Stafford, Florence; R. F. Bryant, Lincoln;
J. P. Taylor, Atchison.

Present board—C. L. Becker. Ottawa (president), 1902-7;
W. W. Naylor, Helton, 1896-1906; F. A. Snow, Topeka,
1904-7; L. Ardery. Huichinson (president in 1904), 1901-7;
W. E. SherrifE, Ellsworth (secretary 1901 to date), 1896-
1908.

Others who have been members—J. T. Moore. Lawrence
(president 1901). 1896-1902; W. C. Johnston, Manhattan
(secretary 1896-1900), 1896-1901.

Kentucky Board.

All towns having a population of 5,000 or more
were affected by the Kentucky Pharmacy law of 1874.
Prior to that time a poison law and a drug anti-adul-

teration law had been enacted in that State as well as

a law conferring upon the council of Louisville the

power to regulate the practice of pharmacy in that

c;ty. The 1874 law provided for a board of seven
members; the number was subsequently reduced to
five.

Roster of members:
First toard—3. J. Frost, Lexington (president 1874 to

his death 1880); Vincent Davis, Louisville (secretary
1874-82), 1874-82; C. Lewis Diehl, Louisville (president
1885-6, resigned), 1874-86; John Colgan, Louisville, 1874-
1882; H. M. Gilson, Paducah, 1874-1882; Emil Scheffer
Louisville, 1874-1882; J. J. Wood, Maysville, 1874 (re-
signed)

; W. H. Averill (appointed to fill vacancy, caused
by Mr. Wood's resignation; elected president to succeed
Mr. Frost, 18S0)-1882.
Present board—George T. Wilson. Bowling Green (presi-

dent 1906-7), 1904-8; J. 0. Cook, Hopkinsville, 1907-11- C.
Lewis Diehl, Louisville, 1903-7; Addison Dimmitt, Louis-
ville (president 1902-3), 1899-1903 and 1905-9; .James E.
Cooper, Lexington (treasurer), 1907-10; J. W. Gayle,
Frankfort, member and secretary, 1898-1902, and secretary
(not a member) 1903 to date.

Others who have been members—S. H. Ford, Owensboro
1880-2; J. W. Fowler. Louisville (secretary 1882-6- presi-
dent 1886-99), 1882-99; Wiley Rogers, Louisville (treasurer
1883-6, secretary 1887-97), 1883-97; J. A. Flexner, Louis-
ville, 1882-6; Henry Megill, Owensboro, 1883-5; Peter Nod-
ler, Covington, 1882-6; Theodore B. Wood, Lexington,
1SS3-5; F. C Hughes. Frankfort, 1886-8; J. H. Mallory,
Bowling Green, 1885-6; R. J. Snvder. Louisville, 1887-8;
W. B. McRoberts. Stanford, 1888-90; William Turner,
Bowling Green, 1888-9; E. Y. Johnson. Louisville. 1889-96;
W. S. Johnson. Henderson, 1890-4; W. G. White, Rich-
mond. 1891-5; A. R. Johnson, Henderson, 1895-9; C. S. Por-
ter, Somerset (president 1899-1900, and 1906), 1896-1900,
and 1902-6; John E. Stormes, Lancaster (president in
1904), 1900-4; E. L. Pieck, Covington (president in 1905),
1901-5; A. R. Harting, Lexington, 1906.

Louisiana Board.

A pharmacy law was passed in Louisiana in June,
1888. It required four years of experience before
registration, but no examination. The board, which
was organized October 17th, 1888, for several years
endeavored to get the law amended, which it finally

succeeded in doing in 1902. the amendment requiring
examination as well as experience. The nine mem-
bers of the board are appointed by the governor, for
five years, all terms expiring at the same time.

Roster of members:
First board—J. F. Thibodeaux. Thibodeaux. presi-

dent 1888-9 (died): W. A. Knapp, Lake Charles, 1889-93;
F. C. Godbold. New Orleans (secretary-treasurer 1888-93;
and 1S97 to date), 1888-1909; F. M. Brooks. Baton Rouge,
1888-91 (died); J. A. Lee. New Iberia, 1888-93; A. K. Fin-
lay. New Orleans. 1888-93; William Grauer. New Orleans
1888-97; R. N. Girling, New Orleans. 1888-93; Oscar Rob-
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bins. New Orleans, 188S-93; R. L. liar, Shreveport, 1888-93;

I. B. D. Greig, Lucy, 1891-3.

Present board—M. Bernstein, Shreveport (president),
1905-9; F. C. Godbold, New Orleans (secretary-treasurer),

1888-1909; W. M. Levy, New Orleans, 1901-9; C. D. Sauvi-

net, New Orleans, 1905-9; Adam Wirlh. New Orleans,

1905-9; E. L. Aaron, Alexandria, 1905-9; F. D. Bucking-
ham, Franklin, 1905-3; T. J. Labbe, St. Martinsville (presi-

dent 1&93-7), 1893-7 and 1905-9; T. J. Maguire, Baton
Rouge, 1905-9.

Others who have teen members—W. T. Taylor, New Or-

leans (secretary-treasurer 1893-7), 1893-1905; P. L. Viallon,

Bayou Goula (president), 1893-1903 (died); John Gazzo,

Rowland, 1893-7; R. T. Gibbj Mansfield, 1893-1900 (re-

signed); F. T. Rogers, New Orleans, 1893-7; L. F. Chalin,

New Orleans, 1833-1901; A. C. de Monsabert, New Orleans,
1897-1901; G. S. Brown, New Orleans, 1897-1905; C. M.
Brooks, Baton Rouge, 1897-1901; Max Samson, New Or-

leans (president 1904-5), 1901-5; Paul Fleming, St. Martins-
ville, 1901-5; E. N. Roth, Thibodeaux, 1901-5; F. H. Cor-

ruth, Lobdell, 1905 (resigned).

Maine Board.

The Maine board was organized March nth, 1877,

under the pharmacy law passed February 9th of that

year. It consists of three members, appointed by the

governor, no member to serve longer than two terms.

Roster of members:
First board—H. T. Cummings, Portland, 1877-92; J.

Q. A. Hawes, Hallowell, 1877-89; Herschel Boynton, Bidde-
ford, 1877-00.

Present hoard—C. H. Davis, Bangor (president 1905-6),

1905-6; F. W. Bucknam, Skowhegan (treasurer), 1905-8;

F. H. Wilson, Brunswick (secretary), 1902-7.

Others icho have been members—F. R. Partridge, Au-
gusta, 1SS9-98; E. H. Thompson, Biddeford, 1890-2; N. C.

Earle, Portland, 1892-4; P. L. Lord, Calais, 1894-1906; D.

W. Haseltine, Portland (secretary 1903-5), 1895-1901; J. F.

Young (president 1903-4), lS9S-19n4.

Maryland Board.

Efforts begun in 1867 to secure a pharmacy law for

Baltimore did not bear fruit until January 1872. Just

thirty years later a law for the State (except Talbot

county) was passed, and that county has since been

covered by the statute.

Roster of members:
First Baltimore board—J. Brown Baxley, Louis Dohme,

Dr. Richard Sappington.

Others icho xcere members—D. M. R. Culbreth, J. F.

Hancock, Edwin Eareckson, T. L. Richardson, H. P. Hyn-
son, Louis Schulz, J. \V. Foster, E. E. Quandt, D. R.

Millard, W. H. Osbourn, F. Hassencamp, J. Paris Moore,
Charles Caspari, Jr., Samuel Mansfield.

Present State board—William C. Powell, Snow Hill

(president 1S05 to date), 1903-7; Ephraim Bacon, Roland
Park (secretary 1905 to date), 1904-9; J. A. Davis, Balti-

more (treasurer), 1905-10; Louis Schulz, Baltimore, 1906-

11; H. L. Meredith, Hagerstown, 1903-8.

Others who have been members—C. B. Henkel, Annapo-
lis (president), 1902-4; D. R. Millard, Baltimore (secre-

tary). 1902-5; J. W. Foster, Baltimore (president 1904-5),

1902-6; W. E. Turner, Cumberland, 1902-3.

Massachusetts Board.

It was largely on account of the indefatigable work
and ever-watchful interest of S. A. D. Sheppard that

the Massachusetts pharmacy law was enacted and re-

ceived the governor's signature in 1885. For many
years prior to that time Massachusetts had had a poi-

son law and a drug anti-adulteration law!

Roster of members:
First hoard—H. M. Whitney, Lawrence (president).

1885-99; S. A. D. Sheppard. Boston (secretary), 1885-7; F.

H. Butler, Lowell. 1885-1903; J. H. Manning, Plttsfleld,

1885- : H. A. Estabrooke, Fitchburg. 18S5-.

Present hoard—Fred. A. Hubbard, Newton (president

1906 to date), 1904-8; William F. Sawyer. Boston (secre-

tary 1905 to date), 1903-7; Ernest Engstrom, Pittsfleld,

1906-11; L. A. Lamson, Hopedale, 1905-9; Charles N. Swift.

Brockton, 1906-10.

Others who have been members—John Larrabee. Mel-

rose (secretary 1896-9, president 1899-1900), 1887-1900; A.

K. Tilden, Boston (secretary 1900-3), -1903; J. A. Reice.

North Adams, -1901; C. F. Nixon, Leominster (president

1900-3, secretary 1903-4), 1899-1904; G. M. Hoyt, East Wey-
mouth (president 1903-4). 1902-6; H. Adams, Springfield

(president 1905), 1902-6; C. F. Ripley, Taunton, 1905-6.

Michigan Board.
In 1846 Michigan had a poison law and in 1868 a

drug anti-adulteration law. In 1877 the State asso-

ciation was working for a pharmacy law, but did not

succeed in having one passed until 1885. The law

went into final effect December i8th of that year, but

the board had been organized July 7th previously.

Roster of members

:

First Uiard—OttmaT Eberbach, Ann Arbor; James Ver-

nor, Detroit; Jacob Jesson, Muskegon; F. H. Van Emster,

Bay City; (Jeorge McDonald, Kalamazoo.

Present board—Henry Heim, Saginaw (treasurer 1898-

1900, secretary 1900-2, president 1902 to date), 1898-

1907; Sid. A. Erwin, Battle Creek (secretary 1906 to date),

1904-8; W. E. Collins, Owosso (treasurer 1906 to date),

1904-9; John D. Muir, Grand Rapids (secretary 1902-4,

treasurer 1904 to date), 1901-; A. H. Webber, Cadillac

(secretary 1904-6), 1902-6.

Others who have been members— S. E. Parkhill, Owosso
(president 1895-7), 1894-8; George Gundrum, Ionia (treas-

urer 1895-7, secretary, 1897-8, president 1898-1900), 1895-

1901; F. W. R. Perry, Detroit (secretary 1895-7), 1894-9;

A. C. Schumacher, Ann Arbor (secretary 1898-1900, presi-

dent 1900-2), 1895-1902; L. E. Reynolds, St. Joseph. 1897-

1902; C. A. Bugbee, Travers, -1897; W. P. Doty, Detroit

(treasurer 1900-3), 1S99-190:3: C. B. Stoddard, Monroe,
1902-4.

Minnesota Board.

Minnesota's pharmacy law dates from March 5th,

1885, but prior to that time there were statutes in that

State intended to regulate the sale of poisons and to

prevent the adulteration of drugs.

Roster of members

:

First board—Thodore F. Stark, Minneapolis (presi-

dent), 1885-9; R. 0. Sweeny, St. Paul (secretary), 1885-9;

S. L. Crocker, Minneapolis, 1885-8; H. G. Webster, Minne-
apolis (president 1886-7, secreta-y 1887-1904), 1885-1892

(during his last few terms as secretary, Mr. Webster was
not a member of the board) : W. S. Getty, St. Paul, 1885-92.

Present board—R. L. Morland. Worthington (presi-

dent 1904 to date), 1903-7; C. T. Heller, St. Paul, 1900-10;
J. A. Poetz, St. Peter, 1904-7; A. C. Le Richeaux, Duluth,
1904-8; E. A. Tupper, Minneapolis, 1904-9; Charles J. Moos,
Minneapolis, secretary (not a member).

Others who hare been members—A. 0. Slade, Winona
(president 1880), 18S6-9; J. H. Sails, Minneapolis, 1888-93;
W. A. Frost. St. Paul (president 1894-8), 1889-1900; H. P.

Barclay, 1889-95; Ray Humiston, Worthington, 1892-1901;
L. A. Harding, Minneapolis, 1893-8; G. H. Goodrich, Anoka
(president 1898-1903). 1895-1904; T. Griffen, Minneapolis.
1897-1901 (resigned); J. B. Atkinson, Litchfield. 1S9S-1903;
L. Troutman, Wabasha, 1901-4 (resigned), J. W. Harrah.
Minneapolis, 1901-3 (resigned); B. F. Carter, Minneapolisi
1903-4 (resigned).

Mississippi Board.

As early as the year the Circular was first pub-
lished Mississippi's code required poison sales to be
registered. A pharmacy law for the State was en-

acted in iSq2.

Roster of members:
First board—Byron Lemley, Jackson, president; J. C.

Means. Natchez, secretary; J. W. Eckford, Aberdeen; J.

W. Kimbrough. Meridian; J. B. Small, Winona.
Present hoard—A. Fly. McComb (president). 1904-8; S.

L. Caine (secretary). 1900-8; J. W. Quinn. Greenwood,
1904-8: F. B Peteet, Meridian, 1904-8; H. M. Faser, Ox-
ford. 1904-8.

Others irho hare been members—G. F. Moore. Jackson
(secretp.ry). 1896-1900, J. K. Webb. McComb (president),
1896-1900; R. Henderson, Corinth. 1896-1900; W. B. Har-
rington, Vicksburg. 1896-1900; C. W. Whltnev, Jr.. Fayette
(president 1900-4), 1899-1904; M. M. Watkins. Scranton,
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1900-4; R, C. Gibson, West Point, 1900-4; S. M. Covington
Summit, 1900-4.

Missouri Board.

On February 2d, 1874, the first pharmacy law for
Missouri received the signature of the governor.
Under it the St. Louis College of Pharmacy appointed
a board of pharmacy for that city. The State law was
passed in i88i, and the board was organized July 6th
of that year.

Roster of members

:

First St. Louis board—Theo. Kalb, president; J. M.
Good, secretary; Charles Habicht, F. X. Crawley, Maurice
W. Alexander.

First State board—Maurice W. Alexander, St. Louis
(president), 1881-90; James A. Howard, St. Louis (sec-
retary), 1881-3; James P. Hurt, St. Louis, 1881-2 (re-
signed).
Present board—Pa.n\ L. Hess, Kansas City (president

1902 to date), 1901-7; A. Brandenberger, Jefferson City
(president 1900-1, secretary 1901-3), 1897-1909; Charles
Geitner, St. Louis (secretary 1906 to date), 1905-8.
Others who have been members—P. H. Franklin Mar-

shall, 1882-90; W. T. Ford (secretary), 1883-90- F W
Sennewald, (secretary), 1890-1902 (died); A. R. Edmonds
Miami, 1891-7; A. T. Fleischman. Sedalia (president 1891-
1900, secretary 1900-1), 1891-1901; W. B. Kerns, Bunceton

EDWARD H. CURRIER, M. D. GEORGE F. UNDERHILL.
Charter Member of New Secretary of New Hamp-

Hampshlre Pharmaceutical As- shire Board of Pharmacy from
sociation 1874; President 1890-1; its creation in 1875 to his death
Treasuer 1895-9; Member of in 1906, a record unequaled—
Board of Pharmacy since 1882, Charter Member of Pharma-
its President since 1899. " ' " '""— "—^--'

(president 1901-2), 1899-1903; G. W. Carmack, Plattsburg
(president 1904-5, secretary 1905), 1902-5.

Montana Board.

In Montana a board of pharmacy was organized
April 9th, 1895, just one month after the enactment
of a pharmacy law for that State. The three members
are appointed by the governor.

Roster of members

:

First board—Emil Starz, Helena (president), 1895-7; D.
M. Newbro, Butte (treasurer), 1895-8; G. W. Shoemaker,
Helena (secretary), 189.5-6.

Present ftoord—Sidney J. Coffee, Missoula (president
1899-1902 and 1905 to date; secretary 1904-5), 1899-1902
and 1904-7; Alfred Whitworth, Deer Lodge (secretary
1896-8 and 1906 to date; treasurer 1905-6; president
1898-9), 1896-9 and 1905-8; Louis Dreibelbis, Butte (treas-
urer), 1906-9.

Others who have been members—Lee Warren, Bozeman
(president 1897-8, treasurer 1898-1900), 1897-1900; J. B.
Lockwood, Helena (secretary, 1898-1901), 1898-1901; C.
B. Hoskins, Butte (secretary 1901-2, president 1902-4),
1901-4; F. A. Woehner, Great Falls (secretary 1902-4),
1901-4; E. A. Heuser, Butte, 1902-4; Howard Rockefeller,
Butte (secretary 1904-5, president 1905-6), 1904-6.

Nebraska Board.

Pharmacy legislation proper in Nebraska dates back

to 1887. A board of pharmacy was organized April
7th of that year.

Roster of members

:

First board—W. C. Lane, Lincoln, 1887-9 (resigned)-
A. F. Streitz, North Platte, 1887-90; Henry Cook Red
Cloud, 1887-91; Max Becht, Omaha, 1887-93- H. D Boydon
Grand Island, 1887-94.

Present board—D. J. Fink. Holdredge (treasurer
1904-6, secretary 1906 to date), 1903-8; H. L. Harper Beat-
rice (secretary 1906 to date), 1904-9; A. V. Pease,' Fair-
bury (president), 190.5-7; George B. Christoph Norfolk
(treasurer 1906-7), 1905-10; Charles R. Sherman, Omaha',

Others who have been members—James Reed, Nebraska

,\. UK.\^"DE^'BERGER.
President of Missouri Phar-

maceutical Association 1902-3; maceutital Association 1894-5;
Secretary 1900-2; President of Member of Board of Pharmacy
Board of Pharmacy 1900-2 and since 1895—Vice-President of
1906-7; Secretary 1905-6; Treas- American Pharmaceutical As-""""

sociation 1895-6.1899-1900 and 1904-5.

City, 1889-95; J. E. Rigg-,, Lincoln, 1890-2; W. D. Haller,
Blair, 1891-6; M. E. Schultz, Beatrice, 1892-7; C. M. Clark.
Friend (president in 1895), 1893-8; G. J. Evans, Hastings
(secretary 1895-8, president 1898-9), 1894-9; A. W. Buchelt,
Grand Island (secretary 1898-9, president 1899), 1895-1900;
H. R. Gering, Plattsmouth (treasurer 1895-9, secretary
1899-1900), 1896-1901; H. H. Barth, Lincoln (president
1901-2, secretary 1900-01), 1897-1902; N. B. Hansen, Kear-
ney (secretary 1901-2, president 1902-4), 1898-1903; J. H.
Schmidt, Omaha (secretary 1902-4), 18991904; C. L. Still-

man, Columbus, 1900-3 (resigned); E. L. Wilson, St. Paul
(secretary 1904-5), 1901-6; W. W. Kendall, Superior (sec-
retary 1905-6), 1902-7; W. M. Tonner, Lynch (president
1904-5), 1903 5; M. A. Kuhn, Omaha, 1905 (resigned).

Nevada Board.

The Nevada Board of Pharmacy was organized
May 6th, 1901, 3 pharmacy law having been passed
on March 28th of that year. The five members were
appointed by the governor, to serve two years, but, as
he has made no further appointments, the original
members still hold office.

Roster of members

:

First and only board—S. J. Hodgkinson, Reno, presi-
dent; F. J. Steinmetz, Carson City, secretary; William
A. Brown, Winnemucca; A. M. Cole. Virginia City; J. M.
Taber, Elko.

New Hampshire Board.
A pharmacy law for New Hampshire was passed

in 1875, and on August 12th, of that year, the board
was organized, the three members being appointed by
the governor.

Roster of members:
First board—C. A. Tufts, Dover (president), 1875-99:

E. S. Russell, Dover (auditor), 1875-1882; C. S. Eastman.
Concord (treasurer), 1875-83.
Present board—^. H. Currier, Manchester (auditor 1882-

1900, president 1900-). 1882-1909; B. O. Aldrich, Keene,
1896-1907; Frank H. Wlngate, Nashua (secretary), 1906-8.

Others who have been members—C. F. Hlldreth, Sun-
cook (treasurer), 1883-8 (resigned); G. F. Underbill, Con-
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cord (secretary from the organization of the board until

his death in 1896; member part cf that time only).

New Jersey Board.

After working hard for a number of years the New
Jersey Pharmaceutical Association succeeded in hav-

ing a pharmacy law enacted under date of March 9th,

1877.
Roster of members:
First board—James R. Mercein, Jersey City, president;

HENEY HEIM. HEXKY A. JORDEN.
President of Michigan Board Secretary of New Jersey

of Pharmacy since 1902, having Board of Pharmacy since 1896.

previously served as Secretary
and as Treasurer.

William R. Laird, Jersey City; Charles Holzhauer, New-
ark; Emmor H. Lee, Camden; R. W. Vandervoort, Newark.

Present board—George H. White, Jersey City (presi-

dent 1S98 to date), 18981908; H. A. Jorden. Bridgeton,

(secretary), 1896-1911; Edward B. Jones. Mount Holly,

190O-10: David Strauss, Elizabeth, 1904-9; George W. Pari-

sen, Pti-th Amboy (treasurer 1904 to date), 1897-1907.

Others who have been members—G. A. Mangold, Tren-

ton (secretary), 1884-6; R. H. Van Sant, Trenton (secre-

tary), 1886-7; A. P. Brown. Camden, 1S86-S; August

0"^^
«3« «v

J. WILLIAM NEERG.^ARD, M. D.

(ISlO-l&SO)
President of New York

County Board of Pharmacy
1S72-6—Vice-President of New
York College of Pharmacy
1863 and many terms there-
after, having become a mem-
ber in 1855 and a trustee in

1859—Joined the American
Pharmaceutical Association in

WILLIAM SIMPSON.
(1839-1905)

President of American Phar-
maceutical Association 1S94-B—
One of the organizers of the
North Carolina Pharmaceuti-
cal Association ISSO; its Presi-
dent 1882-3; Secretary of Board
of Pharmacy lSsi-1902: Member
from its organization in 1881

Drescher, Newark, 1886-9; A. S. Elwell, Bridgeton, 1895-6;

W. C. Alpers, Bavonne, 1895-6; G. W. C. Phillips. Jersey

City, 1895-6; E. M. Wallington, Vineland. 1895-6; H. J.

Lohmann, Jersey City (president), 1896-7; W. T. Brown,
Madison (treasurer), 1896-1904; G. R. Davis, East Orange,

189G-1900; H O. Ryerson, Newton, 1900-5.

New Mexico Board.

In the early days of the Territory there was a law

in New Mexico requiring all poisons sold to be labeled

in both English and Spanish. It was February 24th,

1889, that a pharmacy law was passed. A board was
organized under the new law April 15th of that year.

Roster of members

:

First board—P. JI. Creamer, Santa Fe (president),
1889-95; E. W. Spencer, Albuquerque (secretary-treas-

urer), 1889-95; J. L. Zimmerman, Silver City, 1889-95; E.
.1. Murphy, Las Vegas (president 1S95-1907), 1889-1907;

\V. C. Porterfield, Silver City (secretary-treasurer 1895-

1906), 1889-1906.

Present board—Bern. Ruppe. Albuquerque (president
1897 to date), 1896-1908; A. J. Fischer, Santa Fe (secre-

tary 1906 to date), 1896-1909; G. S. Moore, Rosewell,
1906-10; P. Moreno, Las Cruces, 1900-10; E. G. Murphy,
Las Vegas.
Formerly a member—M. G. Padden, White Oaks, 1896-

1900.

New York Board.

From 1871 to 1879 the only pharmacy board in the

State was in New York county. This was organized

in 1871, under a law passed March 28th of that year.

The members were appointed by the mayor, and con-

sisted of one "pharmaceutist," one "practical drug-

gist" and two regular physicians.

On May 31st, 1872, the law was amended and an-

other board elected by the New York College of Phar-
macy superseded the one appointed in 1871.

In 1879, the Kings County Pharmaceutical Society

secured the enactment of a pharmacy law for that

county (Brooklyn). This board was organized July
23d, 1879.

Erie county (Buffalo) secured a pharmacy law
from the legislature April 25th, 1884, and organized a

board May 28th, 1884.

On May 24th, 1884, the legislature passed a gen-

eral pharmacy law to apply everywhere in the State

except in New York, Kings and Erie counties, which
already had boards. The State board was organized

on September 2d, 1884. Thus, at one time there were
four boards of pharmacy in this State.

On January 3d, 1898, under an amendment of the

pharmacy law enacted in 1897, the New York and
Kings county boards were consolidated under the

name of the Greater New York Board of Pharmacy.
There were five members, two of whom were elected

by the Kings County Pharmaceutical Society, two by
the New York College of Pharmacy and one by the

German Apothecaries' Society.

In 1901, all the boards were consolidated into the

present State board, which has three branches, west-

ern, middle and eastern. Each branch has five mem-
bers and the members are elected by the pharmacists

of the respective districts.

Roster of members:
Members of first Xeic YorTc county board—R. Ogden

Doremus. M. D.. Cornelius M. O'Leary, M. D., William
Graham, and wllliam Frohwein. all 1871-2.

Members of second Xew York county board—William
Neergaard, M. D., president, 1872-5; F. W. Weismann, M. D.
(.secretary 1872-3), 1872-5; Theobald Frohwein (secretary
1873-80, president 1882-3), 1873-83 (died); Paul BallufC,

1872-5, 1878-81; Manlius Smith, 1872-3 (resigned); B. F.
Hays, 1873-84, 1887-90; W. D. Day, M. D. (president),
1875-82 (resigned); G. Balsar, M. D., (secretary 1880-97),
1875-97; Gustav Ramsperger, 1875-8; S. H. Ambler, 1881-2
(resigned); W. F. Mittendorf. M. D., 1882, 1884-7; Adolph
Tsheppe (president 1883-4), 1882-4; P. W. Bedford (presi-

dent 1884-7). 1884-92 (died); G. G. Needham. A. D., 1884-

90; E. L. Miihau, 18S4-7; C.vrus Edson, M. D., president,
1887-97; Domingo Peraza, 1890-3; John Oehler, 1890-7;

O. G. Harrison, 1890-3; Smith Ely Jellifte, M. D., 1893?;
George C. Diekman, M. D., 1893-7.
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Kings county board—G. M. Baker, M. D. (president),
1879-84 (resigned); L. E. Nicot (secretary), 1879-91; G. A.
Newman, 1879-85; J. D. Rushmore, M. D., 1879-85- Audley
Haslett, M. D., 1879-85; W. P. De Forrest, 1884-91; D. L.
Cameron, 1890-8; C. E. de La Vergne, 1885-8; J. H. Hunt,
1885-8; W. M. Davis (president), 1891-4; L. T. Perkins
(secretary), 1891-8; E. H. Hartley (president), 1894-8; W.
M. Hutchinson, 1891-8; William Muir, 1894-8.

Greater Neiv York board—C. 0. Bigelow (president),
1898-1901; Sidney Faber (secretary), 1898-1901; George C.
Dlekman, M. D., 1898-1901; William Muir, 1898-1901- A H.
Brundage, M. D., 1898-1901.

Erie county board—R. K. Smither (president), 1884-
98; C. O. Rano (secretary), 1884-96; J. P. Diehl, 1884-90;
Dr. Willis G. Gregory (secretary 1897-9), 1890-9; E. J.

E. c \1 \\. 1 W. .S. P.\RKER.
Member ..f liist XmiiI, Da- Secretary of North Dakota

kota Board of fharmacy 1S87- Board of Pharmacy since 18a2—
92—First Treasurer ot Pharma- Secretary-Treasurer of Phar-
ceutical Association 1886-92— maceutical Association since
Retired from pharmacy. 1S93.

Ijiebetrut; Geor.?e Reimann (secretary), 1900-1; J. L.

Perkins, 1895-1901; J. A. Lockie, 1897-1901; Neil McEach-
ren, 1898-1901; A. J. Keller, 1900-1.

Old State hoard—A. B. Huested, Albany (president),
1884-1901; E. S. Da-wson, Syracuse (secretary), 1884-1901;

C. Z. Otis, Binghamton (treasurer), 1884-5; J. H. Smith,
Ausable Forks (treasurer 1885-G), 1884-6; H. S. Haskin,
Ithaca, 1884-6; Charles K. Brown, Deposit, 1885-90; F. L.

Norton, Delhi, 1900; C. H. Haskin, Rochester, 1901; J. C.

Smith, Plattsburgh, 1901.
Present State board—Eastern Branch—C. 0. Bigelow,

New York (chairman 1903-7), 1901-7; William Muir,
Brooklyn, 1901-8; F. P. Tuthill, Brooklyn, 1904-9; George
C. Diekman, New York, 1901-10; Joseph Welnstein, New
York (secretary), 1904-11.

Middle branch—Judson B. Todd, Ithaca (chairman
1906-7), 1902-7; Byron M. Hyde, Rochester, 1901-11; Charles
B. Sears, Auburn, 1901-8; John Hurley, Little Falls (chair-
man 1906), 1906-10; W. L. Bradt, Albany (secretary),
1901-9.

Western branch—Herbert M. Groves, Batavia (chairman
1906-7), 1905-9; J. A. Lockie, Buffalo, 1907-11; S. A. Grove,
Buffalo (chairman 1902-5), 1902-7; John C. Krieger, Sala-
manca, 1906-10; George Reimann, Buffalo (secretary 1902
to date), 1901-8.

Present oflficers general board—C. O. Bigelow, New
York, president; W. L. Bradt, Albany, secretary.
Past officers general board—A. H. Brundage, Brooklyn

(president 1903-4), 1901-4; C. B. Sears, Auburn, president,
1905-6; B. M. Hyde, Rochester, president, 1902-3; R. K.
Smither, Buffalo, president, 1901-2; Willis G. Gregory,
Buffalo (president 1904-5), 1901-6.
Others who have been members—J. C. Smith, Platts-

burgh, 1901-2; G. H. Merritt. Newburgh (chairman middle
branch). 1901-5; E. M. Jewell, Batavia, 1901-4; A. M. Pal-
mer, Clean, 1901-5; Charles S. Brb. New York (secretary
eastern branch), 1903-4; Sidney Faber, New York (secre-
tary eastern branch), 1901-3.

North Carolina Board.
Under the pharmacy law passed by the North Caro-

lina legislature March I2th, i88i, a board was or-

ganized May 17th of that year.

Roster of members:

First board—W. H. Green, Wilmington; William Simp-
son, Raleigh (secretary 1881-1903), 1881-1905; A. S. Lee,
Raleigh; E. H. Meadows, Newbern; E. M. Nadal, Wilson.
Present board—K. V. Zoeller, Tarboro (president In

1896), 1887-1907; F. W. Hancock, Oxford (secretary 1903
to date), 1899-1909; C. B. Miller, Goldsboro, 1905-11; W. W.
Home, Fayetteville, 1902-5; C. D. Bradham Newbern.
1903-8.

Others who have been members—John Tull, Morganton;
H. R. Home, Fayetteville; T. E. Smith, — ; W. H. Wearn
Charlotte, 1895-1903; P. W. Vaughan, Durham; N. D.'

Fetzer, Concord, 1895-1900; J. H. Bobbitt, Raleigh, 1890-2.

North Dakota Board.

The North Dakota Board of Pharmacy was or-
ganized May nth, 1887, before Dakota had been di-

vided and made into two States, the pharmacy law
having been enacted March 17th of that year. There
are three members, appointed by the governor.

Roster of members

:

First board—U. L. Hausamen, Grafton (president),
1887-1907; Frank Frisby, Bismarck (secretary-treasurer),
1887-9; E. C. Maxcy, Fargo, 1887-8.
Present board—U. L. Hausamen, Grafton (president)

;

WII.LI.\M E. OGIER. E. C. BEXT.
Member of Ohio Board of Secretary of South Dakota

Pharmacy since 1887; Secretary Board of Pharmacy since 1897—
since 1888 — Vice-President of Vice-President of South Da-
National Association ot Boardg kota Pharmaceutical Associa-
of Pharmacy 1905-6. tion 1896-7.

W. S. Parker, Lisbon (secretary-treasurer), 1891-1907; J.

M. S. Wilson, Fargo, 1904-7.

Formerly a member—H. E. White, Jamestown, 1895-1904.

Ohio Board.

Ohio druggists were working for a pharmacy law

in 1872, but their bill was defeated. On May Sth,

1873, however, a law was passed applicable only to

Cincinnati. The State pharmacy law was enacted

March i8th, 1884, and the board appointed under it

was organized April Sth following.

Roster of members

:

First State board—J. A. Nipgen, Chillicothe, 1884-8; E.

M. Hatton, Zanesville, 1884-9; P. H. Bruck, Columbus,
1884-7; E. S. Wayne, Cincinnati, 1884-5; F. T. Bower, To-

ledo. 1884-95.

Present members—F. H. King, Delphos (president),
1898-1908; W. R. Ogier (secretary), 1887-1907; M. G. Tielke,

Cleveland, 1905-10; Charles W. Tobey, Troy, 1901-7; Julius

Greyer, Cincinnati, 1896-1909.

Others ivho have been members—John Weyer, Cincin-

nati, 1885-94; Charles Krone, Hamilton. 1891-1901; J. M.
Colwell, Urbana, 1889-90; C. E. Ink. Columbiana, 1892-8;

A. Meininger, Cincinnati, 1894-6; George W. Voss, Cleve-

land, 189.5-1905; G. L. Hechler, Cleveland, 1888-92.

Oklahoma Board.

The Oklahoma pharmacy law was passed at the

first session of the legislature of that Territory. It

was the result of efforts of the territorial pharmaceut-
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ical association organized the year before. The board
first met en February 22d, 1891. The three members
are appointed by the governor.

Roster of members:
First board—E. W. Whitten, Oklahoma City, 1891-3; J.

A. Overstreet, Kingfisher, 1891-2; J. M. Craig, Guthrie
(secretary 1891-3), 1891-4.

Present board—A. B. Clark, Watonga (president), 1903-

8; F. B. Lillie, Guthrie (secretary), 1897-1906; E. E. How-
endobler, Perry (president 1895-6, secretary 1896-7, treas-
urer 1897 to date), 1895-1907.
Others who have been members—C. P. Wickmiller, King-

fisher (secretary 1893-5, president 1895-6), 1893-6; A. F.
Masterman, El Reno (president 1S94-5), 1893-5; J. M.
Remington, Shawnee (treasurer), 1904-5; W. F. Mayfield,
Norman (treasurer 1895-6, president 1896-7), 1S95-7; G.
B. Dean, El Reno (treasurer), 1896-7 (resigned); W. R.
McGeorge, Stillwater, treasurer 1897; L. J. Hord, Ponca
City, president, 1897; J. B. Gaylord, Tecumseh, 1897; Bos-
ton Wilson, Oklahoma City, president, 1897-8; C. A. Dow.
Pond Creek (president), 1898-1901; J. A. Hill, Enid (presi-
dent, 1901-3) (resigned).

Oregon Board.

The Oregon board was organized in 1891, the phar-
macy law creating it having been passed in that year.

There are five members, appointed by the governor.
Oregon is the first, and so far the only State to have
a woman as a board of pharmacy member.

Roster of members

:

First hoard—U. G. Clarke, Portland (president), 1891-4;
W. B. Welch, Portland (secretary), 1891-4; S. P. Gould,
Pendleton (treasurer), 1S91-4; D. J. Fry, Salem, 1891-4; A.
A. Jones, Baker City, 1S91-4.

Present board—Z. J. Riggs, Salem (secretary 1905-6,
president 1906 to date), 1902-7; Miss Kittle W. Harbord,
Salem (treasurer 1904-6, secretary 1906 to date), 1903-8;
J. M. A. Laue, Portland (secretary 1902-3, president 1903-5
and 1899-1900, treasurer 1894-9 and 1906 to date), 1894-
1904; George C. Blakeley, The Dalles (secretary 1901-2.
president 1904-5), 1898-1910; Clyde G. Huntley, Oregon
City (treasurer 1903-4, secretary 1904-5, president 1905-6)
1902-11.

Others who have been members—M. M. Davis, Yaquina,
(president), 1894-9; A. Yerington, Eugene (secretary
1903-4 and 1899-1901, treasurer 1902-3), 1894-1905; L. W.
Moody, Portland (secretary 1896-8, treasurer 1900-2, presi-
dent 1902-3), 1894-1903; Lee Steiner, Salem (president
1900-1), 1894-1901.

Pennsylvania Board.
For some reason which is not quite clear there was

enacted a pharmacy law for Lycoming county, Pa.,
April nth, 1866. Under this law any one could pay
the fee and secure the necessary license to carry on
the drug business. Even earlier than that—at least
ten years earlier—Pennsylvania had a poison law. In
1868 a bill to make the Lycoming law applicable to the
entire State was defeated. April 4th, 1872, a law for
Philadelphia was passed. The first State law was
signed May 14th, 1887, and the first board under it

was organized July 12th following.
Roster of members:
First Philadelphia &oord—James N. Marks (member of

legislature), president; James T. Shinn, secretary Ed-
ward Parrish, Charles L. Eberle, Robert England. '

Other members of old Philadelphia board—E. P Llppln-
cott, W. C. Bakes, B. L. Smedley. L. Wolff (president) J
F. Hayes (secretary), H. P. John, J. L. Supplee, J. J
Ottinger.

First Slate board—Alonzo Robbins, Philadelphia (presi-
dent), 1887-94; F. H. Eggers, Allegheny qity (treasurer),
i887-91; H. B. Cochran, Lancaster (secretary) 1887-91-
A. B. Burns, Montrose, 1887-91; H. A. Tafel, Philadelphia
Present members—'Lonia Emanuel, Pittsburg (treasurer

1891-4, president 1894-1902 and 1905 to date), 1891-1902
and 1905-7; Charles T. George, Harrisburg (secretary
1891-4, treasurer 1894-6, secretary 1896 to date), 1891-1910-
W. L. Cliffe, Philadelphia (treasurer), 1903-8- George w'
Davis, Scranton, 1902-7; L. L. Walton, Wllliamsport, 1906-9".

Others who have been members—A. J. Tafel, Philadel-

phia, 1889-91; H. C. Porter, Towanda (treasurer), 1894-
1903; E. A. Cornell, Wllliamsport, 1S94-9; F. A. Boericke,
Philadelphia, 1894-1902; G. W. Kennedy, Pottsville (presi-
dent 1902-3), 1900-3 (died); W. G. Minnick, Allegheny,
1902-6; P. W. Houck, Shenandoah (president 1903-5),
1903-6 (suspended).

Rhode Island Board.

In i860 Rhode Island's statute books were searched
and no trace of a law intended to regulate the sale of

LOUIS EMANUEI,. CHAKLEs 1. UKOBQE.
President of Pennsylvania President of Pennsylvania

Board of Pharmacy for sev- Pharmaceutical Association
eral terms—Treasurer of Na- 18S5-6; Secretary of Board of
tional Association of Retail Pharmacy since 1893.
Druggists.

poisons or other drugs was found. On March 31st,

1870, a pharmacy law for this State was enacted. The
board was organized June 17th of that year. The
seven members are appointed by the governor.

Roster of members

:

First board—A. L. Calder, Providence (president),
1870-85; W. B. Blanding. Providence (president 1885-93),
1870-93 (died); Ossian Sumner, Providence, 1870-6; N. N.
Mason, Providence (registrar 1870-89, president 1893-1906),
1870-1906 (resigned); Bela P. Clapp, Pawtucket, 1870-6;

R. J. Taylor, Newport, 1870-2 (died) ; Philip Caswell, New-
port, 1870-3.

Present board—W. J. McCaw, Providence (president
1906 to date), 1893-1909; H. A. Pearce, Providence (regis-

trar 1902 to date), 1897-1909; F. A. Jackson, Woonsocket,
1896-1909; I. T. Wright, Newport, 1899-1909; A. W. Fenner,
Providence, 1906-9; N. F. Reiner, Centredale, 1902-9; J. E.
Brennan, Pawtucket, 1906-9.

Others who have been members—^A. J. Congdon, East
Greenwich, 1872-9; J. H. Taylor, Newport, 1873-99 (died);
W. E. Clarke, Providence, 1876-96 (resigned); W. E. Col-
well, Pawtucket, 1876-96 (resigned); A. B. Collins, Wes-
terly, 1879-1906; W. H. Cotton, Newport. 1884-94; H. M.
Dudley, Woonsocket, 1885-96 (died); E. C. Danforth,
Providence (registrar 1890-4), 1888-94 (resigned); W. E.
Gates, Providence, registrar, 1894-7; W. R. Potter, Provi-
dence (registrar 1897-1902), 1896-1902 (resigned).

South Carolina Board.

Under an old law the medical faculties of two col-

leges in South Carolina were authorized to regulate
the practice of pharmacy in that State. This law was
repealed March loth, 1876, by the passage of a more
modern one and a board of pharmacy was organized
July 5th of that year. Under the present law the six

members of the board are elected by the State phar-
maceutical association.

Roster of members

:

First board—G. J. Luhn. Charleston, president- S. H.
Heinitsch, Columbia; W. C. McMillan, Marion; C. G. Erck-
man, Charleston, secretary; H. Baer, Charleston.
Present board—0. A. Matthews, Bennettsville (presi-

dent), 1906-11; F. M. Smith, Charleston (secretary 1905 to
date), 1903-8; H. E. Heinitsch, Jr., Spartanburg, 1906-12;
J. G. DeLorme, Sumter, 1900-10; M. H. Sandifer Rock
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Hill (secretary 1901-5), 1899-1907; O. Y. Owings, Columbia,
1896-1909.

Others who have been members—E. S. Burnham,
Charleston (president 1894-1904), 1894-190G; A. A. Kroeg,
Charleston, 1894-5; Henry Plenge, Charleston, 1894-9; H.
W. Hummel (secretary), 1894-5; R. P. Lorvea, Manning
(secretary 1895-9), 1894-9 (died); 0. E. Thomas, Columbia
(president 1904-6), 1S94-1906; P. Robertson, Newberry,
1894-1904; L. G. Wood, Columbia, 1896-S; J. R. Henderson,
Spartanburg, 1S9S-9; J. A. Barbot, Charleston, 1899-1906.

South Dakota Board.

Before Dakota had been divided its legislature

passed a law providing for two boards of pharmacy,
one for the northern part of the Territory and one for

the southern. This was in 1887. A State law for

South Dakota was enacted March 8th. 1890, and a

board organized under it October 1st following.

Roster of members

:

First territorial board—H. L. Warne, Mitchell; D. S.

White, Flandreau; J. L. Kreychie, Iroquois.
First State board—0. H. Tarbell, Watertown (presi-

dent), 1S90-5; J. H. Ferris, Carthage (treasurer), 1890-5:
I. A. Keith, Lake Preston (secretary 1890-1900, president
1900-1 and 1905-6), 1890-1901 and 1902-6; A. H. Stiles,

1890-5; A. F. Ayer, 1890-5.

Present board—.lames Lewis. Canton (president 1898-
1900 and 1906 to date), 1895-1900 and 1906-9; 0. A. Griffen.

I, A. KEITH.
President of National Asso-

ciation of Boards of Pharmacy
1905-6—Member of South Da-
kota Board of Pharmacy;
President and Secretary many

UAMU 1-. .JU.NES.

President of South Dakota
Board of Pharmacy; President
of Pharmaceutical Association
1S99-1900—Formerly Professor

Pharmacy South Dakota
terms; Secretary of Pharma-I State Agricultural College.
ceuUcal Association 1SS7-97. '

Aberdeen. 1905-8; D. F. .Jones, Watertown (president
1901-5), 1901-7; E. C. Bent, Dell Rapids (secretary), 1902-7.

Others who hare been members—N. J. Bleser, Milbank
(president 1895-8), 189.5-1901; C. C. Maxwell, Arlington,
1895-7; W. T. Hull. Alexandria, 1900-2; F. C. Smith, Madi-
son, 1901-2; L. C. Ramsdell, Beresford, 1903-5.

Tennessee Board.

In the early sixties Tennessee had poison and drug
anti-adulteration laws, but it was not until March
27th, 1893, that that State had a real pharmacy law.

It has had a board of pharmacy since April i8th of

that year.

Roster of members:
First board—R. H. Gordon, Nashville (president),

1893-7; J. O. Purge. Nashville (secretary), 1893-9; L.

Laureson, Nashville. 1893-4; A. A. Yeager, Knoxville. 1893-

1901; J. F. Voight, Chattanooga (president 1897-9 and
1906 to date), 1893-9 and 1902-7.

Present board—J. F. Voight. Chattanooga (president),
1893-9 and 1902-7; W. A. McBath, Knoxville, 1902-6; B. H.
Owen, Clarksville (president 1902-6), 1898-1908; Jerome B.

Sands, Nashville. 1906-9; O. S. Nance. Jackson. 1905-10;

Ira B. Clark, Nashville, secretary 1904-7 (not a member).
Others tpho have been members—J. S. Robinson, Mem-

phis, 1894-1905; A. B. Rains, Columbia, 1899-1906 (re-

signed>; C. M. Greve, Chattannoga, 1899-1902; R. L. Eves,
Nashville, secretary, 1899-1904 (not a member).

Texas Boards.

The pharmacy law of Texas, signed by the gover-

nor April 6th, 1889, provides for a board of pharmacy
in each judicial district of that State^of which there

are some three score. The law is enforced in some
districts and not in others. The State association has

long striven valiantly for a better law, but so far in

vain.

Utah Board.

This board was organized October 2d, 1892, under
the pharmacy law passed March loth of that year.

The five members are appointed by the governor.

COLLINS BLAKELY, J. O- BELLKOSE.

Member of Vermont Board Secretary of Vermont Board
of Pharmacy from Its organ- of Pharmacy since its organ-
ization in 1890 to 1902; President ization in 1894.

Roster of members:
First board—F. A. Druehl, Salt Lake City (president),

1892-4- C. H. McCoy, Salt Lake City (secretary), 1892-

1908; H. S. Payne, Salt Lake City, 1892-4; F. H. Hurlburt,

Park City, 1892-4; W. A. Wade, Brigham, 1892-5.

Present board—B. F. Ritter. Logan (president 1902 to

date). 1896-1900 and 1902-11; C. H. McCoy, Salt Lake City

(secretary) 1892-1908; W. N. Dayton, Salt Lake City,

1906-10; John Cully, Ogden, 1906-11; J. L. Franken, Salt

Lake City, 1898-1908.

Others who have been members—J. B. Farlow, Salt

Lake City, 1894-6; G. H. Fennemore, Beaver City, 1894-

1902- J. H Boydon, Coalville, 1894-1901; F. C. Schwamm,
Salt Lake City, 1895-8; W. W. Cooke, Milford (president),

1902-6; T. W. Carr, Ogden, 1904-6.

Vermont Board.

The Vermont board was organized January 1st,

1895, under the law approved December ist, of the

preceding year. There are five members, appointed

by the governor.

Roster of members:
First board—A. W. Higgins, Rutland (president), 1895-

1906- J. G. Bellrose, Burlington (secretary), 1895-1907; F.

W. Pierce, Chester, 1895-8; C. C. Bingham. St. Johnsbury

(president 1899-1907), 1895-1907; Collins Blakeley, Mont-

pelier (treasurer 1898-1902). 1895-1902.

Present board—C. C. Bingham, St. Johnsbury (presi-

dent), 1895-1907; W. F. Root, Brattleboro, 1903-7; W. R.

Warner, Vergennes, 1906-7; D. F. Davis, Barre. 1906-8.

Others who have been members—A. L. Dutcher, St.

Albans, 1899-1904; Z. B. Hopkins, Burlington. 1904-5.

Virginia Board.

Virginia's code of i860 contains a drug anti-adul-

teration section, and about ten years later a law re-

quiring the registration of the sale of poisons was
passed in that State. The pharmacy law was enacted
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March 3d, 1886, and the board was organized March
25th of that year. The five members are appointed

by the governor.

Roster of members

:

First board—Robert Brydon, Danville (president 1886-

CKAKLES B. FLEET. E. R. BECKWITH.
Secretary of Virginia Phar- Leader in movement to form

maceutical Association since Virgmia Phariraceutical A^so-
1887: Member Board of Phar- ciation 1883 first Secretary

macy 1889-94 and 1902 to date; 1SS2-7; President .18S9;90-Secre-

President lS93-J-Author of ar- tary of Virginia Board of

tide on "Pharmacy in Old Vir- Pharmacy 1886-1901-Issued call

ginia" on page 184 of this issue, for and was first Secretary of

94), 1886-98; E. R. Beckwith, Petersburg (secretary-

treasurer), 1886-1901; J. W. Thomas, Jr., Norfolk, 1886-91;

T. R. Baker, Richmond, 1886-91; Edgar Warfleld, Alexan-

dria, 1886-91 and 1897-1902.

Present board—3. L. Avis, Harrisonburg (president

1901 to date), 1894-1910; H. S. Arrington, Norfolk, 1906-11;

C. P. Kearfoot, Martinsville, 1901-6; G. T. Mankin, Falls

Church, 1903-8; T. A. Miller, Richmond (secretary), 1886-

1909.

Others who have been members—C. B. Fleet, Lynchburg,
1891-4 and 1903-6; J. F. Christian, Roanoke, 1891-4; J. W.
Pearce, Richmond, 1891-4; C. R. Link, Charlottesville, 1898-

1903.

Washington Board.

The pharmacy law of the State of Washington was
passed March 9th, 1891, and the board was organized

June 15th of the same year. The governor appoints

the five members.
Roster of members

:

First board—3. W. McArthur. Spokane (president 1891-

4 and 1901-7, secretary 1899-1901), 1891-4 and 1897-1907; A.

C. Clarke, Olympia (secretary), 1891-4; A. M. Stewart
(president 1894-8), 1891-8; W. H. T. Barnes, Seattle (sec-

retary 1894-9) 1891-9; D. O. Woodworth, EUensburgh,
1891-4.

Present board—J. W. McArthur, Spokane (president)

P. Jensen, Tacoma (secretary 1901 to date), 1898-1908; E.

P. Offerman, Fair Haven, 1901-10; L. L. Tallman, Walla
Walla, 1901-11; T. W. Lough, Seattle, 1904-9,

Others who have been members—L. D. P. Collins, New
Whatcom, 1894-1900; C. F. Krum, Spokane. 1894-7; J. H.
Day, Dayton (president 1898-1901), 1894-1901; Isaac Korn,
Seattle, 1899-1904.

West Virginia Board.

A pharmacy law was passed in West Virginia in

1881. The board was organized in May of that year.

The board is appointed by the board of pubHc works,

one member from each congressional* district of the

State—a unique feature of this law.

Roster of members

:

First board—J. L. W. Baker, Martinsburg (president).
1881-3; Edmund Booking, Wheeling (secretary-treasurer),
1881-5; E. L. Boggs. Charleston, 1881-4.

Present board—F. P. Haymaker. Clarksburg (presi-
dent 1902 to date), 1901-9; John Strosnider, Williamson,
1905-9; Ernest L. Love, Grafton. 1903-10; H. L. Bcggs,

Charleston (president 1899-1903), 1899-1903 and 1906-7; A.

Walker, Sutton (secretary), 1902-8.

Others who have been members—J. G. McLain, Wheel-
ing (secretary-treasurer), 1890-4; 0. P. Sydenstricker,
Lewisburg (president), 1890-4; J. W. Brown, Charleston
(president 1894-8), 1890-8; A. T. Young, Wheeling, 1890-

7; H. F. Pfost, Jackson (secretary-treasurer 1894-8), 1894-

1900; H. N. White. Bluefield (president 1898-9), 1894-9;

C. W. Wlnsor, Wellsburg. 1897-8; W. S. Hamilton, Fair-

mont (secretary 1899-1902), 1898-1902; G. H. Ebeling,
Wheeling, 1899-1901; E. B. Hall, Parkersburg, 1900-2; J. L.

Crider, Huntington, 1901-5.

Wisconsin Board.

There was a drug anti-adulteration law in Wiscon-
sin as early as 1846, and a poison register law in 1862.

In 1876 a pharmacy law applicable to Milwaukee only

was enacted. The State pharmacy law was passed

March 24th, 1882, and the board was organized April

13th following. The five members of the board are

appointed by the governor.

Roster of members

:

First board—Adam Conrath, Milwaukee, 1882-90; H. B.
Heimstreet. Janesville (secretary). 1882-1901; A. H. Hol-
lister, Madison, 1882-8; Fred Robinson, Kenosha, 1882-93

(died); Thomas H. Speace. La Crosse. 1882-7.

Present board—H. A. Peters. Oeonomowoc (president).
1903-8; H. G. Ruenzel. Milwaukee (secretary). 1902-7; H.
B. Allen. Richland Centre, 1906-10; O. J. S. Boberg. Eau
Claire, 1905-9; Edward Williams, Madison. 1905-10.

Others ivho have been members—Charles R. Bechman,
Fountain City, 1888-96 (died); H. 0. Frank, Milwaukee,
1893-8; A. F. Menges, Madison, 1895-1905; R. D. Pulford,
Mineral Point, 1889-93 (died) ; John Rosch, Menosha.
1893-4; H. C. Schranck, Milwaukee. 1891-1905; D. A. Tay-
lor, Stevens Point, 1896-1905; H. G. Thompson, Marinette,
1898-1902.

Wyoming Board.

The legislature of Wyoming Territory enacted a

pharmacy law February 29th, 1888, and the board was
organized during that year. The law is not enforced.

The three members are appointed by the governor.
Roster of members:
First board—A. R, Troxell, Cheyenne (secretary). 1S8S-

94: F. P. Shannon. 1888-92: William Wilson. 1888-90.

Present board—W. H. Edelman. Rawlins, president:
Griff H, Maghee. Rawlins, secretary: Fred Roedel, Raw-
lins. (All appointed in 1893).

Others who have been members—E, L, Fish. Sheridan
(secretary 1896) ; Frank H, Eggleston. Laramie,

R. A. Sauerhering, one of the pioneers of phar-

macy in Wisconsin, opened a drug store at Mayville,

Lodge county, in June, 1836, in a small frame build-

ing which he himself erected. After some years he

put up a larger brick building which he has occupied

ever since. In 1903, after having been in the harness
for forty-seven successive years, he transferred his

business to his son, Edward H. Sauerhering. He
still occasionally helps about the place.

Henry D. Meyer, St. Charles, Mo., entered the drug
business in 1845, '" Germany. In October, 1856. he
opened a store at his present location and has occu-

pied the place continuously ever since. The business

is conducted at present under the name of Henry D.
Meyer & Son.

Under date of February 20th, 1905, W, J. Ervin, of

Hamilton, Mo., who entered the field July i8th, 1867,

wrote that in 1856 D. Harfield Davis, of Gallatin,

Mo., was in the drug trade and was stil! in busi-

ness.

The history of pharmacy in Wisconsin has been
written and published bv the school of pharmacy of

the State university. The book is entitled 'Ilie Bad-
ger Pharmacist and is unique.
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Co-operative Societies of Druggists.

Long before the National Association of Retail

Druggists was thought of, druggists were banding to-

gether for financial benefit, forming associations and
corporations, and trying to form other associations

and corporations, sometimes failing to organize, and

as often as not, organizing, and then going to pieces

again through mismanagement or indifference.

A great deal of the news of the drug trade for the

last fifty years has been accounts of these co-operative

ventures. Many very elaborate and very promising

projects were among them, and created considerable

and wide-spread attention for a time, only to sink in a

few months quite out of memory.

But, on the other hand, many of these ventures lived

and thrived, and to-day we have a large number of

successful co-operative concerns, invested in and man-
aged entirely by druggists, and for druggists—con-

cerns that have lived and prospered long enough to

make them business permanencies.

Co-operative eflforts by retail druggists—those that

require investment in stock—may be divided into

three classes—co-operative manufacturing, co-oper-

ative buying and co-operative insurance.

Co-operative Manufacturing.

More attention has been paid to co-operative manu-
facturing by retail druggists than to either of the

other two classes. Their plans have usually been
along similar lines, involving the purchase by each
member of a minimum amount of stock and fixing a

maximum also.

In 1896 there occurred a remarkable growth of this

idea. Companies were formed in almost every sec-

tion of the United States. In that year Kansas City

launched out with 150 members, and proposed taking

in members from all over Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska
and the surrounding States. Wisconsin followed, the

movement being endorsed by the State association,

and Louisville came next, its plan calling for 150
members at $10 each.

By July, Boston had her New England Pharma-
cal Co., with plans all laid. The California Pharma-
ceutical Society was next. Then came the Empire
State Drug Co. In August, Eastern Missouri fell in

line, the St. Louis Apothecaries' Association, appoint-

ing a committee to plan the preliminaries, but after-

ward deciding to accept on trial the invitation ex-

tended by the United States Pharmacal Co.—organ-
ized in Qiicago a few months before—to join that or-

ganization. Grand Rapids, Mich., organized, and so

did Richmond, V'a. Newark, N. J., came with her

"New Jersey Home Laboratory Association ;" and
Oregon, with a "Columbia Pharmacal Association."

These are only a few of the many pharmacal com-
panies organized in that year. In no year before or

since has there been so many. Most of them are no
more. The Louisville association soon dropped out
and those of Richmond, Grand Rapids, Kansas City

and several others very soon followed.

Among the companies that lived, are the Minnesota
Pharmaceutical Manufacturing Co., incorporated in

1895, which owns a handsome laboratory in Minne-
apolis and pays good dividends ; the L^nited Stat'^s

Pharmacal Co., of Chicago, a very successful con-

cern with a large number of members and products

;

the Wisconsin Pharmacal Co.. with a large laboratoPi'

in Milwaukee; the Empire State Drug Co., head-

quartered at Buffalo ; and the New Jersey Home Lab-
oratory Association, Newark.

In passing, notice must be taken of several giant

manufacturing concerns organized by retail druggists

within the last few years. One of these is the United

Drug Co., in which several hundred of the largest re-

tailers of the United States are interested. The
American Druggists' Syndicate is another giant cor-

poration of retailers.

Co-operative Buying.

The growth of this movement has been rapid, and
its history is filled with fewer fruitless attempts and
failures than that of co-operative manufacturing.

The New York Consolidated Drug Co. was or-

ganized several years ago with eleven members. The
plan was a si:ccess from the start. Soon the com-
pany was incorporated, and the capitalization and
number of members were several times increased, until

now there are 200 members, each holding $300 in

stock. The company is doing business as a regular

wholesale institution, and turns over its $60,000 capi-

tal stock about ten times a year.

The Brooklyn Consolidated Drug Co. has nearly

200 stockholders, and has been in existence several

years.

The Philadelphia Wholesale Drug Co. is a regu-

larly incorporated wholesale house, though it began
like the others as a buying club.

The Washington Wholesale Drug Exchange occu-

pies its own building, and more than one half of the

city's retail druggists are stockholders.

The Calvert Drug Co., of Baltimore, is also a whole-

sale concern that was formed as a buying club.

Buffalo and Providence are among other cities that

liave buying' clubs.

Last winter delegates from many of these com-
panies met in this city and organized the Associated
Drug Companies of America, with the following of-

ficers : President, Dr. William C. Anderson, of

Brooklyn; secretary, John G. Wischerth, of Brook-
lyn ; first vice-president, James O'Hare. of Provi-

dence ; second vice-president, Frank R. Rohrman, of

Philadelphia ; and treasurer, S. A. Grove, of Buffalo.

President Anderson said in a recent letter to the Cir-
cular ; "The first annual meeting will be held in New
York in January, 1907, when a number of applica-

tions for membership will be acted upon and plans

adopted to make it still more beneficial to those inter-

ested in co-operative buying. The advantages gained
during its short existence proves that the best inter-

ests of the retail drug trade are served by the most
extensive co-operation."

The purposes of the organization include the en-
couragement of the formation of local buying clubs
throughout the country, and mutual protection against
the opposition of the regular wholesalers.

The National Association of Retail Druggists had
until the last convention opposed buying clubs, re-

questing retailers to buy through the regular jobbers,
but last fall the resolution adopted on the subject de-
clared it to be entirely a local matter.

Co-operative Insurance.

In 1875, there began a movement in this city to
form a "Druggists' Mutual Benefit Society." "whereby
on the death of a member each surviving member
should contribute one or two dollars toward placing
beyond want the family or dependents of the de-
ceased." Edward Rulon, of Brooklyn, began active
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work in this direction, but it was soon learned that

there was already such an organization in existence—

though it has since become defunct—H. A. Casse-

beer, of 57 Fourth avenue, this city, being the direc-

tor, and drawing its membership from "New York,

Brooklyn, Jersey City, Hoboken and Newark." This

society admitted "any apothecary, druggist, or his as-

sistants, teachers in colleges where pharmacy is

taught, in ordinary good health." It was called the

Apothecaries' and Druggists' Mutual Life Associa-

tion.

The Western Druggists' Mutual Benefit Associa-

tion was organized in 1880. It subjected all appli-

cants to ris:id medical inspection. The sum payable

at death was limited to $5,000. J. F. Judge was

president and J. M. Judge, secretary, both of Cincin-

nati. The association was dissolved in 1880, dividing

its funds among the members in good standing.

Mutual fire insurance fared better as to durability.

There are now two druggists' fire insurance compa-

nies, one in South Dakot'a and one in Ohio. Wiscon-

sin druggists organized a company several years ago,

but disbanded when the old line companies reduced

their rates to what the druggists considered an

eauitable basis.

'Clay W. Holmes, of Elmira, this State, endeavored

to organize a company in 1885, but nothing came of it.

Since then the German Apothecaries' Society, as-

sisted by other New York drug associations, has made

an attempt to organize, but failed owing to the restric-

tions of the State law and the large paid in capital

demanded.

The Ohio Druggists' Mutual Fire Insurance Com-

pany was organized under the auspices of^ the State

pharmaceutical association nearly twenty 'years ago.

The risks in force on May 31st, 1906, amounted to

$1,395,860, on which the premiums were $i5-955-92-

About one- fourth of these premiums is rebated each

year to the members. There was in May a surplus

of $12,071.46, and the assets amounted to $72,917.18.

The percentage of loss on the average premium was

5.4 per cent.

The South Dakota Mutual Fire Insurance Com-
pany has been in existence for several years. It is

managed by druggists, and nearly all in the State are

insured in it. It accepts insurance on retail stores

outside of the drug trade.

About three years ago Frank H. Freericks, of Cin-

cinnati, a druggist and lawyer, began agitating the

subject of a national fire insurance company. It is

said that nearly three-fourths of the necessary capital

stock has been subscribed.

Other Mutual Plans.

These chiefly embrace mutual efforts carried on by

retail associations but which are not in the line of

ordinary association work. Principal among them is

the "legal aid" idea, of which the German Apothe-

caries' Society, of this city, is a prominent supporter.

The society has a legal aid, or law protective com-

mittee, which upon request of the deferydant, investi-

gates any suit brought against a member, and, upon

being satisfied of his innocence, turns his case over to

the society's attorney, the defendant being exempted

from the cost of the defence. There are several other

associations that offer similar legal aid.

Some of the retail associations also have a mortuary

fund, the German Apothecaries' Society being among
this number also.

Government Stamp Tax.

Twice during the last fifty years—and only twice

in the history of the nation—the federal government

has imposed a stamp tax on proprietary medicines and

perfumeries and cosmetics. Each time it was to raise

war funds.

The first tax was imposed by act of congress on

June 30th, 1864. It required the manufacturer to

affix a stamp to every package of medicine when he

had or claimed to have "any private formula or occult

secret or art for the making or preparing the same,"

the following being the denominations:

When the package did not exceed the retail value

of 25 cents, I cent ; not more than 50 cents, 2 cents

;

not more than 75 cents, 3 cents; not more than one

dollar, 4 cents; for each and every 50 cents or frac-

tional part thereof over $1, an additional 2 cents.

Perfumery and cosmetics were taxed at the same

rate as medicines. National Formulary, dispensatory

and pharmaceutical journal formulas and physicians'

prescriptions were exempt.

Alcohol was taxed $2 a gallon.

This tax, when proposed, contemplated rates just

double those above, but heroic efforts on the part of

proprietary manufacturers brought about a compro-

mise.

This tax remained in effect until March, 1883,

when it was repealed through the influence of the

proprietary association, which had been organized a

couple of "years previous for that purpose. The alco-

hol tax was reduced to 90 cents per proof gallon.

The Spanish war tax was approved in congress on

June 13th, 1898. It embraced practically the same

classes of goods as the civil war tax, but the rates

were lower, though as first proposed they were nearly

twice as high as finally fixed by the law. The rates

were as follows

:

When the retail price was not more than 5 cents,

one-eighth of one cent ; not more than 10 cents, two-

eighths of one cent; not more than 15 cents, three-

eighths of one cent; not more than 25 cents, five-

eighths of one cent ; for each additional 25 cents or

fraction thereof, five-eighths of one cent.

The alcohol revenue tax was raised from 90 cents

to $1.10 per proof gallon.

The stamp tax was repealed early in 1901. through

the combined efforts of the three branches of the drug

trade ; but the war tax on alcohol has not been re-

duced, though great efforts in that direction have

been made bv the orsranized drug trades.

On July 22d, T906. the St. Paul Pioneer-Press said:

"T. K. Gray, pioneer in Minneapolis, who has occu-

pied the same store on Bridge square continuously

since 1857, has been driven out of that locality for the

time being at least by a fire which occurred yesterday

morning and which destroyed or ruined a greater por-

tion of his stock and damaged the building. He put

up the building at T08 Hennepin avenue in 1857 and
through all the changes that time has brought in the

business district he has steadfastly remained until the

present time at his old stand.

V. C. Pierce, 252 Illinois street, Chicago, became a
subscriber for the Circular the first year it was pub-

lished, and has remained one ever since.

Edison & Ayrcs, druggists and chemists, Second
and Liberty streets, Hastings, Minn., had a card in

the CiRCUL.\R in 1857.
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WOMEN IN PHARMACY.
According to the census of 1900 there is not a State

or Territory in the Uinted States, with the single ex-

ception of the far-away island Territory of Hawaii, in

which there is not at least one woman pharmacist, the

total number being 1,178. As is proper that it should,

the Empire State of New York leads in the number
of its women pharmacists, with 149.

In the following list the official count of men and
women pharmacists in each State is given

:

state. Males. Females.
Alabama 5S7 5

Alaska 21 1

Arizona 99 1

Arkansas 657 11
California 1,793 52
Colorado 654 16
Connecticut 764 13
Delaware 137 3

District of Columbia 399 3

Florida 293 5

Georgia 739 5

Hawaii 50
Idaho 138 6

Illinois 4,268 110
Indiana 2,470 45
Indian Territory 377 4

Iowa 2,479 46
Kansas 1,410 41
Kentucky 1,302 26
Louisiana 634 14
Maine 523 8

Maryland 831 11
Massachusetts 2,445 61
Michigan 2,133 41
Minnesota 1,263 33
Mississippi 429 11
Missouri 3,217 48
Montana 158 3
Nebraska 1,105 21
Nevada 33 1

New Hampshire 371 2

New Jersey 1,353 23
New Mexico 90 4

New York 6,045 149
North Carolina 504 4

North Dakota 301 4
Ohio 3,282 81
Oklahoma 246 10
Oregon 444 10
Pennsylvania 4,424 117
Rhode Island 446 11
South Carolina 341 3
South Dakota 375 4

Tennessee 846 20
Texas 2,265 31
Utah 166 1
Vermont 249 6
Virginia 725 6
Washington 526 14
West Virginia 343 1

Wisconsin 1,341 31
Wyoming 74 1

Totals 56,168 1,178

Of the six States returning the largest number of
female druggists, namely. New York, Pennsylvania,
Illinois, Ohio, Massachusetts and California, the
largest percentage, 2.8, was reported from California,
which returned 52 females and 1,793 males. Penn-
sylvania reported 117 females and 4,424 males and
was therefore credited with 2.6 per cent, of females.
Massachusetts, with 61 females and 2,445 males, and
Illinois, with no females and 4,268 males, each had
about 2.5 per cent, of females. Ohio returned 81 fe-

male druggists and 3,282 males, making 2.4 per cent,
of the latter. The percentage for New York, with
149 females and 6,045 rnaies, was about 2.4.

The invasion of pharmacy by the gentler sex ante-

dates by many years the "new woman" movement. A
woman pharmacist is not necessarily a "new woman."
Some very dear old-fashioned women are very good
pharmacists. Perhaps woman first became interested

in pharmacy through her desire to aid her husband in

his work. Evidently she found the work congenial

and one to which she was adapted, and realizing its

possibilities as a calling at which to earn her living

—

perhaps that of others dependent upon her—she came
to look upon pharmacy as a field properly open to her
in her choice of a life vocation.

A history of women in pharmacy must begin not
later than the last year of the eighteenth century.

MISS JEAN GORDON, PH. O. MBS. ELIZA RUUOLPH.
Proprietor of Drug Store at (1852-1897)

Chicago—Manager of World's Secretary of Louisiana Phar-
Fair Pharmacy 1893—Member maceutical Association 1892-7.

of American, Woman's and
other Pharmaceutical Assocla-

wliereas, to write a history of women in law, dentistry

or medicine one would have to go back perhaps less

than the span of an average man's life. Mrs. Jane
Loring, who is said to be America's first woman drug-

gist, was conducting a business at 41 Cornhill street,

Boston, in 1800. On the other hand, as late as 1867

the Philadelphia Medical Society resolved that: "We
cannot encourage women becoming practitioners in

medicine, nor consent to meet female practitioners in

consultation."

Women are successful as druggists, exceptions to

this rule being seldom found. Not only is this true

of the United States, but similar conditions are found

in most other civilized countries, and in Holland, it

is said, a majority of the pharmacists are women.
They are not in the majority with us, however—not

yet.

The attitude of the colleges of pharmacy toward
women is at present very courteous. Some of them,
like the New York college, have always made them
welcome. But others, the St. Louis college for in-

stance, were at first prejudiced against them. It was
not until 1881 that the St. Louis college decided to

admit women. There are now few, if any, phar-
macy colleges that do not bid them enter.

In 1863 the College of Pharmacy of the City of
New York graduated Miss Mary C. Putnam, who
afterward, as Mrs. Mary Putnam Jacobi, became
famous as a physician and a teacher. A sketch of her
life appears in the Circul.\r for July. 1896, page 278.
She died June loth, 1906. Miss Putnam was the

first woman graduate of pharmacy in this country.

The Massachusetts College of Pharmacy graduated
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Miss Baker in 1877, and she is believed to have been

the second. In 1878 Miss Marion C. Tirrell was

graduated by the Chicago College of Pharmacy ; and

the next year the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy

sent out its first graduate, Dr. Susan Hayhurst.

The Massachusetts sent forth another in 1880.

Three years went by, and in 1883 the Albany college

graduated Miss Susan E. Simonet, Philadelphia add-

ing another woman to her list of graduates that year.

Philadelphia and New York each graduated one in

1884, and the same year two were graduated by the

Louisville School of Pharmacy for Women—founded

in 1883. New York graduated three in 1886. The

BufTalo College of Pharmacy sent forth her first

woman graduate. Miss Rosa Schorp, in 1888. Scio

graduated Mrs. Alice Aldridge in 1892. In 1896,

Michigan held the record for totals—twenty-seven,

and Philadelphia was next with eighteen, New York

having sixteen, Illinois, nine ; Chicago, eight, and Mas-

sachusetts, seven. The first woman master of phar-

macy mentioned in the Circular was Mrs. Eliza Ru-

dolph, of New Orleans, the degree having been con-

ferred by Tulane University. The Meharry college

for negroes, at Nashville, Tenn., sent out four col-

ored woman graduates in 1896, and the pharmacy

department of the normal school at Valparaiso, Ind..

conferred its pharmaceutical diploma upon ten women
during the first two years of its existence.

The first application for registration in Missouri by

a woman was in 1885. and she was successful. In

1887 the Kentucky Board of Pharmacy refused to

examine Miss Bessie W. White, the first woman to

apply to that board for examination. She applied to

court, and secured a writ commanding the board

to examine her. The board appealed to the supreme

court but was beaten. In the mean time Miss White
married and had no use for a certificate of registra-

tion, but she fought the case to a successful termina-

tion as a matter of principle and in order to clear the

way for any of her less fortunate sisters who might

desire registration in Kentucky.

Mrs. Marietta Harmon Greenland, for many years

secretary of the Syracuse Retail Druggists' Associa-

tion and the proprietor of a prosperous business in

that city, in 1901 secured the highest rating ever made
up to the time by the New York State Board of Phar-

macy, and it is doubtful if her record has been broken

since

It is believed that the first woman to be recom-

mended for appointment as a member of a board of

pharmacy was Miss Alice L. Summers, of Friday

Harbor, Wash. This was in 1900. Three years

later, in the neighboring State of Oregon, Miss Kitty

Walker Harbord, of Salem, became a member of the

board of pharmacv. of which she is now the secretarj'.

Miss Harbord is the first woman to become a member
of a board of pharmacy in this country.

In 1895 the American Pharmaceutical Association

elected as one of its vice-presidents, Mrs. M. O.
Miner, of Hiawatha. Kan., for many years the secre-

tarv of the State pharmaceutical assocfation, and in

1898 conferred the same honor upon IMiss Josephine

A. Wanous, the proprietor of a prosperous business

at Minneapolis. Tn 1904 Miss Wanous was also ap-

pointed a delegate from the .\merican association to

the National Wholesale Drusreists' .^ssociation.

The same year Miss Amanda Stahl. of Chicago, was
made a member of the association's committee on
practical pharmacy and dispensing, a position whirl 1

had been held the year before by Miss Jean Gordon,
of the same city.

In the State associations women are becoming more
and more popular. In 1895 Mrs. Mallory H. Taylor,

the wife of a prominent member of the body, read a

paper before the Georgia Pharmaceutical Association

which so pleased her auditors that they at once elected

her a life member, without dues. Next year in another

Southern State—Virginia—the election of women
members was strenuously opposed by two mem-
bers on the ground that they did not wish to bring

women down to the level of business men. The as-

sociation did not agree with the chivalrous champions
of women's privileges and proceeded to give woman
her rights in so far as it could.

Mention has already been made of Mrs. Miner's

secretaryship of the Kansas Pharmaceutical Associa-

tion. In the adjoining State of Nebraska two women
have filled the office of secretary of the pharmaceuti-

cal association, Mrs. Julia M. Crissey, of Omaha, in

1890-3, and Mrs. Belle C. Heilman, of Tecumseh, in

1897-9. In Iowa Dr. Rosa Upson, of Marshalltown.

held a similar office in 1886-94, having previously

been active in the National Retail Druggists' Associa-

tion, whose meeting at Providence in 1886 she at-

tended. In 1892-6 Mrs. Eliza Rudolph, of New Or-
leans, was secretary of the Louisiana Pharmaceutical

Association, and in 1900 this association had three

women officers. Misses Wright and Cook being vice-

presidents, and Miss F. V. Yager corresponding sec-

retary.

For about ten j'ears Miss Mary A. Fein, of Little

Rock, Ark., has been acting as secretary of her State

association, although she was not formally elected to

the office until 1905. Miss Fein also does most of the

work of the treasurer's office, and an amendment to

the constitution of the association has been proposed,

the object of which is to combine the two offices and
place them in charge of this most efficient young lady.

Miss Fein relieves the president of the association of

much of the detail of his correspondence, etc., and
largely through her activity and enthusiasm the asso-

ciation has been taking rapid strides of late. The
Minnesota association has had as vice-presidents at

different times since 1894. Miss ]\Iary Hagerty. Miss
Tosephine A. Wanous, Miss E. Williams, Miss Anna
C. Umland, Mrs. L. E. Breckenridge. Miss Emma M.
Cornbacker, and Mrs. R. E. Reiner. Since 1904 Miss
Virginia Brooks, of Waelder. has been a vice-presi-

dent of the Texas Pharmaceutical Association.

The foregoing is not offered as a complete list of

the women who have filled offices in State pharma-
ceutical associations, but is given merely to show that

many such offices have been filled by women. But let

it not be supposed for an instant that women are de-

pendent upon mere man for their elevation to official

positions in associations, as thev have pharmaceutical

oraranizations all their own. The Congress of Women
Pharmacists held at Chicago during the Columbian
Exposition of 180"? was a ereat success. It was
mothered bv the Woman's Pharmaceutical Associa-

tion of Illinois, which had been formed the previous

vear. with Mrs. Ida Hall Robv as president. Mrs.

Viola A. Griswold as secrctarv and Mrs. Celia Tirrell

as treasurer. .At the woman's congress. Mrs. Roby
made the opening address, and paper= were read by
Mrs. Adeline E. P. Cummings, of Highland Park,

Mrs. Marie Blahnik, of Chicago, and Mrs. Qarke
Keer. of London. There were 523 active and t86
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honorary members. The Illinois Woman's Pharma-
ceutical Association operated a model drug store on
the fair grounds, Miss Jean Gordon, a successful Chi-
cago druggist, being manager.

In 1903, the Illinois Woman's Pharmaceutical As-
sociation was succeeded by the Woman's Pharma-
ceutical Association of Chicago, with sixteen charter
members. The year before, Philadelphia women had
organized a promising association. In 1900 the

MRS. EMMA GARY WALLACE. MRS. W. F. MICHEX.
President Woman's Organl- Secretary of Ladies' AuxiU-

zation National Association of ary South Dakota Pharmaoeu-
Retail Druggists. tical Association 1905.

Woman's Massachusetts College of Pharmacy Club
was formed. In 1905, the Woman's Pharmaceutical

Association of the Pacific Coast was organized.

There are several women's associations which are

auxiliaries to the State pharmaceutical associations.

Wisconsin's was among the first, if not the first, hav-
ing been organized in 1894.
The formation of the Woman's Organization of the

National Association of Retail Druggists is very re-

cent history. It was organized at Boston, following
the N. A. R. D. meeting in that city in 1905, to "unite

more closely, socially, the families of those interested

in the retail drug business throughout the United
States," etc. The committee on organization were
Mrs. J. G. Godding, Mrs. L. O. Wallace, Mrs. Reeves,
Mrs. Keiser, Mrs. George W. Cobb and Mrs. E. H.
La Pierre. In 1906 at Atlanta the new W. O. N. A.
R. D. held regular sessions, and in their visit to the

brother body captured it completely by the address of

its president, Mrs. L. O. Wallace.
The following are the present officers of this

flourishing young association : President, Mrs. Leslie

O. Wallace, of Boston ; vice-presidents, Mrs. Clara
Bodle and Mrs. W. Estell Lee ; secretary, Mrs. Ade-
laide M. Godding, of Boston ; treasurer, Mrs. Charles
H. Avery, of Chicago; and board of management,
Mrs. Edward Williams, of Wisconsin ; Mrs. W. S.

Elkins, of Georgia; Mrs.C. F. McBride, of Ohio;
and Mrs. Thomas Voegeli, of Minnesota.

This organization has more than 200 members, and
has affiliated chapters at Boston, Chicago, Washington
and Atlanta.

Of the women who have made a success as drug
store owners we have no space to say more than that
they have shown themselves at least equal to the men.
The largest druggist in Cincinnati is a woman, Miss
M. Cora Dow (Mrs. Goode), owner of eight large
stores. She began as a poor girl, her principal tan-
gible asset being the store left her by her father.

Quite an impetus w'as given to the cause of women
who wish to enter pharmacy by the Indianapolis meet-
ing of the American Pharmaceutical Association last

year. It was stated by many speakers that women
m.ade satisfactory clerks and that as it was so hard to

get good men clerks, it would be well for the women
to have a trial. The unparalleled activity in all lines

of business in this country at the present time has
made a demand for men, and as pharmacy is not gen-
erally considered to be as desirable a profession as
electrical engineering, for instance, or a number of
others, its ranks are not being filled as rapidly as the
business seems to require. Hence the cry for assist-

ants and the unusual opportunity for woman to gain a
firmer position in the ranks of a profession in which

(MBS.) COBA DOW (GOODE). MISS MART A. FEIN.
Proprietor of eiglit flourish- Secretary of Arkansas Phar-

ing drug stores at Cincinnati, maceutical Association.

she has heretofore been regarded as a sort of joke, or,

at least, only an odd experiment.

In the Circular for June, 1905, this note appears:
"Dr. George C. Osgood began work in a pharmacy at

the corner of Merrimack and Suffolk streets, Lowell,
Mass., May ist, 1855, and that establishment remains
to-day practically the same as it was then, with the
exception that instead of the owner of 1855. H. W.
Allen, being in charge, Dr. Osgood is now in his place,
he having become a partner in 1874 and full owner in

1885, on the death of Mr. Allen. The store was
originally opened in 1831 by Dr. George Pierce, and is

said to be, with one exception, the oldest drug store at
Lowell. Dr. Osgood is a medical graduate of Har-
vard, class of '66, and served in the navy during the
civil war under Admiral Porter, as assistant surgeon.
Dr. Osgood is the dean of the Lowell druggists, hav-
ing been born in 1838. His health is of the best, and
he looks forward to many years of useful life." In a
letter from Dr. Osgood 'dated October 3d, 1906, he
says that he has been a subscriber to the Circular
from the time it started, and has the volumes on file.

His two sons are with him. Some of the fixtures in
the store have not been changed since 183 1.

The Stafford Drug Co., Marquette. I.Iich., was
founded by H. H. Stafiford in the year 1856. Pre-
vious to opening this establishment, Mr. Stafford had
been engaged in business for himself for many years
at Boston, Mass.

Riley B. Stearns, who died at Burlington, Vt., in
1902, began his drug career in the store of George C.
Mosher, of that city, in 1840.
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Government Statistics Concerning Manu-

facturing Druggists.

While the retail druggist as a manufacturer has re-

ceived very little attention at the hands of the govern-

ment statisticians, nevertheless the census reports,

which are devoted to the manufacturing industries

rather than to merchandising, furnish some figures

concerning his activities that are of no little in-

terest.

Only once in the history of the government has an

attempt been made to canvass the retail druggists as

manufacturers. As every druggist knows, there is

hardly a retailer in the business who does not put up

preparations of one kind or another which in the

course of a year aggregate a very considerable value.

In 1890 it occurred to the statisticians that these prod-

ucts ought to be included in the general category of

"druggists' preparations," a heading which was origi-

nally provided to cover the output of big producers of

pharmaceuticals, etc., which usually reach the retailer

through the jobbing trade. The census bureau has a

rule, however, that it will not take any account of the

output of an establishment which does not amount to

at least $500 per annum. It has another rule that

the entire output of an establishment shall be credited

to the classification to which the preponderating prod-

ucts naturally belong. For example, if the retail

druggist should produce $300 worth of a proprietary

medicine, $200 worth of galenicals of various kinds

and $100 worth of bay rum, cologne, etc., his entire

output would be classified under the heading of "pat-

ent medicines and compounds." On the other hand,

if the galenicals constituted more than 50 per cent, of

his output the entire product would be classified as

"druggists' preparations ;" or if bay rum and cologne

should preponderate, his entire product would go into

the category of "perfumery and cosmetics."

With these rules in mind the enumerators taking

the census of 1890 were instructed to include in their

canvass all retail druggists producing $500 worth of

goods of any kind. In tabulating these schedules,

however, the returns from the retailers were consoli-

dated with those of the big manufacturers and as a

result only rough estimates can be made as to the data

properly to be credited to the retail trade. Nearly all

the retailers' schedules were classified, under the rule

of the census bureau, in the category of druggists'

preparations. The total number of establishments

reported under this heading was 1,805, of which it is

estimated that 200 represented manufacturing con-

cerns and 1,605 retail druggists producing more than

$500 worth of preparations annually. In 1900 the

schedule for retailers was abandoned and the number
of establishments reported that year was 173. In

1905, 240 manufacturers were returned. The value

of the products of the retail druggists in 1890 can only
be guessed at, but, inasmuch as schedules were made
for such retailers only as produced $500 worth of

goods per annum, the 1,605 reported must have re-

turned upwards of $800,000 worth. I,t is probable

that as $500 was the minimum limit, the retailers re-

porting produced not less than a million dollars worth.
The entire drug manufacturing industry—exclusive,

of course, of "patent" medicines and perfumen,- and
cosmetics—returned in 1890 an aggregate of $6,659,-

797, from which it would appear that the retailers

might safely be credited with about 15 per cent, of the

output. There was a tremendous boom in druggists'

preparations in the decade from 1890 to 1900 and the

census for the latter year showed a production about
three-and-one-half times that of the former year. In

1905 another large gain was made, but, as already

stated, the retailers were not included in the statistics

of any year except 1890.

But while the retail druggists make only a small

fraction of the goods they handle, they sell all but a
very small proportion of the products returned by
the census bureau under the three headings, druggists'

preparations, "patent" medicines and compounds, and
perfumery and cosmetics. Here we get an idea of

the volume of their trade, although of course many
other items not here enumerated enter into it. In

1890, for example, the three classifications mentioned
footed up the handsome total of $43,910,120. In 1900
the total more than doubled, being returned at $88,-

790,774. The census for 1905, which has just been
completed and which covers only a five-year period,

as compared with the usual decade, shows another
substantial gain, the aggregate of the three classes be-

ing $117,435,874. An exhibit of these figures will be

found in the following table, which shows the number
of establishments engaged in the production of these

goods, the amount of capital employed therein, the

cost of the materials used, and the value of the

products

:

Druggists' Preparations.

Establish-

Year. ments. Capital. Materials. Products.

1.905 240 $25,152,363 $13,419,635 ?31.782,250
1900 173 16,004.640 10,814,432 22.71 4,S89

1S90 1,805 4,624,814 2,411,851 6,659,797

"Patent" Medicines and Compounds.
Establish-

Year. ments. Capital. Materials. Products.

1905 2,245 $45,611,640 $21,293,051 $74,520,765
1900 1,719 36,677,833 18,000,441 58,988,181
1890 1,127 18.596,823 11,030,916 32.620,183
1880 563 10,620,880 6.704.729 14.682,494

Perfumery and Cosmetics.

Establish-
Year. ments. Capital. Materials. Products.

1905 252 $4,843,026 $4,781,603 $11,132,859
1900 262 3,490.173 3,135,017 7,087.704
1890 157 2,238,901 2,128,420 4,630.141
1880 67 813,827 1,201,409 2,2U3,01'4

The products of the three classes referred to may
be grouped by census years, with a view to showing
the total amount of goods produced, in the following

interesting table

:

1905 Druggists' prepar.ations $31,782,250
'Patent" medicines 74.520.765
Perfumery and cosmetics 11,132,859

Total $117,435,874

1900 Druggists' preparations $22,714,889
"Patent" medicines £>>* 988,181
Perfumery and cosmetics 7,087.704

Total $88,790,774

1890 Druggists' preparations $6,659,797
"Patent" medicines 32.620.182
Perfumery and cosmetics 4.630,141

Total $43,910,120

The census bureau will make another canvass of the

manufacturing industries of the country in 1909.
Should there be a strong sentiment throughout the re-

tail drug trade in favor of the collection of separate

statistics of the products of retail druggists, the

olTicials might be induced to prepare a special schedule
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and make an enumeration that would be of much in-

terest. Strong concerted action would be

however, to bring about this result.

necessary,

Number of Druggists in the United States

by Decades,
Since 1850, the year in which the first detailed cen-

sus of population was attempted, the retail druggists

of the country have been separately enumerated, a

distinction shared by less than a dozen "merchants and
dealers," as classified by the bureau experts. In 1850,

The census of i860 reported 11,031 druggists, that

of 1870 reported 1^,369, that of 1880 reported 27,700,

that of 1890 reported 46,375, and that of 1900 reported

57,346. It will be noted that by far the greatest in-

crease in the number of druggists occurred during the

decade from 1880 to 1890, when the number rose near-

ly 20,000. The largest proportionate increase occurred

between 1850 and i860, when the gain was nearly 100

per cent.

While the designation of the retail druggists

adopted by the census bureau at the different census
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Philadelphia College of Pharmacy.

Early in 1821 Peter K. Lehman, an apothecary of

Market street, near Tenth, Philadelphia, and Henry

Troth, a wholesale druggist a few squares below, on

the same street, discussed with disapproval the action

of the University of Pennsylvania in undertaking the

education of apothecaries. They agreed that drug

clerks needed education, but did not think the univer-

sity the place for them to get it. Soon thereafter a

meeting of apothecaries was called, and this meeting

was held in Carpenter's Hall, February 23d, 182 1,

with Stephen North in the chair and Peter William-

son acting as secretary.

Mr. Troth presented a set of resolutions to the

effect that the university course was not adapted to

the needs of apothecaries, and providing for the ap-

pointment of a committee to look further into the

matter. The resolutions were adopted and the fol-

lowing committee appointed : Samuel Jackson, Daniel

B. Smith, Robert Milnor, Peter Williamson, Stephen

North, Henry Troth, Samuel Biddle, Charles Allen,

and Frederick Brown. On March 13th this commit-
tee reported that the faculty of medicine of the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania had noted cases of adultera-

tion and deterioration in drugs found in the shops

and in consequence had recommended to the trustees

of the university that they establish a course of train-

ing for apothecaries. The committee recommended
that the abuses complained of be dealt with by the

apothecaries themselves, and to that end recom-
mended the organization of a college of apothecaries

and the establishment of a school of pharmacy.

Carrying out the recommendations of the commit-
tee a constitution was adopted, and two weeks later

the following officers were elected : President,

Charles Marshall ; secretary, Daniel B. Smith ; and
sixteen trustees. On April i6th the trustees reported

a plan for the establishment of a school, which plan

was carried out. The college was chartered March
30th, 1822.

The first course of lectures was delivered in Ger-
man Society's Hall. In 1833 a college building was
erected in Zane street, and in 1858 a larger one was
erected in Tenth street. The latter was enlarged in

1881 and again in 1892.

In 1826 the first class of the college was graduated.
This consisted of Charles H. Dingee, William Sharp,
and Qiarles McCormick, and from that time to 1856,
inclusive, the number of graduates reached a total of
283. On the roll we find such well-known names as
George D. Coggeshall, '28; Dillwyn Parrish, '30;

Thomas H. Powers, '33 ; August J. L. Duhamel, '34

;

Henry C. Blair, '36; William Procter, Jr., '37; W. J.
Jenks, '42; Alfred B. Taylor, and Thomas S. Wie-
gand, '44 ; Charles Bullock, and E. T. Ellis, '47 ; Ed-
mund A. Crenshaw, '49; Joseph Laidley, '50; S. S.

Garrigues, '51 ; T. Roberts Baker, '52; F. Gutekunst,
'53 ; M. W. Alexander, E. H. Hance, J. L. Lemberger,
James T. Shinn, and John Wyeth, '54 ; W. C. Baker,
H. N. Rittenhouse, Alonzo Robbins, and ^V. T. Wen-
zel, '55; and W. T. Cummings, and W. R. War-
ner, '56.

A shrewd observer of matters pharmaceutical, a
Philadelphian, recently said to the writer that the
worst thing that ever happened for pharmacy in this

country was the organization of the Philadelphia Col-
lege of Pharmacy. When such a radical and sweep-
ing change was met bv the assertion that most of

what was good in pharmacy in the United States to-

day could trace its origin to the influence of this ven-
erable institution, he explained by saying that if the

apothecaries had not taken matters into their own
hands, the universities would have taught pharmacy
as they have taught medicine, and pharmacy would
to-day be occupying its proper place as a profes-

sion.

Roster of principal officers

:

Presidents—Charles Marshall, 1821-5; William Lehman,
1825-9; Daniel B. Smith, 1829-54; Charles Ellis. 1854-69;
Dillwyn Parrish, 1869-85; Charles Bullock, 1885-1900; H.
B. French, 1900-7.

Secretaries— (Recording)—Daniel B. Smith, 1821-8;

Charles Ellis, 1828-42; Dillwyn Parrish, 1842-54; Edward
Parrish, 1854-65; Charles Bullock, 1865-73; William J.

Jenks, 1873-85; William B. Thompson, 1885-99; W. N.
Stern, 1899-1900; Charles A. Weidemann, 1900-7.

Secretaries—fCorresponding)—E\ias Durand, 1830-43;

William Hodgson, Jr., 1843-50; Joseph C. Turnpenny,
1850-5; William Procter, Jr., 1855-67; Alfred B. Taylor,
1867-86; A. W. Miller, 1886-1907.
Treosurers—William Heyl, 1821-6; E. B. Garrigues,

1826-39; Samuel F. Troth, 1839-42; Joseph C. Turnpenny,
1842-50; Ambrose Smith, 1850-71; S. S. Bunting, 1871-89,

William B. Webb, 1889-94; James T. Shinn, 1894-1907.

Massachusetts College of Pharmacy.
It is hard for us to realize that a college is not a

teaching institution per se but an association. The
meaning of the word is explained in Prof. Kremers'
excellent article appearing elsewhere in this issue, and
a concrete example of its use in the broad sense is

seen in the Massachusetts College of Pharmacy which
existed as an association of apothecaries for nearly

half-a-century before it opened its school for the

training of young pharmacists.

In February, 1823, in response to a call issued by
Ephraim L. Eliot, Daniel Noyes and W. B. White, a

meeting—which Scoville calls the first meeting of this

college—was held at Boston. A constitution was
adopted December 29th of the same year. An effort

to secure a charter for a school had been defeated by
some of the 'wholesale druggists of Boston. To es-

tablish a school was one of the prime objects of the

organization. The first officers of the college were
elected at the December meeting referred to. They
were : President, Ephraim Eliot ; vice-president, Rob-
ert Fennelly ; secretary, Samuel N. Brewer ; treasurer,

Ephraim L. Eliot ; and trustees, John Thayer, Daniel
Noyes, Joseph Kidder, John Bacon, Thomas Par-
tington, and Henry White.

Early meetings were held in stores, residences and
hotels and rooms hired temporarily for the use of the

college. A library and museum were established and
business rules governing the members adopted. In

1829 Dr. Gay was engaged to deliver a series of lec-

tures on chemistry before the college. In 1842 a
motion to disband was tabled, but it was decided to

meet only once a year. In 1850 new life was put
into the organization bv William A. Brewer, Thomas
Restieaux and Daniel Henchman ; a new constitution

was adc^ted and monthly scientific meetings were or-

dered. The college took part in the meeting in 1851
which led to the organization of the American Phar-
maceutical Association. (See the sketch of that

association which is given on page 100 of this is-

sue. A charter was obtained by the college in

1852. In 1853 f^e American Pharmaceutical Asso-
ciation met at Boston and William A. Brewer was
elected president. Lectures on chemistry and phar-

macy were delivered before the college from time to
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time by such men as Dr. Charles T. Jackson, Prof.

J. P. Cook, of Harvard, and Charles T. Carney.

Much attention was given to prices.

In 1875 the charter of the college was renewed and
made perpetual. It conferred the right to hold prop-

erty worth $100,000. At the expiration of the lease

on the quarters at 8 Boylston street, in 1877, the col-

lege moved into an old school building on Hawkins

n. X. RITTKXHOUSE. CHARLES T. CARNEY.
(1S31-1905I a^2-lS62)

Recording Secretary of Pharmacist and chemist at

American Pharmaceutical As- Boston—Member of Pharma-
sociation 1864-5—Long on pub- copceial Revision Committee of

lication committee of Philadel- 1S60.

phia College of Pharmacy.

Street. Here a fire destroyed the equipment of the

school, but it was insured. The course was continued

in the rooms of the Institute of Technology. Next
fall quarters were secured in an old school building

on Washington street, near Dover, and there the lec-

tures were continued until the college's own building

at St. Bartolph and Garrison streets was completed in

1886 at a total expense for land, building and equip-

ment, of $83,878, about half of which was paid for at

the time. After this lectures were delivered alto-

gether in the day time.

In 1884 the college made application to Harvard
College for a mnon, but Harvard rejected it.

Presidents.- Epiiraim Eliot, 1S23-5: Robert Fennelly,
1825-9; Terence Wakefield, 1829-31: Daniel Noyes.
1831-5; Charles White, 1835-7; Joseph Kidder, 1837-9;

Daniel Henchman, 1839-51; Thomas Farrington, 1851-3;

Daniel Henchman, 1853-7; Thomas Hollis, 1857-71; S. M.
Colcord, 1871-8; S. A. D. Sheppard. 1878-9; T. L. Jenks,
1879-80; B. F, Stacey, 1880-1; S. Carter, 1881-2; Henry
Canning, 1882-90; S. A. D. Sheppard. 1890-92; W. F.

Sawyer, 1892-5; J. G. Benedict. 1895-7; L. D. Drury, 1897-

8; M. L. H. Leavitt, 1898-9; W. H. Puffer. 1899-1902; W.
D. Wheeler. 1902-5; Irving P. Gammon, 1905-7.

Secretaries.— S. N. Brewer, 1823-5; Terence Wake-
field. 1825-6; Joseph Kidder, 1826-7; J. M. Smith, 1827-9;

James Fowle, 1829-31; Charles French. 1831-2; Nathaniel
Brewer, 1832-41; S. W. Fowle. 1841-43; Nathaniel Brewer,
1843-51; H. W. Lincoln, 1851-74; S. A. D. Sheppard, 1874-

6; D. G. Wilkins, 1876-9; Thomas Doliber. 1879-81; Henry
Canning, 1881-2; W. F. Sawyer, 1882-0; C. C. Williams,
1886-95; W. D. Wheeler, 1895-8; A. C. Sherman, 1898-

9; W. D. Wheele,-, 1899-1902; George E. Coleman. 1902-7.

Treasurers.—Ephraim L. Eliot. 1823-30; S. N. Brew-
er, 1830-54; Ashel Boyden, 1854-74; E. L. Patch, 1874-

8; 0. I. Eaton, 1878-81; Thomas Doliber. 1881-2; S. A. D.
Sheppard, 1882-7; H. K. Appleton, Jr., 1887-9; J. G. God-
ding, 1889-1907.

J. A. Rogers, of J. A. Rogers & Co., Kenton, O.,

has been actively identified with the drug business

since January, 1856. He began to subscribe for the

Circular the second year of its publication.

New York College of Pheu-macy.

In this city the oldest association of pharmacists is

officially known as the College of Pharmacy of the

City of New York, but is commonly called by tTie

name given in the above head-line. It was organized

in 1829 as a result of a movement in which John D.

Keese, Henry H. Schieffelin and Constantine Adam-
son were prominent. A preliminary meeting was
held March i8th of that year, at which John L. Em-
brce acted as chairman and Theodore Keese as secre-

tary. At this meeting a constitution was adopted, the

name selected for the body being the College of Phar-

macy of the City and County of New York, and provi-

sion was made for opening a school. Seventy names
were signed to the constitution. The new body lost

no time, but in a week organized on a permanent
basis by electing the following officers: President,

John D. Keese ; vice-presidents, Henry H. Schieffelin,

John L. Embree, and Waldron B. Post ; secretary,

Oliver Hull; treasurer, Theodore Keese; trustees, H.
T. Kiersted, Constantine Adamson, Paul H. Lalou-

ette. Patrick Dickie, James H. Hart, James C. Havi-

land, and Lindley Murray. Steps were taken to se-

cure a charter, which was granted April 25th, 1831.

the name being reduced to the one now borne by the

body. The charter granted the right to the college to

hold property to the value of $20,000. When this

charter expired in 1856, a new one was obtained which
raised the property limit to $100,000; this limit was
extended, in 1884, to $300,000; and in 1895 to $1,-

000,000. In 1879 the college became a branch of the

University of the State of New York, which is not a

teaching institution, and in 1904 became a department

of Columbia University, of this city.

The initiative of the college in the movement result-

ing in the formation of the American Pharmaceutical

Association is mentioned in the sketch of that organi-

zation on page lOo of this issue.

Various places at which the teaching of the college

was done are mentioned in Prof. Kremers' article on

the teaching of pharmacy which appears elsewhere in

this issue.

A building fund was started in the early days of

the college, but when this had reached about $6,500 it

was embezzled by the treasurer.

In 1878 Grace Chapel, 209 and 211 East Twenty-
third street, was purchased by the college and con-

verted into lecture rooms and laboratories, and this

remained its home until the large, ornate and sub-

stantial building at 115 to 119 West Sixty-eighth

street was completed in 1894, when it moved into

quarters which were said at the time to be unrivalled

in this country or Europe for the purposes for which
they were to be used. This building is still occupied

by the college and is used as a meeting place by many
pharmaceutical organizations of the city.

In 1878 the college established voluntary quizzes

which were made obligatory in 1883: in the latter

year the junior and senior courses were made differ-

ent : in 1884 the college secured the privilege of con-

ferring the degree of master in pharmacy, and in

1895 that of doctor of pharmacy : in 1889 the lectures

were delivered in the afternoon instead of the even-

ing, and later were extended to the morning hours
also.

This organization early took a part in legislative

matters, and for a long time it enjoyed the privilege

under the law of appointing the board of pharmacy
for this city. There is at present a fairly good phar-
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maceutical library in the college building, which is

open to the public.

The college has never been conducted as a money-
making institution, its work having been supported

and extended largely through the generosity of its

members, the retail and wholesale druggists of this

city. It has applied for State and city aid, but has not

received it—which is not altogether to be regretted, as

the institution has thus escaped the blighting influence

of dirty politics. When funds have been low the

teachers have accepted very meager pay, often

amounting to only a pittance. Indeed, the late Dr.

E. R. Squibb, after refusing professorships in medical

colleges, accepted a chair in this institution on condi-

tion that he was not to receive any pay and was not to

be called "Professor."

It is to the great honor of the college that it has
frequently taken a step in advance of the time in the

matter of raising its educational standard, when such
step meant immediate and serious financial loss.

New York college men and influence started the move-
ment which resulted in the enactment of the law in

this State requiring graduation by a college of phar-

macy as a prerequisite to licensure to practice phar-

macy.
At present the officers of the college are: Presi-

dent, Nicholas Murray Butler (president of Colurh-
bia University); honorary president (since 1903),
Ewen Mclntyre ; vice-presidents, Charles F. Chandler,
William Jay Schieffelin, and H. D. Robbins; secre-

tary, Thomas F. Main; treasurer, Clarence O. Bige-
low ; clerk, H. B. Ferguson ; trustees, Otto P. Amend,
Oscar Goldmann, Adolph Henning, Gilbert P. Knapp,
Charles H. White, William C. Alpers, Max J. Breit-

enbach, Charles S. Erb, Leo W. Geisler, Jr., Henry
Imhof, F. W. Carpenter. Thomas P. Cook, Arthur H.
Elliott, Hieronimus A. Herold, and Albert Plant.

The list of past officers given herewith is based upon
a history prepared by Dr. H. H. Rusby, at present
dean of the faculty, and is incomplete except as to

presidents

:

Presidents—John D. Keese, 1829-31; H. H. Schieffelin,
1831-2; Lindley Murray, 1832-5; Constantine- Adamson,
1835-47; John Milhau, 1847-51; George D. Coggeshall,
1851-4; John Meakim, 1854-61; Henry T. Kiersted 1861-6-
John Milhau. 1S66-8; George C. Close, 1868-70; Wiillam
Hegeman. 1870-4; Paul Balluff, 1874-7; Ewen Mclntyre,
1877-90; S. W. Fairchild, 1890-6; Edward Kemp, 1896-1900;
Charles F. Chandler, 1900-4; Nicholas Murray Butler,
1904-7.

Secretaries (since I860)—P. W. Bedford, 1860-70; E. L.
Milhau, 1870-1; H. A. Cassaheer, Jr., 1871-4; M. L. M. Pelx-
otto, 1874-7; H. A. Cassaheer, Jr., 1877-81; P. F. Lehbach,
1881-2; M. L. M. Peixotto, 1882-3; George Innes, 1883-4;
Charles Froebel, 1884-5; J. Niven Hegeman, 1885-95 (died
in office, term completed by A. H. Mason, assistant secre-
tary); A. H. Mason, 1896-7; Thomas P. Main, 1897-1907.
Treasurers (since 1857)—Thomas T. Green, 1857-68;

William Wright, Jr.. 1868-73; Theobold Frohwein, 1873-81;
David Hays, 1882-90; H. N. Frazer, 1891-6; H. D. Robbins
1896-7; C. O. Bigelow, 1897-1907.

As the list of graduates of this college prior to fifty

years ago is short, it is here given in full

:

Class of 1831, George C. Close, W. W. Lake, Jr., W. M.
Thurman; 1832, James ooddington, James Lewis John T.
Matras. James W. Smith; 1833, John Carf; 1834, John
Elderkin, James C. Hallock; 1835, William Brigham, Josiah
Hooper, Felix G. Rubio; 1836, Thomas T. Green, William
H. Loines, John Mead, Alexander Meakim, John Meakim,
Daniel C. Robbins, Alexander B. Sams; 1837, Thomas K.
Downing, Horace Everett, Raymond Gravesend, Allen C.
Hallock, William Hegeman, James Hilton, Robert T.
Sanderson. Addison Vail; 1838, Lafayette Bailey, Samuel
J. Hinsdale, Geo. W. Southwick; 1839, Eugene DuPuy
Johi" Loines, David M. Purdy; 1840, Nathaniel Clark- 1841

Henry Calam, Josias H. Coggeshall, John Fairchild, John
Snowden; 1842, Isaac tj. Hatch, Adrian Hegeman, Samuel
Ward; 1843, none; 1844, John C. Adamson, John Dascey,
David W. McCloskey, Phillip A. White; 1845, Buckland
W. Bull, William B. Riker, Joseph Roberts; 1846, Henry
L. Parsons, George A. Tittle; 1847, Alexanuer Cushman,
Ewet Mclntyre, John B. Sing, Robert a. Smith, Thomas
Snowden; 1848, John Canavan; 1849, Adolphus Nietsch;
1850, none; ISol, Henry Holland, Procter C. Samson, Jr.;

George E. Shiels; 1852, Richard F. Combs; 1853, Thomas
E. Gambrace; 1854, Patrick Nolan, James Rocke, Charles
E. Wall, William Wright, Jr.; 1855, Geo. W. Berrian, Jr.,

Julius Trenard; 1856, Edmond C. Fougera, George A.
Hamilton, Edward L. Milhau.

Cheu-Ies Caspari, Sr.

The late Charles Caspari was born at Bassum,
Kingdom of Hanover, now a German province, on
April 14th, 1813, being the son of Charles G. Cas-
pari, a physician of that town. He was educated in

the best private schools of

his place and then entered

the employ of Herr
Gruner, a leading drug-
gist of his day, at Han-
over, capital of the king-

dom, where he remained
five or six years to get his

ground work. Subse-
quently he clerked in dif-

ferent cities and in 1834
entered the University

of Goettingen, Hanover,
applying himself for two
years assiduously to the

.-tudy of chemistry (under
Woehler, one of the most
noted men in this science

then living), botany, pharmacy and pharmacognosy.
He passed a highly creditable examination in 1837
and five years later emigrated to the United States,

opening a drug store in October of the same year on
North Gay street, Baltimore, at what is generally

known as "the Bend." The house is still standing.

This place Mr. Caspari conducted until the time of

his death, October 31st, 1870. He was noted for

his scientific attainments and became identified with

various movements to promote the interests of phar-

macy. Thus he served for five years—from 1856 to

1861—as examiner of the Maryland College of Phar-
macy. In the first named year he also became a mem-
ber of the American Pharmaceutical Association, re-

taining this affiliation until his death in 1870. For
years after his arrival in Baltimore chemists were
rather scarce, and as a consequence it devolved upon
him to make numerous analyses and do much assay

work for the wholesale drug houses of the city. He
had a thoroughly equipped laboratory and his labors

were much valued. For his ability in distilling

essential oils he had an extensive reputation. He was
married in 1847 '^^^ reared three children, one of

whom is Prof. Charles Caspari, Jr., of Baltimore.

Prof. Charles E. Caspari, a rising chemist of St.

Louis, is a son of Prof. Charles Caspari, Jr., and so is

a grandson of Charles Caspari, Sr., and a great-grand

son of Charles G. Caspari, the physician of Hanover.

L. I. Raymond established a drug store at Copen-
hagen, N. Y., in 1847. He took his son, J. H. Ray-
mond, into partnership in 1868. The elder Raymond
died in February, 1890, aged eighty-five years, but the

son continued the business.
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Kings County Pharmaceutical Society.

There is a story concerning the formation of the

Kings County Pharmaceutical Society which will bear
repeating here, not only as a contribution to the his-

tory of the organization, but as a side light on a man
who has since become to the society something like

what Louis XIV is said to have said he was to the

State. The story runs something like this: In 1876
or 'yj a movem.ent was on foot to organize a German
druggists" association, for social purposes, in Brook-
lyn. William Muir, a young drug clerk, heard of this

plan and that the organization was expected to take

place on the Thursday night of that week at a Brook-
lyn beer place. Mr. Aluir immediately went to see

Henry J. Menninger about the matter. Tb.ese two,

the one a New York College of Pharmacy graduate
and one of the founders of that college's alumni asso-

GEOKGE C. CLOSE. LITHOOW T. PERKINS.
(1S12-1891) (1S39-1898)

Member of first graduating Charter member of Kings
class New York College ot County (N. Y.) Pharmaceutical
Pharmacy; President of the Society, and its President and
College 1868-70—Charter mem- its Secretary several terms—
ber of Kings County Pharma- Secretary of King's County
ceutical Society and its first Board of Pharmacy from 18So

President 1877-8—Vice-President to its abolishment as an in-

of American Pharmaceutical tegral body in 1898.

Association 1865-6.

ciation, and the other very prominent in the afifairs of

the college at that time, made up their minds that they

could benefit the college a great deal by organizing a

Brooklyn association. So each bought a hundred
postal cards and wrote to the Brooklyn pharmacists,

Mr. Menninger to those in South Brooklyn, and Mr.
Muir to the balance, asking them to come to a meet-
ing the following Thursday night, at Zipp's beer

place. Those who had been planning the German as-

sociation, upon receiving the postals thought, as the

dates were the same, that the call was a part of their

own plans, and that a change in the meeting place had
been made. Nearly a hundred druggists were pres-

ent. The name adopted was the Long Island Phar-
maceutical Society. Gustav Ramsperger and Will-
iam Vincent, both good New York College men, were
elected president and vice-president, respectively.

There was much talk at the meeting of taking some
steps to have the New York City pharmacy law ex-

tended so as to cover Brooklyn, when a member arose
and a.sked. "What's the matter with Brooklyn going
on its own hook? Are we going to be tacked on to

New York forever?" And this sentiment "took."

So much for the story. The account of the first

formal meeting of the society is given in the Cir-
cular for April, 1877. From this we learn that a

large number of Brooklyn druggists met at Granada
Hall, Myrtle avenue, February 27th, when a constitu-

tion and by-laws, prepared by a committee, were read
and adopted, and about 125 names were enrolled.

The present name of the society was adopted at that

meeting, as was the code of ethics of the College of

Pharmacy of the City of New York. The following
officers were elected : President, George C. Close

;

vice-presidents, G. M. Baker, Cyrus Pile and L. D.
Sheets ; secretary, L. E. Nicot ; treasurer, R. G.
Owens ; censors, G. H. Norfolk, G H. Newman, and
H. M. Gross ; trustees, Thomas Jones, L. T. Perkins,

E. Theall, Jr., S. Chichester, and B. Livingstone ; and
delegates to the American Pharmaceutical Associa-

tion, J. O. Barnaby, G A. Newman, and E. A. Sayre
—later F. C. Cutts and Charles Althaus were added to

the delegation.

At a second meeting held at the same place, March
6th, it was resolved that Brooklyn should have a phar-

macy law independent of the one enacted for New
York city.

In August of the same year it was decided to hold
monthly instead of quarterly meetings, and George C.

Close began what has since become a long series of
scientific talks and papers, by telling how he made
smelling salts, and exhibiting some specimens of
American senna, gathered in Connecticut.

At the next (September) meeting Dr. E. R. Squibb,
who had been present at the first regular meeting
but had not enrolled because he was not sure he was
eligible, and J. L. A. Creuse, managing editor of the

Circular, who had been specially invited to become
a member, were elected to membership. An effort to

change the name of the society to the Long Island

Pharmaceutical Association failed.

At subsequent meetings papers were read, practical

talks made, or specimens were exhibited by such men
as Dr. Squibb, Mr. Close, Dr. Menninger, Dr. Baker.
Dr. Sheets, L. T. Perkins, Mr. De Forest. Mr. Creuse,
L. F. Stevens, Dr. R. G Eccles, Dr. E. H. Bartley, T.

D. McElhenie and many other men well-known in

pharmacy.
The Kings County Pharmaceutical Society is re-

spected all over the country. Not only has it been for

many years the largest local association in the United
States organized before the beginning of the National

Association of Retail Druggists' movement, but it has
also by its great activity in matters for uplifting phar-
macy carved a good-sized niche for itself in the re-

spect and esteem of those who have pharmacy's best

interests at heart.

In 1886 the society began steps to secure the right

to establish a college of pharmacy; in the autumn of

1889 the project was considered at a special meeting,

but action was indefinitely postponed on account of

lack of funds. In 1891, however, the college was in-

stituted. About four years ago the society completed
for itself and the college a building which cost $52,-

000 and is now valued at $70,000: and it is nearly

paid for, a debt of but $8,000 remaining.

The National Formulary is largely the result of

work done by this society in the preparation of the

New York and Brooklyn Formulary, which served as

a basis for the former.

Of the five incorporators of the New York State

Pharmaceutical Asociation, four were members of the
Kings County Society, namely, Louis E. Nicot, Gran-
ville M. Baker, W. P. De Forest and B. Livingstone.

In legislative work this society has always been
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very active ; one of the measures which it warmly sup-

ported was the "prerequisite" law for this State.

The present officers of the society are: President,

Adrian Paradis; vice-presidents, J. H. Rehfuss, Clar-

ence O. Douden, and William F. Maas ; secretary,

Andrew E. Hegeman ; treasurer, Oscar C. Kleine, Jr.

;

trustees. Charles L. Gesell, Henry B. Smith, William

Muir, Benjamin Rosenzweig, William H. Bussen-

schutt, Thomas J. France, William J. Hackett, J. H.

Droge, C. A. Kunkel ; censors. William P. Wuest,

WILLIAM MUIR. T. N. JAMIESON.
President of New York State President of Chicago Retail

P h ar m aceutical Association Druggists' Association 1884-6;

1898-9—Member of Boards of Secretary 1883-4—Secretary ot
Pharmacy since 1894—President Chicago College of Pharmacy
of Brooklyn College of Phar- 1870-1 — Vice-President of Chi-
macy several terms. cago Veteran Druggists' Asso-

ciation.

John G. Wischerth, Charles E. Heimerzheim ; com-
mittee of supervision and examination, William Muir;
librarian, Joseph L. Mayer ; counsel, William L. Per-

kins.

Roster of presidents and secretaries since the or-

ganization of the society

:

Presidents—George C. Close, Louis E. Nicot, William
P. De Forest, Edward A. Sayre, L. T. Perkins, Robert
Black. George M. Baker, L. D. Sheets, C. R. Paddock,
Luther F. Stevens, W. M. Davis, John Gallagher. R. C.

Werner, Dr. A. H. Brundage, L. T. Perkins, F. H. Pam-
philon. William Muir, Adrian Paradis, Oscar C. Kleine.
Adrian Paradis.

Secretaries—Louis E. Nicot, Edward A. Sayre, L. T.

Perkins, C. R. Paddock, F. N. Bliss, Luther F. Stevens,
F. N. Bliss, F. P. Tuthill, A. E. Hegeman.

The old Mead store at Oswego, N. Y., was founded
by Dr. Hard in 1836. Some time in the forties the

store was purchased by C. M. Mead & Co. (C. M. and
D. M. Alead). Shortly after the store had been
bought, C. M. Mead retired and the business was then
continued by D. M. Mead until his death, which oc-

curred in 1890. The business has been carried on by
the Estate of D. M. Mead under management of his

son, D. W. Mead.

In 1840 T. H. Camp opened a drug store at the
upper end of the Public square, Watertown, and the
place remains open as a drug store to-day, retaining
the trade of some of the families of si,xty-odd years
ago. Mr. Camp was succeeded by Camp & Massey,
and the sign over the door now bears that firm name,
although in 1899 the business was bought by Milton
M. Rogers.

J. W. Nott, Watertown. N. Y., began his appren-
ticeship in the store of L. E. B. Winslow, of Canton,
N. Y., in 1856.

Chicago Veteran Druggists' Association.

Though in most instances intimately acquainted

with each other, it was not until June 21st, 1898, that

the old druggists of Chicago organized the Chicago
Veteran Druggists' Association. The call for the first

meeting was sent out by Thomas N. Jamieson, who
thus earned the sobriquet of "father" of the associa-

tion. The meeting was held in the Palmer House, and
after it a trip was made by tally-ho to Evanston, fol-

lowed by a banquet at the Bismarck Garden. Mem-
bership was limited to those who had been in the drug
business at least twenty-five years, applicants being
required to have the unanimous endorsement of the

committee on membership.
They have much in common, these old-time Chicago

pharmacists, aside from the similarity of their daily

work and interests, for many of them were acquaint-

ances and friends when Chicago was, comparatively

speaking, a mere village ; and most of them passed

through the great fire of 1871, an experience that

made all Chicagoans akin.

On each twenty-first of June an annual reunion and
banquet is held, "Father" T. N. Jamieson always
being the host on these occasions. One year this an-

nual event included a sail to Milwaukee. At another
time, Fort Sheridan was the scene of the reunion.

The late lamented Albert E. Ebert was historian of

the association, and compiled biographies of ail of the

members.
Roster of principal officers :

First o/^cers—President, tJ. O. Gale; yice-presldent,
William Jauncy; secretary, T. H. Patterson; treasurer, T.
N. Jamieson: historian, Albert E. Ebert.
Present o/^cers—President, T. H. Patterson; Tice-presi-

dent, T. N. Jamieson; recording secretary, Wilhelm Bode-
mann; corresponding secretary, John Blockl; treasurer,
Henry Biroth.
Past presidents—E. O. Gale. Ezekiel H. Sargent, J. S.

Barclay, Albert E. Ebert, William Jauncy, W. F. Blockl,
Louis Woltersdorf (each one term).

The Butcher Drug Store, St. Albans, Vt., is one
of the oldest in the country.

Diagram illustrating the growth of The DBaooisra Cie-
cuLAB as indicated by the number of pages contained in

its first, twenty-fifth and fiftieth volumes.
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AnOI.PII TSHKITi:.
President of New York German Apoth-

ecaries' Society during the eighties-
Prominent in early National Formulary
work, and member of the American
Pharmaceutical Association's first Edit-
ing Committee of the book.

GISTAV RAJISi'ERGEB.
Only surviving organizer of New York

German Apothecaries' Society, and its
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New York German Apothecaries' Society.

The New York German Apothecaries' Society—<ler

New Yorker Deutscher Apotheker \'erein—with the

exception of a few colleges—is believed to be the

oldest existing pharmaceutical association in the

United States, and is one of the oldest in the world.

We must respect it for its accomplishments as well as

for its age, as to its initiative is due to a large extent

our present pharmacy law, and much else that has to

do with the advancement of pharmacy in this State

and nation.

The German Apothecaries' Society was organized

late at night September 30th, 1851, one year before the

formal organization of the American Pharmaceutical
Association. Tschocke's, a once famous Bowery
landmark, was the place where the thirteen founders
of the society gathered to arrange the preliminaries of

organization. Shortly afterward, on the date men-
tioned above, the first regular meeting was held,

twenty-five members being enrolled, and George A.
Cassebeer presiding. L. H. Hasse, H. Gnadendorf,
John Rudolphy and H. Walldorf were the men to

whom credit is principally due for the preliminary

work of organization.

The original name of the society was the New
Yorker Pharmaceutischer Lese-Verein (reading so-

ciety), the present name having been taken in 1873,
when it absorbed a rival society, the Literary and
Scientific Society of the German Apothecaries of the

City of New York, the consolidation having been
brought about largely by the feeling for German unity

caused by the Franco-Prussian war of 1870.

As signified by its early name, the original purpose
of the society was reading—mainly of scientific litera-

ture—and, of course, the encouragement of sociability

among its members. But it was not long before the

wider business possibilities of the society were real-

ized, and the character of the meetings was changed
to a great extent, except the sociability feature, which
still flourishes.

The members are retail pharmacists of German
bii'th or descent, the only exception being S. V. B.
Swann. There are at present about 375 members, of

whom 5 are honorary and 26 associate, that is, mem-
bers not actively engaged in pharmacy in either New
York or Brooklyn.
Formerly the society held its meetings at the homes

of members, then, successively as it grew larger, in

the house of Augustus Weissmann, a member who
placed a room in his home at the society's disposal ; a
hall at Nineteenth street and Third avenue ; the New
York College of Pharmacy ; and for the last several
years at Allaire's, Third avenue, near Eighteenth
street, where it has the use of a number of rooms and
where several large cases are filled with the books and
other property of the society.

One of the first services rendered to pharmacy gen-
erally by the society was the compilation of a set of
formulas. These were offered to remedy the then
existing confusion and to bring about uniformity in

galenical preparations, which were being made by
the pharmacists of different nationalities accord-
ing to the pharmacopoeias of their respective coun-
tries—a practice which had caused annoyance and un-
pleasantness among pharmacists, physicians and
patients. The committee which prepared this for-

mulary was composed of Paul Balluff, George A.
Cassebeer, L. H. Hasse, John Faber, Gustav Rams-
perger and Stenden. Later the work was trans-
lated into English by Ferdinand F. Mayer, and it was
received by both the pharmaceutical and the medical
professions with great enthusiasm. About 1858,
through the activity of Gottfried Hebberling and sev-
eral others, the society established its museum.
The first pharmaceutical examining board in this

city was created at the instance of the German society.

Its work .served to revive interest in the New York
College of Pharmacy, which gradually absorbed its

functions, and which, in turn, came much under the
influence of the society. Several years later (in

1871 ) the society, in union with several other then ex-
isting pharmaceutical associations, secured the enact-
ment of legislation doing away with a paid examining
board, which had been created by legislation, and the
functions of which during its short but active life had
it was charged been mainly the reception of large
fees. The' fight against this board was led by State
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Senator Augustus Weissmann, who was a member of

the society ; Mr. Hoffman, who drafted a new law to

replace the old one; and Gustav Ramsperger, who
acted as collector and custodian of funds for carrying

on the fight. Other members prominent in the matter

were D. C. Robbins, Paul Balluff and M. L. M. Peix-

otto.

This law remained in effect until superseded a few

years ago by the pharmacy law which is now in opera-

tion.

Later the society again took up the publication of

formulas, and was instrumental in 1883 in having

published the New York and Brooklyn Formulary.

The New York College of Pharmacy and the Kings

County Pharmaceutical Society co-operated in this

work. Dr. Charles Rice directing it, and the society

being represented on the committee having the work

in hand by Dr. Rice, Dr. A. Tscheppe and Messrs.

S. J. Bendiner, Gustav Balser, E. C. Goetting, Th.

Louis, Charles Meumann, Gustav Pfingsten, Gustav

Ramsperger, Charles F. Schleussner and Henry
Schmid. The completed work was so well received

that the committee was prompted to present it to the

American Pharmaceutical Association for revision

and extension, in whose hands it served as the basis

of the National Formulary.

In 1884 and 1885, the society established a "legal

aid," or "protective law" committee, and retained

counsel for the purpose of investigating suits brought

against members. Many blackmailing suits have thus

been defeated and the conspirators exposed. This

service is still provided, and is free to prosecuted

members when investigation satisfies the committee

that they are innocent.

During the early nineties a mutual life mortuary
fund was provided for, the family of a deceased mem-
ber receiving as many dollars as there are mem-
bers.

During the same period, a scientific committee was
appointed, whose duty it is to examine drugs and
preparations suspected of being impure or adulterated.

In 1899, the society was represented by two dele-

gates at the meeting of the National Association of

Retail Druggists, and was very active in forming an
affiliated branch of the association in this city. It

later withdrew from the N. A. R. D. because of

troubles connected with the "cut-off" list, but has since

continued very friendly.

In 1901, the society celebrated its fiftieth anniver-

sary in true golden jubilee style. There were nearly

five hundred persons present at the banquet and ball.

Dr. Gustav Pfingsten was toast-master, and Gustav
Ramsperger, honorary president. Mr. Ramsperger
being the only suviving charter member, was pre-

sented with a handsome gold medal.

It would take an article many times as long as this

to merely enumerate all the things that the society has
done for pharmacy and pharmacists.

The dues are six dollars a year, and this is what the

member gets: Legal aid in unjust prosecutions; ac-

cess to a large pharmaceutical and scientific library;

free examination of suspected drugs ; a fnonthly lec-

ture ; from eight to ten of the leading German and
American periodicals every week (distributed free by
messenger) ; one ball, one concert and dance, and two
outings every year ; a supper once a month ; the other

usual association benefits ; when he dies, his family re-

ceives a couple of hundred dollars from the mortuary
fund.

Notwithstanding the giving of all this, the society

has more than $3,000 in its treasury.

The present officers elected on December 6th, 1906,

are: President, Felix Hirseman ; first vice-president,

Dr. C. F. Klippert; second vice-president, August
Diehl ; recording secretary, O. P. Gilbert ; correspond-

ing secretary, George Kleinan; treasurer, R. S. Leh-
man; archivist, A. F. A. Wiggers; librarian, Fred
Trau ; trustees, E. C. Goetting, C. F. Schleussner and
Henry Imhof; honorary president, Gustav Rams-
perger.

Several years ago, Hugo Kantrowitz was appointed

official reporter for the society, and, in appreciation of

his services as such, he was also elected to member-
ship, and has since then been very active in securing

publicity for the society in both the pharmaceutical

and the lay press.

Roster of presidents and secretaries in consecutive

order since 185 1

:

Presidents—George A. Cassebeer, Albert G. Dung,
Augustus Weissmann, Gustav Ramsperger, Theodore
Schumann, Paul Balluff, Carl Eimer, Henry Diedel,
Richard Frohwein, — Reinold, Dr. Mettenheimer, Theodore
Louis Gustav Pfingsten, — Lehlbach, Adolph Tsheppe, E.
C. Goetting, Victor Kostka, Charles F. Schleussner, Henry
Imhof, Felix Hirseman.
Secretaries—Albert G. Dung, L. H. Hasse, Gustav

Ramsperger, Theodore Schumann, Herman Lange, —
Hillebrecht, R. Van der Emdo, — Ruprecht, — Muelhause,
Gustav Pfingsten, Otto von Furstenwaerther, Carl Eimer,
^ Ihlo, Dr. Mettenheimer, Henry Ricken, Sidney Faber. A.
Wortmann, George Leinecker, Dr. Carl F. Klippert, O. A.
Leister, — Hoffman, George Kleinau, — O. P. Gilbert.

Drug Clerks' Associations.

It is impossible to form an estimate, with any great

degree of confidence in its accuracy, as to how many
drug clerks' associations are in existence to-day.

There are a good many, however, and probably twice

the number of those now existing have died, often

with great expedition.

In many cases the forming of a clerks' association

has been attended with considerable danger to the per-

manency of the positions of many of its officers and
members. This was more frequently true a few years

ago, when the clerk was less independent, than in late

years ; and particularly was it true when organization

was for the purpose of obtaining shorter hours, or aid-

ing in the enforcement of the pharmacy laws.

The preambles of the constitutions of a large num-
ber of clerks' associations are quite similar. The
typical one includes : The promotion and diffusion of

scientific knowledge, and aid in the passage and en-

forcement of all laws and measures tending to elevate

the standard of pharmacy.

In some, perhaps many instances, effort has been

made by these associations to bring about a reduction

of the hours of labor.

One of the first of the larger associations of clerks

to be organized was the Washington Drug Qerks' As-
sociation, which was formed in 1873. Its object was
to discourage the employment of young and inexperi-

enced persons as clerks. Its standard of membership
was the highest of which we have record, admitting

no one under eighteen years of age and who had not

been employed at least three years in the drug busi-

ness. This association did not survive very long; it

was superseded in 1883 by the Registered Drug
Clerks' Association of Washington. The last named
association still exists, and has a good sized record of
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things accomplished, among other achievements being

the notable one of representation on the District board

of pharmacy. F. T. Hafelfinger, a clerk, was ap-

pointed, and still serves—and is still a clerk.

The desire to get board representation has been

prominent in a great many of the clerks' associations.

The Drug Clerks' Circle, of New York, has been most

persistent in this direction, twice putting up a candi-

date. Dr. Joseph Kahn, who was defeated each

time. The New York Retail Druggists' Association,

against whose candidate for the board, A. Weinstein,

the clerks were most active, opened its membership to

clerks and absorbed a great number of the circle's

most active workers.

Chicago has had several clerks' associations. The
one now in existence is the Illinois Drug Clerks' As-
sociation. It is on good terms with the retail asso-

ciation. Shorter hours occupied it for a while, but

this question was soon dropped and the association is

not active in any direction.

Philadelphia has a drug clerks' association that con-

fers on many important matters with the retail asso-

ciation. It publishes a journal.

The St. Louis Drug Clerks' Association was or-

ganized in 1888, and is a thriving body. This and
the Philadelphia association have done great work in

assisting in the enforcement of the pharmacy laws,

furnishing much evidence on which to base prosecu-

tions against offenders.

Many of the associations represent in their name
the clerks of the entire State, though in most cases

their members are drawn entirely from the city in

which they meet. This is true of the Illinois, Louisi-

ana, Colorado and Michigan clerks' associations, and
was true, while it was alive, of the New Jersey asso-

ciation. The Virginia and Rhode Island associations,

however, drew members from all over their respective

States, and the former held its annual meetings in

various cities.

Cleveland, Boston, Milwaukee, Louisville, Pitts-

burg, Indianapolis and San Francisco are among other

large cities having clerks' associations. The latter

city probably has the most aggressive one in exist-

ence. It is affiliated with the Federation of Labor,

and has not only succeeded in regulating conditions in

its own city pretty much as it desires, but takes a hand
whenever any of the clerks in the near-by cities desire

assistance in solving the long hours problem. At a

"grand ball" of the San Francisco Drug Clerks'

Union, Mayor and Mrs. Schmitz led the grand march.

The Michigan association is unique in the character

of its various entertainments. These range from box-
ing exhibitions to moonlight river excursions, all of

which are announced in programs composed by some
member whose merry wit makes them very interesting

documents. But several of the other large associa-

tions are not to be easily outdone in their entertain-

ment work.

Out in Black Hills, S. D., the clerks' association in-

duced the proprietors to close their stores every even-
ing at 9.30 o'clock, "excepting on holidays and pay
days."

New York in 1881 had a Protective Association of
Drug Clerks, the members binding themselves not to

work for any druggist who sold proprietaries at less

than the "established" prices. This association pro-

posed to pay half of the salary of any member, dis-

charged through his observance of the association's

principles, until he found another place.

The employment bureau feature has been carried

out with indifferent success by many of the clerks' as-

sociations ; but the St. Louis clubs have made it a suc-

cess and a strong part of their work.

New York stands almost alone—perhaps entirely

alone—in having two drug clerks' organizations, the

Drug Clerks' Circle and the Greater New York Drug
Clerks' Association. Both are largely composed of

Hebrews, and the latter, a comparatively new body, is

affiliated with the Retail Clerks' International Protec-

tive Association. They expect through the union's

influence to enforce the existing pharmacy laws re-

garding hours of labor as well as to try to secure new
laws. They have held several mass meetings, and
have figured in the daily press as "opening a war on
the drug trust," that octopus that so many of the three

branches of the trade are just now trymg to prove to

by a myth. They announced recently in a circular

that they recognize that "the pharmaceutical profes-

sion has become the prey of mercenary adventurers

whose machinations have resulted in the downfall of

pharmacy from its previous professional standmg,"
and that "the first step in the regeneration of the pro-

fession must be the alleviation of the drug clerk's

conditions and compliance with the ten-hour law now
on the statute books."

In general, it is found that the social feature—what-
ever the purpose in organizing—usually becomes
dominant in drug clerks' organizations. Long hours
of work make it necessary to open the meetings at an
hour approaching midnight, and membership and at-

tendance, unless social features are provided, is thus

harder to keep up. Other drawbacks in the work of

the clerks are the oft-occurring changes in their places

of employment and the frequent changes of clerks to

proprietors, these often removing active workers
either out of reach of the association or out of sym-
pathy with it. Considering these and other disadvan-
tages contended with, the clerks as a rule have suc-

ceeded fairly well in their association work.

W. D. Graham & Son's store at Carlinville, 111., was
established by Milo Graham in 1851, and has remained
at the same stand and in the same family ever since,

the present proprietors, W. D. Graham and W. R.

Graham, being son and grandson, respectively, of the

founder. W. D. Graham became a partner in 1870
In 1877 he became sole proprietor. In 1880, A. M
Boring, a step-brother of W. D. Graham, became a

partner. In 1890 Mr. Boring became sole proprietor.

In 1900 the present firm purchased the business.

R. S. Varnum, in 1849, opened a drug store at

Jonesville, Mich., and conducted it continuously until

his death, which occurred in 1880. After his death
his three sons assumed control of the business and the

firm was continued under the name R. S. Varnum's
Sons. They have occupied the same site since the

business was established.

Gross' Drug Establishment, Harrisburg, Pa., was
founded in 1820. It came into the possession of D.
W. Gross in 1830, who died in 1896 at the age of
eighty-six years. E. Z. Gross, his son, then came into

possession of the business, with which he had been
connected since 1867.

Brayton's Drug Store, Mount Morris, 111., was es-

tablished in 1842 by David Brayton and his son, F. B.
Brayton. The latter died in 1897 and the store is

now managed by his son, A. W. Brayton.
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Old New York Drug Stores.

There were 349 drug stores in New York City in

1857. This was exclusive of a few in Harlem, Brook-

Ij'u, and other neighboring "towns." Of these stores,

four were owned by women, and two by colored per-

sons.

Tilly years ago the busiest and most thickly popu-

lated sections of the city were old Greenwich village,

the Bowery, and lower Broadway, that is, Broadway
below Fourteenth street. In some of the streets in

these sections there were then many more drug stores

than there are to-day. On Broadway, between the

Battery and Thirty-first street, there were thirty-three

drug stores, more than twice as many as now. The
only store on Broadway above Thirty-first street was
at Fiftieth street. Eighth avenue had twenty-nine

drug stores between Tenth and Forty-fourth streets.

First avenue had only nine drug stores, the one far-

thest uptown being at Twenty-first street. The drug
store farthest north on Third avenue was at Fifty-

fourth street; on Seventh avenue, at Thirty-third

street ; on Fourth avenue, at Thirtieth street ; on Ninth
avenue, at Forty-sixth street. Hudson street had
fourteen, Greenwich street fifteen, the Bowery nine,

and Grand street fifteen. The map of lower Manhat-
tan Island on the opposite page will show at a glance

the geographical extent of the drug-store territory a
half-century ago, the heavy black line indicating the

northern limit.

The drug stores in New York City in 1857 were as

follows

:

Retail Druffgists in New York City in iSiil—Norman Ab-
bott, 349 Cherry street; T. McK. Abell. 47 Cherry street;
Cuthbert Adamson, 698 Broadway; Robert Ahern, 179
Avenue B; John Aitken, Jr., 298 Hudson street; J. H.
Anderson, 183 Hester street; John Atherley, 50%
Avenue D.

T. S. Bahan, 656 Greenwich street; Thomas Bailey, 9
Bible house; Henry Balser, Jr., 137 Avenue B; J. P. Bar-
nett, 172 Third avenue; John Beach, 287 Bowery; Samuel
Beaud, 238 Seventh avenue; Rufus Belden, 488 Hudson
street; Charles Bernacki, Jr. & Co., 57 Fourth avenue;
Ernst Bihn, 16 Franklin street; Bosch & Ehlers, 23 Avenue
B; C. E. Bramble, 1099 Broadway; R. E. Brandt, 178
Spring street: J. B. Breakell, 214 Ninth avenue; J. R.
Bresee, 424 Eighth avenue; P. D. Burne, 695 Eighth ave-
nue, and Broadway and Fiftieth street; Thomas Burne.
Broadway and Fiftieth street; J. R. Burnett, 118 Walker
street; H. D. Burnete, 312 Second avenue; G. W. Busteed.
407 Fourth avenue, and 325 Third avenue; A. L. Byrne,
167 Grand street.

J. F. Cadmus, 420 Second avenue; Samuel Campbell, 351
Eighth avenue; J. Canavan, 718 Broadway; G. F. Carey,
159 Third avenue: Salvatore Caro, 183 Canal street;
Thomas Carroll, 303 First avenue; G. A. Cassebeer, 191
Bowery: J- X. Chabert, 431% Grand street; Thomas Cham-
bers, 576 Hudson street: Edward Chasteney, 192 East
Broadway; Chauveau & Stuart, 19 Sullivan street; Caleb
Clark, 136 Stanton street; L. S. Clay, 2 Varick street; J. &
I. Coddington, 715 Broadway: D. Z. Cole, 100 Ninth ave-
nue; James Condie, 166 Eighth avenue; C. C. Cone, 584
Grand street; J. M. Congreve. 7 Greenwich avenue; A. M.
Conklin, Broadway and Thirty-fourth street; Edward Con-
way, 597 Pearl street; Robert Cooper, 344 First avenue;
Samuel Covel, 42 Bank street; G. W. Cox, 132 Ninth ave-
nue; Samuel Cregar, 33 Avenue D; Croley & Millward, 405
Eighth avenue; Alexander Cushman, Broadway and
Twenty-second street.

Joshua Davenport, 155 Avenue C; Augustus Davidson,
515 Broome street; J. H. Dawson. 562 Eighth avenue; J.

M. Dawson, 171 Tenth avenue; G. W. Delavergne, 138 and
208 Sixth avenue: Delluc & Co., 035 Broadway and 250
Fourth avenue; Spark Dickinson, 224 Fifth street; Rich-
ard Dillon, 421 Pearl street; L. H. Dinsmore. 51 Sixth
avenue; J. B. Dodd. 108 Fourth avenue; Hugh Doherty,
246 Avenue A; N. H. Drew, 505 Pearl street, and 43 Park

street: Dung & Heyl, 27 Canal street, and 61 Bowery;
A. G. Dunn, 455 and 593 Third avenue; Eugene Dupuy,
609 Broadway; C. A. Dusinberre, 445 Sixth avenue; H. B.
Dwell, 191 First avenue.

W. B. Eager & Co., 120 Hudson street; Frederick
Eckardt, 548i/2 Ninth avenue; J. B. Eckl, 243 Ninth ave-

nue; William Ehlers, 116 Delancey street; Eimer &
Amend, 193 Third avenue; I. Erskine, 272 Eighth avenue.
John Faber, 437 Eighth avenue, and 475 Sixth avenue;

J. H. Fenner, 153 First avenue; Christian Fischer, 384
Seventh avenue; William Fisher, 197 Ninth avenue, and
311 Bleecker street; John Flannery, 469 Pearl street;

Hermann Flentje, 523 Pearl street; Edward Flint, 281
Ninth avenue; Michael Foley, Roosevelt street and Broad-
way; Richard Forrester, 248 Henry street; Fortenbach,
Wiskemann & Co., 131 West Broadway, and 15 Hudson
street; E. & S. Fougera, 30 North William street; Adol-
phus Franke, 6 Carmine street; W. B. Freeman, 204 Ninth
avenue, and 42 Third avenue; Freeman & Brown, 42 Third
avenue; J. B. Frees, 179 Sixth avenue; Frederick Freiber-
ger, 61 Avenue A; A. J. Frost, 408 Sixth avenue; C. P.
Fueling, 482 Eighth avenue.
John Galvan, 213 Monroe street; Hermann Gartz, 126

Division street, and 324 Broome street; William Gebhard,
30 Centre street; Charles Gebhardi, 329 Seventh avenue;
Philip Gelhaar, 623 Eighth avenue; William Gelhaar, 351
Tenth avenue; Charles Gerhard, 258 Madison street; Her-
man Geritzen, 163 Rivington street; I. H. Gibbs, 206 Delan-
cey street: Giers & Diestelhorst, 239 Rivington street; J.

C. Giles, 285 Rivington street; W. M. Giles, 189 Sixth
avenue: Herman Gnadendorff, 714 Third avenue; A. W.
Goble, 5 Canal street; Thilo Goetting, 291 Sixth avenue;
G. S. Goodell & Co., 76 Columbia street; O. U. Graff, 136
Seventh avenue; P. C. Graff, 58 Carmine street; M. W.
Gray, 486 Broadway, and 508 Broome street; T. T. Green,
Broadway and Fourteenth street; J. W. Greene, 11%
Broadway; J. M. Griffiths, Hi Grand street, and 146
Delancey street; E. M. Guion, 127 Broadway.

Charles Habicht, 145 Seventh avenue; Ludwig Haerter,
200 Seventh avenue; A. Hagart. 33 Clinton street; Hall &
Co., 263 Eighth avenue: W. D. Hamilton, 220 Broome
street; J. M. Harlow & Co., 74 Stanton street; Harlow &
Co., 180 Allen street; L. H, Hasse. 40 Avenue A; Hassell
& Beach. 631 Sixth avenue; Halton & Scott. 290 Fourth
street; Jane Hawthorn, 141 Seventh avenue; F. A. Hege-
man. Fourth avenue and Seventeenth street: Hegeman,
Clark & Co., 165, 273, 511 and 756 Broadway, and 76
Trinity place; Joseph Heger, 347 Bleecker street; William
Kenwood. 186 Church street; John Heyder, 562% Third
avenue; J. J. Higgins, 207 First avenue; J. Hilton & Co.,

192 East Broadway; John Hinton, 194 Eighth avenue; L.

A. Hoadley, 403 Hudson street, and 91 Eighth avenue;
Anthony Hoeger, 455 Ninth avenue; Charles Hoffmann,
106 Avenue A; M. K. Hogan, 86 Centre street; Theodore
Hohle. 144 West Broadway; J. C. Homeyard, 43 Third
avenue; Diedrich Hornholz, 162 Avenue A; T. W. Hors-
field, 511 Eighth avenue, and 402 Ninth avenue; Reuben
Hoyt & Co., 527 Greenwich street: Augustus Huehne. 291
First avenue; Alexander Hugart. 167 Stanton street;

George Hunter. 1252 Broadway; J, M. Hunter. 369 Broome
street: W'. C. Hunter, 255 Sixth avenue; C. S. Hutchings,
Jr., 132 West Broadway.

G. E. Inger & Co., 399 Broadway; M. Inwright, 740 Third
avenue; J. C. Ivans, 374 Second avenue; John Ives, 579
Eighth avenue.
Anthony Jackson. 185 Grand street; F. H. Jackson, 120

Cherry street; S. H. Jameson, 254 Tenth avenue; A. E.
Jansen, 477 Greenwich street; Frederick Johnson. 421
Seventh avenue; Robert Johnson, 30 Baxter street; John
Jones, 722 Houston street.

J. N. Keeler. 427 Greenwich street: Keleman & Stern-
bergh, 1074 Broadway; A. Kennedy, 72 Third avenue; H.
T. Kiersted & Son, 529 Broadway; Magdeline Kiesele, 125
Greenwich street; Osmar Klopsch, 360 Eighth avenue;
P. B. Knapp. 362 Hudson street; C. R. Krafft, 163 Prince
street; Adolph Krehbiel, 12S6 Houston street.

Edward Lane, 731 Eighth avenue; Herman Lange, 297
Eighth avenue: J. H, Laughlin. 644 Sixth avenue; J. M.
Lawson. 753 Greenwich street; John Leech. 118 Walker
street; Joseph Leggett. 120 Avenue C; J. A. Leighton. 471
Eighth avenue: Louis Leroy, 771 Broadway: W. F. Lind-
say, 77 East Broadway: J. D. Little, 259 Ninth avenue;
H. T. Lloyd, 3 Prince "street; John Longstaff, 142 Eighth
avenue; F. H. Loss, 228 Eighth avenue: Patrick Lynch,
211 Avenue B; Eliphalet Lyon, 466 Grand street.

Ewen Mclntyre, 874 Broadway: H. Q. Mack. 371 Second
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avenue; Thomas McNair, 691,^ Centre street; Magonlgle &
Co., 141 Grand street; Ferdinand Mann, 92 Eighth avenue;

J. G. Manning, 169 Bleecker street; W. H. Marsac, TSVa

Greenwich street; Alfred Marsh, 208 Varick street; M. C.

Marsh, 987 Broadway; William Martfeld, 525 Grand street;

William Maunder, 47 Hudson street; John Maurer, 338

Eighth street; John Meakim, 679 Broadway; Philip

Meakle, 70 and 208 Avenue A, 43 Avenue B, and 393

Grand street; W. H. Meeker, 495 Third avenue; Hermann
Metz, 240 Houston street; John Milhau, 183 Broadway;

Map of the lower part of old New York city. The heavy

black line indicates the northern limit of drug stores in

the city in 1857. The dotted line indicates the "Subway"

and the other broken lines show the course of the elevated

railways.

Jedediah Miller, 17 Avenue D; John Miller, 245 First

avenue- R. Miller & Co., 533 Second avenue; Miller & Vos-

burgh, 'l06 Grand street; A. M. Mills, 12 First avenue;

John Mills, 76 James street; George Moller. 700 Eighth

avenue; A. G. Molwitz, 135 Clinton street; James Moran,

270 Division street; Niel Morrison, 907 Third avenue;

R. E. Moss, 542 Grand street; Muehlhause & Co., 181

Delancey street: Carl Muller, 9 West Broadway; T. J.

Mullery, 395 Third avenue; L. S. Murphy, 305 Ninth

avenue.
T. M. Nail, 39 Avenue D; G. H. Nash, First avenue and

Eighth street; Louis Naumann, 205 William street, and 77

Avenue B; Theodore Naumann, 4 Gouverneur street; G. A.

Newman, 172 Cherry street; R. B. Newman, 303 Hudson

street- Truman Nichols, 88 Avenue D; Adolph Nietsch,

108 Varick street; Garrit Norton, 451 Eighth avenue;

Hiram Nott, 28 Fulton street.

Charles O'Dowd, 296 Seventh avenue; O'Dwyer & Lep-

rohon, 191 Grand street; W. J. OUiffe, 6 Bowery, and 809

Broadway; Bernard O'Reilly, 518 Tenth avenue; F. B
O'Reilly, 109 Avenue D; Philip O'Reilly, 124 Leonard

street; J. O'Reilly & Co., 42 Madison street.

J A Parise, 47 Monroe street; Louis Paulssen, 213 btan-

ton'street; Gustavus Paulus, 179 William street; M. L M
Peixotto, 207 Division street; John Pendlebury, 519y2

Ninth avenue; J. B. Perez, 29 Spring street; C. H. Phillips,

634 Houston street, and 159 Front street; Adolph Plew-

czynski, 36% Oak street; J. A. Poyntz, 509 -Third avenue;

Peter Preterre, 515 Pearl street; H. C. Pridham, 438

Fourth avenue; J. Prior & Son, 301 Eighth avenue.

B Quackinbush & Son, 703 Greenwich street; James

Quee 624 Hudson street; N. H. Quimby, 3 Third avenue.

Gu'stave Radefeld, 366 Eighth avenue; Gustav Ramsper-

ger 62 Oliver street; Philip Reineck, 30 Second avenue;

V P Richards 383 Second avenue; Riker & Berrian, 353

Sixth avenue; C. H. Ring, 192 Broadway; David Ritter,

318 Bowery; Frederick Roesler, 62 Rivington street, and

Canal and Allen streets; Alpheus Rogers, 75 West Broad-

way- Arthur Rogers, 198 Spring street; 0. P. Rollins, 60

Avenue C; L. A. Rosenmiller, 172 Eighth avenue; Edward

Rotton 297 Fourth avenue; Aretas Rowe, Jr., 287 Tenth

avenue'; F. V. Rushton, 10 Astor House, and 417 Broad-

way - ftlorgan Ryerson, 185 Avenue B.

J M Sands. 177 Avenue C; R. A. Sands, 188 Bowery:

John Sauer, 115 Third avenue; Augustus Schaefer^ -21

Amos street; William Scheide, 42% Crosby street; Fred-

erick Schillberg, 93 Bowery; Henry Schmid, 140 Third

avenue; C. A. Schmidt, 534 Eighth avenue; William

Schmitz, 72 Delancey street; Emil Schoening. 244 Stanton

street and 175 Second street; Lewis Schucking, 185 Ave-

nue B; Francis Schulte, 507 Greenwich street; Theodore

Sclnimann, 381 Sixth avenue; J. S. Scofield, 335 Washing-

ton street: Simeon Seger, 54 Jackson street; Charles

Seidel 32 Walker street; A. Semrad, 438 Broadway; H. M.

Sendeii, 196 Grand street; Thomas Shea, 242 Tenth ave-

nue- Shedden & Neergaard. 363 Bowery; G. E. Shiels, 37^

Sixth avenue; Shipley & Vanderhoef, 355 Third avenue;

G B F Simpson, 101 Sixth avenue; Smith, 308%

Grand street; C. C. Smith, 377 Canal street; Christian

Smith 377 Greenwich street: Eliza Smith, 261 Monroe

-street- Franklin Smith, 186 Grand street: H. W. Smith,

172 Ninth avenue; J. McC. Smith, 55 West Broadway; S.

R Smith 42 Greenwich street; C. W. Smyth, 250 Seventh

avenue- J. L. Snyder, 269 Third avenue; W. M. Somer-

ville 205 Bleecker street; Otto Speck, 508 Sixth avenue;

C & E. Speidel, 51 Laurens street; Leopold Stachelroth,

306 Houston street; C. W. Stanley, 432 Hudson street;

Stearns & Cregar, 107 Bowery; D. Stevens & Co.. 26 Sixth

avenue- Alexander Stooss, 343 First avenue; August Suss-

man, 6.59 Ninth avenue: G. P. Suydam, 101 Hudson street;

Edward Swift, 102 Centre street.

P L Tadman & Co., 81 Bleecker street: J. A. Tarrant,

278 Greenwich street; Robert Taylor. 10 Eighth avenue;

E L Theall 47 Rutgers street; J. B. Thompson, 108 Ninth

avenue- C. H. Thorn. 195 Hudson street; W. M. Thurman,

428 Canal street; C. N. Travis, 385 Greenwich street; Wil-

liam Troell & Co., 66 Avenue C; M. C. Tully, 134 and 193

Broome street; A. H. Turner, 144 Spring street; J. W.

Tuthill, 180 Hester street.

Anthony Utz, 502 Second avenue.

Emil Vanwyck, 44yo Sixth avenue; E. W. Vondersmith,

Henry Walldorf. 317y2 Bowery; Ruth Walters, 111 Hous-

ton street: M'anier & Co., 99 Lewis street; John Watson,

267 Bleecker street; Edmund Weber, 18 Bayard street:

Wedemeypr & Otto, 254 William street; James Weir, 266

Grand street- Weismann & Cassebeer, 257 Broome street,

and 386 Broadway: F. G. Werner. 385 Ninth avenue;

George Werner, 2 Avenue C; W. D. Wheeler, 672 Sixth

avenue; G. H. Wheeler & Co., 112 Cherry street: P. A.

White 102 Gold street: C. S. Whitehead, Second avenue

and Fourth street; Whitehead & Bro., 152 Greenwich

street- R. T. Wigins, 43 Third avenue; Henry Wilson, 29

Whitehall street; Ernst Winzer, 63 Division street; Rufus

Wright, 74 East Broadway,
C. H. Zoeller, 287 Delancey street: Victor Zoeller, 3b

East Broadway; Frederick Zoeppritz, 134 Greenwich

street.

In addition to these there were drug stores at the
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following locations, but the compilers of the directory

were unable to secure the names of the proprietors:

163 Avenue A, 246 and 369 Broome street. 214 Hudson
street, 32 Madison street, Ninth avenue and Fourteenth
street, 206 Seventh avenue, and 140 Third avenue.

Wholesale Druggists in New York city in 1857—T. & G.

Ackerman, 58 Cortlandt street; James S. Aspinwall, 86

William street.

C. H. & A. T. Baxter & Co., 83 Maiden lane; Beckwith &
Greene, 252 Greenwich street; Bush, Gale & Robinson, 186

Greenwich street.

Carle & Strong, 153 Water street.

Day, Ayers & Hoogland, 68 Pearl street; Julius Dran-
dorff, 356 Bowery.

A. C. Evans & Co., 218 Pearl street.

B. A. Fahnestock, Hull & Co., 51 Cliff street.

Louis Gail, 197 William street.

Hall & Blauvelt, 50 Cortlandt street; Hall, Dixon &
Fraser, 149 Chambers street, and 131 Reade street; Hall,

Ruckel & Co., 218 Greenwich street; William Halsey &
Co., 182 Water street; Harral, Risley & Kitchen, 76 Bar-

clay street; H. R. Haydock, 278 Pearl street; J. H. Hazard,
121 Maiden lane; G. R. Hendrickson, 191 Duane street; J.

B. Hendrickson, 191 Duane street; Hogg Brothers, 103

Beekman street; Oliver Hull, 278 Pearl street.

S. Ingersoll & Fiels, 34 Beekman street.

B. Keith & Co., 590 Houston street.

D. T. Lanman & Co., 69 Water street; G. N. Lawrence,
172 Pearl street; Lazell, Marsh & Hunn, 10 Gold street.

McKesson & Robbins, 34 Ann street and 91 Fulton street;

Marsh, Northrop & Co., 139 Maiden lane; Marsh. Orvis

& Co., 150 Greenwich street; J. T. Maxwell; 86 William
street; Israel Minor & Co., 214 Fulton street.

Parsons & Petit. 162 Pearl street; Paul & Houghton, 31

West Broadway; Pentold, Clay & Co., 4 Fletcher street;

Pollack Brothers, 189 Pearl street; H. Price & Barkley, 53

Cortlandt street.

Rudolphy & Zeller, 536 Pearl street.

A. B. & D. Sands & Co., 141 William street; Philip

Schieffelin, Haines & Co., 58 Vesey street; H. M. Schietfelin

& Fowler, 142 Front street; Schieffelin Brothers & Co..

170 William street; Stebbins, Morgan & Allen, 46 Cliff

street.

J. A. Tarrant, 278 Greenwich street, and 284 West Nine-
teenth street; W. W. Thayer, 319 Pearl street; Thomas &
Fuller, 203 Fulton street; J. F. Trippe & Co., 90 Warren
street; J. E. Trippe. 71 Warren street.

William Underbill. Jr.. 183 Water street; S. R. Van-
duzer & Co.. 198 Greenwich street.

Ward & Lewis. 10 Old slip; M. Ward. Close & Co.. 115
Fulton street, and 46 Ann street; Wetzler & Taussig. 15

Dey street; G. H. Wheeler, 112 Cherry street; Wheeler &
Hart, 20 Beekman street; Whitehead & Brother, 152 Green-
wich streeet.

Of the 349 retail drug stores in New York in 1857,

at least eighteen are still in existence at the same loca-

tions, the business having been continued without in-

terruption from that time to this.

The original owner, location, and the present owner
are given in the appended list

:

B. Ouackenbtish & Son, 703 Greenwich street ; now
B. F. Quackenbush & Co.

George A. Cassebeer, 191 Bowery; R. H. Luthin.

Sheddin & Neergaard, 363 Bowery ; Daniel
Schmidt, Jr.

W. J. Olliffe, 6 Bowery ; Estate of W. M. Olliffe.

Ern.st Winzer, 63 Division street; Louis F. Roedi-
gcr.

J. O'Reilly & Co., 42 Madison street; Boyle &
Pervilo

Thomas Chambers, 576 Hudson street; Flower
Drug Company.

P. B. Knapp & Sons, 362 Hudson street; ownership
changed, but firm name remains the same.

R. B. Newman, 303 Hudson street; Herman Dehn-
hoff.

George Moller. 700 Eighth avenue ; F. K. James.

Joh]i Longstaff, 142 Eighth avenue; Utley

Brothers.

Adolph Nietsch, 108 N'arick street; B. Glasgow.

J. B. Frees, 179 Sixth avenue ; George Redder.

Hiram Nott, 28 Fulton street; Thomas H. Tucker.

Dung & Heyl, 27 Canal street ; Bernstein & Harri-

son.

W. D. Wheeler, 672 Sixth avenue ; Munsch, Protz-

mann & Co.
Philip Reineck, 30 Second avenue; William T.

Stohlmann.
Thomas Bailey, 9 Bible house ; R. P. Mue'.lenbach.

There are several other stores in the city that claim

to be more than fifty years old, but they do not now
occupy their original locations.

An interesting hour may be spent with the prescrip-

tion files of any of the stores last mentioned. In every

case they formerly were very profitable prescription

stores. The Knapp, Munsch, Protzmann & Co.,

and the Quackenbush and Flower Drug Co. stores and
one or two of the others still do a big prescription

business, but in only two or three instances has the

trade remained of a distinct prescription character.

But it is to the names of the doctors and customers

on the prescriptions that the most interest attaches.

The nationality of the population tributary to the

stores, in nearly every instance, has changed not only

once but three or four times. As Arthur Berman,
206 Bowery, said : "First it was American, then Irish,

then German, and now it is Jewish." At least thirteen

of the stores named above are now surrounded by a

population composed almost entirely of foreign-

ers.

Perhaps the oldest of these stores is that of W. M.
Olliffe, at 6 Bowery, which was established in 1806
by Dr. Henry Walter, an Englishman. There was so
much feeling against the English in the years imme-
diately following that Dr. Walter decided it was best

to retire, and Dr. Constantine Adamson became the

owner. Dr. Adamson had been educated for the priest-

hood. His talent and character made him immensely
popular and something of an oracle, not only in his

own neighborhood but with the physicians and doc-
tors for miles around. In 1847 he retired, having pre-
viously taken W. J. Olliffe into partnership. The lat-

ter was succeeded by his son, W. M. Olliffe, who died
in 1890. The store is now owned by the Olliffe estate

C. A. Passmore has been its manager for the lasf

twenty-eight years.

The next oldest of these stores is probably that at 28
Fulton street, established in 1806 by Anderson & Mac-
lay. Hiram Nott succeeded to the ownership, and in

1867 was in turn succeeded by Dr. S. A. Brown. In

1894 Louis Eickwort became the owner, and in 1896
George Goetling bought it, retiring from business in

1904, when Thomas H. Tucker, who had clerked in

the store under Dr. Brown, became the proprietor. In
this old store have been heard some famous yarns, for

formerly it was a great rendezvous for sailors, and a
iarge part of its revenues were once derived from the
sale of medicine chests to sea captains. That was be-

fore the days of consolidations and general purchas-
ing agents, every captain himself buying such pro-
visions and medicines as he considered were required
for his voyage.

The Quackenbush store was established in 1817, by
R. Quackenbush, who was connected with it for sixty-
eight years, at various times having with him his son,
Samuel Ouackenbu.sli, hi? son-in-law, J. H. Kendall,
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and his grandson, B. F. Ouackenbush, who is the

present owner of the business. Upon the death of the

founder, about 1885, the store became the property

of his son, David, and David's son is now the owner,
having succeeded to the business on the death of his

father in 1902.

Mr. Dehnoff's store was opened in 1837 by Mr.
Coddington, who sold it to R. B. Newman at some
time before 1857. Dr. E. C. Logue came into posses-

sion in 1S62 or T863, and Nelson E. Cooper succeeded

him, and was in turn succeeded eighteen years ago
by Mr. Dehnhoff. This was a famous old pre-

scription store, and did a big business back in the

sixties.

Mr. Dehnhoff has also owned the store at 108 Var-
ick street, which is also more than a half-century old.

This store was founded by Adolph Nietsch and by
him sold to Herman Patka in 1859. Mr. Dehnhoff
bought it in 1869, and sold it several years ago to W.
T. Thon. B. Glasgow bought the store about a year

ago.

The Bernstein & Harrison store was founded 58
years ago last fall by Alfred G. Dung and Adolph
Heyl, and was a very popular prescription store from
the first. Mr. Dung, the senior member, was at one time

president of the German Apothecaries' Society. In

1869 B. Hamner bought the store, and sold it in 1883
to Hugo Mueller, who sold it to the present owners
in 1893.

Mr. Stohlmann's store was opened in 1849, by
Philip Reineck, who is now in California. He sold it

to Dr. Milcke, who in 1875 sold it to Mr. Becker.

Mr. Becker for some reason or other closed the store,

but three months later the present owner secured

it.

Thomas Bailey opened the store at 9 Bible House,
in 1853. In 1863 Eugene Hartnett bought it. In

1882 Mr. Hartnett sold the store to his clerks, Robert
Phillip Muellenbach, and Louis Weissman, and went
to Jersey City. Mr. Weissman retired from the firm

five years ago and now has a store at One Hundred
and Fifteenth street and Third avenue. Mr. Muellen-
bach is now the sole owner of the business. The old

prescription books are still in existence.

R. H. Luthin succeeded George A. Cassebeer at

191 Bowery in 1882. Mr. Cassebeer opened the store

in 1845. He built up a splendid business and was
very widely known ; but the population has changed
so greatly in character since his day that only a rem-
nant of the once fine prescription trade is left. Mr.
Cassebeer was the first president of the German
Apothecaries' Society.

Louis F. Roediger's store at 63 Division street, in

spite of the changes which have occurred around
it, still does a good prescription business. It was es-

tablished in 1834 by Ernst Winzer, who sold it to

Rudolph Homann late in the fifties. B. F. Krafft,

now in the Bronx, bought the store of Mr. Homann in

1883, and in 1892 sold it to its present owner.
F. K. James, the owner of the store at 700 Eighth

avenue, does not know when it was established, except
that it was a long time ago. It was in existence in

1857, however, and George Moller, 'who then owned
it, sold it to Mr. Burg, who later, at different times,

had Mr. Rau and Mr. Wurthschmidt as partners.

In 1887 M. E. Swartz bought the store and the one at

Forty-ninth street and Sixth avenue, now owned by
George E. Schweinfurth. Both Mr. James and Mr.
Schweinfurth clerked for Mr. Swartz before buving

their respective stores. Mr. Swartz has since become
a physician, and Mr. James has made the store one of

the largest in the city. Fifty years ago it was next to

the farthest north of any Eighth avenue store.

The store at 179 Sixth avenue has had but two own-
ers. J. B. Frees founded it in 1850, and was suc-

ceeded at his death in 1897 by George Redder, the

present owner, who was Mr. Frees' clerk.

Boyle & Perrilo's store at 42 Madison street is said

to have been first opened in 1821.

Utley Brothers' store was established in 1850 by
John Longstaff, and sold to Mr. Overton in 1858.
E. O. Utley bought it in 1865, and, about fifteen years
ago, took his brother into partnership.

The Flower Drug Co.'s store at 576 Hudson street

was first opened in 1820, by whom Walter Flower and
Henry Roth, the present owners, do not know. But
in 1857 Thomas Chambers owned the store, and upon
his death, several years later, his clerk, James Collins,

succeeded him. Mr. Collins sold the business to its

present owners in 1900 and retired.

EDWARD LEON MILHAU (1S34-1903).

Son of John Milhau (see page S8), and at the time of his
death chief owner of one of the oldest drug stores in this city.

Milhau's drug store was established in Baltimore

in 1813, and was removed to this city in 1830, being

first located at Broadway and Maiden lane, and one
year later moving across the street to 183 Broadway,
where it remained until last year, when it was moved
up the street about a block to 205 Broadway. This

store is said to be the only lower Broadway institu-

tion except Trinity Church and St. Paul's Chapel to

remain at one place from 1830 to 1906. John Milhau,

its first owner, was very active in New York College

of Pharmacy matters. In 1869 he retired, his death

occurring in 1874. His portrait and a more extended
sketch of his life appear on another page. He was
succeeded by Edward L. Milhau, a son, who subse-

quently formed a corporation to conduct the business,

remaining at its head until his death, May 26th, 1903.

The store is still one of the leading prescription phar-

macies of the city. E. L. Ennis, for many years before

Mr. Milhau's death the manager of the business, re-

tains that position now.
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An Old New Yorker in Georgia.

An interesting letter was received by the Circular

from Theo. R. Wardell, of Bainbridge, Ga., in De-

cember, 1904. In it the writer talks chattily of sonie

of the old times in this city and also tells of a varied

life spent in the South. He says

:

'A native of New York city and an orphan at the

age of twelve years, I entered the retail drug store of

Allan P. Halleck & Co., at 149 Fulton street. New
York, a few doors from Broadway, north side, August

1st, 1844. My grandfather, James Wilson, a stove

dealer and manufacturer, doing business at 208 Water

street, paid Dr. Halleck $1 a month to teach me the

drug business. I was small for my age and stood on

a box to properly use a mortar and pestle on the

counter. Dr. Halleck and his partner, Mr. Stoddard,

were kind hearted Quaker gentlemen and I rose rapid-

ly in their esteem—and as a druggist.

"During the great fire of 1845 the clerks were per-

mitted in turn to visit the scene of the fire, I taking

my turn. I remember well standing in Wall street

and looking down Broad street, which was a lurid

sea of fire on both sides of the street, and seeing a

hand fire engine standing deserted in the middle of

Broad .street with its arms and body ablaze.

"In those days we bought our supplies of drugs

mostly of Olcott & McKesson, wholesale druggists,

in Maiden lane, and sometimes got supplies from

William Burger, in Courtlandt street, and Joseph E.

Trippe in Maiden lane. There was a young man in

the office of Olcott & McKesson of the name of Rob-

bins. The boys called him a 'dandy'—he was so neat

in dress and nice in manners ; but he was a hustler,

even in those old days. John McKesson, of the firm,

was called by his friends in the drug trade 'Johnnie'

McKesson, on account of his lovable and kindly na-

ture. He was a gentleman of courtly manners and

was ever spoken of with loving respect.

"In the latter part of the forties I came South, to

Richmond, Va... and entered the pharmacy known as

the 'Old City Drug Store' of Jackson B. Wood, on

the corner of Wall and Main streets, opposite the

Bell Tavern, as prescription clerk. In 1852 I took

charge of the business of N. D. Labadie, wholesale

and retail druggists, Galveston, Tex., and had the

yellow fever there. In 1855 I took charge of the pre-

scription department of S. D. Brantley & Co., drug-

gists. Bull street. Savannah. In 1858 I began busi-

ness in this city (Bainbridge, Ga.) and am still at

work every day in the week.

"I was a confederate soldier three years, and when
the war closed T had charge of the purveyor's depart-

ment for furnishing medical and hospital supplies for

eastern and middle Florida for the confederate forces.

"My brothers served in the federal army and one of

them was taken prisoner in the battle of the Wilder-
ness near Richmond and put in the 'pen' at Anderson-
villc, Ga.. with thousands of others, where he was
guarded with others and kept prisoner under the guns
of a battery of artillery commanded by my brother-

in-law. •

"In all the years of my long drug journey since

1844 I have not lost over one month to five weeks at

the utmost in sickness and travel. My three years in

the war were n.ot lost to me, for I w-as compelled by
reason of the blockade to manufacture to fill the wants
of the army in the field. I saw tight times to fill requi-
sitinp.; for some things: At one time we used tupelo

gum tree roots in making corks. I also found dog-

wood bark made a fair black ink. Bottles were scarce

and I gathered them up from the towns and planta-

tions.

"I have been through three epidemics of yellow

fever and stood in my place behind the counter the

whole time except in part of one when I had the fever,

but was again behind the counter in three weeks.

"I hope sincerely you will pardon me for my long

story, but I know you are aware an old man with life's

sunset shadow streaming out around him will delight

in rehearsing the story of the past and long ago, a

long ago so dear and bright."
.

:M. L. Walley & Co., Auburn, N. Y.. conduct a

business which was established in 1852 by Amos T.

Walley and was successfully conducted by him until

1856, when a younger brother, M. L. Walley, became
a partner, under the firm name of A. T. Walley &
Co. This business was continued under this name
until the death of Amos T. Walley in 1868, at which
time M. L. Walley became sole owner. He took into

the firm a younger brother, G. M. Walley, and con-

tinued the business as M. L. Walley & Co. G. M.
Walley having died in 1871, M. L. Walley, Jr., and
an old clerk in the establishment were admitted as

partners.

In April, 1904, Meyer Brothers Druggist said:

"Mr. F. A. Uhlich is probably the oldest of the St.

Louis retail druggists. He was born in Saxony in

1815, and has seen sixty years of changes in the retail

drug business. He is now practically retired from
active service and leaves the business to his son, Ferdi-

nand Uhlich. A sketch of Mr. F. A. Uhlich and com-
ments on his services in the drug trade was the subject

of an article published in the Meyer Brothers Drug-
gist for December, 1895, when Mr. Uhlich celebrated

his semi-centennial as a retail druggist."

Charles W. Snow, of C. W. Snow & Co., Syracuse,

N. Y., began as clerk in 1850 for William B. Tobey,
and after four years' service was taken into partner-

ship. Tobey & Snow dissolved partnership in 1866,

and in 1871 Orrin J. Snow entered the firm and re-

mained until his death in March, 1903. Some ten

years ago Nelson P. Snow, son of C. W. Snow, was
admitted to partnership and the firm incorporated.

A. Ertel's store at Hempstead, Long Island, was
established by Dr. Davidson in 1840. Aug. Davidson,
son of Dr. Davidson, has been in business at Hemp-
stead about fifty years. Thomas Scott, of Baldwins,
has been in the retail drug business over sixty years.

Another old-timer on Long Island is George L. Peck,
of Jamaica, who has a half-century of connection with
the drug business to his credit.

Hamilton's Drug Store, Auburn, N. Y., is one of

the oldest retail stores in the State, if not in the coun-
try. It was founded in 1817 by Richard Steel & Co.
In the early seventies it became known as Steel's

Drug Store, a son. Joseph M. Steel, succeeding to the

business. In 1887 Albert H. Hamilton became its

proprietor.

The store of Harman W. Warner, Albany, N. Y.,

has a record of over seventy years of existence. It

was established in 1836 by Charles Frothingham, who
was succeeded by Dr. P. Murphy in the early sixties.

Dalrymple & Warner purcha.sed the business in 1881
and continued it until the death of Mr. Dalrymple in

1901.
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Looking Badcwzu-d Over New York State.

By William H. Rogers.

Two highways meeting, one from the mountains and
the west seeking tidewater, the other running north
and south searching for the mill, formed four corners
around which gradually grew the business and social

life of a hamlet which later developed into a village

of about 3,000 souls.

Such was Middletown when I first knew it in the

middle fifties. And with a becoming modesty the drug
business had pre-empted three out of four of these

corners, the most prominent and most desirable sites

in the village. For a

number of years, too,

those same drug stores

had occupied those same
sites, and interruptedly

from that day to this,

those same corners have

been given up to the drug

business.

One store—the oldest

—

has been once rebuilt, has

changed hands several

times, and is now owned
by Wickham W. Young.
The prescription files of

this store run back to

about 1832.

Another store has re-

mained in the same family

fifty years, the external

features of the building

unchanged but the interior

refurnished. This .?tore is owned by F. M. Pronk,

who, as a clerk and proprietor, has been there for

about forty years.

The third store was conducted by J. T. King for

about fifty years. He retired from business a few

years ago and is yet living here, honored and esteemed

by all. The exterior of the store is about as it was
a half-century ago. Its present owners are Ogden.&
Shimer, former clerks of Mr. King. As clerks and
proprietors, these gentlemen have been connected with

this store for about thirty years.

In 1868 McMonagle & Rogers opened a drug store

at Middletown, practically the first addition to the

number for fifteen years, although since then several

others have started, of which some have continued

and others ceased. Mr. McMonagle has engaged in

another calling, but the business is continued under
the original name. It is doubtful if another town can
show so few changes in so long a period.

In Goshen, of the two older stores of those days,

one (Dikemans') is conducted by a son of the former
proprietor, while side by side, in friendly rivalry, the

old Horton store continues under a new name.

In Ellenville, the old Corbin drug store occupies the

same site. It was a Corbin drug store for nearly fifty

years, but is now in other hands. It has been once
rebuilt.

In Nevvburgh, Isaac Chapman has a full half-

century to his credit and is yet as active as a boy,

while Theodore Merritt's of fifty years ago is now
Theodore Merritt's Sons, the original proprietor in

good health yet, but not in active business.

Port Jervis has made more frequent changes. It

lias no drug store that I recall with over a score of

years of ownership to the credit of its proprietor.

Possiblv the stores of D. J. Pierce or Stephen St. John
are exceptions.

"Druggists" we called ourselves; "pharmaceutist"

was the nearest we got to the later "pharmacist."

Pharmacy laws were unknown in the days of which
I speak. Any one who chose could sell drugs, yet the

business was practically given up to the druggist, by
general consent. The community awarded confidence

where best deserved, and the character of the busi-

ness each man did depended upon his fitness. In the

fifties physcians' prescriptions were few ; their number
gained rapidly in the sixties, reached its zenith in the

seventies and eighties, and then in the early nineties

the horrors of the tablet and the "manufacturer's spe-

cialty" began to loom ominoifsly upon the horizon.

All physicians bought their supplies of the drugr
gists—doctors in the more remote country districts

buying crude drugs, powders and tinctures in quan-

tity. If we had few prescriptions we made up for it

in the domestic recipes, of which there were many,
for family and for farm stock. A larger proportion of

the sales, too, were for medicines, and a larger pro-

portion called for technical knowledge than now. Syn-
thetic products were unknown. German chemists had
not yet found in coal tar duplicates of nearly every-

thing in nature. Ready-made pills had no existence.

Pharmaceutical journals and conventions gravely dis-

cussed pill masses and gelatin coating. No duplicate

stocks from several sources dififering only in label and
no bitter charge of "substitution" made unhappy our
lot.

Few fluid extracts were used. Tinctures in the

fifties were largely made by maceration, percolation

being a rarity. My experience began in 1861 : It was
just at the awakening of a new era. Evidence of the

old was all about me—the drug mill, the mortar and
pestle, and the pill tile were in hourly use. Many
crude dyewoods and dyestuffs were sold, indigo large-

ly in some sections.

It was the day of the small creamery which made
butter and "white oak" cheese—the latter largely a

skim milk product—and in both butter and cheese,

annatto were largely used to produce a yellow color.

No pure food laws, national or State, umpired the

game in those days. Annatto was sold by the ounce
for family use and in 50-pound baskets to creameries.

Who sell's any annatto these days? Or cochineal?

Or madder?
"Patents" were fewer in number—the leading ones

"on consignment" at $2, $4 and $8, or 10 per cent,

less for outright purchases. There was little dead

stock for the dealer in those goods. We sold most of

the toilet goods, not so many as are now sold, but a

larger proportion of what the community bought. In

those days old-fashioned cologne was largely used,

and hair oil, as were "genuine" ox-marrow pomade
and "bear's oil." Those were the days of anti-macas-

sars : not to use hair oil bespoke one a barbarian.

Prepared dyes were unknown. The first of these

that came to my notice was in the early sixties, Howe
& Stevens' family dyes, a 25-cent package, composed
of dyewoods with blue vitriol and other mordants, all

in one. Anilin in all its vivid hues burst upon the

world a few years later, and the older forms of dyes

died quickly. I know a drug cellar where there are

several barrels of camwood, fustic, etc., which can be

bought low.

Less soothing syrup, Godfrey's cordial, paregoric
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and other children's narcotics are sold now than then

;

also less opium, morphine and laudanum for adults

—

a great improvement. The younger generation of

doctors are more careful in ordering such things.

All country drug stores sold paints, oils and win-

dow glass. Many yet do so in this section—a not un-

mixed evil in view' of the tendency of some lucrative

branches of the business to seek other channels. The
variety of drugs demanded was but a fraction of those

now needed ; the average of demand more frequent.

There was less of dead stock, especially of drugs and

chemicals bought at exaggerated prices and of ephem-
eral popularity.

Life was easier because less strenuous. Vacations

and holidays were undiscovered—perhaps less needed.

Buying goods was an event for a monthly trip to New
York, and one or two days' careful study of the stock

to supplement the "want book." Now, daily pur-

chases are a feature of the same stores.

Families used "burning fluid" as an illuminant

—

composed of three parts of alcohol and one part of

purified oil of turpentine. It was highly inflammable

but competed with whale and sperm oil as illuminants

—all of which druggists sold. Petroleum was un-

known to commerce as an illuminant. This was "be-

fore the war" and alcohol was worth less than 50
cents per gallon. Stores were lighted with "camphine"
—a purified oil of turpentine, burned with a round
wick, brilliant and dangerous, but the law did not
prevent its use.

Expenses were much less in every respect. Profits

were much larger because more largely were the crude
drugs or chemicals converted into pills, tinctures,

syrups, emulsions or ointments by the druggist, with
a correspondingly greater pay for labor and skill.

Now we are mere purveyors of the enterprise of
others—largely. Special brands were never exploited

or prescribed in the good old days.

Who that heard it can ever forget the fine scorn of

the late Dr. Squibb, when he compared the dispensing
of some "elegant" pharmaceutical specialty to "the
ready-made clothing style of business, applied to phar-
macy?"
As to quality of drugs, there was more adulteration

then than now—greater need for close scrutiny, and
for careful testing of articles. Instances of adultera-
tion could be enumerated but for lack of space and
time. Of pharmaceutical literature there was little,

but The Druggists Circular was as familiar to the
writer then as now. There were fewer educated
druggists then than now^the standard was lower, the
average less. Yet the writer is proud to recall one
who even then upheld the standard of ethics and of
proficiency as high as any have since borne it, and
knows too of another who, matching his attainments
against those of others in the great metropolis, had
to make no apologies for the "rural districts."

Then, as now, a man's business and his standing in

the community were what he made them. The United
States Dispensatory, Parrish's Pharmacy, Fownes'
Chemistry, Gray's Botany—these an^l a few other
standard works, when mastered, formed a solid foun-
dation for all that later one might choose to build
upon it. More fortunate youths of to-day are taken
by the hand and led through our excellent colleges of
pharmacy. In the rush and bustle of modern busi-
ness conditions, few could otherwise attain proficiency.
A smaller proportion of daily drug business now de-
mands technical skill—yet when demanded the call is

imperative and the skill must be available. The mod-
ern drug establishment must possess the technical

skill, but the larger proportion of the business is

purely commercial and that commercial portion must
be of high order of skill and merit if the drug store is

to survive, as by pharmacy alone not one store in a

score could live.

The times change. Conditions are quite different

now from what they were only a few years ago. The
wise man adapts himself to the times as the mariner
his sails to changing breezes. It is not a question of

better or worse ; but, if you demand of me an answer,

better. Nearly every village has now one or more
drug stores, so that the area of country from which
trade can be drawn is smaller. On the other hand,

the variety of goods demanded by modern methods of

nursing and caring for the sick has greatly increased

the lines which enterprising druggists find it profitable

to sell. The old law of compensations still proves

true.

If the social status of the druggist has not im-

proved, it is his own fault. He can be something or

nothing, just as he chooses. Higher education gives

him opportunity for position and influence, for needed
relief from exacting application and from needless

drudgery. Society welcomes the man who is willing

to bear his share of the duties and responsibilities of

citizenship. The rewards are a broader life and op-

portunities for improving himself and the community
in which he lives. Reader: To which class do you
belong ?

The "red clause" which the public first learned of a

couple of years or .so ago through popular periodicals,

was described in the Circular for November, 1894,
pages 261 and 262. It was through the Circular
that the lay papers first heard of it. The "red clause"

is the clause in the advertising contracts between the

nostrum manufacturers and the newspapers, under
which the former may practically dictate the editorial

policy of the latter in all matters pertaining to legisla-

tion against the evils of nostrums.

In 1848 Thomas Manahan went to Utica. He
learned the drug business under A. B. Morteley, 138
Genesee street, and afterward worked for Grove D.
Foster, who succeeded to the business. About i860
he started in business for himself at 4 Bleeker street.

Four years afterward he formed a partnership with
Lalor Brothers on Genesee, opposite Catharine street.

He subsequently occupied stores at 8 Bleeker street

and at the corner of John and Bleeker, and Burnett
and Bleeker. He died in 1901.

Samuel C. Bradt was born in Albany county, Feb-
ruary 17th, 1834. He went to Albany when a young
man and opened a drug store on Washington avenue
and conducted it for fifty years with great success.

He retired in 1901. his son W. L. Bradt. secretary of

the New York State Board of Pharmacy, succeeding
him. He was a charter member of the Albany Drug
Club, and at one time its president. Mr. Bradt died

October 14th, 1906.

Qiarles K. Partridge, who died at Augusta, Me., in

1902, was one of the old-school druggists of Maine,
and a pioneer in association work and pharmacy legis-

lation. He had been in the drug business since 1850
as "boy," clerk and proprietor. He was president of

the Maine Pharmaceutical Association for several

years.
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Some Old New England Druggists.

Bv S. A. D. Sheppard.

The store at Salem, Mass., in which I spent ten

years as boy and clerk, 1858 to 1868, was established

in the early years of the nineteenth century, and it is

still the leading drug store of that city.

When I went there as a graduate of the Salem
Classical and High School the firm was Browne &
Price. The business is now conducted by the Price

Drug Co., the president being the former junior part-

ner of the firm of Browne & Price.

When I went there as a boy the senior partner, Dr.
Benjamin F. Browne, was very active, and our store

was one of the centers for the discussion of Salem's

general and public interests. Dr. Browne had been in

early life assistant surgeon on a privateer that sailed

out of Salem in the war of 1812, and had been cap-

tured and held in Dartmoor prison in England for

some two years. The Doctor's fund of stories of the

early days was practically inexhaustible. He had
been postmaster of Salem, captain of the Salem Cadets

and an all-round public man of the locality. His
warm heart and ever-ready sympathy made everybody
his friend. He had no use for vacations, never hav-
ing missed a day at the store for more than forty

years. He had his own formulas for all the old-time

preparations, paregoric, tincture of rhubarb, "elixir

pro," Stoughton's bitters, stramonium ointment, etc.,

all of which we made in large quantities, supplying the

small dealers within ten miles around.

Charles H. Price, the junior partner of the old firm,

was president of the Essex County Association of

Druggists in its early days and issued the call for the

Massachusetts meeting of druggists of the State that

led up to the formation of the Massachusetts Pharma-
ceutical Association.

Markoe and I were boys together in the grammar
school at Salem, but he did not go to the high school,

so went into the drug business some three years in

advance of me. The stores where he and I worked
as clerks were some distance apart, but during those

years we were frequently together, especially on
botanizing excursions. Markoe's enthusiasm was
simply unbounded and of course infectious. He
idolized William Procter, Jr., and read everything
that Procter wrote that he could get hold of. I 'well

remember how he worked over cream syrups for

the soda fountain when Procter sent out some for-

mulas. Markoe thought he had improved on Procter
and he could hardly contain himself for joy. On
leaving Salem to come to Boston, he was so for-

tunate as to get a place with Charles T. Carney, one
of the most honest, earnest and scientific workers as
a wholesale druggist Boston ever produced. This
fact shaped Markoe's future and gave the trend to his

later life, which was such a great blessing to phar-
macy in ATassachusetts—for his enthusiasm was what
really made our college a teaching institution and he
did the work under most discouraging circumstances.

Two stores in Boston which have had a most power-
ful influence for good in pharmacy should be men-
tioned here—the store of Theodore Metcalf & Co. and
that of Melvin & Badger, both established genera-
tions ago, but still in existence. Theodore Metcalf
was the Nestor of Boston pharmacy for a generation.
Samuel M. Colcord and Thomas Doliber of the Met-
calf store and James S. Melvin and John C. Lowd of
the Melvin & Badger store were for many years among
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the most earnest of the wheel horses in our college.

Two of the early members of the firm of Theodore
Metcalf & Co. deserve mention—Joseph Burnett, one

of nature's noblemen, standing in the same class of

men as the late William S. Thompson, of Washington;
and William. W. Goodwin, who commenced work as a

druggist in 1832 and retired in 1865 with a compe-
tence. He still lives at Newburyport and is a life

member of the American Pharmaceutical Association.

He will be ninety years old in January, 1907, but to

see him no one would ever dream it. His eye is clear

and bright ; he is active and alert ; enjoying life,

among his books and flowers and trees at his beauti-

ful home. I hope to induce him to go to the Ameri-
can Pharmaceutical Association meeting in New York
next vear.

Boston Druggists' Association.

When the American Pharmaceutical Association

met in Boston, in September, 1875, it was entertained

upon a more lavish scale, it is said, than it had ever

been before. Wholesale and retail druggists com-
bined in looking after the welfare of the visitors.

They raised an entertainment fund of nearly $7,000, a

generous sum for the purpose, and of much greater

munificence at that time than now.

So much goodfellowship was aroused among the

members of the local trade that the idea of a per-

manent organization was suggested on all sides. The
late Dr. Thomas L. Jenks was a moving spirit in this

project.

E. H. Doolittle, a wholesale druggist on Tremont
street, signed a call for a preliminary meeting for the

purpose of forming a permanent organization, and the

call was sent to all who had served upon the local ex-

ecutive committee in entertaining the American Phar-
mauceutical Association.

They met at the Revere House on December 2d,

1875. The idea of forming a permanent organization

was unanimously endorsed, the name Boston Drug-
gists' Association was adopted, and officers were
at once elected, as follows : President, Theodore Met-
calf ; vice-presidents, W. J. Cutler and Dr. Thomas L.

Jenks ; secretary, William F. Horton, treasurer, S. A.
D. Sheppard ; executive committee, Nathaniel F. J.

Rust, Samuel K. Gilman, Henry Canning, E. H. Doo-
little, Thomas Restieaux, W. S. Folger, and Joel S.

Orne; committee on membership, Solomon Carter,

George S. Sears, S. J. Noble, George F. H. Markoe,
and Charles C. Goodwin.

The first regular meeting of the new association

was held at the Parker House December 28th, 1875.

The secretary reported that seventy-five members had
signed the constitution and paid the annual dues.

The first annual meeting of the association was
held January 25th, 1876, and the first dinner of the

association was then served. The original purpose
had been to have monthly meetings, with a dinner

once a year, at the annual meeting in January. The
dinner feature at the gatherings of the association,

however, at once became so popular that monthly din-

ners became the regular course.

Many notable dinners have been given in the past

thirty-one years. In 1877, for instance, the guest of

honor was the venerable Daniel Henchman, who told

of seventy-five years of life spent in the drug business

and in the same store. He served his apprenticeship

from 1802 to 1814, and subsequently became pro-
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prietor of the store at the North End, which a genera-

tion ago was known to all North Enders.

Ten years later, in 1887, a complimentary dinner

was tendered to Theodore Metcalf, first president of

the club, upon the completion of fifty years of busi-

ness activity at 39 Tremont street. Among the guests

and speakers on that occasion were Mayor Hugh
O'Brien, Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes, Dr. Henry W.
Williams, Father Joshua P. Bodfish, William Warren,
Henry Canning, S. A. D. Sheppard, Father Metcalf

and Frank A. Davidson.

In 1889 a similar banquet was tendered to Dr.

Thomas L. Jenks, through whose efforts largely the

association was formed. Dr. Jenks had completed
forty years of business activity. Again there was a

notable company of guests and speakers, including

Mayor Thomas N. Hart, Thomas J. Gargan, William
Aspinwall, Dr. E. N. Whittier, Solomon Carter,

Charles V. Whitten, William C. Williamson, William
H. Sayward, M. P. Curran, Thomas Riley, William
E. Plummer, L. Foster Morse and Henry Canning.
At the thirtieth annual meeting, which was held in

the latter part of January, fitting notice was taken of

the crystal anniversary.

The association has not been content with banquets,

but from the beginning has been active in promoting
the interests of druggists.

Roster of officers

:

Presidents—Theodore Metcalf, 1875-6; William J. Cut-
ler, 1877; Thomas L. .Jenks, 1878; Nathaniel J. Rust, 1S79;
Joseph Burnett, 1880; Thomas Doliber, 1881; E. Waliio
Cutler, 1882; George F. H. Markoe, 1883; Solomon Carter,
1884; .Joel S. Orne, 1885; John A. Gilman. 1886; Samuel
A. D. Sheppard, 1887; Albert C. Smith, 1888; I. Bartlett
Patten, 1889; Gorham D. Gilman, 1890; Amos K. Tilden,
1891; Charles A. West, 1892; Frank A. Davidson, 1893;
James F. Babcock, 1894; Henrv Canning. 1895; Ernest C.
Marshall, 1896; George H. Ingraham, 1897-8; Charles F.
Cutler, 1899; George W. Cobb, 1900; Fred. A. Hubbard,
1901-2; Reuben L. Richardson, 1903; Charles F. Nixon,
1904; Cornelius P. Flynn, 1905; William W. Bartlett, 1906.

Secretaries—William F. Horton. Henry Canning, Amos
K. Tilden, Alfred H. Bartlett, and James O. Jordan.
Treasurers— S. A. D. Sheppard, Charles C. Goodwin,

Thomas L. Jenks. and George H. Ingraham.

Recollections of an Old Portlcind (Me.)

Druggist.

Some of the older men and .scions of Portland, Me.,
are recalled by Edward S. Everett, who writes enter-
tainingly concerning them. From his letter we make
copious extracts. "Although not considering myself
an old man, I find that I am considered as'such by
many of the apothecaries in this section, and this may
not perhaps be wondered at, when I consider that I

have had thirty-five years' residence here, engaged all

the time in our vocation." So says Mr. Everett, who
continues: "At the present time there is but one re-
tail store in Portland conducted under the same man-
agement that it was at my entrance upon the drug
business here. Rut to go back still further, in 1858,
when the population of Portland was about 30,000,
there were only twelve apothecaries in the city, inclu-
sive of the wholesale dealers. West (5f a line drawn
through High street from the Harbor to Back Cove,
there was not a single apothecary. Joshua Durgin
& Co. was the leading firm in the' jobbing of drugs,
dye-stuffs, paints, oils, etc. Artemas Curtis & Sons
were doing something along the line of selling direct
to the physicians, and it was about this time that H.
H. Hay, who had been in business since 1841, com-

menced to work into the jobbing trade. Joseph L,

Kelley & Co., the "Co." being A. P. Fuller, were doing
a large retail business, and they also manufactured
varnishes, this being the small beginning of the large

varnish business developed by Air. Fuller. The drug
part of the business was sold to James R. Lunt, who
moved it to Congress street. The store on Congress
street farthest west was that of Dr. Joseph Sturtevant,

and two or three doors from his shop was the place of
Charles B. Smith. There were no more stores on
Congress street on that side of Monument square.

On Middle street, however, a very few doors from
Centre, was the shop of Charles O. Wilson & Co., and
about a dozen doors furtiier down was the store of

H. H. Hay, whose genial clerk at that time was Fran-
cis Sweetser, the one who later ran a store in Market
square. Still further down on Middle street was the

store of Levi J. Bartlett, who was the successor of
H. K. Hinkley. The only other two stores at that

time situated on Congress street were one at the cor-

ner of Preble, run by William F. Oxnard & Co., and
the other carried on by Charles E. Beckett, a good
deal of an artist as well as an apothecary. Samuel
Rolfe must have gone into business at about this time,

having left his clerkship with J. Durgin & Son. Ed-
ward Mason was also in business at his well-remem-
bered place. At the corner of Middle and Lime
street, now Market, was a shop run by Dr. Gale.

"There were at this time two stores on Fore street,

one carried on by Charles Corry, whom I knew well,

and the other by Terence \\'akefeild. All of these old

timers have passed away, and I personally remember
only Messrs. Hay, Mason, Corry and Sweetser. I am
indebted to my old friend H. T. Cummings for the

above history.

"Now for something a little more modem. Upon
my arrival in Portland in 1872, the number of drug
stores had increased and the city improved since the

great fire of 1866. The first store in the matter of

location was that of Charles B. Greenleaf, located

'way up town' in those days, at the corner of Brackett

and Gray streets, the first family drug store in the city,

situated as it was in the residential portion of the city,

without transient trade, and entirely dependent on
prescription business and the household needs of its

neighbors. It was a success from the start, however,

and my first recollection of it is accompanied by the

remembrance of the ache given my arm by the big

baskets of goods I was accustomed to deliver there on
the way to my meals. Charles Greenleaf was in every

sense a gentleman, quiet in his tastes, courteous in his

manner, and much beloved by all.

"The next store was the one on Congress street at

the head of State, then carried on by H. T. Cum-
mings, an elderly man at that time, and the best au-
thority in the State on questions of pharmacy and
chemistry. A regular physician, he gave up the life

of a practitioner of medicine in order to gratify his

taste for chemical research. He was the first com-
missioner of pharmacy in the State, and did much in

those early days to create public sentiment in favor

of a pharmacy law. He was a strict Churchman, and
much opposed to Sunday business.

"Next to him on the corner of Free and Congress
was the store occupied by M. S. Whittier. Across
from him was the store of Edmund Dana (he having
recently purchased the J. H. J. Thayer business), one
of the most positive men I ever knew, a strong demo-
crat, and having little sympathy with the judgment" of
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those who differed with him; a thorough druggist,

however, and at that time one of our best-known citi-

zens. A little farther down on the opposite side of the

street was the store of J. R. Lunt and his brother Ben,

two men delightfully pleasant to us boys, quiet and
good ; the elder was an M. D., but, disliking the re-

sponsibilities of life and death necessary to a doctor's

life, he gave up the profession for his small drug
business."

Other men, firms and stores sketched by Mr. Ever-

ett are A. G. Schlotterback & Co. ; Crossman & Co.,

who remained in business but a short time. ; A. S.

Hinds, "a young man possessing perhaps the most at-

tractive store in the city ;" Charles W. Gilkey & Co.,

"soon to be followed by Fred A. Meaher, one of the

most genial of men ;" Samuel Rolfe, who, when he

had completed his fiftieth year in the drug business,

left it; Christopher Way; James B. Totten, "now
retired from business, yet as fully interested and
as well informed in the matters of pharmacy as any-

one;" George C. Frye, with a store which is to-day

"filled with surgical instruments," and having "cus-

tomers not only in this country but in Europe;" John
A. Montgomery, "about where Murphy Brothers are

to-day, soon to be succeeded by Charles Chamber-
lain ;" Turner & Smith, "the control of which was
soon to be taken by the son of the former, F. A. Tur-
ner, who is still in business there ;" Mark & Davis,

"the Davis afterward famous on account of his suc-

cess as an oarsman ;" L. C. Gilson, whose store "with

its red mortar hanging in front, is now most suc-

cessfully carried on by his son;" Francis Sweetser;
Whipple Brothers; Dr. Edward Mason, "about
whom a volume could be written of his doings

and sayings." One of the latter Mr. Everett gives.

He writes: "I remember a piece of advice that

he gave me as a boy. Speaking with a drawling nasal

twang, and pointing at the goods on his shelf, he said,

"Young man, do you see those goods? Edward
Mason trusts no man for them. It is better to mourn
over those goods than for those goods.' " "Below his

store," continues Mr. Everett, "was that carried on
under the name of Dana & Knight, although Dr. Dana
was carrying on the store mentioned above; here

there was a serious fire and the business was never

reopened." Some others mentioned by him are Em-
mons Chapman; Thomas G. Loring, "another celeb-

rity in the apothecary business of Portland"; E. L.

Stanwood & Co., J. E. Goold being the "Co."; W. F.

Phillips & Co. ; Edward C. Page ; Charles P. Knapp

;

J. W. Perkins & Co. ; and Charles Corey, who died

but a few years ago. "I think," writes Mr. Everett,

"that I never knew a man who enjoyed a good story

as well as Mr. Corey ; he would slap his thighs, throw
back his head, stamp around and laugh most heartily."

The last store mentioned was that of A. W. Smith,

who sold out some time ago. Mr. Everett concludes
his chatty sketch by saying that Mr. Frye is the only

one on the long list of apothecaries who were engaged
in business under their own names in the early seven-

ties, who is now active.

Heavy black lines indicative of mourning were used
in the Circular for May, 1865. page 89, in connec-
tion with the announcement of the death of President
Lincoln. Similar lines appear in the issue for Octo-
ber, 1901, pages cxlviii and cxlix in which reference
to the death of President McKinley is made.

The Old Bingham Store.

The Bingham Drug Store was established at St.

Johnsbury, Vt., in 1845 by the purchase by J. C. Bing-

ham of the stock of drugs carried by Dr. Luther Jew-
ett, who practiced medicine there. It was the first

drug store in that section of the country. Boston was
the nearest market, and that 200 miles distant. The
nearest railroad was at Concord, N. H., and all mer-

chandise had to come by stage, or wagons, the over-

land route extending as far as Newport, Vt., and
Stanstead, P. Q.
About 1850 Mr. Bingham erected a new store,

which he occupied until

1870, when he moved into

a new brick block in the

center of the town.

J. C. Bingham died in

December, 1870, and the

business was continued

under the name of Bing-

ham Brothers, by the two
sons, Charles C. and
Henry M. Henry died in

1872, when Charles took

the business, which has

been conducted in his

name continuously since.

Charles C. Bingham at- c. c. bingham.
tended school at Kimbal
Union Academy, Meriden, N. H., and took a course

in chemistry under Prof. Hubbard in the medical de-

partment of Dartmouth College.

Many of the clerks who have served in this store

have made an enviable place for themselves. Among
them may be mentioned James Y. Green, afterward

associated with Dr. H. P. Hoyt in the drug business

at St. Johnsbury, and later in business at Newport,

Vt., for many years, until his decease; Oscar L.

Whitelaw, for many years with George P. Whitelaw

& Co., of St. Louis, Mo. ; Amasa O. Gates, in business

at Morrisville, Vt., until his death a few years ago;

B. C. Sheldon, now in business at Swanton, Vt. ; Les-

ter H. Green, formerly in business at Montpelier, Vt.,

now manufacturing; and many others of more recent

date.

Mr. Bingham was president of the Vermont Phar-

maceutical Association in old days before its reor-

ganization, and was a member of the Vermont Board
of Pharmacy for eight years, seven of which he served

as its treasurer, and one as its president.

The business of William R. Wright & -Son, at Bos-

ton, Mass.. was established by William R. Wright in

May, 1854, and conducted by him until 1872. Since

the death of Mr. Wright in 1883, the business has

been conducted by his son, William L., whose connec-

tion with this store covers a period of forty-four

years.

Merriman Brothers, of Bristol, Conn., were estab-

lished in 1825 as H. E. & G. Merriman. In 1866 the

firm was George Merriman & Son, and ten years

later the name of the firm was changed to the present

style.

Mrs. Winslow's soothing syrup and the danger
from morphine poisoning arising from its use were
the subject of a communication published in the CiR-
CUL.^R for October, 1870, page 166.
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Some Old-Time New Jersey Druggists and

Drug Stores.

By Edward A. Sayre.

In gathering some notes of the old time druggists

of New Jersey, I find that several firms have main-

tained their existence from a time considerably ante-

dating the foundation of the Circular.

One of these exists in the city of Newark. It was

established in 1835 by White & Badger, who then

opened it on Broad street opposite the old First

Edward A. Sayre has had a varied career as pharma-

ceutical "jiner" and has pretty nearly always reached the

top of such organizations as have been fortunate enough
to claim him
Mr. Sayre was a chartei

member of the New Jersey

Pharmaceutical Association

In 1S70, was its president in

1897-8, and has been a mem-
ber of its publication com-
mittee since 1S97. In the

Kings County Pharmaceuti-
cal Society Mr. Sayre acted

as president pro tem. in

1877, refusing the office at

that time in the interest 01

harmony. He was its assist-

ant secretary in 1878-9, sec-

retary in 1879-80, president

in 1881-2, and on Its un-

official formulary commit-
tee in 1883-4. In 1883 Mr.
Sayre assisted in forming
ing the National Retail

Druggists' Association, and i;_ a. sayre.
was elected its president in

1885, having previously

served two terms as chairman of its executive committee.

In 1886-7 he was a member of the joint committee which
arranged for the merging of the association with the

American Pharmaceutical Association and the creation of

sections in the latter body. Mr. Sayre was president of

the Essex County (N. J.) Retail Druggists' Association

(reorganized in 1905) in 1905-6. This very active man
has been a member of the American Pharmaceutical As-

sociation since 1S77, and was a charter member of the

New York State Pharmaceutical Association in 1879, and
its second vice-president in 1885-6. In the latter year he

joined the New York College of Pharmacy, of which body
he became a life member in 1897. At present he is clerk

of the New Jersey College of Pharmacy.

Presbyterian Church. In 1857 C. B. Smith started to

learn the business in this store, which was then con-

ducted by Charles W. Badger, Mr. Smith becoming a

partner in 1867 and the name being changed to C. W.
Badger & Co. In 1877 W. M. Townley purchased

the Badger interest, the name becoming Smith &
Townlev. The firm next became C. B. Smith & Bell;

in 1889,' C. B. Smith; and in 1891 C. B. Smith & Co.,

under which name the business still continues, it hav-

ing been moved to 861 and 865 Broad street, a few

doors south of the original site. Outside lines were

dropped from time to time, prescriptions finally in

1 89 1, and attention was given to jobbing particu-

larly.

The store at Broad and Market streets, Newark,
now conducted by Chas. Holzhauer, was established

in 1848, Roswell Van Buskirk, Dr. L. Marsh, and Dr.

W. A. Conover respectively having been proprietors

before the present one. Mr. Holzhauer commenced
as an "apprentice" in this store and filled every posi-

tion from washing bottles to the top of the ladder.

In 1852 two stores that still exist were started; one

of these was and is at Mulberrv and Elm streets. It

was opened by Dr. Luther C. Thomas. In 1853 W.
H. Stanford entered his employ, at first only as a tem-

porary assistant, but the doctor took so much interest

in him that his father consented to his continuing in

the place. Doctor Thomas finding that his confidence

had not been misplaced, in 186 1 the young clerk was
taken into partnership with entire charge of the store

and the doctor went into the army where he died in

1864. It was found that he had left by will his re-

maining interest in the business to the junior together

with a life right in the building at a very nominal

rent as long as he occupied it as a drug store. Mr.
Stanford is still proprietor of the store. The second

store was opened at 93 Broad street (now 482) by
Akers & Osborn, and conducted successivelv by I. W.
Osborn, I. W. Osborn & Co., R. W. Va'ndervoort,

Estate of R. W. Vandervoort, H. S. Jackson, and at

present by the writer. A small store was opened about

the same time by one Van Blarcom, about two blocks

further north, which was soon discontinued. At this

time a store was in operation at Market and Mul-
berry streets, owned by Dr. King. He was succeeded

by his clerk, Lewis R. Crans, who in turn made way
for his clerk, Abraham Van Winkle, who was suc-

ceeded by his clerk William M. Littell, who sold to

Dr. Hickey, who disposed of the store to Lewis Bros,

and they sold to the present proprietor, E. Beitmann.
E. P. Nichols & Co. had a store on Market street

near Plane street which was later moved to Broad
below William, the firm becoming Nichols & Town-
ley ; E. P. Nichols succeeded and subsequently Samuel
Swartz, by whom it is still conducted. P. S. Van
Patten, who conducted a small store at WicklifTe and
South Orange avenue, moved to the old site of

Nichols & Co., Market near Plane. He was suc-

ceeded by Dr. Cross, whose son after the father's

death ran the store for a time and then sold to D. H.
Garrison, a clerk. When Mr. Garrison died the store

was discontinued.

Dr. C. W. Stickney ran for years the old store on
South Orange avenue, and it is practically in existence

now on the same block but at the east end of it. David
Goldsticker, his old clerk, is now proprietor. Alex-
ander Havenstein had a store on the south side of

Market near Halsey; he moved to the north side and
later to Springfield' avenue.

A store at 21 Ferry street was conducted success-
fully for manv years bv Dr. Wilson F. Bell (later a

member of Smith & Bell). He sold to W. H. Post;
and Mr. Post to Alexander Seidler ; the firm is now
known as the Seidler Drug Co. A store on Broad be-

low the Third Presbyterian Church was kept success-
ively by Brown & Ward, George F. Ward, Irad Haw-
ley (now with Hall & Ruckel, of New York), E. R.
Petty, and at present by E. F. Fielding. Another
store was established at Broad and Market by E. R.
T. Williams and was bought later bv Oliver B. Kin-
sey, who moved one door east on Market, where the
reputation for Kinsey's soda was made. The building
occupied being wanted for other purposes Mr. Kin-
sey moved to the south side directly opposite. That
stand was not so good and in a short time he was to

be found opposite the Newark and New York Depot
on Broad street. After a fair trial this store was dis-

continued, the soda apparatus, reputation and all be-
longing to the soda department going to Holzhauer's
at Broad and Market, where it still remains.

For a long time a store was conducted at Broad and
South Canal streets, opposite the market, by John B.
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Lee, who is still living but the store has been out of

existence many years.

One of the oldest stores in this city was kept by
Dr. Wm. T. Mercer on Broad above Cedar. While I

have been unable to establish the exact time from data

in hand it is safe to say that it was established prior

to 1850. It was continued by W. T. Mercer & Son
for many years, being finally discontinued.

Enoch M. Avery established a store on Broad street

opposite Trinity Church in 1861, continuing to con-

duct it until his death in 1877; his son A. L. Avery
conducted it for a number of years and it was then
discontinued. Another son, E. W. Avery, is in the

business at Central avenue and Norfolk street.

Two stores existed on Plane street, one at Bleecker,

kept by William Trinder, and later by Dr. A. M.
Mills, who moved it to Plane and Warren, where it

passed out of existence ; the other by Dr. L. D. Marsh
at the corner of Academy. It is still run by his widow
one block further south.

In the early sixties a store was kept at High and
Warren streets by George W. Frey, who is- still living

but the store passed out of existence many years since.

JERSEY CITY.

A drug store was established at 259 Washington
street, Jersey City, in 1835 by A. Van Buskirk; he
sold to Wm. R. Laird about 1870, who conducted it

until his death some two years since. It is owned by
the estate and run by his son. Mr. Laird was a mem-
ber of the Board of Pharmacy from 1877 to 1896.

In 1858 James R. Mercein, the first president of the

Board of Pharmacy, succeeded Thomas & Maxwell at

41 Montgomery street. He sold to Wm. Campbell
about 1822. The store no longer exists. B. F. Snow
established a store in 1855 on Newark avenue ; it was
sold to J. E. Moore in 1868, who still continues the

business. Dr. Zabriskie had a store at Grove and
South streets, when the Circular started. He sold

later to W. J. Cadmus, who conducted the store for

years ; but it is now extinct.

Dr. Clerk was succeeded at 59 Montgomery street

by John LongstafT, who died in 1864; his widow con-

tinued the business until 1876, when she sold to John
Ewing, who conducted it successfully for a number of

years but it finally passed out of existence. William
King opened a store at Newark avenue and Warren
street in 1861 ; he died a few years later. The busi-

ness is now successfully run by Eugene Hartnett.

A. J. Shipley had a store on Grove street. He died

in 1865, when the store was sold to R. C. Blackwell,
and has been discontinued. Robert W. Gardner, New-
ark avenue and Coles street, started in 1861, sold to

Reed and Carnrick in 1862, who sold in 1863 to Bur-
dette Post. The place is now owned by the Estate of

W. J. Cadmus. E. S. Wells commenced at Monticello
and Harrison avenues in 1862. The store is now
owned by Prof. H. J. Lohmann. Maxwell Abernethy
commenced on Newark avenue in 1865 and continued
until 1904, when he retired and the store was discon-
tinued. E. Roth had a store at Newark avenue and
Bay street from 1855 "nt'l 1875, when it was discon-
tinued. George H. White, president of the Board of
Pharmacy, occupies a store at Newark and Jersey
avenues established by Mr. De Motte and himself in

1867. Dr. Josiah Hornblower descended from a long
line of physicians established a store on Hoboken ave-
nue many years ago. While this is no longer in exist-

ence his son, Dr. Josiah Hornblower, has a successful
drug business on Central avenue.

HOBOKEN.

Julius Fehr established a store about 1855 at Wash-
mgton and Newark streets, from which stand he was
the first to market talcum powder. He has been dead
for a number of years and the store discontinued.

H. Klussman started many years ago on Washing-
ton street, moved to Bloomfield and First streets and
retired in 1900. The store still exists.

FLEMINGTON.

In 1857 Joseph H. Higgins was in business here
and the store is still in existence. It is now owned by
J. Sherman Cooley.

DOVER.

In 1857 Jas. A. Goodale was conducting a store
here ; he sold to W. H. Goodale, who disposed of it to
V'oigt & Killgore. It is now owned by Killgore &
White.

MORRISTOWN.

In 1857 there were two stores in this place. One
was at Washington and Bank streets. It was owned
by Voorhees & Co., John F. Voorhees, C. H. Dal-
rymple and W. C. Byram being the partners. Charles
H. Dalrymple, who learned his business with the orig-
inal druggist of the town, Jacob M. King, was in

charge of the drug department.

Mr. Dalrymple was the first president of the New
Jersey Pharmaceutical Association.

The other store was on the south side of the Park,
next to the Methodist Church. It was owned by Boss
& Marsh, Theodore Boss and Benjamin Marsh being
the partners. Mr. Marsh also learned the business
with Jacob M. King, whose store occupied the site

where the Methodist Church now stands. He retired
from business in the early fifties, selling to Covert &
Marsh, which firm in 1857 had become Boss & Marsh.
This store was sold to Hyndshaw & Headley, who
moved it to the corner now occupied by the store of
H. M. Smith.

E. A. Carroll learned the business with C. A. Dal-
rymple, beginning in 1867 and remaining with his
employer until his death in 1882 and with the estate
for six years longer. Since 1888 he has been doing a
successful business on his own account, practically

continuing the establishment originally started by
Jacob M. King.

BORDENTOWN.
In 1857 Stokes & Hankins were in business in this

place. Early in the sixties this firm dissolved and
there were four stores soon after; those of Whitall
Stokes, Bunting Hankins, Tantum & Sexton, and
James Stratton. Mr. Stokes was succeeded by George
M. Carslake, who ran the store successfully for a
term of years. He was succeeded by Paul Traub, who
sold to Wooley & Fitzgerald, who still own the place.
Bunting Hankins (still living) was succeeded by Geo.
F. Deacon, who still owns the store. James Stratton
was succeeded by Dr. James Gilbert, he in turn bv Mr.
Pearson, and Dr. J. Gilbert repurchased the store.

It was discontinued. Tantum. & Sexton were suc-
ceeded by Judson Sexton ; he was succeeded by Hyatt
& Dunning ; then P. F. Hyatt acquired the place, then
successively Wilson Cutter, A. P. Raser, Robert
Dinges and Mr. Roflf. The store no longer exists.

MOUNT HOLLY.

Peter V. Coppuck commenced business here in

1827, continuing until his death in 1869, when the
store passed into the hands of Edward B. Jones, the
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present proprietor. Mr. Jones is a member of the

Board of Pharmacy.

Austin R. Haines conducted a store here from

about 1850 to 1875, when it was closed out.

Aaron L. White, ex-president of the New Jersey

Pharmaceutical Association, was in the drug business

from 1850 to 1880, when he retired. The store is

now conducted by Elmer D. Prickett.

NEWTON.

In 1 841 there were two stores here, one owned

by James Conover and the other by Charles Van
Sands.

In 1842 two students of the New York College of

Physicians and Surgeons, A. D. Morford and Thomas
Ryerson, opened a small drug store here. They grad-

uated in 1842 and then sold to J. Forman Shafer, who
kept the store until i860, when he sold to George M.
Ryerson. Mr. Ryerson continued it until about 1870,

when it was closed out.

In 1854 James A. Goodale opened a store, which he

sold in 1866 to Havens & Dunning, he going to Dover.

In 1869 G. B. Dunning succeeded, and in 1879 sold

to Chas. Roe, who was succeeded by Chas. Roe, Jr.

This store was burned February, 1896. He opened a

new one in the fall of that year ; in 1900 he died and

the store was bought by a clerk of H. O. Ryerson,

W. P. Wilkinson, who still owns it.

In 1858 Dr. Thomas Ryerson and Wm. W. Wood-
ward opened a new store, Mr. Woodward succeeding

in 1862. He sold to Drs. Sayre & Stuart in 1865.

Dr. Sayre withdrew and Stuart formed a partnership

with G. L. Smith under the name of Stuart & Co. In

1867 or 1868 Smith succeeded, continuing until 1873,

when the store was burned and he moved to Newark,
where he now lives.

In 1864 A. F. Fellows opened a wholesale and re-

tail store, which he still owns.

In 1867 Dr. Chas. Nelden and R. J. Shaw opened a

new store. In a few years Mr. Shaw retired and
moved to Plainfield. Dr. Nelden sold to Dr. J. R.

Stuart and W. H. Kinsella about 1870. This store

was known as J. R. Stuart & Co. (this is the same Dr.

Stuart but must not be confused with the other firm

mentioned). In 1873 Dr. Stuart died and the business

was continued by Dr. Thomas Ryerson and W. H.
Kinsella as Ryerson & Kinsella. In 1877 H. O. Ryer-
son, after graduating from the Philadelphia College

of Pharmacy, bought the interest of INIr. Kinsella

(who went to Paterson) and the firm became H. O.
Ryerson & Co., the company being Dr. Thomas Ryer-
son, who started the store in 1844 and father of H. O.
In 1880 H. O. Ryerson succeeded and still continues
the business. He has been a member of the Board
of Pharmacy, resigning the second time, owing to

press of other matters.

In 1882 H. B. Howell and Dr. E. Morrison, the for-

mer having been head clerk for H. O. Ryerson,
opened a store under the name of Morrison & Howell.
In 1885 Mr. Howell succeeded and in 1889 sold to

T. V. Rosenkrans, who still owns the store.

ELIZABETH. *

In 1840 Asbury W. Miller opened a store in Library
Hall Building. Broad street. In 1857 it was sold to

Hough & stiller. The firm dissolved in 1859, Dr.
Thomas F. Hough opening a new store at 121 First

street, in what was then known as Elizabethport. The
old stote was continued by Miller & Greer until 1870,
when it was sold to Wm. Oliver, who in turn, in 1871,

sold to Woodruff & Wilson. It was sold again in

1873 to E. G. Putnam, who in 1889 sold to Wm. Whe-
lan. In 1894 it passed to D. L. Hawkins, and in less

than a year was closed to make room for the Lyceum
Theatre.

In 1871 Wm. Oliver and Jonathan B. Drake opened

a new store at 107 Broad street, moving later to 132

Broad, where the business is still conducted under

the name of The Oliver & Drake Co., Mr. Oliver be-

ing still the active head. Mr. Drake died in 1904.

In 1855 Richard Frohwein opened a store on Ful-

ton street near First, moving in 1857 to First near

Marshall. In 1861 he purchased the store and build-

ing of Dr. Thomas F. Hough, 121 First street, where
he still continues the business. He has been a propri-

etor for fifty-two years and is still the active head of

the business. He is assisted by two sons, Walter and
Richard, Jr. Dr. Hough gave up pharmacy and de-

voted his whole time to the practice of medicine, dying
in 1896. Dr. W. A. M. Mack, his partner and son-in-

law, also had a large practice. Dr. Hough was twice

elected mayor of the city and a life size statute stands

as a monument to his worth within sight of the offices

of these men. Dr. Mack died in 1901.

In 1853 S. W. Whitehead and Robert B. Hooker
opened a store at 117 Broad street, which in 1867 they

moved to Broad and East Jersey streets. In 1885 the

firm dissolved, G B. Hooker taking the interest

of S. W. Whitehead. The business was continued by
R. B. Hooker & Son until 1901, when both partners

dying, one soon after the other, Mrs. Geo. B. Hooker
became the owner. She studied pharmacy and was
legistered in 1904, but poor health finally forced her

to sell out to McCloskey & Graham, the present pro-

prietors. S. W. Whitehead opened a store a little

further up Broad, where the Arcanum Building

stands. He continued business there and subsequent-

Iv on East Grand street, until the time of his death in

i899-

In 1868 Charles Bucholz, of New York city, with
A. K. Rich, opened a store at 46 First street. Mr.
Bucholz sold his interest in a few months and opened
a store at the "crossroads"' on Elizabeth avenue. The
original store was sold later to Geo. F. Simpson, who
in turn sold to Dayton Decker, who conducted it from
1870 to 1878. In the latter year he sold to Geo. A.
Ford, who conducted it until January, 1904, when he
sold to Benjamin F. Davis, the present proprietor.

Mr. Bucholz was in business at the "crossroads'" store

until 1887, when he sold to G. H. Homing, who still

conducts the store.

In 1868 a store was opened at 13 Broad street by
Wm. Ball ; in the early seventies it was sold to D. W.
Brant & Co. The ownership changed to E. H. Sher-
wood. Cramer & Co.. E. H. Sherwood again, and in

1879 it was pTirchased by H. J. Schmidt, who in 1880
moved it to 7 Broad street, where he still does busi-

ness.

In 1868 Chas. Wheldon & Co., of Pittsfield. Mass.,
opened a branch store at 166 Broad street. Later it

was moved to 92 Broad and afterward sold to P.

P.amaby. He sold to D. W. Brant after the latter

had retired from 13 Broad. Mr. Brant in 1895 sold

to Parsons & Burchill. Mr. Parsons now runs the

store and Mr. Burchill has a store at Bayonne.
In 1869 George Hires had a store at 63 Elizabeth

avenue; ^^'enzel Turba one at 214 Elizabeth avenue;
John Howland one at Union Square. All these were
closed long since.
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About 1811 Dr. Samuel Harris opened a store at

122 Cooper street. It was later moved to the south-

east corner of Second and Cooper streets. This was
the first store of which there is any record; it was
discontinued in 1825.

About 1813 the second store was opened by Dr.
Freedman L. Shinn at Second and Arch streets. It

was discontinued in 1821.

In 1832 Dr. John Rowan Sickler opened a store on
Federal street near the ferry. It was moved to Chews
Landing 1834.

In 1834 Drs. Joseph Kane and David Smith opened
a drug store at Third street and Plum (now Arch
street). Dr. Smith retired in 1835 and Dr. James
Roberts bought the business and associated with him

J. C. De La Cour. Dr. Roberts retired from the

firm in about six months, and the business was con-
tinued by Mr. De La Cour. The papers of the day
show him to have been enterprising. A large jobbing

trade was made for an adhesive plaster which is still

manufactured and sold. A prescription blank of this

store in 1849 'i^d printed across the top : "This pre-

scription is to be carefully put up and retained by the

apothecary." About the same time several other

stores used the same notice, and it might not be amiss
if this custom was revived. In 1869 this store was
moved to the opposite corner (southwest) to a three-

story brick building and was considered the chief

store of Camden. J. C. De La Cour was succeeded
by his son and grandson successively. The store was
then sold to E. A. Collins and is now owned by Ed.
Standemeyer.

Mr. De La Cour was president of the New Jersey

Pharmaceutical Association in 1875.

In 1848 Jas. C. Morgan moved a stock of fixtures

from Philadelphia to Camden and opened at 212 Mar-
ket street. In April 1849 he moved to Second and
Market, selling in 1861 to T. Ringel, who conducted
the business for twenty years ; Daniel J. Patton became
the owner in 1881. He was succeeded in 1884 by his

clerk, Chas. E. Slough, who about 1895 sold to Dr.
M. West. The latter moved to Second and Market,
where the store remains and is now conducted by
Chas. B. McLaughlin.

April 14th, 1848, John E. Presson started at Second
and Bridge avenue ; later he moved opposite the Cam-
den & Amboy Railroad Depot: October i6th, 1848,
he sold to Richard W. Test, who moved to 130 Fed-
eral street February ist, 1853. In 1867 Mr. Test
moved to a three-story brick building at Second and
Federal streets. He died in 1873 ^"d was succeeded
by his son, Alfred W., who continued until his death,

when the store was closed.

In November, 1850, Mr. Maires, of Philadelphia,

established a store at Fifth and Walnut streets, John
Loper, manager; in 1857 sold to Dr. Sylvester Bird-

sell, who moved to Fourth and Walnut in 1868. He
was succeeded by his son, Rudolph W. Birdsell, who
retained possession for a few months and in June,

1869, the store was transferred back to his father. In

1871 it was sold to Maximilian West; he sold it in

1875 to Samuel W. Cochran, who was succeeded
by Dr. Chas. W. Green, in 1879. Dr. Green sold to

Jacob F. Stock in 1881, who continued the business

for fifteen years and then studied medicine and closed

the store.

In 1852 Dr. Thomas G. Rowand established a store

at Fifth and Federal streets. On November 27th,

1858, this was sold at public trustee's sale to Henry
S. Hund. In i860 Mr. Hund moved to the northeast

corner of Fifth and Federal streets, and in August he

made an exchange of this store for one owned by

Brown & Burr in Philadelphia. This firm man-
aged the store for a short time when Mr. Burr retired.

Albert R. Brown continued tne business during his

life time. He was a progressive man, interested in

pharmaceuticrd societies, a member of the Philadel-

phia College of Pharmacy, for many years a trustee.

He was president of the New Jersey Pharmaceutical

Association and for a term of years its secretary, and
was a member also of the Board of Pharmacy. He
died in 1892 and the store passed from his estate to

George M. Beringer, the present proprietor. In 1898
this store was remodelled and refitted to adapt it for

the growing demand for physicians' supplies. .

In January, 1854, J. C. De La Cour opened a branch

store at Fourth and Pine streets, managed by George
House, who purchased it in 1856. Mr. House died

in 1858, the store passing into the hands of Wm.
Dickson. In 1861 it was purchased by Maximilian
West; he sold it to Dr. A. M. Mecray in 1866; Dr. C.

M. Schellenger succeeding in 1876, and Wm. M. Kain
in 1885. Mr. Kain moved to Fifth and Pine in 1903.

In 1856 Joseph Bing opened a store at Fourth and
Mount Vernon streets ; it was closed in a short time

and reopened by A. G. Laurent in June, 1857. In

1859 he closed the store.

In 1857 Edward Francisco opened a store which
was continued for one year only.

In 1861 Dr. Thomas O. Goldsmith moved from
Philadelphia to West and Washington streets, con-

tinuing there until 1865, when his son succeeded,

moving to Second and Vine. This store was the first

north of Market street. In 1889 it was sold to George

J. Pechin, the present proprietor.

In September, 1863, Henry S. Hund moved a sec-

ond time from Philadelphia to 316 Federal street.

In 1864 the store was sold to Dr. T. Scoffin, of Phila-

delphia, who kept it but a few months, selling it to Dr.

Jas. A. Armstrong. In October, 1868, it was sold to

Dr. L. M. Pratt, who in January, 1869, moved to 334
Federal street. The store was sold at public sale Oc-
tober 15th, 1883.

In October, 1865, Joseph H. Riley opened at

Fourth and Mount Vernon streets. He died in Sep-
tember, 1866, and the store passed into the hands of

Drs. R. G. Taylor and J. M. Ridge. In July, 1869,

Dr. Taylor became sole owner; in January, 1873, his

son, Dr. W. G. Taylor, was the owner and moved it

to 903 South Fourth street. In November, 1875, he

moved to Glassboro, returning soon to 905 South
Fo):rth street, adjoining his old store. He died in

April, 1877, and his father succeeded, moving to

Broadway and Line, and in 1881 to Sixth and Walnut
streets. After his death the store had several owners,

but for a number of years has belonged to Dr. T. H.
Lee.

In October, 1885, Dr. J. L. Lindgreen, of Trenton,

opened a store at Fifth and Line. Henry S. Hund,
as agent, sold it in May, 1866, to Thomas B. Subers.

In September, 1866. E. C. Yarnall & Co., wholesalers

of Philadelphia, took title and ran it for a time; then

sold to Wm. T. Roche in less than a year. Dr. D. P.

Pancoast was the next owner ; he moved to Fifth and
Boyden streets, and in 1872 to Fifth and Clinton

streets. Dr. J. L. Lane bought it in 1888 and Edgar
B. Goodwin in 1880; later Dr. Joel Fithian was the
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owner, and finally Wm. H. Braddock owned and ran

it until 1905, when it was discontinued.

In June, 1866, Samuel Thoman & Son opened a

store at Fifth and Pine streets. In July, 1869, the

son, F. G., became sole owner; in May, 1889, he sold

to Milton M. Osmun, moving to Glassboro, where he

is still in business. Osmun after remaining for a

number of years moved to 815 Broadway. In 1905

he closed out the business and is now practicing medi-

cine.

Dr. John A. Mahan commenced business at Fill-

more and Van Hook streets in April, 1867, and in the

following October moved to Broadway and Kaighn
avenues. In April, 1869, he moved to 11 34 Broad-

way; in 1870 sold to Dr. Chas. A. Baker. The store

was sold June 28th, 1871, to Dr. J. R. Haney; in 1873

he moved to 445 Kaighn avenue and in 1878 to 451
Kaighn avenue. He died 1887 and Dr. W. F. Collins

succeeded. He sold to Dr. Wm. Sprenger, the present

proprietor.

Thomas E. Auvache opened at Fourth and Liberty

streets in May, 1868. In March, 1869, he moved to

1736 Broadway, nearly opposite the "Flat Iron Hotel''

and continued until his death in 1873. The stock was
purchased by W. S. Plank and the store discon-

tinued.

Dr. James A. Armstrong opened a new store at 309
Market street December 7th, 1868. He sold to W. F.

Richards in 1883, who conducted the business for ten

years, when the store was discontinued.

Gustave A. Cullen and Dr. James M. Ridge, in

October, 1869, opened a store at 313 West street.

Dr. Ridge withdrew in 1871 and the store was sold in

July of that year at public sale to Dr. Thomas F. Cul-

len. Dr. Thomas G. Rowland was placed in charge;

he bought the store in 1874 and in 1878 moved it to

Fifth and Benson streets. He sold to John P. Bur-

nett in 1888. After changing hands several times

afterward it passed out of existence about three years

since.

Winfield S. Plank opened at 340 Kaighn avenue
in July, 1870; in 1872 he sold to Dr. Randall Morgan,
who in 1879 moved to Fourth and Kaighn avenue.

The store was sold to William W. Miller in 1883 and
to H. Dubois in 1885, and in 1886 R. W. Richie be-

came proprietor and closed out.

In the fall of 1873 the druggists of Camden, N. J.,

organized a pharmaceutical association with these of-

ficers : President, Dr. Thomas G. Rouland ; vice-presi-

dent, Simeon Ringel ; secretary, A. P. Brown ; and
treasurer, Dr. James A. Armstrong.

NEW BRUNSWICK.
A store was established here in 1745 by Robert

Eastburn, first : Thomas Eastburn & Son succeeded in

1823; Robert Eastburn, second, in 1845. The latter

died in 1887. He left three sons, two of whom are

still living and carrying on the business, Robert, third,

and Charles T.

The building occupied by Skilman & Van Pelt was
erected in 1828, and was occupied by Richard Mac-
donald; in 1836 he formed a partnership with R. E.
Boyer, as Richard Macdonald & Co. C. D.*Deshler
succeeded Mr. Boyer in the firm which later became
Deshler & Carter. Richard Macdonald and his sons
George, and T. E. Macdonald, composing the firm of

Richard Macdonald & Sons, succeeded Deshler &
Carter, and were in turn succeeded by George Mac-
donald and R. G. Van Pelt with the style George
Macdonald & Co. This firm was succeeded by Dr. I.

H. Pendleton, but Messrs. Van Pelt and Macdonald
again assumed control as George Macdonald & Van
Pelt. In 1863, the firm of R. G. Van Pelt & Co. was
established, the partners being Mr. Van Pelt, Robert

Manning and J. H. Tapping. T. H. Skilman and Ed-
ward R. Van Pelt were subsequent partners of R. G.

Van Pelt and are the present owners of the business.

The business now conducted by William Rust &
Sons was established in 1828 by Charles D. Deshler.

He retired in 1854, and was succeeded by William
Rust, who had been engaged in business in New York
city. Shortly afterwards Mr. Rust formed a partner-

ship with his sons William H., and Schuyler S. Rust,

with the firm name of William Rust & Sons. William
Rust died in 1895 ; and his sons have since conducted

the business under the old name. William Rust was
one of the first subscribers to the Circular.

TRENTON.
In 1857 there were thirteen drug stores in Trenton,

their owners being: John R. S. Barnes, Thomas Bon-
sall, A. Gibbs Campbell, H. B. Chumar, Jesse M.
Clark, Howard Ely, Thomas Gordan, Marshall C.

Holmes, Isaac D. James, Jacob B. James, John &
Randall Rickey, Charles B. Van Syckel, and J. A.
Sherman.

I am not able to furnish any particulars of these

stores excepting in two instances.

In the early eighties the store of Isaac D. James
passed into the hands of Dr. C. P. Britton; he later

sold it to Charles Stuckert, who is still the own-
er.

J. & R. Rickey were the successors of John Rickey,

their father. They conducted the business until the

death of John in 1877, when H. B. Hutchinson, a

clerk, was taken into the business, the name of the

firm becoming Rickey & Co. A few years later

Mr. Hutchinson withdrew and D. L. Cook became the

partner, the name of the firm being changed to Rickey
& Cook. Randall Rickey died in 1887 and the

business passed into the hands of Mr. Cook, the

present owner. Mr. Randall Rickey was president

of the New Jersey Pharmaceutical Association in

1878.

PRINCETON.

In 1857 there were four drug stores in this place.

One was owned by Jacob Maple, who closed out in

the early sixties. Dr. Stout (initials not known) was
the owner of another. He sold it within a few years

to W. L. Hankins, who conducted it until 1898 and
then sold to John M. Clayton, the present proprietor.

The two remaining were owned by Harry English
and Dr. E. C. Baker, respectively. Mr. English sold

in 1858 to Crowell Marsh, and in 1869 Dr. Baker dis-

posed of his store to the same gentleman. In 1873
these two stores were consolidated in a new location,

Vv'ith much better facilities, Mr. Marsh taking a part-

ner and the firm becoming Marsh & Hunt. They
continued until 1875, when the firm dissolved, Mr.
Marsh continuing alone. In 1881 a new firm was
formed to carrv on the business, namely, Marsh,
Burke & Cox. In 1888 Mr. W. F. Cox withdrew and
the firm became Marsh & Burke. The business is stil!

conducted in this name, although Mr. Crowell Marsh
died in 1894.

Joseph Priest, one of the charter members of the

New Jersey Pharmaceutical Association, learned the

drug business in the store of Dr. E. C. Baker and in

1863 he started for himself near old "Nassau Hall,"

and is still hale and heartv at the old stand.
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A Philadelphia Business of the Olden Time.

In 1875 a drug business ceased to exist that had
been successfully conducted in Philadelphia for 146
years, it having been founded in 1729 by Christopher
Marshall.

Christopher Marshall was born in Dublin, and well
educated in England. His mother disowned him be-
cause of his disobeying
her by coming to Amer-
ica. He opened the store

at Front and Chestnut
streets; in 1835 bought a

new site at 214 Chestnut
street, and, as his sons,

Christopher, Jr., and
Charles, became of a-^ ,

took them into partnei

-

ship.

Christopher Mars
played a very promir
part in civic and organ
tion affairs, and we I

his name signed to

non-importation act of evax t. eli.is.

1765, and among those es-

corting John Nixon when he read the Declaration of

Independence. He was a Free Qnaker. He amassed
considerable property, and died in 1797.

In 1785 the twenty apothecaries in Philadelphia

were nearly all on Market and Second streets ; the

Marshall store was the only one on Chestnut street,

which is now the principal shopping thoroughfare of

the city.

Charles Marshall and his brother, Christopher Mar-
shall, Jr., carried on the business until 1804. though
Charles was not actively connected with it after 1801.

Shortly after his retirement, the firm lost a great deal

through endorsing bad paper, and all connected were
involved in bankruptcy, Charles Marshall's daughter,
Elizabeth, coming to the rescue and assuming charge
of the business.

Charles Marshall, in 1821, was elected to be the

first president of the Philadelphia College of Phar-
macy. He died in 1825, aged eighty-one. He was
of strong personality and high character and culture.

Elizabeth Marshall's business management soon re-

stored to the family a liberal competence. Under her
direction a laboratory and a warehouse were added,
and the store became a supply house for both city and
country physicians. In 1825, she turned the business
over to her apprentices, Charles Ellis and Isaac P.
Morris. She died in 1836.

Charles Ellis, who was born in i\Iuncy, Pa., in 1800,
had entered the store at the age of seventeen. Mr.
Morris retired in 1830 to engage in the iron industry,
and in 1832 Mr. Ellis took his'nephew, William Ellis,

into partnership.

Evan Tyson Ellis, the son of Charles Ellis, became
an apprentice at the store in 1844, and in 1850 was
given an interest in the business. At that time the
business was becoming more wholesale and manufac-
turing than retail, and finallv the retail part was given
up altogether. In 1863. the firm divided, William
Ellis retaining the store, and Charles Ellis, his son
Evan, and his son-in-law, William M. Ellicott, Jr.,
who had been in the old firm, opening another store at
Seventh and Market streets. During the war, because
they were Quakers and did not believe in war. thev

refused many contracts for army supplies. During
that period Prof. Joseph P. Remington served his ap-
prenticeship with them.

Mr. Ellicott died in 1884, through grief at the death
of his wife three days before. Charles Ellis died in

1874. For fifteen years he had been president of the
Philadelphia College of Pharmacy, and for more than
forty years connected with it in an official capacity.
He was president at the meeting of the American
Pharmaceutical Association held in Philadelphia in

1857.

The business terminated in 1875, as already stated;
but Evan T. Ellis is still alive and active for one of his
vears.

An Old Quaker City Store.

Keeney's Pharmacy, Arch and Sixteenth streets,
Philadelphia, was opened April 22d, 1846. In a little

booklet issued on the sixtieth anniversary of his busi-
ness, Caleb R. Keeney said: 'Tt is hard "to realize the
changes which have taken place in this section of the
city in sixty years. As 1846 was before the consoli-
dation, the city proper only extended from Vine street
to South street, and from river to river; and above
Market street tlie built-up portion did not extend west
of Broad street. On Arch street, the houses were
scattered and between Broad street and the Schuylkill
there were not more than twenty-five or thirty of
them. Arch street was then called Mulberry;' the
name of Arch being given it about this time on ac-
count of an arch which was built to carry the street
over Dock creek, which it crossed in the vicinity of
Third street.

"The north and south streets were numbered both
west from the Delaware and east from the Schuylkill,
the dividing line being Broad. Sixteenth stre'et in

those days was known as Schuylkill seventh.

"East of Broad the city was built up further north,
but west of Broad it hardly extended beyond Spring
Garden. Above that were open lots, farms, and
country residences. . . .

"The square on the south side of Arch between
Fifteenth and Sixteenth, was a cornfield with a post
and rail fence around it, enclosing an old farm house,
but during the spring in which we bought our store,

John Grigg, a member of the firm of Grigg & Elliott,

booksellers, erected five of the present row of houses,
those nearest Fifteenth street. The people then spoke
frequently of his folly in building such large houses
so far out of town, but he had the courage "to put up
six more the following spring and the balance the
spring afterwards.

"On the north side of Arch street opposite these
houses was what had been a public garden, called the
Puzzle Garden or the Maze. It contained a grove of
trees and the patlis through it were so con'structed
and lined with shrubbery that people were confused
and often lost their way in walkhig about. . . .

"The streets generally were lighted by oil lamps,
which were few and far between, and the neighbor-
hood was so lonely that many of our friends were
afraid to come out here after dark, more especially as
there was a gang of very rough characters west of
here near the Schuylkill, who were liable to meet you
after night with unpleasant requests. ...
"Gas was used in some of the houses but every one

had a key with which the gas was turned off at the
meter before going to bed, as it was feared there
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might be an explosion if the gas was left in the house
while the family slumbered. We were among the

first in the neighborhood to leave the gas turned on all

night and many of our neighbors expostulated with

us for doing so, dreading lest some accident might
occur.

"Many of the houses had no water on the premises

at all, but every one got his or her supply from pumps
which stood at different places in the streets. One
public pump stood on Sixteenth street below Cherry,

and there was a constant string of people wending
their way to and fro. .

"At this time street cars were not running and
people depended upon omnibuses for their travel.

The 'bus line started from the Exchange, up Third
and out Arch as far as Broad at first, but at the solici-

tation of some people who resided out Race and Vine
streets in scattered houses the line was extended to

Fairmount. . . .

"The drug business has undergone as much change
probably as this neighborhood, and if a man who 'w s

old in the business at that time could be brought back
to a store now he would be entirely at sea and pro ;-

ably fifty per cent, of the preparations would be un-

known to him. Such ordinary medicines as bromide
of potash, salicylic acid, cocaine and many more have
been introduced since we came to this corner. When
a new drug is first used in medicine the price is

generally many times higher than it is after a few
years of use, when the processes of making become
simplified and the demand increases. We have paid

at wholesade as high as $i an ounce for bromide of

potash
;
$i a grain for cocaine

; $20 a pound for iodide

of potash ; and $2.50 a pound for camphor."

At the age of fifteen years John G. Baker, now
at 1403 North Front street, Philadelphia, began to

learn the drug business under Nathan K. Know,
Front and Brown streets. In 185 1 he went into busi-

ness for himself at the corner of Marlborough and
Richmond streets. He afterward went to the corner
of Hanover and Belgrade streets (the latter now
known as Columbia avenue) and later sold the busi-

ness to Samuel Graham, and purchased the store at

Front and Brown, in which he had first worked.
After eleven years there he sold the place at a good
profit and bought another at Palmer and Richmond
streets, which he sold to Mr. Kramer. He then
opened his present store, which he says, will be his

last.

Dr. G. P. Reeves, of Philadelphia, now retired, was
engaged in the drug business at Yonkers, N. Y., from
1856 to 1888. After that time his son, J. Graham
Reeves, succeeded him, and continued the business
until 1892, when he sold the same.

Peter P. Fox, Woodlawn avenue and Seventy-third
street, Philadelphia, has been a subscriber to the Cir-
cular since its first issue.

The business of Henry S. Tuck & Co., at Wilkes-
barre. Pa., was established in 1844 by Seth'Tuck and
was conducted by him until his death. After that
time it was continued by his son, Henry C. Tuck, and
after the death of the latter, his widow assumed
control.

Samuel Gerhard, 339 Belgrade street, Philadelphia,

has been in business at the same stand for over half a
centurv.

Two Old Middletown Stores.

The store of C. A. Pelton, at Middletown, Conn

,

was established in 1800. S. Southmayd & Co. moved
into this store in 1810. In 1821 the style of the firm

was changed to T. & S. Southmayd. In 1823, the

store was conducted by Southmayd & Boardman; in

1830, by G. M. Boardman; in 1843, by H. E. Board-
man; in 1846, by E. C. Hubbard; in 1849, by W. L.

Hubbard; in 1851, by E. C. Hubbard; in 185=;, by
C. F. Collins; in 1862, by Collins & Pelton; in 1871,
and since, by C. A. Pelton. Mr. Pelton's connection
with the store began March 26th, 1855, when he com-
menced to clerk for Mr. Hubbard.

Another old Middletown store is that of Henrj'
Woodward. That gentleman began as a clerk in the

store he now occupies, in 1856. He became proprie-

tor of the place in 1861.

J. C. Altick and G. B. Altick, brothers, established a
drug business at Shippensburg, Pa., in 1845, on a

capital of $300—borrowed money. G. B. Altick died

in 1857, and the other brother continued the business

under his own name. In 1858 the business was
moved from the post-office building to the Madison
Hotel property, where it now is. In 1877 John A.
Fleming, a nephew of Col. Altick, was taken into

partnership, and in 1885 F. B. Fleming. In 1886 the

two Flemings purchased the interest of Col. Altick,

who died the next year. John A. Fleming died in

1901, leaving F. B. Fleming the sole owner of the

business.

Dr. Charles A. Weidemann, of Philadelphia, began
his career in the drug business in 1855. In 1880 he
transferred the business to his son, in order that he
might devote his entire time to the practice of medi-
cine, in which he had been engaged for many years in

connection with the drug business. He has been a
reader of The Druggists Circular ever since its

first appearance.

The business of John B. Raser & Son, Reading,
Pa., was established by J. Heyl Raser at 526 Penn
street, in 185 1. In 1872 the original store was sold

to P. M. Zeigler, and a branch, at 146 North Sixth
street, passed into the hands of John B. Raser, son of

the founder. The elder Raser died in 1901. The
business is now conducted by William Raser, a son of

John B. Raser.

The senior member of the firm of Dr. L. Oberholt-
zer's Sons & Co., of Phoenixville, Pa., has been ac-

tively connected with the drug business since 1855.

During that year he began business at Phoenixville as

a member of the firm of Kurtz & Oberholtzer.

The business of the Meyer Brothers Co., of Fort
Wayne, Ind., was established in 1852, by J. F. W.
Meyer, the present head of the firm. Mr. Meyer,
although eighty-odd years old still takes an active in-

terest in the business.

H. A. Shissler, of Shamokin, Pa., is an old timer in

the drug business. He has been connected with the

drug trade since 1850. In 1856 he established his

own drug store and has successfully continued the

same.

Christian K. Keller celebrated his semi-centennial

as proprietor of a drug store last October. His busi-

ness had remained at the old Market street store, Har-
ri.sburg, Pa., all that time.
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Delaware Druggists of the Older Days.
By Frederick W. Fenn.

Improvements and changes in the practice of phar-
macy have been about the same in Delaware during
the last fifty years as in other States. Except in a
few instances there were no regular pharmacies out-
side of Wilmington in 1857. In the small villages the

general store kept a line of domestic remedies, while
prescriptions and physicians' supplies were obtained in

the towns. The town drug stores were usually com-
bined with hardware, and additional side-lines were
stationery and books, wall paper, paints, and oils.

Some druggists sent out wagons filled with all sorts

of domestic medicines to supply country general

stores.

In Wilmington, in 1857, there were twelve drug
stores, all located on Market street except two. Their
owners were: John R. Rex, Edward Mclnall, Lem-
uel J. Draper, A. H. Grimshaw, J. Rhoads Hall, H. R.

& W. Bringhurst, E. Bringhurst & Co., James B. Ken-
nard, A. Johnson, William B. Kinsey, Joseph S. Ben-
nett, and John E. Simms. Mr. Grimshaw raised a
company and went to the civil war, became a colonel,

afterward a doctor, and is now dead. H. R. Bring-
hurst, for several years president of the State pharma-
ceutical society, recently passed away. His son now
conducts the store. Mr. Simms had an electric phar-

macy. Edward Mclnall was succeeded by N. B. Dan-
fortii, who now conducts a large plant at the same
location.

Of the twelve men in business at that time only one
remains and at the same stand, the genial business

man, that Nestor of pharmacy, Z. James Belt, of Sixth

and Market streets. Associated with him was the la-

mented Ferris Bringhurst, who lost his life in 1871 by
an explosion of chemicals.

In 1867 several new names appear, though only

eleven in all. Among them, J. M. Cunningham,
Charles Foster, Smith & Dixon, of Seventh and Mar-
ket streets, who were succeeded by Smith & Painter,

John J. Gallagher, now in business, L. M. England &
Son, Alfred Walton and B. & C. Shoemaker, now suc-

ceeded by H. K. Watson.
In the old days, crude or raw materials were very

raw: roots, barks and herbs were ground by the re-

tailer; nearly all pills were hand made: "patent" medi-
cines were scarcely known, being but little advertised

;

tablet triturates had not been invented to harrass
druggists.

In 1877 Wilmington had nineteen druggists, ten

of them were new ones; of this ten only two remain
now, W. C. Taylor, 302 King street, and N. B. Dan-
i'orth, then at Fifth and King streets. Some of those

who have dropped out are John R. Wartman, Henry
Fullerton and W. E. ^^'i^iams.

During the last half-centun,^ Delaware has supplied
a number of men who have risen to prominence in

chemical circles in the great cities, among them the

late Dr. E. R. Squibb, of Brooklyn.

Prof. Joseph Fell has prepared a number of histori-

cal papers relating to pharmacy in Ohio. An ab-
stract of one of these appears in the Circular for

August, 1906, page 300.

Roentgen rays were first mentioned in the Circhlar
for March, 1896. page ix, when a portrait of Prof.
Roentgen as well as a reproduction of a "Roentgen
photograph" were given.

Reminiscences Pharmaceutical.
By J. F. Hancock.

In 1849—the year of the California gold fever—Dr.

J. L. Large opened a pharmacy at the northwest cor-

ner of Baltimore and Caroline streets, Baltimore,

which he conducted in connection with his medical
practice. He had but recently graduated in medi-
cine. In his younger days he learned the trade of

house carpenter in Bucks county, Pennsylvania, but
when he came to Baltimore he was induced by some
friends to study medicine. He had a bright mind, a
remarkable memory and was an affable gentleman.
His individuality, tact and industry soon won for him
a liberal patronage, both as pharmacist and physician.

In 1853 my father, who was a farmer, died, and
this sad event caused the unexpected to happen to

me. I was a student at a county academy and it was
my father's intention to send me to Dickinson Col-

lege to complete my education, but his death changed
the plans for my future. I was then nineteen years
old. I was uncertain what to do; it was not my de-

sire to be a farmer, and it was not clear to my mind
how I could complete my education, so as to study a
profession. A relative advised me to seek the posi-

tion of teacher in one of the district schools, so that

I might prosecute my studies, and, by the practice of

economy, work my way through college.

The suggestion was considered, but in the mean-
time Dr. Large offered me a position in his phar-
macy through Dr. Robinson, a personal friend. I

had never thought of pharmacy as an occupation, in-

deed knew nothing of its duties and prospects, but
without delay went to the city on January 29th, 1854,
had an interview with Dr. Large, accepted his offer

and entered his employ the next day. Everything
at first was strange to me. I often think of the hor-

rible odors of drugs in my early experience and the

still more repulsive tastes, except that of licorice root

My contract with Dr. Large (vi'hich was verbal)

was to remain with him for four years at a salary of

twenty-five dollars for the first six months, with a
gradual increase which brought it to eight hundred
dollars for the period of four years, with table board
in his home and to sleep in a room over the store. I

was to be assistant to his clerk and of course do all

the drudgery, sweeping the store, cleaning the cases,

counters, windows, etc., and also making fires. There
was not a hydrant in the shop, therefore it was my
duty to go with a bucket across the street to fetch

water to wash the pharmacy utensils. I was told that
the proper way to reach the ultimate in pharmacy was
to place myself firmly on each round of the ladder
and ascend by steady, thoughtful steps.

Early in my apprenticeship the unexpected again
happened. In 1855 Dr. Large became financially in-

volved as a builder of houses and as a consequence
sold his pharmacy to Dr. Edmund Landis, another
physician with a large practice. It was arranged for

me to remain with Dr. Landis and to my surprise he
proposed a co-partnership—the result being the firm
of Landis & Hancock.
We employed Mr. Taylor, a graduate of the Phila-

delphia College of Pharmacy, who had good store

training, and he was invaluable to us, as my experi-
ence was extremely limited. I found him to be of
especial value to me as a teacher. He mapped out a
course of study and gave me practical lessons in ma-
nipulation. Dr. Landis concluded to sell his interest and
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in October, 1855, I bought his share of the business

and established the pharmacy of J. F. Hancock. For
the third time in two years the unexpected happened.

Dr. Large removed to Savannah, Ga., and soon

after, Dr. Landis, who had studied law, went to Chi-

cago to practice that profession.

The withdrawal of Dr. Landis, whose prescriptions

had been a great help, caused sales to decline. Other

physicians were prejudiced against my pharmacy, be-

cause of my limited experience and the connection of

the patrons of others to deal with me. I have always
regarded such conduct as a species of dishonesty.

After having qualified myself as a student of the

college and received its diploma, my next desire was
to join the college as a member, which I did in March,
1 86 1. This led to intimate association with the lead-

ing pharmacists of the city, which proved to be an
educational advantage and a social pleasure. I sel-

dom missed a meeting and was soon elected a member
of the board of trustees.

lior an:iiiyi;i'. ill M ili.> nil ll:iiM,.i,, I'hannacy, Baltimore, fitted in 1S66, and now saiJ by its pi'Oi)fi"tnr.

W. F. Threde, to be equal to that cf the most modernly appointed store. Mr. Hancock read a paper describing the
fitting of this store before the American Pharmaceutical Association in 1872.

the two doctors who had owned it. I was reluctantly

compelled to do without a clerk and otherwise econo-
mize.

In 1856, the Alaryland College of Pharmacy, which
had been dormant for some years, was reorganized,

but I was not in a position to attend its lectures. The
following year I was able to matriculate and attend

the lectures on chemistry. The next two years I at-

tended the full course of lectures and was graduated
in i860. This gave me a foundation on which to

build and my hard experience made me wiser and bet-

ter qualified to practice pharmacy. My aiflbition was
to establish a reputable business and to be the pro-

prietor of a well appointed pharmacy.
I naturally desired to gain the confidence and re-

spect of physicians and all others who gave me their

patronage, by diligently guarding their interests. I

never by word of mouth solicited the patronage of a

phvsician or a familv or endeavored undulv to induce

Business steadily improved and in 1866 I leased the

building on the southeast corner of Baltimore and
Caroline streets, diagonally across from the old shop.

These premises had been previously occupied as a

])harmacy bv the late Dr. Edwin Eareckson, who
opened in the new building in January, 1854, the year

and month I entered the employ of Dr. Large. The
storeroom of Dr. Eareckson and his dining room
leading to it, through an arched door, were newly
furnished in walnut with side glass cases. The rear

room was fitted up for prescription work, with a cen-

tral semi-circle of shelves for small bottles, contain-

ing duplications from the large shop bottles in the

front room. The plans were carefully considered

with a view to convenience, economy of space and
safety to the dispensers. The prescription counter

was placed in full view of those in the front room, but

sufficiently retired to avoid conversation while pre-

scriptions were being compounded. All prescription
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poisons were kept in a dark case under lock and key.
The laboratory was in the room used as a kitchen by
Dr. Eareckson and his parlor was fitted up for a pri-

vate office. For those days, as a pharmacy, it was all

that could be desired and I was proud of it. I began
to realize the accomplishment of my desire.

The more reputable patent medicines were in stock,

but not placed in the sight of customers. Those made
by irresponsible persons or disreputable quacks were
not sold. Those were not the days of cut prices and
shopping for prescriptions; at least such practices

were not recognized by me.
There were no pharmacy laws except those enacted

by individual pharmacists, or by common consent of
friendly pharmacists, but in some respects conditions

were much as they are now.
At a meeting of the American Pharmaceutical As-

sociation in 1872 I answered a query—"What is the

best arrangement for the dispensing counter, securing
convenience in manipulation and economy in space."

My paper, which elaborated the plans of my phar-

macy, excepting to devote a larger space to the pre-

scription department, was published in the Proceed-
ings of the association for 1872, page 192.

The practical character of this old pharmacy is en-

dorsed by the present owner, Air. W. F. Threde, an
educated and reputable pharmacist, in that he sees no
need of change in its plans or furniture. It is unique,

if not antique. The photographic picture here given
presents the internal arrangement as completed m
1866. No changes have been made and Mr. Threde
is perfectly satisfied. In conversation not long ago,

he was asked why he had not remodeled his pharmacy
according to up-to-date ideas. His reply was: "As
a pharmacy it is up to date; I do not wish a depart-

ment store."

The old clock placed in the semi-circle in the pre-

scription department, as a part of the original furni-

ture, has during these many years kept time with
pharmaceutical exactness and the original walnut
stools, especially made for the pharmacy, are still in

perfect preservation. The old shop bottles, placed in

the pharmacy of Dr. Large and labeled more than
fifty years ago with gold leaf hand-made letters, are

still in use.

In conclusion, I am proud of the fact that I was
one of the original subscribers to the American
Druggists' Circul.\r and Chemical G.azette.

A strong editorial on the unreasonableness of re-

quiring physicians and pharmacists to serve as jurors

appears in the Circular for January, 1863, page 9,
in which it is mentioned that the law of that time
generously excuses "superanuated volunteer militia

who have fought and bled for their country in a cer-

tain number of Fourth of July encounters."

In the early fifties, when Atlanta had a population
of less than 15,000. Dr. D. C. Jones moved to that

city from his home in Meriwether county and became
a member of the firm of Taylor, Hunnicutt & Jones,
one of the oldest drug firms to do business in the
present metropolis of Georgia.

George W. Palmer, who died November 15th, 1906,
aged eighty-six years, went to Columbus, Ind., in his

early manhood and owned and conducted the first drug
store to be opened in that city. It was situated at

what is now the corner of Third and Washington
streets.

Washington City a Half-Century Ago.
By G. G. C. Sim MS.

The drug business, as conducted in the District of

Columbia in the early fifties of the last century was
more professional than it is to-day. Many of the

stores at that time did not handle soda water; and
cigars were dealt in sparingly. To-day there is not a
retail drug store in the city that has not a modern
soda fountain in it, occupying the most prominent
place, and next to it a cigar case filled with the most
popular brands of cigars. While paints and oils were
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dealt in to some extent in those days, they have now
been discarded by nearly every pharmacist. The sale

of confectionery by pharmacists is of recent intro-

duction, and the business is an important branch in

most pharmacies to-day. The purest and best candies

are generally sold. Perfumery and toilet articles are

dealt in more largely to-day, so are "patent" and "pro-

prietary" medicines; the demand for the former is

created' by extensive advertising; physicians create

the demand for the latter.

Very few elixirs were in use fifty years ago. Tab-
let triturates are of more recent origin : both of them,

I think, are losing ground. Blister plasters have gone
out of use. Rhubarb is very little used, and calomel

is used in very much smaller* doses. Quinine is very

much more used now than it was in former years.

More of it is used in the treatment of colds and grip,

to-day, than there was in the treatment of chills and
fever fifty years ago. Cough syrups and tinctures are

less used than they were twenty-five years ago.

According to Dr. Toner (Med. Register, Dist. Col.

1867) the first drug store in Washington was opened

early in 1796 by Frederick Miller, between "William
King's and Lear & Co.'s Wharf." It exhibited as

a sign a "golden mortar."

I would mention the following drug stores estab-

lished at an early date: one at the northwest corner

of Ninth street and Pennsylvania avenue in 1819 by
Dr. William Guntren ; another on Pennsylvania ave-

nue near Twentieth street by Albert Ridgely in 1820.

Stores were opened in the course of the next thirty

years by the following pharmacists : Joseph L. Kid-

well. Georee W. Croplev, Wallace Eliot & Co., John

F. Callan, Valentine Harbaugh, F. S. Walsh, John E.
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Bates, Z. D. & William Gilman, Daniel B. Clarke

Edward W. Clark, Charles Stott, Samuel E. Tyson^

Samuel R. Sylvester, Nairn Brothers, J. A. Swartze^

H. H. McPherson, A. Mclntyre, A. Klockzewski, G
B. Barnard & Co., Russell Brace, W. T. Evans, J. B,

Boswell, Ford & Brother, Samuel Waite, Y. B.

Gardner, G. M. Southern, James H. Stone, L. M,
Smith, James D. O'Donnell, J. B. Moore, J. B. Ent-

wisle and others.

Some of the proprietors were physicians. I would

name the following among them : Francis S. Walsh,

Daniel B. Clarke, Jacob Gardner, Joseph B. Moore.

These, however, did not engage in the practice of

medicine.

Only one druggist is living who was in business in

Washington City in 1850. John E. Bates, born in

1823, entered the drug store of John L. Kidwell in the

year 1839 to learn the business, and remained with

him five years. After clerking a few years for Valen-

tine Harbaugh he commenced business on his own ac-

count on Pennsylvania avenue between Nineteenth

and Twentieth streets. In 1848 he opened a phar-

macy at the southwest corner of L and Seventh streets,

S. E. After conducting the drug business in other lo-

cations of the city, he retired in the year 1895, having

been continuously in business for fifty-six years.

The next oldest druggist in the city is the writer,

who has had a continuous service of fifty-three years,

a longer experience than any other druggist now in

business.

Several druggists who were in business in 1856 are

still alive; only one is still engaged in it and he is

clerking.

All the druggists in business here fifty years ago

learned the art in drug stores by service, as appren-

tice, for at least three years. There were no gradu-

ates of pharmacy.

In 1856 there were not more than fifty drug stores

in the District ; and singular to relate all of these have

either been abandoned as pharmacies, remodeled or

rebuilt ; and much changed in appearance.

The population in 1856 was about 50,000; and there

was one drug store to every thousand inhabitants.

The population now is about 340,000, which gives

one drug store to about 1,500 persons.

Fifty years ago there were no colored druggists

;

now there are about twelve engaged in business,

nearly all graduates of Howard University.

The Washington Pharmaceutical Association was
organized about the year i860; and the National Col-

lege of Pharmacy about twelve years later.

»

John R. Major is an old time Washington City

druggist. He began his pharmaceutical career in

1856, and soon thereafter set up his own establish-

ment. For thirty-five years his store was at Seventh
and H streets. In 1897 he moved to Seventh and G.

"From Maine to California" is an expression fre-

quently heard. The druggists of Maine were the first

in the Union to organize a State pharmaceutical asso-

ciation, and those of California were the next.'

.^bout 1 85 1 a fifteen-year-old lad fell heir to a drug
store at Flemingsburg, Ky. He is now Dr. A. G.
Browning:, of Maysvillc, Ky., and is entitled to rank
among the old-timers in the'business.

Bodecker Brothers, of Richmond, Va., were estab-

lished in 1818.

Pharmacy in Old Virginia.
By C. B. Fleet.

In Virginia the rise of the drug business was from
the practicing physician's office, as it was in other

States. The doctor's ofiice was the resort of all who
needed medical advice and treatment and along with
the advice was furnished the medicine. With the in-

crease in the population and the growth of the planta-

tions this source of supply (often many miles away)
was found inadequate for emergency cases or even or-

dinary cases. So early in the State's existence every
plantation became a little kingdom in itself and the

"lord of the manor" carried an assortment of house-

hold drugs, such as rhubarb, jalap, aloes, opium,
camphor, castor oil, ipecac, asafetida, blue mass, calo-

mel, quinine and epsom and Glauber's salts. The first

druggists of Virginia were the purveyors of these

supplies; they also carried in stock immense quan-
tities of dyestuflfs, such as indigo, madder, cochineal,

copperas, etc.

Plantation life in Virginia in slavery times can bet-

ter be imagined than described. It was Arcadian.

Self-interest prompted the planter to care for the

health and well-being of his slaves, but far above this

there existed a genuine affection between a master and
his slaves, a feeling like that which prompted the great

Napoleon to call his soldiers "mes enfants." Every
\vell regulated plantation was a little kingdom, a mi-
crocosm, so to speak. The wool and cotton for the

negroes' clothing and the leather for their shoes were
produced on the plantation and the carding, spinning,

weaving and dyeing were done by the negroes them-
selves, under the supervision of the mistress of the

house. This work made calls for large quantities of

the dyestuflfs mentioned above, a seroon of indigo be-

ing a not unusual semi-annual purchase.

So the drug house rose to meet the demand for

medicines and dyes and sold also a few—a very few

—

"patent" medicines, principally such as were familiar

to the English ancestors of the planters. Very few
galenical preparations were made by the early drug-

gists, that work being done on the plantation by the

mistress. The writer remembers seeing, in his child-

hood days, mustard seed gathered from the garden,

powdered in a mortar and sifted, ready to mix for

table use or plasters.

The first professional apothecaries of Virginia were
mostly foreigners—English, German, French or

Portuguese—and their immediate descendants. Of
these may be mentioned the Halls (Richard and
John) of Fredericksburg, Strecker, Duval and Dove
of Richmond, Santos of Norfolk, Spotswood of Pe-
tersburg, and Leadbeater of Alexandria.

Early in the forties John Purcell, James Purcell

and B. F. Ladd followed Alex. Duval in Richmond
under the firm name of Purcell, Ladd & Co., a firm

name still in existence.

Hugh and James Blair, Meade & Baker, A.
Bodeker, Joseph Laidley, Dupuy Dove, in Richmond;
Richard H. Stabler, Leadbeater in Alexandria; John
B. Hall, and James Cook, in Fredericksburg; W. A.
Strother, and R. & T. Stabler, in Lynchburg; C. A.
Santos and Thomas Toy, in Norfolk : .Spotswood, in

Petersburg, were the representative men in the period

from 1850 to the close of the civil war. The writer

would be glad to write more at length of these honored
names, but lack of space forbids. T. Roberts Baker
nnd Joseph Laidley. of Richmond, and Richard
Stabler, of .Alexandria, were among the earliest mem-
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bers of the American Pharmaceutical Association.
Mr. Laidley was killed while experimenting in ex-
plosives for the confederate government.

After the close of the war Richard Stabler, of Alex-
andria, endeavored to organize a State pharmaceutical
association, but his efforts proved futile, as did those
of others of his confreres later on, until finally in

1882 the present State association was organized, with
T. Roberts Baker as its first president [further men-
tion of which is made elsewhere in this issue].

No pharmaceutical journal has ever been published
in Virginia, the druggists of the State finding the old
Circular adequate for their wants in this line and
an authority from whose decision no appeal is ever
made.

Recollections of an Old-Time Arkansas
Druggist.

By Dr. John B. Bond.

Mr. J. F. Dowdy, secretary of the Arkansas Board
of Pharmacy has referred to me your request for some
items of the drug trade in Arkansas in early days,
mentioning the fifties, sixties and seventies. Mr.
Dowdy insists that these dates are much too remote
for his memory, notwithstanding the prominent fact
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that his suit of hair is greatly in the vocative. Mr.
Dowdy is a very eligible bachelor yet and of course

desires to remain young and handsome. This ac-

counts for his readiness to let another tell the stories

of the dim and distant past.

The undersigned has no such motives. He is

seventy years of age with thirty-three years' experi-

ence as a pharmacist in this city and is grateful to a

merciful God for the unusual degree of activity and
strength he vet possesses.

The C. J. 'Lincoln Co., of Little Rock, is the legiti-

mate successor of a drug house established here in

1835. I liave traced the ownership of this house back
to S. H. Tucker, who afterward became a banker in

this city and died some twenty years ago. He sold

the drug business to Dr. R. L. Dodge in 1842.

Dr. Dodge carried on a successful drug business

down to about 1867, amassing a considerable fortune

and establishing a most enviable character for just-

ness, humanity and right living. His name is, to this

day, a synonym, in this community, for probity and
elevated Christian character.

The firm became Dodge & Co. by the addition of
C. J. Lincoln in 1867. Lincoln was then, like many
more of us, a returned confederate soldier, without a
dollar, decent clothes, rich friends or anything tangi-

ble of value. But he had grit, honesty and intelli-

gence and soon demonstrated his business ability. He
changed the Dodge establishment into a jobbing house
and in a few years bought the interest of his vener-
able partner with his share of the profits, and the
business has greatly increased under his management.
Going back to 1855, there 'were only four drug

ttores in Little Rock ; those of R. L. Dodge, J. J. Mc-
Almont (afterwards McAlmont & Gibson), Hughes
& Kinnear and Mr. Bergeman. The business of the
last mentioned house was purchased by J. W. Beidel-
nian a year or two after the war; since his recent

death it is still conducted by Mr. James A. Ginnochio,
long employed in the house, under the style of the
Beidelman Drug Co. Mr. Beidelman was a Phila-
delphia man; his cultured wife, who survives him, is

of the Peterson family of magazine fame. At the time
of his death Mr. Beidelman was secretary of the Ar-
kansas Board of Pharmacy. With him the under-
signed was most intimately associated and his friend-

.^hip was deemed an honor.

John J. McAlmont, M. D., was another "tower of
strength" among our people. He was great in every-
thing that goes to constitute a typical American citi-

zen. He was a notable exception to the preposterous
proposition advanced in some quarters that a man
nithout enemies is without force of character. Dr.
McAlmont was loved by all who knew him and he was
one of the first citizens of the city ; as alderman,
mayor, school trustee, official Church member and
general adviser of the poor. He spent the later years
of his life, as he did his early manhood, in the prac-
tice of medicine, for which profession he was splen-
didly equipped.

The largest drug store here before and during the
war was owned by Hughes & Kinnear. On the death
of Mr. Kinnear. Mr. iSTaulty, a highly respected and
accomplished pharmacist, also from Philadelphia,
came into the firm and the business was greatly en-
larged becoming the leading retail one in the city.

James A. Gibson for many years the able assistant,

then partner and then successor of Dr. McAlmont,
well deserves mention here. He was a son of a not-

able family that settled in Arkansas, in very early

days. His father, Hon. Lorenzo Gibson, was not
only eminent as a physician but he was a statesman of
ability. As a leading member of the early State legis-

latures he left his valuable impress on our laws.

James A. Gibson, his eldest son, was a finely educated
man, a first class druggist and will live long in the
memory of our older people as an incorruptible busi-
ness man and pharmacist.
The writer, an ex-confederate surgeon, hailing

from Missouri, joined the ranks of Arkansas drug-
gists in 1872 after a few years' practice of medi-
cine. He has remained in active business' ever since,

save for about two vears "experimenting" as principal

of the Little Rock Public High School in 1875-6. He
loves to think and to talk of his old associates and de-
sires no greater worldly honor than to be classed with
them as a useful citizen of his adopted State.

It would be a delightful task to speak of the
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younger men in the drug business here, were not this

sketch already too long. Suffice it to say that a more
agreeable, competent and successful set of pharma-
cists than we have now here cannot be found any-

where. Prominent among them are Dashiell Broth-

ers, J. A. Ginnochio, F. W. McClerkin, Read-Stahel

Co., J. F. Dowdy, A. C. Read, Snodgrass & Bracy,

Charles K. Lincoln, Herman Durst, C. W. Dawson,

J. B. Bond, Jr., Harrison Drug Co., S. D. Knox, R. E.

Shilcutt, George A. Harvey, and Will C. Bond, all

young and energetic men, who will surely attain

eminence.

Sayle & Ashby, Sayle & Sholars, Sholars & Rogers,

and John A. Jungkind were prominent and prosper-

ous druggists for many years. They have recently

sold their several establishments to engage in more
lucrative avocations. But, let all these younger ones

play their several parts on the great stage of life and
let some future chronicler tell of their individual suc-

cesses and merits.

Upon review of this paper I note that my "talk"

has been confined to Little Rock druggists. There
are two plausible excuses for this. First, my ac-

quaintance with druggists of other cities of the State

is limited mainly to a knowledge of their names and
their commercial and social standing; second, many
people at home and abroad labor under the (probable)
delusion that Little Rock is Arkansas!

Some Early New Orleans Druggists.

Li 1857 there were in New Orleans a trifle over a

hundred drug stores, their owners being: B. Abrams,

J. Albrecht, O. Ammon, G. Bairnsfather. J. P
Barbot, F. Berger, W. Bogel, J. Booth, AL Boyens,
Brihier & Leroy, M. Cannon, T. Clark, H. Curtius,

P. Cusack, N. David, Thomas Davison, J. De Beune-
ville, De Castilnan, L. F. Deneufbourg, J. H. Don-
nell, R. Eugfer, J. Ennemoser, J. D. S. Esquerre, T.
N. Falconer, Thomas K. Finlay, C. Flemish, J. H.
Florat, F. Frederickson (2 stores), L. Gamotis,

J. Gandolfi, E. Gaudoz, Paul Gigou, A. & E. Gold-
man (2 stores), Henry Goldman, Charles Gottchalk,

J. Gourdon & Co., E. Grambois, A. H. Grisham, J.
Grosart, S. Hastings, F. F. Henriques, J. Herber, H.
Heren, C. M. Hegvaert, H. Homburg, t. Huberwald,
R. Huberwald, M. S. Hyams, E. C. "Hyde. A. A.
Jones. Jean Kattmann, G F. Kemper, Hugh Kennedy
& Co.. J. H. Labiche. C. Labourdette, B. Laplace. N.
Legrix. Chas. Linck, W. Llado, — McPherson, E. B.
Marmillion. M. Martin, Dr. McFarlane, J. J.
Meighan. J. M. Menvielle, U. Mercenier. G. ATever,
M. A. Miner. J. Moll. E. E. Mougin, N. Nobili &
Co.. T. Ohi. F. Paulsen. D. Peres. A. A. Pevchaud,

J. H. Pooe. P. Ponliat, R. H. Read. Chas. A. Putter,
Julius Richter, J. Robert. O. Robin, S. Chapin Russel,
C. Scherer. ,A. Schwab, P. Senat, Serres Drug Store.
Augustus Shellev. J. A. Somness. L. St. Pierre yi.
swoboda. R. Turnev. T. B. Walker, M. Weber, —
Werkmuller. B. Sabelis WolflF, S. Wollheim, S.
\\"onds. E. G. Wunderlich.

Through the kindness of F. C. Godbold we are en-
abled to give a few notes about some of these old-time
drugp-ists and their successors. Mr. Godbold went to
the Crescent City in T867 and so became personally
acauainted with many of the older men in the drug
business there.

Willi;im Bogel's store was at 31 Chartres street, in

the business section. Mr. Bogel made and lost a for-

tune and then opened a small store in the residence
section, comer of St. Charles and Melpomene streets,

and afterward went to Canal street, in the business
section. Alore business troubles and moves fol-

lowed and when Mr. Bogel died in 1895 he was a
clerk.

Brihier & Leroy, New Levee and Josephine streets,

near the steamboat landing, were succeeded by Mr.
Leroy, who continued the business at the same stand
until his death in 1890. Later the stock was sold at

auction by his heirs. This is said to have been the
oldest drug store at New Orleans, and kept heavy
drugs and chemicals in large quantities for supplying
steamboats and ships. Barrels of lard oil, castor oil,

etc., were kept in front of the counter. In 1866 or 1867
Mr. Leroy locked his store, put the keys in his pocket
and made a trip to Europe, leaving his family at home
to watch the property, but discharging his clerk. Mr.
Godbold asked him if he had not damaged his busi-

ness by closing tlie store, and he replied that he had
made money by it—saved clerk hire and found all the

goods where he had left them. He had no rent to pay
being his own landlord.

Oscar Robin continued at St. Ann and Villere

streets, where he was in 1857, until he retired in

1900. He is still living and the store is still in ex-

istence.

Camp and Julia streets formed what was regarded
as the best retail corner in New Orleans fifty years

ago. Here Thomas K. Finlay did business, and was
succeeded after his death by Alex. K. Finlay, his

nephew, who did a flourishing business. George Mc-
Nulty succeeded his uncle, Alex. K. Finlay, and car-

ried on the business at the same stand until a little

over a year ago, when he moved it to Abita Springs,

La., where it still prospers.

Samuel Hastings, Felicity and Magazine streets,

did a very large business thirty or forty years ago.

Mr. Hastings was succeeded by a nephew, James
Hastings. This pharmacy has changed hands several

times since then and is now conducted by Frank Mor-
gan.

E. G. Wunderlich. Dryades street, opposite Dryades
Market, did a good business. When he retired about

fifteen years ago he was succeeded by his son Ed-
ward, who remodeled the store. The father died in

1904. leaving a considerable estate.

J. M. Rohbock is said to be the oldest drug clerk in

New Orleans. He was formerly in business for him-

self, but says he prefers clerking. He is now with

Finlav, Dicks & Co.

S. P. & J. B. Tomlinson began business at Derby,

Conn., in 1855. The store passed into the hands of

Bristol & Betts. then to William C. Bristol, and by
1856 belonged to Dr. Ambrose Beardsley. George H.
Corliss was the next proprietor, and he. in turn, was
succeeded by George H. Peck. Mr. Peck took for a

partner his brother-in-law, G. C. Stillson, and the firm

name was changed to G. H. Peck & Co. Later Mr.
Peck resumed sole proprietorship, but again took a

partner in 1872. Charles H. Coe. In 1886, Mr. Coe
purchased his partner's interest and continued the

business until his death in 1900, when George H.
Harding purchased the business, he having been a

clerk in the store since 1876.

Sargent's Drug Store. Chicaeo, was established in

1852. It is now located at 30 Washington street, its

present proprietors being Merz Brothers.
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Some Old Druggists of Texas.
In a liistorical paper presented to the American

Pharmaceutical Association Prof. E. G. Eberle gives

an account of some eariy drug stores in that State,

from which many of the following facts are drawn.
In 1837 Drs. Pope, G. T. Jaeger and C. F. Baumlin

kept in their places of residence a small stock of drugs
for their own use and needs of the citizens of Galves-

ton, who numbered about 250 persons. In 1838 L.

Wells opened a drug store ; also Groesbeck & Smith,

at Twenty-third and Market streets; and N. D. Laba-
die sold drugs and merchandise at the northwest cor-

ner of Twenty-second and Market streets, or rather

where these streets now are. Later in the forties Drs.
Keetch, Randall, Ashoff, lUis and Keenan opened
stores, most of them being simply offices where the

simpler remedies could be had. Dr. J. M. Reuss went
to Indianola in 1845 and opened the first drug store

there in connection with his practice, and remained,

except during the war, until the tidal wave and cy-

clone swept the town, which has never been rebuilt.

He then moved to Cuero and started tlfe first drug
store there, and still is interested, with his son.

In the forties quite a good many Germans settled in

Texas, establishing, among other towns, New Braun-
fels, and in this community A. Forcke was appointed

the dispenser of drugs and medicines by the "Fuersten
Verein." In 1848 he went into business for himself,

followed soon after by A. Tolle, who is still in busi-

ness. He accumulated a fortune, and died January
3d. 1903-

Dr. Thomas conducted a drug store at Dallas m
1857. This village numbered then about 400 inhabi-

tants. Later on Wallace Peak, Drs. Cochran and
Duncan, and Sam Pryor opened stores ; the latter was
still in business in 1868, when the population of Dal-

las had increased to nearly 1,000. During this year
Drs. J. W. Crovvdus and J. T. Turner opened a large

store on the northeast corner of the square. In 1870

J. L. Williams, who had been clerk and manager 01

the store, together with Thomas Masten, bought the

business and continued it under the firm name of Wil-
liams & Masten. After a few months Dr. J. W.
Crowdus bought the interest of the latter, and the firm

became Williams & Crowdus. In 1876 Dr. Crowdus
sold his interest to Zachary Tollivar, and the firm

name was changed to Williams & Tollivar. In about
five years the firm dissolved, Mr. Tollivar contmuing
a retail business, while Mr. Williams entered into

partnership with Drs. Crowdus and Baldwin, to con-

duct a wholesale business under the name of Crowdus,
Baldwin & Williams. After one year Mr. Williams
sold his interest in the latter firm and bought that of

his former partner, Mr. Tollivar. Mr. Williams is

still in business. The wholesale firm has been incor-

porated as the J. W. Crowdus Drug Co.
In his paper Prof. Eberle says: "The oldest drug

store, so far as my present information extends, is

that of F. Kalteyer & Son, in San' Antonio; the oldest

active druggist, J. M. Ruess, of Cuero, eighty-two
years of age, sixty years in the business ; and for the

greatest number of years in one place, A. Tolle, of
New Braunfels, over fifty years. . . .

"Texas has nine cities with over 20,000 population,

in which there are. in round numbers, 300 stores. Dal-
las ranking first, with a population of 80.000, having
73. Forty-three cities claim a population of over
5,000 and less than 20.000. and have about 250 drug
stores. There are about 150 with a population rang-

ing between 1,000 and 5,000, which have in the neigh-

borhood of 450 drug stores ; the remaining, approxi-

mately 1,500, are located in about 900 towns and
cities of less than 1,000 inhabitants. ... A rea-

sonable estimate of the number of those connected

with the retail drug business of Texas would not be

far from 7,500."

It is believed that the first druggists to engage in

business at Fort Worth were Maitland & Peak, in

1850. Dr. Peak, of this firm, was the father of How-
ard W. Peak. In 1857 W. T. Ferguson opened what
is believed to have been the second drug store at Fort

Worth.
L. D. Heaton, of Heaton Brothers, Victoria. Tex.,

began his career as a druggist with H. H. Peck &
Co., Potsdam, N. Y., in 1854. He moved to Texas
in i860. He has read the Circular since its first

appearance. At that time he was with C. M. Peck &
Co. In 1854 J. C. Heaton, an elder brother of L. D.
Heaton, left H. H. Peck & Co. and went to Texas,
locating at Port Lavaca. He died in 1891. His part-

ner and successor was L. D. Fleaton, who has as his

associate now another brother, D. H. Heaton, who
manages the firm's store at Cuero. The latter began
as a druggist with Dr. J. H. Humphrey, an English-
man, at Potsdam, about 1857 or 1858.

Mr. Heaton writes to the Circular : "In our busi-

ness we are veterans in the line. Coming to Texas
early, we are among the longest in the trade, and the

sam.e would apply to our experience. We have seen

Texas grow from the Mexican ox-cart and ox-wagon
with six yoke (the former methods in the State and
the only kind), to its present facilities in railroads in

all directions.

"It used to take two weeks for our mail to come
from New' York. The steamers brought goods to

New Orleans in the same time, and here in four days
after. Heavy goods came by New York schooners
in about one month—if the sailing was fair. Since
the railroads have been in use we get goods from New
York in twelve days time ; from New Orleans in three

days after order ; from Houston in two days. All

has changed—methods of business—but we are in the

procession of progress and are up to the present. We
ha^^e Americans, Germans, Mexicans, Italians and
other peoples for customers, and as they speak their

own language generally, we have to 'habla' the same
tongue they do to us."

Baker's Drug Store, Fall River, Mass., was estab-

lished in 1835 iDy James Buffington. who was a mem-
ber of congress. It was conducted by him. James D.
Rust and Eben Osborn successively until 1858; since

then by Charles A. Baker. It occtipies its original

site at 67 South Main street. Mr. Baker holds a cer-

tificate of the Massachusetts College of Pharmacy,
dated 1858—many years before that college was a
teaching institution.

In 1847 F. J. Whiting founded a business at Bar-
rineton. Mass.. which was conducted bv him until

1880, when J. F. Whiting, a son of the founder, and
now sole owner, was admitted to the firm after having
been identified with the business for many years. F. J.
Whiting died in 1895 after an active career. The
business continues under the old name.

Richard G. Williams, who died at .A.niance. O., last

November, had conducted a drug business there for
forty-two years. Before going to Alliance he had
been in the drug business at Hanover and Salineville.
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Early Detroit Stores.

The Henry Haigh store, Jefferson avenue and
Brush street, is the oldest pharmacy in Detroit. It

was established in 1849 by Henry Haigh, who con-

tinued in active service until 1891. William W. Fiero

is now conducting the business at the old stand.

In 1859 the retail druggists of Detroit were, Henry
Haigh, H. & L. Simoneau, T. R. Spence, J. S. Cuth-
bert & Co., Samuel P. Duffield, Thomas Cranage, Jr.,

and Higby & Stearns ; and the wholesale druggists

were, T. & J. Hinchman, McKenna & Radcliffe, Jacob

C. G. LLOYD. WILLIAM UUPONT.
World's authority on puff- An old Detroit Druggist. For

balls. Joint founder of Lloyd sketch, see the adjoining col-
Brothers' Library. umn.

S. Farrand, and H. Eaton, the latter established in

1839.
By 1865 the number of retailers had increased to

nineteen, while the wholesalers had increased by only

one.

"In 1857," writes William Dupont, who supplies the

foregoing information, "drug stores were very differ-

ent from what they are now. I began as an appren-
tice in 1857 with H. & L. Simoneau (H. Simoneau
is still living in Peoria, 111.) The announcements gen-

erally were 'Drugs, Chemicals, Dye Stuff, Paints, Oils

and Glass.' Sometimes groceries, lard oil and sperm
oil were added. Learning the business was also very
different. College graduates in pharmacy were
scarce. The apprentice was expected to do all man-
ner of chores. The grinding, powdering of drugs,
roots, herbs, gums, etc., was part of his duties. Tinc-
tures were mostly made by macerating, the instruc-

tions being to shake all the containers every morning
for from seven to fourteen days, then filter and place

the product in the shop bottle. The drug clerk was
expected to make all tinctures, ointments, infusions,

seidlitz powders, and what pills were then needed in

the shop. That was before the manufacturing
chemist came. The writer has seen all the changes
that have been made in the manner of distributing

pharmaceutical preparations. This (Detroit) is the

birthplace of several large pharmaceutical houses.
Dr. S. P. Duffield, the founder of Duffield & Parke,
afterwards Parke, Davis & Co., is still living, prac-
ticing medicine. Frederick Stearns is still Jiving in

this city."

"I will embrace this opportunity," he adds, to say
that I have read The Druggtst.s Circular pretty
regularly since mv entering the occupation of pill

making in 1857 with much pleasure and profit. If I

remember correctly. Notes and Queries (in my youth)
were a great attraction, and they still stand out prom-

inently in my estimation. May The Druggists Cir-
cular have another fifty years of usefulness is the

wish of yours truly," etc.

Mr. Dupont was born at Detroit in 1842. He was
with H. & L. Simoneau from 1857 to 1862, when he

bought the store of W. J. Chittenden in the Russell

House block. Woodward avenue. He continued in

business there until 1866. In the spring of 1867 he
joined John Harvey in the drug store at the corner of

Michigan avenue and Second street. Four years

later he purchased Mr. Harvey's interest. He is now
completing his fortieth year in the same locality

—

nearly thirty-eight years in the same building. In

the winter of 1905 he moved a few doors east of the

old stand. He is the oldest retail druggist in active

service at present in Detroit. Mr. Dupont is also

president of the Standard Drug Store (incorporated),

2-/ Monroe avenue, a new and modernly equipped
store.

Mr. Dupont was president of the Detroit Pharma-
ceutical Association in 1888-9; treasurer of the Michi-
gan Pharmaceutical Association in 1883-91 ; member
of the council of the American Pharmaceutical Asso-
ciation 1888-9 ; and has been treasurer of the Detroit

and Wayne County Retail Druggists' Association

since 1890.

The Detroit Druggists' Association was organized
in 1873, with the following officers : President, Paul
Plessner; vice-presidents, W. H. De Vinney and
George McKimmey ; secretary, Joseph H. Hubachek

;

treasurer, Charles R. Trombley ; board of directors,

Paul Plessner, J. H. Hubachek, J. W. Caldwell, F. S.

Ackerman, J. A. Taylor, T. B. Comfort and S. A
Dupont. The aims of the association were profes-

sional, one of them being the establishment of a col

lege of pharmacy.
» —

-

In September of last year, at Cambridge, O., there

was removed from a location it had occupied since

1836, a drug business which had been established by
Peter Ogier. After the death of Mr. Ogier in 1885
the business was conducted by his son, John M.
Ogier, until his death in 1905. W. R. Ogier, of Co-
lumbus, a surviving son of the founder, moved the

business to a new location, and in doing so ran across

an old United States Dispensatory dated the same
year his father had opened the store—1836.

Charles W. Wagner entered the drug business as a

clerk at Mansfield, O., July 14th, 1856. He was then

a lad of sixteen and had come over from Germany
only two years previously. Later he worked for

David Markward until 1861, and then came to this

city. He returned to Mansfield in 1867, where he
clerked for William Mercer until 1873, when he went
into business for himself. He celebrated his golden

jubilee last year.

Dr. A. J. Gardner, of Grand Rapids, O., gained

his first experience as drug clerk back in 1845, while

reading medicine in Youngstown, O. He established

himself as a druggist some years later, and The
Druggists Circular was one of the first papers he
subscribed for.

W. A. Musson, of 1500 South Broad street, Phila-

delphia, has been in the drug business nearly sixty

years.

The Hornung-Nicholson Drug Co.'s store at Dres-

den, O., was established as early as 1848 by H. G. O.

Carv.
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The Drug Business in Missouri in Earlier

Days.

By Fred R. Dimmitt.*

I have some vivid recollections of the drug busi-

ness as it was carried on in Missouri in the fifties,

sixties and seventies.

My boyhood years were spent in Liberty, my father

moving there from Virginia in 1836. The town then

a small village, was a starting and outfitting point for

the then, far off California. The Indians came to

town often in large numbers dressed in their primi-

and Olive streets, St. Louis, continuing there until

1874. The city at that time had a population of about

150,000.

Alex. Leitch owned the largest retail drug store in

St. Louis at that time ; it was at the corner of Fourth
and Olive. His brother, Arthur Leitch, carried on a

good store at Fifth and Market. M. W. Alexander
conducted a store at Fourth and Market ; later on he
became a very active member of the Missouri Phar-
maceutical Association, as did F. W. Sennewald.

In 1865 my brother and I began manufacturing
a proprietary article. In 1867 we fitted up a fancy

A "commercial tourist." of Missouri, wlien that State was still considered as being on tlie trontier

tive style with red blankets around them and paint on
their cheeks. At that time there was not a railroad

in the State. Our goods came by boat and wagon.

I remember going when a small boy, to the drug
store of Garlisch & Hale in Liberty. This was about

1850. Years afterward, Mr. Garlisch's son, H. M
Garlisch, conducted a drug store in St. Joseph. In

1855, Mr. Hale's brother, Thomas Hale, moved from
Missouri City to Kansas City, then better known as

"Westport Landing," and opened a drug store down
on the levee where nearly all of the business houses

were located, as all freight came by boat.

In the early sixties, before and during our civil

war, Cal Adkins conducted a drug store at Third
and Main streets. All these men died many years

ago.

In 1857, the year of the great panic in this country,

the writer's brother, M. Dimmitt, had a drug store at

Missouri City ; at that time a very flourishing little

town on the Missouri River twenty miles east of Kan-
sas City. This town did a large business in shipping

hemp, bacon and other farm products to St. Louis by
boat. I have often seen six large steamboats at the

wharf loading and unloading freight. In 1863 my
brother and I went into the drug business at Seventh

*Mr. Dimmitt was one of the organizers of the Missouri
Pharmaceutical Association, and its first secretary, 1879-80,
and its second vice-president. 1885-6.

wagon drawn by two fine mules. In this, the

writer for over two years, drove all over Missouri,

selling this preparation and druggists' goods to the

trade and in that way visited almost every druggist

in the State. The only railroads in Missouri at that

time were the Old Hannibal & St. Joe, the North

Missouri (now the Wabash), the Missouri-Pacific,

then completed to Kansas City, and the Frisco, run-

ning only to Rolla.

In my travels, especially in Southwest Missouri, I

would at times drive all day and see nothing but

chimnies standing where formerly stood happy homes.

These homes had been destroyed by either the federal

or confederate armies which had traveled all over the

section. Some days after driving many miles, I

would arrive at some farm house where the farmer

and his large family lived in only one room. They
were invariably very kind and invited me to stay all

night, all of us sleeping in one room—I often on the

floor rolled up in my blankets. But few of them had
stables and I would tie my mules to a tree and stand

watch to keep the "razor back" hogs from eating

their corn. I remember well staying in such a place

the night of December 31st, 1867. Next morning I

was called to breakfast by my host saying, "Stranger,

bring up your cheer," and before me for that New
Year's breakfast was a dish of fat pork swimming in

gravy one inch deep, and nothing else but thick corn
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bread. The lady said: "Have sassafrac tea" and as

there was nothing else in sight I said, "If you please."

Every New Year's morning from that day, thirty-

nine years ago, I have remembered that elegant New
Year's breakfast.

Often I would have to ford deep streams, the water

often coming up into my wagon, as there were very

few bridges. The armies had also destroyed these as

well as nearly all houses.

All through that country I found drug stores that

bought liberally. Drummers then were very scarce

and were welcomed with a glad hand. What a won-
derful change has taken place in that section of

the State since that time. Railroads traverse all points

of it now. Fine, well-improved farms are there, large

flourishing towns, and even cities have grown up.

In my rounds, I met and sold goods at St. Charles

to Dr. Reeves, formerly of the wholesale firm of

Doench, Reeves & Co., St. Louis. He died years ago.

J. F. Llewellyn was in business in Mexico, and he is

still there. At Rocheport I found B. F. Dinimitt ; he

is still alive and has grown gray in his over fifty-two

years' service in the drug business.

Wm. A. Dudgeon was in business at Fayette and
is still there. Dr. J. B. Brown and L. T. Bri'ttingham

conducted the two largest drug stores in Hannibal.

This town at that early date was a good business

point. These men died long since. At Brunswick I

found J. T. Plunket, who had succeeded his father,

Dr. Plunket; both are dead. Dan. T. W. Woolridge
or "Dan" as he was called by everyone at Booneviile,

is still alive and happy and is still drummed by the

everlasting drummer. Dr. Roschell was also in busi-

ness there; he is succeeded by his son, Wm. E.

Roschell. At Marshall I found my lifetime friend, P.

H. Franklin; he is still there in business, and yearly

attends the meetings of our State Pharmaceutical As-
sociation.

Dr. Maurice C. Jacobs was then in business at Rich-
mond ; he is now living in Kansas City and is quite

wealthy for an ex-druggist. At Lexington, Dr. W.
B. Tevis was the leading druggist in 1865 ; he died

several years ago. W. E. Bard was in business in

Sedalia from 1867 until his death a few years since

;

his son, W. E. Bard, succeeded him and is a very pop-
ular druggist and owns and operates two or three

drug stores there. Mertz & Hale, another old firm
there in the sixties, are still there in business.

At Holden, David Golliday was actively engaged
in the drug business in the seventies. He is now suc-

ceeded by his son. Dr. W. H. Barrett had quite a
large store at Harrisonville in the sixties ; he is not in

business there now. Dr. Amos H. Coffee came to

Missouri at an early date and started in the drug busi-

ness in Sarcoxie, a small town in Jasper county. Later
he moved to Carthage and opened a large retail store,

and gradually he increased his business until he did a
large retail and wholesale business, which he sold a
few years since, and now he is president of one of the
largest banks in Carthage and is a hale and hearty
old gentleman.

At Clinton, Dr. C. C. Williams ran a good drug
store; he is now dead. The drug business at Inde-
pendence was represented in the sixties and seventies
by Dr. J. H. Morrison, now dead, and by J. C. Pen-
dleton, who is still alive and actively engaged in the
drug business.

The oldest druggist at Lee's Summit is John
C. Erk. He commenced business there in the early

seventies, and he is still there in business. Trigg T.

Allen conducted one of the best drug stores in Lib-

erty from some time in the sixties until he died two
years ago. Dr. D. H. Davis, of Gallatin, has been
continuously in the drug business there for over forty

years. John Demond has been in the retail drug busi-

ness in St. Joseph for over thirty-five years. Penick
& Loving conducted a wholesale drug business in St.

Joseph before and during our civil war ; they long
since quit brsiness, and I believe they are both dead.

About 1867 A. Brunert ov.ned a drug store in Kan-
sas Citv at Fifth and Main streets : he is still in busi-

ness with his son, and has grown quite wealthy. C.

E. Corcoran also had a drug store in Kansas City in

the early seventies and only retired a few years since

and is now living on the income of his large real

estate holdings. James ^I. Love, another well known
and popular druggist, came to Kansas City and
opened a drug store twenty-eight years ago ; he is still

in business. George T. Lynn owned a drug store in

Kansas City early in the seventies; later on he became
secretary and treasurer of a wholesale house. He is

still living in Kansas City.

What shall be said of Kansas City for the past fifty

years? A city that when your journal was first pub-
lished, had only about 2,000 people and was not

known on the map except as "Westport Landing."
.A.t that time it was one of the principal outfitting and
starting points on the great "Santa Fe Trail" for the

great, almost unknown West. How many border,

blood curdling stories have been told by men dressed

in buckskin clothes around camp fires near pitched

tents in what is now the very center of the business

portion of Kansas City. To-day the city has over a

quarter of a million people, with some two hundred
and fifty retail drug stores and three large wholesale
drug houses. Twenty-six railroads run into her

depots, and she is soon to have a new Union station

to cost about $10,000,000.

In i860 the corresponding secretary of the St. Louis
Pharmaceutical Association, Alex. Leitch, wrote to

the CiRCUL.^R as follows : "As formerly, the apothe-

caries of St. Louis, as of all the union, continue to be
under deep obligations to the scientific, medical, and
pharmaceutical publications, but above others bear tes-

timony to the great influence of the AMERIC.^x Dritg-

GiSTs' Circular as the great means of spreading
knowledge among the craft." Enno Sander was
president that year.

The Western Drug Record recently published a list

of the druggists of Kansas City in 1856, as follows

:

\\'holesale—Sinclair, Rowley & Sudborough ; retail

—

Adkins & Lowell, corner Third and Main; Joseph
Ganghoffer, west side Main, between Sixth and Sev-
enth : R. B. Ironside, east side IMain, between Fifth

and Sixth ; and T. B. Lester, corner Fourth and Main.

The W. H. King Drug Co., of Raleigh, N. C, con-

ducts a business which was established many years

prior to 1857. J. Ruffin Williams was one of the pro-

prietors of the store about the year 1857; but some
years ago he sold his interest to W. Henry King.

The W. H. King Drug Co. was incorporated in 1899.

John Worthington's Son's store at 162 Fulton

street. Brooklyn, is one of the oldest business houses

in that borough. In 1834 it was known as Bailey's

-Apothecary Hall, and was at the comer of Fulton and
Sands street.
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Eeu-ly Days of Montana Pharmacy.
By H. M. Parchen.*

The first big rush to the gold fields of Montana
occurred in the fall of 1863 and the spring of 1864.

Alder Gulch, was the Mecca. It is said that there

were over $100,000,000 in placer gold taken from this

gulch. Virginia City was the principal town. Nearly
30,000 people gathered there and along the gulch dur-
ing 1864 from all parts of the United States and Mex-
ico. During the winter of 1863 and 1864 a vigilance

committee was organized, which hung all the "road
agents" (who did not escape) and restored law and
order.

There were only two drug stores in Virginia City.

These were conducted by Dr. Dames (a Belgian)

and Clayton & Hale, from Missouri. In the summer
of 1864 gold was discovered in Last Chance Gulch
and the present city of Helena sprang up. R. S. Hale
of Clayton & Hale opened the first drug store there

;

the writer followed in March 1865, and is now the

oldest druggist in business in Montana.
My firm started with groceries and drugs, and con-

tinued the two lines until 1869, when the grocery
department was closed. With a capital of $3,500 we
sold $99,600 worth of goods the first fifteen months
we were in business, and made a profit of over

$18,000. During three months of the year goods
were brought by way of the Missouri River to Fort

Benton, the head of navigation, 140 miles from
Helena. After the close of navigation goods had to

come a distance of 1,500 miles overland at a cost at

times of 30 cents per pound. This condition brought
about very high prices for indispensable articles.

which were bought up by speculators, who advanced
the prices. We paid, for example, $6 per dozen for

25-cent and $24 per dozen for $1 preparations, and
retailed them at $1 for 25-cent and $3 for the $1
articles. Turpentine sold at $25 for 5-gallon cans,

kerosene at $8 per gallon, window glass at $75 a

box, flour at $110 a barrel, lamp chimneys at $3
each.

In the fall of 1867 we received a shipment from San
Francisco, paying 44 cents per pound freight. It

came via ocean to Portland, thence up the Columbia
River to the head of navigation, and thence (at 40
cents per pound) by pack train. White lead formed a
portion of this cargo.

In those days the prescription trade was small, most
people resorting to nostrums or the compounds of

druggists. There were few physicians and these were
mostly of the old school and from the South, who
had "read" medicine in some country town. The label

"To be well shaken before taken" had to be used free-

ly. No prescription was filled for less than $1.

Vegetables for the table were scarce, and for soup
flavorings we sold extract of celery and parsley. On
one occasion the steward of a popular hotel across the

street called for extract of onion to flavor soup and
other dishes, insisting that he had bought such an
article before. We showed him some tincture of asa-

fetida, which he declared was the article he wanted—
and it went into the soup.
There were very few well informed pharmacists in

our part of the country in those days, my partner, W.
S. Paynter, a graduate of the Philadelphia College of
Pharmacy, being an exception.

* Mr. Parchen was one of the organizers of the Mon-
tana Pharmaceutical Association, in 1891. and its first

treasurer. He was its president in 1897-S.

Dr. H. S. Osborn, who was born in Warren county,

Ohio, in 1822, went West in search of health, and set-

tled at Bozeman in 1871. When he died there in

1903 he was the oldest druggist in that part of the

State.

Druggists of Cairo, Illinois.

By Paul G. Schuh.

When the civil war broke out I was a young drug
clerk in the store of Dr. De Lew, at Alton, 111. I

joined the army and served in a medical purveyor's of-

fice and later in a post hospital as prescriptionist. In

January, 1863, I was discharged from the service and

soon thereafter embarked in the drug business for my-
self in a very small way at Cairo. P. G. Schuh &
Co. was the style of the firm until April, 1864, when
my silent partner sold his interest to me and I con-

tinued the business right along under the name of

Paul G. Schuh until a few years ago, when I changed

it to Paul G. Schuh & Sons.

At the time- of my arrival at Cairo and before I

started in business, there were but two drug stores in

operation here, those of Humphreys & Brown and
Alf. Whitaker. Mr. Whitaker died a few years after-

ward and his business was continued by his brother a

short time, when he quit and moved his stock and

himself back to Ohio whence he came originally. J.

B. Humphrey's partner, Mr. Brown, withdrew from

the firm soon after my arrival at Cairo and opened a

drug store at Springfield, 111., but, being in bad health

he soon died. J. B. Humphreys & Co. continued the

business about two or three years, when it came
about that owing to bad management, confidential

"friends" and other causes, the sheriff had to take

possession of his store and the stock was sold at auc-

tion. Barclay Brothers, hailing from Bowling Green,

Ky., bought the fixtures and what stock was left by

the auctioneer unsold. They carried on the business,

wholesale and retail, very successfully for a number
of years, but finally found that the wholesale busi-

ness was not profitable, owing to the constant de-

clining of goods of all descriptions and heavy losses

by selling goods on credit, etc. The brothers dis-

solved partnership, and James Barclay held on to the

retail part of the business for several years longer, but

finally moved his stock to Oaktown, a suburb of Chi-

cago, where he continued in business until he died six

or'eight years ago. Phil. Barclay deserted the drug

business for insurance, but remained at Cairo.

Betw^een the years 1865 and 1875 about eight or

ten drug stores started up here but most of them either

died a natural death, or moved away ; they could not

stand the "Cairo prosperity." I have forgotten most

of them, but can mention a few: Samuel Humm,
Saxton & Humm. Dr. Victor, Dr. Castle, John Sul-

livan, and Frank Healy. M. J. McGauley owned and

operated successfully a drug store in the sixties, and

after his death, his widow sold it to George E.

O'Hara, who sold it finally to Harry W. Schuh, who
is still conducting it on the same site, but in a new
building. Frank Healy moved away from Cairo after

selling his store to Matthew C. Metzger, who has held

the place in good style ever since and has built up a

good busincsG at the old stand.

As to my own career in the drug business I will

only add that I have stuck to it closely from January,

1863, to the present time; have moved twice, and

burned out once—in 1881.
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Recollections of an Old-Time Druggist.

By a. E. Magoffin.

One of my first duties in the drug life was the

making of tinctures, syrups, etc. I can shut my eyes

now and look back to the later fifties and see a row

of half-gallon and one-gallon specie jars sitting

on a shelf in our back room, and am reminded of the

seven and fourteen day maceration periods—then

straining through a cloth (no filter paper then that I

call to mind). How I'd squeeze and squeeze those

cloths to get out all the liquid. We knew nothing of

tincture presses.

A. E. Magoffin was born at Balnbridge. O., September

loth, 1845, and began his career as a druggist when his

father purchased a small drug stock March 4th, 1856. As a

boy he went to school and helped around the store while

the other boys played. H'>

enlisted as soldier July 31st

1862, and was discharged
with a wounded ankle and
broken healtii October 27th
1863. After a year or two
at college he went back to

the drug store. After some
experiences in the retail

business at Greenfield, and
in the wholesale, at Cincin-
nati, he returned to his na-
tive town and went into

business for himself. After
a few other changes he final-

ly landed at Lyons, Kan., in

1882, where he now is, with
the Lyons Drug Company.
Mr, Magoffin takes much
pride in his record as a sol-

dier, and is a great Grand
^ _M\f'(iniNArmy of the Republic man. .

- . .

He has a photograph of himself as a soldier boy in blue.
He began to take The Druggists Circular about forty years
ago, and has been a warm admirar of it ever since. He
frequently contributes to its columns.

A wonderful diflference has made itself evident in

these fifty years. We save not only six to thirteen

days in manufacture, but also a large amount of loss

by evaporation, as well as a lot of hard and tedious
work.
Then I can recall the luscious compound cathartic

pill—that good old-fashioned cure-all for everything
but amputated legs. My stunt was usually 2,000
every two months, sometimes oftener. My! Oh,
my! How I hated that job; and while I am writing
I may say I am tasting the colocynth—whew! how
nasty. No sugar-coating in ours, then, thank you

:

just plain pill, taste included. Along in 1871 or 1872
I bought a small sugar-coater, guaranteed to coat 200
pills at a time, but it was no good.
Then I remember that old—not sachet—powder

called "hicry picry" by our patrons. How's that for
taste in the mouth, you old fellows? Do you recall

it? I do. Almost as good as "fetty."

I ground my own spices up till about 1874. In
fact, I did so in the eighties, and guaranteed them
pure.

I'll side-track a little here and say tha't I believe we
had a purer class of powdered drugs in those days
than we have now : the get-rich schemers were at that
time not yet born.

And say—oh. say^I wish I had a dollar for every
ten-grain powder of calomel and every ten-grain pill

of blue mass I have ever put up. Ten grains of either
was not considered a big dose, but now see: average

dose of calomel one-eighth or one-fourth of a grain

and diluted with "soda" besides. And blue mass,
with us here, is side-tracked. The doctor of forty

years ago would have soon told you that he guessed he

knew what a full dose was (and I guess he did too).

Then that good old itch compound yclept antguin-

tem. (Catch it?) The old name still sticks and is

used by the older generation. Only a short time ago
I had a call for it, and I did not dare to label it any-
thing else: the real name would have made the man
suspicious.

Just at the close of the war it had a wonderful sale.

Ask some "comrade" druggist; he will understand the

base allusion (or was it illusion?).

Prescription writing was not much in vogue with

us, when I first went into the business. It was, "Say,

Albert, I want"—and then the doctor would go on to

say how many pills made, each to contain so many
grains of this and that ; or, so many ounces of stuff

(syrup or mixture) containing so many grains of such

and such articles to a teaspoonful. We would pencil

it on a scrap of wrapping paper and go to work.
Seems rather crude in comparison to present methods?

I want to remark most emphatically that while this

kind of prescription-writing had its drawbacks, it was
surely ahead of the present way in one respect, that

is, there was no refilling unless the doctor was present,

and even he had to sometimes guess, as no copy was
on file. I had very little prescription writing to con-
tend with in my earlier work. I sit here now and
think of the old time and compare it with the present

manner of prescription work, and it does not seem
possible that such a change could be made.
When the empty capsule came in we fought shy of

it for a while. Some customers refused them as they

thought it was an utter impossibility to swallow them,

and some even emptied the contents out and took the

medicine straight and brought back the "little bottles"

to be refilled.

I want to ask if any of my fellow druggists remem-
ber how many bears they killed forty years ago to

make the famous bears' oil—warranted pure—that we
used to sell. Did you ever put up shed water in a tin

can?
Wonderful changes have taken place in the drug

business in the fifty years I have been in it. The lit-

tle square bo.x containing a ball supposed, by a long

stretch of the imagination, to be a pink ball for the

complexion, and the little gaudy box of ten-cent face

powder have given place to the numberless elegant

toilet powders of to-day. The old-fashioned, long,

square, transparent bar—one-inch square—of sassa-

frass-scented soap ha= given place to the highly per-

fumed soaps, the pride of the bathrooms. The only

tooth powder—orris root, powderized, mixed with

finely powdered chalk—gives place to the tooth pow-
ders or liquid dentrifices of to-day. The elegant

pharmaceuticals turned out daily in our great labora-

tories have displaced the unsightly preparations of

four or five decades ago.

"Patent" medicines have multiplied vastly in num-
bers, possibly fifty to one, as I know the number of

kinds was formerly a beggarly one, as compared with

to-day. Millions of tablets, of all sizes, colors and
strengths, deluge the dealer in their monstrous growth
of success ; something not even dreamed of in days of

yore.

Wonderful as has been the onward stride and suc-

cess in the druggists' line in the pa.st few decades, still
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more wonderful will be its future in a shorter space of

time. The surgical appliances of all kinds that are

handled by the enterprising druggist are past com-
prehension in any way except by actual contact. All

nations and climes meet in one small drug store, and
if each article could only talk, what a confusion of

tongues would assail the ear!

It is hard for us to realize that but a few years ago
the druggist would either dig or buy at home roots

and herbs to make many of his medicines, where now
he draws on the whole world for all the various kinds

of stock which he uses to help him in his business.

Say, hadn't I better quit? These reminisences have
]iroduced in me a desire to find not a little fault in

many of our modern drug stores. Modern conveni-

ences have hindered not a little the true advancement
of a would-be drug clerk. By clerk I mean not a

mere automaton.

Now proprietors quietly ignore the importance of

home-made products and buy largely of many articles

that ought to be and can be made at home. If the

clerk wishes to be a druggist, let him commence at the

bottom. Instead of buying the bases of many tinc-

tures, syrups, elixirs, etc., let him make them, and he

will then get a knowledge of the how, obtainable in no
other way. Let the boy get his wire, cut it himself,

digest it in the acid, and all that, and make tincture of

ferric chloride instead of buying the solution already

made. I used to prepare two or three pounds of the

solution of ferric chloride at a time and then I had a

stock to draw on as occasion demanded.
I have quit telling old stories and am now giving

advice. We old fellows can't help doing that: make
your herbal tinctures from the leaves, roots or barks,

instead of buying them or using fluidextracts. When
the boy wants to learn the business give him all the

chances, and he will be a heavy gainer. Let his hands
be perfumed for a week or so with oil of wine and he
will always be reminded of Hoffman's anodyne. Fill

liis ni^strils with the fumes of nitric acid and mercury
and lie won't forget the citrine ointment. Nor will

be easily forget how to make rose water ointment if he
lias a chance to use his muscles and exercise his

patience over a batch of it occasionally.

These little things go far to make a clerk remember
just where he is "at." In the old times we used lots

of tincture of kino—and didn't we have a circus when,
in a hurry to get it, we found the stuff had gelatin-

ized? I learned how to overcome tliat phase of the

condition of things, when I was making tincture of

vanilla. I always used washed white sand in powder-
ing ( ?) the vanilla bean, and I concluded to try it on
my kino to keep it from sticking, and I secured also

a transparent and stable tincture. This idea still

sticks.

In 1875 my employer found fault with my way of

making tincture of opium. I made it in three days
and exhausted the drug completely. He said as I

started to throw away the exhausted opium, "Don't
do that, you have not got out half the strength." I

said I had, and he said not, so I told him to put on
diluted alcohol and try it. He did so, and at the end
of a week there was neither color nor taste of opium
in the menstruum.

Lots of the old-fashioned work has been done away
with. I wish it 'were not so. I think if we did our
own manufacturing now, as when I was young in the

business, it would result in more real druggists and
not so manv machines.

Old-Time Iowa Druggists.

W. H. Torbert, of Dubuque, supplies the following

sketch of the earlier days of pharmacy in his State:

"The first drug store opened in Iowa was owned by

Timothy Mason, Dubuque, nine years prior to the ad-

mission of Iowa as a State in 1846. The business was

conducted by Mr. Mason until 1856, when he was suc-

ceeded by P. C. Sampson. In 1872 Mr. Sampson was

succeeded by myself, and I have been continually

identified with the business to the present time.

"In Burlington, Des Moines and Iowa City there

were drug stores organized at various dates from

1838 to 1850. Until 1850 there were no railroads in

the northern part of Iowa, and only one in the so\ith-

ern part, so that the goods were shipped to Mississippi

River points and then transferred by teams to interior

points.

"In those days pharmacy was a simple and primi-

tive proposition; a little castor oil and a few crude

drugs constituted the outfit of an ordinary pharmacist,

and all the wonderful advancements in pharmacy in

this country have been made since the fifties.

"There are few of the pharmacists now living in

Iowa who were in business there as late as the sixties.

Iowa was among the first States to enact a pharmacy

law and the pharmacy laws of many other States have

been drawn along the lines of pharmacy legislation in

Iowa. To-day Iowa pharmacists are the peers of the

pharmacists in any State, not only in capability and

character, but in devotion to their profession, but here,

as elsewhere, the pharmacists secure but an inadequate

return for their work ; here, as elsewhere, the depart-

ment stores and the work of the pharmaceutical sup-

ply houses in supplying the physicians with a stock

of' goods with which to fill their prescriptions and

do their dispensing is a serious drawback to phar-

macv."
John W. Ballard, of Dubuque, contributed the notes

which follow

:

"Pharmacy in eastern Iowa (Davenport) in the

early sixties was somewhat of a department store

character, and some departments could hardly be

classed under 'elegant pharmacy.' For instance, many
heavy drugs were handled and with these tar, pitch,

rosin, paint and lubricating oils—nor were these put

up in convenient packages as at present. A customer

would call for tar in quantities from 'a nickel's worth'

to a gallon or more, and these various demands were

all supplied from the barrel, and this, especially in the

winter season, was not a delicate task.

" 'Patent' medicines were sold then as now, but

were much fewer in number, while the proprietary

remedies for physicians' use were unknown except

Norwood's tincture and McMunn's elixir. Physicians,

almost without exception, wrote prescriptions, and as

tablets and sugar coated pills were unknown, they

devised formulas for each individual case, and these

in most cases called for remedies made by the phar-

macist—so that much time was required in the labora-

tory.

"There were in 1865 seven drug stores at Daven-

port. Of these two are still in existence, that of G.

Schlegle, now conducted by G. Schlegle & Son, and

what was Tavlor & Ballard's in 18^7, E. S. Ballard's

in 1862, E. S. Ballard & Co.'s in 1873, and The Bal-

lard Drug and Dental Co.'s in 1903. This business

has been continuous in one location for fifty years.

"Transportation facilities were not as good then as

now. the water route being used much more ; bottles
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were shipped down the Ohio from Pittsburg and up
the Mississippi. Shipments of heavy drugs from New
York were made by canal and then by steam around
the lake—requiring six weeks in transit.

"Drugs required in powder we mostly reduced to

that condition by hand, and plasters ordered by phy-
sicians wxre made to order and spread upon sheep-

skin. All pills likewise were made when ordered, and
none were kept in stock except compound cathartic

and compound rhubarb. It was a life labor then to

be a pharmacist, and yet we always think of 'the good
old days.'

"

At a meeting of the Dubuque County Retail Drug-
gists' Association, held about two years ago, an ad-

dress was made by Dr. J. J. Brownson, from a report

of which in a local paper we take the following:

"The first man he spoke of was Henry Barr, who
conducted the Philadelphia Pharmacy years ago at the

northeast corner of First and Main. Next came Tim-
othy Mason, the latter selling out to James Riggs.
Then a little further up Main was John Wood, first a

clerk in Allen's. The last named was first in partner-

ship with Hosford next door to the Julien. Later he
established himself one door further up.

"The speaker paid a high tribute to the well remem-
bered 'Dr.' Allen, as he was universally called. He
sold out some years ago to a man named Shoup. After
a disastrous fire the latter left the city while Allen be-

came associated with Hedley & Brown, who first lo-

cated in the St. Cloud block and removed later to the

site of the Peabody Dispensary. Next in line on the

.street was the famous old Good Samaritan Drug
Store, founded by Timothy Mason, a man of parts and
particularly interested in educational work. He was
succeeded by P. C. Sampson, who afterwards went
into the wholesale business with Moore & Torbert.
The speaker than told how T. W. Ruete was also con-
nected with Mason and touched upon his successful

career.

"Where the Times and Globe-Journal now are lo-

cated was once a pharmacy maintained by Dr. A.
Munsell. When Moore & Torbert dissolved, Mr.
Torbert retained the business, but after a while a

popular clerk of his, Mr. James Hervey. left him and
bought out the store where G A. Grimm now is, from
Mr. Ferdinand. Another old pharmacy was that in

the famous old Lorimer House, maintained by John
Laidlow, an old Scotchman. Edwin Porter bought
him out. Opposite the town clock, Fratz & Clark
started the Palace Pharmacy, now kept up in the Se-
curity building by the latter alone. Where Baum-
hover now is. a drug shop was founded by Powell,
who was succeeded by Craven and Brayton ; the latter

retired when elected to a citv hall office. Ruete &
Michel bought Craven out. Alichel becoming a physi-
cian and the former merging the business with his
downtown establishment.

"There were three old uptown druggists mentioned
particularly by Dr. Brownson—Lablanca, Zeiprecht
and Neinstedt. The fir.st is still in business; Wittmer
occupies the Zeiprecht place and Neinstedt was fol-

lowed by Thorman at the stand which Jos Palen now
has. Oscar RufF began business at the Eagle Point
Pharmacy, and was bought out by W. C. Leik. Dcn-
nert was followed by Berg & Reugnitz. The shop on
the corner of Couler and Kaufman was founded b\-

George W. Wunderlich. and then, when the latter
came downtown, was occupied by Becker. While
dwelling on the uptown druggists,' the speaker men-

tioned D. J. Haas and George Ragatz, the latter suc-

ceeding Sahm, who followed Wise."
The next historical note is from the Circular for

May, 1899:
"Norman Lichty's store at Des Moines closed April

1st to remain closed. Mr. Lichty had succeeded in

building up one of the very largest retail drug busi-

nesses in the West—only CTiicago, St. Louis, Mem-
phis and San Francisco, it is said, having drug stores

with larger retail sales ; St. Paul, Minneapolis, Detroit,

Milwaukee, Kansas City, Omaha, Denver and Salt

Lake having not a single retail drug store whose sales

reach as large an annual aggregate. Mr. Lichty has

been engaged in the drug trade for thirty years, first

as an apprentice in a Waterloo drug store in 1869,

where he accumulated a sufficient surplus to enable

him to go to Des Moines with an empty valise in 1872.

He began his Des Moines labor as a clerk in the A.

H. Miles' store, which was then located in the Ex-
change block. He was afterward engaged at the

Weaver & Maish store for several years, and until

1879, when he began business on Walnut, between
Sixth and Seventh streets, and soon after located at

the corner of Sixth and Walnut streets."

Mr. Lichty closed his store because other business

required all his time and capital.

Dr. B. F. Keables, Pella, Iowa, in 1854 established

a drug store, and although the doctor did not per-

sonally manage the business, owing to his extensive

practice, it has nevertheless been under his supervi-

sion continually, with the exception of three years,

when he served in the army in the sixties. Dr. Keable
is still connected with the business, which is conducted
as the Keable Drug Store.

One of Idaho's Pioneer Druggists.

In a letter to the Circul.\r under date of December
20th, 1895, D. S. Dent, of Dent & Butler, Lewiston.
Ida., said in part:

"This State is sparsely settled and druggists are

usually far apart, connected only by rough stage

roads, in this diflfering somewhat from the East and
so denied many advantages enjoyed by our Eastern
brother druggists.

"I have been in the drug business in Lewiston fif-

teen years and in the room I now occupy. When I

commenced business here there was but one other
drug store in the northern half of Idaho. Since then
many have started up, Init still they are too far apart
to conveniently organize themselves into a society

successfully." —
In 1850 Dr. Peter W. Ray opened a pharmacy at

the corner of Sands and South Second street, Brook-
lyn, and remained there until his death last year.

For many years the Doctor was treasurer of the

Kings County Pharmaceutical Society.

George S. Phillips, Brooklyn, established himself in

business on the comer of Fleet place and Johnson
street in December. 1854. and has been identified with
this store for over fifty years.

In 1789 there were seven drug stores in this city,

according to a report in circulation in 1889. In the

latter year the number had grown to about 700.

In 1858 the Ohio Medical Society by unanimous
\ote expelled a member who had been found "guilty
of making and vending a secret nostrum."
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Old Mau-yland College Graduates.
In 1842 the Maryland College of Pharmacy grad-

uated its first class, which consisted of Fred A. Coch-

ran, Alpheus P. Sharp, and William Silver Thomp-
son. In 1844 it graduated Samuel Rodgers ; in 1847,

J. Paris Moore, John \V. Read, and Christian Stein-

hofer.

The records from 1842 to 1857 are not obtainable,

but in the latter year the graduates were Louis
Dohme, J. C. O'Brien, E.

Walton Russell, and J. E.

Weatherby.
Mr. Sharp, of Balti-

more, read the first paper,

1855, presented to the

American Pharaiaceutical

Association. He has been

a member of the associa-

tion since that year. He
is a native of Virginia,

eighty-four years old,

writes a good letter, and
does not wear glasses. He
thinks he is the oldest

member of the association,

but possibly Enno Sander,
of St. Louis, R. R. Kent, of this city, and maybe
others may contest with him for this honor. The
accompanying portrait is from a photograph taken in

December especially for the Golden Jubilee issue of

the Circular.

Edward E. Shead, Eastport, Me., commenced busi-

ness September ist, 1856, and has, since that time,

been in the pharmaceutical harness. Fire destroyed

his store in 1864 and again in 1886, but undaunted by
these reverses he has kept right at the business, and
is to-day as active as ever. He says he has been
reading the Circular since it started.

H. C. Porter & Son conduct what is said to be the

oldest pharmacy at Towanda, Pa., it having been es-

tablished in 1848. Dr. H. C. Porter, the founder,

died in 1877. A complete bound file of the Circular
is one of the treasured assets of the store.

Dr. Ossian Sumner, who died at Providence, R. I.,

last November, was the oldest practicing pharmacist
of his city. He had been in the drug business at 326
Weybosset street since 1852, and was eighty-eight

years of age.

Interesting sketches of old times in Virginia drug
stores appear in the Circular for July, 1897, page
Ixxii; January, 1901, page v; February, 1903, page
xix ; and August, 1905, page 300.

J. H. Phelps, Omaha, Neb., began the drug busi-

ness in 1849 ^i Cold Water, Mich., and although not

continuously in the business he has nevertheless kept

in touch with it ever since.

Writing July 15th, 1904, A. J. Barker, Taunton,
Mass., said that he was "still alive at ninety-three

years" and had bound volumes of the Circular for

as far back as 1859.

Lee's Drug Store, New Iberia, La., was established

by James A. Lee, January 25th, 1857. He died Jan-
uary 8th, 1904. and the business is continued by his

son, C. H. Lee.

The business of the Wills Drug Co., at Charlottes-

ville, Va., was established about fifty-seven years ago.

Selling Goods in Ohio Fifty Years Ago.

An anonymous writer in Drugs and Sundries re-

cently told of his experiences as a "drummer" fifty

years ago. He said

:

"When I first visited Cincinnati, in my native State,

Squire, Eckstein & Co., were located at the corner of

Fourth and Vine, and they had the finest drug store

west of the Alleghenies. To ask those aristocratic

gentlemen to look at samples, required all of the only

qualification I had for the business ; they being gentle-

men, however, relieved me of serious embarrassment.

"John D. Park handled fine fancy goods and 'pat-

ents' at the corner of Fourth and Walnut. Merriam
& Co., Fourth and Main, Allen & Co., and George M.
Dixon were located on the corners of Fifth and Main.

Joe and Charley Reakirt were on Pearl street, where

Joe figured and Charley philosophized. Burdsal

Brothers were on Second street, William S. Merrell

& Co. were on Third street, and W. J. M. Gordon was
located at Eighth and Western row (now Central

avenue) , where he was then fighting odors and aromas
that menaced his glycerin and threatened the 'infant

industry.'

'.\nd yet there were others hi the drug line, but as

they never gave me any orders, they shall be name-
less evermore. Those named were good men.

•T visited towns in the country. At Chillicothe I

found Safford, who was then a grand old man, also

Lansing & Co. At Columbus, Roberts & Samuel,

Marple and the Dennigs. At Zanesville, W. A. Gra-

ham, the Blosksome Brothers, also H. G. O'Carey,

who ran wagons. At Barnesville, was Nick Judkins.

At Marietta, was Buel Brothers & Cotton. At
Athens, Pickering & Johnson and 'Daddy' Perkins."

John A. Nipgen, of Chillicothe, O., laid the founda-

tion of his career as a druggist at the age of twelve

years when he entered the employ of Dr. Christian

koerner, at Dayton. In 1851 Mr. Nipgen secured a

position as clerk in the store of William Kermann,
Cincinnati, and shortly afterward took charge of the

prescription and manufacturing department of the

business. In 1859 he established himself in business

at Lebanon, O. After some years he sold his busi-

ness there and purchased a half interest in a store at

Memphis, Tenn., which interest he resold after a few
years. In 1868 Mr. Nipgen bought a store at Chilli-

cothe, O., which was thereafter known as the Nipgen
Pharmacy. Mr. Nipgen has been prominently iden-

tified with the affairs of the Ohio Pharmaceutical As-

sociation and the board of pharmacy, and to his un-

tiring efforts many important measures are due. He
sold his store in 1902 after having made a record of

fifty-four years as a druggist.

On October ist, 1856, Dr. C. K. Keller opened his

drug store at its present location, 405 Market street,

Harrisburg, Pa., the building then having been just

completed. Dr. Keller has seen Harrisburg grow
from an insi.gnificant borough in 1856 to a city of

some 70,000 inhabitants. He is a descendant of two of

the oldest families in his city—Christian Kunkel, who
located there in 1786, and j. Peter Keller, who came
in' ten years later, 1796, — and has always been a resi-

dent there. He has the earliest volumes of the Cir-

cular, bound and highly prized.

Dr. Amzi Godden established a drug business at

Birmingham in 1857.
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Fire, Pestili nee and Earthquake,

Just after the grea' Chicago fire of October 8th to

loth, 1 8/ 1, a meeting of druggists was held in this

city to raise funds to aid their brothers who had been
burnt out. In the Circular for November of that year

WilHam A. Gellatly, chairman, and Alexander V.
Blake, treasurer, reported the receipt, up to October
23d, of a total of $17,395.50 for the fund.

Charleston, S. C, was partly destroyed by an earth-

quake August 31st, 1886, druggists suffering with the

rest of the citizens.

The great Baltimore fire which destroyed so many
wholesale and retail drug stores, started February 7th,

1904, and was not under control for thirty hours. An
account of it appears in the Circular for March of

that year, page xxxiv.

The San Francisco earthquake occurred April i8th,

1906, and was followed by a three days' fire which
almost wiped the city of? the face of the earth. The
National Association of Retail Druggists collected

nearly $40,000 for the druggists of San Francisco and
the other cities and towns which were stricken.

Outbreaks of yellow fever in the South, particularly

at New Orleans in 1878 and at Jacksonville in 1888;
the tidal wave which almost swept Galveston out of
existence for the time being ; the tornado which cut a
wide path through St. Louis; the Johnstown flood;
and many other horrors of the past half-century af-

fected druggists profoundly.

G. W. Fuller, the founder of the firm of G. W.
Fuller & Son, Pulaski, N. Y., began the drug business
in a small way January 1st, 1857, and by persever-
ance was able within a few years to establish himself
in his own building. In 1881 this building was de-
stroyed by fire. Prior to that time G. H. Fuller, son
of the founder, had been admitted to the firm. The
elder member of the firm died in 1904 at the age of
-Mghty-six years.

William Miller Bartlett is proprietor of a store
founded at Salem, Mass., in 1838 by James Emerton,
who successfully conducted it for many years and sold
it in 1875 to one of his old clerks, George A. D. Stick-
ney. In June, 1900. Mr. Sticknev died after a pro-
prietorship of twenty-five years. The store was pur-
chased in August, 1900, by'Mr. Bartlett, who had been
a clerk for Mr. Stickney for nearly nineteen years.

Louis A. Hoguet, of Bristol, Pa., began business in
Mill street, Bristol, some time previous to 1856.
After being located at one place for a number of
years, he moved into a more commodious building
across the street. Mr. Hoguet had a very successful
career, and always took a keen interest in local affairs.

He died in September, 1904.

As early as March, 1858, the Circular was cau-
tioning subscribers against paying money to unau-
thorized agents. The warning " still holds good,
although the request that subscribers remit in gold or
Eastern bills has been dropped.

The explosion which blew up the building of Tar-
rant & Co., Greenwich and. Warren streets^ October
29th, 1900, will long be remembered bv those who saw
or heard it.

Georgia boasts of the oldest pharmacy law in the
ITnion. the date of the passage of the first act regu-
lating the practice of pharmacy in that State being

1826. One of the first of the registered apothecaries

in Georgia was George Payne, of Macon. Mr.
Payne's store was at Mulberry street and Cotton ave-

nue. It was built and first occupied by him in

1850. Later the name of the firm occupying this

store was George Payne & Son, and then successively,

George F. Payne, Payne & King, and King & Oli-

phant. The store was in the Payne family for fifty-

three years. The elder Payne died in 1884. A por-

trait of the son, who is now in Atlanta, appears in

this issue.

Heinitsch's Drug Store, Spartanburg, S. C, was
established in 1856. The founder of the business was
still active when last heard from. H. E. Heinitsch.

Jr., the manager, writes that the Heinitsch drug busi-

ness, at Lancaster, Pa., was established in 1780.

A couple of years ago Dr. I. L. St. John, of Tiffin,

claimed to be the oldest active business man in Ohio
and probably the oldest active druggist alive. He was
102 years old and had amassed a fortune in his busi-

ness there in the fifty years he had followed it.

The business of E. R. Lash, at Athens, O., was es-

tablished in the year 1828 by John Perkins, who suc-

cessfully conducted the same for many years. E. R.
Lash purchased the business in 1873 ^"d since that

time it has been conducted under his name. E. R.
Lash, Jr., is now proprietor of the store.

Poor's Drug Store, Belfast, Me., was established

by the late Dr. William O. Poor, and has been con-
tinued until the present by his son, Clarence O. Poor
and his grandson, Fred R. Poor.

The Pacific Coast Pharmaceutical Association was
organized at Portland in 1905.

Shurtliff's Pharmacy. Bennington, Vt., is over
seventy-five years old.

Dr. Noah R. Martin, 87 Halsey street, is another
pharmacist with fifty years business existence.
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Pure Drug Legislation.

Pure food and drug legislation is attracting atten-

tion as it has never done before. Not only did the

federal law on the subject go into eifect at the be-

ginning of this year, but many State legislatures are

now in session and there seems to be a strong desire

on the part of some of our law-makers and their con-

stituents to have the States follow at once in the

footsteps of the nation.

There is much to be learned about the new federal

law. One of the first things which druggists should

learn about it is that it does not affect goods made
and sold within the borders of a single State. Con-

gress has no power under the constitution of the

United States to legislate for the sovereign States of

the Union except in such matters as have specifically

been turned over to it by the States themselves.

The regulation of local trade is not one of these

matters, while the regulation of commerce between

the States is. In the District of Columbia and the Ter-

ritories, however, the national government is supreme.

The next thing for druggists to learn about the much-
talked of statute is that if the manufacturer of goods

which they, the retailers, import from another State

guarantees such goods to conform to the requirements

of the law, it is the manufacturer and not the retailer

that will be proceeded against in case of adulteration

or misbranding.

A copy of the law, together with the regulations

adopted by the executive department of the federal

government for enforcing it, appears in the Circular
for November, 1906, page 423. Druggists should

take the time to read the law and the regulations and
to study such portions of them as may have any bear-

ing on their business. Those who do this may save

themselves much anxiety and perhaps be enabled to

keep out of embarrassing situations.

From all over the country we receive accounts of

meetings of druggists' associations at which discus-

sions of a pure food and drug law for the State in

which the particular association happens to be

are indulged in. It seems to be almost universally

held by the druggists that while they heartily endorse
such just and reasonable laws as will lessen the

adulteration and misbranding of drtigs and medicines,

it would be wise for the States to refrain from rush-

ing headling into legislation of this kind until a suf-

ficient time in which to study the working of the fed-

eral law has elapsed. Our own opinion is that this

position is so sound as to be practically unassail-

able.

One more year without State action in the mat-

ter will not be fatal, especially as we have the

great added protection of the national statute. We
shall all know much more about pure food and drug

laws a year hence than we do now, and it is after we
have gathered information concerning it, not before,

that we should settle such a momentous question as

the one we are now considering.

From time to time the secretary of agriculture is

rendering decisions as to the interpretation of certain

portions of the new law. These decisions, he admits,

are not binding on the manufacturers, dealers or

courts, but are merely expressions of his own attitude.

But he rather dryly observes that as it is on his initia-

tive that the district attorneys must institute proceed-

ings against those who are supposed to be breaking

the law, it is not likely that suits will be begun against

those who comply with his decisions.

In this city and perhaps in other municipalities, the

board of health has incorporated in its ordinances the

substance of the law passed by congress. This makes
it all the more important that druggists should famil-

iarize themselves with the law by studying it in a

more thorough manner than it is possible for them to

do by confining their reading to excerpts from it or by

following the opinions of those who are perhaps no
better qualified to form and express them than are

the druggists themselves.

Dsoigers Confronting New York Druggists.

Startling as is the statement, it was nevertheless

made by a successful and conservative business man
a short time ago, that the druggists of New York
State are "face to face with possibilities of being

driven out of business." Perhaps there is no better

known druggist in the State than Thomas Stoddart,

of Buffalo, or one whose sound judgment, as demon-
strated by the large business he has built up, is more
universally conceded. Mr. Stoddart is not an alarm-

ist, but a man of wisdom, experience, poise. He
has a know.ledge of what is going on around him and
more than the average ability to attach to things their

proper weight and significance in relation to each

other. It was no less a man than he who made the

startling statement quoted.

Legislation—the seemingly insane desire of every-

body to get on the statute books some law to regulate

something—is what is threatening the drug business

of the Empire State. Few druggists realize the

meaning of this crusade as does the man with the

large business and the broad horizon. There are "re-
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formers" with a burning desire to do something for

their fellows, and do not appear to be over-particular

what it is, just so it gives them an opportunity to pose

in the limelight for even a brief period. There are

others whose action's are not prompted by a love of

notoriety, but whose motives are of the best. When
the latter direct their energies toward legislation for

pharmacy, their ignorance of the practical side of the

question is unfortunately a greater handicap to their

usefulness than to their energy: they are no less

dangerous because honest. The two classes frequent-

ly work togther and thereby nullify their chances for

harming the very public which they would protect.

The men with sinister purposes to serve through legis-

lation, special axes to grind, or business friends to aid,

come to the front in the general hubbub, hoping, like

a thief at a fire or a pickpocket at a parade, that the

true character of their objects will escape detection in

the confusion.

This, in brief, is the situation that confronts phar-

macists in this State each year. It is the situation

now. If nothing were done to counteract the per-

sistent efiforts of these clamorers for law and more

laws and still more laws, the possibility which Mr.

Stoddart describes might soon be a reality. That

something is done to counteract these disturbers of

conditions is due to the efiforts of the New York State

Pharmaceutical Association.

In this great State of ours there are considerably

over four thousand registered pharmacists, to say

nothing of the other thousands unregistered men who
get their living directly from the retail drug store.

Each one of these owes it to himself as a matter of

self preservation to give his moral and financial sup-

port to the State pharmaceutical association. But

how many of them do? Perhaps a few more than a

thousand pay dues into the association's treasury

;

perhaps a hundred or two attend the annual

meetings, delegate all work of a legi.slative nature

to a committee, and think they have done their full

duty.

When the committee sends out a general appeal to

the members for each one to write to his representa-

tives in the legislature asking them to vote for or

against a certain bill, how many respond? If it were

possible for a member of the committee—one who
sees and understands the necessity for rapid and

drastic action—to go to the druggist and make a per-

sonal appeal to him and refuse to go away until the

letters were written, signed, sealed, stamped and

posted, he could get the druggist to do that little bit

to ward off the possibility which Mr. Stoddart pic-

tures. But it is impossible for the members of the

committee to call on each one of the five or six thou-

sand to whom they have a right to look for aid, and

the druggist ought to realize this and respond when
the committee has done the best thing it can do, that

is, write to him for his assistance.

It is the same old story of the wagon, with some

pulling and others riding ; a few of the druggists do

the work and the others get the benefit without exert-

ing themselves. The several thousand retail druggists

in New York State who are not members of the State

Association should be moved by shame to refrain from

remaining idle while their brothers are working to

prevent legislation which would be ruinous alike to

association members and non-association mem-
bers.

Proposed Patent Legislation.

Last year in reporting the hearings on the Mann
patent bill before the committee on patents of the na-

tional house of representatives, the Circul.'\r gave

the gist of a substitute for the pending bill, proposed

by Mr. Currier, chairman of the committee. We
stated at the time (see the Circular for June, 1906,

page 226) that it was reported that a bill embodying
Mr. Currier's suggestion had been prepared. This

bill, which has now been introduced in congress, is

much simpler as well as far more drastic than the

Mann bill, as may be seen by turning to page 235 of

this issue on which it is printed.

As we said in commenting on the Mann bill in the

Circular for April, 1906, page 114, there is little

chance of final action on a bill of this kind at the

present short session of congress. Evidently, how-
ever, Representative Currier has thought it worth

while to get his bill into shape and before the law-

making body and the public, and in this we agree

with him. Both Mr. Currier and Mr. Mann have

been elected members of the sixtieth congress, the term
of which begins March 4th next, and they realize the

fact that it is the part of wisdom to start to work
early if they want to accomplish the best results. The
long session of congress will convene next December.

In the mean time there will be held the various na-

tional, State and local meetings of the druggists' as-

sociations and if Mr. Currier's bill is before these

meetings the organized druggists will have another

opportunity of saying what disposition they want
made of the question it brings up. The bill will

probably not be reported from committee during the

present congress, but if it meets with the approval of

the domestic drug trade, ample opportunity will be

afforded for putting it through both houses early in

the next congress.

That the druggists desire such change in our patent

laws as will put them and their customers in at least

as good a position as that occupied by the druggists

and people of other countries, as regards the sale and
purchase of patented articles, we can not doubt ; that

we shall do all that it is proper for a journal to do to

aid them in their efforts to secure the legislation so

rr.uch needed, they can not doubt. Those who have

shown themselves to be the enemies of the druggists

of .America on many former occasions are taking

good care that nothing which they can dp to defeat

the equitable bill introduced by Mr. Currier shall be

left undone. The druggists now have a better op-

portunity to secure just patent legislation than thev

have ever had before. If, at all their association

meetings to be held between now and next December,

they will take such action as will impress upon con-

gress the justice of passing the bill which has been

introduced as a result of their previous labor, they
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can more than offset the effect of the money which

has been wrung from them and is being used to

defeat their wishes and the ends of justice.

Dr. Wall's Paper.

Dr. Otto A. Wall, of St. Louis, is a vigorous and

eloquent speaker, as all who have had the pleasure of

hearing him in lecture or debate can testify. That
he is a forceful and fluent writer, bold and resource-

ful, his two articles on "One Year in High School,"

one of which was published in the Circular for No-
vember of last year, page 396, and the other of which

appears on page 206 of this issue, give abundant proof.

At the Indianapolis meeting of the American Phar-

maceutical Association Dr. Wall held the undivided

attention of a large audience composed of college of

pharmacy professors, board of pharmacy members,

and just plain druggists while he read a somewhat
lengthy and iconoclastic paper in opposition to the

proposal to require attendance at high school as a

prerequisite to the obtaining of license to practice

pharmacy. Perhaps it is not putting it too strong to

say that the Doctor captivated even though he did not

capture his hearers.

In a few of the States and at least one Territory

graduation by a college of pharmacy is a prerequisite

to licensure to practice. In a number of other States

the boards of pharmacy require a specified amount of

preliminary general education of all candidates whom
they examine for registration, some going to the ex-

tent of requiring attendance at high school, if not

a high school diploma. We happen to recall that in

so new and sparsely settled a State as South Dakota

the board of pharmacy has adopted a resolution under

which it will gradually raise its standard for can-

didates for registration until 1909, when a high school

diploma will be required. The tide seems to be mov-
ing toward higher education in pharmacy. Whatever
the rank and file of the druggists may think of the

tendency of the times, their leaders in thought and

action are encouraging it. It is to be assumed that

the silence of the rank and file denotes their consent.

It 'is to stem the tide spoken of—or, perhaps, it is

only to prevent its too rapid and possibly dangerous
onrush—that Dr. Wall has set himself. He is on the

unpopular side, as we see it, but we welcome his

papers, for they not only furnish interesting and in-

structive reading, but they have precipitated a dis-

cussion which, if conducted along proper lines, ought
to throw a flood of light on the entire situation and
enable the builders of our pharmaceutical system of

education to select a firm foundation for their super-

structure.

Although Dr. Wall is on what seems to be the un-

popular side of the question which he so vigorously

discusses, we are free to say that there is much in his

presentation of facts and arguments which deserves

careful study rather than indiscriminate attack. In

fairness to Dr. Wall and those who oppose his views,
we must concede that e-ich side is working for what
it considers the best interests of pharmacy. If there
are flaws in the plans of those who would force the

high school prerequisite they cannot reasonably ob-

ject to having them pointed ;^u; ; and that those who
wish to "go slow" are open to reason siiould not be

doubted. In like manner, if there are errors in Dr.

Wall's statement of facts and deductions, we sup-

pose he would be glad to have his attention called to

them.

It is not our intention here to undertake to

refute any of the claims which are put forward

by the Doctor, as we think Prof. Wulling, who has

undertaken to perform that task through our columns

is in no immediate need of assistance, but we do wish

to call attention however to certain portions of

Dr. Wall's paper, appearing in this issue, which we
think should not pass unchallenged by the journal

which gives the article to its readers. In the first place.

Dr. Wall says that Prof. Wulling's paper in our

December issue was not published until about the

first of December, or nearly two weeks after Dr. Wall

had sent Prof. Wulling the full text of the Doctor's

Indianapolis paper, and therefore the Professor had
ample time to recall his manuscript and alter it to con-

form to the facts in the case. As a matter of fact,

although of course Dr. Wall did not know this, it

is our custom to cease taking copy for that portion of

the Circular in which Prof. Wulling's paper ap-

peared, at least ten days or two weeks before publica-

tion day. We have frequently stated that it takes a

month to make an issue of the Circular, the belief

which seems to obtain among outsiders that we take

copy one day and issue the paper the next, as is done
in daily newspaper offices, to the contrary notwith-

standing. If Prof. Wulling's paper had not been in

our hands as early as it was it could not have ap-

peared until this issue, as no matter of this kind was
used in our Golden Jubilee number, published in

January.

Again Dr. \\'all continually iterates the fact that in

his Indianapolis papers he said nothing about the edu-
cational facilities afforded by Missouri, and he seems
irritated that his opponents in the controversy which
has centered around these papers should continually

refer to what they claim he said about the oppor-
tunities of the boys of that State to attend a high
school. While it is quite true that Dr. Wall did not
designate Missouri specifically, he did speak of the

territory tributary to St. Louis, which he broadly called

the South and West. He even went so far as to take
Alissouri out of a division of States in which it had
been placed by Science, the north central, and put it

into the south central, where, he said, it belonged edu-
cationally and otherwise. While Missouri is a rich and
populous State, far in advance of some of its neigh-
bors in many ways, still it certainly is a portion of the
territory which Dr. Wall mentioned in his paper as
being far behind the North and East in many matters
pertaining to education, and, as such, is entitled to its

portion of the good and bad alike which the Doctor
deals out to that section. It does not appear at all

strange to us, therefore, that in seeking facts and fig-

ures concerning this section, or portions of it.

Prof. Wulling went to the educational authorities of
Missouri, and that such authorities came to the de-
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fense of that portion of the South and West in which

they were most directly interested.

Dr. Wall's facts as to the proposal of the professors

of pharmacy to instruct the boards in the art of pre-

paring examination questions may be better authenti-

cated than ours, but from the unofficial report pub-

lished in the Circular at the time of the joint meet-

ing of the National Association of Boards of Phar-

macy and the American Conference of Pharmaceu-

tical Faculties held at Indianapolis last year, we

gather that it was recommended that

—

12. A national committee on examination questions

should be appointed by the National Association of Boards

of Pharmacy, which committee should consist of

members, including experienced specialists in the sub-

jects mentioned in the syllabus of pharmacy examina-

tions, who shall, under the direction of the said associa-

tion, prepare questions suitable for the examinations to

be held by such State boards of pharmacy as may avail

themselves of the services of said committee.

Passing over the question of the ability to prepare

copy displayed by the man who drafted this recom-

mendation, we would call attention to the reported

adoption of a plan based on this recommendation, by

the practical men representing the boards of phar-

macy (not the professors constituting the conference

of faculties), and the appointment by them of a com-

mittee of five board members to formulate the model

questions. Mention of this committee is made by a

correspondent on page 228 of this issue.

Having thus cleared up a few of the facts in the

matter, we turn over to our readers the arguments

and opinions advanced by Dr. Wall, merely reminding

them that the Circular has always stood for better

pharmacy, and believes that the place to begin making

the improvement is at the bottom, as that portion is

continually pushing upward, and the top is just as

surely passing away.

Eliminating Incompetent Examiners.

Probably it just happened that three letters on the

same subject published in our correspondence depart-

ment this month came from contiguous States of the

Southwest—that is, if our Oklahoma friends will

pardon us for anticipating history and the geography

makers a bit and alluding to their Territory as if it

were already a State, and abutted on Arkansas in the

tast. Perhaps it just happened, and perhaps the new
life lately taken on by educational matters in that

section of the country is responsible for the coinci-

dence. At any rate, the three letters were written,

and at no suggestion of ours.

One of the correspondents objects to what he is

pleased to term the "howl about the illiteracy of boards

of pharmacy" and seems to be taking us to task for

publishing the proof of such illiteracy when it exists.

From our point of view it seems that the author of

this communication is directing his energies in the

wrong direction ; instead of trying to retard those who
are trying to remove a very evident blot, he should
render such aid in the work of removal as he can.

That many of the members are not competent—or, if

they are, they do not always show their competency

—

to write examination questions was conclusively

shown by us in the Circular for last October, page

348 ; and the fact is reiterated by an experienced board

member on page 229 of this issue. Board members

themselves recognize the fact that all their fellows are

not competent to prepare examination questions, even

though they may be good pharmacists and well quali-

fied by practical experience and shrewdness in judging

men to hold their positions. The boards showed this

by their action at IndianapoHs in appointing a com-

mittee to prepare a set of questions which should serve

as a model for examiners generally. Indeed, we have

heard of a board member who privately went to a col-

lege of pharmacy professor, confessed he could not

write examination questions, and begged the professor

for help.

Much too frequently it is the members of the phar-

maceutical associations who are more adept at pulling

the wires than they are at conducting proper exam-

inations, that get the appointment as board members

;

and it sometimes happens that it is the druggist who
is not even endorsed lay his State association, but is a

politician in a wider than mere pharmaceutical sense,

that receives the governor's commission. This is all

wrong. It should not be. It is a reflection on the

really competent members of the boards who are

moved solely by a desire to do their duty to the public

and to pharmacy. We ought to put the most com-
petent men we have on the examining boards, and we
ought to do what we can to aid them in performing

their duty in a way that will be at once satisfactory to

themselves and to those whom it is their duty to serve.

Publicity is the forerunner of reform. This view is

taken by the president of the National Association of

Boards of Pharmacy, who expresses his delight at

seeing our article, assures us that he will make good
use of it, and asks us for more of the same kind. It is

also taken by the president of the Arkansas board, who
is an old and experienced hand at examining young
pharmacists. "Your articles have already accomplished

great good," he says, "and I am sure a distinct ad-

vance will be made on the lines mentioned in 1907."

He closes his letter by saying that we "deserve the

thanks of the profession." Applause is always grati-

fying, but the man who works for praise alone is not

worthy of it. Rather should his motto be, "Hew to

the line, let the chips fall where they may." We recog-

nize the blot on pharmacy caused by the minority of

incompetent examiners, and think it is better to re-

move this blot than to try to cover it up. The re-

form will be inaugurated, and that much sooner than
is imagined by some of those who are now either silent

or are trying to head it off. We do not mean to in-

clude among the latter the gentleman from Oklahoma,
who has shown in more ways than one that he belongs
to the progressive wing of the pharmaceutical pro-

fession, although his ideas as to ways and means may
not always coincide with our own. The reform is

coming, and when it arrives and receives popular en-

dorsement, these silent gentlemen and obstructionists

—if it is true that history repeats itself, and we be-

lieve it is—will be the first to jump up and shout in a
loud voice, "Just see what I have done."
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Government Manufacture of Antitoxin.

In our news department this month may be seen a

copy of a bill introduced in congress having for its

object the establishment by the United States of a

plant for the manufacture of diphtheria antitoxin.

This plant, under the terms of the bill, is to be au-

thorized to supply antitoxin to physicians, and at a

price representing an advance of ten per cent, over

the cost of production. The only ground on which
the sponsor for the bill hopes for its passage is the

alleged fact that the private manufacturers of anti-

toxin charge exorbitant prices for their output. If

the bill's sponsor succeeds in establishing this fact to

the satisfaction of the law-makers, the bill which he

has introduced will doubtless be enacted into law.

But can the member of congress establish his con-

tention? Outsiders do not usually take all the cir-

cumstances into consideration. There are two sides

to this matter and we doubt not when the- producers

of antitoxin present their side before the committee

of the national house of representatives to which the

bill has been referred—that is, if the bill reaches a

hearing—it will be found that private manufacturers

are selling their diphtheria antitoxin at a fair margin

of profit upon the capital which is required to pro-

duce it.

Congratulations and Thanks.

Congratulations are pouring in upon us on the ap-.

pearance of our Golden Jubilee issue and on the in-

terest and value which attach to its contents. We as-

sure our friends that their words of commendation are

most gratifying to us, and more than repay us for the

great amount of labor that the special number repre-

sents. Since the publication of the fiftieth anni-

versary issue our mail has been laden daily with let-

ters from friends both far and near, who sound a

grand harmonious chord of praise without a discordant

note. Many appreciative words have been spoken to

us as we meet our friends, on the streets, in their

places of business, or where they are gathered together

for social or professional intercourse. Even the wires

—telephone and telegraph—have been brought into

use by those who have been moved to express their

admiration of our historical number.

We thank all these friends. We could hardly

write each a separate letter, so we trust that every one

will consider that this public expression is intended

for him or her.

We admit that it was not without some trepidation

that we made so radical a move as was involved in

the reducing of the size of our printed page nearly

thirty-five per cent., but the manner in which this step

is commended by those who write, clears what re-

maining doubt as to its wisdom there may have been

in our mind when we saw the great improvement
wrought by the change. We thought we were giving

our readers something better, and they agree with

us. Nothing can be added to this verdict except an

acknowledgment of our gratitude, and that we make
unreservedly and in all sincerity.

Druggists Are Often Condemned for opposing

the passage of a law which has a worthy object.

Druggists' opposition to such legislation is usually

based upon the ground that the language of the bill

is evidence of ignorance on the part of its sponsors

of true conditions and the practical means of improv-
ing them. Druggists can show their own sincerity

and win popular confidence by endorsing legislation

which is really for the public good, and confining

their opposition to bills which would be really harmful

to the public or to pharmacy. The people want or

think they want, legislation. There are many evils

which have their root in the drug store, and there

are many men who are attracted to the drug business

and are enabled to make a living out of it, by foster-

ing these evils. If they can be driven out by legisla-

tion the legitimate druggists can easily afford to sub-

mit to some slight inconvenience for the sake of

humanity and for the sake of ridding their profession

of this very undesirable element. When it is uni-

versally known that a man cannot be a good phar-

macist, in the broadest sense of the word, without

being at the same time a good citizen, then will the

public have such confidence in the pharmaceutical pro-

fession that it will not attempt to interfere with it

through legislation.

Stretching Rope, in circumstances easily imag-

ined although less frequently described now than

in the days of the vigilantes, is not a cheerful occupa-

tion. But that is not the kind of rope-stretching we
intend to discuss just at present. There is an alto-

gether different kind that is going on around us every

day which, while not as pleasant as it might be for

those engaged in it, can hardly be called as disagree-

able as the variety just mentioned. We refer now
to a figurative stretching of a rope by strong men
who realize the danger, to prevent the weak and un-

thinking from dashing themselves to pieces by falling

over a precipice. These figurative precipices are

never very far frorn us, and it seems at times that

they are dangerous enough to threaten our very civ-

ilization itself. If it were not for the men who stretch

the rope there is no telling how many of us would
fall over the brink to our utter ruin. Just now our

mind goes to the pharmaceutical associations of the

various States. These bodies supply ropes and ap-

point committees to stretch them before the precipices

of fool legislation. But for these ropes and the men
who are holding them, the body pharmaceutic in

many States would be in imminent danger of going to

destruction. Here is a personal question addressed

to every man who reads this item : Have you con-

tributed anything in the shape of annual dues toward
the purchase of rope to prevent yourself and your
brothers in the business from being shoved over the

clifT? And, if not, why not? The men who are

holding the rope do not ask for pay, but they do want
a good rope. Incidentally it might be remarked that

it encourages them and puts new strength into their

arms when they see some sign of co-operation and
appreciation on the part of those in whose interests

they are performing an arduous service. .

De.\ths from Consumption, it is estimated, con-

stitute one-fourth of the deaths of people between
fifteen and sixty years of age occurring in this coun-

try annually. Hygienists tell us that consumption,

by which we mean pulmonary tuberculosis, is caused

bv the tubercle bacillus alone, and that this bacillus is

The Lockwood Memorial Lr^fnr
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transmitted principally in the form of sputum that National Formulary Preparations and the
has been dried and reduced to dust. This being the New Labeling Law.
case it is easy to see the importance of prohibiting °

spitting in public places. Those people who scoff at By Paul Caldwell.

and disregard the ordinances of boards of health Under the title of "Pharmacopcsial Preparations
agamst spittmg m cars, public waitmg rooms, thea- ^^^ ^^e New Labeling Law" the writer contributed to
tres, on sidewalks, etc., a,re either ignorant or selfish. -p^^. Druggists Circular for December. 1906, an
The Ignorant must be educated and the selfish must

^j.jj^ig showing approximately the proportion of alco-
be made to see that they are endangering their own

^^j ^^^ ^.g^jj^jj^ ^^j^gj. ^^^^^ present in various phar-
''^ss. macopoeial preparations ; the list given being espe-

I Cut It Out of the Circular at the time, but cially intended to aid manufacturers in labeling those

have mislaid it, is what a reader writes by way of preparations in accordance with the federal pure food

apology for asking us to reprint a formula. Just why and drug law of June 30th, 1906.

he cut it out and lost it, when he could have allowed I will now present for the same purpose similar

it to remain where he could always lay his hand on it, lists of preparations of the National Formulary,

he did not say. What, we wonder, would this same It should be borne in mind that the regulations for

druggist say to a clerk who saw a good formula in enforcing this act specify that the maximum quantitj

the Pharmacopoeia or dispensatorv and cut it out, of alcohol must be stated, which must not vary ma-

thinking that he might need it again. And we should terially from the average quantity, and this I have

like to ask him if, when he reads his Shakespeare, or given, without making any allowance for the per-

Pope or Kipling, or whoever his favorite poet may be, centage of the extractive matter in the finished prod-

and finds a passage which pleases him so well that he uct. This, in most cases, especially in the weaker

thinks he would like to read it again, he cuts that preparations, does not amount to a great deal,

passage out for safe keeping, or leaves it in the book preparations containing alcohol.
for safer keeping. The reading pages of the CiR- a • 1 • , -r •„ ^ ,

CULAR are numbered from one up, each vear, and at
^s m the previous article I vvill first mention those

the end of the year an index to their consents is pub- preparations in which alcohol is the only ingredient

lished and sent free to each subscriber. If he has 'hat need be named on the label. The proportions are

kept his twelve numbers in a binder-which we also
g'^'^n by simple computation

;
but it is hoped they will

supply, but not free-and adds the index when it
P^ove sufficiently accurate to enable the manufactiirer

reaches him in December, he has a valuable book of '° comply with the law. The percentage is ot absolute

hints and formulas. To this book he can turn at any ^''^o'^ol' ^^ich is what is meant by the law.

moment and find what he knows he has seen in it, and Maximum
much that he does not remember having seen ; and Percentage

this is more than he can sav for his book of poems. °^ Alcohol.

Balsam, traumatic 95
Advanced in Price is an expression which we see Cordial, blackberry 12

so often these days that we think nothing of it. Look- Decoction of aloes, compound! ................. 12
ing back over our market reports for the past year we Elixir of ammonium bromide 2=;

notice that one-hundred-and-thirty-six advances were Elixir of ammonium valerianate 25
noted and only seventy-six declines. And the drug- Elixir of ammonium valerianate and quinine. ... 25
gist pays the bills—unless he knows how to manage Elixir of anise 25
to get the consumer to help him out. Elixir of bismuth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12

Now THAT THE CIRCULAR IS SMALLER there is less
Elixir of blackberry, compound 12

excuse than ever for subscribers not to preserve their j^i-
•'^

r k v,

^^^ ^^

copies. We can supply neat and substantial binders r;:!^!'^ °^ buchu 34

to those who desire to keep in easily accessible shape £: i^ir of buchu, compound 37

the wealth of information contained in twelve num- ^ixir of buchu and potassium acetate 34

bers of the Circular. El''^"" of buckthorn 34
Elixir of caffeine 18

Pure Food Law Interpretations by the Cir- Elixir of calcium bromide 25
CULAR are not binding on the courts, or even the ex- Elixir of calcium hvpophosphite 25
ecutive department of the government. Druggists Elixir of calcium lactophosphate 21
who come to us for such interpretations .-hould bear Elixir of cascara sagrada 30
this in mind. Elixir of cascara sagrada, compound 30

Half the Queries we receive have already been ^'l^!'''
cathartic, compound 32

answered in the Circular. Those subscribers who S}!^!"^ °l
cinchona 26

file their copies and indexes save lots of time, money Elixir of cinchona and hypophosphites 23

and valuable information. E'l^ir of cinchona and iron 25
Elixir of cinchona, iron and bismuth 22

Among the many articles intimately connected with Elixir of cinchona, iron, bismuth and strvchnine. 22
the early years of the Circular which were gra- Elixir of cinchona, iron and calc. lactophosphate. 22
ciously placed at our disposal during the preparation Elixir of cinchona, iron and pepsin 18
of our Golden Jubilee Issue, were several receipts for Elixir of cinchona, iron and strvchnine 22
subscriptions dating back to 1867. We are desirous Elixir of cinchona, pepsin and' strvchnine 18
of getting such receipts for as many of the first ten Elixir of corydalis. compound. . .

.'

47
years of our existence as may be possible, and shall Elixir of cramo bark, compound 40
be pleased to be favored with those for any of the Elixir, curagao 27
years between 1857 and 1867. Elixir of damiana 48
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Elixir, digestive, compound i6
Elixir of eucalyptus 34
Elixir of euonymus 31
Elixir of gentian 28
Elixir of gentian, glycerinated 10
Elixir of gentian and iron phosphate 27
Elixir of gentian and tincture of iron chloride.. 27
Elixir of glycerophosphates 8
Elixir of grindelia 43
Elixir of guarana 34
Elixir of hops 31
Elixir of hypophosphites 19
Elixir of hypophosphites and iron 12

Elixir of iron hypophosphite 23
Elixir of iron lactate 25
Elixir of iron phosphate 24
Elixir of iron pyrophosphate 24
Elixir of iron, quinine and strychnine 27
Elixir of iron, quinine and strych. pyrophosphate. 25
Elixir of jaborandi 28
Elixir of licorice 25
Elixir of licorice, aromatic 25
Elixir of lithium bromide 25
Elixir of lithium citrate 25
Elixir of lithium salicylate 25
Elixir of malt and iron 30
Elixir of pepsin 18

Elixir of pepsin and bismuth 12

Elixir of pepsin, bismuth and strychnine 12

Elixir of pepsin and iron 18

Elixir of phosphorus 27
Elixir of phosphorus and nux vomica 28
Elixir of potassium acetate 25
Elixir of potassium acetate and juniper 28
Elixir of potassium bromide 25
Elixir of quinine and phosphates, compound 18

Elixir of quinine valerianate and strychnine 25
Elixir of rhubarb 30
Elixir of rhubarb and magnesia 30
Elixir of salicylic acid 13

Elixir of sodium bromide 25
Elixir of sodium hypophosphite 25
Elixir of sodium salicylate 25
Elixir of stillingia, compound 29
Elixir of strychnine valerianate 25
Elixir of taraxacum, compound 32
Elixir of terpin hydrate 39
Elixir of terpin hydrate and codeine 39
Elixir of terpin hydrate and heroin 39
Elixir of yerba santa, aromatic 19
Elixir of zinc valerianate 33
Emulsion phosphatic 13
Essence of pepsin 11

Fluidextract of aletris 48
Fluidextract of angelica root 57
Fluidextract of aralia racemosa 64
Fluidextract of arnica flowers 48
Fluidextract of boldo 64
Fluidextract of buchu, compound 64
Fluidextract of calendula 64
Fluidextract of camellia 24
Fluidextract of caulophylium 72
Fluidextract of celery 64
Fluidextract of coffee, roasted 24
Fluidextract of coffee, green 24
Fluidextract of convallaria flowers 48
Fluidextract of coptis 48
Fluidextract of cornus 41
Fluidextract of cornus circinata 48

Fluidextract of corydalis "72

Fluidextract of coto 86
Fluidextract of fucus 72
Fluidextract of helianthum 48
Fluidextract of hops 60
Fluidextract of hydrangea 57
Fluidextract of jalap 95
Fluidextract of juglans 48
Fluidextract of juniper 48
Fluidextract of kava kava 57
Fluidextract of menyanthes 48
Fluidextract of parsley root 48
Fluidextract of sterculia 25
Fluidextract of stillingia, compound 48
Fluidextract of trillium 57
Fluidextract of turnera 64
Fluidextract of urtica 48
Fluidextract of verbascum 48
Fluidextract of verbena 48
Fluidextract of zea 48
Germicide 76
Glycerite of tar 12

Infusion of gentian, stronger 48
Liniment of ammonium iodide 81

Liniment of iodine 86
Liniment of croton oil 52
Liniment of soap, camphorated 91
Liquid rennet 18

Mixture of camphor, aromatic 18

Mixture, oleo-balsamic 92
Mixture of rhubarb, Squibb I

Mixture of sulphuric acid 87
Solution, alkaline antiseptic 7
Solution of bismuth 12

Solution of cochineal coloring 3

Solution of extract of licorice 12

Solution of ginger 32
Solution of iron albuminate 22

Solution of iron peptonate 22

Solution of iron and manganese peptonates 16

Solution of pepsin, aromatic 4
Solution of phosphorus 35
Solution of saccharin 24
Solution of strychnine acetate 25
Spirit, aromatic 95
Spirit of formic acid 71

Spirit of cardamom, compound 47
Spirit, Curasao 79
Spirit of mustard 95
Spirit, ophthalmic 88

Spirit of phosphorus 100

Spirit of soap 57
Syrup of blackberry, aromatic 12

Syrup of Canada snake root, compound 20
Syrup of bromides 10

Syrup of calcium chlorohydrophosphate 2

Syrup of cimicifuga, compound 7
Syrup of cinnamon 5

Syrup of manna 7
Syrup of poppy 4
Syrup of rhubarb and potassa 38
Syrup of senna, aromatic 28

Syrup of senna, compound 17

Syrup of verba santa, aromatic 9
Tincture of aconite, Fleming 95
Tincture, antacrid 80
Tincture, aromatic 64
Tincture, bitter 64
Tincture of capsicum and myrrh 86
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Tincture of cinchona, detannated 7^ Elixir of Coca.

Tincture of coto 95 One ounce contains % grain of cocaine and 31 per

Tincture of cresol, saponated 24 cent, of alcohol.

Tincture of cudbear. 32 £;,-^,y ^f ^o^a and Guarana.
Tincture of cudbear, compound 32 ^ ,-,/•<• j ^
Tincture of ferrated extract of apples 10 One ounce contains % gram of cocaine and 36 per

Tincture of iron citrochloride 16 <=«"*. of alcohol.

Tincture of green soap, compound 79 Elixir of Paraldehyde.

Tincture of guaiac, compound 48 One ounce contains 2 drams of paraldehyde and 39
Tincture of iodine, Churchill's 72 per cent, of alcohol.

Tincture of iodine, decolorized 84 £^-^,y ^^ j^^^ Compound.

Tincture of jalap,' compound
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.:.:.'.

(^ J"^
O""'^^ <^°"tams 5/32 grain of morphine sulphate

Tincture of pimpinella 64 and 17 per cent, of alcohol.

Tincture of poppy 28 Godfrey's Cordial.

Tincture of rhubarb, aqueous 11 One ounce contains Ij4 grains of powdered opium
Tincture of rhubarb and gentian 48 and 7 per cent, of alcohol.

Tincture of rhubarb, vinous 21
Liniment of Aconite and Chloroform.

Tincture of tolu, soluble 21 r ui r j /c
Tincture of vanillin, compound 20 O"^ «""<:^ contams i dram of chloroform and 62

Tincture of viburnum, compound 87 P^'" <=«"*• «* a'<^°h°'-

Tincture of zedoary, bitter 47 Liniment of Opium, Compound.
Vinegar, aromatic 17 One ounce contains 4J/2 grains of powdered opium
Wine of beef 21 and 29 per cent, of alcohol.

Wine of beef and iron 21
Mixture, Chapman's.

Wine of beef, iron and cinchona 21 ^ ^ . ^, . . , , .^ . ,

Wine of orano-e i^ ounce contains 4% grains of ethvl nitrite and

Wine of orange,' compound
'.'.'.'.:'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.::.'.

12 30 per cent, of alcohol.

Wine of pepsin 18 Mixture, Diarrhea, Loomis'.

Wine of tar 18 One ounce contains 3/5 grain of powdered opium
Wine of white ash 23 and 60 per cent, of alcohol.

Wine of wild cherry. 17 Mi.vtnre, Diarrhea, Squihb's.
Wine of wild cherry, ferrated 17 ^ ^ . ' \

One ounce contains 10 grains of powdered opium,
PREPARATIONS CONTAINING ALCOHOL WITH OTHER 38 minims of chloroiorm and 87 per cent, of alcohol.

'^^^*^^- Mixture, Diarrhea, "Sun."
In labeling the following preparations both the per- Qne ounce contains lo grains of powdered opium

centage of alcohol and the proportion of other drugs and 8i per cent, of alcohol,
named must be mentioned. j^- ^ n- j -n i >Mixture, Diarrhea, I hielmann s.

Chloroform Anodyne. q^^ ^^^^^^ contains i^ grains of powdered opium.
One ounce contains i dram of chloroform, 9 grains i dram of ether and 55 per cent, of alcohol,

of cannabis indica, iH grains of morphine sulphate.
Mixture, Diarrhea, Velpeaus.

15 minims of ether and 02 per cent, of alcohol. ^ . . \. , , .

_ „ ,. _ One ounce contains 15 grains of powdered opium
Collodion, Corn. ^^^ 33 p^^ cent, of alcohol.

One ounce contains 9>4 grains of extract of can- Mivtiire Lafayette
nabis indica, 300 minims of ether and 31 per cent, of ^ ^

'. ' , ,
' ,-.11

alcohol
ounce contains 2 and 4/10 grain? ot ethyl

Collodion, Croton Oil.
"^^"t^ ^"^ ~^ P^'" *^^"*- °^ ^'<^°^°'-

One ounce contains 300 minims of ether and 21 per
Mi.rture of Oil of Tar.

cent, of alcohol. One ounce contains 5 minims of chloroform and 16

Collodion, Iodized. P^^ cent, of alcohol.

One ounce contains 330 minims of ether and 23 per
Solution of Morphine Citrate.

cent of alcohol One ounce contains 16 grains of morphine citrate

'

Collodion, Iodoform. ^"^ '^ P^"" '^^"*-
Z'

^'<^°|^°!-

^ ^ . . . ^ , ,
Stokes Expectorant.

Une ounce contains 330 minims of ether and 23 per ^ .,/ r j j •

cent, of alcohol
One ounce contains }i gram of powdered opium

'

„ , _ and 14 per cent, of alcohol.
Dalby s Carminative.

^^,^,^^ ^^ ^^,^^^^ p^^^^^
One ounce contains iKs grains of powdered opium Qne ounce contains 4 grains of powdered opium

and 3 per cent, of alcohol. . and 2 per cent, of alcohol.

Eh.vtr of Celery, Compound. Symp of Irish Moss, Compound.
One ounce contains 1/16 grain of cocaine and 41 One ounce contains 1/18 grain of powdered opium

per cent, of alcohol. and 3 per cent, of alcohol.

Elixir of Chloroform, Compound. Syrup of Morphine, Compound.
One ounce contains i^A drams of chloroform, 9 One ounce contains Vj, grain of morphine sulphate

grains of powdered opium and 62 per cent, of alcohol. and 9 per cent, of alcohol.
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Syrup -of White Pine, Compound.

One ounce contains }4 grain of morphine sulphate,

3 minims of chloroform and 7 per cent, of alcohol.

Tincture of Ferric Chloride, Ethereal.

One ounce contains 2 drams of ether and 68 pet

cent, of alcohol.

Tincture of Kino, Compound.

One ounce contains 4j4 grains of powdered opium
and 52 per cent, of alcohol.

Tincture, Pectoral.

One ounce contains 2 grains of powdered opium
and 50 per cent, of alcohol.

Tincture of Tolu, Ethereal.

One ounce contains too minims of ether and 76 per

cent, of alcohol.

Tincture, Warburg's.

One ounce contains % grain of powdered opium
and 57 per cent, of alcohol.

Tinctures, Ethereal.

One ounce contains 160 minims of ether and 64 per

cent, of alcohol.

Wine of Coca, Aromatic.

One ounce contains 1/16 grain of cocaine and 19

per cent, of alcohol.

PREPARATIONS OTHER THAN ALCOHOLIC.

The preparations mentioned in the following list

contain only drugs other than alcohol, which with

their proportion must be mentioned in labeling.

Lotion of Lead and Opium.

One ounce contains lyi. grains of powdered opium.

Mixture of Chloral and Bromide, Compound.

One ounce contains 90 grains of hydrated chloral

and I grain of extract of cannabis indica.

Mixture, Hope's.

One ounce contains 3^ grain of powdered opium.

Pencils, Cocaine.

Each pencil contains Ij4 grains of cocaine.

Pills, Brozvn-Sequard's Antineuralgic

.

Each pill contains 3^ grain of extract of opium and

J4 grain of extract of cannabis indica.

Pills, Gross' Antineuralgic.

Each pill contains 1/20 grain of morphine sulphate.

Pills of Opium and Camphor.

Each, pill contains i grain of powdered opium.

Pills of Opium and Lead.

Each pill contains i grain of powdered opium.

Poivder, Catarrh.

One ounce contains 2% grains of morphine hydro-

chloride.

Poivder of Chalk, Aromatic, with Opium.

One ounce contains 12 grains of powdered opium.

Poii'der of Kino, Compound.

One ounce contains 24 grains of powdered opium.

Solution, Magendie's.

One ounce contains 16 grains of morphine sulphate.

Syrup of Morphine Sulphate.

One ounce contains i grain of morphine sulphate.

Syrup, Pectoral.

One ounce contains 34 grain of morphine hydro-
chloride.

A Good Side Line is One that the Druggist

Talks Right.

By Joseph F. Hostelley.

A druggist should be familiar with any side line

he carries. It is a waste of space, a waste of time

and an injudicious investment to carry one with which

he is unfamiliar.

It is very easy to sell to people what they come

for ; what they have made up their minds to buy ; but

it takes knowledge of stock to help customers make
up their minds. Customers expect information ; they

expect to have offered them the things best suited to

their needs. Here is where a salesman unfamiliar

with the uses of his stock fails. Selling goods is not

just a matter of knowing the prices. To make any

line successful it takes salesmanship behind the prices.

Many a side line has failed to go because the sales-

men could not intelligently help people to make up

their minds to buy.

When photographies, or paints, or seeds for in-

stance are to be added to the stock, the druggist

should ask himself: what do I know about photog-

raphy; or paints; or seeds? Have I ever photo-

graphed, painted or planted? or what have I learned

in anv way about how these things are done? Next

to being already familiar with a new side line the

surest way to handle it profitably is to at once get

familiar ; he able to talk it intelligently, interestingly.

When the writer was enthusiastic in the beginner's

stage of photography, he invariably went to one cer-

tain photographic supply house to buy, because of

the hearty willingness of the dealer to be helpful when
difficulties arose. He was made to feel that the inter-

est was mutual, with a little in his favor. At the time

of nearly every purchase, some practical suggestion

was secured, from either the talk of the salesman or

from the literature of photographic houses which was
supplied to customers.

There was a certain druggist who tried to meet a

town's demand for photographic goods, but did not

go quite far enough. He put in a good stock, dis-

played it right—then made the mistake: the "boy"

was allowed to sell the goods, "because the price was

on every article."

Here was another mistaken storekeeper who
thought that price-marks meant salesmanship. Of
course, people "changed their minds about wanting

photographic goods." About the time that the drug-

gist grew too" indifferent to dust the "dead stock"

there" came a new clerk, an amateur photographer.

"Put in some new, up-to-date material," said the clerk,

"and I'll make this line sell." "More stock to add to

dead stock!" exclaimed the ruffled druggist; "not if

I know it." "Did you ever take pictures? or did the

one who sold these goods ever photograph?" ven-

tured the clerk, argumentatively. The druggist^|d

to admit that such was not the case. "Well I ham"
answered the clerk. "I am something of a photog-

rapher, and I feel certain that I can sell photographic

goods because I know how to talk them."

And that is just the secret of the success of every

side line—knowing how to talk it.

A druggist who had stocked paints as a side line,

was asked" by a prospective customer how much paint

it would take to cover a certain area. The druggist

did not know, and this lead the inquirer to say that

he would "think the matter over;" and probably his.

thoughts led him to some other store where paints
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were more intelligently handled. A druggist carry-

ing a side line should foresee just such questions as

these and be prepared for them. There is no apology

for ignorance upon matters which the manufacturers

of certain side lines make clear in their literature.

A druggist with a good location in a small city un-

dertook the sale of popular periodicals. He made
this line pay because he paid attention to it. He
familiarized himself with the magazines; he soon

knew just what type of stories and articles each maga-
zine published. He made it a point to read each

month one or more contributions to several of the

most popular periodicals. He could ofifer suggestions

when a customer wanted "something good to read."

Over the magazine counter small placards were hung
bearing advertisements something like this : Have you

read "The Man of the Hour," a love story in The
Current for May. Read "Who's Who in the Country,

by a New Yorker"—very humorous—in Every Month
for May.
Almost anyone will pass several stores in which

salesmanship is a matter of price-marks and title, to

buy where intelligent suggestions help one in making
a selection.

A good side line is as much a matter of selling the

goods right as it is in buying the right goods.
Some side lines will sell themselves to a certain ex-

tent, but no side line will sell itself like good sales-

manship will sell it.

Is Potetssium Carbonate Properly Stand-

ardized?
BV L. D. H.WENHILL.

Recently I had occasion to examine several sam-
ples of supposedly official potassium carbonate.
These samples conformed to the official physical de-
scription. Each was a white, granular powder, odor-
less, and having a strong alkaline taste ; very de-
liquescent. They were free from the specified im-
purities with the exception of a very slight trace of
iron. When thoroughly dried at 130° C. they were
found to contain the required 98 per cent, of pure
potassium carbonate. These samples, however, did
not have the physical appearance of those which on
former occasions I had submitted to the tests con-
tained in the Pharmacopceia of 1890, but corre-
sponded in appearance to the official article of 1880.
The difference between the official descriptions of
these two salts is trifling. A moisture determination
showed that the samples in question had retained or
absorbed water to an amount ranging from 16.2 per
cent, to 16.4 per cent. This test proved conclusively
that the samples examined were reallv high-grade
samples of the former official salt. They would not,
however, meet the requirement for strength given in
the Pharmacopoeia of 1890, although thev came up
to the standard at present official. In the preface of
the Pharmacopoeia, page xxxviii. paragraph 3, the
statement is made that "hygroscopic salts are to be
dispensed in a state of sensible dryness," and "as long
as this condition is fulfilled, the' moisture present is

not to be regarded as an impurity."
The new Pharmacopoeia has been official since Sep-

tember 1st, 1905, and it would appear that the retail
pharmacists are now being supplied with potassium
carbonate meeting its requirements. Now if this
hydrous article is the one intended bv the committee
of revision to be official, the formula given for it in

the Pharmacopceia of 1880 should be reinstated, and
a minimum and maximum strength ought to be given

in addition to the tests of purity. If it is not the salt

intended, the tests should be revised so as to exclude it,

for certainly a standard of strength which will admit

of such a variation as this, more than 16 per cent, is

no standard at all.

This revision can easily be made in the third para-

graph of tests under potassii carbonas by making it

read: "When heated to 130" C. (266° F.), the loss

should not exceed 2 per cent, (retained or absorbed

water)," etc. In this connection it should be borne

in mind that potassium carbonate is very difficult to

preserve in the anhydrous condition, and in view of

the uniformity of the samples recently examined and
the greater permanency of the hydrated salt, the ques-

tion is raised. Should not this article, corresponding
to the composition (K,C03)23H„0, be recognized as

the official potassium carbonate ?

"One Year in High School": a Reply to

Prof. Wulling.

By Dr. Otto A. Wall.
At the Indianapolis meeting of the American Phar-

maceutical Association I read a paper which, I regret

to say, did not meet with the hearty approval of every

one present.

Late that Tuesday afternoon several gentlemen sat

together in the rotunda of the Claypool Hotel, and
were overheard talking about my paper. One of

them suggested that the surest way to make me sorry

that I had read it and to make me discontinue the

advocacy of its sentiments was to ridicule IMissouri

and discredit me in my home State.

Whether this was the origin of the manner in which
my opponents have conducted their side of this con-

troversy or not, I do not know ; nor do I say who the

gentlemen were who were overheard as above related.

But the plan then proposed has been followed, for all

my opponents have referred to Missouri, although I

had not referred to educational conditions in Missouri
in either of the papers I read at Indianapolis.

Shortly after the meeting of the American Pharma-
ceutical Association the editor of The Druggists Cir-
CUL.'\R asked me to write a paper on the subject of the

high school prerequisite, and as it had been positively

asserted on the floor of the meeting at Indianapolis
that every child in Missouri and New York could get

•free" high school education if it would only accept

it. I wrote a paper to show the actual conditions in

Missouri, which was published in the Circul.vr for

last November, page 396. Prof. Frederick J. Wull-
ing, in a reply, in the Circul.^r for December, page

435. concedes that the facts stated in my paper are

true. It must be remembered that the statements in

this paper of mine were not made at Indianapolis, but
in the Circular article in reply to statements made in

the debate which followed the reading of my paper at

Indianapolis.

Shortly after I had agreed to write a paper for the

Circular, I received a letter of which the following
is a copy

:

The University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis. Minn.. Oct. 2. 1906.

Dear Dr. Wall: The Druggists Circul.vr has asked me
to reply to a paiier written by you on the entrance educa-
tional requirement matter. I suppose the paper covers
the i)csition taken by you at the Indianapolis meeting. I

do not remember the specific statements made by yen in
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that paper and therefore cannot reply specifically. I have
a general idea, however, of your position.

The purpose of this letter is to ask of you a brief for-

mulation of your statements regarding the inadequacy of

the educational system of Missouri to furnish your school
with men having some, high school training. As I have
no written or printed report of your paper, such a brief

statement by you would obviate any error that I might
otherwise make.

If you would have the time and willingness to comply
with this request. I would appreciate it greatly.
Assuring you again as I did at Indianapolis that I have

no personal feeling in the matter but only desire a more
deserved recognition for our chosen profession, I am

Very truly yours.
Frederick .T. Wri.LiNO.

In reply, I wrote that I said nothing about the edu-

cational conditions in Missouri in my paper at In-

dianapolis, and also sent a rather complete synopsis

of the paper I read there in open meeting with many
excerpts in extenso.

Sometime afterward, General Secretary Caspari re-

turned my original paper, as it had been set up in type

for the Proceedings, and I sent a copy to Prof. Wull-
ing, and received the following acknowledgement

:

The University of Minnesota.
Minneapolis, Minn., Nov. 15, 1906.

Dr. Otto A. Wall, St. Louis, Mo.
Dear Doctor: It was thoughtful of you to send me a

copy of the paper which you read at Indianapolis on Phar-
maceutical Education and Legislation. However, it

reached me immediately after I had dispatched my paper
to The Druggists Circui.as. I return it herewith.
Thanking you for this courtesy. I am

Very truly yours,
Frederick J. Wulling.

These letters show that when Prof. Wulling wrote
his paper for the December number of The Drug-
gists Circular he was fully aware that I had not

mentioned educational conditions in Missouri in the

papers I read at Indianapolis ; he also knew precisely

my position on the subject under discussion, and he
avoided it in his paper. His paper was not published

until about the beginning of December, or fully

two weeks after I had sent him the full text of my
paper ; if he had desired to be fair, he had ample time

to recall his paper and alter it to conform to the facts

in the case. He should have done this, even if its

publication had been postponed until January.

He knew positively early in October that I did not

refer to educational conditions in Missouri in my
papers at Indianapolis. Yet he wrote to the State

superintendent of public instruction for Missouri, and
to the president of the Missouri State University

about my "statements about Missouri." He says in

his paper : "A few weeks ago I submitted my doubts
as to the correctness of the position taken by the

Missouri members at the Indianapolis meeting of the

American Pharmaceutical Association with regard to

the educational facilities of their State, to the State
superintendent of public instruction and to the presi-

dent of the University of Missouri."

If Prof. Wulling wrote to these Missouri educators
before he received my reply to his letter of October
2d, he wrote at a time. when, as he states in his let-

ter, he did "not remember the specific statements"
made by me at Indianapolis. If he wrote after he re-

ceived the answers to this letter, with the enclosed ex-

cerpts, he wrote to these educators in the full knowl-
edge that I had not specified l\Iissouri in my papers.
That he must have written "specific statements" ap-
pears from the answer of Dr. Jesse, president of the
Missouri State University, which Prof. Wulling says

he was "allowed to quote" (in his Circular article),

to the effect that my contention is "ridiculous." Dr.

Jesse is quoted as saying : "To advocate such an idea

is to disgrace the State."

Under the circumstances, whether Prof. Wulling
wrote before or after he received my answer to his

letter of October 2d, his action is not fair to me. It

is inexplicable to me how Prof. Wulling, with the full

knowledge of my contention on this subject, could

write and publish the following:

"The question is not: Could every school district

in every State furnish one year high school pupils for

colleges of pharmacy? Dr. Wall talks to the latter

question." "The deplorable mistake that Dr. Wall
makes is his evident willingness to recruit [students

for] colleges of pharmacy from the ranks of the least

educated." "To whom are we handing down our be-

loved profession? According to Dr. Wall, to the

least qualified," etc.

Such efforts to prejudice the readers of The Drug-
gists Circular against me and my position at In-

dianapolis imply an insult to every man who is now
a druggist and who did not attend' "one year in high

school." But such insults to the druggists of our
country from university professors are becoming so

frequent that we hardly take notice of them any more.

MY CONTENTION AT INDIANAPOLIS.

In order that every reader of The Druggist Cir-

cular may know what I contended for at Indian-

apolis, it is necessary to make a little explanation.

Several university professors are urging the passage

of laws that will prohibit any young man from be-

coming an apprentice in a drug store, or from being

admitted to a college of pharmacy, unless he has com-
pleted at least one year in high school ; and as soon as

possible this requirement is to be increased to gradua-

tion from high school.

I contend that no State should pass laws compelling

any one to get his knowledge of the drug business (or

any other business, or profession, for that matter) in

any one particular manner ; but that the State should

be content with ascertaining a man's fitness to be a

druggist without asking how he acquired this fitness.

To offset this argument these academicians have ad-

vanced the claim that the majority (if not all) of the

members of State boards of pharmacy are incompe-

tent to conduct examinations on pharmacy, and both

in verbal and in printed arguments this statement has

been used against the efficiency of the State boards.

These academicians have even proposed that a com-
mittee of professors of pharmacy should formulate a

plan of examination and sets of questions to teach

the State boards of pharmacy how to conduct exami-

nations. I hope the State boards of pharmacy are

dulv impressed and will realize their incompetence

and accept this exceedingly kind offer; only, I want
to warn them that some of the university professors

of pharmacy departments are not pharmacists and
know nothing about the needs of practical pharmacy.

I have shown in various papers published since the

Indianapolis meeting that "one year in high school"

is something that an exceedingly small proportion of

children can or do obtain. If we consider the whole
United States, it is probable that considerably less

than I per cent, of all children of school age enter

high school each year, and only about one-third of

these are boys ! Even in the most favored States,

such as New York, less than 2j4 per cent, of the chil-

dren qualify in this manner each year.
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The vast majority of all children (probably over

95 per cent, of all children in our country) would be

legally disqualified to become apprentices in drug
stores if the "one year in high school" became a legal

prerequisite for entrance to a college of pharmacy, or

to admission to State board of pharmacy examina-
tions.

The proposal to enact such laws is an iniquity, con

ceived in prejudice, born in injustice, with academi-
cians as accoucheurs and university professors as

sponsors.

At Indianapolis I said: "The enactment of laws to

compel students to have attended high school . . .

is unfair to a very large proportion of the young men
of our country who live where there are no high
schools, or who are unable, for any reason whatever,
to make use of them even if they exist in their home
towns." "There ought never to be any laws in

America that close the doors of opportunity against

any one." "The boards of pharmacy should be re-

quired merely to ascertain whether an applicant for

registration has such knowledge of the business, or
not ; and they should be forbidden, if necessary, 'by

law,' to inquire where, when or how the candidate
acquired his knowledge of the business, or to let that

influence them in voting on his fitness." "The Ameri-
can way should be to question : 'Do you know the
business of pharmacy.?' Not: 'When, where or how
did you learn it ?'

"

None of my opponents in this controversy have re-

ferred to this issue as raised by me at Indianapolis

;

they have side-stepped and argued against proposi-
tions which I never raised or defended. Why has not
one of them replied to the issue I proposed? Is my
position so unanswerable, so firmly founded on right
and justice that they cannot answer it? If so, why
not quit arguing for injustice and wrong? Or, if my
position is not unimpregnable, why not answer it and
show its fallacies?

One of the gentlemen at Indianapolis talked about
a system of education "entirely open at the top" and
"with vertical draft." Yet he, and all the others of
my opponents want to apply an air-tight damper at
the bottom to shut off all draft and shut out the vast
majority of American youths from participation in
the blessings of education. What we need is a sys-
tem of education that is entirely open at the bottom,
broad enough, liberal enough, American enough, to
draw every one that yearns for education within its

benign influence, no matter what the limitations and
lack of opportunities may have been in his or her
childhood.

NOT AGAINST EDUCATION.

I do not want to recruit the students of pharmacy
from the least educated ; the more preliminary educa-
tion our students have, the better we like it a't the St.
Louis College of Pharmacy. I am not talking against
a good pharmaceutical education, but I want to give
free and unlimited opportunity to get it, to all who
want it. I want colleges of pharmacy to teach what
students of pharmacy ought to know', instead of in-

sisting that they must know part of what they^come
to college for, before they come to college.

Whether 27,000 or 270,000 pupils go to high school
in Missouri is immaterial, as long as 650.000 children
(or any other number) in the State are not entitled to
free high school education. And if every child in the
State could get high school education tuition-free, the
principle of making one year in high school an in-

flexible legal requirement would still be wrong and

unjust.

Prof. Wulling says the proposed prerequisite

"would not militate against the poor boy ; it would

help him." "His remedy is to get out of poverty,"

etc. What an absurdity

!

High school education follows on the heels of com.-

mon or grammar school education, and the expense

of it falls on the parents. Even where it is to be had
without paying tuition, it is not "free," but costs the

loss of the boy's possible earnings and his "keep"

while he is at school. Suppose a boy's father or

:nother is so poor that he or she needs the income for

the boy's labor; suppose there is no high school in

his district, and his parents cannot afTord to pay an-

nually between $100 and $200 to send him elsewhere

to high school; is that boy to be doomed for life to

menial occupations ? Is be to be barred from all opn

portunities for mental advancement because he could

not go to high school when he was a boy ?

He can "get out of poverty." Yes, but by that time

he may be too old to go to high school. Is that boy
to have no chance, even if he does "get out of

poverty" ?

A\'hen such a boy goes to a college of pharmacy he
is to be met at the threshold by the Cerberus Law,
which asks : "Have you attended high school for one

year?" If the boy answers, "No, my parents were
too poor to send me to high school," the law is to re-

ply : "We cannot help that. The sin of your parents,

of being poor, shall he visited on you. Stay you out
in utter mental darkness. The State, the law, has no
sympathy and no use for a boy that is poor."

The recent tendency of university education is to

foster a moneyed aristocracy : to encourage the self-

conceit of those who live within the sacred precincts

of the university, and to inculcate a contempt for

those who must live without its august portals. Prof.

Wulling acknowledges that students who come to

their university to study pharmacy quit pharmacy and
go into something else, as soon as they learn that

they will not have a standing equal to that of physi-

cians. Why does Prof. Wulling's university belittle

pharmacy by teaching them that?

Joseph Medill Patterson, the millionaire young Chi-

cago socialist, says the seeds of his radicalism were
sown by the "unfair" social life at the university at

which he studied. He said:

"The control of Yale life by the sons of the wealthy
is much the same as the dominance of the large cor-

porations in civic affairs. The less opulent students,

although hard working and worthy, were unable to

make the honorary societies, while the sons of the

'Morgans' and 'Rockefellers' controlled the elections.

This first example of class distinction and discrimina-

tion aroused my resentment toward wealth and mod-
ern conditions."

The plan proposed by the academicians aims to
limit all mental preferments and opportunities, all

intellectual avocations, to the well-to-do. to the

classes ; and it would bar from college, and all in-

tellectual pursuits the poor, the masses.

I plead for equal opportunities for education and
advancement for all.

Prof. Wulling says : "However worthy a young
man may be. neither his inferiority nor his povertv
will appeal to those who need medicine." This fs

the rankest kind of sophistry. An ambitious, studious,

bright young man. given the opportunity to get a
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good college education, will not be "inferior," even

if one year in high school did not form part of his

education.

Do the advocates of laws demanding one year in

high school as a prerequisite, wish us to draw the

logical conclusion which their arguments imply, that

a boy learns nothing in the grammar school and can

learn nothing after he leaves it, unless he attends for

one year in high school ? Do they seriously expect us

to believe that the gray matter in a boy's brain re-

mains unaffected and undeveloped during eight years

in grammar school, and shrivels and atrophies at the

age of about sixteen years, when he quits grammar
school, unless he attends one year in high school? Do
they mean to say that never again can a new idea find

lodgment in a boy's brain, never again can he make
intellectual progress, but that he is doomed to remain
intellectually dormant and stationary throughout life,

unless he attends one year in high school?

Has no one ever achieved anything in all the his-

tory of the past, and will no one in the future ever

achieve anything worth while intellectually, unless he

attended or attends one year in high school ?

These are but the logical postulates and sequences

of their arguments for this prerequisite for entrance

to a college of pharmacy. If these postulates are

true, then their advocacy of "one year in high school"

is justified. If they are not true, then the demand
for this prerequisite is un-American snobbishness and
injustice ; it would be the most grotesquely funny and
fantastic proposition I have ever heard if it was not

at the same time so sadly serious for the millions of

children whom these academicians propose to deprive

of their American birth-right of equal opportunities

for all.

Speaker Cannon, of the house of representatives,

is reported to be opposed to the educational test for

immigrants : he says education, the ability to read

and write, is not a test of true manhood. Likewise,

"one year in high school" is no test for true ability,

brightness, energy, mental capacity and pluck of an
.American boy or girl.

The last clause in Prof. Wulling's paper is an im-
proper appeal to prejudice that is totally out of place

in a debate of this character. I have at least the right

of free conscience and free speech, and if I believe

the proposition under discussion to be an unjust dis-

crimination against millions of our young people, 1

have not only the right, but it is my duty to say so.

The question is not one of expediency ; it is not
whether there is a sufficient high school enrollment to

obtain matriculants for the pharmacy schools. The
question is one of principle, infinitely above the neces-
sities of colleges of pharmacy: Is it just and right

for any State to punish the overwhelming majority of
its children for their misfortune in being unable to

obtain one year in high school, by depriving them
also of all opportunity to get a college education ?

[Some comments of our own on certain phases of
the subject discussed in the foregoing paper are made
elsewhere in this issue.—Editor The Druggists Cir-
cular.]

For Soft Corns.
Salicylic acid i dram.
Menthol i dram.
Cacao butter 4 ounces.

Knowledge amd Ability; a Plea for Better

Education of Pharmacists.*

By Andrew J. Eckstein.

The reason that the stone age man did not have
skyscrapers, electric cars, elevators, railways, harvest-

ing machines and the other requisites of a civilized

life, was because he did not know about them, and
his quest for food, for the bare necessities of an ex-

istence, precluded anything else.

The trouble is, we are all too ready to admit that

education is good, and too willing to overlook any-

tinng aiming at education when it comes to ourselves.

As the little girl said, when upbraided by her father

for her poor standing at school, "Well, papa, I try

to study, but it hurts my head."

That is the position of many people to-day. It is

true that not one of us has the right to say what does
injure the cranium of a brother, or what makes it bet-

ter and stronger—intellectually. But we do know
that as American citizens, we should not be forced to

receive the service such as those persons are wont
to give us. Wc have no right whatever to have to

accept that service.

Some men are naturally bright, just as some men
are naturally strong, but the strong man whose
strength has never been educated, is no match for

the more skilled, and perhaps less strong, athlete.

Athletics make for the education of the muscles, just

as the different studies in the curriculum tend to make
the brain more systematic in its thinking. A phil-

osopher, whose name and fame have never been
spread very far, said one day when talking on the

subject of education, "The trouble with us is that we
merely waste brain energy in some inane mental ram-
ble or in some fleeting fancy we call pleasure. There
are few of us who think coherently and logically for

more than a few moments at a stretch. What we
want is to be able to think sense all the time we are

thinking, and then let us sleep the rest of the time."

This is a little tough on most of us, and especially

when we have gone through life under the impression
that we have been serious and consistent thinkers.

The mere fact that one is busy, does not tell the

quality of his thoughts. A Corliss engine may not

show the strength and make the impression of the

elephant, but it could do the work of a score of

elephants, with less fuss, with less expense, and with
no ostentation. And the Corliss engine is the result

of education ; the elephant is brute force. Man had to

understand brute force before he would organize any-
thing else, and thus we find that wherever we turn
we meet something that improves on nature in the

rough because men have become educated and can
think.

It has been one of my pet contentions (and I under-
stand that at least ten States of the Union not now
enforcing the education of drug clerks, are going to

do so) that the man who is turned loose in a drug
shop should have knowledge and ability to fill pre-

scriptions.

Rather than appear as a monster in the eyes of

those men who "must live," I will present what ap-

pears to me to be the logic of the proposition.

We must admit, however, that whenever a man
lacks ability, and no matter what his mistakes are

Read at the 1906 meeting of the Minnesota Pharma-
ceutical Association, and contributed by the author.
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costing, he always has the supposed argument, "Well,

I must live.'' And, well, he must, and the world

would better pension him than turn his carelessness

upon a suffering race.

A well-known actor, who was too ill to appear one
evening, sent his understudy on the stage to take his

part. The dramatic critics next day commented on
the talent of the understudy and suggested that the

great actor remain ill the balance of his stay. This

was intended as a direct and vital "'shot" at the star,

and in order to see if the virus worked properly, the

papers dispatched their ablest reporters to the suite

of the widely advertised man. To their astonishment,

he greeted them with the utmost kindness, giving

them good drink and excellent cigars. Taken aback

by this treatment, they asked him if he were not of-

fended, and he replied, "Not at all, gentlemen. Your
papers paid me the greatest compliment of my entire

career. When I took this young man in charge, he

did not know a drop from the foot lights. What he

knows, I taught him. I schooled him in the English

language. I trained his muscular actions. I helped

him train his voice. I taught him the dramatic art,

because I knew he had ability. Now I find that he is

greater than his teacher, and my old theory of the

value of education, my hobby, stands as a testimonial

to my good sense. Again, gentlemen, accept my sin-

ceres't thanks for your papers and deliver that message
to them."

Education must always win. But there are differ-

ent uses to which education may be put, and different

causes for it. We know that the skilled mechanic
is better than the crude, self-taught man. We know,
however, that the other fellow is useful in many
places, where the work calls for little art and less

knowledge. But in pharmacy, we do not want ma-
chines.

We want men who can think pharmacy.
"I can never master Latin," pouted a student.

"Of course you can't the way you study it." re-

plied his tutor, "but stop to think a moment. You
are reaching as far for your Latin as a man in Min-

* neapolis would have to reach to touch St. Peter's in

Rome. It is a far cry—too far to be accomplished.

When you get so that you can think in Latin, you will

like it and pick it up readily."

And that student thought in Latin and mastered it.

A foundation is always necessan,- before a super-

structure can be erected. The way a man builds in

the beginning dictates his entire future. A man
cannot learn before he has been taught how to learn,

and he cannot think until he knows how to think.

The whole sum and substance of education is in un-
derstanding how to logically consider ideas and follow

those ideas up with a thorough and comprehensive un-
derstanding of the situation and of all conditions sur-

rounding that situation.

A good high school or college education may not

help a man, so far as rhetoric or geometry goes, in

filling a prescription. But for all that, the basic con-

ditions are essential. One does not put drugs to-

gether according to grammar, nor does he compound
in accordance with the rules of geometry, but h&must
think nropcrly and the substance of education is to

sh'^"' liim hoiv to think.

Hence, purely on logical grounds, and without at-

tempting to enact hardships, I propose the proper ele-

mcntan- e-'ucntion of all who aspire to the office of

pharmacists.

I admit that in the ranks of our pharmacists we
may have accomplished musicians, skilled mathema-
ticians and social lions, but the art of mixing drugs,

the trade of making pills, calls for none of these

things. Some of our greatest actors were really

homely, but they possessed art. We do not care

about the beauty of our clerks. We will tolerate un-
gainly manners. But we must be certain that the

prescriptions turned in to them are filled to the let-

ter. The medical world cries, "Subsitution !" And
we, the proprietors, are blamed. The ignorance of

the clerk often gives rise to that substitution, and
thereby hangs a tale.

Let us suppose that we own a team. We expect

that team to do certain work, or maintain a given
speed. One of the horses is filled with energy; the

other lags. The horse that will not or cannot keep up
is a detriment to the other. Hence, we are obliged

to get rid of the slow animal. The physician and the

pharmacist have certain common points toward which
they work. The doctor trains four or five years. The
pharmacist puts in a season. The doctor's knowledge
is offset and spoiled in its operation by the lack of

knowledge on the part of the pharmacist. I say it is

wrong. At least ten States in our Union are going
to make it illegal—and then insist on certain qualifica-

tions.

"A little learning is a dangerous thing" always, be-

cause it prompts its possessor to overrate his knowl-
edge. Simple, ordinary human conceit will do
that.

No one likes to admit that he is less skilled, less

capable than the other fellow. No one likes to admit
that some one else has better brains. But facts are

facts and results soon tell the tale. I dare say that

the half-educated man is more dangerous by far than
the illiterate, because the latter often admits his short-

comings and longs for knowledge.

Pharmacy must progress. It must be kept under
the protecting wing of legal assistance. It must have
the help of the law-makers, who will be more ready to

assist it when they see that pharmacy is doing all in

its power to assist itself.

Changes of this kind, some one will argue, cannot
be brought about suddenly; they must evolve. But
any change in which legislation is concerned must be
brought about with a certain shock. Hence, the sooner
we get down to the basis of righting a wrong, the

better. We all admit that skilled pharmacists may
command better salaries, but we know that more de-

sirable business locations call for higher rentals. We
never object to price when we are getting something
for it. We cannot submit to remain on a mediocre
foundation merely because we can, for the time be-
ing, save a few dollars. If a large factory can install

one hundred new, costly machines because they are

better than the old ones, we can surely engage a com-
petent clerk when he will render better and safer

service than the old one.

The government not long since adopted a certain

style of rifle. These replaced the old "Springfield."

Just after having made the change at great expense,
the government discovered a still better gun, and
these were exchanged for the new ones that had re-

cently been put out. That cost something, but it was
an improvement—and education, trained thinking,

was what did it.

We can find no tangible excuse for delaying the

passing of laws that will benefit the cause of phar-
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macy, but we can find reasons in large number for

the adoption of those laws.

Let us bow to the progress of science and the

education that makes it j)ossible, and let us be broad
enough to put it into practice.

True Success in Pharmacy.*
By George C. B.\rtells.

I am asked to write something of interest to the

members of the American Pharmaceutical Associa-

tion. They are such a diversified lot that it is not an
easy task. The very fellows whom I might interest

are not generally in attendance at our meetings. I

fear what a village or country druggist might have to

say would be dull to our learned professors, doctors,

city proprietors, and editors of the pharmaceutical

journals.

It has been a custom and, I might say, a habit,

lately, of many members to bring to our association

meetings, our grievances, our "sore toes." So many
have gotten into this habit of grumbling and looking

for dark spots on the "sun of life'' that they really

miss its brightness and glory. Why. I could write a

whole chapter of "frog croaks" myself, but what help

would they be to any one, even if I could get listeners ?

What is there that is uplifting or helpful in them?
I have gone to our State and other meetings to get

inspiration, and got instead a dose of the "dumps."
We had, at one time, a minister in our little church
who was constantly in the "dumps," and you always
felt mean and low or indignant whenever you went to

his church. He kept it up until he had only empty
benches and a few "stickers" to whom he might
preach.

Are there difficulties in the drug business ? Surely

there are just as there are in all of life's vocations and
will be, as long as we are men.

I found business dull, last month ; customers few,

and those that came, many were only five-cent ones,

so I went into my gooseberry patch and, in spite of

the thorns and briars, made it yield up twenty gallons

of berries. I enjoyed the fight, although my hands
felt pretty sore for several days. You ask, what have
gooseberry briars to do with the drug business ? You
may answer that, as it is your question. I will, how-
ever, say that one of the sharp thorns in the rural

drug business is the healthfulness of the community,
and yet I thank God for the thorn, for health. Sick-

ness and death are sources of loss and damage, and
not matters of profit. H our customers do not have
to spend so much for medicine, they have more money
for luxuries. Another thorn is the physician who
furnishes his own medicines. Now do you not, from
the bottom of your heart, pity the poor doctor who
has to resort to this pitiable business of selling a few
pills and ointments by which to eke out an existence.

One of our physicians is adding little by Httle to his

stock of drugs until he calls it the "Little Drug Store."

Do you think he feels proud of this necessity? We
druggists talk of strong competition ; I am glad I am
not a doctor in these healthy times, although I do
have to sell chewing gum to help pay my expenses.

Greed for the almighty dollar has gotten possession

of some of us druggists, and we only look on life as a

means whereby v.e may accumulate much earthly

goods, forgetting that the best "life does not consist

in the abundance of the thing possessed," but is made
up of being helpful to our families, neighbors; to

strangers and, especially, to the needy—in fact, being

a humble servant, a good Samaritan. In such is found

all there is that makes life worth living. I have tried

to curb my desire to be rich, and, while I do not have

to try very hard, these times, to keep poor, I do want
to leave behind me a good name, one that will stand

for honesty, for industry and helpfulness; besides

this, I want to be remembered as having lived a cheer-

ful and a thankful life.

*Re^rt pt the 1906 meeting of the American Pharma-
oeuti"al Association.

Hints on Improving Business.

"The druggist who keeps his want list in his head

will miss many sales," says W. H. Tibbals in a paper

read before the Kentucky Pharmaceutical Association.

Mr. Tibbals says a good many other things which
many druggists might heed with advantage to their

several businesses. Remember, says he, that it is

better, very often, to have goods on the shelf than

on the book. When a stranger asks for credit Mr.
Tibbals requires references, and until the references

have been looked up the credit is not given. This
is common business sense, and no man can reason-

ably object to the procedure. In case of poverty and
suffering the author of the paper does not enforce his

rule, but hands out the required remedy without

charge, remembering that the Lord loveth a cheerful

giver.

"Pill-roller" is a name which is not much suited to

our profession in these days of tablet triturates,

compressed tablets, gelatin-coated pills, etc.

Loafers will keep a' store so filthy that a lady or

first-class gentleman can hardly stay in it long enough
to have a prescription filled. Druggists who encour-

age loafing do not often find time to keep the dust ofif

their showcases, to say nothing of keeping them pol-

ished. People are like insects in that they are attracted

by a bright light. There are many ways in which a

pharmacist may make his light shine. He should
keep his store brightly lighted at night, and every-

thing clean and bright at all times—clerks and self

included.

Druggists who do not know how or have not the

time to dispense good soda water in a neat and agree-

able manner, should throw their fountains out. It

hurts business to serve sloppy soda water over a

smeared marble slab. In the majority of cases it will

pay to keep a boy whose first duty it is to keep things
clean.

Eacli customer should have prompt and polite at-

tention. If the salesman is too busy to wait on the

customers as fast as they come in he should speak to

those who are waiting, thus assuring them that he
has them in mind and will attend to their wants as

soon as he can. This has a tendency to make them
less impatient.

As side lines Mr. Tibbals has found wall paper,

paints, etc, profitable, although the best side line he
has is watches, clocks, and jewelry. He thinks it a

good plan to rent space to a watchmaker and give

him a commission for selling this line of goods. Teas,

coffees and other food products make a good side

line, as do bicycle supplies, hammocks, baseball goods
nud cutlery, but the writer of the paper warns the

buyer that if he does not use good judgment in lay-

mg in his supplies, he may soon find valuable capital

tied up and valuable space occupied by dead stock.
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Treatment and Prevention of Baldness.* necessary to begin as promptly as possible after it is

^ „, , „,T ,,• . . first noticed that the hair is beginning to fall. Healthy
Repeatedly has the so-called Lassar s hair treatment

,^^;^.^ j^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^f j^^^^s are found
been inquired about and described in its essential

^^^ ^j^^ -jiq^^.^ ^^ ^^^ clothing, or in the hairbrush,
features in the pharmaceutical press, but never has it

^j^^ indication is given for beginning the treatment,
been so exhaustively described as in a paper by Dr. ^^^ ^^ ^j^^ ^^^^ important, yet very generally neg-
Lassar published in a recent issue of the Deutsche

^^^^^^ prophvlactic measures, consists in frequent
medicimsche W ochenschnft (1906, No. 27). in view

ablution of the head, a measure that is still consid-
of the fact that the treatment, according to the ^^^^ injurious by many people. On the contrary, fre-

author's statements, has proven itself efficient during
^^^^^ shampooing and rubbing of the head is the best

an experience of twenty-five years, a resume of it is
preventive of baldness. Another feature on which

doubtless of interest and value. the author lays much stress is the necessity for clean-
At first the scalp is shampooed once daily, later, as

ijj^ggg jj^ ^^ utensils used in the barber shop or in

the falling of the hair decreases, less frequently, with private. Actual baldness cannot be cured, but a great
soap and hot water, then irrigated with tepid and (jg^l can be done to prevent its onset by properly treat-

finally with cold water. Any good soap may be em- i^g the tendency to falling of the hair. A course of
ployed, but the author has found tar soap, and liquid treatment is outlined, of which the following are
tar soap particularly serviceable. For blonde women's the most important features : Daily shampooing with
hair he uses the following

:

soap and hot water, followed by drying and the ap-

Potassium carbonate 15 grammes. plication of a 1 to 1000 solution of bichloride of mer-

Sodium carbonate 15 grammes. cury. This is allowed to evaporate, and the scalp is

Powdered soap 70 grammes. then rubbed with a i to 400 solution of thymol or

Rose water 100 grammes. naphthol in alcohol. Finally, an ointment is applied

. - J . ^, , -^i 1 ^u u c„ containing one part of salicylic acid, two of tincture
Alter drying the part with warm do hs or by fan-

^^
^^^^P

^J^ ^^^^ ^^ petrolatum. In obstinate
nmg or electrical means, the roots of the hair are

^^^^^ treatment i^ begun by the application of tar
moistened wi h a 3 to 5 m 3,000 solution of corrosive

^-^^ ^^^-^^ -^ ,,^o^|d ten minutes later with the
sublimate colored red with eosine. Ihe corrosive '

sublimate tablets on the market are convenient for P'
. ^ .

preparing this solution, and a little glycerin and rose t,, . /-vu o l- .. i-k r>\ 1

water may be added. To relieve any itching present.
That Old Subject, Drug Clerks.

the addition of 0.2 per cent, of carbolic acid is rec- With all due deference to our well regulated and
ommended. After the sublimate solution has evap- very efficient colleges of pharmacy, writes F. R. Dim-
orated, the hair is rubbed until again dry with the mitt in a paper read before the Missouri Pharmaceu-
following

:

tical Association, drug clerks, as a body, have retro-

Thvmol o.S gramme. graded. He thinks the "long hours" have much to

\lcohol .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 200.0 grammes. '^° ^^'''^''' ''^'^- -^^ estimates that there are 80,000 drug
clerks in the country, and while among them there are

°''
manv highly cultured, thoroughly honest, clean and

Beta-naphthol 0.5 gramme. competent men, there are also many of the other
Absolute alcohol 200.0 grammes. kjnd. Mr. Dimmitt thinks that the druggist has more
Finally, the hair is slightly anointed with the fol- to do than he imagines in shaping the moral, business

lowing: and mental career of his clerk. The proprietor can

Salicylic acid i gramme. "^^^P ^^^ clerk, and in so doing help himself, by teach-

Tincture of benzoin'.
'. '. '. '. ". ". '. '. '. '. ". '.

'. 2 grammes. i"g him to be honest with his customers, and the best.

Olive oil (or petrolatum) 50 jjrammes. teaching of this kind is done by example. "In my
Oil of bergamot 15 drops. 'o"? experience, which has extended over forty years,

. , ^.
'' , ,• , , ,• . •,. I have noticed wherever the proprietor has paid his

In obstinate cases tar liniment may be applied with
^^^^^^ ^jj ^^e salary he could aflford, and as much as

benefit as the first step of the procedure, and removed ^^ ^^^^ ^^^j^ -^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^ them as gentlemen
,n ten minutes by the shampoo with soap. For the J^ ^^t as some men I have known, who treated their
treatment of alopecia areata this ,s even recom- employes as though they were cattle and often worse
mended.

. . ^ . , . .. ^ still. I .say, such men have no trouble in getting and
Finally, inunction at bed-time with a 10 per cent

,, ;„ first-class clerks."
ointment of turpentine oil in wool-fat (having regard

"

for any possible irritation of the scalp) or with a car-
'

bolic acid and sulphur ointment of the following com- Eczema Caused by Dentifrices.
position, is also recommended

:

Galewski (Miinch. med. Woch.) having met with
Carbolic acid i gramme. sixteen cases of eczema of the lips or chin caused by
Sublimed sulphur 10 grammes. the use of aromatic dentifrices, both liquid and pow-
Balsam Peru 2 grammes. der. experimented to determine what might be the in-

Oil of bergamot 15 drops. gredient which caused this. In many cases it was
Wool fat, enough to make 50 grammes. traced to peppermint oil; patients not being affected

. when this was omitted from the dentifrice; others

An abstract of the article bv Dr. Lassar in the
"'^'-^^^^.et

^f
h who could not tolerate the presence of

Deutsche medisinische Wochen'schrift, made for the
='">' '.'"'''^^"^ ^'"'^'^^-

^^f''
^^

"^^u*""
^^'?^."''^', ?'^^' ^"^

New York Medical Journal, reads as follows ; Lassar
especially terpenes. Those with sensitive skms, or a

savs in order to combat baldness successfully it is
predisposition to eczema, should therefore avoid all

—
-

' nromatic dentiirices and mouth w^ashes. and employ
•From the Pliarmaceutische Zeitunrj. unperfumed neutral powders, such as prepared chalk.
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Abstracts.

Synthetic Preparation of Adrenalin.

The Phannaceutische Zcifung says that it seems
that the synthetic preparation of the vaso-constrictive

principle of the suprarenal gland has at last been suc-

cessful. In 1905 Dakin prepared from methylamino-
acetvlcatechol, first made by Stolz and having the

forn'nila C„H3(OH)2CO.CH„.NHCH,, a base very

similar to adrenalin physiologically, but chemically

apparently not the same. Again Halle in 1906 suc-

ceeded in preparing a substance very close to adrena-

lin. Since then Stolz reached his goal. He undertook to

investigate the active constituent of the suprarenal

capsule, the chemical formula for which had been
given as CgHjoNO-, as to its constitution, and for the

ultimate purpose of getting at a synthesis of supra-

renin. In this he seems to have succeeded. The con-

stitution of his substance has by exhaustive analyses

been confined to one of two formulas: (HO),
CeH,.CH(OH).CH,NH.CH3; or (HO)„,C„H,.CH
(NHCH3).CH,OH."

Syrup of Althea.

The directions of the German Pharmacopoeia for

preparing syrup of marshmallow produce a product
which though apparently clear contains particles of

root constituents in suspension ; and this is said to be

one of the reasons why syrup of althea does not keep
well. A German investigator (Pliarm. Zeit.) recently

recommended abandoning the method of soaking the

althea in water for three hours without stirring, and
in its stead to throw the root and the water upon a

filter spread over a funnel and repeatedly return the

filtrate to the filter during two hours. Within two
hours a perfectly clear filtrate is thus obtained, con-

taining as much of the althea as water could take up
if set aside with the root undisturbed for three hours.

Raspberry Juice and its Change on Keeping.

This is the subject of a recent paper by R. Krzizan
(Zeit. f. offentl. Chem.). It appears that heating the

juice slowly to 80° C. renders it stable for six months.

The changes then occurring depend, it seems, upon
the constitution of the juice. The author is of the

opinion that the amount of citric acid present in the

original juice plays an important part as regards the

keeping qualities. The specimens that changed most
were those that contained the largest quantities of

citric acid: 2.89 to 2.55 per cent. Hence the crude
raspberry juices that are poor in citric acid are more
stable than those containing large quantities of the

acid.

A New Aromatic Aldehyde.
\'on Soden and Trett have oxidized the alcohol

nerol which they isolated from neroli oil and found
to be isomeric with geraniol, and find that the alde-

hyde resulting, which they term neral, is isomeric

with citral, and is probably identical with the so-called

citral b. Citral a, the principal oxidation product of

geraniol, would therefore be correctly described as

geranial, and citral h as neral. The two aldehydes,

as well as the two alcohols, are in all probability

stereoisomers.

New Method of Distinguishing Boiled from
Raw Milk.

C. Hartwig (Schzveis. Woch.) recommends a physi-

cal method for dififerentiating boiled from unboiled

milk. It is based upon the fact that the fat collects

on the surface of unboiled milk faster than it does on
boiled milk. A small drop of milk is placed upon a

slide and a cover glass put over carefully so that the

milk shall not be unnecessarily spread out. It is then

examined under the microscope at 60 diameters. At
first as a rule it will be noticed that the number of

large fat drops is greater in the case of boiled milk

than in raw milk, but this phenomenon is of no im-
portance. In less than a minute the fat drops of the

unboiled milk will no longer be uniformly distributed

but gathered as a cloud and in a few minutes they

will have formed lumps among which but a few fat

drops are present. Soon the stray drops begin to unite

with the lumps. Boiled milk, on the other hand, for

quite a while shows a uniform distribution of the

individual small drops of fat. This same method can
be used to detect unboiled milk in boiled milk within

certain limits. If as much as 25 per cent, of raw
milk is present, the aggregation in the form of lumps
is still distinct, but the lumps are smaller and the

number of non-aggregated drops is larger. Even
with a content of only 121X per cent, of unboiled milk
a difference is discernible when compared with pure
boiled milk.

Ramie Fiber.

Drabble and Smith discuss in a preliminary paper

(Journ. Liverpool Inst. Com'l. Research) the requi-

sites of a surgical dressing, the materials employed as

surgical dressings, and the absorbent value of ramie
as compared with cotton and other surgical dressings.

Ramie is the product of boehmeria nivea. Hook and
Arn, and its variety b. tenacissima. General conclu-

sions cannot be drawn from the paper now presented,

especially as the commercial method of bleaching

ramie fiber leaves much to be desired. But figures

are given showing the results of numerous experi-

ments, and the authors have no difficulty in arriving

at the opinion that ramie will repay further investi-

gation. Even in its present state it is distinctly and
greatly absorbent, and by a process of saponification

its absorbent power can be considerably augmented.
The experiments on the water-holding and serum-
holding capacity of the fiber, when compared with

that of other dressings, are to be repeated with a finer

product suitably carded, so as to give a fair compari-

son with a high grade absorbent cotton wool.

"Prescriptions" and the Poison Register.

Francis Hemm in a paper read before the Missouri

Pharmaceutical Association cries out against the in-

discriminate passing around of dangerous newspaper
prescriptions. He not only does that, but, what is

more to the point, he shows how pharmacists can do
much to discourage this harmful practice. His plan

is for the pharmacist to enter on his poison register

every prescription for an active poison which he dis-

penses and which does not bear a physician's name.
^^'hen a man has to submit to questioning and is re-

quired to sign a poison register before he can get his

mixture, he may be careful how he uses it and passes

it around. Even a woman might be made to pause

and take heed by this procedure.
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Pipette Bottle for Microscopical Reagents.

The customary pipette bottle cannot be used for

many reagents because the rubber of the pipette is at-

tacked by the reagents. For example, the vapor from

alcohol and alcoholic solutions, iodine solutions and

concentrated sulphuric acid, in a short time exert a

harmful influence upon the rubber. Solutions of the

alkalies and of chloral hydrate destroy the rubber as

soon as they come into contact with it, and at the

same time the reagents become contaminated, a fact

which is ordinarily not discovered for a long time and

is generally suggested first only by the deterioration of

the rubber". According to Dr. Schiirhoff, of Breslau

(Pharm. Zcit.), it is not a difficult matter to construct

the pipettes in a manner that they will be free from

the drawbacks mentioned. It is suggested to dis-

pense with the rubber bulb, and instead to draw over

the upper part of the tube a rubber ring about i cm.

thick, and fit over it a glass tube closed by fusing at

the upper end. It is advisable to moisten the rubber

ring with a little glycerin. The reagents are drawn
in or pressed out by raising or depressing the glass

tube or cap. The rubber ring lasts a long time, inas-

much as the destructive vapors touch but a very small

part of it. Any rising of the liquid and its contamina-

tion from the rubber are readily seen, and the ap-

paratus can be easily cleaned.

The Ammonia Test for Podophyllin.

D. B. Dott writes in the Pharmaceutical Journal:

"It has been stated by Henry that the resinoid ob-

tained from podophyllum emodi dissolves in solution

of ammonia similarly to that obtained from podo-
phyllum peltatum. It has consequently been inferred

that degree of solubility in liquor ammonise could not

be employed as a means of distinguishing one from
the other. Now, although it may be possible to dis-

solve almost completely a small portion of emodi
resinoid in a large volume of highly diluted ammonia,
it is well known that when the respective resinoids

are treated with liquor ammonise direct, their behavior
is quite different. The official resinoid mostly dis-

solves, while the emodi product becomes almost gela-

tinous in appearance. It therefore seems not im-
probable that a test of some utility, though not draw-
ing an absolutely sharp line of distinction between
the two substances, might be derived from their de-

portment with ammonia solution. If the solution is

fairly strong—as, for example, i to 20—it almost re-

fuses to filter. It is necessary to use a larger propor-
tion of solvent. The test may conveniently be applied

by treating 0.5 gramme of the resinoid with 30 c.c.

(equal volumes of liquor ammonia and water), stir-

ring, and bringing well into contact for five minutes,
filtering through counterpoised filters, washing with
water till washing is practically colorless, drying in a
water-bath, and weighing. I have not had oppor-
tunity of testing a sufficient number of samples of un-
doubted authenticity to be able to state positively the
maximum of insoluble that should be allowed : but I

would suggest 'not more than 15 per cent.' ^hat a
considerable proportion of emodi resin as an admix-
ture would be detected is fairly evident from the fol-

lowing experiment : Two parts of powdered peltatum
rhizome, along with one part of emodi. were perco-
lated with spirit, and the resinoid precipitated in the
usual way. The dried resinoid so obtained was sub-
mitted to the above test, a sample of genuine B.P.

podophyllin being treated at the same time. 0.5

gramme of the mixed resinoid left undissolved 0.I/8

gramme = 35.6 per cent. 0.5 gramme of B.P. resin

left undissolved 0.038 gramme = 7.6 per cent. The
insoluble matter dissolves almost completely in

acetone and in chloroform, depositing by spontaneous

evaporation a crystalline mass of picropodophyllin.

New Test for Absence of Hydrochloric Acid

in Gastric Juice.

F. Simon (Berl. klin. Woch.) bases a new test for

absence of hydrochloric acid in the stomach on the

fact that nitrous acid turns alcoholic solutions of

guaiac resin blue. As much guaiac resin as will go on

the point of a small knife is dissolved in about 5 c.c. of

a mixture of i part of spirit of nitrous ether and 4
parts of 90 per cent, alcohol : and i c.c. of this solu-

tion is poured on 5 c.c. of filtered gastric contents. At
the plane of union of the two liquids a grayish-white

ring develops consisting of guaiac resin, which if

hydrochloric acid be present assumes a blue color from
tlie liberation of nitrous acid from the spirit of nitre.

If very little hydrochloric acid is present the color will

be green. Careful heating hastens the appearance of

the blue color. Besides hydrochloric acid lactic acid

and other organic acids are capable of liberating

nitrous acid from spirit of nitrous ether, but at least

1.25 per cent, of lactic acid is necessary to produce
the reaction and this amount is never present in the

gastric contents.

Caution as to Alcohol in Medicine.
The Medical Council says : "Physicians commend-

ably desire to prescribe as accurately as possible, ex-

cluding any active agent which is not required. This
should be their especial aim when prescribing for chil-

dren, whose unperverted systems are peculiarly sus-

ceptible. Would you give an infant a teaspoonful of

whisky or brandy or a tablespoonful of beer every

half hour or hour in an ordinary complaint? Yet
you are giving as much alcohol as that would repre-

sent when you give your medicines in an elixir to

make them palatable. We should exercise the same
precaution when prescribing for adults. We do not

want to help form an alcohol or narcotic habit nor to

cause the resumption of one that has been abandoned."

Removal of Insects from the Ear.

Robbins says (Med. World) that he removes live

insects from the ear by placing the patient in a dark
room and holding a lighted taper or lamp right up to

the ear. The insects will back out. He has prac-

ticed this method for thirty-six years. Lewis says in

the same journal that he removes them by the use of a

pine rod six inches long tipped very lightly with the

composition from a sticky fly paper. He has removed
many in this way during thirty years" practice.

Detection of Anilin Blue in Flour.

Rupp (Zeit. f. Unters. A'ahr. u. Gctiussiii.) gives

the following method for detecting anilin blue in

flour: the blue being added to neutralize the yellow

color of the flour. Place a sheet of filter paper on a

little water contained in a shallow plate, and strew

the suspected flour upon the paper: if the anilin color-

ing matter be present, blue specks will appear on the

paper.
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Poisoning by Oil of Sesame.

Rautenberg (Berlin, klin. Woch.) some time ago
observed six cases of peculiar toxic symptoms follow-

ing the use of oil of sesame as a rectal injection, a

third to a half liter being given. The patients for

the most part manifested prostration, coldness of the

extremities, and marked cyanosis of the face and
limbs. The condition lasted for twelve to thirty-six

hours, and although the presence of methemoglobin
in the blood was suspected, it was impossible to

demonstrate the spectrum of this substance either in

the blood or urine. The author subsequently saw a
similar case, 400 c.c. of the oil having been given. In

this case the symptoms were more severe than in the

preceding ones and unconsciousness, fixed pupils, pul-

monary edema, and respiratory failure resulted. It

was only with difficulty that the patient could be

resuscitated. The characteristic absorption band of

methemoglobin was demonstrated in the blood spec-

trum, and methemoglobinuria was also present. The
author was unable to discover the reason for the pro-

duction of this serious form of poisoning by the

sesame oil, but believes that it was due to some com-
mercial adulteration. The oil that was used in the

first instance and that which caused the symptoms in

the later case were obtained from two different

sources.

Danger in Suprarenal Preparations.

Potts (Journ. Am. Med. Asso.) gives warning
against the careless use of the alkaloid of the supra-

renal gland which has been "widely advertised and
represented as harmless." Application of this sub-

stance to the mucous membrane causes intense shrink-

ing in the caliber of the blood vessels, followed by a

dilatation beyond normal. While this condition is

generally rectified, a tissue relaxed time after time

loses its power of returning to normal and in the case

of the vessel walls this means an increased blood sup-

ply. When this process is repeated, times without num-
ber, it must follow that a condition of persistent

turgescence will present itself. The author has seen

this condition in several cases. The patients were all

hay fever sufferers and are now in worse condition

than before the use of the drug.

Eye Strain as a Cause of Headache.
Emerson (N. Y. Med. Journ.) says that eye strain

causes insomnia, vertigo, nausea, neuralgia, migraine,

and failure of general health. He believes that more
than half the cases of so-called bilious or sick head-
ache are due to eye strain, and that many cases of the

above named nature are referable to the same cause.

He also finds that another class of cases frequently

failing to receive proper treatment are the early pres-

byopes. The individual with normal eyes and health

goes to the age of forty-five before glasses are re-

quired for near work. IBut if there is moderate im-
pairment of health or latent hyperopia present, the pa-

tient begins to have headaches at forty, or even sooner,

and for various reasons the eye condition is over-

looked. One of the principal reasons why the eye con-
dition is often overlooked is because the mind
of the layman associates the use of glasses for

near work with oncoming senility, and as a woman
is only as old as she looks and a man as old as he
feels, "the imoutation that the natient is eettine- old is

sharply resented. That the power of accommodation
fails rapidly after the age of twenty-five is unknown
to the patient, and to say that they are presbyopic or

old-sighted is an unpardonable breach of courtesy.

There is such a condition as premature presbyopia,

and in many instances we are obliged to give glasses

for near work to patients even in the twenties. Among
women all the head symptoms occurring between the

ages of forty and fifty are generally attributed to the

menopause. Many of these cases would be markedly

relieved of their troublesome head symptoms by the

use of proper glasses for near work.

The Caisson Disease.

One often hears of the dangers attending work in

caissons or other places where a high air pressure is

maintained for mechanical reasons ; a condition

often produced being termed the "bends," caisson

disease, or diver's palsy. American Medicine explains

that the "cause of the disease is purely mechanical.

Gases dissolve in liquids in proportion to the pressure,

as in a soda water bottle. If the pressure is very

slowly relieved the gases escape by an invisible

evaporation, but if the cork is suddenly drawn, they

flash out in bubbles. Men working in high air-

pressure behave the same way. The blood absorbs a

great deal of air, and it is entirely harmless ; and if

the pressure is very slowly relieved, the extra gases

evaporate invisibly and so quietly that no one knows
he was 'charged'." If the relief of the pressure is too

rapid, however, bubbles of air form in every part of

the body where liquids are found. The blood current

may be blocked or the cardiac or respiratory nerves

choked and instantaneous death result : in less severe

cases, permanent paralyses result. The treatment,

says the author, is the immediate restoration of the

patient to the original high pressure, though even this

will sometimes fail to redissolve the bubbles. Work-
men, on coming out of the caissons, first enter an in-

termediate room or lock where the pressure is so

slowly reduced that the gases evaporate harmlessly

from the fluid tissues. The loss of time which this

very important procedure necessarily entails is, we
are told, resented by both workmen and their em-
ployers.

Separation of Metals of the Arsenic Group.
Materne (Bull. Soc. Chun. Bclg.) separates the

mixed sulphides of arsenic, antimony, and tin by
digestion with a boiling solution of sodium carbonate,

when only the sulphides of the two first metals dis-

solve. The filtrate on cooling deposits a brown pre-

cipitate of antimony sulphide, which can be obtained

in the orange-colored form by dissolving once more
in sodium carbonate and reprecipitating with acid.

The filtrate from the brown antimony sulphide yields

arsenic sulphide on adding concentrated hydrochloric

acid.

Troches of Licorice and Ammonium
Chloride.

The new addendum to the Austrian Pharmacopoeia

directs 5 grammes each of gum arable, sugar and
purified licorice juice to be dissolved in water and
evaporated to a thick paste. To this paste is added i

gramme of ammonium chloride, and the whole is

made into troches and dusted with sugar flavored with

oil of anise.
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The Modern Materia Medica.

Acetylsalicylamide is obtained by causing acetic

anhydride to act upon a mixture of salicylaraide and

glacial acetic acid. It occurs as white crystals melt-

ing at 143° to 144° C. and readily soluble in alcohol

and acetic acid. It is intended for therapeutic use as

an antirheumatic and anodyne.

Ancocit is an abbreviated designation for migrainin.

Ansal is a fanciful name for antipyrine salicylate

(salipyrine), formed from the two first syllables of

the chemical designation.

Antisanguin, introduced by Dr. Schaefer, of

Barmen, as a hemostatic and surgical antiseptic, is

according to Dr. J. Kochs, essentially a solution of

about 30 grammes of aluminium sulphate and 0.25

gramme of salicjdic acid in 69.75 grammes of

•water.

Armadiphtherin is a glycerin extract prepared
from dichondra brevifolia. According to Heurotin,

it exerts a destructive influence on diphtheria bacilli

while being indifferent to healthy tissue. It is pro-

posed for use chiefly to destroy the diphtheria bacilli

that still lodge in the buccal cavity some time after

convalescence.

Antibex is the fanciful name applied by Dr.

Wangler to his extractum serpylli saccharatum, a

preparation recommended as a remedy in whooping-
cough.

Blaudium is in an iron carbonate the preparation

of which is based upon the fact that the alkali bicar-

bonates are capable of completely converting pow-
dered iron sulphate in concentrated trituration with

glycerin or sugar solution into ferrous-carbonate,

alkali sulphate being formed at the same time. It

has a greenish-white color, and is of microscopic fine-

ness. It forms the basis of a number of blaudium
preparations.

Calmyren i.s the name applied to sugar-coated
pills said to contain extract of valerian, iron and
quinine citrate, camphor, pepsin, and extract of con-

durango. They are put out for use in neurasthenia,

hysteria and cardiac neuroses.

Divinal is a line, gray, cement-like powder. It

is exploited as an application (heated) in rheuma-
tism, gout and neuralgias. According to Dr. J.

Koch's analysis, it consists almost wholly of

quartz.

Dulcinol is said to be a mixture of mannite with
a small quantity of salt, the latter being employed for

the purpose of imparting a pleasant taste. It is mar-
keted as dulcinol chocolate, containing only about 9
per cent, of carbohydrates, the mixture being recom-
mended as a sweetener in place of sugar for diabetic

patients.

Formiatine is described as an elixir of sodium
formate and sodium phosphate, employed as a ner-

vine and alterative. Possible risks from the use of
formates are pointed out in the article on borovertin

printed in the Circular for December, 1906, page
442.

Homoferrine is a blood preparation exploited as
a hematinic.

Hydrozol is a generic name applied to a line of
preparations which are claimed to contain hydrogen
peroxide "firmly combined" as their active constitu-

ent. Hydrozol paste, for dermatological uses, con-

sists of a gelatin base that is claimed to carry the

peroxide in undecomposed state for an unusually long

time. Hydrozol pastilles are also made with a gela-

tin base and are intended for internal use.

lodone is said to be a solution of a compound of

iodine with an albuminoid, each drop of which con-

tains 1/32 grain of iodine.

Isn is what Opfermann calls a saccharated fer-

rous oxide exploited as a hematinic.

Korysan is a new name applied to Homeyer's
carbonated haemaiogen, a hematinic described in

these columns some time ago.

Menthol Thymate is a compound prepared by A.
Gawalowski in the form of an oily liquid which is

practically odorless or possesses a slight odor of

menthol or thymol according as free menthol or thy-

mol predominates. On contact with the moist skin or

a mucous surface it decomposes into its components.

It is employed externally in rheumatic pains and in

toothache.

Musterole is a local irritant and epispastic, the
active constituent of which is said to be mustard
oil.

Paranephrin-Novo-Subcutin is a local anesthetic

employed for intra-spinal injections and for dental

purposes. Novavocaine is the anesthetizing con-

stituent, and paranephrin the vaso-constrictor com-
ponent.

Pyracetosalyl is a proposed substitute for mi-

grainin.

Ringer's Solution is a preparation employed at

the Jacob's Hospital in Leipsic hypodermically in se-

vere burns. Two strengths are in vogue, the second

formula following being the more frequently used

:

I II

Sodium chloride... 7.500 9.00 grammes.
Calcium chloride... 0.125 0.24 gramme.
Potassium chloride. 0.075 0.42 gramme.
Sodium bicarbonate 0.125 O-S^ gramme.
Distilled water 1000.00 1000.00 grammes.
To be sterilized.

Rosaplast is the name applied by George Konig
to a white zinc oxide rubber plaster spread on pink

cheese cloth.

Serum Leucocygenic (Raymond Petit) is de-

scribed as a horse serum subjected to a certain treat-

ment to render it stable, introduced by the Pasteur In-

stitute at Paris and marketed in liquid as well as in

powder form. It is maintained that injections of the

serum cause a great migration of leucocytes to the

site of puncture, which bodies oppose the entrance of

microbes by virtue of the phagocytosis they produce.
This action is made use of in removing pus foci in

markedly infected wounds and the like. According
to Dellet, the serum in certain diseases brings about a

disappearance of the general symptoms of infection,

reduces temperature, slows the pulse, heals up the

wounds, and often wards off a fatal termination.

Solution, Ringer's.— See Ringer's solution,

above.

Spiraein is the name applied by Th. Knapp, of

Basle, to tablets containing acetyl-salicylic acid

(aspirin).

Sulfogenol is a Swiss analogue of iclithyol, ex-
tolled as a complete substitute for the latter, and
physically identical with it.
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Notes and Queries.
Notice.—It is desirable that all questions to be an-

swered under this head should be received before the
fifteenth of the month and they must be accompanied with
the name and address of the writer.

Queries are not answered by mail. The information
supplied in these columns is intended for the benefit of
our readers m general, not for the profit of the individual
inquirer only.

Unanswered Queries.—In our January issue no
queries were answered, as that was a special historical

number. We therefore have a two months' accumu-
lation of queries on hand this month, answers to some
of which are necessarily omitted. By next month we
hope to catch up with the work in this department,

and in the mean time beg the indulgence of our
querists.

We take this occasion to repeat our invitation to

all our readers to call on us for aid in solving such
pharmaceutical problems as may prove too difficult to

be mastered by them alone. This department is con-

ducted for the free benefit of those who read the Cir-

cular, all alike, and not as a private mail-order busi-

ness for the use of such as are willing to pay anything
from a 2-cent stamp, up, for information requested.

Darkening of a Syrupy Mixture.—E. W. R.,

Saskatchewan, submits the following prescription for

criticism

:

I? Pot. chlor 3ss.

.\c. hydrochlor Mxl.

M. et add.

Aquae ad gx.

Quin. sulph gr. xxiv
Syr. simpl gij

AI.

"This, in a warm place, turns red after several days,

caused apparently by decomposition of quinine. If

this is the cause can a slight change be made in pre-

scription to avoid it, and is there any change when
kept cool, with no change in color?"

We find that the coloration caused by heat is due
to the presence of the invert sugar formed by the

action of the acid or the chlorine in the mixture on the

syrup. Invert sugar is very easily darkened by heat,

even at comparatively low temperatures. If kept cold
say below 70° F., the mixture should remain as light

in color as when first mixed. The formation of in-

vert sugar cannot be prevented here, but it is only
when its color is .>rought out by heat that its pres-

ence is made manifest.

What is "Liquor Strychniae"?—H. L. S.. Cali-
fornia, asks: "In R is 'liq. strychnije' liq. str. acet.?"

That depends. If a British physician wrote the

prescription he probably meant that liquor strychniae

of the British Pharmacopoeia, the old formula for

which is given elsewhere in this department this

month under the caption "Solution of Strychnine."
The present official British solution is known as liquor

strychninre hydrochloridi, with liquor strychninae as
a synonvm, and is made by dissolving 17^/, grains of
strychnine hydrochloride in I fluid ounce of 90 per
cent, alcohol and enough distilled water to make 4
fluid ounces of the solution.

If the prescription is the product of an American
physician's mind—one of the kind that knows of the

National Formulary—it might be reasonable to sus-

pect that its author meant solution of strychnine

acetate.

Doctors who write prescriptions which leave room
for guess-work on the part of the dispenser, are at

fault. If the dispenser undertakes to guess at what
the prescriber means he should use sofne judgment.

The strength of the old British solution is i grain

of the alkaloid to 2 drams; that of the present

British Pharmacopceia solution is i grain of the hy-

drochloride to no minims; and that of the Na-
tional Form.ulary solution is approximately i grain of

strychnine acetate to the ounce. With these facts in

his mind the druggist, if he must run the risk of

making an error, should be able to reduce that risk to

a minimum.

Price Book for the Retail Druggist.—C. W. A.,

California.—Formerly there was published a price

book for retail druggists, pocket size, but the demand
for it was small, and as we have heard nothing of it

in several years the natural presumption is that it is

no longer on the market. The best thing of the kind,

ready made, that we know of is the "Red Book" which
we issue at intervals as a part of the Circular. Now
that the pages of the Circular are smaller and there-

fore more easily handled, the "Red Book" portion,

when it is again published, will be more valuable than
ever.

In case a druggist wishes to make a record of his

purchases and prices, we think the best plan for him
to pursue is one outlined in an article on "Stock
Cards" contributed by William Mittelbach to the
Circular and published in the issue for March, 1906,
page 84. Mr. Mittelbach, as it may be recalled, uses

the card-index system for keeping account of the

goods he purchases, the name of the dealer of whom
purchased, the quantity, the brand, the cost, the date,

etc. On the card he has before him at the moment
of entering a purchase, the price paid for the last bill

of the same goods, the date of the purchase and the

quantity bought, and thus can see at a glance how
much of the article he sells in a given time. This
enables him to form some idea of the quantity he
should buy, and also keeps him posted on changes in

the market from time to time.

In an article contributed to the Circular by A.
Luke Kerhohn and published in the issue for Sep-
tember, igo6, page 322, are given some valuable
points concerning indexing stock, in which the ad-
vantages of cards are set forth. Other articles on the
same subject by Dr. Mary Emma Doyle, and William
O. Frailey appear in the Circular for May, 1906,
page 179, and April, 1906. page 140, respectively.
.Ml these articles make good reading, and we believe
it would pay druggists generally to adopt the sugges-
tions made in them.

Resinol Ointment.—S. H. W., Florida.—We
do not know the formula for this preparation. In an-
swer to a request for information on the subject which
we published some time ago, "Drug Clerk" con-
tributed the following suggestion

:

Zinc oxide 2 drams.
Oil of cade o drams.
Tar 4 drams.
Lard enough to make 4 ounces.
Have you examined the compound resorcin oint-

ment of the National Formulary ?
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Druggists' Own Preparations and the Pure Food
and Drug Law.—R. C, Massachusetts.—As set

forth in an answer to H. S., New York, elsewhere in

this issue, the national pure food and drug law does

not apply to the manufacturing and dealing in goods

wholly within one State. Local manufacturers and

dealers, however, should be sure to comply with the

laws and ordinances of their own States and cities,

some of which latter, at least, are based upon the na-

tional law.

In regard to the manufacturers' guarantee, the law

distinctly says

:

Section 9. That no dealer shall be prosecuted under the

provisions of this act when he can establish a guaranty

signed by the wholesaler, jobber, manufacturer or other

party residing in the United States, from whom he pur-

chases such articles, to the effect that the same is not

adulterated or misbranded within the meaning of this act,

designating it. Said guaranty, to afford protection, shall

contain the name and address of the party or parties

making the sale of such articles to such dealer, and in

such case said party or parties shall be amenable to the

prosecution, fines and other penalties which would attach,

in due course, to the dealer under the provisions of this

act.

Number 9, section b, of the regulations adopted by
the authorities at Washington for the interpretation

and enforcement of the act, reads

:

A general guaranty may be filed with the secretary of

agriculture by the manufacturer or dealer and be given a
serial number, which number shall appear on each and
every package of goods sold unler such guaranty with the
words "Guaranteed under the food and drug act, June 30.

1906."

As to the laws and regulations governing the manu-
facture and sale of alcoholic preparations in your own
State, we would suggest that you consult an officer in

that department of your State government upon which
devolves the duty of enforcing them.

Artificial Extract of Vanilla and the New Law.

—

B. P. H., Connecticut, writes: "For a number of years

we have made an extract of vanilla from vanillin and
coumarin to supply a cheap demand. We do not un-
derstand whether under the new law we must dis-

continue making and selling the same, or whether we
can label it 'synthetic' and continue to sell it without
being liable under the new law."

In section seven of the pure food and drug act we
read

:

That for the purposes of this act an article shall be
deemed to be adulterated:—

In case of drugs:—
First, If, when a drug is sold under or by a name recog-

nized in the United States Pharmacopoeia or National
Formulary, it differs from the standard of strength, qual-
ity or purity as determined by the test laid down in the
United States Pharmacopoeia or National Formulary offi-

cial at the time of investigation, provided that no drug
defined in the United States Pharmacopoeia or National
Formulary shall be deemed to be adulterated under this
provision if the standard of strength, quality or purity be
plainly stated upon the bottle, box or other container
thereof, although the standard may differ from that deter.
mined by test laid down in the United States Pharma-
copoeia or National Formulary.

Second. If its strength or purity fall below the pro-
fessed standard or quality under which it is sold.

As tincture of vanilla is a pharmacopceial drug, it

seems to us that the section quoted would apply to
that preparation. Compound tincture of vanilla 'is a
National Formulary preparation, and contains van-
illin and coumarin.
But "extract" of vanilla is not a name recognized in

the United States Pharmacopoeia or National Formu-

lary, and so a preparation by that name would prob-

ably come under the head of "flavoring extracts,"

treated of in Food Inspection Decision 47 of the secre-

tary of agriculture, which we quote

:

The percentage of alcohol is not required to be stated in
the case of extracts sold for the preparation of foods only.

It is held, however, that extracts which are sold or used
for any medicinal purpose whatever should have the per-

centage of alcohol stated on the label.

Numerous inquiries are received regarding the proper
designation of products made in imitation of flavoring
extracts or in imitation of flavors. Such products include
"Imitation vanilla flavor," which is made from such
products as tonka extract, coumarin, and vanillin, with or
without vanilla extract. They may also include numerous
preparations made from synthetic fruit ethers intended
to imitate strawberry, banana, pineapple, etc. Such
products should not be so designated as to convey the im-
pression that they have any relation to the flavor prepared
from the fruit. Even when it is not practicable to pre-

pare the flavor directly from the fruit, "imitation" is a
better term than "artificial."

These imitation products should not be designated by
terms which indicate in any way by similarity of name
that they are prepared from a natural fruit or from a
standard flavor. The term venallos," for instance, would
not be a proper descriptive name for a preparation in-

tended to imitate vanilla extract. Such products would
either be designated by their true names, such as "vanilla
and vanillin flavor," "vanillin and coumarin flavor," or by
such terms as "imitation vanilla flavor," or "vanilla sub-
stitute."

Articles in the preparation of which such substitutes
are employed should not be labeled as if they were pre-

pared from standard flavors or from the fruits them-
selves. For instance, ice cream flavored with imitation
strawberry flavor should not be designated as "straw-
berry ice cream." If sold as strawberry ice cream with-
out a label the product would appear to be in violation of
Regulation 22.

Artificial colors should be declared whenever present.

Read the note next following.

Labeling Candy under the Pure Food and Drug
Law.—H. S., New York.—The national food and
drugs act of June 30th, 1906, does not affect the man-
ufacture and commerce in food and drugs conducted
wholly in one State ; it affects interstate commerce in

such goods, and the making of and dealing in them in

the District of Columbia and the Territories of the

United States. The act and the regulations under
which it was to be administered were printed in full

in the CiRCUL.\R for November, 1896, page 423. The
sovereign States of the I'nion make their own laws
governing local aiifairs, and it is the laws of the State

of New York, and the regulations of the boards
created by such laws, which may affect your business,

that you should study.

Labeling a Cough Cure under the Pure Food and
Drug Law.—H. G. S.. Pennsylvania.—We can not
make out from your letter what it is that you are try-

ing to get at. Perhaps the above answer to the query
of H. S., New York, may help you.

Picric Acid plus Hydrogen Dioxide.—H. L. S.,

California, asks: "In mixing H,0„ and picric acid,

what is oil like substance formed on top and effer-

vescing to some extent ?"

We have made this mixture and no "oil like sub-
stance" formed in our solution. The picric acid formed
a reddish-yellow solution, and a slight effervescence

ensued due to an evolution of oxygen, but the solu-

tion has remained clear for three days.

We should like further particulars.
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Bismuth Mixture.—C. F. S., New York.—Of bis- experienced persons, and at the best are hkely to be

muth mixtures there are many and their formulas pale, as the ink does not wholly "set off."

vary so widely that the name bismuth mixture, with- Prints may be transferred from paper to glass or
out some qualifying word, is practically meaningless. other hard surface by coating the print evenly and

Pharmaceutical Formulas gives directions for lightly with copal or similar varnish, pressing firmly

making milk of bismuth from which the following and evenly on the surface, allowing to dry thor-

tormula is adapted

:

oughly, and then removing the paper by wetting and

Bismuth subnitrate 800 grains. gently rubbing. A thin film of paper will, of course.

Nitric acid 3 ounces. remain. The picture may be protected by a second

Sodium hydroxide enough! coating of varnish, after the removal of the paper.

Glycerin 2 ounces.

Chloroform water jounces. „ ^-j. ^- a 1 • rr j a ^ c -n

Orange flower water 3 ounces. ^
Quantitative Analysis of Lead Arsenate.-S B.

Wate eno ^h ' *-o'o'''*do.—Anyone undertakmg to do quantita-
° ' tive analyses should have studied the subject in the

Dissolve the bismuth subnitrate in a mixture of 3 text books, preferably under the personal direction of
ounces each of nitric acid and water. Dissolve the a competent teacher. Unless he has a fairlv good
2>< ounces of sodium hydroxide in 2 gallons of water, working knowledge of the principles of the work, we
and into this solution pour the one first made, with fear that no directions of ours will enable him to get
constant stirring. Allow the precipitate to subside, satisfactory results". Perhaps you have such knowl-
and if the solution is not distinctly alkaline, add solu- edge and have had the advantages which come from
tion of sodium hydroxide until it is. Decant the clear laboratory experience, and merelv write to us for
liquor and wash the precipitate several tjmes by de- "pointers" which may aid you in m'aking the analyses,
carnation. Then transfer it to a filter and if the fil- xhe following is adapted from a method for the
trate still gives the mtric reaction with ferrous sul- technical analysis of arsenic ores recently published
phate and sulphuric acid, continue to wash the precipi- bv A. H. Low in the Journal of the American Chem-
tate until the filtrate ceases to give this reaction. ^-^i Society: Treat about i gramme of the lead
Transfer the precipitate to a mortar and add, in the arsenate, accurately weighed, with warm diluted nitric
order named, the glycerin, chloroform water, orange acid until it is completely dissolved, then evaporate
flower water, and 20 ounces of water. j^g solution to drvness on a water bath. To the
A teaspoonful of the mixture represents about 5 residue add 10 c.c. of water and again evaporate to

grains of the bismuth subnitrate. dryness. To the dry residue, add 50 c.c. of water,
An easier and quicker way to make a milk of bis- 10 c.c. of strong hydrochloric acid and 3 grammes of

muth, the product being less satisfactory, is by the tartaric acid, and digest fifteen minutes on the water
lollovving formula

:

bath. Then dilute with 250 c.c. of hot water, and

Hvdrated bismuth oxide 320 grains. l^eat until the salts are entirely dissolved, if necessary

Mucilao-e of trao-acanth 2 ounces. adding more water to effect solution. If the solu-

Water ''. ?" '.'.'.! 6 ounces. tion is not perfectly clear, filter and wash the filter

^ , D- ,, with hot water until the washings fail to react 'with
Cream of Bismuth.

,5,^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^ solution. Now, keeping the solu-
Hydrated bismuth oxide i ounce. tion warm, pass hydrogen sulphide into it for fifteen
^^^'^^'' 4 ounces. minutes, or until it produces no further precipitation.
Rub together until smooth. Filter, and wash the precipitate well with solution of

hydrogen sulphide. Rinse the precipitate into a

T-.,„ £ ; r> • 4.„j Ti- 4. ^ IT T-. r> TIT „ beaker, using as little hot water as will suffice, and

J^r^^SX S'SrLSh?-ago 'we- t e„o„g,, co,„*s, p„„,,i™ s„.p.,i<,e solution .0

e„«ed ,„e ^i«^L you see.. We here ,e|ea. i. ifet .''

o ior mi^r^^^rs "Se' m "r' w

S

tor vour benefit and for that of others who like you . , . ' ,.,,, , •
, , •,

did not subscribe for the Circular then, but may see ''^Z7^Xr.,^TZ." ,' ? Potass.um sulphide,

flik nnfp nn Collecting both the filtrate and precipitate carefully,misnocenou
. ,, ,

The precipitate contains all the lead, and the filtrate
Printed pictures may be ransferred to wood or ,„ j,,^ ^^^g,,;^ ^o the filtrate add about 3 grammes

other hke material, by the following process: Dis- ^f potassium bisuiphate and 10 c.c. of strong
solve caustic potassa in alcohol in the proportion of s„iph„ric acid, and boil the mixture over a flame until
about I m 10. Allovv the prints to be transferred to ^^^ f^ee sulphur is all expelled. Allow the clear melt
soak m this solution for a short time, when the alkali

^o cool, add 25 c.c. of water and 10 c.c. of strong
dissolving, to a certain extent the varmsh w-hich is hydrochloric acid, and warm to effect complete solu-
the base of the printers ink. breaks up the adhesion

^ion, then cool nearlv to room temperature under the
of the ink. so hat it will set off; this transfer then ^^^ ^^^ ^^^, ^-^ ^^ ^ hvdrocloric add and
occurs when the print ,s pressed against a suitable

^,^.^,^ hydrogen sulphide into the solution for ten min-

''"'If'^^i' 1 , • , , • , - iites to precipitate the arsenic. This may be collected
-Alcohol IS used in making the solution instead 01 on a tared filter, washed with hot water, dried at

water, because it causes less disturbance to the fibers ^05° C. and weighed as arsenous sulphide (As,S,)-
of the paper. Or the arsenic mav be determined volumetrically.
The time of soaking and the method of applying thus : Dissolve the washed arsenic sulphide in warm

pressure must be determined by experience, a letter ammonium sulphide solution, wash the filter with the
press answers well for the latter with small prints. same solution, then add 3 grammes of potassium

It may be added that such transfers are not apt to bisuiphate and 5 c.c. of strong sulphuric acid to the
he wholly satisfactory, especially when made by in- filtrate and boil to a small bulk, then heat over a free
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flame to expel the sulphur and most of the free acid.

Cool, dissolve in 50 c.c. of hot water, boil to expel

sulphur dioxide, then drop in a little litmus and

neutralize the solution exactly with ammonia water.

Acidify slightly with hydrochloric acid, cool, add 2

grammes of sodium carbonate, a little starch paste,

and titrate with decinormal iodine solution. Each c.c.

of the iodine solution represents 0.00372 gramme of

arsenic (As).
For the estimation of lead: Incmerate the falter

containing the lead sulphide, and collect the precipitate

and ash in a crucible. Add 2 c.c. of strong nitric acid

to the contents of the crucible and evaporate to dry-

ness ; again moisten with nitric acid and dry. Then

moisten the residue thoroughly with strong sulphuric

acid, and ignite cautiously over a bunsen burner;

finally bringing the crucible and, contents to a red

heat. Cool in a desiccator and weigh as lead sulphate

(PbSOJ. From these factors the composition of the

original lead arsenate can be calculated.

Polishing Powders.—J. C. C, New York.—We
are not familiar with the composition of the propri-

etary polishing powders you mention. You might

try one of the following:

For Brass.

Chalk 10 parts.

White bole 4 parts.

Magnesium carbonate i part.

Iron oxide i part.

A powder of somewhat similar composition is said

to be used by gold and silversmiths, the formula for

which follows:

For Gold or Silver.

Chalk 54 parts.

Magnesium carbonate 5 parts.

Alumina 14 parts.

Silica 8 parts.

Iron oxide 5 parts.

We suggest that you consult your files of the Cir-

cular, as quite a number of formulas for metal pol-

ishes are referred to by the annual indexes.

Colored Flash Lights.—W. G. H., South Caro-
lina.—We do not know what it is you are trying to

get at. If you mean colored fires you will, perhaps,

find what you want in the Circul.«iR for June and

July, 1904, pages 134 and 154. If you mean photo-

graphic flash lights you should turn to your Circular
for July, 1906, page 250. We presume that you have
these copies. If not and you will let us know what
it is you want we shall try to help you further.

Making Cataplasm of Kaolin.—M. Cluck, New
York, writes: "In reference to the query of H. L. S.,

California, in regard to cataplasm of kaolin [in the

Circular for December, 1906, page 445] I would
suggest that the kaolin used in this preparation prob-

ably contained some carbonate which slowly acted on
the boric acid, liberating carbonic oxide, which Caused
the 'rising.' A kaolin free from carbonate has, in my
experience, no such action. If talcum is used instead

of kaolin (as is done by some) the same trouble will

occur due to the same causes."

In this connection the note on the making of cata-

plasm of kaolin, by Prof. A. B. Stevens, of Ann

Arbor, which appears in the Circular for June, 1906,

page 209, should not be lost sight of. Prof. Stevens

says that the kaolin should be heated for one hour at

100° C, with frequent stirring, and the boric acid and
glycerin then added in the order named, the glycerin

also having been brought to a temperature of 100°

C. ; the other ingredients to be added when the re-

sultant mass has become cold. Another note on the

subject appears in the Circular for Mav, 1906, page

176.

Mocking Bird Food.—E. H. F., Pennsylvania.

—

From that almost never-failing source of informa-

tion concerning all things pharmaceutical, the files of

The Druggists Circular, we reproduce three for-

mulas for mocking bird food

:

Three Meals.

Corn meal 2 parts.

Poppy-seed meal i part.

Pea meal 2 parts.

Fry in a little lard, guarding against burning.

Hemp Seed Food.
Hemp seed 16 ounces.

Rape seed 8 ounces.

Crackers 8 ounces.

Rice 2 ounces.

Corn meal 2 ounces.

Lard oil 2 ounces.

Reduce the solids to a coarse powder, mix well, and
work in the oil.

A little capsicum may be incorporated in this.

Heart and Eggs.

Ox heart, dried 2 ounces.

Poppy-seed meal 2 ounces.

Crackers 2 ounces.

Ant's eggs, dried 2 ounces.

Hemp seed i ounce.

Corn meal i ounce.

Lard i ounce.

Proceed as in the foregoing.

The ox heart is prepared by boiling it well in water,

chopping fine and drying in an oven until crisp.

This food, when given to the birds, should be mixed
with an equal quantity of grated carrots.

Those druggists who do not preserve and bind their

Circulars lose much information, time and monev.

Solution of Strychnine.—A. W. K., New Jersey,
wants a "formula for making a solution of strych-

nine 2 grains to i dram." According to the United
States Pharmacopoeia strychnine is soluble in 6,400
parts of water. This solubility is materially increased

by the addition of a small proportion of acid, which
acts by converting the comparatively insoluble alka-

loid into a soluble salt. A small proportion of alcohol

in the solvent will act as a preservative.

A formula for solution of strychnine, formerly
ofiicial in Great Britain, is as follows:

Strychnine 4 grains.

Diluted hydrochloric acid 6 minims.
Alcohol 2 drams.
Distilled water 6 drams.

Mix the hydrochloric acid with 4 drams of the

water, and dissolve the strychnine in the mixture by
the aid of heat. Then add the spirit and the re-

mainder of the water.
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Ink Erasers.—T. S. E., New York,—The two-
solution ink erasers may be made as follows

:

A.

Citric acid 2 ounces (av.)

•

Water i pint.

Saturated aqueous solution of borax,

3 or 4 fluid ounces.

Dissolve the acid in the water and add the borax
solution.

B.

Chlorinated lime 6 ounces (av.).

Water i pint.

Saturated solution of borax. .3 or 4 fluid ounces.

Mix the lime and water, shake well, set aside for a

week in a well stoppered bottle, decant the clear

liquid, and add the borax solution.

This eraser is used by saturating the spot with A,
removing the excess of the liquid with a blotter, and
then applying B. When the spot has disappeared,

apply the blotter, and wash the spot by the alternate

use of clear water and blotting paper.

An eraser of this kind was once patented, but just

when, or whether the patent has expired, we do not

know.
A single solution eraser may be made thus : Take

of chlorinated lime, 4 ounces (avoirdupois), thor-

oughly pulverized, and 2 pints of distilled water.

Shake well and set the mixture aside for twenty-four
hours, to give the lime time to dissolve ; then strain

through cotton cloth, after which add 2 fluid ounces
of acetic acid to each pint of the strained water.

Reciprocity between Boards of Pharmacy.—E.
F. T., Michigan.—Ordinarily our advice to a phar-
macist who is registered in one State and wishes to

register in another without being again examined, is

to write to the secretary of the board of the State

in which he wishes to be registered. A little thought
ought to convince anyone that this is the ''safe and
sane" thing to do. Texas has no State board of phar-
macy, the law there providing for a board in each
judicial district, but not every district has a board.
If you will let us know in which town you desire to

locate we shall try to supply you with the name and
address of the secretary of the board for the district

in which it is situated, if there is a board for that dis-

trict.

Trojanka.—In reply to a request for a formula
for trojanka we have received a number of letters.

George W. Koch, of Woodhaven, N. Y., writes that

trojanka is regarded as a cure-all by the Swedes and
Poles who use it. The composition, he says, is un-
certain, as every dispenser offers something different,

except that all agree that the "bitters" must contain
chamomile and senna. Mr. Koch has heard that any
drugs of botanical origin, with few exceptions, may
be mixed together, and put into alcohol, whisky or
sherry and labeled "Trojanka." He then supplies the
following list of ingredients, used by an old-time
druggist, in which no mention is made of one of the
two things which he says are indispensable : Galangal
root, calamus, serpentaria, cardamom seed, nutmeg,
senna pods, and calisaya.

A. Weinstein, this city, writes: "I am able to in-

forrn you that I have dispensed with thorough satis-

faction the following: To a half-pound of uncut sar-
saparilla root I added q. s. roots—galangal, gentian.

calamus; seeds—cardamom, caraway, star anise;

barks—cinchona, cinnamon; one or two whole nut-

megs and a pinch of centaury herb."

A. Kaufman, also of this city, sends the following

formula

:

Orange peel 1 ounce.

Cut gentian 1 ounce.

Cardamom Yt. ounce.

Galangal Yz ounce.

Star anise >< ounce.

Caraway seed ^ ounce.

Centaury i ounce.

Red clover blossoms y^ ounce.

Blood root Yi ounce.

Cinchona i ounce.

Cinnamon i ounce.
Cloves Y^ ounce.

Senna pods ^ ounce.

Orange flowers Y2 ounce.
Nutmeg I only.

J. A. Klein, "a Russian pharmacist" doing business
in this city, says that for trojanka he always dis-

penses

—

Gentian 50 grammes.
Galangal 50 grammes.
Sarsaparilla 50 grammes.
Red clover blossoms 50 grammes.
Centaury 50 grammes.
Orange peel 15 grammes.
Star anise 8 grammes.
Cinnamon 8 grammes.
Nutmeg 4 grammes.
Nux vomica 2 grammes.

These, he says, he directs to be made into a tea.

Still another formula is supplied by L. Hirshon, of
Boston. It is

—

Valerian i ounce.
Calamus i ounce.
Gentian i ounce.
Sarsaparilla i ounce.
Cinchona i ounce.
Star anise i ounce.
Juniper berries i ounce.
Purging cassia i ounce.
Fennel i ounce.
Cardamom

Y2. ounce.
Nutmeg y-, ounce.

Bruise all and mix.
We thank all these contributors for their kindness

in putting their information at our disposal, and hope
to hear from each of them again and often, but our re-
quest for a really authoritative formula—one that has
reached the dignity of having been accorded a posi-
tion in a book of formulas generally recognized as
standard—has not been complied with, and so remains
open. Perhaps there is no such formula.

Sodium Bicarbonate plus Potassium Bromide.—
P. D.—No chemical change occurs when sodium bi-

carbonate and potassium bromide are brought to-
gether in solution. The change in the taste of the
solution of potassium bromide noticed when the so-
dium salt is added is due to physical causes, not
chemical.

Metal Polishes.—F. D. R., Massachusetts.—See
the answer to J. C. C, New York, on page 220.
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Lice on the Body.— E. B. F., New York.—W e

liave never had an opportunity of observing the body

louse of the tropical jungles known as pinalaya, but

from descriptions of it should judge it may be com-

batted in much the same way that the North Ameri-

can chigger or red bug is. 'ihis little pest may be re-

moved from the body by very simple means before

he has begun to burrow into the skin ; after that he is

hard to remove. Bathing in soap-suds, sponging with

a weak solution of ammonia water or alcohol, or even

salt is said to effectively rid the body of chiggers if the

bath is taken within twelve hours of the advent of the

insects.

The usual means of combatting the body louse is

mercurial ointment, but this is objected to on account

of its mussiness or for other reasons. There are a

number of other things which may be used for the

same purpose. Among these the fish-berry takes

high rank. It is poisonous, and care should be exer-

cised in its use, especially if there are abrasions of the

skin. It may be exhibited in the form of a tincture

diluted with about seven parts of water, or as a de-

coction (i in i6). A few minutes after its applica-

tion it should be washed off with warm water.

Stavesacre is a famous parasiticide. It may be

dusted over the affected surface as a dry powder, or

as a liquid. The following formula is for a mixture

which Dr. Shoemaker, the well-known skin specialist

of Philadelphia, says will, if applied several times a

day, usually affect a cure in two days

:

Fluidextract of stavesacre 2 drams.

Diluted acetic acid 6 ounces.

Either fish-berries or stavesacre may be applied in

ointment form.

Another formula for a pediculus killer is

—

Stavesacre 3'2 ounce.

Acetic acid 15 minims.

Ether 40 minims.

.A.lcohol enough to make 4 ounces.

Other things used to kill lice on the body are ceva-

dilla, larkspur, beta-naphtol, chaulmoogra oil, sulphur,

veratrine and many more.

A formula for a "non-poisonous hair-wash against

pediculi'' which has recently appeared in some of the

European journals, credited to Strzyzowski, is as

follows

:

Soft soap 20 parts.

Alcohol (90 per cent.) 10 parts.

Glycerin 3 parts.

Beta-naphthol i part.

Dissolve the essential oil and the beta-naphthol in

the alcohol. Melt the soap with gentle heat, add the

glycerin, then the alcohol.

Ai^ply to the hair night and morning and wash off

in fifteen minutes with tepid water.

Strontium Sulphide as a Depilatory.—G. M. S.,

Pennsylvania, writes that he has tried strontium sul-

jiliide for removing hair, with no success, and would
like to hear what the experience of others has been.

We should be pleased to publish any facts on the sub-
ject contributed by those who have used the depila-

tory.
'

Ointment of the Resinol Class.—F. F. F.. Penn-
sylvania.—See the answer to S. H. W.. Florida, else-

where in this department this month.

Toothache Wax.— K. D. C, Wisconsin.—Some
formulas for toothache wax appear in the Circular
for September, 1906, page 335. Assuming that you
iiave tried these and found them to be not what you

want, we give a few more :

1.

Wax 200.0 grammes.
\'enice turpentine 85.0 grammes.
Powdered mastic 32.5 grammes.
Powdered opium 1.2 grammes.
Hydrated chloral i.o gramme.

Melt the first three together, then add the other in-

gredients, and stir frequently while cooling.

II.

Salicylic acid i.o gramme.
Powdered opium 0.5 gramme.
Oil of clove 1.0 gramme.
Oil of cajuput 2.0 grammes.
Powdered mastic 2.0 grammes.
Dragon's blood 2.0 grammes.
\^enice turpentine 2.0 grammes.
Wax 12.0 grammes.

Melt together and mix at a moderate temperature,

make into little rods, cover these with waxed paper or

foil, and keep in tightly stopped bottles.

III.

Oil of clove 2 drams.

Phenol 6 ounces.

\\'a.x I ounce.

?ilix and liquefy by the aid of gentle heat, and
then introduce thin layers of absorbent cotton. When
sufficiently cool, roll the cotton into the shape of rods,

and cut into appropriate sizes for introduction into the

hollow of an aching tooth.

Coloring for Toothache Gum.—A. E. L., Massa-
chusetts, wants a "'color for a toothache gum that

will not stain." Balsam of peru might answer, but

not knowing the material of which the "gum" is

made, or the color desired for it, we are guessing

somewhat at random. Then there are benzoin, storax

and myrrh, for colors ranging from yellow to brown,
and cannabis indica for a greenish tinge. For red

—

and many people like any color just so it is red

—

alkanet digested in oil or wax might do, the latter to

he incorporated in the toothache "gum."

Copper Sulphate in Black Wash.—H. L. S., Cali-

fornia, asks: "In dissolving CuSO^ in black wash, is

there any chemical reaction?"

Cuprous sulphate appears to be formed here, by
action of the mercurous oxide on the cupric sulphate.

We thought at first it was cupric hydroxide, formed
by an undecomposed portion of calcium hydroxide
but the product forms just as readily after heating the

lime solution and calomel together, and when the

liquid is neutral to litmus paper. It is possible that

some of the mercury present resumes its metallic state.

This is merely a suggestion, as we have not proven it.

The copper salt is soluble in ammonia water, the so-

lution quicklv assuming a deep blue color. It is but

slowly soluble in diluted sulphuric acid or diluted

hydrochloric acid, and the latter solution gives a white

precipitate with potassitim sulphocyanate. We have
not gone into the experiment thoroughly, but what we
have done suggests that cuprous sulphate and possibly

some cupric oxysulphate are formed.
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Best Stove Polish.—S. M. R., New York.—The
•'best'' stove polish is a "fatty" graphite, ground very

fine, and applied with a little water. For the best re-

sults, the graphite must be carefully selected, and must

be ground as fine as possible. A little lampblack or

bone black may be added to give a better "color,'' but

such addition reduces the wearing qualities of the pol-

ish. The manufacture of a stove polish of this char-

acter on a small scale will hardly prove profitable.

A stove varnish may be made by dissolving a pound
of asphaltum in a pint of boiled linseed oil and a
quart of oil of turpentine. This is easily applied, and
wears fairly well on those parts of the stove that do

not get much heat, but the graphite polishes are gen-

erally preferred for continued use.

As long ago as in its issue for August, 1881, page

128, the Circular said on this subject: "The most

lasting polish is obtained by first brushing the stove

with a syrupy mixture of lampblack and soluble glass

and letting dry for twenty-four hours. Then apply

a syrupy mixture of blacklead and mucilage, and pol-

ish by brushing before the last coat dries."

Further notes on this subject appear in the CiRCU-
L.\R for February, page 56; April, page 135, and De-
cember, page 437, all of last year.

Lathery Silver Polish.—J. K., Philadelphia.

—

The basis of most of the silver polishes of the kind

that you describe, is a white, carefully selected in-

fusorial earth. This is very light and bulky, and is

also a good polishing material. You will not find it

very easy, however, to buy a truly satisfactory grade
for making a polish, since the best for this purpose
rarely enters the ordinary channels of trade, but is

bought up by the large manufacturers. This earth is

mixed with soap and a little alkali, the proportions

depending mainly upon the character of the powder.
If the powder is light, 2 ounces of powdered soap, i

ounce of dried sodium carbonate, and 8 ounces of

infusorial earth, make a good, creamy mixture with
warm water.

If whiting is employed we imagine that you would
have to use a larger proportion of the soap and
alkali ; if you have a suitable powder, a little experi-

menting will enable you to determine the proportions

best suited to your purpose.

Whiting or chalk, we think, will need to be used in

larger proportion than 2 ounces of polish to a pint

of water, to produce a verv creamv mixture.

Pepsin in Alkali Pills.—F. S., New York, asks
"whether the addition of pepsin would be admissible
in a prescription like this:

I^ Olei santali,

Olei copaibae,

Olei cubebae aa 3ij

Magnesii oxidi q. s.

Ft. pil No. Ix."

Pepsin is rendered inert by alkalies, even by as
weak an alkali as magnesium oxide. Consequently
we should regard it as a waste of good pepsin to add
it to the mixture prescribed. A diflferent excipient
might be used which would permit its addition.
\ye should regard wheat flour as a much better

excipient for the oils than magnesia, or, better, a com-
bination of wax and flour. With either of these pep-
sin might be used in the combination to advantage.

Removing Methylene Blue Stains from the

Hands.—F. S., New York.—Sometimes an ounce

of prevention is worth a pound of cure. We might

perpetrate a bull by saying that the best way to re-

move methylene blue stams from the hands is not

to get them there. This kind of prevention may be

effected by greasing the hands slightly with petro-

latum before handling the substance which our Phar-

macopceia makers have handicapped with the official

designation methylthionine hydrochloride, and which,

by the way, they say is green, and, incidentally, is

entitled to a prefix of two syllables (tetra) to its offi-

cial name : the more that is tacked on to the name the

less chance there is for mistaking it for that of the

altogether different substance, methyl blue.

Although the powder is more soluble in water than

in alcohol, in practice alcohol has been found to re-

move its stains from the hands more readily than

water. Indeed, so far as we know, the effect on the

skin being considered, alcohol is the best agent for

cleaning hands that have been stained with tetra-

methylamidophenthiazimium chloride.

Elixir of Terpin Hydrate and Heroin.—K. D. C,
Wisconsin.—We suggest that you try the formula of

the National Formulary, for not only is this book the

result of the best work of experienced pharmacists

who are supposed to be experts at formula making,

but one of its main objects is to bring about a uni-

formity in the composition of frequently prescribed

yet non-pharmacopoeial preparations. Furthermore,

under the new pure food and drug law any prepara-

tion bearing a name recognized by the National For-

mulary and not of National Formulary standard is

deemed to be adulterated unless the deviation from

the accepted formula is specified on the label. The
section of the law to which we refer is quoted in full

in the answer to B. P. H., elsewhere in this depart-

ment this month, headed "Artificial Extract of

Vanilla and the New Law."

Ink for a Numbering Machine.—K. D. C. Wis-
consin.—Several formulas for inks for use on metal

stamps may be found in the Circul.^r for May and
June, 1906, pages 175 and 210. If you have been so

unfortunate as to allow any of your old copies to

stray away, we will supply duplicates, as long as they

last, for 15 cents each. We also supply stout muslin
binders at $1 each, and when these are used it is as

hard for a number to stray as it is for sheep to get out
of a pasture by a fence horse high, bull strong and
pig tight.

Here is a formula different from any of those re-

ferred to : Dissolve i part of asphalt in 4 parts of

oil of turpentine and add enough lampblack or finely

powdered black lead to bring the solution to the

proper consistency.

Swedish Bitters.—H. S., Pennsylvania.—This is

a name sometimes applied to the compound tincture

of aloes of the German Pharmacopoeia, the formula
for which is

—

Aloes 6 grammes.
Rhubarb i gramme.
Gentian i gramme.
Zedoary i gramme.
Saffron i gramme.
Diluted alcohol 200 grammes.
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Toothache Drops.—M. J. O., New Jersey.—Oil

of cloves and creosote are among the dozens of things

that are used for toothache drops. Either of these

on a pledget of cotton placed in a hollow aching tooth

will do much toward easing it. Chloroform is some-

times used in the same way, but usually in combina-

tion with something else, as alcohol or one of the two

first mentioned remedies. A good application con-

sists of a mixture of

—

Spirit of camphor 4 drams.

Spirit of ammonia 2 drams.

Oil of sassafras 2 drams.

Oil of cloves I dram.

Chloroform 2 drams.

Oil of turpentine 2 drams.

Alcohol enough to make zy'z ounces.

This may be applied either in the hollow of the

tooth, or, if the tooth has no hollow, then on the

gums. Indeed it is a good all-'round liniment and

counter irritant, and may be rubbed on the outside of

the jaw with good effect.

Another good formula appears in the Circular for

August, 1906, page 294, and references to a number
of others may be found by consulting the annual

indexes.

Syrup of Figs.—L. P., Ohio.—Once there was a

man who traveled all over the world in a vain search

for happiness, or something, and then came back

home and found it.

If druggists and physicians—especially physicians

—would stop running wild after nostrums and study

the Pharmacopoeia, National Formulary, etc., they

would command more of their own respect and be bet-

ter able to serve the public.

We do not know the formula for syrup of figs,

but from reports as to what this nostrum is, it doe.s

not widely differ except in consistency from confection

of senna, U. S. P. The formula on which each is

based is "as old as the hills," appearing in a book on
the Theory and Practice of Chirurgical Pharmacy
published in 1761. The old formula is reproduced in

the Circular for December, 1905, page 454, which
fact gives us the occasion to modestly observe that the

Circular might be included among the publications

that druggists and doctors may study with profit.

Aqueous Extract of Hydrastis.—A. J. R., Ohio.

—

The official glycerite of hydrastis is sometimes called

an aqueous extract.

-A. colorless solution of hydrastis may be made ac-

cording to a formula contributed by Hugh Craig,

and published in the Circular for January, 1906,
page 19, which follows

:

Colorless Liquid Hydrastis.

Hydrastine 20 grains.

Hydrochloric acid 2 minims.
Distilled water 8 ounces.
Glycerin enough to make 16 ounces.

Red Color for Petrolatum Hair Oil.—?. C. W..
Mississippi.—To give a red color to a hair prepara-
tion with a oetrolatum oil base, we should try alkanet.

It is used by mixing the ground root with a small
proportion of the oil, heating moderately for some
time, straining and then adding the strongly-colored
oil to the remainder.

Frosting Electric Light Globes.—J. W. AL,

Maine.—If we wanted "frosted" electric light globes

we should buy them of regular dealers, especially as

the risk in handling hydrofluoric acid is great, even

its fumes being quite irritating to the air passages.

Those who prefer to buy the plain glass globes and
do their own "frosting" may find the following hints

serviceable

:

Hydrofluoric acid may be used for "frosting" the

globes, but it is difficult' to get good effects from it.

The bulbs must be thoroughly cleaned, then exposed

to the fumes of the acid until etched sufficiently, then

rinsed in clear water. The glass must be exposed for

some time unless the acid is heated. A piece of lead

pipe large enough to admit the bulb, and closed water-

tight at the bottom, makes a good chamber for the

process, and permits of heating the acid.

A mixture of calcium fluoride and strong sulphuric

acid, which liberates hydrofluoric acid, may be used.

This is spread thin on the glass, allowed to remain
for fifteen minutes or so, and is then washed off.

Perhaps better results may be obtained by following

this process than from the use of hydrofluoric acid in

solution.

i\nother method is to grind the glass with coarsely

powdered emery, wetted with water or oil of turpen-

tine. This mixture is simply rubbed on with a

leather pad until the glass is sufficiently ground.

Frosted effects may be obtained by dipping the

globe in a saturated solution of alum. The globe

must be held in the hand while the crystallization takes

place on its surface. If it is laid down or even hung
up the coating will be unevenly done and the result

unsatisfactory. Repeated dippings will make a

heavier deposit. The alum solution may be colored

by the use of some of the dyes which are to be pur-

chased ready prepared for use. A red effect may be
secured by the use of logwood or cochineal. Turmeric
added while the alum solution is cooling will give a

yellow tinge. Where these globes are to be exposed
to the weather, a transparent solution of shellac should
be applied. Shellac dissolved in alcohol and colored

with an anilin dye of some kind will be found ap-

propriate, although it soon burns off. and, besides,

causes a slight danger from fire.

Eskay's Neurophosphates.—E. A. M., Connecti-
cut, replying to a query by H. J. C, Curagao, says

that Eskay's neurophosphates contain sodium glycero-

phosphate, 2 grains, calcium glycerophosphate, 2

grains, and strychnine glycerophosphate, 1/64 grain,

to each dessertspoonful.

Polish for Glassware.—F. D. R., Massachu-
setts.—A number of formulas for polishes for various
purposes appear in the Circular for May, 1906,

page 171, among them the following for a glass clean-

ing solution

:

Sodium carbonate i ounce.
Powdered whiting 4 ounces.
.Stronger ammonia water i ounce.

Alcohol 4 ounces.

Water enough to make i pint.

Mix well and apply with a sponge. When it is

dry. rub off and polish. Of course nothing should be

used in polishing glass that will scratch it. Simple
diluted ammonia water is a good cleanser for glass-

ware, especially if the article is a little greasy.
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Aqua Carminativa.—M. H., New York.—There Aid to Reading Prescriptions.— F. T. S., North

is more than one formula for carminative water, but CaroHna.—Ahnost any book on pharmacy contams

we suspect that the physician whose prescription came some, at least, of the information you desire._ Smce

to you was a German and that he wanted the prepara- your old edition of "Remington" does not give you

tion popularly known as windwasser, for which Hager what you want, it might be worth your while to con-

gives the following formula

:

suit the much fuller edition issued in 1905.

Oil of oran-e oeel i gramme Scoville's Art of Compounding gives quite a long

m of caSwa^' . :;::::::::;.: \ fSmSe: nst of the abbreviations used in prescription writmg-

nil nf fennel
'

I o-ramme 0"^ °^ the best lists we know ot.

S! °of LToil: :::::::::::::::::: 5 iZ7e. Dr. otto a. wan. of st. louis, has written a book

Oil of crisped mint i gramme. devoted exclusively to The Prescription m which he

Alcohol lOO grammes. gives a great deal of information on the reading ot

Chamomile water 900 grammes. the troublesome scratches and unusual language of

^^. ^ ., , , , , J j/., u -1 physicians. A somewhat similar book, although much
Mix the oils and alcohol and add the chamomile

l^;^ii^^ entitled Prescription Writing, is by Dr. M.
water ; agitate and filter. -^ -^^^
The Standard Formulary in giving this formula in-

prescriptions were formerly written entirely m
eludes 0.1 of coriander, and gives oil of spearmint m V ^^^^ y^ ^^^.^^^^ ^^ ^^^
place of the German crisped mint^ ^.^^^'^^^ ^^^ ^^iU ^^^.^^^^ .^\^, ,^/^^^, ,r what

In Pharmaceutical Formulas (British) the follow-
^^^.^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^,^^1^. imagine to be that language.

mg recipe may be found. -^^^^^ ^^^^ knowledge of Latin is a great aid to phar-

Oil of chamomile 3 minims. macists. Such of them as did not study the tongue of

Oil of caraway 4 minims. ancient Rome when at school—and, indeed those who
Oil of coriander 4 minims. did, as well—^^will derive much help now by a perusal

Oil of lemon 3 minims. of Elements of Latin for Students of Medicine and

Oil of peppermint 5 minims. Pharmacy, by Crothers and Bice, and the Latin Gram-
.\lcohol 13/2 ounces. mar of Pharmacy and Medicine, by Dr. D. H. Rob-
Glycerin 2 ounces. inson.
Warm water 16 ounces.

Dissolve the oils in the spirit, and shake with the Fuel Values of Alcohol and Gasoline Corn-

glycerin and 12 ounces of warm water. Allow to pared.—R. E. F., Indiana, asks: "Is it a fact, and.

stand for a day, and pass through a wet filter if so, give a good reason from a chemical standpoint,

sprinkled with fuller's earth ; wash the filter with cold why alcohol is twice as valuable for fuel as gasoline?"

water to 16 ounces. In equal quantities, alcohol is not as valuable for

Why 16 ounces of the water was warmed when fuel as gasoline,
only 12 ounces was needed, it will take an English- Qne gramme of alcohol in burning gives out 7,200
man to explain. calories'^ and i gramme of gasoline gives out 11,000

calories, the calorie being the amount of heat required

Anonymous Queries.
—

"G. G," "B.," and "Hos- to raise i gramme of water 1° C. The total quantity

pital Steward," New York; "E.," Connecticut; "Sub- of heat given out by a given quantity of alcohol in

scriber," Virginia ; and "Florida." Florida, are again burning is therefore 72/110 of that given out by burn-

reminded that we do not answer anonymous queries. ing the same quantity of gasoline.

An announcement to that effect is kept standing at Alcohol, however, burns more slowly than gasoline.

the head of this department. We do not divulge the and therefore gives out its heat more slowly. In

names of our querists to outsiders—and even with- some circumstances the heat from alcohol might be

hold their initials when so requested—but we feel utilized to better advantage than that from gasoline,

that we are entitled to know them. and it might therefore be cheaper for the specific

work in hand. It is doubtful, however, whether alco-

.<T^ J A,,. • ,, TT A r- XT ^. , A . hol couM evcr be twlce as valuabk for fuel as gaso-
Red Albumin. —H. A. S. New York.—A note

,;^g .
^j^j^^^ -^^ ^os^ ,,,gre much less), and in most in-

on this subject appears in the Circul.^r tor January,
stances gasoline is the more valuable of the two.

1902, page 19, but this refers to the "fakey ' methods
practiced by the proprietors of the hen food to get it

introduced,' rather than to its composition. Fitchmul.—J. K. A.. Pennsylvania.—In a note

Several years ago Lyman F. Kebler made an ex- under this head in a former number of the Circular

amination of the stuff and found it to consist of a we said : "According to the label on the bottle fitch-

mixture of ground ovster shells, red oxide of iron and mul combines the active properties of fir balsam,

a small quantity of red pepper. venice turpentine, chloric ether, and a minute quan-

tity of hydrocyanic acid, tartar emetic, and aromatics."

_
, , ^ ^ ^, ,

- As stated there, "further than this our knowledge of
Tab e of Equivalents.—F. T. S., North Caro-

j^^ composition does not extend."
Una.— \\ hile all the books on pharmacy give tables

for converting metric weights and measures into the

apothecaries' system, and vice versa, we cannot rec- Coca Cola.—J. C. W., Mississippi.—From a brief

ommend any of them. If a prescription, or a recipe, prepared by the attorney for the manufacturers of

or a formula calls for i gramme or 10 c.c. of an article, coca cola in a suit between that concern and the

the only correct, safe and sensible way for the phar- United States, we took a number of interesting facts

macist to proceed, is to weigh i gramme or measure concerning the composition of the beverage, which

10 c.c. of the article. appear in the Circular for January, 1906, page 15.
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Cataplasm of Kaolin.—E. J. M., New Hamp-
shire.—We do not find that there has appeared in the

Circular a formula for a plaster of this class direct-

ing ammonium iodide, and think that you are mis-

taken about having seen such a formula in these col-

umns. Besides the official formula we have printed

two statements concerning the contents of cataplasm

of kaolin as found on the market under a proprietary

name. One, in our Modern Materia Medica, was to

the effect that antiphlogistine is a poultice said to con-

sist of powdered kaolin, glycerin, boric acid, salicylic

acid, ferric oxide, iodine, and the oils of peppermint,

wintergreen and eucalyptus. The other, quoted from
the makers' statement, is that "antiphlogistine is com-
posed of chemically pure glycerin, boric acid, salicylic

acid, iron carbonate, peppermint, gaultheria, eucalyp-

tus, and iodine, combined with the base dehydrated
silicate of alumina and magnesia."

Meaning of Pone.—E. D. C, Missouri, has a pre-

scription in which the physician directs "Pone in caps.

No. C," and asks the meaning of the first word of

the directions. Pone is the present imperative of the

verb ponere, to put, and means, put thou. It is not
given in thq lists of Latin words and phrases used in

prescriptions as generally primed in works on phar-
iracv.

Liquid Court Plaster.—H. L., Ohio.—We do not
know the composition of the proprietary liquid court
plaster that you mention, but if you will turn to your
CiRCUL-^R for February, 1906, page 53, or to the issue

for August, 1905, page 281, you will find some notes
on the subject, with formulas, which may be of inter-

est or perhaps value to you.

"Improved Tully's Powder."—J. P. Lauer, Phila-
delphia, in commenting on our note under this head,
writes: "Physicians are prescribing a substitute con-
taining codeine in place of morphine in same quan-
tity as original formula." We repeat our former re-

minder that Tully's powder is official under the title

compound powder of morphine.

Compound Kargon.—C. S. A., New Jersey.—We
have made no analysis of this new candidate for pub-
lic favor, but a pharmacist who has given it a super-
ficial examination informs us that it seems to contain
buclni, couch-grass and some alkali salt.

Appeals to Readers.

Formidas are sought for n number of preparations,
listed below. We ask for such help as our readers
can give

:

Beacham's Pills.—W .H. P., Pennsylvania.
Albumen Cream.—W. L. C, New York.
Dry Spice Bitters.—H. S.. Maine.
Manola.—A. F. G., Illinois.

Sanitas Cerate.—A. F. G., Illinois.

Tnttle's Horse Ellrir.—W. S. E., Rhode Island.

Rose Benzoin Chap Lotion.
Compound tincture of benzoin 10 minims.
Alcohol 2 drams.

'

Rose water 30 minims.
Clycerm enough to make i ounce.

Idaho Board Questions,

At the examination conducted by the Idaho Board
of Pharmacy July 12th, 1906, the following questions

were asked.

In reprinting board questions we make no more
changes than are necessary in order to put them into

our kind of type, our object being to present to our
readers, just as nearly as practicable, the questions as

they were presented to the candidates.

Pharmacy.

1. (a) What Is a water bath? (b) Sand bath? (c) Oil

bath? What are their respective uses?
2. What does the system of Metrology teach?
3. What system of Weights and Measures are recognized

by the U. S. P.?
4. (a) How many grains are there in one gram? (b)

Convert two lbs. Avordupois to Metric weight in grams,
(c) Convert one lb. Apothecaries to Metric weight.

5. (a) What number of grains are there in a Troy
ounce? (b) What difference in number of grains Troy
and Avordupois ounce? (c) In buying Morphene Sulphate
in % oz. bottles are you buying by Avordupois or Troy
weight?

6. (a) What is the approximate measure of the follow-

ing: a tea cup, a gill, a wine glass, a table spoon, a tea

spoon?
7. (a) Name what three ingredients have been used in

the manufacture of Dovers Powder other than Opium and
Ipecac.

8. (a) What drug of prominence in the U. S. P may be
given in one or two pound doses and the action be mechan-
ical and not medicinal.

9. (a) What is a Tincture? (b) What is a Fluid ex-

tract? (c) What is a solution? (d) Define the difference

between a chemical and a simple solution, and which one
do you prepare in a preparation of the U. S. P. solution

of Ammonium Acetate?
10. (a) What is Liq. Colcis? (b) How prepared? (c)

How preserved? (d) What understood by delquescent
and efflorescent?

11. (a) What is meant by specific gravity? (b) Tell

how you would determine the specific gravity of any
liquid with appliances in the ordinary prescription store,

(c) How many grams will 100 CO. of Hydro-Chloric Acid
specific gravity 1.16 weight?

12. (a) In the manufacture of Bashams mixture, what
is the chemical change that takes place when Ammonium
Acetate solution is mixed with other substances necessary
for this preparation, and gives the mixture its dark
color? (b) What is produced when a solution Mercuric
chloride Is mixed with Lime water? (c) What is pro-

duced when Mercurous chloride is mixed with Lime
water?

13. (a) What change has there been for Spirits of

Camphor since 1880? (b) In making the tincture Opii
Camphorata what chemical, drug, or substance has been
displaced by the one now in use? also name the one now
in use. (c) How many molecules of water of Crystali-
zation is there in Sal Soda? (d) When exposed to the
air does it loose or gain water? (e) If Zinc Sulphate loses
some of its water of Crystalization and you were com-
pounding a perscription would you be justified in giving
full weight?

14. (a) What is the difference between distillation and
sublimation? (b) What is meant by fractional distilla-

tion?
1.5. (a) What of the following contains volatile, and

which fixed oils: Linimentum Camphor Spts. (b)
Mentha piperita? (c) ung. aq. rosae? (d) spts. amyg-
dalae Amarae? (e) Describe a simple physical test to dis-

tinguish between a fixed and volatile oil. (f) Name ex-

ceptions, if any. (g) Give the correct pharmaceutical
names of the following: (1) White Vitrol. (2( Red Vitrei.

(3) Green Vitrol, (4) Blue Vitrol.

Chemistry.

1. (a) Define Chemistry, (b) Distinguish between an
atom and a molecule, give example and symbol for each.

2. (a) How would you prepared oxygen, explain ap-
paratus used. (b) Write reaction showing chemical
changes in the method you use.

3. (a) Give chemical names for the following:
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PbCCHaOj),, HgCL. Cu(N03)2, Hg,CL, BiONO,, As,S„
Fej(dH)e. ZnS, CaCOj, SrSO,, CaCjO,, Na,HPO., MgSO,,

NH^Cl, CoO, K-O-Cl
^

4. (a) Name the elements in the air including at least

two of those recently discovered, (b) Is the air a com-
pound or a mixture? (c) Name two compounds in the
air.

5. (a) Is Ozone a gas, liquid or solid, and how pre-

pared? (b) In what form is it sold in the stores? (c)

Name two mixtures in which Ozone is found and sold.

6. (a) Name and give symbol for two oxides of hy-
drogen usually sold in a drug store.

7. (a) Name and give symbol for Iodoform, (b) Is it

a solid or liquid?
8. (a) From what source is Iodine prepared? (b) Is it

solid or liquid or gas? (c) What is the usual solvent?
(d) What happens when hydrogen monoxide is added to

its solution? (e) If Red Iodide of Mercury is so closely
adhering to a bottle that acids will not remove it, what
is the easiest chemical method by which it may be re-

moved? (f) How distinguish between Potassium Chloride
and Potassium Chlorate?

9. (a) Name the two classes cf Mercury comfjounds and
give name and symbol for one of each, (b) Name the two
classes of iron compounds and give name and symbol for

one of each, (c) How can you distinguish Powd. tartaric
acid from Powd. Citric acid chemically?

10. (a) Distinguish between Inorganic and Organic
chemistry, (b) Give name and symbol and formula for a
compound in each division.—organic and inorganic. (Such
compounds named must be commonly used in a drug
store.) (c) Name five frequently used organic chemical
compounds (not mixtures) and give symbols.

Materia Medica.

1. (a) Give botanical name of Digitalis, (b) What part

of the plant is used? (c) What is the chief active prin-

ciple? (d) What is its medical properties? (e) Give dose
of tincture.

2. (a) What are Alkaloids? (b) Name five principal
Alkaloids, each from different drugs, and give dose of

each.
3. (a) Give botanical name, habitat and medicinal

properties and give doses of corn silk, Senna, Licorice.

4. (a) From what plant is Wintergreen obtained? (h)

Is it a fixed or volatile oil? (c) What acid is obtained
from it?

0. (a) From what source is the fcllowing Alkaloids ob-

tained; Codine. Caffinc, Cocaine. Apomorphia, Atropine?
6. (a) Give botanical name of Coca. Tell what part of

the plant is used and what the medicinal properties are,

and give dose of the fluid extract.

7. (a) Give Latin name of the following: Blood root.

Water pepper, Saw Palmetto, Black Cohosh, Black Haw,
Ginger, Cayenne pepper.

8. (a) Define the following terms: Antipyretics, Nar-
cotics. Astringents, Diaphoretics, Anthelmintics.

9. (a) Give the Latin officinal name of the following
dru.gs—Dcndly Nightshade, Calabar bean. Culvers root.

Yellow Jasmin, Fish berries.

10. (a) What part of the plant do the following drugs
represent and give rfficinal npme of each: Saffron. Rhu-
barb, Kino, Assafetida. Lupluhin. Marshmallow. Opium.

Seidlitz Powders Mixed Internally.

Prof. Wilbur L. Scoville writes to the Circular
that lie saw many cases of headache at a food fair, the

disorder bein.sf brought on by over-indulgence in sam-
ples of all kinds of edibles. The ordinary headache
i'owder proving non-efificacious, seidlitz powders were
administered, the two portions of the powder being
dissolved separately in each instance, and the solutions

drank one at a time. "If the patients had any objec-

tions to the method of administration, they were feel-

ing too miserable to express them.'' says the Pro-
fessor, "but in no case was any discomfort mani-
fested from the effervescence, and every case that I

was able to follow showed quick relief." He states

that a feidlitz powder yields about a pint-and-a-half

of carbon dioxide at the body temperature, and it is

his opinion that this gas is an effective corrective of

stomach disorders.

British Formulas.

The following formulas are adapted from the

Chemists' and Druggists' Diary :

Liniment.

Olive oil II ounces.

Oil of turpentine 1 1 ounces.

Camphor 23^ ounces.

Alcohol 4 ounces.

Ammonia water 9 ounces.

Petroleum Emulsion.

Irish muss 2>^ drams.

Sodium hypophosphite 2 drams.

Calcium hypophosphite 2 drams.

Liquid petrolatum / ounces.

Spirit of chloroform 6 drams.

Mucilage of acacia i ounce.

Saccharin i grain.

Oil of bitter almond 5 minims.

Water enough to make 14 ounces.

Toothache Essence.

Oil of cloves 2 ounces.

Chloroform 3 ounces.

Camphor 4 ounces.

Phenol 4 ounces.

Oil of turpentine 8 ounces.

Alcohol 8 ounces.

From the quantities designated in this formula we
should judge that the preparation has an immense sale

in Great Britain. In this country we believe druggists

might begin by using drams instead of ounces.

II.

Oil of cloves >4 ounce.

Phenol 3 ounces.

Cochineal color Yi ounce.

Glycerin 6 ounces.

Toothache Tincture.

Phenol 13^ drams.

Capsicum 2 drams.

Pulverized opium 2 drams.

Oil of cloves 4 drams.

Chloroform 5 ounces.

Toothache Pellets.

From the addendum to the Austrian Pharma-

copoeia :

Menthol 2 grammes.

Pvrethrum root, in finest powder. 2 grammes.

Guaiac 2 grammes.

Yellow wax (melted) 4 grammes.

Oil of cloves 10 drops.

Oil of cajuput 10 drops.

Make into pellets and dust with powdered cloves.

Office Paste.

Wheat flour 10 ounces.

Rice flour 8 ounces.

Tragacanth 2 ounces.

Water 6 pints.

Afake a paste with the tragacanth and part of the

water. Make another, bv the aid of heat, of the

flours and water, and mix.
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Correspondence.
Short, timely articles upon siihjects of interest to

pharmacists are solicited for this department. In order

to he in time for publication in the issue of a given

month, they should be in the editor's hands on the fif-

teenth day of the month previous. Anonymous communi-
cations will not be published; but if the author expresses

a wish to have his name withheld, this wish will be

scrupulously regarded and his letter considered confi-

dential.

"Broadening the Scope of the Association of

Boards."

Guthrie, Okla., January 2d, 1907.

To the Editor of The Druggists Circular :

In your issue for December is an editorial entitled

"Broadening the Scope of the Association of Boards"
which was evidently written by some person who is

not familiar with the constitution of this association,

and contains statements that are misleading and which
the writer only desires to correct in order that no
false impressions may be made upon the various

boards of pharmacy, who are as yet not members of

this association.

First, I would suggest that you secure an amended
copy of the constitution and by-laws from the secre-

tary, Prof. George C. Diekman, of the New York
College of Pharmacy, and print the same in your next
issue. From it you will learn that interchange of cer-

tificates is not compulsory between State boards which
are members and also that the boards receiving the ap-
plication for interchange has full information before
it, consisting of questions used at the applicant's ex-
amination, ratings, etc.

You will also find a provision for associate mem-
bers consisting of State boards who cannot on account
of State laws interchange certificates.

From the minutes of the last meeting, which I do
not think have been published, you will find that a
national committee was appointed for the purpose of
submitting to all the boards of pharmacy of the States,
a synopsis of an examination which it is expected
will cover every point of what an examination should
be to test an applicant's ability to practice pharmacy
anywhere in the United States. Of this committee,
W. R. Ogier, of Columbus, O., was made chairman
and I note that he makes mention of this committee
in his article on page 438 of your December issue.

Now, as to the objects of the association—I can
hardly conceive how it could be enlarged upon. If,
"to provide for interstate reciprocity in pharma-
ceutical licensure based upon a uniform standard of
pharmaceutical education and legislation" does not
cover every point as to what the National Association
of Boards of Pharmacy should work for, I do not
know what can be added to or taken from it to make
it more explicit. It is true that the constitution does
provide that those States that desire to interchange
and whose requirements are similar, mav do so at
once. Many of them had been doing so "before this
organization was formed.
The constitution was so amended as to permit of

associate members two years ago so that those boards
which felt that by becoming members under the con-
stitution as first adopted, would be obliged to inter-
change, would have no excuse to remain outside, al-
though there was nothing in the original constitution
that would compel members to interchange if thev

did not desire to do so. Under the amended constitu-

tion the New York board immediately applied for

membership and one of its members is now our

worthy secretary and treasurer.

In conclusion, one word in regard to board exam-
inations. This howl about the illiteracy of boards of

pharmacy and the farce of examinations, etc., by a

certain class does not change results, nor is it edifying

to the profession. Rather is it a great detriment, for

these things are often picked up by the press and get

to the laity in a way that does the pharmacist no good.

As a matter of fact, now, are not the qualified prac-

ticing pharmacists of the United States as well fitted

both theoretically and practically as are those of any
other profession?

During twenty-five years of practical experience as

a pharmacist and busy business man, I have had an

opportunity to observe in a practical way the qualifica-

tions of other professions and I have failed yet to

find in any other profession what I believed to be a

higher level of qualifications than is to be found in

pharmacy; and I believe the percentage of men who
make a success of life, both socially and morally, is as

great if not greater in pharmacy than in any other

profession.

How many men slip through college, pass all the

examinations of watchful professors, and yet forever

after display their ignorance? Shall we condemn all

colleges because of this fact? Neither let us condemn
boards of pharmacy because a few get through who
may not know more than the law allows.

F. B. LiLLIE,
[Secretary of the Oklahoma

Board of Pharmacy.
1

[We thank Mr. Lillie for his letter, but should be

more grateful if he had pointed out wherein we
showed our unfamiliarity with the constitution of the

association of boards, and specified which of our state-

ments were misleading, and ofifered some evidence in

substantiation of his charges. His suggestion that

we print the amended constitution and by-laws of

the association is a good one, and we are acting on it

in this issue. An abstract of the minutes of the last

meeting of the association appears in the Circular
for October, 1906, page 384. We have something to

say in regard to board questions on another page of

this issue.—Editor The Druggists Circular.]

New Orleans, La., December 8th, 1906.

To the Editor of The Druggists Circular :

Your editorial on "Broadening the Scope of the

Association of Boards'' is practically my view. I have
already started to work in the direction indicated in

your article and hope to have the constitution of the

association so amended at the next meeting. I was
delighted with your article and shall make use of it.

Anything further you can do in this direction will be
appreciated by F. C. Godbold,

[President of the National Association
of Boards of Pharmacy.)

Chicago, 111., December loth, 1906.

To the Editor of The Druggists Circular:

The December number of the Circular has arrived.

I like the article on the State boards very much, and
think it would be productive of good to send it to the

board members. What you say concerning "inter-

change of opinions and experiences between the sev
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eral beards, as well as discussions of existing condi-
tions in different parts of the country afifecling the
standard of qualification of druggists" is very pat.

"To provide for interstate reciprocity based on a uni-
form standard" does not cover every point as to what
the National Association of Boards of Pharmacy
should do. Oscar Oldberg,

[Chairman of the American Pharmaceutical Asso-
ciation's Section on Education and Legislation.!

Illiteracy Among Board Members.
Little Rock, Ark., January 15th, 1907.

To the Editor of The Druggists Circular:

I am strongly moved by the spirit or by something
else, to return hearty thanks for your most timely "ob-
servations" on the ignorance exhibited by some exam-
ination questions.

The bad grammar, outrageous rhetoric and the al-

most criminal departure from proper nomenclature
exhibited by some copies of examination questions

that have come under my observation are simply
astounding.

Your articles have already accomplished great good
and I am quite sure a distinct advance will be made
on the lines mentioned in 1907.
The examiners knew better, but have simply been

careless. You deserve the thanks of the profession.

John B. Bond, Sr.,
[President of the Arkansas

Board of Pharmacy.]

Profits, Clerks and Wages.
Moyockatuck, N. C, January 4th, 1907.

To the Editor Durges Circular, New York, N. Y.

Kind Sir: I want to know what my profits is from
the standpoint of percentage. I hev notised by a

paper wich sent me a sampel copy from up in Mich,
thet evry man in this here line of bisnes ought to be
abel to tel rite pop oft' jest how he stands at so much
per centum. I hev always liked yore paper an hev
the gratest respect for yore learnin an think you can
explane things purty nigh as well as thet Mich, feller.

Now to git down to figgers. This town has about

7,500 soles residin here about half of them are nig-

gers. But on the quiet you caint tell a niggers
dollar frum a white mans after they are mixt in yore
drawer.

There are two (2) other drug stores excusin mine.

Last year accordin to my clerk I took in $8,763 dol-

lars and 74c cents, souns like a whole passel of money
but I had to spend out more an half for new goods.

Kerisin for lites cost nigh to $10 dollars per annom.
Rent $75 dollars per annom. No insurens. Odds an
ends sech as frate lisens cat-meat for store cat and
etc $23 dollars, and clerk hire amounting to $475 dol-

lars per annom. I see that aforementioned Mich,
drug paper thet most of clerk hire mentioned avrages
nigh to $400 dollars per annom. You notis I do som
better by mine.

Pore cuss he has six young ones. An he dont seem
to be gettin rich very fast neither.

I spoke to Josire thats my clerk about that $400
dollars per annom drug paper an he says he was goin

to write an ask him jes to explain to him how a man
could be honest on $400 dollars per annom an a
family. I aint no druges. I jest made a lucky speck
in pine lands an bought this here shop to get in

sassiety they call me Doc now around these parts.

Josire does all the work an I do the entertainin. I

hev lade up $2,000 dollars an over every year sence

Josier has been with me. Pleas show me my per-

centum an how much I can claim as wages being the

proprietor an owner. Yores, Jim Shackly.

P. S. If thet drug paper man in Mich, pade his

clerks what he writes about $475 dollars per annom
prhaps insted of $400 dollars per annom maybe it

wouldnt be nesesary to talk so mutch about a failure

of the clerk crop. J. S.

How We Lost a Subscriber.
-, Ind.

To the Editor of The Druggist Circular:

With regret I ask you to discontinue (stop send-

ing) to me your journal. I am no longer a druggist;
am now out near a year. Since your journal could
not save the druggist to his home, from the long
hours, the Sunday soda fountain and the ills of liquor

selling, I have merged into a machinist, and am glad
for the merging. I have had your journal for sev-

eral years and have enjoyed it and paid for it. Please

take my name oiif your mailing list.

Tyree's Antiseptic Powder.
According to analyses made by the council on phar-

macy and chemistry of the American Medical As-
sociation, Tyree's antiseptic powder consists of

—

Zinc sulphate, anhydrous 15-56 per cent.

Boric acid 81.26 per cent.

Volatile matter 0.45 per cent.

"The undetermined portion," according to a report

made by one of the council's chemists, "consists of
salicylic acid, carbolic acid, menthol and eucalyptol;
possibly other antiseptic agents may be present in

very minute quantities."

This formula and that published on the container^
from which the samples were taken are radically dif-

ferent, as the label stated that the principal ingredients
of the powder were alum and borax in equal quantity,
with smaller proportions of a number of ingredients
which the chemists failed to find altogether, or found
only in negligable quantities. This difiference the
manufacturer attempted to explain by saying that he
had changed the formula and was going to change
ihe label later.

The Circular has frequently pointed out the fact

that when one uses a proprietary preparation he never
knows whether he is getting the same thing twice in

succession, and this exposure shows that he cannot de-
pend on the manufacturer for the information.

Constitution of Rhubarb.
Gilson (Arch. Internat. Pharni. Therap.), as a re-

sult of a long research into the chemical constituents
of China rhubarb, concludes that the purgative action
is due to the presence of four glucosides—chryso-
phanein, rheochrysin, emodin, and rhein. These four
act together as one substance, which the author calls

iheopurgarin, and when they are separated their prop-
erties are lost to a greater or less degree. Rheopur-
garin is not itself soluble in water, but is rendered so
by the presence in rhubarb of gallic acid and similar
compounds, and it is its combination with these sub-
stances which has been described as cathartic acid.
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Notices of Books Received.

A CoMPEND OF Materia Medica, Therapeutics

AND Prescription Writing, with Special Refer-

ence to the Physiological Action of Drugs. By S.

O. L. Potter, M. D., M. R. C. P. Based on the

Eighth Revision of the United States Pharmaco-

poeia ; including also Many Unofficial Remedies.

Seventh Edition, Revised and Enlarged. Duo-

decimo; cloth; 292 pages; $1. Philadelphia: P.

Blakiston's Son & Co. 1906.

This little volume, which might be called an epitome

of Dr. Potter's well-known work upon materia

medica, is characterized by the thoroughness of the

larger volume and is arranged in such a concise man-

ner as to enable the student to obtain a quick review

of any particular division of the materia medica.

Brief definitions of medical, pharmaceutical and

therapeutic terms comprise the opening chapters of

the book. These are followed by some very instruc-

tive pages upon the administration of medicines and

an extensive classification of the recognized medicinal

substances and preparations under their physiological

uses. The separate components of each of these

groups are then considered and many hints of benefit

to the practitioner are introduced.

The subject of prescription writing is not treated at

length, but in the few pages devoted to it are many
helpful remarks upon the construction of the prescrip-

tion, incompatability, etc.

Toxicology, The Nature Effects and Detection of

Poisons with the Diagnosis and Treatment of

Poisoning. By Cassius :M. Riley, M. D. Duo-
decimo; cloth ; 217 pages; $1.50. Philadelphia: P.

Blakiston's Son & Co. 1906.

The interest of the pharmacist in toxicolog}' is

generally confined to the treatment of emergency cases

when a physician's services cannot be secured. The
author of this book, who is the dean of Barnes Col-

lege of Pharmacy, has so presented his subject as to

admit of its being grasped readily by the average
pharmacist. He has also included a very complete in-

dex which makes the volume a handy ready-reference

book.

The names of the substances are arranged in

groups in accordance with their origin, and under
each is given the ordinary fatal dose, fatal period,

symptoms, treatment, post-mortem appearances,

means of detecting the agent after death, etc. In addi-

tion to the organic and inorganic poisons taken into

the stomach, the effects of poisonous plants on the

skin, and the bites of venomous snakes and of rabid

animals are comprehensively treated.

Pharmaceutical and Medical Chemistry: A
Text-Book of Chemistry Intended for the Use of
Pharmaceutical and Medical Students. Bv Samuel
P. Sadtler, Ph. D., LL.D., Member of Pharmaco-
poeial Revision Committee, and Professor of Chem-
istrv in the Philadelphia College of Pharmacv ; and
Virgil Coblentz, Ph. D., F. C.'S.. Member of'Phar-
copoeial Revision Committee, and Professor of
Chemistry and Physics in the Department of Phar-
macv of Columbia University. Octavo, clotH, 749
pages. Philadelphia and London : J. B. Lippincott
Co. igo6.

This work has been revised and rewritten so as to
conform with present day views. The introductory

chapters treat comprehensively of elementary physics.

These with the portion of Part II dealing with the

theory of general chemistry, have been completely

rewritten, as have all others where deemed advis-

able.

Particular attention is given to electro-chemistry

and the subject of electricity in general is treated

of rather fully. Radium and radio-active metals and
the recent practices in their application as well as the

present views concerning their characteristic phe-

nomena are made the subject of a separate chap-

ter.

The subject of organic chemistry has been brought
into conformity with the new Pharmacopceia and
a description of all the substances in that as well as

many other standard works has been incorporated.

This division of chemistry has been treated at great

length and a large number of recent synthetic com-
pounds of medicinal and technical value have been

added.

An elaborate appendix comprising a number of

valuable tables, whose accuracy is attested by the

authors, and a complete index add greatly to the

value of the book as a work of reference.

The typography and the illustrations of the book
are in keeping with its general character.

Fatal Poisoning by Wintergreen Oil.

Fischer reports (Therap. Gaz.) the fatal poisoning
of a robust boy two years old by wintergreen oil. He
had become possessed of a two-ounce bottle contain-

ing about an ounce of the oil and while his mother's
back was turned he swallowed some of the contents.

As near as could be estimated the amount could not

have exceeded one dram. The mother immediately
gave the child a large cup of milk to drink, and as he
showed no ill effect from the oil nothing more was
done. This occurred about 9 a.m. He was then per-

mitted to go into the street with an older child to play.

At about noon he suddenly began to vomit. The
author found the child in a state of collapse—purging,
vomiting, and cyanotic. After both the stomach and
the bowels had been washed out and a stimulant ad-

ministered, the patient seemed to improve, but an
hour later convulsions set in and the child died during
a paroxysm.

Adulteration of Camphor.
Weigel (Pharm. Centralh.) reports that cubes of

camphor have been met with on the Continent which
are largely adulterated with stearic acid. About half

this "camphor" is insoluble in cold alcohol ; on warm-
ing, the whole goes into solution, but a portion sepa-

rates out again on cooling, forming a cn,'stalline mass.
The acid number of this "camphor" is 103.8, indi-

cating that it contains about 50 per cent, of commer-
cial stearic acid.

Compound Tamarind Pastilles.

The following is an Austrian formula:

Purified tamarind pulp 10 grammes.
Senna, in finest powder 3 grammes.
Powdered white sugar 5 grammes.
Wheat starch i gramme.
Mix and heat together over a water bath, stirring

until a homogeneous mass is formed. Divide into
eight pastilles and cover with chocolate.
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DRUG STORE ADVERTISING

By M. P. GOULD, of New York

In this department some of the funda
successful drug store advertising will be expounded
each month. The aim is to correct errors of adver-
tising and establish the most profitable and advisable
methods of building up retail drug trade by means of

the powerful influence of advertising.

Are Druggists Lazy?
A few of tliem are. Most of them are not.

Why is it then that so many druggists believe in ad-
vertising, but do not advertise?
The first thought is that they must be lazy, or that they

would advertise more. A lot of supercilious people have
said that druggists are lazy; that they are careless; that
they are indifferent.

I do not believe that they are. I believe that they are
industrious; that they will average up higher in industry
than people in almost any other class of business.

TOO LONG HOURS.

However, the hours that a druggist works are so long
that he is at a great disadvantage. A great many drug-
gists are perpetually tired. Their work is confining,

exacting. They do not have to put out a great deal of
energy, but they have to keep at it for long weary hours,
hence they give the impression of being indifferent, and
lazy. What they need more than anything else is shorter

FEB

other drug stores and other stores quite another thing,

and at another time.

A HALF DAT AT BUSINESS.

A large number of druggists of my acquaintance are

only spending the halt of each day at their business.

They find that when they try to plan anything at the

store, or to do anything, they are interrupted so con-

stantly by details, which a clerk can take care of, that

they simply keep out of sight for half a day by staying at

home. The more prosperous druggists have a desk, off

from the floor, or at least in a secluded part, and hide

behind the desk so that the customers will not interrupt

them.
Until a druggist adopts some plan of this kind, he can-

not plan his business as he should. Then, of course, he
cannot work for twelve or sixteen hours a day and
expect his head to be in any condition for planning suc-

cessfully, and with energy. A man with a headache, or a
man who is yawning, is good for nothing, except detail

routine clerk work. He is in no condition whatever to be

WINTER
I Toilet articles, chest pro-

tectors, insoles and other |

things that you may need

I
these days.

Short month—long evenings.

Good time to study up on

film and plate developing.

Great fun when you know

how. We'll show you how to

get good pictures.

hours, more outdoor walking and breathing, more ac-

quaintance with successful men in other lines of business
—shoe, clothing, grocery, jewelry, real estate men, etc.

They need to visit other cities, and see what wide-a-wake
druggists throughout the country are doing. They need
to go to conventions; but the great fault with conventions
is that too much time is given to entertainment; the at-

tendants do not get a chance to see stores, and learn
exactly how wlde-a-wake, progressive druggists are doing
their business. A trip to the larger cities at a time when
there was no convention going on, at a time when a close

study of the business methods of growing drug stores
could be made would be worth a great deal more than at-

tendance at a convention as they are generally conducted,
as far as learning how to make a drug store more suc-

cessful.

It is right that a druggist should be loyal to the pharma-
ceutical association, loyal to his fellow druggists. It is

proper that all druggists should work together as one
body; but the individual druggist can get more good from
a business standpoint to make his attendance at conven-
tions one thing, and a trip to study business methods of

the head of a concern, whether that concern is a little

drug store, or a chain of big drug stores.

Therefore druggists to my notion are not lazy, but
tired—inevitably tired, because of the long confinement
and continual duty.

MORE SI^EP, MORE BUSINESS.

The druggists throughout the country who are making
the biggest successes are those druggists who manage
their business with the most energy, and are in the best

physical condition to put enthusiasm and power into their

work.
I cannot recall any druggists who are successful adver-

tisers who are not strong, healthy people.

On the other hand, most of the druggists whom I know
who are not advertisers in one way or another are either
too old to have the ambition and strength, or so habitually
tired that they have not the energy to enter Into any
progressive work for building up their business.

PEOriTABLE BUSINESS MOVE.

If, for no other reason, the clo-^lng of the drug store for
practically all of Sunday, and making shorter hours on
week days for all employees Is a profitable business move
because of its advertising possibility. Messrs. Bowman &
Company of Oakland, Cal., according to their own report,

had about 65 per cent, of the people send in a vote In
favor of the recent short hours' campaign that they have
been advertising. Ministers have preached sermons about
their plans, and their trade on Saturday and Monday has
grown so much larger than usual that the Sunday closing
has really amounted to almost no loss.

When a druggist works only a decent number of hours,
and has his regular weekly one day's rest like other
civilized people, he will then have enough energy to spare,
so that he will get restless. His ambition will increase.

He will want to make his business grow faster. The first,

thing he will do will be to map out advertising.
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Hence I say that It Is not right to say that the drug-

gists are lazy. When they treat their bodies and minds
as they deserve to be treated, they will no longer be

called lazy, but will become increasingly progressive and

energetic.
FEBRUARY A.DVEBTISINQ.

February is a raw month in most parts of the United

States. It is a month when there is a lot of sickness.

%iftii:m*^**mmm************t*******

Our
Prescription

Department

We are proud of the record of our

Prescription Department, because

it is a clean record, one that any

physician or pharmacist would

commend. We cannot help being

enthusiastic about it. We appre-

ciate your patronage.

Tho advertising therefore should be upon prescriptions

and such articles for the sick room as are more especially

likely to be required in the extreme of the winter season,

as w"eU as the usual line of toilet and other drug store

Instead of making the advertising general, it should be

made specific. The newspaper advertising should adver-

tise one thing, and be of a seasonable character.

The circular should take up subjects that are needed

right now at this particular time, and not a lot of general

talk about the store as a whole.

CLOSE OUT SOME LINES.

The advertising should deal particularly with those
lines which will soon be unseasonable. Special counters
or tables should be devoted to these goods. They should
be advertised with circulars and newspapers, circular let-

ters, signs, window displays, etc., so as to clean up the
stock and allow next fall to be started with all fresh,

bright, new goods.

msmsmism®ms*smsm®9®9smsm»smsmsm®msmsm

Old Store

New Dress
3 This old store has been
made like new—renovated,

cleaned, somewhat remod-

eled, painted, rearranged

—

put into a new dress.

3 Come and see it.

3 It is a very pretty, up-to-

date drug s t o r e—better

equipped to give a better

service.

3 You will be welcome.

PERFUMES —
24 kinds; fine

soaps, lotions,

creams, brushes, pow-
ders. Prescription work
that cannot be excelled.

We have facilities for

serving you well.

ASK FOR SUGGESTIONS.

Subscribers are referred to the feature in this month's

Circular following this article in which suggestions are

made for the solving of problems that come up. Write

and describe any problem which is bothering you, and

suggestions will be made in the forthcoming Circular

to meet your needs. There is no charge for this service,

and in many cases it will be found to be of practical

value to the subscribers. When you write, enclose sam-

ples of advertising that you are now doing.
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Questions Answered.
Subscribers are invited to ask for information regard-

ing business management. Sucii facts or suggestions as
can be offered will appear in this department.

Under
New

Manage ment
We announce with pleasure that

we have purchased the Blank Drug

Store, and shall hereafter manage it

as a thoroughly high-class modern

pharmacy.

A number of innovations will be

made immediately and other chang- -

es later.

Your interest and trade are in-

vited and will be sincerely appre-

ciated.

*************************************

Window Displays.—R. W., Iowa, writes: "My store is

ten years old, and the windows are naturally somewhat
out-of-date. How often should I change the displays in

DON'T
YOU
KNOW
THAT

when a doctor writes a prescrip-

tion you can bring it to us, no

matter what druggist's blank it is

written on ?

If you wish to you can have

your prescription work done by

us. Many doctors prefer to have

us fill their prescriptions.

Change your window displays every week. Anything
less is slovenly store management. Good window dis-

plays are the cheapest productive form of trade-getting.

If you have not time, hire some one to dress your windows
fresh every week.

Circular Letters.—S. S. L., Massachusetts, asks: "Do
you find that it pays druggists generally to send out cir-

cular letters? Please answer as convenient and accommo-
date an old subscriber."

Yes. Circular letters do pay. They are excellent busi-

ness pullers. Get up a careful list of people from whom
you might reasonably expect some trade. Verify the ad-

If You

Were Invited

If you were invited to somelliing good,

Wouldn't you accept it if you could ?

You can accept our invita-

tion to trade here and get

good goods and a good service.

Will you accept? All you

need do is just walk inside the

door. It's open. We'll be

glad to see you—and serve

you.

*+*+*44»J-*H-*^-*+* ^*i'^»^**l*^*4'^*^

the windows? Usually we have all we can do to wait on
trade and it takes considerable time to think up a good
display and then put it in the window."

Be particular to put Mr., Mrs. or Miss before
each name, and arrange so that you know the people by
families. This is so that you can send out letters suitable

for each member.
Get up a simple one page letter. Mail one each week

on a special subject to the people on your list to

whom the subject will appeal. This form of advertising

is one of the most effective for cost that can be done.

Send in for criticism the first letter you get out.

Trip Profitable.—J. S., Michigan: "I feel that my store

needs new blood. Would a trip East be of any benefit to

me? What towns and stores should I visit? Thanking
you in advance for making suggestions to me along this

line, I am sincerely."

A trip of this kind is of great value to any druggist.

There are good stores West as well as East. You would
go home full of new ideas for making your trade more
profitable—and you would consider the trip one of the
best investments you ever made, if you spent the whole
time looking for ideas useful to your store. Among drug
s?tores wortli visiting we would mention the following:

In Buffalo, Stoddart Bros'., Cahoon-Lyon Drug Co.; in

New York, Hegeman & Co.'s, Riker's, Richard Hudnut's,
J. Jungmann's; in Boston, Theodore Metcalf Co., Jaynes
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& Co.'s; in Providence, Hall & Lyon's; in Philadelphia.
Evans's, Llewellan's; in Pittsburg, May Drug Go's., Sieg-

fried Pharmacy; in Cleveland, Standard Drug Go's.; in

Chicago, Public Drug Go's., Buck & Raynor's. Central
Drug Go's.; in St. Louis, Wolff-Wilson Drug Go's., Fricke-
Hahn Drug Go's, (system of stores) ; in Minneapolis,
Voegell Bros'; in Oakland, Cal., Bowman & Go's.; in Los
Angeles, Sun Drug Go's., Off Drug Go's.

There are many more. When you call on any of these,

ask them about others in the town. Also visit the big
department stores in each town. You can get very valua-
ble ideas from them.
Any subscriber who wants suggestions about a trip

should state how mttch time he can spare tor it and
where he can go, and suggestions will gladly be made.

Special Sales.—M. W. P., Missouri: "I have a high
class store in a good locality. Would it pay me to hold
special sales? I shall be obliged for an early answer."
Not patent medicine "cut-rate" sales. They wouldn't

pay you. Let them alone. Special sales once a week of

good clean merchandise would pay you well, if they are
advertised properly until your whole neighborhood knows
about them. Special sales have built up department
stores. Special prices have built up mail order houses.
No other argument is necessary. The store that does not
hold special sales is way-way behind. The most success-
ful stores in the whole country have used special sales to

make their success.
Subscribers interested in special sales are invited to

tell their experiences or express their opinions on the sub-
ject and to send samples of advertising used to push such
sales, or on special occasions.

Does Candy Pay.—G. D., Texas: "For some time I have
been thinking about putting in a line of candies. Would
you advise me to do so?"
We would advise you to put in a good line of candy.

The drug stores which handle candy, and take care of the
stock in the right way are making money out of this de-

partment. You ought to be careful to get a good line of
candy. Do not handle second rate or cheap stuff. Handle
a line which will appeal to the best people In your
town.
Some of the Southern druggists are using refrigerators

to keep their stock In during the summer so that it will
always be in the best possible condition. These refrigera-
tors are made with glass tops and glass fronts so that the
customers can see the candy boxes. This lends to the
attractiveness and the appealing power of the candy.

Besides the box candy, there are a number of little side
lines in candy which are profitable, stick candy in boxes,
candy drops, etc.

Candy appeals to everybody. If you have a good candy,
you will draw the best people in your town. Candy not
only is a profitable line directly, but it is an attraction for
your store.

When you put the candy in stock, however, spend quite
a little money at the start in advertising it. Do not sim-
ply stock the candy and wait for people to find it out.

If you can get small souvenir boxes from the manufac-
turer for an opening day to celebrate the inauguration of
your candy department, with every purchase of goods in
the store to the amount of 25 cents or 50 cents on that
day, present a souvenir box of the candy. This will ad-
vertise the candy, and probably make your sales for other
goods that day much larger than usual.
Further suggestions regarding this line of advertising

can be had by correspondence with this department of
The Dbuqoists Cibcdi.ab.

Proprietary Tax in France.
At a special sitting in December the French chamber of

deputies voted a 10 per cent, ad valorem tax on "spe-
cialized products sold in pharmacies or elsewhere and
presented as possessing preventive or curative proper-
ties." This designation Includes all medicinal prepara-
tions to which the manufacturer or seller gives a special
name, or for which he claims priority of invention'or sole
ownership, or concerning which he sets forth In his ad-
vertising or prospectus or on the label, any claim of
superiority.

All perfumery preparations, hygienic goods, and goods
for export, together with all articles prepared by the phar-
macist himself for direct delivery to his retail customers
are to be exempted from the tax.

American Pharmaceutical Association

Branches.
Baltimore.—The regular monthly meeting of the

Baltimore Branch of the American Pharmaceutical
Association, held January 17th, was in charge of

the committee on professional relations and was de-

voted to a critical discussion of pharmacopoeial and Na-
tional Formulary preparations, and the best methods of

popularizing their use. The committee had prepared an
Interesting and instructive program, and exhibited a num-
ber of preparations for discussion, and to demonstrate
what could be done by pharmacists.
Mr. Hynson, chairman of the committee, opened the dis-

cussion by giving a brief resumfe of the work done and
results accomplished by the committee since the estab-

lishment of the branch. He emphasized his opinion that
the present unsatisfactory relation of pharmacy to medi-
cine was due to the poor education of the average phar-
macist which reflected harmfully upon the profession and
that the best procedure to bring about a change was first

to educate the pharmacist and then do any necessary mis-
sionary work among physicians.
Mr. Thomas, also of this committee, mentioned as an-

other contributing cause the lack of co-operation among
pharmacists and proposed a joint meeting with the local

branch of the National Association of Retail Druggists to

discuss the best methods of popularizing standard prepa-
rations.

Mr. Feick, another member cf the committee, discussed
several formulas of the National Formulary.

Prof. Caspari, at the request of Mr. Hynson, then briefiy

criticised the samples submitted, in many instances giv-

ing the history of the formula employed. Mr. Ware stated
that he recently became an active member of the National
Association of Retail Druggists because he believed that
that association could do sampling and detail work to

better advantage than the American Pharmaceutical As-
sociation.

Mr. Schimmel spoke very enthusiastically of the present
awakening among pharmacists and outlined the very
flattering results he had obtained by calling the attention
of the physicians in his locality to the large line of phar-
macopoeial and National Formulary preparations he car-

ried in stock and submitting samples accompanied by an
explanation of their value, etc. He deplored the willing-

ness of pharmacists to be influenced by representatives of
manufacturers of every character. Physicians, he be-

lieved, had drifted Into the use of proprietary prepara-
tions on account of the unwillingness of pharmacists to
supply them with preparations of their own manufacture.

Mr. Hynson closed the interesting discussion by stating
that the committee on professional relations would place
the samples submitted on exhibition in the college build-
ing where they could at any time be examined, and by
making a motion that the next committee be directed to

supply to pharmacists of the State a list of those prepara-
tions so far most prescribed with the suggestion that they
be kept in stock.

As this was the annual meeting the following officers

were elected for the ensuing year: President, J. F. Han-
cock; vice-president, H. P. Hynson; secretary-treasurer, E.
F. Kelly. The following chairmen of committees were
elected: Membership, J. B. Thomas; professional rela-

tions, Charles Caspari, Jr.; science and practice of phar-
macy, Louis Schulze; education and legislation, Daniel

The secretary-treasurer submitted his report for 1906
which showed the branch to be in a flourishing condition
and to give promise of a more successful year in 1907.

Dr. D. M. R. Culbreth was elected a member of the coun-
cil of the American Pharmaceutical Association for the
term 1906-9, to represent the branch.
The next meeting. February 21st, is in charge of the

committee on the science and practice of pharmacy, which
promises an equally instructive program.

St. Louis.—Twenty-six of the most prominent repre-
sentatives of the drug trade of St. Louis enrolled them-
selves as charter members of the St. Louis Branch of the
American Pharmaceutical Association at the organization
meeting held December 15th. Many letters were received
by the secretary from others who expressed their Inten-
tion of becoming members and regrets at their inability
to be present at the inaugun-ition of the branch.
The constitution and by-laws suggested by the Ameri-

can Pharmaceutical Association were adopted with a few
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alterations; and it was decided to liold bi-mcntlily meet-
ings, beginning in January.

Till' following officers were elected: President, H. M.
Whi Ipl.'x : vice-president, E. A. Sennewald; secretary-
Irea.-iiirtT, O. F. Claus; and executive committee, R. C.
Reilly, J. M. Good, Francis Hemm and R. E. Schleuter.
The committee chairmen are: on membership, R. C.

Reilly; on professional relations, R. E. Schleuter; on
science and practice of pharmacy, J. M. Good; on educa-
tion and legislation, W. K. Ilhardt.

The president appointad Messrs. Hemm, Fischer and
Kleinschmidt, a committee to draft resolutions upon the
death of A. E. Ebert; and the sum of $10 was appro-
priated for the Ebert memorial fund.

Northwestern.—The fact that only a small percentage
of the pharmacists and scarcely any physicians of Minne-
sota possess a copy of the Pharmacopoeia or the National
Formulary, led to an interesting discussion of methods of

stimulating a demand for these works, at the meeting of

the Northwestern Branch of the American Pharmaceutical
Association, held at St. Paul, January 23d. This resulted
in the appointment of Mr. Frost as a committee of one to

have printed a sufficient number of briefs setting forth
the reasons why all pharmacists and physicians should
possess copies cf the Pharmacopoeia and the National
Formulary, these printed slips to be sent to all the mem-
bers of both professions in Minnesota, with the aid of the
secretaries of the board of pharmacy and the State medi-
cal association, and of the wholesale houses.

It was the opinion of those present that $100,000, the
amount asked from the State by the regents of the Univer-
sity of Minnesota, to be applied to the erection of a phar-
macy and dentistry building, was Insufficient, and a
motion was adopted that the board of regents be im-
pressed with the desirability of a larger appropriation.
Under the head of legislative matters, the two bills at

present before the legislature and several others proposed
were discussed. One of the bills now pending is based
upon the federal pure food and drugs law and in the
opinion of the members of the branch it would be unwise
to have such a measure enacted into a law before the
federal law has been longer in operation so that its incon-
sistencies may be discovered.

Messrs. Kuhn, Frost, Gamble and Danek were appointed
associates of the chair on a committee to frame appro-
priate resolutions upon the death of A. E. Ebert.
For the purpose of aiding the legislative committee of

the State association in keeping in touch with any pro-

posed legislation affecting pharmacy, the president ap-
pointed a committee on legislation consisting of Messrs.
Johnson, McColl. Robertson, Frost and Jelinek; the three
first-named gentlemen are members of the legislature and
are also pnarmacists.

Philadelphia.—Secrecy In the practice of medicine and
particularly the use of fraudulent nostrums, has been desig-

nated by Dr. Solomon Solis-Cohen as one of the strongest
factors deterring the progress of medical science. Dr.
Solis-Cohen was but one of the eminent men who ex-

pressed practically this same opinion during the discussion
of the debasing influences of fraudulent nostrums, at the
meeting of the Philadelphia Branch of the American Phar-
maceutical Association, held January 4th. In the course
of his remarks Dr. Solis-Cohen referred to the prevalent
difference between the real and the alleged formulas of
nostrums, and expressed a hope that the federal pure food
and drugs law would compel manufacturers to be honest
in exploiting their products.

Dr. Henry Leftman dwelt at length upon the arbitrary
and frequently dangerous alterations made in the compo-
sition of secret medicines.

Dr. Henry Beates, Jr., read a paper on "Criminal
Responsibility in the Sale of Abortifacients." He re-

ferred to the existing statutes relating to such articles;

condemned the practice of advertising them in the public
press; and urged that steps be taken to prevent the use of
the mails by periodicals carrying such advertisements.
After considerable discussion of general questions in

which most of those present took part, the following reso-
lutions were offered and adopted:

Rpfolved, that the Philadelphia Branch of the American
Pharmaceutical Association condemns the advertisement In
drug journals, magazines and newspapers of abortitacient med-
icines, and deprecates their sale by reputable pharmacists.
Resolved, that f.ll members of this branch be urged to ex-

clude such mecJ'cines and articles from their stocks.

the Practice of Medicine," in which attention was called

to several profit sharing and stock distributing schemes,
was read by the secretary, who was directed to forward it

to the secretary of the county medical society.

The last previous meeting of the branch, held December
12th, was devoted to a discussion of the pure food and
drug law.
A paper by Dr. Wiley was read by L. F. Kebler and

other interesting papers by local and visiting men, were
presented.
A motion was adopted that it was the sense of the

meeting that a State law embodying the salient features

of the federal law would be desirable. A committee on
pure drug legislation, consisting of Messrs. Clifle, England
and Wilbert was appointed for the purpose of conferring
with similar committees from other organizations.

A com aon entitled "Objectionable Side Lines to

Substitute for the Mann Patent Bill.

The campaign to secure the enactment of a law to pre-

vent foreign manufacturers of drugs from monopolizing
and exploiting the American market, which has languished

for nearly a year, has again been set on foot by the intro-

duction in the lower house of congress of a substitute for

the Mann bill, prepared by Representative Currier, chair-

man of the house committee on patents. The presentation

of this measure by the chairman of the committee hav-

ing jurisdiction of the subject matter is of the highest

significance, and will give the bill the greatest possible

prestige in both house and senate. Mr. Currier's measure
is far more sweeping and comprehensive than the Mann
bill, and proposes to establish the broad principle of

reciprocity between nations in the matter of the allow-

ances of patents, denying to foreigners all forms of pat-

ents which are not reciprocally granted by foreign coun-

tries to citizens of the United States. Mr. Currier pro-

poses to amend section 4,886 of the Revised Statutes to

read as follows, the amendment being indicated in capi-

tals:

Sec. 4.8S6. Any person who has Invented or discovered any
new and useful art, machine, manufacture, or composition of
matter or any new and useful improvements thereof, not
known or used by others, in this country before his invention
or discovery thereof, and not patented or described in any-
printed publication in this or any foreign country before his
invention or discovery thereof, or more than two years prior
to his application, and not in public use or on sale in this
country for more than two years prior to his application, un-
less the same is proved to have been abandoned, may, upon
payment of the fees required by law and other due proceed-
ings had, obtain a patent therefor; PROVIDED. THAT ANY
PATENT ISSUED TO A CITIZEN OR SUBJECT OF A FOR-
EIGN COUNTRY SHALL BE UPON THE SAME CONDI-
TIONS AND FOR THE SAME TERM AS ARE PATENTS
ISSUED BY SUCH COUNTRY TO CITIZENS OF THE
UNITED STATES; PROVIDED FURTHER (A) THAT NO
PATENT SHALL ISSUE FOR A LONGER TERM THAN
SEVENTEEN YEARS; PROVIDED FURTHER (B). THAT
THIS ACT SHALL NOT AFFECT ANY PATENT GRANTED
UPON AN APPLICATION PENDING AT THE TIME THIS
ACT TAKES EFFECT. NOR ANY PATENT GRANTED TO
A CITIZEN OR SUBJECT OF A FOREIGN COUNTRY
WHICH HAS NO PATENT SYSTEM."
The original drug patent bill was presented by Repre-

sentative Mann within a few weeks of the final adjourn-

ment of the fifty-eighth congress in the winter of 1905.

It was drawn by the officers of the National Association of

Retail Druggists, and. though strongly urged, failed of

enactment because of the congestion of business in the

closing hours of the session. At the beginning of the

present congress in December, 1905, the officials of the

National Association of Retail Druggists exhibited a re-

markable indifference concerning the measure, and in

spite of the efforts of Representative Mann to arouse them
to a realizing sense of the necessity for early action it was
impossible to secure an understanding with regard to

hearings on the measure until well along in the new
year. The engagements of Mr. Mann, who was in charge
of the pure food and drug legislation in the house of

representatives, then Intervened and absorbed much valua-

ble time. The house committee on patents finally took

the matter up on May 16th and gave a series of hearings

which closed May 23d. The attitude of representatives

of the N. A. R. D., while appearing on the surface to be
favorable to the measure, was so lacking in enthusiasm,
while the opposition was so energetic, that the committee
decided to defer action and congress adjourned for the

summer recess without a report upon the bill either

favorable or adverse.
In the original draft of the measure three distinct

propositions wore embraced—first, a provision that no
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patent should be granted to a citizen of any foreign coun-

try which does not grant a corresponding patent to a

citizen of the United States; second, that no patent should

be granted upon any drug, medicine or medicinal chemical

except in so far as the same relates to a definite process

for the preparation of such drug, medicine or medicinal

chemical; and, third, that in case any drug, medicine or

medicinal chemical on which a patent has been granted is

not manufactured in the United States within two years

of the granting ot such patent, the patentee shall have no

right under the patent laws of the United States as

against any citizen.

It was generally conceded that the first proposition of

the original bill, namely, that no patent should be granted

to a citizen of any foreign country which does not grant a

corresponding patent to a citizen of the United States.

would provide all the remedy needed to correct the evils

of which there has been so much complaint, but members
of the house committee reached the conclusion that in

view of the provisions of the International Convention for

the Protection of Industrial Property, to which the United

States is a party, nothing short of an amendment to the

convention would justify so radical a change in existing

law. For this reason the first proposition was stricken

from the bill and the campaign has since been made on
the two remaining features.

During the discussion of the bill last winter it was
clearly shown that several influential members of the

house committee, including Chairman Currier, had be-

come convinced that the situation called for heroic treat-

ment and that the principle of reciprocity in the granting
of patents should be invoked by the United States and
applied to every form of patent, including those for the
protection of inventions in the drug and chemical in-

dustries. Mr. Mann was quick to take his cue from a sug-

gestion embodied in a question put to one of the witnesses
by Chairman Currier and suggested to Mr. Currier that he
draft a bill embracing the reciprocity principle with a
view to having it reported as a substitute for the original
Mann bill. This Mr. Currier has done.

Mr. Currier fully recognizes that in denying to certain
foreign inventors the right to protect a drug patent in the
United States, his bill is at variance with the terms of

the International Convention for the Protection of In-

dustrial Property, but he points to the undeniable fact

that congress has the constitutional and legal right to
pass a law virtually nullifying the previsions of that con-
vention, so far as the United States is concerned. It

may be assumed, of course, that if congress passes Mr.
Currier's bill it will amount to the renunciation of the
convention by the United States, but in Mr. Currier's opin-
ion the doubtful advantages accruing to the people of the
United States under this treaty are much too dearly
bought at the price of turning over our markets to the
exploitation of foreign inventors.

Patent Medicine Poisoners.

Under the above caption, a recent number of the Des
Moines (la.) News contained an editorial which clearly
shows that in the sanctum of that paper the "red clause"
is not the bogey it is in many newspaper ofiices.

The article in question cnlls attention to the death of a
child in Oakland, Cal., occasioned by its eating several
sugar-coated pellets which it had picked up in the door-
yard of its home where they had been thrown by a dis-
tributor of "patent" medicine samples.

After censuring the coroner's jury for its perfunctory
disposal of the case, the article reads:

Things have come to a pretty pass when a busy mother
cannot turn her little ones cut to play In their own door yard,
inside of the fence and protected by gates, without running the
risk of having them murdered. It need make no difference that
the drugs out of which the pills are compounded are of the
"perfectly harmless" varieties which would not injure adults. A
leaded revolver js harmless In the hands of an expert, and
employes of powder mills do not regard the explosives as extra
hazardous.
The fact remains that children are not endowed with an

Intuitive sense of what Is innocuous, and the most nalwral
receptacle for everything they get their little hands on is their
mouths. So that when poisons are gratuitously distributed
from house to house, there is no precaution which can protect
them.

It is full time that some legal cognizance was taken of the
practice of distributing these deleterious substances It should
be made a misdemeanor, a trespass, and when death results
from children partaking, a verdict of manslaughter, in the very
least, should be returned. There is no hesitation about ar-
resting the conductors and motormen ot the railroad service
when fatal accidents result from their handling of overcrowded

and under-equipped cars, and yet the carmen are doing the
best they can against odds and risking their own lives a score
of times a day in public service, while no account is taken of
the "patent" medicine poisoners.

The Sophistication of Drugs in New York.
Although the results are not so startling as those se-

cured by the newspaper inspectors of drug stores some
months since, there are some interesting items in the re-

port ot the committee on adulteration and substitution of

the eastern branch of the New York Board of Pharmacy
presented at the recent annual meeting of the board.

A tabulation of some of the more interesting details is

given below.
In General

In Pharmacies. Stores.
Samples collected 2,704 ao
Samples found deficient 220 99

Percentage of deficiencies 8.14 39.6

In 1905 the report showed

—

Percentage of deficiencies 10.2 60.71

The samples collected included twenty-two kinds of

galenicals, drugs and chemicals. In the samples which
might have illegally contained it, methyl alcohol was
found in 1.94 per cent, as against 2.97 per cent, in 1905.

Methyl alcohol was found in hamamelis water, tincture

of iodine, tincture of arnica, tincture of benzoin, soap
liniment, spirit of camphor and spirit of nitrous ether.

The percentage of adulteration in borax and cream of

tartar obtained from grocers and general dealers was
15.92; in 1905, it was 60.71. The sodium borate was adul-

terated with sodium bicarbonate, nitrate and phosphate;
the sophisticated potassium bitartrate contained calcium
phosphate and sulphate, alum, starch and sodium bicar-

bonate.
The report, signed by Dr. George C. Diekman, concluded

with the following resume of conditions;

To be noted: (a) That a greater number of samples were
collected and analyzed, than in any previous year.

Cb.) That the percentage of violations is smaller than ever
before, particularly as far as the pharmacist is concerned.

(c) That out of a total of 1,544 samples analyzed, which might
have contained methyl alcohol, only 30 were reported to con-
tain it, or 1.94 per cent.
(d) The notable decrease in number of violations in case of

cream of tartar; the number falling from 17 spurious samples
out of a total of 28, to 25 of such out of a total of 157 samples
collected. In percentage this shows a decrease of 44.79. It can
be safely stated that this improvement is the result of our
work in the past. When it was found that the board of phar-
macy had the power of exacting a penalty from the grocer or
general dealer who sold impure cream of tartar, the latter be-
gan to insist that he be furnished with an article meeting the
official requirements.

(e) The great number of adulterated samples of borax which
were obtained from grocers and general dealers, only 19 out of
93 samples collected meeting the official requirements. In other
words, 20.43 per cent, are standard, and 79.57 per cent, are de-
ficient. The greater number of impure samples were collected
during the months of January, February and March. After
this a noticeable improvement in the quality of borax handlej
by the retail dealer, made itself manifest. Some of the persons
who were responsible for the distribution, among retailers, of
this adulterated article, became alarmed because of the ac-
tivity of the board of pharmacy, and began to furnish pure
borax to retail dealers. It is safe to predict that durmg the
coming year a much decreased number of violations will be
found.

(f) That in many instances where the board of pharmacy
exacted a penalty from the pharmacist no intent to violate the
law could be alleged. In most of such cases the article pur-
chased failed to meet the pharmacopcelal requirement as to
strength, to a greater or lesser degree. Very often the devia-
tion was such (hat intent was out of question, neglect to
properly supervise the manufacture of these articles being the
cause of deficiency in strength.

Chicago Druggists and Pure Drugs Legislation.

At the annual meeting of the Chicago Retail Druggists'
Association, held January 8th, a set of resolutions was
passed in which the association emphatically stated that
it was in favor ot laws that would prevent the selling of

impure, adulterated and inferior drugs, and that would
protect the public against fraud and imposition by dishon-
est manufacturers and dealers, especially with reference

to the vending of narcotic, poisonous and otherwise hurt-

ful substances. The association, however, thought it the
part of wisdom to wait until the local operation of the

new federal law in the District of Columbia and the Ter-

ritories had been studied befor-j passing local laws for the
various States.

J. J. Green, of the Lee drug store, Nevada City, Nev., is

off duty owing to injuries incident to an explosion
of a mixture of potassium chlorate and sodium thiosul-

phate, which he was triturating in a mortar.
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State Legislation on Pure Food and Drugs.

On January ISth there was held at Chicago a confer-

ence of a number of men interested in the drug trade, for

the purpose of discussing pure food and drug legislation

by the various States of the Union. There were present

at this conference Charles Coonley, Oscar Oldberg, W. K.
Forsyth, C. S. N. Hallberg, Charles W. Patterson, E. N.

Gathercoal and G. P. Engelhard, of the American Phar-
maceutical Association; Simon N. Jones, Charles F. Mann,
T. H. Potts, J. Diner, Edward Williams and W. H. Gale,

of the National Association of Retail Druggists; J. N.
Carey, L. A. Lange and F. E, Holliday, of the National
Wholesale Druggists' Association; and John W. Kennedy,
George L. Douglass, A. H. Beardsley, H. E. Bucklin and
P. J. Cheney, of the Proprietary Association of America.
It was the consensus of opinion that the provisions of the

new federal pure food and drug law which relates to

drugs ought not to be embodied in State laws until suffi-

cient time has elapsed to determine the imperfections of

that law as proved by its practical administration; that,

on the contrary, it would be infinitely better to postpone
the adoption of such laws until the next sessions of the

various legislatures, by which time, it was thought, more
satisfactory legislation could be enacted than is possible

at this time.
However, the conference adopted a draft of a bill for

use in such States as insist upon passing some pure drug
law without waiting. This draft is as follows:

A BILL
For an Act to prevent the manufacture or sale of adulterated

or misbranded foods and drugs
Be it enacted—
Section 1. That it shall be unlawful for any person to manu-

facture or sell or offer for sale any article of food or drug
which is adulterated or misbranded, within the meaning of this
act; and any person who shall violate any of the provisions of
this section shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and for each
offense shall, upon conviction thereof, be fined not to exceed

dollars or shall be sentenced to one year's imprison-
ment, or both such fine and imprisonment, in the discretion
of the court, and for each subsequent offense and conviction
thereof shall be fined not less than dollars or
sentenced to one year's imprisonment, or both such fine and
imprisonment, in the discretion of the court. Provided. That
no article shall be deemed misbranded or adulterated within
the provisions of this act when intended for export to any
foieign country and prepared or packed according to the speci-
fications or directions of the foreign purchaser when no sub-
staiice is used in the peparation or packing thereof in conflict
with the laws of the foreign country to which said article is

intended to be shipped; but if said article shall be in fact sold
or offered for sale for domestic use or consumption, then this
proviso shall not exempt said article from the operation of any
of the other provisions of this act.

Sec. 2. That the term "drug," as used in this act, shall in-
clude all medicines and preparations recognized in the United
States Pharmacopoeia or National Formulary for internal or
external use, and any substance or mixture of substances In-
tended to be used for the cure, mitigation or prevention of
disease of either man or other animals. The term "food," as
used herein, shall include all articles used for food, drink,
confectionery, or condiment by man or other animals, whether
simple, mixed, or compound.
Sec. 3. That for the purposes of this act an article shall be

deemed to be adulterated:
In case of drugs:
First. If. when a drug is sold under or by a name recog-

nised in the United States Pharmaeopffiia or National Formu-
lary, it differs from the standard of strength, quality, or
purity, as determined by the test laid down in the United
States Pharmacopoeia or National Formulary official at the
time of investigation: Provided, That no drug defined in the
United States Pharmacopoeia or National Formulary shall be
deemed to he adulterated under this provision if the standard
of strength, quahty, or purity be plainly stated upon the
bottle, box. or other container thereof although the standard
may differ from that determined by the test laid down in the
United States Pharmacopceia or National Formulary.
Second. If its strength or purity fall below the professed

standard or quality under which it is sold.
In case of confectionery:
If it contain terra alba, barytes. talc, chrome yellow, or

other mineral substance or poisonous color or flavor, or other
ingredient deleterious or detrimental to health, or any vinous,
malt, or spirituous liquor or compound or narcotic drug.
In the case of food:
First. If any substance has been mixed and packed with it

so as to reduce or lower or injuriously affect its quality or
strength.
Second. If any substance has been substituted wholly or In

part for the article.
Third. If any valuable constituent of the article has been

wholly or in part abstracted.
Fcurth. If it be mixed, colored, powdered, coated, or stained

in a manner whereby damage or inferiority is concealed.
Fifth. If it contain any added poisonous or other added

deleterious ingredient which may render such article injurious
to health: Provided. That when in the preparation of food
products for shipment they are preserved by any external ap-
plication applied in such manner that the preservative is
necessarily removed mechanically, or by maceration in water,
or otherwise, and directions for the removal of said preserva-
tive shall be printed on the covering or the package, the pro-

visions of this act shall be construed as applying only when
said products are ready for consumption.
Sixth. If it consists in whole or in part of a filthy, decom-

posed, or putrid animal or vegetable substance, or any por-

tion of an animal unfit for food, whether manufactured or not,

or if it is the product of a diseased animal, or one that has
died otherwise than by slaughter.
Sec. 4. That the term "misbranded," as used herein, shall

apply to all drugs, or articles of food, or articles which enter

into' the composition of food, the package or label of which
shall bear any statement, design, or device regarding such ar-

ticle or the ingredients or substances contained therein which
shall be false or misleading in any particular, and to any food

or drug product which is falsely branded as to the State, Ter-
ritory, or country in which it is manufactured or produced.

Tli.it tor the purposes of this act an article shall also be
deemed to be misbranded:
In case of drugs: . . , .

Fir.=t. If it be an imitation of or offered for sale under the
name of another article.

;Cond. If the contents
11 have been removed,

tents shall have been placed in such package, or if the package
fail to bear a statement on the label of the quantity or pro-

portion of any alcohol, morphine, opium, cocaine, herom, alpha
or beta eucaine, chloroform, cannabis indica, chloral hydrate,
or acetanilide or any derivative or preparation

.
of any such

substances contained therein. ,,,.,,,,
[Provided, that nothing in this paragraph shall be

construed to apply to the dispensing of prescriptions
written by regularly licensed practicing physicians,
veterinary surgeons and dentists, and kept on file by
the dispensing pharmacist, nor to such drugs as are
recognized in the United States Pharmacopoeia and
the National Formulary, and which are sold under
the name by which they are so recognized.]

In the case of food: „ ^ ^ , ., .v.
First. If it be an imitation of or offered for sale under the

distinctive name of another article.

Second. If it be labeled or branded so as to deceive or mis-
lead the purchaser, or purport to be a foreign product when
not so, or it the contents of the package as originally put up
shall have been removed in whole or in part and other contents
shall have been placed in such package, or if it fail to bear a
statement on the label of the quantity or proportion of any
morphine, opium, cocaine, heroin, alpha or beta eucaine,
chloroform, cannabis indica. chloral hydrate, or acetanilide, or

any derivative of any of such substances contained therein.

Third. If in package form, and the contents are stated In

terms of weight or measure, they are not plainly and correctly

stated on the outside of the package.
, ,,.,,.„,,

Fourth. If the package containing it or its label shall bear
any statement, design, or device regarding the ingredients or

the substances contained therein, which statement, design, or
device shall be false or misleading in any particular: Provided,
That an article of food which does not contain any added
poisonous or deleterious ingredients shall not be deemed to be
adulterated or misbranded in the following cases:

First In the case of mixtures or compounds which may be
now or from time to time hereafter known as articles of food,

under their own distinctive names, and not an imitation of or
offered for sale under the distinctive name of another article,

if the name be accompanied on the same label or brand with
a statement of the place where said article has been manu-
factured or produced.

, ,. , , ^ , ^ » j
Second. In the case of articles labeled, branded, or tagged

so as to plainly indicate that they are compounds, imitations,

or blends, and the word "compound," "imitation." or "blend."

as the case may be. is plainly stated on the package in which
it is offered tor sale: Provided, That the term blend as used
herein shall be construed to mean a mixture of like substances.

- - -•_- — flavoring ingredients used
ivoring only: And provided

further, "That nothing in this act shall be construed as re-

quiring or compelling proprietors or manufacturers of proprie-

tary foods which contain no unwholesome added ingredient to

disclose their trade formulas, except in so far as the pro-

visions of this act may require to secure freedom from adul-

teration or misbranding.
^ j ..,.

Sec 5 That no dealer shall be prosecuted under the pro-
visions of this act when he can establish a guaranty signed
by the wholesaler, jobber, manufacturer, or other party resid-

ing in this State, from whom he purchases such articles, to the

effect that the same is not adulterated or misbranded within
the meaning of this act, designating it. Said guaranty, to af-

ford protection, shall contain the name and address of the
party or parties making the sale of such articles to such
dealer, and in such case said party or parties shall be amenable
to the prosecutions, fines, and other penalties which would at-

tach, in due course, to the dealer under the provisions of this

Sec. 6. It shall he the duty of the State dairy and food com-
m'.s<!ioner to enforce all the provisions of this act which relate

to foods, and it shall be the duty of the State board of phar-
macy to enforce all the provisions of this act which relate

Sec 7. That the term "Territory" as used In this act shall

include the insular possessions of the United States, The
word "person" as used in this act shall be construed to im-
port both the plural and the singular, as the case demands,
and shall include corporations, companies, societies and asso-
ciations. When construing and enforcing the provisions of
this act. the act. omission or failure of any ofRcer. agent, or
other person acting for or employed by any corporation, com-
pany, society, or association, within the scope of his employ-
merit or office, shall in every case, be also deemed to be the
act omission or failure of such corporation, company, society,

or association as well as that of the person.
Sec, S, This act shall take effect one year from the date of

Its passage.

The first five sections and the seventh section of the

draft are identical with sections to be found in the new
federal law except the addition, in section 4, of the para-
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graph in brackets. Section 6 provides for the administra-

tion of the law and section 8 provides for the date when
It shall go into effect. Various sections in the federal

food and drugs act of June 30th, 1906, which relate to in-

terstate commerce, to the Territories and to other purely

federal matters have been eliminated, thus making this

draft suitable for a State measure. The sections of the

federal law which provide for the collection and examina-
tion of specimens of foods and drugs, and the method of

determining violations have also been omitted, as the ma-
chinery provided for this purpose is likely to be different

in different States.

Conference on Pharmaceutical Legislation.

Representative druggists from Erie. Albany, Dutchess,

Kings and New York counties braved the worst snow
storm of the winter and met at the Ten Eyck hotel, Al-

bany, February 5th, for the purpose of discussing pend-

ing pharmaceutical legislation in this State. Fred S.

Rogers, of Middletown, president of the New York State

Pharmaceutical Association, who had called for the con-

ference, presided, and Warren L. Bradt, of Albany, secre-

tary of the New York State Board of Pharmacy, acted as

secretary.
William Muir, of Brooklyn, read copies of the various

bills—of which there are half a score or so—now before

the legislature, most of which had originated outside of

pharmaceutical circles. As a rule these bills had been
so drawn as to meet the opposition of pharmacists, even
when their objects were in line with what members of

the profession really desired.

One bill, to give the board of pharmacy more power in

the matter of preventing sales of cocaine, had been intro-

duced at the request of the board, and had advanced so
far in the legislature that it was deemed unwise at this

time to try to have it amended so as to embrace morphine
sales also.

The Smith-Frawley bill, which was also aimed at the
traffic in narcotics, and had the active support of a New
York newspaper of the "yellow" variety, was condemned
as being too drastic and altogether impractical.
A bill introduced by Senator McCarren, seemingly in

the interest of department stores which sell drugs, was
disapproved.
The Sase hill to change the day for holding the annual

meeting of the board of pharmacy from Monday to Tues-
day; to extend the maximum limit of pay of board mem-
bers from $150 to $300; and to permit the board to re-

cover more than one penalty in one suit against a drug-
gist guilty of several violations of the law, was en-
dorsed.

In the matter of pure food legislation it was the sense
of the conference that it was best to wait until the
practical working of the federal law had been tested; but
that if a State law at this session of the legislature were
inevitable, one drawn along the lines of the Chicago con-
ference bill (published elsewhere in this issue), which.
in turn, is modeled very closely after the federal law,
should be passed. The conference thought there should
be State pure food and drug legislation, but that it would
be better to wait a year and have an ideal bill, rather
than to go into the matter blind just now and get a law
which wculd be generally unsatisfactory.
President Rogers and other speakers, notably Thomas

Stoddart, of Buffalo, and D. 0. Haynes. of New York,
thought that something ought to be done to arouse the
druggists of the State to the necessity of preserving their
own interests by joining the State association and aiding
that body and its legislative committee in securing the
passage of good laws and defeating pernicious ones. The
president was empowered to appoint a committee to de-
vise ways and means of increasing the membership of the
State association, and the following committee was ap-
pointed: Peter Diamond, Thomas P. Cook, D. O. Haynes
(of the Pharmaceutical Era), Caswell A. Mayo (of the
American Druggist), Francis B. Hays (of The Druggists
CiKCtTLAR), E. D. Gaboon, all of New York, and Thomas
Stoddart, of Buffalo. This committee is to have power
to appoint sub-committees. Mr. Gaboon, who is a member
of the Riker firm, said that circular letters and other ap-
peals sent to him to join the State association had made
no more impression on him than water does on a duck's
back, but that after he had actually heard and seen what
the association stood for and was accomplishing, he
heartily endorsed it. He and F. K. James, another large

retailer of this city, thereupon signed application blanks
and paid their dues for one year.

Among the prominent men present not already men-
tioned were Adrian Paradis. president of the Kings
County Pharmaceutical Society, and A. B. Hegeman, of

that society; W. W. Bolton, of the Dutchess county asso-

ciation; Jacob Diner, of the Metropolitan and Manhattan
(New Y'ork) association; A. Weinstein, of the Greater
New Y'ork association; George Kleinau, of the New York
German Apothecaries' Society; and Frank Richardson,
treasurer of the State association. T. P. Cook represented
the drug trade section of the New York Board of Trade
and Transportation; and Messrs. Mayo and Gaboon the
New York College of Pharmacy.

After voting its thanks to President Rogers for calling

the meeting, to the various associations which had sent

delegates, and to the pharmaceutical journals which had
sent representatives, the conference adjourned.

Among the Clerks.

New Orleans.—The New Orleans Retail Drug Clerks en-

tertained their friends at the Jai-Alai skating rink on the
evening of January 4th, more than 1,000 people attending
The annual ball of the organization was given in Decem^
ber in the ball room of Odd Fellows' Hall. The New Or-

leans clerks are officered as follows: President, A. J
Ferry; vice-presidents, Louis Gouaux and Van Woods; sec

retary, A. D. Heinemann; and treasurer, Edward Koeck
ert.

Beno, Nev.—The recently organized drug clerks' asso-

ciation of Reno, Nev., has succeeded in having a nine
o'clock closing rule adopted by the proprietors of the drug
stores of that city. The association announced a dance
for February 14th.

St. Louis.—At the annual meeting of the St. Louis
Drug Clerks' Society, held January 12th, the following
oflicers were elected: President, Leon Philibert; vice-

president. E. H. Kurtz; secretary, W. J. Easley; treasurer,
Gordon Gibson; and chief of employment bureau, 0. L.

Wright.
New York.—The eighth annual ball of the Drug Clerks'

Circle, of this city, held at Terrace Garden, Christmas
eve, excelled in enjoyable features all those of former
years. Dainty perfumed souvenirs were distributed.

Detroit.—The recently elected officers of this associa-
tion are: President, J. B. Cannon; vice-presidents, S. R.
Hart and G. A. Mahlmeister; recording secretary, J. A.
Grier; financial secretary, W. G. Thomaszek; and treas-

urer, E. B. Kolbe.
Great Falls, Mont.—An effort is being made by the

clerks of Great Falls, Mont., to secure a ten-hour working
day: and to strengthen their position they are planning
an organization.

Early Closing and Sunday Closing.

Sunday hours in Bristol, Va., are now 8:30 to 10:30
A. 51.. and 3 to 5 p. m.
The early closing movement in Long Branch, N. J., Is

steadily gaining recruits, and it is believed that before
long practically all the stores will be closed at 8.30 p. m.
The druggists of Bayonne. N. J., have shortened the

hours of Sunday work, while an effort is being made to
cut an hour or two off their evening work.

In Ft. Smith, Ark., the civic authorities endeavored to

close the drug stores on Sundays, but were opposed by the
proprietors because all the stores would not comply with
the ruling.

Chambersburg, Pa., drug stores are now closed on Satur-
day night to remain closed until Monday morning.

In South Orange, N. J., the drug stores now close at
10 p. j[. every evening.
As a result of several indictments under the Sunday

laws, the drug stores of Americus, Ga., will remain closed
all day Sunday.
Albuquerque. N. M., drug stores are closed from 1 p. m.

to 6 p. M. on Sundays since January 6th.

A few of the physicians of Loraine. Vv'yo., are objecting
to the early and Sunday closing of the drug stores, and
threaten to dispense their own medicines if the druggists
do not work all the time.

Prof. J. H. Beal of Scio, 0.. has been appointed drug in-

spector on the staff of R. W. Dunlap. Ohio State Dairy and
Food Ccramissicnor elect.
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Constitution and By-Laws of the National As-
sociation of Boards of Pharmacy.

Constitution.

ARTICLE I.

Name.
The name of this association shall be the National As-

sociation of Boards of Pharmacy.
ARTICLE II.

Objects.

The purpose of this association is to provide for inter-

state reciprocity in pharmaceutic licensure based upon a
uniform minimum standard of pharmaceutic education
and uniform legislation.

ARTICLE III.

Membership.
The members of this association shall be oflScers and

members of any State or territorial board of examiners in
pharmacy whose board of pharmacy shall have formally
approved this constitution, by-laws, rules and regulations,
and shall have certified to this association such approval
under official seal; there shall also be recognized, as as-

sociates, members of such State boards as cannot at
present interchange certificates of registration: Provided,
that each State represented in this association shall have
but one vote, but all members in attendance may partici-

pate in the discussions upon any subject considered by
this association.

ARTICLE IV.

Ofiicers and Their Duties.

Section 1. The officers of this association shall be a
president, three vice-presidents, and a secretary-treasurer,
elected annually, whose duties shall be those usually per-
taining to these offices, and who shall hold oflice until
their successors shall be elected and shall have qualified.

There shall be an executive committee of five, consisting
of the president and the secretary-treasurer, ex officio, and
three members elected by the association. The term of
office of the members of the executive committee, other
than president and secretary-treasurer, shall be three
years, provided that, of the first executive committee
elected, one member shall be elected for three years, one
for two years, and one for one year.

Sec. 2. The executive committee shall have charge of
all the affairs of this association in securing the objects
for which it is organized. Their action shall be subject
to the approval of the association at its annual meeting.

ARTICLE V.

Meetings.

This association shall meet annually during the sessions
of the American Pharmaceutical Association, or at such
time and place as the executive committee may determine.

ARTICLE VI.

Interchange of Certificates.

The interchange of certificates which may be provided
for under the constitution shall go into effect whenever
ten States or Territories shall have made application for
membership.

ARTICLE VII.

Amendments.
Amendments to this constitution shall be presented in

writing at an annual meeting, and, for adoption, require
a two-thirds vote representing a majority of the con-
stituent boards.

By-Laws.
ARTICLE I.

Any State or territorial board of examiners in pharmacy
desiring membership in this association, shall apply to

the secretary in writing, furnishing with its application a
certified copy of the record of such board showing that
they have approved this constitution, by-laws and rules
and regulations, accompanied by a fee of ten dollars,
which shall be the annual assessment.

ARTICLE II.

Upon receipt of an application for registration upon
examination in another State, the secretary of the board
shall request the secretary of such examining board to

furnish a certified copy of the applicant's examination
questions and ratings: Provided, that in all cases the
applicant shall have received a rating of 5 per cent,
higher than the minimum rate required by the board be-
fore which he was examined; and said questions must be
satisfactory to the board from which he seeks registra-
tion.

ARTICLE III.

It shall be the duty of the executive committee to pre-

pare blank applications for membership, and other neces-
sary forms, and cause them to be furnished by the secre-

tary to the several boards of pharmacy.

ARTICLE IV.

For the conduct of business at the annual meetings of

this association, a representation of one-third of the con-
stituent boards shall constitute a quorum.

ARTICLE V.

The secretary of each constituent board shall furnish
the chairman of the executive committee, at least thirty
days before the annual meeting, a report giving the num-
ber of applicants registered under this constitution, and
any other information required by the executive or other
standing committee.

ARTICLE VI.

Amendments to these by-laws shall be presented in
writing, and for adoption require a majority vote of the
States represented at any annual meeting.

Manhattan Association.
In order that as much time as possible might be de-

voted to the discussion of the pure food and drugs law,

the regular order of business was suspended at the meet-
ing of the Manhattan Pharmaceutical Association Decem-
ber 17th.

Dr. W. J. Schieffelin first addressed the members re-

porting for their benefit the results of his correspondence
with the department of agriculture. He first referred to

the errors in the standards of the Pharmacopoeia and the
difficulty experienced by the revision committee in secur-
ing data from the manufacturers of chemicals. There has
recently been a change in the attitude of the latter, how-
ever, and the results of their experience are being fur-

nished to the committee. Some of the more important
points on which the department has definitely passed are
that oils listed in the Pharmacopoeia may be sold when
below the official standard if labeled "not for medicinal
use," or "for use in foods"; the word "commercial" has
no significance; and ether and such substances sometimes
so labeled must be labeled "second grade," or bear a per-
centage label; flavoring extracts, if labeled with the name
of the natural source, must be free from artificial sut)-

stances (see note on vanilla on page 218); artificial fla-

voring extracts may be labeled " flavoring—artificial";

extract of vanilla and other flavoring extracts need not be
labeled with the alcoholic content as they are held to be
food products.

Dr. Studdiford, of the city board of health, stated that
it was not the intention of that department to enforce the
newly adopted pure food and drugs ordinance in such a
manner as to injure any dealer whom they believed was
trying to do right. It was, he said, deemed necessary to
place the responsibility for the prevailing variance in
drugs upon the guilty person. The board will not require
a statement of the amount of alcohol, etc.. upon the label
of a bona fide prescription; and it was the opinion of the
speaker that druggists would not be required to state the
amount of alcohol contained in official preparations sold
in the usual manner. Dr. Studdiford suggested that the
retailer apply to the manufacturer for "paster labels" for
the goods on his shelves. He thought that some agree-
ment would be reached later as to articles for which labels
could not be obtained.
Acting upon a suggestion of Dr. Studdiford, a motion

was adopted to appoint a committee to take up all the
phases of the question with the board of health. Presi-
dent Diner appointed the following: A. C. Searles, C. O.
Bigelow, R. R. Smith, J. M. Tobin and G. H. Hitchcock.
At the succeeding meeting of the association held Jan-

uary 21st, R. R. Smith was appointed chairman of the
committee to confer with the board of health, vice A. C.
Searles resigned; Thomas Latham was appointed to fill

the vacancy on the committee. Mr. Smith reported that
the committee had been unable to secure any definite in-
formation, as the board seemed to be at a loss as to how
to proceed and would be governed by the methods of the
federal authorities. There was considerable discussion as
to whether an effort should be made to have standard
preparations exempted from any labeling requirements in
any State legislation which might be introduced; some of
the members thought that as the contents of the Phar-
macopoeia and the National Formulary were accessible to
the public, labeling a preparation with the official name
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would be a sufficient information as to its composition,

wliile otliers argued in favor of the greatest publicity.

The treasurer reported a balance on hand of $22.50.

The relation of practical experiences, a feature intro-

duced at the November meeting, occupied the remainder

of the session. Among the questions discussed were the

generation of heat in the preparation of solutions of

sodium iodide; the dissolving of a solid by another solid;

and the preservation and handling of distilled water, a

good container being a tubulated hospital bottle with a

hose attachment. Other points discussed were the de-

terioration of gaultheria water, the reddening of emul-

sion of carbonated creosote, the precipitation in solutions

of boric acid, and the increased price of magnesium car-

bonate, U. S. P.

Metropolitan Association.

The annual meeting of the Metropolitan Association of

Retail Druggists was held in the Brooklyn College of

Pharmacy building, January 10th, Vice-President Mont-
gomery occupying the chair.

Secretary Diner reported that there were at present 442

members who paid annual dues of $8, and 410 who paid

less.

Treasurer Baltzly reported a balance on hand December
31st. of $167.30 with subsequent receipts amounting to

$28-1.65.

In reporting for the executive board, the secretary re-

ferred to the appointment of a standard preparation com-
mittee to carry out a plan for popularizing official prepa-

rations among prescrlbers. Chairman Diamond of this

committee outlined the plan, which is in brief to secure

a central laboratory where pharmacopoeial and National

Formulary preparations will be manufactured, samples of

which will be distributed among the pharmacists of the

city, who will supply them to the physicians; at stated

intervals each of live pharmacists in a neighborhood will

be given twenty samples of one of five preparations, thus
the physician will receive samples of five preparations. It

is estimated that it will cost $6,000 to carry out the plan;

and an effort is being made to collect a sufficient amount
in dues from present and new members to get the work
started, as many are waiting to see something done be-

fore contributing toward the work. The committee wished
to assure the members of other organizations engaged In

similar work, that their plan would not in any way con-

flict with those of the latter.

Several amendments to the by-laws were adopted after

considerable discussion; these provide for the abandon-
ment of the district organizations and the consequent do-

ing away with the general committee; outline the new
duties of the executive board which succeeds to those
formerly falling to the general committee; and provide
for regular monthly meetings.
The chairman of the committee on incorporation re-

ported that the certificate of incorporation had been ap-
proved and would be issued as soon as a few technicalities
were completed.
The annual election resulted In the choice of the fol-

lowing officers: President, Charles Heimerzhelm, of
Brooklyn; vice-presidents, W. B. Montgomery, of New
York; W F. Maass, of Brooklyn; and Ulrich Becker, of

Staten Island; treasurer, A. B. Baltzly, of New York; sec-
retary, Jacob Diner, of Now York; executive board, Peter
Diamond, B. J. Lauer and R. R. Smith, of New York; and
W. C. Anderson, O. C. Klelne, Jr., and C. A. Kunkel, of
Brooklyn.

Baltimore Association.
Baltimore druggists have been fighting combination

with combination, and have won. This time it was a tele-

phone war and the result is the installation of slot ma-
chines in all drug stores in the Monumental City, with 15
per cent, commission and a limited number of free calls
for the druggist.
The Baltimore Retail Druggists' Association has also

taken a part In the effort being made throughout the
country to get some definite statement from the federal
government as to what basis the compensation for hold-
ers of postal sub-stations will be computed upon.

'

At the meeting held January 11th, considerable discus-
sion of the illegal sale of narcotics and habit forming
drugs was indulged in. There have been a number of
••"rests under the law and in some cases the accused were
inicoascious violators. The general provision of the law

seem to be clearly grasped, but there is a great deal of

confusion in regard to the Interpretation of that portion

of the law which relates to proprietary preparations sus-

pected of containing narcotics. A special committee has
been appointed to confer with the authorities and en-

deavor to obtain a definite statement of the attitude of

the latter.

Philadelphia Association.
It has been decided by the Philadelphia Association of

Retail Druggists that the question of early and Sunday
closing is influenced by too many Iccal conditions to be

taken up by the association as a whole; and it will be left

to individuals. Druggists in several parts of the city have
expressed their Intention of closing during a part of each
Sunday.
Plans are being perfected for a campaign of education

and elucidation to be carried on among the physicians of

the city in behalf of official preparations.
At the January meeting officers for the ensuing year

were elected as follows: President, Charles Rehfuss;
vice-presidents, T. H. Potts, W. E. Lee and Jacob Epstein;
recording secretary, N. A. Cozens; financial secretary, C.

W. Shull; treasurer, G. W. Fehr; executive committee,
F. W. Fluck, chairman; H. C. Blair, vice-chairman; S. D.
Davis, J. H. Bailey, J. E. Marsden, W. H. Umstead, S. E.

Betts, "W. E. Supplee, Charles Leedom, W. L. Cllffe, W. H.
Vandegrift, Christopher Koch, W. T. Burke, Nathan
Steltzer and W. G. Toolis.

Rhode Island Association.
In his report at the annual meeting of the Rhode Island

Pharmaceutical Association, held at Providence, January
9th, President Groff advise 1 that the members Impress
upon the young men entering pharmacy, the necessity of

a most careful educational training.
Prof. E. L. Patch, of Boston, spoke at length upon the

provisions of the federal pure food and drugs law, point-

ing out the provisions of particular interest to the retail

druggist.
A proposition that the association attend the coming

Jamestown exposition in a body was referred to the
executive committee.
The president and the secretary were appointed a com-

mittee to obtain full information concerning the joint

meeting of tbe associations of the New England States to

be held at Magnolia, Mass., during the coming summer.
The following officers were elected: President, J. E.

Groff. of Providence; vice-presidents. H. A. Pearce, of

Providence county; S W. Hlmes, of Kent county; J. A.
Writh, of Washington county; J. T. Wright, of Newport
county; and W. H. Buffington, of Bristol county; secre-

tary, C. H. Daggett, of Providence; treasurer, E. T. Col-

ton, of Providence; executive committee, H. A. Pearce.
A. J. Johnson, Jr., and E. W. Vars.

Illinois Association.
In a report read at the semi-annual meeting of the

executive committee of the Illinois Pharmaceutical Asso-
ciation, held at Chicago, December 4th. Wllhelm Bode-
mann suggested that the retail pharmacist should make
an appeal to the manufacturers of proprietary medicines
to modify and revise their advertising so that the phar-
macist would not feel ashamed of his part in the traffic In

nostrums. The pharmacist, he said, could not retain the
confidence of the public if he persisted in selling nos-
trums; and as the manufacturers desired the good will of

the retailers they would be willing to make some conces-
sions if approached In a proper manner.

C. H. Avery, of the committee on legislation, directed
the attention of the committee to the strenuous task con-
fronting the association In following the bills affecting
pharmacy which would no doubt be introduced during the
present session of the legislature.

Appropriate resolutions of condolence on the death of

A. E. Ebert were adopted.
It was decided to hold the next annual meeting of the

association at Galesburg, June 25th to 27th.

The council of the Missouri Pharmaceutical Association
recently adopted a set of resolutions expressing Its sense
of the loss sustained by pharmacy on account of the
death of A. E. Ebert. Mr. Ebert had been an honorary
member of the associitiin.
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Maryland College.
At the annual meeting of the Maryland College of Phar-

macy, held January 17th, the following ofBcers for the
ensuing year were elected: President, J. F. Hancock;
vice-presidents, C. V. Emich and Richard Sappington. J.

E/Hengst and J. B. Thomas were elected members of the
board of examiners.

Philadelphia College.
Upward of 150 persons, representing fifteen local phar-

niacal and medical organizations, attended the fourth
pharmaceutical meeting of the Philadelphia College of

Pharmacy, January 15th. W. u. ClifEe presided.

The object of the meeting was the consideration of

plans for a State pure food and drug law. After consid-
erable discussloa resolutions were adopted which practi-
cally endorse the Chicago conference bill (printed else-

where in this issue).

Prof. Remington occupied the chair at the December
meeting which was devoted to a discussion of business
methods and commercial pharmacy.
H. B. Mason, of Detroit, was the principal speaker, and

enlightened those present on how they could obtain and
retain a knowledge of four things which in his opinion
every druggist should know-. These were: (1) his ex-

pense of doing business, expressed in percenfage; (2) his

average gross profit estimated on the total volume of

sales; (3) whether certain lines, like cigars, candy and
soda water are making or losing money for him, and if

they are making money, how much; (4) what his total

annual earnings are.

H. C. Blair described a special form of bank check bear-
ing a blank statement and a place for endorsement by the
payee, making it a receipt for the amount of the state-

ment.
Papers and talks were contributed by Messrs. Bonta.

Cook, Cliite, Potts, Rehfuss and others.

Philadelphia's View of Quackery.
Quackery was discussed from the viewpoint of the

public, the press, law and medicine at a recent meeting
of the Philadelphia County Medical Society. There did

not seem to be much divergence of opinion and the quack
and his methods were universally dubbed imprudent,
audacious, and dangerous to the public weal. There was
also a prevailing sentiment that the medical profession
and the medical schools were not doing what they could

to combat quackery and nostrums.

German Apothecaries' Society.

The larger portion of the program of the meeting cf the
New York German Apotheca:ies' Society, held January
3d, was devoted to a discussion of the status of the retail

pharmacist under the addition to the sanitary code of ,th-!

(ity, which embraces practically all the provisions of the

federal pure food and drugs act. Among other sugges-
tions of matters to be brought to the attention of th°
health commissioner was that an exception be made in the
labeling with the content of alcohol and opium, where the
preparation contained not more than 2 per cent, of either

i-ubstance. It was deemed advisable, after a discussion,
to refrain at present from suggestions and to comply witb
the code as far as possible.

The report of Chairman Emil Roller of the scientific

lommittee showed that the society had been favored with
an unusually interesting and instructive course of lectures

during the year.

The reports of the librarian and the chairmen of the
(livers committees reflected conditions which were all that

could be desired.

President Hirseman reappointed the following chairmen
of committees: Legislative, George Kleinau; scientific.

Emil Roller; entertainment, S. V. B. Swann; legal. Pan!
Arndt.

Death Caused by Industrial Use of Wood
Alcohol.

The Lynn (Mass.) Ketvs states that as the result of

poisoning, from the continued use of wood alcohol in

industrial work at the shops of the General Electric Co..

Miss Susan F. Curran died a short time ago.

Pharmacy for Medical Students.
Upon the joint request of the faculty of the depart

ments of pharmacy and medicine of the University of

Minnesota, the board of regents has authorized the es-

tablishment of a course in pharmacy for the medical stu-

dents, to be given by Dean Wulling of the department of

pharmacy.
The course will embrace the study and discussion of

the Pharmacopceia and the National Formulary, the con
sideration of omclal stanuards of purity, the preparation
of medicines and chemicals, and the making of official

Chicago Veterans Criticize Governor.
At a meeting of the Chicago Veteran Druggists' Asso-

ciation, held January 25th, the following resolutions were
unanimously adopted:

of the Illinois Board of
Pharmacy.
Resolved, that we express our re^et that his excellency

Governor Charles S. Deneen should have withdrawn the ap-
pointment of Mr. Bodemann on the said board, and that we
condemn such action as being in fla^ant violation of the prin-
ciples of good government, and as bearing evidence that it

was dictated by a desire to promote selfish partisan ends at
whatever sacrifice of honesty and efficiency in the public
service and of the welfare of the people.

So far as the Cikctilar is able to judge at this distance,

what the "veterans" say about Mr. Bodemann's record as
a board member is justified by the facts; and the Cir-
cular believes the Illinois board has lost a good man. It

is to be regretted that politics should ever enter into board
of pharmacy matters.

Opposing Nostrum Prescribing in Pittsburg.
The Western Pennsylvania Retail Druggists' Associa-

tion has begun a systematic campaign among the physi-
cians of Allegheny county to further the efforts of the
county medical society against the prescribing of secret
preparations.
The first letter to the physicians sets forth the willing-

ness of the members of the association to furnish any de-

sired information about pharmacopoeia! and National
Formulary preparations as well as samples of any of

ihem. It also includes a list of twenty-nine secret formula
preparations with a parallel list of seventeen official prep-
arations.

Anti-Cocaine Ordinance in This City.
A recently adopted regulation in the sanitary code cf

Xew York city reads:
'Section 182. No cocaine or salt of cocaine, either alone

or in combination with any other substances, shall be sold
at retail by any person in the City of New York except
upon a prescription of a physician."
Health Commissioner Darlington announces that this

regulation will be rigidly enforced.
Nothing but good can result from such a measure even

though the "legitimate business" of the catarrh powder
maker does suffer. The "walking dispensaries" who can
still get supplies at wholesale will continue to ply their
trade.

German Apothecaries' Annual BalL
"An evening of unalloyed pleasure" is the way the

fifty-sixth annual ball of the New York German Apothe-
caries' Society is referred to by all those whose good
fortune it was to attend this pharmaceutico-social affair
at Terrace Garden, January 24th. The excellent music,
the tasteful decorations, consisting cf tropical and domes-
tic evergreens, and every detail that would make for the
comfort and enjoyment of the guests indicated the care-
ful attention of the entertainment committee: and Chair-
man Swann and his associates. Messrs. Albert, Arndt.
Kantrowitz and Leinecker were highly complimented
upon the results of their efforts.

A number of guests from the Kings county society and
other local pharmacal organizations were present.

Miss Jennie Glover, a pharmacist in the employ of Dr.
J. C. Fahey, of 'Wilmington. Del,, was painfully injured
and perhaps permanently disfigured, by the explosion ot
the ingredients of a mixture she was preparing.
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Government Manufacture of Antitoxin.

Representative DeArmond, of Missouri, has introduced

a bill In congress providing for the manufacture and sale

of diphtheria autitoxin by the government. The bill Is as

follows:

authorized and directed to manufacture and supply to the
medical profession, at a price not exceeding 10 per centum
above the cost of production, the best quality of diphtheria
antitoxin; and to enable him to carry this act Into effect fully

and speedilv there Is hereby authorized an expenditure of the
sum of $100,000. or so much thereof as may be needed, to be
disbursed under such rules and regulations as the secretary of

the treasury shall prescribe.

This measure has been referred to the committee on in-

ter-state and foreign commerce, which will be urged to

report it on the ground that commercial manufacturers

are charging exorbitant prices for the article, and that it

is a proper function of the government to supply it at low

cost. It should be mentioned that Mr. DeArmond is a

great "State's right" advocate and opposed to government
paternalism or centralization of power at Washington.

The annual report of Surgeon-General Wyman, of the

public health and marine-hospital service, contains ex-

tended reference to the manufacture of antitoxins, which
is under governmental supervision. As a result of its in-

spection of private laboratories engaged in the manufac-
ture of serums, etc., the public health bureau suspended

the license of one manufacturer and revoked another.

The following Is a list of the concerns now having gov-

ernment license to engage in this line of work:

Parke, Davis & Co., Detroit, Mich., vaccine virus, serums
and toxins.

H. K. Mulford Co., Philadelphia, Pa., vaccine virus,

serums and toxins

Dr. H, M. Alexander & Co., Marietta, Pa., vaccine virus

and diphtheria antitoxin.

Fluid Vaccine Co., Milwaukee, Wis., vaccine virus.

The Pccono Laboratories, Swiftwater, Pa., vaccine virus.

National Vaccine and Antitoxin Establishment, Wash-
ington, D. C, vaccine viras and diphtheria antitoxin.

Cutter Analytic Laboratory, San Francisco, Cal., vaccine
virus, diphtheria antitoxin and antistreptococcus serum.

Frederick Steams & Co., Detroit, Mich., diphtheria anti-

toxin and vaccine virus.

Health Department of the City of New York, diphtheria
antitoxin.

W. R. Hubbert's Serum Laboratory, Detroit, Mich.,

diphtheria antitoxin.

National Antitoxin Establishment, Washington, D. C,
diphtheria antitoxin.

Lederle Antitoxic Laboratories, New York, diphtheria
antitoxin.
Burroughs, Wellcome & Co., London, England, diph-

theria antitoxin.

To an inquiry sent out by the public health department
as to the relative number of sore arms from vaccination
now as compared with three or four years ago, 951 replies
have been received. Of these 237 gave no data; 8 stated
that there were more sore arms now than formerly (not
due, however, to the character of the virus used) ; 52 said
there was no change noted; and 554 reported an improve-
ment. These replies indicate to the surgeon-general that
government supervision has been productive of good.

La Wall; vice-president, J. E. Davis; secretary, E. F.

Hahn; treasurer, A. F. Pollard; board of directors,

Meirs Busch, J. P. Remington, G. D. Feidt, D. E. Bran-
some and W A. Johnson

It Is reported that a department of pharmacy will form
a part of a recently incorporated Institution to be located
at Chicago and to be known as Carnegie University.

Miss S. E. Clifton, of Stockdale, Tex., where she had
charge of one of the leading pharmacies, is the new phar-
macist of the Southwestern Insane Asylum at San An-
tonio.

After investigating the death of a young girl of Berke-
ley, Cal., the coroner's jury rendered a verdict attribut-
ing her death to poisoning by strychnine tablets inadver-
tently taken Instead of laxative tablets, and censured the
manufacturers for putting on the market such a prepara-
tion without stating on its label that it was poisonous, and
naming an antidote.

To strengthen the ties between the practitioners of
medicine and pharmacy by promoting social intercourse
among them a club has been formed at Philadelphia, with
100 charter members. The officers are: President, C. H.

News of the Pharmacy Boards.
List of Secretaries.

In the following list are to be found the names and ad-

dresses of the secretaries of the various boards of phar-

macy of the country. When the date and place of the next
meeting are known, they are given also. Secretaries are

requested to keep us informed as to those dates and
places:

Alabama—June 11th, at Blount Springs. E. P. Gait,

Selma.
Arizona—April 10th, at Phoenix. A. G. Hulett, Phoenix.

Arkansas—J. F. Dowdy, Little Rock.

California—C. B. Whilden, San Francisco.

Colorado—W. L. Shockey, Cripple Creek.

Connecticut—A. L. Dickinson, Danbury.
Delaware—April 5th, at Wilmington. 0. C. Draper, Wil-

mington.
District of Columbia—S. L. Hilton, Washington.
Florida—June 12th, at Jacksonville. D. W. Ramsaur,

Palatka.
Georgia—April 8th, at Atlanta. C. D. Jordan, Monticello.

Idaho—L. W. Smith, Boise.
Illinois—F. C. Dodds, Springfield.

Indiana—T. E. Otto, Columbus.
Indian Territory—H. D. Knisley, Checotah.
Iowa—C. W. Phillips, Des Moines.
Kansas—February 13th, at Arkansas City. W. E. Sheriff.

Ellsworth.
Kentucky—April 9th, at Louisville. J. W. Gale, Frank-

fort
Louisiana—F. C. Godbold, New Orleans.
Maine—F. H. Wilson, Brunswick.
Maryland—Ephraim Bacon, Roland Park.
Massachusetts—Every Tuesday. W. F. Sawyer, Boston
Michigan—S. A. Erwin, Battle Creek.
Minnesota—April 15th, at Minneapolis. C. J. Moos, Min-

neapolis.

Mississippi—April 2d, at Jackson. S. L. Caine, Columbus.
Missouri—April 8th, at Kansas City. Charles Gletner, St.

Louis.
Montana—Alfred Whitworth, Deer Lodge.
Nebraska—H. L. Harper, Beatrice.
Nevada—May , at Reno. F. J. Steinmetz, Carson

City.

New Hampshire—F. H. Wingate, Nashua.
New Jersey—April 18th and 19th, at Trenton. H. A.

Jorden, Bridgeton.
New York—Eastern Branch—February 20th, at New York.

Joseph Weinstein, 115 West Sixty-eighth street. New
York. Middle Branch—February 20th, at Albany. W.
L. Bradt, Albany. Western Branch—February 20th,

at Buffalo. George Reimann, Buffalo.

North Carolina—June 11th, at Lake Toxaway. F. W.
Hancock, Oxford.

North Dakota—W. S. Parker, Lisbon.
Ohio—May 14th, at Columbus. W. R. Ogier, Columbus.
Oklahoma—April 9th, at Oklahoma City. F. B. LiUle,

Guthrie.
Oregon—Miss Kitty W. Harbord, Salem.
Pennsylvania—February 23d, at Philadelphia. C. T.

George, Harrisburg.
Rhode Island—March 5th. at Providence. H. A. Pearce,

Providence.
South Carolina—March 20th, at Columbia. F. M. Smith.

Charleston.
South Dakota—E. C. Bent, Dell Rapids.
Tennessee—April 16th, at Nashville. I. B. Clark. Nash-

ville.

Utah—C. H. McCoy, Salt Lake.
Vermont—April 3a, at Montpelier. J. G. Bellrose, Bur-

lington.
Virginia-March 19th. at Richmond. T. A Miller, Rich-

mond.
Washington—P. Jensen, Tacoma.
West Virginia—May 1st, at Wheeling. A. Walker, Sut-

ton.

Wisconsin—February 13th to 15th, at Milwaukee. H. G.
Ruenzel, Milwaukee.

Wyoming—F. W. Roedel, Cheyenne.
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New York Board.

The sixtti annual meeting of the New York Board of

Pharmacy was held at Albany, January 7th, all the mem
bers being present. The sole change in the personnel of

the board was the installation of J. A. Lockie, of Buffalo,

as the successor of W. G. Gregory.
Reports presented showed that at fifteen examinations

held during the past year, 445 candidates were ex-

amined for registration as pharmacists and 117 as drug
gists; licenses were granted to 432 in all. Certificates

were issued to 4,295 pharmacists and 20 druggists; 742
general dealers received permits; and 223 apprentices
were registered.

In the eastern division, 2,731 pharmacies and 272 gen-

eral stores, in 171 towns, were inspected; 356 towns in the
middle division, were visited, and 1,025 pharmacies and
359 general stores inspected; the inspectors of the western
division visited 105 pharmacies and 176 general stores, in

117 towns. In all 3,584 samples were collected, of which
3.400 were assayed. Of the samples obtained in the mid-
dle and western divisions, 5 per cent, of those assayed
were found deficient. A more detailed report of the in-

spection of the eastern
branch appears in another
column.
The suits against violators

of the pharmacy law netted
the board a sum of $8,738.50,

in fines, etc. The total re-

ceipts for the year were f28,-
812.59; expenditures, J27,-

S01.87; the amount of cash
on hand December 1st was
$86.82.

A resolution was adopted
empowering the board to act

as sponsor for an anti-

I'ocaine bill to be introduced
in the legislature. The bill

has been introduced, and
is referred to elsewhere in

this issue. A special legis-

lative committee, consisting
of Messrs. Muir, Bradt and
Kreiger, was appointed to prepare a pure food bill based
on the requirements of the federal law.
The annual election resulted in the choice of the fol-

lowing officers: President, George Reimann, of Buffalo;
vice-presidents, J. B. Todd, of Ithaca, and William Muir,
of Brooklyn; secretary and treasurer, W. L. Bradt, of Al-
liany. The chairmen of the several committees are: Fi-

nance, C. O. Bigelow, of New York; inspection, complaints
and prosecutions, W. L. Bradt, of Albany; adulterations
and substitutions, G. C. Diekman, of New York; sale of

poisons, William Muir, of Brooklyn; registration, S. A.
Grove, of Buffalo; ad interim, C. O. Bigelow, of New
York.
To Willis G. Gregory, of Buffalo, the retiring member

of the board, was presented a silver coffee service by his
long-time associates. Dr. Gregory had been a member of

the board since its organization.
George Reimann, the newly elected president of the

board, was graduated by the Philadelphia College of Phar-
macy in 1881; in 1891, he was appointed a member of the
Erie County Board of Pharmacy and served as its secre-
tary during the remainder of its existence. When the
Erie county board gave way to the New York State board
in 1901, he was elected a member of the latter and was
chosen secretary of the western branch. Mr. Reimann
was the president of the Erie County Pharmaceutical As-
sociation in 1899-1900; chairman of the trade interests
committee of the New York Pharmaceutical Association in
1898-1900; and has been chairman of its transportation
committee since 1900. As chairman of the boards of

pharmacy conference at the meeting of the American
Pharmaceutical Association in 1903, Mr. Reimann was
largely instrumental in organizing the National Associa
tion of Boards of Pharmacy, and was its first president
Mr. Reimann is lecturer upon pharmacy law at the Biif
falo College of Pharmacy.

GEOROE REH

error by the manner in which the names were sent to us

by the secretary. There is only one grade of license un-

der the Georgia law, but the board divides the successful

candidates into three classes, first, pharmacists; second,
apothecaries; and third, druggists. In November there

were no candidates successful as "pharmacists" and on the

lists sent out by the secretary the druggists came first.

This led us to put them down as full-fledged licensees.

and to put down the "apothecaries," who come after them
on the list, as "assistants." This did the latter gentlemen
an Injustice, and this correction is here made for the pur-

pose of setting them right.

Illinois Board.

Wilhelm Bodemann, of Chicago, who has served one full

term as a member of the Illinois Board of Pharmacy and
(wo years of another term, has been succeeded by C. H.
Avery of the same city. Mr. Bodemann's second appoint-
ment had never been confirmed by the Senate. H. C.

Christensen, of Chicago, was appointed to succeed W. A.
Dyche, of Evanston, who resigned.
The board is continuing its fight against the cocaine

sellers of Chicago, and succeeded in having one offender
sent to prison. He was released later under heavy bail

liending an appeal, and is reported to have forfeited his
bond and left the State.

Utah Board.

The annual report of the Utah Board of Pharmacy for
the past fiscal year shows that sixty-eight applicants ap-
peared before the board at the six examinations held dur-
ing the year, of whom thirty passed as pharmacists, and
thirteen as assistants.

In examination fees and renewal fees, the board re-

ceived $832; at the close of the report there was a balance
on hand of $161.10.

Arizona Board.

A report of the Arizona Board of Pharmacy, covering
the period from June 20th, 1904, to June 30th, 1906, was
filed with the governor December 31st. No recommenda-
tions were made as to legislation.

In the period covered by the report, twenty-seven phar
macists and three assistants were licensed. At the pres-
ent time, there are 151 pharmacists' certificates in force
in this Territory and one assistant's.
The receipts for the two years amounted to $823.50; and

the expenditures to $825.95.

Georgia Board.
In reporting the names of the successful candidates be

tore the Georgia Board of Pharmacy In November, in the
CiBcuLAB for December, page 453, we were led into an

Wyoming Board.

The annual meeting of the Wyoming Board of Pharmacy
was held at Cheyenne, January 7th, all the members being
present. Certificates for the current year were issued and
several amendments to the pharmacy law were recom-
mended to the legislature.
The chief points touched upon in these recommenda-

tions were (1) to require members of the board of
pharmacy to be registered pharmacists; (2) to require
applicants for registration to have two years' practical
experience, and a three years' academic or high school
course, or the equivalent, and to pass an examination; (3)
to prohibit the sale of poisons in sealed packages, or
otherwise by any but registered pharmacists, and to limit
the sale of habit-forming drugs to physicians' prescrlp-
fions.

The present personnel of the board is as follows:
President, F. H. Eggleston. of Laramie; vice-president,
W. H. Edelman. of Sheridan; secretary, F. W. Roedel, of
rheyenne.

Vermont Board.

.None of the seven candidates examined at a meeting
of the Vermont Board of Pharmacy held at Montpelier,
.January 1st, passed.
The next meeting of the board will be held April 3d, at

the same place,

W. E. L. Gokay, of Bennington, has succeeded C. C.
Bingham, of St. Johnsburg, as a member of the board.
The annual election of officers resulted in the choice of

the following: President, W. F. Root, of Brattleboro;
treasurer, D. F. Davis, of Barre; and secretary, J. G.
Bellrose, of Burlington.
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Obituaries.

! FCKDERICK STEAH.NS.

Frederick Ste;iiiis. founder of the pharmaceutical uiaiiu

facturing house of Frederick Stearns & Co., died at

Savannah, Ga., January 13th, at the age of seventy-fivp

years.

Mr. Stearns was apprenticed to a druggist of Buffalo.

N. Y., in 1846, and attended a course of lectures on

chemistry and pharmacy at the University of Buffalo.

Later he entered the employ of A. I. Matthews, of the

same city, by whom he was subsequently taken into

partnership. The partnership thus formed continued un-

til 1854.

Mr. Stearns went to Detroit early in 1855 and opened

a drug store. His first manufacturing venture was the

preparation of pharmaceuticals in a room at the rear of

his store, and, acting as his own traveling representative.

he gradually created a demand tor his preparations

throughout Michigan. During the Civil War he was pur-

veyor of medical supplies for the State of Michigan. After

the declaration of peace he equipped his manufacturing
establishment with steam driven machinery, and in 1871

he separated his manufacturing plant from his retail

store and Installed It in a larger building. In 1881 he

disposed of his retail interests and devoted his entire time

to manufacturing; in the following year he incorporated

his business and became its president, continuing as such

until his retirement in 1887.

Mr. Stearns was an enthusiastic amateur collector of

curios and objects of art, and his collections of musical

Instruments, shells and articles of Japanese and Korear.

workmanshiti are among the finest in the world. Several

of his collections were donated to the Detroit Museum of

Art some years ago. He was also an enthusiastic patron

of music and had established a fellowship in music at the

University of Michigan; and was prominently connected
with the philharmonic society of Detroit.

Mr. Stearns was a msmber of the American Pharma-
ceutical Association and had held several of its offices;

was the founder of a fellowship in pharmacy at the Uni-

versity of Michigan, and a director of the Detroit Medi-

cal College.

T. ROBERTS BAKER.

Thomas Roberts Baker died at his home in Richmond,
Va., November 26th, 1906, aged eighty-one years. He was
born in Richmond and entered the employ of Alexander
Duval & Co., of that city at the age of fifteen. He w-as

graduated by the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy in

1852. In 1856 he organized the Meade & Baker Company,
of Richmond, with which he continued until a few years
since, when he became the president of a proprietary
manufacturing concern. Mr. Baker became a member of

the American Pharmaceutical Association in 1856 and
contributed a number of instructive papers to its Proceed-
ings; he was elected first vice-president in 1879, and was
the first chairman of the scientific section. He was oue
of the original members of the Virginia Board of Phar-
macy appointed under the law of 1886, and served for five

years. Mr. Baker's interest in association work led him
to take an active part in the formation of the Virginia
Pharmaceutical Association of which he was the first

pi-esident. He was also the temporary chairman of the
first meeting of the National Retail Druggists' Association
in 1883.

AUGUST T. FLEISCHMANX.

August T. Fleischmann, one of the most widely known
pharmacists cf Missouri, died at his home at Kansas City.

December 19th, aged si.\ty years. He was a native of

Philadelphia, Pa., and went West in 1879, locating first at

Sedalia, Mo. He was one of the organizers of the Missouri
Pharmaceutical Association, and its president in 1890-1

He was appointed a member of the Missouri Board of

Pharmacy in 1891 and continued as such until 1901, bein.K

its president In 1891-1900, and secretary the year follow
ing. •

BERNARD SCHWARTZ.

Bernard Schwartz, of Salem, 111., died at St. Joseph's
Sanatorium. Silver City. N. M., January 9th. Mr. Schwartz
was a member of the Illinois Board of Pharmacy for man.\
years, and its president in 1904.

D. A. MENDELfeEF.

Dimitri Ivanovitch Mendel6ef, one of the world's great-

est chemists, died at St. Petersburg, February 2d, in his

seventy-third year. He was professor of chemistry at the

University of St. Petersburg, and the author of many
valuable contributions to the literature of his profession,

which were given to the world in French. His work Prin-

ciples of Chemistry, is accepted as one of the classics of

chemical literature. He was best known by his researclie-

on the theoretical "periodic law." He was an honorary
member of the American C'lemical Society.

J. M. Stoever, who conducted the pharmacy in the

Broad street railroad station at Philadelphia for a num
ber of years, and was at one time in business at Chester.

Pa., died December 9th, aged sixty-five years. He was a

Civil War veteran, and is survived by a widow and four

sons.

William S. Thompson, Jr., of Washington, D. C, died

at Aiken, S. C, December 3d. He was forty-six years of

age and had been in business for himself since 1878;

prior to that year be had been associated with his father,

the widely known W. S. Thompson.

Dr. David De Graff, one of the oldest pharmacists of

this State, was found dead in a chair at his home in Al-

bany, December 2d. He was born in 1825, and was a

graduate of the Albany Medical College.

A. B. Hallin, a pioneer druggist ol Harrington, Wash.,
died December 2d. He was a member of the Harrington
Drug Company, and prominent in the commercial and
political circles of his city.

Herman Fischer, for twenty years a business man of

St. Louis. Mo., died December 5th, aged sixty-four years.

He was a native cf Germany and went to St. Louis thirty

years ago.

J. H. Camps, of Appleton, Wis., died December 24th.

aged forty-four years. He was president of the Wisconsin
Pharmaceutical Association in 1901-2.

S. H. Kelley, for many years in business at Omaha.
• Xeb., died at Kalamazoo, Mich., December 25th, aged
eighty-seven years.
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Changes in the Pharmacopceia.
Yielding to pressure which pharmacists have been

exerting on them for some time, reinforced by a re-

quest from importers and manufacturers, the revision

committee of the United States Pharmacopoeial Con-

vention has made a few changes in the standards of

certain crude drugs and the galenical preparations

into which they enter. The food and drugs act of

June 30th, 1906, probably hastened the change, but

the reasons for the reduction in pharmacopoeial stand-

ards existed independent of any of the provisions of

that act. Indeed importers state that the demand for

certain crude drugs had so depleted the supplies at

their source that it was becoming impossible to get

them of a quality that would stand the tests of the

Pharmacopceia when applied by the customs ap-

praisers.

Prof. Joseph P. Remington, of Philadelphia, chair-

man of the revision committee, has announced the

"first instalment" of changes to be made in the Phar-

macopoeia, and these we present in tabular form for

easv comparison

:

New Old
Standard, Standard.
Per Cent. Per Cent.

Belladonna leaf (mydriatic alka-

loids) 0.30 0.35

Belladonna root (mydriatic alka-

loids) 0.45 0.50

Colchicum seed (colchicine) 0.45 0.55

Ipecac (ipecac alkaloids) 1.75 2.00

Stramonium (mydriatic alkaloids) 0.25 0.35

Extract of stramonium (mydriatic

alkaloids) 1.00 1.40

Jalap (total resins) 7.00 8.00

Gm. in Gm. in

100 c. c. 100 c. c.

Fluidextract of belladonna root

(mydriatic alkaloids) 0.40 0.50

Tincture of belladonna leaf (alka-

loids) 0.03 0.035

Fluidextract of colchicum seed (col-

chicine) 0.40 0.50

Tincture of colchicum seed (col-

chicine) 0.04 0.05

Fluidextract of ipecac (alkaloids). 1.50 1.75

Fluidextract of stramonium (my-
driatic alkaloids) 0.25 0.35

Tincture of stramonium (mydria-
tic alkaloids 0.025 0.03

Petrolatum. On page 336 of the Pharmacopoeia, the last

paragi-aph under this article, referring to the sulphuric
acid test, has been dropped.

It will be noted that the biggest reduction has been

made in the case of stramonium and its fluidextract,

the drop being over twenty-eight per cent. The re-

duction in the tincture is not uniform with that of

the drug and the fluidextract. A similar discrepancy

may be seen in the case of belladonna root and its

fluidextract, the reduction in the case of the root be-

ing from 0.50 to 0.45, and in the case of the fluidex-

tract from 0.50 to 0.40.

That other changes will follow is intimated by the

committee when it refers to these already effected as

an "instalment."

Every owner of a Pharmacopoeia should enter the

corrections in his book as soon as they come to his

notice.

Lying About the Gueu-antee.

In Canada there is a bill pending which, if passed,

will authorize the imposition of a fine of from fifty to

five hundred dollars upon any medicine manufacturer

referring in an advertisement or on a label to the gov-

ernment's certificate. The certificate alluded to is pro-

vided for in the bill and is to be to the effect that the

manufacturer of the medicine in question has com-
plied with certain governmental regulations.

Evidently our brethren to the north are profiting by
what they have observed on this side of the lakes.

It may usually be put down as a postulate that when
a man goes into the business of making nostrums and
inducing people who would be better off without them
to pour them into their stomachs for the profit of the

manufacturer, that man is beyond the reach of ethics

or an appeal made for humanity's sake. It is not

to be wondered at, then, that such a man sees no im-

morality in advertising to the public that his guar-

antee to the government that his nostrum contains

this or does not contain that, is a guarantee by the

government to the public that the nostrum is all that

it ought to be. Of course, no such guarantee by the

government was ever contemplated and does not ex-

ist. What the government has undertaken to do is

to prevent the manufacturers from lying about their

foods and drugs, but the mendacity of the nostrum
men has not been destroyed, but merely turned into

new channels, by the act of congress. Being pro-

hibited from misbranding their products, some of the

nostrum men utilize their principal asset—their abil-

ity to disregard the truth and the welfare of their

fellow men—by trying to convince the public that

their enforced cessation from selling certain poisons

without a warning constitutes a government guar-

antee of the absolute reliability of their output.

Perhaps the executive department of the govern-

ment may find some means by which it may put a
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stop to tliis flagrant abuse, and if it cannot, then we

may expect it to apply to the legislative branch to

give it some such relief as the Canadian executives

have provided for in their bill.

Profitable Professionalism.

Old readers of the Circular know better than any

words of ours can express, how we have insisted in

season and out of season for more years than most of

them can boast, that the business and professional

salvation of the pharmacist lay in the practice of

pharmacy and not in converting his store into a nos-

trum bazaar and himself into a quack. By this we

do not mean that druggists should at once and abso-

lutely cease carrying in stock the nostrums which the

public has long been accustomed to buying and accus-

tomed to buying in drug stores. To advocate such a

step would be to write ourselves down as Utopians.

Neither do we mean that the druggist should not

utilize the space on which he pays rent by stocking it

with profit-paying side lines. What we do mean is

that any four-dollar-a-week shop girl can hand down a

bottle of "patent" medicine as well as an educated

druggist, and that the qualified man is wasting valu-

able talent and opportunities by not putting himself

on a plane far above the competition of the grocer,

the dry goods dealer and the general merchant.

In a certain sense the druggist is a professional

man. He is engaged in the practice of a profession

which has for its object the alleviation of human suf-

fering; and where is there a worthier object? He is

a collaborator with physicians in such practice, his

province being to provide the latter with the best

means of treating disease, and not to compete with

them by undertaking to diagnose and prescribe.

When he does undertake to diagnose and prescribe

without being qualified to do either, he falls from his

high plane of professionalism into the slough of

quackery.

That the position which the Circular has stead-

fastly maintained (even when that position was not

the popular one among a large part of its readers) is

not a purely theoretical one, has been abundantly

shown many times, but a recent very striking demon-

stration of its correctness from a practical standpoint

has taken place in this city. We have here an active

young organization of druggists known as the Hud-
.son River Pharmaceutical Association. Members of

this association do business in the territory bounded

by the Hudson and Harlem rivers, Fifth avenue, and
One-Hundred-and-Twenty-fifth street. Some two or

three years ago these druggists began a campaign for

pharmacy—which was a campaign in their own inter-

ests—among the physicians whose prescriptions they

filled. In order to prove results a committee of the

association selected a dozen or more stores in their

district which were regarded as typical of the various

kinds of stores therein, and examined five huildred

prescriptions filled in or about January. 1905, on file

in each. They made a second such examination, in

January, 1906, and a third after another twelve

months. In the mean time the work for genuine

pharmacy was being prosecuted. For the purpose of

more strikingly bringing out the "before" and "after"

contrast, the findings of the committee are here pre-

sented in tabular form

:

January.
1905. Percentage of proprietary prescriptions. . 36
1906. Percentage of proprietary prescriptions

(after nine months' work) 21

1907. Percentage of proprietary prescriptions. . 11

Druggists who have their shelves loaded with dead
stocks of proprietary articles purchased to go into

prescriptions, are in a better position than any one
else to realize the saving in money represented by
these figures. And even if there were no dead stock,

the saving in using official or National Formulary
preparations which the druggist himself makes, as

compared with buying preparations on which the

manufacturers make a fancy profit, ought to appeal to

the "pocket nerve" of every man in the drug business.

The Circular feels a personal interest in the re-

sults achieved by the Hudson River association, for

the reason that they furnish additional proof of the

practicability of its teachings. We have always main-

tained that the druggist only has to meet the doctor

half way, the latter being glad to depend on home
talent and the standard works for his materia med-
ica as soon as he is made to feel that such dependence

is not misplaced. We should be glad to see druggists

all over the country follow the example of the asso-

ciation mentioned, and believe that if they did so

they would profit in more ways than is indicated by

the figures quoted.

Politics and Pharmacy.
Recent events in one of our largest States have

emphasized the timeliness of at least a portion of the

editorial article in last month's Circular, entitled

"Eliminating Incompetent Examiners." In that

article we say that "it sometimes happens that it is

the druggist who is not even endorsed by his State

association, but is a politician in a wdder than mere

pharmaceutical sense, that receives the governor's

commission." The governor of the State in question

has recently appointed two members of the board of

pharmacy in his State, and while we are not pre-

pared to say, and do not say, and are unwilling to be

understood as even intimating that the two new ap-

pointees come under the head "incompetent," still

we understand that neither was recommended by the

State association and that the appointments have

caused an unusually large and weighty amount of

adverse criticism. Our information is to the effect

that the governor's action was taken as a result of the

\evv political wire-pulling which we animadverted

upon in February.

A curious coincidence in regard to the recent ap-

pointments is the fact that one of the appointees

is the member of the association who led in the

protest to the governor for his failure to act on the

recommendations made by the association in regard

to board appointments ; while the other is not a mem-
ber of his State association at all, or even, we believe,

of any local society of pharmacists.

We repeat what we said in the previous article.
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just referred to: "This is all wrong. It should not

be." Ward politics should have no place in pharmacy,

and the sooner they are eJiminated the better it will

be for our profession.
»

Two Cents for Expert Advice.
It is easy for a philosopher who is in a large meas-

ure cut off from contact with his clientele to let pass

unnoticed things which, if said to a street-car con-

ductor or even to a drug clerk might cause acerbity of

temper. Distance lends more things than enchant-

ment to the view, one of them being a disposition to

refrain from uttering the reply churlish when one is

addressed in a manner which at short range would be

calculated to stimulate conversation that might

eventually bring about a breach of the peace. We do

not make the reply churlish, but if a reproof valiant

will teach the men whom we are now after, then we
shall make the personal sacrifice which the task en-

tails and administer a general one to all to'whom it

may apply.

The man we are now after is the one who writes

for valuable information, encloses a stamp for reply,

and then blackguards the innocent recipient of his

letter because he does not see fit to abandon all other

business immediately and devote his time exclusively

to digging out and forwarding to the letter writer the

exact quantity and quality of information sought. Oc-
casionally we are the victim of such a man. Not long

ago one of this kind wrote to us for a formula for an
impossible preparation, and one which he ought not

to put up even if he could. He enclosed a stamped en-

velope and asked for a reply "by return mail." We
keep standing at the top of our Notes and Queries

department a notice, set in Italic type, which reads:

Queries are not anszvered by mail. The information

supplied in these columns is intended for the benefit

of our readers in general, not for the profit of the in-

dividual inquirer only. But this did not deter our

querist from commanding—he did not say "if you
please"—in his letter : "Don't wait until next month to

publish this."

Being too busy preparing matter for the benefit of

our readers as a whole to stop and write this man all

that we felt he had to learn, we did not comply with

his demand. Soon we received another letter framed
in more mandatory language than the first. If we
were made angry by such letters we would administer

punishm.ent that would "fit the crime" by publishing

them in full with the names and addresses of their

writers. But we are nothing if not long suffering

and good natured, and so are moved more to pity than

to anger by the fulminations of such irascible and in-

considerate letter writers, and remit the sentence

which they so richly deserve, even before it is pro-

nounced. But we quote just a few words from the

letter of this man who shall be nameless here: "I

trust," says he, "that you will favor me with a reply

at once, also state your reasons why the letter was
not answered."

Perhaps if such letters as this druggist writes were
the rule rather than the rare exception, we should in

time become irritated. But such, happily, is not the

case. Most of the letters we receive concerning our
Notes and Queries department are to commend it. A
sample of this kind of letter has just been received

from Bogota, Columbia, written in Spanish. A trans-

lation of a portion of it follows: "Having seen the

answers to various questions in your valued periodical,

put by your subscribers, on matters of interest to the

pharmaceutical trade—which department gives your
paper great popularity in the entire world, as the re-

plies are made with great care and accuracy—I tak«

the liberty as one of your subscribers to ask," etc.

The man who thinks that a two-cent postage stamp
pays for an expert opinion on any subject at anj
time from anybody has been written up in the papers
quite frequently. So has the man who blows out the

gas. But there are always a few of each who never
read the papers and so do not know. We are doing
what we can to educate the two-cent man. He expects

for nothing an opinion for which he would have to

pay a lawyer, a doctor or a chemist a fee ranging
from ten to a hundred dollars, and grows abusivt

when he does not get it, sometimes intimating that the

recipient of the stamp is a thief to keep it. But as

bad as this man is, he is better than his neighbor who
writes on a postal card and demands an answer by
letter: he is the limit.

We spare no pains or expense to make our answers
to queries of value to our readers. We invite each
reader to call on us for aid when he has a pharmaceu-
tical nut which he cannot crack. The more queries

we have the more interesting we can make the Note*
and Queries department for all, and the more valu-

able to our readers will be the Circular. But if we
undertook to answer queries by mail we should benefit

nobody but the man to whom the answers were sent,

and our time would be so fully occupied with writing

letters that we should have little left to devote to the

interests of our general readers. The Circular is a

periodical for the many, not a correspondence school

for a favored few.

Early State Pharmaceutical Associationj
were unhealthy, and many of them died. When gath-
ering material for our Golden Jubilee issue we came
across the fact that the second State of the Union to

boast a pharmaceutical association was then without
one. The Maine association was the first, and it died,

but was followed by another pharmaceutical
organization in that State which, in time, claimed
to be the old association revived. California, West
Virginia, Vermont, Mississippi, Tennessee and Michi-
gan were other States which brought forth pharma-
ceutical associations that later ceased to exist. In aU
these States, except California, associations subse-

quently came into being. Mississippi tried several

times before it succeeded in establishing an associa-

tion which has lasted until the present, and West Vir-

ginia pharmacists revived and reorganized their asso-

ciation only last year. California is the only one of

the older and larger members of the Union which is

still without a State organization of pharmacists, and
we are glad to note that an effort is now under way
to rid it of this unenviable distinction. The large area

and comparatively sparse population of the Golden
State militate against such a compact body for it as
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we see in the pharmaceutical associations of New-

Jersey or Connecticut, for instance. Still, the frater-

nizing spirit in druggists, the population of Califor-

nia, and means of getting about in the State are all

on the increase, and we see no good reason why the

new association to be organized in the Empire State

of the Pacific Coast should not be a success from the

start. We wish it well.

Our Red Book matter appears this month for the

first time since the reduction in the size of our pages,

and we believe it will be found more "handy" in its

present shape than it has been since we were forced

to discontinue issuing it, bound by itself, as the old

Red Book proper. Many changes have taken place

in the prices of drugs during the past six months or

so, and these will be found noted in the section of

the list devoted to drugs. The other section—the one

in which proprietary remedies are quoted—has been,

as usual, amplified by the addition of quite a consid-

erable number of items. As the list has grown we
have found it necessary to condense and rearrange its

contents, so while it occupies much more space now
than it did in the earlier years of its existence, the in-

creased space does not indicate the real increase in the

amount of information presented. When we first

issued the Red Book our object was to present to our

readers the best and most complete price list of drugs,

chemicals, proprietary medicines, etc., ever published,

and we keep that object in mind as the constant re-

vision of the work goes on. We suggest that the

reading pages of this number be detached from the

price-list portion before the latter is covered and

hung up for easy reference, as the constant handling

of the entire number would result in soiling and other-

wise rendering the reading pages unfit for binding.

Pharmaceutical Legislation in This State has

come as the result of labor on the part of the drug-

gists themselves. Fees paid by the druggists them-

selves furnish the sinews with which the laws are

executed. Colleges of pharmacy ask for laws which

will cut oS a large part of their income while raising

the standard of pharmaceutical education. Is such

self-sacrifice for a principle to be witnessed anywhere

else? And yet the druggists do not get laws passed

fast enough to suit others, and so the others ask for

drug legislation too. The legislation they ask for is

generally bad. but the asking is not an unmixed curse.

The efforts of the outsiders spur pharmacists to exert

themselves to secure good laws, which will really ac-

complish without undue hardship the things which

the reformers go about to secure in a way, which, if

successful, would spell ruin in the average drug store

There is another good which may grow out of the evil

of lay tinkering with pharmaceutical legislation

—

this tinkering may arouse the druggists of the State

to a realization of the danger to which they are ex-

posing themselves by not getting into the State Phar-

maceutical Association and presenting a solid front to

the enemy.

When We Answer Queries we frequently give

merelv hints to those who would like to experiment.

As many druggists may proceed along the lines sug-

gested and each, by adding ideas of his own, reach a

different conclusion or produce a different finished

product, we should be glad to have notes embodying
the experience of those who act on our suggestions.

By publishing these notes we can be of further help

to each of the experimenters. We think this is but a

fair request, as he is a poor druggist who takes all he
can get from the general fund of information and
never adds anything to it.

A Commentary on the National Formulary
would be a great aid to those druggists who are trying

to popularize the preparations whose formulas appear
in that book. Instead of trying to restrict the use of

the text of its formulary, we think the American
Pharmaceutical Association would be rendering a

greater service to pharmacy by putting this text at

the disposal of any dispensatory maker who would
agree to comment upon it just as he does upon the

text of the Pharmacopoeia. The dispensatories have
been the means of bringing the attention of many
pharmacists and physicians to the Pharmacopoeia

:

why could they not be made to perform a similar serv-

ice for the National Formulary with profit to all con-

cerned ?

In Filling Metric Prescriptions the only rea-

sonable way for the pharmacist to proceed is to use

metric weights and measures. What would we think

of a dispenser who, in filling a prescription written in

the apothecary system, consulted a "table of

equivalents" and "converted" the weights and meas-
ures into the metric system and used gramme weights
and a cubic centimeter graduate in his work? We
should think he was a little "off" and should be afraid

to patronize him. Why anyone should go to the

trouble to consult a "table of equivalents," or run the

risk of making a mistake in "converting." when it is

just as easy to place a gramme weight on the scales

and balance it with the article to be weighed as it is

to do the same with fifteen grains—indeed easier, as

the latter would be made up of two or more pieces
•—is one of the things that ranks in bafiflingness

with the fate of Charley Ross or the identity of the

man who struck Billy Patterson. What earthly excuse
can there be for figuring out that lo cubic centimeters

is approximately the equivalent of 162 minims and
then measuring 162 minims of a liquid, when exactly

ten cubic centimeters may be measured with at least

equal ease and dispatch? We have often asked this

question, or one involving the same principle, before,

and as no one has ever offered an answer we are led

to the conclusion that there isn't one.

Old Directories are sometimes considered very

valuable. It may afford historical satisfaction to

learn that a citizen of ancient renown had his city

residence at Spring street and Brook avenue in the

year 1791, but when one is tn.-ing to find from a 1906
list where Smith-Jones is in 1907 the case is quite

different. By the book he may be supposed to be

at 4000 Morningside avenue : by an experimental visit

one might possibly find that he is really at 2000 Even-
ingside place. As long as people move about, very

new directories will be in fashion ; in a town like this

it would add to the convenience of many people to

have a new one monthly in place of the customan-
annual. This latter served fairly well when people

generally moved on the first of May, but now they are

moving all the time. It is a question then whether a

druggist is doing himself good or harm by keeping

on view a directory not of the latest date, as some of

them do. While the consulting customer has no real

right to complain he will probably have his own ideas

about such a lukewarm favor. It may be rather

hard on the druggist to pay for an expensive book
everv vear to be used free bv anv one who cares, but
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if he thinks it indirectly profitable to furnish that kind
of information at all, maA- it not be best to have it

fresh ?

Speaking of Old Books reminds us that in

many pharmacies the text books and works of refer-

ence come safely under that head. The pharmacist
certainly ought to know a great deal more when he is

fifty years old than he did when he was twenty-five;
and he can not expect the best kind of help to the
acquisition of knowledge from books that were in use
when he was a lad. We dare say that there are many
pharmacists who have not even yet acquired a copy
of the Pharmacopceia which was new several years

ago. And it may be also that in consequence of this

some patient may get too niuch aconite in his tincture,

or too little of some other things. By all means let

the book shelf, which naturally includes the journal

shelf, be kept thoroughly up to the times.

Membership in the American Pharmaceutical
Association is a sort of passport for a druggist when
he seeks to meet a member of the American Medical
Association on a professional plane. In a discussion

of the question of dispensing by physicians, before
the section on pharmacology of the American Med-
'cal Association, a physician said that doctors some-
times did their own dispensing to prevent the refilling

of their prescriptions. This prompted Prof. C. S. N.
Hallberg, of Chicago, who is a member of the section

and a druggist, to say : "Wherever a physician is lo-

cated let him find a competent, honest, skilful phar-

macist. The members of the American Pharmaceu-
tical Association are found in almost every State.

They are not sublime, but there is something that

holds them together, and whenever one finds a mem-
ber of the American Pharmaceutical Association, one
can say: "My friend, I don't want that prescription

to be repeated,' and it will not be repeated." In ad-

dressing the physicians of Baltimore, Henry P. Hyn-
son, one of the best-known practical pharmacists and
flispensers of that city, sought to emphasize the fact

that we are here endeavoring to bring out, by saying

:

"The American Pharmaceutical Association origin-

ated and has earnestly promoted the National For-

mulary; it is the only national organization of phar-

macists that is not closely allied to the Proprietary

Association of America; the only national pharma-
ceutical association which did not oppose the enact-

ment of the law against 'patent' medicines, which was
presented to our last legislature and the only body
that is recognized by the American Medical Associa-

tion. It and its branches are becomingly dignified

and entirely worthy of your confidence, encourage-

ment and help." Druggists who do not know what
the American Pharmaceutical Association stands for

should take the time to find out. We will aid them
by saying that, among other things, it stands for bet-

ter pharmacy, better education, better laws, better

board examinations, better drugs, better business,

fraternity among pharmacists, the extermination of

quackery, the conservation of all that is good in our

profession and the elimination of all that is bad. The
American Pharmaceutical Association needs the drug-

gists of the country, but not as much as the druggists

need it. Those who are not members may find it to

their pecuniary interest to send in applications for

membership without delay.

That Gallons and Pounds and Oi'xces are un-

certain terms, everybody knows—that is everybody

who knows about weight. It is not so generally known
we think that the uncertainty extends to the grain also.

There is a "grain" other than that known to phar-

macists, this other grain being used in transactions

involving a great deal of money. Pearls of desirable

quality have always commanded high prices and
for some time past have been extremely dear.

The other precious stones, diamonds, rubies, emer-
alds and the like, are sold by the karat, but

pearls by the "grain." The pearl-weigher's grain,

though, is one-fourth of a karat; the foreign

karat, we are told, is about one-fifth of a gram ; that

is say, 200 milligrams ; the karat of this country is

a trifle heavier, equaling about 203.3 milligrams. The
foreign pearl grain then is 50 milligrams ; ours is

50.825 milligrams, while the troy grain is equal to

about 65 milligrams. Although not germane to

weighing, it may be permissible to add as a curiosity

of trade that pearls are priced at so much a grain

"base," this price being multiplied by the number of

grains to arrive at the figure for a given pearl. Thus
a specimen at $3 a grain "base" if of 2 "grains"

weight would cost $6 a grain, or $12 for the pearl;

and one of 4 grains would cost $12 a grain, or $48
for the pearl.

Cocaine Purveyors, whether they assume the

guise of retail druggists or of manufacturers of nos-

trums with high-sounding names, are, in the popular

slang of the day, "up against it." Federal laws. State

laws, board of health ordinances, the "pernicious ac-

tivity" of boards of pharmacy and, most of all and be-

hind all, an awakened public conscience, have com-
bined to make the way of the dispensers of "dope"
anything but pleasant. For all of which we should

be truly thankful.

Telephoned Prescriptions may be laden with

all sorts of troubles for druggists. For instance, doc-

tors sometimes make mistakes in writing prescriptions,

and then blame the error on the druggist and will not

admit that it was their own until they see it in their

own handwriting. Suppose the prescription had been

sent by 'phone. We should like to hear from drug-

gists who have had trouble from this source.

Nostrums Are in Disrepute among the people to

a greater extent, perhaps, than they have ever been

before. Now is a good time for the druggist to

demonstrate forcibly to the public that they are not

partners in the crimes which have called for legisla-

tion aimed at the nostrum makers.

National Formulary Prepar.a.tions pay the

druggist a much better profit than the ready-made

elixirs and so forth, and, besides, do not compel him

to tie up a lot of money in slow-moving stock.

Adulterators and Misbranders have had their

day. The people now hope for an inning. "It's a

long lane," etc.

Regarding the Pure Food and Drugs Act: Is

your conception of it on straight to-day?

Some thirty-five State legislatures are or lately

have been in session, and the druggists of just about

that many States are wondering what new laws they

will have to be studying next.

When in doubt as to what is the equivalent of one

hundred cubic centimeters, measure the liquid in a

cubic-centimeter graduate.
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Paddy Sullivan and His Creosaccharine.

By Thersites Mendax.

When I was serving my time as an apothecary's ap-

prentice, Mr. Patrick Sullivan (then known as

•'Paddy," and now renowned as Dr. Sullivan) drove

a small stationary engine in an adjacent building.

Paddy Sullivan was considerably my senior. He was

a man of a merry countenance, his capacity for the

consumption of spirituous and fermented liquors was

unbounded, and his frequent indulgence in stimulants

finally led to his dismissal from the position he oc-

cupied.

A large number of our customers suffered from

chronic ailments, principally diarrhea, coryza, and

'heart trouble." My preceptor, who, by the way,

was a fully qualified M. D., preferred the heroic sys-

tem of medication ; consequently we sold an average

of a dozen sixteen-ounce bottles of various more or

less exhilarating cordials per day. The town was a

"dry" one, and the people steadily refused to vote

for license, and strenuously evaded the no-license

law.

I cannot say that I look back on my apprenticeship

with much pleasure. A good many young fellows

'ave passed through my hands, and thence through

trie examinations of the board of pharmacy, since I

became qualified, but not one of them has been asked

to do the dirty work which fell to my lot for three

years. I see now that I ought not to have done it.

and am very sorry I did.

To return to Paddy Sullivan, however. He was a

"consumptive" patient, and his favorite prescription

was one calling for ten drops of creasote, an ounce
of glycerin, with "spiritus frumenti" ad 5xvj. The
directions were: "A teaspoonful three or four times a

day when the cough is troublesome," if I remember
correctly. I imagine that Paddy was unable to dis-

criminate between a teaspoonful and a teacupful, and
50 used the latter measure.

Shortly before he "retired" from his position as en-

gine-driver, he borrowed several of my pharmaceu-
tical books, and one or two minor ones from the

junior clerk. I was absent on a vacation, and on
my return I found that both the books and Mr. Sulli-

van had disappeared. In direct disobedience to orders,

the junior had allowed him to run up a bill, and
my complaint, added to that fact, resulted in his dis-

missal.

I served my time, passed my examinations, severed
my connection with the business I had been interested
in, and opened another one in a town some hundreds
of miles from the old stand. Paddy Sullivan passed
out of my recollection.

In process of time a concern "got after me" on a
charge of substitution. I think they entertained the
erroneous idea that because I was doing a small busi-
ness in a small town I would be an easy mark. Some
correspondence ensued, which I saw fit to publish in
the pharmaceutical press, and my friends the enemy
withdrew their modest demand for two thousand dol-
lars damages. Shortly after this correspondence ap-
peared, I received an intimation from the local exprgss
company that there was a parcel in its office for me,
charges two dollars. On investigation I found it con-
tained copies of three or four standard pharmaceutical
works. I had no wish to pay for books I had already,
so I arranged with the express agent to hold them
over for a few days. The next mail brought me a

very polite note from one "Dr. P. De Courcy Sulli-

van," in which he informed me that he was desirous

of returning the books he had borrowed some years

ago, and that he was sending new editions, as the

original books were '"pretty well wore out." He also

enclosed a lot of advertising matter, relating to "creo-
,

saccharine"—the latest remedy for consumption, asth-

ma, heart trouble, throat trouble, diseases of the kid-

neys, rheumatism, and female disorders. Creosac-

charine was discovered, said the literature, by Dr.

Patrick De Courcy Sullivan (M. D., Dublin; M. R.

C. S., London; L. C. P. S., Edinburgh; etc.) after

thirty years of study and research. It was sold in

three forms—creosaccharine elixir, creosaccharine

tablets, and creosaccharine powder. The elixir was "an
absolute specific for consumption, bronchial trouble,

pneumonia, uric acid in the blood, incipient cancer,

Bright's disease, alcoholism in all its forms, female

diseases of all kinds, insomnia, lethargy and nervous

debility."

The literature was very well gotten up. There was
an engraving of the German factory in which the

creasote, which constituted the most important in-

gredient in creosaccharine, was prepared. This was
a picture of a "works" which strongly resembled one
of a German chemical factor}' which advertisements
have made familiar, but I noticed that Dr. Sullivan

controlled the entire output, and none but himself

could buy a drop of the special brand of creasote used
in creosaccharine. Dr. Sullivan had invented the sweet
principle which imparted the agreeable taste to the

elixir, after many years of research and experiment.
It differed from all other sweetening agents, and like

the glycerin which was used to extract the medicinal

values of the roots, herbs and barks which compose
creosaccharine, it was chemically pure. The most im-
portant constituent of the powder (which was not

found in the other two preparations) was grown on
a plantation in India. Dr. Sullivan's attention had
been called to this plant by a gentleman who had spent

many years in that country.

I read the literature through, more from curiosity

than from any other motive. I then consigned it to

the waste-paper basket, wrote the "Doctor" a polite

note, acknowledging the receipt of the books, and pre-

pared to dismiss the matter from my mind. Knowing
something of the methods of the fraternity of quacks,
I was not astonished that a drunken engine-driver
should develop into a physician at short notice. I

could not understand, however, by what means he had
acquired the capital to go into business.

Now, while he was driving the engine, Sullivan had
married a remarkably nice girl. She was many years
his junior, and her parents were violently opposed
to the match. On one occasion Mr. Sullivan created
a disturbance, and the town stipendiary fined him ten
dollars, with the alternative of sixty days in jail. He
had no money, and if he went to jail it meant the loss

of his job, and a period of semi-starvation for his

wife. I lent her the money, she repaid it in full, and
a month or two afterwards they departed to regions
unknown.
A few days after I had written the "Doctor," ac-

knowledging the receipt of the books, I received a
letter from his wife, asking me to be sure to call on
them if ever I found myself in their city. She said

they were doing well, and that "Doctor Sullivan had
not tasted liquor for nine years."

Two years later the unexpected happened, and I
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got the chance to cross the country free of expense.
My way lay through the city where the "Doctor" did

business and I resolved to call on him. I may add,

that creosaccharine had come to the fore. It was ad-
vertised in a host of picayune weeklies, and every now
and then I had an mquiry for it in my shop.

I easily found the "Doctor's" office and laboratory.

There were four stenographers and several clerks at

work in the outside office. I gave my card to a col-

ored boy (in a kind of livery), and he returned with

the message that the Doctor would see me in a few
minutes. Judging by the activity of the staff, there

was plenty of business going on. I was eventually

ushered into the "consulting room," where I found
Paddy Sullivan—but he was a very different in-

dividual from the grimy, drunken scamp who used

to drive the engine and buy "consumption cure"
twelve years before. He was faultlessly clothed,

his accent was subdued, his hair and moustache were
tinged with gray; anyone would have taken him for

a professional man in remarkably easy circum-

stances.

He greeted me in a most friendly manner, asked
after some old acquaintances, and when I told him
that I was utterly out of touch with the town we had
formerly resided in, he said he was glad to hear it.

He remarked that the day was not a very busy one
with him, and that he would be glad to have me take

luncheon with him. I accepted the invitation, and after

luncheon he invited me to take a run through the

city in his automobile. We returned to the club after

a very pleasant excursion, and in reply to my thanks,

he remarked: "I think matters are the other way, I

ought to be more than thankful to you. Do you re-

member the time I got into trouble, and you lent Mary
ten dollars to take me out of jail? And what you said

to me next time I came in to get that prescription for

'consumption cure' refilled? You were never nearer

getting your face smashed than you were that day.

Well, I went home, and thought the matter over. I

decided to pull up stakes and go West. I did so; I

left Mary with her father—I hadn't money enough
to pay for two tickets. How I did it, I don't know,
but I sawed off the drink. I haven't tasted as much
as a glass of lager beer for eleven years. I had those

books I borrowed from you; I thought they might

come in handy some time. I commenced by making
up corn cure and compound colocynth pills. It doesn't

cost very much to make them, and I peddled them
from door to door. It was hard work at first, but I

managed to make a success of it eventually. You
know, I had a pretty good education at Maynooth, be-

fore I crossed the water. That cut a lot of ice, espe-

cially among the Irish. Anyone can tell that I'm

Irish by my face, and my accent. Two years after I

came West, I was able to send Mary the money to

bring her out, and when she got here, I had a decent

set of rooms ready for her.

"If any woman ever stood by her husband, she has

done so.' She thought just as much of me when
you boys used ;to help me home of an evening, as she

does now, when I steer my own automobile up to

the door, and tell my man to take it around to

the garage.

"Well, I went ahead with the medical business

—

you remember old Doctor Ouackenboss' receipt for

'consumption cure'—I improved it, and started selling

it. It went like hot cakes. Then my old uncle, the

one I used to talk about, died. He left no will, and I

came into all he had. There was between five and
six thousand pounds. I made over three thousand to

my wife, and put the balance into the business. I

fitted up an ofiice, and every cent I gathered in went
in advertising of one sort and another. Five years

ago, the medical society began to make things lively

for me. I was then in another State. I moved, re-

tained the best lawyer I could get, opened my office,

and now there isn't a person in the world who can get

a catch on me. Only the other day a fellow came in.

He had consumption written all over him
; you didn't

need to be a doctor to see that. I put him in the chair

went all over him with a phonendoscope, the same as

a doctor does when he examines you for life insurance,

and took a drop of blood out of his ear and put it un-

der a microscope. He was a seedy sort of customer, and
somehow I mistrusted him. 'The best thing you can

do, is to go South for the winter, and stay there,' I told

him. 'I'm going to give you enough creosaccharine

tablets, and elixir to last you a month. When you
want more, go to your druggist, or write me. l4o, I'm

not going to charge you a cent for medicine or advice ;

your case is a pretty bad one, and you'll need all the

money you want before you are cured.' Well, that

fellow went down town, and got evidence against four

druggists for counter-prescribing. He stuck two of

them on creosaccharine. The first two paid up—they

thought it came as cheap to do so as to fight. I got

wind of the affair, sent my attorney down to the

creosaccharine men, and they stood trial. That spot-

ter got all he wanted in his cross-examination. He
had to tell all about his visit to me, the medicine I

gave him, and how I refused his money when he of-

fered it to me. The judge refused to convict, and I

got a column and a half of free advertising, in two of

our best papers. My press agent got up an elegant

'ad,' 'Dr. Sullivan vindicated in court,' and we pub-

lished it in fifty papers that week.

"The mail order business is the thing which pays

me. I have to be careful what I do with people who
live here, but with the outsiders I can do pretty much
as I please.

"I'm sorry I can't ask you to my house, but my wife

is away ; in fact she is anything but well. Our little

girl went into a decline three years ago. I sent her

South at once, and she had the best doctors money
could get. I spent pretty nearly ten thousand dollars

on her, and if twenty thousand would have helped her,

she should have had it. I fear her mother is going the

same way. I'm keeping her South for the present; as

soon as it gets real warm, I hope to send her to Can-
ada for the summer, and I may send her to Switzer-

land later on.

"Between luck and hard work, I've scratched up a

lot of money. I suppose you carry creosaccharine?

No. Well, that's too bad. Send me a list of con-

sumptives, and I'll send them some 'personal' matter.

Be sure to look me up any time you are here. I hope

my wife will be home when you come here again."

The "Doctor" jumped into his automobile, and in a

moment he was out of sight. I boarded a car, and
made my way to my hotel.

Vitality of Lactic Acid Bacteria.

Carl Wehmer reports (Clinn. Zeit.) that lactic acid

Iiacteria kept for six years on dry calcium lactate were
still able to set up the lactic fermentation of sugar;

after ten years they had lost all activity.
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Suggestions for Window Displays.

By L. a. Lebowich.

Of the many advertising forces in the druggist's

department of publicity, the window is generally rec-

ognized as one of the strongest. The trade-deserving

qualities of the store, such as the pleasing personality

of the proprietor, the courtesy and prompt service of

the clerks, and the unquestionable quality of the

goods, always meet with due reward from old cus-

tomers. The chief value of the window display, on

the other hand, is not so much in the immediate in-

crease in sales as in the fact that it brings in many
new people, who also become acquainted with the

store's merits and who, if satisfied and sufficiently im-

pressed, may be counted on for future business.

In making window displays, as in doing anything

else, system and method reduce worry and fuss, yield-

ing the maximum of effect for the minimum of effort.

Hurried or matter-of-fact displays are not productive

of best results. To simply arrange a lot of any given

article in the window with a card stating the price

may sell but little of the goods. A window display

to be markedly successful must stop the passer-by,

hold him, and then convince him. To stop him there

must be in the window something striking or the

element of attractiveness ; to hold him there must be
something unusual and interesting; and finally there

must be suitable sign cards to positively con-

vince him.

We may expect that previous planning and prep-

aration will give us the best displays and I shall en-

deavor to show how this may be done in a systematic

manner.

Excellent suggestions for window displays occur,

in odd moments, to every thinking druggist and, if

not immediately recorded, are likely to be soon for-

gotten. Subsequently when a display is to be made
the mind is racked for just such idea as the one which
had previously suggested itself and been allowed to
pass unheeded.

The methodical man seldom has to hunt for a shoe
lace or collar button in his home at a critical moment.
It had previously occurred to him that he would at

some future time want these things and want them in

a hurry, and so had taken the precaution of putting
them away where he would readily find them.
The same course should be followed with ideas as

with material objects. There should be a special re-

ceptacle for all suggestions relating to the window,
so arranged that they may be readily found when any
special display is to be made. The receptacle mav
consist of any ordinary blank book having a suf-
ficient number of pages, and it may be labelled "Win-
dow Notes."

One portion of this book should be devoted to
"Goods and Seasons," alternate pages bearing the
names of the months as headings. Under each head-
ing from time to time may be noted some item of
stock which experience has shown might be profitably
displayed in the window during that month.

Another portion of the book may be occupied by
"Display Suggestions." Here all memoranda re-
lating to window displays should be made. The ideas,
need not be original. Many excellent suggestions'
will be found in the drug journals.

This portion may be divided in two parts. One
for "General Suggestions" or those which mav be
employed for various items; the other for "Specific

Suggestions'' or those which can be used for but one

item.

In the "Goods and Seasons" portion, notes should

be made against each item indicating the pages in the

"Display Suggestions" portion where suggestions re-

lating to that item may be found.

The last portion of the book may be called "Dis-

play Record." If the number of pages left is insuf-

ficient, a separate book may be used for this purpose.

In the "Display Record'" a report is to be made of

every display, the displays being numbered consecu-

tively. In recording Display No. i, report is made
of dates when the display was put in, and when taken

out, showing the number of days displayed. Then

D

Diagrams of Window Furniture.

the display is to be described and a diagram shown
indicating positions of the different items and the ar-

rangement of window furniture. The wording of

the signs is also to be noted, with any other particu-

lars. These records are started when displays are

put in, and completed when taken out. Tlie record

should also state the total sales of each item during
the time displayed. Then the sales of all the items

are to be added up, showing the total sales for that

display. If desired the profits from the sales of each

display may be figured out and noted on the

record.

To ascertain the sales of items displayed, prepare a

card as follows: Near the top write "Window Sales."

Under this divide the card into columns by vertical

lines ; one column for the date, and as many more as

there are items displayed. Rule off horizontally also

into as many spaces as there are days during which
the display is to be shown. The card is to be kept

near the cash register and clerks instructed to mark
in the proper columns and date space every sale of

the items displayed.

The "display record" is as valuable in its way as

is bookkeeping. It allows the druggist to act on
positive information instead of mere guess-work. It

gives him the relative profit value of each display en-

abling him, in the future, to decide on those which
are most profitable and as to the best season to dis-

play them. The most profitable displays might be

duplicated exactly as to date, arrangement, signs,

etc.

WINDOW FURNITURE.

As a general rule, some kind of fixtures or furni-

ture should be used in the window. A floor space

filled with goods alone is likely to be monotonous to

the eye. Moreover, in the case of the average drug-

gist, who does not carry a large stock of any one item

on hand, some sort of "filler" is necessary.

A window in which the floor is simply covered with
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goods looks bare and unimpressive. To give height

and body to the display some arrangement of steps

is usually employed. I suggest the construction of a

number of platforms of such shapes and dimensions

that their positions may be interchanged so as to

form a number of different combinations or step

forms on which goods may be displayed. These plat-

forms, here called "pieces," save time in constructing

There should be 3 of the A pieces; 3 of B ; 3 of C;
2 of D ; and 2 of £; thirteen pieces in all. The addi-

tion of some different pieces will of course permit a

larger number of combinations.

With a tile or hardwood floor and these pieces, the

arrangement of a display need cost nothing in the

way of trimming materials. Without such floor,

crepe paper must first be laid down and the pieces then
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into the store, giving you the opportunity of making
their acquaintance and making permanent customers
of some of them.

As to whether one or more items should be dis-

played at the same time, no fixed rule can be made.
Frequently I have displayed as many as four items in

a window and sold well of each, while at other times

in displaying a single item, there would be but very
few sales. When not acting on positive information
as to the item's seasonableness and selling qualities, it

is taking more chances of failure to display but one.

With two or more there is more chance of success on
one at least, just as in keeping two irons in the fire.

When displaying a number of items it might be well

to make the likeliest seller the most prominent.

Finally, as to proper duration of a display, there is

apparently the greatest diversity of opinion among
druggists. There are yet some who do not believe in

changing oftener than once a year, while many do so

once a week, as is commendable, especially for stores

on well-traveled streets. With many drug stores,

however, if this is done, the profit from sales due to

a display would not compensate for the thought and
trouble expended in making it. In such stores a dis-

play might be allowed to run as long as it continued
to draw well, say for two or even three weeks, merely
washing the window and brushing up the goods once
a week. If, however, sales of the displayed items are
scanty during the first few days, a new display should
be made as soon as possible. The window should be
considered as having a certain cash value for the op-
portunities it represents, and a poorly paying display
is, therefore, really causing a loss of money.

Union of Physician and Pharnnacist.

By W.m. AIittelbach.

From present indications, the future relationship
between physician and pharmacist will be more cordial
than in the past, if we will only take advantage of our
opportunities. Year after year have the two held
their conferences and meetings distinct and separate
from each other, trying to correct abuses and mis-
understandings from a distance. No wonder things
have gone from bad to worse ; and that we are call-
ing each other bad names, and condemning each
other's practices. Can it be otherwise under the cir-
cumstances? Let us get together. When we once
get in touch many supposed wrongs will disappear
like a mist before a rising sun. Apparent mountains
will be only mole-hills; and supposed grievances will
vanish like phantoms.

The friendly words of Dr. Cohen, of Philadelphia,
as expressed in a letter to the American Pharmaceu-
tical Association, at its Indianapolis meeting, is very
indicative of a brotherly feeling for his friend, the
pharmacist.

The participation of pharmacists in the proeedings
of the .\merican Medical Association shows clearly
that there is much in common between the two pro-
fessions; and that joint meetings can be made profit-
able to both.

We should get still closer to each other. * The
physician should be represented at the American
Pharmaceutical Association meetings, taking part in
such work as is of mutual interest ; in fact, he should
be an active member of our association. The section
on practical pharmacy and dispensing is an ideal place.

where we can meet each other on mutual grounds, and
hammer each other to our heart's content.

For instance, the matter of prescription blank could
there be thoroughly ventilated and threshed out.

The papers read at Indianapolis on this subject
aroused quite an interest, and many valuable points

were brought out, finally crystallizing in a nearly

ideal form as to what the blank should be—from a
pharmacist's standpoint. But what are the physi-
cian's views on the subject? He was not there to ex-
press himself. Perhaps he agrees with us, perhaps
not. So it is with filling prescriptions and dispensing
drugs. Our ideal of methods may be entirely at

variance with those of the doctor.

Let us have the practitioner of medicine with us at

our annual meetings, and there in open debate, help

us solve these questions to our mutual satisfaction.

Instead of having distinct kindred associations, there

should be but one, including both physicians and phar-
macists. Trying to correct the little abuses that have
crept into both professions from a distance, as is done
now, only leads to further confusion and misunder-
.standing, doing, in the end, more harm than good.
It seems that if the section on practical pharmacy and
dispensing of the A. Ph. A. would have the physician

present at its meetings a great many things could

be accomplished. State and county organizations

should include both professions.

Let the A. Ph. A. at its convention in 1907 at New
York give the section on practical pharmacy and dis-

pensing a most prominent place on its program,
and invite the physician to be with us and take part

in our deliberations. Such steps will awaken a new
interest in our work, and can only redound to the

credit of our honorable and beloved association.

The experience of the N. A. R. D. in organizing

the retail druggists of the country shows clearly that

such an organization among competitors in business

is almost impracticable. The petty jealousies that so

quickly arise within our breasts hold us apart, and
prevent pleasant business relations that would add so

much to our existence. If the physician can be in-

duced to co-operate with the pharmacist in their local

societies—and I believe he can be—a new and spirited

interest in each other's welfare will be aroused, and
friendlier and better feelings brought about between
the pharmacists themselves. National, State and
local legislation of importance to both will then be

supported by both branches of the profession, instead

of being opposed by one side or the other, as has often

occurred in the past.

The future of pharmacy is bright, if the pharma-
cist will only cultivate a more intimate relationship

with his co-worker, the physician, and make phar-

macy the true handmaid of medicine. The old axiom
or motto, "United we stand, divided we fall," is

especially applicable to the practice and dispensing

of medicines. Let us unite in our efforts and bring

both vocations on a broader and better plane of

utilitv.

Detection of Small Quantities of Water.
According to Scriba (Zcit. f. Pliysik. Chem.

Unters.) a delicate test paper for the detection of

water is prepared by dipping paper in a 5 per cent.

solution of ferrous ammonium sulphate, drying it, and

dusting it over with finely powdered potassium ferri-

cyanide. A minute drop of water at once produces a

deep-blue stain on such paper.
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The Formation of Nitrates from Atmos-
pheric Nitrogen.

By Dr. K. G. Zwick.

To the druggist who dispenses a few grains of

potassii nitratis on physicians' prescriptions now and
then, or passes over his counter a few ounces of saU-

petre for other uses, the exhaustion of the nitre-beds

in Chile may not appear to be a subject of urgent im-

portance. But it is none of the strictly or partially

pharmaceutical uses of saltpetre nor its employment
in the manufacture of chemical products which de-

cidedly diminish its natural supply or materially in-

crease its cost. Of 1,500,000 tons of sodium nitrate

—

the source of all nitrates—now annually exported

from Chile, Bolivia and Peru, only one-fifth is con-

sumed by chemical factories, the other four-fifths be-

ing employed for agricultural purposes—that is, for

fertilizing.' It has been calculated that if the present

rate of consumption continues, the nitre-beds will

be exhausted in 25 to 30 years. But as the demand
for both technical and agricultural industries is

largely on the increase, the natural store of nitrogen

compounds in South America will be used up even

before the time stated.

It is the nitrogen which makes the mineral from
Qiile so valuable—and here the pharmacist reader

thinks that the writer of these lines must have for-

gotten what his Attfield (or was it Fownes?) taught

him in early college days. Does not the textbook

say that the element nitrogen makes up four-fifths

of the atmosphere? And this nitrogen should be

something precious, and yet be "free" to everybody?
Ah, but the nitrogen in the air is not only "free" to

breathe and use without cost or expense, but it is also

free in the chemical sense of being uncombined and
in the elementary gaseous state. And in this free,

liberated condition nitrogen, while an indispensable

atmospheric diluent is chemically most inactive and
unproductive, whereas united with other elements,

its force, its productive powers, its usefulness, are un-

limited.

Besides the soda-saltpetre the only available source

of nitrogen compounds is the ammonia which is ob-

tained from the "gas liquors" of coke and gas fac-

tories. But although the annual increase in the pro-

duction of nitrogen compounds amounts to 25,000
tons, it can not nearly keep pace with the demand.
Guano, another South American product, has long
ago been exhausted ; the materially usually sold under
that name now consists of a mixture containing dried

blood, ground fishheads, pulverized bones and oi?al

and refuse from slaughterhouses.

The problem then before the world's chemists is,

to convert the "free" atmospheric nitrogen into valu-

able combinations; in chemical parlance to combine
it with other elements. The German chem.ists em-
ploy the term "aktivierung" (activation or activifica-

tion, making active), for this transmutation of aerial

nitrogen into a "fixed" form. Perhaps the term
"vitalization" is a fair equivalent in the English
tongue.

I will now try to give a brief survey of the chemical
methods employed in bringing about the union of
gaseous nitrogen and other elements. I advisedly
say "chemical" methods, because the vitalization of
the atmospheric nitrogen by means of the nitrifying
bacteria has so far proved inadequate and besides the
subject is too intricate to admit of description in the

present sketch. But before entering on our discus-

sion I should like to give a moment's consideration

to the fact that just one hundred years ago there was
a temporary, an artificial shortage of nitrogen com-

pounds, and this shortage was overcome at least to

some extent with the aid of microbic activity. I refer

to the time of the so-called "Continental System."

Then the blockade of Great Britain ordered by Napo-
leon prevented continental Europe from getting the

saltpetre required for the manufacture of gunpowder.

During that time urine and fecal matter were care-

fully collected and gathered into large mound-like

heaps with wood-ashes, bricks, straw and other porous

material. After some time had been allowed for the

nitrifying bacterial process, the heaps were extracted

and the aqueous extract (a dilute and impure solution

of saltpetre) concentrated and purified in so-called

"salpetrieres." The largest of these, salpetrieres is

the now world-famous hospital of that name at Paris.

(This same blockade also gave a momentous impulse

to another chemical industry : the manufacture of beet

sugar—but that is another story.

Synthetic chemistry has opened up three avenues

for "bringing gaseous nitrogen into chemical union

with other elements.

1. The production of nitrides by passing the free

nitrogen over metals.

2. The production of cyanogen and cyanides by

passing the nitrogen over heated carbon or carbides.

3. The production of oxygen compounds of nitro-

gen.

These methods should be studied in detail.

The first, the preparation of nitrides is carried on

by allowing nitrogen to react with metallic magne-
sium, lithium, aluminum, etc., at an elevated tempera-

ture. The resulting compounds are called "nitrides."

Some of these compounds are formed at low tempera-

tures, most of them require for their formation a

great expenditure of chemical energy, i. e., heat.

These nitrides develop ammonia on addition of water

or alkaline solutions. For commercial purposes this

method is too expensive because of the high price of

the metals and the cost of the process itself. Am-
monia may also be prepared by direct union of nitro-

gen and hydrogen through a catalytic substance (a

metallic hydride). But the method failed on a large

scale.

The second method (the formation of cyanides and

cyanogen) has long been the subject of deep study by
many eminent chemists and received particular atten-

tion at the last international meetings of chemists in

Rome and Dresden. At these conventions such prom-
inent savants as Le Blanc (Leipzig), Nernst (Ber-

lin), Frank (Charlottenburg), Klandy (Vienna),

Moissan (Paris), and Ramsay (London) touched

upon the subject in their papers and in the discus-

sions of the societies. It is of interest to take np this

phase of nitrogen vitalization more closely, because

some of the best-known men are of the opinion that

the methods evolved oiTer a solution of the whole
problem.
The attempts to fix nitrogen in the compounds of

cyanogen and cyanides are not new. In 1869 Ber-

thelot demonstrated the formation of hydrocyanic acid

from acetylene and nitrogen. Fownes and Young,
later also Bunsen and Playfair, obtained cyanogen and
ammonia by passing nitrogen over a red-hot mixture

of charcoal and alkalies. The substitution of baryta

for potassa was a great advance in the technique of

the process, because the whole mass does not melt
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together, but allows the nitrogen to penetrate into

and react with all the particles of the mixture. The
chemical fixation of the nitrogen takes place in two
reactions. The first is the reduction of the basic com-
pounds ; this requires a high degree of heat. The
second: the cyanization in the current of nitrogen

takes place at a lower temperature. The recognition

of this circumstance led the chemists to separate the

reduction (the carbide formation) from the cyaniza-

tion, and to achieve by this division the technical solu-

tion of the difficulty. And after Moissan and Wilson
had succeeded in producing calcium carbide economic-
ally and on a large scale, the vitalization of atmos-
pheric nitrogen was taken up with renewed interest

and the efforts of the investigators were crowned
with a prosperous conclusion. Frank and Caro
found that when nitrogen flows over heated calcium

carbide the nitrogen gas is ' completely absorbed
with the formation of calcium cyanamide and separa-

tion of free carbon. The resulting product is a
grayish-black substance sold under the name of

"Kalkstickstoff" (in English, literally translated

—

lime-nitrogen) for fertilizing purposes. The calcium
cyanamide splits up in contact with water according to

the following equation:

CaCN, + 3H,0 = NH3 -f- CaC03.
Calcium cyanamide. Water. Ammonia. Calcium carbonate.

On this equation depends its agricultural useful-

ness.

The required raw materials for this method (lime,

coal and aerial nitrogen) are everywhere procurable.

However, the nitrogen must be in a pure state free

from the oxygen of the air before it can be used. To
obtain it in large quantities in this pure condition was
at first very troublesome. But these obstacles have
now been overcome by employing the Linde method
for liquefying and subsequently fractionally distilling

air. The oxygen from the air which is a by-product
may be used for oxidizing ammonia into nitric acid,

or for other purposes. Whereas the kalkstickstoff

in its impure state is chiefly used for fertilizing, its

essential constituent, the calcium cyanamide, may be
purified and transforined into a variety of chemicals.

It has a large sale.

That the third process, the oxidization of nitrogen
by direct union of the oxygen and the nitrogen of the

air and the production of nitric acid thereby, is possi-

ble has been known since the times of Priestley and
Cavendish. But although the technical difficulties

surrounding this method have been overcome by
Birkeland and Eyde. who ignite nitrogen by means
of the electric arc (of many hundred kilowatt power)
in a special apparatus, the commercial availability of
their process has not been demonstrated. Besides it

has been calculated that with the present percentage
of yield all the water power of Europe would be in-

sufficient for the production of saltpetre equivalent to

the South American exportation. Several large elec-

trical companies are striving hard to improve the out-
put, and the frequency with which patents are being
taken out along these lines is an indication of the in-

terest centering on the subject.

In conclusion it may be stated that so far the price

of nitrogen compounds has not been depressed by*
any of the products of the chemical factories. On the
contrary, prices continue their upward tendency.
Whether the methods in use now can be improved to
such an extent as to give satisfactory financial re-

sults, or whether new discoveries will solve the prob-

lem, remains to be seen.

Celebrated men in the quiet of their scientific work-
shops, and big concerns with ample capital, are at

work on the question of how nitrogen compounds
may be supplied economically to the world. Let us

hope that the solution of the difficultv is not far

ofl^.

The Value of System and Application.

By a. Luke Kerhohn.

In conducting a drug business, as in most other

kinds of business, system should have a conspicuous

place.

There should be a certain ti:ne in which to do every-

thing, and a habit of doing all of each thing in its

allotted time. There should be a time for cleaning

the windows, a time for trimming them, a time, set

ahead, for particular kinds of advertising of certain

things, a time for taking stock, a time for ordering

goods, a time for paying bills, and so on.

There are a lot of things that get in the way of a

man unless he has a time for everything—including

one for work as well as for play—and seriously in-

terfere with success. Thoughts of trips taken on
other days than those set aside for that sort of thing,

the increasing demands of the various associations

—

these should be carefully attended to, and thoughts
that are not of business, as well as recreations, should

be strictly confined within the times and seasons ap-

propriated for them. This simply means application ;

any man who sets aside, say eight hours of six

days in a week for his business, should devote that

eight hours to his business and to nothing el.se.

Eight hours of concentrated application is worth
twenty—yes, more—hours spent in "just hanging
around to see that things go right."

Too many druggists "just hang around."

Another thing is easily noted by any inan who calls

on druggists, as any traveling man will affirm, though
this is true of city more than of country druggists,

and that is that many men don't even ''just hang
around." In other words, despite the fact that their

store needs their care, they are seldom to be found in

it. In a great many cases the stories druggists moan-
ingly tell about their long hours are, as far as they

themselves are concerned, sheerest humbug. Such
men are seldom to be found in. With a business

large enough to employ a registered clerk, they put in

a great deal of their time outside of their store. They
are always "down town," or "lying down," or "just

stepped out to get a shave," or something or other.

Still, they scatter a part of the twelve to sixteen hours
a day spent away from home in the store. If they

would gather these fragments up and put them in all

at once, in good hard work during certain set times,

they would find it more and more necessary and con-
genial to attend to business.

I am not advocating that any man make a slave of

himself. I simply believe that any man should make
his business his first thought and hobby after his

home; that he is wasting his opportunity whenever
he neglects any detail or moment of business; that

once having chosen his vocation he should make as

great a "go" of it as he can, and that to make a "go"
of anything requires application, deep, and thorough,
and intense.
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Abstracts.

Test for Zinc.

Bradley states (Am. Joiini. Science) that sodium
nitroprusside affords a salmon-pink precipitate with
zinc which becomes crystalline on cool.ing, in contra-
distinction to the Other metals which afford amor-
phous precipitates. The best mode of applying the

test appeared to be removal of the copper by hydrogen
sulphide, then concentrating the filtrate to small bulk,

and placing a drop on a microscope slide together

with a drop of freshly prepared solution of nitro-

prusside. On cooling, the rectangular plates and
prisms of the zinc compound are readily seen.

Constituents of the Leaves of Carpinus
Betulus.

Alpers (Arch. d. Phann.) has examined the leaves

of the common hornbeam, which attracted attention

by reason of their taste. They were found to be free

from glucosides and alkaloids, but it was observed
that a tincture made with 45 per cent, alcohol depos-
ited crystals when evaporated. These crystals, puri-

fied with difficulty, were remarkable for their insolu-

bility in all ordinary solvents, and proved eventually

to be ellagic acid. As in all other cases, this sub-
stance does not exist preformed in the leaves, but is

a decomposition product of the tannin, of which the

leaves contain about 4 per cent. This decomposition
takes place even when a solution of the tannin in 45
per cent, alcohol is evaporated, but no sugar could be
detected as a decomposition product, and the tannin is

therefore to be classed as non-glucosidal
;
gallic acid

was, however, simultaneously produced and the tan-

nin closely resembled ellagen-tannic acid.

Uses of Carbon Tetrachloride.

The main advantage in working with carbon tetra-

chloride, says the Pharinaccutische Centralhalle, is

its non-inflammability and non-explosiveness. More-
over, its slight volatility makes it more economical
to use than benzin. It gives better yields in the

process of depriving bones of fat, and it can be used
to advantage in the extraction of fat residues, oil seed

cakes, etc. A special advantage is that it takes up
the fat even from moist materials. It serves for pre-

paring lacquers and varnishes without the aid of

heat; and it is serviceable as a stain-remover. Its

narcotic action is no greater than that of benzin. One
possible drawback is that it attacks iron ; hence well

leaded or well tinned vessels are necessary in han-

dling it.

Welman's Reaction for Oils.

Ch. Arragon (Zeit. Unters. Nahr. «. Gemissm). has

investigated the cause of the green coloration yielded

by vegetable oils when shaken with Welman's re-

agent ( 10 grammes of phosphomolybdate of sodium,

20 c.c. of nitric acid, specific gravity 1.153, and water

to 100 c.c). It appears that'^in addition to vegetable

oils some animal oils afford a similar coloration. This

coloration is due to a constituent of the oils which is

present in varying proportion, and can easilv be de-

stroyed by simple exposure to light and air, or by
heating over a naked flame, or by treatment with nitric

acid. Cotton-seed oil, shaken with an equal volume

of fuming hydrochloric acid, no longer reacts with
Halphen's solution, but is still sensitive to Welmann's
and, vice versa, the same oil treated with nitric acid

liecomes inactive with Welman's reagent, but remains
sensitive to Halphen's. Oleomargarin and tallow give

the reaction, so that Welman's reagent is useless for

detecting vegetable oils in those substances. On the

other hand, it is very useful as a preliminary test for

lard. It must, however, always be remembered that a

negative result does not necessarily prove the absence
of vegetable oils, since these may be rendered inactive

bv the treatment above indicated.

Determination of Small Amounts of Copper
in Water.

Phelps (Jour. Am. Chem. Soc.) proposes the fol-

lowing method of determining small amounts of cop-
per in water : Evaporate i liter or other convenient
quantity to 75 or 100 c.c, acidulate with sulphuric
acid, electrolyze for four hours or more, dissolve oft'

'

in dilute nitric acid and determine by color compari-
son in Nessler tubes, using potassium sulphide as a
reagent. The standard copper solution for the color
comparisons is made up to contain 0.2 mg. Cu
per c.c.

Forestry and Tuberculosis.

Some time ago the forestry commissioner of Penn-
sylvania announced that citizens were entitled to the
privilege of using the forestry reservation of the
State under proper restrictions as a residence while
regaining health, and recommended it especially to

those in need of the fresh-air treatment for tubercu-
losis. This privilege has been utilized (Journ. Am.
Med. Assoc), with the aid of the State, in the estab-
lishment of the South Mountain Camp Sanatorium.
In the spring of 1903 Dr. J. T. Rothrock, who was at
that time commissioner of forestry, started the con-
struction of a few small cabins for the use of such pa-
tients. At first the patients were obliged to provide
and to prepare their own tood, but the legislature has
since appropriated enough to enable the management
to furnish food, and the results have been better than
before. Only patients in the incipient stages are ad-
mitted, and of the 141 so cared for about 75 per cent,
have been either much improved or cured. The
charge to the patients is one dollar a week for all

supplies and services, except washing and the care
of their cabins and their persons. The large forestry
reserve allows of an indefinite extension of this meth-
od of dealing with the disease, and the small expense
seems to point to it as a way to provide for the large
class of patients who must be cared for in the incipi-

ent stages if the disease is to be checked and its vic-

tims restored to society as safe and potent factors in

industrial progress. Dr. Rothrock believes that the
forestrv reservations furnish an answer to the further
problem of how to care for the consumptive whose
disease is arrested, but whose financial condition de-
mands that he must still be cared for until able to

return to his home. He suggests that employment
might be orovided in the replanting of portions of the
reservation with young trees that are needed, and
'hat in addition there are various forms of woodcraft.
such as basket making and the manufacture of small
rustic articles, that could easily be carried on under
healthful conditions in the forests.
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Michro-Chemical Detection of Oxymethyl-

anthraquinones.

According to Mitlacher (Pharm. Post), if small

portions of powdered drugs containing oxymethyl-

anthraquinones, as, for instance, alder, buckthorn bark,

cascara sagrada, rhubarb, senna, etc., be cautiously

heated in a watch glass covered with a wide slide, a

sublimation of the oxymethylanthraquinone, usually

in the form of acicular crystals, may be observed.

Should the sublimate be indistinctly crystalline, it may
be made crystalline by resubliming. The crystals dis-

solve slowly in aqueous potash, and immediately in

alcoholic potash, with the production of a deep-red

solution. One of the advantages of this microchemi-

cal test consists in the exclusion of other non-volatile

substances which often obscure the color reaction in

mixtures.

much harmfulness attend the condition above pointed

out."

Alcohol in Official Preparations.

Dr. Geo. Homan, writing to the Journal of the

American Medical Association referring to argument
made by a pharmacist at a local medical society in

favor of the prescribing of preparations of the Phar-
macopoeia and the National Formulary, says : "As a
medical student, I had been taught perhaps as much
or as little in pharmacy as the average beginner, but,

whatever the instruction was in amount, it had been
nearly obliterated and, while listening to the pleas ad-
vanced, in which attention was called in particular to

the samples of elixirs, I was compelled to ask my
neighbors, doubtingly, how much alcohol was con-
tained in such preparations, a.nd could get no exact
information on this point from well-educated physi-

cians, until at last the, to me, surprising disclosure

was made that a mere vehicle, such as elixir aromati-
cum, contains more than 25 per cent, of alcohol. Since
that meeting I have possessed what I never owned be-

fore, namely, a copy of the United States Pharma-
copoeia, and I have given it some attention, with in-

teresting results Tc illustrate, I have found from a
study of the formulas given there that a considerable
amount of figuring is required to ascertain the alco-

holic strength of certain preparations. For example,
take that of the elixir before mentioned : First, the

alcoholic strength of compound spirit of orange (over

70 per cent. ?) must first be calculated, and to this

must be added the 291 + parts of alcohol required to

make 1,000 parts, and from these results the problem
may then be solved. But why should a physician be
required to make such calculations in order to know
just what he is giving in the guise of a harmless ve-
hicle intended to make acceptable that which is pre-
sumed to be either more potent or less palatable ? And
this leads to the suggestion that it is incumbent on the
medical profession to ask, first, that the Pharma-
copoeia shall state in plain terms the alcoholic strength
of every preparation containing spirits in appreciable
amount ; and, second, that a requirement be made on
pharmacists for something that will suitably and
liarmlessly replace alcohol in what is termed a vehicle
—a definition of which is : 'any inert substance that
serves as a medium for taking drugs or medicines; an
excipient.' Can any substance that contains 25 per
cent, pnd more of alcohol be termed therapeuticallv
inert, in p-ood conscience? It is my dissent from such
a proposition that prompts the representation now
made, for I am satisfied from observation and reflec-

fion that not merely possibilities but actualities of

Effect of Radio-Activity on Precious Stones.
At a recent meeting of the French Academy of

Sciences, Berthelot lectured on the effect of radio-

activity on the color of precious stones. He has found
that the amethyst, the topaz, the emerald, the sapphire
and the ruby lose their color under the influence of
heat. Amethysts heated to 300° C. remain trans-

parent, but become colorless ; the original color is,

however, regained under the influence of the radio-

active emanations of radium exerted even through
several thicknesses of glass. When acted on by
radium, glass assumes a violet tint which is lost

on exposure to heat but returns even at some depth
in the glass under the influence of radio-active emana-
tions. A similar effect is produced by the x-rays, and
even by solar light, but the latter acts much more
slowly than the two former. The case is different

with emer.nlds, which lose their color when heated
and do not recover it when exposed to the influence

of radium. Rubies are very resistant, preserving their

color even when heated to bright redness. Berthelot

concludes that precious stones may have acquired

their color through the operation of the radio-active

emanations which are so often met with in hot springs

and in various soils.

Assay of Hydrogen Dioxide Solution.

According to Mattheson and Calvin (Am. Chem.
Jo urn.) the coloration produced by hydrogen dioxide

in solutions of TiO„ can be used as an indicator in the

titration of dilute hydrogen dioxide solutions (added
from a burette against ferrous ammonium sulphate

(Mohrs salt). The hydrogen dioxide solution should

be diluted with a known amount of water until the

strength is about 0.3 per cent. Then weigh out 2

gramm.es of the Mohrs salt, dissolve, add a few
grammes of ammonium sulphate and some phosphoric
acid (HsPO,). Then add some of a clear solution

obtained from the fusion of TiOj. with potassium acid

sulphate, and run in the dioxide solution from a
burette. The method can be applied also to the titra-

tion of nitrite solutions with hydrogen dioxide. In
that case the acid titanium indicator is likely to set

free some N^Oj. The error so produced may be min-
imized by making first an approximate preliminary

titration, and then a second, in which the indicator is

not added until nearly all of the nitrite has been ox-
idized.

Simplification of Heller's Test for Albumin.
Sachs (Deutsch. mcd. Woch.) considers Heller's

ring test the most delicate and certain one for albu-

min in urine, but prefers modifying it by the follow-

ing procedure : A glass plate, such as a microscopic
slide, is laid on a black surface, and on this are placed

a drop each of nitric acid and of the urine to be tested.

If placed close together the drops soon join, and at

their line of junction a characteristic film of albumin
will form and gradually produce a milky veil over
the fluid which can be clearly discerned against the

lilack background. Tlie test is said to be exceed-

ingly delicate, and it is pointed out that in addition

to its simplicity of performance, has the advantage
that only very small amounts of urine are neces-

sary.
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Action of Light on Cholesterin.

Schulze and Winterstein (Apoth. Zeit.) have found
that when cholesterin is fully protected from the air

by an atmosphere of carbon dioxide it is stable in

light. When exposed to light in the presence of air,

its melting-point is lowered and it acquires a yellow

color, and affords reactions quite different from those

of pure cholesterin.

patients ought not to be made to suffer because of our
being too busy or too negligent to learn of those new
facts most essential in the intelligent treatment of
patients."

Dust as a Carrier of Disease.

Homan (Brit. Med. Journ.) is convinced from care-

ful observation that clubs, hotels and similar places

constitute a real seeding ground for tuberculosis

among members, guests and employes, chiefly

through the inattention or incompetency of those

charged with the physical care of the latter and the

business management of the institutions. The pleuri-

sies, pneumonias, bronchial catarrhs, and cases of ton-

silitis and influenza occurring among patrons and
among the help of these places find sufficient explana-

tion, according to Homan, in the local conditions, and
undoubtedly these ailments prepare the way for the

tuberculosis infection that easily and commonly fol-

lows. He is further convinced that the disease is so

common in the poorer quarters of the city because
many wage-earners in clubs, hotels, etc., are drawn
from such localities, and medical observation shows
that after a time physical deterioration takes place

among those employes most exposed to dust. The
deterioration is usually evidenced by coughs and other

manifestations of respiratory disease. As measures
of prevention Homan advises the total banishment of

broom and duster and any other implement or device

by which dust is set afloat ; and, if carpetings are to be
retained, the adoption of mechanical appliances by
the use of which no flying matter will be allowed to

escape—this, if necessary, to be followed by the

wiping of exposed surfaces and furniture with soft

cloths. The vacuum or pneumatic method of clean-

ing should be made compulsory by law in every hotel,

club, office building, theater, church, school and busi-

ness establishment.

Prescribing by the Old Pharmacopceia.
L. Buckle, a physician who is also a Ph. G., writes

to the Journal of the American Medical Association:

"On looking over a few of the latest prescription files

at several drug stores, I was surprised to find that

many physicians still prescribe tincture of aconite in

the old doses. Most druggists by this time have the

new official tincture of lo per cent, strength ; and of

this they dispense the quantity as prescribed. The
result must, of necessity, be disappointing to both

physician and patient, since a tincture of lo per cent,

can not have the same therapeutic effect, in the same
doses, as a tincture of 35 per cent. Some physicians

not only did not know that the strength of this tinc-

ture had been reduced, but were entirely innocent of

the existence of the new Pharmacopoeia. One physi-

cian who happened to prescribe tincture of aconite in

five minim doses, in my presence, thought he was
heroic in his doses. When I told him of the change
in strength and of the changes in strength of different

other official preparations, he exclaimed: 'Is that so?

Where did you see all of that ? I never heard of it.'

-A.nd this must be true of all other official preparations

the strength of which has been changed. These are

lamentable facts, verv lamentable indeed. Our

Guanidine Carbonate in Analysis.

Grossman and Schiick (Chem. Zeit.) propose
guanidine carbonate as a precipitant of certain metals
in quantitative analysis. The salt is readily procur-
able, being formed as a by-product in the utilization of

atmospheric nitrogen for the preparation of nitro-

genous compounds. It is strongly alkaline and be-

haves in most reactions like an alkali carbonate. It

gives insoluble precipitates with salts of copper, cobalt,

nickel, etc. Guanidine sulphate does not form an
alum with aluminum sulphate, but a double salt hav-
ing the composition NH ;C(NH,)„.A1(S0J,.6H,0.
The carbonate precipitates cadmium, zinc and manga-
nese quantitatively from solutions of their salts, and
the precipitates are weighed after ignition as CdO,
ZnO or ^In304 respectively. The great advantages
of the use of guanidine carbonate in quantitative

analysis are, that the precipitates are not bulky and
can therefore be easily filtered ; and especially the ab-

sence of a non-volatile constituent in the precipitant,

so that the careful washing of the precipitate is not a

matter of such importance as when alkali carbonates

are employed.

The Risk of HandUng Hydrocyanic Acid.

Tintemann (Deutsche Med. ]\'och.) report a case

which shows the serious risk attending the handling

of hydrocyanic acid. A young student of chemis-

try, at the conclusion of some work with this acid

in cleaning the test tubes, let one of them fall

into the sink, and in bending over to pick up the

fragments inhaled the hydrocyanic acid fumes. He
was instantly seized with extreme dizziness so that he

saved himself from falling only by grasping the water
faucet. After about a quarter of a minute the dizzi-

ness grew less and the patient was able to seek the

open air, hoping that this would bring relief. In-

stead of this, severe cardiac oppression, palpitation,

and dyspnea appeared so that he was forced to go to

bed. It was not until nine days later that the urine

became free from albumin and casts, and the tempera-

ture remained elevated for about a week. Other
symptoms that were prominent during this period

were great unrest, obstinate insomnia, severe head-

ache, and total distaste for food. In discussing the

case the author lays special stress on the parenchyma-
tous degeneration of the kidneys that was caused and
on the elevation of temperature that occurred. The
former important complication he says has hereto-

fore not been observed or at least has not been re-

ported.

Detection of Acetanilide in Phenacetin.

Fulmer (Ann. Chiin. anal.) proposes the following

method of detecting acetanilide in phenacetin. Boil

I gramme of the sample with i c.c. of strong hydro-

chloric acid, dilute with water to 10 c.c. and filter.

To the solution so obtained add 3 drops of a 3 per

cent, aqueous solution of chromic acid. If the phe-

nacetin be pure the solution is colored red ; if acetani-

lide were present in the phenacetin, a deep-green

color appears and on standing a while, a sediment

forms.
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Measures for Medicines.

Martinet (Presse med.) suggests that as spoons

vary so widely in capacity the physician prescribe

only the amount needed for 24 hours, to be taken in

four portions. Graduated medicine glasses, he says,

are inaccurate, for mechanical reasons. He accepts

as the best remedy for this the use of an inexpensive

semi-spherical spoon, 3.82 cm. in diameter, to hold 15

c.c, the handle straight, the spoon to be made of

aluminum or something of the kind, and to be pre-

sented by the druggist with each filled prescription.

Poisoning by Eggs.

Le Coq, in an inaugural thesis (Journ. de tned.)

calls attention to the development of a poison in hen's

eggs, which he calls ovotoxlne. Even the best eggs

may cause digestive disorders, owing to idiosyncrasy

in certain individuals ; but in most cases when poison-

ing occurs after the use of cream puffs, or similar food

containing eggs, it is caused by the presence of this

special toxine. This may exceptionally be present in a

fresh egg, but rapidly develops in stale eggs. Upon
breaking the shell its presence is generally manifested

by a peculiar putrid odor, which is most marked in

the yolk. The odor may not be manifested by the

white and yet this may contain a considerable quantity

of toxine. He warns bakers against the use of eggs

which have been cracked for a time, and in particular,

these should never be mixed with cream, which seems

to be especially suited to produce this septic alteration

in the eggs. The use of desiccated and preserved eggs

is absolutely condemned. The practice of feeding

putrid meat or the meat of animals dying of infectious

disease, like anthrax, is a fruitful source of infection

of the white of the eggs by the pathogenic microbes

which pass from the digestive tube to the cloaca. As
it is absolutely impossible to distinguish between a

fresh egg that is toxic and one that is not toxic, the

author Vecommends the abandonment as food, of all

raw eggs and of eggs insufficiently cooked. In par-

ticular,"he advises that under no pretext should raw

eggs be allowed in combination with cream in pastry,

for the reasons stated. It is absolutely indispensable

that all the constituents of the cream puff, or similar

preparations should be subjected to a temperature of

212° F. for a sufificient length of time to sterilize them
perfectly. Too short an exposure in boiling eggs,

for instance, only coagulates the albumin without

sterilizing the interior of the egg.

Detecting Traces of Iron or Copper.

Kahn (Pliariu. Zcit.) proposes stearic acid as a re-

agent for the detection of minute quantities of iron

or copper. To 30 c.c. of the liquid to be tested, about

2 grammes of the acid arc added, the mixture heated

for five minutes with constant shaking, and then set

aside. When the acid has solidified it is removed
and its color compared on a white surface with that of

stearic acid which has been boiled with distilled water.

If iron be present in the proportion of only i :8oo,ooo

the acid will show a yellowish tint ; copper in the same
proportion gives a bluish-green color. Other metal-

lic salts, such as those nickel, cobalt, and cliromium,

also color stearic acid, but only when in concentrated

solutions. In dilutions of i : 100,000 these colors are

no longer to be detected. Where alcohol is present

the liquid must be evaporated and the residue taken

up with water.

A Non-Buckling Photographic Mountant.
To prevent buckling when a print is mounted upon

a thin support, the Professional and Amateur Photog-
rapher suggests the use of the following adhesive:

A.
White shellac i ounce.

Alcohol 2 ounces.

B.

Mastic dissolved in a little chloroform.

Add a small proportion of B to A and apply to

the print ; allow it to '"set" until it becomes a trifle

•'sticky," then place the print on the mount and press.

Backing for Plates.

The Professional and Amateur Photographer gives

the following formula for a cheap and effective pre-

ventive of halation

:

Burnt sienna, powdered i ounce.

Gum arabic 2 ounces.

Water 10 ounces.

Dissolve the gum in the water, filter through cot-

ton and triturate with the pigment. It is applied

with a brush to the back of the plates. A little

glycerin may be added to prevent cracking.

Slow Printing Negatives.
Negatives that are slow printers on account of their

yellow tone may be improved by treating with the

following bath, says the Professional and Amateur
Photographer

:

A.

Ammonium sulphocyanide 30 grains.

\\'ater 2 ounces.

B.

Gold chloride 2 grains.

Water 2 ounces.

Improvised "Gas Light" Paper.
In an article in the Photographische Rundschau,

translated in The Photographic Times, Trauchaut
gives the following solution for improvising from a

printing out paper one that may be printed by arti-

ficial light:

Potassium bromide 3 grammes.
Potassium iodide i gramme.
Copper sulphate 0.5 gramme.
Water 1000 c.c.

The paper is immersed in this solution for five min-

utes, then washed for another five minutes, the excess

of water removed by means of filter paper and the

paper dried in a dark room. When dry it is exposed,

developed and fixed in the usual manner.

Ferro-Prussiate Paper.
A variation of the usual "blue print" process, which

will give good results according to the Professional

and Amater Photographer, consists in coating the

paper with the following and dn^ing in the dark

:

Iron and ammonium citrate (green) no grains.

Uranium nitrate 35 grains.

Water i ounce.

The printing is carried out until a faint image ap-

pears and the print is developed to the desired

strength in a s per cent, solution of potassium ferri-

cyanide.
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Polish for Aluminum.
Stearic acid i part.

Fuller's earth i part.

Tripoli 6 parts.

To give the aluminum a natural, pure white color,

dip it into a strong solution of caustic soda or potassa,

and then into a bath of 2 parts of nitric and i part of

sulphuric acid ; thence into pure nitric acid, and
finally, into vinegar diluted with water. Rinse in run-
ning water, and dry in hot sawdust. Burnish with a

bloodstone burnisher.

A mi.Kture of petrolatum and kerosene oil is said

to be an excellent application for protecting the sur-

face of the metal.

Bleaching Ivory.

Wash the ivory well with ammonia water, then

with water, and finally apply solution of hydrogen
dioxide.

II.

Expose the ivory for three or four days to the ac-

tion of sunlight, in a bath of turpentine oil.

III.

Treat the ivory alternately with a solution of po-

tassium permanganate (i in 250) and oxalic acid (i

in 100), letting the ivory remain in each solution for

a half hour; then rinse well with water, and repeat

the process a number of times.

It seems not unlikely that the ivory after treatment

by any bleaching process will require re-polishing. If

so, and it is not deeply scratched, rub with a woolen
cloth charged with a paste made from armenian bole

and oleic acid. Wash with castile soap, and, after

drying rub with chamois. A few wipes with an old

silk handkerchief completes the gloss. If scratched,

but not very deeply, smooth with a rouge cloth and
proceed as above. If very deeply scratched it will be

necessary to scrape with a very fine steel scraper (a

sharp knife blade will answer or broken glass) rub

with rouge cloth until all scraper marks vanish, and
finish as first directed. Curved or moulded parts

should be first scrubbed with an old stiflF tooth brush

charged with the paste above mentioned, then with a

soft brush charged with whiting and a little am-
monia, and finally scrubbed with soap and water, and
finished with chamois.

To Preserve Wood.
Five parts of beeswax and one of potash are

boiled in sufficient water to thoroughly dissolve the

potash. The mixture should be boiled until the water

combines completely with the wax. The mixture is

then taken from the fire, and a quantity of boiling

water is added, stirring constantly at the same time.

It will be found, if the process has been conducted
properly, that 225 parts of water can be added to the

original quantity, and the substance will still retain

its homogeneous character, no clear water appearing.

The mixture is then heated for five or six minutes, but
is not allowed to boil. It is then taken from the fire,

and stirred vigorously until cool. This forms a sort

of cream, which gives a brilliant polish to wood in a

very little time. It should be applied with a piece of
linen, and the wood then rubbed with another piece

of the same material.

White Cosmetique.
Jasmine pomade 2 ounces.
Tuberose pomade 2 ounces.

White wax 2 ounces.
Refined suet 4 ounces

.

Rose oil 15 minims.
Melt the wax and suet over a water bath, then

id the pomades and finally the rose oil.

Show Card Ink.

Shellac.

Borax
Gum arable, equal parts.

Pigment.
Water, of each a sufficient quantity.

Boil the shellac and borax together with sufficient

water to effect solution ; then add the acacia and suf-

ficient pigment to give the desired color. The thick-

ness of the ink is regulated by the amount of water
used.

Whitewzish.
Lime, freshly burnt 17 parts.

Plaster of paris 7 parts.

Curds, freshly precipitated 8 parts.

Water, a sufficient quantity.

Slake the lime by sprinkling and dipping and with

it mi.x the curd, using a thin wooden paddle for the

purpose, and working it thoroughly in. Now add the

plaster and mix all together, using a Httle water from
time to time, and grinding the mass on a slab or in a

mill until the consistence of cream. When well ground
thin down with water and apply at once. In a short

time the mass hardens, and hence only enough for

present use should be prepared.

Apply with a brush as ordinary whitewash is ap-

plied.

Soap for Silverware.

I.

Soap 40 parts.

Magnesia 9 parts.

Jewelers' rouge i part.

Water, a sufficient quantity.

Dissolve the soap in the smallest possible quantity

of water, by the aid of heat : then incorporate the

other ingredients.

II.

Soap 25 parts.

Tin oxide i part.

Ammonium carbonate 2 parts.

Chalk 4 parts.

The tin oxide and the chalk must be entirely free

from grit, or the silver will, of course, be scratched.

Everton Toffee.

Sugar 4 pounds.

Water 3 cupfuls.

Cream of tartar Yi teaspoonful.

Butter 2 ounces.

Put the water, sugar and cream of tartar into a

pan and stir until they boil, but no longer. Add the

butter after the other comes oflf the fire, but do not

stir it in.

This, says Pharmaceutical Formulas, is a practical

confectioner's recipe, and is in daily use.
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The Modern Materia Medica.

Acetyl-orthocumaric Acid.—See tylinarin.

Albumin Bromide is the unscientific designation
applied to a brand of tlie substance better known by
the name bromalbacid ; and albtimin iodide is the cog-
nomen adopted for the same firm's analogue of

iodalbacid.

Beta-Sulfopyrine is a compound of undivulged
composition ; it should not be confounded with "sulfo-

pyrine," recently described in these columns.

Chirosoter is a solution of certain waxes and bal-

sams in carbon tetrachloride. It is intended for use
as an antiseptic surgical dressing and protective.

Corona is a dental local anesthetic, said to con-
tain cocaine, and a heterogenous assortment of various
other drugs.

Cystopurin is the trade name adopted for hexa-
methylenamine and sodium acetate. It occurs as white,
slender, long needles that are freely soluble in water.
It is intended as a substitute for hexamethylenamine
(which is marketed under the names urotropin, for-

min, cystogen, cystamine, etc.). It should be noted
that the use of formaldehyde preparations or of com-
pounds that may produce it involves a possibility of
bad effect on eyesight, it having been suggested that
the poisonous and sight-destroying effect of wood al-

cohol is due to its decomposition into formic acid in

the system, which acid may be produced from formal-
dehyde, it being an intermediate product in the change
of wood alcohol to formic acid. The formation of
this acid may be possible from any drug containing
the methylene group, or it may be liberated from for-

mates. External applications, it must be remembered,
will introduce a medicament into the system as well
as internal administration.

Epileptol (Dr. Wreszinski) is an antiepilectic

that is said to be similar chemically to amidoformic
acid. It occurs as a liquid. See caution regarding
formic acid under cystopurin, above.

Ethyl Amidobenzoate is the name chosen for a
Swiss analogue of anccsthesin.

Formidine is described as mcthylene-disalicylic
acid, an iodized derivative of salicylic acid and for-
maldehyde. It is exploited as an antiseptic and al-

terative, for use externally or internally. See cau-
tion regarding fonnaldehyde under cystopurin above.

Hexamethylenamine and Sodium Acetate.

—

See
cystopurin.

Hexamethylene Methylene-Citrate is claimed to
be the same substance as helmitol or new urotropin.
It is made by a Swiss firm.

lodalbin is a new organic compound of iodine
with albumin. It occurs as a reddish-brown powder,
insoluble in water or diluted acids, but soluble with
decomposition in alkaline liquids such as the intesti-

nal secretion. It is intended to replace the alkaline
iodides.

Ischaemin is another trade name for the 1 :1000
solution of the active principle of the suprarenal
capsule.

Kaliol is a dusting-powder containing 10 per
cent, of xyol as its medicinally active constituent.

Lacto is a milk food consisting of casein and the
*

whey of milk deprived of fat. It is a doughy, light-
brown mass possessing the odor of toasted bread and
the taste of beef tea. It is readily soluble in water.

Maltosikat (maltosiccate) is what an Austrian
firm calls its dried extract of malt.

Methyl Oxyamidobenzoate is what a Swiss man-
ufacturer has named his analogue of orthoform.

Methylene Guaiacolacetylate is the appellation
adopted for a brand of the product heretofore known
only as euguform. See caution regarding methylene
compounds under cystopurin above.

Metacresol, Solidified, is what a Swiss firm calls

its substitute for an analogue of metakalin.

Nasan is absorbent cotten impregnated with for-

maldehyde solution. See caution regarding formalde-
hyde under cystopurin above.

Neurasin Tablets are said to consist of bromides,
valerian, quinine, salipyrine and guarana, and are

intended as a substitute for migrainin as an analgesic

and sedative.

Nivea is a basic soap, intended for combination
with various medicaments.

Novaspirin is defined as the methylene-citric acid

ester of salicylic acid. It occurs as a white powder,
of acidulous taste, easily soluble in alcohol, but almost
insoluble in water. It is intended as a substitute for

the salicylates in rheumatism, pleurisy, migraine,

grippe, etc. See caution regarding methylene com-
pounds under cystopurin above.

Oleum Rusci Formaldehydatum is the name for

a substance purporting to be the same as empyroform.
See caution regarding formaldehyde under cystopurin

above.

Ozet Baths consist, according to A. Laqueur, of

sodium perborate and manganese borate, which on
coming into contact with water generate a current of

oxygen lasting for fifteen to twenty minutes. First

the perborate is dissolved in the water, and then the

manganese borate, which acts as a catalyser, is dis-

tributed through the bath as uniformly as possible.

Sanguivim Tablets are said to consist of animal
albumin and sugar and are credited with nutritive

value.

Santalol Carbonate is what a Swiss firm calls its

counterpart of santyl.

Theobromine-sodium and Sodium Lactate.—See
theolactin.

Theolactin is the trade name applied to the
double salt, theobromine-sodium and sodium lactate.

The article occurs as a white powder readily soluble

in water, and is intended for use as a diuretic, similar

to theobromine-sodium and sodium acetate.

Th5miol Ethylbenzoate is claimed to be identical

with arhoz'in.

Tisopirin is the name given pastilles, each con-
taining O.I gramme of aspirin, 0.00025 gramme of
arsenous acid and o.i gramme of camphoric acid.

They are put forward for use in pulmonary tuber-
culosis.

Tylmarin is the name applied to acetyl-orthocu-

maric acid, an article occurring as colorless crystals.

It is sparingly soluble in water and decornposed
in the system into its components. The substance is

said to have the same action as acetylsalicylic acid

(aspirin).

Xyol is a formaldehyde and soap solution, analo-
gous to lysoform (veroform). See caution regard-
ing formaldehyde under cystopurin above.
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Notes and Queries.
Notice.—It is desirahle that all questions to be an-

swered under this head should be received before the
fifteenth of the month and they must be accompanied with
the name and address of the writer.

Queries are not answered by mail. The information
supplied in these columns is intended for the benefit of
our readers in general, not for the profit of the individual
inquirer only.

Shampoo and Hair Tonic.—E. A. W., Nebraska.
—We would suggest as a substitute for the shampoo
powder 3-ou describe, simply powdered soap, nicely

perfumed. A little potassium carbonate may be
added to increase its action on oily matter, but it is

not generally necessary and its deliquescent nature
renders it liable to spoil the powder.
As to the "tonic" of borax and camphor which you

mention, we are unable to see that either ingredient

would be of any value in promoting the growth of the

hair.

Solution by Suspension.—Geo. H. Hill," Massa-
chusetts, kindly contributes the following note on
camphor liniment, etc.

:

"The Pharmacopoeia directs for the preparing of

this liniment : 'Introduce the camphor and the cotton-

seed oil into a suitable flask and apply a gentle heat,

by means of a water-bath, loosely stoppering the flask

during the operation. Agitate the flask occasionally

until the camphor is dissolved.

"All with the loss of an uncertain quantity more
or less of the camphor by volatilization, time and
bother in shaking.

"My method is to enclose the camphor shaved fine

in a fine cheese cloth bag, suspend it in the oil con-

tained in a wide-mouthed glass-stoppered jar. Stop
the jar, set away in a warm place and forget it for a

few hours, perhaps five or six, depending upon tem-
perature. A beautifully clear solution is the result

and without the loss of a single grain of cam-
phor.

"I also prepare mucilage of acacia in the same man-
ner. For tincture of iodine as well as tincture of

myrrh, of benzoin and other resinous tinctures this

method is most satisfactory, the resulting solutions

requiring no filtration with consequent loss of alcohol

;

being economical of material, time and patience."

Vehicle for China Painting.—J. E. S., Missouri.

—The vehicle commonly used in porcelain painting

is, we believe, what is called in the trade, "fat oil of

turpentine." This oil may be produced by exposing

the ordinary oil of turpentine, commonly called

"spirit," to the action of the air, the oxygen of which
produces the change noted. A similar effect can be

produced by dissolving rosin in the "spirit."

Whether there would be any difference in the working
of the two oils produced in the ways indicated we do
not know. The object aimed at is to bind the paint

to the surface of the porcelain by a thin film of mat-

ter which will readily evaporate when the firing pro-

cess begins.

If the "fat oil" happens to become too thick it is

thinned with "spirit" of turpentine.

Paints ground with it are sometimes rubbed up
afterward with oil of cloves, oil of lavender, or oil of

tar. Whether this mixture of vehicles is of any ad-

vantage we do not know.
Care must be taken in applying porcelain colors not

to have them too "fatty" or blistering is likely to

follow the application of heat.

Syrup of Tar.—E. C. B., Pennsylvania.—We art

unable to determine what is meant by "old-fashioned

tar syrup."

A syrup of tar was introduced in the Pharma-
copoeia as long ago as 1880. The formula was:

Tar 6 parts.

Cold water 12 parts.

Boiling distilled water 50 parts.

Sugar in coarse powder 60 parts.

Upon the tar, contained in a suitable vessel, pour

the cold water, and stir the mixture frequently dur-

ing twenty-four hours; then pour off the water and

throw it away. Pour the boiling distilled water upon

the residue, stir the mixture briskly for fifteen min-

utes, and set aside for thirty-six hours, stirring oc-

casionally. Decant the solution and filter. Lastly,

in forty parts of the filtered solution dissolve the sugar

by agitation, without heat.

Washing the tar first with cold water is to removt

certain acid constituents, which are considered objec-

tionable.

In the revision of 1890 this formula was somewhat
changed, glycerin being added as an additional sol-

vent. The formula then was

:

Tar 75 grammes.
Water 150 c.c.

Boiling distilled water 400 c.c.

Glycerin 100 c.c.

Sugar 800 grammes.
Distilled water, a sufficient

quantity to make 1,000 c.c.

Mix the tar intimately with about 100 grammes of

white sand, pour on the water, and stir frequently

during twelve hours; then pour off the water and

throw it away. Pour the boiling distilled water upon
the residue, stir well and frequently during fifteen

minutes, add the glycerin, and set the vessel aside for

twenty-four hours, occasionally stirring. Decant the

clear solution and filter. Dissolve the sugar in the

filtrate with the aid of a gentle heat ; allow the liquid

to cool, then strain it, and pass enough distilled water

through the strainer to make the product measure

1,000 c.c. Mix thoroughly.

These formulas are perhaps old enough to be con-

sidered "old fashioned," especially the first one.

We may add that in the latest revision of the Phar-

macopoeia (1900) the formula for this syrup has been

further changed, the glycerin being omitted and alco-

hol being used with the water as a solvent. The
preparation may be stronger of tar, but has the disad-

vantage of the presence of alcohol.

Orangeade.—J. F. B., Massachusetts.—To make
an orangeade corresponding to the well-known lem-

onade the only difference in procedure is to choose

oranges rather acid; otherwise the beverage may
prove rather flat.

A substitute for such a beverage may be made from
citric acid, oil of orange peel, and sugar, but where

the sale of such a preparation comes under the opera-

tion of the national pure food law, or any similar

local enactment it apparently cannot be called by the

name of the article made direct from the fruit.

We recommend you to carefully study the national

law and regulations as printed in the Circular for
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November, 1906, page 423 ; and also your local laws

regarding adulteration.

Caramel has been much used for giving a brown-
ish-yellow tint to liquids, and is believed to be harm-

less.

Gold Paint for China.
—

"Paint," Ohio.—Gold
may be prepared for "firing" on porcelain by the fol-

lowing process

:

Dissolve in a weighed capsule any convenient

quantity of pure gold in nitro-hydrochloric acid, and

add to the solution sufficient uranium oxide to give

the solution a rich brown color. Evaporate the liquid

to dryness on a sand bath, cool the capsule and weigh.

Then to the residue so ascertained and counted as

one part, add

:

Sulphur I part.

Damar resin 2 parts.

Turpentine oil 6 parts.

With due precautions against the mixture inflam-

ing, heat it over a quick fire, with constant agitation,

until it becomes homogeneous, and acquires a fine

reddish-brown color. Add while still hot sufficient

rosemary oil to give it the consistency of a thick

syrup. Finally, for every 100 parts of the gold

originally used, add 35 parts of bismuth flux (bis-

muth trioxide, or bismuthous oxide, obtained by gently

igniting basic bismuth nitrate), and let cool.

.'\nother method of preparing the bismuth flux is to

dissolve bismuth subnitrate in moderately strong

nitric acid by the aid of heat, adding water until a

precipitate is formed, to which, when dried, one-

twelfth its weight of powdered borax is added.
After applying this paint the porcelain is heated to

redness when the metal adheres. It then presents a

dull surface which is made lustrous by bumi.shing.

Pure gold may be obtained we believe from the

dealers in dental supplies. Whether the commercial
article (coin, etc.) would answer we do not know.
Tt seems probable that the alloy (usually silver and
copper) might aft'ect the permanence of the lustre of

gold.

It is said that a brilliant yellow color known as

"gold luster" may be produced on porcelain by the

use of paint prepared as follows: JMelt over a sand
bath 30 parts of rosin, add 10 parts of uranic nitrate,

and, while constantly stirring, incorporate with the

liquid 35 to 40 parts of oil of lavender. After the

mi.xture has become entirely homogeneous, remove
the source of heat, and add 30 to 40 parts more of oil

of lavender. Intimately mix the mass thus obtained,

with a like quantity of bismuth glass, prepared by
fusing together equal parts of oxide of bismuth and
crystallized boric acid. The paint is, of course, to

be "burned in" in the usual manner.

Green Coloration in Castor Oil.—"Subscriber,"
Bogota, asks : "What is the cause of the green colora-

tion which is present in ordinary castor oil, and what
is the best means of obtaining it perfectly colorless,

as it can be procured from the manufacturers, if so
ordered."

A green color in castor oil seems to indicate hot
extraction, which gives a larger yield of oil, but an
inferior quality. The degree of heat which is em-
ployed in pressing out the oil is a matter of nicetv.

What is known as "cold pressed" oil is, as a matter
of fact, expressed warm (perhaps the term "luke-

warm" describes the condition fairly) to enable the

oil to flow freely. By increasing the heat the yield of

oil is increased, but there is also brought out some
coloring and albuminous matters which are not easily^

separated afterward. Oil so pressed has more taste,

and we would expect it to have a greenish color.

The only way we can suggest for removing this

color is to filter the oil through a column of fuller's

earth. The column of earth should be from 4 to 12

inches high, according to the quantity of oil to be fil-

tered, and the depth of the color, and it will be neces-

sary to keep the oil warm during the process, to ex-
pedite flow. Fuller's earth is much used in clarifying

and decolorizing oils, and we think would serve the

purpose well. Animal charcoal may also be used, and
while more expensive might be preferable for a small

quantity of oil, because less troublesome to use. If

not too deeply colored, this oil may be shaken thor-

oughly with the charcoal and then filtered. With a
finely-powdered charcoal, however, it might prove
quite as troublesome to remove all the charcoal from
the oil, as to use fuller's earth.

It may be proper to add that in our observation

castor oil of the usual quality has a faint yellowish

tint. We do not recall any which was absolutely

colorless.

Hektograph Inks.—H. J., Connecticut.—Hekto-
graph inks may be made by the appended formulas.

The purple ink is most frequently used we think ; it

is said that more copies can be obtained from writing

done with it than with other kinds

:

Purple.

Methyl violet 2 parts.

Alcohol 2 parts.

Sugar I part.

Glycerin 4 parts.

Water 24 parts.

Dissolve the violet in the alcohol mixed with the

glycerin; dissolve the sugar in the water; mix both

solutions.

Black.

Methyl violet 10 parts.

Xigrosin 20 parts.

Glycerin 30 parts.

Gum arable 5 parts.

Alcohol 60 parts.

Blue.

Resorcin blue M 10 parts.

Dilute acetic acid i part.

Water 85 parts.

Glycerin 4 parts.

Alcohol ID parts.

Dissolve by the aid of heat.

Red.
Fuchsin 10 parts.

.\lcohol ID parts.

Glycerin 10 parts.

Water 50 parts.

Green.

Anilin green, water soluble 15 parts.

Glycerin 10 parts.

Water 50 parts.

Alcohol ID parts.

The writing is allowed to dry without blotting.

The pad having been moistened with clean water, the

paper is placed on it, face inward, of course, and
rubbed gently but firmly over every portion, care
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being taken to prevent it changing position. It is

allowed to remain on the pad for from tvvo to five

minutes, and is then carefully removed. Copies are
now taken by pressing dry paper on this surface and
removing immediately. The operation should be
carried out with as little interruption as possible.
The New Idea states that the distinctness and sharp-
ness of hektograph prints may be very materially
heightened by wetting the paper upon which the
prints are to be made with alcohol and removing the
excess by blotting paper.

After using the pad the ink should be removed from
the surface immediately with a soft sponge and warm
water, drying it well. It will then be ready for an-
other operation. It may be used a great many times,
if properly manipulated.

Extract of Vanilla.—A. E. L., IVIassachusetts.

—

Some twenty years ago Holmes made tests to deter-

mine the location of the flavoring principle in the
vanilla bean and to discover its proper solvent (see

the Circular for August, 1887, page 174)-. Por-
tions of the pulp, rind, and entire bean were macer-
ated for a month with menstrua composed of deodor-
ized alcohol and water in varying proportions. Notes
of these details were given, and the appearance of

the diliferent products stated, but tests as to flavor

were applied to but four, and the reports as to these

are probably all that it is now necessary to take into

consideration.

(a) Entire bean; menstruum, alcohol 3, water i,

gave a fair flavor, but complex compared with that of
the two to follow.

(b) Outer rind ; menstruum, the same as (a) ; a
very fine flavor, delicate, but slightly woody.

(cj Pulp; menstruum, the same as (aj; a very

sweet full vanilla flavor ; extremely satisfactory.

(dj Cut beans ; menstruum, alcohol and water,

equal parts ; a very good flavor, comparing favorably,

with the average extracts of the market.

The author states that he "preserved the ratio of

I ounce of vanilla to each pint of liquid employed"
except in (d), "which contained 2 ounces of bean to

the pint."

To those who require an unusually fine extract, a

repetition of Mr. Holmes' experiments may be com-
mended.

So far as we know, the whole bean is commonly, if

not always, used in making the extract.

Tinture of vanilla, is, as you are presumably
aware, an official product, the directions for making
which are quite simple.The bean is soaked in a men-
struum of alcohol and water (about 2 to i) beaten up
with sugar and percolated with the menstruum named.
The strength is i in 10.

Maceration still has its advocates, however, and
proportions are varied according to the views of the

operators.

Kalish reported some years since that the following
formula furnished him by Miller was the best that

had come to his notice.

Mexican vanilla beans 3J/2 pounds.
Granulated sugar 7 pounds.
Deodorized alcohol 4 gallons.

Water 3 gallons.

After having carefully selected a lot of prime
vanilla beans the first step is to divide them into small
pieces from ^ to i inch long by means of an herb-cut-

ter. The bean should not be allowed to come into con-
tact with iron, as such contact destroys the flavor very
quickly, and may be the cause of a poor tincture.

Place the cut beans in a porcelain jar and pour upon
them 7 pints of boiling water. Cover the jar and let

it stand for twenty-four hours. The object of this

maceration or infusion is to bring the beans as nearly

as possible to their natural green state. The beans
as found in the market are much wrinkled. The
maceration swells the fiber and that portion of the

surface which was formerly hidden is now exposed to

the action of the menstruum, which later is poured
upon it. This maceration also prepares the vanilla

for the next step, facilitating its passage through the

chopper, and causes it to go through without becom-
ing heated and without sticking to the blades of the
machine as it would if not previously treated as stated.

After maceration for twenty-four hours, pour of? the
supernatant liquid and transfer the beans to a ma-
chine, which will cut or grind them up as fine as pos-
sible, the finer the better. A sausage cutter answers
the purpose best; one in the form of a chaser, con-
sisting of four steel disks revolving about a block of
wood—no contact with iron. Place the now finely

ground vanilla in a porcelain jar, add to it 7 pounds
of granulated sugar, then the liquid with which it had
previously been macerating and 8 pints additional of
water. Stir frequently during twenty-four hours,
and then add i gallon of deodorized alcohol. No
longer than twenty-four hours should elapse before
the addition of alcohol is made, otherwise there will
be danger of fermentation taking place. Macerate
for seven days and add another gallon of alcohol,
macerate another week, and add 4 pints of alcohol.
It is this last portion of alcohol which contributes to
the appearance of the finished product. Up to this
time the liquid has a turbid appearance, but upon the
addition of these last four pints it becomes clear, the
albumin present is coagulated, and the finished prod-
uct requires no filtration. If a menstruum less alco-
holic is used, the tincture of vanilla will not have
this bright appearance, and will require filtration,

which is not to be advised in the making of vanilla
e.xtract. Allow the mixture to macerate thirty days
more and at the expiration of that time transfer the
whole to a percolator and cover with a muslin
diaphragm. After the liquid with which it has been
standing has run through, add a menstruum made of

9 pints of water and 12 pints of alcohol. The per-
colate will yield an excellent tincture or extract of
vanilla, perfectly bright and clear and ready for use.
It is advisable to keep this in wood for six months,
but of course it may be used at any time. There is no
method to be followed which will yield a satisfactory
product in a few days.

Williams, as has been previously quoted in the Cir-
cular, adds alcohol first in the proportion of two-
thirds of the intended quantity of menstruum, follow-
ing immediately with boiling water. He shakes the
container many times a day for four weeks, then
drains ofif and passes through a coarse strainer into
a stock keg, in which is a faucet. To the dregs in
the macerating keg is added about one-third of the
quantity of fresh menstruum in the same proportions
of water and alcohol. Maceration is continued for
four weeks more with agitation, and the liquid ex-
pressed without much pressure, and strained (not
filtered) as before. This is reserved to be used as
one-third of the next menstruum, and so on in all
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future manufactures. Williams has found that too

long-continued maceration imparts a woody flavor to

the product. He lays much stress on the matter of

keeping the extract at least one year before offering

tor sale, and says it is better if kept from two to five

years, especially if kept in wood. He finds that in

making in 7>^ gallon lots there is a loss by macera-

tion and by evaporation in a year's keeping of at least

I gallon. He uses not less than i>4 ounces of good
iean to the pint, and recommends French cologne

spirit of the best quality as the alcoholic part of the

inenstruum.

If one finds it desirable or necessary to economize

«i the cost of this preparation he can of course use

die cheaper grades of bean and less of it. Or he may
jaiake a similar flavoring from artificial vanillin. The
Vanillin is simply dissolved in a mixture of alcohol

ind water with the addition of syrup if desired.

The following is a typical formula

:

Vanillin i ounce.

Alcohol 6 quarts.

Water 5 quarts.

Syrup I quart.

This solution does not wholly represent the flavor

of the bean ; while vanillin is the chief constituent of

ranilla there are other substances present which con-

tribute to the aroma.

One must be careful in marketing any substitute

for the natural extract to comply with such labeling

laws as may be in force.

Glue to Form Paper Pads.—J. P. L., Ontario.

—

For glue to bind the edges of paper so as to form pads

the following formulas have been published

:

I.

Glue 3/^ ounces.

Glycerin 8 ounces.

Water, a sufficient quantity.

Pour upon the glue more than enough water to

cover it and let stand for several hours, then decant

the greater portion of the water ; apply heat until the

glue is dissolved, and add the glycerin. If the mix-

ture is too thick, add more water.

II.

Glue 6 ounces.

Alum 30 grains.

Acetic acid J^ ounce.

Alcohol 15^ ounces.

Water 6>^ ounces.

Mix all but the alcohol, digest on a water bath till

•Jie glue is dissolved, allow to cool and add the alcohol.

III.

Glue 5 ounces.

Water i ounce.

Calcium chloride i ounce.

Dissolve the calcium chloride in the water, add the

j-lue, macerate until it is thoroughly softened and
'hen apply heat until completely dissolved.

Use while hot.

IV.

Glue 20 ounces.

Glycerin 5 ounces.

Syrupy glucose i ounce.
Tannin 50 grains.

Cover the glue with cold water, and let stand over
night. In the morning pour off superfluous water,
throw the glue on muslin, and manipulate so as to get

rid of as much moisture as possible, then put in a
water bath and melt. Add the glycerin and syrup,

and stir well in. Finally dissolve the tannin in the

smallest quantity of water possible, and add.

Use while hot.

Luminous Paint—H. W. R.—Certain sulphides
have the property of appearing luminous in the dark,

and have been utilized in the preparation of luminous
paints.

The term "phosphorescence" as applied to such

bodies must not be taken to mean that phosphorus is

even used for the purpose indicated. Its extreme
inflammability and instability render it entirely unfit

From a book for painters entitled 739 Paint Ques-
tions Answered we quote the following:

"To the best of our knowledge, chemistry knows
of four sulphides only that have the faculty of being
phosphorescent in the dark, when they have been ex-
posed to daylight for a few minutes. They are the

sulphides of calcium, strontium, barium and zinc; in

other words, combinations of these elements or metals
and sulphur. Sulphide of zinc, made in the usual
way, will not phosphoresce ; to do this, it has to un-
dergo a special process, that of being distilled in

vacuum.

•'Sulphide of barium phosphoresces orange, but only
for a few minutes after exposure to light, and is

therefore of less use than the sulphides of strontium
and zinc, which give a greenish light, that, however,
extinguishes in from one to two hours.

"Then there remains only one material of any
value as a luminous body; the sulphide of calcium,

which in its pure state, gives a yellow light, but can,

by proper treatment—that is, by heating to red heat

and the addition of small quantities of a salt of bis-

muth—be made into a body that will give a violet

light for at least twenty-four hours after each ex-
posure.

"For interior use the paint is applied on paper, and
two coats are generally sufficient. It is prepared as

follows : One pound of clear white gelatin or trans-

parent white glue is dissolved in boiling water, say

5 pints, and into this is stirred 3 pounds of sulphide of
calcium and one ounce of glycerin. During applica-

tion the paint must be kept warm and constantly

stirred.

"For exterior use the sulphide of calcium should
be mixed with clear dammar varnish in the propor-
tion of I pound of pigment to 2 pounds of varnish,

applied in two coats, which, when dn,% must be coated

v^ith clear dammar varnish."

The same work says : "Numbers simply painted on
a hr.use with luminous paint do not amount to much,
because they soon collect dirt ; but if the numbers are

left white and the ground work filled in on a piece of

glass, and then backed up with luminous paper and
properly put in a frame, to protect the paper from the

rain, they will remain good for an indefinite number
of years. Such frames are now on the market as a
regular article of commerce, and can be had at quite

reasonable prices."

Glyco-Thymoline.—H. K., New Jersey.—In

some of their advertising matter the proprietors of

this preparation publish the following: "Formula.

—

Benzo.-salicyl. sod. 33.33, eucalpytol 0.33, thymol,

0.17; salicylate of methyl from betula lenta, 0.16;
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pini pumilionis 0.17, glycerine and solvents q. s.

480." That is the extent of our information regard-

ing this article.

Comparative Fuel Values of Alcohol and Gaso-
line.—When R. E. F., Indiana, inquired about the

comparative fuel values of alcohol and gasoline (see

the Circular for last month, page 225) we wrote to

the department of agriculture at Washington for a

copy of a pamphlet on the subject which we under-

stood the department had published or was soon to

publish. The pamphlet, which bears the date Feb-
ruary i6th, 1907, reached us too late for use in con-

nection with our answer to the query in the February
issue, but some of the facts given in it may prove of

interest here.

The authors of this pamphlet, Prof. C. E. Lucke,

of Columbia University, and S. M. Woodward, an
engineer in the government's service, state that gaso-

line at 10 cents a gallon gives about 1,200,000 heat

units per dollar, and that alcohol at 30 cents a gallon

gives 270,000 heat units per dollar. The heat unit

meant is the "British thermal unit," which "is the

amount of heat that will raise the temperature of i

pound of water i degree on the Fahrenheit thermome-
ter." If gasoline cost 30 cents a gallon, it would give

400,000 heat units per dollar, which is nearly 50 per

cent, more than is given by alcohol at the same
price.

Continuing their report, however, the authors state

that the best possible obtainable figures for alcohol,

"so far as the fuel costs are concerned, that with a

motor specially constructed for alcohol the fuel prices

per gallon might be twice as much for alcohol as for

petroleum distillate and still give power for less

money." Perhaps it was some such statement as this

that led R. E. F. to ask the query he did.

Twenty "conclusions" are embodied in the paper,

one of them being that "alcohol contains approxi-

mately 0.6 of the heating value of gasoline, by weight,

and in the department's experiments a small engine

required 1.8 times as much alcohol as gasoline per

horsepower hour." The authors think that alcohol

power will not be as cheap as gasoline power for some
time to come, except in places in which alcohol can be

produced at an exceptionally low figure, and which
are at the same time remote from the source of supply

of gasoline.

Those who wish to go into the study of the subject

more thoroughly should send to the Secretary of

Agriculture, at Washington, for Farmers' Bulletin

No. 277.

London Purple.—H. L. S., California.—London
purple is said to be a by-product occurring in the

manufacture of rosanilin, by the arsenic process. It

is a fine powder of a violet color consisting of arseni-

cal compounds and a portion of the coloring matter
in the preparation of which it is used. The arsenic

has been considered as existing in the form of cal-

cium arsenite; but Haywood announced some years
since that it contained both calcium arsenite and
arsenate.

According to an analysis made some years ago by
Collier, its arsenic content calculated as arsenious acid

is 43.65 per cent.

The preparation has been put forward as a sub-
stitute for paris green in the destruction of in-

sects.

Making Glass Mirrors.—H. W. L., Kansas.

—

Mirror plates are made by coating glass with an
amalgam of mercury and tin, but the process is not
an easy one. A sheet of pure tin foil, slightly larger
than the glass plate to be silvered, is spread evenly
on a perfectly plane stone table having a raised edge,
and is well cleaned from all dust and impurity. The
foil must be free from the slightest flaw or crack.
The tin is next covered uniformly to the depth of one-
eighth of an inch with mercury, preference being
given by some to that containing a small proportion
of tin from a previous operation. The glass plate,

freed from all dust or grease, and repolished if neces-
sary, is then carefully slid over the mercury. This
part of the work requires skill and experience to ex-
clude all air bubbles, and even the best workmen are
not every time successful. If there is a single bubble
or scratch the operation has to be repeated and the
tin foil is lost; not a small expense for large sizes.

When this step has been satisfactorily accomplished
the remainder is comparatively easy. The glass plate
is loaded with heavy weights to press out the excess
of mercury which is collected and used again. After
twenty-four hours the mirror is lifted from the table

and placed on edge against a wall, where it is left to
drain well.

If mirrors coated with amalgam become damaged
they may sometimes be successfully repaired by one
of the following processes

:

( 1 ) Clean the bare portion of the glass by rubbing
it gently with fine cotton, taking care to remove any
trace of dust and grit. If this cleaning be not done
very carefully, defects will appear around the place
repaired.

With the point of a penknife cut upon the back of
another looking-glass around a portion of the silver-

ing of the required form, but a little larger. Upon it

place a small drop of mercury; a drop "the size of a
pin's head will be sufficient for a surface equal to the
size of the nail. The mercury spreads immediately,
penetrates the amalgam to where it was cut off with
the knife, and the required piece may now be lifted

and removed to the place to be repaired. This is the
most difficult part of the operation. Then press light-

ly the renewed portion with cotton ; it hardens almost
immediately, and the glass presents the same appear-
ance.

(2) Pour upon a sheet of tinfoil about 3 drams of
quicksilver to the square foot of foil. Rub smartly
with a piece of buckskin until the foil becomes
brilliant. Lay the glass upon a flat table, face down-
ward

;
place the foil upon the damaged portion of the

glass; lay a sheet of paper over the foil, and place
upon it a block of wood or piece of marble with a per-
fectly flat surface; put upon it sufficient weights to
press it down tight; let it remain in this position a
few hours. The foil will be then adherent to the
glass.

The insides of globes may be silvered, it is said, by
the following method

:

Melt together 3 ounces of lead, 2 ounces of tin, and
5 ounces of bismuth. The alloy so formed melts at
197° F. (which it will be noted "is below the tempera-
ture of boiling water.) A portion is placed in the
globe, previously heated to a temperature of about
200° F., and the globe is turned so that the alloy
may flow over all parts of the glass. It is said that
when cold the alloy will adhere firmly to the surface
of the globe.
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Recognition of Board Certificates.—D. C. P.,

Maryland.—Pharmacy laws are of course liable to

change and so are the rules of the boards under the

laws. In view of this it is best for one who is regis-

tered in one State and wishes to secure registration in

another on his board certificate, to procure informa-

tion direct from the authorities.

A list of secretaries of boards of pharmacy, with

their addresses, is printed in this issue of the Cir-

cular, and to these officials application should be

made direct, regarding qualifications required for

registration.

Texas has no State board, the law providing for

district boards ; and not every district has a board. If

you should wish to locate in any part of that State

and will tell us the town, we will endeavor to put you
in communication with the board having jurisdiction,

if one exists.

We may add that it is questionable whether this

preparation has the therapeutic value which has been
inferred from its constituents. Bismuth solutions

may and probably do act very differently from the in-

soluble compounds of the metal.

Washing Compound.—C. F. F., New Jersey.—It

seems to us that a good soft soap would answer your
purpose. You could make this in several ways.

One is to "leach" wood ashes—that is percolate

them with water—and boil the resulting lye (which
is a solution of impure potassium carbonate) with

grease, so apportioning the ingredients as to have no
excess of alkali in the finished soap.

Another way is to buy the crude carbonate in the

solid state, dissolve in water and proceed as before.

Still another way is to add to lye obtained in either

way, milk of lime enough to precipitate the carbonic

radical as calcium carbonate leaving potassium hy-

droxide (caustic potash) in solution. With this lye

soap is more easily formed than with the carbonate.

Potash soaps remain soft ; soda soaps become hard,

so it is necessary in buying any lye for making soft

soap, to make sure that it is not a soda preparation.

Any grease may be used; the choice is largely if

not entirely a matter of economy.

The making of soap presents no great difficulty,

although of course experience is necessary to secure

the best results, both as to quality and profit. The
large manufacturers must provide themselves with

appliances for working in the most economical man-
ner, in order to compete with others as to price.

For small operations in soft soap it is only neces-

sary to have a suitable kettle, heat the grease in it to

a moderate degree, and slowly run in the lye, stirring

and then boiling until saponification is complete.

Fight ounces of caustic potash (in 1^/2 pints of

water) is sufficient for about y/2 pounds of grease.

The finished soap should be neutral ; this condition is

indicated when it just fails to redden phenolphthalein.

Precipitation in Elixir of Pepsin and Bismuth.—
T. S., New York, writes: "We made elixir of pepsin

and bismuth according to the latest National For-
mulary. It looked clear at first, but on standing
about a day or two it turned turbid. Then we tried

to filter it with talcum, but without results. Kindly
advise as to the cause of the change and how it could

be remedied."
The cause of the trouble was probably failure tp

completely neutralize the sodium bicarbonate in mak-
ing the glycerite of bismuth used in the elixir. De-
termine by litmus paper or otherwise whether the

elixir is alkaline and if so add enough tartaric acid

to render it neutral or verv faintlv acid.

Embalming Fluid.— "Inquirer," Delaware. —
Among the modern formulas for embalming fluid are

the following:

I.

Salicylic acid 4 drams.
Boric acid 5 drams.
Potassium carbonate i dram.
Oil of cinnamon 4 drams.
Oil of cloves 3 drams.
Glycerin 5 ounces.

Alcohol 12 ounces.

Hot water 12 ounces.

Dissolve the first three ingredients in the water and
glycerin, the oils in the alcohol, and mix the solutions.

II.

Thymol 15 grains.

Alcohol J4 ounce.

Glycerin 10 ounces.

Water 5 ounces.

III.

Potassium nitrate 40 grams.
Potassium carbonate 40 grams.
Glycerin 1,000 c.c.

Success in the use of any embalming fluid depends
largely on manipulation, an important part of the

process being the thorough removal of fluid from the

circulatory system before undertaking the injection of

the enibalniing liquid.

German Criticism of an American Comment on a

British Formula.—Otto Raubenheimer, Brooklyn,
writes: "Although I am not an Englishman, but a

German, I am able to answer your question p. 225.

I have looked up the formula for Aq. Carminativa p.

446 Chemist & Drug. Pharm-Formulas & find the

last ingredient=Aq.—fervid AD .^xvi. So you see that

little ad has even escaped the notice of a Pharmac

—

Editor"

There is nothing that we like better than frank

criticism, and we are always glad to hear from Mr.
Raubenheimer. While it is true that in translating

the formula from the Latin used in the book to the

English used in the Circular we omitted the "ad"

—

or its English equivalent—the directions show how
much the finished preparation must measure. What
we criticized was the fact that zvarm water was pre-

scribed in the formula proper, to the exclusion of any
other kind, while the directions called for the use of

a small quantity of cold water. Our correspondent
seems to have missed this point—which was the point

—entirely.

Now, just to show that we mean what we say when
we state that the Notes and Queries department is

intended for a "give and take" department, we shall

"give" Air. Raubenheimer one by asking if he is sure

that the formula in question appears on page 446 of

Pharmaceutical Formulas. In our copy it is on page

556, and this would seem to indicate that such a lit-

tle thing as writing fours for fives escapes the notice

of even the great student of carbon tetrachloride and
the maker of the "original safety benzin."
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Frosting Window Glass.—H. W. K., New York.—"Ground" glass is commonly produced by the sand
blast—that is forcing a stream of fine sand against
the surface by a blast of air, until it is sufficiently

roughened. The more modern style of obscured glass

which is probably best described as "chipped" is ob-
tained by coating the surface previously roughened,
with a solution of glue in hot water, and drying the

coating in a room warmed above the ordinary tem-
perature ; as the coating contracts by loss of moisture,

it "chips" off little fragments of the glass.

Egg Powder.—H. A. C, Canada.—We do not
know of any powder which has any relation to eggs.

Possibly dessicated eggs may be used by bakers, but

that these would be dangerous as food, is shown in a

note elsewhere in this issue on "Poisoning by Eggs."
We are under the impression that yellow coloring
matter is sometimes used by bakers to make cakes
that contain no eggs look as if they did: and that col-

oring used to perpetrate this fraud has been sold as

"egg powder."

Cold Cream.—W. P. F., Pennsylvania.—The
cold cream of earlier times was the ointment of rose-

water. So many variations of the formula have been
used that the term is now an uncertain one. We
think there is probably nothing better than what we
may call the original, made as it was without borax.

This latter has been added of late years apparently

with a view of partially saponifying the oil, thus ren-

dering the admixture of the water easier. This is not
only unnecessary but the preparation is rendered open
to objection from a therapeutic standpoint as borax
has a certain irritant property.

The present official formula omitting the borax is

:

Spermaceti 125 grammes.
White wax 120 grammes.
Oil of sweet almonds 560 grammes.
Stronger rose water 190 grammes.

The mode of procedure is to melt the solids pre-

viously reduced to thin ribbons, by a gentle heat, add
the oil still heating, and when solution is effected to

withdraw the heat, add the rose water and stir rapidly

until the mixture becomes uniform and cool enough
to remain homogeneous.

If just before it is ready to set the ointment is

poured into the boxes in which it is to be sold the

"face" presented will be better than if filled with the

mass after it has become cold.

Carnauba Wax.—W. L. S., California.—Carnau-
ba wax is obtained from the Brazilian wax palm. It

is exuded by the surfaces of the young leaves, and
collects on the trunk of the tree in drops or masses.

It occurs in cakes of a pale-yellow, or greenish color,

is hard and brittle with a resinous luster and melts at

about 185° F.

It is used in polishes, candle making, etc.

Effervescence of Acid with Alkaline Carbon-
ate.—W. E. B.—The effervescence occurring when
lemon juice and potassium bicarbonate are mixed is

caused by the liberation of carbon dioxide formerly
called carbonic acid gas. Potassium bicarbonate con-
tains potassium and the carbonic radicle composed
of carbon and oxygen ; when brought in contact with
the citric acid of "the lemon juice the radicle of the

citric acid displaces the carbonic radicle forming po-

tassium citrate, the hydrogen of the citric acid unites

with a portion of the oxygen of the carbonic radicle

and the remainder escapes as the gas CO3.

Perfuming Blotters.—C. F. S., New York.—You
could probably apply liquid perfume to blotters satis-

factorily with an ordinary hand atomizer ; if the work
is to be done on a large scale they might be placed in

a closed metal box on racks and the perfume be
slowly dropped in so as to diffuse gradually through
the space.

For a rose odor we would suggest that you try the

white rose extract which you can make by the follow-

ing formula

:

Spirit of rose 2 ounces.

Essence of violet i ounce.
Essence of jasmine 14 ounce.

Spirit of patchouly , % ounce.

The spirit of rose is made by dissolving 80 minims
of oil of rose and 80 minims of oil of rose geranium
in a pint of deodorized alcohol. The "essences" are

those from pomades. The spirit of patchouly is made
by dissolving i dram of oil of patchouly in 15 ounces
of deodorized alcohol.

If this prove too expensive the perfuming might be
done with rose geranium alone, using about 3 drams
of the oil to a pint of alcohol.

It seems likely that a much more concentrated ex-
tract could be used, with a saving of alcohol, if one
were sufficiently expert in manipulation.
The best violet odor is presumably obtained from

the natural extract fortified by some tincture of orris

root.

A cheaper violet perfume may be made by the use
of ionone. According to the manufacturers, about i

dram of the 10 per cent, solution of this substance
(this solution is the form in which it is furnished)
in I pint of deodorized alcohol yields a spirit of as

strong a violet odor as is exhibited by the customary
"triple extract." At the price charged for ionone the
spirit so made would cost about $1.50 or $1.60 per
pint, very much less than the real violet. The ionone
spirit requires sweeteniug with jasmine, etc. For-
mulas for such mixtures follow :

Rose essence 8 ounces.

Cassie essence 10 ounces.

Jasmine essence 8 ounces.
Tincture of orris root (i to 4) ... . 10 ounces.
Tincture of vanilla ( i to 16) 4 ounces.

Rose water 10 ounces.
Oil of bergamot 2 ounces.
Spirit of ionone ( i to 20) i ounce.

II.

Tincture of vanilla 17 ounces.
Tincture of orris root 4Y2 ounces.
Rose water 7 pints.

Oil of sandal 3 ounces.
Oil of rose geranium 5 ounces.
Oil of bergamot 10 ounces.

Oil of wintergreen 160 minims.
Spirit of ionone 2 ounces.

Deodorized alcohol 9 pints.

The tincture of vanilla, being somewhat objection-

able as to color, may be replaced, if desired, by an
alcoholic solution of artificial vanillin, the strength
being i ounce to the gallon. The spirit of ionone is

a solution of i part of the substance in 20 parts of

deodorized alcohol.
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Discoloration of Window Glass.—"Inquirer,"
Bermuda.—The discoloration of the glass in your
window may be due to inequalities of the surface pro-

duced by the action of moist air. If so it might be

possible for you to remove them by careful polishing
with very fine emery. If the substance of the glass

has changed color, which does not seem at all likely,

we can suggest no remedy.

Diluent for Solution of Boroglyceride.—L. G. P.,

Florida.—The manufacturers of the make of boro-
glyceride solution you mention issue a circular in

which they say that the solution is to be diluted with
water for use as a spray, gargle or lotion.

Anonymous Queries.—L. E. C, Massachusetts;
"Old Subscriber," no place mentioned, and "Reader,"
New York, are requested to read the standing notice

at the head of this department.

Appeals to Readers.

Formulas are sought for the preparations, listed be-

low. We ask for such help as our readers can give

:

Alkavis.—C. E. F., Colorado.

Tuttle's Horse Elixir.—\V. S. E., Rhode Island.

Cleaning and Polishing Marble.

Marble that has become dirty by ordinary use or

exposure may be cleaned by a simple bath of soap and
water.

If this does not remove the stains which may have
been made, a weak solution of oxalic acid should next
be applied with a sponge or rag, washing quickly and
thoroughly with water to minimize injury to the sur-

face.

Rubbing well after this with chalk moistened with
water will in a measure restore the luster. Another
method of finishing is to apply a solution of white wax
in turpentine (about i in lo), rubbing thoroughly
with a piece of flannel or soft leather.

If the marble has been more than commonly ex-

posed, so that its luster has been seriously impaired,

it may be necessary to repolish it in a more thorough
manner. This may be accomplished by rubbing it

first with sand, beginning with a moderately coarse

grained article and changing this twice for finer kinds,

after which tripoli or pumice is I'sed. The final pol-

ish is given by the so-called putty powder. A plate

of iron is generally used in applying the coarse sand

;

with the fine sand a leaden plate is taken; and the

pumice is employed in the form of a smooth-surfaced
piece of convenient size. For the final polishing,

coarse linen or bagging is used, wedged tightly into

an iron planing tool. During all these applications,

water is allowed to trickle over the face of the stone.

The putty powder referred to is binoxide of tin,

obtained by treating metallic tin with nitric acid, when
the metal is converted into hydrated metastannic acid,

which when it is lieatcd becomes anhydrous. It is in

this condition that it is known as putty powder. In

practice putty powder is mixed with alum, sulphur
and other substances, the mixture used being depend-
ent upon the nature of the stone to be polished.

According to Warwick, colored marble should not
be treated with soap and water, but only with the solu-

tion of beeswax above mentioned.

Washing Powder.

Hard soap 5 parts.

Soda ash 3 parts.

Sodium silicate 2 parts.

Borax i parts.

II.

Yellow soap 12 parts.

Pearlash 3 parts.

Palm oil 2 parts.

III.

Hard soap 4 parts.

Sal soda (crude sodium carbonate) .... 3 parts.

Sodium silicate 2 parts.

To Make Sheet Wax.
Melt pure, clean wax in hot water contained in a

deep tin pan. Then fill a smooth, straight bottle with
ice water. Soap the bottle and dip it slowly into the

tin pan two or more times, according to the thickness

you desire your wax. After the last dip, as soon as

the wax hardens to whiteness, cut a line through it

and remove it from the bottle as quickly as possible.

Spread to cool and straighten out smooth while warm.
Continue this process until all the wax is made into

sheets.

Soap Bubble Liquid.

I.

White hard soap 25 parts.

Glycerin 15 parts.

Water 1,000 parts.

II.

Dry castile soap i part.

Glycerin 15 parts.

Water 20 parts.

III.

Palm soap i part.

Glycerin 8 parts.

Water 8 parts.

Oak Stain for Wood.
First apply to the wood as a mordant a 15 per

cent, solution of soda. Then apply a catechu solution,

preferably hot, made by boiling 300 grammes of

catechu in 900 grammes of water for about an hour,

straining, adding 35 grammes of iron-free alum, and
once more raising to the boiling point. Finally, when
dry, apply to the mordanted wood a 5 per cent, solu-

tion of potassium dichromate.

To Keep Ants Out of Sugar.
It is said that a chalk mark, at least half an inch in

depth, around the upper edge of sugar buckets, bar-

rels, etc., will prevent the ingress of ants. The same
mark drawn on the edges of shelves will also prevent

the approach of an ant, as they are either unable to

crawl on the chalk or have an aversion to it.

To Regulate the Setting of Plaster.

To make plaster of paris set quickly, mix it with

water in which a little sulphate of potassium has been
dissolved. To make it act slowly, mix it with fine

slaked lime. The time of setting may be regulated

by changing the relative quantities.
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A New Test for Aconitine.

According to N. Monti (Gazz. chim. ltd.), when
11/300 grain to 1/60 grain of pure aconitine is mixed
in a porcelain dish with 2 to 4 drops of sulphuric

acid (sp. gr. 1.75) and heated for five minutes at the

boiling temperature in a sand bath, then a crj'stal of

resorcin is added weighing about the same as the

aconitine employed, and the heating continued, the

liquid at first turns yellowish-red in color, then red-

dish-violet, and after twenty minutes the reddish-

violet coloration reaches its maximum of intensity

and remains unchanged for a long time. Tried on
other alkaloids, this test gave negative results. It

is hence characteristic of aconitine.

Poisoning by Vapor of Hydrocyanic Acid.
McCleave reports (Cal. State Jottrn. Med.) the

poisoning of a number of persons by the use of hydro-

cyanic acid vapor in the destruction of insects. A
hotel having become infested with roaches on advice

of some entomologists a method was applied which
has been sometimes used to rid trees of insects,

namely, fumigation with hydrocyanic acid vapor;
which procedure, as is evident, is attended with much
risk, even out of doors. Material for developing the

gas was placed in the pantry, and although it was
supposed that precautions had been taken to limit it

to the immediate vicinity, the fumes diffused between
the partitions to distant parts of the house, and pass-

ing upward through an open clothes chute, escaped
into a room above through defects in the walls, quickly

overcoming the occupant, a young woman, who had
retired but was reading in bed. She first noticed the

peculiar odor of the gas, and immediately feeling

nauseated arose to get a drink of water and open her

window. She drank the water, but was so overcome
by vertigo that she had to lie down at once. She then

vomited copiously, after which she felt for a brief

period a terrific "fullness and swirling in the head,"
almost immediately, however, losing consciousness.

She either fell or tried to get out of bed again, for

persons passing along the hall, and, attracted by her

loud breathing, breaking in the door, found her on the

floor. Some of the symptoms were very profound
cardiac and respiratory depression and extreme
cyanosis ; the pupils widely dilated, the skin was blue,

cold and moist. Treatment consisted of artificial

respiration, external heat, the prolonged administra-

tion of oxygen, and the free hypodermic use of the

usual cardiac and respiratory stimulants. Epinephrin,

given hypodermically in the subclavicular region in a

single dose of 45 minims, i-ioo solution, was fol-

lowed at once by improvement in the cardiac action,

and, the author feels, very largely determined the re-

covery of the patient. The respiratory and cardiac

functions gradually became stronger, the muscular
rigidity disappeared, and recovery progressed ; in

about three hours vomiting again began, the vomitus
being of a character to indicate some extravasation

of blood into the stomach. This nausea and vomiting
persisted about forty-eight hours. There was again

the violent headache and extreme prostration, recovery

not being complete for many days. The cyanosis per-

sisted for several days. In addition to this patient,

everyone assisting in removing her from her room,
some five or six persons, was also overcome by the

deadly vapor. Included in this number was a physi-

cian living in the house, who, after instituting the

proper measures for the restoration of the patient, was
herself rendered sick and helpless. The author on his

arrival encountered sufficient of the gas in the air and
in the breath of the patient to suiTer some slight

poisoning. Each of these persons suffered the same
terrific headache, vertigo, distressing nausea and
vomiting, and extreme prostration, and each pre-

sented in a lesser degree the appearance of the first

patient. All were sick for several days.

New Schleich Solutions.

Dr. Schleich, of Berlin (Deutsch. Med. Zeit.), the
introducer of infiltration anesthesia into medical prac-
tice, now recommends the following solutions in the
place of those hitherto in vogue and containing mor-
phine hydrochloride

:

Solution No. i.

Cocaine o.i gramme
Alypin o.i gramme
Sodium chloride 0.2 gramme
Distilled water loo.o grammes

Solution No. 2.

Cocaine 0.05 gramme
Alypin 0.05 gramme
Sodium chloride 0.2 gramme
Distilled water loo.o grammes

Solution No. j?.

Cocaine o.oi gramme
Alypin o.oi gramme
Sodium chloride 0.2 gramme
Distilled water loo.o grammes

Identity Test for Resorcin.
For the detection of resorcin A. Carobbio (Boll.

chim.-farm.) employs a liquid obtained by adding am-
monia water to zinc chloride until a clear solution is

obtained, i c.c. of this solution is superstratified with
I to 2 c.c. of an ethereal solution of the substance to
be examined. If resorcin be present, a yellow ring
will develop at the plane of contact of the two layers,
which speedily turns to green, blue and in a few
minutes to azure. If the zinc chloride be replaced by
aluminum chloride, the reaction will set in less rap-
idly and less distinctly.

Muskon.
Muskon is the odorous principle of musk in what is

claimed to be the chemically pure form (Chem. Zeit.).
It is a ketone, boiling under 2 mm. pressure at 142°
or I43°C., of the specific gravity at I5°C. of 0.926,
and gyration power of aD=io° 6'. It occurs as a col-
orless oil, of pure musk-like odor, and soluble in all

proportions in alcohol. It is marketed in 50 per cent,

alcoholic solution as "muskon solution." It bears no
relation to artificial musk.

Delicate Test for Copper.
Bradley (Am. Joiirn. Sciences) finds that a dilute

solution of hematoxylin is a more delicate test for
copper than the other tests usually applied, indicating
by a dark-blue coloration one part of the metal in a
thousand million. The limit of sensibility with ferro-
cyande is placed by the author at about i in 100,000,
and with potassium iodide and starch at i in 1,000,000.
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The Preparation of Standeu-d Sulphuric

Acid.*

By F. W. Richardson.

In April, 1905,, North and Blakey (this Journal,

1905> 395) gave a summary of the methods which
have been suggested for standardizing solutions of

sulphuric acid, and recommended the use of pure so-

dium bicarbonate made by a method they describe.

The chief objection to an entirely volumetric method
for the preparation of a standard acid is the use of

burettes. It is almost impossible to get a very ac-

curate result when using volumes of solutions under
ordinary laboratory conditions. The acid may indi-

cate a temperature of 15.5° C, or 60° F. when in

bulk, but in the burette it may speedily reach a much
higher temperature in a warm laboratory. Moreover,
it is not easy to get the titration nearer than to one or

two drops, and this, apart from errors of expansion

or contraction, may mean an excess or deficiency of

0.2 per cent. Another source of error arises from the

use of methyl orange for acidimetry as indicator,

since it is slightly, but decidedly, sensitive to free car-

bon dioxide. In the analysis of samples of soda ash,

I have found quite i per cent, more sodium carbonate

with litmus than with methyl orange.

A solution of barium hydroxide is adapted for the

quick and accurate standardization of sulphuric acid

;

it is free from impurities, such as sulphates, carbon-

ates, and various metals, while alkali salts are seldom
found in it. The method of procedure is as follows:

5 c.c. of dilute sulphuric acid, of known specific grav-

ity, is pipetted into a counterpoised platinum dish,

quickly weighed, and then titrated with a filtered sat-

urated solution of barium hydroxide. A blank ex-

periment is first made with 5 c.c. of the acid, using

phenolphthalein as indicator, in order to ascertain

to within o.i c.c. how much of the baryta solution

will be needed to give a slight alkaline reaction. It

is then easy to titrate the acid in the platinum dish to

half a small drop, i. e., to 0.025 c.c. The neutralized

solution is evaporated on the water bath, and when a

white residue remains, another platinum dish is used

as a cover, and a steadily increasing heat (preferably

from a chimney Argand burner) is applied up to

bright redness to remove the organic matter added
as phenolphthalein ; the residue consists of pure ba-

rium sulphate. Knowing the gravity of the acid, it

is easy to calculate how much barium sulphate should

be obtained from 5 c.c. of the acid.

If the original sulphuric acid contained non-volatile

matter, lead sulphate, etc., the result shown by such a

method would be higher than the truth. The acid

commonly used does not give more than 0.008 per

cent, of residue, when evaporated; therefore no in-

accuracy could arise from this source. Compared
with the older method of determining the sulphuric

acid by precipitation with barium chloride, the results

obtained are singularly close, despite the known
sources of error inherent in the latter process. The
baryta process is quicker, the only real source of error

being the possible addition of an excess of baryta

solution : with a little care and the use of a half-sat-

urated .solution of baryta, the error should not be

greater than 0.02 c.c. of the saturated solution.

.\s an example of this method, about 5 liters of

normal sulphuric acid were made by diluting 150 c.c.

of concentrated acid. 5 c.c. of the acid weighed 5.183

grammes, and the baryta method gave 0.652 grammes
of barium sulphate. P>om the gravity at 60° F., 5 c.c.

of the acid should weigh 5.178 grammes, and there-
fore should give 0.6514 grammes of barium sulphate,
or 5473 per cent. HjSO^. The solution is then di-

luted to the required strength.

An acid of specific gravity 1.0321 at 15.5° gave the

following results:

Weigrht of Barium Per cent.
acid used, sulphate sulphuric

grms. obtained, acid.
grms.

Barium hydroxide.
Barium chloride...

These results are practically identical.

Recently the dipping refractometer of Zeiss has
come into use as a valuable adjunct for the standard-
ization of solutions within a certain limited range of
strength ; a determination of the strength of the above
acid with this instrument gave 4.928 per cent, of sul-

phuric acid—very near to the gravimetric results. As
it is easy to use, this instrument will render valuable

aid in obtaining a dilute acid very nearly of the

strength required ; on the other hand, the specific

gravity method extends the accuracy of the estimation

to at least a further decimal point.

JMy attention has been called to a paper by Drs.

Wagner, Rinck, and Schultze, published in the Chem-
iker Zeitung for November 28th, 1906, on the stand-

ardization of sulphuric acid, in which the authors also

titrate with baryta water, evaporate to dryness, and
heat to constant weight ; they also use the dipping re-

fractometer.

Acetanilide in Hydrogen Dioxide Solutions.

La Wall (Am. Journ. Pharm.) found several sam-
ples of hydrogen dioxide solution having an odor of

nitrobenzol. Investigation showed that this was
caused by the addition of acetanilide as a preservative.

Decomposition is apparently retarded by this

procedure; the odor was first noticed after four

months' keeping, the acetanilide being converted into

anilin acetate which is oxidized to nitro-benzol. The
acetanilide can be detected by shaking out 25 c.c. of

the solution with a few c.c. of chloroform, evaporating

the separated chloroform to dryness, and applying the

isonitrile test.

Ink for Writing on Glass.

Bleached shellac 2 parts.

Venice turpentine i part.

Oil of turpentine 3 parts.

Lamp-black i part.

Melt the first three ingredients together over a

water bath, and then stir in the lamp black, incorpor-

ating thoroughly.

•From the Journal of the Society of Chemical Industry.

Window-Polishing Paste.

Castile soap 2 ounces.

Boiling water 3 ounces.

Dissolve, and add the following in fine powder

:

Precipitated chalk 4 ounces.

French chalk 3 ounces.

Tripoli 2 ounces.

Mix, and reduce with water to the consistency de-

sired.
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Correspondence.
Short, timely articles upon subjects of interest to

pharmacists are solicited for this department. In order
to be in time for publication in the issue of a given
month, they should be in the editor's hands on the fif-

teenth day of the month previous. Anonymous com-muni-
cation.t will not be published; but if the quthor expresses
a uixli to have his name ivithheld, this wish unll be
scniiiiiUiu.-ily regarded and his letter considered confi-
dential.

Woman in Pharmacy.
Stephen ville, Tex., February 4th, 1907.

To the Editor of The Druggists Circular.

The consideration accorded women pharmacists in

the Golden Jubilee number of the Circular prompts
me to again take up the cudgel in behalf of my sister

pharmacists.

After the publication of one of my articles in a

drug journal I received a number of letters from
women pharmacists, and also from men who approved
of women pharmacists. The women invariably com-
plained of the treatment they had received at the

hands of brother pharmacists. In some instances the

worst treatment was from fellow clerks.

One woman stated that she was employed in a large

city drug store and because the manager of the pre-

scription department disapproved of women he side-

tracked her to the toilet goods counter and finally

succeeded in having her dismissed. She then secured

employment as prescription clerk in a small store at

a much smaller salary than would have been paid a

man in the same position.

And that is exactly what all women pharmacists
will have to do who relieve the stringency of the drug
clerk market—that is, accept a salary for which no
able-bodied man would work. Why do they do it?

Because they must if they work at all, and most
women think it is better to work for a small salary

than to fail utterly in the profession for which she

has fitted herself.

The man who hires a woman simply because he
can not get a man is not a desirable employer. He
may become so in time, but the first woman he em-
ploys must bear the brunt of his disgruntled feelings,

because his pet theories have been upset, and endure
fault finding, work for a small salary, etc. However,
I believe that the women who expect to make a life

work of pharmacy should be glad if the stringency

of the drug clerk market has forced an issue in their

favor.

The man who refuses to recognize women pharma-
cists because he does not want to bring women to the

level of men is too gallant for these strenuous times

—

such Chesterfields are out of date.

\\'hen it becomes necessary for a woman to become
a bread winner she is on an equal footing with a man
and she is not coarsened one iota nor unfitted for any
home or social duty because necessity forces her into

paths she would not take from choice.

The dean of the school of pharmacy where I gradu-
ated told me after I graduated that he would never
employ a woman because she always married when
she had become useful to her employer. He did not
stop to reflect that the man who was ambitious
enough to be a good clerk was too ambitious to always
remain a "hired man." He, too, quits when the op-
portunity offers a way of bettering himself.

So there vou are—there is no more assurance of a

man remaining after he has become useful than of

the woman doing so. The way has been thorny for

the women pharmacists, but when one reads of their

success as recorded in the Golden Jubilee number of

The Druggists Circular one is strengthened for

further battle.

There is no more prejudice against women phar-

macists than there was years ago against women
physicians, but the physicians overcame it, just as the

women pharmacists shall.

They have already won the drug journals, the

liberal-minded doctors and druggists, and it yet re-

mains for them to conquer that class of druggists who
have never advanced beyond the period of progress

depicted on the left half of the cover sheet of the

Golden Jubilee number of The Druggists Circular.

(Mrs.) a. C. Vaughan.

Women Pharmacists in Foreign Countries.

The treatment of women pharmacists in most of

the foreign coiuitries and their status and numbers
there corresponds to conditions in the United States.

In England, when the pharmacy act was passed in

1868, there were already 150 women pharmacists

and they were registered. In 1872, women were first

allowed to enter the laboratory of the school of the

Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain. In 1877,

Miss Isabel Clark applied for admittance to the society

itself, and was refused, but in 1879 two women were
admitted to membership, the president of the council

being the only one voting against them.

The first w^onian pharmacist in England was Mrs.
Walker, of Oxfordville, who began in business in

1858, though before that Mrs. Waldie, mother of

David Waldie, who first suggested the use of chloro-

form to replace ether as an anesthetic, conducted the

drug part of her husband's business.

In France in 1900, Mademoiselle Napias, professor

of minor pharmacy at Lariboisiere, sustained a thesis

in pharmacy before the University of Paris.

In 1900, Miss Margaret Perrott passed the phar-

macy examination at Queen's College, Belfast, Ire-

land, and she and her sister, also a pharmacist, con-

duct a store.

In Italy, in 1895, Signora Dorina Crespi Andini

was granted a diploma at the University of Genoa,

being Italy's first graduate. The Italian minister of

the interior was at that time endeavoring to induce

women to enter pharmacy, on account of a lack of

men pharmacists.

The first graduate in Australia was Jane Beatrice

Wollen, 1900, though about half a dozen woinen phar-

macists were registered by virtue of their being in

business before the passage of the pharmacy act in

1867.

Austria and Hungary opened the doors to women
pharmacists in 1898.

In Holland there are many women pharmacists.

The first registration was by Mile. Jacob, in 1881.

In 1900 Russia established a university for women
at Moscow, including medical and scientific faculties.

In that year the women in the State and municipal

dispensaries stood on the same footing as the men,
and several large pharmacies were conducted by
women.
Canada has numerous women in pharmacy. The

first woman passing the examination required by the
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law was Miss A. Adrienne Preevoot, 1901, who while

at the Montreal College of Pharmacy captured five

first and three second prizes.

Norway registered her first woman pharmacist by
examination, Miss Helga Erde, in 1894.

So, it will be seen, the United States does not

stand unique in its possession of women pharmacists.

New York Board Questions.

At an examination conducted by the Eastern

Branch of the New York Board of Pharmacy Feb-

ruary 20th, 1907, the following papers were used.

In reprinting board questions we make no more
changes than are necessary in order to put them into

our kind of type, our object being to present to our

readers, just as nearly as practicable, the questions as

they were presented to the candidates.

Pharmaceutical Chemistry.

1. Basham's Mixture: (a) State briefly how it is pre-

pared, (h) What three salts exist in the finished product?

2. Liquor Calcis: (a) Give official method of prepara-

tion, (h) Give substance in solution, and explain caution

for keeping.

3. Hydragyri Chloridum Mite: (a) What chemical test

would distinguish it from Corrosive Sublimate? (b)

Write concerning its solubility in water; and describe

effect of high temperature.

4. Potassii Acetas: (a) What two substances will

readily combine to produce it? (b) Describe appearance;
and change, if any, upon exposure to air.

5. Syrupus Ferri lodidi: (a) What percent of Ferrous
Iodide should it contain? (h) Why is diluted Hypophos-
phorous Acid used in its manufacture?

6. Charta Sinapis: (a) What solvent is used in Its

preparation and why? (b) What takes place when it is

dipped in warm water?
7. How many grammes of Iodine would be liberated

from the decomposition of one hundred grammes of Potas-

sium Iodide?
KI K=38.86 1=125.9

8. Complete the following equations.

(a) KOH-fI=
(b) MgCO,+H, SO.
(c) ¥e, (SO.)s-f-(NH.) 0H=
(d) Fe Cl3-t-(NH.) C, H, O,—

9. Define: (a) Reagent (b) Precipitate. (c) Sedi-

ment, (d) Calcination.

10. Give English name for each of the following: (a)

NaHCOj. (h) Zn (C, H, OJ ,. (c) C, H, OH. (d) H, BO3.

11. What would be the loss in weight, if one thousand
grammes of Alumen were converted into Alumen Exsic-
catum?
KAl (S0.),+12H, O K=38.86 Al=26.9 8=31.83

0=16 H=l
12. Write the chemical formula for each of the follow-

ing: (a) Hydragyri Chloridum Corrosivum. (b) Am-
monii Chloridum. (c) Acidum Phosphoricum. (d) Calcii
Hypophosphis.

13. How would you determine by a chemical test: (a)
A sulphide from a sulphate? (b) A chloride from an
iodide?

Practical Pharmacy.

1. Explain in detail why Syrup of Wild Cherry is made
by the "cold process."

2. Name four official Syrups which contain a free acid.

3. How does the "Continental" method of making Emul-
sions differ from the "English" method? Name two
natural Emulsions.

4. Name two official Tinctures in the preparation of
which Licorice Root is employed. Why is Glycerin used
in the manufacture of some Tinctures?

5. Name the official Fluid Extracts which contain Acetic
Acid.

6. How may a solution be detannated? Name an official

Tincture which is often subjected to this process.

7. Liniments, U. S. P.:— (a) Name one which contains
a Fluid Extract, (b) Name three which contain Cam-
phor, (c) Name two which contain a Fixed Oil.

8. How much will it cost to manufacture 5 Troy pounds
of official Compound Acetanilide Powder, assuming the

cost of its constituents to be as follows:—
Acetanilide ? .30 per Avoird. lb.

Caffeine 3.25 "

Sodium Bicarbonate 10 '

The official formula for the powder is as follows:—
Acetanilide 70 Gm.
Caffeine 10 Gm.
Sodium Bicarbonate 20 Gm.

To make 100 Gm.
9. Name all of the constituents of Aromatic Siprit of

Ammonia. In what official Tinctures is it employed as a
solvent?

10. The specific gravity of Stronger Ammonia Water, at
25° C, is 0.897. State how many 5 lb. bottles will be re-

quired to hold 10 gallons of it.

11. Give details of the official process for the manufac-
ture of an effervescent salt. Name three which are

official.

Criticise

12. B
Sodii Salicylas 3 Hi
Tr. Ferri Chlor 3 li

Potassii lodidi 5 li

Syrupi 5 1

Aquae, q. s. ad 5 Hi
Misce ft. Mist.
Sig. 3i three times a day.

13. R
Tr. Strophanti S ss

Syrupi 5 ss

Aquae, q. s. ad S ii

Misce ft. Mist.

Sig. 31 every three hours.

14. R
Tr. Guaiaci Aramon 3 li

Tr. Opii Deod 3 vl

Potassii lodidi 3 11

Glycerini 5 1

Aquae, q. s. ad S iv

Misce ft. Mist.

Sig. 3iv every three hours.

15. B
Morph. Sulph Gr. 1

Camphorae Gr. xx
Sacchari Gr. xx

M. ft. d. t. d. No. V
Sig. One when required.

Materia Uedica, Botany and Pharmacognosy.

1. Squill, give Botanical Name. Part or parts employed.
Active or chief constituents.

2. Nux Vomica, give Botanical Name. Part or parts

employed. Active or chief constituents.

3. Broom, give Botanical Name. Part or parts em-
ployed. Active or chief constituents.

4. May Apple, give Botanical Name. Part or parts em-
ployed. Active or chisf constituents.

5. Pennyroyal, give Botanical Name. Part or parts

employed. Active or chi?f constituents.

6. Golden Seal, give Botanical Name. Part or parts em-
ployed. Active or chief constituents.

7. Give the source of the following: a Codeine, b

Phosphorus, c Eserine. d Cacao Butter, e Lanolin.

8. What alkaloids are obtained from each of the follow-

ing? a Digitalis, b Henbane, c. Belladonna, d. Jabor-

andi. e Ipecac.

9. Give the botanical name of five plants which furnish

official leaves.

10. a Sulphur Lotum. b Sulphur Precipitatum. c Sul

phur Sublimatum. State how they differ and how they

are prepared.
11. Name five official preparations of Opium. Give per

centage of Morphine contained in each.

12. From what are the following obtained? a Acetic

Acid, b Salicylic Acid, c Stearic Acid, d Lactic Acid
e Gallic Acid.

. 13. Give the official title of four Cerates.

14. Give the official title of a drug belonging to each o

the following classes: a Alkaloid, b Gum Resin. (

Glycerite. d Olecresin. e Resin.

15. Define the following terms: a Inspissated, b Her
baceous. c Succulent, d Fecula. e Biennial.
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16. Give the common names of the following: a Rhus
Glabra, b Matricaria, c Hyoscyamus. d Cimicifuga.
e Spigelia.

Notices of Books Received.
Lord Kelvin's Views on the Advantages of the
Metric System, with opinions of Several Eminent
Men, also Explanatory Notes. Paper; duodecimo,

65 pages
; 3 pence. London : The Decimal Asso-

ciation.

Walsh's Physicians' Combined Call-Book and
Tablet. Thirtieth Edition. Wallet-size; moroc-
co ; flap cover

; $1.50. Washington, D. C. : Ralph
Walsh, M. D., 1906.

This is a handy little book for the medical practi-

tioner which has long enjoyed extensive popularity

among the profession.

Proceedings of the Seventh Annual Meeting of
THE American Conference of Pharmaceutical
Faculties, Indianapolis, Indiana, September 3d to

8th, 1906.

Proceedings of the Twenty-ninth Annual
Meeting of the Kentucky Pharmaceutical
Association held at Cerulean Springs, June 19th to

2ist, 1906; with list of Registered Pharmacists and
the Report of the Kentucky Board of Pharmacy
for the year ending October loth, 1906.

Proceedings of the Mississippi Pharmaceutical
Association, together with the Constitution and
By-Laws, Pharmacy Law, Report of the Board of

Pharmacy, etc. Fourth annual meeting, Crystal

Springs, July 23d and 24th, 1906.

Twenty-Fifth Annual Report of the Wisconsin
Board of Pharmacy ; with a List of the Pharma-
cists of Wisconsin, together with the Pharmacy
Laws and Court Decisions pertaining to Pharmacy.

Proceedings of the Wisconsin Pharmaceutical
Association ; held at Appleton, Wis., August 7th

to 9th, 1906 ; twenty-sixth annual meeting, together

with the Twenty-Fifth Annual Report of the Wis-
consin Board of Pharmacy.

Twenty-Fourth Annual Proceedings of the
Maryland Pharmaceutical Association, Brad-
dock Heights, Md., June 19th to 21st, 1906.

Proceedings of the Thirteenth Annual Meet-
ing of the Vermont Pharmaceutical Associa-
tion, held at Burlington, Vt., July nth and 12th,

1906.

Proceedings of the Twenty-Seventh Annual
Meeting of the North Carolina Pharmaceu-
tical Association, held at Wrightsville Beach,

June 14th and 15th, 1906.

Proceedings of the Maine Pharmaceutical As-
sociation Thirty-Ninth Annual Meeting,
held at Rangeley, Me., June 19th to 21st, 1906.

Report of the Kentucky Board of Pharmacy for

the year ending October loth, 1906.

Thirty-First Annual Report of the New Hamp-
shire Board of Pharmacy, for the year 1906.

Proceedings of the North Dakota Pharmaceu-
tical Association, Twenty-First Annual Meeting
held at Grand Forks, August 7th to 9th, 1906.

Proceedings of the Minnesota Pharmaceutical
Association at the twenty-second annual meeting
held at Tonka Bay, Minn., June 26th to 28th, 1906.

Twenty-First Annual Report of the Massachu-
setts Board of Registration in Pharmacy for

the year ending September 30th, 1906.

The Pure Food and Drugs Law; the Meat In-
spection Act; the Denatured Alcohol Bill:
The texts of the laws ; rules and regulations for

their enforcement, with comments of the press.

Paper, 96 pages. St. Louis: Meyer Brothers
Drug Co. 1906.

The Food and Drugs Act as it Relates to Drugs,
examined and explained in connection with the
Rules and Regulations for its enforcement : Paper,
62 pages. St. Louis: The National Druggist,
1906.

Hau'ness Dressing.
White shellac 100 parts.

Borax 50 parts.

Water 650 parts.

Heat in a water bath, at a temperature of not over
140° F., under constant stirring, until the shellac is

dissolved ; then add to the liquid

:

Sugar 100 parts.

Glycerin 60 parts.

Nigrosin 25 parts.

Continue the heat and stirring until the nigrosin is

dissolved ; then add sufficient water to bring the whole
up to 1,000 parts.

Clean the leather well by washing with warm suds,
let dry, and then apply the dressing with a brush or
sponge.

This preparation is said to give a brilliant surface,

the leather remaining very flexible.

Cheap Floor Polish.

Beeswax 125 parts.

Hard soap 30 parts.

Glue 60 parts.

Soda ash 125 parts.

Water,
Ochre, of each, a sufficient quantity.

Dissolve the soda in 2,000 parts of water, add the

wax, boil down to 1,250 parts, and add the soap.

Dissolve the glue in 500 parts of water by the aid of
heat, stir in the ochre, and add the mass to the soap
and wax mixture.

Apply hot.

Glove Cleaning Paste.

White hard soap i part.

Talcum i part.

Water 4 parts.

Shave the soap into ribbons, dissolve in the water
by the aid of heat, and incorporate the talcum.
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DRUG STORE ADVERTISING

By M. P. GOULD, of New York

In this department some of the fundamentals of

successful drug store advertising will be expounded

each month. The aim is to correct errors of adver-

tising and establish the most profitable and advisable

methods of building up retail drug trade by means of

the powerful influence of advertising.

and a pair of shoes. He can walk for an hour every after-

noon from five to six, or when his trade is most quiet.

During that hour he can do a lot of thinking as to how

Are Druggists Ambitious?

Every third druggist in the United States has written

to me about advertising. I have had druggists write to

me about opening their soda fountain as if theirs was
the only soda fountain I had ever heard of. And then

possibly in the same mails, there were ten other druggists

writing the same way.
Now let me ask a few questions. In last month's

CiKcni..\R I headed my article with this question, "Are
Druggists Lazy." I have had some very nice letters from
this article, some of them very enthusiastic, and—well, I

won't say what the others were.

At the head of this article I am asking a question.

It is, "Are Druggists Ambitious?" And I am asking

this question for the purpose of pointing out to some drug-

gists a few ways in which I think they are not ambitious
in the right direction.

Of course, in saying this I take into consideration the

fact that not all druggists can have a great big prosperous
drug store. As in every business, there will be some who
are not successful, some who fail, some who just eke out a

living, some who have hard work to make both ends
meet, some who work so hard to get along and keep them-
selves so closely confined to their stores days, nights and
Sundays, that they get into a routine, machine-like habit

of mind.
It is to this great class of druggists to whom I am

putting this question?

I want them to stop and think over the question and
see whether it fits them. If they want to answer it, I shall

be most happy to receive their answers. Each answer will

have a courteous reply.

AKE THESE DBUGGI.STS .\MBITIOUS?

Is the druggist truly ambitious who sticks so closely to

his business that he does not know how other druggists
are getting ahead, does not know what other druggists or
other stores are doing to make their business grow? He
just revolves in a circle, he gets into a rut. It is not pos-
sible for him to see things except in his own light. He is

a creature of habit. Is that druggist truly ambitious?
Here is another. He has had a good store. His has

been the leading store in his locality. Just now streaks
of gray are in his hair. A younger man, possibly one of
his own clerks, has gotten the backing to open up a
beautiful store, far better than the old store. It may be
just across the street, it may be that trade has moved up-
town a block or so. The new store is opened in the cen-
ter of the new trade center. The old druggist, seeing
trade slip away from his store, and seeing the new store
becoming larger and larger, grows vindictive; jealousy
and hate eat all the sweetness out of his life. He grows
crabby, quarrels and complains to his customer; "fires"
his clerks, thinks they are all thieves; gets "mad" when-
ever a customer comes in and quotes the price from the
other store, or the department store. People do not trade
with him because he is no longer pleasant, he is sour,
his words bite, although he does not mean them to. The
habit of complaining chisels furrows in his face. He looks
less attractive. 'W^omen do not like him. Is that man
ambitious?
Here is a druggist who is not very strong. He wants

to get ahead. He is full of nervous energy, but he has to
be careful of his health. He works late "at night; he is,
there first in the morning. His health grows poorer each'
year. He needs every evening off. He should take long
walks. He should take at least two weeks off for a vaca-
tion once every six months. He may not have money to
pay for riding or other recreations, but he has two feet

Amateur

Photographers
New Films
New Plates
New Pow^ders
New Solutions
New^ Cameras
New^ Supplies

Let us show you

I
Papering

*

j
Papering

1 Papering

3 Come and see the big,

new stock of Wall
Papers.

3 Examine the prices.

3 You will then know why
so many people buy
Wall Paper of us.

Klft****.****************************^

his business can be Improved. He can take in great
breaths of pure air. He can come back to his business
and do twice the work that he could before he went out.

He can sleep better at night, and forget about his busl-
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rd%n^gooTspTrU%?tkat*h'ewrl"r,l^^^^ "" '^ ^ ^""-^ conscientious man. He has made someana in gooa spint, so that he will enjoy his work. But money. His customers feel that they can depend on him.

Paints

Oils
S When you get ready,

come in and let us figure

on the job.

3 We will give you good

paints at fair prices.

3 Let us prove it to

you.

3 You are under no ob-

ligation to buy unless

you want to.

I POST I

CARDS
* *
f The Biggest, Newest, *
f Nicest Novelties. *

Funny Ones
Cute Ones
Pretty Ones
Catchy Ones
Dainty Ones

Unique Souvenirs

Look them over.

Still

Popular

Our Hot Soda is still

popular.

Lots of cold, raw
days and evenings yet.

»***************<g.*****t

he sticks right close to his business with a dogged, des-
perate determination to win. Is he ambitious?
Many of you know the druggist I shall next speak of.

ISeeds
I
X and

I Bulbs
A NICE assortment, all

the finest selections

i'> of only guaranteed
y, goods. These are grown

by reliable seedsmen and
we are not afraid to put

our guarantee behind
every package.

Money back if you're

not satisfied.

***********

BETWEEN

3 Between Patient |»

and Doctor we stand v»

with finest, purest *
drugs, and our com- *
pounding skill. tt

3 Besides, we put in- ^
to the prescription •»

exactly what is pre- |
scribed. If the best *
appeals to you, you »
should let us fill your ^
prescriptions. »

************************

He Is not a "blow-hard," nor is he crooked. He does his
work fairly well, possibly he does not hurry. He believes
in advertising, so he contracts for space in his local news-
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paper and puts in an advertisement. The next week he

changes it. The third week he forgets to change it.

Then he gets an advertisement cut of the Circular, possi-

bly, and uses that, and then for a month he forgets to

change that. Just before Easter he puts in an advertise-

ment about Easter novelties, and forgets about it. Along
in May the newspaper calls his attention to the fact that his

old Easter advertisement is still running, and so he gives

new copy. He does not have a great deal of competi-

tion. His trade holds its own. He makes a comfortable

living; his credit is good: there are some things—I won't

say how many—to be desired in his store; but customers

trade there because there does not happen to be any better

place in that town to trade at. You would not call such a

druggist ambitious?

This young man opens up a drug store and has a nice

business right away. He is popular; easy going in his

habits. Some nights he works all night; the next day he

doesn't come down to business until noon. He is not very

regular. He is popular with all that know him; he is a

good fellow; he is well connected. People give him
credit. He makes a great many improvements in his

store. He has the finest store in town. To be sure, there

are a few rumors about his being in financial trouble. The
jobbing houses are continually after him, trying to get

him to pay for goods he has bought. This strain wears on
him. He takes a glass occasionally. Much needed stocks

are neglected because his credit is not as good as it might
be. The once beautiful store is not quite so well kept
as it might be. What about him? Do you set him down
as ambitious?
Here is a man who has seen so many concerns put out

some little old pill and make a fortune, that he thinks a
whole lot more about selling a ten cent box of some tab-

let, 01 a bottle of lotion, than he does about getting and
holding the good will of the physicians. Gradually while
he is spending his time in trying to push in his meagre
way, some of these "big fortune makers" the physicians
in his locality get more and more into the habit of doing
their own dispensing. Fewer prescriptions come to his

store. Trade in prescriptions is not so good as it used to

be with him. He gets sore at the doctors. He advertises
in his papers for prescriptions. He states that he does
not give commissions. He tries to swing the "stuffed

club" considerably. Of course, to be sure, some times he
loses his balance and gets hit himself, but he keeps on
blustering. Feeling that the highest class trade is not
coming to him, he accepts the propositions of various
questionable concerns. His name begins to appear under
advertisements that are not talked about at home. Not
having a very big prescription business, his stock of pre-
scription drugs and chemicals gets low. Prescriptions
come in for things which he does not have. Is he am-
bitious in the way that a druggist ought to be?

I know still another druggist. It is a joy to meet him.
He comes to New York often. He visits all of the big
stores. He goes to Boston and visits the big stores there.
On his way home he stops off and has a talk with success-
ful druggists in intervening towns. He carries the big-
gest prescription stock in his town, and he does the big-
gest prescription business. The nicest articles on the
market are in his store, and the manufacturers seek him
because his name helps to establish the good reputation
of their goods in his locality. He does not allow his name
to be attached to any disreputable or questionable article.
He knows the best physicians in his town. He does not
brag about it a great deal, but they know that when they
send a prescription to him, and he has not the article
prescribed, he tells them over the 'phone. No one yet. has
ever detected him in putting into a prescription anything
that was not specified. The doctors like him because he
acts square and above board. Other business men in his
town come to him because he has traveled, has used his
eyes, has met successful men, is broad and fair minded
in his outlook—he is as straight as a string. His custo-
mers believe what he tells them. He returns the money to
any customer that is not satisfied. He mixes in the social
and business life of the town. He works hard at his
business, but he treats his clerks right, and they work
hard for him. He has good clerks. He can leave his store
for a month at a time, and business will keep on growing.
He does not try to take all the credit for all the details for
himself. He puts responsibility on his assistants. He
started with a little store, but he has now a big store. He
is soon to open up another big store. His name is a
valuable asset. The town has come to know that his name

stands for good goods and reliable service and the right

prices. He is studying all the time to learn how to gev

better results from his advertising. He is using the latest

devices in that line. He is constantly looking out for

ways and means of getting new customers. He is adding
new departments to his store. He is making changes in

the arrangement of the store. Frequently he is issuing
circulars and pamphlets to describe some new department
or the store in general. He pays one cf his clerks a lit-

tle extra wages in order to keep his windows bright and
attractive. There are no other windows in his town that

are looked at more by customers. The newspaper men
like him because his advertising copy is clean and well

displayed and makes their paper look well. People know
that he means business; no loafers hang around his store.

He does not promise one thing and do another. He is a
straightforward, tireless, energetic, progressive druggist.

Isn't he ambitious in the right way?
He is the man I like to get letters from. He gives me

as many ideas as I give him. He works out on the ground
in his particular store some new idea of doing business.

He tries it out. He eliminates the impracticable; he per-

fects the feasible. He is on the lookout for new things
all the time. He wants new plans and new ideas. He
will pay for them. He will take long trips to get them.
He cannot be held down. He watches his credit, because
good credit is an asset. He does not attempt more than
his finances will stand, because if he should get involved
in money matters, that would keep him from succeeding
as quickly as he wishes to.

He tries to "run" his soda fountain in the most ap-

proved way, because drinking soda is a matter of taste.

People go where they like the soda best. He makes the
best soda, because he wants the most trade.

He takes care of his health so that he will be in the
best possible physical condition.

Indeed, he is what a dozen different people all voting
together as a jury, would say is the right kind of an am-
bitious druggist.

I like him. I hope that more druggists will be am-
bitious in his way.

If you, the reader of this article, are doing some ad-

vertising which you are not satisfied with, send some of

it to me, and I will tell you what I think of it. This does
not necessarily mean that I am going to "roast" you.
Some druggists think that criticism must be adverse: but
commendation is criticism. However. I can tear to pieces
if a thing needs it. Every man who writes to me. gets
what I think is the truth regarding his advertising. I

shall be glad to hear from as many as care to write.

Questions Answered.
Subscribers are invited to ask for information regard-

ing business management. Such facts or suggestions as
can be offered will appear in this department.
Conducting Business in a Small Town.—A druggist

doing business in a western town of .3.000 inhabitants
writes: "I notice your department of questions and criti-

cisms in the Circular and wish to ask for advice. Let
me explain my situation. Five years ago I bought this

store. At that time the store was doing a business of

about $9,000 annually. The old gentleman who owned the
store was not in very good health during the latter part
of his ownership and so was not very energetic, but the
stock was fairly well kept up. The store had the confi-

dence of the public and held its own. There are three
other stores, one about the same size, one smaller, and
one dead 'un. I have been advertising regularly in the
usual way in our local weekly papers, two in number,
spending about $60 per year. Now. after five years of ad-
vertising steadily, I can not see that business has grown
much. In 1906 it only ran about $9,500. The town is

prosperous: bank deposits have increased 50 per cent, in

the five years. There are many goods bought of the big
mail order houses by people in the town and surrounding
country. I have a soda fountain, but only cheap candy,
a few post cards, but not w^all paper. What would you
advise?"

I see. from looking up your local papers that they claim
only 600 or 700 circulation respectively. You can not de-

pend wholly upon display advertising In papers of this

size. It is all right to carry some display advertisements
in such papers, but the local readers are also effective

and in such papers are used a great deal and produce
good results.

A good letter should be sent once a month to the head
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of every family in your town and vicinity. Ttiese letters
should talk about a specific line of goods, seasonable each
tinip. and about the stoi-e in general, its policy, prices,
sii\i..' and progress. Such letters can be made very suc-
(I'ssiul. in many cases they have doubled trade in lines
ii<rsisii.}iily advertised in this way. A little slip or folder
ii(l\priisin,L; some specialty, or special department should
lir em liisc.i with each "letter. One thousand of these slips
slioulii not cost in a little town over $1.75 to $2.50.

A letter of this kind with the slip enclosed, certainly
makes quite an impression when received, especially if

the letter is gotten out in a nice form. Make the reading
liart of the letter occupy about three-fourths or even more
of the space on the page.

If you had two different enclosures, such as two little

slips it would not do any harm.
You can use letters of this kind when you open your

soda fountain. Tell in the letter just what changes you
have made in the soda fountain, how you have improved
it, name a certain day as an opening day and enclose a
card or ticket, giving the person who presents It. a com-
plimentary drink on that day. This is to start off the
season in good shape. Lots of people w'ill not be able to

come on that day, but really, the more you have come,
the better it will pay you, for if you serve good -soda, it is

a nice thing to start off the season with a crowded house.
This is splendid advertising—about the best you can do.

When it comes time for house cleaning, you can send a
letter out regarding the things which you handle. En-
close a slip regarding a furniture polish or cleaning fluid

which you make. Let the letter say that any one who
buys this article, and is not satisfied with it, can return
what has not been used and get the money back.

If you decide to put in a line of wall paper, you can
send out a letter about your wall paper and enclose sev-

eral samples of pai)er, giving a talk about the value of
those particular papers and others which you have in
stock.

You say that you handle only a small line of post cards.
Get a larger line. Post cards are having a great run all

over the country. Get several different cards of various
kinds which you do not have to pay very much for, send
out a letter regarding your stock of post cards and enclose
one of these cards with the letter. In this letter, besides
talking about post cards, you can talk about your sta-

tionery and writing materials. If you select a post card
which has a little space on for writing, then print some
iiiK' little talk about your store on that card, still leaving
a little extra space to write on.
You did not say in your letter whether or not your win-

dows were modern or whether they were old-fashioned.
You did not say whether you make your window displays
attractive or not, or whether the people in your town pay
much attention to your windows. Windows in a drug
store are very valuable. Some druggists make them so
valuable that they are more effective than their news-
paper advertising in bringing in trade.
Such druggists buy ideas wherever they can get them.

Some of them hire a special window dresser to get up
something new for them every week. This is done mostly
in the larger towns, however. Have a talk with your
clerk and tell him that you want him to take care of
your windows, and get him enthusiastic about it so that
he will change them every week. Get him to learn how to

make nice looking signs: no big signs to hang on the
walls, but clever little signs to put up over the counters,
or in the show cases over the goods, and thus keep the
store looking fresh and new and interesting. Have
catchy signs as well as sober ones.
Also learn how to do all these things yourself.

It may also be necessary for you to do something quite
out of the ordinary in order to wake trade up in your
town. It may be that people have been trading so long at
the old store, that they have gotten used to thinking that
it is always the same, and that your advertising talk does
not amount to anything.
To break up this sort of a feeling, have some special

celebration. Have a spring opening, and get out a good
big circular and distribute it all over your town and mail
It with a live letter to the surrounding country.

Some time ago I wrote out some suggestions regarding
the best way to hold opening days, and had them printed.
A few copies of these are still on hand, so that if you
want one, I will be glad to mail it to you complimentary.
Suffice to say that I have seen druggists crowd their
stores from ten In the morning till eleven at night and

make over a thousand sales in one day on such an oc-

casion. The whole town apparently came to help cele-

brate.

Possibly a thing of this kind would wake your town up
to the fact that your store is now taking on new life.

They would then probably pay more attention to your
advertising for some time to come.

If your store needs painting, arrange to have the paint-

ing done at about the same time you hold this opening.
That will add to the occasion. It will make everything
look fresher and brighter.

If the above suggestions are not sufficient, I will be

glad to give you more.

Any reader of the Circul.\b who desires to have his

advertisements criticised, or have suggestions made
should write to this department.

Hints for the Window Trimmer.
We should like to ask of every druggist: Do you make

the most of your window space? Do you devote it to the

display of "patents" which net you 20 per cent, profit and
the manufacturer 200 per cent., just because he mag-
nanimously provides you with a lot of dummy cartons and
half a dozen three-color cards? In half an hour any drug-

gist with the slightest amount of ingenuity can design

and execute a display that would be just as attractive to

the passerby as the "patent" show, and be a credit to him
professionally and as an individual instead of the dis-

credit that these ready-made displays so frequently are.

The CiRCUL.\B from time to time makes suggestions for

window "trims," and the druggist who is looking for ideas

and does not find them here is at liberty to ask for what
he wants.
Every druggist ought to be his own press agent. When

he gets up a display somewhat out of the ordinary, he

should call the attention of his local newspaper men to

it. They will usually be pleased to describe it briefly in

their columns; and that's good advertising.

I. E. Littig, of Davenport, la., arranged an exhibit of

several hundred specimens of crude drugs in his window,
and told the reporter of the Times enough about them
to procure for himself a half column printed descrip-

tion.

D. C. O'Connor used the same tactics to direct the

attention of the people of Fitchburg, Mass., to a display

of laboratory and prescription apparatus and their

uses.

A reporter of the Scranton JiepuhUcan directed a throng
of inquirers and spectators to the store of Mr. Musgrave,
by writing up an interesting description of a water still

on exhibition in one of his store windows; and no doubt
many of those who came as spectators became patrons of

the store's prescription department.

WINDOW CARDS.

Plain, single stroke letters are the easiest for the be-

ginner and at the same time are as effective as any other,

says C. A. Bush, in the Show. ViHndoic, who advises the

card writer to stick to one style of letter until the results

justify him in taking up another. In his opinion flourishes

too frequently detract from the effectiveness of the card,

and only the fully capable should attempt to decorate

their placards with sketches. A touch of color such as a

red or gold number or initial in a black and white card

gives a pleasing effect.

C. M. Dexter states in the A'eu' Idea that he finds the

following a good method of making raised letter signs:

A rubber bulb syringe with a soft nozzle is filled with a
semi-liquid mixture of plaster of paris and water (tinted

if desired), and this, by squeezing the bulb, is forced out

in a stream which can easily be guided along the pen-

cilled letters.

VIOLET TOILET ARTICLES.

Large wooden horseshoes covered with green velvet,

bunches of artificial violets and violet ribboas, violet-

scented soap, in gold lettered wrappers and violet perfumes
and toilet waters, were the features of a display recently

described in the Spatula. There were three of the horse-

shoes, and the cakes of soap and the flowers were ar-

ranged on one of them; the others serving as supports for

the perfume and the toilet water.
AN OMNIBrs DISPLAY.

The Northwestern Druggist describes a display shown
In the window of Williamson & Co., of Keokuk, la., which
was made up of 105 different articles, each accompanied
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by an advertisement clipped from a current periodical,

and a price tag. A placard called attention to the com-
pleteness of the store's stock of advertised articles.

A variant of this idea would be to clip out a number of

magazine advertisements of one article and arrange them
all, with packages of the article in an appropriate man-
ner. The article displayed could be changed every two or

three days if desired. This plan would impress each ar-

ticle more firmly on the mind of those who notice the

display, but would not so forcibly advertise the com-

pleteness of the druggist's stock.

A JAPANESE WINDOW.

Otto A. Soell describes a display in the Vew Idea which
featured all sorts of "Japanese" drug store articles, from
toothache drops to eyebrow pencils. The window was
draped In red and black; the floor space was outlined

with several rows of quill and wood toothpicks; groups of

tooth brushes in boxes, hand warmers, manicure outfits,

etc., were arranged on the window floor and bamboo
stools; a number of tooth brushes decorated with butterfly-

like wisps of tissue paper, were suspended from the ceil-

ing on threads. Electric globes in Japanese lanterns sup-

plied the illumination.

HOT WATEB BOTTLES.

P. H. Utech describes a display in the Bulletin of Phar-
macy, which is simple, inexpensive and effective. A num-
ber of sticks from four to six feet long were fastened to-

gether at right angles forming a lattice work with open-

ings about 12 by 18 inches. The sticks were covered with
puffed light-colored cheese cloth and the lattice placed

upright in the window. In each of the openings was hung
a hot water bottle, suspended from the cross sticks. Ap-
propriate placards were attached to the framework and
placed in different parts of the window.

A VARIATION OF THE FIRELIGHT EFFECT.

A fire on the hearth or under a kettle is an excellent

attraction in a window display. The following "fire" de-

scribed in the Spatula can be effectively used in a dis-

play window. Cut a hole in the floor of the window
or In the elevated false bottom, and cover it with a coarse
wire screen; beneath the opening place several red globed
electric lights and a small electric fan; to the upper sur-

face of the screen attach various sized triangular pieces

of red, orange and blue crepe paper, and above them sus-

pend a kettle from a tripod. The current of air from the
fan, and the light shining up through the crepe paper
will give it the effect of a blazing fire. If the window is

kept darkened the effect is quite striking.

Membership, I. A. Becker; education and legislation, W.
A. Puckner; practice of pharmacy, W. T. Klenze; medi-

cal relations, C. S. N. Hallberg; and publia relations, W.
B. Day.

Chicago Branch of the American Pharmaceu-
tical Association.

Following a lively discussion of the conference pure
food and drug bill, printed in the February issue of the
CIRCLT.AB, the Chicago branch of the American Prarmaceu-
tical Association, at the meeting held February 12th, voted
to recommend the insertion in any proposed State pure
food and drug legislation a clause providing for the ex-
emption of physicians' prescriptions and preparations of
the Pharmacopoeia and the National Formulary, from the
labeling requirements of such a bill. It was also voted
that the provision of the federal law which permits ar-

ticles sold under official titles to differ from the official

standards if the variation be stated upon the label, should
not be included in any State laws. It was decided to hold
in abeyance all action upon the anti-narcotic bill pend-
ing in the State legislature, until the views of the med-
ical profession regarding it were obtained.
The secretary reported an accession of eight new mem-

bers since the previous meeting.
The following members of the medical profession were

admitted as associate members: Drs. N. S. Davis, Jr. W
E. Quine, Frank Billings, G. W. Webster and W. L. Haines.
The views of the branch in the matter of the prerequisite

education of pharmacists are clearly set forth in the fol-

lowing suggested amendment to the pharmacy law, which
was adopted unanimously:
Resolved, that from and after the flrst day of January, 1910.

no person shall be granted a license as a registered pharmacist
in Illinois until such person shall have submitted to the board
of pharmacy satisfactory evidence of graduation from a school
of pharmacy whose equipment, courses of Instruction and
educational requirements for admission and graduation shall
have been approved by the same board.

President Oldberg announced the standing committees
for the ensuing year with the following chairmen:

Women's Auxiliary-
Philadelphia.—One hundred and four women, relatives

of Philadelphia druggists, constitute a chapter of the

Women's Organization of the National Association of Re-

tail Druggists. This chapter was organized February 15th,

by Mrs. L. O. Wallace, president of the organization, a re-

ception following. Plans have been discussed for a num-
ber of social entertainments to be given in the near fu-

ture.

The officers selected are: President, Mrs. W. E. Lee;
vice-presidents, Mesdames W. T. Burke, N. S. Steltzer and
W. H. Vandegrift; recording secretary, Mrs. H. L. Stiles;

corresponding secretary, Mrs. C. W. Shull; and treasurer.

Miss Emily Marsden.
Brooklyn.—Mrs. L. O. Wallace visited Brooklyn Feb-

ruary 18th and organized another chapter of the Women's
Organization with about twenty-five charter members.
Mrs. Wallace was introduced by Dr. W. C. Anderson, and
her remarks anent the benefits to be derived from local

chapters of the organization, were supplemented by Dr.
Muir and Felix Hirseman.
The new chapter elected the following officers: Presi-

dent, Mrs. W. C. Anderson; secretary. Miss Jennie Muir;
and treasurer, Mrs. Felix Hi

Papers Wanted for the Next Meeting of the

New York Association.
Not the least appreciated portion of the program of the

1906 meeting of the New York Pharmaceutical Associa-
tion, was the reading of the interesting and instructive

papers contributed by the members and their friends, and
it was universally agreed that this feature should be es-

pecially encouraged.

C. L. Robertson, chairman of the committee on pharm-
acy and queries, has already begun the task of securing
papers for the 1907 meeting and is using as an extra in-

ducement to those whose modesty overwhelms their
ability the following letter from Dr. M. G. Motter, secre-

tary of the pharmacopoeial board of trustees to the secre-

taries of the several State associations:

I beg to remind you that at a meeting held April 28th, 1906.
the board of trustees decided to place at the disposal of each
State pharmaceutical association a copy of the United States
Pharmacopa'ia, to be awarded as a prize for the best paper
presented at the 1907 meeting, on "How to increase the inter-
est of the medical profession in the United States Pharma-
copoeia."
The president of your association was notified of this action

!n May last; the present letter is sent at this time to enable
you to give due notice to your membership.

All those who can prepare papers of any length and
upon any subject germane to the objects of the associa-
tion, are requested to do so and to forward them to Mr.
Robertson, Merck Building, 'his city, or to E. S. Dawson,
125 South Salina street, Syracuse, secretary of the associa-
tion.

New York Pharmacy Council Rulings.
With W. C. Anderson, cf Brooklyn, acting as chairman,

and H. L. Taylor, of Albany, as secretary, the Pharmacy
Council of the education department of the State of New
York met at Albany, January 7th.

After considerable discussion of several interesting
items the council voted: That matriculation in any
pharmacy school of the State entitles the matriculate to
enter any other school of pharmacy of the State; and that
colleges of pharmacy registered in full may admit to

equivalent standing students of other registered schools
on certified evidence of the work done.

Said the man in the restaurant to the other across the
table: "I'll bet you're a druggist." "No. You're wrong."
"A chemist, then?" "Wrong again." "A photographer?"
"This time you're right. How did you guess it?" "It was
simple enough," was the answer. "1 guessed it from
the way you held the vinegar cruet in making your
salad. You placed your little finger at the bottom of

the bottle. No one but a man accustomed to measuring
out graduated and exact quantities does that."—AVio York
Press.
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Proper Labeling Under the Pure Drug Law.
Shortly before the pure food and drug law became ef-

tective the department of agriculture issued a statement
that it would not suggest a form of label for any product,
but would suggest any necessary changes in submitted
samples. The inquiries regarding a proper form of label

have been so numerous, however, and the work of correct-

ing those submitted has been so great, that the depart-
ment has since deemed it advisable to issue some regula-

tions that would lead to more uniformity.
In a recent statement by the secretary the following is

suggested as the proper arrangement of the various fea-

tures required by the law to appear on the labels of the
specified products:

1. Name of substance or product.
2. In case of foods, words which indicate that the articles

are compounds, mixtures, or blends, and the word 'Imitation,"
"Compound," or "Blend." as the case may be.

3. Statements desigmating the quantity or proportion of the
Ingredients enumerated in the law, or derivatives and prepara-
tions of same, as mentioned under Regulation 2S; also state-
ments of other extraneous substances whose presence should
be declared, such as harmless coloring matter, or any neces-
sary statement regarding grade or quality.
(The statements specified in paragraphs 1. 2 and 3 should

appear together without any intervening descriptive or explan-
atory matter.)

4. Name of manufacturer (if given).
5. Place of manufacturer (if given, or when required in case

of food mixtures or compounds bearing a distinctive name).
It is stated in Regulation 17 that If the name of the manufac-

turer and place of manufacture be given they should appeEir
upon the principal label. Although the law does not require
that the name of the manufacturer be given, or the place of
manufacture, except in case of food mixtures and compounds
having a distinctive name, it is held that they must be
true, and should be placed with the required information on
the principal label. The arrangement of the label is the same
lor both food and drug products.

For drug products the following form and instructions
are given:

(a) COUGH SYRUP.
lAIcohoI. 10 per cent,

(b) IMorphine, Vi grain per ounce.
(Chloroform, 40 minims per ounce.

D. C.

[Descriptive matter, if desired.]

(a) Name of product.
(b) Declaration required by paragraphs 2 and 3.

(c) Name of manufacturer, if given.
(d) Place of manufacture, it given.
Any descriptive or explanatory matter that may appear on

the principal label, therefore, should be placed at the bottom
of the label, or between Nos. 3 and 4, and should be clearly
separated from other features of the label by means of a suit-
able line or space. Statements regarding the reason for using
alcohol, artificial coloring matter, and other extraneous sub-
stances, come under the head of descriptive or explanatory
matter, and should not be interspersed with the declarations
required under Nos. 2 and 3.

The information called for under No. 3 should be so worded
as to give only the required information, as. for example,
"alcohol 17 per cent." or "artificially colored." All numbers
used in expressing quantity or proportion of substances re-
quired to be stated (see Regulation 28) should be expressed in
the Arabic notation.
Each substance required to be declared under No. 3 should

be printed on a separate line and in type specified in Regula-
tion 17 (c).

The Pure Food and Drug Law of Kansas.
Kansas now has a pure food and drug law in most

particulars identical with the federal law, but differing
from it in several essential points.
The Kansas measure does not permit the sale of a sub-

stance under a pharmacopoeial or National Formulary
title, which does not conform with the official standard,
even though the real standard be stated on the label.

In the list of articles to be printed upon the labels of
drugs, the Kansas law includes the rather vague classifica-
tion "or other poisonous alkaloidal substances or active
poisonous principles:" it also places arsenic and phenace-
tin among the prescribed articles.

Drugs or medicines dispensed on physicians' prescrip-
tions and intended for immediate or temporary use, are
exempted from the labeling requirements.
The examination of specimens of drugs will be made

under the supervision of the dean of the school of phar-
macy of the University of Kansas.
Rules and regulations for the enforcement of the law will

be formulated by the State board of health: and these
must conform as far as possible with those promulgated
under the federal law.

Pure Drugs for West Virginia.

A bill which is practically a counterpart of the federal

pure food and drug law has been passed by the legislature

of West Virginia, and will become a law one year hence.

The provisions of the federal law have been strictly ad-

hered to the only changes in the text being such as were
necessary to adopt it to internal rather than inter-state

conditions.

The new West Virginia Pharmaceutical Association was
an ardent supporter of this bill and its passage Is in nO'

slight way due to the influence of this body.

Caution on Legislative Matters.
Secretary Thomas V. Wooten, of the National Associa-

tion of Retail Druggists has issued a circular letter to the
legislative committees of the several State pharmaceutical
association, in which he urges that in drafting any pro-

posed pure food and drug legislation, Innocent violators

should be properly protected.

The essential portions of the letter are as follows:

In enacting the food and drugs act of June 30th, 1906, congress
was very careful to safeguard the individual against hasty
and ill considered prosecution. We are sure you will agree
that this particular matter should be most carefully and per-
sistently looked after by your legislative committee In con-
nection with the other legislation regulating the sale of drugs
which has been or which may be Introduced into your legis-
lature.
Under the present federal law, before anybody can be prose-

cuted by the Secretary of Agriculture for alleged violations
it is required that he shall be given ample notice and a full
opportunity to be heard so that he can know what offense he
is suspected of, and offer such defense as his welfare may
render necessary. Furthermore in case of prosecution, no offi-

cial publication is to be made of the facts until after the judg-
ment of the court has been rendered.
Our executive committee holds that similar provisions ought

to be included in every State law, and that State laws should
also provide that any regulations adopted by the State author-
ities shall conform as nearly as is practicable to the regula-
tions issued under the national law, thereby avoiding unneces-
sary confusion.
These are matters of vital importance to the entire retail

drug trade. In looking after those features of the law which
define adulteration and misbranding, not only the members
of your committee but the officers of every druggists' organi-
zation and every individual druggist in your State should
make it his personal business to see that the reasonable safe-
guards which the national law provides, are incorporated In
any laws, relating to food and drugs, which may be enacted
in your State, no matter what officers of the State are en-
trusted with their enforcement.

Special Denaturants for AIcohoL
To meet the demand for a tax free alcohol to be used

in certain industries where the use of the completely de-

natured product is impracticable, the revenue commis-
sioner has prescribed the following special denaturants;
these denaturants must be used in no other industry than
the one for which they have been provided:

In the manufacture of sulphonmethane: To 100 gallons
of alcohol, add 1 gallon of pyridin bases, and 1 gallon of
coal-tar benzol.

In the manufacture of photographic dry plates: To lOO
gallons of alcohol, add 5 gallons of approved wood alcohol.

In the manufacture of watches: To 100 gallons of
alcohol, add 5 gallons of commercially pure methyl al-

cohol, li/^ pounds of potassium cyanide, % ounce of pat-

ent blue B (acid calcium, magnesium, or sodium salt of
the disulpho-acids of meta-oxytetraethydiamidotriphenyl-
carbides). The methyl alcohol must have a specific gravity
of not more than 0.810 at 60 degrees Fahrenheit. The de-

naturing mixture is best prepared by dissolving the potas-
sium cyanide in a small quantity of water, and then add-
ing this solution to the alcohol, with which the methyl-
alcohol, containing the dissolved color, has been previously

Chicago's Chief Cocaine Seller at Last De-
feated.

After five years of all sorts of trouble for the board of
pharmacy and the municipal authorities of Chltiago, the
store of Adolph Brendecke, known as the chief of co-

caine sellers, has been closed by the authorities. It Is

believed that the closing will be permanent and that the
proprietor has left for parts unknown.

Contributions to the Ebert monument fund of the Chi-
cago Veteran Druggists' Association, should be sent to the
treasurer of the committee. O. F. Fuller, Chicago.
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Northern Ohio Association.

Early closing was one of the topics discussed at the

meeting of the Northern Ohio Druggists' Association, held

at Cleveland, February 1st. There were not enough bal-

lots received to justify final action being taken and the

question was held over until the March meeting.

Four new members were elected, and one resignation

accepted.
It was decided that It would be unwise to voice a pro-

test against the abuse of the free distribution of anti-

toxin by the city, as this would lead to a misunderstand-

ing of the motives of the druggists.

An exchange bureau will be established by the associa-

tion whereby articles unsalable in the neighborhood of

one druggist raav be disposed of by him to another who
has a demand for them. A list of such articles will be

in-epared and exhibited at the meetings.

A motion was adopted whereby the secretary was em-

powered to write to the governor requesting that the ap-

pointment to the vacancy on the board of pharmacy, be

made from the gentlemen suggested by the State asso-

ciation at its 1911(5 meeting.

and of the combinations giv
and of the combinations gi

student.

Please accept mj* uneclui^
with you in the matter refi

tion. There can be absolu

The Metropolitan Association and Standard
Preparations.

With Charles Heimerzheim, the newly elected presi-

dent in the chair, the Metropolitan Association of Retail

Druggists held its first meeting of the fiscal year on the

evening of February 26th. The small attendance was a

disappointment to the officers as the program called for a

thorough discussion of the propaganda of education and
elucidation to be carried on by the association among the

physicians of Greater New York In behalf of the prepara-

tions of the Pharmacopoeia and the National Formulary.
Secretary Diner read the minutes of the previous meet-

ing and also those of a meeting of the executive commit-
tee held in the interim. At this latter meeting the presi-

dent appointed the standing committees for the ensuing
year with the following chairmen:
Standard preparations, Peter Diamond; membership, H.

Walter; legislation, F. Marsland; commercial Interests,

.1. Pringle, Jr.; appeals and grievances, C. 0. Grube; press,

E. J. Emelin; and auditing. C. H. Lowe.
Treasurer Baltzly reported the cash on hand as $53.43.

with about $100 in dues received during the past week and
not then received by him.

Peter Diamond reported as chairman of the standard
preparation committee which was appointed in December
last, and has charge of the movement to interest and ed-

ucate physicians and pharmacists in the preparations of

the Pharmacopoeia and National Formulary, and par-

ticularly to establish these preparations as the successors
of the secret proprietaries so frequently prescribed by the
medical profession. After reiterating the objects of the
committee, its plans for procedure, and the cost of put-

ting these into effect, Mr. Diamond spoke of the apathy
of the pharmacists of Greater New York on this vital

subject. Out of some 2,000 communications sent out,

about 100 replies have been received, one-half of which
were from pharmacists who are willing to contribute $G
each to the propaganda, as non-members of the associa-
tion.

During January, about 5.600 circular letters were mailed
to the physicians of the city, acquainting them with the
nature of the work to be carried on. and enclosing postal
cards for the expression of the opinion of the recipients.
Over 1,100 replies were received, the writers of all but
two of which expressed their hearty approval of the plan
and promised their earnest support. Many of these cards
were brief and to the point, one which read: "Yours for
the XJ. S. P. and N. F.," being typical. Quite a number
of the physicians wrote at length along t_e same lines.
Several of their replies, selected at random, are given
below:
You may add my name to those who do no) believe in

prescribing nostrums, and the many preparations that are left
as samples at our doors almost daily. Such goods find the
ash barrel as their fitting place. Ethical preparations only
should find a place In a physician's armamentarium.

Very truly,

I never prescribe any proprietary medicines. Before I became
a physician. I graduated as a chemist and druggist hence can

' that I am heartily
recent communica-

)n that your efforts
of both the medical
V bear much fruit.

ter received. I api)ro\'t:

he medical profession
druggists who adverti; Dt only

is worse,
the pub-

Doctors becomebrains in pr.escrlbir„
;ents for manufacturers otherwise.

Tours very truly.

I most heartily endorse this scheme. It is one of the best
hich I have ever known for the advancement of both pro-

their
lia.v^ an iiiaiJuquate conception of their obligat
lie. Your stand is correct.

Very truly yours,

I am a great believer in the U. S. P. and the National
T'ormulary. It is your duty to acquaint every physician in

this city with the existence of the National Formulary and
the exceilent preparations contained therein.

Yours.
I am heartily in favor of writing prescriptions and not

recommending proprietary articles.
Faithfully yours.

It is a significant fact that the two dissenting replies

were anonymous.
The committee had decided to send a pamphlet giving

several formulas from the N. F. to the physicians about
April 1st. Owing to the refusal of the National Formu-
lary Committee of the American Pharmaceutical Associa-

tion to permit the printing of more than six formulas
from the N. F. in one pamphlet, to acquaint the physi-

cians with the contents of this work by means of pamph-
lets would be a lengthy and expensive task, and it was
suggested that each physician replying to the circular

letter referred to above be presented with a copy of the

book itself. Prom the tone of some of the replies already
received such a course was considered essential, but the
committee is hindered in putting it into effect by a lack

of funds. It was universally regretted that such a large

majority of the pharmacists of the city are so blind to

the benefits to be derived from such work as to withhold
the necessary financial support. The committee intends to

proceed along the suggested line just as rapidly as the

funds at its disposal permit.
The first samples of official preparations will be ready

for distribution the latter part of March.
It was decided to employ the organizer of the associa-

tion and an assistant to be furnished by the National As-

sociation of Retail Druggists, in soliciting contributions;
the replies of the physicians mentioned above to be ex-

hibited to those approached as an evidence of the attitude
of the medical profession.
The question of getting large attendance at the meet-

ings was brought up and a suggestion made that each of

the regular attendants consider himself a paid organizer
to induce his neighbors to attend.

In reporting for the telephone committee, A. B. Baltzly
spoke of a recent conference with Manager Tliurber rela-

tive to the delay in the installation of slot machines. Mr.
Thurber said that it was a physical impossibility to pro-

ceed any more rapidly. All the exchanges in Manhattan
have been equipped for the handling of slot machine calls

and all the drug store pay stations will be equipped in
the near future.

In answer to a request for some information regarding
the present status of the postal sub-stations question, W.
B. Montgomery replied that the increase of $50,000 in the
appropriation would be apportioned among the holders of
sub-stations throughout the country. The offices carrying
a salary of $300 or less will receive $40,000 of the in-

crease: the other $10,000 will be applied to the higher
salaried offices. Mr. Montgomery attributes the failure
to secure adequate salaries for the superintendents of sub-
stations to I he ignorance of congressmen regarding the
amount of work connected with such stations, and the
disinclination of the postal authorities to enlighten them.
He suggested that the widest publicity be given to the
question, and that the local retail associations throughout
the country urge their members to bring the matter to
the attention of their congressmen. He also suggested
that petitions be circulated among the holders of sub-
stations to be signed and forwarded to him, and he will
address them to tlif lunii' r autluiritics.

A suggestion iliai tli.' a^sn.iaiinn ini|nrs>^ Jacob Diner
for the Eastern liramli ni iln- bdaril of phainiacy to suc-
ceed C. O. Bigelow, was Ki't'it'd Willi iMithusiasm!

After a representative of a Philadelpliia proprietary
medicine concern had explained the contract and profit-

sharing plan adopted by his house in marketing its goods,
the meeting adjourned.
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Manhattan Association.

One of the best attended meetings in tlie existence of
the Manhattan Pharmaceutical Association was held Feb-
niai-y ISth.

After the routine attending the opening of the meeting
had been concluded, Treasurer G. H. Hitchcock, read his
report showing a balance on hand oi $19.50.

A. C. Searles, chairman of the legislative committee
gave a brief synopsis of the numerous bills affecting
pharmacy which were pending in the State legislature.

President Diner advised the members of the association
to be always ready to support the legislative committee
and to respond quickly when requested to write to the
members of the legislature, relative to any measure. A
motion to appropriate $50 to the legislative committee for
expenses, and another giving it full power to act at the
discretion of its members when in attendance at any hear-
ings at Albany, were adopted.

R. R. Smith reported as chairman of the special com-
mittee to secure information from the city board of

liealth in the matter of labeling articles under the new
pure food and drug ordinance. He stated that a letter

had been sent to the commissioner approving the adop-
tion of the ordinance and stating that the pharmacists
were more than willing to work in harmony with the
board in enforcing the measure. In this letter the com-
missioner was asked to give a definite statement of the
intentions of the board, whether it would require the
labeling of official preparations when containing the
designated drugs; whether such labeling would be neces-
sary on every sale or only on ready filled packages kept
in stock: also what labels would be required on proprie-
tary medicines in stock at the time of the enactment of
the ordinance. After waiting several days for a reply to
this communication. Mr. Smith and G. H. Hitchcock
called at the office of the commissioner of health and saw
Dr. Studdiford. The doctor informed them that the board
expected the ordinance to be obeyed to the letter and no
preparations would be exempted from the labeling clause
except the prescriptions of regular physicians. In the
case of proprietaries in stock, for which labels cannot be
obtained from the manufacturers, the board will show
leniency so long as there is no evidence of deceit.

Dr. Studdiford also stated that the recently adopted
anti-cocaine ordinance would be rigidly enforced, and that
its provisions applied to Vin Mariani and all similar
preparations.
The association voted that Jacob Diner be advanced as

its candidate for the vacancy upon the board of pharmacy
incident uiion the expiration of the term of C. 0. Bigelow.

G. H. Hitchcock advised those present to be careful in
their orders for alcohol to specify U. S. P.; as otherwise
a lower proof article might be furnished.

Dr. G. C. Diekman of the board of pharmacy then read
an interesting paper on the restrictions and privileges of

the poison law. This paper was a very able review of the
many phases of the State laws controlling the sales of
poisons, and was interspersed with numerous remarks on
the experience of the board in enforcing them. The
speaker called particular attention to the necessity of at-

taching the name and address of the seller to each article
embraced in the schedule of poisons. It is not necessary
for the purchaser of a poison to sign a register but his
name must be entered upon the register by or at the in-

stance of the seller, together with the other specified en-
tries. Pharmacists in general are extremely cautious in
the matter of selling poisons, and a nunjber, larger than
might be expected, refuse to sell any poisons under any
conditions.

Dr. Diekman also referred to the desirability of the
proposed bill extending the privileges of all-State registra-
tion to the holders of licenses obtained by examination,
from the former sectional boards. This interchange will
not be extended to the holders of certificates granted upon
diplomas.

Several of the members sought information on moot
points suggested in the remarks of the speaker. Among
the replies of Dr. Diekman were that the board will en-
deavor to proceed against the actual violator of the poison
law whether proprietor or clerk: that the label with the
name and address of the retail seller could be attached to
the outer carton of original packages: and that the so-
called crude carbolic acid could not be legally sold with-
out a prescription.
One of the members called attention to the fact that

the excise commission had ruled that the sale of proprie-

tary medicines containing any proportion of alcohol would
oblige the seller to take out a State and federal revenue
license.

After considerable discussion of interest, the association
adjourned to partake of an awaiting luncheon.

Kings County Society.

A meeting of the Kings County Pharmaceutical Society
at which there are no accessions to the membership, is a
rarity. At the meeting held February 19th, two applica-

tions were received and one applicant admitted to full

Treasurer Kleine reported the amount of cash on hand
as $2,286.73.

In reporting as the chairman of the committee on legis-

lation, Dr. Muir recounted the salient features of some
fifteen bills then pending in the State legislature, which
are of the utmost importance. The good and bad points
of these bills, which refer to various things from the pay of

members of the board of pharmacy to the sale of cocaine,
were brought out by Dr. Muir for the information of the
members. Those present were advised to oppose stren-

uously the McCarren bill which allows department stores

to sell almost any galenical under the guise of domestic
remedies.
Chairman Wischert of the committee on trade matters

spoke of the work being done among the physicians in

the interest of official preparations. He suggested that
the work of elucidation include the pharmacists as well
as the physicians. He also read some suggestions from
members of the society.

The question of increasing the dues for the purpose of

defraying the expenses connected with the' detailing of

physicians with samples of standard preparations, was
taken up. After some discussion it was decided that these
expenses could be met by the society without additional
cost to the members, and a motion was adopted appro-
priating $100 to the committee to meet the current ex-

pense: additional appropriations to be made when neces-

In the general reference to the work of the society in

behalf of oificial preparations, attention was called to the
fact that as early as 1888 an epitome of the National For-
mulary had been distributed among the physicians of
Brooklyn.
A number of the members expressed their indignation

at the failure of the Western Pennsylvania Druggist to

retract several statements considered as reflecting on
members of the Kings County society which had appeared
in its columns and which had since been refuted beyond
dispute.

Druggist-Postmasters.
A committee of retail druggists from Baltimore. Wash-

ington and this city, waited upon the members of the
committees on postal roads of both branches of congress
shortly before the appropriation bill came up for final

consideration, and succeeded in obtaining an additional
appropriation to be applied to postal sub-stations. The
amount allotted to this item in the bill as passed is $750,-

000. No fixed schedule of salaries could be included in
the bill, but it is believed that these can be arranged on
what is known as a "congressional schedule," as the
salaries of postal clerks now are.

Individual congressmen who have been approached are
reported to favor a more adequate schedule of salaries, as
well as a fixed proportion between the salaries paid and
the business transacted. Much can be accomplished to-

ward a satisfactory adjustment of the matter, by the re-

tail druggists, whether holders of sub-stations or not,

bringing the present low salaries to the attention of their
congressmen, and soliciting their support in obtaining
such increases as will at least make the stations other
than a source of loss to the holders.

In this city the druggist holding a sub-station is obliged
to keep from $100 to $300 tied up in postage stamps, while
in some other cities each station is credited with $250
worth by the general post office. An effort will be made
to secure this latter condition for all cities.

At the February meeting of the Metropolitan Associa-
tion of Retail Druggists, of this city. W. B. Montgomery,
who has taken an active interest in the question of drug-
gist-postmasters, suggested that the holders of substations
sign petitions addressed to the postal authorities and to
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send them to him. A model petition will be designed by

Mr. Montgomery and circulated at an early date.

The Telephone and the Jersey Druggists.

From Newark, N. J., comes the latest news of the suc-

cessful stand of the pharmacists against the telephone

companies. These Jersey druggists decided that it was a

folly to conduct a telephone pay station for sixteen hours

a day, with antiquated appliances, and a commission

which did not cover the loss by dead-beating incident to

the open machines. Therefore they asked that automatic

Blot machines be Installed and that their commission be

raised to 20 per cent.

Now the telephone companies have long been accustomed

to such demands and met them with promises and ex-

cuses. But the druggists meant business and imme-

diately sent in their ultimatum to the effect that there

would be slot machines installed, or there would be no

'phones in the drug stores of Newark. Again there were

promises and long-winded talks about physical impossi-

bilities and unreasonableness, and the like. No compro-

mises would be accepted by the druggists, however, and

they began to make good their threat of throwing out the

old style machines.

Even telephone companies can distinguish between a

bluff and the real thing, and incidentally the Newark
druggists are now on a fair way toward profitable returns

from the store space rented to the telephone company.

New York College Establishes a Course in Food
and Drug Analysis.

The analysts to be appointed under the federal pure

food and drug law will necessarily require in addition to

a thorough knowledge of chemistry a practical acquaint-

ance with microscopy and pharmacognosy. Dr. Wiley is

reported as saying that the demand for such chemists is

ten times as great as the supply.

To meet this demand the College of Pharmacy of the

City of New York has established a special graduate

course, covering the necessary branches, to be given by

the regular graduate faculty of the college. As far as we
are able to learn, this is the first pharmacal college to

establish such a course, although such instruction is be-

ing given in several State universities in the Western
States. The details of the course of study as planned by

the New York college are given in a communication sent

out by the secretary, T. F. Main, from which the follow-

ing is taken:
The regular graduate course of this college, leading to the

degree of doctor of pharmacy, was devised, and is admirably
adapted to afford a preparation for work of this kind [food
and drug analyses], but this course Is now open only to those
who possessed a high school education or its equivalent at the
time of beginning their undergraduate pharmacy course,
which course must have comprised two full academic years,
from October to June. Although the percentage of such
graduates is steadily increasing, their present number Is rel-

atively small, and we deem it our duty to the public as well
R3 to our graduates, to make some additional provision for
the training of young men to meet the new demand. We have
therefore arranged a course of instruction, to extend from
September 30th to April 16th, open to graduates of this college
or of other colleges, who have received a suitable preparation
for the responsible work demanded in the proposed course.
The instruction, in most of its features, will be Identical with
that of our regular graduate course. Successful candidates
will be awarded a certificate of proficiency as food and drug
analysts.
Two Important facts are to be borne In mind by those who

contemplate registering for this course. The certificate will

be awarded only to those who clearly demonstrate that their
subsequent work will reflect credit upon our instruction and
our certificate. The work, of a most practical character, will
be exacting, and will require that the student have clearly in
mind the information gained during his under-graduate course,
especially In chemistry and microscopy. Those not so quall-
fieid, while they may succeed in gaining admission to the class,
ca'.not reasonably expect to succeed in their work.

Further Information regarding entrance requirements,
faes, etc., may be obtained from the secretary.

Florida College.

It Is the intention of the Florida College of Pharmacy
to begin the erection of a new college building as soon as
a site near the center of .Jacksonville can be obtained.

At the first annual meeting held February 12th, the fol-

lowing officers were elected: President, D. F. Dillon;
vice-president, M. W. Stewart; secretary, H. E. Kendig;
and treasurer, G. R. Paschal. The officers together with
J. G. Hahn, N. A. Upchurch, Walter Bennett, B. R. Pow-
ell, and E. N. Liell, constitute the new board of directors.

News of the Pharmacy Boards.
List of Secretaries.

In the following list are to be found the names and ad-
dresses of the secretaries of the various boards of phar-
macy of the country. When the date and place of the next
meeting are known, they are given also. Secretaries are
requested to keep us informed as to those datee and
places:

Alabama—June 11th, at Blount Springs. E. P. Gait,

Selma.
Arizona—April 10th, at Phoenix. A. G. Hulett, Phoenix.

Arkansas—J. F. Dowdy, Little Rock.
California—C. B. Whllden, San Francisco.

Colorado—W. L. Shockey, Cripple Creek.

Connecticut—A. L. Dickinson, Danbury.
Delaware—April 5th, at Wilmington. O. C. Draper, Wil-

mington.
District of Columbia—S. L. Hilton, Washington.
Florida—June 12th, at Jacksonville. D. W. Ramsaur.

Palatka.

Georgia—April 8th, at Atlanta. C. D. Jordan, Monticello.

Idaho—L. W. Smith, Boise.

Illinois—April 16th and 17th, at Chicago. F. C. Dodds,
Springfield.

Indiana—T. E. Otto, Columbus.
Indian Territory—April 17th, at Muskogee. H. D. Knis-

ley, Checotah.

Iowa—C. W. Phillips, Des Moines.
Kansas—May 23d, at Kansas City. W. E. Sheriff, Ells-

worth.

Kentucky—April 9th, at Louisville. J. W. Gale, Frank-
fort.

Louisiana—May 3d and 4th, at New Orleans. F. C. God-
bold, New Orleans.

JIaine—F. H. Wilson, Brunswick.
Maryland—Ephraim Bacon, Roland Park.

Massachusetts—Every Tuesday. W. F. Sawyer, Boston.

Michigan—S. A. Erwin, Battle Creek.

Minnesota—April 15th, at Minneapolis. C. J. Moos, Min-
neapolis.

Mississippi—April 2d, at Jackson. S. L. Caine, Columbus.
Missouri—April 8th, at Kansas City. Charles Gietner, St.

Louis.
Montana—Alfred Whitworth, Deer Lodge.
Nebraska—H. L. Harper, Beatrice.

Nevada—-May , at Reno. F. J. Steinmetz, Carson
City.

New Hampshire—April 24th, at Concord. F. H. Wingate,
Nashua.

New Jersey—April 18th and 19th, at Trenton. H. A.
Jorden. Bridgeton.

New Mexico—A. J. Fischer, Santa Fe.
New York—Eastern Branch—May 15th, at New York.

Joseph Weinstein, 115 West Sixty-eighth street. New
York. Middle Branch—March 20th, at Albany. W.
L. Bradt, Albany. Western Branch—April 17th, at
Buffalo. George Reimann, Buffalo.

North Carolina—June 11th, at Lake Toxaway. F. W.
Hancock, Oxford.

North Dakota—W. S. Parker, Lisbon.
Ohio—May 14th, at Columbus. W. R. Ogler, Columbus.
Oklahoma—April 9th, at Oklahoma City. F. B. Lillie,

Guthrie.
Oregon—Miss Kitty W. Harbord, Salem.
Pennsylvania—C. T. George, Harrisburg.
Rhode Island—April 2d, at Providence. H. A. Pearce,

Providence.
South Carolina—March 20th, at Columbia. F. M. Smith,

Charleston.
South Dakota—E. C. Bent, Dell Rapids.
Tennessee—April 16th, at Nashville. I. B. Clark, Nash-

ville.

Utah—C. H. McCoy, Salt Lake.
Vermont—April 3d, at Montpeller. J. G. Bellrose, Bur-

lington.
Virginia—March 19th, at Richmond. T. A. Miller, Rich-

mond.
\yashington—P. Jensen, Tacoma.
West Virginia—May 1st, at Wheeling. A. Walker, Sut-

ton.

Wisconsin—April 10th to 12th, at Madison. H. G. Ruen-
zel, Milwaukee.

Wyoming—F. W. Roedel, Cheyenne.
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Soda rountainSpecialties
A LIST OF MONEY-MAKERS

Our Soda Fountain Preparations are prepared with the precision which characterizes

the manufacture of our most important pharmaceuticals. Our fruit extracts are natural

flavors. Our syrups are of first quality and full strength. Our granular effervescent salts

are snowy white, firm and soluble; they dissolve promptly, and with brisk effervescence.

lo

Acid Phosphate, Concentrated.
Extract of Lemon, Concentrated.
Extract of Orange, Concentrated.
Ginger Ale Extract, Concentrated.
Extract of Vanilla, Concentrated.
Extract of Vanilla with Tonka, Concentrated.
Fluid Beef Jelly.
Fluid Extract of Coffee (for Syrup).
Fluid Ginger, Soluble (for Syrup).
G. E. Caffeine and Potassium Bromide.
G. E. Lithium Citrate.
G. E. Kissingen.
G. E.Vichy.
Lime Juice and Pepsin.
Syrup Lime Juice and Kola.
Root Beer Extract, Concentrated.

Dispensers are advised to place an order for

our line at once.

PARKE, DAVIS St CO
HOME OFFICES AND LABORATORIES, DETROIT, MICH.

Aarenalin Suppositories
HAVE YOU STOCKED THEM?

A good many physicians are using Adrenalin Supposi-

tories in the treatment of hemorrhoids, rectal hemor-
rhage, rectal inflammation, etc.—and with such marked
success that we are devoting liberal space to them

in our medical advertising, as well as otherwise ex-

ploiting them to the profession.

If you are not prepared to supply them, we sug-

gest that you include Adrenalin Suppositories in

your next order to your jobber— at least to the

extent of two or three boxes.

Boxes of 1 dozen— per dozen boxes, nel, $4.50.

PARKE:, DAVIS & CO.
HOME OFFICES AND LABORATORIES, DETROIT, MICH.

fl
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AND BARGAIN CIRCULAR
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A Record of Price-Cutting
Without An Equal

!

IF you have not received a copy of this special and highly important
32-page issue of our regular Bulletin, send for it at once.
In all the many years of our prosperous business career we have

never before

Made Such Amazing Reductions in Prices
FOR

Reliable Jewelry
And Ail Kindred Lines

As is thoroughly well-known, we carry the largest stocks in our
varied lines to be found in all America, and while our output during the
past year >vas phenomenal, yet our salesrooms, warehouse and factories
still contain very heavy surplus stocks of ne>v, handsome and staple
goods.

WE WANT TO UNLOAD THESE GOODS RIGHT AWAY,
and in order to secure this end quickly we have

SACRIFICED ALL PROFITS,
and have marked standard goods of our own manufacture

BELOW ACTUAL COST OF PRODUCTION.
A stud> of the pages of this issue of our BULLETIN will conclusively exhibit this fact,

for beyond all question it is

A Record-Making, Record-Breaking, Price-Wrecking Evenl

DROP US A POSTAL FOR A COPY-DO IT TODAY -DO IT WOW
For more than twenty years this BULLETIN has been the regular special publication ol

"the foremost concern in the world" of its kind, each issue covering thirty-two pages of this
size, and its regular publication enables us to quickly place before our many customers
details of bargain values on goods of which we hold surplus quantities and which we desire
to close out and turn over promptly on a cash value basis. It is sent to all our customers
entirely at our expense, and has proven of great value to ourselves and our army of friends.

TURN TO PAGE 3 OF THIS PUBLICATION AND NOTE THE DETAILS OF OUR BUSINESS—A BUSINESS WHICH HAS BEEN
ADVERTISED IN EVERY ISSUE OF "THE DRUGGISTS CIRCULAR" FOR SEVENTEEN YEARS -A BUSINESS WHICH HAS
SUPPLIED HUNDREDS OF DRUGGISTS WITH THEIR MOST SATISFACTORY AND PROFITABLE SIDE LINES.

S. F. MYERS CO.
(Founded in 1863)

47 L & 49 MAIDEN LANE ... The S. F Myers Building ...NEW YORK
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New Jersey Board.

The New Jersey Board of Pharmacy passed the follow-

ing applicants for registration at a meeting held at Tren-
ton, January 17th and 18th:

As pharmacists—Silvio CiancarelU, of Philadelphia, Pa.,

Reese- Davis, of Elizabeth; G. F. Grosnick, of Atlantic

City; Frank Guagliardo, of Hoboken; Jeremiah Harris,

of Newark; M. A. Harris, of Paterson; Albert Herzog, of

Elizabeth; Louis Lavinson, of Trenton; J. I. Le Roy, ot

Englewood; Matteo Masi and H. O. Mayer, both of New-
ark; P. A. R. Pra and Prebol Bronislaw, both of Passaic;

F. R. Shradcr, of Jersey City; Robert Terwilliger, of Pat-

erson; D. F. Trumbull, of Jersey City; and Henry Wein-
schenk, of New York, N. Y.

As assistants—E. O. Belz, of Jersey City; F. G. Ebner,
of Phihidelphia, Pa.; W. 0. Frailey, Jr., of Lancaster,

Pa.; F. J. Keys, of Paterson; N. D. Kuyler. of Hackensack;
Israel Lesser, Benjamin Meyer and J. H. Salov, all ot

Newark: l^enjamin Seclow, of Bayonne; and J. J. Weis,

be held at Trenton,

Massachusetts Board.

Twelve candidates we.-e examined by the Massachusetts
Board of Pharmacy at a meeting held at Boston, January
29th, and the following were passed:

C. A. Burnette, of Putnam, Conn.; J. J. Kenney, of

Boston; J. I. O'Brien, of Lowell; and J. J. Rourke, of

Worcester.

Out of fourteen examined at a meeting held February
5th, the following were passed:

B. W. Ainsworth, of Amesbury; J. A. Desmarais, of

Holyoke; S. S. Lightbody, of Boston; H. C. Nutting, ot

Newton; E. W. Reemie, of Hyde Park; and H. W. Trafton,
of Newton.

New Hampshire Board.

Out of fifteen applicants examined by the New Hamp-
shire Board of Pharmacy at the meeting held at Nashua
and Manchester, January 24th to 26th, the following were
successful:
As pharmacists—E. C. Haywood, of Nashua; and F. B.

McNamara, of Fitchburg. Mass.
As an assistant—Otto Mertsch.
The next meeting of the board will be held at Concord,

April 24th.

According to the recently filed annual report of the
board there were 782 registered pharmacists in the State
at the close of 1906.

During the past year the drug stores in twelve towns
were inspected and several violations were found. Many
of these were innocently entered into and in all such
cases the board was not disposed to prosecute the offender.
The board made a number of rulings which are in-

cluded in the report. One of these limits the time during
which an assistant may be left in charge, to such a time
as the pharmacist in charge may be absent on any or-

dinary and necessary duty.

Wisconsin Board.
Out of thirty candidates examined by the Wisconsin

Board of Pharmacy during the meeting held at Milwau-
kee, February 12th to 15th, the following have been reg-
istered:

As pharmacists—William Gehrke, of Watertown; Hat-
tie M. Roddy, of Black River Falls; H. F. Stetfel, of Mil-
waukee; and Richard Stone, of Cumberland.
As assistants—F. J. De Cock, of Green Bay; B. R. Fos-

not. of Sparta; H. F. Krueger, C. E. Mattix and H. A.
Schlintz, all of Milwaukee.
The board will hold its next examination April 10th to

12th, at Madison.

Michigan Board.
Thirty-six candidates tor registration were examined by

the Michigan Board of Pharmacy at a meeting held at
Ann Arbor, January 16th to 18th. The following were
passed:
As pharmacists—W. B. Birch, of Detroit: K. N. Burlin-

game, of Lansing; E. M. Drew, of Battle Creek; C. F. Er-
win, of Harbor Springs; M. B. Hanna, of Grand Rapids;
M. J. Henderson, of Big Rapids; C. B. Karcher, of Rose

City; H. J. King of Albion; W. A. Lenz, of Bay City; A.

J. Scherer, of Renton Harbor; D. F. Stewart, of Detroit;

C. H. Trumbull, of Brown City; and J. J. Zimorski, of

Cheboygan.
As assistants—Jessie Bates, of Detroit; L. A. Foster,

of Chelsea; E. L. Fritz, of Maple City; L. E. Gensiver.

ot Saginaw; R. A. Larke, of Rodgers; H. A. Loague, of

Petoskey; A. M. Morrow, of Pellston; E. F. Northrup, of

Boyne; J. Smith, of Big Rapids; F. J. Soderquist, of Bay
City; and F. W. Worth, of Detroit.

Illinois Board.

At a meeting of the Illinois Board of Pharmacy held at

Chicago, February 19th to 21st, there were sixty-seven ap-

plicants for registration as pharmacists; sixty-two as as-

sistants, and twelve who desired locality certificates; The
successful ones are as follows:

As pharmacists—A. H. Acton and 0. H. Alexander, both

of Chicago; M. E. Becker, of Winneconne, Wis.; C. A.

Benson, P. W. Bob. M. R. Brearton and J. M. Caris, all of

Chicago; W. E. Claypool, of Peoria; E. H. Cooper and
W. O'K. Copps, both of Chicago; T. B. Crigler, of La Fay-

ette, Ind.; Mary A. Cusick, R. T. Davi-s and George Eisele,

all of Chicago; E. E. Eley, of Rockford; W. H. Elich, D.

F. Hodson. W. B. Jericho and D. G. Knoblock, all of Chi-

cago; R. F. Lees, of Kewanee; J. A. Loukota, Max Men-
delsohn, A. Meyerovitz, J. E. Miller, S. V. Romig, Joseph
Schapiro, C. H. Schneider, V. A. Stepps, J. H. Toynton.
C. F. Wilson, Benjamin Wolinsky and C. R. Yundt, all of

Chicago.
As assistants—^W. C. Adams, of Kankakee; C. R. Daniel-

son and J. T. Dvorak, both of Chicago; Raleigh Earel, of

Quincy: R. R. Gosen, of Chicago; G. M. Hart, of Elgin;

H. F. Hauth. F. W. Heitmann, E. J. Hess, C. M. Hynek,
W. F. Jordan, A. S. Kisner. A. S. Krauss, W. D. Lee, W.
A. Leisten and M. G. Levinson, all of Chicago; Harry
Lindbloom. of Rock Island; W. C. Luckenbach, W. 0.

Machek, C. A. Maisch, P. L. Matthaei. P. F. McQuillen
and H. W. Ohming all of Chicago; Steven Patterson, of

Ottawa; J. A. Piotrowski, L. L. Rink and S. B. Robin,
all of Chicago; J. R. Shine, of Mattoon; H. W. Smith,
D. E. Swanson, Morris Talmage and W. R. Tervehn, all

of Chicago; W. E. Tomlinson. of Berwyn; R. D. Tomp-
kins. J. A. Toomey, J. J. Urban, Chester Veitch and Dell

Wolff, all of Chicago.
Locality certificates were issued to the following:
C. V. Connolly and H. E. Dahl, both of Chicago; G. J.

Foxford, of Morris; H. P. Ilenberg, Eric Johnson. F, L.
Lofstrom and W. G. Machler, all of Chicago; J. A. Malley,
of Dwight; and E. H. Windeguth. of Chicago.
The board will hold a meeting at Chicago, April 16th,

for the examination of applicants who have not hereto-
fore passed the required preliminary test; and on the fol-

lowing day for those who have passed this test.

Kansas Board.

Sixty applicants for registration were examined by the
Kansas Board of Pharmacy at a meeting held at Arkansas
City, February 13th. The following were passed:
As pharmacists—C. H. Andrews, of Wichita; R. O. Ar-

cher, of Paradise; F. C. Bechtel, of El Dorado; W. J.

Bishop, of Junction City; F. L. Burns, of Kansas City;
T. J. Campbell, of La Harpe; W. F. Clevendon, of Lea-
venworth; L. E. Daniels, of Stafford; W. L. De Harb, of
Parsons; John Drarb, of lola; E. B. Dykes, of Mackeville;
J. A. English, of Sterling; J. W. Fox, of Wichita; P. F.
Frye, of Garnett; F. C. Henry, of Lenexa; W. H. Herron,
of Topeka; G. A. Hibbard, of Medicine Lodge; T. A. Hitch-
cock, of Westphalia; A. H. Johnson, of Great Bend; Ray
Johnson, of Peck; H. Julian, of El Dorado; A. T. Lowry,
of Ness City; Robert McMillan, of Wamego; F. E. Menly,
of Wellington; N. J. Montgomery, of Greenleaf; F. M.
Munson, of Clay Center; J. I. Norris, of Marquette; N. G.
Pilcher. of Winfield; R. D. Roach, of Kansas City; W. V.
Roister, of Marquette; J. A. Sage, of St. Marys; C. E.
Sands, of Junction City; O. W. Schnepol, of EUinwood;
C. O. Selig, of El Dorado: G. A. Spray, of Grenola; C. M.
States, of Dodge City; H. J. Travis, of Pleasanton; and
D. B. Weldon, of Parsons.
As assistants—H. C. Ward, of Cherryvale; F. W. Whin-

nery, of Oxford; and E. C. Young, of Bouden.
During the quarter ending with the date of this meet-

ing five temporary certificates, two duplicate certificates,

and sixty-six merchants' licenses were issued by the board;
the names of six pharmacists were restored to the register,
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and the following were registered by virtue o£ their being

graduates of recognized schools of pharmacy.
T. F. Hamman, of Cherryvale, and G. C. Turner, of

•entreTille.

The next meeting of the board will be held at Kansas

City, May 23d.

Ohio Board.

At a meeting of the Ohio Board of Pharmacy held at

Columbus, January 8 th and 9th, the following applicants

for registration were passed:

As pharmacists—A. L. Bennett, of Clarksburg, W. Va.

;

H. C. Dieterich, of Dayton; L. G. Hegner, of Wyoming;
A. S. Hilty, of Bluffton; A. T. Howser, of Steubenville;

May Jovner, of Delaware; L. L. Kahn, of Cleveland; J. I.

Klinger, of Lima; J. O. Kohl, of Mason; H. C. Kohlmeyer,

of Cleveland; P. .T. Lawler. of Mt. Vernon; O. E. Long-

streth, of Gallon; A. C. Nickel, of Tiffin; R. E. Potter, of

Cleveland; W. P. Rotsinger, of Sandusky; M. A. Smith,

of Cambridge; J. E. Stephan, of Cloverdale; G. M. Strawn,

of Blanchester; J. J. Sweeney, of Gallon; W. F. Walter,

of Cleveland; Sister Mary Wilfred, of Columbus; A. G.

Youngman, of Portsmouth; and O. F. Zimmer, of Zimmer.
As assistants—.T. N. Christman, of Zanesville; and P. S.

Loofburrow, of Portsmouth.
The next meeting of the board will be held May 14th

and 15th, at Columbus.

Louisiana Board.

Seventeen applicants for registration were examined at

a meeting of the Louisiana Board of Pharmacy, held at

New Orleans, February 1st and 2d. The following were
passed:
As pharmacists—S. J. Cohn, of Plaquemine; J. J. De-

joie, of New Orleans; H. A. Donaldson, of Reserve; W. H.
Gruen, of New Orleans: R. S. Guenard, of Lake Provi-

dence: J. W. Libeau, of Newroads; and O. J. Peters and
J. C. Richards, both of New Orleans.
As assistants—R. J. de Monsabert, of New Orleans; A.

L. Hoag, of Delhi; and W. F. Powers, of Amite City.

The board will hold its next meeting May 3d and 4th,

at New Orleans.

Florida Board.

At the meeting of the Florida Board of Pharmacy held
at Jacksonville, January 9th, the following applicants for

registration were passed:
E. B. Hatch, of Jacksonville; T. R. Hines, of Wadley,

Ga.; F. M. Holcomb, of Goehner, Neb.; Mark Isaacs, of

Bainbridge, Ga.; F. L. La Mee, and C. A. Patten, both of

Jacksonville.
The next meeting of the board will be held at Jackson-

ville. June 12th.

Maine Board.

Out of twenty-seven candidates examined by the Maine
Board of Pharmacy at a meeting held February 13th, at
Portland, the following were successful:
As pharmacists—Charles Hodgkins, of Bath; and E. L.

Urich, of Boston, Mass.
As assistants^—W. C. Lorb, of Lewiston.

The Work of the Ad Interim Committee of the
New York Board.

Pursuant to the call of its chairman, W. C. Gregory, of
Buffalo, the ad interim committee of the New York Board
of Pharmacy met at Albany. January 7th. during the an-
nual meeting cf the board. In its report to the board the
committee recorded the following action upon matters
coming under its jurisdiction:

(1) The application for registration of the Department
of Pharmacy, College of Physicians and Surgeons, of San
Francisco, Cal., in full in group one was approved.

(2) The registration of Howard University, Pharmaceu-
tic College, of Washington, D. C, was continued on con-
dition that the practice of allowing one year to graduates
of medicine be discontinued, and that lists of students
entitled to such allowance be filed with the education de-
partme"t.

(3) The registration of Purdue School of Pharmacy, of
La Fayette, Ind.. should be authorized on further evidence
of their meeting the requirements in full.

(4) The registration of Notre Dame College of Phar-
macy, of Notre Dame, Ind., in full was continued.

(5) The registration of the Pharmacy Department of

Ferris Institute, of Big Rapids, Mich., was held pending
further investigation.

(6) The Department of Pharmacy of Medico Chirurgi-
cal College, of Philadelphia, was continued in group one
class two.

(7) The Pharmaceutic Department of the South Dakota
Agricultural College, of Brookings, S. D., was registered

in full in group one.

The committee also voted: That all schools now regis-

tered be notified of the advanced requirements exacted of

the New York schools, and that to continue as registered

schools, all schools without the State must meet the re-

quirements exacted of those within the State; to add to

the requirements for registration the regulation that all

schools without the State be required to furnish lists of
matriculates as is required of the New York schools; that
information regarding the registration by the ad interim
committee as approved by the State board be furnished
the pharmaceutic journals for the information of the gen-
eral public; that the rule requiring algebra after January
1st, 1907, for admission to registered pharmacy schools be
rescinded; and that the question "shall matriculates of

pharmacy schools prior to January 1st, 1905, have right of

migration on repeated failure to maintain professional
standing?" be referred to the Pharmacy Council.

Maryland Association Contemplating a Meet-
ing Afloat.

An effort is being made to secure a sufficient number
of members of the Maryland Pharmaceutical Association
and their friends to make it feasible to charter a steamer
and visit the Jamestown Exposition next summer. On
the trip down the bay it is proposed to hold the business
sessions of the regular annual meeting, which, under the
charter of the association must be held within the boun-
daries of the State.

In the case of failure to secure a sufficient attendance
to make the chartering of a vessel possible, an effort will

be made to secure a flat rate for transportation on one of
the regular boats, and admission to the exposition
grounds.

Baltimore Pharmacists and Physicians Meet.
Representatives from all the pharmaceutical organiza-

tions of Baltimore: the Baltimore Retail Druggists' As-
sociation, the local branch of the American Pharmaceuti-
cal Association, the Baltimore college, and the board of
pharmacy, met jointly with the physicians of the city
February 14th. The meeting was a part of the national
movement in favor of the prescribing of standard rather
than proprietary preparations.
Among the speakers was Jacob Diner, president of the

Manhattan Pharmaceutical Association of this city, and
a strenuous worker in the campaign for professional
pharmacy in Greater New York. Mr. Diner argued that
threefold injury was occasioned by the practice of nos-
strum prescribing, and that the physician was not the
least loser by the practice as his services are not so apt
to be sought by his patients who have been given a med-
icine they can purchase at any time. Mr. Diner attrib-
uted the inclination on the part of so many physicians
to prescribe secret remedies, to their belief in the
claims advanced by the manufacturers through the de-
tail men.

Prof. Charles Caspari. Jr.. spoke along similar lines,
and gave the physicians the credit for the beginning of the
movement against secrecy in prescribing. Like the pre-
ceding speaker, he warmly advocated the study of the
Pharmacopoeia and the National Formulary by both phy-
sicians and pharmacists.
Many pharmacists and physicians took part In the gen-

eral discussion, and all seemed to be in hearty support of
the standard preparation campaign.

Brooklyn Alumni Dance.
TJhe Alumni Association of the Brooklyn College of

Pharmacy gave one of its enjoyable muslcales and dances
at the college building Februarj' 21st.
A number of vocal and instrumental selections were

artistically rendered; a well arranged program of dances
was provided; and light refreshments served.
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Do You Know This Man?
In Jamiary. 1897. John M. Biehl, a druggist, at that

time a traveling salesman for a chemical preparation,
disappeared while in Washington, D. C, presumably en
route for Norfolk, Va. Since that time no trace of his
whereabouts has been discovered. If living Mr. Biehl is

now about forty-two years old.

The police of Cincinnati, 0., have for several years been
endeavoring to obtain information about the missing man.
at the request of his mother, who lives at this latter

place. If any of the readers of the Circiilar are now, or

have been since 1897, acquainted with Mr. Biehl. they will

confer a great favor upon his relatives by notifying this

office or conveying such information as they may have to

Mrs. M. Hattinger, 1704 Elm street, Cincinnati.

The Denatured Alcohol Law Amended.
Manufacturing chemists and farmers will profit

through the amendment to the denatured alcohol law
which was enacted March 1st. The bill in its amended
form permits the tax-free withdrawal from bond of suit-

ably denatured alcohol to be used in the manufacture of

ether, chloroform or other definite chemical substances
where the alcohol does not appear as such in the finished

product. The farmer will be benefitted through the pro-

vision which allows the distillation of small quantities of

alcohol for denaturation without the presence of a reve-

nue officer and permits the use of approved metal tanks
in lieu of bonded warehouses. The amendments also pro-

vide for several changes in the transportation of alcohol
intended for denaturing.
There was a long and spirited debate in the senate

while the bill was being considered and all the changes
were vigorously opposed by many of the leaders of that

body who professed to fear that the revenues would suf-

fer from the proposed extension of privileges.

The amended bill as finally agreed upon by the house
and senate, and signed by the president, provides as fol-

lows:
Be it enacted, etc.. That notwithstanding anything contained

in the Act entitled "An act for the withdrawal from bond, tax
free or domestic alcohol when rendered unfit for beverage or
liquid medicinal uses by mixture with suitable denaturing
materials," approved June seventh, nineteen hundred and six.

Llomestic alcohol when suitably denatured may be withdrawn
trom bond without the payment of internal-revenue tax and
used in the manufacture of ether and chloroform and other
definite chemical substances where said alcohol is changed into
some other chemical substance and does not appear in the fin-

ished product as alcohol: Provided, That rum of not less tnan
one hundred and fifty degrees proof may be withdrawn, for
•lenaturation only, in accordance with the provisions of said
act of June seventh, nineteen hundred and six, and in accord-
ance with the provisions of this act.
Sec. 2. That the commissioner of internal revenue, with the

approval of the secretary of the treasury, may authorize the
establishment of central denaturing bonded warehouses, other
than those at distilleries, to which alcohol of the required proof
may be transferred from distilleries or distillery bonded ware-
houses without the payment of internal-revenue tax, and in
which such alcohol may be stored and denatured. The estab-
lishment, operation, and custody of such warehouses shall be
imder such regulations and upon the execution of such bonds
as the commissioner of internal revenue, with the approval
of the secretary of the treasury, may prescribe.
Sec. 3, That alcohol of the required proof may be drawn oft,

tor denaturation only, from receiving cisterns in the cistern
room of any distillery for transfer by pipes direct to any
denaturing bonded warehouse on the distillery premises or to
closed metal storage tanks situated in the distillery bonded
warehouse, or from such storage tanks to any denaturing
bonded warehouse on the distillery premises, and denatured
alcohol may also be transported from the denaturing bonded
warehouse, in such manner and by means of such packages,
tanks or tank cars, and on the execution of such bonds, and
under such regulations as the commissioner of internal revenue,
with the approval of the secretary of the treasury, may pre-
scribe. And further, alcohol to be denatured may be with-
drawn without the payment of internal revenue tax from the
distillery bonded warehouse for shipment to central denaturing
plants in such packages, tanks and tank cars, under such regu-
lations, and on the execution of such bonds as may be pre-
scribed by the commissioner of internal revenue, with the
approval of the secretary of the treasury.
f I. 4. That at distilleries producing alcohol from any sub-

s' ice whatever, for denaturation only, and having a daily
nt-producing capacity of not exceeding one hundred proof

illons, the use of cisterns or tanks of such size and construc-
.on as may be deemed expedient may be permitted in lieu of

distillery bonded warehouses, and the production, storage, the
manner and process of denaturing on the distillery premises
the alcohol produced, and transportation of such alcohol, and
the operation of such distilleries shall be upon the execution of
such bonds and luider such regulations as the commissioner of
internal revenue, with the approval of the secretary of the
treasury, may prescribe, and such distilleries may by such
regulations be exempted from such provisions of the existing
laws relating to distilleries as may be deemed expedient by
said officials.
Sec. B. That the provi

September 1st, 1907.

of this shall take effect on

Discussion of Official Preparations by Physi-

cians and Pharmacists.

A number of the members of the Hudson River Pharma-
ceutical Association, of this city, attended a meeting of

the Harlem Medical Association March 6th, having been in-

vited by the physicians to take part in a discussion of

the question of official versus proprietary preparations on
prescriptions. The program of the evening, in addition to

the regular therapeutic and case reports by the members
of the medical association, included an address by Jacob
Diner, of the Hudson River association, on the desira-

bility of the use of standard rather than secret prepara-

tions by prescribers.

Mr. Diner introduced himself as a species of detail man,
representing the firm of United States Pharmacopoeia, Na-
tional Formulary & Co.. the company being the pharma-
cists of the country. After referring briefly to the origin

of the Pharmacopoeia and the National Formulary and to

their revisions, he took up the exposure of a number of

false claims on the part of proprietary manufacturers
which had led the physician to fail to do his duty to his

patient and himself in many cases. Proprietary prepara-

tions which are in truth what their makers claim them
to he are, he said, not the object of the attack being made
by the pharmacists, but those which are advanced as orig-

inal and revolutionary chemical discoveries, and have no
claim to the many attributed virtues beyond the state-

ments upon the labels and in the advertising pamphlets.

In the opinion of the speaker it is hardly to be expected

that additions to the materia medica would be discovered

by the pseudo-pharmacal chemists of the manufacturing
concerns, rather than by a Remington, a "Wood or other

recognized worker in the field of pharmacal research.

The real substitutor, said Mr. Diner, is not the retail

druggist as the proprietary man would have one believe,

but the manufacturer, who too often sacrifices one or more
important ingredients of his published formula for the

sake of palatability and "elegance" in his preparation.

The retailer is prohibited by law from deviating trom the

formulas of official preparations, and this in itself should

be a sufficient guarantee of his dispensing what the pre-

scriber desires. It is not alone to prevent substitution, that

the proprietary manufacturer urges the physician to pre-

scribe original packages of his preparations: this is one
of the cheapest ways in which these can he introduced to

the public. The remedy, not the physician, gets the credit

for any benefit done the patient: also it is the remedy and
not the prescriber that is recommended to the friends of

the patient.

Another source of disappointment to the physician in

using proprietary preparations, continued Mr. Diner, is

the fact that the manufacturer may at any time change
his formula without making it known to the physi-

cian.

Dr. T. F. Riley was the next speaker and referred to

the origin and progress of the opposition to secrecy in pre-

scribing now influencing the medical profession. Much
of the tendency on the part of the prescriber toward the

use of secret preparations he attributed to the lack of

thorough instruction in materia medica and therapeutics

at the medical schools.

Another physician expressed the opinion that it would
be inadvisable to depart entirely from the use of proprie-

tary medicines, as many of the most worthy medicaments
had been introduced as proprietaries and afterwards em-
bodied in the official works.

Several other physicians took part in the discussion and
seemed to favor the dropping of secret remedies. A num-
ber questioned the ability of the average pharmacist to

produce desirable preparations, and several instances were
related of variations in the taste and appearance of stand-

ard preparations which had been obtained at different

stores.

Dr. Stewart stated that there was room for improvement
among pharmacists as manufacturers. This Mr. Diner

admitted, and added that the campaign of education was
not being confined to the physicians and that the utmost
was being done to elevate pharmacy in every way by the

colleges and the different organizations.

At the conclusion of the discussion the physicians and
their guests adjourned to the supper room, where a col-

lation was served. There was a marked display of the

good feeling prevailing between the two professions of

the northern portion of the city.
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Obituaries.
M. A. BUBKHABDT.

Mark Anthony Burkhardt, of Dayton, O., died February
22d, aged sixty-four years.

Mr. Burkhardt was born at Gissingheim, Baden, Ger.,

and was brought to this country by his parents in 1850.

He studied pharmacy at an early age and in 1858 started

In business in California where he remained until 1885,

returning to Dayton. He was a member of the Ohio Phar-
maceutical Association and at one time its president; also

a member of the American Pharmaceutical Association.

He is survived by his wife and three children.

Marcus F. Bender died at his home, 123 West Ninety-
fifth street, this city, January 26th. He was a native of

Fayetteville, N. Y., and had been in business in this city

for twenty-five years. When the New York Branch of the
Inter-State Retail Druggists' League was in existence in

the early nineties, Mr. Bender was its treasurer.

H. Guy Herman, of Hagerstown, Md., died February
7th, aged thirty-two years.

Macajah B. Ballard who conducted a retail store at
Richmond, Ind., from 1840 until a few years since, died
there February 15th, aged eighty-one years. He was a
native of Ohio, and a Civil War veteran.

David Henry Joel, of Fitchburg, Mass., died February
10th, aged forty-five years.

William D. Hughes, of Philadelphia, died February 22d,

aged twenty-seven years.

Anthony Servatius, of Utica, N. Y., died February 16th,

aged forty years.

Ernst Krembs, a pioneer business man of Milwaukee,
Wis., died there February 10th, aged fifty-nine years.

Asa Ober Marshall, of Beverly Farms, Mass., died at
St. Augustine, Fla., February 2d, aged forty-seven years.

H. Rush Kerby, of West Chester, Pa., died February
19th, aged sixty years. He was widely known as a
literary man and historian.

Henry C. F. Geesner, of Corona, N. Y., died February
24th, aged forty-eight years.

Stewart Kellom, of Saluda, Va., died recently at the
age of sixty-eight years.

C. E. Marr, of Farmington, Me., died February 7th,
aged fifty-three years.

Martin S. Simmons, of Oil City, Pa., one of the oldest
druggists in that section of the State, died February 18th.
aged eighty-two years.

John V. Davis, of Raritan, N. J., died March 3d, aged
seventy-eight years. He was one of the original members
of the New Jersey Pharmaceutical Association, and had
been in business at Raritan for upwards of forty years.

Edgar M. Surface, of Kansas City, Mo., died February
9th, aged thirty-three years.

George L. Peck, of Jamaica, N. Y., reputed to have been
the oldest druggist on Long Island, died recently aged
seventy-five years.

Raymond Bingham, of Tuscaloosa, Ala., died February
26th, aged twenty-seven years. He was a son of W. E.
Bingham, secretary of the Alabama Board of Pharmacy.
Edward Giesecke, of Brenham. Tex., died February

2l8t.

Charles M. Desislets, of Montreal, Que., died February
13th, aged sixty-seven years.

William T. Malster, who. as mayor of Baltimore, wel-
comed the American Pharmaceutical Association to that
city in 1898, died March 2d. aged sixty-four years.

We have received from "Uncle John" Patton. of York,
Pa,, a little folder of instructions for the care of the sick,
which he issues to his customers. The idea, while not a
new one has been well treated in this case and we venture
a belief that the patrons of "Uncle John's" prescription
department are never long ill, thanks to his beneficial
advice and the quality of his drugs.

This office has been favored with a copy of "Lebanon
Past and Present, with other Rhymes and Jingles," a col-
lection of verse from the pen of J, H, Redsecker, Ph, M.,
of Lebanon, Pa. These rhymes which tell of things
pharmaceutical and historical and treat also of Indian
lore, are ample evidence that their author has just claim
to the title of poet-laureate of his State association.

Chicago Association Thanks Bodemann.
At a special meeting of the executive board of the Chi-

cago Retail Druggists' Association held February 12th, it

was resolved that the thanks of the druggists of the city

he extended to Wilhelm Bodemann, in recognition of his

services in the interests of clean, honest pharmacy, and
for the welfare of the druggists of the State and na-

tion.

Resolutions of sympathy with the relatives and friends
of the late J. I. Straw, were also adopted.

A State Association Proposed in California.

At the semi-annual meeting of the Alumni Association
of the California College of Pharmacy a committee was
appointed to get in touch with the various local phar-
macal organizations throughout the State with a view to

the organization of a State association. Each organiza
tion will be asked to send delegates to a preliminary
meeting to be held in the near future, when plans and
suggestions will be discussed.

There has been no State organization in California dur-
ing the past eight or ten years.

St. Louis Alumni Election.
At the annual meeting of the Alumni Association of the

St. Louis College of Pharmacy held February 19th, officers

were elected for the ensuing year as follows: President,
Henry Huegel; vice-presidents, Robert Pfeffer and H. F.
Sum; corresponding secretary, G. W. Tritschler; record-
ing secretary. Otto Hanser; and registrar, W. D. Aufder-
heide.

Some Recent Early Closing Movements.
Riverside, Calif., druggists have agreed to close their

stores at 1 p. m„ on Sundays.

Seven a. m. to ten p. m. is now the working day of the
druggists of the eighth ward of Hartford, Conn.
Winnipeg, Kan., lately had an ordinance compelling all

shop keepers to close their places of business at six
o'clock. This has now been amended to exclude druggists,
but the pill-shops must not sell confectionery and such
after the curfew hour.
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Are Changes in the Pharmacopoeia Official?

Much perturbation of mind is caused in the sanc-

tum of one of the pharmaceutical periodicals of the

West by the changes which the revision committee is

making in the text of the Pharmacopceia. That paper

raises the question as to whether or not the amended
Pharmacopceia will be the official standard for drugs

which was adopted by congress in the food and drugs

act. "Our own mind," says the editor, "is inclined to

the negative side of the proposition, but we would
like to have the views of others on the subject."

Very well, we shall come to the rescue with one

view, our own, and trust that this will prove of some
aid and comfort to the journal in question and to all

who, like it, are sufifering any qualms on account of

the emendations of our national drug standard.

In the first place let us turn to the act of congress

and see if we can get any light on the subject from

that source. In section seven of the act we read:

"That for the purpose of this act an article shall be

deemed to be adulterated, in case of drugs, . . .

if . . . it dififers from the standard of strength,

quality or purity as determined by the test laid down
in the United States Pharmacopoeia or National For-

mulary official at the time of the investigation." That
language is evidently used in recognition of the fact

that the text of the Pharmacopoeia may be changed
from time to time. When the ninth (1910) revision

of the Pharmacopoeia is published, promulgated and
adopted as the official standard, its officiality (if we
may be permitted to so use this word) will doubtless,

under the plain language of the statute, be acknowl-

edged by all.

The only thing in doubt, then, seems to be the

right of the revision committee to alter the official

text until after the next (1910) meeting of the phar-

macopoeial convention. For a ruling on this point we
must look to the body which created the revision com-
mittee, and from which that committee receives any
authority it may possess. That body, the pharma-
•copoeial convention of 1900, in section eight of its

"general principles to be followed in revising the Phar-

macopoeia, says: "That the committee on revision be

authorized to prepare a supplement to the Pharma-
copoeia at any time they may deem such action de-

sirable." and in section eleven: "In all matters not

specially provided for in these 'general principles,' the

rules established for previous revisions, if there are

-any. should be followed."

Section eight certainly confers upon the committee
-authority to add to the Pharmacopceia, and this of

itself, it seems to us, must be construed as also giving

authority to amend the text. This view is strength-

ened by section eleven, as heretofore it has been the

custom of the committee to make such changes in the

Pharmacopoeia as it considered necessary.

We think that it would be as absurd to sa> that

errors in the Pharmacopoeia should not be corrected
as it is to hold that because a pure drug law was
passed in 1885 the tests of the Pharmacopoeia of 1880
should be applied to the preparations found on the

drug store shelves in 1907.

The Guarantee Must Not Be Lied About.
Official Washington is sitting up and taking notice

of the abuse to which we called attention editorially

last month under the caption "Lying About the Guar-
antee." Soloman, who was accounted a wise man in

his day, said that a fool might be pounded many times
in a mortar and still come out a fool. If he were
alive now, that wise man might add that a liar could
be legislated against, but that his mendacious proclivi-

ties would stick to him still. When water begins to
leak through a dam it cannot be stopped by plastering

mud over the outside of the structure; the leak is

still there and will make its presence manifest in some
way or other. So with that other pest, the "patent"-
medicine liar ; shut him off at one place by an act of
congress, and he breaks out at another. To stop the
leak in the dam a radical operation is needed ; unfor-
tunately no means have been devised to either extract
the untruthful proclivity from the confirmed liar, or to
kill its nerve. But the public, as is shown through
the action of its representatives at Washington, is

combining to chase the incorrigible prevaricator out
of business, and it is to be hoped that when he dies his

progeny may be taken in hand early enough to be
taught something of the beauties of the ways of truth.

The pure food and drugs act of June 30th, 1906,
will doubtless put a stop to interstate traffic in "opium-
habit cures" containing morphine, and in "drunken-
ness cures" relying for their curative effects upon the
alcohol which they contain, and to a great deal more
of even less objectionable nostrum business which is

dependent upon fraud for its continuance. Being
estopped from lying about the contents of their

preparations, some of the nostrum men have devoted
that peculiar talent for misrepresentation which con-
stitutes so large a part of their capital, to assuring
the public that their goods are guaranteed by the

government to be pure, wholesome and a great many
other things which they may not be and doubtless are
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not. To fortify their assertion they point to the fact

that the government has granted them a serial num-

ber, and claim that such recognition is a guarantee of

the goods by the government. Of course such claims

are preposterous, as all who are at all conversant with

the law and the practice of the department of agri-

culture are well aware, but they are on a par with

other claims from the same sources.

We ventured the prediction last month that the ex-

ecutive officers of the government would either find

some way to stop the flagrant abuse mentioned, or

would apply to congress for specific legislation on the

subject. Our Washington correspondent now

writes us that the department of agriculture is about

to take drastic action against the culprits, the chair-

man of the pure food and drug commission having

recommended that the serial numbers issued to them

be cancelled.

One of the most aggravating features of the turpi-

tude of those who hold the truth in slight esteem, is

the fact that their evil practices bring suspicion on

the innocent. The guarantee number granted by the

department of agriculture to manufacturers is a great

convenience to both the firm which receives it, and

the retailers who handle that firm's goods, and it is a

great injustice to those manufacturers who tell the

truth about their guarantees, that the whole guaran-

tee-numbering business should be threatened with a

fall into disrepute.

It is hard to head off a liar in every direction, but

the department of agriculture evidently intends to

make it interesting, not to say embarrassing, for one

of the most despicable classes of Ananiases that in-

fests our commercial institutions. Truthfulness can-

not be legislated into a man, but the business which

depends upon untruthfulness for its life may be legis-

lated out of existence.

More Interest in Association Meetings.

In some lodges which we have attended it is the

practice of the presiding officer, when the meeting is

opened "under the good of the order," to ask each

member present if he has anything to offer. This

is a good practice, its beneficial influence being ob-

vious. The average man with no especial church

predilection would rather attend a service at which

there is responsive reading than to sit through one

in which the minister and the choir do everything

there is done except fill the contribution box.

At many of our pharmaceutical association meet-

ings a few of the men who are bolder than the rest

and have a smoother flow of language, or a louder

voice, do all the talking, while many a modest man
with a greater store of pharmaceutical lore in his

head, does nothing but prevent a chair from being

blown out of a window—as has been said of some of

our city officials—and pay his dues.

Why would it not be a good idea to introduce the

lodge plan ; to let every man know before he started

to the meeting that he would be expected to contribute

at least one idea toward making it interesting? There

is a certain amount of work to be done to hold the as-

sociations together, and the responsibility of this work,

like other responsibility, gravitates to the men who
are willing and able to assume it. That is all right

and proper ; but each association also has its quota of

what are sometimes termed political hot-air blowers,

and the time that they consume might much more
profitably be devoted to calling upon the members
present, individually, to make suggestions for the

common good. There is doubtless in every drug
store in the land some little device, process, formula

or method that is in no other store—maybe an im-

proved way of keeping labels, of cleaning tiles, of

storing small packages, of indexing stock, of polish-

ing show cases, of arranging the cellar, of managing
help, of washing bottles, something, anything

—

which the proprietor considers good and which it

would benefit his brother druggists to learn. Let each

man think of one or two of these things in his store,

and tell of it at the meeting. When it is generally

known that this is to be done, more members will go
to the meeting, and those who have always attended

and continue to do so, will derive more benefit from
such attendance.

A Decision Which Ought to Help Phau"macy.

One winter many years ago there was a particu-

larly heavy sleet in a certain part of the country, so

heavy indeed that many of the trees on which it had
accumulated were broken as they had never been

broken before. The people thought that their beauti-

ful groves were things of the past, and the shade

trees along their streets had been ruined. In a few
years, however, many new and vigorous branches had
grown where each old one had been broken off, and
the groves were prettier than they had previously

been, and the shade along the streets denser than

ever. What was thought to have been a calamity

was seen to be a blessing in disguise ; and there-

upon many of those trees which had withstood the

weight of the ice were deprived of their long and
somewhat uncouth looking limbs by artificial means.

In the appellate division of the United States cir-

cuit court, at Cincinnati, there was recently rendered

a decision which, if sustained by the supreme court,

will put an end to the direct-contract means of en-

deavoring to control the prices at which proprietary

articles are sold. The learned judge, in delivering

the opinion of the court, said that a wholesale drug-

gist purchasing "direct-contract" goods on the mar-
ket manifestly did not thereby enter into contractural

relations with the manufacturers of such goods. The
contrary has been held in nearly as many as a score

of federal court decisions. Undoubtedly, says the ap-

pellate court, the purchaser of "direct-contract" goods
obtains absolute title to them, notwithstanding his

knowledge that the sale to him was a breach of the

restrictions placed upon the seller by the manufac-
turer. Continuing the judge said

:

.We are not here dealing with a single contract The
complainant has a multitude of them. The single cove-

nant might in no way affect the public interest when a
large number might. The plain effect of the system of

contracts is to destroy competition. If these contracts
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leave any room for the usual play of competition it is

not discoverable. They are a combination between the

manufacturer and the wholesaler and the retailer to

maintain prices and stifle competition. Prima facie, the

contracts are in restraint of trade. It has been sug-

gested that we should have regard to new commercial
conditions and a tendency toward relaxation of old com-
mon law principles which tend to development on modern
lines. This is an argument better addressed to the legis-

lative bodies than to the courts. A like argument is ex-

pected whenever some new method of circumventing free-

dom of commerce comes under the tests of the law. It

was made and answered by Judge Taft in the Addyston
pipe case with a strength to which we can add nothing.

Our decision is that the complainant's system of con-

tracts is not enforceable.

One of the largest and most protective limbs of the

shade tree known as the National Association of Re-

tail Druggists, appears to have been broken ofif by

the cold and weighty sleet of a court decision. The
tree itself is not radically hurt, and if the removal of

the old limb results in the growth of new and more
comely and vigorous ones, then the decision may turn

out to be a blessing.

Although most of the efi'ort of the National Asso-

ciation of Detail Druggists so far has been in the di-

rection of obtaining full prices for proprietary goods,

the great work which that body is to do must be along

different lines. "Boosting" nostrums whose manufac-

turers adopt a certain method of marketing their

goods, is no work for pharmacists. Perhaps it was
necessary to have "better prices for 'patents' " as a

rallying cry for druggists in order to gather a large

and influential number of them together in a commer-
cial body, and while an endeavor extending over eight

years has not resulted in the restoration of full prices,

or anything like full prices, cutting is less rampant
now than it was before the organization of the Na-
tional Association of Retail Druggists. But that is not

the point ; that body has always held out the hope
to those who have criticized its bowing down to the

"patent" medicine Moloch that it would one of these

days take up work of a more pharmaceutical nature.

Until recently its attention to pharmaceutical subjects

has usually stopped at the passage of resolutions, but

there has lately appeared on the surface an indica-

tion that more serious work along the lines much neg-
lected would be undertaken. Perhaps the most con-

spicuous phase of the new work is the effort being

made in many localities by branches of the national

association to promote the prescribing and dispensing

of officinal preparations in preference to proprietary

articles. Here is a big field, and a casual reading of

the resolutions adopted at recent annual meetings of

the association will suggest others which are just as

sorely in need oi workers. If the court decision re-

ferred to, concerning which there is more in our
news department this month, results in diverting the

great energy and resources of the central organiza-

tion of the National Association of Retail Druggists
from the pitiful task of "boosting" disreputable nos-
trums, and directing it into channels in which it can do
something for the honor and real betterment of phar-
macy, that decision will be one of the best things that

has happened for our calling in a long time, rather

than a setback.

Nostrum Makers and the Patent Law.
That the nostrum maker has no right to the ex-

clusive manufacture of the combination of drugs

which he puts upon the market, and no exclusive

right to the name by which this combination is known,

is a principle of law which has been enunciated by
the Circular often. It is also a principle of law

which the nostrum men have sought to keep beyond
the knowledge of the public. In their efforts to keep

this knowledge from the public these men have re-

sorted to the tactics practiced by them so frequently as

to have become identified with their methods of doing

business.

Our patent system is based, in a measure, upon the

principle mentioned. That is to say, if an inventor

wants protection against imitation he must come to

the people, represented by their proper officers, and
ask for it, and, in exchange for such protection, he

must give the people information which will enable

them to make the invented article. Then, at the

end of seventeen years, the invention becomes public

property, the inventor having been paid in the mean
time, for his invention, by the monopoly he has en-

joyed. After the seventeen years, the people are

paid for the protection which they have extended
to the inventor, by having the right to make the thing
invented.

The nostrum maker, on the contrary, does not take
the people into his confidence and the people are un-
der no obligations to him. If by their skill and inge-

nuity they can ascertain just how he makes his

nostrum, they are at liberty to make it and call it by
its name. It is then Hke a patented medicine whose
patent has expired, except as to the means by which
its composition was learned. But the investigator

must be sure he is right ; he must not palm off as and
for some nostrum a preparation that merely looks like

it, or tastes like it, or acts like it; his preparation

must be it.

This principle, which is well established, was stated

again last month, this time from the bench of the

United States circuit court of appeals, in a case re-

ported elsewhere in this issue.

A number of so-called proprietary medicines have
been patented. When the patents on such articles

expire, the right to make them reverts to the public,

and with it, the right to call them by the names by
which the public knows them. The public does not

have to wait seventeen years for the right to dupli-

cate a secret medicine (usually erroneously termed a
"patent"), but has that right all the time, as well as

the right to call such medicine by the name by which
the public knows it. The only thing necessary is for

the public or an individual to learn how to make such
medicine. The courts will prevent anyone from using
knowledge of the manufacture of a secret medicine
gained by illegal means, as, for instance, by bribing
an employe of the manufacturer, and they will also

prevent anyone from imitating the labels, package,
etc., of the original medicine in such way as to de-
ceive the purchaser into thinking he is getting that

medicine rather than the product of the man who
has duplicated it. In talking to the public about the
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matter, it is this latter phase of it that the manufac-

turers emphasize, and sometimes they lay such stress

upon this phase that the casual reader is led to be-

lieve that it is the entire question.
«

Serum Treatment of Various Kinds of Disease
seems to be coming. In our Golden Jubilee issue was
published a prophecy as to what pharmacy would be

fifty years from now, in which its author, J. \V. T.

Knox, forecast that the study of materia medica would
center around serums. This view seems to be con-

curred in by Dr. H. Burton Stevenson, formerly presi-

dent of the Baltimore County Medical Association,

who is reported as saying that the only reason other

diseases are not controlled by antitoxins, just as

diphtheria has been of late, is the fact that no animal

has been found in which the antitoxins may be gen-

erated as the diphtheria antitoxin is generated in the

horse. He proposes to use human beings. This may
be repugnant to some, especially as the Doctor pro-

poses to utilize criminals in the antitoxin laboratories,

there being many people who shrink from inocula-

tion with a criminal's serum, though they may not

object to "tainted" money. However, the supply of

vaccine was not always obtained from cows ; the

writer well remembers the rivalry of two physicians

for his vaccination "scab," when he was a youngster,

and how a pound of candy figured in his decision as

to which doctor should have it. Of course there were
plenty of "scabs," but only those of untainted children

were in demand. Still, we have grown out of those

old practices, and now we get our vaccine from calves,

as shown in the nice pictures. Whether we can be in-

duced to go back to the human being for our virus,

and to "tainted" ones at that, remains to be seen.

Doctors Do Not Like the American Drug-
gists' Syndicate if the article in the Journal of the

American Medical Association for February i6th,

last, is expressive of their opinion of this concern. A
more scathing criticism of business methods it would
be hard to find in current literature. The article

even goes so far as to make serious adimadversions
upon the National Association of Retail Druggists

for its endorsement of the syndicate, or. to quote its

exact language, for putting "its official stamp of ap-

proval on the nefarious nostrum evil" and by so doing
becoming "an aider and abetter in the continuance of

an abuse that the better class of pharmacists, the med-
ical profesion, and the public have been earnestly

striving to eradicate."

"Holding up" and Robbing of Physicians
answering night calls in this city is growing suffi-

ciently common to prove disquieting. As an ambu-
lance has right of way on the street, so ought a doc-

tor abroad at night to relieve suflfering to be exempt
from molestation, and the police "system" should see

to it that he is, even if in order to accomplish this end
the "system" should find it necessary to deal harshly

with some of its friends who seem to thrive with no
visible means of support.

Asserting our Editorial Prerog.^tive to hit

everything in sight that does not suit us, we would
say that the innocent man who gives us more unnec-

essary trouble than any other, perhaps, is the one
who offers a contribution written on two-and-a-quar-

ter pa^es and snips off the three-quarters of a page
of blank paper from the last sheet. Probably he does

not really want his concluding paragraph to be lost.

but in case that should be its unhappy fate, the wretch
who cut off the blank paper would certainly be con-

sidered by us as guilty of the grossest kind of con-

tributory negligence.

Telephones in Newark Drug Stores are now
managed more in accord with the druggists' wishes
than was formerly the case. The druggists told the

telephone company that they would have something
to say in the matter or else the 'phones would go out
of their stores. They had read what the Circular
had said about druggists being masters of the tele-

phone situation if they would only stand together

and deliver their ultimatum to the companies, and
they took it seriously. Result : they proved what we
said to be correct, and the druggists themselves are

happy.

Board Members Have Duties to Perform other

than examining candidates for license to practice

pharmacy. The execution of the pharmacy law is left

largely to the members of the pharmacy board, and
it frequently happens that one of the best members
for performing one service is one of the poorest for

performing the other. Still, that is no reason why in-

correctly stated questions should be asked of the can-

didates.

Use As Directed is no direction at all. How much
better it would be if physicians would state on their

prescriptions whether or not the medicine prescribed

was for a child or an adult, and whether for internal

or external use, and, if the former, the dose. Such
particulars would aid the dispenser in deciphering the

prescription and determining whether or not the doc-

tor had made a mistake, and might save a life.

Two Hundred Tons of Acetanilide are said le

go into consumption in this country annually. This
is enough to give every man, woman and child in the

country an average of ten adult doses. Perhaps
acetanilide is not the violent poison that those who
class it with morphine would have us believe. Still,

we would not recommend its promiscuous use.

Where to Buy is the first thing a druggist wishes
to know after he has made up his mind what to buy.

To put this information at his disposal we have made
a sort of directory for buyers which we publish each
month in conjunction with our index to advertisers,

which will be found on the inside of the front cover

It Is a Good Thing for Pharmacists that every-

body does not judge them by the black sheep in their

fold, and it is a bad thing for pharmacists that the

best men among them, as well as the worst, are hedged
about by the restrictive laws made necessary by the

presence of these black sheep.

The Social Status of Druggists in Germany
must be improving. A cable dispatch from Berlin

tells of the killing of a captain in the army by a drug-
gist. The captain's name is mentioned, but not the

druggist's.

Auto-Tntoxicatiox has no reference to the

bibulous habits of many people who travel in auto-

mobiles, nor yet to the careless disregard of the lives

of pedestrians manifested by the average chauffeur.

A Predatory Bug which is an enemy of the cotton

boll weevil having been discovered, we now have the

pepper weevil to contend with. He ought to be a

hot one.
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Very Cold Filtration.

By Paul Caldwell.

In making perfumes from wasliings of pomades it

is essential that as low a temperature as possible be

obtained. After many trials with different methods
for attaining this end, I have devised an apparatus

which meets my requirements.

There are quite a number of preparations the per-

manency of which might be enhanced by using an ap-

paratus like the one here described. I refer espe-

cially to tooth washes containing soap and liquids

which are flavored with oils rich in terpenes. I have
found my apparatus of value in making antiseptic

solutions containing thymol and menthol, as well as

in the manufacture of elixir of anise of the National

Formulary.
The apparatus is made of galvanized iron, tin, or

Apparatus for Filtering at a Very Low Temperature.

similar suitable material, and has two parts. The
upper part consists of an open box with a hole in the

center of its bottom, through which the neck of a can
protrudes. The joint is made water-tight, and the

can is held firmly in place by suitable braces. The
lower part is similar to the upper, except that the

box is not so deep and is fitted with a funnel, made
of the same material, instead of a can.

In use the lower box is placed on a bench in which
there is a hole large enough to admit the spout of the

funnel. The liquid to be filtered is placed in the can
and securely corked, and ice and salt are packed
around it until it is sufficiently chilled—which, for

some preparations, takes a day or two. Ice is then
packed in the lower box, a folded filter paper is placed
in the funnel, the two parts of the apparatus are

brought together, the cork is removed, and filtration

is allowed to proceed. As no air can get into the can
except through its mouth, and the mouth is below
the top of the funnel, the liquid cannot overflow.

A preparation which has been filtered as here out-

lined, will stand any cold to which it is likely to be
subjected, without throwing out a precipitate.

The cost of such an apparatus is small. If a more

elaborate one were desired it might be made by ar-

ranging a stop-cock for the neck of the can and pro-

viding an opening in its opposite end through which

the liquid might be introduced. Of course the second

opening should be so made that it might be rendered

air-tight, to prevent an overflow. Other modifica-

tions mav suggest themselves to those who desire to

make use of such an apparatus. A very simple form

of it would be an enlargement of the lower part, to

be used independent of the top half, but such simple

form will not do the work that the two-part apparatus

will accomplish.

This invention is not patented, but is freely offered

to the pharmaceutical profession.

Mucilage of Acacia.

By Emil Rever.

Having had considerable trouble with the official

mucilage* of acacia, and being desirous to learn the

experience of others with this preparation, I would

submit the following few data.

I have been unable to prepare the official mucilage

and have it keep even a short time. Several methods

have been tried, but the results were all disappointing.

In one instance the mucilage was prepared m an evap-

orating dish and then transferred to a clean, new bot-

tle Another lot was prepared in a clean, new bottle,

well corked. In another trial the finished mucilage was

stored in small (one- and two-ounce) bottles, well

In 'all these trials, the mucilage within a few days

developed a flocculent precipitate and a disagreeable

odor, and after it had stood about ten days there wa

found a slight mold on its surface and on the cork ot

the bottle in which it was stored. Its reaction was

acid to litmus paper. . ,

With these results in mmd, it was decided to make

a few further trials in which various solvents for the

acacia were to be used. Twenty-five grammes of the

mucilage was made in each trial and the official pro-

portion of acacia was used. ,

The following solvents were employed (which for

convenience were numbered) :

1. The official solvent.

2. Lime water.

x. Distilled water.

4. City water (quite hard, but free from organic

matter).

5. Oiloroform water.

6. Cinnamon water.

The mixtures were made in December and exam-

ined at intervals for several weeks.

I. Behaved just as had the mucilages hereinbefore

referred to.
. , , ,. ui..

-? Showed less mold, but retained the disagreeable

lime water odor; precipitation was heavy; reaction

remained alkaline.

3. Slight mold ; reaction only faintly acid.

4. Moldv ; sour odor ; reaction quite acid.

5. Heavy mold; acid reaction; odor, due to mold,

but odor of chloroform absent.

6. Reaction acid : no mold ; color somewhat darker

than the natural vellowish color of mucilage of acacia

;

odor of cinnamon water not impaired. This sample

is good (as to odor and tasted at present, about three

months after having been made.

Sterilization would probablv be a good thing, but

unless the mucilage were put into small bottles (each
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sterilized) the results finally would be no better, as

sterilized solutions when exposed are very easily at-

tacked. I should be pleased to hear from others on
the subject as to the keeping qualities of mucilage of

acacia, U. S. P. In my experience, lime water has not

proved a preservative.

Personal Ideas Concerning Some National

Formulary Preparations.

By Prof. Wilbur L. Scoville.

Member of the American Pharmaceutical Association's

Committee on National Formulary.

The food and drugs act of June 30th, 1906, as well

as the unwritten law of common honesty makes it a

misdemeanor to change the formula of any pharma-
copceial or National Formulary preparation in any
way, without stating the deviation on the label of the

preparation. This fact makes slight imperfections in

the formulas in these works of greater importance
than ever before, since the imperfections must be fol-

lowed, or else the label must disclose the fact that per-

sonal opinions have taken precedence over authorita-

tive works.

It is to the interest of pharmacists that all formulas
in these works be as universally acceptable as it is

possible to have them, for thereby the position of

pharmacy is upheld. The Pharmacopoeia is now un-
dergoing a slight revision to the end that all errors,

minor or otherwise, that can be discovered may be

eliminated, and the National Formulary should also

be revised in the same way, as fast as any need is

found for such revision. It is with the purpose of

calling attention to some changes, which the author
deems improvements, in some of the National For-
mulary preparations, that these notes are published.

Compound Cathartic Elixir.—The quantity of

saccharin directed will make a nauseating elixir. Half
a gramme of saccharin is as much as can be used in

1,000 c.c, to be agreeable.

Compound Digestive Elixir.—The council on
pharmacy of the American Medical Association has
condemned all combinations of pepsin and pancreatin,

flnd will request the American Pharmaceutical Asso-
ciation to dismiss this preparation from the National
Formulary. Scientifically the mixture is absurd, and
its use should be discouraged. The same is true of
Compound Potvder of Pepsin.

Elixir of Glycerophosphates.—The use of an
aromatic elixir made with wine (125 c.c. per 1,000) or
the addition of about 50 c.c. of wine to the formula,
will greatly improve this preparation.*

Glyccrinated Elixir of Gentian.—The formula
submitted by the committee for this preparation,
called for ground gentian and taraxacum roots in-

stead of the fluid extracts, but the latter were substi-

tuted in the text because of a suggestion that the
preparation is more easily made from them. This is

a doubtful expedient, because what time may be saved
in the mixing is more than sacrificed later in clari-

fying the preparation. The following method is not
only easier, but makes a better appearing and bet-
ter flavored preparation.

Add to 10 grammes of ground gentian and 15
grammes of ground taraxacum the tincture of sweet
orange peel, and mix well. Then transfer to a bot-

*We think it well to avoid making medicines so pala-
table with wine that their use may be unnecessarily pro-
longed, or a taste for wine engendered.—Editor The Drug-
gist CiRCULAIt.]

ile, add 400 c.c of wine,* and agitate frequently dur-
ing two days. Filter, and pass enough wine through
the filter to obtain 400 c.c. of filtrate. To this add
the sugar (or the sugar may be dissolved in the

mixture before filtering, if preferred), the acid, ether,

tincture and 3 c.c. of solution of saccharin (not 30
c.c, which is an error), and the glycerin, and finally

adjust to 1,000 c.c. with wine. This is bright and
clear, more delicate in flavor, and more easily made
than when fluid extracts are used.

Elixir of Terpin Hydrate.—This will deposit the
terpin hydrate if chilled. When this occurs, it can
he restored by warming. It will not remain clear

below 60° F.

In accordance with the rules of the Formulary,
coloring agents are generally avoided in elixirs, but in

the cases of elixir of terpin hydrate with codeine, and
elixir of terpin hydrate with heroin. Prof. Nixon has
suggested that these resemble the plain elixir of ter-

pin hydrate in appearance and taste so closely as to

be practically indistinguishable, and a distinguishing

color for the two that contain alkaloids is very de-

sirable. The point is well taken.

Emulsion of Petroleum.—Yellow petrolatum is

better for this than white. It makes a more creamy
emulsion. To make it succeed commercially some
calcium and sodium hypophosphites should be added.

Essence of Pepsin.—The angelica wine in this

preparation should not be fortified, but should be as

low in alcohol as possible to ensure an active prep-
aration. Ten per cent, of alcohol in the finished

preparation is better than 15, because the pepsin will

be more active.

Alkaline Antiseptic.—Some have complained that

this is too sweet, and have cut down the glycerin to

half that directed in the formula, to correct this trou-

ble. It is not the glycerin, but the flavor that needs
correcting. Keep the glycerin as it is in the formula,

but use twice as much eucalyptol, and add 15 c.c. of
compound tincture of cardamom, and the sweet effect

will disappear, while the aromatic quality will be im-
proved. Magnesium carbonate is a better clarifying

agent for this than purified talc.

Solution of Ferric Oxychloride.—Too much ex-

posure of the precipitate first formed will spoil this

preparation. It is important that the ammonia wa-
ter shall be of full strength (over-strength will do no
harm) and that the full amount of diluting water be
used. Then the iron solution must be added to the

ammonia solution, and not vice versa. The washings of

the magma should be as rapid as possible (usually two
decantations per day, at morning and at night) and
the water used should be as free as possible from
dissolved air or gases. Finally squeeze all the water
possible from the precipitate and thoroughly mix the

hydrochloric acid with it. Too much or too strong

an acid will make a lighter colored preparation, not

as useful for the particular purposes of this solution.

Solution of Iron Albuminate.—The preparation

of this requires careful work, particularly in neutral-

izing the mixture of egg albumin and solution of

ferric oxychloride. The addition of the alkali must
be made ver}- cautiously, and an excess care-

fuMy avoided to obtain a precipitate that can later be

redissolved. A very slight excess of the precipitant

will cause trouble. This flocculent precipitate must
next be washed with the least possible exposure to

air, and then be pressed lightly to rid it of the excess

of water. If all this is skilfully done the magma will

dissolve in the solution of sodium hydroxide quickly.
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and yield an almost clear solution. The preparation

is, however, more easily made with twice the quan-
tity of egg albumin directed, and when so made a
clear solution is more likely to result.

The same principles apply to the Solution of Iron
Peptonate.

Syrup of Coffee.—Much depends upon keeping
the vessel well covered during the boiling and cool-

ing. There should be only enough vent to partially

relieve the pressure. If a high-grade coffee is used,

the addition of 12 grammes of ciiicory will improve
it, notwithstanding the prejudice against chicorj' in

coffee. For the cheaper coffees, a trace of coumarin
will be an improvement. Only a trace should be
used, varying somewhat with the grade of the coffee.

When properly adjusted the coumarin reinforces the

coffee flavor, without itself being noticeable. It

should be borne in mind that this preparation is not
intended for a beverage, but is used as a flavor in

emulsions, etc., and a too delicate flavor is not de-

sirable ; it must have enough of the coarser qualities

to make it effective as a disguise for unpleasant tastes.

Syrup of Licorice.—A better flavored preparation

can be made by percolating ground licorice root with
a weak (o.i per cent.) solution of ammonium car-

bonate, evaporating to 450 c.c. and dissolving 850
grammes of sugar in the liquid. This also makes a

lighter colored preparation.

Syrup of Ouinidinc.—If the mucilage of acacia

is at all acid, the bitterness will be developed. The
amount of saccharin solution directed is also too

large, in my judgment. It can better be omitted al-

together, with satisfaction to the taste.

One Year in High School or Its Equivalent.

By Prof. Frederick J. ^^L'LLING.

Doctor Wall has put upon me the necessity of deny-
ing that there is a basis for his accusations in The
Druggists Circular for February.

As to the Doctor's charge of unfairness to him on
ray part in writing to the ^Missouri educational au-

thorities, I can only claim that I am fully justified in

maintaining that his remarks at Indianapolis led to

the conclusion that they covered Missouri, and that it

is only natural that I should have consulted the Mis-
souri authorities rather than those of other States.

Dr. Wall refers to the words "specific statements"

in my letter to him under date of October 2d, 1906.

He does not mention the fact that I also wrote that

I had a very good general idea of his position. To
remember the statements in papers as lengthy as Dr.

Wall's exactly as they were read, without taking

notes, is quite beyond my ability. I believe the let-

ter (in The Druggists Circul.\r for February, page
206), explains itself sufficiently, and therefore I am
willing to leave that matter as it is.

The Doctor further charges me with making ef-

forts to prejudice the readers of The Druggists Cir-
CUL.\R against him and his position. He asserts that

these efforts imply an insult to each man who is now
a druggist and who did not attend one year in high
school. Without wanting it to be construed as an
apolog}-, I want to assure the Doctor that none of
my remarks were framed with the intention to pre-

judice anybody against him. None of my remarks
can be correctly translated into insults to any phar-
macists. It is very far from my intention to be unfair
or to insult any one.

It is unfortunate that the Doctor feels called upon
to say what he does about the university professors,

the academicians and the boards. Not many of those

who will take the trouble to read the proceedings of

tlie National Association of Boards of Pharmacy, and
who are familiar with the history of this matter will

agree with the Doctor's assertion. I do not think I

would be wrong if I regarded these remarks of the

Doctor's as being of a nature easily to be mistaken for

efforts to prejudice the board members against the

university professors.

Dr. Wall characterizes as rank sophistt}' my state-

ment, "however worthy a young man may be, neither

his inferiority nor his poverty will appeal to those

who need medicine," and then says that "an ambi-

tious, studious, bright young man given the oppor-

tunity to get a good college education will not be in-

ferior even if a one year high school did not form
part of his education." The latter is not an mferior

boy, and is not the one I described. I am safe in

saying that I know more than a hundred young men,
each one of whom originally was a poor boy, who did

not go to high school, but who worked their own way
through night school, Y. M. C. A., business school

and other courses, acquiring an education equivalent

to as much or more than one year's training in a

high school, earning their own living and tuition

at the same time and continuing thus through to

graduation from colleges of pharmacy. Any bright,

ambitious, studious young man has greater oppor-

tunities now than ever to get an education and earn

a living at the same time. If he seeks he will find

abundant opportunitity to get out of poverty, and
thousands are doing so now. Such boys are every-

where encouraged, probably by all university profes-

sors, rather than as Qr. Wall maintains, confronted

by a Cerberus law.
'
Dr. Wall states that none of his opponents in this

controversy have referred to the issue he claims he

raised at Indianapolis when, he says, he insisted that

the American way should be to ascertain what the

student knows without any reference as to when
where or how he obtained the training. I desireto

call attention merely to the fact that the qualification

"educational equivalent.'' everywhere recognized as

far as I know, disposes of the issue. No board that

I know of, nor any law, makes it obligatory upon

any candidate to have attended a high school_ nor to

have graduated from any particular or designated

institution. Even in States where prerequisite laws

are in effect, it is not necessary for the applicant to

have attended high school ; he is required to have had

a training equivalent to about one year's high school

training. He is at liberty to get tlie required educa-

tion in anv way he chooses, and many study by them-

selves without the high school or any outside aid.

The fact that the high school is the easiest and readiest

means for obtaining the desirable training creates no

obligation upon the student to employ that means to-

ward the end he seeks.

It is readilv admitted that not enough high school

facilities exist for all pupils of high school age, but

sight should not be lost of the fact that not all want

to^ attend and that existing high school facilities are

more than sufficient to care for all applicants.
_
It

would be most unwise for authorities to provide high

school instruction for all eligibles if only a very lim-

ited percentage avail themselves of it. All those who
do not attend are not deprived of the right to attend.

It would be just as consistent to claim that because a
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State does not provide facilities for tlie education of

all university eligibles, all eligibles who are not in

attendance at a university are deprived of the privilege

of a university training.

I also desire to emphasize the fact that the college

of pharmacy of the University of Minnesota does not

belittle pharmacy as Dr. Wall implies it does. It

teaches and inculcates only the highest ideals and

stimulates its students to a proper conception of the

responsibility and dignity of the pharmaceutical pro-

fession. Its faculty is continually engaged, consistent-

ly, in the endeavor to foster and create conditions

that will elevate the status of the calling. That some

students and also practitioners leave the ranks of

pharmacy for vocations that give them a better stand-

ing is a fact that exists largely on account of the at-

titude defended by Dr. Wall who looks upon phar-

macy as a business.

The points now at issue are principally two : First

—Did or did not Dr. Wall's papers, read at Indian-

apolis, cover Missouri? Second—Was the prelimi-

nary educational qualification placed unconditionally

at one year high school training or was it placed at

one year high school training or an equivalent?

As to the first point, I submit several reasons for

taking the affirmative view:

1. One of the Doctor's references is in these words

:

"our contiguous and tributary territory, i. e., from
•which the St. Louis College of Pharmacy gets stu-

dents." According to Webster, the word con-

tiguous means in actual contact, touching: also ad-

jacent, near, neighboring: adjoining. Alissouri is

certainly contiguous to the St. Louis College of Phar-

macy and the college surely draws students from
Missouri.

2. The Doctor admits that he referred to the

South and West, in which territory he is on record as

including Missouri.

3. On the floor at Indianapolis I plainly indicated

in my remarks that I understood Missouri to have
been included in the Doctor's references. I do not

remember that at the time it was pointed out to me
that my impression was not correct.

4. The impression that Missouri was referred to

by the Doctor or included in the territory referred to

by him was not had by me alone, but was shared by
ail whom I have heard discuss the matter since.

5. That Missouri was included is evidenced by the

fact that it is among the States exempted from the

high school clause without objection by Dr. Wall.

The Doctor's contention of unfairness on my part

in interpreting his remarks as covering Missouri, as

well as other States included in the South and West,
and in my consequent inquiry into Missouri educa-
tional matters therefore is erroneously based and
falls to the ground.

As to the second point it is only necessary to point

out that the action of the conference included the
words : "one year of work in an accredited high school
or its educational equivalent shall be demanded."
(Proceedings of the seventh annual meeting of the
American Conference of Pharmaceutical Faculties,

page 38.)

At the joint meeting of the American Conference
of Pharmaceutical Faculties and the National Asso-
ciation of Boards of Pharmacy among the resolutions

adopted was the following: 'A preliminary general
education of not less than one vear of satisfactorily

completed high school work or its equivalent should

be required as a prerequisite to the pharmaceutical
experience or apprenticeship required for license and
admission to pharmaceutical schools."

Xo educators have ever taken, so far as I could

learn, the attitude ascribed to them by Dr. Wall of

insisting on the high school as the only medium for

acquiring the minimum desirable pharmaceutical

training. The words "educational equivalent" imply
that the student is at liberty to get his training where-
ever, whenever and in any manner he may choose.

This is as Dr. Wall would have it only he overlooks

the fact that those whom he opposes have always
placed and defended this qualification.

In closing, I want to assure the Doctor that I free-

ly concede to him the right to his convictions and
their defence. I am glad to admit that his reply

proves that some of his convictions are my own and
that a calm retrospect of this whole matter and a
close study of the Doctor's utterances lead me to the

agreeable conclusion that we both are engaged in

the same endeavor, each in his own way and accord-
ing to his convictions, namely : to stimulate the welfare
of our calling and its followers. The fact that all of

our convictions and ideals are not identical. I do not
regard as a sufficient reason to cause any mutual re-

sentment or personal feeling or to aflfect our personal
relations adversely. I cherish the hope that in the

near future we may both be of one mind as to the

matters now in controversy. While I do not plead

for other university professors, though I feel they do
not deserve the references made to them by Dr. Wall,
I can and do bespeak for myself a more just appre-
ciation of my motives and endeavors.

[Dr. Wall's first utterance on this subject through
the Circular appears in the issue for November, page
3q6; Prof. Wulling's is in the number for December,

435. Dr. Wall replied to Prof. Wulling in the Cir-
CUL.\R for February, page 206: and now Prof. Wull-
ing's rejoinder is given. We had a few words to say
on the subject in the number for February, page 199.

It does not seem that a continuance of the controversy
is likely to bring out any new facts of importance, so

unless Dr. Wall claims the privilege of the last word,
this may be considered the termination of a discussion

which, we hope, will prove of permanent benefit to

the cause of pharmacy.—Editor The Druggists Cir-
CUL.A.R.]

• «

Sepia Tones on Velox.

Velox prints that have acquired a yellow color from
over development may be toned a beautiful sepia.

says H. Baker, in an article in the British Journal of
Photography, by converting the black metallic silver

of the paper into silver sulphide. He gives the fol-

lowing process: The prints are first bleached in a

solution of potassium ferri cyanide. 200 grains

:

potassium bromide, 300 grains ; water, 5 ounces.

\Mien the prints become markedly yellow they are

washed for five or ten minutes and then toned in a

weak solution of sodium sulphide : a few drops of a

saturated solution to 10 ounces of water being strong

enousfh. The prints should be toned one at time and
should remain in the toning bath several minutes after

the conversion is apparently complete. They are then

transferred to a dilute solution of chrome alum, and
after five minutes removed to the washing tank.
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The Bursting of the Standardization

Bubble.*
By William J. Robinsox, Ph.G., M.D.

When manufacturers of galenical preparations be-

gan to announce that they were offering assayed or

standardized fluid extracts and tinctures, they showed
that they no longer could disregard the constantly

growing demand on the part of the medical profes-

sion for a certain amount at least of accuracy in thera-

peutics. They no longer could disregard the fact which
was becoming gradually more and more patent to the

discriminating part of the profession, that in many
cases the use of the uncertain galenicals was nothing
short of criminal. Standardization was a step in tlie

right direction. It showed a desire to give the profes-

sion preparations of more or less uniformity. But
standardization is merely a step, a single step, in the

evolution of an exact and definite materia medica,
and to stop there would be to rest on a broken reed.

I believe the arguments I am about to present are

absolutely unanswerable, and I should be pleased to

hear what can be said in their refutation.

First, I shall show the absurdity of standardiza-

tion. Let us take aconite, for instance. The Phar-
macopceia gives an extremely troublesome method
for standardizing the fluid extract of aconite so

that each loo c.c. of the fluid extract may contain

0.4 gram of aconitine. Now, what is all the trouble

for? Either aconitine represents the virtues of aco-

nite, or it does not. If it represents the virtues of

aconite, then why not use aconitine per se? For
even the most enthusiastic believer in galenicals will

admit, that if we have an active principle which
fully represents the parent drug, the administration

of such active principle is in every way preferable.

We need only mention the smallness of the dose,

convenience of administration, absolute exactness of

the dose administered, unchangeability, invariability

through evaporation, etc. If, on the other hand, the

aconitine does not represent the full activity of aco-

nite, if the aconite possesses something else of value

besides the aconitine, something mysterious, which
cannot be isolated and standardized, then to what pur-

pose is the standardizing for aconitine?

In the case of other drugs the absurdity is still

greater. Pilocarpus, for instance, contains two prin-

cipal alkaloids, pilocarpine and jaborine. The action

of jaborine is directly antagonistic to that of pilo-

carpine. Now, of what good is it to know how much
pilocarpine a certain fluid extract contains if we do
not know how much jaborine it contains? Suppose
the fluid extract of pilocarpine does contain 0.4 per

cent, of pilocarpine, as the Pharmacopoeia directs. Of
what good is it if we do not know whether the amount
of jaborine it contains may not entirely overshadow
the action of the pilocarpine? It is clearly evident

that a fluid extract with but 0.3 or 0.2 per cent, of

pilocarpine, but a very small amount of jaborine, may
still prove more efficient than a fluid extract of 0.4

per cent, of pilocarpine, but a very large percentage
of jaborine. Will any honest standardizer kindly

answer the above arguments?
I have shown briefly but conclusively the absurd-

ity of standardization. I shall now show what a

broken reed standardization is, demonstrating its

utter unreliability, and in many instances its utter

vvorthlessness.

•From the Medical Record.

Let us assume for the present, for the sake of

argument, that standardization really standardizes,

that when a fluid extract just finished is stated to

contain a certain percentage of alkaloids, it really

contains that amount. What guarantee is there that

the same percentage will be contained in it a month
or six months, or a year later? Are not the temper-
ature, exposure to air, evaporation of menstruum very
liable to cause the precipitation or decomposition of

the active principle contents, or change their relative

proportion? That this is not merely a possibility or

probability, but an actual fact, will be seen from the

statement made by one of America's foremost whole-
sale druggists.

The New York Board of Health has recently been
investigating the condition of the drugs purchased
directly from the wholesale trade. The investiga-

tion disclosed the shocking fact that 72 per cent, of

all the drugs purchased from the wholesale trade

were below standard, and but 28 per cent, came up to

the pharmacopoeial requirements. Many fluid ex-

tracts were found practically or entirely devoid of

alkaloidal contents. Mr. William Jay Schiefifelin re-

ferring to the board of health findings made the fol-

lowing significant statement : "Some of the extracts

which the board of health reported below standard
were found to be of proper strength when made, but
the active principle had deteriorated. This led to the

suggestion, which has been approved and adopted by
the manufacturers, that a dated label be placed upon
all such extracts, and that they be sold in small con-
tainers, so that the druggist can constantly have a

fresh supply."

Here is a statement that the active principle in

galenical preparations may and often does deteriorate.

If this is the case, of what value is standardization?

Suppose a fluid extract of colchicum did contain

when made 0.5 per cent, of colchicine, what guar-
antee have we as to how much it contains now—when
six months or a year old? It is well known that many
fluid extracts and tinctures are kept on the drug-
gist's shelves for years, and to offer such galenicals

to the physician as reliable weapons in the fight

against disease, because at some time in the past they
were standardized, is farcical in the extreme.

But let us look a little closer into the subject of
standardization. The average physician, as well as

the average pharmacist, is under the impression that

the processes of assay are something definite, perfect,

immutable. That when a person states that a cer-

tain galenical has been standardized to contain a cer-

tain amount of active principle, that it is always so,

must be so. The well informed have always known
that it is not always so ; that standardization depended
a good deal upon who the operator was and upon
the method adopted. In other words, two equally

competent operators using the same method of assay

might obtain a different result, and the same operator

using different methods of assay would obtain dif-

ferent figures. W'e also knew that several assay

methods of the Pharmacopoeia were either unreliable

or entirely nnn'orkahlc. But something has recently

happened which will, or should, open the eyes of a

good many who worship at the shrine of standard-

ization. At the last annual meeting of the American
Pharmaceutical .Association, held at Indianapolis,

Prof. H. M. Gordin of the Northwestern University

School of Pharmacy, universally acknowledged as

one of our foremost authorities in alkaloidal chem-
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istry and standardization, threw a bomb into the phar-

macopoeial committee on assays by declaring publicly

that several of the pharmacopceial assay processes

were "completely unworkable. " In his paper entitled

"Some Alkaloidal Assays," he makes the following

statement (American Journal of Pharmacy, page 458,
October) : "While most of the metliods adopted in

the U. S. P. of 1900 for the alkaloidal assay of drugs
and galenicals are very good, there are a few among
them that either do not work at all or are so com-
plicated that they will hardly ever give concordant
results in the hands of different chemists. To the

first class belong the assays of aconite root, its fluid

extract, and the fluid extract of ipecac. In these

assays we are directed to filter the first acid liquids

obtained in the method, but as these liquids are very
thick and slimy they soon clog up the filter and tlie

assays cannot be finished. To the second class be-

long . . . the assay of extracts of physostigma
and conium, and a few others."

In another paper entitled "The Alkaloidal Assays
of the U. S. P. of 1900" (see same issue, page 454),
Prof. Gordin makes the following statement: "Some
of the assay methods of the Pharmacopoeia are com-
pletely unworkable. Such, for example, are the as-

says of aconite root, its fluid extract, and fluid ex-
tract of ipecac root, in all of which we are directed
to filter the first acid liquids obtained in these assays,
but as these liquids are very thick and contain sticky
resinous substances, the filters are very soon com-
pletely clogged, and the assays cannot be finished.
This is in accord with my own experience and the
experience of several teachers and students in our
school."

Now, if our foremost authority on standardization
finds many of the pharmacopceial processes either en-
tirely unworkable or capable of giving discordant
results in the hands of different workers, what may
we expect from the ordinary chemists in the galenical
departments of our various wholesale drug houses?
And in parentheses I would ask this rather indeli-

cate question
: How did the various wholesale drug

houses standardize, for instance, their fluid extract
of aconite according to the U. S. P., as they declare
on their labels they did, if, according to Prof. Gordin
and other most competent chemists, the assay process
was entirely unworkable and could not be finished at
all?

Prof. Gordin was not alone in his strictures on the
U. S. P. methods of assay. Prof. J. M. Francis,
Prof. A. B. Lyons, and other speakers agreed with
Prof. Gordin, and pointed out serious defects in many
of the methods. The subject seemed so important
that Prof. Rusby of the New York College of Phar-
macy introduced a resolution demanding that the
processes be revised, and that a supplement to the
Pharmacopoeia be issued (see Bulletin of PharnMy,
October). This proposition, which is an open accu-
sation of mcompetent work, was naturally opposed by
the chairman, who suggested as an alternative that
the criticisms be referred to the subcommittee on
assay processes for such action as the latter might
deem necessar}-. And we might add. the assay proc-
esses of essential oils met with similar criticisms, and
the chairman of the subcommittee on assays of essen-
tial oils confessed that the processes were admitted
without verification as to their workabiiitv or cor-
rectness ! To summarize

:

Standardisation is useless: (i) When the active

principle fully represents the drug it requires no argu-
ment that standardization is useless, and worse than
useless, because the active principle offers indisputable

advantages in (a) smallness of dose, (b) convenience
of administration, (c) exactness of dose, (d) free-

dom from objectionable and irritating inert material,

(e) nonchangeability (/) nonvariability, (g) and
more rapid absorption. (2) When the active prin-

ciple does not represent the drug in every respect,

standardization of one active principle is worse than
useless, because it gives no information as to the ab-

solute and relative amount of the other active prin-

ciples, and does not provide for the removal of an-
tagonistic principles.

Standardisation is unreliable, for even if the ga-
lenical preparation, when made, contains the exact
percentage of active principle, the latter soon begins

to deteriorate; changes in temperature, exposure,

evaporation, cause a change in the menstruum, which
in its turn produces precipitation, etc. That such
deterioration is actual, and not hypothetical, has been
publicly acknowledged by one of the most prominent
manufacturers of galenical preparations.

Standardization is nnscientitic and imperfect.

Processes of assay as found in the Pharmacopoeia,

which one would expect to be reliable and to give

definite results, have been declared by the highest

authorities to be unpractical, utterly unworkable

—

and to give discordant results in the hands of differ-

ent chemists.

All this being the case—and that it is the case is

publicly acknowledged by the manufacturers of ga-

lenicals and adherents of standardization themselves
•—is not the question legitimate? What is it all for?

Why not go to the root of the matter, give up most
of the galenicals, and use, wherever feasible, the ac-

tive principles instead?

The Failure of a Standardization Bubble
to Form.*

By H. H. Rusby. M. D.

Had the title of Dr. Robinson's article been "The
failure of a standardization bubble to form," it would
at least have presented a basis for discussion, which
in its present form it does not. In replying to his

claims therefore we may ignore the figure of speech

and inquire directly as to how far his claims are well-

founded and what are the reasons therefor.

As an arraignment of the present standardization

situation. Dr. Robinson's argument is a valuable con-
tribution, and had it stopped there we might have en-

dorsed and extended it ; but in deducing from the

facts so stated his conclusions as to the fallacy of the

principle of standardization, and as to its prospective

results, and in making the claims which he does for

the superiority of the use of the active constituents,

his article calls for some adverse criticism.

Let us first consider the magnitude and seriousness

of the present failure in standardization, and com-
pare them with those of the defects in purity and
strength of active constituents as they exist in

commerce. We may then inquire as to the

«auses of standardization defects, as indicating the

probability of their correction, and we may compare
this probability with that of the correction of the alter-

native defects in the supply of active constituents. In

*A reply (written for the CiBCtrLAB) to the foregoing
paper of Dr. Robinson's.
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this way we may reach a more just and accurate opin-

ion than by accepting the sweeping statements made
by Dr. Robinson, some of which, so far as his argu-
ment is concerned, are wild leaps rather than deduc-
tions. The illustrations selected by Dr. Robinson
naturally and admirably divide the subjects into

classes which may here be emphasized by a tabular

arrangement

:

1. Substances not amenable to assay, (a) Because
the active constituent is unknown, (b) Because the

useful active constituents are complex, (c) Because
there are active constituents which act antagonisti-

cally to the useful ones.

2. Substances for which the assay processes at pres-

ent authorized are unsatisfactory.

3. Substances for which the assay processes are re-

liable.

Regarding i (a), I will now claim that standardiza-

tion is not only useful, but necessary. If this were
not true, no man would look at or smell of or taste a

drug in making his selection ; in fact, he would not

do any selecting, or make any attempt to discriminate

between a good and a bad quality. Selection by color,

taste and smell is quite as much standardization in

its inherent nature as that by chemical assay, the

method being merely less exact. Even if we know
not the active constituents, we do often know that

these deteriorate when the drug is stale and badly

kept. This condition may be indicated by the disap-

pearance of the green coloring matter or the relatively

smaller amount of the volatile constituent giving the

odor, or by some similar peculiarity. If any of the

constituents upon which these properties depend were
determined chemically, the operator would be merely
pursuing a somewhat more accurate method than

those mentioned, which are resorted to by every one
who purchases drugs, though such assay would have
nothing to do directly with the active constituent.

This question cannot be settled in any such general

way as that adopted by Dr. Robinson. Each drug
presents its own problems which must be individually

studied, and until the last one has been settled—and
settled adversely—it will be unjustifiable to declare

that standardization is either unnecessary or useless,

€ven in the class of drugs under consideration. Mani-
festly, the purveyor of active constituents cannot as-

sist us at all with this class, so that no comparison is

called for.

A decision in the class of i (b) re^ts upon the same
principles as in that already considered.

In class I (c) the answer is most simple. The an-

tagonistic constituents must be separately estimated.

It is necessary, of course, to consider how great is the

difficulty of doing this, and this requires a comparison
between the work of the assayer and the work of the

so-called manufacturer of the active constituent
—

"so-

called." because he really manufactures nothing. He
merely extracts the active constituent from the drug,

which is exactly what the assayer does. Whatever
difficulty the one encounters is encountered by the

other, and any error in the results of the one is exactly

as likely to occur in those of the other. If the pilocar-

pine estimated in the assay is for any reason likely

to contain jaborine, that sold by the "manufacturer"
is equally liable to contain it in equal amount. If

the cause of the failure by the assayer is inherent and
unavoidable, the same is of necessity true in the case of
the manufacturer. If the manufacturer possesses

means for avoiding the difficulty, the assayer may

employ the same means. A careless reading of the

plausible but sophistical reasoning of Dr. Robinson
does not suggest the actual fact that the manufacturer
of the active constituent is an assayer on a large scale.

When he has extracted his alkaloid he surely deter-

mines its amount by weighing, if for no other than
commercial purposes. One method of assay does the

same, and if we are justified in rejecting this method
in favor of the volumetric process, we do so because
the latter is, all things considered, the more desirable.

If this substitution is an error, then we have only to

resort to the method used by the manufacturer, and
the honors are easy.

This, of course, leaves untouched the important

question as to the relative accuracy in the adminis-

tration of a drug thus assayed to that of the active

constituent extracted, but this discussion follows bet-

ter under one of the other questions. It thus seems
quite clear that in the case of drugs containing an-

tagonistic constituents, the assayer is subject to no
greater difficulty than the manufacturer.

As to class 2, it would seem unnecessary to record

the claim that the fact that a present method of assay

is unsatisfactory proves nothing unless it is also true

that it cannot be made satisfactory, which is far from
being the case. All that the Doctor says about the

unsatisfactory and "unworkable" character of the

present official processes is true. In some cases it is

true because knowledge of the subject is in a forma-
tive condition. This, however, is equally true of the

knowledge which constitutes the working basis of the

manufacturer, and equal defects exist in the purity

and uniformity of the products which he is urging
upon the medical profession with the assumption that

they are perfect. When this is not true—when he has

ways of making his products uniform and pure—the

assayer is equally fortunate. At the present time this

is not true in a legal, as it is in a scientific sense, be-

cause the Pharmacopoeia has in many instances gone
contrary to its best light, inaccurate processes having
been introduced, when perfected and accurate ones

were available. Although it is irritating to those who
are obliged to share the responsibility, it is not just

to charge these failures against the subject, when they

belong only to its administration. In the belladonna

preparations, for example, the assay processes of

which have been most criticized, the failure is entirely

due to the fact that we are directed to wash out the

alkaloid with only three portions of chloroform. Not
only is it true that this m.ay leave nearly half of the

alkaloid unaccounted for, but it is notoriously true that

the amount removed by three washings by different

operators will vary enormously. The legalization of

a modification of this process, by which all the alka-

loid is to be removed by continuous washings, is all

that is necessary to bring this method to practical per-

fection. Since Dr. Robinson has selected the aconite

assay for his illustration, it may be said that an equally

obvious defect exists in that process, the easy correc-

tion of which will afford an equally satisfactory result.

When all such cases are removed from considera-

tion, it must still be conceded to Dr. Robinson that

there are many in which the processes are defective be-

cause we now know of no way for making them better.

The bubble, in this case, has not yet been blown. Let

us wait until it has been before we talk about its

bursting. Let us remember further that the same
difficulty must apply to the operations of the manufac-
turer, as in the cases above cited. If the assayer can-
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not purify it for assaying, the manufacturer cannot
do so for selling. As a matter of fact, so learned

and careful a theraputist as Dr. H. C. Wood gave
up the use of aconitine because he found it at one
time twenty-five times as strong as at another. Truly,

one who is going to employ it can determine its

strength by assay, but this is equally true in case of

the drug. It is perfectly well established that commer-
cial supplies, in general, of aconitine, digitalin, stro-

phanthin. aspidospermine, pelletierine, physostigmine,
picrotoxin, santonin, etc., etc., are so unreliable that

one would not think it necessary to mention the fact

but for the assumption in Dr. Robinson's paper that

this is not the case.

Let us now turn the tables upon the Doctor and
point to a class of articles, diastase, amylopsin, trypsin,

pepsin, etc., in which the active constituent cannot
be extracted by any known process, but with which
standardization methods work very well. It is true
that this class forms an exception to the general rule,

but it establishes the important fact that standardiza-
tion may come to the rescue of the manufacturer
where he is totally incompetent. This fact alone
would furnish a useful field of activity for the system.

This brings us to consider the third class of sub-
stances under consideration, those for which we have
satisfactory assay processes. The Doctor has prac-
tically claimed that there are no such, though he
speaks of them as possibilities. Reference may there-
fore be made to the fact that standardization con-
stitutes the financial basis of some of the largest oper-
ations conducted in drug commerce. In fact, there
is not a manufacturer of the active constituents who
does not purchase his crude stock on this basis. Of
all the tests known to man, the most crucial is the
money test. Opium and cinchona bark being traded in,

to the values of tens of millions of dollars^on a basis
of estimate fixed by alkaloidal assay, we have an un-
deniable proof that assay processes can be satisfactorv,
and it does not seem necessary to carrv the discussion
of this claim farther. Although the commercial
method concerns itself with only one constituent, while
therapeutics must consider others, the fact that the one
can be thus definitely fixed proves that the others can
be. We may then compare the desirabilitv, in these
cases, of using the assayed preparation with that of
using the extracted constituent. This being the es-
sence of the question, it is admitted that "in manv
cases the latter method is greatly to be preferred and
that theoretically this is the objective toward which
we are working. This concession is, however, very
different from saying that standardization is not nec-
essary (note pepsin), that it has no field of usefulness
(note opium and cinchona), or that it is to be con-
demned as incompetent because it has not vet passed
the unformed state.

As to the reliability of the dose of active constituent
that a patient is getting w-hen he takes a satisfactorilv
assayed preparation, as compared with the commercial
active constituent, it may be said that there should not
be a variation of more than lo per cent, between the
assay indication and the fact, and that this variation
is doubtless less in the best of the commercial prin-
ciples, but greater in the vast majority of them.

Dr. Robinson has also criticized the instabilitv of
the activity of galenicals, but he has made no definite
statement as to the frequency of such instability and
as to its relative frequency in the commercial con-
stituents. When we remember that decomposition

and change in active constituents is ultimately depend-
ent in most cases upon the presence of organisms or

enzymes which cannot exist in the presence of a cer-

tain percentage of alcohol, it raises the question
whether any other form of these constituents is

equally stable.-- The "exposure to air" of which the

Doctor speaks would appear to be the greatest possi-

ble in the case of the extracted constituent and the

least possible m a good alcoholic preparation. This
entire question of instability in preparations is now
regarded by experts as unanswerable except by means
of long-continued experiments, which are now being
set on foot. In the meantime, we may hazard the

opinion that many of the commercial active constitu-

ents do not keep so well as the alcoholic preparation.

So far as convenience of administration is con-
cerned, there can be no doubt of the greater conveni-
ence, as well as the greater accuracy of administering
a cubic centimeter of a tincture than 1/250 of a grain

of alkaloid. The important point to be remembered
is that when the patient takes an assayed preparation
he is getting all the active constituent that there is in

it, even though a small portion may not have been
indicated in the assay ; whereas in taking the extracted

constituent the actual amount administered depends
wholly upon the purity of the article, which purity

cannot itself be known except as the result of an assay
process, which Dr. Robinson is condemning.

It being true, as Dr. Robinson says, that the ex-

tracted constituent is sometimes better because of its

"freedom from objectionable and irritating inert ma-
terial." it follows as a corollary that in other cases

such active constituent will be less useful because of

its freedom from other desirable active constituents.

Summing up, it may be said that the wise physician

will not be stampeded by any general arguments ap-

plied to a class of articles of which each must be

studied separately, both as to the direction in which it

tends and as to the strength of that tendency, and the

existence of considerations tending in the opposite

direction.
>

Lactopeptine.

According to a published report of the council on
pharmacy and chemistry of the American Medical
Association, lactopeptine contains more than 90 per

cent, of milk sugar, only small amounts of pepsin, no
hydrochloric acid or mere traces only, and no dias-

tase or pancreatin. It "corresponds to a weak saccha-

rated pepsin," says the council, and "the claims made
as to its therapeutic value are unwarranted, exagger-
ated and misleading."

Speaking of this report the editor of the Journal

of the American Medical Association says that it has
been repeatedly demonstrated that diastase and pan-

creatin are destroyed by pepsin in the presence of

acid, and "that the manufacturer should have at-

tempted to manufacture such an impossible product,

and that the medical profession should have accepted

it. is not creditable to either party concerned."

What is true of lactopeptine is true of a number of

other preparations made by manufacturing pharma-
cists which are intended to replace it.

» •

Japan has a Pharmacopoeia which was recently

new. An English translation is being made, but as

has been the case with other pharmacopoeias, dispen-

satories, etc., in English, the time of its publication is

problematical.
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Abstracts.

Titration of Ferrous Salts with Iodine.

Rupp and Horn (Aych. d. Plianii. through Pliarin.

Joitrn.) propose the following method for the titra-

tion of ferrous salts: 25 c.c. of decinonnal solution

of iodine is washed into a stoppered flask with a lit-

tle water; the solution of ferrous salt (containing

about 0.06 c.c. of ferrous iron) is introduced, and
10 grammes of normal solution of caustic soda or

potash added, with gentle shaking. After standing a

few minutes, 5 grammes of oxalic acid are added, and
after again standing ten minutes the excess of iodine

is determined by thiosulphate. The results are very

exact, and are not influenced by the presence of chlo-

rides as is the case with titration by permanganate.
The iodine and caustic potash form potassium hy-
poiodite and iodide ; ferrous hydroxide is simultane-

ously precipitated from the ferrous salt. The ferrous

hydroxide is at once oxidized to ferric hydroxide by
the hypoiodite. The oxalic acid dissolves th& ferric

hydroxide, and at the same time decomposes the ex-

cess of potassium hypoiodite, liberating iodine.

Strong acidification with a weak acid gave the best

results.

Emulsions of Cade Oil and Anthrasol.

Prof. \'. :Mibelli (Mouatsh. f. prakt. Derm.) rec-

ommends the following formulas for emulsions of oil

of cade and of anthrasol

:

Oil of cade 67 parts.

Rosin I I.I parts.

Heat until dissolved, and when cooled down to

about 70° C. add gradually and with constant stirring.

Solution sodium hydroxide,

20°B(= 14.37 per cent.) 21.9 parts.

If the operation has been successful, the product
has a nice, clear semitransparent appearance. If a

few drops are added to water, they spontaneously dis-

tribute themselves through the water, and a slight

stirring suffices to produce a homogeneous, stable and
ser\'iceable mixture. If anthrasol is called for in the

place of cade oil, the following formula is suggested

:

Anthrasol 25 parts.

Rosin 10 parts.

Solution sodium hydroxide,

26°B(= i9 per cent.) 4 parts.

Both emulsions are employed in preparing baths,

washing solutions and lotions.

Tests for Vinegar.
E. Schmidt fZeit. Unfers. Nahr. u. Genussm.

through lourn. Soc. Chem. Ind.) describes two modi-
fications of Rothenbach's test for the identification of
vinegar produced by the fermentation of alcohol.

These modifications are stated to make the test more
delicate, so that it can be applied to mixtures of the
two sorts of vinegar. One method, devised by
Kraszewski, consists in making the vinegar alkaline

by caustic soda, and then shaking out with amyl alco-
hol. The amyl alcohol is evaporated, the residue is

dissolved in water, acidified by sulphuric acid, and
tested with iodine solution. If the sample consisted
of or contained fermentation vinegar, a precipitate
or turbidity is produced after the addition of the
iodine, and cooling. It is stated that the approximate

proportion of fermentation vinegar can be judged by
the result. The second method, proposed by Schmidt,
consists in distilling oft" 100 c.c. of the sample and
testing the residue with iodine. These methods de-
pend on the presence in fermentation vinegars of
by-products of bacterial life, which, being of the
nature of alkaloids, give precipitates with iodine.
Wood vinegars, made by diluting "vinegar essence,"
give no turbiditv 'with iodine.

Detection of Barium, Strontium and
Calcium.

Benedict (Joitrn. Am. Chem. Soc.) proposes a
method for the detection of calcium, strontium and
barium., based upon the difference in the solubilities
of the iodates of these metals. The solution to be
tested (which should be a neutral or slightly am-
moniacal solution of the chlorides) is treated with
one-half its volume of 5N hydrochloric acid and to
this mixture is added its own volume of a saturated
solution of potassium iodate. Immediate formation of a
precipitate indicates barium. If a precipitate forms
slowly the presence or absence of barium should be de-
termined in a portion of the original solution by the
use of potassium dichromate. If no precipitate
forms, barium is absent. The solution is agitated
and filtered after half a minute. The filtrate is

treated with somewhat more than an equal volume of
saturated ammonium sulphate solution and boiled. A
white precipitate, permanent on boiling, indicates
strontium. To another portion of the original solu-
tion are added two volumes of saturated potassium
iodate solution, the mixture is agitated and filtered

after one-half minute. The filtrate is tested for cal-
cium by the addition of ammonium oxalate solution
and boiling.

Testing Resin of Jalap.
The ether solubility is at present the chief criterion

of the quality of jalap resin. But according to P.
Guigues (Sciences Pharm.), that is by no means suf-
ficient. In the first place the method is not depend-
able in detecting the presence of the common adul-
terants such as rosin, mastic, guaiac resin, sandarac,
etc. The author considers only the polarimetric de-
termination as reliable. He proceeds as follows:
The resin is extracted with alcohol, the solution
filtered and distilled and the semiliquid residue
washed with water. Of the resulting product the
equivalent of about 5 grammes of the dry resin is

dissolved in 100 c.c. of alcohol, the solution decolor-
ized with animal charcoal and filtered. 20 c.c. of it

are used for the polarization while 10 c.c. are evap-
orated in a capsule to determine the exact content of
resin in the solution.

Identification of Cod Liver Oil.

The German Pharmacopceia gives the following
identity test for cod liver, beside the well-known nitric

acid test : A solution of i drop of the oil in 20 drops
of carbon disulphide turns a nice violet-red, then
brown, when shaken with i drop of sulphuric acid.

E. Salkowski (Berl. klin. Woch. ) maintains that this

reaction is more satisfactory if chloroform be used as
the solvent in.stead of carbon disulphide, and if larger
quantities of the oil be used; say about I c.c. of oil

and 3 to 4 c.c. of chloroform.

The Lockwood I^/1ei\aorim Lisrari
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New Alkaloid of Valerian.

M. Chevalier (L' Union pharm.) while studying the

chemical composition of fresh valerian root, observed

that this drug contains, besides the essential oil, an

alkaloid, a glucoside and resinous principle, all phy-

siologically active. The alkaloid and the glucisode

are very unstable and disappear in part during the

drying of the plant and the making of the galenical

preparations. This fact, in conjunction with the dis-

sociation of the ethers of borneol under similar cir-

cumstances, explains the difference in activity between

the fresh and the dried roots. The presence of an al-

kaloid in valerian was pointed to first in 1891, by

Worlizewski. The glucoside, however, was not al-

luded to before this. Both principles exist in the fresh

root only in small proportion. The alkaloid exerts a

decided action upon the cerebellum and medulla oblon-

gata. The predominating effect is depressive and

paralysant, purely central ; and this explains the thera-

peutic action of preparations of fresh valerian in hys-

teria and epilepsy.

Vsu-iable Sensitiveness in Colorimetry.

David W. Horn and Sue A. Blake (Am. Chem.

Journ.) in continuation of previous work have in-

vestigated the variation of sensitiveness with concen-

tration in the colorimetry of ammoniacal solutions of

copper sulphate. The same general relations were

found to hold here as in the previous cases,t,except

that the maximum of sensitiveness is much more
accentuated. At the concentration of 0.637 ^^K- Cu
in 50 c.c. of solution, 0.0008 mg. Cu. was found to

make a perceptible difference of color in 50 c.c. of

the solution, while a slight change of concentration in

either direction caused the sensitiveness to decrease

rapidly. It is suggested that the variations in sensi-

tiveness should be investigated in every method of

colorimetric determination in order to find at what
concentration the method is most sensitive and in

order to give a true comparison between different

methods.

Tephrosal and Tephrosine.

These are two active principles isolated by M.
Hanriot (L' Union pharm.) from the leaves of teph-

rosia vogellii. Tephrosal is a volatile, aromatic liquid

of the formula CioHigO. In vacuo it begins to distill

at about 60° C. ; it is slightly soluble in water, more
readily soluble in alcohol and readily so in ether,

benzin and chloroform. Its aqueous solution reduces

ammoniacal solution of silver nitrate and Fehling's

solution; it restores the color of fuchsin decolorized

by sulphurous acid. These are reactions character-

istic of aldehydes. Tephrosine forms small, glisten-

ing prisms that melt at 187° C. and at a higher tem-

perature volatilize with partial decomposition. It is

almost insoluble in water, slightly soluble in alcohol

or glycerin, more readily soluble in acetone and freely

soluble in chloroform. Its formula is Cs^HjeOjo. It

is no reducer, and when acted upon by hot nitric acid

it yields oxalic acid.

Variations in Fluidextract of Hydrastis.

Heyl reports (Apoth. Zeit.) the results of examina-
tion of a number of commercial extracts of hydrastis

as well as of several made by himself. The specific

gravity varied between 0.9077 and 0.9874; the ex-
tractive between 10.65 and 23.89 per cent; the ash
between 0.125 and 1.14 per cent., and the hydrastine
between 1.188 and 2.904 per cent.

A New Indicator.

Niece (Merck's Report) finds that a weak alcoholic

tincture of dried red radish rinds may be used as an
indicator, particularly in titrations of ammonia. In

titrations of various acids and alkalies, when other
indicators were tried for comparison, it was found
that radish red was superior to some, but inferior to

others. With N/io HCl against N/io Na2C03 it

was found to be better than corallin, rosolic acid, or

phenolphthalein, but not so good as methyl orange.

Test paper prepared from the solution of radish red
was found to be as sensitive as red litmus paper in

testing ammoniacal urines. It is stable under all

ordinary circumstances, is readily soluble in water,

and is sensitive to both alkalies and acids in very
dilute solutions. The colors produced in titrations

are stable, but unlike those of any other indicator

thus far generally used. Heat does not impair its

virtues. Decomposed solutions lose little of their in-

dicator properties.

The Fermentation Test for Sugar in Urine.

Salkowski (Berl. klin. IVocli.) claims that by the

use of the fermentation test o.i per cent, of sugar in

urine can be detected. If the urine is alkaline a

crystal of tartaric acid should be added, and the urine

quickly boiled and cooled and the yeast then put in.

It is a good plan to always add the tartaric acid. It

may be necessary to test the yeast from time to time,

and the complete fermentation of the sugar should

always be determined at the close of the experiment.

t^
Polishing Soaps for Silverware.

Neiieste Erhndungcn nnd Erfahrnngen gives the

following for "'approved silverware polishing soaps,"

says the National Druggist:

White or yellow soap, shaved thinly. . 80 parts.

Burnt magnesia 18 parts.

English red, very finely pulverized. ... 2 parts.

Heat the soap in as little water as possible to dis-

solve the same, and when dissolved add the other in-

gredients, stirring or rubbing them well up. Prop-

erly used, this soap will keep silverware in the best

possible condition. Another:

White or yellow soap, shaved thinly. . 80 parts.

Tartaric acid 4 parts.

Tripoli 4 parts.

Ammonia alum 4 parts.

Lead carbonate 4 parts.

Water, sufficient.

Mix as in the first instance. Finally, the following

is given as a silverware soap, "if one is only careful

with his powdered chalk."

White or yellow soap, finely shaved. .100 parts.

Tin ash (putty.) pulverized 4 parts.

.Chalk, precipitated, finely powdered. . 16 parts.

Hartshorn salt
'

18 parts.

Mix, as in first case. For the hartshorn salt, am-

monium carbonate may be substituted.
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Solubility of Salicin.

At a recent meeting of the Pharmaceutical Society
of Great Britain, D. B. Dott discussed the solubility

of salicin in water. The figures given in the British

Pharmacopceia (i in 28) seemed to be practically

correct. The solubilities given in the B. P. as at

ordinary temperatures refer to a range of 10° F., a
fact wfhich is sometimes forgotten. The author de-

scribed the temperature directed in the United States

Pharmacopoeia for solubilities—25° C—as abnor-
mally high. With reference to salicin, the solubility

is given as i in 21 of water at that temperature. He
had determined the solubility of pure salicin, melting
at 201.5° C, by two methods and found it very nearly

I in 24 parts of water. It was first tried by adding
water gradually from a burette to a weighed quantity

of salicin in a stoppered bottle, the bottle being well

shaken after each addition of water, and the whole
being kept as near 25° C. as possible. In the second

case, water at 25° C. was saturated by shaking with

excess of salicilin, filtering a portion, weighing the

solution, evaporating to dryness, and weighing the

salicin.

Esbach's Albumin Test.

Dr. Haussermann (Jouni. dc Pharm d'Alsace) as-

serts that Esbach's reagent may give a reaction for

albumin in urine that contains no albumin, particu-

larly after a course of medication with potassium

preparations such as potassium acetate. In examin-
ing a urine Dr. Haussermann could detect no albumin
with other reagents, while with Esbach's reagent a

decided clouding, followed soon by a precipitation,

set in. But the precipitate differed from that ob-

tained in the presence of albumin in being crystal-

line and not amorphous, as ascertained under the

microscope. The supposition that a sparingly solu-

ble picrate of potassium possibly forms has been sub-

stantiated, inasmuch as a concentrated solution of the

precipitate, acidulated with hydrochloric acid and
held on a platinum wire in a flame, distinctly exhibits

the characteristic potassium colorations.

Dangers of Non-Infectious Dust.

Recently published statistics of the Metal Polishers'

Union of this country are referred to by the Journal

of the American Medical Association as affording

startling proof of "the pathogenic quality in an in-

direct way at least of non-infectious dust." The work
of the members is done on rapidly revolving wheels

and during work hours they are in an atmosphere
thick with dust, which, says the writer, "is perfectly

free from infectious material, except for chance acci-

dental contamination, and even this must be rare,

since many of the dust particles are hot, owing to the

velocity of the wheel. The treasury of the union
was found to be constantly depleted by the payment
of death benefits, many of the men dving from lung
troubles. The statistics for the last four years show
that in 1903, 45 metal polishers died, of whom 43
succumbed to some lung trouble. In 1904 there were
but 38 deaths among "the metal polishers, of which
only three were due to other causes than pulmonary
diseases. In 1905 there were 70 deaths among the

metal polishers, 65 of which were due to some form of

lung trouble. In this city a local union having 170
men working exclusively on the precious metals had
eight death claims in two vears, seven being due

directly to tuberculosis, while 400 men employed in all

the other branches of the same industry have had but
three deaths from this cause in the same space of time.

The Journal remarks that "what might seem to be the
most innocuous of dirt particles, when inspired, con-
stitute foci of irritation in which tubercle bacilli may
readily find a favorable nidus for implantation and
growth. Hence the necessity for the cleaning and
above all for the sprinkling of streets. Hence also the

supreme advisability of the modern methods of house
cleaning which do away with the raising of dust. If

the crusade against tuberculosis is to be successful,

hand in hand there must go with it the crusade against

dust and dirt."

Sick Headache from Eye Strain.

Baker (Ophthalmic Record) has collected one hun-
dred cases of undoubted migraine which he has fitted

with glasses, and publishes the result of each after a

lapse of two years' fair trial. In all there had been
a history of many attacks of scintillating scotomata,
flashes of light or hemianopsia, followed by head-
ache, nausea and vomiting, the attacks lasting from
four to five hours in some, while in others two or
three days. Of these one hundred cases, fifty five

were cured by the wearing of glasses ; thirty-one were
greatly benefited and seldom had attacks, which, when
they did occur, were generally traced to some indis-

cretion, excessive use of the eyes, worry, etc. ; four-

teen were not benefited, five cured by tenotomy of one
of the ocular muscles, one by the wearing of a pessary,

and eight were not relieved, but found their glasses

necessary for other reasons. The refractive errors

were of all kinds, but the majority had astigmatism.

Solvents for Alkaloids.

The best solvents for alkaloids, aside from chloro-

form, which in toxicological examinations has the dis-

advantage that it forms emulsions with difficulty and
changes certain alkaloids, are the following (Nonv.
Remedies). For amorphous aconitine, crystalline

atropine and brucine, acetic ether ; for cocaine, acetic

ether or benzol ; for colchicine, ether or water saturat-

ed with ether; for hyoscyanime and morphine, acetic

ether ; for strychnine, benzol ; for cinchona alkaloids,

water saturated with ether. Carbon tetrachloride is

not considered a good solvent for alkaloids.

The Red Coloration of Autumn Leaves.
According to Gautier (Coiiipf. rend.), the red

coloring matter of autumn leaves is not a derivative

of chlorophyl, as it does not contain nitrogen or phos-

phorus. In the case of vines at least, these colors are

formed by colored acid phenols, crystallizable from
boiling water, and of the nature of tannin. To these

substances the author has given the name, "acides

amelochroiques." The pigments vary with each

plant.

Strengthening Filters.

A contributor to the Apothcker Zeitung (through
Natl. Drug. ) says paper filters may be prevented from
tearing by firmly tying the folded paper about i centi-

meter from the point with a thread (which should be
colorless). A further advantage of this little pro-

cedure is that the point of the filter does not lie close

and smooth on the funnel, and the flow of the liquid

through it is very much hastened.
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The Modern Materia Medica.
Afridol Blue and Violet are two benzidine dyes

employed as remedies in the sleeping sickness.

Antikollaemin is described as a preparation that

neutralizes excessive uric acid and other acids circu-

lating in the blood and thus preventing many diseases.

According to Zemik, it consists of sodium benzoate,

sodium hippurate, calcium fluoride, sodium carbonate

and phosphates of potassium, sodium, ammonium,
calcium and magnesium.

Arthrosan is, according to Dr. M. Fraenkel, a new
form of administering formaldehyde and sodium
citrate simultaneously. It is marketed as tablets

which are chiefly prescribed in gout. It should be

noted that the use of formaldehyde in any form or of

compounds that may produce it involves a possibility

of bad effect on eyesight, it having been suggested
that the poisonous and sight-destroying effect of wood
alcohol is due to its decomposition into formic acid in

the system, which acid may be produced from formal-

dehyde, it being an intermediate product in the change
of wood alcohol to formic acid. The formation of

this acid may be possible from any drug containing

the methylene group, or it may be liberated from for-

mates. External applications, it must be remembered,
will introduce a medicament into the system as well

as internal administration.

Asbradon is bradon (see this below) said to con-

tain in each 15 grammes 0.0005 gramme of arsenous
acid. It is employed as a nervine.

Athensa is a chalybeate preparation said to be
similar to Athenstaedt's tincture of iron, but which
differs from the latter in containing but little alcohol.

Benzoyl-Succinyl Peroxide is a colorless crystal-

line substance of aromatic odor and very pungent
taste, soluble in chloroform and alcohol; in water it

decomposes into benzoic and succinic acids. It is put
forward as an antiseptic.

Blenal is the carbonic ester of santalol of the for-

mula (Ci5H20)XO, and occurs as a brownish, oily,

odorless and nearly tasteless liquid, soluble in alcohol

or ether, but insoluble in water. It is employed in

place of oil of sandalwood as an anticatarrhal in

gonorrhea, cystitis, etc. It is slowly decomposed by
the alkaline intestinal secretion into carbonic acid and
santalol.

Bradon is an elixir said to contain as its active
ingredients fluidextracts of valerian, artemisia,

orange, melissa and adonis, besides bromides. It is

employed as a nervine and antispasmodic.

Bromatol is an emulsion of cod liver oil and bro-
moform, put forward for whooping cough and other
affections of the upper air-passages.

Bromural is the trade name adopted for mono-
brom-isovalerianyl-urea, a condensation product of
isovalerianic acid and bromisovalerianyl bromide.
It occurs as white, nearly tasteless needles, readily

soluble in alcohol and alkali solutions, sparingly solu-

ble in water and melting at about 145° C. It is ex-
ploited as a nerve sedative and mild hypnotic.

Chelafrin is another trade name applied to the
vaso-constrictive principle of the suprarenal capsule.

The article is marketed in i :iooo solution of its hy-
drochloride.

Coryfin is defined as the ethylglycocollic ester of
tnciithol. It is employed topically in headache and
nasal catarrh.

Creosapol (Hill) is the present trade name for
what was formerl}- known as Hill's creolin.

Energin is the designation recently applied to a
preparation of cod liver oil and chocolate, recom-
mended as a nutrient and alterative. The same name
has been adopted for a product claimed to be vegetable
proteid.

Erosan is sirosol (syrup of potassium sulpho-

guaiacolate) containing dionin (ethyl-morphine hy-
drochloride). It is prescribed as an antitubercular

and a cough sedative in chronic pectoral aft'ections.

Eucol is what Dr. G. Biscaro has named guaiacol
acetate. The article occurs as a colorless liquid of

a specific gravity of 1.138, of a guaiacol odor and
boiling with partial decomposition at 235° to 240° C.

It is soluble in all proportions in alcohol and in 5
parts of almond oil. It is intended for use as a

readily assimilable compound of guaiacol that may be

employed per os or subcutaneously-

Eumietine is the fanciful name given to hard cap-
sules containing salol, santalol and hexamethylena-
mine. See caution regarding methylene compounds
under arthrosan, above.

Formalin-Tannin is the same as tannoform, for-

motan and other condensation products of formalde-
hyde and tannic acid. See caution regarding for-

maldehyde under arthrosan, above.

Hemozol is a brand name of iron nucleinate.

locasinum is an organic compound of iodine, al-

bumin and casein. It is intended as a substitute for

the iodides internallv where these are not borne
well.

Lecithin-Egg Oil is a preparation containing 20
per cent, of lecithin and claimed to be very service-

able for preparing emulsions of cod liver and other

oils.

Limonin, exploited as a substitute for citarin

(sodium methylene-citrate), is. according to Eichen-

griin, a mixture of paraformaldehyde and sodium
citrate. See caution regarding formaldehyde under
arthrosan, above.

Monobrom-isovalerianyl-urea. See bromural.

Monotal tablets are said to contain as their

active ingredient ethyl glycocollic ester of guaiacol.

and are employed as an anodyne in neuralgia, gout,

etc.

Neutros Sapon is a new neutral soap recom-
mended a soap and ointment base. It is said to take

up solutions of medicaments quite freely, not to irri-

tate the skin and to be especially adapted for the

preparation of eye salves.

Orchidin Guaiacinated is described as an organo-
therapeutic preparation containing guaiacin. It oc-

curs as a brown liquid containing a small percentage

of alcohol and having an aromatic taste. It is em-
ployed in gouty arthritis.

Tuklinum is a formaldehyde and ether mixture
used in catarrhs of the nose and larynx. See caution

regarding formaldehyde under arthrosan above.

Vergotinine is a French veterinary remedy for

peotoral diseases, dyspepsia and cardiac affections in

horses. According to the manufacturers, it consists

of veratrine 3 parts, strychnine sulphate 2 parts,

ergotinine crj-stals 10 parts and glycerin 150 parts.
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Notes and Queries. Calomel and Sweet Spirit of Niter.—B. A. E.,

„ 7, ,„ ,,7^ ,,, , „ ^.
*

. ^ New York, sends two prescriptions, one for i/io
Notice.—It is desirable that all questions to 6e an- r i i i ir i j i.u i.u /r«_

swered under this head should be received before the g^ain of calomel every half-hour and the other (for

fifteenth of the month and they must be accompanied with the same patient) for lO drops of sweet spirit of niter

the name and address of the writer. every hour. He wants an explanation of the incom-
Queries are not answered by mail The information patibility of the two substances, and also whether

supplied m these columns is intended for the benefit of ^ ,. u u ut f ii„ tv,^;.- -.^ir,^;,,;^

our readers in general, not for the profit of the individual venous results would probably follow their adminis-

inquirer only. tration as prescribed.——— Water gradually decomposes spirit of nitrous ether,

Pills of Silver Albuminate.—H. D. C, California, liberating nitrous acid, which acts both as an oxi-

writes : "Can you give us in your query column a dizing and a reducing agent. Calomel is changed by

good working formula or advice as to the best way nitrous acid to corrosive mercuric chloride and mer-

to make an albuminate of silver pill on receipt of a cury, on prolonged contact, but when the nitrous ether

prescription as follows: and calomel are given separately the probability of

IJ Argent, nit. cryst gr. vi. such action is remote.

Ft. albuminate pill No. xxiv. We should not consider it dangerous to administer

"One of our physicians has been prescribing this spirit of nitrous ether conjointly witli calomel, butwe

quite frequently and we are not just satisfied with would take the precaution of neutralizing the spirit

our way of making them. Is there any regular It is always acid, due to a partial decomposition caused

amount of albumin to be used." by the ^yater m thealcoho ,
and the amount of tree

Apparently the phvsician has here an idea of form- f
^id which_ iv contains wih be in proportion to the

ing a silver albuminate which will not be precipitated ^^"g^.h ol time that the spint has stood. This acid

bv chlorides, and which he hopes will pass through ^o^f'""" '^'^}'^ ^^"^^ ^ change in the calomel even

the stomach unchanged. He may have a certain con- >" the stomach, though we think that this is doubtful,

trolled product in mind, and remembers that this is
?"t the spirit is easily neutralized by shakmg it for a

not precipitated by chlorides, alkalies, etc. If given fe^ minutes with some moist potassium carbonate,

on an empty stomach, such a combination may pass The clear liquid shou d be poured off after the

into the intestines without change. shal^"5, I";he stomach nitrous ether is very quickly

The albuminates are made by adding a neutral or absorbed, and it :s improbable that any great amount

alkaline salt to a solution of alkali albumin. The of action upon the calomel could be exercised under

commercial method of making silver albuminate has the conditions there existing, even if some free

not been disclosed, to our knowledge, but such a salt
"'trous acid were liberated.

is formed when we add silver ammonio-nitrate to a
, T^ • • a t t\t

solution of t^g albumin, followed by just sufficient Calomel in a Complex Prescription.—A. L. M
ammonia water to obtain a solution. Such solution New York, received a prescription of which the fol-

will not be clear, but should contain no visible lumps lowing is a copy:

or particles. ^ Hydr. chlorat. mit gr-ijss

Since this prescription calls for pills, we should rec- Tr. ferric chlor 5ij

ommend the following procedure : Dissolve the silver Kali chloric gr.xxx

nitrate in 5 minims of ammonia water, and add to 24 Antipyrine %^.'^^

grains of dried egg albumin, or use enough albumin Glycerin n_]
_

to make a mass. If the mass lacks adhesiveness a Aq q- s. 511J

little powdered tragacanth should be used. This He refused to fill it, on the ground that the first

makes a mixture containing an excess of albumin, but three ingredients would form corrosive mercuric

it will absorb or dissolve better for that reason, and chloride. He convinced the prescrii)er that the medi-
the excess of albumin is not objectionable. To form cine should not be dispensed, but later the physician

a silver albuminate without an excess of albumin said that he had consulted a chemist who had told him
would call for more skill and manipulation than that the calomel would not change. He wants our
would be justified. opinion. As a physician, a druggist and a chemist

It should be remembered that the long-continued have all passed on the matter, one being on one side,

use of silver nitrate internally causes permanent dis- one on the other, and the third "on the fence." the

coloration of the skin, and a similar use of other sil- duty of casting the deciding vote is a rather delicate

ver compounds may do the same. one, but we shall do our best to perform it properly.

To begin with, we do not know what the third item

Calomel with Cherry- Laurel Water.—B. A. E., in the prescription is. We should expect it to be

New York.—Cherry-laurel water (British Pharma- potassium chlorate, but it reads more like chloride,

copceial contains about o.i per cent, of hydrocyanic The chlorate is, of course, an oxidizing agent, and
acid. Ruddiman says : "It has been proved that calo- therefore more likely to form corrosive sublimate

mel with hydrocyanic acid is changed to mercuric than the chloride. It is, however, active only in acid

chloride, mercuric cyanide, and metallic mercury. solutions, and this solution is practically neutral.

Hydrocyanic acid displaces hydrochloric acid in dilute It is probable -that a trace of corrosive sublimate

solutions, while in concentrated solutions hydrochloric would be formed in the mixture, but, we believe, not

acid displaces hydrocyanic acid." One of the authors in quantity sufficient to exert any toxic action. There
of the United States Dispensatory says that he "con- are some authorities who claim that calomel owes its

siders it very dangerous to associate calomel with bit- action entirely to the formation of a minute trace of

ter almonds or hydrocyanic acid in prescription," but corrosive sublimate in the stomach, through the ipflu-

in the Bulletin of Pharmacy for 1893. page 15S, it is ence of the hydrochloric acid therein. They attribute

stated that investigation has shown that there is no the efficacy of repeated minute doses of calomel to this

danger in combining the two substances. transformation. It has been shown that minute traces
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of corrosive sublimate are formed by contact of calo-

mel with hydrochloric acid and chlorides, but such

combinations are frequently prescribed without ill

eflfects.

We have submitted this prescription to several dis-

pensers of large experience, and all of them say that

they would dispense it. The wisdom of putting calo-

mel' in a fluid mixture like this is questioned, and the

probability of variations in the dose is pointed out, but

we do not consider the mixture dangerous.

Cheap Cleansing Powder.—C. F. W., New
York, sends a sample of cleansing powder which is on
the market in the \\'est at from 2 to 3 cents a pound,

according to quantity taken. It is said to contain no
grease, lime or caustic.

This powder is a sodium sesquicarbonate, known
also as ''snow flake crystals." It may be regarded

as a mixture of sodium carbonate and sodium bicar-

bonate, and has the composition NaX03,HC03+
2H2O. It contains 41.95 per cent, of actual alkali

(calculated as Na„0) whereas sal soda contains 21.68

per cent., and sodium bicarbonate 36.90 per cent, of

actual alkali. The sesquicarbonate is therefore an
economical form of non-caustic alkali, i pound dis-

solved in 2 gallons of water giving a solution of about
the same cleansing power as i pound of sal soda

dissolved in i gallon of water. It is worth, there-

fore, about twice as much as sal soda for cleaning pur-

poses.

Elixir of Iron, Quinine and Strychnine Phos-
phate.— Two correspondents, noticing a query con-

cerning this elixir, and a formula, in the Circul.'^r,

offer suggestions for managing the precipitate formed
in making the preparation. George W. Koch, New
York, says that he heats the elixir over a water bath
until the precipitate is redissolved, and then adds
enough distilled water and alcohol to replace that

lost.

Fred W. Ames, Jr., Ancon. Panama, writes that

even when good material had been used he had been
bothered by the precipitate. "After several experi-

ments," he says, "I found that if I added i or 2 per
cent, of alcohol and let the elixir stand about one
hour, the precipitate would be redissolved ; the pre-

cipitate in question occurred when I was preparing
the elixir and not afterward."

Mr. Ames goes on to say : "The above question
prompts me to give my experience, as I make 30 to

40 liters monthly of this elixir. The formula given
in the CiRCUL.JiR takes time, and as time adds to cost

of the finished article, which primarily reduces profit,

it is something to be saved.

"I tried the National Fornuilary [second edition]

formula, as follows:

Iron phosphate (U. S. P.). 17.5 grammes.
Quinine (alkaloid) 8.75 grammes.
Strychnine (alkaloid) 0-275 grammes.
.\lcohol 130.00 cub. cent.

Water 50.00 cub. cent.

Aromatic elixir, to make. . 1,000.00 cub. cent.

"Iron phosphate becomes dark and discolored on
exposure to light, especially when in solution.

Changes are more rapid and atmospheric conditions

are harder on salts here than in the States, so I found
the elixir when made by the above formula, in a few
davs became verv dark and in six weeks I have seen

the iron entirely reduced and precipitated. I thought
the alcohol had much to do with the reduction of the

iron, so I changed the formula to what follows

:

Iron phosphate (U. S. P.) . 17.5 grammes.
Quinine (alkaloid) 8.75 grammes.
Strychnine hydrochlorate

or sulphate 0.275 grammes.
Water 50.00 cub. cent.

Aromatic elixir, to make. . 1,000.00 cub. cent.

"The result was a transparent elixir of a light pea-

green color, the color being quite stable. Having no
added alcohol to hasten the reduction of the iron,

this elixir keeps well, and the ease and quickness

with which it may be prepared add to its profitable-

ness.

"By adding Fowler's solution of arsenic, tliree

drops to the dram, I make an excellent general tonic,

which, when properly labeled, should appeal to the

physician."

There is now an official formula for this elixir.

Elixir of Pyrophosphate of Iron, Quinine and
Strychnine.—M. E. Pate, of Paducah, Ky., con-

tributes the following formula

:

Quinine sulphate 64 grains.

Strjxhnine sulphate 2 grains.

Iron pyrophosphate 512 grains.

Sodium citrate 60 grains.

Alcohol 2 ounces.

Distilled water i ounce.

Glycerin 3 ounces.

Aromatic elixir. . . .enough to make 16 ounces.

Dissolve the alkaloidal salts in the alcohol and 5
ounces of aromatic elixir on a water bath. Dissolve

the iron salt in the water without heat, and add the

sodium citrate and glycerin : then add this solution to

the solution of alkaloidal salts, bring the measure up
to 16 ounces with aromatic elixir; finally, filter.

Of course no preparation should be sold under a

National Formulary name which is not of National

Formulary standard.

Antiseptic Powder.—F. E. Dudman, Charleston,

S. C, having noticed the remarks concerning Tyree's

antiseptic powder in the Circul,\r for February, page

229, writes that he has dispensed on many occasions

with satisfactory results a powder made according to

the following formula

:

Sodium salicylate Yi ounce.

Boric acid Yi ounce.

Sodium bicarbonate 3 ounces.

Directions: Two teaspoonfuls in a pint of warm
water.

He does not offer this as a substitute for Tyree's,

but on its own merit.

We thank Mr. Dudman for this and another for-

mula contributed by him to this issue, and hope to

hear from him again and often.

Iron and Manganese Peptonate.—H. K. C.
Mainland.—Directions for making this preparation

appear in the Circul.\r for June. 1905. page 193, and

for September. 1902. page 194. Another formula

may be seen in the National Formulary, and still an-

other, by H. A. B. Dunning, in the Proceedings of

the American Pharmaceutical Association for 1905,

page 397-
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Preparations to Dispense on Prescriptions.

—

R. H., Illinois.—When a physician prescribes a prep-
aration without designating any particular make or
brand, the natural inference is that he wants the one
which is official, or, in the absence of an official one,
then the one which comes closest to being official. In
the case of essence of pepsin, we should say that he
wanted the National Fonnular\- preparation.

In refilling an old prescription, we should use the
preparation made according to the formula in vogue
at the time it was written and first filled. Suppose,
for instance, the prescription had been written five

years ago, and called for tincture of aconite. Mani-
festly it would be unfair to the patient and to the

physician to dispense, upon refilling, a tincture of

about one-fourth (285/1000) the strength of that

which the doctor wanted; or, if tincture of strophan-
thus were prescribed, it might prove disastrous to

dispense a preparation of twice the strength of the

tincture the prescriber had in mind when he was cal-

culating his doses. This whole question was pretty

well threshed out at the time the eighth revision of

the Pharmacopoeia became official, but that some of

the doctors have not yet learned of the Pharmacopoeia
and its decennial changes, is shown by a note in the

CiRCUL.^R of last month, page 259, taken from a

medical journal.

Elixir of Beef Peptones.—W. :\I., Xew York,
wants a "practical formula for a preparation of 'arti-

ficially digested beef or 'beef peptones' containing

the nutrient ingredients of beef, milk and wheat in a

ready assimilative form as an essence or elixir."

So far as we know, a palatable preparation of pep-

tones has not yet been made. A careful scrutiny of

the labels of some "peptonoids," and similar prepara-

tions, discloses the fact that these do not claim to be
preparations of peptone, but are ''digested" products,

or "contain peptones," from beef, wheat and milk.

Analyses of such preparations in Dr. Allen's labora-

tory shows that these liquid "peptonoid" prepara-

tions contained respectively 0.43 per cent., 0.48 per

cent, and 0.52 per cent, of peptone with traces of

albumoses and meat-bases. A "peptonoid" in pow-
der form yielded 0.88 per cent, of peptone in a total

of 16.27 per cent, of proteids, of which 12.22 per

cent, were insoluble proteids, and 3.17 per cent, were
albumoses. The powder contained 23.64 per cent, of

starch and 48.52 per cent, of milk sugar. The
amount of peptone in any of these preparations is too

small to be of much medicinal value.

The trouble is that when digestion is carried out to

completion, bitter substances are formed that are very-

unpalatable, and no means of overcoming this objec-

tion have yet been devised. So the apparent aim of

such preparations is to exhibit a form of soluble

proteids which have been digested as far as is prac-

ticable, but in which only a trace of peptone is formed,
and which is free from bitterness. If, for instance,

milk be treated with pancreatin and sodium bicarbon-
ate at a temperature of 38° C. for five minutes, the

casein will be partially converted so that it will not

coagulate in clots, but will show little change in taste

and appearance. If the milk be treated in an open
vessel, this change can be watched. The milk first

forms a thin pellicle, then becomes gradually but
softly curdled. The curd then gradually redissolves

and the milk recovers its original appearance, until

the peptone is formed, when the milk loses its white-

ness and assumes a dull yellowish-gray shade. It

then has a bitter taste. This last stage must there-

fore be avoided and yet approached as closely as pos-

sible.

For making beef peptones there are two methods.

One, and probably the Ijest one for ordinary purposes,

is to treat the beef with superheated steam. This
does not form true peptone, but makes "pseudo-pep-
tones," which are soluble and somewhat more easily

digested. The other method consists of treating the

meat with pepsin and 2 per cent, hydrochloric acid

for six hours, or until a slight bitterness appears, at

a temperature of 52° C. with constant stirring. This
changes the albumin to albumose, and forms a very

small proportion of peptone.

The commercial ''peptonoid" preparations are prob-

ably made in this way; that is, by treating the meat
or meat extract with pepsin, and the milk and wheat
proteids with pancreatin. Analysis showed one of

these commercial preparations to contain 15.6 per

cent, of alcohol, which is necessary to preserve it.

We cannot go into details any further than this,

but should like to know how our querist, or others,

succeed if they try our suggestions.

Coca Cola.—J- J- ^I., Virginia.—^^'e do not know
the exact proportions of the ingredients used in the

manufacture of this article, or the process used in

bringing them together. As stated in the Circul.xr

ior February, page 225, we printed a number of in-

teresting facts concerning the composition of the bev-

erage in our issue for januan,', 1906, page 15. As
our supply of the latter number is exhausted we 'will

here give the gist of the article in question :

In the trial of a suit between the United States

and the manufacturers of coca cola the attorney for

the latter stated in effect that coca cola was a little

less than half sugar, the liquid in which it was held

in solution being water. In each glass there were
about I to lYz grains of caffeine, 1/400 grain of co-

caine, and lYz grains of phosphoric acid, the bever-

age being made palatable with "lemon, vanilla and
the like." Coca leaves and kola nuts were put in to

give the drink a name, and i per cent, of alcohol was
used as a preservative.

The attorney for the government declared that

coca cola "should be classified as a dangerous medic-

inal compound," which will "originate, engender, cul-

tivate and inflame the desire for stimulants, opiates

and narcotics."

Between the two statements of attorneys the drug-

gist is at liberty to take his choice; or, perhaps he

can figure it out that they do not conflict.

Responsibility of a Licensed Clerk for an Un-
licensed Proprietor.—W. S. E., New York.—You
fail to make it clear to us just what you are trying

to get at. In this city a man who is not a licensed

pharmacist may engage in the retail drug business,

but only when he has a licensed man to supervise

the pharmaceutical work. The proprietor is responsi-

ble to the public for the proper conduct of his busi-

ness.

We do not know that we have told you what you

want to know, but if not it is because you did not

tel! us w-hat it was that you wanted to know. If you
v.:i«h further information we should be pleased to have
vou ask us for it.
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Calendar of Window Displays.—S., Maryland.

—

The "calendar" you speak of appears in the Circular
for September, 1904, page 210. As there stated, it is

an abstract of an article in the Bulletin of Pharmacy.
In it is given a list of window displays for each week
of the year. The full list follows: January—Own
cough cures, cod liver oil emulsions, linseed meal,

thermometers, chamois skins and vests. February

—

Licorice sticks and tablets, own cough cure, prescrip-

tions, all kinds of winter medicines. March—Sick-

room supplies, petrolatum, everything for the toilet,

Easter pe'rfumes. April—Own sarsaparilla, disin-

fectants, own tonic hypophosphites, own liver and

stomach pills. May—All kinds of spring medicines,

whisk brooms, cigars, walking sticks and crutches,

everything for the baby. June—Own corn cure, shav-

ing supplies, sponges and chamois, tooth brushes.

July—Paris green, seidlitz powders, root beer, own
foot powders, bath room supplies. August—Talcum
powders, castile soap, own headache powders, tooth

powder, paste and liquid. September—Spices, fruit

jar rings, corks, cigars. October—All kinds of

brushes, own tonic hypophosphites, combs, rubber

goods. November—Own cough cure, all kinds of

liniments, plasters, condition powders. December

—

Hair brushes, perfumes, Christmas goods, holiday

goods.

Invisible Inks.
—"Apothecary," Massachusetts.^

From a little monograph on inks, by W. W. Swift, the

following information is given. The language is not

altogether pharmaceutical or even grammatical, but

the facts, and not the medium through which they

are conveyed, are the important thing, and these are

given as foupd:
Sulphate of copper and sal-ammoniac equal parts, dis-

solved in water, writes colorless but turns yellow when
heated.

2. Onion juice like the last.

3. A weak infusion of galls turn black when mois-
tened with weak copperas water.

4. A weak solution of sulphate of iron turns blue when
moistened with a weak solution of prusslate of potash,
or black with infusion of galls.

5. Solution of acetate of colbat, to which a little nitre
has been added, becomes rose color when heated, and dis-

appears on cooling.

6. New milk, written with on white paper, is made
legible by sprinkling with coal dust or soot.

7. Sulphuric acid, 1 part; water, 20 parts; mix to-

gether; write with a quill pen, which writing can be read
only after heating it.

8. Dissolve nitrate of bismuth in water; write with
the solution, which will be invisible when dry, and visible
again when immersed in water.

9. Write with a solution of ferrocyanide of potassium;
develop by pressing over the dry invisible characters a
piece of blotting paper moistened with a solution of cop-
per sulphate of copperas.

10. Write with pure dilute tincture of iron; develop
with a blotter moistened with strong tea.

11. A weak infusion of galls is turned black by sul-
phate of iron, (copperas).

12. Reversing the above, writing with copperas turns
black by moistening with infusion of galls.
Blue Sympathetic Inks—Writing with copperas turns

blue if wetted with a solution of prussiate of potassa.
Nitrate of cobalt turns blue on being wetted with a

weak solution of oxalic acid.
Rice water or a solution of boiled starch turns blue in

a solution of iodine in weak spirit.

Sympathetic Inks Developed by Heat.—There are a num-
ber of colorless substances that may be used as inks which
are developed by the application of heat only.
Lemon Juice, a very weak solution of either aqua fortis,

oil of vitriol, common salt, or saltpeter, will turn yellow
or brown on exposure to the Are.

A weak solution of chloride of cobalt and chloride of
nickel is turned a beautiful green by heat.

A solution of chloride, or nitro-muriate of cobalt turns
green when heated, and disappears on cooling.

A dilute solution of chloride of copper becomes a fine
yellow at moderate heat, and disappears on cooling.

A solution of acetate of cobalt, with a little nitrate
added to it, turns rose colored by heat, and disappears
again when cold.

These last, which disappear again on cooling, are the
best sympathetic inks tor purposes of correspondence, as
the others are more or less indelible when once developed.

Ginger Ale Essence.—C. L. C, New York.—In
the National Formulary may be found directions for

making a soluble essence of ginger. This formula is

based upon information contained in a paper read by
the late Luther F. Stevens before the American Phar-
maceutical Association (see Proceedings, volume 34,
page 42) and given in full in the Circular for De-
cember, 1886, page 270.

Another formula, copied from the Circular for

May, 1895, page 109, follows:

Ground Jamaica ginger 2 pounds.
Powdered pumice 2 ounces.

Slaked Hme 2 ounces.

Diluted alcohol enough to make 4 pints.

Rub the ginger 'with the pumice and lime until thor-

ouglily mixed, then moisten with diluted alcohol until

perfectly saturated ; afterward place this mixture in a

narrow percolator, being careful not to use any force

in packing; simply place it to obtain the position of

a powder required to be percolated so that the men-
struum will go through uniformly. Lastly, add
diluted alcohol and proceed until 4 pints of the fluid

are obtained. Allow the percolate to stand for

twenty-four hours, and filter if necessary.

Having procured a satisfactory soluble ginger ex-

tract, mix, say, 21/2 ounces of it with a pint of syrup

and take of this the usual quantity to a glass of car-

bonated water. A dash of lemon or vanilla improves
the flavor of the "ale."

The following formulas are taken from Hiss'

Manual of Beverages

:

Tincture of ginger .*
. . . 7 ounces.

Tincture of capsicum 3 ounces.

Oil of lemon, fresh i dram.
Solution of citric acid 4 ounces.

Sugar 10 pounds.

Water . .enough to make 10 gallons.

Mix in the usual manner, and charge in the usual

manner not to exceed 150 pounds pressure.

II.

Jamaica ginger, bruised 3 pounds.

Fresh yellow rind of lemons i pound.

Capsicum 4 ounces.

Alcohol I gallon.

Make a tincture and use 3 ounces to a gallon of

syrup.

While in copying the formulas we copy capsicum

and all, we do not recommend the use of that in-

gredient in the manufacture of ginger ale, for the

two-fold reason that such use is mildly fraudulent,

and capsicum is quite irritating to some stomachs.

Indeed, under the pure food and drug acts, a ginger

ale which contained capsicum might possibly be con-

sidered misbranded unless the label declared the pres-

ence of the foreign substance.
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Compound Kargon.—In further answer to C. S.

A, New Jersey (see the Circular for February, page
226), we quote from the Journal of the American
Medical Association:

From the reports of our chemists who analyzed this nos-
trum it appears to contain potassium acetate and buchu
as the essential constituents. One chemist concludes his
report as follows: "This wonderful remedy, then, seems
to be acetate of potash, about 15 grains to each teaspoon-
ful, and fluid extract of buchu." Another chemist states:
"Kargon contains buchu, potassium acetate, glycerol and
18 per cent, alcohol." ... Of course a combination of
acetate of potash and fluid extract of buchu with fluid ex-
tract of dandelion and compound syrup of sarsaparilla
makes an active diuretic. But it is a combination that in
the majority of cases of kidney disease will do great
harm. And no matter what the conditions, if used indis-

criminately and "taken regularly," as the advertisements
advocate, it can not be otherwise than dangerous.

Removing Indelible Ink Stains.—H. K. C, Mary-
land.—Generally the stain is made by silver nitrate.

Theoretically this may be removed by soaking the

fabric stained in a solution of common salt^ and then
washing out Llie silver chloride so formed with water
of ammonia.

Or, the stain may be treated with iodine and then
washed in a solution of potassium iodide.

A note in which still other processes are given ap-
pears in the Circul.^r for November, 1904, page 251.

Heaves in Horses.—D. J. D., New Jersey, wants
"a formula for the cure of heaves in horses." The
old idea that a disease may be cured by a formula

—

that is, medicine made up according to a rule of

thumb—has about received its just deserts. If it

hasn't, it is in a fair way to do so, as the people, in-

cluding physicians and pharmacists, become better

educated. We have two extremes. At one we see a

nickle-in-the-slot machine, each slot of which is

labeled with the name of some complaint, as headache,

stomach ache, indigestion, and all the way up to

diphtheria, spinal meningitis and locomotor ataxia.

The sufferer makes his diagnosis, drops in his coin

and gets a package of the remedy made up according

to the formula for the medicine for the disease or

symptom of disease which he has or thinks he has.

The other extreme is known as "therapeutic nihilism,"

and those at that end think that our knowledge of

materia medica and therapeutics is so meager and un-

scientific that we can not depend on medicine to do

anything in particular. Luckily for all, there is a

happy medium between these two extremes. That is,

there is a happy medium for the human kind ; for

dumb brutes the old formula-for-every-disease idea

still prevails to a great extent.

We shall now proceed to do the best we can for you,

our advice being based on the experience of those who
have been fairly successful in the treatment of this

trouble.

Heaves is an affliction similar to asthma, and is fre-

quently the result of a neglected inflammation of the

respiratory organs following an exposure; sometimes
it is caused by eating dusty or musty hay. In recent

cases the horse should be kept upon a diet of soft,

mashy foods, no hay, and the stable kept dry and well

aired. The treatment should be confined to some one
of the ordinary condition powders, and care taken

that the horse is not overworked.
In cases of long standing, the same care should be

taken to keep the stable in good condition. Corn

fodder and clean grain, with clean hay sprinkled with

lime water should be given to the animal, but not

oftener than once a day, preferably with the evening
feed.

The following remedy is reported to have been

used with success in a number of chronic cases

:

Lobelia leaf 2 ounces.

Skunk cabbage i ounce.

Camphor i ounce.

Elecampane 4 ounces.

Mix and divide into 2-dram powders, one to be
given night and morning, mixed with the food.

Long continued treatment and good care are essen-

tial. As in the case of asthma, it is difficult to effect

more than temporary relief in chronic cases.

As a remedy for heaves Veterinary Counter Prac-
tice gives the following formula:

Canada balsam 4 ounces.

Copaiba 4 ounces.

Calcined magnesia enough.

Make into half-ounce balls and give one night and
morning for eight days.

Denatured Alcohol and the Drug Business.—L.
D. C, Nebraska, wants to know something about de-

natured alcohol; whether it may be used by drug-
gists in making liniments, toilet preparations, etc.,

and, if so, how. In concluding his letter he seems to

gently intimate that we have neglected to keep drug-
gists posted on this subject.

As matters of ''personal privilege" take precedence,
we will first call our correspondent's attention to the

followmg articles in the Circular for last year:
"Prof. Wiley on Free Industrial Alcohol," March,
page 106. in which we give an account of the hearing
on the free alcohol bill before a committee of con-
gress ; "Tax-Free Alcohol a Possibility," May, 1906,

page 183, in which we state that the denatured al-

cohol bill had passed the lower house of congress;
"Tax-Free Alcohol a Probability," June, 1906, page
228, in which we state that the bill had passed the

senate; "The Free Alcohol Law'' and "Free Alcohol,"

July, pages 278 and 235, respectively, in which we
print the full text of the new law, and discuss it

editorially ; "Sale of Denatured Alcohol," and "What
Denatured Alcohol Is," August, pages 295 and 297,
respectively, in which we answer queries on the two
subjects quoted ; "Some Notes on the Manufacture
and Use of Denatured Alcohol," also in the August
issue, page 306 ; "Manufacture of Denatured Alco-
hol," Sejitember, page 333, in answer to another
query; and "The Denatured Alcohol Regulations,"
November, 1906, page 425, in which we give the

regulations of the revenue department, at Washing-
ton, concerning the practical application of the new
law. In the Circular for last month, page 287, ap-
pears the text of an amendment to the law passed
just before congress adjourned in March. Under the

provisions of this amendment, denatured alcohol may
be used in the manufacture of ether, chloroform and
other definite chemical substances, in which the al-

cohol does not appear as such in the finished product.

Now as to the use of denatured alcohol by drug-
gists: The law says that the tax-free spirit is "for use
in the arts and industries, and for fuel, light and
power," and must be "unfit for liquid medicinal pur-

poses." Under the regulations promulgated by the

revenue department, "it is held that denatured alcohol
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cannot be used in the preparation of any article to be

used as a component part in the preparation of any

beverage or liquid medicinal preparation." Whether
or not the department will rule that "hair tonics, face

lotions, etc.," are medicinal preparations, and if it

does, whether or not the courts will sustain it, re-

mains to be seen. The Massachusetts law distinctly

says that cosmetics are to be regarded as drugs. We
think that any ruling prohibiting the use of methy-

lated spirit externally would be in the interest of the

public, as it has been abundantly shown that such

use is dangerous, and in some cases even fatal.

In regard to the use of denatured alcohol in the

manufacture of solid medicinal preparations, the com-

missioner of internal revenue says that if the alcohol

so used is evaporated and does not appear in the fin-

ished product, the completely denatured spirit may
be used in the manufacture of such products under

the restrictions imposed by the regulations of his de-

partment.

We might add that druggists who are not also re-

tail dealers in liquors may traffic in denatured alcohol

upon making formal application to the collector of

internal revenue in the district in which they do busi-

ness, and receiving from him a special permit. Blank
applications for this permit may be obtained from the

collector.

Books for Clerks to Study.—H. O. B., Michigan,
writes : "Will you kindly publish in the Circular a

list of books for a clerk to study with a view to

taking the examination of the State board of phar-

macy. Would a Remington's Practice of Pharmacy
be better than a Pharmacopoeia, or would both be

necessary ?"

Many' State boards of pharmacy separate the sub-

jects on which they examine candidates for licenses,

into three or more divisions. When three divisions

are made, they usually are headed "Pharmacy,"
"Chemistry" and "Materia Medica." When more
divisions are made the headings "Botany," "Toxi-

cology," "Posolog)%" "Metrology" and others some-

times appear. It is also the practice of most boards

to require the candidates to identify certain drugs and
to criticise prescriptions. Practical prescription fill-

ing is a branch on which a number of boards require

their candidates to take an examination. In case the

questions are not divided under the various heads

mentioned, the examination nevertheless touches

upon the various subjects.

This being the case, it should be quite evident that

to prepare himself for a board examination the clerk

should study some standard text-book on each of the

three leading subjects mentioned, pharmacy, chem-
istry and materia medica. The minor subjects are

usually treated in the works on pharmacy, although

there are books devoted especially to poisons, to

weights and measures, to prescription writing, to

compounding, etc. Botany and materia medica are

frequently considered as one subject.

Perhaps the books most widely used in drug stores

in this country are the dispensatories. Among the

other popular books which students could study with

profit are, on pharmacy, Remington's, Caspari's and
Coblentz's ; on chemistry, Attfield's, Simon's and
Sadtler and Coblentz's ; on materia medica, Sayre's

and Culbreth's. These books do not make anything

like a full list, but are among the latest and best.

Among books on materia medica combined with

pharmacy or therapeutics, or both, may be mentioned
Potter's, Sollman's, Shoemaker's and Stevens'.

Scoville's Art of Compounding is a unique and valu-

able book, full of practical information not to be found
in any other one place.

In answer to the second part of the query we would
say that Remington's Practice of Pharmacy contains

in modified form all or nearly all the text of the Phar-
macopceia, but we should like to know that a copy of

the official book itself is in every drug store in the

land.

Books on Prescription Work.—A. G., New
York.—Any treatise on pharmacy gives the under-
lying principles of compounding medicines. It also

gives specific directions for interpreting the physi-

cian's prescription and applying such principles to the

dispensing of the drugs. Remington's Pharmacy
is particularly rich in this kind of matter, and
shows a large number of facsimilies of physicians'

obscure prescriptions, with explanations of what they

mean.

Scoville's Art of Compounding is perhaps the most
complete book on this subject that we have, as in it

are given minute directions for making up and dis-

pensing every kind of preparation—mixtures, emul-
sions, pills, lozenges, tablets, powders, ointments,

etc.—with criticisms of a number of formulas and
prescriptions under each class. A somewhat similar

work is the Art of Dispensing, published abroad, but

on sale in this country.

Then there is Ruddiman's Incompatibilities in Pre-

scriptions, in which both general principles and
specific instances are discussed at length, and Ince's

Elementary Dispensing Practice, the ground covered
bv each of these being indicated bv the respective

titles.

White 'Vinegar for Pickling.—E. \\'., New
York.—By "white vinegar for making pickles" we
presume you refer to the "pickling vinegar" of the

British trade. This is, preferably, a very strong pale

malt vinegar, although diluted acetic acid is some-
times used. We do not suppose that you care for the

details of a process for making malt vinegar. Phar-
maceutical Formulas says: "The common pickling

vinegar in demand during the pickling season is a

mixture of i part of acetic acid 33 per cent., and 4 or

5 parts of water." The sale of diluted acetic acid as

and for vinegar is contrary to the pure food laws of

some States.

Anyone having further information concerning
"white vinegar for making pickles" is requested to

communicate it to us for the benefit of our readers.

Indeed we are always pleased to hear from those who
can throw any light upon the topics discussed in this

department or on any subject which they think might
prove of interest to their fellow-workers.

Derma Balm.—L. F., District of Columbia.—We
do not know the formula of the proprietary article

you mention. WTien we made inquiry concerning it

of a manufacturer of toilet preparations he said the

"usual formula" was equal parts of soap liniment

aft'd glycerin. For our own use we think we should

prefer such a mixture to be well diluted. Further in-

formation on this subject is desired, and we hope will

be forthcoming.
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Infusion of an Animal Drug.—A. G., New York,
wants to know if we can name him an infusion of an
animal drug.

Hager gives the following:

Infusum Pancreatis is preferably prepared from
the pancreas of cattle. Pancreas pulp or paste is

better and more certain in action than the infusion.

For preparing the latter in the kitchen, the gland is

skinned, freed from fat, and made into a pulp or
paste by being run through a meat-chopping ma-
chine or minutely comminuted with a chopping knife

and then passed through a sieve. The mass obtained
from one gland is treated with 0.5 liter of tepid wa-
ter, I gramme of table salt is added, the mixture is

macerated for six hours, with occasionally stirring,

and then thrown upon a straining cloth or fine hair

sieve, and allowed to drain, which latter process is

aided by gentle stirring. The resulting liquid has a

fiat taste, resembling that of cold beef tea, and is

taken mixed with moderately hot beef tea or vege-
tables. The food that is to be mixed with the pulp
should not be of a higher temperature than 45° C. at

most, or only so hot that it causes no painful sensa-

tion on the tongue. To cover the not pleasant taste

of the pancreas preparation, it is necessary to well

season the soup or other food with which the product

is to be taken, and for this purpose parsely, celery,

and caraway answer best, but cinnamon, nutmeg,
mace, allspice and salt are also suitable. In cases of

typhoid fever it is essential to make an intimate emul-
sion or smooth paste of the pulp, and by heating and
stirring with three or four times its volume of soup
and a fresh egg intimately to mix it with the re-

mainder of the soup. For the administration of pan-

creas as an enema, use is made of a suspension of

pancreas pulp made with one or two yolks of egg
and concentrated beef tea or a solution of 3 to 5
grammes of beef extract in 50 c.c. of milk.
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Elixir of Digestive Ferments.—J. E. S.—The
National Formulary gives a formula for a "digestive

elixir" containing several of the digestive ferments

but we do not know of any in which quinine, etc., are

also combined. Mixtures of the different kinds of

ferments are said to be wholly incompatible. (See

the article by Prof. Scoville, on page 294 of this issue,

and the note on lactopeptine on page 300.

)

Liquid Styptic.—R. R. M., District of Colum-
bia.—^Monsel's solution has long been regarded as a

useful styptic, as have also other iron prepara-

tions, alum, and tannic acid. The one most
in use by barbers, perhaps, is alum, but the

indiscriminate use of this chemical in the bar-

ber shop, in the shape in which it is generally

applied, cannot be too strongly condemned, as

cases are not wanting of the inoculation of one per-

son with the disease of another by means of the

styptic pencil. A solution of alum would, of course,

be a liquid styptic, and in case a fresh pledget of ab-

sorbent cotton, for instance, were used each time the

solution were touched, this would not be open to the

objections to be urged against the stick form of appli-

cation. The same care should be used in applying

any other form of medication to a cut—that is, care

should be exercised to prevent the blood of one per-

son from coming into contact with a cut or abraded

surface on the body of another. Two formulas from

the Pharmaceutical Journal Formulary, for prepara-
tions quite similar to each other, follow

:

Styptic Collodion.

I.

Benzoin 44 grains.

Pyroxylin 44 grains.

Tannic acid i ounce.
Absolute alcohol i fl. oz.

Purified ether 4 fl. ozs.

Dissolve the benzoin in the absolute alcohol, and
filter. In the filtrate dissolve the tannic acid, and add
the other ingredients. Set aside for three days, and
decant.

II.

Tannic acid 2 ounces.
Pyroxylin 1 ounce.
Alcohol (90 per cent.) 12 fl. ozs.

Ether 35 fl. ozs.

Compound tincture of benzoin 6 fl. ozs.

Filtering Solution of Magnesium Citrate.—W. J.
K., New York, wants "a good filtering process for so-

lution of citrate of magnesia." We have a friend in

the drug business to whom we sometimes go for aid

in answering queries, as we have no drug store of our
own. This friend is usually helpful, frequently hu-
morous, and at times sarcastic. We do not let him
know the name of the querist, so there can be no
possibility of a personal bias in his observations. We
did not know how to answer W. J. K.'s question,

so we copied it and asked this friend for his assist-

ance.

Here is his answer, and we hope it is the right one.

If it is not, then we should be glad to offer a better

one when we have been enlightened as to what is

really wanted

:

The following process is guaranteed to give good re-

sults: Take one bottle, one funnel, one filter-paper of a
size suitable for the funnel, some solution of magnesium
citrate, some patience and some diligence. Mix the bot-

tle, funnel and filter-paper together secundum artem, add
a portion of the solution and a little patience and after
a short time some diligence. Repeat until the solution
has all passed through the filter.

If the stock of patience and diligence is low, the process
may be carried out with a minimum of these, by filter-

ing the solution of magnesium citrate before adding the
syrup. That is, dissolve the magnesium carbonate in the
solution of citric acid, as directed in the Pharmacopoeia,
wet the filter with water, pour the solution upon it (in
portions) and add the syrup, and lastly the potassium bi-

carbonate to the filtrate.

If this does not solve the problem then I ao not under-
stand the question.

Compound Capsicum and Lobelia Povsrder.—W.
J. L., Tennessee.—By this we suppose must be meant
the compound powder of lobelia (containing capsi-

cum) of the eclectics. King's American Dispensatory
gives the following formula

:

Lobelia 6 drams.

Blood root 3 drams.
Skunk cabbage 3 drams.
Ipecac 4 drams.
Capsicum i dram.

All to be in powder form and mixed.

This powder is used internally as an emetic, and
externally as an application to the chest in colds and
broncho-pulmonic troubles. For the latter purpose it

is to be sprinkled on a greased cloth.
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Artificial Maple Syrup.—R. R., New York.—We
do not approve of imitation products, but as there

is a muchi greater demand for maple syrup than there

is maple syrup with which to fill it, there may be a

legitimate use for artificial syrups when they are

not sold for and as the genuine. Artificial or

adulterated foods which are not in themselves harm-

ful, are objectionable when they are misbranded.

For instance, oleomargarin is held by some people

to be as good as butter, but when we buy butter we

do not wish oleomargarin palmed off on us. Neither

do we wish flavored glucose when we buy maple

syrup, but if we cannot get maple syrup perhaps we

could be induced to try the substitute, with the full

knowledge that it was a substitute, just as we might

prefer oleomargarin to eating our bread dry.

It is said that artificial maple syrup may be made

by boiling simple syrup and adding, while it is cool-

ing, 4 ounces of the inner bark of hickory to the

gallon. Another process is to boil glucose with

maple chips.

Coating Silk with Rubber.—J. B., New York.—

We think druggists would hardly find it feasible to

engage in the industry of coating silk with rubber in

a small way. Still, 'if anyone wishes to make ex-

periments along this line he might begin by procur-

ing some pure, crude rubber, dissolving separate por-

tions of it in some of the various solvents for rub-

ber, and applving the solution to the fabric. Among
the better solvents for rubber are ether, chloroform,

carbon disulphide, oil of turpentine, benzin and ben-

zole. It will be noted that most of these solvents are

very inflammable, and the experimenter should not

lose sight of this fact. Solutions of rubber made

with some of these liquids give a "varnish" which

will harden, whereas others give a coating which re-

mains more or less stickj-. The nature of these solu-

tions, as well as the value of the products made by

their'use, is best determined by experiment.

When we asked a manufacturing chemist for "a

formula for rubber-coating silk," his reply was, "It

isn't a formula that is needed for this, but a plant. It

is not practicable to coat goods by use of a solution of

rubber."

Combined Bed-Bug Killer and Deodorizer.—M.

D. C, Minnesota.—Benzin is one of the most_ effective

of insecticides, and it has the advantage of being clean

in itself, and needing no after-cleaning when it is

used. It should be used freely, and fresh air will re-

move all traces of it. The idea of odorizing benzin

for household use is a good one. The disinfecting

properties of benzin are not very strong, but deodor-

izing is needed in most instances more than disinfect-

ing. A good mixture may be obtained by using the

following formula:

Oil of thyme 3° minims.

Oil of lavender 30 minims.

Oil of eucalyptus I dram.

Oil of rosemary i dram.

Benzin 2 pints.

This is as efficient an antiseptic as one need look

for in a preparation of this kind, and also has a pleas-

ant odor. The oils, being less volatile than the benzin,

will linger after the latter has disappeared.

The great objection to benzin is its inflammability

and the inflammability of its vapor. Many horrible

accidents have been caused by its use. Those who
sell it should invariably warn the purchaser of the

danger in using it where there is a fire or flame, and
should print ample warning on the label to be attached

to the container. In this connection the note below
in which the non-inflammable carbon tetrachloride is

mentioned as an insecticide, should be read.

Peterman's Liquid Discovery for Bed Bugs.—J.

W. H., Illinois.—W'e do not know the ingredients of

this preparation. It is generally held now, we believe,

that the best, and also the simplest and safest bed-
bug destroyer is a liquid that will dissolve the grease

on the bugs' bodies. Alcohol is good, but rather expen-
sive

;
perhaps denatured alcohol has a field here. Ben-

zin would answer the purpose well but for the fact

that its vapor is so inflammable. Carbon tetrachloride

is a good bed-bug destroyer and is not inflammable.
Something may be learned about this comparatively
little known liquid by studying notes appearing in the

Circular for Decernber, 1903, page 259; June, 1904,
page 129; February, 1906, page 49; and April, 1906,
page 127. Otto Raubenheimer, of Brooklyn, has
made a special study of carbon tetrachloride, and it is

material furnished by him that forms the basis of

much that has been published on the subject in this

country.

Extract of Vanilla.—M. E. Pate, of Paducah,
Ky., contributes the following formula

:

Vanillin 3 drams.
Coumarin i dram.
Caramel (liquid) 2 drams.

Glycerin 4 ounces.

Alcohol, deodorized 2 pints.

Water enough to make i gallon

.

Dissolve the vanillin and coumarin in the alcohol

and add 4 pints of water. Mix the caramel and
glycerin with i pint of water and pour it into the

first solution together with enough water to make
the finished product measure i gallon. Filter if

necessary.

There are in the National Formulary directions

for making a compound tincture of vanilla from vanil-

lin and coumarin. Of course, the "extract" made by
-Mr. Pate's formula should not be sold for the real

tincture or "extract" of vanilla, nor yet for the Na-
tional Formulary product.

We thank Mr. Pate for placing this formula at the

disposal of our readers, and trust that many of them
will follow his example and send us some of their best

recipes.

Beecham's Pills.—F. E. Dudman, Charleston,

S. C, writes: "In 1892 a semi-retired clergyman gave
me the following formula for Beecham's pills. I can-

not vouch for its accuracy, but give it as it was given

me:

Powdered aloes 480 grains.

Powdered rhubarb 90 grains.

Powdered saffron 24 grains.

Sodium sulphate 24 grains.

<Mix and make 206 pills.

This formula appears d many years ago in the In-

diana Pharmacist, whicl paper was edited by a native

of the country in which tlr pills are made.
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Dr. Stokes and His Expectorant.—G. B., New
York.—Dr. William Stokes was born at Dublin, Ire-

land, in 1804. He was the son of a physician. Dr.
Whitley Stokes, at that time a professor of medicine
in the University of Dublin. William Stokes ob-
tained his degree from the University of Edinburgh
in 1825, and from the University of Dublin in 1839.
For a time he was physician to Meath Hospital, asso-

ciated with Dr. Robert J. Graves. He was the editor

of the Dublin Journal of Medical Science, founded the

Pathological Society in 1838, was physician to Queen
Victoria in Ireland in 1861, a fellow of the Royal So-
ciety, and at one time president of the Royal Irish

Academy. He succeeded his father as regius pro-
fessor of physic at the University of Dublin.

Dr. Stokes was the author of a number of works
upon the diseases of the chest and heart, both alone

and in conjunction with Dr. Graves. In a footnote

to one edition of his Treatise on Diagnosis and Treat-
ment of Diseases of the Chest, edited by Hudson and
published in 1882, is given the following formula for

an expectorant

:

Decoction of polygala senega 5 ounces.

Syrup of tolu J^ ounce.
Tincture of opium, camphorated .... 2 drams.
Tincture of squill 2 drams.
Ammonium carbonate 15 or 20 grains.

In this same work also is given a formula for a

liniment to be used as an application in the treatment
of bronchitis ; this is nearly identical with the formula
for Stokes' liniment in the National Formulary, the

amount of acetic acid being less in the original recipe

and only the yolk of the egg being used.

In reply to the query, "How does his formula [for

expectorant] happen to be in the National Formu-
lary?" we would say that presumably it was adopted

and changed by the National Formulary committee
because that committee thought it worthv.

Theatrical Cold Cream.—"Persic," Pennsylva-
nia.—Paul Caldwell, who is somewhat of an authority

on such matters, contributed a number of "cream"
fornuilas to the Circul.-\r some time ago (see the

issue for July, 1906, page 241). One of these, for a

cheap cold cream for the theatrical trade, is as fol-

lows :

Spermaceti i pound.

White wax 3 pounds.

Liquid petrolatum 2 gallons.

Borax 4 ounces.

Water i gallon.

Perfume enough.

A cream made by this formula, with can and label,

would probably cost from 15 to 20 cents a pound,

which seems cheap enough, but if a cheaper cream is

desired some of the more expensive of the ingredients

directed in this formula, as the spermaceti or white

wax, might be replaced by cheaper material, as par-

affin.

Mimeograph Ink.—H. E. W., New Jersey.

—

Printers' ink, made thin, is used on the mimeograph.
The manufacture of inks of this type calls for a con-

siderable amount of experience and skill. We think

it impracticable for a druggist to engage in such man-
ufacture on a small scale. As much depends upon
the manipulation as upon the formula.

The basis of printers' ink is a good quality of lin-

seed oil, thoroughly boiled. It is boiled until it

smokes, then ignited, allowed to burn about half an
hour, then smothered and again boiled until it can be
pulled out into strings about half an inch long. Then
a little rosin is added and some soap, and the whole is

boiled again, after which the pigment, usually lamp-
black, is thoroughly incorporated by machinery. The
amount of rosin and soap to be incorporated varies

with the conditions of use, and governs the consist-

ency of the ink. The pigment must be very thor-

oughly triturated in to get good results. This, in

brief, is the outline method of making such an ink as

you desire.

A simple substitute formula is the following

:

Copaiba 9 ounces.

Lampblack 3 ounces.

Indigo 5 drams.
Prussian blue 5 drams.

Indian red 6 drams.
Yellow soap, dried and powdered, 2 or 3 ounces.

These must be very thoroughly triturated together.

The consistency, which is an important feature of

this kind of ink, may be controlled by the quantity of

soap used.

When the United States Dispensatory v^^ill Ap-
pear.—In answer to a number of queries we will state

that we have received a letter from the publishers of

the United States Dispensatory in which they an-

nounce that the book is nearly printed. They hope
the work will be out by the latter part of April, but

cannot fix a definite day of publication.

To Protect Trees from Climbing Insects.—J. J.

G., Illinois.—Any combination of cheap greases with

tar, pitch, resin or ozokerite, which will remain sticky

when cold, and not melt too easily, may be smeared
around the trunks of trees to prevent insects from
crawling up them.

The following combinations are suggestive, and
may be modified to suit. Any combination which is

soft or sticky at 40° and will not run at 130° can be

used

:

1. Pitch, 12 parts ; rosin, 10 parts ; rosin oil, 2 parts.

2. Tallow, 7 parts
;
palm oil, 5 parts.

3. Ozokerite, 15 parts; petroleum, 3 to 6 parts.

4. Rosin, 4 parts ; linseed oil, i part ; molasses, i

part. Boil together.

5. Rosin, 12 parts ; rosin oil, 12 parts ; soda lye, I

part. Boil together.

6. Tar, 10 parts; rosin, 5 parts: palm oil, 8

parts.

Milk of Bismuth.—A. E. Hiss, Chicago, 111.,

writes: "In the February number of the Circular
[page 2Tql you publish a formula for milk of bis-

muth. There is, however, a better one published

about a year ago. It was from an English source and
contained mostly subcarbonate of bismuth instead of

hydroxide. I have been unable to locate it myself.

It was vaunted as an excellent face lotion for whiten-

ing the skin. Possibly this will assist yon to find it.

Kindly look it up if you can and publish the formula
in the next number of the Circular."

We are glad to receive this "tip" from Mr. Hiss

and hope that if any of our readers has the formula
in question we may be favored with a copy, to be
printed for the benefit of all.
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Eau de Quinine.—H. B., New Jersey.—We do not

know the composition of the advertised preparation

which we suppose you had in mind when you wrote,

but have pubUshed'the fact that Dr. Tsheppe failed

to find in it any constituent of cinchona bark. The
absence of quinine from the mixture probably would

not hurt it, as the "tonic" effect of quinine on the hair

is generally regarded as a myth by those who are in

the best position to judge.

On the other hand, we have seen it stated that this

preparation contains

—

Quinine sulphate 2 parts.

Tincture of krameria 4 parts.

Tincture of cantharides 2 parts.

Spirit of lavender lo parts.

Glycerin I5 parts.

Alcohol loo parts.

If one must have a quinine hair wash he may find

the following formula suitable :

Quinine Hair Wash.

Quinine sulphate 90 grains.

Diluted sulphuric acid 15 minims.

Alcohol 2 ounces.

Glycerin 4 drams.

Rose water 14 ounces.

Triturate the quinine with the acid, gradually add-

ing the water until solution is effected ; then add the

remaining ingredients.

Herpicide.—W. T. H., \^irginia.—In response to

a request for information as to the composition of

herpicide published in the Circular for April, 1906,

a correspondent furnished the following, which, he

wrote, was "said to be the exact formula for this

preparation"

:

Boric acid 4 ounces.

Resorcinol 320 grains.

Salicylic acid 2 ounces.

Glycerin 2 fl. ozs.

Alcohol 4 pints.

Tincture of saft'ron (20 per cent.) . 192 minims.

Oil of bergamot 192 minims.

Oil of lemon 4 drams.

Water enough to make i gallon.

Quinine Hair Tonic—J. L. B., Illinois, sends us

this formula for what he calls a "hair tonic"

:

Resorcinol 48 grains.

Quinine bisulphate 30 grains.

Tincture of cantharides i dram.

Diluted alcohol i ounce.

Violet water i ounce.

"I always get a nice clear solution," he says, "but

when it stands a while a flaky white precipitate

comes down." He asks for advice concerning this

trouble.

The precipitate in this mixture is a basic quinine

sulphate. It is probably caused by the resorcinol

combining with the .<;ulphuric acid in the quinine

bisulphate, thereby forming a sulphuric acid com-
poimd. This action appears to be favored by the

alcohol, since the use of a larger proportion of 'water

results in much less precipitation.

By substituting quinine hydrochloride for the bisul-

phate, we have obtained a solution that has remained
clear for several days, and probably will not precipi-

tate. We have heard that one of the best dermatolo-

gists in Boston insists on having quinine alkaloid in

such mixtures, claiming that he has had better results

from it than from its salts. There are serious doubts
in our own mind as to whether quinine acts as a hair

tonic at all. We might add that it has been suggested
that cantharides may harm the scalp by over-stimula-

Wine of Beef and Iron Containing Iron Citrate—
r^l. J. O., New Jersey.—The following formula is

given in Parrish's Pharmacy:

Extract of beef i ounce.

Citrate of iron and ammonia 64 grains.

Spirit of orange 2 drams.
Sugar 3 ounces.

Sherry wine enough to make i pint.

Mix and filter.

A preparation similar to the National Formulary
wine of beef and iron may be made by substituting

9.2 grammes of soluble citrate of iron for the tinc-

ture of citro-chloride of iron there directed. This
is to be dissolved in water to make the 32 c.c. and the

solution used in place of the tincture. The resulting

preparation will be of the iron strength of the Na-
tional Formulary wine.

Angostura Bitters.—H. K. C, Maryland.—In the
Circular for September, 190^, page 205, may be seen

two formulas for Angostura bitters, and here is a
third one, differing from each of the others:

Angostura bark 4 ounces.

Cinchona 2 ounces.

Bitter orange peel 2 ounces.

Galangal root 10 drams.
Cinnamon 10 drams.
Cassia buds 10 drams.
Red Saunders 10 drams.

Cardamom 4 drams.
Gentian 3 drams.
Diluted alcohol i gallon.

Rum I gallon.

Sugar 2 pounds.
Oil of cognac 20 minims.

Macerate all except the last two ingredients for a

week. Filter and add the last two.

Some interesting data concerning the status of the

name .\ngostura bitters as a trade-mark may be seen

in the Circular for September, 1905, pages 305
and 335.

Elixir of Terpin Hydrate and Heroin.—Paul
Thielke. Jersey City, seeing the inquiry concerning
this preparation in the Circular for February, page

223, writes : "Let K. D. C, Wisconsin, try this for-

nmla for elixir terpin hydrate: Terpin hydrate, 128
grains ; alcohol, 5 fluid ounces ; heat gently until dis-

solved ; add glycerin, enough to make 14 fluid ounces;
then add syrup of wild cherry, U. S. P., and water, of

each, I fluid ounce ; color with 10 drops of a 50 per

cent, solution of caramel : to each fluid ounce of this

elixir should be added 2/3 grain of pure heroin pre-

viously dissolved in a little alcohol."

It will be noticed that Air. Thielke's elixir contains

twice as much heroin as the National Formulary
product, and differs from it materially in other re-

spects, which fact might bring about unpleasant com-
plications.
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Toilet Creams.—E. W. K., Pennsylvania; H. O.
R., Illinois; G. W. F., California; M. L, New York;
P. R. L., Iowa, and E. D. C, New Hampshire.—Dur-
ing the past two or three years we have given a num-
ber of formulas for massage creams, non-greasy skin

creams, rolling creams, face creams, etc., but as re-

quests for this kind of thing continue to come in, we
shall here repeat a few of the typical ones, rather

than refer to the numbers in which the formulas may
be found, ^^"e trust that those readers who have pre-

served their copies and would prefer to see new mat-
ter rather than a repetition of old, will pardon us for

thus encroaching upon their space.

But before repeating the old formulas we shall

give two new ones, the first of which, we believe, has
never been published before, and the second said by
the National Druggist to have been suggested by
Fassiti, of Prague, in the Journal dc Pharinacie
d'Anvers.

Stearic acid 16.0 grammes.
White wax 4.0 grammes.
Potassium hydroxide 1.5 grammes.
Glycerin 60.0 grammes.
Water enough to make loo.o grammes.

i\Ielt the w-ax and stearic acid and add the glycerin

and potassium hydroxide dissolved in 18.5 grammes
of water. When the mixture has become hot, beat

until it becomes homogeneous, as shown by its be-

coming translucent, and of a creamy consistence.

Then perfume to suit and allow to cool.

II.

Lanolin 10 parts.

Oil of sweet almond 10 parts.

Precipitated sulphur 10 parts.

Zinc oxide 5 parts.

Extract of violet i part.

This cream is said to be readily absorbed by the

skin, beside being an efficacious remedy for black-

heads, comedones, pimples, etc. A flesh color may
be given to it by adding a little extract of alkanet.

Casein "Rolling" Creams.

Casein (moist) 20 ounces.

Boric acid, powdered i ounce.

Glycerin 2 ounces.

The preparation may be flavored with any handker-

chief extract, and the casein may, if desired, be colored

with solution of carmine.

II.

Skimmed milk i gallon.

Powdered alum i ounce.

Boric acid 3 drams.
Glycerin 3 ounces.

Oil of bitter almond 20 drops.

Oil of rose geranium 10 drops.

Solution of carmine, N. F enough to tint.

Heat the milk in a suitable vessel to about 170° F.

Add the alum, dissolved in 4 pints of hot water ; add it

slowly, with constant stirring, and continue the heat

and stirring until precipitation is complete. Do not
allow the mixture to boil. Let stand until cool, pour
off the clear liquor, add to the precipitate i gallon of

water, stirring and breaking up the magma as much
as possible. Allow to stand until the precipitate

separates, pour off as much as possible of the water,

collect the precipitate on a cheese-cloth strainer,

squeeze out all the water possible, then dr>' the pre-

cipitate between sheets of filter or blotting paper.
Do not use artificial heat, as the casein has a tendency
to granulate in very hard grains almost like sand.
Place the casein in a large mortar, and add the glyc-
erin, in which the boric acid has been dissolved by
heat; beat and rub until absolutely smooth and soft.

Let stand about six hours, pour off the water that
separates, then beat in the oils and carmine, adding a
little more glycerin to bring to the proper consistence.
When perfectly smooth the product should be placed
in glass jars and so sealed that it will be air and
moisture proof. The cream absorbs moisture very
readily.

If possible the casein should be ground with the
glycerin_ in a paint mill, as it is difficult to beat it

smooth in a mortar; if the casein is at all gritty the
cream will not prove a success.

III.

One druggist writes: "Regarding a working for-
mula for massage cream, will say that I find the casein
base very satisfactory. The process I use is : take a
quantity of skimmed milk, gradually warming, then
add a small quantity of aqua ammonia, allowing to
stand for twenty-four hours, when all remaining fats
may be skimmed off. To the remaining liquid (lac-
toserum) add acetic acid a sufficient quantity to pre-
cipitate the casein which is collected in a thin filter
sack or strainer and washed until no trace of the acid
is left. Add to this product about 15 per cent, of
boric acid [apparently an error in quantity], and 25
per cent, of glycerin, or enough to make it 'the proper
consistency; color with carmine. With a little ex-
perience in manipulation vou should make an ideal
product."

Another druggist says : "Instead of using milk or
skimmed milk and obtaining a pot-cheese which will
greatly var}' in its casein content, I would suggest
using the so-called baker's cheese, which is quite a dry
pot-cheese. But' even this varies in moisture, so stil'l

better it would be to use the dry casein, which is a
staple product, manufactured on a large scale and can
be cheaply obtained and will give a uniform finished
product."

IV.

Casein 2 ounces.
Water - ounces.
Ammonia water 4 drams.
Glycerin j ounce.
White petrolatum 3 ounces.
Perfume enough.

Mix together the casein, water and glycerin, stir in
the ammonia, warm to dissipate the ammonia, and
when cold mix with the petrolatum.
The petrolatum will, of course, make the cream

greasy.

V.

This formula was constructed by a physician, which
may account for several things in connection with it

:

^lilk I gallon.
Alum 3 ounces.
Borax 2 ounces.
Plienol I dram.
Hamamelis water 3 ounces.
Carmine or cochineal enough to color.
Sulphume (see below) ij^ drams.

Rub in a mortar all the ingredients but the milk;
when uniform stir into the milk and set aside on the
stove until the milk is curded; then strain through
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cheese cloth until all whey is passed. Remove the

residue out of the cloth and scent with 3 ounces of oil

of sweet almond (sic) or oil of rose.

Sulphume (directed in the above formula) is made
by mixing I part each of sulphur and quicklime,

adding 15 parts of water, waiting a few moments,

boiling until solution is made, letting stand, and de-

canting.

VI.

Pot cheese 16 ounces.

Boric acid i ounce.

Glycerin 2 ounces.

Distilled water i ounce.

Carmine enough.

Oil of bitter almonds enough.

VII.

Skimmed milk i gallon.

Water of ammonia i ounce.

Acetic acid i ounce.

Oil of rose geranium i dram.

Oil of bitter almond i dram.

Oil of anise 2 drams.

Cold cream (see below) enough.

Carmine enough to color.

Add the water of ammonia to the milk and let it

stand twenty-four hours. Then add the acetic acid

and let it stand another twenty-four hours. Then
strain through cheese cloth and add the oils. Work
this thoroughly in a wedgewood mortar, adding

enough carmine to color it a delicate pink. To the

product thus obtained add an equal amount of cold

cream made by the formula herewith given.

Cold Cream (directed in the above formula, and
also a good article to sell alone)

:

White wax 4 ounces.

Spermaceti 4 ounces.

White petrolatum 12 .ounces.

Rose water 14 ounces.

Borax 80 grains.

Melt the wax, spermaceti and petrolatum together,

over a water bath; dissolve the borax in the rose

water and add to the melted mass at one time. Agi-
tate violently. The borax solution should be of the

same temperature as the melted mass. It is import-

ant that the direction to add the solution all at once be
followed.

Cold Creams.

I.

White wax J/2 ounce.

Spermaceti Yz ounce.

Cocoanut oil i ounce.

Lanolin I ounce.

Oil of sweet almond 2 ounces.

Orange flower water I ounce.

Tincture of benzoin 3 drops.

Melt together the first five ingredients; remove
from the fire and add the other two.

II.

White petrolatum 10 ounces.

Spermaceti I ounce.

White wax i ounce.

Castor oil 2 ounces.

Lanolin 2 ounces.

Powdered borax i dram.
^^'^ate^ 4 ounces.

Melt the wax, spermaceti and lanolin on a water
bath, add the petrolatum and the castor oil, then stir

in the water, and lastly perfume and color to suit.

A few drops of oil of rose give a desirable perfume.

III.

White petrolatum 10 ounces.
Lanolin 5 ounces.

Powdered white soap 140 grains.

Water 5 ounces.

Mix the petrolatum, lanolin and soap ; incorporate

the water with this mixture, and then perfume and
color to suit.

IV.

Stearic acid i pound.
Castile soap i ounce.
Water 8 ounces.

Tragacanth 2 drams.
Glycerin 3 ounces.

Solution of carmine, N. F enough.
Perfume enough.

Dissolve the soap in a portion of the water and heat
the stearic acid with this; make a mucilage of the

tragacanth and proceed to mix all.

V.

Curd soap 3 ounces.

Lard 7 ounces.

White beeswax i ounce.

Almond oil i ounce.

Distilled water 12 ounces.

Perfume enough.

Miscellaneous Cosmetic Creams.

White wax 1/2 pound.

Spermaceti 1 pound.
Lanolin (anhydrous) J^ pound.

White petrolatum 2J^ pounds.
Distilled water i pint.

Borax ^A ounce.

Tincture of vanilla 2 drams.
Oil of rose i drop.

Oil of bitter almonds 3 drops.

Oil of lemon 10 drops.

Melt the first four and strain. Heat the water to

boiling, dissolve in this the borax and add to the

grease. Stir until the mixture sets; then add the

tincture and oils.

For witch hazel cream add the extract of witch

hazel instead of the water. For cucumber cream add
cucumber juice.

For arnicated cream add one pint of a mixture con-

sisting of 4 ounces of tincture of arnica flowers to 12

ounces of water.

Quince seed, whole or crushed i ounce.

Boiling water 4 pints.

Borax or boric acid ^ ounce.

Glycerin 12 ounces.

Perfume 2 ounces.

Alcohol 12 ounces.

Steep the quince seed in the boiling water for sev-

eral hours, stir often and strain carefully through

a cloth or felt filter. Dissolve the borax or boric acid

in enough hot water to make 4 pints. Add the glyc-

erin and perfume (preferably violet), dissolved in the

alcohol, and finally the quince seed mucilage a little at

a time, shaking thoroughly after each addition.

By adding a resinous tincture (as tincture of tolu)
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to the creams (about i ounce to the gallon of cream),
a white, milky-appearing preparation is obtained.

III.

Mucilage of Irish moss 4 ounces.
Witch hazel water. 4 ounces.

Glycerin 6 ounces.

Cologne water 2 ounces.

Borax 30 grains.

Dissolve the borax in the witch hazel water, mix
with 3 ounces of glycerin and the cologne water, and
add slowly to the mucilage previously mixed with the

remainder of the glycerin.

Liquid Cosmetics.

I.

Alum 4 parts.

Oak bark 4 parts.

Aniseed 8 parts.

Thyme 8 parts.

Sage 8 -parts.

Rosemary 8 parts.

Hyssop 8 parts.

Lavender flowers 8 parts.

Wormwood 8 parts.

Camphor 8 parts.

Peppermint 8 parts.

Alcohol, 45 per cent 1,000 parts.

The ingredients are macerated for fifteen days and
then filtered. It would be advisable, perhaps, to

strain the mixture, then add the alum, and filter after

settling had taken place.

II.

Bitter almonds (blanched) 3 ozs. 90 grs.

Quince seed 2 ounces.

Boric acid 6^'2 drams.

Borax 2 drams.

Castile soap (powdered) 2 ounces.

White wax 2 ounces.

Spermaceti
Expressed oil of almond. . . ,

Alcohol
Witch hazel water 4 ounces.

Oil of bitter almond 4 drops.

Glycerin 4 ounces.

Water enough to make i gallon.

Select clean almonds and beat them in a clean mor-
tar; make an emulsion of them with i pint of water,

and strain. Wash the quince seed and make a mucil-

age of them with lyi pints of water, adding the boric

acid and borax, and strain. Dissolve the soap in 19
ounces of hot water, and strain. Heat together the

wax, spermaceti and oil of almond, and when they are

melted, stir in the soap solution, add the emulsion,

and then the mucilage. To this add the remaining
ingredients, using enough water to bring the measure
of the finished mixture up to i gallon.

z ounces.

2 ounces.

[4 ounces.

Celluloid-Coated Label.—C. H., Indiana, sends a

sample label and asks for a formula for coating pa-
per labels with celluloid. Probably this label is made
by covering the printed label with a thin sheet of

celluloid by heavy pressure between hot rollers. Cel-

luloid, like rubber, becomes plastic when heated, and
can be formed into any desired shape. This label has
the appearance of having been coated by a hot sheet

of celluloid. The use of a solution of celluloid would
scarcely give as smooth and even a surface. The
solution would be likely to penetrate the paper and

interfere with the adhesion of the label to the bottle

or drawer, and also to cause the ink to blur, unless

the paper was sized.

We do not think it practicable to make such labels

without special machinery, but a substitute might be

made by using a liquid court plaster, made of col-

lodion. A note on this subject appears in the Cir-

cular for August, 1905, page 281.

In experimenting with either celluloid or collodion,

its inflammabilitv should be borne in mind.

Egg Powder.—"Chemist," New Brunswick, hav-

ing seen the query of his fellow Canadian in the Cir-

cular, writes : On page 269 of your March number
I notice a query about "egg powder." Large quan-

tities of an article by that name are sold in England,

and the composition is said to be as follows:

Corn flour i pound.

Sodium bicarbonate, dry 3 ounces.

Tartaric acid, dry 2| ounces.

Powdered turmeric enough to color.

Mix and put up in tins or packages like baking
powder.

Possibly this is what H. A. C. is inquiring about.

We thank "Chemist" for this note, and trust that

we may not only hear from him again and frequently,

but that all others who are able to add to the interest

and value of this department by answering queries

or contributing notes and formulas, will do so.

Compound Tincture of Sumbul.—W. J. L., Ten-

nessee.—Being unable to find any reference to this

tincture in our library, and being led by the context

in your letter to suspect that it might be an eclectic

preparation, we referred the query to Prof. John Uri

Lloyd, an authority on all matters pharmaceutical,

and especially on eclectic pharmacy. We received a

very interesting letter in reply, from which we quote

:

There is no reference to such a preparation in any
standard authority with which I am acquainted. Tinc-

ture of sumbul has been employed, more or less, for the

last thirty years, but without any admixture. Its formula
is to be found in the National Formulary, 1906. also in

the 1890 U. S. P., and formulas for tincture of sumbul are

of course scattered throughout pharmaceutical literature

generally.

About thirty-five years ago, sumbul attained its first

conspicuous notoriety in America, under the influence of

pharmaceutical advertising. When the craze for elixirs

swept over the country about twenty-five years ago the

artful devisers of these questionable compounds naturally

made a feature of sumbul. Notwithstanding the fact that

its virtues depend largely upon resinous and oleaginous
constituents, the elixir enthusiasts threw it into an
aqueous solution, with all the confidence they displayed

in some other directions, where incongruities were asso-

ciated under the name "elixir." In the making of this

elixir of sumbul. however, they added elixir of valerianate

of ammonium, and colored it with cochineal, and labeled

it "compound elixir of sumbul," thus fortifying their

sumbulless sumbul with this most nauseating of nauseates.

The formula for the compound elixir of sumbul was
first authoritatively announced, perhaps, in the Proceed-

ings of the American Pharmaceutical Association, 1873

(copied from the British Pharmacopteia, 1867), and again
in Neiv Remedies, 1880. In the elixir book (Lloyd's),

1885. the formula was given as follows:

Compound Elixir of Sumbul.

(Compound Elixir of Musk-Root.)

Fluidextract of sumbul 1 fluid ounce.
Elixir of valerianate of ammonium.. 9 fluid ounces.
Simple elixir 4 fluid ounces.
Alcohol 2 fluid ounces.

Carbonate of magnesium, a suflicient quantity.
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Triturate the fluidextract of sumbul in a -wedgewood or

porcelain mortar with enough magnesium carbonate to

bring it to a creamy consistence, then gradually add the

elixir of valerianate and simple elixir, and filter; mix the

alcohol with the filtrate.

Probably this preparation is the basis of the question
concerning compound tincture of sumbul, unless it be
that some manufacturer of pharmaceutical specialties has
made a feature of such a preparation. Neither sumbui
nor any of its preparations has ever been of any import-
ance whatever in eclecticism, and none of them are in-

cluded among those known as "eclectic preparations."

Making Diluted Nitrohydrochloric Acid.—R. L.,

Indiana, writes : "Why is it not permissible to make
diluted nitrohydrochloric acid from the full-strength

U. S. P. acid, using the proper proportions? I am
unable to find any explanation. The U. S. P. directs

that the dilute should be recently prepared, which
would certainly be more readily done if the dilute

might be made from the stronger."

We are not sure that it is not permissible ; the Phar-
macopoeia does not say that it is not, nor does any
other of the many works on pharmacy and chemistry
which we have examined. The Pharmacopoeia says
"When efi'ervesence has ceased," after the two strong
acids have been mixed, "add the distilled water."' It

does not say that it is necessary that this should be
done immediately.

That the strong acid deteriorates upon standing is

well-known, and of course the diluted acid should
not be made from one which has stood long enough
to have lost the medicinal properties for which it is

employed. It seems, however, that if the strong acid

is all right, a diluted acid made from it ought to be.

Indeed many medical authors recommend the pre-
scribing of the strong acid, diluted with water, rather
than of the ofiicial diluted acid.

By the way, there seems to be some difference of
opinion among the pharmaceutical writers as to the
proportions of the three ingredients to be employed
in making the diluted nitrohydrochloric acid. In
looking through the books we find these varying pro-
portions directed in three of the leading ones

:

United States. Remnington's Standard
«.jrharmacopreia. Pharmacy. Dispensatory.

Nitric acid 40 40 40
Hydrochloric acid 182 182 180
Distilled water 780 778 780

To make about l.ooo l.oon

All the figures are for c.c. Perhaps the Pharma-
opoeia allowed 2 c.c. for loss in effervescence, and the
proof readers of the other two books, thinking they
had discovered an error, preceded to do their best to
correct it.

Thickening a Cough Syrup.—A. J., Iowa.—Gum
arabic is often used to thicken cough syrups; we be-
lieve tragacanth seldom is, its comparative insolu-
bility rendering it unsuitable for that purpose.

Heiskell's Ointment.—"Persic," Pennsylvania.—
We have not examined this preparation,' but have
seen it stated that it is cerate of lead subacetate.

Appeals to Readers.
Formulas are sought for the preparations, listed be-

low. We ask for such help as our readers can give

:

Alkavis.—C. E. F., Colorado.

Tunic's Horse Elixir.—VC. S. E., Rhode Island.

Mississippi Board Questions.

At the examination conducted by the Mississippi

Board of Pharmacy October 2d. 1906, the following

questions were asked. A. Fly examined on phar-

macy, J. W. Quinn on chemistry, H. M. Eraser on
inateria medica, and F. B. Peteet on posolog}'.

In reprinting board questions we make no more
changes than are necessan,- in order to put them into

our kind of type, our object being to present to our
readers, just as nearly as practicable, the questions as

they were presented to the candidates.

Pharmacy.
1:—Define Pharmacy? In what respect is pharmacy an

art as well as a science? Into what two classes is Phar-
macy divided: Name and define each.

2:—What are Tinctures? How many are official?

Wlierein do they differ from Spirits?
In how many ways are official Tinctures made?
What are Spirits? In how many ways are official Spirits

made?
How many are there.
3:—What are Pills? Of what two parts does a pill-mass

consist?
What are essential requirements of a pill-mass?
Name some of the ordinary excipients?
What is Vallets Mass? What Is blue Mass.
Name ingredients of each.
4:—What are Ointments? In what different ways are

Ointments made?
Give formula and latin name of the following Oint-

ments,—Rose Water: Iodoform: Chrysophanic Acid: Cit-

rine:
5:—What are Syrups: How Made? Give official work-

ing formula?
Name ingredients of the following Syrups,—Iodide Iron:

Lactophosphate Lime: Wild Cherry: Squills Comp: Hy-
driodic Acid.

6:—Translate the following abbreviations used in pre-
scription writing,—aa: Ad: Misce: Mode Prescriptio: Ter
in dia: Secundem Artem: Gutta.

—

What is the definition of the word—Prescription.
7:—How many grains in one Gramme? How many

grains of a drug are required to make 100 Cc of a 5% so-

lution.

How much of a drug is there in 1 1/2 drachms of a 4%
solution.

8:—Describe a Fluid Extract? Give typical working
formula: Why should heat be avoided in making Fluid
Extracts.

9:—Name ingredients of the following,—Paregoric: 0.

C. Pills USP: Seidlitz Powders: Comp. Jalap Powder:
Arom. Sulphuric Acid: Dovers Powders: Spt. Nitrous
Ether.

10:—Criticize the following prescription,

—

Tr. Aconite Rad drachms 1

Tr. Gelsemium " iss

Antipyrine " ilss

Syrup Tolu Ozs. i

Aqua Ment. Pip. Q S Ozs. iv

M. et Sig,—Teaspoonful every hour or two for headache
and fever.

Chemistry.

1;-—By what element may Iodine and Bromine be
liberated from their compounds.

2;—What chemical change takes place when Calcium
Chloride and Sodium Carbonate are mixed in boiling
water.

(b) What official preparation is formed.
3;—Give chemical formula for (a) Sodium Bicarbonate:

(b) Potassium Permanganate: (c) Nitric Acid: (d) Red
Iodide Mercury.

4;—What is the difference between Red Oxide Mercury
and Yellow Oxide Mercury.
5;—Give mode of preparing Phenol and how to distin-

guish Srom Creosote.
6;—What chemical change takes place in prescription

for Chloral Hvd (CCljOh) and Potassium Hydroxide
(KOH).

7;—What is Hydrogen and how may it be obtained.

8;—State difference Cohesion and Adhesion.
9:— (a) What is chemical affinity: (b) A Hydro-carbon.
10:—Name the four halogen elements.
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Materia Medica.

1;—What are cryptogamous plants: Into what two
classes are they divived. Name one of each.

2;—Give the habitat, botanical name, medicinal proper-
ties and official preparations of—Taraxicum; Cocoa; Ben-
zoin; Asafoetida; Lobelia.

3;—What is Eugenol. From where is it obtained;
Dose. What is the chief constituent of Oil Pimento.

4;—Tell what you know of Parenchyma; Prosenchyma;
Sclerenchyma as applied to cells in the study of botany.

.5:—Give the unabreviated official names of the follow-
ing;—Huxhams Tincture; Plummers Pills; Friars Bal-
sam; Basilicon Ointment; Monsells Solution.

6;—Ipecac;—Give the official Latin name; Give botani-
cal name of the plant from which the official product Is

obtained. What percent of Ipecac alkaloid does it contain.
Give process for making Syrup Ipecac; Give average dose
as expectorant and emetic of the syrup.

7;—What is understood by the terms Sternutatory;
Mydriatic; Nephritic; Parturient; Antizymotic.

8:—Colchicuni;^—What part or parts of the plant are
official. From what is the fluidextract prepared? Which
part of the plant contains the greater percentage of al-

kaloid? For what is it principally used.
9;—What part of the following plants is official;—

Gentian; Gelsemium; Frangula; Fennel; Santonica.
10;—State the difference between a Rhizome and a

Root? Define Tuberous Roots; Fibrous Roots; Fusiform
Roots.

Posology and Toxicolvoy.

1:—Define demulcent? Chemical Antidote? Physiologi-
cal Antidote? Lethal Dose?

2:—What the emetic dose of three vegetable emetics?
What is meant by the local effect of a poison?—give an
example?

3:—What emergency treatment should be employed in
poisoning by Corrosive Sublimate?
Give symptoms of Corrosive Sublimate poisoning?
4:—Name three mineral poisons with doses?

Name three vegetable "

Name two narcotic " "

Name two irritant
5:—Give symptoms and emergency treatment of poison-

ing by (a) Carbolic Acid (b) Nitric Acid.
6:—The adult dose of a drug being 12 grains, what

would be the proper dose for children 3, 6, S, & 12 years
of age respectively?

7:— (a) How much Cocaine Hyd. is in 4 ounces of a
10% solution? (b) A 6 ounce mixture contains 3-4 grains
Strychnine Sulphate how much of the alkaloid is con-
tained a desertspoonful of the mixture?

8:—Give maximum and minimum dose of Methylene
Blue? Fl. Ex. Valerian? Spartine Sulphate? Arsenous
Acid? Ext. Belladonna? Tr. Capsicum? Apomorphine Hy-
drochlorate? Terpin Hydrate? Heroin Hydrochlorate?
Zinc Valerianate?

9:—Give adult dose of Phenyl Salicylate? Infusin
Senna? James' Powder? Oxalate Cerium? Fl. Ex. Ergot?

10;—Give adult dose of Cocaine Hydrochlorate? Mor-
phine Sulphate? Atropine Sulphate? Eserine Sulphate?
Caffine Citrate?

To Protect Metal from Rust.

Make a varnish consisting of to parts of mastic

(picked, transparent grains are the best)
; 5 parts of

camphor, 5 parts of sandarac and 5 parts of clemi,

dissolved in sufficient alcohol to make a liquid which
flows freely, and with this cover the articles. The
latter will take the varnish better, if slightly warmed,
but may be covered in the cold state also.

Salicylic Dusting Powder.
From the addendum to the Austrian Pharma-

copoeia :

Salicylic acid i gramme.
Orris root, in finest powder 5 grammes.
Zinx oxide 10 grammes.
Wheat starch 14 grammes.
Talc 20 grammes.

Percentages Under the Pure Food and
Drug Law.

Certain correspondents having criticized the figures

representing the percentage of alcohol in fluidextracts,

etc., contributed by Paul Caldwell to the Circular
for December, 1906, and February, 1907 (pages 434
and 202 respectively) , we have compared a few of Mr.
Caldwell's figures with those contributed to the Phar-

maceutical Era by Prof. A. B. Stevens, Ph. C, Ph. D.,

of the school of pharmacy of the University of Michi-

gan, as well as with those published by three leading

pharmaceutical manufacturers. We have purposely

selected cases in which the manufacturers were wide

apart. The result of this comparison is given in the

following table, from which it will be seen that there

is a great difiference of opinion as to the real percent-

age of alcohol in official fluidextracts, although Mr.

Caldwell and Prof. Stevens get results which, in most

cases, are not widely divergent

:

Offlclal Prof. A. B. Paul Manufacturers.
Fluidextract. Stevens. Caldwell. A. B. C.

Buchu 71.0 72 65 65 80

Calamus 71.0 72 65 85 65

Conium 48.9 47 45 40 75

Couch grass 23.7 24 25 25 15

Digitalis 48.9 48 40 50 35

Eucalyptus 71.0 72 60 80 50

Grindelia 71.0 72 60 65 80

Guarana 48.9 48 60 65 40

Nux vomica 66.5 69 60 60 70

Bitter orange peei. 63.0 64 55 55 80

Poke root 48.9 48 45 55 40

Pomegranate 43 45 40 40

Sarsaparijla 31.5 32 45 25 20

Senna 48.9 43 50 40 30

Sumbul 71.0 72 80 55 SO

Uva ursi 19.0 19 40 30 35

Wild cherry 75.9 19 18 oo 10

While it is but natural to suppose that Mr. Cald-

well's figures would be high, as he does not allow for

the moisture and extractive matter carried into solu-

tion by the alcohol, the figures here quoted show that

his are not always higher than those of some others.

Dr. A. B. Lyons criticizes the use by Mr. Caldwell

of the apothecaries' ounce instead of the avoirdupois

ounce in his calculations of solids. This is a good

argument for the metric system, which is not am-
biguous. "The quantities of powdered opium given

per ounce for catarrh powder,* aromatic powder of

chalk with opium and compound powder of kino,

should be diminished about 9 per cent., consequently."

writes Dr. Lyons. Continuing, Dr. Lyons says:

The errors of most importance are:

In corn collodion, 9 1/2 grains extract cannabis indica

instead of about 7 1/9 grains.

In elixir celery compound, 1/16 grain cocaine instead of

about 1/7 grain.

In elixir coca, 1/8 grain cocaine instead of about 1/4

grain (0.285 grain).

In elixir coca and guarana, the same error.

In wine of coca, aromatic, 1/16 grain cocaine instead of

about 1/7 grain.

That is, in all preparations of coca the quantities of

cocaine are given about one-half what they should be.

In Chapman's mixture. 4 3/4 grains of ethyl nitrite

should be about 3 7/8 grains.

In Lafayette mixture, 2 4/10 grains of ethyl nitrite

should be about 2 grains (1.95 grains).

In Loomis' diarrhea mixture, 3/5 grain of powdered
opium should be about 6 grains.

In Squibb's diarrhea mixture, 10 grains of powdered
opium should be 9 grains.

This must have been a slip of the pen, as there is no
powdered opium in the National Formulary catarrh pow-
der, and none is mentioned by Mr. Caldwell in that con-
nection.—Editor The Dkuggi.sts Cikci-lar.
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In Thielmans diarrhea mixture, 1 1/4 grains of pow-
dered opium should be 11 1/2 grains.

Correction should be published of at least two of these

errors. Please confer with the author in regard to the

matter.

Replying to that portion of Dr. Lyons' criticism

which refers to cocaine, Mr. Caldwell says: "The
Pharmacopceia does not mention cocaine in the assay

of coca as leaves or of fluidextract, but merely requires

the presence of 0.5 per cent, of 'ether-soluble alka-

loids,' and according to White's Materia Medica
these may include besides cocaine, both hygrine and
ecgonine. The same authority states that of the 0.5

per cent, of ether-soluble alkaloids in coca leaves,

0.2 per cent, [that is, two-fifths of the whole] is co-

caine." In regard to the glaring errors as to two of

the diarrhea mixtures, Mr. Caldwell says these are

clerical errors made in copying.

One of our largest pharmaceutical manufacturing
houses, writing to the Circular on the subject of per-

centages of alcohol in official medicinal fluids, says:

Strange as it may appear to one who is not in close

touch with manufacturing operations, we had not the occa-

sion before the enactment of the food and drug law to

make a tabulated statement of the alcoholic content in our
pharmaceutical preparations. We have always worked
from standard menstrua and of course knew roughly the
content of alcohol in the finished preparation, but after the
law was enacted more accurate information of the alco-

holic content was required and we immediately began to

collect the necessary data. As was to be expected, we
found that the alcoholic percentage varied in these prep-
arations for many reasons, mainly from the variation in
the percentage of moisture and extractive in drugs which
enter so largely into such preparations. We find, for in-

stance, in fluidextracts that the successive lots of a given
fluid sometimes vary as much as 10 per cent, in alcoholic
content. We are still collecting this information and be-

fore very many weeks will be forced to adopt a standard
alcoholic content for each preparation containing this in-
gredient, and will undoubtedly be forced to assay each lot
as it is made and adjust the alcohol to the standard per-
centage, which we shall have to have printed on our labels
by the 1st of October next.

We are led to suggest as the result of having read a lot
of the tabulated statements published in the,pharmaceuti-
cal journals that practically all of these are misleading, in-
asmuch as some of them are entirely hypothetical, and we
think most of the rest of them are based upon insuflicient
data. For this reason these articles are misleading and
are undoubtedly going to be the source of a great deal of
annoyance and misapprehension on the part of retail phar-
macists. This is a matter which must perforce be worked
out in course of time, and we think that some of the jour-
nals are making a grave mistake in attempting to give
this information before it has been properly accumulated
by actual assay.

International Atomic Wei^^hts, 1907.
The International Committee on Atomic Weights in

its report for 1907 summarizes the work done" in its

province by various chemists since its renort for 1906.
From evidence presented it feels justified in recom-
mending the following changes

:

Nitrogen, from 14.04 to 14.01.

Bismuth, from 208.5 to 208.0.

Tantalum, from 183.0 to 181.o.

Terbium, from 160.0 to 159.2.

•'Other changes," says the report, "which seem to be
needed because of alterations in the atomic weights of
silver and chlorine, cannot yet be made with safety.
The atomic weight of silver, as deduced from Stas'
data, is probably too high, but by an unknown amount
and that will affect the entire table. If we assume,
with Guye, that Ag= 107.89, with the proportional
changes in CI and Br, the atomic weight of barium, as

determined by Richards, will be reduced by 0.05.

Such a change, which is probably extreme, does not
affect the utility of the accepted atomic weights at all

seriously, and no important interest will suffer if we
delay the suggested alterations until our knowledge of
the corrections to be applied is more exact. Guye's
conclusions, although strongly supported, are not
final ; and they should be neither accepted nor rejected

except upon the basis of much more complete evidence
than we now possess. The atomic weight of chlorine,

as shown in our last report, is certainly too low ; but
it depends in part upon the undetermined change to be
applied to silver. For that reason, as well as for the

reason that a change in chlorine affects many other
values, we prefer to leave the figures as they are, and
to wait for fuller information. That information will

doubtless be supplied by researches now known to be
in progress, and the corrections which they will fur-

nish ought not to be delayed very long.

"One addition to the table seems to be legitimate.

Europium, with an approximate atomic weight of 152,
appears to be a definite element, as shown by the in-

vestigations of Demarcay, L^rbain and Lacombe, Eber-
hard and Feit and Przibylla. Its existence is recog-

nized in Abegg's Handbuch and its claims to a place

in the table are certainly as great as those of erbium,
thulium or terbium. As for dysprosium, its admit-
tance to the table may well be delayed until a better

detennination of its atomic weight shall have been
made."
The atomic weights proposed for 1907 follow

:

Aluminum ....Al 27.1 Neodymium ....Nd 143.6

Antimony .Sb 120.2 Neon Ne 20.

Argon .A 39.9 Nickel .Ni 58.7

Arsenic .As 75.0 Nitrogen N 14.01

Barium .Ba 137.4 Osmium .Os 191.

Bismuth .Bi 208.0 Oxygen 16.00

Boron .B 11.0 Palladium .Pd 106.5

Bromine .Br 79.96 Phosphorus ...P 31.0

Cadmium .Cd 112.4 Platinum Pt 194.8

Caesium .Cs 132.9 Potassium .....K 39.15

Calcium .Ca 40.1 Praseodymium. Pr 140.5

Carbon .C 12.00 Radium Rd 225.

Cerium .Ce 140.25 Rhodium .Rh 103.0

Chlorine .CI 35.45 Rubidium .....Rb 85.5

Chromium ....Cr 52.1 Ruthenium ....Ru 101.7

Cobalt .Co 39.0 Samarium Sa 1.50.3

Columbium ...Cb 94. Scandium Sc 44.1

Copper Cu 63.6 Selenium Se 79.2

Erbium .Er 166. Silicon .Si 28.4

Europium .....Eu 152. Silver Ag 107.93

Fluorine .F 19.0 Sodium Na 23.05

Gadolinium ...Gd 156. Strontium Sr 87.6

Gallium .Ga 70. Sulphur S 32.06

Germanium ...Ge 72.5 Tantalum Ta 181.

Glucinum .Gl 9.1 Tellurium Te 127.6

Gold .Au 197.2 Terbium Tb 159.2

Helium He 4.0 Thallium Tl 204.1

Hydrogen .H 1.008 Thorium Th 232.5

Indium .In 115. Thulium Tm 171.

Iodine .1 126.97 Tin Sn 119.0

Iridium .Ir 193.0 Titanium Ti 48.1

Iron .Fe 55.9 Tungsten W 184.

Krypton Kr 81.8 Uranium U 238.5

Lanthanum ...La 138.9 Vanadium V 51.2

Lead .Pb 206.9 Xenon Xe 128
Lithium .Li 7.03 Ytterbium Yb 173.0

Magnesium ....Mg 24.36 Yttrium Yt S9.0

Manganese . . . . Mn 55.0 Zinc Zn 65.4

Mercury Hg 200.0 Zirconium Zr 90.6

Jlolybdenum ...Mo 96.0

ft-of. Seubert, an original member of this commit-

tee, has resigned ; Prof. Ostwald has been designated

as his successor ; the committee as now constituted

consists of F. W. Garke, T. E. Thorpe, and W.
Ostwald, with a vacancy caused by the death of Prof.

Moissan.
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Correspondence.
Short, timely articles upim suhircts of interest to

pharmacists are solicited jor this iteiiartmcnt. In order
to be in time for publication in the issue of a given
month, they should be in the editor's hands on the fif-

teenth day of the month previous. Anonymous communi-
cations will not be published; but if the author expresses
a imsh to have his name withheld, this wish will be
scrupulously regarded and his letter considered confi-

dential.

High School Training for the Young
Prospective Pharmacist.

Lawrence, Kan., March 7th, 1907.

To the Editor of The Druggists Circular:

It may not be out of place to state the attitude of

the State of Kansas with regard to preliminary train-

ing, since this State has been classified without con-

sent among those that urge a low standard.

The enclosed circular was sent to all- the high

schools of the State of Kansas over two years ago.

The result has been that the quality of material is

becoming better and the eiTect also, has been a co-

operation on the part of pharmacists. As an illustra-

tion of this we have seen advertisements for young
men to enter as apprentices, "preference to be given

to high school graduates." The circular speaks for

itself as to the attitude of Kansas concerning this

much discussed question of preliminary requirement.

L. E. Sayre.

The circular reads as follows

:

Suggestions Regabdixg Work Preparatory to the Phar-
maceutical Course.

To the Principals of Higii Schools:
The school of pharmacy of the University of Kansas

often has applications from young persons desiring to

enter this school who have not had sufficient high-school
training to meet our entrance requirement.?. Not infre-

quently we receive letters from students now in the high
school asking for information as to the best course to

pursue in fitting themselves for entrance to one of these
schools. We are anxious to aid such persons, and are
ready to give them an outline of preparatory work. But
we have felt inclined to send this circular to principals of
high schools, thinking that we might put them in a posi-

tion to advise their pupils who may wish to pursue phar-
maceutical study at the University.
While the school of pharmacy is admitting students

from high schools after having iiad two years' work, in-

cluding one year of Latin, we should prefer very much
they remain in the high school until graduation. Prob-
ably the time is not far distant when we shall demand
high-school training as a condition for entrance into the
two-year as well as into the four-year courses. We have
not done so as yet, acting upon the advice cf the State
board of pharmacy.
Our experience shows that high-school graduates, as a

rule, do so much better work than those who have had
less training that we urge all to complete the high-school
course, if they can possibly do so, and we should be very
glad to have you exercise your influence to this end with
those whD desire to prepare for this school.

It may be well to state that those who are especially
preparing for pharmacy should give attention to algebra,
physics, chemistry, and Latin. We find students coming to
us from different parts of the state who are poorly pre-
pared in arithmetic, and we strongly urge that elementary
mathematics be made prominent in their preparation.
Such studies as physical geography, his'.ory (English his-
tory and American history), and English literature, it Is

needless to say, should be given to broaden the individual.
The limited knowledge of the English language, not

including spelling, of many students who come to us,
shows that our grammar and high schools should be spe-
cially guarded In the training relating to the mother
tongue.

If. for any reason, it is found impossible to make the

high-school student see the necessity of this longer prep-

aration, it Is recommended that he be directed to the study
of the physical and biological sciences, in addition to the
training in English mentioned in connection with the
pharmacy school. Ability to read the modern languages
will be found of more immediate value than an extended
course in Latin. Enough preparation in mathematics for

entrance into classes in physics Is advisable. Aside from
these specific instances of cases where preliminary train-

ing in the high school will prove of direct benefit in the
later work of the medical school, nothing more can be
suggested that would not occur to teachers that have as
the highest aim of their chosen work the training of the
best class of citizens.

We tru.st that you will receive this letter In the spirit

in which it is Intended, as an appeal to your kind inter-

est for those who may afterwards be pharmacy students.
We wish our prospective students to make good use of

their high-school training, and know that your co-opera-
tion is secured without asking.

Very respectfully yours,

Fra.xk Stro.xg, Chancellor.

;^ Refined Spirit or Alcohol?
Peoria, 111., ^larch 8th, 1907.

To the Editor of The Druggists Circular :

The term alcohol as applied to pharmacy is incor-

rect and misleading. The old term rectified spirits or

rectified spirits of wine came nearer to a proper defini-

tion, although to-day the bulk of the spirits is made
from corn and the term refined spirits would come
nearer to the truth, and would have more meaning
than the term alcohol, which, as used, expresses little

or nothing. With all of the agitation for pure drugs,

etc., why does the pharmacopceial revision committee
persist in calling for alcohol for use in the manufac-
ture of pharmacopceial preparations?

Granted that what is used should be pure ethyl

alcohol or ethyl hydrate (CoH^HO) of a specific gray-

ity 0.820 and' a percentage strength of 94 or 188°

proof, let me state that he who buys alcohol, so

branded, on the open market, does not secure the arti-

cle which meets the necessary requirements of the

Pharmacopeia, which are met only in the article

known commercially as pure, neutral or cologne spirits

and that this and this alone will meet the require-

ments of the U. S. P.

Let me explain : Alcohol in the process of manu-
facture is made by the chemical change of the starch

of various grains, principally corn, by means of malt,

into invert sugar, which is changed into alcohol

throu.gh the action of brewers' yeast; the resulting

beer is run into the beer-still and distilled over, re-

sulting in high-wines, an impure alcoholic liquor con-
taining 65 per cent, to 70 per cent, of absolute ethyl

alcohol ; this is redistilled under a steam pressure of

40 pounds per square inch, running over at a per-

centage strength of about 94, or 188° proof, which
still contains some fusel oil and other by-products of

distillation which render it impure, unzvholesome and
totally unfit for the uses of pharmacy. This is the

alcohol of commerce and may be used for burning,
the arts and external application, but cannot consist-

ently be used for internal medication.

Cologne spirits, however, is made by taking this

same high-wines, reducing the alcoholic strength to

53 per cent, to 54 per cent, or 106° to 108° proof, and
pumping same throu.sfh chambers containing powdered
wood charcoal, tightly packed, called leach tubs, at a

pressure of 140 pounds per square inch, which i s-

moves practically all of the impurities; this is then
redistilled to raise the proof to about 190° to 192..=;°
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or 95 per cent, to 961-^ per cent, absolute ethyl alco-

hol ; and the "tailings,'' i. e., the beginning and end of

the run, containing the heavier impurities, are con-

ducted to the alcohol cisterns, while the pure spirits

is derived from the "middles" or middle run of the

still; this makes an article free from objectionable

odors and impurities and of a sweetish taste, fit to be

used in pharmacy and is commercially known as pure,

neutral or cologne spirits.

I will admit, further, that there are many druggists

who buy cologne spirits and are in the habit of selling

and using same where alcohol is called for, but there

are manv others to whom the term is simply known

by hears'av, and who believe that its uses are limited

to the perfumery trade. If alcohol, and the name,

answers the requirements of pharmacy, all well and

good ; but if not. and I claim conclusively it does not,

let us as advocates of purity in pharmacy, buy, sell and

use cologne spirits where alcohol is demanded by the

Pharmacopoeia and our trade, and see to it when the

next revision occurs that the proper name is applied

to this most necessary article in the practice of phar-

macv.
'

R. L. Vandexbcrg.

[While Mr. Vandenburg's communication is timely,

he seems to overlook the fact that the very Pharma-

copoeia which he criticizes so frankly sets a standard

for alcohol. If the alcohol of the market does not

come up to the pharmacopceial standard, then the

pharmacist should buy an alcohol that does; hence

the timeliness of this 'communication. But the revi-

sion committee of the United States Pharmacopceial

Convention is having trouble enough just now with-

out being charged with the shortcomings of the manu-
facturers. There are lots of things beside alcohol

which appear on the market with a pharmacopceial

name which are not of pharmacopceial purity. Even

the word "spirits," as used by our correspondent,

while all right in the trade, perhaps, shows the final

s as an impurity when tested by the Pharmacopoeia.

—Editor The Druggists Circul.'iR.]

For One System of Weights and Measures.
, Pa., March 22d, 1907.

To the Editor of The Druggists Circul.vr:

Have noted the deep sarcasm used by your journal

in speaking of druggists who "convert" the metric

system in making up pharmacopceial preparations.

Will say that if you wish to arrive at the cost of your

preparations you must do this. If the metric system

exclusively were legalized its use would be conven-

ient in the Pharmacopoeia. "Barney."

[The point is well taken, and we hope in time to

see the manufacturers and wholesalers use the metric

system exclusively. Think, for instance, how easy it

would be to estimate the cost of the opium in 1000

c.c. of laudanum, when we knew that one-tenth that

number of grammes was used and that it costs $9 a

kilo, or 9 cents a gramme. The example almost

works itself. Now try it this way : What is the cost

of the opium in a quart of laudanum, opium being

worth $4.50 a pound, and laudanum being a 10 per

cent, tincture? Let's see: A quart is 32 ounces,

and one-tenth of that is 3.2 ounces, or would be if

ihere were only one kind of ounce, which is far from
beine the case : but let's call it that for the sake of

avoiding further complication. If a pound of opium

costs $4.50, an ounce would cost 1/16 of $4.50, which

is about 28 cents; 3.2 ounces (eliminating decimals)

is 3 1/5 ; then, 28 cents multiplied by 3 1/5 amounts
to about 90 cents. And still there are some people

who insist that the metric system is too hard and com-
plicated for them to use, and is not practical, anyhow !

—Editor The Druggists Circular.]

Women in Phau-macy: an Adverse View.
[The following letter bore the name of no post-

office, but the envelope was stamped at Binghamton.
—Editor The Druggists Circular.]

Mrs. A. C. Vaughan, 3/18/07
To Druggist Circular

The artical you have in the last Circular is an
interesting one, on Women pharmacist. I would
not Employ a woman unless she does the work that

is expected from a Man. Such as mop the floor.

Clean Cases. Clean fountain etc if necessary clean

out the Cellar. I would Never Buy anny thing

from a Woman Salesman, they are out of there

place, and a Alan who Employs a woman is a cheap
man or Crazy, there is no one like a Man Clerk in

a Drug Store, and he Knows what to do in all Cases.

Man allways looks forward to better himself, which
is right. Woman Marries and & works just the

same, and cheats a man out of a position, probably

one with families to support, they are no good in

Drug Stores, its a good thing they are scarce in the

East.

Answer to Mrs. A. C. \'aughans letter.

M. A. Tiller.

More about Incompetent Examiners.
Minneapolis, Miim, March 2d, 1907.

To the Editor of The Druggists Circular:

Your position on the board question is correct and
the tone of your editorial sufficiently pacific.

Frederick J. Wulling,
[Dean of the College of Pharmacy.

University of Minnesota.]

Differentiating Synthetic and Natural

Benzoic Acid.

Carminboeuf and Grossmann (Ann. Cliiin. anal.)

say that synthetic benzoic acid can be detected, even
in mixtures, by the presence of a small amount of

chlorine which is used in the manufacture of the

synthetic acid. The test is applied as follows : 5

grammes of the suspected acid are mixed with about

5 grammes of dry soda free from chlorine ; the mix-

ture is placed in a platinum crucible and the organic

constituent destroyed by heat. The residue is taken

up with water acidulated with nitric acid and tested

for the chlorine by means of silver nitrate. The
authors point out that synthetic and natural acids give

ofl totally different odors when boiled with soda, but

that with mixtures of the two this test is not avail-

able.

Apropos of the e.xpert witness in murder trials, the

funny paragraph writer of the Evening Telegram
says that "an alienist is largely a man unable to tell

strangulated hernia from granulated eyelids, who re-

ceives money for eoing into court and allowing the

fact to be made evident."
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Anti-Narcotic Legislation.

Agitation for laws to stop the traffic in habit- form-
ing narcotics is due to the abuse by druggists of the

discretionary power lodged in them by the present

laws. This is the conclusion of Addison Dimmitt,
formerly president of the Kentucky Board of Phar-
macy, as expressed in a paper read before the pharma-
ceutical association of that State last year.

"The public, through their representatives in the

State assembly, are trying by legal restrictions to

stop entirely the sale of narcotics except on the writ-

ten prescription of a physician ; and it has required the

greatest diligence and watchfulness on the part of the

legislative committees from the State pharmaceutical
associations to prevent the passage of some of the

most rabid anti-narcotic legislation," said ]Mr. Dim-
mitt. Continuing, he said

:

"Some of these proposed measures, had they be-

come laws, would not permit us to sell except on jjre-

scription, paregoric, Dover's powder, Godfrey's cor-

dial* or simple cough remedies if they should contain

even minute doses of morphine, codeine, heroin, etc.

What a hardship upon both the public and the drug-
gists such legislation would be; yet this is what we
have had to contend with in this and other States. It

shows conclusively that the public proposes to stop

druggists or any one else from being purveyors of

narcotics to the poor unfortunate habituals. It is this

condition that confronts the retail druggist. Will
you aid in passing a reasonable law governing the

sale of narcotics or, by dilatory tactics, allow some
obnoxious measure to become a law over your head
merely by our failure to oppose it?"

Legislators, said Mr. Dimmitt, were willing and
anxious to pass any kind of a law that would stop the

traffic in narcotics. This had been shown when the

upper house of the Kentucky legislature passed the

Beal model anti-narcotic law without a dissenting

vote. It was to reach the bad men. rather than to

regulate the good men in pharmacy, that such laws

were urged. ''There does exist in our ranks." de-

clared the author of the paper, "an element of men
who would sell their souls for money, who scheme
and contrive to outwit the law." It was "due to

these parasites" that the entire profession was forced

to carry the odium of being "parties to the most hor-

rible traffic of modern times."

Clerks and Proprietors.

In a paper on "the clerk problem" read before the

"Virginia Pharmaceutical Association, W. G. Williams
said to the clerks: "Make yourself so useful to your
employer that he will be of the opinion that you are

the only man that can fill the position. You can do
this, too; it is easy. In my limited experience—

I

state this as a fact—the only clerks that I ever em-
ployed that have done anything for themselves are

those that did the most for me, and I believe that this

would be the testimony of everyone here if called

upon to testify."

Munyon's Kidney Cure.
Analysis made by the British Medical Journal indi-

cated that this nostrum was ordinary white sugar,
nothing more or less.

*We think it would be no hardship on the druggist or
the public for the sale of this narcotic to be regulated by
law—Editor The Druggists Circtjl.^r.

Book Notices.

Mida's Compilation of State Pure Food Laws,
containing also Federal Laws and Regulations and
other Matters relating to the Subject. Loose
sheets, adjustable, locking binder; cloth; $6. Chi-

cago: The Criterion Publishing Co. 1906.

This compilation affords a particularly convenient

arrangement of legal data at present of more than

passing interest to druggists. It appears to be com-

plete and up to date and purchasers of the present

work will be furnished with uniform sheets to fit in

the binder, embracing all additions and alterations

enacted by the diiiferent legislative bodies until 1908.

Sixth Annual Report of the New York State
Board of Pharmacy, 1906.

Warner's Safe Cure.

This preparation, according to the manufacturers,

is "purely vegetable," says the British Medical Jour-

nal, as quoted by the Journal of the American Medical
Association, and this predilection on the part of the

public for vegetable remedies is probably responsible

for potassium nitrate being classed as a vegetable.

Analysis of this remedy showed "the presence of po-

tassium nitrate, alcohol, glycerin, a trace of oil of

wintergreen and vegetable extractive." No alkaloid

or similar active principle was found and the extract

had little distinctive taste or character, all its prop-

erties pointing strongly to its consisting largely of

taraxacum, with some other extract containing a

small quantity of tannin.

Solution of Pepsin.

In the Bournemouth Formulary (British) may be

found the following

:

Soluble scale pepsin 320 grains.

Diluted hydrochloric acid 3 drams.

Alcohol (90 per cent.) i ounce.

Glycerin 3 ounces.

Chloroform water 10 ounces.

Distilled water enough to make 20 ounces.

Tucker's Asthma Cure.

In 1903 Aufrecht analyzed Tucker's asthma cure

and gave as a result of his work (Pharm. Cent.) this

formula : Cocaine hydrochlorate, i
;

potassium
nitrate, 5 ;

glycerin, 35 ; bitter almond water, 35

;

water, 25 ; vegetable extractives (probably from
stramonium), 4. Bertram, in 1905, found atropine

sulphate, i ; sodium nitrate, 4 ; vegetable extractives,

dissolved in some water, with glycerin, 0.52.

Polish for Silver.

Cream of tartar 2 ounces.

Prepared chalk 2 ounces.

Alum I ounce.

Water, sufficient to make a paste.

Apply with a bit of soft cloth or rag and rub of?

with chamois.

Glycerin Lotion.
Tragacanth 60 grains.

Glycerin 2 ounces.
Water 4 ounces.

Perfume, a sufficient quantity.
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DRUG STORE ADVERTISING

By M. P. COULD, of New York

In this department some of the fundamentals of

successful drug store advertising will be expounded
each month. The aim is to correct errors of adver-

tising and establish the most profitable and advisable

methods of building up retail drug trade by means of

the powerful influence of advertising.

Different Ways of Advertising.
This advertising campaign Is interesting.

There is a lot of money wasted in it. There are also

barrels of money made in it. Some men seem to have
an instinct for advertising. They seem to know just how
people will look at the advertisement and what they will

think about it and what it will make them do before they
ever put it into the paper or send it out in a letter.

That is the same quality that a successful playwright
has. He knows when he is writing his play just how
each scene will look on the stage and what effect it will

have on the public. If he can not see that in his mind's
eye, he might as well give up—he can never become a suc-

cessful writer of plays.

Just so a druggist must learn to anticipate the attitude
which people will take toward his advertisements when
they appear.
He will have to learn most of this by experience. Some

of this, of course, will come to him intuitively. The more
instinctive he is as an advertiser, the more he will know
how to advertise so as not to waste his money.

A DISTKESSIXG THIXG IX ADVERTISING.

It is a distressing thing to an advertising man, and it

must be even more distressing to the man who is paying
the bills for the advertising, to keep on advertising year
after year and see his business only just barely hold its

own.
Suppose he spends $25 or $50 or $75, or as some of the

big druggists do. $100 or more per month, and when the
second year swings around, he finds that the business
for April, 1907, only equals that of April, 1906. He Is

very likely to sit down and figure out that the $300 or
$600 or $1,200 that he has put into the advertising has
been largely wasted. I have no doubt that many sub-
scribers to The Dkuggists Circuxar have gone through
just such an experience as this.

AFRAID TO STOP ADVERTISING.

Yet, when it came right to the point of stopping all

their advertising, they did not like to do it. They are
afraid that their competitors will get the better of them.
or that their business, instead of holding its own, will
drop back. Indeed, this latter point is a very good point.
A druggist may be doing extremely well to "hold his own
under the conditions existing about his store.

Before I make any further suggestions regarding this
matter, let me tell how a good many very successful man-
ufacturers began their advertising so as to bring the
biggest number of returns.

HOW THE MAXUFACTCRER DOES.

When a manufacturer wants to put a new product on
the market, he usually makes a great big splurge at the
start so as to attract attention. He does not intend to keep
up that kind of a showing for the whole year, he simply
does it so that man, woman or child can not get past his
advertising. If he has the money to do so, he takes a
page space, sometimes two pages, and once in a while the
manufacturer will begin with four pages in the maga-
zines, thus overshadowing everything else there and mak-
ing his advertisement the biggest in the whole publication.
Very often a manufacturer will have his advertisement

prints:; on a very stiff cardboard in bright colors so that
as you open the magazine, it will fall open naturallv to
his advertisement.
After the goods are known and are on sale in different

stores, the manufacturer drops down to a regular pace,
using quarter pages, half pages or full pages in as many
publications as he has money to go Into.

If the big manufacturer, the shrewd advertiser, adopts
this policy, why cannot a retailer learn from him?

HOW CAN THE RETALLEB "rLASH."

Now, how can a retailer make a flash so as to attract
attention? There are several different ways. One of the
common and most foolish ways is to cut the life out of
prices.

Another way is to do some crazy, hare-brained, silly
thing.
A better way is to organize some event which would seem

to justify a big advertisement.
A man may feel that he was almost "breaking" him-
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self to spend so much money In the advertising, but that
very fact will make him work all the harder to make the
advertising bring returns.

THE HOUSE-CLEANISO TRADE.

For example: If a druggist wants to get the greater
share of the trade in his locality for house-cleaning arti-

cles, he would probably, first, get together the best col-

lection of such articles that he could afford to handle.
He would then move his show cases around so as to

bring his house-cleaning goods to the front, and make
his store look almost as if that was the only kind of

goods which it contained. Then he would make some
extraordinary kind of window display so that it would
be just as attractive as possible. After that he would get

some big signs made to put on his walls and all about
his store.

He would then sit down and think up a number of in-

teresting propositions which he might work out, that is.

by combining two different kinds of goods and selling at

a price, so that the public would recognize it as unusual
and also a sensible thing to do. Then he might put up
different outfits which would sell at a single price. There
would be a half-dozen different things in the bunch. In

certain localities he might plan to buy some premiums
wUch would cost him, say 2 cents or 3 cents apiece, and
give one with every purchase amounting to over 10 cents

on a special day.

DITFEREXT SCHEMES.

After he has thought out all the different schemes and
everything connected with the selling of these goods, he
should come out with a great big advertisement in the

paper. If he is In a locality where he cannot use the

newspaper, he might get out a great big dodger, or sheet,
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or circular setting forth the advantages of these goods
and advertising the peculiar combinations and special
offers which he had to make.

I had a report the other day from a man who had
worked up an event in his store. It was not a very big
store. Over 4,500 sales were made that day. He had
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that day who were in the habit of trading at other stores,

than would come into the stora in a whole year's time, m
ordinary circumstances. Undoubtedly, there were people

who came into his store who never before knew of the

fctore. If the people were treated right and the store was

attractive, it is reasonable to suppose that many of them

will come back to that store for other drug store goods

as they need them.

NOVELTY IS EFFECTU'E.

I do not mean that one should have an "opening day,"

necessarily, or a "souvenir day"; I do mean, however,

to imply that the essence of advertising is novelty. The

mere carrying of a name in the paper or printed on cir-

culars, does not do much good. Anything that will im-

press a druggist's personality, or the personality of his

store upon his locality is good advertising.

The druggist wants to get his money back as he goes

along. He does not want to invest in advertising for six

months before he sees any returns. He does not want to

have the money going out all the time without seeing an

equivalent coming back.
Often a druggist carries his advertisement in the

newspaper without believing in it. and puts out other

forms of advertising without believing that they are go-

ing to do any good, therefore he thinks it does not make
much difference what kind of copy he uses.

In such cases, it usually does not make any difference,

because the druggist's attitude toward it is so indifferent

that there is good proof that the store itself will be run
upon an indifferent plan.

A druggist had better keep hold of his money than to

spend it as if he were paying blackmail.

ADVERTISING DOES PAY.

It is too bad for any druggist to have such a view of

advertising, because advertising can multiply by thou-

sands and tens of thousands, what a man does or says.

Advertising can tell the whole community within three

or four hours, whatever story the druggist wants to put

out about his business. It tells it to everybody all at

once. They do not have to line up and take turns; they
all know it without waiting. The question then is, What
kind of a story has the man to tell? If he has a story

that has not any interest in it, then he ought not to ad-

vertise.

But the progressive druggists have a story. They keep
telling something new. They keep talking to the public

just as they would talk to a friendly customer, present-

ing the interesting things which they have to offer. They
take the public into their confidence. They make their

business grow by the simple use of printer's ink.

Criticisms and Answers to Inquiries.

A few days ago a druggist who owns four stores, came
to have a talk with me. He is already doing consider-

able advertising, but he wants to do some more. He
is not satisfied. He said if he were doing a thousand dol-

lars worth of business a minute, he probably would want
to do more. At the present time he advertises in his

local paper—seven inches, double-column—once a week.
He said that he has put a number of test advertisements
in this paper, and has found that it brings good business.
He knows that that advertising pays him. He also gets
quite a good deal of free advertising from manufacturers.
Another thing which he has been doing, and which he
wants to stop now. is giving premiums every Saturday.
The premiums cost him from one to three cents each and
are given free with each sale amounting to 10 cents or
over. He is not sure if he does not make more money
when he cuts out the premi\ims and does less business.
All the druggists in his locality have adopted this scheme
now.
He said that he did not dare to put out a circular with

his prices on, because the other druggists would imme-
diately put signs in their windows announcing the same
goods at lower prices.

That is a wrong idea.

If he wants to advertise prices, the other druggists
cannot stop the trade from going to his store merely by
jiutting signs into the windows. They may deflect some
trade, but the man who goes right ahead with a pro-
gressive system of advertising, just as if there were no
other druggists in his locality can beat them. Of course,
it is annoying to him for them to wait until they see
his circular and then put a big sign in the window of-

fering the same goods for less money; but, the general

public does not like a "monkey" in business. It is the

original which makes the success, not the imitator.

Furthermore, if he wants to do so, he could put out

a sign in all four of his stores, cutting the prices down
below what they have offered, but we think that that

would be bad business. You can cut and under-cut prices

in that way until nobody is making any profit. Fix your
own prices, advertise them, and trust to the advertising

and the treatment given in the store to gradually bring

more and more trade to you.

This druggist uses too much matter furnished by the

manufacturers. Advertising furnished by them is usu-

ally of such a general character that it lacks life; it lacks

the pCi-sonality cf the store. It does not hit hard enough.
It dees not have life enough in it to compel trade to come
to that store.

This druggist could get out circulars which would
greatly increase his trade. If each circular were devoted
to a special sale, or to advertising a lot of special goods,

he would find his trade inei-easing still more.
Furthermore, by advertising of that kind, he can build

sales on his own preparations and on goods which he
ccntrols. and In that way he can get returns which his

c. nipetitors cannot.
If there are any big bill-boards in that locality, the

druggist could have some signs painted on them adver-

tising his store. These signs could stand six months at

a time and would direct trade to his store.

He could also make up a mailing list for each store,

and if he sent his advertising directly to the prospective
customer, in many instances the competitors would not
know what he was doing until at least two or three days
afterwards.
Even if they did know, people would soon get into the

habit of looking for this advertising matter, and when
they did. the competitor could not reap the results unless

he pursued similar or more effective tactics.

If there is a street car line running past this drug
store, the druggist might have a card in each side of the
car. He should change the cards every other week, or

every week, and make his name as big as possible.

A Book on Invalids' Food.
Practical Dietetics with Reference to Diet in Disease,

Alida Frances Pattee's work on the preparation and serv-

ing of food for invalids, has reached its fourth edition.

This book, which has been favorably mentioned in the
columns of the Circular on several occasions, has been
well received by the nursing profession in all parts of

the country, and has been adopted as a text book by the
foremost training schools for nurses, by the hospital de-

Iiartment of the United States army, and by the medical
department of the Dominion of Canada; and has also been
added to the list of authorized text books of the public
schools of this city.

Chicago Veterans Resting.

A desire to escape business cares and bad weather, and
not their advancing years, has induced several members
of the Chicago Veteran Druggists' Association to seek rec-

reation in milder climes. Messrs. Blocki, Fuller and
Sander are reported as enjoying the vernal balminess of

the Florida coast, and Henry Biroth as basking in the
sunshine of the vine-clad hills of southern Europe.

Another One of those Comic Opera French
Duels.

M. Surre, head chemist of the municipal laboratory at

Toulouse, and Count de Begouen. editor of Le Telegramme.
fought a duel with pistols last Tuesday without effect, and
the seconds then declared honor satisfied.—Paris Cor-
respondence in the Chemist and Druggist.

Cleveland. 0., has a firm believer in the deterring effect

cf fearful examples, in Chief-of-police Kohler. In arrest-

ing a cocaine-selling druggist recently, the chief decided
to make an example of him for the benefit of the others
of his' ilk, and had a patrol wagon wii»^ clanging gong,
dash up to the store of the offender, who was hustled out
and conveyed to the station house by a circuitous route,

the bell and the horses working overtime.
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American Pharmaceutical Association

Branches.
Baltimore.—President Hancock being absent, the meet-

ing of the Baltimore branch of the American Pharmaceu-
tical Association held February 2Sth, was called to order
by Vice-President Hynson. As the meeting was to be de-

voted to the science and practice of pharmacy, the vice-

president turned over the chair to Louis Schultze, chair-

man of the committee on pharmacy.
Mr. Schultze introduced A. T. Hill, a prominent English

pharmacist, who had recently become a resident of Balti-

more. Mr. Hill spoke interestingly upon "Some Aspects
of Pharmacy in England." He recounted the early ex-

periences of the pharmaceutical apprentice, usually a
country youth; his life and worlc until he has successfully
encountered the minor and major examinations; and his
subsequent establishment in business. He next took up
the British laws pertaining to pharmacy, explaining their

scope and the method of their application. Pharmaceuti-
cal societies and trade conditions were discussed by the
speaker, who concluded with a high tribute to American
pharmacy and praise of the United States Pharmacopceia.

Prof. Caspari responded to Mr. Hill and on behalf of

the members of the branch expressed appreciation of his

remarks. A general discussion of the subject followed
and Mr. Hill was called upon to explain further several
points in his address.
The subsequent meeting held March 21st was one of the

most Interesting and best attended in the history of this

branch.
J. B. Thomas, chairman of the committee on member-

ship which had charge of the meeting, reported very en-

couraging results from the efforts being made to secure
new members.

Dr. A. S. Lovenhart, of Johns Hopkins Medical School,
spoke very interestingly upon "Ferments and Enzymes."
He reviewed the derivation, physical properties and ac-

tion of the several ferments and enzymes, and the con-

ditions favoring and retarding their action. Very little

can be learned about them, he said, other than by ex-

perience, and their chemical nature is practically un-
known. In reply to a question of Prof. Caspari, Dr.
Lovenhart stated that he did not believe pepsin is de-

stroyed in contact with a weak alkali unless the contact
were long continued. He had not investigated the ac-

tion of pepsin en trypsin, but he considered them incom-
patible.

Prof. J. P. Remington, of Philadelphia, was the next
sneaker; his subject being "The Helpfulness of Organiza-
tion as niustrated by the American Pharmaceutical As-
sociation." Prof. Remington recounted the beneficial in-

fluence of the parent association, extending from its or-

ganization with helpful objects down to its present work
in behalf of pharmacy and the public welfare. The bene-
fits of this organization have been individual as well as
collective. The individual druggist has become broad
minded and imbued with a fraternal feeling, through as-

sociating with his fellows from his own and other States.

The old time druggist who stuck hermit-like to his shop
has eriven place to the pharmacist who believes in the
horefifial influence of travel and association. Prof.
Re-nington believes that to the younger men should be
given places of responsibility and trust in the pharmaceu-
tical organizations. Particular stress was placed by the
sneaker on the opportunities presented to pharmacists
by the present movement toward the abolition of secrecy
in medicine. Medical and pharmacal societies should co-

onerate in the campaign against ready made prescrip-
tions and the use of nostrums in all forms. It is a duty
of the pharmacist to enlighten the physician upon the
contents of the Pharmacopoeia and the National For-
mulary and a duty of the prescriber to consider the
particular needs of each individual patient.

Dr. S. T. Earle. ex-president of the Medical and
Chirurgical Faculty of Maryland, spoke in hearty ap-
proval of the remarks of Prof. Remington.

Dr. Lovenhart and Prof. Remington were elected
honorary members of the branch.

Chicago.—At the meeting of the Chicago branch of the
.American Pharmaceutical Association held March 19th,

the nrescription and the relations between the prescriber.
The dispenser and the patient were discussed.
Hon. J. W. Errant opened the discussion with some re-

marks on "The Ownershin of the Prescription from a
Legal Standpoint." Mr. Errant stated that the subject

had never been dealt with by the higher courts, and the

decisions of the lower courts were far from consistent.

In the opinion of the speaker the prescription being to all

intents an order from the physician to the pharmacist
for certain remedies intended to meet certain conditions,

and not sold to the patient, remains the property of the

prescriber, to be preserved by the dispenser. He referred

to the analogous case of the plans of an architect which
the courts have ruled belong to the architect.

Drs. Baer and Dedrich spoke upon "The Medical Atti-

tude toward the Repetition of Prescriptions." The in-

discriminate refilling of prescriptions was leading physi-

cians to refrain from prescribing, it was stated, as this

practice often led to untoward results. Several instances

in point were related. In summing up the two speakers
expressed the opinion that the refilling of prescriptions,

the dispensing of medicines by physicians, the sale of

patent medicine, itinerant drug vending, mail-order drug
defrauding, etc. are demoralizing and debasing the pro-

fessions of medicine and pharmacy, and should be made
illegal.

F. M. Smith spoke on "The Repetition of Prescriptions
from the Pharmacists' Viewpoint." He compared the cus-

tom of this country with the prevailing practice of

foreign countries. The prescription, in his opinion,

should be considered the property of the physician and
intended for the one particular case. In the matter of

responsibility he suggested the following principles for

the guidance of dispensers:

First, pharmacists may refill prescriptions which bear
no names or other indications to show that the prescrip-

tion was written for a particular patient, and contain no
dangerous ingredients.

Second, the physician should be consulted before the
repetition of prescriptions containing habit-forming
drugs, such as cocaine and morphine, also those contain-

ing heart-depressants and other injurious substances.

Third, limited repetitions are allowable of prescrip-

tions on which the prescriber has specified that tney may
be refilled a stated number of times.

Fourth, pharmacists should invariably refuse to refill

prescriptions on which the physician has stated over his

signature, that the prescription is not to be repeated.

Before a pharmacist refills such a prescription he should
have a written order from the prescriber stating that it

may be refilled a certain number of times for the patient

named in the original. The physician should protect the

dispenser who does as he is requested and should not
write a duplicate that the patient may take elsewhere.

The "square deal prescription blank" suggested by F. M,
Apple of Philadelphia, was recommended in this connec-
tion. (See next page.)

Messrs. Eliel and Hallberg. Miss Stimson and others
took part in the subsequent general discussion.

The committee on medical relations was directed to

confer with the Chicago Medical Society with regard to

co-operation in anti-narcotic work. The report of this

committee together with a discussion of proposed anti-

narcotic legislation are on the program of the next meet-
ing.

New Yorli.—Although somewhat behindhand this city

has now joined the ranks of those municipalities boasting
local branches of the American Pharmaceutical Associa-

tion. The preliminary organization was effected at a
meeting held at the New York college of pharmacy, March
15th. The call for this meeting, which was signed by
Local Secretary T. P. Cook and seven other members of

the association residing in this city, was responded to by
nearly thirty members from the city and neighboring
towns.

T. P. Cook acted as temporary chairman, and E. J.

Kennedy, as temporary secretary.

After considerable discussion a motion was adopted that

a local branch be organized immediately on the lines

laid down in the draft of a constitution and by-laws for

local branches, proposed by the council of the American
Pharmaceutical Association. This constitution which,
with the by-laws, was adopted unanimously, describes the

territory of the branch as the States of New York, New
Jersey and Connecticut. The usual provision for active,

honorary and associate members applies to this terri-

tory.

The following officers were elected: President, W. C.

Alpers; vice-president, AV. J. Schieffelin; secretary, C. A.

Mayo; treasurer, Joseph Weiustein; chairmen of commit-
tees: membership, G. C. Diekman; professional relations,
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W. C. Anderson; science and practice of pharmacy, H. J.

Lohmann; and education and legislation, T. F. Main.

The secretary was instructed to secure from the coun-

cil of the American Pharmaceutical Association the neces-

sary permission to complete the formal organization of

the branch.
The meetings of the branch will be held on the second

Monday of each month, at the college of pharmacy build-

ing.

Northern Ohio.—A critical discussion of the prepara-

tions of the National Formulary constituted the program
of the meeting of the Northern Ohio branch of the Ameri-
can Pharmaceutical Association held at Cleveland,

March 21st.

Prior to taking up this discussion, the branch adopted

several motions; among them one selecting the week of

August 19th as its choice for the date of the next meeting
of the parent association; and one approving the action

of State Food Commissioner Dunlap in the matter of en-

forcing pharmaceutical standards and assuring him of

the support of the members of the branch.

J. F. Grossklaus. of Navarre, O., a member of the A.

Ph. A. since 1859, was elected an honorary member of the

branch.
H. V. Arny opened the discussion of the National For-

mulary preparations. He advised the pharmacists to co-

operate with the American Medical Association in com-
batting empiricism and secrecy. Referring to "New and
Non-Oificial Remedies" and several other books issued by
the medical association, he advised his associates to ob-

tain copies of them and discuss their contents with their

physician friends.

M. G. Tielke spoke of the satisfactory results obtained
by him from sampling the physicians with official prepara-
tions. He expressed a belief that the best returns would
attend familiarizing the prescribers with the contents of

the Pharmacopoeia and the National Formulary.
Messrs. C. W. Benfield, W. T. Hankey and several other

rhembers took part in the general criticism of official

preparations. Among the changes and improvements sug-
gested were the following: The substitution of a vehicle
composed of tincture of orange peel, 60 parts; fluidextract

of giycyrrhiza, 30 parts; glycerin, 60 parts; and sugar,
350 parts, for the water in chloral and bromide compound.
N. F. Another was the use of powdered cudbear to re-

place the tincture of cudbear in alkaline antiseptic, N. F.

A third was the use of melted paraffin instead of benzin
in preparing tincture of deodorized opium.
One of the members relating his failure to prepare a

clear solution of hypophosphites containing three minims
of creosote in each fluid dram, it was suggested that he
adopt the process reported to be used by a manufacturing
house piitting out a similar preparation—that of filtering

off the excess of creosote!

Philadelphia.—At no previous meeting of the Phila-
delphia branch of the American Pharmaceutical Associa-
tion was there the interesting discussion that charac-
terized the meeting held March 5th. The subject under
discussion, "The Indiscriminate Renewal of Physicians'
Prescriptions," was warmly discussed by an unusually
large number of members and visitors, and considerable
difference of opinion was displayed.

The repeating of prescriptions was discussed from a
physician's point of view by Dr. A. O. J. Kelly, who con-
fessed that he, in common with probably the majority of
physicians, had no positive or well defined ideas on the
limitations that should properly be set on the renewal of
prescriptions. On the one hand, he believed that the re-

newal of prescriptions for many comparatively simple
external applications, such as mild rubefacient liniments,
and even the renewal of many prescriptions designed for
internal use, such as stomachics and mild laxatives,
could not well be objected to from any reasonable point of
view. On the other hand, prescriptions containing potent
remedies, or remedies that are at all known to create
drug-addiction or to do harm, if long continued, should
not be renewed indiscriminately, and should, under no
condition be trafficked in and never filled for other than
the original holder of the prescription. In this connec-
tion Dr. Kelly quoted a number of instances that had
come to his personal attention in which the continued or
the unwarranted use of potent remedies had done much,
and in several instances at least, permanent injury.

F. M. Apple presented "An Efficient Plan for Controll-
ing the Renewal of Prescriptions," Mr. Apple thought
that the need for some well defined plan to prevent the

renewal of prescriptions was evidenced by the ever in-

creasing number of physicians who were using some form
of injunction on their prescription blanks. He discussed,

at some length, the several forms of injunction to which
his attention had been called and compared those with
the form that had been devised by him. This form he
designated "The square deal prescription blank"* as it

puts the responsibility, for the refusal to renew a pre-

scription, where it rightfully belongs; on the physician.

Mr. Apple's prescription blank has, on the face, imme-
diately under the physician's name and address, the fol-

lowing:

NOTE—The conditions under which this
prescription is written will be found on re-
verse side hereof.

On the reverse is the following:

This prescription is written for the party
whose name appears thereon, for the pres-
ent indications only; hence it is not to be
renewed without my written consent, and
no copy of same is to be given.
The pharmacist compounding it will kind-

ly preserve same on his prescription file.

J. K. Thum read a paper entitled "A Retrospect of Dls-
cussionr on the Renewal of Prescriptions," in which he
briefly reviewed a number of recorded discussions on this
particular subject and quoted at length from an opinion
by the late Dr. E. R. Squibb, expressed in Philadelphia in

186S. In discussing the desirability of having a law to
regulate the renewal of prescriptions Dr. Squibb asserted
that it would be unwise to introduce laws or fixed rules
to govern the renewal of all prescriptions and that, after
all, it was but a matter of honesty, good sense and educa-
tion on the part of the pharmacist. Mr. Thum held that
this opinion by Dr. Squibb covered the question fully as
well to-day as it did forty years ago. He further ex-

pressed the belief that the pharmacist could and should
control the indiscriminate renewal of prescriptions that
are at all likely to do harm, by following the plan pre-
scribed by William Burk. of Detroit, at the semi-centen-
nial meeting of the American Pharmaceutical Association
at Philadelphia in 1902. Mr. Burk's plan was to discour-
age the refilling of prescriptions by attaching to their con-
tainers a small sticker with a legend somewhat as fol-

lows:

More harm than good is often done by
epeating a prescription, and it is well
) consult your physician before refilling.

Dr. H. C. Wood, Jr., in opening the general discussion,
said that we should never lose sight of the most important
factors in this connection, and they are the protection of
the public health and the guarding of patients against the
ever-possible generation of a drug habit. He believed it

to be wise for physicians to write the injunction not to
renew the prescription on all orders for potent or habit-
forming drugs, but he also believed that where this had
been omitted it should be the duty of the pharmacist to
guard the patient from the abuse of medicines of this
kind. In concluding he expressed the opinion that com-
mon sense and forethought would tend to make the ques-
tion of the renewal of prescriptions a very simple one.
The question was further discussed by Drs. Cattell. Rob-

inson, Minehardt. Lowe, Thrush, Stewart. Smith and
Kelly, and by Messrs. Remington, Gable. Blair, Mclntyre.
Wilbert. Greenawalt. Hunsberger, Apple and Thum. At
the conclusion of the discussion the secretary was in-
structed to communicatp with the proper officers of the
Philadelphia County Medical Society with a view to hav-
ing the members of that organization express their desires
regarding the refilling of prescriptions.

Numerous questions arose during the discussion, and it

was considered worth while to devote some future meet-
ing to the discussion of some of the following:
Who owns the prescription?

I Is an agreement that does not bear the signatures of
botn parties v^lil?
Would the courts sustain a pharmacist in refusing to

•See the Circular for October. 1906, page
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refill a prescription bearing an injunction "Not to be
refilled."

Should a pharmacist always reti.in the original pre-
scription?
Can a pharmacist legally refuse to give the patient a

copy of the prescription?
What is the status cf the copy of a prescription?
Should a reputable pharmacist refill or fill a "copy"?
Granted that a copy should be recognized as a pre-

scription should the pharmacist differentiate between a
copy written by a puarmacist and one written by the
patient himself?
What relation does the copy of a prescription bear to

the printed prescriptions found in many daily papers?
Should newspaper prescriptions be filled by reputable

pharmacists?
This being the annual meeting the discussion was pre-

ceded by a business session.

Several committees reported; the first being tne com-
mittee on the death of A. E. Ebert, which offered a set of
resolutions expressing their recognition of the loss occa-
sioned by the death of Mr. Ebert and urging the mem-
l)ers of the branch to contribute to the Ebert memorial
rund.

Dr. H. C. Wood, Jr., as chairman of the committee on
exhibitions, made an exhaustive report, detailing what
had been accomplished to date and outlining the -exhibi-

tion that it was proposed to make in connection with the
netting of the American Medical Association at Atlantic
rity during the coming summer. He stated that fhe
avthorities of the medical association had given permis-
sion for the exhibition, and that the beneficial effects of
such an exhibition could not be overestimated. In the
opinion of the committee the exhibition of a compara-
tively small number of preparations, being less likely to

lead to confusion, would b^ the better plan.

The election for the ensuing year resulted in the choice
of all the old officers, namely: President. Joseph P. Rem-
ington; vice-presidents, William Mclntyre and W. J.

Cliffe; and secretary-treasurer, M. I. Wilbert.

Historical Section, A. Ph. A.
For the purpose of collecting material bearing on the

liistory of pharmacy in America, the American Pharma-
ceutical Association a few years ago created a section on
historical pharmacy. The meetings of this section are
among the most entertaining held at the annual conven-
tions of the association, and much valuable material in
the shape of old letters, old photographs, old catalogues,
old college of pharmacy commencement programmes,
papers bearing on historical incidents in pharmacy, etc.,

has been collected.
Druggists everywhere are requested to contribute to the

museum of this section, which, it is hoped, will some day
have ample fire-proof quarters at Washington, and to write
papers on any subject of historical interest, to be read at
the meetings of the section and filed in its archives. The
historian of the section is Prof. Edward Kremers, Madi-
son. Wis., and he is giving much valuable time and at-

tention to his oflice.

According to a correspondent of the Chemist and Drug-
ii'xt. the cost of the new headquarters of the German
Pharmaceutical Association at Berlin is estimated at
t;0.000 pounds—nearly $300,000.

A Medical Editor on the National Formulary.
.Apropos of the efforts being made by pharmaceutical

associations In various parts of the country to induce
physicians to give the preference to National Formulary
preparations over proprietary articles, the following from
a recent number of the Medical World is cf interest:

"Comparatively few druggists know much about the
book [the National Formulary], or its contents, through-
oui many sections of the country. We have known for

soiue time that such a book was in existence, and huvs
ciav'loyed certain of the formulas given by it through
having taken them from quoted articles, or from informii-
tion furnished by professional friends, yet, until this

week, we had never seen a copy of the work. None have
been submitted to the medical journals for review, nor
have we noted any mention of it In any advertising col-

umns of any medical journal. The drug journals quoL3
from it to a considerable extent [although the publishers

have put a bar to too liberal quotations, and thus have
shut off, to an extent, even this means of advertising.—
Editor The Dbuggist Circul.\r], and we think we recall

noticing cnce or twice an advertisement of it in some
druggists' journal. We asked our druggist about it (ind
he is a good pharmacist), and he said he did "not have
one, but ;!j tended ordering." We then ordered from cur
v-holesale c ruggists [who charged $2.5S for it], and any
doctor may do the same. It does not appear just how
this association expects the medical profession to become
acquainted with the work, and this is to be regretted, as

it is sorely needed by the great mass of the rank and file

of practicing physicians."

Incidentally it might be mentioned that in the same
number of the Medical World from which the foregoing
was clipped, appears the statement that the National For-
mulary has no mention of "elixir peptonate of iron and
manganese." The formula for the preparation is given
in that book, but under the head "liquor" and not "elixir."

Metropolitan Association.
At the meeting of the Metropolitan Association of Re-

tail Druggists held at the Brooklyn College of Pharmacy
on the evening of March 29th, the secretary. Jacob Diner,
announced that in the case of his election to the board of

pharmacy he would resign his secretaryship. This, he
said, was in refutation of the reports which coupled his

candidacy for the board with a purpose of advancing the
Metropolitan association.

With the exception of the reports of the oiBcers, and a
brief report of the standard preparation committee, the
entire meeting was devoted to a discussion of ways and
means of increasing the active membership.

Treasurer A. B. Baltzly reported a balance of 1346.43.

The collections for the first three months of the current
year had been very satisfactory, being about $500 in ex-

cess of those for the corresponding period of last year.

Jacob Diner reported for the standard preparations
committee. The number of replies received from the
5.500 physicians addressed in behalf of the use of standard
preparations, had reached 2,500, and more were being re-

ceived daily. Practically all these were in support of the
propaganda. A booklet with nine formulas of pharma-
copoeial and National Formulary preparations was being
sent to the physicians. With these were enclosed samples
of compound acetanilide powder, U. S. P., and soluble
antiseptic powder, N. F.

The necessity of securing more funds to carry on the
proposed work lead to a lengthy discussion of methods of

getting large attendances at the meeting. The present
membership committee of three was considered inade-
quate, and is to be increased to nine.

The opportunities presented to the druggists by the
many changes in the label of proprietary pharmaceuticals,
under the pure food and drug laws, were explained to the
members, and they were advised to make the most of
them in converting their physician friends to the prescrib-

ing of standard preparations.

At the next meeting there will be a discussion of the
feasibility of printing the names of all the paid-up mem-
bers of the association on all the literature sent to phy-
sicians.

Manhattan Association.
The meeting of the Manhattan Pharmaceutical Associa-

tion. March 18th. was almost wholly devoted to the con-

sideration and discussion of legislative matters. The re-

port of the committee on legislation was deferred until

all the other routine matters had been disposed of, in

order that there might be ample time for discussion of

the points brought out by the committee.
Treasurer Hitchcock reported the cash on hand as $21.74.

Secretary Dauscha read a communication from Fred S.

Rogers, president of the State pharmaceutical association,

in which he called attention to the numerous benefits ac-

cruing to the retail drug trade from organization, and the
good work of the State association in fostering good or
combatting bad pharmacal legislation. The futility of at-

tempting to carry out the purposes of the association
without the moral and financial support of the druggists
throughout the State was touched upon in President Rog-
ers' letter, and he expressed a hope that the members of

the Manhattan association would all become members of

the State association. After several members had spoken
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in accord witli the expressions in the communication, a

motioa was adopted to embody them in a circular letter,

copies of which will be sent by the membership committee

to such members of the association as are not members of

the State organization.
There was some little discussion of a feasible means of

getting a cheaper rate for the guarantee bonds required by

the excise board of those druggists who deal in liquors

for medicinal purposes. Rumors of a reduction in their

rates by the bonding companies were reported and the

committee on trade interests was instructed to obtain all

])cssible information on the subject.

.1. C. Searles, chairman of the committee on legislation,

presented a very comprehensive report of the work done

by his committee in connection with the numerous bills

affecting pharmacy, now pending in the State legislature.

This report did not go into the details of the bills, and
Mr. Searles supplemented it by reading such excerpts

from the bills as seemed of particular moment. The op-

position of the committee has been especially directed

against the McCarren bill. No. 216, senate, which in one

clause permits the selling of "domestic remedies" by any
dealer providing such remedies have been prepared under
the supervision of a registered pharmacist. In the opin-

ion of the druggists, this bill has been drafted in the in-

terests of the department store firms and practically re-

moves them from under the supervision of the board of

pharmacy. The discussion attending this report lead to

the adoption of a motion instructing the secretary to send

letters to all the members urging upon them the necessity

of communicating with their assemblymen and the senate

committee on public health, calling their attention to the

undesirable features of the McCarren bill and several

ethers.

President Diner announced that at the next meeting Dr.

Sprague would read a paper upon antitoxin, its thera-

peutic action and use. and the serum treatment of diph-

theria in all its pha.ses.

German Apothecaries' Society.

Clarence 0. Bigelow having been induced by his friends

to reconsider his refusal to be a candidate for re-election

to the New York Board of Pharmacy, his candidacy was
endorsed by the German Apothecaries' Society, of New
York, at a meeting held March 5th. George Kleinau, who
had been advanced as the society's candidate for the
vacancy, withdrew in favor of Mr. Bigelow. Jacob Diner,
who has the support of several of the local organizations,
received eleven out of thirty-two ballots cast by members
of the society.

A letter from Governor Deneen. of Illinois, in reply to

a communication from President Felix Hirseman, was
read. In this the governor set forth his reasons for the
appointment of Charles H. Avery a member of the Illinois

Board of Pharmacy.
George Kleinau, as chairman of the legislative com-

mittee, reported comprehensively respecting the numerous
bills of a pharmacal nature pending in the State legisla-

ture.

Dr. C. W. Volney, of Keyport, N. J., was the speaker of
the evening. He took as his topic the use of "Cottonseed
Meal as a Breadstuff." His remarks were instructive and
commanded the closest attention, and were illustrated
with many samples of cottonseed products and photo-
graphs of various things connected with the cotton in-

dustry.

Kings County Society.
Pharmacal legislation of divers sorts is the prevailing

topic in the discussions at the meetings of the pharma-
ceutical organizations in all parts of the country. The
legislators ssem to have all been smitten with a sudden
desire for reform—in drug stores. In this State no less
than twenty-one products of the 'prentice and master
minds and hands of legislators are directed at pharmacy.
All of these were clearly explained by W. C. Ander-
son for the benefit of the members of "the Kings County
Pharmaceutical Society at the meeting held March 12th.
Eighty per cent, of these bills, he said, are inimical to the
retail druggists of the State; the intentions of the framers
of some of the measures were no doubt good, but their
zeal was somewhat misguided.

After Dr. Anderson had reported for the legislative com-
mittee, a resolution was adopted approving the stand the
committee had taken in regard to different bills. The

McCarren bill, which seems to be in the interests of the

department stores, was the subject of a special motion.
This was addressed to the senate committee on public

health, and voiced the opposition of the society to the

provisions of the bill.

J. G. Wischerth reported as chairman of the trades com-
mittee. Dr. Brown, formerly attached to the Bushwick
hospital, has been engaged as a detail man and will call

upon the physicians and pharmacists cf the borough in the

interests of the society's official preparations campaign.
In the matter of proper labeling under the city's pure

food and drug ordinance, it was decided to ask of the

health commissioner a written opinion.

The committee appointed to secure information in re-

gard to the rates asked by the bonding firms, for the

bonds required by the excise commission of the druggists

who handle alcoholic liquors for medical use, or alcoholic

nostrums, had been unable to obtain any definite infor-

mation.
Two members were added at the meeting.
Treasurer 0. C. Kleine's report showed the society's cash

balance to be $311.93, and that of the college $2,245.90.

New York College.
In the absence of the president and vice-presidents the

honorary president, Ewen Mclntyre presided at the an-

nual meeting of the College of Pharmacy of the City of

New York, March 19th.

Secretary Thomas F. .Main read the report of the special

committee on legislation. This embodied an account of

the legislative conference held at Albany, February 5th,

and several suggestions for methods of opposing the un-
desirable bills pending in the legislature. The report was
adopted and the committee continued.
An amendment to the by-laws, regulating the privileges

of the members was read by the secretary. Final action

upon this was deferred until the next meeting.
The annual election of officers resulted in the choice

of the following: President. N. M. Butler; vice-presidents,

C. F. Chandler, W. J. Schieffelin and H. D. Robbins; treas-

urer, C. O. Bigelow; secretary, T. F. Main; assistant sec-

retary. H. B. Ferguson; trustees to serve three years, O.

P. Amend, Adolph Henning, D. T. Larimore, R. S. Lehman
and R. R. Smith.
At the conclusion of the business session. Dr. W. C. Al-

pers, chairman of the committee on college meetings, in-

troduced Dr. H. H. Rusby. who delivered an interesting
and instructive lecture upon South America. Dr. Rusby
recounted his adventures and observations upon a trip

across the continent from the Pacific to the Atlantic. His
address was illustrated with many lantern slides, depict-

ing the character of the country traversed, the methods of

transportation, and the customs of the natives.

Food and Drug Analysis at Philadelphia.

Although not the first institution to establish a course
in food and drug analysis, the Philadelphia College of

Pharmacy claims precedence in planning the erection of

a separate building for such a course. The decision to

build was arrived at during a recent meeting of the board
of trustees. The new building will adjoin the college

proper on Cherry street, and will be two stories in height,
conforming with the architecture of the main building.
The estimated cost is $25,000.
The new course will be optional with the students of

the college, and it is expected that it will be elected by
many of them. It provides for two years' instruction, but
may be completed in one year by graduates in pharmacy.
As yet no definite arrangement has been reached as to

additional members of the faculty.

New Jersey College.
It is expected that about thirty-five persons will re

ceive diplomas as graduates in pharmacy, at the next an-

nual commencement of the New Jersey College of Phar-
macy. The date fixed for the exercises is April 25th; the
place, Wallace Hall, Newark.
Several men prominent in pharmacy and the allied

professions have been invited to be present and address
the «graduates. The commencement committee is making
a special effort to prepare an enjoyable and instructive
program. The members of this committee are Emanuel
Fautel, T.ouis Galluba, William Linnett. H. A. Kemper
and J. H. Salor.
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Big Combinations of Drug Interests.

Deals of gigantic proportions in the retail drug trade
are now reported so frequently that they excite little com-
ment, whereas, if any one of several of the larger ones
had heen made a dozen years ago it would have created a
great sensation. One of the latest and largest of these
deals was reported about the middle of March, and in-

volves the taking over of the business of Charles P. Jaynes
& Co., of Boston, by the Riker Drug Company, of New
York. This transaction, Involving as it does a capitaliza-

tion of $4,000,000. suggests the work of financiers who are
accustomed to big deals, ana the fact that J. B. Cobb and
L. K. Ligget figure in Its shows that others than retail

druggists are interested. Mr. Ligget's name has been be-

fore the drug trade quite conspicuously lately in connec-
tion with the affairs of the United Drug Company and the
National Cigar Stands Company, while Mr. Cobb is presi-

dent of the American Cigar Company and vice-president
of the American Tobacco Company, popularly known as
the "tobacco trust."

It is understood that the new owners take posession of

the Jaynes stores April 1st.

THE BIKER STORES.

William B. Riker & Son sold their store at Sixth avenue
and Twenty-second street, February 12th, 1892, and the pur-
chasing syndicate was incorporated March 10th as the
William B. Riker & Son Company by J. H. Marshall, E. D.
Cahoon, D. J. Runyon and W. C. Bolton. It was under-
stood at the time that the price paid was $100,000. Cer-
tain creditors of the old concern being unable to locate

this money invoked the law to aid them in making col-

lections. Later the corporation secured the building at

the corner of Sixth avenue and Twenty-third street and
built up what is considered one of the largest retail drug
businesses in this city. The stand, while in the center of

the shopping district, is not far removed from a large
residential and boarding house quarter. A few years ago
the corporation opened a branch at Broadway and Ninth
street, opposite Wanamaker's.

In Brooklyn Mr. Bolton had been busy in the meantime
building up a large retail drug business, and eventually
this passed to the Riker Company, so that the latter now
operates stores at 456 and 264 Fulton street, 227 Columbia
street, 273 Flatbush avenue and on Sumner avenue, that
borough. The present Riker Drug Company consists of

.T. H. Marshall, E. D. Cahoon. W. C. Bolton, A. H. Cosden
and J. J. Haigney. With these, in the purchase of the
.hivnes business are associated, as already stated, J. B.

Cobb and L. K. Liggett, the absorbing concern to be
known as the William B. Riker & Son Company.

THE JAYNES BUSINESS.

C. P. Jaynes began his pharmaceutical career in a small
store on Washington street. Boston, in April, 1S83. Pre-

vious to this he had been a traveling salesman for various
concerns, able to command the best salaries, and a change
at will.

Mr. Jaynes' first store was a small one, situated among
small dealers, between the business and the residential
centers of Boston. From the first he insisted upon square
dealing, low prices and the best quality of goods, and put
up a line of his own preparations, backed by an Ironclad
guaranty. The beginning was a small one. but the busi-

ness grew, and grew rapidly. In a few years Mr. Jaynes
purchased another store at 44 Beach street, in a district

lying between two railroad stations and the business sec-

tion of the city, and began to work for the suburban trade
of Boston. This was a significant move, and it marks the
beginning of the present large business. A rival store
was quickly purchased and soon closed.

Success here was followed by the purchase of a store at
50 Washington street, which was on the route of suburb-
anites from the north and west of Boston, and near the
"North Station." This store had seen hard days, and dire

failure was predicted, but instead of failure there was
soon a cry for more room. Adjacent stores were secured,
partitions taken down, galleries put up, and to-day the
store occupies what was four stores then.

About 1895, when the "South Station" was opened, Mr.
Jaynes found his Beach street trade no longer in evidence,
and in order to regain it he secured a store on Summer
street, close to the new station, and closed the Beach
street store. A little later a rival on Summer street was
bought out, and room was secured for the rapidly growing
Jaynes business by putting specialties into the "annex,"

as the new store was called. A truss and surgical depart-
ment was installed, then an optical department, and cus-
tomers for these goods were sent to the "annex."

Finally, in 1905, a fifth store was opened at 500 Wash-
ington street, in the heart of the shopping district. No
one before had had the temerity to establish a store in
this section of the highest rents and shortest business
hours in Boston, in a place where there is not enough
trade after 7 p. m. and on Sundays and holidays to pay to
keep the store open. But when the crowds on the opening
day were so large that a special corps of twenty policemen
was necessary to prevent damage and disaster, none ven-
tured to predict failure except in an undertone.
At the time of the sale to the Riker Company the

Jaynes establishment embraced five of the largest drug
stores in Boston, which with the laboratory and central
office, employed 246 men and women. This business was
built up in twenty-four years by one man—a pleasant per-
sonality that wins confidence from his help and secures
their loyalty.

The Jaynes soda fountains used the entire milk product
of sixty Jersey cows, and all the eggs from six large poul-
try farms. These accessories are owned by Mr. Jaynes,
and then he has to purchase milk and cream in large
quantities to supply his trade.
Mr. Jaynes is a very modest man, who shuns personal

publicity and is democratic in his attitudes. His em-
ployes sincerely regret his leaving them. He has earned
a rest which he feels that he needs, and which he says is

the sole reason for his retirement. This rest he will now
take.

The new management has made no announcement, but
no radical changes in the methods of the business are ex-
pected. The business is unique as it stands, and no radi-
cal changes are needed.

ALLIED INTERESTS.

Believed to be closely allied with the Riker interests are
those of several other large drug concerns, principally
those of the Hall & Lyon Company, of Providence, R. I.;

the Caswell-Massey Company, of this city; the Cahoon-
Lyon Drug Company, of Buffalo; the United Drug Stores
Company, of Boston; and the American Druggists' Syndi-
cate, of this city.

The Hall & Lyon Company has its headquarters at Prov-
idence. R. I., and owns a number of stores in that and
other Eastern cities. Two of the leading men in this com-
pany are George C. Lyon and John C. Knight, who are
also the moving spirits in the Caswell-Massey Company.
The business of the latter is one of the oldest in this coun-
try, and has always been regarded in this city as high
class. It was founded in 1780 by Charles Feke. After
Mr. Feke came, in 1821, Dr. Rowland R. Hazard; then, in
1851, Rowland R. Hazard, Jr.; in 1852, Rowland R. Hazard
& Co.; 1853, Hazard & Caswell; 1859, Caswell, Mack &
Co.; 1866. Caswell, Hazard & Co.; 1876, Caswell, Massey &
Co., and. in 1906. the Caswell-Massey Company. The main
store of this company is at the junction of Broadway,
Fifth avenue and Twenty-fifth street, opposite the famous
"Flatiron" point made by Broadway and Fifth avenue, at
Twenty-third street. Branches are conducted at Broad-
way and Thirty-first street (formerly well known as the
Alpers Pharmacy) ; Broadway and Vesey street, under the
Astor House, and not far from the main store of the
Hegeman Company; Broadway, West End avenue and
One-Hundred-and-Sixth street, another "flatiron" site;

Madison avenue and One-Hundred-and-Twenty-fifth street;
Columbus avenue and Seventy-seventh street, and 257
Sixth avenue, near Sixteenth street. Associated in the di-

rectorate of this company with Messrs. Lyon and Knight
are David C. Costelo, Arthur M. Kelsey and Albert E. Sie-
bert. The vice-president of the company, who is not a di
rector, is William M. Massey, of the old firm.

The American Druggists' Syndicate is a manufacturing
and wholesale concern, stock in which is owned by a num-
ber of large retail druggists throughout the country.
George Ramsey, the general manager of the Hegeman
Company, which is the largest retail drug concern in
America and operates ten stores in this city, is also presi-

dent of the American Druggists' Syndicate.

From Baltimore comes the news that the United Drug
Stores Company is entering largely into the business of
that city. The correspondent of the Cxbculab there
writes:
"The improvements being made at 17 West Lexington
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street, where the Baltimore annex of the United Drug
Stores Company, which is to be known as the Williamson
& Watts Company, will open a large pharmacy, are to be

completed by March 22d, for which date the opening has

been fixed. The place is being extensively renovated, and
various new features are being installed, among them a
commodious elevator, handsome mahogany fixtures, a fine

soda water fountain, etc. The place is to be one of the

most attractive in the city, as well as one of the most
spacious. The capital stock of the company has been in-

creased from $100,000 to ?150,000, and Mr. Milliner, of

Williamsport. Pa., who is also president of the Lancaster
Drug Company, at Lancaster, Pa., will be treasurer and
general manager, while R. E. Lee Williamson, of Balti-

more, will be assistant manager. Mr. Williamson has been
senior member of the firm of Williamson & Watts, whose
two stores at Baltimore and Eutaw streets and at Howard
and Franklin streets, have been taken into the company.
These two stores are also to be overhauled and much im-
proved."

The Direct Contract Plan Held to Be Non-
Enforceable.

As is generally well known in the drug trade. John D.
Park & Sons Company is a wholesale drug concern which
refuses to adopt the plans of and work in unison with
the National Wholesale Druggists' Association and the
Proprietary Association of America. In consequence of

its stand, the Park Company sometimes finds it difficult

to obtain its supplies. It Is also pretty well known that
Samuel B. Hartman is interested in the manufacture of
peruna. The latter remedy is or has been sold under
what is known as the direct-contract-serial-numbering
plan. The Park Company, as it would not buy under
this plan, had to resort to indirect methods to obtain its

supplies of peruna. and. it is averred, purchased from
dealers who had bought under the terms of the plan.
Mr. Hartman undertook to prevent the Park Company
from selling goods so obtained, and in the United States
Circuit Court for the eastern district of Kentucky, ob-
tained the injunction sought. From the derision of
Judge Cochran of the Circuit Court the Park Company
appealed, taking the case up to the United States Circuit
Court of Appeals, sixth district, sittins at Cincinnati.
Circuit Judges Lurton, Severens and Richards on the
bench. The case was decided March 5th, and Judge Lur-
ton delivered the opinion of the court.

In this opinion it is stated that the question to he de-
cided is whether or not the privilege of price restriction
which is enjcyed by articles made under a patent or pro-
duction covered by copyright, extends also to articles
made vinder a secret process or medicines compounded
under a private formula. Mr. Hartman contended that
the privilege did so extend and that contracts relating to
any such articles were not in restraint of trade. The
court held that it did not. adding that the manufacturer
of products made by secret process or private formula
"has no special property in either a trade secret or a
private formula." the process or formula being "valuable
only so long as he keeps it a secret;" moreover, that "the
public is free to discover it if it can by fair and honest
means, and when discovered anyone has the right to use
it." Unfair means at getting at the secret are barred,
but when the secret is discovered "by skill and investi-
gation, without breach of trust." the discoverer has the
right to make and sell the thing or preparation as made
by the pnvexs or formulct of the orioinal discoverer, if
that he the truth.
The court then proceeded to analyze the various de-

ci.=ions which seemed to sustain the lower court in its
judgment in favor of Mr. Hartman. and concluded that
they did not so sustain him, but that some of them, at
least, did quite the reverse.
To call the purchasers of direct-contract-serial-number-

ing plan goods "agents." said the court, was to juggle
with words. "Sale," it said, "is a word of precise legal
import and every wholesaler who orders goods under one
of the complainant's uniform contracts becomes a buyer,
obtains the title and may convey the title to another.'"
The court said that the "restrictions imposed bv com-
plainant upon sales and resales. If valid at all, are only
so because they constitute personal contracts, upon which
an action will lie only against the contracting parties."
"It is also a general rule of the common law," continues
the court, "that a contract restricting the use or controll-

ing sub-sales cannot be annexed to a chattel so as to fol-

low the article and obligate the sub-purchaser by opera-

tion of notice."

The conclusion of the court was that the peruna sys-

tem of contracts is not enforceable, and the Injunc-

tion against the Park Company was accordingly dis-

solved.

It is understood that the case will be taken to the su-

preme court and that, as other important pending cases
depend upon the final adjudication of the point at issue,

a special effort will be made to have a decision in a short
time.

Recent Pharmacal Legislation.

Laws more or less closely following the provisions of

the federal pure food and drugs act have been enacted in

the legislatures of California. Colorado, Indiana^ Kansas,
Missouri, Nebraska, North Carolina, Oregon, South Caro-
lina, South Dakota, Vermont, Washington, West Vir-

ginia and Wyoming. In the majority of these States pro-

visions have been embodied in the bils, exempting physi-

cians' prescriptions from the labeling requirements. Sev-

eral of the measures also exempt the preparations of the
Pharmacopoeia and the National Formulary, and also

other preparations containing a limited quantity of the
proscribed ingredients.

West Yirginia.—A law prohibiting the sale of cocaine
and preparations containing it has been enacted. Al-

though it contains all sorts of restrictions, it is rendered
practically useless by a clause which reads. "This act
shall not apply ... to the sale of patent or pro-

prietary medicines " This bill also provides for the revo-

cation of the license of a pharmacist twice convicted of
violating it.

North Dakota.—The pure food and drug law has been
so amended that it now conforms with the federal lav.'.

'North Carolina has enacted a modification of the Chi-
cago model anti-narcotic bill. The pharmacy law has
been amended to conform with this bill, giving the board
of pharmacy the power to "define and designate non-
poisonous domestic remedies."

NeiD York.—The Hastings bill, which provides for the
granting of all-state licenses to the holders of certificates

from the old local boards, upon the payment of a fee of $5,
has been signed by the governor.

Missottri.—The druggists expected to secure the enact-
ment of a law providing for the biennial renewal of regis-

tration with a renewal fee of $1. This bill, it was hoped,
would bring about some solution of the "whisky" drug
store problem, and also place some much-needed funds at
the disposal of the board of pharmacy. It was defeated
by representatives from the rural districts. Out of twen-
ty-four bills relating to pharmacy, but one was passed

—

a modification of the federal pure food and drug law.

Wyoming.—Three practicing pharmacists from different
counties, each having had not less than five years' practi-

cal experience in dispensing drugs, will henceforth consti-
tute the Wyoming Board of Pharmacy. The new law
which makes this provision became effective February
18th. The members of the board will be appointed by the
governor with the acquiescence of the senate, and shall
serve for six years. Registration as pharmacists will be
granted to such applicants as have a fundamental English
education, three consecutive years of practical experience
and pass a satisfactory examination. The board may also
license without examination graduates of approved col-

leges and the licentiates of such other boards as it deems
proper. Assistant pharmacists must have two years' ex-

perience, the same educational qualifications as phar-
macists and also pass an examination. An annual re-

newal fee is required of all licentiates.

Answer in Drug-Trust Case Filed by N, A. R. D.

In its answer filed in the suit of the federal government
against the so-called "drug trust," the National Associa-
tion of Retail Druggists enters a general denial of all the
allegations in the bill of complaint of violations of the
Sherman act.

It is thought that proceedings in the "drug trust" case
will be halted pending a decision by the United State?
supreme court in the Park case, reported in another
column, which will fix the legal status of the direct-con-
tract-serial-numbering plan.
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Early Drug Interests of Washington State.
By H. E. Holmes.

While the history of the Northwest does not reach back-
ward beyond the limits of the experience and personal
knowledge of persons now living, yet Washington and
Oregon have the unique distinction of being the only por-

tion of our country's domain over which a foreign flag has
not floated in sovereignty. The section belongs to the
nation by right of occupancy and settlement; it was not
acquired through armed force and forts and garrisons, but
by'the right assumed by a pioneering people to place the
country's flag, to conquer a wilderness, to build an empire
of homes in the fertile valleys through which "rolls the
mighty Oregon" and on the shores of an inland sea of un-
equalled possibilities.

Let us believe that those who came in the 'forties and
•fifties had little need for drugs, and when they did their
knowledge of the simple remedies that nature supplied in
the forest and by the river meadows enabled them to sup-
ply their needs.

"MIKE" RYAN.
One of the early druggists

of Walla Walla; in one store
forty years.

GARDNEK KELLOGG.

. The first druggist at Se-
attle, 1863; now retired; fam-
ous voluntary fireman.

The Indian troubles of 1855-7 could not stop the stream
of immigration from flowing steadily on, and in the latter

part of the 'fifties we find the settlements centering
around the beginnings of what are now the cities of

Olympia, Seattle, Port Townsend, Vancouver and Walla
Walla. All else was impenetrable forests and trackless

plains. To each of these communities in time a doctor
would filter in from some connection with the army, and
from his saddle bags or from e.xtemporized shelves, or no
shelves at all, he would barter his few remedies among
the settlers.

The earliest record obtainable of a drug store is of a
shop opened by Dan Riser at Olympia in 1852 or 1853. He
is said to have been a hospital steward in the Mexican
war and to have drifted north with some detail of the
army and settled in the then little hamlet of Olympia. He
had an eye to business, sharpened by experience in the
army, and had a shack with a few drugs on one side and
meats on the other. There, acting as medical adviser or
butcher, as occasion required, he sold and bartered to

whites and Indians for money, pelts or clams, being able
to cater to the sick or well.

The first drug store in Washington that could make the
claim to fulfilling any professional requirement was
opened by Dr. G. K. Willard in 1853 at Olympia. He Is

said to have brought In a "stock of drugs, patent medi-
cines and sundries." He later took into partnership his

son. Dr. Rufus Willard, and they conducted their drug
business and had their office in a small frame building,
the second floor of which was used for the first sessions
of the legislature of the Territory. Later Dr. Rufus
Willard took over the whole business, giving his attention
to the practice of medicine and intrusting the manage-
ment of the store to Matt Kelly (who afterwards opened
for himself in Seattle). In 1870 Dr. WMllard sold his busi-

ness to Mann & Patterson, and In 1873 C. B. Mann bought
the Interest of his partner and has conducted the business
up to the present time. From 1870 to 1907 Is a long time.

as we measure the years of one's activity, and Mr. Mann
is certainly entitled to be called the "dean of Washington
druggists." He is still active and has the good wishes of

all who know him.
Dr. Uzal G. Warbass. a practicing physician, came to

Olympia about 1855, and shortly afterward opened a drug
store in connection with his practice; this he conducted
for a few years, selling it to Dr. G. G. Turner, whom it

seems also purchased a small stock opened by Mr. La-
throp in the latter part of the 'fifties. Dr. Turner added
capital and is said to have had one of the best stocks on
the Sound. William Fix, one of the early residents of

Olympia, seems to have been interested with him both in
investment and management. Traditions say that both
being bachelors each made his will in favor of the other.
Afterwards each married and wives and babies made re-

adjustment of wills necessary. Mr. Fix, it seems, with
drew from the business early in 1876. C. B. Mann pur-
chased the stock and, as just stated, continues in business
at Olympia.
No historical sketch would be complete without men-

tioning the late Gen. T. I. McKenny, who was long identi-

fied with the drug business at Olympia, although he did
not become a proprietor until some time in the 'seventies.

He was the successor to W. I. C. Nettle, who started in
1874, and continued to the time of his death, when the
business was taken over by the B. L. Hill Drug Co.,

which is the present prosperous proprietor.

PORT TOWNSEND.

About the time that Dr. Willard was opening a drug
business at Olympia in 1853, Dr. Samuel McCurdy was

DB. J. H. DAY.CHARLES H. WQODAKD.

Pioneer druggist at Van- Practicing physician and
couver in 1859: afterward pioneer druggist of Walla
leading druggist at Portland. Walla in the early 'sixties.

doing likewise at Port Townsend. Dr. McCurdy was a
practicing physician, and the little store opened by him
was apparently a convenience, and let us hope a source
of profit, in connection with his practice. He served as
surgeon in the northern battalion of Washington in the
Indian wars of 1855-7, and as early as 1859 had charge of
the United States Marine Hospital at Port Townsend.
About 1857 Dr. OBrien opened a drug store at Port

Townsend, occupying a part of what was one of the first

brick buildings built in the territory, if not the first. He
continued until 1866 when he sold to Dr. G. V. Calhoun
and James Harned. and their business was purchased by
Dr. N. D. Hill in 1868. Dr. Calhoun continued the prac-
tice of medicine, later moving to Seattle, where he has
been for many years an active participant in the develop-
ment of the Northwest. Dr. N. D. Hill, the successor of
the firm of Calhoun & Harned, is still a central figure,
commercially, socially and politically, at iPort Townsend.
He has given over the details and cares of the business to
his sons, who conduct a general wholesale and retail busi-
ness under the name of N. D. Hill & Sons. Dr. Hill has
been one of the "State builders" of Washington, being
elected by his fellow citizens to such oflSces in his city,
county and State as he would accept. He has been a mem-
ber of the legislature at different times, and was also a
member of the convention for the framing of a State con-
stitution.
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The first drug store in Seattle of which we have any
record was the one started by Gardner Kellogg in 1863.

Mr. Kellogg is one of the most active men mentally and
physically in Seattle, and still gives the youngsters hard

•stunts." "Gard" Kellogg puts his whole heart into what-

ever he undertakes, so he drove his drug business hard

and successfully, and probably can be put down as the

first to reach out as a wholesaler of drugs north of Port-

land. Ife found time outside of his drug business to

organize ant' inspire the volunteer fire department of

Seattle, and stood courageously at his post as head of the

fire department while his own store was burning in the

big Are of 1889. The early business center of Seattle was
confined to three blocks on one street (now extending

c. B. M.\XX. J. H. i>-\v.

The first druggist at Olym- Pioneer druggist of Dayton
pia; antedates any druggist and quite active in board and
now in business in Washing- association matters.

over as many miles), and in this storm center of the

commercial Northwest Mr. Kelloggs conducted a splendid

business. After the fire in 1889 he opened his store in a

tent on Second avenue, near Madison, where it remained
a year. He then moved to the corner of Pike and Fourth,
and on the completion of the Pioneer Building, on First

avenue, he moved into it, and soon after sold his stand to

Isaac Korn. No history of the drug business of the

Northwest would be complete without Including that of

.Mr. Kellogg. He is a striking personality, full of a mas-
terful and untiring energy, and had he continued to center

his attention on the drug business, it is quite likely he
would still have to be considered in the adjustment of all

drug matters in the Northwest.

Mr. Maddocks had a drug business in the 'seventies, but
retired in the 'eighties with a competency made in for-

tunate real estate Investments. Like many other drug-
gists Mr. Maddocks made his money in outside ventures.

Mr. Stowell opened a drug store on Commercial street,

just south of Main street, about ISSl and continued in

business about three years.

Matt Kelly opened about 1870, having worked previously
for Gardner Kellogg, and he thrived after the manner of

those days. Mr. Kelly's genial and companionable dis-

position brought him many friends, especially among the
physicians. His stock was destroyed in the fire of 1889.

and with courage and hopefulness he took up business in

a tent, continuing later on a popular corner until his

death in 1S90.

Among those who came next, and after the "sawdust"
was replaced with planking, were A. B. Stewart and J. M.
Lang, both of whom arc still in business, Mr. Stewart as
the president of the Stewart & Holmes Drug Co. and Mr.
Lang as president of the Lang Drug Co. Both are thriv-

ing, striving, '•boosting" and contributing a full share to

the development of every important interest in the North-
west.

VAXCOtJVER.

Probably the first drug store opened in Vancouver was
by Drs. Hawthorn and Kenney, about 1859. The proprie-

tors were evidently practicing physicians and the business
was managed by Charles H. Woodard, who for a half
century since has been closely identified with the drug

interests of Oregon. The store of Hawthorn & Kenney,
burned in 1861, the building and stock being a total loss,

and the business was discontinued. Mr. Woodard moved
to Portland, where he soon after engaged in business for

himself, and for many years was among the leading drug-
gists of the Pacific Northwest.
About 1S60 Cornelius Austin opened a small stock of

drugs in a section of a general merchandise store.

A year or so after Mr. Austin's venture. Dr. Wall,
who had been in the hospital service at Fort Vancouver,
opened a drug store that was more complete and elaborate
than any of its predecessors. In 1865 he moved Into the
location now occupied by J. C. Wyatt, who was his suc-
cessor in 1899. and who still conducts a large and prosper-
ous business in the room where there has been a drug-
store continuously for forty-two years.
This surely is 'doing business at the old stand." It

will be noticed that Dr. Wall was in business at Van-
couver for about thirty-seven years, which is a record
surpassed only by '•Mike" Ryan, of Walla Walla, who has
been forty years in one store.

Eastern 'Washington.

In those days the upper Columbia River country
was as remote as the Yukon is to-day. All freight was by
boat up the Columbia, portages having to be made at the
Cascades and at the Dalles, and taken by teams from
Wallula to Walla Walla and the interior points, and dis-

tributed again by more freight teams and pack trains
to the very verges of civilization. Ice and low water
closed the Columbia River to navigation about December
1st, and no more freight could be carried up until the
early spring, so all stocks for four months had to be in

by the middle of November and stores and warehouses
would be filled to overflowing with goods. Portland was
the distributing point for the upper country, and it took a
week or more to get returns from there for the small ex-

press packages that could be brought through on stage.
There was no stocking up. no ''hurry up orders:" what
was in stock couid be sold; what ran short had to be
waited for until spring.

Freight was charged on a basis of measurement of forty
cubic feet per ton. The freight on a barrel of lamp black or
lamp chimneys was the same as on a barrel of rosin, and
on a case of empty bottles the same as if they had been
packed with merchandise. Straw and sawdust packing
cost 75 to $1.00 a cubic foot freight, and to avoid paying
this it was not unusual for retailers to direct some mer-
chantable commodity to be used as packing as "linseed
meal to pack." Epsom salt to pack." "sassafras bark to

pack." The writer remembers an order sent to a well-

known Eastern "nouse with directions to "use carriage
sponges to fill." On arrival of the shipment it was found
that the order had been heartlessly "stuffed" with
sponges, for there were boxes and barrels and cases
"filled" all right, each with few drugs and much sponge.
There were piles and piles of sponges taken out as each
succeeding case was opened, and in the midst of the ava-
lanche the writer stood appalled and paralyzed. But
there they were. The order had been given "sponges to

fill," and apparently it was interpreted to mean sponges to

fill the store, instead of the packing cases. They never-
theless had to be cared for and so they were stored away
in a damp basement, and behold, in a fortnight's time
they had swelled up and crawled all over and filled that
basement. That was nearly thirty years ago. but there
are some of those sponges still in Walla Walla.
The only towns in eastern Washington in the 'fifties,

'sixties and early 'seventies from the Oregon boundary to
the north pole, were Walla Walla. Dayton, and
Waitsburg. The site on which the thriving city of Spo-
kane stands had not been discovered, and Colfax had not
been founded; and in all that fertile country, a
big empire of 40.000 square miles, now checkered by
railroads, cross sectioned by irrigating ditches and alive
with prosperous people, the many towns and cities now
dotting the map were then undreamed of and were to be
future realizations. "Virginia Bill" held one trading
post on Columbia River, and "Wild Goose Bill" had an-
other, and there was a long reach to Fort Colville and an-
other 200 miles to the Kootenai, and then the untrodden
wilderness to the frozen North.

WALI..i WALI.A.

The first drug store that can be definitely determined
was that of Dr. J. H. Day, of Walla Walla. Just the date
of his coming cannot at the present writing be stated, but
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quite likely it was the early 'sixties. He was a prac-
ticing physician, well educated and a close student.

He took up assaying and did a thriving business
in purchasing and melting gold dust—Walla Walla
being in those early days the center for the Kootenai.
Colville, Orofino and Boise mines. Dr. Day practi-

cally had a monopoly of the drug business in eastern
Washington well into the 'seventies. He carried
what was then a large stock of drugs and did a large and
profitable outfitting business for the mining districts trib-

utary to Valla Walla. In 1873 or 1874 he built one of

the first brick buildings in Walla Walla, and put in the
first soda fountain that was installed in Washington. Dr.
Day was a central figure in Walla Walla and his sturdy
eccentricities gave him a distinction of which he was
apparently all unconscious. He lived a bachelor to his
death and the poverty of his life was the absence of the
riches that shower on a home blessed with wife and chil-

dren. The history of Day's Drug Store would not be com-
plete without mention of Mr. Ryan, who is alfectlonately
known through the whole Walla Walla valley as "Mike"
Ryan. Little "Mike" went into Day's store a wee bit of a
lad, hardly big enough to look over the top of the counter,
early in the 'seventies, and has been In that one store
ever since. Thirty-four years in one store is a long time,
and "Mike" certainly holds the record for continuous
service. Mr. Ryan Is deservedly a favorite, and the money
he has made for others would fill a wagon.

Dr. C. J. Taft, now a retired capitalist, of North Ya-
kima, had a small stock of drugs opposite Dr. Day's drug
store In the early 'seventies, but gave most of his atten-
tion to the practice of medicine, and it might be added
(hat he dearly loved a good horse.

Dr. Shoue also had about the same time quite a pre-
tentious drug store at the location now occupied by the
l)opular Green & ,Jackson Drug Company. He was a Ger-
man physician and his temperament was not calculated
to successfully master the details necessary to make a
success out of a pioneer drug store and his business was
closed out about 1875.

In 1873 Mr. Newby, from Oregon, opened a small stock
near the corner of Third street. After about a year he
was succeeded by Mr. Gray, a former clerk of Dr. Day's,
who in turn sold the store to Henry Cock. As Mr. Cock
was not a druggist, and quickly discovered that the way
to a quick fortune did not lay through a drug store he got
"cold feet" and turned the store over to the writer, whose
assets consisted mostly of courage and self confidence, in
I onsideratlon of his assuming the liabilities against the
store. The store room was only eleven feet wide and had
no show window, the only light being through an ordi-
nary sash door, yet It was big enough and light enough
in which to make friends. I recall a remark made by Dr.
Day. the proprietor of the big bright drug store that had
held the drug business of the Inland country for years
against all comers. "Give that fellow rope enough and he
"ill hang himself." Well he did—he hung on. That was
thirty years ago and he has been hanging on ever since.
Somehow business kept coming: a move was made across
the street to the location formerly occupied by Dr. Shoue;
later the stand was purchased: then a wife and babies
came hanging on and a modest home was paid for. The
story is told. I have always been profoundly thankful for
the liberal supply of rope my good friend permitted to be
used.

WAITSBITRG.

The first drug business In Waitsburg was started In

1867 by Dr. Parkinson, who continued to 1870. when he
sold to .T. A. Brown, who in 187.5 sold to .T. W. Morgan.
who still owns it and gives It his personal attenti-n.
Brother Morgan writes that he has "been struggling with
ups and downs for thirty-one years." but those who know
him and his circumstances know that it has been mostly
"ups" and If there were any "downs" they caught him
while he was asleep.

DAYTON.

The drug business at Dayton was started by Dr. .T. H.
Day. of Walla Walla, as a branch of his Walla Walla
business, and shortly after was sold to his brother. Jesse
N. Day. who was the founder of the town, and placed in
charge of the latter's son. .T. H. Day. Jr.. who is familiarly
known as "Joe." He took a course and was graduated by
a college of pharmacy and has since successfully con-
ducted the business, having been in charge some thirty
years, during which time he has served as president of

the State association and on the State board of pharmacy.
Mr. Day writes: "The little store experienced the vicissi-

tudes of the early development of this region, and con-
sidered retrospectively the most interesting event of its

troublous history was the difficulty experienced in guiding
the small ship away from financial shoals, and the stren-
uous efforts made to convince the 'Governor' that money
was necessary to success. The store was run for years
without a dollar in invested capital and I believe this
early experience was one of the potential factors In my
success in after years."

General Considerations.

The people of those days may not have lived the sim-
ple life, but there Is no doubt that they lived simply.
The transformation of the pharmacy found in that oracle
of the primitive drug store, the dispensatory, to the phar-
macy of the pharmaceutical patents, of the copyrighted
and scientifically mysterious labels, of the wondrous mix-
tures with still more wondrous names that are given to
the latter day saints of the dispensing case, had not been
made. The pioneer druggist came to his place of business
betimes in the morning, cleaned his lamp chimneys,
shook up his macerations, took a few packages to the
early stage or boat, glanced at the little weekly paper
that had the latest news from the "States," and waited for
the tinkle of the coin that would make up the day's busi-
ness. He had no "full lines" of ready made stuff—not he.
He knew how much calomel there wa-s in a compound
cathartic pill and could make a batch of them wltliout a
dispensatory lying open before him: and he could make
compound syrup of squill without going to the label on a
fluldextract bottle to see how it should be made. And
telephones! Oh, halcyon days, there were none! And cut
rates! Why, I grow generous when I think about It: the
smallest change was a dime that passed as a "bit" of
12i4 cents. No nickels: nothing sold for less than a
"bit." Everything was based on a gold standard and sil-

ver and currency were both taken at a discount, a roll of
.silver ($20) or a $20 bill passing at from $18 to $19 ac-
cording to the premium on gold in the "States."

The changes that have been wrought by the coming of
the multitude and by the Introduction of modern methods
have kept the West actively abreast of the best of the
East, and to-day we In Washington can well be proud of
our two schools of pharmacy, one at the State University
and one at the State Agricultural College: of our State
board of pharmacy, which sets a high standard of re-

quirement for registration: of our State pharmaceutical
association, whose annual meetings are professionally in-

teresting and socially delightful: and of our local associa-
tions in each of the cities, whereby local interests are
guarded and strengthened. With these achievements of
the present before us let up hope that there are none who
"mourn for the days that are gone."

It is the intention of the Cleveland School of
to establish a laboratory course in food and drug analy-
sis, extending from September 15th next to April 15th
following. Special instruction In food Inspection and
drug assaying will also be given; and If there Is suffi-

cient demand, evening sessions will be arranged.

Pure paint by law is next on the program. The Paint-
ers Magasine and the Oil. Paint and Drug Reporter favor
it, and the painters' associations are backing a pure paint
bill to be Introduced in congress, which is drawn along
the lines of the pure food and drugs law.

It is reported that the degree of bachelor of science in
pharmacy will be established at the University of Glas-
gow, Scotland, as soon as an adequate amount of the
Carnegie trust fund becomes available.

Dr. Samuel Pitcher, I. W. Lyon, of tooth powder fame,
and J. B. Williams, a well-known maker of soap, have
recently died, all aged more than four-score years.

F. W. Meissner. La Porte. Ind., has succeeded the late
A. E. Ebert as a member of the board of trustees of the
United States Pharmacopceial Convention.

WMlliam H. Elston. who is one of the pioneer druggists
of Michigan, having been engaged In business at Marshall,
for upwards of fifty years, has retired.

Mu chapter of the Phi Chi fraternity, formed among the
students of Sclo College of Pharmacy, installed officers
and gave a banquet, February 26th.
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California Pharmaceutical Society.

In the Golden Jubilee issue of the Circular it was stated

that on account of the earthquake at San Francisco last

year. In which certain records had been destroyed, it was

impossible at that time for us to present as complete an

account of the early pharmaceutical affairs of California

as might otherwise be the case. Through the kindness

of James G. Steele, one of the old-time druggists of San

Francisco, we are now enabled to supply many of the data

which were omitted from our January issue.

As previously stated, the California Pharmaceutical So-

ciety was organized in 1869, it being the second State or-

ganization of druggists in this country, Maine's being the

JOHN C.\LVEKr W. M. SEARBY.
Who died last year. Vtrv much alive and active

Two men identified with the early days of the Call

fornia College of Pharmacy.

first. The preliminary meeting was held in the back rooni

of a drug store in San Francisco in October of that year.

The organization meeting was held in November, in the

city hall. The constitution was modelled after that or

the American Pharmaceutical Association, the object cf

the society being professional.

One of the first important matters to receive the atten-

tion of the society was the question of establishing a col-

lege of pharmacy, and another was pharmaceutical legis

lation. December loth, 1871, the society was incorporateri.

.T. v.. STKELE.
A pioneer Californian who

furnishes the material for
the accompanying sketch.
Mr. Steele has changed some-
what in appearance since this
picture was taken, but is still

.1. \VIN(lIi;i.I. FORBES.
Mr. Forbes now lives at

Cincinnati, but in early days
was an officer of the Cali-
fornia Pharmaceutical So-
oiety, and of the California
Board of Pnar.niacy, and a
professor in the California
College of Pharmacy.

with James G. Steele, John Calvert. W. E. Mayhew, Wil-
liam Simpson, and W. T. Wenzell as trustees and directors.

In 1871 the California Pharmaceutical Society raised
$830 to be applied to the relief of druggists burned out by
the great Chicago fire; in 1906 the National Association

of Retail Druggists, with headquarters at Chicago, raised

about $40,000 to be applied to the relief of druggists burned
out by the great San Francisco fire. We never can tell

whose time will be next.

January 10th. 1878, the society ratified the plan to con-

solidate the college of pharmacy with the society, under
the name California Pharmaceutical Society and College
of Pharmacy.

In ISSS the society held its first meeting outside of San
Francisco. This was a senii-annual meeting and was held

at Sacramento, May 9th and 10th. These semi-annuai
meetings were continued at different places until 1872.

Below is given as complete a roster of the principal offi-

cers of the association as it is possible to compile from Mr.
Steele's communication; for some of the years Mr. Steele

could find no record:
Presidents—John Calvert. 1869-71; A. J. Bauer, 1871;

John Calvert, 1872-3; W. M. Searby. 187.5 ; William
Geary, 1878-80; John Calvert, 1880-1

; Emlen Painter,
1881-4 ; William M. Searby, 1885-6; J. Dawson, 1886-

7; F. C. Keil. 1887-9; S. N. Melvin, 1889-90; John Devine,
1890 (?); S. N. Melville, 1890 (?); John Devine, 1891 .

Two pictures showing W. T. Wenzell as he we
he is. Prof. Wenzell was the first president of the Cali-

fornia College of Pharmacy.

Secretaries—James G. Steele, 1869-71; W. E. Mayhew,
1871 ; J. W. Forbes, —1873—; G. G. Burnett, —1875—;
recording, F. C. Bauer, 1878-80; E. A. Schreck, 1880-1

;

Fred A. Grazier, 1881-4
; C. JI. Troppmann, —1885-8—;

F. A. Bechett, —1889-90; D. D. Hunt. 1890-1 .

Treasurers—William J. Bryan seems to have been the

only Incumbent from the organization meeting to 1883,

although the record for some years is missing; E. A.
Schrenk, 1883-6; Henry Michaels. 1886-7-90; Adolph Mack,
1890-1 .

At the annual meeting of the Chicago chapter of the

Women's Organization of the National Association of Re-

tail Druggists, held March 12th, the following officers were
elected: President, Mrs. George Bodie; vice-president,

Mesdames Charles Avery, George Lenz. and Thorkil Myg-
dal; recording secretary. Mrs. C. A. Thayer: correspond-
ing secretary, Mrs. Edwin Bernard: and treasurer, Mrs.
W. T. Klenze. The chapter has already begun to plan
for the entertainment of visitors at the 1907 meeting of

the N. A. R. D.

Vice-President Johnson of the American Ice Company,
popularly known as the ice-trust, is authority for a state-

ment that the present price of 30 cents for ice in Man-
hattan will be continued during the coming summer, as

the harvest has been large. There are a few persons,

however, who believe that the decision of several local

trade organizations to supply their own Ice, has not been
without influence upon the ice men.

The Long Island Botanical Association is composed of

all the druggists of the Rockaway peninsula. Its sole

purpose is the promotion of sociability among its mem-
bers. The third annual dinner of this organization was
held at Far Rockaway, March 12th, and was enjoyed no
less by the members than bj' their clerks, who were their

guests.
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Retailers May Combine to Persuade Jobbers

not to Sell to Mail-Order Houses.
To what extent retail merchants may co-operate to in-

fluence manufacturers without becoming an illegal com-
bination in restraint of trade, was the question at issue
in a recent case decided by Judge Garland in the United
States Circuit Court at Sioux Falls, S. D. The decision
was rendered in the suit of Montgomery. Ward & Co.

against E. J. Mannix, editor and publisher of the Com-
mercial :^ews, a business periodical published in the in-

terest of the retail merchants of South Dakota and the
adjacent States, and their customers. The suit grew out
of the publication by Mr. Mannix of several letters issued
by the South Dakota Retail Merchants' and Hardware
Dealers" Association and addressed to a number of Job-

bing concerns. The gist of these communications was
that the members of the retail merchants' association
would refuse to purchase goods of any jobber who sold
to Montgomery. Ward & Co. The letters appearing in the
Commercial Xews were accompanied by editorial com-
ment in support of the position taken by the retail or-

ganization.
In rendering his decision against the complaining mail-

order house, Judge Carland stated that it was impossible
to reconcile all the decisions bearing upon the present
action, and that each case must be judged on its own
merits. In all previous cases of a similar character, said
the court, the interference had been with the buyer and
not as in the case in question, with the free will of the
seller. The right to do business free from illegal inter-

ference, in the opinion of the court, includes the right to

buy as well as sell although damages growing out of a
curtailment of the latter right would be the greater.
The court was of the opinion that the complainant's

right to the relief sought depended upon whether the
acts of the retail merchants were illegal or showed un-
fair trade competition; and whether persuasion is un-
lawful when considered with reference to the facts of the
ease, or, in other words whether persuasion is unfair
competition. Proceeding along this line the court held
that the fact that the retail dealers have a lawful right to

agree among themselves that they will not purchase mer-
chandise from wholesalers and jobbers who sell to cata-
logue or mail-order houses, cannot be denied, and it neces-
sarily follows that they have the right to inform each
other as to what wholesalers and jobbers do sell to

catalogue or mail-order houses. The sole remaining ques-
tion was what may the retailers do further than this to

influence the jobbers not to sell to catalogue houses.
The cases cited by the court showed that the great

weight of authority in the United States is in favor of the
proposition that it is not unfair competition for a com-
bination to interfere with the business rights of any one
by persuasion or peaceable means. From this, continued
the court, it appears that the retail dealers have done
nothing nor threatened to do anything which is ac-

tionable.

The court refused to grant an injunction restraining
the defendant publisher because of the impossibility of
promulgating rules for his guidance and because the
court did not consider the publication of any article sufB-

cient to intimidate in any way any jobber or wholesaler.

Swindling the Druggists.
The police of Philadelphia have issued a warning notice

against an individual who is operating a swindling game
among the drug trade of the country. He is variously
known as R. J. Barrow, R. B. Jaecks and B. Jacoby. He
poses as a physician of Leon, Jlexico, displays a button of
the American Medical Association, and speaks with a
German accent.
His method of operation is to leave large orders with

wholesale druggists, manufacturers of pharmaceuticals,
chemicals, surgical and hospital supplies, pay for the same
with checks or forged bank drafts drawn on the Bank of
Aguas Calientes, Mexico, in excess of his purchase, the
balance to be placed to his credit for future purchases,
later securing a portion of the overpayment in cash.
The bank at Aguas Calientes refers to him as a danger-

ous swindler.

News of the Pharmacy Boards.

List of Secretaries.

In the following list are to be found the names and ad-

dresses of the secretaries of the various boards of phar-

macy of the country. When the date and place of the next

meeting are known, they are given also. Secretaries are

requested to keep us informed as to those dates and

places:

Alabama—June 11th, at Blount Springs. E. P. Gait,

Selma.
Arizona—April 10th, at Phoenix. A. G. Hulett, Phcenix.

Arkansas—J. F. Dowdy, Little Rock.

California—C. B. Whilden, San Francisco.

Colorado—W. L. Shockey, Cripple Creek.

Connecticut—A. L. Dickinson, Danbury.
Delaware—O. C. Draper, Wilmington.
District of Columbia—S. L. Hilton, Washington.
Florida—June 12th, at Jacksonville. D. W. Ramsaur,

Palatka.
Georgia—C. D. Jordan. Monticello.

Idaho—L. W'. Smith, Boise.

Illinois—April 16th and 17th, at Chicago. F. C. Dodds.

Springfield.

Indiana—T. E. Otto, Columbus.
Indian Territory—April 17th, at Muskogee. H. D. Knis-

lev, Checotah.
lowa-^. W. Phillips, Des Moines.

Kansas—May 23d, at Kansas City. W. E. Sheriff. Ells-

worth.
Kentucky—J. W. Gale, Frankfort.

Louisiana—May 3d and 4th, at New Orleans. F. C. God-

bold. New Orleans.

Maine—F. H. Wilson, Brunswick.
Maryland—Ephraim Bacon, Roland Park.

Massachusetts—Every Tuesday, at Boston. W. F. Sawyer,

Michigan— S. A. Erwin, Battle Creek.

Minnesota—April 15th, at Minneapolis. C. J. Moos, Min-

neapolis.

Mississippi— S. L. Caine, Columbus.
Missouri—Charles Gietner, St. Louis.

Montana—Alfred Whitworth. Deer Lodge.
Nebraska—H. L. Harper. Beatrice.

Nevada—May , at Reno. F. J. Steinmetz. Carson

City.

New Hampshire—April 24th. at Concord. F. H. Wingate.

Nashua.
New Jersey—April 18th and 19th, at Trenton. H. A.

Jorden, Bridgeton.
New Jlexico—A. J. Fischer, Santa Fe.

New York—Eastern Branch—May 15th, at Brooklyn.

Joseph Weinstein, 115 West Sixty-eighth street. New
York. Middle Branch—April 17th, at Albany. W. L.

Bradt, Albany. Western Branch—April 17th. at Buf-

falo. George Reimann. Buffalo.

North Carolina—June 11th, at Lake Toxaway. F. W.
Hancock, Oxford.

North Dakota—W. S. Parker, Lisbon.
Ohio—May 14th. at Columbus. W. R. Ogier, Columbus.
Oklahoma—F. B. Lillie, Guthrie.
Oregon—Miss Kitty W. Harbord, Salem.
Pennsvlvania—C. T. George. Harrisburg.
Rhode Island—May 7th, at Providence. H. A. Pearce,

Providence.
South CaroUna—June 17th and ISth, at Charleston. F. M

Smith, Charleston.
South Dakota—E. C. Bent, Dell Rapids.
Tennessee—April 16th, at Nashville. I. B. Clark. Nash-

ville.

Utah—C. H. McCoy, Salt Lake.
Vermont—July 10th, at Montpelier. J. G. Bellrose, Bur-

lington.
Virginia—October 21st, at Richmond. T. A. Miller, Rich

mond.
Washington—P. Jensen, Tacoma.
West Virginia—May 1st, at Wheeling. A. Walker, Sut-

ton.

Wisconsin—April 10th to 12th, at Madison. H. G, Ruen-
zel, Milwaukee.

Wyoming—F. W. Roedel, Cheyenne.

H. P. Hynson, of Baltimore, well known to the retail

druggists throughout the country, has been named as a
member of the executive committee of the Maryland Uni-

versity Alumni Association.

Colorado Board.

At a recent meeting of the Colorado Board of Phar-

macy the following applicants were successful:

Elizabeth T. Adams, of Fruita; H. T. Allison, of Crip-
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pie Creek: William Beukman, of Denver; F. E. Campbell,

of Georgetown; R. L. Drinkwater, of Denver; K. B. HiU-

stad of Brush; E. J. ilooney, of Colorado Springs:

Bert'rand Sack, of Alamosa; and A. W. Thorman and L. C.

Wechtel, both of Denver.

Virginia Board.

At the meeting of the Virginia Board of Pharmacy held

at Richmond, March 18th to 23d, out of eighty-six appli-

cants examined the following were successful:

As pharmacists—W. G. Burnett, Samuel Carter, Philip

Clore J. C. Croft, M. A. Dunn, G. F. Earnian, F. L. Grove,

W S Grubbs, W. S. Hodnett, Cecil Holtzman, G. J.

Hulcher, G. C. Kerns, E. H. Mitchell, G. S. Nottingham,

Ronceverte Powell, E. H. Rouse, W. H. Simmerman, Alice

SklUman. R. F. Smith, E. W. Wade, L. E. Wayland and

Howard Whitehead.
As assistants—W. H. Barlow, J. D. Bear, J. E. Carper,

J. V. Eubanks, G. W. Fall, W. D. Gont, S. B. Hall, C. O.

Harris, R. C. Howard, Miss Meade Lambert, E. W. Lin-

cott, F. W. Mcintosh, C. W. Mason, G. A. Montgomery, A.

C. Moore, T. E. Moore. C. W. Shaffer, R. B. Spense, L. G.

Stiff, L. B. Whitehead, B. K. Winston and L M. Wootten.

The board will hold its next meeting at Richmond, Oc-

tober 21st.

New York Board.

At a meeting held in this city, February 20th, the east-

ern branch of the New York Board of Pharmacy examined
twenty-nine applicants for registration. The following

were successful:
B. H. Basson, of Jersey City, N. J.; Alexander Brooks,

H. J. Cleland and James Gregg, all of New York; Sydney
Hunt, of Middletown; John Karuzas, Barnet Landau, Sam-
uel Mesnicoff and F. W. Meyer, all of Brooklyn; Isidore

Moes, Vito Moschinl, C. J. Perilli and Florence H. Ross,

all of New York; W. H. Schwencke, of Brooklyn; and
A. A. Shuyer and WUhelm Spalter, both of New York.

This branch will hold its next meeting May 15th, at

Brooklyn.
The western branch, which met at Buffalo the same

date, passed the following candidates:
As pharmacists—A. D. Barnes, H. E. Dyke, Anna F. Fry,

N. J. Hughey and G. W. Lindner, all of Buffalo; and T. H.
W. Meredith, of Clean.

As assistants—E. G. Aberle, F. R. Belliotton, G. H. De-
vitt, C. A. Elliott, Chester MacLaren and H. E. Warfield,
all of Buffalo; H. A. Weidman, of Clean; and H. L. Wright,
of Buffalo.

This branch will meet at Buffalo, April 17th.
At a meeting held at Albany March 20th, the middle

branch passed the following candidates:
As pharmacists—F. L. Everson, of Utica; F. T. Hey-

man, of Albany; S. K. Hunt, of Middletown; J. H. Mc-
Cullough, of Troy; C. I. Place, of Schenectady; H. F.
Rising, of Gloversville; G. F. Ruffrage, of Utica; and F.
C. Stevenson, of Cambridge.
As assistants—W. J. Burke, of Rome; H. C. Donnelly,

of Troy; J. L. Harrington, of Albany; C. A. Hewitt, of
Hoosick Falls; F. C. Kienzle. of Rome; F. J. Muller, of
Catskill; S. C. Robinson and F. S. Visscher, both of Trov
E. M. Wells, of Scotia: and J. J. White, of Syracuse.
The next meeting of this branch will be held at Albanv

April 17th.

New Slexico Board.
During a meeting held at Santa Fe, March 6th and 7th,

the New Mexico Board of Pharmacy granted pharmacists'
certificates to the following:

F. O. Brown, of Santa Fe; M. W. Hiller, of Las Vegas:
E. Ottwell, of Albuquerque: C. C. Pegg, of Amarillo, Tex
F. N. Siph, of Las Vegas; P. L. Stanton, of Alamogordo;
F. L. Stone, of Raton; and Columbus Talbot of Por-
tales.

South Carolina Board.
Nine applicants for registration were examined by the

South Carolina Board of Pharmacy at a meeting held at
Columbia, March 20th and 21st. The following were
passed

:

E. A. Bethea, of Latta; J. E. Bost, of Anderson- C S
Breedin, of Manning; L. W. Philpot, of Columbia- and
J. Mc. F. Ridgell. of Batosburg.
The next meeting of the board will be held June 17th

and ISth, at Columbia.

Ohio Druggists Advised to be Good.
Renick W. Dunlap, the new dairy and food commis-

sioner of Ohio, has issued a circular letter to the drug-

gists of that State in which he sets forth his interpreta-

tion of the requirements of the State pure food and drug
law, and expresses his intention of carrying out this law
for the benefit of the honest pharmacist as well as the

general welfare.

The commissioner states that while druggists as a class

are honorable men, there are exceptions to the rule, and
quotes the results of analyses made by his department in

support of his contention that price not quality is the
guiding principle in the pharmacies of the latter.

The use of methyl alcohol in medicinal preparations Is

particularly condemned. Bay rum, witch hazel and cos-

metics are medicinal preparations in the opinion of the

commissioner.
Every druggist is advised to possess a copy of the lat-

est edition of the Phaimacopa?ia, the National Formulary
and one or more of the dispensatories and to adhere sub-

stantially to the standards fixed by these works.

Among the Clerks.

California.—The drug clerks of San Francisco have for

some time been affiliated with the Retail Clerks' Protec-

tive Association, and have been endeavoring to secure a
schedule of wages. It Is reported that they have been
successful.
Michigan.—"Shorter hours" and partial Sunday clos-

ing is the topic occupying the Detroit Clerks' Association
at present. This association, •n'hich claims to be one of

the oldest drug clerks' organizations in the country, ap-

pears to have the support of the local press; and the in-

dications are that It will be successful.

Ohio.—A committee of the Columbus Retail Drug
Clerks' Association met -svith the local druggists' associa-

tion at its March meeting, to explain the reasons for and
purposes of the clerks' organization. According to the
committee the clerks want to bring about improved con-

ditions, "shorter hours" and better Sunday observance;
better enforcement of the pharmacy law, particularly as
it relates to cocaine, liquor and poisons; the appointment
of a drug clerk as a member of the board of pharmacy;
the support of the latter by the State; the appointment
of a drug store inspector; and the registering of appren-
tices.

The oflScers of the clerks' association for the ensuing
year are: President, A. W. Kiler; vice-presidents, H. L.
Beck and Clark Elder; secretary, H. D. Westervalt; and
treasurer, C. C. Flichter.

Rhode Island.—Not better wages and "shorter hours"
but better clerks is the object of the Charles Rice Club, a
social, professional and educational organization of the
drug clerks of Providence, formed March 19th. The meet-
ings of the club will be held on the last Tuesday of each
month and will be devoted to the reading of papers and
the discussion of all matters tending to improve the pro-
fession of pharmacy. Every effort will be made to emulate
the practices and teachings of the man whose name is

borne by the club.

The officers are: President, C. E. Black; vice-presi-

dents, C. E. Keller and John Creamer; recording secre-
tary, W. J. Batchelder; corresponding secretary, John
McManus; and treasurer, L. F. Chapln.

Sunday Closing.
At a recent meeting of the druggists of Bowling Green,

Ky., the signatures of ten firms were attached to an
agreement to close their stores on Sundays. This agree-
nient permits the temporary opening in the case of emer-
gencies, and provides for the forfeiture of $50 by the vio-
lator.

There are some druggists, however, who really don't
want to rest on Sundays, and will keep open until com-
pelled to close. The newly appointed police justice of
Gulfport. Miss., pitying the drug store keepers and their
clerks of that city, has issued an order compelling them
to refrain from doing business on Sunday.
Although there is some little objection on the part of

the physicians, the action of the Vancouver, B. C, drug-
gists in closing all day Sunday is receiving general ap-
proval. Among the many benefits arising from this
course is mentioned the fact that Sunday-school children
cannot now spend for cough candies the pennies Intended
for the contribution plate.
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Obituaries.

HENRI MOISSAN.

Ferdinand Frederic Henri Moissan died at Pari i Pebru-
He wasiny :inth, following an operation for appendicitis.

fifty-four years old.

Prof. Moissan, although one of the younger among
Continental men of science, stood high in honor among
chemists of his own and all other countries. The Nobel
chemistry prize which he received in 1906 was one of
man^ honors conferred upon him in the scientific world.
He received the Davy medal from the Royal Society, of
England, in 1896, and in 1903 was the joint recipient with
Sir William Ramsay of the Hofman medal of the Chemi-
cal Society of Berlin. While not the recipient of any
academic honors from this country, he was received
with the highest regard on the occasion of his attend-
ance at the Princeton University jubilee exercises, in
1896.

Prof. Moissan was born at Paris, in 1852; took his
B. Sc. in 1S74, his licentiate degree in 1877: in 1879 he
qualified at the Paris Superior School of Pharmacy and
acted in the capacity of quiz-master until 1882, when he
was graduated as D. Sc, and became assistant professor
of physico-chemical sciences. In 1SS7 he was appointed
professor of toxicology at the school of pharmacy, and In
1892 while occupying that chair, brought out his electrical
furnace which first made him famous. His experiments
with the electrical furnace resulted in the production of
artificial diamonds, of synthetic carborundum, and of
calcium carbide, the production of compounds of fluorine
and many of the rarer elements, and the distillation of
many of the metals.

Of attractive appearance and pleasing address. Prof.
Moissan was universally beloved by his associates and
I)upils, the latter giving him an impressive ovation at the
time of his election to the Academy of Scietices in 1891.
His reply was characterized by the modesty attending all

his utterances. To Prof. Moissan is due the credit for the
creation of the degree of doctor of pharmacy at Paris a few
years since.

FBEE.MAX H. BUTLER.

Freeman H. Butler, of Lowell, Mas.-^,. .iicl Mimli 4th,

aged sixty-six years.
Mr. Butler was born at

Bennington, N. H., and go-

ing to Lowell with his par-

ents entered a drug store as
an apprentice in 1857. He
.served in the Union army
during the civil war, and
returned to Lowell in 1864.

In 1865 he engaged in busi-
jess for himself, with a
.jartner. In 1881 he was
graduated by the Massachu-
jetts College of Pharmacy,
md at the time of his death
.va.s a member of its board
jf trustees.

He was one of the five

jriginal members of the
Board of

Pharmacy and served from freemax h. butmr.
1885 to 1903, and was secre-
tary for a number of years. He was one of the organi-

zers of the Massachusetts Pharmaceutical Association;
its first treasurer, 1S82-7, and its president, 1892-3.

Mr. Butler is survived by his widow, a son and a

daughter.

p. E. M.\RCELIN BERTHELOT.

Pierre Eugene Marcelin Berthelot. the eminent French
chemist and politician, died at Paris, March 18th. aged
eighty years. His death resulted from a shock occasioned
by the death of his wife a few hours previous.

M. Berthelot was born at Paris in 1827, was appointed
professor of organic chemistry at the College of France In

1865, and was elected a member of the Academy of

Sciences in 1873; later he became the permanent secre-

tary of the academy. In 1881 he was elected a permanent
senator by the senate, and became minister of public in-

struction and fine arts in the Goblet cabinet of 1886-87,

after which he was foreign minister in the Bourgeois cabi-

net 1895-6. He was also a member of the superior com-
mission of the International Exposition of 1900, and was
elected a member of the French Academy in the same
year.

M. Berthelot was the author of a number of works on
chemistry, and was widely known as a scientist and
educator.

ERNEST VON BERGMANN.

Prof. Ernest von Bergmann, the famous German surgeon,
died at Wiesbaden, March 25th, after undergoing an
operation for appendicitis. He was seventy years old.

Prof, von Bergmann was a recognized authority on
diseases of the throat and had been the attending physi-

cian of the German royal family since the time of

Frederick III. He had a long service as an army surgeon
and is reported to be the first to use antiseptics in the
treatment of wounds. For a number of years he occupied
the chair of surgery at the University of Berlin.

James E. Lothrop. M. D,, who had conducted a drug
store at Dover, N. H., since 1845, died there March 6th,

aged eighty-one years. With his brothers he formed the

firm of Dr. Lothrop & Co., in the late 'forties and operated
stores in several cities near Dover. He was also one of

the organizers of the Lothrop Publishing Co., of Boston;
twice mayor of Dover; and a member of the State legis-

lature in 1872.

Sir Thomas Hanbui'y a widely known English botanist
and writer upon materia medica, died March 9th, at his

home at Ventimiglia, Italy, aged seventy-four years. He
owned perhaps the most complete botanical garden in the
world, and was prominently connected with many botani-

cal and pharmacal societies.

Charles L. Zobrist, one of the pioneer druggists of

Colorado, died at Colorado Springs, March 12th, at the age
of fifty-five years.

J. D. Fantes, of Lafayette, Ga., died March 12th.

Fred E. Smith, who conducted a drug store at Mont-
pelier. Vt., from 1853 to 1861, died there February 24th,

aged seventy-seven years. He was a civil war veteran,

and was at several times a member of the Vermont legis-

lature.

Adelbert Kent Hawley, of Cleveland, O., died March 5th,

aged sixty-three years. For many years he had been in

business at Jefferson, 0.

William N. Wilkinson, who at one time conducted a

drug store at Adams, Mass., died at Mexico City, Mex.
March 5th, aged seventy-four years.

Charles J. Moffett, late of St. Louis, and for a number
of years in business at Columbus, Ga., died at Broken
Arrow, Ala., March 7th. He was seventy-two years old.

He had been a major in the Confederate army.

Charles C. Waltz, of Hagerstown, Md., died February
21st, aged sixty-five years.

Alfred J. Waterson, of St. Stephen, N. B., died March
5th.

W. M. Terry, of Elkton, Ky., died March 5th, aged fifty-

two years.

D. S. Richard, for a long time in the employ of I. L.

Lyons & Co., of New Orleans, and later in business for

himself in that city, died March 5th, aged sixty-four yea.'-s.

He was an ex-Confederate surgeon and closely identified

with the Confederate veterans' association.

Edward H. Young, of Canton, 0., died March 1st, aged
thirty-five years.

Charles Randolph, of Altoona, Pa., died March 2d, aged
fifty-four years.

George W. Fitzgerald, of Georgetown, Ky., died March
3d, aged sixty-three years.

W. H. Austin, of Watseka, III., died March 8th, aged
sixty-six years.

Wallace Kearn, at one time in business at Springfield.

Mass., died in this city, March 13th. He was thirty-seven

years old.

John J. Murphy, of Pittsfield, Mass., died March 23d,

aged fifty-five years.

L. D. Heaton, of Victoria, Tex., died March 20th, agea
sixty-eight years.

John Wyeth, of John Wyeth & Brother, Philadelphia,

died March 30th.
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Narcotic Medicines in Massachusetts.

Under a recently enacted Massachusetts law a label is

required on every package of "patent" medicine contain-

ing more than two grains of opium, or % gram of mor-

phine, or 1-16 grain of heroin, or 8 grains of chloral hy-

drate to the ounce, the label to show the amount. This

law prohibits the sale of any "patent" medicine contain-

ing any cocaine or its salts, or any synthetic substitute

for it or them.

Acting under authority granted by this act. the board

of health of that State prohibits the sale at retail of cer-

tain preparations, an amended list of which is published

from time to time. The following proprietary medicines,

which the board finds contain cocaine, are on a recently

issued list:

Dr. Birney's catarrhal powder.
Crown catarrhal powder.
Dr. Agnew's catarrhal powder.

Standard catarrh powder.
Instant catarrh relief: instant cold relief.

Dr. Coles catarrh cure.

Pretzinger's catarrh balm.
Allenbury's throat pastilles, No. 9.

Coca and tolu cough drops.

Specific for asthma, hay fever and all catarrhal diseases

of the respiratory organs. Nathan Tucker, M.D., Mt.

Gilead, O.

Vin Mariani.
Dr. Earl's coca wine.
Epstein's wine of coca.

Green's coca wine.
Mattison's coca wine.
Metcalf's coca wine.
Peruvian coca wine.
Peruvian wine of coca.

On account of its "containing an excessive amount of

morphine," the sale is prohibited of

—

Carney's common sense opiate cure.

Under a ruling of the board the following preparations,

which are said to contain cocaine, may be sold on pre-

scription only:

Coca wine, wine of coca, not bearing a proprietary label.

Compressed pill, creosote comp.
Compressed pill, throat, mentholated.
Compressed pill, nausea.
Compressed voice tablets.

Anti-vomiting tablets.

Compressed tablets, creosote comp.
Throat tablets.

Massachusetts is somewhat in advance of some of the

other States in regard to health matters, but many of the

others are taking more cognizance of such things now
than formerly.

Chicago Alumni.
At the annual meeting of the Alumni Association of the

Chicago College of Pharmacy, held March llth, it was
decided to hold the annual banquet on the evening of

commencement day. April 25th. It was voted to raise a

fund for a memorial to the late Albert E. Ebert. No de-

cision was reached as to whether this shall be In the

form of a scholarship, or whether the amount raised

shall be added to the similar funds of other organiza-

tions.

The officers elected are: President. A. W. Baer, '85:

vice-president, F. M. Mares. '85: secretary, A. H. Clark.
'04; and treasurer. Paul Rudnick. '93.

Atlanta College.

The invitations issued by the Atlanta College of Phar-
macy for the 1907 commencement exercises perhaps sur-

pass in artistic originality and appropriateness any
hitherto designed by the talented dean of the college. Dr.
George F. Payne. One needs but read the class poem by
Mr. Bedenbaugh to know that the graduates hold their
profession far from lightly.

The commencement exercises were held March 27th in

the Grand Opera House, Atlanta.

The following received diplomas:
As graduates in pharmacy—A. A. Austin. C. C. Aven,

R. C. Bennett. W. P. Booker, W. A. Borum. .Toshua Bran-
nen, S C. Crouch, E. C. Dickerson, C. A. Faulkner. V. W.
Ferguson, H. L. Fields, E. F. Franklin. W. E. Isbell, M.
H. McClure, F. C. McCollum, E L. Moore, .1. W. Pierce,

C. L. Rabun, E. J. Smith, R. N. Smith, H. G. Stanaland.

W. H. Summerford and W. C. Williams, all of Georgia;

W. F. Goodwin, of Alabama; C. M. I. Gibson, D. R. Hand-
ley, H. A. Smith, J. E. Snow and L. L. Willis, all of

Florida; J. T. Alford, M. E. Chamberlain, J. W. Collens,

B. M. McKoin and W. E. Turpin. all of Louisiana; W. J.

Benison, J. W. Bounds, W. L. Harman. R. M. Izard, S. F.

King. W. S. Moore. J. C. Nix, E. W. Rust, H. H. Wellborn
and Mrs. Alice M. Wood, all of Mississippi; C. L. Allgood,

W. F. Bedenbaugh. D. A. Epting, J. P. Glenn, J. C. Gold-

smith, L. H. Habenicht, L. M. Harley, J. D. Harrison, T.

W. Leslie, S. C. Lowry, C. D. Martin, J. H. Myers. W. G.

White and H. M. Whitworth. all of South Carolina: J. F.

Barlow, of Tennessee; Ernest Cochran, W. B. Gwinn. T
J. Henderson. W. S. Horton, J. A. Mayes and O. L. A.

Torbett, all of Texas.
As a pharmaceutical chemist—A. S. Byars, of Alabama.

Northern Ohio Association.

Owing to the fact that all the returns in the vote upon
early and Sunday closing had not been received, final ac-

tion on the matter was deferred at the meeting held

March 1st by the Northern Ohio Druggists' Association

until the coming fall. It was not considered advisable to

settle the question until after the soda-water season.

One hundred and twenty-eight ballots were submitted at

the meeting, and these showed the following results:

For early closing 101

Against early closing 27

For Sunday closing 78

Against Sunday closing 38

There are 229 drug stores in Clevoland but only 157

had been visited by the canvassers.
In considering the question of extending the privileges

of membership to concerns operating several stores it was
decided that the association should continue an organiza-
tion of individuals. The constitution being a little vague
on this point, several slight amendments will be offered

at the April meeting.

The secretary was instructed to correct one of the local

police magistrates who seemed to have a wrong impres-
sion of the attitude of the association toward cocaine
sellers.
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Manufacturers and the National Formulary
Propaganda.

Manufacturers are alive and—to use a vulgar but

verv expressive word—hustling, while the druggist

is indulging in day dreams ; that is, while some drug-

gists are indulging in day dreams. Whenever the

wide-awake druggists, the associations, the journals

throw a bomb and arouse the dreamer, the manufac-

turer hears the explosion, tells the disturbed'one that

it is all right, that he, the manufacturer, will attend

to the matter, and the dreamer yawns, stretches and

falls back into his reverie.

It is the same way with doctors, only more so.

Either the doctor is hypnotized more easily by the

manufacturer's agent, or else, because he is of greater

use to the manufacturer, he is worked upon with

more assiduity.

Progressive, w'ide-awake physicians gave us the

Pharmacopceia, and their kindred spirits in the allied

profession of pharmacy soon took up the work of im-

proving upon the physicians' efforts. In time druggists

also issued a book supplementing the Pharmacopoeia,

which they named the National Formulary. The
noise made by the latter work has never been loud,

but as it is a long-continued one it has succeeded in

waking up a number of druggists. It even woke up

congress, and now the National Formulary, along

with the Pharmacopoeia, is a part of the law of the

land. The manufacturers have been awakened, too,

by this National Formularly noise, by the druggists'

propaganda for a more general use of National

Formulary preparations, and if the druggists do not

look out the manufacturers will put some of them

back to sleep again and reap where the druggists have

sown.

One of the prime objects of the publishers of the

National Formulary was to put into the hands of the

average retail druggist uniform formulas for a line

of the more generally used elixirs, syrups, mixtures,

etc., with a view to getting physicians to prescribe

preparations made according to such formulas in

preference to secret and high-priced "proprietaries."

The movement put on foot by the American Pharma-
ceutical Association some twenty years ago has gath-

ered much force during the past few months. Local

branches of the American association, as well as soci-

eties affiliated with the National Association of Retail

Druggists, and independent organizations of phar-

macists are urging physicians to designate "N. F."

preparations in their prescriptions. Pharmacists

would do well to prepare themselves to fill prescrip-

tions for such preparations, and to impress the fact

of their readiness upon their physicians. If they do

not, they may expect physicians to yield to the seduc-

tive importunities of the detail men from the big

houses, in which case the retail druggists will find

themselves in no better position than they were before

the National Formulary was published. This point

was emphasized in a paper read before a body of

pharmacists at Philadelphia a short time ago, from

which a quotation appears elsewhere in this issue.

Making the Guarantee Truthful.

Reproach has been brought upon the food and

drugs act of June 30th, 1906, by the rascals in the

trade who have been advertising to the public that the

manufacturers' gi:arantee of their goods under the

law was a guarantee by the United States government

of their purity, wholesomeness, and all that. Such

bare-faced mendacity has had its effect in official cir-

cles, as we suggested that it might in an article in the

Circular for March, page 245, entitled "Lying

About the Guarantee," and as already reported in last

month's issue, page 289, under the heading "The

Guarantee Must Not Be Lied About."

It is now announced from Washington that the

secretary of agriculture has decided that the form of

the guarantee on the package should be changed, so

that instead of reading "Guaranteed under the food

and drugs act, June 30th, 1906," as provided in sec-

tion 9, (b), of the regulations promulgated by the

secretaries of the treasury, agriculture, and com-

merce and labor, it should read "Guaranteed by the

manufacturer under the," etc. Of course, the new
form of guarantee cannot be made to supercede the

old one until it has received the official endorsement

of at least two of the three secretaries whose business

it is to promulgate the regulations, but there is little

doubt that both the other secretaries will agree with

the secretary of agriculture and that the new form of

guarantee will be made compulsory. However, our

information is to the effect that there is no disposi-

tion in Washington to do anything to cause embar-

rassment of manufacturers who are endeavoring in

good faith to abide by the provisions of the law and

its regulations, or to put them to any additional ex-

pense, so it is probable that should the new regula-

tion be adopted it will not be so enforced as to render

illegal the labels and other printed matter now in the

hands of those manufacturers who have not been "ly-

ing about the guarantee."

The secretary of agriculture is reported as having
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said that the pubhc should understand that a manu-

facturer who would lie about the guarantee could not

be trusted to tell the truth about his goods, and it

would be well for druggists to bear this in mind when

looking over the advertisements of those who are seek-

ing their orders.

There seems to be a fight on between official Wash-

ington and those food and drug manufacturers whose

principal asset is an ability to juggle with the truth,

with the chance in favor of the officials, provided they

keep up to their present form.

Work for the Currier Bill.

For more than a decade druggists all over the

country, individually and in associations assembled,

have been striving for a modification of that portion

of our patent law which covers medicinal chemicals.

That portion of the law which it is sought to revise

works an injustice to everything that is American,

and its provisions fall particularly hard upon the

sick among us, and upon those who are called upon

to provide means of relieving the sick.

A few years ago Representative Mann introduced

a bill in congress which had for its object an amend-

ment to the patent law which would put American

chemists, American manufacturers, American drug-

gists and the American public in as good a position

in relation to the making and trafficking in patented

chemicals as are the chemists, manufacturers, drug-

gists and general public of other countries. Mr.

Mann's bill was vigorously opposed by foreign man-

ufacturers and their American agents who had grown

immensely wealthy through the operation of our

laws; these laws giving them a monopoly in this

country which they were not allowed to enjoy in any

other, not even their own. Notwithstanding this op-

position the bill was making good progress until

someone discovered that one of its main provisions

was contrary to certain international treaties, and that

provision was stricken out.

For some reason or other—the details of which it

is not necessary for us to go into here—the modified

Mann bill did not enlist the hearty support of those

who had been delegated by organized druggists to

work for its enactment. In one of the hearings be-

fore the committee on patents of the national house

of representatives, Representative Currier, of New
Hampshire, chairman of the committee, stated that

an act of congress was superior to an international

treaty, and suggested that a bill be drawn which

would go right at the root of the injustice under

which the American people were chafing. Later Mr.

Currier introduced a bill embodying his idea. This

bill was printed in full on page 235 of our February

issue. Its object is to secure justice for Americans,

its principal provision being that "any patent issued

to a citizen or subject of a foreign country shall be

upon the same conditions and for the same term as

are patents issued by such country to citizens of the

United States." Surely there can be no objection

to this except from foreign manufacturers who have

been reaping immense harvests in this country under

the present law which gives them privileges in the

United States which they can get nowhere else.

State pharmaceutical associations at their meetings

this summer should endorse the Currier bill. As may
be seen elsewhere in this issue, the National Asso-

ciation of Retail Druggists is working for its pas-

sage. The bill is in the interest of justice, it is in the

interest of humanity, it is in the interest of American
industries, it is in the interest of American workmen,
it is in the interest of American druggists; but it is

not in the interest of foreign manufacturers who have

been made millionaires by extorting monopolistic

prices from the American sick.

If druggists work together for the passage of this

bill there is little doubt that it will pass. The fact

that it comes from the chairman of the house com-
mittee on patents gives it great prestige ; the fact that

it embodies American ideas of fair-play and no

favoritism will make it appeal to congress and to the

public. The president has already signified his ap-

proval of such a measure. The druggists' hopes

have been so often deferred concerning the desired

amendment that it is possible their hearts are too sick

for them to get up much enthusiasm over the pros-

pects of its ultimate success. But the chances for

its passage were never brighter than at present, and

a formal endorsement of the bill, if nothing more, by

the druggists at their State association meetings this

summer may add just enough of weight to overcome
the opposition to the bill by the foreign beneficiaries

of our unjust law.

Paying for Prosperity and Improvement.

Druggists are imposed upon because they alloAv

themselves to be. When it became necessary to raise

money to pay for the war with Spain (that is, if that

.little spanking which Uncle Sam begrudgingly ad-

ministered to a spoilt degenerate which did not know
any better may be dignified by the name of war after

a lapse of nearly a decade in which it has been prac-

tically forgotten in these parts), wines, checks, tele-

grams and nostrums, were among the things taxed.

The wine merchant raised the price of his wine to

the consumer ; the banks sold their depositors stamps

to put on their checks ; the telegraph company charged

one cent extra for each message sent, each thereby

passing the tax along to the public—the place where
it belonged. But the druggist—what did he do?
Don't let's talk about it-—it's all over now, anyhow,

and should not be referred to except for the purpose

of pointing a moral or adorning a tale.

Prosperity—the greater demand for men, resulting

in higher salaries for clerks : the greater demand for

business property, resulting in higher rents; the

greater demand for raw materials, resulting in higher

prices for goods—prosperity has made the druggists'

cost of doing business greater than it was and has, at

the same time, increased his family expenses. In

February we noted that in our market reports for the

last calendar year one hundred and thirty-six advance^

in the price of drugs had been recorded, and onlv

seventy-six declines. For the first quarter of thi?
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year we noted seventy-eight advances and twenty-
four declines. Without question the national pure
food and drugs act has caused many of the advances
chronicled, and just here is the druggists' cue

—

everybody is raising the prices which the druggist
has to pay and the druggist not only may, but ought
to, raise his prices, and while the public's mind is on
the pure food and drugs laws the public is in an at-

titude to accept those laws as a good and sufficient

reason for paying the druggist higher prices for his

wares.* The law has caused an improvement in the
quality of the goods it affects and the druggist has
been compelled to pay the higher prices which nat-

urally follow. The public is the body benefited by
the general prosperity of the country, and by the im-
provement in the quality of the goods it buys ; let the

public foot the bills.

New Graduates in Phzu-macy.

New college of pharmacy graduates about this

time, are going out into the world to see what it

holds in store for them. A great many of them, of

course, have steady positions assured them in the

stores of their fathers, friends and preceptors—posi-

tions which were theirs before they went to college

and which were the cause of their going. Others
have entered into negotiations looking to lucrative

employment; some have money with which to buy
stores, or interests in stores ; still others, with their

diplomas in hand, will find positions in the city in

which their alma mater is situated ; while those of a

more roving disposition will start for distant parts

looking for work and adventure.

How many of them will be pharmacists ten, twen-

ty or thirty years from now?
How many of those who started out with a "sheep-

skin" in their grips and the parting advice of the com-
mencement orator in their ears ten, twenty or thirty

years ago, are now in the drug business?

No one can answer the first question, and the an-

swer to the second is almost if not quite as unat-

tainable.

But the boys and girls are going to take up what
will perhaps prove in most instances to be their life

work, and their hearts are light and their hopes are

high. Ten, twenty or thirty years from now the

young graduates of to-day will be the fathers and
mothers of a coming generation of pharmacists, and
will be, at the same time, the leading men and women
in pharmacy of their time. And they will be better

educated, many of them, than the leading men and
women in pharmacy to-day, and will therefore be in

a position to do better work for the uplifting of their

chosen calling.

Oh, things are looking better for pharmacy, and
here is a parting good word for the student and the

right hand of fello\vship for the full-fledged gradu-

ates who are to take such a prominent part in shaping

pharmaceutical education during the next two or three

decades. They are better qualified than their prede-

cessors, and they will see that the ratio of improve-

ment is kept up with those who succeed them.

Origin of the Present Crusade Against

Fraudulent Nostrums.

On another page a correspondent says that the

credit for originating the crusade against fraudulent

medicinal preparations undoubtedly belongs to the

California State Journal of Medicine. When he so

wrote, this correspondent must either have not read
or had forgot the article in the Circular for Janu-
ary, page 15, entitled "Fifty Years of Battling for

Pharmaceutical Reform," in which Dr. R. G. Eccles

shows that the Circul.^r has been fighting the nos-
trum fraud—an incubus upon pharmacy—for a half-

century. It was shown in an article in the same is-

sue, page 53, by M. I. Wilbert, that a generation be-

fore the Circular was established, the medical soci-

eties of both this State and this city were inveighing

against the "fake" cure-alls of the day.

At its second annual meeting, held in 1849, the

American Medical Association resolved to appoint a
committee to inquire whether or not it would be ex-
pedient to do the very thing that the association

only a few years ago decided to do—appoint a "coun-
cil" to investigate nostrums and publish the results of
its investigations. But the American Medical As-
sociation did not establish this council and publish
its findings until the California journal, now in its

sixth volume only, had taken up the crusade in which
it has been noticeably and commendably active.

It was more than a half-century ago that the Amer-
ican Pharmaceutical Association, then only a year old,

shied its caster into the ring by declaring war upon
fraud and deceit in the making and selling of medi-
cines.

The Circular's fifty-year record of opposition to a
blighting feature of the drug business is an open
book. In its second volume (1858) it declared
editorially that "in quackery there does not exist the
first element of honesty," that "all the affinities of
quackery are with ignorance," and that "like every
other wrong thing its tendencies are degrading." In
the same article reference was made to the news-
paper advertisements of "false certificates of cures
which never happened."
To even give a list of the titles of the articles on

fraud in medicinal preparations which the Circular
has published would require more time and space than
is now at our disposal, and to read such a list would
tax the patience of the busy druggist, but a few ref-

erences to articles scattered through a number of
yearly volumes may not prove amiss in this connec-
tion. Not to go back further than 1870, we may say
that in the volume for that year, page 143, is the re-

port of Dr. Charles F. Chandler, chemist to the metro-
politan board of health, on poisonous cosmetics, in

which is given the composition of a number of more
or less popular lead, zinc and mercury preparations
of the day, some of which are still on the market.

In 1872, page 91, we gave original analyses of a
number of nostrums, one of which, containing mor-
phine, was put forward as a cure for the opium habit

:

it was prepared by a Dr. Collins, of Laporte, Ind.,

and sold for sixteen dollars a bottle.
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In the Circular for 1874, page 164, is a list of

"bitters" with the percentage of alcohol found in each

—and lo, Hostetter's name leads all the rest. In 1882,

page 81, another list was printed, and this time

Richardson's with 59.14 per cent, of alcohol, made

Hostetter's, with only 43.20, look like a poor second.

i)ur warning as to the danger of using the mor-

phine-laden Mrs. Winslow's soothing syrup has been

often repeated since 1883. In the Circular for

that year, page 27. is an account of the death of two

infants caused by this nostrum, and the editorial com-

ment: "We think that the sale of poisonous secret

compounds should be forbidden." In the same

volume, page 155, is an account of another fatal poi-

soning by Mrs. Winslow's soothing syrup. It is pos-

sible that our showing (in July, 1904, page 139)

that in Great Britain this nostrum could not legally

be sold without a poison label, had more than a little

to do with the enactment of that portion of the federal

pure food and drugs act which provides for the state-

ment on the label of the quantity of morphine, etc.,

contained in the preparation in the package.

In the Circular for June, 1884. page 81, is an

editorial article on '"Poisonous Patent Medicines,"

and in the same volume a contributing editor spoke

of the "galling load" pharmacy was carrying because

the public misunderstood its attitude toward secrecy

in medicine.

Quickine was exposed in an editorial in the Cir-

cular for August, 1891, page 170, and Chapman's

internal disinfectant the same year, page 219.

Our record for 1894 includes putting the paskola

take out of business, showing that Birney's catarrh

powder was nothing more or less than diluted co-

caine hydrochloride, and the publication of the now
famous "red clause." It was from the Circular that

the magazine writers first heard of the "red clause"

—

a scandalous provision in the advertising contracts of

the nostrum man.

In 1896, page 100. we punctured the extravagant

claims made by the manufacturer of ammonol, and at

various times showed that its cogener, antikaniina,

was what it now admittedly is, a mixture and not a

definite chemical compound.

Radam's two-hundred-thousand-dollar damage suit

against the Circular for showing up his microbe

killer is a matter of recent history. Somewhat older

is the Scotch oats essence incident—that morphine-

laden "opium-habit cure" having been run off the mar-

ket by facts brought to light by the Circular. The
false and misleading claims made for Mrs. Harriet

Hubbard Ayer's mercuric face balm and cocaine wine

were also exposed by the Circular. Liquozone,

patterned after Radam's microbe killer, got its just

deserts at our hands, as have a number of less wide-

ly-advertised and no more deserving preparations.

These are but a few specific instances. Those who
are familiar with our editorial policy know that we
have been unswerving in our denunciation of those

who would humbug, defraud and do bodily injury to

the public through lying advertisements and danger-

ous medicines. In the interest of good pharmacy and
good citizenship, we have consistently advocated the

suppression or regulation of the business of the fakers.

The fight is not won yet, but we are in it to stay until

it is, and are much encouraged by the turn affairs have
recent!)- taken.

That the California State Journal of Medicine has

done well during its brief career is attested by the

number of enemies in the ranks of the advertising

quacks made by its brilliant editor, Dr. Philip Mills

Jones, but probably Dr. Jones himself would be the

last to claim entire credit for starting the present cru-

sade against what one of the lay publications aptly

styles "the great American fraud." The Circular
from the time it was established has been the acknowl-

edged enemy of this and other frauds, and welcomes
the telling co-operation which it lately has received

from the California State Journal of Medicine, the

Journal of the American Medical Association, and a

number of other medical journals, as well as from
several monthly, weekly and daily lay publications.

When the grand movement which is now sweeping
over the country gains sufficient force to break down
the opposition of the nostrum makers and nostrum ad-

vertisers themselves, we hope to be able to welcome
to the band of battlers for the right, even some of the

other drug journals.

Katarno and the Liquor Tax.

Under a ruling made by the commissioner of in-

ternal revenue some eighteen months or so ago. drug-

gists and others who continued after a given date to

traffic in certain alcoholic beverages, masquerading as

medicines, were required to pay tax as retail liquor

dealers. A list of the "medicines" mentioned in the

commissioner's circular was printed in The Drug-
gists Circular for December, 1905. page 448, among
them being peruna. The manufacturer of this nos-

trum thereupon changed its formula, and in a sub-

sequent ruling the commissioner withdrew the new-
formula peruna from the list. About the same time

the excise authorities of this and other States made
similar rulings in regard to peruna, and perhaps some
other preparations of its class. The United States

government also prohibited the sale of the old-formula

peruna to Indians.

It seems that when the formula for peruna was
changed, the old formula was not allowed to dro[>

into innocuous desuetude, for now it is boldly ad-

vertised in the public prints that katarno is identical

with the old peruna. and that it contains twenty-eight

per cent, of alcohol. In order that we might be in a

position to advise our readers authoritatively as to the

standing of katarno in revenue circles, we addressed

an inquiry to the commissioner of internal revenue,

and from the acting commissioner—Commissioner
Yerkes having recently resigned—we have received a

reply which reads in part as follows: "You are in-

formed that an alcoholic beverage of this character

subjects dealers therein to payment of special tax as

retail liquor dealers in accordance with the decision

made in the case of peruna and published in circular

676 by this office, copy of which is enclosed herewith.

Since that circular was issued, the constituents of
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peruna have been so changed by the addition of med-
icinal drugs as to prevent its use for beverage pur-

poses, and its sale now does not require payment of

special tax by those dealing in it ; but the preparation

you name, constituted as described in your letter, is

clearly an alcoholic beverage for sale of which special

tax is required.""

Druggists should take due notice and govern them-

selves accordingly.
•

Fetishism and Formulas.
With many people belief in the infallibility of a

formula seems to amount to a sort of obsession. The
more ignorant the person the greater reliance does

he place upon that mystical, magical concatenation of

strange words and more or less undecipherable

symbols. Given a formula, many a man—particu-

larly if he happens to be a wo-man—considers him-

self armed and equipped and ready to sally forth

and slay the dragon, disease—that is, the particular

disease whose name happened to be printed in con-

nection with the formula—and there is no denying

the fact that a good strong formula is a murderous

weapon in the hands of a really persistent person.

If he could and would think it might occur to him
that not even the man who linked together the dog-

Latin words and the ancient signs and letters has suc-

ceeded in eradicating the particular brand of illness

which caused him to turn out the job. But then no-

body expects the kind of formula-wielder we now
have in mind to think, for hasn't he delegated that

function to the formula-maker ?

A written formula that came from a distance is

better than one whose author may be seen any day,

but the best written formula, even one from abroad,

is not so good as one which has been canonized by

the type-setter. The printed formula is the real

thing, and woe to the reputation of a man who by

mere word of mouth ventures to engage in detraction

of it. A word may be spoken against a spoken

formula, or a word may be written against a written

formula, but nothing but a printed word need hope to

carry conviction in a derogatory discussion of a

printed formula—and even the printed word has little

chance of success. A middle-weight boxer may
knock out a heavy-weight, but it would be the part

of wisdom for him to confine his operations to his

own class. So, a man criticizing by word of mouth
a written or a printed formula is fighting out of his

class, and unless he is a champion or his opponent not

in good form, defeat for him is almost sure. Where
would the Sunday-supplement-beauty-column form-

ula be but for the fact that it has all the prestige

which printers' ink can bestow? If the diligent col-

lector of newspaper recipes ever got hold of the anti-

quated formulary from which it seems that most of

them, are copied, she doubtless would feel competent

to set herself up as a beauty doctor, dermatologist,

health-fad expert, and dispensing chemist. If any-

one should suggest that perhaps she 'was treading on

uncertain ground, her readiest reply would be that

she was going by the book, and that would settle the

controversy—at least from the standpoint of the one

suffering from the kind of obsession to which allu-

sion has hereinbefore been made.

The other day a man went to a manufacturing

pharmacist and said: 'T want to put a rheumatism

cure on the market; can't you give me a formula?"

That man will doubtless get his formula, and if he

loudly and persistently enough cries from the bill-

boards on the housetops that he paid a fabulous sum
for it to someone whose great-grandmother obtained

it from an Indian squaw whose baby's life she had

saved, or from a returned missionary whose service

to the king of the cannibal islands had been so great

that his majesty in a fit of gratitude communicated

the most valuable secret of the royal family to him,

he will induce a sufficiently large portion of the pub-

lic to believe that the formula is better than any a

doctor can write, to insure him a good income. The
people will think the stuil is good because they have

seen it stated in print that its formula has a strange,

a weird history.

But ignorant laxmen are not the only people who
have been hypnotized into an inability to use their

minds by that sweet old word "formula." Even

druggists have been known to succumb to the subtle

influence. "Give me a formula for making celluloid

labels," was the request of one last month; while an-

other asked for a formula for rubber-coating silk,

when what he needed was a large manufacturing plant.

There now lie before us two letters, neither of which,

however, bears any druggists' printing, and so both

may be from non-druggists. One reads, in part

:

"Please insert in your query department in The
Druggists Circul.\r a formula for weakness and

irretablity of the digestive organs. A formula where

milk would be diluted with would be desired." The
other letter is a request for a "formula for removing

pimples from the face." Still another is for a form-

ula to make toilet soap, as though the matter of ex-

perience and equipment did not enter into the ques-

tion at all. Some time ago we received a request for

an eczema cure, and we had to reply that in one

small book on the subject by a skin doctor over a

dozen different kinds of eczema were briefly de-

scribed and a hundred prescriptions given, some for

medicine to be administered internally and others -for

remedies to be applied locally.

There is nothing supernatural about a fornuda.

The best of them—and the worst—are devised by

beings who travel on legs, and not on wings. Many
of them are of great value, but in the hands of the

ignorant most of them may work grave evil. None
of them can do miracles. There are "formulas" for

building houses, constructing railroads, predicting

eclipses, removing the vermiform appendix, and

treating diseases, but these formulas direct that the

operator first make himself proficient in architecture,

engineering, astronomy, surgery, or the practice of

medicine, as the case may be, and it is just as foolish

for a man to try to do one of these things without

special preliminary training, as another, except that

it is more foolish for him to experiment where health

and even life are at stake than in any of the other

fields of endeavor.
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The Ownership of Prescriptions was discussed

at some length in the Circular for June, 1905, over

five pages being devoted to an exhaustive treatment of

the subject, which included the opinions of a number
of leading physicians, druggists, lawyers, and laymen,

and an abstract of the laws on the subject both in this

country and abroad. Shortly after the publication of

this symposium, a little house organ came out with

the comment that it was the appearance of such mat-

ter in a journal that caused the weary druggist to

want to lay it away on the shelf. That this organ's

opinion was not shared by the druggists themselves

was shown by several letters from the latter, some
of which we published in subsequent issues. For in-

stance, Louis Emanuel wrote: "I had no idea that

the threadbare subject of ownership of prescriptions

could be made so interesting." There was no objec-

tion to the Circular's article from the druggists, and
it now seems that the only thing the house organs
had against it was the fact that it was about two
years ahead of the times, for aren't all the journals

these days printing columns and columns on the sub-

ject, and the druggists' associations discussing it and
inviting papers on it and stirring the matter up gen-

erally? Any druggist who has a copy of the Cir-

cular referred to need not be at a loss for material

out of which to construct a paper to be read be-

fore his association—and then printed in the house
organs.

One Hundred Thousand Dollars' Worth of
Advertising, or nearly that much, is rejected by the

publishers of the Philadelphia North American each
year, according to a recent editorial statement by that

paper. The North American says that it "refuses to

print at any price the announcements of 'wild cat'

financial schemes, of questionable medical concerns,

and of other projects palpably fraudulent, objection-

able or deceptive, even though the same advertise-

ments are published in contemporaries." We know
something about this ourselves ; we often refuse reg-

ular advertising even though it has appeared in other

drug journals which are ordinarily regarded as first-

class, and many times after having refused to print

as pure reading matter (at so much a line) an article

the publication of which would be of great value to

the man who offered it to us and of little or none to

our readers, we have seen the same "story" in the reg-

ular reading pages of some journal published
ostensibly in the interest of retail druggists. These
are painful facts and we do not like to dwell upon
them, but the same sense of dutv to our readers which
makes us refuse the kind of business mentioned, com-
pels us to speak out occasionally about the other phase
of the subject.

Save Us From Our Fool Friends should be the
praver of druggists. The nostrum men who are op-
posing bills intended to regulate traffic in their pro-
ducts have procured the publication in some of the

so-called pharmaceutical journals, and the endorse-
ment by some so-called pharmacists, of their sophistry

to the effect that because an officinal preparation like

"essence" of ginger or "essence" of lemon which con-
tains a large proportion of alcohol may be sold with-
out being labeled as alcoholic, there is no reason why
nostrums containing less alcohol should be so labeled.

The so-called drug journals and the so-called drug-
gists micfht as well say that because there is a legiti-

mate sale for cocaine, morphine and the rest of the

habit-forming narcotics, it is unjust to prevent the

hidden sale, in the shape of catarrh snuffs, soothing

syrups, opium-habit cures, etc., of these things to in-

nocent purchasers. It is the appearance of such so-

phistry in so-called drug circles that gives an ex-

cuse to people outside of the drug business to inter-

fere with pharmaceutical legislation. Therefore we
say that druggists ought to pray to be delivered from
their fool friends, the publishers and talkers of such

flapdoodle.

Changes in the Pharmacopceia Are Officially
Recognized at Washington. Some question has been

raised as to whether the changes made by the revision

committee would be binding upon the government
officers whose business it is to enforce those laws of

which the Pharmacopoeia forms a part—or, at least,

in which it is designated as a guide. The Circular
last month—in a manner which the chairman of the

revision committee said was "unanswerable"—showed
that the changes must be accepted. Prof. Joseph P.

Remington, chairman of the revision committee, and
Dr. Harvey W. Wiley, chief of the bureau of chem-
istry of the department of agriculture, held a con-

ference late in April, and Dr. Wiley afterward said

that the changes made in the Pharmacopoeia were
"perfectly proper," and, under the law, were to be

of the same force as the original text of the book.

Custom house officials who examine imported crude

drugs also accept the changed portions of the Phar-

macopoeia as their guide. A list of the changes so

far announced appears in the Circul.\r for March,
page 245. Others may be announced later.

Athletics and Education Are to the Fore now
in places where erstwhile the nostrum abounded.
Witness the "want ads." in the papers. Formerly
there was a large demand for men who could sing and
"double on brass," or who were good at black-face

comedy and could "fake organ," to travel through
the country on a wagon and sell medicine. But now
these are samples of the advertisements in the daily

papers : "Wanted.—Normal school in South has
opening for teacher of English geography, who can
also act as athletic coach and direct physical training

class," etc. ; and "Wanted.—Good opening with high
school for experienced teacher of physics, chemistry,

science, who can also coach in baseball and football,"

etc. Truly, the "want ad.," as we have before had
occasion to remark, is a great reflector of social con-
ditions.

Free Tr.\de in Unpatented Articles, as secret

medicines, for instance, is guaranteed under the Sher-
man "anti-trust" law as interpreted by Judge Lur-
ton in his direct-contract-serial-numbering-plan de-
cision reported in the Circular last month. But the
owner of a patent on a device may control the sale

of that device, the Sherman law to the contrary not-

withstanding. Such, in brief, is the decision of the

United States circuit court of appeals, reversing the
opinion of the lower court in a case involving the
price at which a patented machine might be sold.

Judge Lurton recognized this principle in law in his

decision, but held that it did not extend to secret

preparations, the latter being entitled to no such pro-
tection.

Reorganiz.'ition of the American Pharmaceu-
tical Association is talked about. The association

has outgrown its old form of organization. The
council was established some twenty-seven years ago,
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sections twenty years ago, and local branches just

recently. Each of these innovations was all right as

an expedient, but there is a strong inclination in

many quarters to call for an out-and-out new form of

organization, and we believe the movement will and
ought to result in a change which will be for the bet-

terment of this association which has been the con-

servator of the best in pharmacy for more than a half

century.

"Them Scientific Fellers" are not such a bad

lot, after all, even if the "practical" men do poke fun

at them now and then. It is said that when Prof.

BoUey. of the North Dakota Agricultural College,

discovered the formaldehyde treatment for smut on

grain, the farmers would not listen to his teaching

for a long time, regarding him as an impractical

dreamer. Finally when a few of the more venture-

some and scientifically inclined among them did try

his simple and inexpensive treatment of the seed

grain and demonstrated its effectiveness, others fol-

lowed, and already, it is estimated, millions of dollars

have been saved for the planters.

What the People Will Swallow seems to have

no limit. A maker of a blended whisky not only ex-

pects them to swallow his product, but goes further

and asks them to swallow also his advertisement that

the liquor contains "no spirits." Is it possible that

the success of wireless telegraphy and horseless car-

riages has led to the preparation of an alcoholless

whisky ?

German Names Are So Long because of the Teu-

tonic method of compounding or piling on. For in-

stance, if a German apotheker discovered a cure for

baldness he would probably call it a new tohairona-

doorknobquicklygrowmake solution—or the equiv-

alent of that in his language.

Another Death from Taking Mrs. Wins-
low's Soothing Syrup is reported now and then.

The latest that we have heard of occurred at Man-
kato, Minn. Dr. John M. Edwards, commissioner of

health, made the report.

Probably Congress Passed the Law compelling

the percentage of alcohol in nostrums to be noted on
their labels so that congressmen would know better

which ones to give testimonials to.

That German Druggist Who Killed an Offi-

cer in the army, mentioned last month, was fighting

a duel with the officer. He did not give him the

wrong medicine.

The New United States Dispens.\tory has at

last been published. A notice of it appears on an-

other page.

"One thing is sure," says the Midland Druggist,

which is in a position to speak ex cathedra concern-

ing the operation of the federal pure food and drug
act, "the new law is not a joke." This rather discounts

the "pert paragrapher" of the New York Even-
ing Telegram, who, when the law was passed, deliv-

ered himself thus: "The idea that the trust, rebate

and pure food legislation as passed amounts to any-
thing will be found to be largely a huge joke—as big

a joke as the interstate commerce commission or the

civil service law—mere bugaboos to Tmpress suckers

and scare easy marks; sound and fury signifying

nothing."

Daily Drug Store Doings.

By J. T. Davison, Ph. G., M. D.

What happens in the drug store is not always a

matter of sequence as laid down in the books, and

practical druggists, even, would find it hard to record

the daily events in anything like systematic order,

hence no apology is tendered for presenting the fol-

lowing in about the way they have occurred

:

graduating a bottle.

One of the neatest and most satisfactory ways of

graduating a bottle for receiving percolates, or for

measuring, is by the use of some white bath-tub

enamel and carriage black. Practical druggists are

familiar with the annoyance and loss of time caused

by the loosening and destruction of the usual paper

slip affixed to the side of a bottle. Place the bottle it

is desired to graduate in a horizontal position; paint

a stripe of white enamel one-half to one inch in width,

according to the size of the bottle, down the side;

make the uneven edges straight by wrapping a piece

of thin cloth wet with oil of turpentine about the

finger and drawing along both sides of the stripe.

Allow to dry and repeat the coat if necessary.

In graduating, after adding each portion of water,

make a pencil mark horizontally across the stripe at

the proper levels. When this is done, finish by paint-

ing the index marks with the carriage black.
_
The

finished product is a graduated bottle that is a joy to

the worker.

Nearly every pharmacy boasts a collection of vet-

eran graduates, with bases made by taking tin box
covers of the proper size and surrounding the remain-

ing portion of the feet with plaster of paris. It is

well to know that the same white bath-tub enamel

makes a very neat, waterproof and serviceable coat-

ing to be applied to both tin and plaster surfaces.

A further use of this enamel is in labeling directly

upon the bottle in instances where it is desirable to

have a waterproof label that may be subjected to fre-

quent washings without detriment, as is the case with

soda-syrup bottles, etc.

dispensing oils in powders.

In all the formulas read by the writer, in which oils

are to be incorporated with powders, the directions

are to add the oils last and sift. This direction, if

followed, results in much tedious sifting and flattening

out of lumps with a spatula. A better way is to first

place the oil or oils in the mortar, then add about an

equal bulk of the diluting powder which absorbs the

oil, then, little by little, more powder, until all is

added. The result is a universal dissemination of the

oils through the mass with no lumping, and little or

no sifting required and a great saving of time in

manipulation.

weighing solid EXTR.A.CTS.

Occasionally it happens that the old-style solid ex-

tracts are dispensed. It is customary to balance two
pieces of paper upon the scale pans and deposit the

extract upon one of them. After which the trouble

begins, for in the effort to remove the extract from

the paper it frequently is the case that portions of the

paper are removed as well. This may be avoided by
placing a few drops of water upon a pill tile, if the

extract be hydro-alcoholic, as the extracts of taraxa-

cum, hyoscyamus, etc., or alcohol, if it be an alcoholic

extract, as extract of cannabis indica, and then placing

upon the drops the piece of paper containing the ex-
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tract. This should be allowed to remain a few mo-

ments, or until the solvent has penetrated the paper,

when the extract may be removed with the greatest

facility.

PRESERVING RUBBER GOODS.

Rubber goods, in a dry climate especially, have a

short life. Therefore the putting of a dram or so of

water into fountain syringes and hot-water bottles

when they are not in use is advocated, and this is the

advice we give our patrons when selling these goods,

as the life and resiliency of the rubber is prolonged

by the moisture. Buying in small amounts and often

is about the onlv rational way for the dealer to meet

the difficulty.

Bulletin Board Advertising.

BV C. G. BUCHA.NAN.

News bulletins may be used for advertising pur-

poses by druggists with good effect. Advertising

done by such means is inexpensive and has great pos-

sibilities. When such bulletins are used, they should

be placed in the most conspicuous location, providing

that in that situation they do not interfere \vith the

regular business of the store, as would sometimes be

the case were they posted so near the entrance that a

crowd might blockade the door. They may be placed

either in or on a window or a bulletin board con-

structed upon the wall outside. When a window is

used, the news may be written upon suitable sheets

of cardboard or paper either with a marking brush or

pencil, and either laid in the window or attached

to the glass, inside or out. as is preferred, by means

of stickers; or the wording may be lettered upon

the glass direct by using a mixture of whiting and

water of the proper consistency, which may be col-

ored any desired shade with anilin dye.*

If it be an outside board that is used, the paper

signs may be attached to it, or the board may be

coated with black-boarding material, in which event

common school crayons can be used for marking.

THE KIND OF NEWS .\ND THE PROCURING OF IT.

There is no limit to the nature of the news that

may be bulletined, except that it must be live news.

The gathering of such may sometimes, however, re-

quire some little effort, and as newspaper offices are

the most prolific sources of information, their aid

should be solicited. Arrangements may be made with

almost any daily newspaper office for telephonic com-
munication, once or twice a day, of any items of in-

terest that may be in. After having the scheme ex-

plained to him, almost any publisher will gladly fur-

nish such information gratuitously if he is given

credit for it in the bulletins. In some localities any
news which is of general interest may often be se-

cured from the telephone and telegraph companies.

Sensational news, such as fires, murders, strikes,

riots, etc., attract the most attention, and of such a

large portion of the general news usually consists.

Baseball, basket ball and football scorces should be

given as well as the results of any other athletic

events in which there is widespread interest. Election

returns are a great attraction and an especial effort

should be made to get these promptly and correctly.

Local news is always eagerly sought for. but any

*A little gum arable in such a mixture makes it more
satisfactory. See an article by Francis B. Hays in the
CiRcru\B for May. 1893, pages 99 and 1 no.—Editor The
DrLOGIST.S ClRllI_\R.

which deals with personalities should be used but

sparingly and never Avhen there is a possibiHty of its

giving offense.

Any sudden changes in the stock markets may be

given', as well as a list of attractions at the theatres,

etc. In fact, the only limit to the possibilities of this

scheme is the druggist's own ingenuity and ability to

grasp his opportunities. To illustrate: A druggist

whose town is upon one of the larger rivers publishes

the stage of water, probabilities of rise or fall, and

the boats due up or down. Another, whose place of

business is opposite a prominent hotel, takes up the

railroad trains and states whether they are on time,

or late, and how much.
A large departm.ent store in a certain city utilizes

the bulletin board idea as the means of conducting a

free employment bureau, and must find it profitable,

as a man is employed constantly to look after it.

By the same means a druggist in a small town
worked up a real estate business as a side line that

pays his rent and clerk hire and takes no great amount
of his own time.

THE ADVERTISING VALUE.

In addition to the publicity given the store and the

business thus attracted, the bulletin board may and

should be used for direct advertising purposes by

posting suitable signs pertaining to one's own busi-

ness, as almost any one who is attracted by the news
item will also read the advertisement. Especially is

this the case where there are several items of interest,

in which event the advertisements should be sand-

wiched between the news feature, just as the "patent'"-

medicine "readers" are inserted in the local columns
of the country newspapers.

When possible the advertisement should bear some
relationship to the news, as, for instance, if a bulle-

tin be shown reporting a blizzard at some place, then

such things as thermometers and chest protectors

should be boomed. One druggist took advantage of

this opportunity by giving the weather report every

day. and ended by working in an advertisement, thus

:

'\Veather to-day. Hot and Sultry. One of our lime-

ades or lemon phosphates will keep you cool."

Care must be taken, however, not to give too much
of an advertising flavor to the scheme or the public

will lose interest and not look with the same eagerness

for the bulletin board.

Formulas that Have Been Proven.

By a. E. Magoffin.

Here is a formula for a horse powder which came
into my possession March 4th. 1856. along with other

assets of a drug business. In 1871, when the epi-

zootic was so bad among the horses in southern Ohio.

I changed and materially improved the formula by
the addition of asafetida. I have had a grand retail

trade for it:

M.\GOFFIN's HORSE AND CATTLE POWDER.

Powdered copperas 5 pounds.

Powdered rosin 5 pounds.

Powdered sulphur . 5 pounds.

Powdered saltpeter 3 pounds.

Ground oil cake 10 pounds.

Powdered asafetida 3 pounds.

Powdered alum 3 pounds.

Mix carefully bv means of seive.

Directions: Give a horse a heaping spoonful every
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morning, in wet oats or provender, for six or eight

mornings; afterward, the same every other day for

a few days. The same dose for a hog or cow, and
double the quantity for an ox.

There is no disease among horses and cattle in

which this valuable powder may not be used with
profit.

Magoffin's queen balm.

Xhe queen balm has been on the market since 1869
and is a number-one liniment for man and beast.

Camphor 2 ounces.

Myrrh 2 ounces.

Guaiac i ounce.

Capsicum 2 ounces.

Oil of sassafras i ounce.

Oil of hemlock [ ounce.

Alcohol I gallon.

Macerate, with occasional agitation, for seven

days ; then filter.

For bruises, sprains, frostbites, burns, rheumatism,

ulcers, etc., use by applying freely to all parts af-

fected, "warming it in" well with warm flannel.

MAGOFFIN'S PRUNELLA LAXATIVE.

Prunes, choice 2 pounds.

White sugar 5 pounds.

Fluidextract of cascara, aromatic ... i pint.

Aqueous extract of senna i pint.

Spirit of lemon 4 ounces.

Saccharin ! dram.

Water enough to make 12 pints.

Boil the prunes in 5 pints of water for fifteen min-
utes and add the remaining ingredients.

Dose, as an active cathartic for an adult, 2 tea-

spoonfuls, repeated in four hours, if needed : for a

child, in proportion.

Bill Smith, Pharmacist, and W. Percival

Smith, Bill's Son.

By Fred D. Xelligar.

There it lay, prone upon the sidewalk, near the

curb—the old weather-beaten, year-worn sign. Long
cracks extended all along its face, and with the black

painted background flaked off here and there, it pre-

sented a wrinkled, pock-marked surface to the

world. But still the letters, though dimmed by many
storms, shone bravely forth: "Smith's Drug Store,"

the legend read, and the old gray-haired passer-by

looked down at the ancient sign and smiled kindly

upon it. For he knew that all the sign had ever stood
for was good, and that nothing mean or dishonest
had ever issued forth beneath it.

One of the "old boys," more leisurely than those

who had gone before, stopped and tapped the old

board gently with his cane, then, turning, he glanced
up above the cornice to where the old sign had stood
so long. There, shining resplendently in carved and
gilded letters, studded round about with many elec-

tric globes, was the new sign. Upon first reading
this the old fellow seemed a little astonished. He
even seemed to doubt his eyes, for he drew out his

spectacles, polished them carefully with his handker-
chief and took another look. This time a broad smile
illumined his good-natured features. "Smith & Son,
Pharmacists," the new sign read.

The old fellow was still smiling up at the revised
edition when a hearty "Hello, Uncle Hiram : good
morning," and a smart slap on the back brought his

gaze closer to earth. The newcomer had emerged
from the door of the drug store. He was hatless,

and his thin suit of hair was fast becoming gray.
"Well, Uncle Hiram, how do you like the new

sign?" he asked, joining the older man in looking up
at it once more.

"That's a pretty piece of work no doubt. Bill

Smith." he answered, "but the prettiest part of it is

that '& Son.' I feel just as happy over that as if he
was my own boy, and Fm that much interested I

want you to tell me why it was you kept the boy out

of the store so long."

"All right, Uncle Hiram, come right back to the

office and Fll let you have the whole Tomfool story,

with its good ending."

Then back through the long store, with its rows of

well-filled plate glass show cases, busy clerks and
many customers, they made their way to the snug lit-

tle office ; and there in a blue haze of cigar smoke Bill

"fessed up," and this is the gist of the story:

Bill Smith, when young, had, almost by accident,

acquired the position of custodian of the business end
of a goose-neck soda fountain in a small village drug
store. Many of the village boys had held the same
position before Bill, but few had remained longer

than the ensuing Saturday night. But Bill stuck.

True, the carbonated water that came from the goose-

neck often sputtered and shot great splashes of syrup

out of the glass, and upon Bill's home-laundered shirt

and trousers. But then at night wasn't there a row
of envious eyes that shone in the yellow glare of the

kerosene lamps, and an accompanying row of noses

pressed tight against the panes of glass of the win-

dow like so many white china buttons? Bill dis-

dained to look that way, but he knew they were there

;

and then it was he poured the bubbling beverages
from glass to glass, each time striving to make the dis-

tance longer than before. Ever, ever and anon he drew
a small glass for himself, when the boss was busy,

and ostentatiously quaffed it, to the thought of many
mouths a-watering outside the window.

Oh, the joy of it all if morning had never come
with its washing and scrubbing and polishing, and
thoughts of the cool swimming hole where the audi-

ence of the night before was wallowing in cool waters,

and tying hard knots in some luckless wight's cloth-

ing ! But the boy had perseverance, which he showed
by hanging on all that long, hot summer.
When cool weather came along Bill's family moved

to town and then Bill had to hustle for a job : and
right here his summer's training in the village drug
store stood him in good stead, for on the strength of

it he obtained the position of apprentice in the apothe-

cary shop that stood on the identical corner where the

new sign now glittered so resplendently.

The first years of his apprenticeship v\'ere trying

ones : hard work and lots of it ; hours unending : the

proprietor and two clerks seeing to it that he was
never idle. The boy, however, had the happy faculty

of enjoying work ; idling to him was irksome, so he

became a fixture ; the queer love of the business that

seems to enslave all who remain in it for any length

of time had grown upon him. Many, many nights as

he plodded wearily home through deserted .streets he

resolved to make the following week the last, and just

as often he changed his mind. Ofter in his moments
of depression he swore solemn oaths by all he held

holv that no son of his, if he ever had one, should

follow in his footsteps. "Rather would I allow him
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to be a wielder of the broom and shovel on the

streets," said he.

Five years had passed and Bill had attained the

pinnacle of the head clerkship ; he had also acquired

a girl. Right here he was handicapped by lack of

time, but again perseverance won, also Bill. When
the stork arrived with his burden investigation

proved it to be a boy. Mrs. Smith had ideas of her

own in regard to the nomenclature of infants, and
Bill's boy was duly christened William Percival.

"No more Bill's in this house ; I want you to under-
stand, William, that he is to be called nothing but
Percival," remarked she.

Percival grew and waxed fat. His high chair had
been retired to the closet under the stairs for many
inoons, but still no stranger had come to bear the

little fellow company. Business at the old drug store

on the corner had gotten into a rut. Bill's employer
was conservative to a fault. The head clerk's salary

had these many years remained the same ; not so his

expenses. These were bitter days in the Smith family,

when the pennies were watched carefully and spent
grudgingly. Again Bill resolved to steer his boy
clear of the drug business. Just about this time old

"Doc" Weatherby, Bill's employer, laid down his

spatula for the last time, was carried home and soon
was numbered with his fathers.

At a decent interval after this melancholy event
the sign "Smith's Drug Store" was hoisted above
the doorway and Smith proceeded to hustle even
harder than before for the "necessary" to meet the
notes, by means of which the cash was obtained to

satisfy the heirs of the departed "Doctor." Behold
the boy Percival, now grown to the dignity of long
trousers and downy upper lip and soon to be grad-
uated by the high school.

Never was a mother more proud than Mrs. Smith
as she feasted her eyes upon his form and imagined
great honors for him in the work-a-day world.
"Never, she resolved, "shall my boy be a slavish

druggist ; never shall he come home to me late at night
begrimed and smelling to high heaven with unsavory
odors. As there was only one Bill, so also shall there
be but one druggist. Percival must do something bet-
ter." Mrs. Smith was an astonished woman when she
found her views chimed so evenly with those of her
husband.

In good time Percival, in company with many
others, received a certificate with a large golden seal,

ribbon tied, and was turned loose into the world with
the parting admonition that "there is always room at
the top." But, oh ! the slippery surface of the paths
that lead to the pinnacled heights, worn smooth by the
sudden descent of the many, many pilgrims who' had
lost their hold. But Percival found the sun shining
bright in the valley and his heart was young.
Three months in a dreary lawyer's office chilled him

a bit
; money was needed there' for further advance-

ment, and as none was forthcoming he resigned.

The position of runner for a bank looked promis-
ing until one afternoon Percival met the runner for
a rival institution and discovered he had gray hair
and a long beard ; for few die and none resign here.

Next we find the boy in a department store. He
stayed long enough for his mother to overhear a pert
saleslady give him a "jacking up," then—out again.
By this time things at the store had begun to

straighten out, and the "boy" question was becoming
obtrusive. Bill began casting glances at his own husky

son ; but his desire to keep his word overcame his de-

sire for the boy, and so the matter rested.

"Uncle Hiram," said Bill, lighting a fresh cigar, "I

was getting awful hungry for my boy to be with me,
but like a thick-headed fool I held out for two years.

By that time all three of us had found out that a boy's

place is not on top the heap in any business or pro-
fession and that the drug business offered quicker

promotion and more self respect than almost any of

them. I was standing out there in the doorway one
warm afternoon, the last boy was just disappearing
with his baggage when my eye fell upon my own boy
sauntering easily along across the way, and then I

raised up my voice and yelled, 'You William P.

Smith if you don't come right over here this instant

and go to work in this store I'll come out there and
drag you over.' 'Did he come?' Lor, man, he al-

most tore up the paving stones with the toes of his

shoes. Talk about a war horse scenting the battle afar

ofif, why that war horse was a bag o' bones roped to

a dirt cart compared to that boy when he got in and
began to get busy. I actually had to drive him out

at closing up time, nights.

"After he had been with me two years I started him
to the college of pharmacy. He paid for his tuition

himself, won the prize for the best thesis, and since

his graduation I have let him have everything his

own way. All the improvements around here are his.

I took him in with me on his birthday and the new
sign hanging out there is my present to him. Tak-
ing it all in all. Uncle Hiram, if I had fifty boys I

would make a druggist out of every mother's son of

them.

"Come on now and go home with me, the madam
will be looking for me to tea and will be glad to have
you join us."

So out through the busy store and up the street,

the evening sun gilding their whitening locks, they
made their way, and were soon lost to view in the

lnirr\-ing crowd.

The Drug Business Is a Safe Calling for

Young Men.*
By H. V. Arny.

A druggist of this city, when asked what he was
going to make of his son, a lad of sixteen, said

:

"Well, I think I will let him follow the drug busi-

ness, if he wants to. Fifteen years ago I vowed that

no child of mine should take up my calling, with its

long hours and its comparatively poor income; but I

have now changed my mind.
"In those days I envied some of my boyhood

friends, who had soft snaps in down town offices,

while I was toiling away in my little store.

"But fifteen years have changed things some.
Now, while I am not rich, I am also not poor. I own
my business and a house or two to boot, while some
of my more prosperous friends of the earlier days,

whose positions taught them habits of extravagance,

are losing their grip on things, are being pushed to

the wall by younger and more active men, are glad to

find any sort of a job that will keep body and soul to-

gether."

Yes, after all, the drug business is a pretty safe call-

ing for the young man of to-day, and this for several

reasons.

•From the Cleveland Plain Dealer.
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The apparent disadvantages of the calling—long
hours, difficulty in mastering the science of pharmacy,
moderate remuneration—are in the long run positive

advantages, since all these factors prevent undue
crowding of the ranks and hence lessen the keenness
of competition. Pharmacy certainly has no allure-

ments for the lover of ease, the seeker after soft

berths, the get-rich-quick man. Only a steady, re-

liable and persistent man can become a registered

pharmacist in these days of high educational require-

ments, and he who is faithful to the end is thus pro-

tected from competition with men of poorer attain-

ments.

Again, pharmacy is a calling in which even if a man
does not make a fabulous income he can usually man-
age to save money.
A teacher of pharmacy once remarked that he saved

more money as a drug clerk at $/$ a month than he
did as teacher and chemist at $i,8oo a year. The
more time a man has to spend at his business the less

time he has to go out and spend money, and thus it is

that while a man in an office or a bank may be making
twenty-five to fifty per cent, more than the druggist,

the latter saves money while his friends in clerical

positions are spending it, and a couple of decades may
find him a property owner, while some of those he
formerly envied may be out of a job, with nothing to

fall back on.

In speaking of the confinement of the drug busi-

ness, let no one imagine that it need be a treadmill

existence or dull routine. Eliminating the humorous
side and the diversified character of the calling, there

is for all desiring it a source of continual inspiration

in the scientific side of the calling. To be a good
pharmacist one must have a thorough knowledge of

at least two sciences—botany and chemistry. A fol-

lower of these sciences need never complain of dull

routine. Except in the busy down town store there

are many minutes of the day when the druggist is

simply "at attention," and such time, being turned to

any of the sciences, means beautiful vistas into the

ideal.

This is no mere fancy ; for in this city there is one
pharmacist whose knowledge of the flora of this

county is unrivaled, and whose herbarium sets find

sale even in Europe. Another druggist of Cleveland

has done research work in chemistry that has brought
him national reputation ; while a country druggist of

northern Ohio has a reputation as an ornithologist as

broad as America.
If desired, this scientific k-nowledge may be turned

in directions bringing pecuniary results. Many edu-
cated pharmacists, owners of busy stores, add ma-
terially to their income by doing chemical analyses

;

while there could be cited numerous instances of

druggists utilizing their leisure time on duty and their

scientific knowledge by perfecting preparations pe-

culiar to their art out of which they have amassed
wealth.

It may perhaps be said, however, that such cases

are exceptional, that they represent the work of men
of peculiarly fine equipment, both as to education and
character ; that they are far beyond the average young
man.
No such criticism can be offered against the most

important inducement for entering pharmacy, which
applies to every one securing the registered pharma-
cist certificate, provided he is honest, industrious and
moral. There is a constant demand for reliable drug-
gists as clerks, as managers and as proprietors.

Taking up the question of the demand for clerks,

it has become a dictum that a good pharmacist can
secure a position at all times, whether business in

other lines is good or bad. Cases could be cited of
young men out on pleasure trips, earning a large part
of their expenses by clerking en route, and a glance
at the want column of the daily paper shows a steady

demand for pharmaceutical help.

The proprietor class suggests the complex question

of the number of drug stores a community can sup-

port, and it can here only be said that the number of

drug stores in America is decreasing, and that chiefly

because of the scarcity of men qualified to conduct
them.

There are few lines of business in which the trained

man obtains larger return on small capital, and few
professions in which a man receives substantial re-

turns in as short a time.

As to the first proposition, the income of a first-

class druggist is usually fifty per cent, greater than
that of the owner of any other retail business having
the same capital ; while considering the subject from
the professional -side, the doctor and the lawyer has

to wait years for a living practice, whereas the drug-
gist can command a good salary as clerk from the

day he has registered, and when embarked in business,

if he is of the right stuff, he makes a living from the

start.

But let the words "trained man" be written in large

letters, for there is no greater folly than the purchase

by a non-druggist of a drug store, in fond anticipa-

tion of extracting a fortune therefrom. It were as

sensible for an unqualified man to invest money in the

fittings of a doctor's office imagining that he could in

some way build up a lucrative practice. In both cases

the law demands a properly qualified individual, and
if the unqualified man is to conduct the establishment

he must secure the services of a qualified person as

manager. And unless this manager is a fool, he will

demand as his just wage a greater part of the profits.

There are few sadder sights than the frantic eflforts

of unqualified owners of drug stores to secure regis-

tration and few, indeed, succeed. The very nature

of the requirements set by law for the registered phar-

macist—four years of drug store experience, passage

of two examinations, the last one being now so strin-

gent that it is passed practically only by graduates of

colleges—makes the task almost impossible and the

usual result is that after a few years the misguided
man gives up his store in disgust and chooses some
other calling where less mentality is required.

The Dark Side of the Drug Business.*

By R. L. V-\ndenburg.

Inadequate pay and long hours are sufficient to

keep young men out of the drug business and are driv-

ing the brightest drug clerks into the practice of

medicine and other professions and trades.

Every man needs more rest and recreation than proper

application to the drug business as at present con-

ducted permits.

If a young man wants to sacrifice most of the

things which go to make up the joy of living he can do
so in the drug business. The modern drug store is a
junkshop, selling everything from a glass of soda

water and a sandwich Up to a prescription, and fur-

nishing free accommodations without number. The

*From the Chicago Record-Herald.
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druggist is subjected to more indignities and required

by custom to perform more services for nothing, fre-

quently not a "thank you," than any other class of

tradesmen or professional men, and yet the impres-

sion is abroad that there is big money in the drug
business. Query, Where are the rich druggists?

The board of pharmacy is adding to the burden of

trade conditions by hampering the druggist in his

selections of apprentices by requiring at least one
year's high school training before allowing them to

begin the noble study of pharmacy, when as a matter
of fact, few boys who come in this class care to wash
bottles and windows, clean cuspidors, run errands and
act as porters and general roustabouts for the mu-
nificent salary of $3 to $5 per week. For my own
part, I have been ashamed during the last ten years

as clerk, manager and proprietor to ask a boy to learn

the drug business.

When a boy finds that drug store life requires even-

ing work and that Sundays and other people's holi-

days and workdays look about alike, it does not take

the average boy very long to decide that he does not
want to learn the business. After being registered as

assistant or pharmacist things are apt to go easier

for a time until he realizes that while he is working
evenings, Sundays and holidays, his friends in other

lines are resting or enjoying themselves.

Then, as to salary. If $75 per month compares
favorably with other lines, considering that a drug
clerk works seventy-two hours weekly, a low average
in the business, as compared with forty-eight hours,

a fair average in other lines, then the drug clerk

actually receives $50 per month for the equivalent

of work done in other lines ; or where, as in many
trades, over-time beyond eight hours work is counted
time and one-half, then a drug-clerk as compared
with these trades receives $42.85 per month. Think
of it! $1.65 per day of eight hours' work—less than
an ordinary day laborer's wages.

Or. taking the reverse proposition, if $75 per
month is fair wages in other lines for forty-eight

hours' work, then a drug clerk working seventy-two
hours should receive at least $112.50 to even up mat-
ters. Think of it, you theorists, who want young
men to assume the responsibilities and slavery of the
noble calling of pharmacy.

Other lines of trade for the same amount of ap-
prenticeship and paid-for schooling pay just as high
wages, and frequently higher, and do not demand
that a man give up home life, church life, etc., as the

drug business does to so large an extent.

I believe, though, that there is the beginning of a

better era in the drug business, but the scarcity of

drug clerks will continue for some time—salaries will

increase, competition will lessen because well-paid
clerks will hesitate to assume the uncertainties of a
business of their own, less Sunday work is gaining
ground, shorter hours will come next.

Druggist? have been slaves long enough.

Concerted, sensible action is needed to remedy more
than one evil in the drug business, and when we can
show young men a business worthy of their highest
efiforts—a business which will give them time for

work, time for play and time for sleep, a business pay-
ing a salary high enough to correspond with other
lines requiring as much skill, responsibility and ex-
penditure of nervous energy—then, and not until then,
will the .supply of good drua: clerks equal the demand.

Specifying Manufactures of National

Formulary Preparations.

"Sufficient stress cannot be laid on the value of ni-

dividual work by the retail pharmacist in the propa-

ganda of U. S. P. and N. F. preparations," said John
E. Thum, in a paper read before the Philadelphia

Branch of the American Pharmaceutical Association

in April. Continuing ]\Ir. Thum said: "He should

acquaint the physicians of his vicinity with the con-

tents of these notable books and the possibilities of

preparations contained therein. He should teach them
how not to prescribe proprietaries, by proving how
inferior many proprietary remedies are to those prep-

arations in these books. H the retail pharmacist does

not himself popularize the preparations by personally

interviewing physicians and giving them samples ju-

diciously selected, in short, by detail work, the large

manufacturers will do it for him to his detriment.

He will then be in the same hopeless predicament as

the general use of proprietaries placed him. Dr. Jones
will order a certain preparation specifying U. S. P.

or N. F. as the case may be. but made by a certain

manufacturing firm ; Dr. Smith will order the same
preparation made by a different firm and so on ad

libitum. It is my firm conviction that this shall come
to pass if the retail pharmacist fails to wake up and
do something for himself and our profession." It has

already come to pass ; the practice has been in vogue
many years, but now is a good time to bring about

a reform.
« •

Some Prescription Difficulties Overcome.'^

By \\"ii.liam Drxc.>iX,

Xo. I.—What is the precipitate in the following

mixture, and how can it be prevented?

Acid, hydrocyan, dil 5j.[ !]

Liq. bismuthi ovj.

Tinct. capsici 5ss.

Glycerin, pepsin ad jiij.

The hydrochloric acid of the glycerin combines
with the combined ammonia in liq. bismuthi and bis-

muth citrate is precipitated. Commercial lic|. bismuthi

is often unduly alkaline, and with such there is no
precipitate, as the free ammonia neutralizes the acid.

With neutral liquor the addition of a trace of am-
monia clears the mixture up at once.

No. 2.—This pill splits after finishing. Why?
Ferri carb. sacch gr. iij.

Ferri arseniat gr. J/g

Ext. gentian gr. J/2

An acid in the extract sets free a little carbon diox-

ide from the saccharated carbonate.

Xo. 3.—Why does this ointment become black on
keeping ?

Bism. subnit oij.

.\cid. carbolic gr. x.

Paraflf. moll ad ,5ij.

It does not in absence of water and iron. Com-
pounded by dissolving the phenol in the liquefied

paraffin 'and adding the bi.smuth, the ointment showed
no trace of discoloration at the end of a month.

* Read at the March meeting of the Edinburgh Chem-
ists'. Assistants', and Appretices' Association, and repro-

duced by us from the Chemist and Druggist without any
attempt to change the phraseology to make it conform to
American ideas.—Editor The Driggists Cikctl.xr.
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No. 4.—The following stock headache mixture is

clear at first, but on standing a brown deposit forms.
What is it, and how should the mixture be dispensed ?

Potass, bromid 5ij

.

Tinct. gelsemin 5ss.

Aq. camph ad siij.

The deposit most likely consists of resin and cam-
phor salted out by the potassium bromide. It should
be filtered. Replace the camphor with chloroform
water.

X9. T.—What excipient do vou suggest for this

pill?

Bismuth, subnit gr. v.

Potass, bichromat gr. 1/6

Soft paraffin or paraffin ointment, firming with
kaolin if required.

No. 6.—\\'hy does tinct. ferri perchlor. lose its color

on keeping while the liquor does not? The tincture

contains an oxidizer ferric chloride and a reducing-
agent alcohol. Exposure to light induces or accele-

rates action between the two, the ferric iron becoming
ferrous, the chlorine oxidizing or combining with the

alcohol.

No. 7.—How would you dispense the following?

Amnion, chlorid..

Pot. iodid aa. 5ij.

Ammon. carb oiss.

Chloral, hyd 5iv.

Tinct. lobel. xth 5ij.

Tinct. camph. co 5i-

Ext. glycyrrh. liq.,

Syr. simp. aa. e.p ad ,3iv.

Ft. mist.

Calcii chlor 5ij.

Ext glycyrrh. liq 5j.

.\quam ad giij.

Ft. mist.

As regards the first, chemical reaction between the

chloral and ammonium carbonate cannot be prevented,

but it may be hindered by dissolving the chloral in

the syrup and combining with the other ingredients

previously mixed in a mortar.
A possible mixture of the second may be obtained

by adding 2 or 3 grains of tragacanth.

No. 8.—What should be done with the following?

Pot. iodid Ml].

Sodii nitritis gr. vj.

Acid, formic. (25 per cent.) ."iij.

Aq. chloroform ad ,'vi.

Formic acid liberates nitrous acid from the sodium
nitrite and hydriodic acid from the iodide. These
two react, producing free iodine, which effects the

oxidization of a portion of the formic acid. A hope-
less incompatible. If it be impossible to consult the

prescriber, neutralize the formic acid with a bicar-

bonate before combining with the other ingredient.

No. 9.—How would you dispense the following?

Phenazoni,

Quin. sulph.,

Sodii salicyl aa. gr. 48
Aq. ad. ..

' 5vj.

By dissolving the phenazone and salicylate in 3
ounces of water in a measure, shaking up the quinine

with the remainder of the water, and gently mixing.
A little mucilage is an improvement, but not really

necessary.

The Bedbug.*
The presence of the bed bug (cimex lectularius) in

a house is not necessarily an indication of neglect and
carelessness; for, little as the idea may be relished,
this insect may often gain access in spite of the best
of care and the adoption of all reasonable precautions.
It is very apt to get into the trunks and satchels
of travelers, and may thus be introduced into homes.
Unfortunately, also, it is quite capable of migrating
from one house to another and will often continue to
come from an adjoining house, sometimes for a period
of several months, gaining entrance daily. Such
migration is especially apt to take place if the human
inhabitants of an infested house leave it. Widi the
failure of their usual source of food, the migratory
instinct of the bedbugs is developed; and, escaping
through windows, they pass along walls, water pipes,
or gutters, and thus gain entrance into adjoining
houses. In these or other ways it may be anyone's
misfortune to have his premises temporarily invaded.
As with nearly all the insects associated with man,

the bedbug has had the habits now characteristic of it

as far back as the records run. It was undoubtedlv of
common occurrence in the dwellings of the ancient
peoples of Asia. The Romans were well acquainted
with it, giving it the name cimex. It was supposed
by Pliny (and this was doubtless the common belief

among the Romans) to have medicinal properties, and
it was recommended, among other things, as a specific
for the bites of serpents. It is said to have been first

introduced into England in 1503, but the references
to it are of such a nature as to make it very probable
that it had been there long before. Two hundred and
fifty years later it was reported to be very abundant
in the seaport towns, but was scarcely known inland.

The bedbug has accompanied man wherever he has
gone. Vessels are almost sure to be infested with it.

It is not especially limited by cold and is known to
occur well north. It probably came to this country
with the earliest colonists; at least Kalm, writing in

1748-9, stated that it was plentiful in the English
colonies and in Canada, though unknown among the
Indians.

The bedbug belongs to the order hemiptera, which
includes the true bugs or piercing insects, character-
ized by possessing a piercing and sucking beak. The
absence of wings is a most fortunate circumstance,
since otherwise there would be no safety from this

pest, even for the most careful and thorough of house-
keepers.

A closely allied species is a parasite messmate in

the nests of the common cliff or eaves swallow in this

country, and it often happens that the nests of such
birds are fairly alive with these vermin. The latter

not infrequently gain access to houses and cause the

housekeeper considerable alarm. At least three

species occur also in England, all very closely resem-
bling the bedbug. One of these is found in pigeon
cotes, another in the nests of the English martin, and
a third in places frequented by bats. What seems to

be the true bedbug, or at best a mere variety, occurs
occasionally in poultry houses.

The most characteristic feature of the insect is the

very distinct and disagreeable odor which it exhales,

an odor well known to all who have been familiar

Condensed from a paper by C. L. Marlatt, of the bureau
of entomology, department of agriculture, and published
as Circular No. 47, revised edition.
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with it as the "buggy" odor. This odor is by no

means Hmited to tlie bedbug, but is characteristic of

most plant bugs also. The common chinch bug af-

fecting small grains and the squash bugs all possess

this odor, and it is quite as pungent with these plant-

feeding forms as with the human parasite. The pos-

session of this odor, disagreeable as it is, is, after all,

a most fortunate circumstance, as it is of considerable

assistance in detecting the presence of these vermin.

The odor comes from glands, situated in various parts

of the body, which secrete a clear, oily, volatile liquid.

With the plant-feeding forms this odor is certainly a

means of protection against insectivorous birds, ren-

dering these insects obnoxious or distasteful to their

feathered enemies. With the bedbug, on the other

hand, it is probably an illustration of a very common
phenomenon among animals, i. e., the persistence of a

characteristic which is no longer of any especial value

to the possessor. The natural enemies of true bugs,

against which this odor serves as a means of protec-

tion, in the conditions under which the bedbug lives,

are kept away from it; and the roach, which some-

times feeds on bedbugs, is evidently not deterred by

the odor, while the common house ant, which will also

attack the bedbug, seems not to find this odor dis-

agreeable.

The bedbug is thoroughly nocturnal in habits and

displays a certain degree of wariness and caution, or

intelligence, in its efforts at concealment during the

day. It thrives particularly in filthy apartments and

in old houses whicli are full of cracks and crevices in

which it can conceal itself beyond easy reach. It

usually leaves the bed at the approach of daylight to

go into concealment either in cracks in the bedstead,

if the latter be one of the old wooden variety, or be-

hind wainscoting or under loose wall paper, in these

places manifesting its gregarious habit by collecting

in masses. The old-fashioned heavy wooden bed-

steads are especially favorable for the concealment

and multiplication of this insect, and the general use

in later years of iron and brass bedsteads has very

greatly facilitated its eradication. Bedbugs are not

apt to be very active in winter, especially in_ cold

rooms, and ordinarily hibernate in their places of con-

cealment.

The bedbug, though normally feeding on human
blood, seems to be able to subsist, for a time at least,

on much simpler food ; and, in fact, the evidence is

pretty conclusive that it is able to get more or less

sustenance from the juices of moistened wood, or the

moisture in the accumulations of dust, etc., in crevices

in flooring. No other explanation would seem to ac-

count for the fact that houses long unoccupied are

found, on being reinhabited, to be thoroughly stocked

with bedbugs.

There is a very prevalent belief among the old set-

tlers in the West that this insect normally lives on

dead or diseased cottonwood logs and is almost cer-

tain to be abundant in log houses of this wood. This

belief was recently voiced by Capt. S. M. Swigert,

U. S. A., who reports that it often occurs in numbers
under the bark of dead trees of cottonwood (populus

moniliferal, especially along the Big and Little Horn
rivers in Montana.
The origin of this misconception—for such it is, so

far as the out-of-door occurrence is concerned—is

probably, as pointed out by Prof. Riley, from a confu-

sion of the bedbug with the immature stages of an en-

tirely distinct insect (aradus sp.) which somewhat re-

sembles the former and often occurs under cotton-
wood bark. In houses, green or moist cottonwood
logs or lumber may actually furnish sustenance to the
bedbug in the absence of its usual food. The bedbug
is, however, known to be able to survive for long
periods without food, specimens having been kept for

a year in a sealed vial, with absolutely no means of
sustenance whatever, and in unoccupied houses it can
undoubtedly undergo fasts of extreme length. Indi-

viduals obtained from eggs have been kept in small
sealed vials in this office for several months, remain-
ing active and sprightly in spite of the fact that they
had never taken any nourishment whatever.

The bite of the bedbug is decidedly poisonous to

some individuals, resulting in a slight swelling and
disagreeable inflammation. This inflammation seems
to result merely from the puncture of the skin by the

sharp piercing setse which constitute the puncturing
element of the mouth parts, as there seems to be no
secretion of poison other than the natural fluids of the

mouth.
The biting organ of the bedbug is exactly like that

of other hemipterous insects. It consists of a rather

heavy, fleshy under lip (the only part ordinarily seen
in examining the insect), within which lie four thread-

like hard filaments or setae which glide over each other

with an alternating motion and pierce the flesh. The
blood is drawn up through the beak, which is closely

applied to the point of puncture, and the alternating

motion of the setae in the flesh causes the blood to flow

more freely. In common with other insects which at-

tack man, it is entirely possible for these pests to be
transmitters of contagious diseases.

Like its allies, the bedbug undergoes an incomplete
metamorphosis, the young being very similar to their

parents in appearance, structure and habit. The eggs
are white oval objects, having a little projecting rim
around one edge, and are laid in batches of from one-

half dozen to fifty in cracks and crevices where the

bugs go for concealment. The eggs hatch in a week
or ten days, and the young escape by pushing the lid

within the projecting rim from the shell. At first the

larvae are yellowish white, nearly transparent, the

brown color of the more mature insect increasing with

the later molts. During the course of development
the skin is shed five times, and with the last molt the

minute wing pads characteristic of the adult insect

make their appearance. A period of about eleven

weeks has been supposed to be necessary for the com-
plete maturity of this insect, but we have found this

period subject to great variation, depending on
warmth and food supply. Breeding experiments con-

ducted at this office indicate, under most favorable

conditions, a period averaging eight days between
moltings and between the laying of the eggs and their

hatching, giving about seven weeks as the period from
egg to adult insect. Some individuals under the same
conditions, however, will remain two or three weeks
between moltings; and without food, as already

shown, they may remain unchanged for an indefinite

time. Ordinarily but one meal is taken between

molts, so that each bedbug must puncture its host five

times before becoming mature and at least once after-

wards before it again develops eggs. Bedbugs are

said to lay several batches of eggs during the season

and are extremely prolific (as occasionally realized by

the housekeeper, to her chagrin and embarrassment.)

That the bedbug may be destroyed in houses by
fumigating with hydrocyanic acid gas has been fully
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demonstrated during the last few years. The gas
penetrates every crevice in the house or room where
the bedbugs conceal themselves and has an immediate
effectiveness which gives it an important recommen-
dation, especially when the infestation is considerable
or of long standing.*

The old remedies, which follow, are effective

enough, though at a greater cost of time and personal
effort, yet will often be of service for slight infesta-

tion or where the employment of the more poisonous
cyanide is objected to or is impracticable.

The bedbug, on account of its habits of conceal-

ment, is usually beyond the reach of powders, and the

ordinary insect powders, such as pyrethrum, are of
practically no avail against it. If iron or brass bed-
steads are used, the eradication of the insect is com-
paratively easy. With large wooden bedsteads, fur-

nishing many cracks and crevices into which the bugs
can force their flat, thin bodies, extermination becomes
a matter of considerable difficulty. The most practi-

cable way to effect this end is by very liberal applica-

tions of benzin or kerosene or any other of the petro-

leum oils. These must be introduced into all crevices

with small brushes or feathers or by injecting with

small syringes. Corrosive sublimate is also of value,!

and oil of turpentine may be used in the same way.
The liberal use of hot water, wherever it may be em-
ployed without danger to furniture, etc.. is also an

effectual method of destroying both eggs and active

bugs. \^arious bedbug remedies and mixtures are for

sale, most of them containing one or another of the

ingredients mentioned, and these are frequently of

value. The great desideratum, however, in a case of

this kind, is a daily inspection of beds and bedding

and of all crevices and locations about the premises

where these vermin may have gone for concealment.

A vigorous campaign should, in the course ot a week

or so at the outside, result in the extermination of this

very obnoxious and embarrassing pest.

In the case of rooms containing books, or where

liquid applications are inadvisable, a thorough fumi-

gation with brimstone is, on the authority of the late

Dr. T. A. Lintner, then New York State entomologist,

an effective means of destruction. He says

:

Place in the center of the room a dish containing about 4

ounces of brimstone, within a larger vessel, so that the

possible overflowing of the burning mass may not injure

the carpet or set fire to the floor. After removing from
the room all such metallic surfaces as might be affected

by the fumes, close every aperture, even the keyholes, and
set fire to the brimstone. When four or five hours have
elapsed the room may be entered and the windows opened
for a thorough airing.

The sulphur or brimstone remedy has been used

very successfully by Dr. C, W. Stiles, of the bureau

of public health and marine-hospital service, for the

disinfection of frame cottages, such as those at sea-

side resorts, where, from neglect, infestation with bed-

bugs may often occur. The treatment is inexpensive

com.pared with the use of hydrocyanic acid gas and

offers much less risk of danger to human beings.

Two pounds of sulphur are recommended for each

*The process is attended by grave danger, even when
applied by experts, as was shown by the report of several

cases ot poisoning in the Circi-lai! for March, page 271.

It is mentioned here merely to give us an opportunity to

utter this warning.—Editor The DRnooisTs Circulae.

tThis statement has been questioned, the argument be-

ing that it is the solvent of the corrosive sublimate and
not the salt itself that kills the bug.—Editor The Drug-
gists CiRcrrLAR.

thousand cubic feet of space, and the buildings should
be closed for treatment at least twenty-four hours.
Sulphur candles may be used where available. The
precautions indicated in the quotation from Dr. Lint-
ner should be observed.

The fact that the bedbug has a very active enemy in

the common house cockroach has already been alluded
to, and the proof seems to be fairly conclusive. An-
other common insect visitor in houses, and a very an-
noying one also to the careful housekeeper—the little

red ant (monomorium pharaonis)—is also known to

be a very active and effective enemy of the bedbug.
^Ir. Theo. Pergande, of this office, informs me that

during the civil war, when he was in the Union army,
he occupied at one time barracks at Meridian, ]\liss.,

which had been abandoned some time before. The
premises proved to be swarming with bedbugs ; but
very shortly afterwards the little red house ant dis-

covered the presence of the bedbugs and came in

enormous numbers, and Mr. Pergande witnessed the

very interesting and pleasing sight of the bedbugs be-

ing dismembered or carried away bodily by these very
minute ants, many times smaller than the bugs which
they were handling so successfully. The result was
that in a single day the bedbug nuisance was com-
pletely abated. The liking of red ants for bedbugs is

confirmed also by a correspondent writing from
Florida (F. C. M. Boggess), who goes so far as to

heartily recommended the artificial introduction of the

ants to abate this bug nuisance.

Our Red Terror Approaches.*

The national All Fools' day sometime called the

"Glorious Fourth," in the city the most feared and
detested day of the year, is slowly rolling into sight.

Ahead of it comes a skirmish line of lockjaw cases,

houses burned to the ground and invalids shocked
and worried to death by juvenile '"sooners" who vio-

late the original tradition by a premature celebration.

Behind it will trail for another fortnight a dragging
procession of like calamity.

What does it profit us that we celebrate American
independence in such wasteful and homicidal fashion?

Last year a partial list of the killed and injured, com-
piled the day after the Fourth, showed thirty-six per-

sons killed and 1,677 injured, or total casualties four

times those of the Americans at Bunker Hill, and 100
greater than the total casualties in the July battles

about Santiago. In 1903, out of 413 cases of lockjaw
t is said that there w'ere only six recoveries. About
$12,000,000 will be spent this year on fireworks. It

may take as much more to pay doctors' and under-
takers' bills and the fire insurance companies on
burned houses.

Think of it! In celebrating an important event

which happened 130 years ago, we are annually sacri-

ficing as many lives as we lost in the w-ar with Spain.

Every generation we spend as much for fireworks and
damage bills as we spent to fight the Revolutionary
War, and we kill or maim as many persons as W'C

sent to fight Spain.

A new declaration of independence is called for.

Every head of a family should highly resolve no lon-

ger to be bound by a murderous custom, and to give

to his children dollars for restful recreation and sane

celebration but not one dime for fireworks.

* From the New York Evening Mail, of June 29th, 1906.
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Abstracts.

Swedish Turpentine Oil.

This oil has recently been examined by J. Kondakovv

and J. Schindelmeiser (Pharm. Ccntralh. through

Pharm. Jonrn.). It is free from empyreumatic odor

and is dextrorotatory. On fractional distillation

there were obtained, besides other fractions, one be-

tween 153° and 160°, having- the optical rotation of

-(-22°2o', and another between 185° and 190° of rota-

tion -)-io°2o', and also a small amount of residue.

On repeatedly treating the sylvestrene fraction with

dry hydrochloric acid gas there was obtained, besides

sylvestrene and dipentene chlorides, a hydrocarbon

residue which could not be combined with the acid.

The boiling point of this was about 175°, specific

gravity at 19° 0.854°, refractive index 1.49013. It

was optically inactive, and gave on oxidation with

potassium permanganate, oxyisopropyl-benzoic acid,

melting at 155°. Cymol-sulphonic acid was recog-

nized by means of the barium salt, and p-cymol was

also present. With the exception of Tilden's doubt-

ful statement in connection with Russian turpentine

oil, cymol has not hitherto been recognized in turpen-

tine oil. From the oil there was further obtained a

hydrocarbon, in small proportion, boiling at 145°. and

supposed to be styrol or toluol.

Estimation of Mercuric Chloride in

Dressings.

Utz (Pharm. Post) recommends the following sim-

plified process for the estimation of mercuric chlor-

ide in surgical dressings. Five grammes of the ma-
terial are taken and sufficient water poured upon it to

cover it. Then a mixture of 5 c.c. of 15 per cent, so-

dium hydroxide solution and 5 c.c. of 10 per cent, po-

tassium iodide solution is added, rinsing the container

of the mixture well. Next 5 c.c. of formaldehyde so-

lution are added, which causes a precipitation of me-
tallic mercury. Then 5 c.c. of glacial acetic acid and

5 c.c. of decinormal iodine solution are poured into the

flask and the whole is set aside for several minutes,

occasionally shaking. After about five minutes the

excess of iodine is titrated back by means of starch

paste. Each cubic centimeter of iodine solution used

corresponds to 0.01355 gramme of mercuric chloride.

Accordingly, 0.0135 multiplied by the number of cubic

centimeters of iodine solution and then by 20, gives

the percentage of corrosive sublimate in the dressing.

phthalein. The author further shows that quinine,

like all weak bases, is more weakly alkaline towards
phenolphthalein than towards litmus. The acidity of

quinine salts towards phenolphthalein increases with

temperature and dilution.

Alkalinity of Quinine to Phenolphthalein.

Larrouturron (Zcit. AUiicni. iistcry. Apothek. Ver.

through Pharm. Jonrn.) says that the statement that

quinine in aqueous solution is neutral to phenol-

phthalein is erroneous. Chemically pure quinine reacts

alkaline towards phenolphthalein ; the "pure" quinine

of commerce often contains traces of basic sulphate,

which, like all quinine salts, has an acid reaction to-

wards phenolphthalein. By repeated washing of

quinine a product is obtained whose solution does not

react with barium salts, and distinctly colors phenol-

phthalein red. Pure quinine in aqueous solution

is quickly decomposed under the influence of light,

and gives at first a neutral and finally an acid reaction

towards phenolphthalein, but when quite freshly pre-

pared it decolorizes a colored solution of phenol-

Detection of Paraphenylene-diamine in Hair

Dye.
Kochs (L'Union Pharm. through Chemist and

Druggist) says that the best method of detecting the

presence of paraplienylene-diamine in hair dye is to

neutralize the usually alkaline solution with hydro-
chloric acid and test with a small excess of solution of

sodium hypochlorite. A flocculent white precipitate

results, which is collected and recrystallized from hot

alcohol, when long needles are deposited, which melt
at 124°. If the hydrochloric acid solution is heated
slightly with a little sulphuretted hydrogen and ferric

chloride, an intense violet color is developed (Lauth's

violet). The indamine reaction is also characteristic.

If a slightly acidified solution be treated with ferric

chloride, an intense blue color results.

Determination of Minute Quantities of Zinc.

Bertrand and Javillier (Bull. Sci. Pharm. through
Pharm. Jonrn.) say that from solutions of zinc con-
taining minute quantities only the metal may be pre-

cipitated as calcium zincate. In dealing, for instance,

with 500 c.c. of water containing less than o.ooi

gramme of zinc, 50 c.c. of lime water and sufficient

ammonia to render the liquid strongly ammoniacal
should be added. After filtration, if necessary, the

mixture is boiled as long as ammonia continues to be

given ofT and then cooled. The precipitate which will

have formed consists of calcium zincate mixed with

calcium carbonate ; it is collected, dissolved in hydro-
chloric acid, evaporated, redissolved in a little water
and the calcium precipitated as oxalate ; the zinc which
remains in solution is converted into sulphate and
weighed.

New Mercuric Test for Aldehydes.
E. Feder (Arch. d. Pharm.) has elaborated a new

mercuric test solution for formic and other aldehydes.

Equal volumes of 2 per cent, corrosive sublimate so-

lution and a solution of 100 grammes of sodium sul-

phite and 80 grammes of sodium hydroxide in 1,000
c.c. of water are mixed, the alkaline sulphite solution

being added quickly. A clear, colorless solution re-

sults, from which formaldehyde instantly precipitates

metallic mercury. As little as 0.05 milligramme of

formaldehyde shows the reaction distinctly. Other
aldehydes as well as grape sugar can be detected

easily and surely with the new reagent.

Estimating Mercuric Chloride in Tablets.

I'tz (Pharm. Post) dissolves a tablet in 100 c.c. of

water, and slowly pours 10 c.c. of the solution into a

mixture of 5 c.c. of sodium hydroxide solution (Ph.

Austr.) and 5 c.c. of 10 per cent, solution of potas-

sium iodide. Then he adds 5 c.c. of formaldehyde

(solution). After acidulating with 2 c.c. of glacial

acetic acid. 10 c.c. of decinormal iodine solution are

added, the mixture shaken and the excess of iodine

titrated back in a little while with decinormal sodium
thiosulphate solution.
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New Method of Generating Hydrogen
Sulphide.

R. L. Wilson (Clicin. Zcit.) proposes a new method
of making sulphuretted hydrogen which it is said

eliminates the simultaneous generation of arsenur-
etted and phosphoretted hydrogen. If the gas evolv-

ed from the action of hydrochloric acid and iron sul-

phide be passed over an alkali hydroxide (such as

sodium or calcium hydrate), a hydrosulphide results,

the* white mass changing to a yellow one and heat

being evolved. If now a current of carbon dioxide

be passed through the mass, the compound will be de-

composed, with the formation of carbonate and libera-

tion of hydrogen sulphide. The yellow compound in

the case of calcium has the formula Ca(HS)(OH) ;

the carbon dioxide acts as shown in the following

equation

:

Ca(HS)(0H)-fC0,=CaC03-fH,0-fH„S.
A drying hood is next filled with soda lime or a mix-
ture of calcium hydroxide and moistened sawdust, and
the current of hydrogen sulphide passed through the

mass until it has been saturated and tirrned yellow.

Then the current of carbon dioxide is caused to act

upon it, whereby the generation of hydrogen sulphide

is begun and arrested every time the current of car-

bon dioxide is discontinued. In order to avoid the

possible escape of CO.j, as well as the mixing of the

latter with H„S, it is advisable to have two appa-

ratuses.

Negative Results in Examination of Flax-

seed for Starch,

Rustung (Ann. Pharm. Louvain through Chemist

and Druggist) having made many examinations of

genuine flaxseed and flaxseed cake, has never found

starch present. Ranwez confirms this, and states

that he has for some years had samples of flaxseed

examined microscopically by students, and never had

the presence of starch reported. The cellular mem-
brane of certain tissue of the seeds colors blue with

iodine, but this should not be confounded with that

given by starch grains. Flaxseed meal and flaxseed

cake often show the presence of starch, but it is due

to the admixture of foreign seeds.

Local Poisoning by a Bromination Experi-

ment.

M. T. Bogert reports (Jour. Am. Chan. Soc.) a

serious case of local poisoning by a bromination ex-

periment. During an investigation by Dr. H. A.

Sell and himself the Doctor added bromine to a cer-

tain quinazoline in the presence of acetic anhydride.

The bromination was carried out in an open beaker

held as usual between the thumb and forefinger, and
no liquid came in contact with his fingers at any time.

Three days after, sharp pains commenced to shoot

through the ends of the thumb and forefinger and not

only these fingers, but the whole hand as far as the

wrist, became terribly swollen. Two deep white

blisters developed on the upper side of the first joint

of the forefinger and one on the end of the thumb.

On cutting away the skin and baring the deeper tis-

sues it was found that the flesh had been completely

killed nearly to the bone, and after all this dead mat-

ter had sloughed away the wounds slowly healed.

More or less numbness had been experienced since.

The Doctor is positive that only vapor could have

reached the skin. Examination of the liquid which had
been brominated indicated that a bromacetic com-
pound had been formed. The author has heard of

somewhat similar cases, where deep destruction of tis-

sue has resulted from contact with chloracetic acid,

but nothing quite like the case reported above.

Standardizing Normal Solutions.

Wagner, Rinck and Schultze (Brit, and Col. Drug-
gist) propose to check errors in standardizing norma!
solutions by evaporating the neutralized fluid result-

ing from a titration, heating the salt to constant

weight, and by a simple calculation finding the

strength of both the acid and the base. By examples
given it is shown that a high degree of accuracy may
be attained ; it is essential, of course, that the acids

and alkalies employed be pure^. Another very rapid

and equally accurate check is afforded by Zeiss' im-

mersion refractometer.

Glycerin as a Solvent.

A. M. Ossendowski (Phann. Zeit.) has determined

the solubility of a number of chemicals in glycerin;

the substances used in the experiments were all puri-

fied by recrystallization or distillation, and met the re-

quirements set forth by Landolt and Boernstein. ; lOO

parts of glycerin at 15° to 15.6° C. (say 60° F.) dis-

solved the following numbers of parts of the chem-
icals:

Ammonium carbonate..20.00 Potassium chlorate.... 3.5-1

Ammonium chloride. . .20.60 Potassium chloride.... 3.72

Barium chloride 9.73 Potassium cyanide 31.84

Borax 60.00 Potassium iodide 39.72

Boric acid 11.00 Quinine alkaloid 0.47

Benzoic acid 10.21 Sodium arsenite 50.00

Calcium sulphide 5.17 Sodium bicarbonate.... 8.06

Copper carbonate 10.00 Sodium carbonate 98.30

Copper sulphate 30.30 Sulphur 0.14

Iodine 2.00 Tannin 48.83

Mercury bichloride 8.00 Zinc chloride 49.87

Oxalic acid 15.10 Zinc iodide 39.78

Phosphorus 0.25 Zinc sulphate 35.18

Potassium arsenate. . . .50.13

Cinchona from German East Africa.

The Chemist and Druggist says: "About the mid-

dle of last July a preliminary collection of bark from

the oldest plants in the cinchona gardens at Amani
was made, and the 20 kilos, of bark derived from a

hybrid of c. ledgeriana and c. succirubra was sub-

mitted for examination to Dr. Oswald Hesse, direc-

tor of the quinine factory in Feuerbach, near Stutt-

gart. One sample yielded 6.47 per cent, of quinine

sulphate, and the second 6.8 per cent., with an addi-

tional 1.93 per cent, of secondary alkaloids in which

no cinchonidine could be found. The secondary alka-

loids in the first sample -were not examined. The
trees were grown at a height of about 3,000 feet."

Adulteration of Bergamot Oil.

The Chemist and Druggist reports that "terpenyl

acetate has been found recently in several samples of

bergamot oil. The high rotary power of the.se adul-

terated oils is usually sufficient to condemn them, as

they are generally adulterated with a mixture of lemon
terpenes with terpenyl acetate to bring up the ester

value."
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Examination of Yellow Wax.
P. Bohrisch (Pharm. Centralh. through Pharm.

Journ.) says that in determining the acid number of

yellow wax it is important to titrate the hot alcoholic

liquid as rapidly as possible, so that the titration may
be completed before the cooling has gone so far as to

cause turbidity ; a second warming is not permissible,

as the acid number will always be too high in conse-

quence of the partial hydrolysis of the esters present;

it appears to range from 20 to 22. For the saponi-

fication two hours at least are required, even 'when

the flask is immersed in the water-bath, and four hours

if the boiling is conducted on a wire gauze ; the liquid

should be again heated for five minutes after the ti-

tration is completed, as it becomes slightly alkaline.

The saponification number ranges from 92.0 to 98.0,

and the ester number from 73.5 to 76.0.

Red Cabbage Test Paper.

Arnoldow (Chcm. Zcit. through Merck's Report)

says that the sensitiveness of a red cabbage test pa-

per towards very dilute ammonia is much greater

than that of turmeric paper.

Keeping Sensitive Thermometers.

According to Aufhauser (Zeitschr. f. Chcm. Appa-
ratenkunde), sensitive thermometers should be kept

in the vertical position and protected from agitation

as far as possible. This he claims is best attained

by letting the thermometers float. For this purpose
a ball cylindrical glass jar (an alcoholometer jar) is

used, and filled up to 10 centimeters with water.

Upon the 'water a cork is made to float, that has a

perforation running half way through its thickness,

and into which the bulb of the thermometer is fitted.

The size of the cork varies with the weight of the

thermometer it is to support. The upper end of the

cylinder or jar is closed with a cork which is perfor-

ated suitably to receive the floating thermometer.

A Graduated Medicine Spoon.

Pannetier has submitted to the Paris Pharmaceu-
tical Society (Rep. de Pharm. through Brit, and Col.

Druggist) a graduated medicine spoon. It is made
of metal and bears in the interior two projecting

ridges which divide it into parts corresponding to

the dimensions of a tea-spoon, dessert-spoon, and
table-spoon respectively. Besides removing the un-
certainty attaching to the use of household spoons for

medical purposes, an additional advantage of the

graduated medicine spoon lies in the fact that it

would be specially kept for the patient and not mixed
up with others so as to spread contagion.

Assay of Barium Peroxide.

Lob (Chcm. Zcit. through Pharm. Journ.) says that

in determining the amount of barium peroxide in the
commercial product, titration with potassium perman-
ganate in dilute sulphuric acid solution cannot be em-
ployed, because the precipitated barium sulphate car-

ries down unaltered barium peroxide, which is not
further acted on by the permanganate. The methods
giving the most accurate results are (a) titration with
potassium permanganate in dilute hydrochloric acid

solution (i part of acid, specific gravity, 1,124, and
12 parts of water) 'with or without addition of man-
ganous sulphate, and (b) the iodometric method.

Platinum in the Transvaal.

The Chemist and Druggist gives an abstract of an
article on this subject which recently appeared in the

South African Mines. The author, William Bettel,

as far back as 1890 discovered platinum in the sand
which came from a mine in the district of Klerksdorp.
Only about 50 milligrams of platinum was obtained,

but still sufficient to justify the belief that platinum
was to be found in the Transvaal, and not only in

infinitesimal quantities. Further research has con-

finned this opinion. In February, 1906, Mr. Bettel

examined some small quantities of mineral from which
gold had been extracted by some prospectors in the

neighborhood of Klerksdorp, and the chemical analy-

sis gave the following result : Platinum, 12 per cent.

;

iridosmine, 76.17 per cent. ; iridium and rhodium, 7.50
per cent.; gold, 1.04 per cent.; sand, 0.65 per cent.;

various metals, copper, iron, etc., 2.64 percent. Again,
quite recently, Mr. Bettel analyzed half-a-dozen sam-
ples of iron chromate minerals which afforded plati-

num. Mr. Bettel has not been authorized to name
the district from which these samples came, but he

declares that the platinum in them came from an old

volcanic rock, and adds that as the actual price of

platinum is higher even than that of gold, attention

should be devoted to the discovery of this previous

metal.

Acetylene as a Precipitant.

H. Erdmann (Zeitschr. f. anal. Chem.) proposes
acetylene as an addition to the list of substitutes sug-
gested for hydrogen sulphide for analytical purposes,

including such substances as thioacetic acid, ammo-
nium dithiocarbaminate, etc. Acetylene, both as a
gas and in solution with water or acetone has proved
satisfactory as a precipitant, particularly of copper.

It precipitates the latter even in the presence of most
other metals; only silver, mercury, gold, palladium
and osmium must first be removed. According to the

author, acetylene serves well in the separation of sil-

ver from lead and for other technically important an-

alytical purposes. Where it is not available in the

gaseous form, acetylene may be used as a saturated

solution in water or acetone (i c.c.^o.i gramme
CuO), of which about 5 c.c. suffice for a quantitative

analysis.

Detection of Indican in Urine.

Lavalle (Chcm. Zeit. through Merck's Report) pro-

poses the following test for detecting indican in urine.

Prepare a reagent by adding 5 grammes of ferric

chloride to i liter of pure hydrochloric acid (Ober-
mayer's reagent). Of this reagent add 2 to 3 c.c. to

10 c.c. of the urine to be examined, and then 2 to 3 c.c.

of pure sulphuric acid. Allow the mixture to cool

well and shake with chloroform. If any indican is

present the chloroform will acquire a blue color from
the indigo which will have been formed. The author

states that this test is far more sensitive than that of

Obermayer, Heller, JaflFe, Strysowski, Carter, Klett

and others.

Blood Orange as an Indicator.

Arnoldow (Chem. Zcit. through Merck's Report)

says that an alcoholic extract of blood orange has a

cherry-red color which is deepened by acids and ren-

dered green by alkalies.
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The Modern Materia Medica.
Acid Cinnamylcacodylic consists, according to

Crinon, of equal parts of cacodylic acid and cinnamic
acid. It is intended as an anti'tubercular and altera-

Acid Ortho-Amidosalicylic, is, according to

Crinon, salicylic acid in which one hydrogen atom
has been replaced by NH,. It occurs as an amor-
phous, grayish-green, almost odorless powder, hav-
ing a sweetish taste and insoluble in water or al-

cohol. It is employed as an antirheumatic.

Albumin, Ferrated, is a preparation marketed in

Switzerland as a succedaneum for fcrratin.

Albumin Iodoform is a Swiss preparation, em-
ployed as a vulnerary like iodoform.

Albumin Sulphoichthyolate is a Swiss surrogate
for the Hamburg iciithalbin.

Amidopyrine Butyrate is an analogue of
trigeinin.

Anisotheobromine (thcobromiiie-sodiunL and sodi-

um anisatc) is a diuretin in which the sodium salicy-

late has been replaced bv sodium anisate. Its formula
is (C-H,N,0,).Na.C,H,OCH3COONa. It contains

47.87 per cent, of theobromine, and occurs as a white
powder less readily soluble than diuretin in water. It

is said to possess the same therapeutic virtues as

diuretin but to be less depressing upon the heart.

Antiperiostin originally called ossolinc, is a 30 per
cent, solution of cantharidinated mercury iodide, em-
ployed in veterinary medicine by inunction as a discu-

tient.

Bates' Salt.—See Sal de Bates.

Bismuth Ditannate occurs as a light-yellow pow-
der of slight acidulous-bitter taste ; soluble in diluted

sodium hydroxide solution with a reddish-yellow color

and yields a precipitate of tannic acid when boiled

with water. It contains about 20 per cent, of bismuth
oxide. It is prescribed as an intestinal astringent as

well as a topical sedative in skin diseases. Dose, 8
grains several times daily.

Bismuth Disalicylate is obtained by the decom-
position of a solution of a normal bismuth salt with

a normal salicylate, the base of which forms solu-

ble salts with the acid of the bismuth salt, without
causing any elevation of temperature which latter

would provoke decomposition of the newly-formed
disalicylate. The salicylic acid liberated is removed
with an indifferent solvent or neutralized and dis-

solved out. Bismuth disalicylate occurs as a fine,

white, tasteless powder having a faint sweetish after-

taste. Its aqueous suspension gives a violet color re-

action with ferric chloride. It contains 48 to 50 per

cent, of bismuth oxide and 50 to 52 per cent, of sali-

cylic acid. It is employed as an intestinal astringent

and antizymotic. Average dose, 12 grains, one to

four times daily.

Camphoric Acid Methyl Ester is the outcome of

efforts to produce a form of camphor for internal use
that shall be more quickly and more freely absorbed
than the customary preparations of camphor. The
neutral modification is said to be the only therapeuti-

cally valuable one. It has the formula C,H„(COO
CH.,)„. It occurs as a colorless, clear, oily liquid,

having the specific gravity of 1.075 ^^ 20° C. a faintly

aromatic odor, and a cooling bitter taste. It is said

to be very quickly and completely absorbed by the

skin, and to be a good solvent of camphor, menthol,

thymol and other medicaments. Its indications are

those of camphoric acid and of camphor.

Colla tannica (tannated gelatin) is a Swiss sub-

stitute for tanacol, an intestinal astringent.

Corrosol is mercury succinyl methylarsenate,
combined with novocaine. It is recommended by Dr.

Roth for subcutaneous use as an antisyphilitic.

Dimethylaminoparaxanthine. See paraxin.

Electrargol, Electraurol, Electroplatinol and
Electropalladiol are colloidal metals prepared elec-

trically and designed as bactericidal agents.

Embrocinum Mercuriale consists of 33 J/3 per

cent, of mercury and 6634 per cent, of a mixture of

benzoinated lard and soap. It is employed as a local

antisyphilitic.

Ethoxyacetyl Menthol is a colorless liquid boil-

ing at 153° C. and soluble in alcohol. Diluted al-

kalies decompose it into menthol and ethoxyacetic

acid. It is credited with great therapeutic value.

Euquinine Hydriodate is obtained by carefully

and slowly pouring a solution of sodium iodide into

an aqueous solution of euquinine (made with the aid

a lactic, citric or acetic acid. Astruc and Combe
(Repert. de Pharm.) describe the new compound as

white crystals that are sparingly soluble in water but

more readily soluble in alcohol and turn yellow when
exposed to a damp atmosphere. It is intended to

serve in place of the much vaunted (in France) com-
bination of alkali iodides with euquinine.

Euscopol is what a Berlin firm calls its scopola-

mine hydrobromide, an article differing from the Ger-

man official product in being free from accessory

alkaloids and in being optically inactive; its melting

point is at 180 to 181° C.

lodin is defined as an "'ester of propyldiiodo-

oleic-acid-monoiodo-arachinic acid." It is obtained

by causing iodine vapor to act on purified peanut oil.

It is a blackish, oily liquid smelling of fat and having

an unpleasant taste. Dr. Castelloi considers it a good
iodine preparation that only occasionally produces

symptoms of iodism.

lodipin, Phosphorized (phosphorus-iodipin) is 10

per cent, iodipin containing 0.0033 per cent, of phos-

phorus.

Meningococcus Serum is an antitoxic serum de-

rived from the blood of horses immunized against

cerebro-spinal meningitis by means of injections of

cultures of the diplococcus intracellularis, which mi-

cro-organism is considered the cause of the disease

in question. Experiments have proved the efficiency

of the serum in animals. The addition of sodium

nucleinate considerably enhances the immunizing

power of the serum. Tests on human beings, it is

stated, have been encouraging though too limited in

number as yet to permit of formulating a definite

opinion. The serum seems to possess a remarkable

agglutinizing effect on the blood-serum of patients af-

flicted with meningitis, whereby it is p(*sible to dif-

ferentiate genuine and non-genuine diplococci.

Orgulatum is an external application for inflarn-

mation and congestion, being advertised in the medi-

cal press, and stated to contain in each pound, i ounce

of olive oil, i ounce of eucalyptus oil, i ounce of

thyme oil, 5/ ounce of glycerin, yi ounce of cam-
phor, 2 drams of compound tincture of benzoin and I
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dram each of chloretone and menthol, with petrolatmn

and beeswax.

Paraxin (dimethylaminoparaxantbine) occurs as

a \vhite, fleecy, crystalHne mass soluble in weakly

alkalinized water as well as in diluted acids. With

strong alkali solutions it yields readily soluble salts.

It melts at 226° C, subliming at the same time. Ac-

cording to Forschbach and Weber, it is a diuretic

about equal to diuretin, but still not without by-effects

such as gastric disturbance and nausea.

Phenyl Acetylsalicylate is a chemical synon}m

of visipyrine or acetylsalol, an intestinal antiseptic and

antirheumatic comprehensively described some time

ago in these columns.

Phosphorus lodipin. See iodipin, phosplwrized.

Pilules Coulpier are said to contain lithium per-

manganate and sodium methylarsenate. They are

put forward for use in diabetes and in gastric diseases.

Protiode is described by Crinon as iodo-ethyl-gly-

ciii, a crystalline, colorless and odorless substance

which is readily soluble in water, non-toxic and not

causing iodism.' It is intended as a succedaneum for

the alkali iodides.

Sal de Bates is said to contain the constituents

of a spring water similar to that of the Bates springs.

The essential constituent is a radio-active compound
of uranium and barium. When freshly prepared it

possesses a strong emanation, but it loses this gradu-

allv. It is employed in diabetes, usually combined

with fluidextract of horn poppy.

Scopomorphine.—See under ciiscopol.

Sic is a whooping cough antitoxine or serum. It

is said to contain the active principle of the paren-

chyma and cortical layer of the suprarenal capsule

of the ox. It forms a light-yellow, clear, quite stable

liquid (it keeps two years), and exerts its curative

action exclusively upon the inflammatory processes

provoked by whooping cough.

Steagine consists, according to Crinon, of zinc

slearate and paraffin, and is employed in dermatolo-

gical practice.

Tiodine is what Dr. Weiss of Vienna calls a

compound of ethyl iodide and thiosinamine, which

melts at 68° C. and contains 46.49 per cent, of or-

ganically combined iodine. It occurs as white crys-

tals, freely soluble in w^ater, but sparingly soluble in

alcohol. It is used subcutaneously, as well as in-

travenously, per OS. and by intramuscular injection.

It increases the urinary secretion and in therapeutic

doses it is claimed does not irritate the gastrointestinal

tract or renal epithelium. Dr. Weiss employs it hy-

poderniically in 10 to 20 per cent, aqueojis solution,

in doses of o.i to 0.2 gramme; internally, in the form
of pills each containing o.i gramme of the drug. Its

main use has thus far been in locomotor ataxia.

Viscolan is a yellowish-green ointment base, the

main constituent of which is said to be viscin. pre-

^iln^sly described here.

Welt Anaestheticum funiz'crsul micsthctic ). ac-

cording to Dr. J. Koch, consists of adrenaline hydro-

chloride, sodium chloride, chloretone, cocaine hydro-

chloride, menthol, eucalyptol and distilled water.

Quick Drying Inks for Pads.

In order to make tb ink directed below, first make
an oil mixture, as follows;

Oil Mirtuir.

Oleic acid, purified 5 parts.

Castor oil 55 parts.

Mix thoroughlv.

Blue Ink.

Oil mixture 300 parts.

Oil-soluble blue 15 parts.

Heat the oil mixture on a water bath to blood tem-

perature. Shave the color into small pieces and stir

into the oil mixture until it is completely dissolved.

Let it stand for twelve hours and then strain through

a double thickness of cheese cloth.

Black Ink.

Oil mixture . 300 parts.

Oil-soluble black 15 parts.

Proceed as directed above.

Violet Ink.

Oil mixture 1 50 parts.

Oil-soluble violet 4 parts.

Proceed as directed above.

Red Ink.

Oil mixture 150 parts.

Oil-soluble red 2 parts.

Proceed as for blue ink, except that the color does

not have to be shaved.

While castor oil is not a drying oil, yet when it is

mixed with oleic acid, which serves as a mordant, it

will bite the oil-soluble anilin color into the paper
and thus prevent it from ""rubbing." Another thing

in favor of the combination is that the oil-soluble col-

ors will not be affected by the moisture of the hand
which may be rubbed over them. The castor oil pre-

vents the ink from drying on the pad.

Dr. J. S. Brewer, who supplies these formulas and
explanations, says he has had inks of all the differ-

ent colors in use for many months. He says that a

jiractical test is the Ijest test, and thai the inks speak

for themselves.

Roach Powder.
The following formula for a roach powder is said

to be particularly efficacious, and not to have been

before published:

Silex 22 parts.

Sodium fluoride 40 parts.

Sodium chloride 10 parts.

Sodium carbonate, dried 15 parts.

Sodium sulphate 10 parts.

Hand Paste.

Extract of .soap bark i ounce.

Borax jA ounce.

Fuller's earth J^ ounce.

S6ft soap 6 ounces.

Perfume enough.

Triturate the borax with the extract of soap bark,

and afterward with the fuller's earth.

"If we do well, we want our work commended, or

faith corroborated." savs Fra Elbertus.

The fifty-fifth annual meeting of the .American

Pharmaceutical .\ssociation is not as far in the future

as the fift\-fourth is in the past.
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Notes and Queries.
tJoTiCE.—// is (lesirahle that ali questions to be an-

swered tiiuler this head should be received before the
nftccntli iif till- iiiviilli and they must be accompanied toith
llii: iinmi' iiiiil -(./(/,( vv i,f the icriter.

(,'».,(..s ((,. ,,._,( ansirered by mail. The information
supplied in thtsf lulunnis is intended for the benefit of
our readers in (/cmral. not for the profit of the individual
inquirer only.

Consolidated Index for the Circular.—T. B. H.,
Ohio*.—Several }ears ago, in response to a number
of requests similar to yours, we took up the question
of making a consolidated mdex to the Circular from
volume one up. Upon investigation we found that

the expense would be large, and the demand cornpara-

tively small, so the matter was dropped for the time.

If a sufficiently large number of subscriptions for

such an index could be obtained, we should be glad

to undertake its publication.

Harmless Anti-Fat.—"Druggist.'" Quebec.—\\'e

do not know of anything that we could recommend
as a universal anti-fat. As you are doubtless aware,

many of the so-called anti-fats depend upon iodine

for such virtue (or the reverse) as they possess; fre-

quently this being exhibited in the shape of potassium

iodide. Bladder-wrack, in which both iodine and bro-

mine are present, is employed in the treatment of obe-

sity, as are potassium permanganate, sodium cafTeine-

sulphonate, and vinegar. Speaking of the dessicated

thyroid gland the Standard Dispensatory says "if its

use be persisted in it may cause considerable loss of

flesh." It may cause a number of other things, too,

of a rather unpleasant or even dangerous nature.

In this connection a recent newspaper dispatch from
Washington may be of interest, and accordingly it is

here reproduced:
Convinced that there are too many fat and too many

thin persons in tlie country, the government has ordered
a series of experiments to enable the lean and the portly

to reach the happy medium of plumpness. C. F. Lang-
worthy, chief of the division of nutritive investigation, is

conducting inquiries as to the effect of diet on flesh,

"How to gel fat and how to get thin" is, in substance,
the name of a course in the University of Maine, under
the supervision of Prof, C. D. Woods, and of one in the
University of Tennessee, in Knoxville, under Prof, C,
Waite,
The government is ready with suggestions to the lean

and the fat, but Secretary Tatt has refused so far to fol-

low them. The fat man is urged not to drink water an
hour before or after a meal. His breakfast should con-

sist of eggs, coffee and cocoa; his luncheon of consomme
and fruit; his dinner of a small quantity of meat, with
vegetables and fruit. He is advised to take little sleep.

The thin man is advised to eat plenty, sleep plenty and
drink much. A nap after each meal is suggested as a
good thing to coax fat to come and stay.

On the whole we think that the treatment of un-

due or unwelcome corpulency is something which the

dtuggist may well leave to professional physicians

and professional quacks.

Interstate Recognition of Certificates.— j\I. W.
J., Ohio.—We can not undertake to say which boards
of pharmacy will grant registration to licentiates of

other boards without examination. In some States

the board is allowed to use its own judgment. As the

law may be changed at any meeting of the legislature,

and as the board may adopt new resolutions touching
on the point at any of its sessions, and as the force of
such resolutions may be contingent upon many details.

the only trustworthy information is such as is ob-
tained fresh from the secretary of the board of phar-
macy in that State in which a second registration is

desired. The names and addresses of the secretaries

are published in the Circul.\r.

As has been repeatedly pointed out in the CiRcu-
L.\R, it seems absurd that a registered man, who has
been in the successful practice of pharmacy for years
has to pass an examination before he may conduct a
pharmacy on the other side of the State line, but such
is frequently the case—and it is not always an easy
matter for a man a long time from college or quiz

books to answer a lot of questions, no matter how-

good a pharmacist he may be. The American Phar-
maceutical Association is trying to bring about some
semblance of uniformity in the various pharmacy
laws of the country, with a view to a more general

practice of reciprocity betw'een the diiiferent boards in

this very matter." Druggists who wish to aid this

movement should join the American association, and
should agitate the matter in their State associations

and through the pharmaceutical journals.

Solution of Iron and Manganese Peptonate

—

Dunning.—H. A. li. Dunning, ^Maryland, seeing
our reference last month, page 306, to his paper on
this preparation, read before the American Pharma-
ceutical Association, sends us the following corrected
formula, as the other one contains errors

:

Egg albumin ( fresh ) 90.00
Hydrochloric acid 10.00

Pepsin 0.50
Manganese citrate 10.00
Sodium citrate 3S-00
Iron chloride 20.00

Soda solution, 10 per cent enough
Alcohol 100.00
Syrup 50.00
Oil of orange 0.15
Acetic ether 0.02
^'anillin 0.04
Water enough to make 1000.00

Dissolve the albumin in 1000 c.c. of water and
strain ; add the hydrochloric acid and also the pepsin,

which has previously been dissolved in 30 c.c. of
water. Digest this mixture at 40° C. until no cloudi-

ness is produced by adding nitric acid to a small
portion contained in a test tube. The iron chloride,

having been dissolved in 1000 c,c, of water, is added
to the peptone solution, and then the soda solution is

added until precipitation is complete (which will

make the mixture slightly alkaline). (If desired, 120
c.c. of solution of iron oxychloride may be used in

place of the iron chloride if desired.) An excess of
alkali should be avoided. The precipitate is then re-

peatedly washed, by allowing it to settle and siphon-
ing, until free from chlorides or any organic odor.
After the final washing the precipitate is allowed to
settle, and the water drawn off until the mixture
does not measure more than 800 c.c. The whole is

then transferred to a suitable container, when the

manganese citrate and sodium citrate, previously dis-

solved by heat in a little water, are added.
' This

mixture is boiled until solution is effected. Allow to

cool and add the oils and vanillin, dissolved in the
alcohol : then the syrup and enough water to make
the whole measure 1000 c.c. and filter.

Each tablespoonful of this preparation contains I
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grain of iron and >4 grain of manganese with pep-

tone.

Mr. Dunning adds that recent experience has

taught him that the iron oxychloride solution is some-

what more satisfactory than the ferric chloride when

used in this preparation.

Liquid Depilatory.—M. H. A., and G. W. K.,

New York.—In the Circuu\r for January, 1906,

page 20, the following formula is given, on the au-

thority of a German medical journal

:

Tincture of iodine 0.5 gramme.

Oil of turpentine i.o gramme.

Castor oil i-5 gramme.

Alcohol lo.o grammes.

Collodion 40.0 grammes.

It was stated in the German paper that two appli-

cations of this preparation would bring away the

hair as it peeled off.

Oil of turpentine and iodine react somewhat violent-

ly when brought together, and may cause an explosion.

Continual applications of hydrogen peroxide not

only bleach hair and thereby render it less notice-

able, but they are said actually to cause the hair to

disappear. '

Barium, sulphide, a well-known depilatory, may be

dissolved in four times its weight of water and the

liquid applied to the hair on a little powdered starch,

but it is better to mix the starch and sulphide first and

apply them by means of a little water, as the sulphide

is slowly decomposed by water.

Dr. I." V. S. Stanislaus reports through the Apothe-

cary that an analysis by him of a widely advertised

liquid for removing superfluous hairs indicated that

it was composed of 28 parts by weight of sodium

ethylate, and 72 parts of diluted alcohol.

We should experiment very cautiously with such

a preparation, first, in handling, because bottles of the

sodium ethylate have been known to explode, and sec-

ond, in applying, as this salt is a speedy and powerful

caustic.

Roller says that the use of depilatories, like shaving

when once begun must be kept up at diminishing in-

tervals.

Deodorant Powder for Warm Weather.—"Sub-
scriber," Pennsylvania.—In last month's Circular,

page 319, is a formula for a salicylic dusting powder

which may answer your purpose.

Another, taken from an older number of the Cir-

cular, is

:

Starch 2 ounces.

Talc I ounce.

Burnt alum i dram.

Oil of lemon 20 drops.

Phenol 10 drops.

Salicylic acid 10 grains.

And here is a third, which differs comparatively lit-

tle from the second

:

Alum 10 grammes.

Boric acid 20 grammes.

Talc 40 grammes.
Starch 60 grammes.

Oil of eucalyptus 6 drops.

Oil of wintergreen 3 drops.

of the British Pharmacopoeia. Diapente, as stated in

"Remington's," is a mixture of five ingredients—that

is the meaning of the word, from the Greek, dia, by,

and pente, five.

According to the Edinburgh Pharmacopoeia of

1744, diapente, a tonic powder for horses, contains

equal parts of gentian, bay berries, aristolochia root,

myrrh and ivory dust.

Further information on this subject, with formulas,

may be obtained from the Circular for July, 1905,

page 233.

Quinine Importations, Drug Stores, and Chill

Cures.—Dr. C, Texas.—United States Custom house

records show the following figures :

Imports of Cinchona Bark.

1902 3,660,718 pounds.

1903 3,980,072 pounds.

1904 3,605,131 pounds.

1905 4,353.439 pounds.

1906 3,943,701 pounds.

Imports of Quinine Sidp^hate.

1902 2,358,159 ounces.

1903 2,534,106 ounces.

1904 3.059,514 ounces.

190S 3.264.454 ounces.

1906 3,584,785 ounces.

Imports of Quinine Salts {othc than Sulphate).

1902 629,735 ounces.

1903 796,338 ounces.

1904 736,625 ounces.

1905 639,823 ounces.

1906 636,351 ounces.

Assuming that cinchona bark is 5 per cent, quin-

ine, and that 4,000,000 pounds is the average quan-

tity imported annually, we see that this represents

3,200,000 ounces of quinine alkaloid, equal to about

4,266,667 ounces of the sulphate. To this add the

sulphate imported as such, and the other salts, and we
find that the total amount of quinine imported into this

country annually is equivalent to nearly eight-and-a-

half million ounces of the sulphate—say 26 tons

—

about 45 grains for each man, woman and child in the

country.

There are probably between 40,000 to 45,000 drug
stores in the United States.

Your query : "Do you know of any part of the

United States, or any city, town or village, where
there are no chill cures, or any chill tonics or medi-
cines for chills sold?" is referred to our readers, as

our own knowledge is not broad enough to cover that

point.

We must also pass up this one : "About how many
bottles of chill cures of all kinds are sold in tlie

United States every year?" If you had asked how
many "chill cures" there were on the market we might
have given you some kind of an estimate of those

regularly listed by the wholesale trade—that is, that

7i'ere listed before the law prohibiting misbranding of

medicines, as since the passage of that law "cures" are

scarce.

Diapente.—J. G. H., Pennsylvania.—We think

you must be in error when you say that Remington's

Practice of Pharmacy gives diapente as a preparation

Iodine Glycerin.—N. E. B., Massachusetts.

—

Dietrich gives the following formula for tliis prepa-

ration :

Iodine i gramme.
Potassium iodide i gramme.
Glycerin 98 grammes.
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Hair Dye.—H. A. S., New York, wants "a good
hair dye formula," but neglects to say what color the

hair is to be dyed or whether he must have a one-
solution or a two-solution preparation. This leaves

us in considerable doubt as to what will fill the bill,

but we venture to offer a formula for a two-solu-
tion black dye, which contains no silver :

A.

Iron sulphate lo grains.

Glycerin i ounce.
Water i pint.

B.

Gallic acid 4 grains.

Tannic acid 4 grains.

Water i J4 ounces.

Wash the hair thoroughly with solution A, dry, and
apply solution b on a fine toothed comb. If the two
solutions get on the skin they will dye that, too.

A typical formula for a black hair dye in which
silver plays the important role, is

—

A.

Silver nitrate 3 grammes.
Distilled water 100 grammes.

B.

Sodium sulphide 8 grammes.
Distilled water 100 grammes.

Formulas for a variety of hair dyes are given in

the Circular for October, 1906, page 363. Before
applying any kind of dye the hair should be washed
free of oil.

Pimples on the Face.—J. W., Canada.—Only
the editor of the beauty column of the women's de-

partment of the Sunday paper knows a "formula for

removing pimples from the face.'' Physicians do not

remove pimples with a formula, but by a course of

treatment which they decide upon after they have ex-

amined the case and informed themselves as to the

probable cause or causes of the condition which they

are trying to remedy.

However, we do not mind saying that we have seen

this "formula for removing pimples from the face"

recommended

:

Lanolin 10 grammes.
Oil of sweet almond 10 cub. cent.

Precipitated sulphur 10 grammes.
. Zinc oxide 5 grammes.

Perfume enough.

In the Circular for December, 1905, page 438, are

given a number of formulas for remedies for black-

heads.

Mr. Raubenheimer Cited the Right Page.—In the
Circular for March, 1907, page 268, we asked Otto
Raubenheimer if he did not make a mistake when he
said the formula for carminative water was on page

446 of Pharmaceutical Formulas, as in our copy of

that work the formula appeared on page 556. Mr.
Raubenheimer now writes that his book is an early

edition, in which the formula appears on the page he
mentioned.

We gladly give space to this answer to our query,

and suppose that the delay in sending it to us was on
account of the activity in Mr. Raubenheimer's carbon
tetrachloride department due to the opening of the

bed bug season.

Bicycle Tire Fluid.—L. W. A., Kentucky.—
Liquids used inside pneumatic rubber tires to prevent
leaks act by dissolving a portion of the inner surface
of the rubber and thus keeping it in a more or less

fluid condition. Their employment is discouraged by
tire manufacturers, as it stands to reason that if long
persisted in it will destroy the tire. In at least some
instances, we believe, the use of such fluids has
vitiated guarantees of tires, just as the storage of
benzin or the manufacture of fireworks in a house
voids any ordinary insurance on the building.

A typical formula for such a fluid is

—

Crude rubber, in small bits 60.0 grammes.
Rosin lo.o grammes.
Shellac 7.5 grammes.
Carbon disulphide enough.

Dissolve the first three ingredients in as little of the
fourth as will effect the solution.

Carbon disulphide, it should be borne in mind, is

highly inflammable.

Ink for Writing on Steel.—H. L. S., California.—If the writing is to be permanent you might find
etching with acid desirable. The steel may be coated
with a little warm wax or paraffin, the writing done
on and through this coating, and nitric acid applied,
which will, of course, attack the exposed surface of
the steel.

If this process is too radical, perhaps one of the va-
rious inks used for writing on glass and glazed sur-
faces will answer. A number of these appear in the
Circular for February, 1906, page 59. Two typical
ones are here given

:

Shellac (or rosin ) 20 parts.

Alcohol 150 parts.
Borax 35 parts.
Water 250 parts.

Water-soluble dye enough to color.

Dissolve the shellac (or rosin) in the alcohol, the
borax in the water and pour the shellac solution slow-
ly into that of the borax. Then add the dye, pre-
viously dissolved in a little water.

II.

Bleached shellac 2 parts.
Venice turpentine i part.
Oil of turpentine 3 parts.
Lamp black i part.

Melt the first three ingredients together over a
water bath, and then stir in the lamp black, incor-
porating thoroughly.

Precipitation in Elixir of Pepsin and Bismuth.

—

—M. S. Shimmel, Maryland, writes : "On page 268
of the March issue of the Circular I find T. S., New
York, writes about the precipitation in elixir pepsin
and bismuth. The trouble is very likely due to the
hydrochloric acid in the glycerite of pepsin, which
precipitates the bismuth in the elixir. You will find

that a mineral acid will precipitate bismuth, and the
only remedy I find is to leave out the hydrochloric
acid of the glycerite of pepsin when same is to be used
for the elixir."

We thank Mr. Schimmel for his note, but would
call attention to the fact that pepsin should have an
acid medium, preferably a hydrochloric acid medium,
in which to work, and, again, how about misbrand-
ing?
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Stock and Poultry Foods.—E. F. IM., Ontario,

has seen a stock food on the carton of which was

published the names, but not the quantities of the

ingredients it contained. He furnishes the Hst of

names, and asks us to supply the proper figures to

complete the formula for a well-balanced food. In

like manner he asks aid in completing a poultry food.

Where, why and by whom the polynierous "con-

dition powder'' was originated is a mysterj'. Why fen-

nel seed is a better food for a horse than oats, or may-

apple root better than mangel-wurzels is known only

to the "experts." It may be possible to tickle a hen

into laying an egg, with a dose of cayenne pepper and

.Spanish brown, but perhaps the fowl would prefer

cracked corn and a green leaf or two. There may
quite frequently arise occasions when a little sulphur,

or iron, or a laxative may be required by a horse.

These, however, may be easily administered without

being hidden among twenty other ingredients.

The formulas in question are typical of the niany

extant, and seventy-five per cent, of the ingredients

serve but one useful purpose, and that is, to give a

formidable appearance to the formula and the old

familiar odor and appearance to the food.

The formulas given below contain all the specified

ingredients and no other. The quantity of the

diluent may be increased or decreased in either

formula to suit the maker. An increased amount of

the diluent is to be preferred if one considers the

welfare of the patients.

Stock Food.

Sodium phosphate, dried 5 pounds.

Sodium chloride lo pounds.

Podophyllum, ground lo pounds.

Gentian^ ground 20 pounds.

Fennel seed, ground 5 pounds.

Anise seed, ground 5 pounds.

Santonica, ground 5 pounds.

Nux vomica, ground 2^ pounds.

Iron .sulphate, dried 10 pounds.

Charcoal, wood 20 pounds.

Sulphur, precipitated 20 pounds.

Middlings enough to make 200 pounds.

Mix well.

The use of ground flaxseed to replace about one-

fourth of the middlings might be an improvement.

However, as ground flaxseed is not "on the label" it

is no doubt an unnecessary ingredient. "Acid phos-

phate," an ingredient in the submitted formula, is

rather a vague substance. The official sodium phos-

phate meets the requirements of the formula.

Poultry Food.

Capsicum, ground 2 pounds.

Ginger, ground 2 pounds.

Gentian, ground 8 pounds.

Sodium chloride yi pound.

Sodium sulphate 2 pounds.

Calcium superphosphate 2 pounds.

.Animal charcoal 8 poimds.

Sulphur, precipitated 2 pounds.

Iron oxide, precipitated 5 pounds.

Ground bone 30 pounds.

Middlings enough to luake 100 pounds.

The calcium superphosphate, which in this formula

supplies the "acid phosphate" of the label, should not

be confused with the so-called "superphosphate of

lime," a combination of calcium superphosphate and

calcium sulphate, extensively used as a fertilizer.

Calcium superphosphate may be prepared by dissolv-

ing calcium phosphate in phosphoric acid, and allow-

ing the solution to evaporate spontaneously. Sodium
phophate will fill all the requirements of the label,

and a small amount of it inay be used as a convenient

substitute for the calcium superphosphate.

Brandy Essence.—L. C. H., Ohio.—By "brandy
acid" we suppose you mean "brandy essence." The
so-called brandy essences are usually alcohoHc solu-

tions of oenanthic ether (ethyl pelargonate), flavored

with prune juice or aromatic oils, and colored with

caramel. CEnanthic ether is supplied to the liquor

trade as cognac oil.

Below are several formulas for artificial brandies

which do not call for cenanthic ether.

Spirit of nitrous ether 8 parts.

Aromatic tincture 6 parts.

Acetic ether i part.

Tannic acid 2 parts.

This, it is claimed, will flavor 4,000 parts of 55 per

cent, alcohol.

Acetic acid 10 ounces.

Spirit of nitrous ether 7 ounces.

White wine 14 pints.

Tincture of oak bark 12 ounces.

With 30 gallons of 55 per cent, alcohol and suffi-

cient caramel, this will make "a compound closely re-

sembling in taste and aroma, the natural cognac."

Our advice to pharmacists is to have nothing to do

with such things ; they have trouble enough to keep

their legitimate pharmaceutical preparations within

the provisions of the pure food and drug laws.

Syrup of Codeine.—A. B., Ohio.—We do not

know the composition of the "proprietary" syrup you

mention. The label of this preparation states that

in each ounce are i>^ grains of codeine phosphate.

Codeine phosphate is readily soluble in water and we
can see no difficulty in preparing a syrup of this

strength. There is a National Formulary syrup of

codeine in each ounce of which are 4^/^ grains of

codeine sulphate, dissolved in simple syrup. Each
ounce of the syrup of codeine of the French Codex
contains I grain of codeine alkaloid. The formula

of the British Pharmacopoeia calls for 2 grains of

codeine phosphate in each ounce of the syrup. A
presentable preparation containing ij^ grains of

codeine phosphate per ounce may be made as follows

:

Codeine phosphate 4 grains.

Distilled water i dram.

Syrup of orange flower (U. S. P.) . . . 2 ounces.

Syrup of raspberry (U. S. P., 1890),
enough to make 3 ounces.

Dissolve the codeine salt in the water and add the

syrup.

Non-Greasy Cold Cream.—E. A. W., Nebraska.
—At the time you sent your query you had not re-

ceived the April number of the Circul.\r. On pages

315 to 317 of that issue may be seen formulas for all

kinds of toilet and massage creams. Unless we get

something new and better than any of these we shall

print no more such fonnulas this year.
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Acid Beverage.—J. C. B., New York, writes:

"Knowing that you are always willing to help people,

I take the liberty of asking your advice on the fol-

lowing: I make up a solution containing the follow-

ing articles

:

Citric acid 3 ounces.

Phosphoric acid i ounce.

Benzaldehyde 2 drams.

Water enough to make 2 pints.

"The party I make it for dilutes it with 23 quarts

of 50 per cent, simple syrup and water equal parts,

and makes a very palatable non-alcoholic drink.

After standing a week or ten days all the acid taste

leaves it. Can you suggest some other way or some
other acid or chemical that could be used in place of

the citric or phosphoric acid?"

If we could see this solution when all the acid taste

had left it, we might guess better as to the cause of

the leaving. We can conceive of two possible rea-

sons for the disappearance of the acidity : Both citric

and phosphoric acid solutions are prone to develop

fungous growths which gradually reduce their acidity.

In this mixture fermentation and fungi are favored by

the sugar and acids. If the solution shows a growth,

this is probably the cause. We do not know of any

remedy for this except to make a concentrated solu-

tion, including the sugar, and dilute this with water

just before drinking.

A second possible explanation is that if a hard

water, particularly one containing calcium and mag-
nesium carbonates, were used those salts might react

slowly with the acids.

Neither explanation may fit this case, but we have
guessed the best we could on the information given.

Alcohol in Coca Cola.—In copying certain infor-

mation concerning coca cola from the brief of the

attorney for the Coca Cola Company in an old suit,

for our issue for January, 1906, page 15, we quoted
the attorney as saying that ''coca cola contains less

than one-half of i per cent, of alcohol." This is the

correct quotation. In giving the gist of the former
article in our April issue, page 307, we inadvertently

put the proportion of alcohol at i per cent. While
the difference is slight, in the interest of accuracy the

correction is here made. It should be remembered
that we are merely quoting the published statement

of the company's employe, not giving the results of

any investigation of our own.

Second-Hand Bottles in Pennsylvania.—R. A. L.,

Pennsylvania.—Under an act of the Pennsylvania
legislature, dated April 28th, 1899. it is unlawful to

put up any goods or merchandise in any bottle or jar

that has been used for a package or cover for the

same or any other goods, or to gather bottles from
ashes or garbage unless they be at once broken to be

sold as "cullet." The act does not apply to brewers
or bottlers of beer, or to persons dealing in milk or

mineral water, or to the refilling of prescriptions by
doctors and druggists. The penalty is a fine of $25 or

ten days' imprisonment for the first ofifense. and a

fine of $100 and three months' imprisonment for each

subsequent violation of the law. Boards of health

and peace officers are charged with the enforcement
of the act.

It is reported to be a dead letter, and, as such, a

striking illustration of the futility of legislation that

is not of interest to the general public. At the time
this law was "sneaked through" the legislature, it was
rumored that it was in the interest of a manufac-
turer of nearly three score varieties of pickles and
such.

The full text of the law appears in the Proceedings
of the Pennsylvania Pharmaceutical Association for

1899, or may be seen in the acts of the legislature for

that year, to be found in almost any lawyer's library

in Pennsvlvania.

Pancreatized Emulsion of Mixed Fats.—C. K.,
Pennsylvania.—From a little British book called The
Chemists' and Dispensers' Vade Mecum we take the
following formulas

:

Pancreatic Crude Emulsion.

Pancreas (pig) 25 pounds.
Lard 20 pounds.
Water 30 pounds.

The pancreas, which must be free from all fat and
extraneous matter, is to be bruised in a marble mortar,
the lard added and all beaten well together, the water
being added in small portions, as it is absorbed.
Finally the emulsion is to be squeezed through mus-
lin.

Pancreatic Fat.

Treat the crude emulsion with ether in the pro-
portion of 3 parts of ether to i of emulsion, mix well,
and allow the mixture to stand until two strata are
formed

—

a, an ethereal solution of pancreatized fat

at the top; and b, a watery stratum at the bottom.
Decant the ethereal solution and filter. Recover the
ether by distillation. That which remains in the still

is pancreatic fat. [Unless the operator is well pre-
pared to distil ethers, there is much danger in this
kind of work.]

Pancreatic Emulsion. '

Pancreatic fat 2 parts.
Rectified spirit i part.
Distilled water 2 parts.
Oil of cloves enough.
Put the fat into a mortar, and add little by little the

spirit and water previously mixed, and lastlv, the oil

of cloves, to flavor.

Dose, I to 4 drams, mixed in milk or water, from
one to four times a day.

In a recent note in the Apothecary Dr. I. V. S. Stan-
islaus states that "an article simulating a commercial
emulsion of mi.xed fats" may be made according to
this formula:

Boric acid i,< ounce.
Susrar y, ounce!
Tragacanth 1/ ounce.
Casein I ounce.
Beef fat

_j^ ounces.
Olive oil 4 ounces.
Peanut oil 4 ounces.
Lime water enough.
Flavoring enough.
Sy™P enough.
To make 2 pints.

Mix the first four articles, in powdered form, and
add the next three. To this mixture add in several
portions enough lime 'water to make ,30 ounces, and
enough flavoring and syrup to bring the whole up to
2 pints. The ounces of the first foiir ingredients are
troy, those of the next three are not specified, and
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those of the Hme water are fluid. It is a little awk-

ward to have to specify these things, but it is some-

times more awkward for the manipulator when they

are not specified. The obvious way out of the awk-

wardness and ambiguity is to discard ounces entirely—

and drams and pounds, too.

We should be glad to hear from others who have

had any experience in making pancreatized emulsions

of fats.

Trouble with Hypophosphites in Solution.—A.

H. M., Iowa, has had much trouble with his syrups

of hypophosphites, U. S. P., and solutions of hypo-

phosphites, N. F., on account of flocculent deposits

which form in them after filtration, and asks for a

remedy.

This precipitation may be due to either or both of

two causes, the presence of an excess of sulphate in

potassium and sodium hypophosphites, which gradu-

ally reacts to form calcium sulphate with the calcium

hypophosphite ; or an oxidation process whereby cal-

cium phosphate is formed and precipitated. The lat-

ter, we think, is the more probable cause.

The amount of sugar present has much to do witii

the keeping qualities of the syrups. The hypophos-

phites are easily thrown out by an excess of sugar,

but, on the other hand, sugar prevents, or at least

hinders, the oxidation, and when the quantity is

rightly adjusted keeps the syrups clear. In our ex-

perience from 650 to 700 grammes of sugar per 1,000

c.c. of syrup gives the best results, and it is for this

reason that the last Pharmacopceia increased the

sugar in syrup of hypophosphites from 500 to 650
grammes. When the syrup is kept in filled bottles

this is sufficient to maintain its transparency, but in

partially filled bottles there is more chance for precip-

itation because oxidation can take place more readily.

Use the full amount of dry sugar, and exclude air as

much as possible, and there should be no trouble with

precipitation.

The last Pharmacopoeia has what seems to us to be

an error in the formula: it directs 450 c.c. of water

in which to dissolve the salts and the sugar. This

will make about 1,030 c.c. of syrup, instead of the

1,000 c.c. required.

A druggist in this city who makes a quantity of the

syrups and solutions of hypophosphites according to

official and National Formulary formulas, respec-

tively, says that he is not troubled by any precipita-

tion.

White Indelible Ink.—J. E. J.. Virginia.—We
do not know of such a thing as a white indelible ink
Inquiry in the trade fails to discover one. Indelible

inks often work by means of chemical changes, these

changes being aided by sunlight or heat, and re-

sulting in dark deposits on the fabric. It might be
possible to devise a two-solution ink that would give

a light indelible deposit of silver sulphide, but we
have not experimented sufficiently to say whether or
not the use of such an ink would be practicable.

Again, it might be possible to write on a dark fabric

with a bleaching fluid, and thus get white marks, but
the composition of such a fluid would depend largely

upon the nature of the fabric itself, and of its

color.

We should like to hear from our readers on this

subject.

To Bleach a Hair Switch.—K. & C, North Caro-

lina.—The popular way of bleaching hair still at-

tached to the human scalp is by the use of solution of

hydrogen dioxide. The process consists in applying

several baths of the solution to the hair after it lias

been washed free of all oil. All shades from "golden

yellow" to "silver gray" may be obtained, the result-

ing color depending upon the number and frequency

of the applications and the color of the hair at the

start. This same process will no doubt be of use in

bleaching detached switches or wigs; but as these

permit of more heroic treatment the time consumed
in this method may be saved by using more powerful

bleaches.

Perhaps the desired results may be obtained by
washing the hair in a weak alkaline solution and im-

mersing it in a solution of chlorinated soda until the

desired shade is reached, then rinsing it in clear water

and drying in the sun.

Gaseous chlorine is sometimes employed in the

bleaching of hair, but its use necessitates care to pre-

vent the destruction of the hair. The following pro-

cess has been recommended:
The hair is first washed in a warm solution of so-

dium hydroxide and rinsed in clear water. While
yet moist it is placed in a glass jar and a stream of

chlorine introduced until the jar is filled with a green-

ish vapor. The jar is then closed and set aside for

twenty-four hours, when the hair is again rinsed and
dried. If the color is not light enough the process

is repeated.

Fixing Chlorophyll Color.—H. L. S., California.

—We do not know of anything that will set this color.

We presume that what is wanted is to make it fast to

light, but it is not a fast color, except in the sense

that it fades fast. Hydrochloric acid in small pro-

portions will develop and deepen the color, but we do
not think that it will set it to any extent.

Qilorophyll has been separated by Fremy into two
coloring principles, phylloxanthin, which is yellow,

insoluble in water, but soluble in alcohol and ether,

and phyllocyanin, which is blue, more soluble in water
than phylloxanthin, and which is deepened by the

addition of hydrochloric acid, the solution being green,

reddish, violet or blue, according to the amount of

acid present. According to Filhol, chlorophyll is

divisible into four distinct coloring matters.

Best Book on New Remedies.—Dr. N., Massa-
chusetts.—Feeling the need of a sort of index and dis-

pensatory combined to which druggists and physi-

cians might turn for easily found and concise infor-

mation concerning the hundreds of new remedies
with which the market is constantly being flooded,

we undertook the publication of such a book. The
material appeared first in the Circular, from month
to month. On January 1st, 1906, we consolidated all

that had appeared and issued it in book form. This
book is sold at a nominal price to Circular subscrib-

ers. Monthly additions to the text of the handy little

volume appear in the pages of the Circular.

Elixir of Terpin Hydrate vdth Heroin.—L. C.

G., New York.—This is a National Formulary prepa-

ration—see the Circular for April, page 314 (which
had not been published when your quen' was writ-

ten), and February, page 223 (which had).
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Maple Flavors.—F. C. H., Ohio.—A note on this

subject appears in last month's Circular, page 312.

L. H. Howard, Missouri, seeing that note, writes:

"I have used the following, which will deceive good
judges of the genuine, and at the same time be harm-
less:

Red corn cobs 4
Water 2 pints.

Light brown sugar enough.

"lioil the cobs in the water until the latter is quite

red, strain and add sufficient sugar to make a heavy
syrup. When cold the flavor is very pleasant to the

taste."

Of course, it would be rank fraud to sell syrup so

made as genuine maple syrup.

"Each year in the city of Chicago alone more 'pure

Vermont' sugar and syrup has been made than could

be produced by all the trees in the Green Mountain
State if they ran sap all the year round. But there

is a pure food law now." So reads a portion of a

press dispatch from Bennington, Vt., announcing the

opening of the maple syrup season.

Deodorized Iodoform.—A. D. S., California.

—

For deodorizing iodoform the National Formulary
directs the addition of about 4 per cent, of coumarin.

Essential oils and powdered freshly-roasted coffee

are also recommended by that authority.

Vanillin and cinnamic acid have been used as de-

odorizers for iodoform.

The following formula is taken from the supple-

ment to the Netherlands Pharmacopoeia

:

Iodoform 197 grammes.
Phenol I gramme.
Oil of peppermint 2 grammes.

The best results are obtained if the iodoform and
the deodorizer are well mixed and set aside for one
or two months before using.

Dr. H. R. Slack, Jr., of La Grange, Ga., con-

tributed a note to the Circular, which appears in the

number for March, 1883, page 42, in which he said

that before making an ointment containing iodoform,

he rubbed the latter with twice its weight of balsam of

fir, with the result that the ointment was free from
the usual strong odor of iodoform.

Making and Using Liquid Air.—J. H. S., New
York.—Air is liquefied by pressure and cold. Some
years ago when it was first introduced to the public

a company advertised it in the newspapers very much
as copper mining in the West is now being advertised,

and for the same purpose. According to the pros-

pectus of the company, as we now recall it, liquid air

was to work an industrial revolution by furnishing

cheap power. When competent engineers reported

that it took as much or more power to liquefy the air

than the liquefied air would generate, the investing

public began to turn to corner lots in the everglades of
Florida and to mining stocks in order to get rich

quick.

Guaranteeing Under the Pure Food and Drug
Law.—H. C. B., New York.—The full text of the
pure food and drugs act of June 30th, 1906, together
with the regulations adopted for its enforcement, ap-
pears in the Circular for November, 1906, pages 423
to 425. You can get a "serial number" by filing a
guaranty with the secretary of agriculture, at Wash-
ington. The purpose of this guaranty is to put the
legal responsibility for any adulteration or misbrand-
ing upon the manufacturer who files it, instead of
upon the dealer who has purchased the guaranteed
goods in good faith from the manufacturer.

Barker's Hirsutus.—J. D. S., New York.—We
have not examined this article, but have heard that it

consists largely of a liquid preparation of soap bark,
in which some tincture of green soap is exhibited.

Modified Zinc Oleo-Stearate.—W. M., New Jer-
sey.—It is possible that by experimenting with the use
of ammonia water in place of potassium hydroxide
you could produce a zinc oleo-stearate that would
please your physician better than the National Formu-
lary product.

Filtering Solution of Magnesium Citrate.—Mary
Emma Doyle, New York, seeing the note on this sub-
ject in the Circular for last month, page 311, writes

:

Omitting the humorous strain, may we offer a few sug-
gestions to help W. J. K. out of his difficulty—or any
others who possibly have trouble with the official solu-
tion of magnesium citrate? If the citric acid be dis-
solved in very warm water and the magnesium carbonate
added in portions to the hot solution, the reaction is
greatly hastened; and the filtration of the warm solution
will also be more rapid. In fact only about one-quarter
of the usual quantity of water is really required for this
part of the process.
For making up twenty battles, my method of procedure

is as follows: Take of magnesium carbonate 300 grammes,
citric acid 660 grammes, water, about 800 cub. cent. Heat
water to the boiling point, dissolve in this the citric acid,
and add the magnesium carbonate. Then turn the solu-
tion into a measuring flask and add water to make up to
any convenient amount—easily divisible by 20—and filter.
(In this way it will not be necessary for the whole amount
of liquor to pass through the filter before filling the
bottles.) Then proceed as usual.
The finished product will be very clear. There will be no

precipitate to form afterwards, if the "citrate of magnesia"
bottles are clean. This is of paramount importance (and
here I speak from dire e.xperience). Often the porter
(perhaps) will slack his work; and though the bottles
may appear passably clean, any trace of mold—especially
in July or August—will spoil a whole output. Use plenty
of hot water and soap, and rinse well.
Somehow, this method seems to require a trifle more

potassium bicarbonate than is officially used—due perhaps
to the hot water expelling more CO..

Another correspondent, E. W. F., New York, writ-
ing on the same subject, says :

In the April number of the Circular appears a query
from W. J. K., New York, who claims to have troubles of
his own. filtering solution of citrate of magnesia.

I presume his difficulty is in filtering the combined
citric acid and magnesium carbonate solution. This is a
slow operation and may be hastened by bringing the solu-
tion to the boiling point just before filtering. The reason
for the long time necessary for the solution to pass
through ordinary filter paper is, I believe, because of the
violent chemical action between the citric acid in solution
and the magnesium carbonate. Magnesium citrate is
formed and large quantities of CO, liberated. Much of
the CO, passes into solution and when brou,ght in contact
with the filter, it acts as a separator—the gas bubbles be-
coming entangled in the pores of the filter and soon re-
ducing the area of unobstructed paper to such an extent
that filtration proceeds very slowly indeed.
Bringing the solution to the boilins: point expels all the

gas and thereby hastens the operation to a remarkable
extent. Then the sterilizing effect of heating adds to the
keeping qualities.

I presume the syrup used by W. J. K. is clear and needs
no filtering. Measure the syrup Into the bottles, add the
filtered solution and distilled water, q. s., drop in the
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potassium bicarbonate and cork—all according to the

U. S. P.

Trusting the above will he a help to W. J. K. and any

others who have had the same trouble, I am, etc.

H. S. B., Pennsylvania, says: ''This method works

splendidly with us'."' the method referred to being set

forth as follows:

W. J. K., New York, will find rapid filtration by making

the solution of magnesium citrate three times as strong

as needed, heating to boiling point, filling a quart funnel

half full of absorbent cotton, filtering the solution hot, and

rinsing with a little water; afterward adding syrup and

water, a sufficient quantity.

We thank these three correspondents for their in-

formation, and trust that W. J. K. and others will

find it more satisfactory than that supplied by our

"helpful," "humorous" and -sarcastic" druggist friend

in the April issue.

Examination for Food and Drug Inspector.—C.

W. \\'., Ohio.—It is not probable that another ex-

amination of candidates for food and drug inspector-

ships under the act of June 30th, 1906, will be held

within a year. An examination was held by the civil

service commission February 5th, and a sufficient

number of eligibles was secured.

The examination was on the following subjects, the

figures indicating the weight attached to each sub-

ject:

1. Spelling (twenty words of more than average

difficulty), 3

2. Arithmetic (fundamental rules, fractions, percent^

age, interest, discount, analysis, and statement
of simple accounts), 6

3. Penmanship (the handwriting of the competitor

in the subject of letter-writing being consid-

ered with special reference to the elements of

legibility, rapidity, neatness, general appear-

ance, etc.), 3

i. Letter-writing (a letter of not less than 150 words
on some subject of general interest. Competi-
tors being permitted to select one of two sub-

jects given). l'>

5. Commercial geography, S

G. Practical questions, 30

7. Experience (rated on application). 40

Total. 100

Under the terms of the announcement of this ex-

amination, only those competitors who attained a

rating of at least 70 per cent, on the practical ques-

tions were eligible for appointment.

Under the subject of experience, credit was given

for experience in the inspection service, especially the

inspection of foods and drugs, and also for any other

experience which would tend to qualify competitors

for the performance of the duties of food and drug
inspectors. Appointees to this position are assigned

to different States, and they are required to go from
one place to another, as the performance of their

duties require. Their principal duty is the collection

of samples and investigation into the methods of man-
ufacture. Traveling expenses while on duty are paid

by the department of agriculture.

Men only were admitted to this examination. Ap-
pointments are made at salaries ranging from about
$1,200 per annum to $2,000 per annum.
The questions used at examinations are not given

out by the commission, but Meyc?- Brothers Druggist
publishes the following as being some of those used
February 5th

:

Practical Questions.

1. Ground olive stones imported into this country.
How would you determine whether they were in viola-

tion of the law or not? For what purpose would they

be used? By whom?
2. How would you determine whether a can of tomato

catsup contained any filthy, decomposed or putrid animal
or vegetable substance?

3. What precaution should be taken in inspecting raw
material? vinegar? cider? fluidextract? powdered ex-

tract? etc.?

4. How would you send samples of the following ar-

ticles? What caution would you take? Amount of each
sample? Coca leaves, opium, carbolic acid, acetanilide,

mackerel, cheese, etc.

5. How would you inspect a condensed milk factory?

H. After inspecting this factory, how would you go
about to determine whether any putrid, decomposed or

filthy animal or vegetable substance had been used in

the manufacture of the product?
7. A man claims that his goods were imported from

South America. How would you determine whether they
were?

Spelling.

Twenty words, five easy; such words as university,

Utoi)ia, etc.

Arithmetic.

Addition, fractions and a couple of examples in jirofit

and loss, (five examples).

Composition.

Two subjects, you choose one only, things and condi-

tions that are cause of the progress made in this coun-
try. [Meaning not clear; so in Meyer Brothers Druggist.]

Geography.

This portion of the examination caused more conster-

nation than any other. Among the forty questions were
the following:

1. From what three ports in the Western Hemisphe.e
is coffee obtained?

2. What is the great peanut market of the Unite 1

States?
3. What do we obtain from Montana?
4. Name the two wheat States?
5. What food supplies come from Vermont?
6 From what countries or islands do we obtain cocoa,

camphor, quinine and beet sugar?
7. Wlat are the products of Porto Rico and of the

Hawaiian Islands?

At the time the examination of candidates for ap-

pointment as inspectors was held, candidates for the

position of chief food and drug inspection chemi.-t.

and other chemists in the food and drug inspectii'i!

division, were also held. The salaries attached t -

these positions range from $2,000 to $3,000 a year.

The following were the subjects and weights ni

the chief food and drug inspection chemist exam-
ination :

1. Education and training (including undergraduate
training, postgraduate training, university edu-
cation, or other training of similar nature), 3-5

2. Practical experience in the examination of foods
or drugs and in administrative work connected
with the enforcement of food or drug laws.
(The competitor was told that he should in-

clude a full statement of the classes of foods or
drugs that he had examined and the approx-
imate number of samples in each class. As far

as practicable he was instructed to present
official reports from his laboratory showing the
result of his work or give reference to pub-
lished reports), 3'.

3. Original contributions to scientific literature. (The
competitor was instructed to file copies of his
contributions or refer to them if they consisted
of published books, reports of boards of health
or food and dairy commissions, or had been pub-
lished in the ordinary scientific journals). 3ii

Total, 100

^Icn and women were admitted to this examina-
tion, which was not of an "assembled character;"

that is. it contained no scholastic tests.

Candidates for the position of food and drug in-
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spection chemist were examined on the following sub-

jects :

1. Practical questions on general and analytical chem-
istry, incUidlng the examination of tcorts or the
examination of drugs, 60

L'. Translation of chemical French or German into
English, 10

:!. Education and experience, 30

Total, 100

On the subject of experience, applicants were re-

quired to make full statements of the classes of foods

or drugs they had examined and the approximate
number of samples examined in each class. They
were also requested to submit official reports from
their laboratories, showing the results of their work.
Only those competitors who attained a rating of at

least 70 per cent, on the practical questions were
eligible for appointment, and, unless a competitor re-

ceived such a rating, the other subjects of the ex-

amination were not considered, ^len and women
were admitted to this examination.

Peterman's Roach Food.—G. D. C, Illinois.—.As

a result of analyses of Hooper's and Peterman's roach
foods made by him and published in the Circular
for October, 1889, page 219, Dr. R. G. Eccles stated

that a typical formula for this class of preparation

was

:

Borax 2>7 parts.

Starch 9 parts.

Cocoa 4 parts.

Cream of Tartar Contaminated with Kerosene.
P. L. F., Ohio.—In the first jilace. we think we should

put in a claim against the railroad company for al-

lowing the kerosene to spill on the cream of tartar.

That is a "practical" business man's view. A
"theiiretical" professor would probably dissolve the

|)(ita>sium bitartrate in a minimum of boiling water,

pass the solution through a wetted filter, and stir it

while cooling, to obtain minute crystals.

Glyco-Heroin.—L. C. G., New York.—As stated

in the Circul.xr for March, 1905, page 89, glyco-

heroin is said to contain ^ grain of heroin hydro-

chlorate to the ounce, combined with glycerin, bal-

sam tolu, white pine bark and ammonium hypophos-
phite. colored with caramel. Under the pure food

and drugs act of June 30th, 1906, it is now stated on
the label that the preparation contains also 3 per cent,

of alcohol.

Making Solution of Hydrogen Dioxide.—G. ^^'.

F., California.—An official process for making this

solution was given in the United States Pharmacopoeia

of 1890, and any dispensatory contains the informa-

tion. We do not know that we can improve on the

directions given in the standard books, but should be

pleased to try to elucidate any particular point in any

process, if requested.

Bliss' Native Herb Tablets.—L. E. C, j\Iassa-

chusetts.—A note on this subject appears in the Cir-

cular for April, 1906, page 130. A correspondent

rather strongly intimates that the tablets are made
of aloes. We have not examined them.

Antiseptic Powder.^A. E. Hiss, Illinois, noticing

what we said in the February number, page 229, about

Tyree's antiseptic powder, and Mr. Dudman's formula

in the April issue, page 306, . calls attention to the

fact that the National Formulary soluble antiseptic

powder contains practically the same ingredients, and
in the same proportions, that were found by the coun-

cil on pharmacy and chemistry of the American Medi-
cal Association in the "proprietary" article.

Manola.—G. D. C, Illinois.—Our appeal to

readers for information concerning the composition

of this article has brought no response. Probably
some who sees this will be able to throw some light

on the subject.

Anglevi'orm Oil.—H. L. S., California.—We be-

lie\-e that this preparation is now classed by first-

class pharmacists with dried lizard skins and dogs'

toe nails. The Standard Formulary gives this recipe

for making it:

Angleworms i part.

Olive oil 2 parts.

Macerate for three days in a warm place, then strain

or filter.

Shampoo Bags.—G. D. C, Illinois.—-We do not
know the ingredients of the shampo preparation you
name, but a little study of the many formulas for

shampoo powders to be found in the Circular and
other places coupled with some ingenuity and in-

dustry on your part, ought to make you independent
of the other pharmacist who is exploiting the par-

ticular mixture vou desire to imitate.

Salaries of Drug Clerks.— :\I. W. J., Ohio.—So
far as we know, the salaries paid drug clerks are about

the same all over the country—the ability of the

clerk, the amount of work required and the cost of

living considered. A three or four page article on the

subject, with statistics, appears in the Circular for

December, 1904, pages 268 to 271.

Error in the Standard Dispensatory.—Our atten-

tion has been called to an error in the formula for

tincture of capsicum in the Standard Dispensatory.

As there stated the amount of capsicum to be used in

making 1,000 c.c. of the tincture is 200 grammes,
whereas the correct quantity is 100 grammes.

Face Powder.—W. A. W., Missouri.

—

We do not

know how the face powder you name is made. A
note on making the best face powder, with formulas,

appears in the Circul.vr for July, 1906, page 250.

Massage Cream.—E. H.. Massachusetts, G. F.

California, and G. D. C, Illinois.—A large and di-

versified collection of formulas for toilet creams ap-

pears in the Circular for last month, page 315.

Making Soap.—H. C. B., New York.—An ar-

ticle on this subject appears in the Circular for Octo-

ber, 1906, page 364. It is too long to be reproduced

here so sooti after its publication.
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Ethereal Soap.—G. D. C, Illinois.—Quite an in-

formative article on this subject, with formulas, ap-

pears in the Circular for November, 1905, page 397.

Irritability of the Digestive Organs.—W. T.,

Illinois.—Your query is treated editorially elsewhere

in this issue.

Appeals to Readers.

Information is sought concerning the preparations,

listed below. We ask for such help as our readers

can give

:

Alkaz'is.—C. E. F., Colorado.

Salfene.—H. L. S., California.

Daily's Magical Pain Extractor.—R. R., California.

Nebraska Board Questions.

At an examination conducted by the Nebraska
Board of Pharmacy November 14th, 1906, the fol-

lowing papers were used.

In reprinting board questions we make no more
changes than are necessary in order to put them into

our kind of type, our object being to present to our
readers, just as nearly as practicable, the questions as

they were presented to the candidates.

Pharmacy.
1. State which are fixed and which are volatile of the

following oils: 01. amygdal expressed, 01. Lemonis, 01.

Anisi, 01. Adipis, 01. Llni, 01. Gossypii, sem. 01. Tere-
binth.

2. Give Latin name for: fa) Soap Bark, (b) Pipsissewa,
fcj Cranesbill, fd) Corn Silk, fe) Broom, (f) Black
Draught, fg) Griffith's Mixture, (h) Brown Mixture, (i)

Boneset, (j) Slippery Elm.
3. How is Fix Liquida obtained? Name official prepa-

rations of it. From what are the following acids ob-
tained? Tartaric, Citric, Tannic, Benzoic, Lactic, Boric,
Salicylic.

4. (aj Name the official oleoresinaes, fb) give process of
their preparation, In what do they differ from the fluid
extracts made of the same drugs? How many grains of
Corrosive Sublimate are required to make 500. cc. of a
two per cent solution?

5. Name five organic and five inorganic acids. What is

the difference between a Gum, a Gum Resin, and a Resin?
6. Define Glycerites, and name their chief advantages,

and how many official, fa) Name two crude drugs that
have been standardized.

7. What is the difference between a pint and a pound of
Chloroform? What quantity of a 20 per cent solution
should be used in making 200 grammes of a 4 per cent
solution?

8. How would you distinguish by taste Oxalic Acid,
Sulphate Zinz and Epsom Salts? How would you test a
fluid for its neutral, alkaline or acid properties?

9. Name the solvents of Gutta Percha. What prepara-
tion is made of it? How is it made and why is Lead Carb.
added?

10. Criticise the following prescription:

Bis. sub. nit gr. xx
Ac. sul. arom. fl. oz I

Syr. fl. oz I

Chalk mixture ad. oz IV
Misce fl. mist. Teaspoonful every three hours.
How would you prepare the following:

Rx. Potassium Chlorate dr. I

Tannic Acid dr. ss.
Sacohari dr. ss.

Misce. fint. pulvis subtilissimi.

Chemistry.

1. fa) How many elements are known? fb) What do
you understand by Quantivalence or atomicity?

2. fa) Name four Univalent elements, fb) Name two
each Bivalent, trivalent and quadrivalent elements.

3. fa) What do you understand by Organic Chemistry?

fb) Name the elements that usually enter into an or-

ganic compound.
4. If a liberal sample of a substance of an undetermined

character were submitted, what ready method might be
employed to find whether it was an organic or inorganic
substance?

5. fa) Name two or three distinguishing properties of

acids, fb) What is a monobasic acid? fc) What is a
dibasic acid? fd) What is a tribasic acid?

6. Name some of the properties of Basic substances.
7. fa) What do you understand by analysis? fb)

What by synthesis?

8. fa) What Is a Normal salt? fb) What is an Acid
salt? fc) What is a Basic salt?

9. fa) What is the general chemical construction of

Alcohols? fb) What is Ethyl Alcohol and what its

gravity, fc) What is Triatomic Alcohol and what its

gravity.
10. fa) Name the element whose atom is used as the

unit of comparison of atomic weight, fb) At what tem-
perature is the comparison made? fc) What is the

standard for specific weight or gravity of solids and
liquids? fd) At what temperature should the comparison
be made.

Materia Medica.

1. Define the following terms: Materia Medica? Botany?
Toxicology? Posology.

2. fa) How and from what is wine prepared? fb)
Whiskey? fc) Brandy? fd) What is the respective al-

coholic strength? fe) What is the official name and part
used of Mustard? ff) Blackhaw? fg) Squills? fh)
Pepperment?

3. Give the dose and antidote of each of the following:
fa) Tinct Aconiti? fb) Tinct Digitalis? fc) Tinct Iodine?
fd) Arsenic Trioxide? fe) Tartar Emetic? ff) Sugar
Lead?

4. fa) What is a Cathartic? Name five with doses, fb)
What is an Antipyretic? Name five with doses.

5. Name the synonyms of each of the following: (1)
Phytolacca. (2) Grindelia. (3) Eunonymus. (4) Dul-
caramara. (5) Colchiccm Corm. (6) Althaea. (7) Cas-
cara Sagrada. (8) Calophyllum. (9) Pareira. (10) Ar-
nica.

6. fa) Give a list of the official Fixed oils. Why so
called? fb) How distinguished from Volatile Oils?

7. Name a proximate principle, or Alkaloid derived from
each of the following: Cinchona, Broom, Hops, Santonica,
Coffee, Physostigma.

8. State the composition and method of preparing Liquor
Potas Citras; Why should it be freshly made? State in-

gredients used in preparing Liquor Ferri Et Ammonil
Acetatis. and why should it be freshly prepared when
wanted ?

9. Correct the English titles of PUarmacopceia 1890 to

the 8th Revision. (1) Acetanilid. (2) Arnica Flowers.
(3) Arsenous Acid. (4) Carbolic Acid. (5) Compound
Fluid Extract of Sarsaprilla. (6) Dried Ferrous Sul-
phate. (7) Phytolacca Root. (8) Salol. (9) Veratrum
Viride. (10) Whiskey.

10. fa) Name five articles added to the Eighth Revision
U. S. Pharmacopoeia, fb) Name five articles dismissed
from the Eighth Revision U. S. Pharmacopoeia.

Toxicology.

1. What are the requirements of the Nebraska poison
law?

2. What are Neurotic poisons?
3. Why are cathartics generally used after a chemical

antidote has been used?
4. Why are oils and fats contraindicated in case of

poisoning by phosphorus or phenol?
5. Would a chemical antidote be of any use in a case

where the poison had been administered hypodermically?
6. What is the principle involved in the combination of

morphine and hydrated chloral?

7. What is the object of forming a combination of atro-
pine and morphine?

8. State how you would proceed to treat a case of
poisoning, naming some of the principal things to bear
in mind.

9. Name some of the inorganic poisons whose toxic ac-

tions are very similar In many respects.

10. Give method for converting adult doses into child
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Soda Water Flavors.

Pure food measures have already been enacted in

several States and will no doubt follow in many
others. These invariably insist upon the use of nat-

ural flavoring syrups in soda water. The following
formulas, from a previous issue of the Circular, are

for syrups which, it is believed, will meet the re-

quirements of all pure food laws

:

LEMON SVRUP.

Gmte the yellow outside peel from eight or ten

lemons and triturate in a large mortar with J^ ounce
of sugar and 2 drams of magnesium carbonate. Grad-
ually add 4 ounces of water, and filter through paper.

Squeeze the juice from the lemons, strain it through
muslin, mix with the solution of the peel and add
enough syrup to make i gallon.

ORANGE SVRUP.

This should be prepared in the same manner as the

lemon syrup. Six large oranges and one lemon
should be used to each gallon.

WILD CHERRY PHOSPHATE.

Cherry juice i pint.

Fluidextract of wild cherry 2 ounces.

Oil of bitter almond (freed of hy-

drocyanic acid) Yz dram.
Solution of acid phosphates 2''< ounces.

Citric acid 2 drams.
Syrup enough to make i gallon.

The next formula is for a sarsaparilla syrup which
does contain sarsaparilla:

SARSAPARILLA SYRUP.

Fluidextract of sarsaparilla 4 ounces.

Tincture of ginger 2 ounces.

Oil of sassafras 2 drams.
Oil of wintergreen Yz dram.
Oil of anise 15 minims.
Magnesium carbonate Y^ ounce.

Water enough to make 2 pints.

Sugar \Y2 pounds.

Mix the fluidextract, tincture and oils, triturate

with the magnesium carbonate and 8 ounces of wa-
ter. Filter through paper, following with enough
water to give 16 ounces of filtrate. Dissolve the sugar
in this and add enough water to make 2 pints.

This is a concentrated syrup and for fountain use

is diluted with 3 parts of simple syrup. It may be
colored with caramel.

The formulas which follow have been gleaned from
numerous sources and may furnish the dispenser with
a suggestion or two, worth acting upon

:

LEMON SQUASH.
Lemon juice Y^ ounce.

Lime juice 2 drams.

Powdered sugar i ounce.

Mix all in a large glass, add some ice, shake in

mixer, fill up with carbonated water and strain into

a lemonade glass ; squeeze a piece of lemon peel over

the glass.

TURK PHOSPHATE.
Grape juice i ounce.

Juice from Yz lemon.

Powdered sugar 2 drams.
Egg I only.

Mix, same as &^^ phosphate, and serve with
cracked ice and straws.

MINT SMASH.

Crush a handful of fresh spearmint with two table-

spoonfuls of sugar, pour on half a pint of hot water,

cover and let stand until cool ; strain through cloth

and add 4 ounces of sugar. To serve use :

Mint syrup (made as here di-

rected) I ounce.

Orange syrup Y^ ounce.

Strawberry syrup Y2 ounce.

Lemon one-quarter.

Add cracked ice, and shake ; fill the mixer with car-

bonated water, strain into a glass, add a sprig of mint

and serve.

EGG SOUR.

This is the same as an egg phosphate, except that

the juice of i lemon is used rather than lemon syrup

and acid phosphate.

EGG LEMONADE.
Lemon syrup i ounce.

Juice from Y^ lemon.

Egg I only.

Shake well, add plain or carbonated water and

serve with ice.

PINEAPPLE SMASH.

Pineapple syrup 2 ounces.

Juice from >i lemon.

Powdered sugar i teaspoonful.

Shake with cracked ice, add carbonated water

enough to half fill the glass, strain into the glass, fill

solid and add sliced pineapple.

CHOCOLATE NECTAR.

Tincture of vanilla i dram.

Orange flower water i ounce.

Chocolate syrup enough to make 4 pints.

Cochineal color enough.

Caramel enough.

Serve solid with plain cream.

NEWPORT NECTAR.

Peach juice 10 ounces.

Orange juice 4 ounces.

Rose water i ounce.

Orange flower water Y2 ounce.

Syrup to make i gallon

.

Cochineal color enough.

CHERRY NECTAR.
Cherry symp 20 ounces.

Pineapple syrup 12 ounces.

Vanilla' extract 2 drams.

Add foam and red color as desired.

ZIN ADE.

Lemon syrup i>2 ounces.

Ginger syrup i J^ ounces.

Add a dash of phosphate and a slice of lemon peel,

and serve solid.

QUEEN NECTAR.
Orange syrup i ounce.

Pineapple syrup Y2 ounce.

Grape juice Y2 ounce.

Ser\-e solid with a dash of phosphate.

MARSHMALLOW CUP.

Dissolve in hot water a pound of fresh marshmal-

lows, adding two cupfuls of cream, half a cupful of

orange juice, and a pint of Italian meringue, whip-

ping the ingredients until light and creamy and col-
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oring a delicate pir.k. Now add slowly in equal quan-
tities iced milk an 1 carbonated water until of the

consistency of tb.in c.istard. Serve in long-stemmed
glasses, dusting lightly with grated nutmeg.

CRAXUICRRY SYRUP.

Cranberry juice 2 pints.

Sugar 3 pounds.

Syrup 4 pints.

Dissolve the sugar in the juice with the aid of

gentle heat, strain and add the syrup, with which the

usual foaming material has been mixed. Serve with

cracked ice and a dash of phosphate.

il.VRMAI.ADE.

Quince syrup i>^ ounces.

Maple syrup ^ ounce.

Honey Yi ounce.

Serve solid, topped with diced fruit.

FATASJIA NOG.

Wild cherry syrup i^ ounces.

Egg I only.

Ice cream i ounce.

Add cracked ice and a dash or two of acid phos-
phate, shake, strain and serve solid.

RiRAr.iTi:.

Strawberry syrup 2 ounces.

Vanilla syrup i ounce.

Cream 2 ounces.

Serve with a foamy top and a floating strawberry
or two.

RAZZLE DAZZLE.

Pineapple syrup JX ounce.

Lemon juice >4 dram.
Raspberry vinegar i dram.
Powdered sugar i spoonful.

Serve solid with cracked ice and crushed raspber-
ries.

FAVORITA.
Strawberrj' juice 4 ounces.
Maple syrup i6 ounces.
Juice from 6 lemons.
Soda foam i ounce.
Syrup to make 4 pints.

CLARO.

Juice from 3 lemons.
Strawberry juice 4 ounces.
Raspberry juice 4 drams.
Soda foam 4 drams.
Syrup enough to make 3 pints.

GINGER ALE SYRUP.

Jamaica ginger, bruised 13 pounds.
Lemon peel, fresh 5 pounds.
Orange peel, fresh 4 pounds.
Vanilla pods, bruised 1/ ounce.
.'\lcohol (64 per cent.) 33 pints.

Macerate for one week add water. . . 11 pints.

Percolate.

To make the .syrup put 6 pints of the essence in a
jar, add 8 pints o'f water and shake well. Add to this

Sodium phosphate 3 ounces.
Hot water "i pint.

and then

Calcium chloride i ounce.
Hot water i pint.

Shake thoroughly and filter. Dilute with svrup to
the desired flavor.

Drops and Droppers.

"Let us have a commission appointed to 'survey'

the question of droppers. The dropper sold in phar-

macal what-nots (drug stores) is a small glass tube

with a rubber bulb slipped over one end. for the emis-

sion of a liquid drop by drop. Your physician's pre-

scription reads
—

"lo drops three times a day after

meals.' You buy your dropper and drop. Nothing
is said about the size of a drop. Xo two droppers
drop alike. There is no such thing as a standard
dropper. You may buy three for a quarter. One
will drop as much liquid in ten drops as another will

in twenty. The third may do the job in five drops
or thirty. So you never know how much medicine
you are taking. This is a matter that should be at-

tended to. Physicians are too scientific to be prac-

tical. Your practical doctor is always called a crank
or a quack.

"In medicine a drop is a 'gutta,' or a 'minim.' The
words means the same—that is, one-sixtieth part of a

fluid dram. This is the official table: 60 minims
(guttje or drops) make i fluid dram: 8 fluid drams
make i fluid ounce ; 16 fluid ounces make i pint : 2

pints make i quart
; 4 quarts make i gallon. Forty-

five drops of water, or a common teaspoonful, make
about I fluid dram : 2 tablespoon fuls about i fluid

ounce: a wine glassful is about ij^ fluid ounces; and
a teacupfu! is about 4 fluid ounces. But, my brethren

in sufl'ering, how many diff^erent sizes of teaspoons,

tablespoons, wine-glasses and teacups are there in

this world of ease? .\nd as for drops: no two
liquids, if dropped from a bottle in the old-fashioned

way (holding the end of the finger over the mouth),
will drap drops, or drop draps. of the same size."

So writes "Tip" in the Kcw York Press, and con-

sidering the fact that he is a lay brother, he is not so

far wrong. There are no quarts in apothecaries'

measure ; a wineglass is supposed to hold 2 ounces

:

and a minim is a definite quantity, whereas a drop
(or gutta) is not. According to Remington's Prac-

tice of Pharmacy it takes 250 drops of chloroform to

make a fluid dram and only 44 drops of syrup of

acacia. The desirability of establishing a standard

dropper has been discussed in the Circular from
time to time, and the variation in the sizes of tea-

spoons has often been referred to. A very edifying

article on the varying sizes of drops, by Dr. George
F. Payne, appears in the Circular for May, 1897.

page 125.

Growing Popularity of Cocoa.

In 1887 the value of the cocoa imported into this

country was $1,500,000. For the first eight months
of the current fiscal year cocoa valued at over $8,-

000,000 was brought in. During the corresponding
months ten years ago the value of the imports of

this commodity was less than $2,000,000. At the

same time the quantity and \'alue of coffee imports

have decreased.

Two of a Kind.
This is from the joke columns of a pharmaceutical

journal

:

"Do you consider Dr. Seton a skillful physician?"
Butcher.—None better in town; pays his bills regular.

And in the serious columns of another pharmaceu-
tical journal we read that druggists should "boost"

the nostrum which pays a profit.
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Work for State Associations to Do.

Competitive exhibitions of preparations made ac-
cording to the Pharmacopoeia and the National For-
mulary is suggested by Henry F. Schaper, in a paper
read before the Illinois Pharmaceutical Association
last year, as a means of increasing the value of State
associations to the druggists. These preparations, he
says, should be made by the members, and each ex-

hilDitor should give his experience as a manufacturer.
He continues : "Most of you will remember the very
eletjant line of National Formulary preparations ex-

hibited by one of our members at the Bloomington
meeting three years ago, which made an excellent im-
pression on every one fortunate enough to be there.

Let a yearly prize be set aside for exhibitions of this

kind and it will bring big dividends. Most of our
members, I think, are better practical than theoretical

pharmacists anyway. Particularly now since the new
Pharmacopoeia is out, a great many preparations be-

ing entirely new to us ought to be exploited. A com-
mittee should be appointed to work out a set of ques-

tions to be discussed, touching popular subjects which
would make the session extremely interesting and
very valuable indeed. This is customary with several

State associations."

Lactopeptine Exposed by a Pharmacist

Thirty Years Ago.

President Leo Eliel, of the American Pharmaceuti-
cal Association, writes to the Joitvnal of the American
Medical Association to say that while the report on
lactopeptine published by the latter (see the Circular
for April, page 300), is interesting, it is not especi-

ally instructive to those pharmacists who recall a

paper on the same subject read by Prof. Emil Schef-

fer before the American Pharmaceutical Association

in 1876. President Eliel then goes on to say that if

physicians will persist in prescribing proprietary ar-

ticles after pharmacists have exposed the misleading

claims made for them, pharmacists are helpless in the

matter and should not be blamed by physicians.

Creosote Pills.

Creosote pills are official in the German Pharmaco-
poeia ; but according to J. Schirmer (Pharm. Zeit.),

the prescribed formula is cumbersome and tedious of

execution. He proposes the following, which he says

yields a very nice mass in an exceedingly short time

:

Creosote 10 grammes.
Glycerin i gramme.
Mucilage of acacia 4 grammes.
Shake energetically, and add :

Powdered licorice root 19 grammes.

Make into a mass and divide into 200 pills.

A Medium's Prescriptions.

Writing to the Chemist and Druggist a pharmacist

tells of having received for filling, prescriptions writ-

ten by a spiritualistic medium. The medium was a

railway mechanic who claimed to be under the influ-

ence of a deceased physician. Except when in a

trance the medium could not write the names of med-
icines and could not even read the signs he made when
controlled by the doctor's spirit.

The case appears to be well authenticated.

Newcastle Formulas.
The Chemist and Druggist gives the following for-

mulas as being from the Pharmacopoeia of the Royal
Victoria Infirmary, Newcastle-on-Tyne

:

Opium and Squill Linctiis.

Paregoric 20 minims.
Syrup of squill 20 minims.
Syrup of tolu 20 minims.

Dose, I dram.

Menthol Linctiis.

Cherry laurel water 10 minims.
Glycerin yjA minims.
Syrup of poppy petals 15 minims.
Alcohol I2>^ minims.
Menthol 1/16 grain.

Water, enough to make i dram.
Dose, I dram.

Compound Turpentine Liniment.

Soft soap 16 grains.

Strong solution of ammonia 60 minims.
Acetic acid 36 minims.
Turpentine [oil of ( ?) ] 48 minims.
Water, enough to make i ounce.

Calamine Lotion.

Calamine 20 grains.

Zinc oxide 20 grains.

Glycerin 15 minims.
Lime water, enough to make i ounce.

Mixture of Ammonia and Ipecac for Children.

Ammonium carbonate i grain.

Wine of ipecac 2>4 minims.
Glycerin 10 minims.
Water, enough to make i dram.
Dose, I dram.

Mixture of Cascara Sagrada.
Liquid [fluid] extract of cascara... 30 minims.
Glycerin 10 minims.
Aromatic spirit of ammonia 5 minims.
Syrup of ginger 30 minims.
Liquid [fluid] extract of licorice. . . 30 minims.
Chloroform water, enough to make, i ounce.

Mucilage Cough Mixture.

Potassium nitrate 5 grains.

Liquid [fluid] extract of licorice. . . 5 minims.
Wine of ipecac 10 minims.
Paregoric 30 minims.
]\Iuci!age of tragacanth* i dram.
Water, enough to make i ounce.

Compound Alkaline Pozvder.

Powdered sugar 2^/2 ounces.
Potassium chlorate 114 ounces.

Sodium borate i^ ounces.
Sodium bicarbonate 114 ounces.
Oil of wintergreen i minim.
Thymol i grain.

One teaspoonful in a pint of warm water for syring-
ing [ !] the nostrils.

Alterative Powder.
Mercury with chalk i part.

Powdered ginger i part.

Powdered rhubarb 2 parts.

Sodium bicarbonate 2 parts.

Dose, 2 to 5 grains.

*This throws some light on a point raised by one of
our readers (see the CrRCULAR for April, page 318) con-
cerning the use of tragacanth as a thickener for coHgh
syrup.—Editor The Druggists Crecui-AB.
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Correspondence.
Short, timely articles upon subjects of interest to

pharmacists are solicited for this department. In order

to be in time for publication in the issue of a given

month, they should be in the editor's hands on the fif-

teenth day of the month previous. Anonymous communi-
cations will not be published; but if the author expresses

a wish to have Ms name withheld, this wish will be

scrupulously regarded and his letter considered confi-

dential.

The Nostrum Makers' Extremity the Drug-

gists' Opportunity.

(Julumbus, U., -March 30tli, 1907.

To the Editor of The Druggists Circular :

The past few years have witnessed surprising in-

vestigation of business and professional ethics, and

religious beliefs and practices. As concerns the drug-

gist and his closely allied professional brother, the

physician, it has been conducted not by their pro-

fessional publications, but by the lay press who have

sought not so much to enlighten and educate the

public by presentation of facts as to advertise their

own publications. The great majority of the drug

and medical journals have kept silent—a few have

defended with vigor the accusations made against

their advertisers, but have failed to answer the charge

made openly that they were owned or controlled by

the nostrurn makers of this country. Undoubtedly

the California State Journal of Medicine should be

credited as originating this crusade against secret and

fraudulent medical preparations.* Next we find the

American Medical Association adopting a resolution

requesting the board of trustees "to eflfect the re-

moval from the pages of the Journal of the American
Medical Association of the advertisement of any nos-

trum " The paper read at the meeting of the associa-

tion which brought forth this resolution arraigned

proprietary and synthetic preparations not only as

nostrums but in many cases as base deceptions, and
divided them into two classes—the secret proprietary

prepared for physicians and advertised in medical

journals, and the common "patent" medicines adver-

tised in the pulalic press—but affirmed that there was
no dift'erence between them. Reference was made
to the claims of the various clay mixtures and their

wa.it of efficiency as compared with the common flax

seed poultice. Cataplasm of kaolin found a place in

our new Pharmacopoeia, however. The council of

pharmacy and chemistry of the same association was
next formed. lis purpose is to separate the sheep

from the goats—recognizing the worthy and exposing

the frauds. Their latest blow will no doubt knock
elixir of pepsin and pancreatin from the National

Formulary, as well as demoralize manufacturers, big

and little, who put up digestants in combination for

either a 3-cent lunch or a Thanksgiving dinner.

Note the advertising pages of the press to-day

—

the religious and medical journals setting forth the

claims of "patent" and proprietary medicines. (Sev-
eral medical journals lately had a reading notice in

their columns calling the attention of the physician

to the fact that a patent had been denied a popular

"patent" medicine because it infringed upon the rights

of a so-called ethical proprietary.) The average
newspaper mixes with these, quacks, mining stocks,

We do not agree with this statement, and in an edi-

torial on another page show that the CrRcm,.\R has been in
the crusade for over fifty years.—Editor The Druoqists
ClRCUIAR.

get-rich-quick schemes, etc., while our popular month-

lies and weeklies combine all these with bad whisky

for dry towns, $1 a week correspondence schools,

death dealing cigarettes, and quite likely a page of

some insurance company they had emptied a whole
dictionary upon when denouncing it in their last issue.

Legislation will of course remedy many of the evils

connected with the prescribing and dispensing of

drugs and medicines, but not all. In this legislation,

as well as the education of the public the two pro-

fessions ought to wake from their lethargy and work
hand in hand. Their aid and support should be given

to their Professional publications that are not afraid

to denounce a fraud or a quack wherever found.

Those States in which no pure food and drug law has

been enacted will have one soon. These laws should

be uniform and their authors should not be laymen.

There is no time like the present for druggists to get

their physicians interested in U. S. P. and N. F. prep-

arations. They need not belong to any local, State,

or national association to do this. Let them do ;t

now and keep at it with thf persistence of the detail

man whose former i^iaves both they and their physi-

cians have been. E. J. Cl.\rk.

Making Solution of Iron Albuminate.
lialtimore, Md., Ajiril iSiIi, lyo/-

To the Editor of The Druggists Circul.\r:

I have read the article in the Circul.\r for .VpriU

page 294, by Prof. Scoville. in which he refers to

solution of iron albuminate, N. F. As his experience

in making the preparation recalls my own, I wish to

offer some remarks in support of his opinion.

Shortly after the National Formulary, last revi-

sion, appeared, there was quite a stir in our city

among a number of druggists in reference to their

inability to effect the solution of the freshly precip-

itated iron albuminate. They claimed that even a

partial solution could not be effected by following the

directions as given in the National Formulary, but

on the contrary the apparent solution when placed on
a filter gave a filtrate that was almost colorless.

The problem was turned over to a large manufac-
turing house, with no better result.

It so happened that I had made Yz gallon of the

preparation without difficulty and was therefore sur-

prised to hear the N. F. formula declared worthless,

on all sides.

Upon examining my preparation it was found too

weak in iron content. With that exception the solu-

tion was satisfactory.

I noticed at the time of filtration that there was
some insoluble gelatinous matter left on the filter.

This accounted for the deficiency of iron in the fin-

ished product.

Twice, since making this first lot of solution of

iron albuminate, I have failed to dissolve the iron al-

buminate on adding the sodium hydroxide solution.

I now find no difficulty in making the preparation

when using the following precautions, which are al-

most identical with those advi.sed bv Prof. Scoville:

If practicable, dilute before mixing both iron and al-

bumin solutions twice as much as directed by the Na-
tional Formulary. Add the albumin solution to the
iron, not vice versa, and neutralize with sodium
hydroxide solution very cautiously. If carefully

made, when complete precipitation takes place the
mixture will give a very faint acid reaction when
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tested with litmus. The sHghtest excess of alkah

is to be avoided. The precipitate should be washed
rapidly by siphoning off supernatant clear liquid, re-

filling the container with water, and again siphoning.

This can be done, when making i gallon, about every

fifteen minutes, and four or five times will be sufficient

to remove any excess of chloride.

After the final siphoning the mixture is poured on a

muslin strainer, and when most of the liquid has run

through the precipitate is subjected to a gentle

pressvTre to remove as much of the liquid as practica-

ble without forcing the precipitate through the muslin.

It is then placed in a suitable container and thoroughly
mixed with the solution of sodium hydroxide, when
solution will result.

The solution will be complete if loo grammes of

fresh albumin be used per i,ooo c.c. instead of 40
grammes, as directed by the National Formulary.

i am aware that the next edition of the National

i"( irimilary will direct an increase of albumin and a

(icoreasc of iron oxychloride solution.

The time required for making 3/ gallon of this

preparation, should not exceed three hours.

1 might add that, in our city, the washing of the

freshly precipitated iron albuminate may l.;e done with

hvdrant water. H. A. V>. Dux.mng.

Bored Member vs. Professors.
To the Editor of The Druggists Circul.\r :

I notice that The Druggists Circul.\r has lately

given considerable space to a discussion of the im-

perfections of board of pharmacy members. Some
of the professors take the ground that ordinary board
members do not know enough to examine the young
men and women who apply for license, and ought to

consult them (the professors) to find out what to

ask.

Now, I happen to know of a professor, who is a

doctor as well, who read a paper on tincture of digi-

talis before his State pharmaceutical association—in

a Southwestern State—and in telling how he washed
and treated his leaves before making the tincture, he

gave a process for depriving the leaves of all their

active constituent, resins, color and taste, and so had,

in his tincture, only diluted alcohol. He said he knew
his tincture was good because he had tried it in his

practice and had found that it acted on the heart. So
does diluted alcohol.

Must we go to such a professor to learn how to

examine ?

Out West there is a college of pharmacy whose
dean and professor of pharmacv occasionally contri-

butes papers to the American Pharmaceutical Associ-

ation. At almost every meeting of the association

which I have attended these papers are either "roast-

ed" outright, or are sent back to their author for

correction. Even when this professor quotes from
books h.e gets the language of the book so balled up
(to use a common expression) that its own author

would never recognize it and no one else could make
sen.st cf :t.

This professor may be all right for a college but

he would not be any improvement on some board ex-

ammers that I know of.

But don't think that the East is free of such pro-

fessors. In a college of pharmacy not a hundred

miles from New York (but not in New York) there

is a professor who read a paper on aloin before his

State association and he showed that he knew about

as much about aloin as his Southwestern confrere did

about digitalis. A man who really knew something
about it tried this professor's process and instead of

aloin as a product or educt he found his fine >vhite

crystals to be of a mineral salt used as a precipitant 1

This professor was held up to ridicule at a meetmg
of the American Pharmaceutical Association which I

attended. He may be able to issue college diplomas,

but I am glad that he does not have to sign State

boaid licenses.

Is it not about time the professors cleaned their

own house and let the boards attend to theirs? I

think so. Bored.

[To show iiis good faith "Bored" gives the names
of the proiessors to whom he refers and cites the pa-

pers by name and date in support of his charges. For
obvious reasons he prefers to withhold these names,

etc.—Editor The Druggists Circular.]

Telephoned Prescriptions, and Business

Methods in a Big Drug Store.

To the Editor of The Druggists Circular:

You say you should like to hear from druggists

who have had trouble about telephoned prescriptions.

Well here goes, I have long lain in wait to have this

opportunity to "vent my spleen"—in fact there was so

much trouble that I lost my job.

"It" is not the right word, however, for in this

store, the largest in the largest city of ai Western State,

there were two telephones, both 'phones being sta-

tioned on the prescription case, one to my right and

one to my left. No matter, it made no difference how
busy I was, or how important the prescription I was
filling, these 'phones had to be answered, instanter.

The rule was to drop everything and answer the

'phone, a large percentage of the calls being minor

queries that did not pertain to the prescription clerk

at all. But he had to answer, just the same. I hold

it is just as risky (and more so) to talk over a tele-

phone during prescription work as to hold a personal

conversation wnth a friend while prescription com-

pounding.
Here is how I lost this sixteen-hour-a-day job.

One of the other clerks (who thought I wanted his

bone) , received a prescription over the telephone, and

in a hurried way wrote it down as received.^ then

turned the prescription over to me to fill. I did not

or could not make out the directions for taking, went

to him, asked him what it was, and wrote the direc-

tions precisely as he gave them to me. The next dav

the doctor who dictated the prescription (how can

one prove who is talking at the other end of the line?)

complained that the directions were not in accordance

with his orders. Then the hammer fell upon me of

course and the clerk who imagined I was his enemy,

spared no pains to report to the proprietor the sup-

posed error, which was not a very serious one. I lost

mv job.

'I have worked in large stores in the East. The

druggist of this part of" the world must be in tune

with the "pick up and knock down" ideas of this "wild

and woolly wooden woods." When I went to work

in this biggest store in the biggest city of a big State,

not a perVon made any effort to show me about the

system. (I learned later the reason; they had none.)

In filling a 4-ounce prescription, if the liquid did not

fill the iDOttle (which it usually does not) they would
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fill 'er up anyhow, thus adding from >4 to ^ ounce

more of the diluent than was called for.

The first day I was in this great store, the boss

clerk told me to make some tinctures, etc. I asked

him if they had a new Pharmacopoeia, or what for-

mula they made these tinctures by. He handed me
an old dispensatory (1870), the only book in the big-

gest store in the biggest city of a big State. On the

face of this condition I could see that there had been

no changes at all in the stock as regards the strength

of preparations in accordance with the 1900 Pharma-
copoeia ; the scales were illy balanced : the graduates

old and broken; the mortars and pestles chipped and

cracked ; not a drop of distilled water in the place

;

and last but not least, "Physicians prescriptions care-

fully compounded'' in the quickest, most inaccurate,

lick-and-p'romise way imaginable; all this in a store

Cthe biggest in the biggest city of a big State) where

the prescription clerk had to answer two telephones,

even if he was in the midst of a prescription con-

taining strychnine, or arsenic, or Virginia oil of Caro-

lina pine, or fargone complex.

It's all wrong, woefully wrong to put any prescrip-

tion clerk, no matter how experienced, in a new
store, sling prescriptions at him and tell him to fill

them, before he has been shown around the place and

in a way has become acquainted with his surroundings

sufficiently to feel at ease to go ahead with his work
in a frame of mind that is conducive to good work,

and not in a hole with two telephones to answer, sur-

rounded by a happy-go-lucky crowd of clerks dish-

ing out "cut rate" bargains that are "doped" with the

alluring advertisements "Special for to-day."

Soda Squirt.

posed better education, and then argue against

opinions erroneously ascribed to me, and which I

never expressed. I do not think it necessary to take

anv further notice of Prof. Wulling's papers.

O. A. Wall.

Concluding Word of the Wall-Wulling

Controversy.

St. Louis, Mo., April 19th, 1907.

To the Editor of The Druggists Circular :

Permit me a few words to close the discussion

with Prof. WuUing. He says he wrote me that he

had "a very good general idea" of my position; if

this is really so he has very successfully managed to

hide it from notice.

My papers at Indianapolis did not contain one

zvord against a proper educational test for entrance

to a college of pharmacy, nor against better education

for pharmacists.

The paper I read in open session, which is the

only one that has been published and is under public

discussion, was a protest against placing the regula-

tion of pharmaceutical education in the control of

State legislatures; it zvas a protest against agitation

for more pharmacy legislation.

Incidentally, of course, reference had to be made
to the demand for "one year in high school," which

is a spurious standard, having neither educational

meaning nor value, and no "educational equivalent,"

and which is worthless as an educational test or

entrance prerequisite, besides not being generally at-

tainable.

The idea that "one year in high school" means
anything definite from an educational standpoint or

that it is synonymous with "higher education," is

an entirely unwarranted assumption.

Prof. Wulling's papers made no reference to the

main issue raised in my Indianapolis papers—opposi-

;tion to more legislation ; but they assume that I op-

More Trouble With Converting.

Fulton, N. Y., March 29th, 1907.

To the Editor of The Druggists Circular :

In the new National Formulary, page 100, liquor

strychninse acetatis, Hall's solution of strychnine,

there seems to be an error in the apothecaries' for-

mula. The formula says "alcohol, 6 fluid ounces,"

while the finished product is only J fluid ounces. It

seems to me it was a mistake to put any apothecaries'

formulas in the book at all. Every druggist has, or

can have, metric weights and measures at small cost

and avoid mistakes in converting. R. E. Phillips.

Light Versus Dark Cigars.*

The campaign of education inaugurated by Tobacco
some eighteen months ago to dissipate the senseless

prejudice entertained by the great mass of smokers
that dark-colored cigars were necessarily strong, and
that light-colored cigars were milder and sweeter,

has borne splendid fruit, and has proved of almost
incalculable advantage to every branch of the trade.

It was a campaign founded on reason and common
sense, and it set in motion forces for the real enlight-

enment of the smoker. It was taken up by the trade

and secular press in all parts of the world, and the

results already accomplished have been most far-

reaching.

The color of the outer wrapper has practically

nothing to do with its strength or mildness. Con-
trary to the belief so long entertained by a multitude
of smokers, the color of the wrapper does not afiford

the slightest indication as to the color of the filler to-

bacco inside the cigar. The cigar makers receive a

certain number of wrappers and a certain quantity of

filler tobacco, which are made into cigars without the

slightest thought as to combining light filler with

light wrapper or dark filler with dark wrapper.
When the cigars have been finished and it is im-

possible to determine which contain the dark and
which the light or medium colored filler, they are as-

sorted according to the shade of the wrappers, merely
that they may present a uniform appearance in the

bnx. It may be, and often is, the case that the dark-

est filler is beneath the lightest wrapper, and the light-

est filler beneath the darkest wrapper.
Furthermore, the light-colored tobacco in the best

cigar leaf is light because it is plucked when imper-

fectly ripened, and is not fully cured in the subse-

quent process of sweating fermentation. As a result,

the light-colored cigar leaf is lacking in the high

qunlity and aroma of the matured, fully ripened and

cured dark tobacco. In a majority of cases the light-

colored leaf is acrid and bitter to the taste.

Dark cigars are almost invariably sweeter, finer

flavored, more aromatic, and more wholesome than

the pale, bilious-colored cigars, so that the man who
selects a dark cigar gets the best value for his money.

[The last paragraph is incompatible—to use a phar-

maceutical expression—with the first sentence of the

third one. but on the whole we believe the article is

correct.—Editor The Druggist Circular.]

From Tobacco.
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Notices of Books Received.

The Dispensatory of the United States of
America. Nineteenth Edition, Thoroughly Re-
vised, Largely Rewritten, and Based upon the

Eighth Decennial Revision of the United States

Pharmacopoeia. By H. C. Wood, M. D., LL. D.,

Joseph P. Remington, Ph. M., F. C. S., and Samuel
P. Sadtler, Ph. D., LL. D., assisted by Albert B.

Lyons, M. D., and Horatio C. Wood, Jr., M. D.
Sltfeep; octavo; 2005 pages; $8. Philadelphia: J.

B. Lippincott Company. 1907.

Seven years ago this month there was held at

Washington a convention of delegates from the medi-
cal and pharmaceutical colleges and associations of

the country. The result of the labors of this con-

vention has just been made available in a shape that

many of those interested regard as the only one in

which it really is available. Whatever else may be

said of those who have put forward this result, they

cannot be accused of unseemly haste.

Yes, the nineteenth edition of the United States

Dispensatory, based upon the Pharmacopoeia of 1900,

is "out" after many delays which it was utterly im-

possible for its authors to avoid.

And who are these authors? One is the presi-

dent of the United States Pharniacopoeial Conven-
tion, another is chairman of the pharniacopoeial re-

vision committee, and a third is a member of the re-

vision committee and a professor of chemistry of

wide reputation. Assisting these three joint-authors

in their work were the chairman of the American
Pharmacopoeial Association's committee on the

United States Pharmacopoeia, who is also a member
of the official revision committee; and the chairman
of the section on pharmacologv' and therapeutics of

the American Medical Association. It is not at all

remarkable that such an array of talent should have
produced a book of the magnitude and importance

of the one which now lies before us ; indeed, it would
have been remarkable if these men had not produced
something extraordinary after laboring, each in his

individual field for so many years, and collaborating

on one work for two years or more.

In outward appearance the new book differs but

slightly from the old, being a little taller, but no
thicker. When opened the greatest difference at

first noticed is in the arrangement of the matter in

two columns instead of in full-page width, as form-

erly. The new form in which the text is presented

makes it easier for the eye to follow the lines, and
gives the book a more encyclopedic appearance. The
type chosen for the headings is a new DeVinne, with

a heavy body which makes the letters stand out

clearly and distinctly. The quantities of the in-

gredients are, as heretofore, to be found in terms of

the metric system and also in the old style ; the pro-

nunciation of the names of the drugs is indicated by
diacritical marks, with a key in the first part of the

book; and a complete list of the official preparations

into which the drug enters is to be found at the end
of the article on that drug.

As heretofore the text is arranged in parts, the

first part, in large type, being devoted to the treat-

ment of articles made official by the United States

and British pharmacopceias. In the second part, in

smaller type, non-official drugs and preparations are

treated. Part three is devoted to tests, tables, etc.,

and in this part, as a separate section, is an abstract

of the National Formulary in large type. It is to be

regretted that the owners of the copyright of the Na-
tional Formulary withheld their permission to use its

full text in the dispensatory, as such use would have
undoubtedly added to the popularity of the Formu-
lary. As we understand it, the prime object of the

American Pharmaceutical Association in issuing

the National Formulary was to put into the hands
of druggists everywhere, and as freely as possible,

unrestricted formulas for preparations of recognized

value. For the association now to join those who
would restrict the freest possible use of formulas
seems rather inconsistent. We believe that the ac-

tion of the association in maintaining its undisputed
rights under the copyright law tends to defeat the

higher objects of those who first put the text of the

National Formulary at the association's disposal.

However, the comments on the National Formulary
formulas and preparations contained in the dispen-

satory gives to its section two of part three a value

which not even the original Formulary possesses.

In the new book are preserved all the points which
have made its predecessors the vade mecum of drug-
gists for three-quarters of a century, with such im-

provements as the progress of the times makes de-

sirable. A new feature is the full text of the pure

food and drugs act of June 30th, 1906, together with

the rules and regulations adopted by the secretary of

the treasury, the secretary of agriculture, and the

secretary of commerce and labor for its enforce-

ment.

A considerable amplification of an old and valuable

feature is noted in the additions to the quotations

from the numerous researches on chemical, pharma-
ceutical, and therapeutical subjects, and the name of

the author or the journal from which the quotation

is taken. In each case an abstract from the paper or

journal has been made, which is designed to give to

the reader the pith of the subject, and if he desires to

consult the article further the name of the journal is

given, with particulars as to volume, page, etc. Some
idea of the labor involved here may be ascertained

by glancing at the list of journals, when it will be

found that it contains 185 titles, as against 54 in the

last edition.

The greater number of subjects treated in the new
edition of the dispensatory in comparison with its im-

mediate predecessor may easily be inferred from the

fact that its index is nearly one-third larger, filling

125 pages. This fact, alone, however, is not con-

clusive evidence. Perhaps a shorter index would
have been better, as when we turn to it for "benzal-

dehyde." to give an actual instance, we find "Benzal-

dehyd," "Benzaldehyde," and "Benzaldehyduni," with

the identical reference figure after the first and last

of these words, and that figure and three others after

the second word. In addition we find "Benzalde-
hyde, assay of" with the same figure that appears in

the other three places, and "Benzaldehyde, assay in

oil of bitter almond," with an entirely new figure

;

and all these without any intervening index word.
One, or at most two, index words would have an-

swered every purpose ; and by cutting out the three

superfluous words and thus shortening the index, the

value of the latter would have been enhanced. We
do not approve the changed typographical style of the

index, either: in the index to old dispensatory the

word "Bismuth" appears but once, and indented un-

der that one word mav be found the names of the
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salts of bismuth, arranged alphabetically; whereas,

in the new index the word "Bismuth" is given each

time. The old arrangement was less confusing to the

hurried eye. However, the main point to be taken

into consideration is the fact that the book has a very

full index which will aid one in locating the particu-

lar subject on which he desires immediate informa-

tion.

Revisions of this book have occurred at intervals of

a few years since the publication of the first edition

by Drs. Wood and Bache in 1833. Eighteen re-

visions in seventy-four years is an average of one in

a little more than four vears. The more recent re-

visions were issued in 1880, 1884, 1888, 1894 and

1899. It will be seen, therefore, that an interval of

eight years has elapsed between the publication of the

book now under consideration, and its immediate pre-

decessor, while during the last quarter of a century

the longest previous wait between editions was six

years, and that at a time when, as in the present in-

stance, a new Pharmacopceia was being prepared.

No change in the editorial staff of this book has oc-

curred since the fifteenth edition was published, and

the editors tell us that more labor and greater care

have been expended upon the present edition than

upon any previous one.

No critical review of the contents of this book can

be undertaken here and now, and indeed, so well-

known is the work that none is necessary, but we
shall doubtless have more to say concerning it from
time to time.

Physical Chemistry in the Service of Medicine :

seven addresses. By Wolfgang Pauli ; Authorized

translation by Martin H. Fischer. Duodecimo;
cloth; 156 pages; $1.25. New York: John Wiley
& Sons. 1907.

While the average retail pharmacist has little inter-

est in pathological matters, the recent discoveries

along the line of physico-chemical research have given

such a changed aspect to many medical theories, that

a knowledge of the application of the principles of

this combined science in medicine will enable an}

person to grasp more easily the revised medical con-

ceptions of the present and the near future.

Dr. Pauli's lectures have been faithfully translated

into language not too technical for the average phar-

m.acist, and set forth many facts which will be read

•with interest. Particular attention is given to the sub-

ject of the colloids and the reactions taking place in

living cells and tissues. Therapeutic studies of the ions

and the significance of the electrical charge of protein

are among the other subjects, the treatment of which
shows the author's extensive research in this little-

explored field of science.

PHARM.^CEUTIC.•\L .VXD Chemic.\l ARITHMETIC, in-

cluding Weights and Measures. By Julius W. Stur-
mer. Ph. G. Third edition, with answers. Duo-
decimo; cloth; 146 pages; $1.35. La Fayette.

Ind. : Published by the Author. 1906.

Few changes beyond those necessitated by the Phar-
macopceia of 1900, have been made in this recent is-

sue of Prof. Sturmer's popular book. The mathema-
tical theories essential to practical pharmacv are set

forth in a clear manner, and the student is led to ac-
quire a theoretical knowledge through deduction from
practical work. One new feature oif this edition is the
publication of answers to a number of problems un-

der the several exercises, these enabling the home-
studying student to note his progress.

A bit of advice under the metric system that should

be followed by others than students is that in working
with this system the student should think in metric

terms and not in so-called equivalents. The author
believes that the intricacy of the metric system is due
to the consideration of metric units in the abstract

and not in a material wav.

The Toxins and Venoms and their Antibodies. By
Em. Pozzi-Escot; authorized translation by Alfred
I. Cohn, Phar. D. Duodecimo; cloth; loi pages;

$1. New York: John Wiley & Sons. 1906.

In this little book the author has gathered together

an immense amount of information upon a subject of

recent and limited knowledge. In the book there is

an exhaustive account of the ptomaines and leuco-

maines, the general conception of which substances

is in many ways erroneous. Toxins and antitoxins,

their origin, constitution and action are comprehen-
sively treated in this work. The theory of serum
therapy is intelligently presented and many of the

experiments in the combatting of the toxic effects of

vegetable and animal poisons and the toxic inicro'es

are reported.

The venoms of serpents and insects are the sub-

ject of a very interesting chapter. A detailed ac-

count of their nature and action is given and numer-
ous instances and methods of natural and artificial

immunitv are related.

Year-Book of PH.A.RMACY from July ist, 1905, to

June 30th, 1906; with the Transactions of the

British Pharmaceutical Conference at the Forty-

Third Annual Meeting, held at Birmingham, July,

1906.

Transactions of the College of Physicians of

Philadelphia. Third Series; Volume the Twentv-
Eighth. Philadelphia: Published by the College.

1906.

Proceedings of the Massachusetts Pharmaceu-
tical Associ.\TiON, at the Twenty-Fifth Annual
]\Ieeting, held at Magnolia. Tune 19th to 21st, 1906.

Somebody wants to know if carmine is a rube-

facient.

Fable of the Two Boys.
By Knott E. Sui'P.

In a certain apothecary shop worked two boys. It was
the duty of one to sweep behind the counter on the left-

hand side of the shop, while a portion of the other's work
was to ply the broom behind the opposite counter.

In time the owner of the shop became wise to the fact

that whereas the corners and hidden places behind and
under the right-hand counter were well cleaned, those
on the left were quite the opposite.

On a day when the boy-to-the-lett was returning from a
house to which he had been dispatched to deliver a parcel,

he stopped to smoke a cigarette with a few of his friends,

whom by chance he had met, behind a livery stable. Seat-

ed on the head of a discarded an I upturned barrel, he
opened his heart and mouth, and t!ii< s what issued forth:

"That other boy has got a imll with the boss; he has
been promoted and I haven't; it's im fair ami I tell you
I am sore over it and am going to ihuek my job as soon
as I can get a better one. And that ain't all—so long as

he don't pay me much, anyhow, I ain't going to do much."
Mor.\l: He never had.
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Legal Termination of the Elix. Pinus Comp.
Prescription Controversy.

JIuch interest in legal and medical, as well as in phar-
maceutical circles, has centered around a prescription for

Merrell's compound elixir of pine with heroin, written
by Dr. William J. Crulkshank for Mrs. Emma F. La-
turen and filled in the store of the Bolton Drug Company,
all of Brooklyn. The prescriber claimed that a mistake
had been made in filling the prescription, and the patient
thereupon entered suit against the drug company for
$25,000. No damage was proven in the trial of the suit
before Justice W. J. Gaynor and a jury, so a verdict was
rendered in favor of the defendant company. From this

verdict the plaintiff appealed to the appellate division of

the supreme court, and again lost her case, all five of the
.iudges upholding Justice Gaynor's decision. The case was
taken to the court of appeals—the highest court in the
State—and that court last month handed down a decision
in favor of the defendant, thus finally disposing of the
damage suit.

In the CiRcri..\.R for July. 1904. pages 135 and 136. ap-

pears an outline of the case as it was tried before Justice
Gaynor. The prescription was for "Elix. Pinus Comp.
(Merrill), cum Heroin, 1 ounce." The druggist not hav-
ing such a preparation, telephoned to the prescriber's office,

but as the latter was not in. the druggist dispensed Mer-
rell's compound elixir of pine, to which he "added 1-24 of

a grain of heroin.
While the lawyers were appealing to the higher courts,

the doctor was trying the judge in the medical and daily
press, on a statement of the case jirepared by himself and
which Justice Gaynor afterward took occasion to remark
from the bench was false and absurd.
A note on the rehearing of the case by Justice Gayn-r

appears in the CiRCfi..\B for July, 1905, page 251; and
when the appellate division sustained the trial judge, that
fact was duly chronicled in the Circul.vr for June, 1906,

page 222.

Edwin A. Jones, of the firm of Nadal, Carrere & Jones,
attorneys for the Bolton Drug Company, expressed him-
self to the Brooklyn Earjle as being much pleased with the
result of the litigation over the prescription. He is quoted
as having said:—
There has been so much hysteria over this case, both in

physicians' and in newspaper editorials, that, in the light of
the final decision, it Is but right to again sav emphatically
that the question of a druggist's right of substitution was
never an element in it. although editorials were printed in
which there was as much excitement expressed as though it

really had beei'. The court must decide on the evidence pro-
duced in the case before it. and not on what might have been
produced nor on after-statements made by counsel or of physi-
cians of what the facts were. Many things have been said
since the case was tried that were never said on the trial.

The plaintiff had her day in court before one of the best
judges and her complaint was dismissed, not because the drug-
,gist was justified in adding morphine to a prescription which
did not provide for any. but there was no evidence in the
case to show that she had been poisoned by the druggist's
\.r\ r; I I :, .I'.ir. not willfully, knowingly and deliberately,
I 111- x best mtent, to correctly dispense Dr. Cruik-

'{':: l; , :
i;:

I Erie became alarmed on June 2d. 1904, about
tl:.- - I ;~ decision, but it practically took its editorial
back l.v a n.ws item of May 15, 1905. headed "A Prescription
Sacre'l, Savs Jiistice Gaynor." The plaintiff appealed from
Justice Gavnor's decision to the appellate division, and that
court. con«istinc of five judges, unanimously affirmed the
lower court. .After the plaintiff had been refused permission
by the appellate division to appeal to the court of appeals
Judge Willard Bartlett. of the latter court, granted permission,
and four of the seven judges affirmed the decision of Justice
Gavnor in aimost the same words—that there was no evidence
in the case to show that the plaintiff had been injured bv the
defendant's mistake. It can be seen. then, that at least ten
judges out of thirteen who have beard the facts of the case
have not said anvthing aliout "substitution." and the three
dissenting judges of the court of anpeals. having written no
oninion. it would seem clear, probably dissented upon ques-
tions as to errors in the admission of evidence It is quite
certain in my mind that no one of the thirteen judges has
agreed with editorial or medical interpretations of Justice
Gaynor's decision that it permitted, in the slightest degree,
substitution in filling a physician's prescription.

A number of physicians of Wabash. Ind.. have organ-
ized a co-operative company and inirchased the stock of

a bankrupt druggist of the town. The drugs, etc.. used
by the physicians in their practice will be furnished to

them at cost. This may be taken by some to indicate

more bankrupt pharmacists in the near future.

An anti-cigarette bill is making progress in the Illinois

legislature; and in Wisconsin a bill prohibiting the sale

of tobacco to persons under sixteen years of age. or the
use of tobacco by such persons, has passed the assembly.

F, G. Ryan Now Head of Parke, Davis & Co.
Frank Gibbs R.vau, secretary and vice-jjresident of

Parke. Davis & Co.. was elected president of the com-
pany at a meeting of the directors held April 16th. Mr.
Ryan succeeds the late Theodore D. Buhl, whose death
is noticed on page 395 of this issue. Mr. Ryan has
been especially well fitted for this position by a life-long
training in the many phases of pharmacy as a profes-
sion and a business, and a personal acquaintance with
the conditions of pharmacy in all parts of the globe, the
result cf recer.t extensive travels.

FR,\XK G. RT.VX.

Recently Elected President of Parke. Davis & Co.

Mr. Ryan was born at Marcellus Falls, X. Y.. Decem-
ber 26th. 1861. His early education was received at El-

mira, where at the age cf fifteen, he entered upon an
apprenticeship in pharmacy. In 18S0 he became affiliated

with Brown & Dawson, of Syracuse, with whom he re-

mained until 1882. when ha matriculated at the Phila-

delphia College of Pharmacy. He was graduated in 1884

and became assistant professor of pharmacy under Prof.

J. P. Remington, and also had charge of an optional

course in commercial training; in addition to these duties

he lectured on pharmacy at the Women's Medical Col-

lege.

Mr. Ryan became a member of the American Pharma-
ceutical Association in 1892, and has always taken a

prominent part in its affairs. He was secretary of the

scientific section in 1893. and several times the chairman
of the committee en weights and measures.

Prof. Ryan left the Philadelphia college in 1900, to he-

come associated with Parke. Davis & Co.. as chief phar-

macist. Before making the change the Professor was
talking to an old friend, who had had much experience

as a teacher, as well as in commercial pharmacy, and
asked him what he thought of it. The friend advised

him to quit teaching and go in for commerce, predicting

for him a brilliant future. In speaking of the matter

later to the present writer the old friend remarked that

"Ryan blushed like a school girl when I said he might
in time become a director and maybe an oflBcer of the

company."
On the death of the lamented William M. Warren in

1903. Mr. Ryan—who says he left his title of "Professor"

at Philadelphia—was elected to succeed him' on the board

of directors. In 1905 he was made secretary and later

vice-president.

D. C. Whitney, who had previously held the office, has

been elected vice-president, and E. G. Swift, the present

manager of the concern, has been elected to the additional

office of secretary. George B. Hargreaves remains treas-

urer.
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DRUG STORE ADVERTISING

By M. P. GOILD, of New York

In this department some of the fundamentals of

successful drug store advertising will be expounded
each month. The aim is to correct errors of adver-

tising and establish the most pro6table and advisable

methods of building up retail drug trade by means of

the powerful influence of advertising.

Radical Advertising.

In writing the one hundred or more articles on drug
store advertising which have appeared under my name in

The Duggists Circulab in the last nine years, I have not

tried to make any pretense to speak the final word on any
subject. I have aimed at making all these articles merely
discussions to bring out different points regarding drug
store advertising.

What I have to say this month on radical advertising,

therefore, should not he looked upon as settled or final.

It is merely a summary of a few of the articles in favor of

radicalism as against conservatism in advertising.

THE ORDIXABT DRUG STOKE.

The ordinary drug store is known to the people in its

locality. Most of the people know the druggist personally.
They know his family. Many of them have children who
go to school with his children. A great many of them
have been in his store and called for

things which he did not have. Some
of them have bought things in his store

which were not satisfactory. Perhaps
a few of them have been dissatisfied

with the store, although they still con-

tinue to trade there in a small way.
There may be much better stores in

town, or in nearby towns which can be
reached by trolley. A good many peo-

ple around this ordinary drug store

may go downtown or uptown in order
to buy the more important things
which are carried by drug stores from
a big drug store which they look upon
as the best place in town. They may
buy only the unimportant things in this

ordinary store. This drug store is

looked upon as a neighborhood con-

venience possibly, or as only one of a
dozen different stores. People may
have a notion that any drug store

which is nearest is good enough for

the small things they want. When they
want the bigger and more expensive
things, they will go to the big drug
store, or send away for them. This or-

dinary drug store carries only a small
amount of goods of any kind. There
are quite a few things about the ordi-

nary druggist's store which he knows
are not right. He knows that in some
respects his store does not compare
favorably with other drug stores in

town.
I am presenting these various sides

of the picture in order to bring to your
mind a graphic picture of such a
drug store as everyone of you knows
it. Indeed, it is the drug store which most of you would
see if you go out and walk around the block.

now SHALL THIS STORE ADVERTISE.

Now, how shall this store advertise? If it puts a little

2-inch advertisement in the daily newspaper, or a 4-inch
advertisement in the weekly newspaper, will these adver-
tisements make any appreciable impression on the com-
munity? At the end of one year or five years of such
advertising, will the store be doing twice as much busi-
ness? Will it be making twice as much money? What
is the kind of advertising which will make such a
store grow? Is there any kind of advertising that will
do it?

R.\DICAL MEASURES NECESSARY.

If an ordinary drug store such as here described wants
to catch the attention of its community, if it wants to

crowd its store, and have people waiting on the side walk
for an opportunity to come into the store, if it wants to

increase its sales, if it wants to draw a very much larger

trade, if it wants to make people think that it is a more
important store, a drug store where the biggest and most
expensive drug-store things should be purchased, if it

wants to take the lead among the drug stores of its

locality, it is necessary for it to do something radical.

There is an old adage that says, "Don't send a boy to do
a man's work." It is a man's work to take the ordinary
drug store out of the rut in which it is jogging along and
life it up into a place of prominence in its community.

Merely working hard from eight in the morning until

ten at night day after day, wearing your life out, will not
do it. That kind of slavery may eke out a slowly in-

creasing profit. It may improve your business and allow
you to buy a little additional property, but it breaks up
your health, takes a large share of the enjoyment out ol

life, makes you narrow-minded, and never yields any-
thing but a small part of what the druggist ought to be.

We have all heard the story of the man who pegged
shoes eighteen to twenty hours a day in order to get a
start, but after he got his start and began to get other
men to working for him, and then built a factory and
then increased that factory until it covered acres, did not
work eighteen or twenty hours a day. He could not. He
required time to think and plan to get his prospectus
right, and then he left it for others to go ahead. So with
many druggists, they are "pegging" for such long hours
that they haven't the clear head nor the fresh vision to

Back to the

Customer

Money refund-

ed when goods

are not as repre-

sented. This is

a " satisfaction

guarant e e d
"

store. Anybody
can feel easy
about trading
here. Try it and

prove it.

BED
PESTS
/^UR Bed Bug
^^ Killer is an

unpleasant thing

to talk about, but

it does clear out

the beds—breaks

up nests, kills lit-

tle and big. We
have sold it for

years. Nothing
better. Big bottle

25c. Money back
if not content.

see how to plan anything but routine. If this ordinary
druggist wants his advertising to pay—pay quickly—pay
in the biggest way—he mustn't start out in a little,

cautious, timid way. He must do a great deal more than
put in several locals in the newspaper. He must do a
good deal more than put in a 2-inch advertisement, or a
4-inch advertisement, or a 6-inch advertisement.

UNDERSTAND WHAT ADVERTISING IS.

It is necessary to understand what advertising is. Id
the truest sense, advertising is an account of something
which has happened, or is going to happen. It is to the
business world what news is to the newspaper. If a news-
paper filled its columns with a lot of talk, all lectures, all
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theories, it would have no circulation at the end of a
week.
Some years ago a man in the West who was not an ex-

perienced newspaper man, but was a very devout religious
man, had an opportunity to take a daily paper for a week
and run it as he thought it should be conducted from the
highest religious standpoint. He ran it one week. People
all over the world subscribed for the paper because there
had been so much talk about it. but there was universal

that is the store which has changed its front window.
The whole thing has cost the druggist quite a little money,
but his store is much better thought of. Where the sales
were formerly $24 or $25 a day, they are now $30, some-
times $35, a day. He is selling a little better class of
goods. The move turns out to be a good one.

MORE TEAKIXG UP.

Then he looks around his store and sees that there is a
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here. However, many
people keep telling us
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we do we are glad, be-

cause we enjoy pleasant

treatment as much as they
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Candles, Camph or.

Furniture Stain and
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other things. We'll de-

liver them (in town) at

your house. Telephone.

disappointment because the paper was stale, there was
so much theory, there was so much lecturing, so little

news. The experiment was never repeated.
Back of the advertising there must be something hap-

pening. The advertising must be a report of doings. If

there is nothing doing in the store, the advertising is

merely "lecturing" or theorizing. Americans are very
shrewd at detecting such things. That kind of advertising
falls flat. It ought to.

TIRED OF THE ROUTINE.

But suppose this ordinary druggist got tired of the
routine of his store, and suppose he became so dissatisfied
that he was ready to take any chance. Suppose he said to

himself. "I will either make this store a good deal bigger
and better and do more business, or else it will go entirely
to smash, and I will get out." In that frame of mind, he
starts out to do something radical. First of all he sees
a change that he can make in his front windows, so he
tears out the old unsatisfactory windows and puts in new
ones. When they are finished he makes the most brilliant
window display in them that he can. He then takes a
quarter of a page in the newspapers advertising the re-

modeling of the front of his store. If he cannot use the
newspaper to good advantage, he then issues a good cir-

cular which he scatters throughout the whole town. He
shows pictures of the front of the store before it was
changed and after it was changed. In order to get a
crowd in his store, he offers some little souvenir with
every purchase on a certain day, or he offers various kinds
of merchandise at special prices—such prices as will draw
the crowds. A lot of people come into the store. They
make quite a good many purchases, they compliment him
upon the improvement and addition to the store, and they
go away thinking that he is getting quite progressive.
They are glad to see him get ahead that way. Lots of
them who do not come to the store, yet have a hazy con-
sciousness that he is succeeding. They think a little more
of the store. As they walk past it, they remember that

partition across the back which shuts the light out of his
prescription department. This partition has always
troubled him more or less, because his clerks get behind
it and kill time. When a customer comes in she often
has to wait until they come out from behind that par-
tition. In addition to this, the partition gives an air of

mystery to the back end of the store, and makes some
good people think that it is a tippling joint, when maybe
it isn't.

So the druggist lets the contract to tear out that par-

tition and put in a lower one, so that anybody can come
into the store and looks straight back at the prescription
department and see the men at work; so that the pre-
scription department is light and airy. Then when he is

in the front part of the store, he can see what the clerks
are doing in the back, and when the clerks are in the
back part, they can see everything that is going on in the
front. He has some pictures taken of the inside of the
store, one before the partition was taken out, and one
after the taking. Again he puts a big advertisement in
the newspaper and makes a special occasion to get people
into the store. Again an impression is made upon them
that his store is progressive, that the lowering of the par-
tition is a step in the right direction.

ANOTHER R.\DICAL MOVE.

This druggist's displays have never been systematized.
There is a little of this and a little of that and a little of
the other scattered all around in every direction. He has
no way of making people see that he carries quite a large
stock. So he cleans out a lot of his old show cases and
old dirty counters and orders a lot of new glass counters
lighted with electricity. In these he can make a display
of perfumes of a hundred different styles. Next he can
take all these out and put in a great showing of brushes
of every description. He can take all these out and make
a big showing of candy. He can take all this out and
make a big showing of cameras, films, and other photo-
graphic supplies. At first he cannot afford to buy more
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than one of these cases, as thej' are expensive, but he gets

a big one and uses it as an advertisement In his store. It

is a show thing, it is something to tell his customera

about, a novelty. They like to examine it. He likes to

talk about it. He has a picture taken of It. He Issues an-

other big circular., or big newspaper advertisement, and
describes this counter—all about how it is made, how
many things It will contain, how the lights are put on,

how it is used in the best stores in the big cities. Kb
makes it so Interesting that people in his community want
to come in and see it. Tie also has a special sale day at

the time when he first txhibits It and takes in quite a

little extra money, besides drawing quite a few new cus-

tomers to his store.

community. They have not done anything to therit atten-

tion, therefore their advertising is not attracting atten-

tion. But if they will go about the renovation of their
store, advertising each move made, they will find that the
advertising will increase their business.
Making the changes without advertising them loses the

rarest opportunity which the drug store has of drawing
trade. The two should always go together.
When all the changes are made, then the advertising

should never be allowed to get into a routine. It should
be filled with novelty all the time. Things should be said
in a different way, a radical way if you please, but not in

an extravagant way. An advertiser should not claim
foolish things, nor make a monkey of himself, but present

WALL
PAPER
OFFERS

Come to the store

and we will show

you the bargains,

^'ou can't beat them

anywhere.

Let us prove it to

you.

All the latest pa-

pers, patterns and

shades.

Keep Out
the Moths

WE have fresh Red
Cedar Flakes,

Cedar Moth Camphor,
Lavender Flakes, Tar

Bags, Pure Camphor
and everything else for

Moth Protection.

Very Attractive Prices

V
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3 store and on
nice glass dls-

You next need a circular or booklet about your trusses,

also some form letters.

You will get some letters in regard to trusses. To them
you should send the booklet and your form letters. Others,
or course, will come right into the store.

You also need several signs up around
the outside of the store. You must have
play case of trusses.

If possible, you should have several letters from well-
known physicians recommending your truss-fitting.

It may be that the papers in your vicinity are so high-
priced that you cannot put your advertisements in theni
njore than twice or three times a week, instead of every
day. You will have to figure that out yourself.
This kind of advertising will build up a truss depart-

ment if you get the reputation in the department of giving
satisfaction to the people who come to you.

Hints for the Window Trimmer.
No matter how well-known a druggist and his store may

be to the citizens of his town he cannot afford to neglect
the external appearance of his place of business. The
business man who relies upon his popularity and long
business career, will find sooner or later that his trade is

being diverted to the store of his competitor who gets the
townspeople looking in at his window, even though this
competitor be the veriest newcomer. Likewise, the drug-
gist who expects to get rich from the patronage of his
friends and neighbors alone, will find that he has been
outstripped by his competitor who has been on the look-

out for the transient trade also.

A stranger in a strange land naturally looks at the ex-

ternal appearance of any establishment and into the show
window before he decides upon entering, remarked W. G.
Greenawalt, before a recent meeting of the Pennsylvania
association. And, continued Mr. Greenawalt, the every-
day customers—the regulars—are just as fond of seeing
the pharmacy windows neat and attractive as they are of
having their medicines palatable and neatly wrapped.
The main point, as seen by Mr. Greenawalt, is to have

the window displays conform to the location of the store.
Don't cater to traveling men in a family neighborhood,
nor to metropolitan tastes in a town in the grass lands.
Wherever the location and whatever the display, the wise
window dresser appeals to the ujiper stratum, the "top
crust." of his clientele. What they buy the other "na-
tives" will learn to want, but the reverse is never true.

It pays to educate and elevate the tastes of your custo-

mers.
For the man who wishes to use his window space as

something other than a repository for empty containers,
dummy cartons of vivid hues and posters with aged
maxims, we append a few suggestions. If these don't
suit, give us an inkling of your ideas.

PERFUMES.

Drape the window floor in green and white; in the
center place a round or elliptical bed of tissue paper
flowers of an appropriate kind; above these suspend flfty

or more bees on very fine silk threads attached to the
ceiling; in a prominent position place a large card deco-

rated with a spray or two of the same flowers, cut from a
seed catalogue or a poster. The card should bear some
catchy phrase calling attention to the fact that artificial

flowers scented with the particular extract are bee-de-

ceiving in their imitation of the natural odor. In other
parts of the window arrange packages of the perfume
and flower-decked price cards.
A word or two about those bees. If live ones were used

the S. P. C. A. might be in evidence; and fifty dead bees
are hard to get. Any man who is a fly-fisher will have
no trouble making "bees " and for the benefit of those
who have never read or put into practice the fly-making
instructions of Father Isaak we shall give a few hints.

Get a bunch of rather light weight black woolen yarn,
some golden yellow silk thread, some black cotton thread
and some parchment paper. Take a piece of the yarn long
enough to make a loose roll one-half inch long and one-

fourth inch in diameter; wind a piece of thread tightly

around near one end so as to form the head: beginning
just back of this wind the yellow thread loosely around
the roll making the striped body; stick six short pieces
of black thread through the lower part and bend down as

legs; cut a piece of the parchment paper in the shape of

two triangles joined at the apex; this should be about an
tnch long and one-fourth inch wide at either end, attach

this to the back of the bee with a little paste, give these

wings a lifelike tilt and suspend the bee. If the druggist
has no time for bee-making he might delegate the task to

his daughter in the manual-training department of the
public school.

ATOMIZERS.

Make a tight box out of packing-case lumber, about ten

inches deep, in width half the distance from the glass to

the back of the window space, and in length about one-

third of the width of the window. Render it watertight

with a coat of red lead or asphaltum varnish; bore a
small hole in one corner of the bottom and insert a .short

piece of small glass or metal tubing, making the joint

watertight. Set the box up in the rear corner of the

window about two feet above the floor; attach a piece of

small rubber tubing to the outlet tube, long enough to

reach to the other end of the window floor. Run this

tubing along the window floor and up through the bottom
of a circular pan or box, set upon low blocks near the

other end of the window. To the end of the tube attach

a metal sprinkler top, one of those with two crescent-

shaped openings. Make a small wire tripod so as to sup-

port this nozzle pointing upright; arrange for some over-

flow from the surrounding box. Cover the large box with
a tight lid having a hole large enough to admit a piece of

garden hose. Lay boards in a gentle slope from the top

of this box to the window floor in all directions, cover
them over with paper and then with a layer of green-

dyed sawdust sprinkled here and there with sand; cover

all the window floor about the lower basin with the same
material and lay out paths with sand, also cover the bot-

tom of the basin around the nozzle with sand and put a
row of small stones around the edge. Pile sand covered
with the dyed sawdust on top the upper box so as to con-

tinue the contour of the "hill." flrst making sure that the
garden hose is long enough to protrude beyond the sur-

face, and fits sandtight into the box. Pour a few buckets
of water through the hose by means of a funnel and a
little fountain begins to play merrily—if the rubber water
main has not been pinched shut. More water should be
added from time to time.
For the remainder of the display, individual judgment

must be used. Cards telling of the spraying and wear-
ing qualities of the atomizers should be displayed. Ato-

mizers, empty and partly filled with colored water, may
be arranged as desired, together with cards giving the

range of prices.

miUSHES AXD PAINTS.

Cover the window floor with a green cloth or green-

dyed sawdust. Lay out several winding "paths" with
wide flat brushes of the kalsomine and varnish sorts.

Scattered about the window, plan formal groups—round,
crescent-shaped, square, etc.—of the different sizes of

smaller brushes, each stuck up on the end of the handle
in a perforated board. Display cards with catchy phrases
comparing the "flowers that bloom in the spring" and
the beautifying qualities of the goods displayed. One or
two small pyramids of paint in cans may be added or a
garden seat constructed out of the same material. Across
the back of the window build a wall with cans of paint,

having a gate near the center made from strips of light

wood painted black with gilt or tin-foil trimmings. A
placard telling of a special make of whitewash for which
the druggist can furnish the special ingredients might be
used with effect; and other placards should show hints

about enamels for beds, chairs, washtubs, etc., floor

stains, painting rustic seats, etc.

Tuberculozine in Australia.

According to the Pharmaceutical Journal the campaign
against pioprietary medicines of a fraudulent charact3r
has assumed a new attitude in Australia. A paper in that

country reports a case in which the Sydney agent for

tuberculozyne was summoned for the alleged false pre-

tence that this preparation was a cure for consumption, by
means of which pretence be obtained $20 with intent to

defraud. The case, at last accounts, was proceeding.

At its regular monthly dinner. April 11th, the Drug-
gists' Association of Toronto, Ont., decided to petition the
government to forbid the selling of phenol in any form
stronger than a 5 per cent, solution, except as
poison.
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Pure Drug Rulings.

The secretary of agriculture has recently promulgated
a number of rulings under the pure food and drug law,

which are of interest to druggists.

USE OF THE WORD "COMPOUND."

Concerning the use of the word "compound" in the

name of any product the secretary says:

Many inquiries are received concerning the use of tlie word
"compound" in names of drug products. There seems to be a
general impression that this word can be applied as a correc-
tive to many misbranded products. The foilowmg extracts
serve as examples:
"You have on file our formula (active agents—croton oil and

cascara), and we would ask it it is possible to call the same
'castor pill compound' and comply with the regulations?
"This liniment has been in use for forty years. The ingred-

ients, each separately and collectively, are sanitary and highly
curative. The one ingredient after which it was named hap-
pens to be present in the least proportion. Cannot the com-
pound be called by the name 'compound sassafras cream'?"
An eminent jurist writes:
"I shall be glad to know the views entertained by your de-

partment as to when a druggist has satisfied this act by a
label or printed matter which he puts on the package or bottle

in relation to a compound. Take, for example, the product
put on the market as cascarin compound, or aloin compound.
I am impressed with the fact that such label must have added
a statement as to what the other ingredients of the com-
pound are. This may not mean, and probably does not mean,
that the formula must be given or the exact proportions, but
a purchaser has the right to know what is in the compound
in order to determine for himself, or to receive proper advice
as to whether It is safe to be used."
In no case can a preparation be named after an ingredient

or drug which is not present. The word "compound" should
not be used in connection with a name which in itself or to-

gether with representations and designs accompanying same,
would be construed as a form of misbranding under the act.

It is held that if a mixture of drugs is named after one or
more, but not all of the active medicinal constituents (not ve-
hicle) present in a preparation, the word "compound" can be
used in connection with the name (a) provided the active con-
stituents after which the product is named is present in an
amount at least equal to that of any other active medicinal
agent present. Example—If it is desired to make a mixture
consisting of oil of sandalwood, balsam copaiba and castor oil.

and call this product "oil of sandalwood compound," the oil of
sandalwood should constitute at least 33 1-3 per cent, of the
entire mixture. Or (b) provided the potent active constituent
after which the product is named is present in sufficient
amount to impart the preponderating medicinal effect. Exam-
ple—If a product is named after the active constituent, strych-
nine, the strychnine or one of its salts should be present in suf-
ficient amount to produce the preponderating medicinal effect of
the preparation. Or (c) provided the comnlete quantitative for-
mula, as outlined in the United States Pharmacopoeia and. Na-
tional Formulary be given on the principal label. A declara-
tion of the complete quantitative formula, however, does not
exempt the manufacturer or dealer from giving the informa-
tion required by the act in the manner prescribed by the reg-
ulations. The ounce shall be the unit. The amounts of the
ingredients present (excepting alcohol, which is to be stated
in per cent.) shall be given in grains or minims, and if It is
desired the metric equivalent may be given in addition.

GUAR.\NTEEIXG IMPORTED GOODS.

The ruling of the department regarding imported goods
is to the effect that if an original unbrolien package passes
the custom house inspection that fact indicates that it is

"suitable to enter the country and be sent into interstate
commerce as long as it retains its identity in the un-
broken package." If the imported foods or drugs are
taken from their original package and repacked, then
they became subject to inspection as if of domestic origin,
and dealers in them can claim no general Immunity on
account of the original inspection at the custom house. A
guaranty made by a foreign shipper, beyond the jurisdic-
tion of the United States is not a valid protection, under
the law, to a dealer in the United States.

CACAO BUTTER SUBSTITUTE.
The secretary says that it would clearly he a violation

of the law to sell an article which was made in imitation
of chocolate, even though it be sold under the general
name of a confection. "It is held that cocoa [cacao] but-
ter is the only fat that can properly be used in chocolate.
The declaration of foreign fats merely as 'substitute but-
ter' is apparently not sufficient; the nature of the fat em-
ployed should be stated," says the secretary of agricul-
ture.

I.ABELINO PHYSICIANS' PRESCRIPTIONS.

On the much discussed point as to whether or not med-
icines prepared according to physicians' prescriptions are
exempt from the provisions of the law, the secretary has
this to say:

If a package compounded according to a physician's pre-
scription be shipped, sent or transported from any State or
Territory or the District of Columbia to another State or Ter-
ritory or the District of Columbia by a compounder, druggist
physician or their agents, by mail, express, freight or other-
wise, the label upon such package is required to bear the In-

formation called for by congress. If, however, the patient
himself, or a member of his household, or the physician him-
self carries such package across a State line, and such pack-
age is not subject to sale, it is held that such package need
not be marked so as to conform with the law, because such
transaction Is not considered one of interstate commerce.
The package may be marked so as to comply with the act

by either stamp, pen and ink or typewriter, provided all such
writt
as pi

Circular for November, 1906, page

METHOD OF ST.VTI.VQ PROPORTIONS OF PBEPAKATIONS.

When tincture of opium, for instance, enters into a
preparation, it is not necessary to state the amount of

opium in the preparation, but merely the amount of the
tincture of opium, the latter being regarded as a definite

substance. The same ruling applies to extract of cannabis
Indica and definite preparations of other drugs specified

under the law. The secretary says that it would be bet-

ter to write the name of the active ingredients of these
preparations first, as "opium, tincture of," "cannabis
indica, extract of," etc.

Alcohol must be stated as alcohol, not as spiritus recti-

ficatus, or any other more or less misleading (to the pub-
lic) name.

MISCELLANEOUS OPINIONS OF THE DEPABTMENT OF AGBICUl^

TUBE.

The presence of acetanilide must be stated on the label

by the term "acetanilide" and not "phenylacetamide;" in
like manner chloral hydrate is "chloral hydrate" and not
"trichlorethidene glycol."

In the case of derivatives the name of the parent sub-
stance named in the act should constitute part of the
name, and a trade name should be accompanied by the
name of the parent substance in parentheses.
A drug product sold under a name contained in the

appendix of the National Formulary is not regarded as a
National Formulary article, and so need not necessarily
conform to the standard indicated by the formula in the
appendix, and it is not necessary to declare on the label

of such a product its standard of strength, quality, and
purity. Such articles are, however, subject to the law in

every other respect as in the case of other medicinal prod-
ucts not recognized by the United States Pharmacopoeia
or the National Formulary.

Status of the Currier Patent Bill.*

The Currier patent bill was introduced early in the
second session of the last congress. As provided in the
N. A. R. D. constitution, President Mann announced
within sixty days after the adjournment of the Atlanta
convention in October the standing and special committees
for the year, among these being the special committee to

draft a new patent bill.

The instructions of the convention were to the effect

that a new draft should be made in harmony with the
idea of Chairman Currier of the house committee on
patents that the reciprocity feature of the original Mann
bill (stricken out by the house committee of the previous
congress) should be restored and made the principal fea-

ture of the new bill.

WORK BEGINS ABOUT DECEMBER IST.

The N. A. R. D. committees were announced December
1st, 1906, and in ^^otes of December 13th, the new draft
of a patent bill, framed by the special committee—Messrs.
W. J. Bullock, W. Bodemann and F. M. Apple—assisted
by the N. A. R. D. counsel, Mr. Errant, was printed.
The bill was introduced in congress shortly in a modi-

fied form following a conference with Congressmen Cur-
rier and Mann. On February 21st Congressman Mann was
requested by National Secretary Wooten on behalf of the
national legislative committee to arrange a hearing on
the bill, "inasmuch as the committee is desirous of having
a report on this bill sent to the house by the committee
on patents during the present session."

UNABLE TO SECURE A HEARING.

Mr. Mann did what he could to arrange for a hearing,
giving as the reason for not being able to secure one, in a
letter to Mr. Bodemann of the N. A. R. D. committee, the
following:
"The patent committee is giving its particular atten-

tion to the copyright bill, and there will be no hearings
on the Currier bill. I have been so pressed with other
work that it has not been possible for me to give special

•From N. A. R. D. Notes of April 4th.
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attention to this matter, thougli / have frequently con-

sulted tvith Mr. Currier about it."

MR. BODEMAXN ACTIVE.

Committeeman Bodemann is active in loolcing after the
interests of patent law reform, and developments having
the remotest bearing thereon have not escaped his eagle
eye. Under date of March 10, he writes:

"I see all kinds of news about Germany and the new
treaty. Should we not get next to the treaty-making
powers and have in the new treaty our rights protected
as embodied in our new draft for the patent law change.
Heretofore the international treaties were the stumbling
Mock; let us remove this block while we can."

ANOTHER CONFERENCE SOON.

Immediately after the adjournment of congress, Mr.
Mann went to Panama, and on his return home a con-
ference will be held with him in which the general subject
of the Currier bill will be considered, together with the
possibilities of getting into touch with the treaty-making
powers so as to bring about the incorporation in the new
treaty with Germany of a clause which will protect the
interests of American pharmacists.

Nutes desires to impress upon its readers the fact that
no effort of national headquarters or of the active mem-
bers of the legislative and special committees has been
spared to properly advance the interests of the Currier
patent bill since the adjournment of the Atlanta conven-
tion. The fight for patent reform will be resumed at the
opening of the next congress and the committees in charge
will continue to have the most complete support in their
work that the N. A. R. D. administration forces can com-
mand.

The full text of the Currier bill, with some notes and
comments on the same, appears in the Circuxar for Feb-
ruary, page 235.

Brooklyn Druggists and Doctors Fraternize.
The members of the Brooklyn Pharmaceutical Associa-

tion dined and entertained the physicians of the Bush-
wick section April 11th. About thirty pharmacists and
fifty physicians were present.

After the menu had been disposed of, and hosts and
guests were in a pleasant mood, the master of ceremonies,
E. G. Krausche, inaugurated a fraternal discussion of the
merits of standard preparations as succedaneums of the
oft-prescribed nostrums. Jacob Diner, of Manhattan, was
called upon to open the discussion. He compared a num-
ber of well-known proprietaries with similar standard
preparations to the detriment of the former.

Dr. Fred Schneider replied to Mr. Diner and differed
with him in regard to the classing of all "proprietaries" as
fakes. Dr. Schneider defended the dispensing physician
citing several instances of substitution by druggists in
support of his stand.

Prof. W. C. Anderson followed Dr. Schneider and while
admitting the existence of undesirable pharmacists, spoke
forcibly in defense of pharmacy as a profession, and soli-

cited the aid of the medical profession In the efforts to
lift pharmacy above a commercial level.

A copy of the National Formulary was presented to each
physician and pharmacist present.

The gathering concluded with a vaudeville entertain-
ment.

Westchester Association.
At the meeting held April 10th. at Peekskill, the West-

chester County (N. Y.) Pharmaceutical Association dis-

cussed the possibility of obtaining a representative on
the Eastern branch cf the board of pharmacy. This was
deemed out of the question at the present time and the
association endorsed Jacob Diner, the candidate of the
Manhattan association.

The association adopted a resolution expressing an opin-
ion that the board of pharmacy should consist of practical
pharmacists actively engaged in the retail business. This
resolution also expressed dissatisfaction with the "detec-
tive work" of the board in the past.

A protest against the attempted transference of the police
power of the board of pharmacy to the board of health
was voiced by the association.

The next meeting will be held at Manhattan Beach on
Ihe date of the board of pharmacy election.

Pharmacal Legislation in New York.
The 1907 session of the New York legislature now

rapidly drawing to a close has been remarkably produc-
tive of proposed bills seeking to regulate the practice of

pharmacy and medicine and the sale of drugs. Without
taking into account the several revised versions of a
number of these reform measures, there have been twen-
ty-three bills purposing all manner of changes in and
additions to the statutes having some bearing on the
practice of pharmacy. Many of these, fortunately, never
got out of committee, their inability to stand as laws be-

ing so plainly evident as to require but little adverse
argument. However, when a bill was "turned down" its

framers far from being idle, introduced a more carefully
prepared substitute.

Opposition to the bills which would perhaps have failed

in their missions of reform yet might have worked hard-
ships upon the retail druggist was constantly brought to

bear by the legislative committees of the State and local

pharmacal organizations. No further proof of the value
of such organizations is needed than a knowledge of the
work they do in fostering legislation which they consider
beneficial to pharmacy and opposing that which they
deem inimical.
A brief summary of the numerous pharmacy bills con-

sidered during the 1907 session and a report of their
status late in April, follows:
The Cuvillier bill in the assembly is identical with the

federal pure food and drugs act even as to details.

A bill introduced in the senate by Mr. McCarren sought
to give more latitude to others than druggists in the
sale of "household remedies." Without specifying what
should be regarded as such remedies it permitted the
sale of practically all drugs and preparations by any
dealer providing they had been put up under the direct
supervision of a registered pharmacist. This bill is still

in committee and any attempt to pass it will be stren-
uously opposed by the representatives of the retail drug
trade.

Mr. Wainwright intro(^uced a bill in the assembly re-

quiring the labeling of all medicinal preparations with
the amount of certain substances contained. It Is very
similar to the Stevens-Wainwright bill printed oh page
75 of the CiRCiTLAB for February, 1906.

The Lupton hill in the assembly adds a number of
galenicals to the list of preparations which may be sold
by general dealers if they bear the label of a registered
pharmacist. This bill passed the assembly and is now
before the senate.
The Oliver bill (assembly) sought to require the label-

ing of "all recognized poisons"—several, including the
coal-tar antipyretics, being specified—with a warning
label in red ink bearing the name of two antidotes. It

has failed to emerge from committee.
The Cuvillier bill (assembly) was a proposed amend-

ment to the penal code under which the selling of cocaine
and morphine and their derivatives, except on a bona
fide prescription, was to be made a felony.
The Saxe bill (senate) sought to amend the pharmacy

law by changing the date of the annual meeting of the
board of pharmacy; increasing the compensation of board
members from $5 per day to $10 per day for not more
than thirty days in a year; providing for the collection
of cumulative penalties under the pharmacy law; and
eliminating from the present law the words "knowingly,
wilfully and fraudulently," referring to the adulteration
of drugs or the sale of adulterated drugs. This bill never
got out of committee.
The Hastings bill (assembly), the only new pharmacy

bill so far made a law, provides for the exchange of
registration certificates of the old local boards of pharm-
acy for full State registration.
The Burns bill (assembly) was a pure food and drug

measure similar in character to the federal law, but pro-
viding that one-half of the penalty collected from viola-
tors should go to the informer. The bill died.
The Thompson bill (senate) sought to prohibit the

prescribing of proprietary medicines by physicians by
Latin names or other than their common names; it died.
Another Thompson bill in the senate provided that no

nostrums should be sold in the State until the formula
had been filed with and passed upon by the department
of health. This bill also died.
The Smith-Frawley bill was an anti-narcotic measure

prohibiting the sale of cocaine, morphine and their
derivatives, and acetanilide except on physicians' pre-
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scriptions. This bill has been dropped and a substitute

measure introduced in the assembly by Mr. Smith. This

latter bill prohibits the sale of cocaine at retail except

upon prescriptions, and sales at wholesale are confined to

orders from pharmacists or physicians. Violations con-

stitute a felony. This bill has passed the assembly and

the senate.

A bill introduced by Mr. Whitney in the assembly

takes cocaine from the schedule of poisons, puts corrosive

sublimate and chloral hydrate in section A., and wood
alcohol iu B. This bill is held up awaiting final action

on the Smith anti-cocaine bill.

The Owens bill (senate) is a pure food and drugs bill

with the characteristics of the federal law. It is being

considered in committee.

Mr. Duell has introduced a bill in the assembly seek-

ing to secure registration as a pharmacist for a licensed

druggist under the old law, who has failed to take an

examination. The bill is in committee.

The Page bill (senate) prohibits the substitution of one

drug for another or any change in the quantity of any
ingredient in any prescription or order.

The Merritt bill (assembly) is a pure food measure,

giving the State department of agriculture the power of

enforcing it. The Prentice bill (assembly) Is a similar

measure which designates the department of health as

the enforcing power. The Reese bill is similar to the

Merritt bill, the difference being that it applies to liquors.

The Wainwright bill (assembly) is a pure drugs
measure having many of the features of the federal law
but exempting from the labeling requirements the pre-

scriptions of physicians, veterinarians and dentists, and
the preparations of the Pharmacopoeia and the National

Formulary when sold under their oiflcial names. One
feature of this bill which makes it objectionable to the

legislative committees of pharmaceutical associations is

that which places the supervision of the sale of drugs
and the practice of pharmacy in the hands of the depart-

ment of health. It is believed in pharmaceutical circles

that this clause can be change* before the bill becomes
a law.

It i& generally believed that no pure food or drug legis-

lation will be enacted this year, the tendency being to

await the development of the undesirable features of the

federal law before enacting a State law to replace the

many already in the statute books.

Manhattan Association.

Secretary B. R. Dauscha set forth in detail the pro-

grams of the meetings of the Manhattan Pharmaceutical
Association during the past year, in his annual report at

the meeting held April 15th. The instructive lectures de-

livered and the interesting discussions held were cited

as strong arguments for the benefits arising from mem-
bership iu the association. The facts taken from the
membership roll for the year are as follows: New mem-
bers admitted, 1; resignations, due to removal from the
city, 2; dropped from membership, 2.3; members in good
standing at the date of this report, 144. One application
for membership was reported at the meeting.
Treasurer G. H. Hitchcock reported a balance on hand

of $4.74 exclusive of the reserve fund.
The annual report of President Jacob Diner was an oral

resume of the happenings in the pharmaceutical world dur-
ing the past twelve months. He referred briefly to the
San Francisco disaster; the suit of the federal govern-
ment against the so-called drug trust, and its deterrent
effect on organized pharmacy; the telephone question and
its happy solution in this and many other cities brought
about through organization on the part of the druggists;
the legislation, national and State, affecting pharmacy,
the ready compliance of the association with the require-
ments of the federal law, its ultimate benefits to phar-
macy, and the work of the organized druggists in legis-

lative matters in this State; and the awakening of the
pharmacist to the possibilities of the preparations of the
Pharmacopoeia and the National Formulary as successors
of proprietary preparations in prescription work, and the
work being done to make the most of these possibilities
and to bring about better relations between physician and
pharmacist.

A. C. Searles, as chairman of the legislative commit-
te°. reported the results cf the hearings at Albany during
the iiast month. The effort to take away some of the
powers cf the board of pharmacy, he believed, would not

receive the support of t'le board of health and would
probably be abandoned. Referring to the decision in the
Park case published in the Circul.^r for last month, he
was of the opinion that this would not be sustained iu the
higher court.

C. H. Lowe, of the trade interests committee, stated

that the bonding companies had agreed to write druggists'

excise bonds for ?7.50, He advised the formation of a
bonding company of druggists before another year. Pres-

ident Diner suggested that the inembers of the associa-

tion secure their bonds through Hugo Kantrowltz, 104
John street.

There was considerable discussion anent the coming
election of a member of the board of pharmacy. Several
members expressed the opinion that the New York Retail
Druggists' Association and the German Apothecaries' So-

ciety were acting in bad faith in advancing candidates in
disregard of the "unwritten law" giving each association

in turn the privilege of naming the new member. With
F. O. Collins in the chair a motion was passed to appoint
a committee to wait on these organizations and endeavor
to persuade them to withdraw their candidates.

Jacob Diner declined another term as president and the
following officers were elected: President, A. C. Searles;
vice-presidents, Thomas Latham, C. K. Crowell and C. H.
Lowe; secretary, B. R. Dauscha; and treasurer, G. H.
Hitchcock.

Dr. S. E. Sprague, who was to have read a paper upon
"Diphtheria and its Municipal Control," was called out
during the meeting. The paper, a very able treatise on
the control of the disease by the authorities of this city,

and its results, was read by the secretary, and the latter

gentleman was instructed to convey by letter the thanks
of the association to Dr. Sprague.

President-elect Searles appointed Messrs. Lowe, Hitch-
cock and Latham a committee to act in the board of phar-
macy matter.

Kings County Society.
Before the regular business was taken up at the meet-

ing of the Kings County Pharmaceutical Society held
April 9th, several representatives of a surety company
addressed the members on the question of excise bonds.
This company, it was explained, was not in the "combine"
and would write the excise bonds for druggists for a fee
of $7.50; a reduction of $2.50 from the price set by the
"combined" companies. The society endorsed the com-
pany's offer and recommended it to its members.
As a result of the personal work of several members,

nine applications for membership were presented at the
meeting.

Treasurer O. C. Kleine reported a balance on hand of
$413.93 for the society, and $1,987.32 in the college treas-
ury.
The supervision committee reported that at the next

meeting of the trustees of the college a payment of at
least $1,000 would be made on the mortgage. The date
of the commencement exercises and the alumni reception
had been fixed as May 9th.

A letter from President F. S. Rogers, of the New YorK
State Pharmaceutical Association, was read by President
Adrian Paradis. The expression of the benefit of organiza-
tion it contained was endorsed by the society and the sec-

retary was instructed to send a copy of It and a blank ap-
plication for membership in the State association to every
member of the society.

In his report as chairman of the committee on legisla-

tion Dr. William Muir called attention to certain conflic-

tions between proposed legislation and many of the ex-
isting statutes. The State, he said, had pure food anrt

drug laws enough if they were enforced. The anti-co-

caine bills had been condensed into one which was on the
whole an able measure though it conflicted with the label-

ing clause of pure drug bills which specified cocaine.
The transference of the supervision of drugs from the

board of pharmacy to the board of health as proposed
by one of the bills, was, in Dr. Muir's opinion, undesirable
and uncalled for, as the board of health was already over-

worked and the board of pharmacy had always performed
these duties in a satisfactory way.

T. J. France read a protest against the attempts to legis-

late away the powers of the board of pharmacy, and cited
the carbolic acid ordinance in support of his statement
that the board of health w^as rather lax in its enforce-
ment of existing laws. Mr. France favored the revoca-
tion of the license of violators of the pharmacy law, rather
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than fines. This paper was endorsed by the society, and
the secretary was instructed to send a copy to the com-
mittee on public health of the legislature.

Prof. W. C. Anderson opposed the effort of the framers
of the pure drugs bill to place the examining of pharma-
cists in the hands of the board of regonts. He feared
that the regents would putpharmacy on too high a scien-

tific plane, when a greater dearth of registered clerks
would result.

J. G. Wischerth, of the trade committee, stated that
the propaganda work of the society was generally ap-

proved by the physicians. The Kings County Medical
Society had agreed to permit the installation of an ex-

hibit' of standard preparations in its rooms. The medi-
cal society invited its pharmacal brethren to attend the
meeting of the former, to be held May 13th, and desired
some pharmacist to read a paper. The invitation was
accepted and Prof. Anderson was delegated to prepare the
paper.

Mr. Wischerth introduced Dr. F. G. H. Schulenburg, the
new "detail man" of the society. Dr. Schulenburg spoke
briefly of the favorable progress cf his work. An appro-
priation of $50 was made for the use of the trade com-
mittee.

An appropriation of $10 was made to be used in the
purchase of a basket of fruit for W. H. Rogers, of Mid-
dletown, who would sail for Europe April 13th.

Hudson River Association.
At its first meeting as an incorporated body, held April

12th, the Hudson River Pharmaceutical Association, of this

city, added fifty-six names to the roll of members. Al-

though this is an increase of more than fifty per cent.,

the members state that it is but the beginning of acces-
sions \Yhirh wilt give the association a larger membership
than any similar organization in the city.

TluTf was considerable discussion of the coming board
of pharmacy election and the members were unanimous
in their support of Jacob Diner.
The standard preparations committee reported the dis-

tribution of samples of a number of seasonable prepara-
tions among the physicians. A letter was read from one
of the physicians who had received samples from the as-

sociation, commending the work. It was decided to dis-

continue work along this line for several months, the
field being pretty well covered by the work of the Metro-
politan association.

A. Klingraan, chairman of the buying committee, re-

ported the addition of several desirable articles to the list

handled by selected druggists for the convenience and ben-
efit of the

W. H. Rogers Goes Abroad.
William H. Rogers, of Middletown, N. Y., ex-president

of the New York State Pharmaceutical Association, and the
father of F. S. Rogers, the present president, sailed fcr
Europe on the Friedrich der Grosse. April 13th. He was
accompanied by Mrs. Rogers and they will remain abroad
until autumn. Their itinerary includes Italy, France, Ger-
many, and the Netherlands.

Mr. Rogers stated on sailing that his only regret was
that he would be unable to attend the annual meeting of
the State association—for the first time in many years.
A delegation from the Kings County Pharmaceutical

Association was at the pier to wish Mr. Rogers bon voy-
age, and presented him with a magnificent basket of fruit.

May Meetings of State Associations.
Arkansas, 14th to 16th, at Hot Springs.
Delaware, 9th to 11th, at Dover.
Georgia. 21st and 22d, at Savannah.
Indian Territory, 8th to 10th, at Oklahoma City, Okla.
Kansas, 21st to 23d. at Kansas City.
Louisiana, 14th to 16th, at New Orleans.
Oklahoma, 8th to 10th, at Oklahoma Citv.

In addition to the copy of the Pharmacopoeia offered by
the board of trustees of the United States Pharmacopoeial
Convention as a prize for a paper on "How to Increase
the Interest of the Medical Profession in the Pharma-
copoeia," several other prizes are offered to the members
of the Michigan Pharmaceutical Association who con-
tribute papers at the 1907 meeting. The meeting will be
held at Bay City during the regatta which occurs early in
August.

The 1907 Meeting of the American Pharmaceu-
tical Association.

After au interval of thirty years, the annual meeting
of the American Pharmaceutical Association will be held
in this city during the coming summer. This, the fifty-

fifth annual meeting, will be the fourth to be held here
since the preliminary convention of 1851. As yet no
definite date has been selected for the coming meeting.
There seems to be a desire on "the part of many of the
members of the council to hold this meeting somewhat
earlier than usual and the second week in August is

strongly advanced as the date. Owing to the absence of

a great many of the prominent wholesale and retail drug-
gists from the city during the month of August, and the
general dullness of the city as a whole at that season,
the local secretary and the members residing here are
opposed to holding the meeting before September.
The sessions will be held in the Hotel Astor. All com-

munications should be addressed to the local secretary,
Thomas P. Cook, 114 William street. New York.

The Ninth Annual Convention of the National
Association of Retail Druggists.

Arrangements for the ninth annual convention of the
National Association of Retail Druggists which will be
held at Chicago during the week of September 16th, are
being steadily advanced by the local organization. The
Theodore Thomas Orchestra hal' has been secured as the
headquarters, and the sessions will be held there. Among
the proposed entertainment features are an inspection
of the stock yards and a whaleback trip on the lake.
The chairmen of the several committees determined

upon by the Chicago association, are: transportation, V.
H. Chantler; arrangements, J. J. Boehm; reception, W. H.
Gale; entertainment, L. P. Larsen; women's auxiliary.
B. A. C. Hoelzer; program, J. P. Crowley; information,
E. H. Ladish; telephone. W. G. Hill; press, C. A. Storer;
finance, I. M. Light, and accommodations, C. H. Avery.

Next Meeting of the Proprietary Association.
The annual convention of the Proprietary Association

of America will be held at the Hotel Astor in this city.
May 15th to 17th. The association has not convened since
the passage of the pure food and drug law and will likely
have much of interest to discuss pertaining to the new
regulations. The officers of the association are: Presi-
dent, Frank J. Cheney, of Toledo, O.; vice presidents,
John W. Kennedy, of Chicago, and A. H. Beardsley, of
Elkhart, Ind.; secretary, Orient C. Pinckney, of New
York; treasurer. William S. Douglas, of New York; and
counsel, George L. Douglass, of Chicago.

Wholesalers to Meet at Denver.
The next annual meeting of the National Wholesale

Druggists' Association will be held October 1st to 4th, at
Denver. Notices of the place of meeting, hotel accom-
modations, railroad fares, etc.. will be sent out later by
the entertaiiiment committee.

Manufacturing Perfumers' Association.
Among the minor amendments to its constitution and

by-laws adopted at the thirteenth annual meeting of the
Manufacturing Perfumers' Association of the United
States, was one extending the privileges of active mem-
bership to foreign firms, whose products are made in
this country.
At this meeting, which was held in this city April 9th

to 11th. the secretary, F. B. Marsh, reported a present
membership of forty-one active members, fifty-eight as-
sociates, and two honorary.
Treasurer W. A. Bradley reported a balance on hand

of $1.2U0.

The reports of the various committees were compre-
hensive reviews of the situations regarding trade-marks,
transportation, importations and numerous other phases
of the perfume industry. These reports were submitted
to the committee on resolutions, which commended the
work of the several committees, but made no special rec-
ommendations.
A number of interesting papers were read, among them

being "The History and Origin of Perfumery," by E.
Davis; "The Perfumery Business of America—Its Growth
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and Its Possibilities," by Theodore Ricksecker; "Amber-

gris Its Origin, Use and Fixative Value in Perfumes,' by

Hen'rv Dalley; -The Different Methods of Marketing Per-

fumery, the Advantages and Disadvantages of Each," by

J. C. Buck; and "A Visit to the Flower Farms of Grasse,

by F. E. Marsh.
The officers elected for the ensuing year are: Presi-

dent Theodore Ricksecker, of New York; vice-presidents,

F. F. Ingram, of Detr-it, and Gilbert Colgate, of New
York; secretary. W. H. Hyde, of Cleveland; and treasurer.

W. A. Bradley, of New York.

Northern Ohio Association.

At the meeting of the Northern Ohio Druggists' Asso-

ciation, held April 5th, at Cleveland, the constitution was

amended so as to limit membership in the association to

pharmacists in business as individuals.

A committee was appointed to secure tickets to a lec-

ture to be given by Prof. J. U. Lloyd before the State

Eclectic Medical Association, May 7th, Prof. Lloyd hav-

ing expressed a desire to have his pharmacist friends

present. Another committee was instructed to write to

State Food Commissioner Dunlap endorsing his pure food

and drug plans. A third committee was appointed to send

a letter of commendation to Governor Harris upon his ac-

tion in the appointment of a member of the board of

pharmacy.
The attention of members was directed to New and

Non-Official Remedies and The Propaganda for Reform in

Proprietary Medicines, two pamphlets issued by the Amer-

ican Medical Association, and the secretary was instructed

to secure a copy of each for each member of the asso-

ciation. Hatcher and Wilbert's The Pharmacopceia and

the Physician was also spoken of as a desirable addition

to the library of the retail druggist.

After a general discussion of the sale of standard prep-

arations it was decided that an effort should be made
to secure an agreement among the druggists of the city

as to fair prices for these preparations.

There was some lively discussion of the action of one

of the telephone companies relative to alterations in the

contracts for pay stations. No definite action was taken

in this matter.
. »

Papers and Queries in Pennsylvania.

Last year (see the CiRCtx.\.R for May, 1906, page 185),

we printed the queries sent out by the committee on papers

and queries of the Pennsylvania Pharmaceutical Associa-

tion, and these served as models for the associations of

a number of other States. This year the Keystone drug-

gists meet at Bedford Springs, June ISth to 20th, and
Prof. Charles H. La Wall, of Philadelphia, chairman of

the queries committee, has announced the following

queries:

1. Is the present U. S. P. formula for liquor sodii phosphatls
compositus satisfactory? If not, what improvements can be

2. What should the color of liquor potassil arsenitis be and
what is the frequent cause of precipitation in this preparation?

3. A crystalline precipitate frequently forms in the N. F.
elixir ferri quininae et strychnina?. What is the cause, and does
this precipitate contain any of the alkaloid?

4. What difficulties have you experienced in making liquor
ferrl albuminatis, N. F., and what remedy would you suggest?

6. Is gambir a satisfactory substitute tor the catechu of the
former Pharmacopceia, and is the market supply of uniform
quality?

6. Has any improvement been noted in the quality of asa-
fetlda as found in the market at the present time?

7. What is the reason for the variable results obtained in
making cataplasma kaolinl according to the official formula?

8. What is meant in the trade by the term saleratus?
9. What If any influence has the passage of the food and

drugs act had upon the sale of nostrums which are now com-
pelled to state the percentage of alcohol and narcotics upon
the label?

10. What is the best method of influencing physicians in
prescribing N. F. preparations?

11. Is it proper to make tests of urine, both qualitative and
quantitative, gratis, or Is it advisable to charge a nominal fee
for such services?

12. Should the pharmacist use his influence In aiding the
exposure of the fraudulent claims which are being made in
street car and newspaper advertisements of certain prepara-
tions advertised to the public?

13. Is It not true that professional pharmacy Is also indirectly
benefited by the occasional gathering of the members in purely
social intercourse?

14. What new incompatibilities have you observed during the
past year?

15. Has the exposure of the acetanilide mixtures had any
effect upon the use of these preparations either by the physi-
cian or by the public?

16. What Is the best method of encouraging an apprentice to

study the subjects which will benefit him in his efforts to

prepare himself for a college course?
17. Is it profitable for the pharmacist to prepare modified

milk mixtures for percentage feeding of infants?
IS. Is it possible to accurately identify and estimate as small

a quantity of morphine as 1 grain to the fluid ounce In medi-
cinal preparations?

19. Is the city pnarmacist allowing himself to become more
dependent upon the pharmaceutical manufacturer than his
country brother?

20. An article is desired on the manufacture of perfumery
and toilet waters by the pharmacist.

21. Is there any good reason why the pharmacist, more than
any other business man, should sell stamps, keep a city direc-
tory and act as a general information bureau?

22. Can pharmacy be elevated to its proper professional plane
so long as the pharmacist serves as an accommodation to the
pubhc?

23. Is there any feasible method which will serve to dis-

abuse the public mind of the prevailing impression that the
druggist's profits are enormous?

24. Are not "recommended by the medical profession" and
"endorsed by reliable prescription pharmacists" the "hall
mark" by which a quack nostrum may usually be recognized?

25. Are not the "top-notchers" in pharmacy those who take
time to get acquainted with their fellow men and who are
Interested in their work for its own sake?

26. Should the government restrict the use of a serial number
as an advertising feature?

27. Does your clerk wear rubber boots and stand on glass
when taking orders from "the boss" or is he a good "con-
ductor" of the policy of the house?

28. Do you approach the mental status of your customer
when selling him goods, or do you talk to him from the step-

29. How would you proceed to make a good salesman out of
your clerk?

30. Wanted—a good formula for liquid soap which can be sold
at a fair profit.

31. Is it a good thing for a pharmacist to have a hobby apart
from his business, to keep him "sweet" and satisfied with life?

32. Have physicians generally adapted themselves to the
changes in strength and nomenclature of the preparations In
the eighth revision of the U. S. P.?

33. How many of the Important preparations of the N. F.
have you made up In anticipation of a demand for them?

34. What are the physical characters of a pure sample of oil

of tar?
35. What books are essential for the pharmacist to keep In

his reference library?
36. What new Ideas regarding window displays have you

used during the past year?
37. Should the passing average for graduation or registration

be made higher or lower than it Is at the present time?
38. Is it true that in some quarters there is a tendency to

overeducate the pharmacist, thereby making him dissatisfied
with his work?

39. Is the rapidly growing post card and souvenir business a
detriment or an advantage to the professional pharmacist?

40. Is it not true that there are a large number of pharma-
cists who obtained their education a number of years ago, who
are doing much harm to present day education by telling their
student clerks that It is unnecessary to devote any great
amount of time to study in order to keep up with the lecture
and laboratory work of a present day college course?

As a "tip" to authors who undertake to answer query 7,

we call their attention to notes in the Cieculab for April,
page 130; May, page 176; and June, page 209, all for last

year; and to those who tackle query 8, to the issue for
July, 1905. page 231. In regard to query 9 we would say
that the Western Drug Record, published by a firm of

wholesale druggists, gives the following list of prepara-
tions, the manufacture of which, it says, has been discon-
tinued since January 1st. 1907; "Needham's fluid clover;
N. B. & Co.'s cough cubes; one minute catarrh cure; one
minute waterproof court plaster; Allwright's pennyroyal
pills; oxido-florine salve; hydrone; sulpho-ferrine;
Olin's red clover composition; hydrargyrine; crown
catarrh powder; carma health tablets; resplton; Miles'
laxative cold cure: Miles' wine sarsaparilla; Sawyer's
ukatine; Sawyer's wide awake pills; Wei de Meyer ca-

tarrh cure: Morley's chill syrup; Duby's ozark herbs;
chalmoogra; buckthorne cordial, (Scott & Brown)
[Bowne (?)]; kidney wort; kumysgen; Cole's ossidine;
corrodanie; Dr. Wolfe's headache cure, (except for sale in

Missouri [!] ): Snow's pennyroyal tansy pills; germo; St.

Elmo waferettes." The same publication states that "Bee's
honey and tar is now Bee's laxative cough syrup." and
that "Dade's little liver pills have been changed to Ring's
little liver pills." Query 26 reminds us of three articles in

the CiRcrL.\R. one. "Lying about the Guarantee," In the is-

sue for March, page 245, another. "The Guarantee Must
Not Be Lied About." in the issue for April, page 289, and
the third on page 341 of this issue. Much light on a ma-
jority of the queries is shed by various articles that have
appeared in the CiRcn..\R.

For the best paper on "How to Increase the Interest of
the Medical Profession in the United States Pharmaco-
pceia," read at each State association meeting, the board
of trustees of the United States Pharmacopoeial Conven-
tion will award a copy of the Pharmacopoeia.

L
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Program for the Meeting of the New England
Association.

The pharmaceutical associations of the six New Eng-
hind States will hold a joint meeting at Magnolia, Mass.,
June ISth to 21st. The Massachusetts association will
convene June 18th. The associations of the other States
will hold their separate business meetings on the follow-
ing day. June 20th, the six associations will meet in a
joint session devoted to a discussion of pharmacal mat-
ters of general interest. The subjects allotted to the sev-
eral associations are as follows:

Connecticut—Do the advantages to the retail druggists
<tt the various national and State pure food and drug
laws outweigh the disadvantages? Is there danger of
abuse of this power of legislation?

Maine—How may we as pharmacists best prevent hos-
tile, and promote favorable legislation In State and na-
tional legislature?

Massachusetts—Is it desirable to promote an inter-

change of certificates in pharmacy, between the several
New England State boards? If so, how best accom-
plished?
New Hampshire—Is the bill to regulate patents, intro-

duced by Congressman Currier of New Hampshire, at

the last session of congress, an improvement as regards
pharmaceuticals, over the dormant Mann bill, and shall

it have our endorsement?
Rhode Island—Can we promote the best interests of

pharmacists by increased scientific attainments, or will

greater success be achieved by seeking the highest mod-
ern commercial methods?
Vermont—Are we losing our position as professional

men and being relegated to the ranks of tradesmen
simply?

In addition there will be a general discussion of the
question: Is a permanent organization of the New Eng-
land pharmaceutical associations by means of their ex-

ecutive committees, or otherwise, desirable, in order that
prompt and simultaneous action may be taken annually?

The. final day will be devoted entirely to amusements.

New York Alumni to Pic-nic.

Something entirely different, something unlike any pre-

vious affair of the kind, is the program advanced for the
coming annual outing of the Alumni Association of the

College of Pharmacy of the City of New York. The com-
mittee having the affair in hand, of which Fred Borg-
greve is chairman, promises a continuous round of enjoy-

ment to everybody attending. Not one moment from 3

p. M. until the last loiterer has departed will time be per-

mitted to lag.

Any member of the alumni who has an engagement
for June 12th, is requested by the committee to break it

immediately and to reserve that day for a trip to Bach-
mann's Pavilion, Bachmann station, Staten Island, the
place selected for the outing of 1907. The South Beach
train stops right at the pavilion.

Good music, bowling, with prizes, dancing and relax-

ation galore will be provided by the committee, and the
dinner to be served at 7 p. m. will, it is stated, be the
best ever laid before the hungry alumni. It will be but
$1 per plate.

All druggists, whether members of the alumni or not,

are invited to attend; there will be no admission fee and
no Aim flam games.

Revised Denatured Alcohol Rulings.

A number of supplemental rulings governing the sale,

etc., of denatured alcohol made with a desire to remove
many unnecessary restrictions have been issued by the
bureau of internal revenue. Under these new regula-
tions retail dealers are required to make returns only for
those months in which they actually purchase denatured
alcohol and need not certify these returns under oath.
Manufacturing druggists and chemists are no longer

required to have a separate storage room for the de-

natured alcohol used in their business. Many changes
have been made in the regulations pertaining to the re-

covery of denatured alcohol used in manufacturing proc-

esses, and denaturation.
Additional formulas for special denaturants have been

authorized as follows: In the manufacture of heliotropin
and embalming fluid, for denaturing 100 gallons of al-

cohol 5 gallons of approved wood alcohol may be used.

American Pharmaceutical Association

Branches.
New York.—Owing to an oversight in sending out the

announcements of the meeting of the New York branch
of the American Pharmaceutical Association held April

8th, a number of the physicians expected to take part in

the discussion of the ownership and repetition of pre-

scriptions were not present. There was suflicient diversity

of opinion among the members present, however, to pro-

vide an abundance of discussion. Another oversight on
the part of the ofiicer who prepared the notices was stat-

ing that this meeting was to be the last of the season,

whereas, in fact, another is scheduled for May 13th.

Secretary Mayo opened the discussion. He had pre-

pared a paper on the subject to be discussed, but by an
oversight had neglected to bring it with him. He referred

to numerous judicial decisions here and abroad bearing
upon the case, none of which could be considered final.

T. P. Cook expressed the opinion that the original pre-

scription belonged to the prescriber, who alone should
determine whether or not it should be refilled.

Prof. W. C. Anderson recognized the rights in the pre-

scription of all three interested parties, the physician to

control it, the patient to dispose of it as he saw fit, and
the pharmacist to retain it for his protection. Copies
could not legally be refused, and it was generally best to

return the original when demanded. The repetition of

prescriptions should be controlled by the physician and in

case of no directions the pharmacist should exercise his

best judgment as to refilling.

Dr. H. W. Sohimpf, speaking as a physician, upheld the
right of the prescriber to the original prescription, though
the physician seldom desired its return. The pharmacist
should be permitted to retain the original for his protec-

tion in case of dispute.

H. J. Lohmann held that nothing but the original was
of value in a legal action. He was opposed in this stand
by Ewen Mclntyre who argued that it was necessary for

the other side to produce the original to disprove the
copy. Mr. Mclntyre believed the prescription belonged
to the physician, or to the dispenser in case it was not
signed by a physician.

C. O. Bigelow contended that the pharmacist should re-

tain the original, although it was sometimes the best

policy to return it when requested.

W. C. Alpers aroused considerable discussion by ask-

ing whether any pharmacist had ever suffered through
returning an original prescription. Mr. Alpers held that
in law to prove ownership one must show that some con-

sideration was exchanged for the thing claimed, and this

was impossible in the case of a prescription. The neces-

sity of differentiating between the theoretical and practi-

cal phases of the question was pointed out by Mr. Alpers,

also the fact that what would apply in ordinary cases
might be entirely out of place in extraordinary ones.

Joseph Weinstein, Hiland Flowers, W. F. MacDowell,
A. M. Roehrig and others took part in the discussion.

The impracticability of adopting any set and fast rule
was generally admitted.

The Apple "square deal" prescription blank described
in several recent issues of the CrBCULAB was read. As it

was the opinion of the majority of the members present
that the furnishing of prescription blanks was not con-

sistent with "ethical" pharmacy, a motion to consider the
feasibility of recommending a similar blank at the next
meeting was lost.

T. F. Main declining to serve as chairman of the com-
mittee on legislation, President Alpers appointed C. O.

Bigelow to that place.

Twenty-two new members were enrolled at the meet-
ing.

New England.—At the April meeting of the New Eng-
land (Boston) branch of the American Pharmaceutical
Association, the evening was devoted to a thorough dis-

cussion of standard preparations and the possibilities of

a propaganda in their behalf among physicians. An ex-

hibit of some thirty preparations was made.

Philadelphia.—Ways and means of popularizing the
preparations of the Pharmacopoeia and the National For-
mulary were the topics discussed at the meeting of the
Philadelphia branch of the American Pharmaceutical As-
sociation held April 2d.
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Dr. M. H. Fussell in a paper entitled "Simplicity in

Medication and the Evident Duty of the Pharmacist."

deprecated the use of ready-made preparations. He re-

ported the comparison of a number of prescriptions dated

1901 with some dated 1906; this showed the proportion of

proprietary articles called for to have fallen from 32 per

cent, to 23% per cent.

Prof. I. V. S. Stanislaus read a paper entitled "The

Need for Discouraging the Use of 'Patent' as well as

Proprietary' Medicines." It is his belief that the pharm-

acist should make the most of the present public senti-

ment against secret remedies, in discouraging the pre-

scribing of proprietaries.

Dr. M. C. Thrush followed with a paper entitled "The

Value of United States PharmacopoBia and National For-

mulary Preparations as Compared with 'Proprietaries.'
"

He advised the education of the physician as to the

existence of the Pharmacopoeia and the National Formu-

lary and the nature of their contents.

Prof. J. P. Remington set forth the nature and objects

of the exhibit of standard preparations which the branch

plans to make at the coming meeting of the American
Medical Association.

Prof. Remington stated that upward of 60,000 copies of

the eighth revision of the Pharmacopoeia had been sold

prior to April 1st.

Drs. Wood and Hare. J. K. Thum, and a number of

others added Interesting remarks on the subject of the

evening's discussion.

Baltimore.—A discussion of the State law regulating

the sale of narcotics formed the program at the meeting
of the Baltimore branch of the American Pharmaceutical
Association held April 18th. The subject was presented
from the viewpoint of the State, the physician, the nurse
and the pharmacist, and it was the opinion of those pres-

ent that a thorough knowledge of the present law on the

part of the interested professions would do much toward
bringing about the desired conditions.

Prior to the discussion Dr. Daniel Base gave a brief

resume of the anti-narcotic laws of this and other coun-
tries.

State's Attorney A. S. J. Owens opened the discussion of

the evening by reading the State law and stating the

condition of the cocaine evil in Baltimore which had lead

to the revision of the statute. As the law permitted the
sale of proprietary remedies containing only a limited
amount of narcotics, Mr. Owen believed that the board of

pharmacy should examine such preparations to see that
they complied with the law.

Dr. Rush Dunton, presenting the physician's view of

the law, stated that while the law was defective in per-

mitting the sale of laudanum and paregoric without pre-

scriptions, it was on the whole of great benefit to the phy-
sician as well as the public. The provision which pro-

hibited the renewal of prescriptions for narcotics, he con-
sidered a wise one. Dr. Dunton did not agree with many
physicians who thought that every nurse should be equip-
ped with a hypodermic syringe and narcotics.

C. L. Meyer pointed out the imperfections of the law as
viewed by the pharmacist. In his opinion, to permit the
sale of proprietaries containing narcotics and to forbid the
sale of remedies compounded by qualified pharmacists and
the intelligent renewal of prescriptions containing nar-
cotics was unfair to the pharmacist. The physician
should inform his patient when it would be illegal for a
prescription to be refilled.

Miss Martin explained that nurses who did not carry
syringes and equipment and were not skilled in their use
were considered inefiBcient by physicians. She. however,
believed that no nurse should administer a narcotic ex-
cept under the direction of a physician.
The subject was further discussed by Drs. Blake, Har-

ris, Kinseng, Pierce and Smith; Misses LaMott and Neal;
and Messrs. Bond, Fehler, Schultze and others.

Chicago.—A continuation of the discussion of the pre-
scription made up the greater portion of the program at
the meeting of the Chicago branch of the American
Pharmaceutical Association held April IGth. The council
of the Chicago Medical Society had approved the project
and had appointed a committee to attend this meeting and
take part in the discussion.
The propositions submitted for discussion were:
First, the prescription is an utterance of the prescriber who

alone should direct and control its employment. It should invar-
iably carry the name of the patient and the date when written.
Second, the pharmacist who prepares the medicine should

retain the prescription as a reference for his services and as
a record for a certain limited period (five years i, for the pro-
tection of the prescriber. himself and the patient.
Third, the medicine prescribed should be supplied not more

than once on the same prescription, nor should a copy be
given (1) if ordered by tlie prescriber "not to be repeated;"
(2) if containing medicinal substance commonly called narcotic
or habit-formir.g drugs; (3) if called for by some person known
not to be the original holder.

Drs. J. C. Stubbs. Adolph Gehrmann and M. L. Harris.

the delegates from the medical society, all spoke in sup-

port of these propositions. All admitted, however, that

there would arise occasions where such rules could not be
strictly adhered to. In such cases the pharmacist should
act as in his judgment, seemed best.

Messrs. Hallberg, Bruder and Wooten offered several

suggestions relative to a better agreement among pharm-
acist, physician and patient in regard to the refilling of

prescriptions and the giving of copies.

The branch adopted a motion protesting against the

clause in a bill before the Illinois legislature, which
would permit the sale of drugs under official names yet

not of official standard, providing the real standard ap-

peared on the label.

It was agreed that the committee on medical relations

should confer with the committee of the American Medi-
cal Association relative to the establishment of better re-

lations between the members of the two professions.

The attention of the members was directed to the pam-
phlets issued by the American Medical Association, New
and Unofficial Remedies and The Propaganda for the Re-
form of Proprietary Medicines.

Northern Ohio.—The April meeting of the Northern
Ohio branch of the American Pharmaceutical Association,
held at Cleveland, was devoted to a discussion of National
Formulary preparations. At the next meeting to be held
May 10th the "Help Problem" will be threshed out.

Northwestern.—A goodly number of the pharmacists of
the "twin cities" met at Minneapolis, April 17th, for a
banquet and a meeting under the auspices of the North-
western branch of the American Pharmaceutical Associa-
tion. The purpose of the gathering was to stimulate the
affiliation of the "twin city" pharmacists with the Amer-
ican Pharmaceutical Association and to plan and carry
out the campaign for a more extended use by physicians
of the pharmacopoeial and National Formulary prepara-
tions.

Legislative matters affecting pharmacy were fully dis-

cussed, S. W. Melendy. C. J. Moos. Stewart Gamble, A. E.
Tupper and F. J. Wulling giving a comprehensive report
of all bills introduced at the present session of the Minne-
sota legislature relating to pharmacy and what had been
done to aid in the passage of some and in the indefinite

postponement of others. The bill appropriating $5.ono for

the work of the board of pharmacy received the unani-
mous support of the meeting. The discussion following
showed that practically all the pharmaceutical profession
favored the bill.

The matter of the distribution of the epitome of the
National Formulary was a topic of fruitful discussion.

The question of the refilling of prescriptions was ven-
tilated and the meeting went on record as opposing in-

discriminate refilling where potent drugs were involved.
It was also the sense of the meeting that any restriction

placed upon the refilling of prescriptions by the pre-

scriber should be strictly observed.
The meeting passed a resolution deploring the move-

ment recently started in New York to take certain powers
from the New York Board of Pharmacy and give them
to the board of health. It was the sense of the meeting
that this movement was antagonistic to the best interests

of the public and that steps should be taken to confine

the movement to New York and if possible to help to

annul it there.

It was decided to maintain and increase the very
friendly relation already existing between the physicians
and pharmacists of the "twin cities" by instructing the
officers to arrange a meeting for next fall to which physi-
cians should be invited. The details were not worked
out.

Several members of the branch have enlisted the aid

of the local press in advancing the purposes of the as-

sociation and are being "interviewed" at intervals.
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News of the Pharmacy Boards.
List of Secretaries.

In the following list are to be found the names and ad-
dresses of the secretaries of the various boards of phar-
macy of the country. When the date and place of the next
meeting are known, they are given also. Secretaries are
requested to keep us informed as to those dates and
places:

Alabama—June 11th, at Blount Springs. E. P. Gait,
Selma.

Arizona—A. G. Hulett, Phcenix.

Arkansas—J. F. Dowdy, Little Rock.
California—C. B. Wilden, San Francisco.
Colorado—W. L. Shockey, Cripple Creek.
Connecticut—A. L. Dickinson, Danbury.
Delaware—July 5th, at Smyrna. 0. C. Draper, Wilming-

ton.

District of Columbia—S. L. Hilton, Washington.
Florida—June 12th, at Jacksonville. D. W. Ramsaur,

Palatka.
Georgia—May 20th, at Savannah. C. D. Jordan, Monti-

cello.

Idaho—L. W. Smith, Boise.
Illinois—May 21st, at Springfield. F. C. Dodds, Spring-

field.

Indiana—T. E. Otto, Columbus
Indian Territory—H. D. Knisley, Checotah.
Iowa—C. W. Phillips, Des Moines.
Kansas—May 23d, at Kansas City. W. E. Sheriff, Ells

worth.
Kentucky—J. W. Gale, Frankfort.
Louisiana—May 3d and 4th, at New Orleans. F. C. God

bold, New Orleans.
Maine—June 12th, at Bangor. F. H. Wilson, Brunswick
Maryland—Ephraim Bacon, Roland Park.
Massachusetts—Every Tuesday, at Boston. W. F. Sawyer,

Boston.
Michigan—S. A. Erwln, Battle Creek.
Minnesota—July 15th, at Minneapolis. C. J. Moos, Min-

neapolis.
Mississippi—S. L. Caine, Columbus.
Missouri—June 10th, at Warrensburg. Charles Gietner,

St. Louis.
Montana—October 14th and 15th, at Butte. Alfred Whit

worth. Deer Lodge.
Nebraska—H. L. Harper, Beatrice.
Nevada—May , at Reno. F. J. Steinmetz, Carson

City.

New Hampshire—F. H. Wingate, Nashua.
New Jersey—July 18th and 19th, at Trenton. H. A. Jor

den, Bridgeton.
New Mexico—May 20th, at Roswell. A. J. Fischer

Santa Fe.
New York—Eastern Branch—May 15th, at Brooklyn

Joseph Weinstein, 115 West Sixty-eighth street. New
York. Middle Branch—September ISth, at Albany
W. L. Bradt, Albany. Western Branch—June 19th
at Buffalo. George Reimann. Buffalo.

North Carolina—June 17th, at Lake Toxaway. F. W
Hancock, Oxford.

North Dakota—June 19th, at Fargo. W. S. Parker, Lis-

bon.
Ohio—May 14th, at Columbus. F. H. Frost, Columbus.
Oklahoma—July 9th, at Oklahoma City. F. B. Llllie,

Guthrie.
Oregon—Miss Kitty W. Harbord, Salem.
Pennsylvania—May 18th, at Harrisburg and Pittsburg.

C. T. George, Harrisburg.
Rhode Island—May 7th, at Providence. H. A. Pearce,

Providence.
South Carolina—June 17th and ISth, at Charleston. P. M.

Smith, Charleston.
South Dakota—E. C. Bent, Dell Rapids.
Tennessee—July 15th to 17th, at Monteagle. I. B. Clark,

Nashville.
Utah-C. H. McCoy, Salt Lake.
Vermont—July 10th, at Montpelier. J. G. Bellrose, Bur-

lington.
Virginia—October 21st, at Richmond. T. A. Miller, Rich-

mond.
Washington—P. .Jensen, Tacoma.
West Virginia—May 1st, at Wheeling. A. Walker, Sut-

ton.

Wisconsin—H. G. Ruenzel, Milwaukee.
Wyoming—F. W. Roedel, Cheyenne.

New York Board.

At the meeting of the middle branch of the New York
Board of Pharmacy, held at Albany, April 17th, the fol-

lowing candidates passed:

As pharmacists—R. P. Avery, of Greenville; L. C.

Baker, of Albany; W. L. Baker, of Mechanicsville; W.
H. Canfield, of Hoosick Falls; L. E. Carey, of Greenwich;
C. G. Clifford, of Burlington, Vt; B. F. Donahue, of Nor-
wood; J. L. Everleth, of Plattsburgh; W. B. Foody, of
Rensselaer; J. L. Harrington, of Schenectady; F. A.
Johnson, of Albany; A. L. Kincade, of Johnstown; Alvah
Plack, of Schenectady; E. A. Putney, of Ithaca; M. P.
Sandford, of Greene; M. A. Shoemaker, of Waverly; P. J.

Stephens, of Waterford; J. E. Sweeney, of Ballston; W. C.
Tomzcak, of Gloversville; E. J. Van Tassell, of Kingston;
and S. G. White, of Schenectady.
As druggists—J. A. Babcock, of Greenwich; F. H. Fran-

cois, of Albany; C. P. HoUey, L. A. Hoye, G. R. Plewes,
and W. E. Rapp, all of Syracuse; and W. A. Townsend, of
Albany.
The next meeting of this branch will be held at Albany,

September ISth.

Maine Board.

Of the twenty-five candidates examined at the meeting
of the Maine Board of Pharmacy held at Augusta, April
lOth, the following passed:

E. S. Barribault, of Lewiston; G. 0. Gardiner, of Dix-
field; P. G. Gilchrist, of Camden; J. W. Gordon, of Wells;
R. W. Hawkes, of York Beach; J. H. Peterson, of Cas-
tine; P. W. Small and W. S. Wolf, both of Portland; and
J. I. Wright, of Skowhegan.
The board has been investigating a violation of the

pharmacy law by druggists conducting stores at Lewiston
and Auburn and it is reported that a prosecution will be
the result.

The next meeting of the board will be held June 12th,
at Bangor.

Vermont Board.

Twenty applicants for registration were examined by
the Vermont Board of Pharmacy at a meeting held April
3d. at Montpelier. The following were registered:

W. C. Bellrose, of Burlington; A. A. Cote, of Pitchburg,
Mass.; J. P. Fitzgerald, of Brattleboro; E. W. Oilman, of
Marshfield; D. Hebert, of Boston, Mass.; R. G. Hersom, ol
Burlington; F. L. Hopkins, of Franklin; J. A. Innman,
of Plattsburgh, N. Y.; A. La Jeunesse, of St. Pie, P. Q.;
O. W. McShane, of Bristol; M. P. Reagon, of St. Albans;
A. W. Smith, of Holyoke, Mass.; and S. C. Voodry, of
Cabot.

The board will hold its next meeting July 10th, at Mon^
pelier.

Massachusetts Board.

Fourteen candidates were examined by the Massachu-
setts Board of Pharmacy at a meeting held March 5th, at
Boston. The following passed:

AV. H. Hatch, of Boston; C. H. Hyde, of Brookline; S.

C. James, of Greenfield; J. H. Kendrlgan, E. C. Neenan,
and J. B. Walsh, all of

Connecticut Board.

At a recent meeting of the Connecticut Board of Phar-
macy the following applicants for registration were suc-
cessful :

H. A. Bradley, of South Norwalk; J. J. Dunn, of Meri-
den; Frank Uricchio, of Hartford; and C. E. Morin, of
Danielson.

Pennsylvania Board.

At a meeting of the Pennsylvania Board of Pharmacy
held at Philadelphia, February 23d, 129 applicants for
registration were examined, 14 applying as pharmacists
and 115 as assistants. The following passed:
As pharmacists—L. A. Crull, of Philadelphia; G. C.

Davy, of Coatesville; O. C. Everhart. of York; W. G.
Hathaway and S. L. Karp, both of Scranton; and B. L.
Moses, of Pittsburg.

As assistants—E. A. Ashton, of Wilkes-Barre; R. J.

Bailey, of Philadelphia; S. W. Baker, of Lewisburg; Z. E.
Bolin and P. S. T. Bonnell, of Philadelphia; B. B. Dro-
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pieski, of Nanticoke; J. M. Fleming of Homer Citj"; F^ A.

George, of Easton; J. A. Gerry, of London 0^;GC. Hen-

drTcks, of Allentown; J. E^ F Hicks. °f f'^^.f
^Pf^^'

A. R. Jones, of Mt. Carmel; F J Keim °f ^^^^ ^ois, R. A.

Lambert, of Philadelphia; Abraham hep of Reading

jiandell Light, of Philadelphia; J. RMahany of West-

field Mass William Matthewson, of Coatesville; D W.

McMiS:'o Troupe, Tex.; R. E. Mills, of Glenside;

Ralph Nelden, of Salt Lake, Utah; Frances ^'cholas of

Philadelphia; W. H. Obergh, of TitusvUle; L. L. Pearson

of Bristol; A. A. Pratt, of Nornstown; Samuel Silk and

HE Strauss, both of Philadelphia; CE S ump, of Wl^

kinsbure- Samuel Vigderman, of Philadelphia; R. J. Wo-

dering of Allentownf W. A. Yeakle, of Norristown; and

"^AT 7eS^S;e:[in?of the^Wd will be held at Pittsburg

^'^Sec^'reLty'c'T'^'^rge'n a recent newspaper statement

said that the board does not recognize any correspondence

school of pharmacy under the law which requires grad-

uation as a prerequisite to examinations.

District of Columbia Board.

The regulation of pharmacy by the board of melical

supervisors of the District of Columbia was fo^^d to be

impractical and a new law was enacted during the recen

session of congress creating a board of Pharmacy to sue

ceed the examiners in pharmacy appointed by the medi-

cal board. The members of the former examining board

were appointed as the board of pharmacy; they being as

follows: President. F. C. Henry; secretary. S. L. Hilton

treasurer, Lewis Flemer; A. C. Taylor and F. Haffiel

^"llveral minor changes in the pharmacy law were ein-

bodied in the new act. Graduates of pharmacy are now

required to have four years' practical experience as a

quaUflcation for examination. The clause exempting

pharmacists from jury duty has been repealed

At the first examination held by the new board, April

12th, out of seven applicants the following were success-

"c. E. Koss, R. E. Madigan and Louis Sacks.

West Virginia Board Prosecutions.

Two phvsicians who conduct a drug store in a West

Virginia town recently informed the board of pharmacy

that one of their competitors was conducting a store with-

out a license. An immediate investigation followed and

?he charge was found to be correct and the shop-keeper

was arrested. Unfortunately for the complaining physi-

cians the investigation did not end with the one store

but extended to all others of the town. As a result the

two informers were also arrested on a charge similar to

the one they had preferred against their neighbor they

having failed to qualify as pharmacists according to the

law before becoming too ardent in suppressing illegal

^'wMle^the officials were in the town they also called

upon another physician who was apprehended on a charge

of failing to attach his full name to his prescriptions as

required by law.

Kentucky Board Active.

An inspector for the Kentucky Board of Pharmacy has

been very active of late in Warren and adjoining counties.

According to a newspaper report he purchased morphine

from many druggists who did not comply with the law

governing the sale of that article.

Tennessee Board.

The Tennessee Board of Pharmacy met at Nashville,

April 16th to 18th, and examined twenty-five candidates.

The following were successful:

As pharmacists—L. L. Alexandria, of Cottage Grove;

L W Bobbltt Frank Butenshon, R. T. Coffman and C.

W Davidson all of Nashville; L. K. Grigsby, of Lebanon:

J H Mills of Memphis; L. F. Mitchell, R. G. McGhey and

Emma L. Stone, all of Nashville; C. T. Trask. of Madison-

vllle; C. B. Warner, of Nashville; and B. F. Woodward,

of Lebanon. „„
As assistants—M. H. Griffin, of Chattanooga; W. A.

Koran of Nash^•ille; L. E. Taylor, of Tullahoma; J. L.

Watson, of Chattanooga; and 1. S. West, of Columbia

The next meeting of the board will be held July 15tn

to 17th, at Monteagle.
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Georgia Board.

At a meeting held at Atlanta, April 8th to 10th. the

Georgia Board of Pharmacy examined eighty-two can-

didates. The following were successful:

As apothecaries—C. T. Alcorn, of Alley; W. D. Barks-

dale, of Blakely; W. F. Bedenbaugh, of Prosperity, S. C;
W. B. Crutch, of Quitman; Nellie Dill, of Atlanta; J. F.

Durden, of Graymont; W. R. Eunice, of Milledgeville; H.

D. Frater, of Pensacola, Fla.; W. F. Goodwin, of Ansley,

Ala.; T. C. Haigans, of Columbus; LeRoy Hebenicht. of

Waynesboro, S. C; C. S. Lowry. of Seneca, S. C; O. M.
Marshall, of Davisboro; J. W. Pierce, of Culloden; W. D.

Sheridan, of Barnwell, S. C; L. J. Smith, of Augusta;
J. E. Snow, of Brookville. Fla.; W. L. Ulmer, of Monti-

cello. Fla.; and W. G. White, of Piedmont. S. C.

As druggists—G. C. Adams, of Carl; Mary E. Burton,

of Atlanta; W. L. Cubbedge. of Guyton; V. W. Ferguson,
of Waleska; F. D. Freeman, of Social Circle; J. D. Har-
rison, of Longtown, S. C; Z. D. Hatcher, of Kite; E. W.
Hunt, of Atlanta; J. L. McDaniel, of Jennings, Fla.; J. M.
Pittard, of Monticello; H. A. Smith, of Orlando, Fla.; R.

N. Smith, of Fairburn; H. G. Staland, of ThomasvlUe;
and W. C. Williams, of Danville.
The next meeting of the board will he held May 20th,

at Savannah.

Mississippi Board.

Sixty-two applicants for registration were examined by
the Mississippi Board of Pharmacy at a meeting held

April 2d. at Jackson. Of these the following were suc-

cessful:
J. T. Alford, of Monroe, La.; J. W. Bounds, of Coltee-

vllle; J. H. Brewster, of Meridian; J. R. Brown, of Shaw;
J. W. Collens, of Monroe, La.; I. N. Day, of Aberdeen;
Talfourd Fisher, of Canton; R. S. Guerrard, of Lake Provi-
dence, La.; W. L. Harmon, of Goociman; S. W. Hill, of

Amite City, La.; R. M. Izard, of New Hebron; S. F. King,
of Pelahatchie; C. H. Kopfler, of Amite City, La.; J. L.

Madison, of Brooksville; F. W. Mammack, of Flora; B.

H. McKorn, of Jones, La.; B. E. Moore, of Grenada; E. N.
Rust, of Canton; J. A. Salter, of Hazlehurst; C. E. San-
didge, of Flora; R. C. Smith, of Crystal Springs; H. T.

Swain, of Yazoo City; R. A. Thorn, of Newton; W. E.
Turpin. of Bastrop, La.; H. B. Melbourne, of Columbia;
J. T. Williams, of Collins; Mrs. A. M. Wood, of Gulfport;
and L. M. Woodward, of Canton.

Missouri Board.

Out of forty-eight applicants for registration examined
by the Missouri Board of Pharmacy at a meeting held
April 8th, at Kansas City, the following were successful:

W. H. Bennett, of Savannah; T. A. Burchett, of Kan-
sas City; O. F. Claggett, of Jamesport; W. A. Crawford,
of Forest City; F. E. Crole, of Kansas City, Kan.; J. R.
Davis, of West Plains; J. A. Fair, of Trenton: H. C. Jolly,

of McFall; J. E. Kohler. of Carrollton; R. C. Maddox, of

Kansas City; J. D. McGee, of Mexico; L. J. Rutter, of

Kansas City; J. A. Sanders, of Gower; A. J. Schraukler,
of Kansas City; J. B. Seller, of St. Louis; A. C. Stone, of

Kansas City; J. G. Thompson, of West Plains; A. M.
Triska, of St. Louis; Elbert Van Busklrk. of Kansas
City; and Clyde West, of Hale.

The next meeting of the board will be held at War-
rensburg, June 10th.

Oklahoma Board.

Thirty-one candidates were examined at the meeting of

the Oklahoma Board of Pharmacy held at Oklahoma City,

April 9th. The following passed:
As pharmacists—L. C. Barber, of Ralston; O. W. Bren-

stedt, of Oklahoma City; A. R. Clark, of Davenport; I. J.

Frazar, of Kaw City; Irving Freeman, of Braman; T. A.
Herrington. of Asher; Randolph Hlnnen, of Coyle; 1. W.
Howard, of Weatherford; G. L. Scott, of Sentinel; H. G.
Steinberger, of Ralston; J. T. Tyer, of Cleveland; and B.

L. Westbrook. of Hominy.
As assistants—R. C. Cozine and F. A. Crawford, both

of Oklahoma City: Lee Davison, of Capron; J. W. Fon-
dren. of Altus; Charles McGill, of Waynoka; W. H. Pen-
dleton, of Altus; and 0. N. Stogsdill, of Waukomia.

Certificates of registration were issued to the follow-

ing graduates In pharmacy:
J. F. Barlow, of Savannah. Tenn.; H. P. Cratty, of

Lawton; L. C. Dyer, of Weatherford; Robert Elliott, of
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Sioux City, la.: Rosa Haddix, of Anadarlie; E. W. Haine,
of Trumbull, O.; Grace E. Hevenor, of Salamanca, N. Y.;

W. O. Hoppes, of Red Key. Ind.; C. J. Humphrey, of Hot
Springs, Ark.; E. M. Johnson, of Lafayette, Ind.; J. C.
Maxwell, of Oakland, la.; F. W, Miers, of Salem, S. D.;

O. H. Miller, of St. James, Mo.; R. B. Nixon, of Clarinda,
la.; J. R. Raines, of Watonga; T. P. Roberts, of Texhoma;
F. E. Saylor, of Oklahoma City; C. B. Schofield, of Macks-
burg, la.; R. A. Sherman, of Lexington; R. F. Snapp, of

Hinton; Michael Valerius, of Herrinaton, Kan.; G. N. Van
Pelt, of Beloit, Kan.; J. C. WakefielC of Windber, Pa.; L.

M, White, of Maynard, la.; S. E. Wilson, of Girard, Kan.;
and H. L. Wilt, of Portland, Ind.

Tte next meeting of the board will be held July 9th, at
Oklahoma City.

The board was unsuccessful in its effort to control the
sale of stock foods. Judge Burford in the district court
at Guthrie. March 29th, granted a perpetual injunction
to a complaining manufacturer, restraining the board
from enforcing the section of the law providing for the
inspection of stock foods and giving druggists the sole

right to handle such foods for sale.

Reorganization of the Ohio Board.

When Governor Harris appointed A. W. Kiler, of Co-
lumbus, to succeed W. R. Ogier as a member of the Ohio
Board of Pharmacy, it was generally believed that Mr.
Kiler would also succeed to the secretaryship. The other
members of the board, however, were of the opinion that
the duties of the secretary could not be performed by one
new to the work of the board. The board therefore elect-

ed F. H. King, of Delphos. secretary and treasurer and
appointed P. H. Frost, formerly of Lebanon, a non-mem-
ber, clerk. Mr. Frost will have entire charge of the sec-

retary's office at Columbus and will attend to all the cor-

respondence.

The personnel of the new board is as follows: Presi-

dent, Julius Greyer, of Cincinnati; vice-president, M. G.
Tielke. of Cleveland: secretary and treasurer, F. H. King,
of DelphQs; C. W. Tobey, of Troy; and A. W. Kiler, of
Columbus.
Mark and Sam Klein, of Cleveland, who had been out

on ball on a charge of Illegal cocaine selling, were re-

arrested, April 2d, on the charge of practicing pharmacy
without a license. One of the defendants had never been
registered, and the license of the other was revoked last

summer.
By the retirement of Mr. Ogier the board loses a mem-

ber and an officer who not only had served it long and
faithfully, but one who put an uncommonly large amount
of ability into his work. Mr. Ogier was first appointed a
member of the board about twenty years ago. He was
not recommended for reappointment by the Ohio Pharm-
aceutical Association last year.

Illinois Board.

At the meeting held at Chicago, April 16th to 18th, the
Illinois Board of Pharmacy examined sixty candidates for
registration as pharmacists and fifty-nine as assistants.
The following were successful:

As pharmacists—G. H. Baird, of Galesburg; W. L. Bar-
tholomew and T. P. Chrzanowski, both of Chicago; J. K.
Crandall. of Paris; N. I. Fox, M. I. Fractman and E. N.
Hahn. all of Chicago; C. P. Hallam. of Shabbona; R. E.
Hattan, of Galesburg; W. M. Hawk and J. C. Hunter, both
of Chicago: A. J. Ironmonger, of Henry; M. J. Isaacs,
H. T. Jensen, Isadore Kaplansky. J. A. Klingstedt and
Simon Kogon, all of Chicago; M. E. Kronholm, of Moline;
J. J. Krzemieniewski, W. D. Lee, J. E. Miles, Fred Min-
nick, G. H. McKenzie, J. E. Quigley. Antonio San-
filippo, John Schwaba, G, K. Thompson, H. A, Watson and
W. R. Young, all of Chicago.
As assistants—J. W. Askew, of Pontiac; H. L. Baker, J.

G. Beaman and J. P. Mergstedt, all of Chicago: M. D, Bick-
ford, of Sterling: W. T. Bowden and N. E. Burhop, both
of Chicago; W. W. Doerr. of Evanston; Joseph Forman,
T. E. P. Furman. Bella Galsin, R. M. Gray and W. A.
Haider, all of Chica.go; Louis Harth, of Ambia, Ind.:
Adolph Hartung. W. D. Hayes and J. M. Jusajtus, all of
Chicago; J. C. Kehoe, of Waukegan; J. E. Kennedy, of
Chicago; E. C. Knaak. of Deerfleld; G. F. Knick. of Ap-
pleton. Wis.; H. E. Kraft, V. A. Kremer, G. J. Lang-
heim, J. P. Lee. Alfred Lypski and W. D. Mottar, all of
Chicago; Linnie E. Nixon, of Lena; George Reader, H. K.

Seaver, I. Sklamberg, Otto Stoeffhaas, C. S. Stuker, E. C.

Wach and F. J. Zuck, all of Chicago.

The next meeting of the board for the examination of

candidates will be held at Springfield May 21st. The next
examination of apprentices throughout the State will be
held May ITth. Commencing with July, apprentice ex-

aminations will be held the first Friday in the months of

July, September, November, January, April and May. At
the examinations hereafter in Chicago all applicants for

registration as assistants will be examined on the first

day of the meeting and all applicants for registration as
pharmacists on the second day.

North Dakota Board.

One hundred and seven applicants were examined by the

North Dakota Board of Pharmacy at the meeting held at

Fargo. April 9th to 12th. The following were successful:

As pharmacists—L. M. Anderson, of Fargo; F. D.

Ahearn, of Rugby; J. F. Bastis. of Fargo; W. H. Boyd,
of Oakes; Joseph Breslow, of Glenullin; R. T. Bronson.
of Council Bluffs, la.; P. 0. Bugge, of Columbus; May E.

Camden, of Walhalla; Arthur Campeau, of Willow City;

Hugo Denk, of New Salem; E. G. Eirikson, of Cavalier;

H. B. Faust, of Harvey; R. H. Ferry and J. A. Gardner,
both of Fargo; J. S. Gestson, of Crystal; A. J. Hancock,
of Devils Lake; T. S. Harris, of Fargo; G. A. Hawkins,
of Michigan City; H. C. Hendrickson, of Portland; G. A.
Hovorka and J. A. Hoyt, both of Minneapolis, Minn.;
Norman Linn, of Cavalier; D. 0. Lofthouse. of Fargo:
D. B. Martin, of Lisbon; G. C. Mathews, of Fargo; A. E.

McAdams, of Minneapolis, Minn.; C. N. McGillivary, of

Fargo; S. L. Price and R. P. Rood, both of Casselton; J.

A. Shaffer, of Willow City; E. J. Shatter, of Osnabrock;
Andrew Skei, of Lake Park, Minn.; F. H, Strehlow, of

Abercrombie; C. W. Taber, of Hope; F. P. Taylor, of

Minot; W. M. Thompson, of Carrington; and Ingolf Wold,
of Cooperstown.
As assistants—Clarence Baglieu, of Hillsboro; Oscar

Benson, of Michigan City; Allen Crawford, of Westhope;
F. W. Hall, of Valley City; J. T. Hayes, of Hecla, S. D.;

A. W. Johnston, of Minneapolis, Minn.; B. C. Moses, of

Antler; R. A. Rush, of Hope; Joseph Simmer, of Grand
Forks; and G. L. Stearns and J. H. Weaver, both of Wil-
liston.

Certificates of registration as pharmacists were issued

to the following who held licenses from other boards:

Andrew Bjerkhcal. of Lakota; I. S. Catlin, of Barnes-
ville, Minn.; J. R. Collinson, of Minot: A. W. Davenport,
of Oriska; J. C. Dunn, of Newberg; H. Emanuelson. of

St. Paul, Minn.; Elmer Engebertson, of Devils Lake; Otto
Gluehrs. of Marathon, la.; W. C. Hamilton, of Edgeley;
W. H. Hewson, of Bottineau; A. J. Keisel, of Howard
Lake, Minn.: Ralph Reitl, of Kermit; O. L. Veitch, of

Minot; and M. E. Williams, of New Rockford.

The board will hold its next meeting June 19th, at

Montana Board.

At the April meeting of the Montana Board of Phar-
macy, held at Billings, the following applicants for regis-

tration were successful:

As pharmacists—F. A. Curtis, of Big Timber; S. E.
Hughes, Charles Mollett and H. C. McCuin, all of Billings;

S. G. Raveling, of Forsyth; L. S. Walsh, of Kalispell; and
D. T. Watts, of Billings.

As assistants—H. M. Allen, of Kalispell; Mrs. Jennie
C. Dunbar, of Red Lodge; J. P. Murphy, of Billings; and
C. E. Perkins, of Laurel.

The next meeting of the board will be held at Butte,

October 14th and 15th.

Requirements for Registration in California.

In reply to numerous inquiries regarding the recogni-

tion of certificates issued by the boards of pharmacy of

other States. Secretary C. B. Whilden. of the California

Board of Pharmacy, states that the California board does
not grant registration to the licentiates of other boards,
without further examination. Applicants for registration

as pharmacists must have five years' actual experience in

the practice of pharmacy. Registration without examina-
tion will be granted to graduates of reputable colleges of
pharmacy who have had eighteen years' practical experi-

ence. All others must pass an examination except such
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as are able to prove by affidavits that they have had twen-

ty years' experience.

Applicants arriving in the State during the interim be-

tween examinations may secure temporary certificates

from a member of the beard; these certificates permit the

holder to practice pharmacy until the next examination
only. All those who move into California and begin the

practice of pharmacy are requested to apply for tempo-
rary certificates before beginning practice, as otherwise
they may be prosecuted.

News of the Colleges.

New York College.

The seventy-seventh annual commencement of the Col-

lege of Pharmacy of the City of New York, was held at

Carnegie Hall, May 2d.

The degree of doctor of pharmacy was conferred upon
G. J. Ahrens, of Yonkers; Leo Boeder, of Williamsbridge:
A. M. Bonnyman, of Warwick; F. G. Bradtke, of New
York; A. C. Brown, of Brooklyn; H. E. Faiella, of New
York; W. K. Gaul, of Yonkers; C. W. Holzhauer, of
Newark, N. J.; H. T. Hopkins, of Keyport, N. J.; S. K.
Hunt, of Middletown; S. E. Karp, of Scranton, Pa.; Will-
iam Klein, of Rockaway Beach; George Kobrick, G. W.
Krause, Charles Krepelo and Alexander Levinsohn, all of
New York; J. C. Mackey, of Paterson, N. J.; E. H. Milne,
of Newark, N. J.; C. E. Phelps, of Middletown; P. A. R.
Pra, of Passaic, N. J.; C. A. Schenck, of Mount Vernon;
J. S. Scheuer, of Berryville, Va.; R. C. Schmadel, of New
York; O. H. Stechmann, of Jersey City, N. J.; E. T.
Taborelli, of West Hoboken, N. J.; E. F. Thode, John
Trivigno, J. T. Zimmerman and Henry Zlinkoff, all of
New York.

The officers of the graduate class are: President, W.
S. Kennedy; vice-president, F. G. Bradtke; secretary, W.
H. Gaul; treasurer, S. E. Karp; and reporter, E. F.
Thode.
The honor roll of the class of 1907 includes: R. M.

.\nnis, C. W. Ballard, R. B. Black, G. A. Balv, D. A.
Eclis, A. A. Eraser, A. A. Heller, H. S. Miller, Fred
Blum, A. S. Resler, M. J. Samuelson, Henry Schwartz and
Louise S. Suhr.

These are the graduates in pharmacy:
Joseph Altman, C. W. Ballard, Vincenzo Benlncasa, R.

B. Black. C. W. Brodhead, W. H. Burns, Salvatore Collica,
W. G. DeLameter, Thomas Di Giovanna. Philip Dolpfner,
Siegfried Ehrenberg, D. A. Eclis, Agostino Figallo, Ben-
jamin Garbor, P. J. Gillman, Harry Goldwater, A. A.
Heller, F. P. Hoffman, Herman Juster, W. F. Keating,
Louis Lissman, L. H. Loweustein, Angel Lopez, J. B.
Maffay, Anthony Mashin, Y. M. Medina, H. S. Miller, S.
E. Motsard, Albert Nesy, Louis Ordmann, David Ratner,
Jacob Reiss, A. S. Resler, Morris Resnick, Uriel Russin,
George Ruths, Enrico Samarelli, M. J. Samuelson, Henry
Schwartz, Salvatore Sellaro, Herman Smithline and S R.
Sykes, all of New York.

A. A. Ahrens, of Yonkers; R. M. Annis, of St. John-
burg, Vt.; C. W. Ayres, of Bennington, Vt.; V. J. Bliden
and A. R. Bliss, both of Brooklyn; G. A. Dalv and H. B.
Gengler, both of Little Falls; W. H. Dippel, of Sag Har-
bor; A. A. Eraser, of Naponee, Ont.; H. K. Gaynor, of
Jersey City, N. J.; H. D. Goring, of Wappingers Falls;
W. H. Hulse, of Washingtonville; Edward Hurlev, of
Red Bank, N. J.; T. A. Jost, of Mt. Vernon; C. G. Judge,
of Long Island City; R. C. Kirkendall, of Berwick, Pa.;
J. E. Lamouree. of Tuxedo Park; Andrew Libertone, of
New Brighton; Hyman Lipsky, of Brooklyn; M.

' W.
Lozier, of Newburgh; W. H. Marr, of North Brighton,
Me.; W. U. Meier, of Butler, N. J.; H. A. Newcomb, of
Tolland, Ct; Fred Plum, of Bellefontaine, 0.; H. A.
Ramsey, of Brooklyn; C. J. Ritter, of Yonkers; M. H.
Robinson, of Elizabeth, N. J.; E. C. Schmidt, of Plat-
bush; E. E. Slade, of Whitesville; E. D. Steen of High-
land Falls; R. W. Sterrltt, of Ossining; Louise S. Suhr,
of West Hoboken, N. J.; Harry Teitelbaum, of Union
Hill, N. J.; W. A. Towner, of Brewster; L. W. Twiggar.
of Ossining; D. C. Twiss, of Ilion; H. G. Weir, of Spring-
field, O.; and P. C. Wray, of Martinsville, Va.
The officers of the class are: President, A. A. Eraser;

vice-president, Harry Goldwater; secretarv, P. C. Wray;
treasurer, H. A. Newcomb; valedictorian, G. A. Daly; re-
porter, D. C. Twiss; and historian, C. J. Ritter.

New Jersey College.

The graduation exercises of the New Jersey College of

Pharmacy were held in Wallace Hall, Newark, April 25th.

The gi-aduates were addressed by Rabbi Solomon Foster,
and H. A. Kemper delivered the valedictory oration.

Albert Van Erde, of Paterson, holder of the New Jer-

sey Pharmaceutical Association scholarship, received the
college gold prize. The other prize winners were P. A.
O'Loughlin, in materia medica: Albert Van Erde, in phar-
macy; C. C. Steck, in chemistry; and W. M. Linnett, in
analytical chemistry. The honor men were Emanuel
Fantl, H. A. Kemper, G. A. Koelbe, W. M. Linnett, P. A.
OLoughlin, J. H. Salov, F. P. Schwieg, Samuel Sternig,

C. C. Steck, and Albert Van Erde. The alumni prizes

were awarded to P. A. O'Loughlin, '07, and Aaron Auchen-
bleck, 'OS.

Prof. H. J. Lohmann received a framed, engrossed tes-

timonial from the class of '06.

The list of graduates follows:

J. F. Ahrens, M. J. Commerford, Emanuel Fantl, L. H.
Galluba, F. W. Gemer, Jacob Golden, Henry Halper, C. E.
Hoffman, H. A. Kemper, G. A. Koelble. Max Kreamer,
Samuel Lavigne, W. M. Linnett, Jr., O. F. Larsen, I.

Lesser, W. H. McNeill, P. A. O'Loughlin, L. L. Patterson,
A. N. Pelusio, D. W. Reith. E. H. Roeber, J. H. Salov,
F. P. Schwieg, Benjamin Seclow. J. P. Smith, Samuel
Sternig, C. C. Steck, M. J. Sloan, E. H. Struckman, G. W.
Unsworth, Albert Van Erde, J. J. Weis, W. J. Witt, S. M.
Wojciechowski.

St. Louis College.

Dr. J. C. Morfit, president of the SL Louis Medical So-

ciety, addressed the graduating class of the St. Louis Col-

lege of Pharmacy at the commencement exercises held
April 24th.

The members of the class ara John Boss, C. L. Breiten-
moser, H. L. Bremser, G. F. H. Coy, David Gallont, A. B.
Goekel, Louis Greengard. F. A. Haines, J. D. Handy, Verde
Harrison, Nora Hill, David Jacobs, Jean Jantzen, M. M.
Johnson. C. W. Juengel, C. N. Kalbfleisch, W. L. Kohrumel.
E. A. Kroenecke, E. F. Liebe, R. A. Longmire, H. S. Mer-
rell, F. C. Pauley, 0. G. Robb. A. A. Robinson, C. T. Saul,

H. W. Schaum, L. R. Schettler, R. M. Spargur and J. L.

Wilder, all of Missouri; W. L. Applegate, H. D. McAdams
and Ralph Smith, all of Arkansas; W. G. Palmer, of Colo-

rado; J. L. Bischof, I. M. Clark, J. E. Damron, J. W. Fu-
lenwider. W. T. Gerding, G. V. Gruenewald, J. R. Isley.

M. G. Klemme, P. T. Knoebel. L. W. Koch, A. E. Leut-
wiler, J. A. Moore, G. C. Myers, G. W. Nold, J. V. Simonds.
J. F. Sondag. H. P. Sweeney, W. C. Tunker and A. C.

Webster, all of Illinois; H. W. Carpenter, of Iowa; W. H.
Houston, and A. F. Lowrey. both of Kansas; E. W. Di-

mond, of Mississippi; S. H. Locke and F. L. Wachter,
both of Tennessee; J. A. Weaver, of Texas; and J. I.

Dean, of Utah.

Kansas City College.

The twenty-second annual commencement exercises of

the Kansas City College of Pharmacy and Natural Sci-

ences were held at Kansas City, Mo., April 17th. At the
conclusion of the exercises the graduating class was en-

tertained at a reception by the alumni association.

Those who were graduated are: George Anderson,
George Biggs, LeR. W. Clary, A. C. Cooke, W. A. Craw-
ford, M. C. Dunnaway, Alvah W. Estabrook, J. H. Foley,
F. F. Freidson. F. F. Fry, J. B. Gidinsky, M. E. Gillespie,

E. L. Hahn, W. H. Heaton, K. L. Hersh, J. H. Hinkle, A.
C. McCarty, Earl McGaughey, G. L. Ratliff, E. J. Runner,
C. R. Ryan, O. H. Schrepel, J. S. Watkins and D. V.
Whitney.

Commencement week at the Philadelphia College of

Pharmacy begins May 12th with a baccalaureate sermon
and ends May 16th with the graduating exercises.

Thomas and Charles Stoddart, of Buffalo, N. Y., were
recently visited by their brother. Dr. A. Chalmers Stod-
dart, who has been a resident of San Francisco for the
past thirty years. Dr. Stoddart came East to buy an out-

fit for the large new store of the Stoddart Drug Company,
to replace the one destroyed by the earthquake and fire

of a year ago. Dr. Stoddart is the head of the com-
pany and is enthusiastically optimistic as to the future
of the new San Francisco.
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Pharmacy at the Jamestown Exposition.

It seems that pharmacy at the Jamestown Exposition is

to be in the category of the small boy's apple core
—"there

ain't a-going to be any."
The Circulvr sent a correspondent to Jamestown to see

what kind of a showing we might expect pharmacy to

make there, and he reports that he has been just about
as successful in his mission as Diogenes was in his search
for an honest man. "The drug trade," he says, "at the
'Jamestown' will be conspicuous by its absence," and sug-

gests as a possible reason that druggists being now ac-

customed to profound peace, shy at the thought of brlst-

_
ling battleships.
However, the United States will have a pure food and

drug exhibit at the exposition, and surgical appliances
will be largely in evidence. A Baltimore correspondent
writes that a drug-milling firm of the Monumental City

is to make a large display in the Manufactures Building;
and perhaps before the close of the big fair other displays
there in the drug line will be heard of.

Controlling the Sponge Industry.
After May 1st, it will be unlawful to sell in the United

States any sponges taken with diving apparatus except
such as have been taken in water fifty feet deep between
October and May. Under the same law no sponge of less

than four inches in diameter taken from the Gulf of

Mexico or the Florida straits shall be permitted to enter
this country.

This law was passed some months ago and is designed
to prevent the ravages upon the sponge beds of Florida
resulting from the influx of a large number of foreign
divers to those waters about a year ago. It is hoped that

the law will assist federal authorities in their efforts to

foster the sponge industry by combatting the diseases
that have ravaged the beds.

No size limit has been set on sponges sold in a retail

way, and the penny "slate" sponge may still be sold with
profit (?) by the retail druggist.

"The Great American Fraud."
Perhaps the greatest fraud with which the American

people is cursed is that which has its home in the office

of long-distance diagnosticians and mail-order cure-all

establishments. This fraud has been well exposed in a
series of articles by Samuel Hopkins Adams, reprinted
for general distribution by the American Medical Associa-
tion, 103 Dearborn street, Chicago. These articles make
interesting reading and are well illustrated. The price
of a single copy of the reprint is 10 cents (in stamps).
Fourteen copies will be mailed for ?1, or 100 for $4. The
title of the booklet is shown in the above headline. Drug-
gists interested in the propaganda for pharmacopceial and
National Formulary preparations should read these ar-

ticles and distribute copies among their physicians.

Louisville Druggists Visit Indianapolis.
A delegation from the Louisville College of Pharmacy

visited the laboratories of Eli Lilly & Company at Indiana-
polis, March 29th. In addition to the students, the party
included Dean Curry and several others, members of the
faculty and of the board of directors. The visitors ar-

rived at Indianapolis at 11:30 a. m. and while in that city

were the guests of the house of Lilly. After an early lun-
cheon the inspection of the Lilly plant began at 1 i>. m.,

and occupied the remainder of the afternoon. In the even-
ing the visitors dined in the banquet room of the Claypool
Hotel, and speeches were made by J. E. Lilly, vice-president
of Eli Lilly & Company; Dean Curry, and Vice-President
Hurley of the college of pharmacy. The party returned
to Louisville the same night.

Among the awards of the International Jury of the
Milan Exhibition, 1906, were the grand prize to the Well-
come Chemical Research Laboratories, of London, for
their exhibit under chemical arts and pharmacy; gold
medals to Dr. F. B. Power and F. Tutin, and a silver
medal to P. E. F. Perredes, in the same class; and a
diploma of honor to Dr. Power, in the section of educa-
tion.

Charles Hitsch, the first cocaine seller to be convicted
under the anti-cocaine ordinance of this city, was fined

$250 in the court of special sessions, April 22d.

Obituaries.
THEODORE D. BUHL.

Theodore D. Buhl, president of Parke, Davis & Co., died

suddenly of apoplexy, in this city, April 7th, aged sixty-

three years.

Mr. Buhl was born at Detroit, August 20th, 1844. He
was not a pharmacist, his business career having begun
with a clerkship in the hardware business of his father

and Charles Ducharme. In later years this firm became
Buhl, Sons & Co. At the time of his death the subject of

this sketch was the president of the company. He was
also an officer in a number of metal manufacturing con-

cerns and of several financial institutions of Detroit.

Mr. Buhl became connected with Parke, Davis & Co.
as a director a little over ten years ago, and was elected

to the presidency at the time of the reorganization of the
firm some years subsequently. At a meeting of the di-

rectors of the company held shortly after his death me-
morial resolutions attesting the great loss of the com-
pany and extending condolence to the bereaved relatives

of the deceased, were adopted.
Mr. Buhl is survived by his widow and three sons:

Willis, Arthur H., manager of Buhl, Sons & Co., and Law-
rence.

W. HENRY KI.XG.

W. Henry King, head of the W. H. King Drug Co.,

wholesale, and the King-Crowell Drug Co., retail, of

Raleigh, N. C, died April 2d, aged about forty-one years.

Mr. King had been employed as a clerk in drug stores

In a number of towns in his State, and while yet young
became a member of the firm of Lassiter & King, of Ox-
ford. About nineteen years ago he sold his Interest in

this firm, then Lassiter, King & Booth, and went to

Raleigh, where he formed the. firm of King & McGee,
which later became W. H. King & Co., and then the King-
Crowell Drug Co. Several years ago he formed the whole-
sale firm known as the W. H. King Drug Co.

Mr. King was a member of the National Wholesale
Druggists' Association, the North Carolina Pharmaceutical
Association, and several local wholesale and retail drug-
gists' organizations. He was a Mason and an Elk.

AMOS K. THLDEN.

Amos K. Tilden, of Cohasset, Mass.. died April 8th, aged
sixty-six years. Mr. Tilden was a native of Cohasset, and
entered the drug business in 1860 with George Colton, of
Boston. He served as an apothecary in the United States
navy during the civil war, and in 1865-6 was apothecary
at the Boston City Hospital.
Mr. Tilden was a member of the Massachusetts Board

of Pharmacy for a number of years, and secretary in
1900-3. He was a prominent member of the Boston Drug-
gists' Association, its president in 1891 and secretary for
several years; and a member of the American and Massa-
chusetts pharmaceutical associations.

Samuel C. Sillman. for forty years a i 'ominent Con-
necticut druggist, died at Darien, April 12»h.

Jerome F. Thomas, senior member of Thomas & Lunt,
of Freeport, Me., died April 13th. aged fifty years.

Fred A. Hyde, of Worcester, Mass., died March 27th,
aged forty-nine years.

Albert Warwick, Jr., president of the Warwick Drug
Co., of Hartford, Conn., died March 31st, aged flfty-two
years.

Ferdinand Kinzbach, of Cincinnati, O., died March 28th,
aged sixty years.

Dr. Fred Volz, of Bloomington, Ills., died March 27th,
aged forty-three years.

Albert Rigg Durham, of Reading, Pa., died March 20th,
aged fifty-nine years. He was a well known musician
and the librarian of the public library.

Dr. E. J. Jenner, of Lawrence county. 111., died March
22d.

George Billerth, of St. Louis, Mo., died April 1st.

Buchanan M. Patterson, of Grunow & Patterson, of De-
troit, Mich., died at Boynton, Fla., April 1st, aged forty-
two years.

John F. McNamara, of Fort Dodge, la., died April 1st.

Adolph Ekman, of Oroville. Cal„ died March 15th,
aged forty-eight years. He was widely known as a min-
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eralogist and had charge of the California exhibit at the

Paris Exposition.

J. E. C. F. Harper, retired, of Madison, Ind., died

March 31st, aged eighty-eight years.

Albert A. Scott, for thirty years in business at Rich-

mond, Va., died there, April 8th, aged fifty-five years.

Harry C. McCormick, formerly of Connellsville, Pa.,

died at Rockwood, April 5th, aged sixty-eight years.

Lloyd Summers, of Summers & Son, of Maitland, Mo.,

died April 7th, aged thirty years.

Martin W. Rodawig. of York, Pa., died April 10th.

Charles B. Davidson, of Youngstown, 0., died April 9th,

aged thirty-two years.

Robert W. Powers, of the Powers-Taylor Drug Com-
pany, Richmond, Va., died April 26th.

Dr. Esrom A. Duclos. of Flint Village, Mass., died April

18th, aged sixty-four years. He was a native of Canada,
and was prominent in the Masonic and medical circles of

the Province of Quebec.

Michael J. Heagney. of Rochester, N. H., died April

18th, aged thirty-seven years.

C. J. Scott, of Vermillion, S. D., died April 18th, aged
fifty-three years.

H. A. B. Dunning, of Baltimore, has the sympathy of

a wide circle of friends on account of the recent death of

his wife.

Berthelot was buried in the Pantheon, Paris, with great

honors, by the French Government.

Resolutions Adopted by the Pharmaceutical
Press on the Death of A. E. Ebert.

Whereas, Albert Ethelbert Ebert died November 20th.

1906; therefore, be it

Resolved, That we, the editors of the pharmaceutical
periodicals of America, express our sorrow and testify to

Mr. Ebert's long and exceptionally valuable life as that
of one of the most able, indefatigable and conscientious

of public spirited pharmacists of this country.
Resolved, That Mr. Ebert, for some years editor of the

American Pharmacist, always retained his interest in the
pharmaceutical press and was ever ready to co-operate

with the editors in a frank and liberal manner. Be it

further
Resolved, That we heartily endorse the plan of erect-

ing an Ebert memorial monument and will render the
movement material assistance.

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be furnished
the committee on memorial volume of the American Phar-
maceutical Association, and also be printed in our respec-
tive publications.
Henry M. Whelpley, Meyer Brothers Druggist; Henry R.

Strong, National Druggist; Caswell A. Mayo, American
Druggist; Henry Kraemer, American Journal of Phar-
macy; C. S. N. Hallberg, Bulletin of the A. Ph. A.; Joseph
Helfman, The Bulletin of Pharmacy; Harry B. Mason,
The Bulletin of Pharmacy; G. E. Gibbard, Canadian Phar-
maceutical Journal; E. C. Goetting. D. A. Apotheker Zei-
tung; Francis B. Hays, The Drugoists Circulak; Editorial
Staff of Merck's Report; Charles B. Kautfman, Midland
Druggist; J. W. T. Knox, The New Idea; Guy Ketcheson,
The Pacific Druggist; Ezra J. Kennedy, Pharmaceutical
Era; Clement B. Lowe, Alumni Report; G. P. Engelhard,
Western Druggist; Louis Phillips, Southern Druggist;
Irving P. Fox, The Spattila; Tredwell G. Hopkins, The
Voice of the Retail Druggist; Faxon & Gallagher, M'estern
Drug Record; B. E. Pritchard, Western Pennsylvania
Druggist; Walter H. Kimlin, Continental Druggist; J.

Wlnchell Forbes, Drugs and Sundries; J. A. Connelly,
UcPike's Bi-Monthly ; Samuel F. Brothers, Medico-Pharma-
ceutical Journal.

lege of Pharmacy held April 16th, Prof. Henry Kraemer
read a very comprehensive sketch of the life of Linnseus;
and expressed the hope that some recognition of the ap-

proaching anniversary would be made in this country.

The Linnaean Bi-Centennial.
The two hundredth anniversary of the birth of Carl

von Linn6. better known as Linnipus, will be celebrated at
Upsala, Sweden, May 23d and 24th. Letters and manu-
scripts of the renowned botanist and a model of his gar-
den at Upsala will be exhibited.

Carl Linnaeus was born at Rash\ilt, Sweden, May 23d,
1707, and died in 1778. His contributions to science are
too well known to need recital here.

At the pharmaceutical meeting of the Philadelphia Col-

Sunday Observance.
Several druggists of Providence, R. I., who are not both-

ered with soda water and confectionery trade, have agreed
to close their stores during a part of each Sunday. The
stores will be open from 8 a. m. to 1 p. m. and from 4

p. SI. to 8 p. M.
The druggists' association of Toronto, Ont., has decided

to take action in the matter of enforcing the Sunday-clos-
ing law; to petition the religious organizations and the
press to aid in securing the observance of the law; to

ask every druggist to cover his show cases and draw
down his window shades on Sundays; and to provide cards
bearing extracts from the law to be displayed in store
windows.

After May 1st Sunday hours will be adopted by the
druggists of Hamilton, Ont., to continue during the sum-
mer months. The hours favored are four in the forenoon
and two in the evening.

Food and Drug Inspection Board Named.
Secretary of Agriculture Wilson has found it practi-

cally impossible to take from his other duties the time
required for the administration of the pure food and drugs
law. With the consent of President Roosevelt he has
created by executive order dated April 25th, the board of

food and drug inspectors who shall have full administra-
tive powers. This board consists of Dr. H. W. Wiley, Dr.
F. L. Dunlap and G. R. McCabe.

Dr. Dunlap has been appointed to the position of asso-
ciate chemist of the lepartment of agriculture and leaves
his position at the University of Micnigan to accept. Mr.
McCabe is a solicitor of the department.

A man was arrested and fined In East Orange, N. J.,

for distributing samples of a nostrum. This action was
taken under an ordinance effective since February 27th
last, which prohibits the indiscriminate distribution of

medicines and medicinal advertising matter.
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Setting Up National Drug Standards.

Elsewhere in this issue we print the changes offi-

cially ordered to be made in the Pharmacopceia, to-

gether with an authorized list of corrections of errors

in the National Formulary. While these changes

make a formidable appearance in type, many of them
are of minor significance. At the same time some are

of great importance and all should be noted on the

pages of such of the two books as have gone into

circulation—some fifty thousand copies of the former,

we understand, and about fourteen thousand of the

latter.

In this connection we might mention the fact that

more or less dissatisfaction at the long time consumed
by the revision committee in publishing the Pharma-
copoeia, the size and unwieldiness of the committee,

tiie errors in the book, the names applied by the com-
mittee to certain synthetic chemicals in which a large

foreign manufacturing concern is interested, and, per-

haps more than all else, the attitude recently assumed
toward the Pharmacopoeia by those who make and

enforce our laws, have given rise to a fresh discus-

sion of the old question of government authorship and
ownership of the Pharmacopceia.

In 1884 there was a bill introduced in the lower

house of congress by Representative Randall provid-

ing for a National Pharmacopoeia, to be compiled by
a commission consisting of two medical officers of the

army, two of the navy and two of the marine hos-

pital service, and three representatives of the Amer-
ican Pharmaceutical Association and three of the

American Medical Association. We do not know
wlio caused the entry or the exit of the measure, but

p<3ssibly the fact—we believe it is a fact—that the

I'nited States w'as the only country on the globe with

an official national Pharmacopceia promulgated by

private workers had something to do with the intro-

duction of the bill.

In the 1900 pharmacopoeial convention, its presi-

dent, Dr. Horatio C. W'ood, in pleading with the

members not to bind down the result of their labors

t(X> strictly by copyright laws, said that the United

States Pharmacopceia was like a government book and
like a -e.vernment book should be free, and that if the

opxright law as to its text w^ere too strictly enforced

the government itself might take a hand ten or twen-

ty years thence, and issue a really official book instead

of one which 'was then official only by common con-

sent. Since that time the pure food and drug act

has come into being, and the Pharmacopoeia instead of

being official by common consent is now official by

act of congress, and not only the Pharmacopoeia but

the National Formulary.

Whether or not we should have a government Phar-

macopoeia is too large a question to be settled off-

hand. An old Pharmacopceia maker and user said

to us the other day that he had been thinking over

the matter for at least twenty years and the more he
thought the more weighty seemed to be the arguments
against the proposition. After a short pause he add-
ed that the argimients on the other side of the ques-

tion had seemed to gain force too. One fact stands

out. and that is this : The United States Pharmaco-
peia, made by private workers, has no superior and
perhaps no equal among the government-made phar-

macopoeias of Europe; it is a representative, demo-
cratic book and not a bureaucratic publication arbi-

trarily setting forth the ideas of a few specialists. On
the other hand it does seem to be a somewhat ano-
malous condition of affairs which requires the official

chief of the Pharmacopoeia makers to journey to

Washington to consult a bureau chief in the depart-

ment of agriculture before everyone can be sure that

the corrections made in the book are to be of the

same force and effect as if they had been a part of it

originally. And if the Pharmacopoeia makers oc-

cupy an anomalous position, what may be said of the

makers of the National Formulary? As our readers

know, the former book is compiled and published by a

revision committee appointed by a body known as the

United States Pharmacopoeial Convention. This body
is made up of delegates from incorporated medical
and phannaceutical colleges and associations, and
medical and pharmaceutical colleges connected with
incorporated universities; from the American Chem-
ical Society, and from the army, navy and marine-
hospital service. The" convention was incorporated
in the District of Columbia in 1900. Prior to

that time it had no corporate existence, but was
merely a body of delegates which met, transacted its

business, which consisted principally of appointing
and instructing a revision committee, and then ad-
journing sine die. The commercial business of the

convention is delegated to a board of trustees con-
sisting of five druggists and the president of the con-
vention and the chairman of the revision committee.
Funds received for copies of the Pharmacopoeia sold

belong to this convention and by it are expended in

furthering its work. The National Formulary is pub-
lished by the American Pharmaceutical Association,

which was incorporated in the District of Columbia
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in 1888. The proceeds of the sale of the Formulary

axe used by the association.

As the few intervening years between now and the

assembling of the pharmacopoeial convention of 1910

go bv, the questions herein touched upon will doubt-

less receive a considerable amount of attention, and

we expect to have more to say on the subject in the

not far distant future.

to make a slight sacrifice if need be, in order to be at

the annual gatherings.

The season of association meetings is now well

upon us. Let us do what we can to get the most out

of it.

Attending the State Meetings.

Druggists usually join State associations for the pur-

pose of improving pharmaceutical conditions in their

various commonwealths by securing the enactment

and execution of suitable pharmacy laws ;
for the pur-

pose of building up a local college of pharmacy
;
for

the purpose of improving themselves by meeting each

other once a year and reading papers and indulging

in discussions on such subjects as may be of tem-

porary or permanent interest to their calling ; for social

intercourse with congenial spirits ; and for the various

and sundrv benefits and pleasures which grow out of

doing the things mentioned ; and as a duty they owe

to the business or profession out of which they derive

their livelihood. At least that is our understanding of

the raison d'etre of the associations.

Legislation is occupying the attention of pharma-

cists and public nowadays in a way which it has not

done at any previous time, and it behooves pharma-

cists to guard their own interests and the interests of

the public by preventing ill-informed people from se-

curing laws which will be of no practical benefit to

anyone and will be a positive handicap to the pharma-

cist. The way for them to do this is to join their

State associations, work where they can and con-

tribute the sinews of war, in the shape of annual dues,

to keep their committees where they can do the most

good.

Pure drugs; the authority of the rharmacopoeia

and National Formulary; processes of filling pre-

scriptions and making up preparations; the propa-

ganda for the greater use by physicians of officinal

medicines in preference to nostrums; personal ex-

periences in business; show window ideas; formulas

for toilet preparations or soda fountain beverages

—

these are a few of the things that will be discussed at

the pharmaceutical meetings this summer. Ever\-

druggist who is a member of his State association

should go to the meeting if he possibly can, and

whether he goes or not, should add his mite or much

to the success of the occasion by contributing to the

discussions that will take place, or offering something

that will start a profitable discussion.

Every druggist who is not a member should resolve

at once to become one, and then do the things which

we urge members to do.

Druggists have not yet overcome their gregarious

instincts as men. The social side of the meetings, the

mere fact of being present, of rubbing against each

other, of getting away from themselves and their nar-

row quarters and seeing something a little out of the

ordinary, of breathing a different air, of eating new
food—these should appeal to them and cause them

All Co-operative Price-Protection is Dead;

Long Live the N A. R. D.

When, on March fifth, last. Judge Lurton handed
down his now famous decision that the direct-con-

tract-serial-numbering plan of marketing proprietary

medicines is non-enforceable as to dealers who are

not actual parties to the contract, the Circular char-

acterized it as "a decision which ought to help phar-

macy." Our reason for taking this advanced posi-

tion was the fact that the decision by eliminating

much that had been occupying druggists' attention,

would give those druggists a better opportunity to

devote their time to matters which were of greater

importance to them.

While this was not the popular position at the time,

if we may judge by what appeared on the surface,

the Indianapolis decree of May ninth—given in full

in our news columns this month—seems to have made
it so, for now we are hearing from every side that

the latter decree—which is far more drastic than the

one issued by Judge Lurton—will be of great benefit

to druggists. The president of the Philadelphia As-
sociation of Retail Druggists thus sums up the sit-

uation : "I believe we are stronger to-day than we
ever were, and that this injunction against some of

the methods employed in the past will by no means
be a setback to our organization. In some way, I be-

lieve, it will be a benefit to us." A member of the

executive committee of the National Association of

Retail Druggists, is reported as having said in re-

gard to the decree that it "seems to be a blessing in

disguise."' We are glad to see that many of the lead-

ers take this view, and on account of the evident dis-

position of all concerned to make the most of the sit-

uation, we look for a greater development of the phar-

maceutical side of the drug business as well as a

sounder growth of its purely commercial side.

It seems that the decree declaring illegal the va-

rious combinations entered into by the three branches

of the drug business for the purpose of upholding

prices, was inevitable, but druggists who know that

the so-called "drug trust" was not a combination of

big dealers to put up prices, but an attempt on the part

of small dealers to get something appro.ximating the

advertised price for a certain portion of their mer-

chandise, will find it hard to suppress a wonder that

some really "bad trust" did not engage the attention

of the law-enforcing powers instead of themselves.

P>ut wondering will not change the facts now. Con-

ditions and not theories are to be met and we feel

that all should join in getting out of conditions the

good which so many of us believe to be in them.

As we see it, the manufacturers are interested in

protecting the prices at which their preparations are

sold merely for the reason that when the profit has

been "cut" to nothing or almost nothing, the retail
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dealers cease to push the goods. But for this, the

lower the retail prices at which the nostrums arc sold,

the greater would be their sale.

The jobbers' interests are less than those of the

manufacturers, being based on the profit which they

make by acting as middle men. The jobbers were
forced by the retailers into the plan for protecting

prices, and many of them are doubtless glad to be re-

lieved of the burden of abiding by its provisions, which

not a few of them were reluctant to assume in the

first place. A special meeting of the National Whole-
sale Druggists' Association has been called to convene

at the Hotel Astor, this city, June eleventh. .A.t this

meeting the jobbers will take action regarding the In-

dianapolis injunction.

As to the retailers, no doubt large numbers of

them have been kept in the National Association of

Retail Druggists by the promise oi better prices for

nostrums : and that the national association has done

much Iiy force, moral suasion and proirtoting good
tirliiiL; among its members, to prevent the old-time

slaughtering of profits on nostrums, there can be no
denying. For nearly a quarter of a century the drug-

gists have been organizing associations, trying plans

and appealing to the manufacturers and jobbers to

prevent the reckless cutting of prices on a large per-

centage of the goods they handle. Plan after plan

has failed and association after association has died.

It seemed that the National Association of Retail

Druggists had just about found a solution of the

trouble in its direct-contract-serial-numbering plan

when the Sherman "anti-trust" law came along and

all plans ceased together.

Just what the effect of the destruction of its prin-

cipal support will be on the association remains to

be seen. That the druggists of the country need a

strong central body to look after their commercial

needs is a proposition so evident that to argue for it

would be supererogatory. That there is much work

for the National Association of Retail Druggists to

do is equally well-known. The question to be de-

cided is whether the druggists will desert their na-

tional organization, now that it has failed to give

them what it seems that many of them most wanted,

in sufficient numbers to weaken it very materially.

For them to do so would be a huge mistake. While

the national association has directed the greater part

of its energies along the line of suppressing cut rates

on nostrums, it has not been unmindful of other

things, and our hope that the Lurton decision and the

Indianapolis decree will prove beneficial to pharmacy
is based, in part, on the fact that the officers of the

association will now doubtless stop their ail-but

apotheosizing of the nostrum and endeavor to rally

the druggists around something more worthy of a

honorable calling.

In Chicago the retail druggists' association has ad-

vanced co-operative manufacturing, buying and sell-

ing as a cause which should enlist the best efforts of

the national association. Heretofore the latter body
has been opposed to "buying clubs" as being con-

trary to its "live and let live" motto. But the asso-

ciation has gone on record at a number of its annual

meetings as favoring other things about which there

can be no question of propriety, and we hope that it

will now give some much-needed attention to a few

of these. Reform in the laws governing the granting

of patents on medicinal chemicals is one of the things

which the national association has demanded from its

inception, and the indications are that it can now get

this with comparatively little efifort. Among the

subjects enumerated in the resolutions adopted by
the annual meeting of the association held at Boston
in 1905, as deserving the druggists' best attention

were State boards of pharmacy, American ^Medical

Association co-operation, medical "detail" work, the

parcels post law, the tax on alcohol, uniformity in

State pharmacy laws, and a number of others. At
the Atlanta meeting held a year later the California

earthquake relief fund was discussed, and this subject

has not been finally disposed of yet and perhaps, from
the nature of it, will not be for a number of years.

Other subjects brought up at that meeting which
may well receive the most careful consideration of
druggists are pharmaceutical education, relations be-

tween druggists and physicians. National Formulary
products, purity of drugs, postal legislation, traffic

in narcotics, the exchange of goods, sample pack-
ages, window displays, trading stamps, telephones,

"shorter hours" and Sunday closing, and, of course,

as always, patent law reform. At a special meeting
of the executive committee of the association held at

Qiicago last month, co-operative insurance was put
forth as the thing to take the place of price protection.

It seems to us that the work of the National As-
sociation of Retail Druggists instead of being ended,
has just begun.

Our Readers, Our Advertisers, Ourselves.
Word has reached us thrtjugh an old friend who

holds a position in a large pharmaceutical manufac-
turing house, that at least one manufacturer regarded
our editorial last month on "Manufacturers and the

National Formulary Propaganda" as an unnecessary
slap at houses like his own. It may be recalled that

in this editorial we pointed out to retailers the folly of
allowing manufacturers to reap the benefits of the

work at present being done by the druggists' associa-

tions to secure the greater use by physicians of Phar-
macopceia and National Formulary preparations. The
manufacturer in question said that his house and sim-

ilar ones paid good round sums of money to the Cir-
cular for advertising, and were entitled to more con-
sideration at the Circul.^r's hands than was shown
in this article. At least this is the gist of what we
gathered during a personal chat with our old friend,

who assured us that he was speaking entirely as a
friend and not at all as a representative of his house.

Our reply was that we had advertising space to sell,

at a price based upon a wide circulation among dis-

criminating buyers of pharmaceuticals: that without
such circulation our space would be of little or no
value : and that this circulation had been built up and
maintained during fifty years by our adherence to the

principle that our first and greatest obligation was to

our readers. We went on to say that we assumed
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that his house in purchasing space and circulation of

us was actuated by the same business motives that

prompted it to buy any other commodity, and not

by a desire to control our editorial utterances ; that it

was on a strictly business basis that we had taken

money from his house in exchange for what we de-

livered, and that if his house supposed that payment

of money to us for our space and circulation carried

with it any implied obligation on our part to remain

silent on matters of interest to our subscribers when
speaking might be considered inimical to the adver-

tiser, then the sooner his house directed its adver-

tising appropriation toward more servile publications,

the sooner it would shut off a source of great disap-

pointment—even though by so doing it would open

another of a diiTerent and worse kind.

The concern in question is considered among the

best in the business. Indeed we might say that it is

conspicuous on account of the advanced position it has

taken on certain questions involving the ethics of

pharmaceutical manufacturing. It is also one of our

largest advertisers. For us to give it an unnecessary

slap would be the sheerest folly; for us to give that

or any other house doing a legitimate and honorable

business any slap at all would be uncharitable, and

we try not to be uncharitable to any one, even to the

ethical outcasts However, if in the performance of

what we regard as our duty we happen to say some-

thing which an advertiser thinks is opposed to his best

interests, we can only state that we are sorry for the

advertiser but cannot allow his selfishness to prevent

us from serving our subscribers the best we know
how.

We are glad to say that our advertisers as a rule

recognize the principles which we here enumerate and

support us in our stand for them. There are journals

in abundance whose editorial policy they can manipu-

late by the purchase of a small amount of advertising

space, and yet they seem to prefer the Circular.

The reason is not hard to find; a journal is of value

to advertisers only so long as it is of value to its sub-

.scribers. We might go further and say that a journal

which has as many policies as a chameleon has colors

or has no policy at all, is of so little influence that

even its advertising pages seem to lack that convincing

force which its editorial pages have either never pos-

sessed or have voluntarily forfeited.

There is a saying among statesmen to the effect

that he serves his party most who serves his country

best, and we might with propriety paraphrase this

truism and say that that journal renders the most

satisfactory service to its advertisers which gives its

readers the most untramnicled utterances. Of course

this means when circulation is equal: when the un-

trammeled journal is also the one with double the

circulation of the other kind, its superiority as an ad-

vertising medium is immeasurably greater. As in

politics, so in publishing, the soundest policy does not

alwavs bring the quickest leturns. but in the long run

its reward is greater.

In corroboration ot our assumption that we were

serving retail druggists by publishing the editorial in

question, we may quote from a letter received from

a leading Baltimore pharmacist who is active in the

PharmacopcEia and National Formulary propagan<la

work. He says

:

Should you find sufficient space in your next issue kind-
ly call the attention of pharmacists to the importance of

organizing. It is best for their interest. We have over
three hundred druggists in this city and only about one-

third are members of the association. Also call their at-

tention to the importance of manufacturing U. S. P. and
N. F. preparations. The so-called manufacturing chemists
are already copying the National Formulary preparations
and sampling the physicians with them, calling them by
lancy and easy names.

We repeat what \ve said last month—that druggists

must be alert or the manufacturers will reap the good
results of the druggists' own work for the more gen-

eral use of PharmacopcEia and National Formulary
preparations.

Vested Rights.

"Vested rights" is a term much used by the nos-

trum makers to describe their long uninterrupted

privilege of dosing the public with alcohol, morphine,

cocaine, chloral, and the other "dopes" which they

advertise under high-sounding names as cure alls.

'X'ested rights" is a good expression, and "nostrum"
is an altogether proper word, but the former is falling

into a disrepute not unlike that into which the latter

has been dragged by the course of the men to whose
wares it applies.

Parenthetically it may be remarked just here that

"patent medicine" is another locution to which the

nostrum men are inclined to give a wide berth since

the public has received some inuch needed instruction

as to what so-called "patent medicines" generally are

:

we see in large type in the newspaper advertisements

of many a nostrum that it is "not a patent medicine"

—

'which statement we may say to the credit of the nos-

trum men is true, as a patent medicine is one whose
formula is on record in the patent office.

But to go back to "vested rights." here are two quo-

tations from newspapers showing the use which is

now often made of the expression. The first is from
the A'czv York Press, and occurs in an article de-

scribing the campaign waged by Chicago housewives

against the practice of tradesmen of giving short

weights and measures : "Everywhere and at all times

the 'Women's Full Weight Club' aided the office of the

city sealer in the enforceinent of the law. The club

sent women out to obtain evidence, and those who re-

mained at home got evidence there. Dealers looked

upon short weight and short measure as privileges by
virtue of long usage and regarded Mr. Grein's [the

city sealer's] conduct as an infringement on their

rights. Neither ]\Ir. Grein nor the women regarded

them as such, however, and arrests and prosecutions

continued. Fourteen packers were arrested, and they

squirmed most furiously, as big fish will do when
caught in a net. One hundred and twenty coal

dealers made a demonstration equally spectacular

when they were caught. The coal trust, at first

amazed, then enraged, then merely remonstrative,

finally became humbled and submitted to the nu-

merous punishments imposed upon its agents. The
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ice trust endured tlie same luiniiliatina: experiences.

Grocers and huichers and men of all kinds went
through these same stages of discomfiture."

Does not this read like an account of the actions of
the nostrum manufacturers when the light was turned
on them by the popular magazines, and when the

law-makers began to sit up and take notice? Did
not the nostrum men show that they looked upon their

bueiness of supplying morphine, alcohol and the rest

as "privileges lay virtue of long usage"? And do not
they regard the action of legislatures, boards of phar-
macy, boards of health and pure food and drug com-
missiiins as "infringements on their rights"?

.\nd here is the second quotation, the same being
from an article in the Nezv York Times, which tells

how in former times two railroads of dififerent gauges
terminated at Erie, Pa., and of the efforts of their

owners to bring the two tracks to the standard gauge
and to connect them, so that passengers could go
through the town without change of cars: "The
owner of vested interests in the shape of hotels and
'bus lines in Erie opposed the plan from the outset.

It would mean the loss of much business to them if

travelers could pass through the town without leav-

ing their trains or spending a night in Erie. When
the railroad tried to put its plan into effect the vil-

lagers organized themselves into armed bands and
the railroad bridge in the town was burned and the

tracks were torn up. Every time an eiifort was made
to repair the damage the village bell was sounded and
the Rippers, as the most active of the opponents of

the railroad were known, were called to arms."

How much more genteelly do the proprietary men
manage to protect their "vested interests" these days.

Instead of ringing the bell to call the "Rippers," they

write a polite little note to the owners of half a hun-

dred weekly newspapers published in the State which

threatens their "vested rights," calling their attention

to the "red clause" in the contracts they have with

them for advertising their nostrum.s—and the trick is

done. That is, the overthrow of their "vested inter-

ests" is postponed for a while, just as the "Rippers"

of Erie, Pa., prevented, for three years, the realiza-

tion of a through route from Buffalo to Cleveland.

But now the through route is a reality and Erie hack-

men have had to cease "holding up" hapless travelers

just as the makers of fake nostrums will, one of these

days in the bright future, be compelled to stop poison-

ing the innocents. Travelers can get along better

without the hackmen, and the public can get along

better without consuming large quantities of harmful

drugs.

Angostura as a Trade Mark.
In the CiECUL.\R for September, 1905, we printed,

and commented on editorially, the decision of Judge
Ray of the United States circuit court, denying the

right of a claimant to the exclusive use of the word
"Angostura" in connection with the name of a bitters.

While it seemed to us at the time that Judge Ray's

decision was in accord with the law and the facts, it

has been reversed.

Litigation over the point at issue is still pending.

and we expect to have something more to say on the

subject in a later issue.

Asking and Answering Queries.

Queries are sought from our readers on any subject

related to pharmacy. We may not always be able to

make satisfactory answers, but something may grow
out of an agitation of the matter in print which may
benefit not only the querist himself, Ijut many of our
other readers as well as ourselves.

Occasionally a querist fails to tell us what it is he
wants to know. Possibly modesty is responsible for

this
;
possibly an idea that we know so much that only

a hint, an inkling, of what is troubling the inquirer is

all that it is necessary for us to have before us when
we proceed to elucidate the entire subject. But edi-

tors are only human, and, so far as the editor of the

Circular is able to speak for them as a class, they

are not expert mind readers. Often the reticence of

the querist seems to be prompted by a desire not to

prejudice us in our view of the case he haltingly

presents. For instance, a subscriber will ask us what
the trouble is with a certain mixture, when he already
knows what the trouble is and really wants us to tell

him how to overcome it. If those who make use of

our query department would only aid us to the extent

of telling us what they want to know, we should not,

as did the Ladies' Home Journal in a recent issue,

complain because they do not thank us when we com-
ply with their reque.sts for information.

Anonymous queries, as we have often said before,

are not answered. We withhold both the name and
the address of the querist, and, if requested, will even
withhold his initials and the name of his State, but

we think it nothing but fair that we should have his

name and address for our own information, and until

someone shows that we are wrong in this position, we
intend to continue to enforce the rule under which we
ignore anonymous requests. So far, no one has even

attempted to show that we are wrong in this.

The experienced druggist should remember that not

all who ask for help are as well posted as himself, and
should not find fault with us for printing what may
seem to him to be, and perhaps is, information which
should be acquired in the kindergarten of phar-

macy. Our Notes and Queries department is as much
for the help of the young clerk as for the man who
completed his college education twenty years ago and
has been learning ever since—more, in fact. And the

greater aid it is to clerks the more valuable it is to the

proprietor who hires the clerks and profits by their

knowledge. Again, it should be borne in mind that

we are adding new subscribers every year, and so are

often called upon to reprint a formula with which old

subscribers are already familiar. In this matter of

repetitions we try to strike a happy medium ; that is,

we try not to reprint too frequently, and yet trv- to

accommodate those who may not be able to lay hands
on an old number to which we might refer them for

data sought.

A short time ago a subscriber said to one of our

representatives, "For goodness sake cut out the furni-

The Lockwood IVIemorial Library
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tine polish formulas—we've had enough of them."

In this issue we try to answer another subscriber who
requests a formula for a furniture polish. Where

there are many men there are many minds. Not

every man who subscribes for a daily paper reads the

sporting news, the financial news, the foreign news,

the theatrical news, the fashion page and the editori-

als. Some are more interested in one department,

and some in another. Not every reader of our Notes

and Queries department is supposed to read all of it,

but we are supposed to put into it answers to all sorts

of readers" queries, and this we try to do.

We do not claim to "know it all," but we have

means of getting at facts which are not possessed by

many pharmacists. One of these means is publishing

a request for the facts where it is likely to be read by

some thousands of druggists. And every reader of

the CiRCUL.^R is not only invited, but is strongly

urged to send us any information he may possess con-

cerning any of the matters touched upon in our Notes

and Queries department—or any other part of the

paper. And the reader need not wait for us to bring

up the subject : if he has any points or "wrinkles"

which he thinks might be of interest to his fellow

pharmacists he is requested to communicate them to

the brethren through the columns of the Circul.\r.

Answering the Advertisements for "Help
W.vnted" is one of the dreariest and most disappoint-

ing occupations in which a person can engage. At
least that is what we used to think. The chances are

that if a man answers at random ten "help wanted
ads" a day for a week, his mail will contain seven an-

swers from subscription book canvassers, five from
life insurance solicitors, four from sewing-machine
agents (all of whom want to employ lieutenants on a
strictly commission basis), and maybe two from em-
ployment agencies. Latterly we have almost come
to the conclusion that reading the answers to such
advertisements is even more dreary and disappoint-

ing work than writing them. The man who puts

the advertisement in is in need of help, and prob-
abh- he wants it the worst way—by which is not
meant that he wants the worst kind of help. He
specifies in the advertisement certain qualities or ac-

complishments which the assistant he requires must
possess, pays for inserting it in the paper, at so much
])er word, and then awaits the answers. Perhaps
he said that the applicant must be a registered man.
He gets answers from unregistered men who try to

conceal that fact by omitting any mention of it. Per-
haps he advertised for an experienced cashier. He
gets replies from girls who have never seen behind
a cash desk, but who seem to think that by forgetting
all about that they can gain favorable consideration,
whereas, if they had had the best sort of experi-
ence the fact that they failed to mention it would
stamp them as thoughtless and therefore untrust-
worthy. Maybe the advertiser wanted a bookkeeper
who was also a stenographer and so expressed him-
self in no uncertain terms. Undoubtedly among his
answers there will be letters from bookkeepers" who
do not state whether or not they know anything about
stenography, and from stenographers who are equal-
ly silent as to their knowledge of bookkeeping. Some
applicants do not give any particulars at all. but

merely ask for an interview. If the advertiser had
wanted to "interview" all kinds of people without
first knowing something about them, he would have
given his name and address in the first place and
asked all applicants to call. Possibly one reason he
did not do this was because his time was too valuable

to waste on totally unqualified applicants for the

position to be filled. Another well-known type of

advertisement-answerer is the one who encloses a

stamp and insists upon a reply—be the same fa-

vorable or the reverse. What good will an unfa-
vorable answer do him ? Does he simply want to get

the name and address of the advertiser so that he can
call and take up some of his time? The advertiser is

in earnest when he says he wants to employ an as-

sistant, and when he pays so much a word for de-

scribing the requisites he is not doing it for fun. Upon
his detemiining which of those who answer his "ad"
seem to be the most promising, he is pretty sure to

communicate with them, and at his own expense for

postage. To expect him to answer the other kind is

unreasonable. Our sympathy is with the man who
is looking for a job, but we have enough left to ex-

tend to the man who is in need of help—and we some-
times incline to the belief that the latter is most in

need of any sympathy that is to be tendered.

E.\sv Names Appe.\l to Phvsici.ans as much as.

or possibly more than, "elegant" preparations, and
that may be one reason why the National Formulary
preparations are not prescribed more frequently. It

is so much easier to remember and write "zum-zum"
or "put-a-tut," for instance, than it is to fi.x in the

mind some such title as "syrupus pini strobi com-
positus" or "pulvis sails vichyani factitii efifervescens,"

figure out the genitive endings, and write it on a

prescription blank. We believe that the American
Pharmaceutical Association instructed its committee
on National Formulary to simplify the titles in that

book as much as possible, but so long as the two we
have just quoted at random remain as examples of

dozens of others which are equally unwieldy, it can-

not be said that the committee's success in this direc-

tion has been very marked. Some enterprising man-
ufacturers, taking into consideration the doctors' ease

and comfort, have gone so far as to furnish them with

prescription "blanks" on which are printed the names
of their specialties, and thus have relieved them of all

study and eflfort in the matter of prescribing their

goods. Recently we have seen one printed prescrip-

tion which specified that the preparation was to be

dispensed in the original bottle ! Oh. the nostrum
manufacturers are a keen lot, and know l:ow to use

the physicians as an aid in advertising their stuff to

the public. But the physicians are getting wise too,

and increasing numbers of them are turning away
from the nostrum men and manufacturers of so-called

elegant proprietaries, and turning toward the Pharma-
copoeia and National Formulary. Let us meet them
more than half way, and let us do what we can to fur-

nish them with easy names in place of such titles as

'elixir gentianse cum tinctura ferri chloridi," N. F..

and "hexamethylenamina," U. S. P. The large man-
ufacturers are doing it. and the small druggists will

"get left"' if they don't look out. There is nothing to

prevent a druggist from putting up a line of pharma-
copoeial and National Formulary preparations and ad-

vertising them to physicians for what they are, but

applying to them catchy synonyms bv which physi-

cians may designate them in prescriptions, and as it
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seems that our Pharmacopceia makers and National
Formulary makers either can not or will not furnish

the easy synonyms, it may be that the plain druggists
will be forced to follow this suggestion.

Readjustment of the American Pharmaceu-
tical Association it is now called, and not "re-

organization," as we had it last month. To the versa-

tile and ever helpful and hopeful Dr. H. P. Hynson
is due the credit for the new form of expression, as

\vill lie seen by reference to the account published
elsewhere in this issue of the May meeting of the

Philadelphia branch of the association. In our
neighboring city two plans for the "readjustment"
are receiving attention, one being that on which the

American Medical Association is organized, and the

other that followed in the organization of the Ameri-
can Chemical Society. Whether either or neither of

these plans, or a modification of one or the other, is

tinally adopted by the parent association, the belief re-

mains that some change must be made in its form of

organization in order that it may not only- continue to

grow in size and usefulness but may also keep pace
with the rapid metamorphoses now going on in the

phaniiaceutical world. No subject is worthy of more
oanicst attention at the hands of the officers of the

.i-'-Mciation and its other leaders in thought and action.

It was in this city in 1851 that a meeting was held

that led to the formulation of the association, and no
more appropriate place than this city could be selected

for its taking the initial step in a change which many
consider a prerequisite to the desired extension of its

influence.

Ownership of the PREscRirTioN being much dis-

cussed just now, it is a good time for us to relieve our
mind of one more great thought, and that is this:

Unless the law specifically says otherwise, and until

the courts hold tlie contrary, the prescription belongs

to the man in whose possession it is. The bit of writ-

ing is certainly the doctor's when it first comes into

being, and neither the patient nor the druggist has a

vestige of right to it. When the patient receives the

prescription from the doctor, the druggist certainly

has no right to it, and the doctor has given up his.

And when the patient has gone home with the medi-

cine in his pocket, leaving the prescription on file, let

him and the doctor get it if they can. We think the

doctor could not compel the druggist by law to give

it up, but possibly the patient might. Why does not

Carnegie or somebody take the question to the su-

preme court of the United States and settle it once for

all? Then we could go ahead and attend to some
other matters which need adjusting.

The D.vnger of Using Bexzix even where there

seemed to be no danger has been pointed out in the

Circular many times. Once a woman was cleaning-

clothes with tliis treacherous fluid in a flat in which

there was no fire. She felt perfectly safe. But she

was not, for a tinner descended from the roof of the

flat through the house carrying with him a little hand
furnace used in heating his soldering irons, and a dis-

astrous explosion followed. Another time a woman
took her clothes-cleaning out into the yard, and so

safe did she feel that she was prodigal in the use of

the gasoline she was employing, spilling it on the

ground and over her clothes. Her little boy came
along and seeing the inflammable fluid on the flag

stones, applied a lighted match to it—and the mother
came near being burned to death. This last happened
at Atlanta. Now comes a newspaper dispatch from

Cleveland which tells how a pet canary was washed
with kerosene, lit on a burning cigar which ignited

the oil, flew into the kitchen where the cook was
filling a gasoline stove, and caused an explosion.

Maybe this is only a newspaper yarn, and maybe it is

true. In either case it gives us an opportunity to again

utter a warning as to the great danger in handling

benzin and the like, even when there is no fire in sight.

New York Should Add Many Members to the
American Pharmaceutical Associ.ation this year.

Other cities in which meetings have been held have

done something in this direction, and the Imperial City

of the Western Hemisphere must do its duty. Here-

v«ith are presented in graphic form a few pertinent

tacts about some recent meetings of the association

:

Year of Place of Membership Membership Net Percent-
meeting, meeting, in city be- in city increase, age of

fore m'ting. after m'ting. increase.

1898 Baltimore .... 32 56 24 75

1899 Putin-Bay
1900 Richmond .... 6 10 4 67

1901 St. Louis 32 76 44 137

1902 Philadelphia . 64 89 25 39

1903 Mackinac
1904 Kansas City... 17 22 5 28

1905 Atlantic City.. ..

1906 Indianaiiolis ..12 24 12 100

1 907 New York 99

The average percentage of increase is about seventy-

four, which means that if New York is not to bring

down the average it must furnish seventy-four new
members to the association this year. With its 5,000

or so eligibles and less than 100 present numbers, this

ought not to be hard for our city to do ; it ought to

furnish 740, at least.

Drowning Accidents will be reported with in-

creasing frequency for the next few months. Every-

body should know how to treat cases of seeming

drowning, especially druggists. Simple directions for

reviving those who appear to be dead from having

remained under water too long are to be found in

manv books, pamphlets, etc. They should be studied

carefully just now. Druggists who have files of the

Circular for the past few years may find some timely

hints on this subject in the numbers for May, 1904,

page 100, and July, 1905, page 227.

The Indianapolis Decree is printed in full in

this issue. The especial attention of those who have

seen what purported to be the decree, published else-

where, is called to the text of this document, as there

has been published as and for the decree a prelimi-

nary, tentative instrument drawn up as a basis for

discussion.

Men Who H.we to Be Watched to be kept at

work, or who have to be followed up by some one

wdiose business it is to see that their work is done

properly, are not the ones who are picked out for pro-

motion." It is the men who can be depended upon to

do the watching and following up that get promoted.

Popular Magazines occasionally issue "fiction

numbers," "personal numbers," "travel numbers" and

various other kinds of special numbers. We did not

start out to make this a "legal number," but with

what we have to say about the Indianapolis decree,

the Beringer case, the Angostura trade-mark and

other matters of a legal nature, it might with some

show of propriety be so designated.

Editors Are Judged by what they put into their

papers, but they know that this is only half just.

Editors keep out of their papers much more than they

put in, and this is a point which readers overlook.
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A Pure Automobile-Tire Law Wanted?
Seventeen automobile tires, representing leading

makers, have been examined by Schridowitz and

Kave (J. S. C. I.). In all cases the samples were from

the outer portion, the "covers." India rubber ranged

from 30.82 to 85.1 per cent., mineral matter from 2.12

to 56.8 per cent. ; total sulphur, 2.78 to 7.9 per cent.

;

sulphur of vulcanization, from 0.76 to 6.82 per cent.

;

free sulphur, from 0.55 to 5.60 per cent.. The min-

eral matter differed considerably in the different

samples, but zinc oxide, magnesium o.xide and mag-
nesium carbonate were most frequently present. Lead

as monoxide or red lead was found in some cases.

China clay, iron filings, ferric oxide and antimony

sulphide were also noted. It is evident that much
irregularity exists, and some tires are seriously adul-

terated. Two tires from one maker were close in com-

position ; two tires from another maker were differ-

ent. Schridowitz and Kave regard the results as in-

dicating need of scientific control of the industry.

Anti-Smoke League.

The Medical Record reports that the Anti-Smoke
League, of this city, acting in conjunction with the

health department, during the last year caused 193
arrests for violations of section 26 of the sanitary

code, which provides that no smoke, cinders, or

noxious gases shall be allowed to escape from Aim-
neys, etc. Of the persons arrested. 132 were convict-

ed, 36 were discharged, and at the end of the year 25
cases were pending. The effect of this activity on
the part of the league is shown in the record of con-

victions for this offense in previous years: 1902, 17

convictions: 1903, 45 convictions: 1904, none; 1905,

none; 1906, 132 convictions.

Oily Solutions of Novocaine.
The product known commercially as novocaine is

the hydrochlorate of para-amino-benzoyldiethyl-

amino-ethanol, which is not eligible for use in oil solu-

tions, such as are commonly employed in ear and
throat treatment, because it is insoluble in oils. The
pure (uncombined) base, on the other hand, is soluble

in 9 parts of olive oil or oil of sweet almonds. The
oil must be absolutely free from water, and it should
be gently heated on the sand-bath fJoiir. dc Phann.
d'Anvcrs).

Joseph Helfman. for many years editor of the 5!//-

letln of Pharmacy, announces in the May issue of that

publication that hereafter Harry B. Mason, who has
been his associate, will be the editor. ^Iv. Helfman
does not state what business he will engage in, but
those who know that the Bulletin of Pharmacy is is-

sued by Parke, Davis & Co.. in which house he has
long held a confidential position, will doubtless as-

sume, as we do, that he will continue with the same
firm. We believe that Mr. Mason has long been the
working editor of the paper and that the change an-
nounced is more of an official recognition of and com-
pliment to his great ability than an actual shifting of
men and positions.

H.\RM0xv IX Xew York Bo.\rd M.\tters—east-

ern branch—has arrived. We tender our congratu-
lations to all three of the candidates, and their backers.

The Deadly "Fourth."

For four successive years the Journal of the Amer-
ican Medical Association has collected statistics of

injuries received during the celebration of the Fourth
of July with special reference to tetanus produced by
these injuries. From its report for 1906 published in

Augtist last we take the following figures:

The total number of cases of tetanus was 89. a ma-
terial decrease over the previous year. In 1903, 415
cases were reported, in 1904, 105 ; in 1905, 104. Sev-
enty-five deaths were reported as due to this cause in

1906: and 83 persons were killed by other accidents^

resulting from the celebration, a decrease from 190,

and 1904.

"Of the 83 killed aside from tetanus," says the
Journal, "38 were killed by gunshot wounds, of which
14 were caused by stray bullets from the reckless use

of loaded firearms on the part of others; 18 persons,

mostly young children, were burned to death by fire

resulting from fireworks; 18 persons were killed by
explosions of powder, dynamite and railroad torpe-

does ; 3 were killed by giant crackers
; 3 were killed

by cannon ; i by a misdirected skyrocket ; i by a fall

in an eft'ort to avoid a giant cracker, and i in a run-

away where the horses were frightened by the ex-
plosion of a large cracker. Probably the worst in-

stance was the explosion of powder which killed 6
bovs who were preparing to celebrate near Wilkes-
Barre, Pa.

"The non-fatal accidents, while more numerous,
were not quite so severe as last year, the increase

coming among milder injuries. There were 22 blind-

ed as compared with 25 last year; y2 lost one eye as

against 106 last year, and 56 lost a leg, arm or hand
as compared with 80 last year. Of those losing one
or more fingers, however, there was a slight increase,

the total being 227 as against 221 last year. Almost
invariably these mutilating wounds were caused by
giant crackers, other causes being firearms, cannon
and powder. The giant cracker, although far more
dangerous than the smaller sizes, has a shorter fuse

and this fuse in many instances burns in the central

pith, leaving the outer part which has apparently

ceased to burn. The reports in regard to this point

are even more emphatic this year than last. Authori-
ties should certainly condemn the giant cracker. Fire-

arms rank second as a cause for mutilating wounds,
causing 532 injuries, 187 of which were causeti b\

stray bullets. As before stated, 14 people were killed

outright through the reckless use of loaded firearms

and 173 others more or less seriously injured. Toy
cannon occupy third place, although the results, while

not so fatal, were usually more mutilating than those

from firearms. Even canes and caps, which at first

were heralded as a safe means of noise making, are

not proving to be as harmless as at first supposed.
The noise element is certainly a success, but the ex-

ploding cap often causes penetrating wounds of the

ankles or legs—usually the most unprotected part of

those who use them, the boy with knee pants. Then,
overcharging the cane caused it to explode in many
instances, the particles of iron doing considerable

damage."
While the report .shows .some falling off in the

Fourth of July death and maiming rate, there still

remains a terrible record. Now is a good time to

think and act about it, as the annual pandemonium is

drawing rapidly near.
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A Serviceable Home-Made Condenser.

By C. W. Sackett.

Some months ago I made a condenser which after

using many times I find very satisfactory.

It consists of a double cylinder made of tinned

copper and a galvanized iron jacket. The former is

made of one 5-inch and one 6-inch cylinder, 8 inches

liin;::. closed at the top and bottom. The jacket is 9
iin'hcs high and 7}4 inches in diameter. Two par-

titicnTs like the top and bottom are soldered to the

smaller cylinder, before it is put into the larger and

Interior Arrangement of a Simple Hoi

being soldered on one side only, leave a loose joint.

But to be sure of an unobstructed flow 1 cut into the

top partition a notch opposite the inlet pipe and in

the lower partition a notch opposite to that, thus seek-

ing to throw the flow of steam three times across in

descending from inlet to outlet.

For the outlet I used a pipe i;4 inches long thread-

ed outside and inside. A nut and packing is screwed

into this and then the pipe is put through a hole in

the jacket and another packing and nut put on, mak-
ing a tight joint. A smaller brass tube is screwed

into this to take rubber tubing. A metal washer,

squared, to take a wrench, was soldered to this and
near enough to the screw end to allow packing the

connection.

The outlet to the jacket at the top must be quite

large. Aline is ^ inches, and while large enough for

distilling alcohol, is about one-fourth as large as it

should be for distilling water from a 5 gallon boiler.

If a larger outlet is wanted the jacket should be made
taller. In one of this size there are about 288 square

inches of cooling surface, so that I have never found
the outlet pipe even warm. The jacket is supplied

with water from the hydrant by a rubber tube going
to the bottom, the water flowing out at the top. The
illustration I think will make it plain.

I have never been able to make a direct comparison

between my still and one built with the usual worm, so

that I cannot say whether or not it requires less water

for cooling purposes. By experimenting I find, as I

use it, it requires 28 gallons an hour to recover al-

cohol from eight to ten quart and pint bottles in a

"gang," using a water bath, forcing as much as I can.

(My "gang" still was described in the Circi'l.\r for

February, 1897, page 45.) As the outlet is never

warm, I think much less could be used. With other

condensers I have used, the outlet would always be

hot, so that I have had to use more than one receiv-

ing bottle and have generally had to place the bottles

in cooling water. To get the same cooling surface in a

worm condenser would require considerable pipe,

which would make the apparatus heavy, would co.st

more and not be so easily cleaned if an odorous vapor

is run through.

Block tin I understand to lie a very poor conductor

of heat, wdiile copper is good. Of course copper can

not be used for everything.

Casein or Massage Creams.

By Dr. AIary E.MiiA Doyle.

Considerable space has already been devoted by

The Druggists Circular to discussions of the manu-

facture of casein creams—with especial attention to

the methods of precipitating the casein from the milk

by the use of alum, and by the ammonia and acetic

acid process. In supplementing these details with

further suggestions, we will try not to touch in any

way upon anything which has already been written,

except in so far as may be necessary in the handling

of our subject.

In the first place, in order to have a solid founda-

tion upon which to stand, let us contemplate for a few

moments the chemical nature of casein. Milk con-

tains three proteid substances : casein, albumin and

globulin. The two latter exist in small quantities and

are unafifected by the usual precipitants of casein, but

they are coagulated by heat.

Casein is precipitated by dilute acids, rennet, alum,

magnesium sulphate, etc. It is supposed to exist in

the milk in combination with phosphates, presumably

alkaline phosphates. The addition of acids breaks

up this combination and precipitates the casein. Ham-
mersten claims that its precipitation by rennet is due

to the presence in milk of calcium salts, and is de-

pendent upon the calcium. Thus, "if the casein

precipitated by dilute acids be dissolved in dilute al-

kali and the solution neutralized, it is then unaflfected

by rennet ; but it regains its coagulability on the addi-

tion of a calcium salt." \\'e find the converse to be

also true: that a casein precipitated by rennet, then

dissolved in dilute alkali (as a potassium or sodium

salt), is unaflfected by diluted acids. But here our in-

vestigation differs from Hammersten in that we find

that the addition of a little ammonia as well as of cal-

cium, will cause it to coagulate.

In making these creams, skimmed milk is espe-

cially recommended because with a pure milk some of

the fatty substances may be brought down as part of

the precipitate (particularly when rennet is used) ;

and these fatty substances are prone to changes

—

butyric acid being formed by their oxidation, with a

liberation of ammonia : and the product will become
rancid. (The same change takes place in cheese

in proportion to the richness of the make.) For this

reason, and to oftset the probability of one's having
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an impure casein, boric acid should always be added,

in excess, to the finished product.

If rennet be used to precipitate the casein, due care

must be exercised. The addition of too much rennet

will produce a hard casein ; too warm a solution is pro-

ductive of the same result. The milk should be heat-

ed to 85° F., a small quantity of rennet added—in pro-

portion to the amount of milk taken—and allowed to

remain in a warm place for an hour or so. If not

enough rennet has been added to coagulate the milk,

the addition of a very small amount of alum, dis-

solved in warm water, will cause a soft curd to form

immediately.

The alum method is open to objections in that too

high a temperature has to be used, and the casein

formed will be hard and unmanageable. \\'e have

found, though, that if this hard curd be placed in water

for a few days, with the addition of formaldehyde.

1-2,500 (to keep it from decomposing) it will soften

quite materially—or "ripen" would perhaps be the

more appropriate term. However, in either case,

where a hard casein is to be dealt with, in order to

obtain a highly satisfactory cream as the ultimate re-

sult—a cream that will have the best "rubbing in"

property—it seems necessary to treat the casein with

an alkali (as for example sodium borate, or potassium
carbonate) before incorporating the boric acid.

We have obtained our very best results from a com-
bination of magnesium sulphate and alum. Heat the

milk to about 120° F. For each 500 c.c. of milk, add
50 grammes of magnesium sulphate dissolved in

warm water (a saturated solution) ; and set the com-
bined solution aside for an hour, or less. Again heat
to 130° or a little higher, and add 5 grammes of alum
dissolved in hot water, and if necessary continue the

heat a while longer until the casein is entirely sep-

arated. It is not well to let the temperature rise above
145° F; but this is the only case we know of in which
a temperature of this high degree will still yield a
soft curd. Wash the precipitate in several waters,
and press dry. Unlike the alum, this will rub down
smooth, and it will not require an alkaline treatment
to render it capable of being "rubbed into the pores"
of the skin.

The formula most quoted in the Circular calls for
casein, boric acid and glycerin. Glycerin produces a
certain stickiness, and its use is never highly satis-

factory
; besides in most of the "rolling creams" no

diluent will be required. The only exception we have
made to this is where zinc oxide' (twenty per cent.)
has been incorporated with the casein, and in this case
a honey and almond cream was used as diluent—the
zinc-casein absorbing it to the extent of at least 25
per cent. We might give five or six formulas, afl

dependent upon the manner in which the casein has
been precipitated; but for our readers perhaps the
cream approaching most closely that widely adver-
tised article, Pompeiian massage cream, willbe more
satisfactory

:

Casein (precipitated by magnesium
sulphate and alum) 100 grammes

Boric acid 20 grammes
Cacao butter 10 grammes
Solution of carmine to color
Extract of bitter almonds to perfume

The carmine solution is first added to the casein
and well rubbed in.

Rub the solution of carmine well into the casein

until the desired shade is obtained ; then add the boric

acid. Incorporate the cacao butter, first melted ; and
finally add the perfume.

Country drug stores are not supplied with chemical

laboratories—so we are not able to give an accurate

report on the advertised cream referred to, but we
have examined it in an elementary way, so far as our

four senses could lead the way, aided only by a few

tests.

A small quantity of cream rubbed with a small

amount of water, and then made up to a certain vol-

ume with hot water, resolved itself into three por-

tions: A precipitate heavier than the water (and car-

rying with it the coloring matter) forming the lower

layer; a precipitate lighter than the water and float-

ing on top ; and the intermediate, clear, watery layer.

Its reaction was highly acid. The lighter precipitate

would naturally be of an "oily" character—and all

our tests lead to the one answer, cacao butter. The
heavier precipitate was of course casein, but of a light

flocculent nature, settling slowly. This in turn would
indicate, to an extent, the manner in which the casein

had been prepared. Our observations have shown
that casein treated directly with boric acid settles

readily and as a heavy precipitate—except only in the

case of that made by the magnesium sulphate with

alum method, which gives the same light, flocculent

precipitate, settling slowly. A casein previously

treated with an alkaline salt would have somewhat
the same nature, except a casein-by-rennet, with which
there would be no precipitation at all, inasmuch as it

would be unafifected by the acid. Tests showed that

the casein could not have been prepared by the use of

rennet, nor by the dilute acid method (tested accord-

ing to Hammersten). Still further tests on casein in

Pompeiian cream and on casein obtained by mag-
nesium sulphate precipitation, gave similar reactions.

One source of error, however, in the above hypothesis

may be the presence of ammonia in the solution of

carmine ; and this, as we have already shown, would
interfere with Hammersten's test. If glycerin were
used at all, it must have been in a very small quantity,

and we had no facility for making a qualitative ex-

amination for it. not even having at hand a piece of

platinum wire.
* •

Correspondence Courses in Pheurmacy.

In so far as home study courses in pharmacy have
honestly striven to raise the standard of education

among drug clerks, and to promote habits of study

and self-help, they should have our commendation,
says Prof. J. H. Beal in a paper read before the Amer-
ican Pharmaceutical Association ; but any proposition

or suggestion to the eflfect that any course of instruc-

tion given by mail is or can be made to be the equiv-

alent of a residence course of instruction at a respect-

able college of pharmacy is false absolutely, and
stamps those who make such claims as guilty of mis-

representation and attempted fraud. Prof. Beal also

says that while it is true that the student by home
study may gain a large amount of valuable informa-

tion, it will be through a far greater expenditure of

time and energy than would be required at a college

of pharmacy.
•

A business which is built upon deception depends
upon lies for its contimiance. Almost anybody can

think of some such business.
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A Newspaper Prescription Window.
Bv Fred D. Xelligar.

There is room for the well-intentioned pharmacist
to give much valuable information in regard to the
efficiency of the beauty doctor's prescriptions pub-
lished in the Sunday paper, or perhaps warn some
searcher for pulchritude of the danger attendant

of scales, a few graduates, mortar and pestle, flasks

and procelain evaporating dishes. In the rear center

place a pile of old newspapers about two feet high.

Leaning against the papers or suspended from the

pile have the largest pair of shears obtainable, with

blades wide open. On each side of the papers erect

a pyramid of the most popular sellers of the minute.

.Any vacant spaces can be filled in with clipped papers

;
1 THE NEW VOI?K HI

WE Fill.

Nev<-SPAPER T?EClPES

PRESCI?! PTIONS
No CHAPOE For Mixing,

Some Ne>vspaper ReciP!

APE
DANGEROUS

uer us advise: Vou,

Tmepe is an Art-
IN FILLINe

Even Ne«'Spaper FfeescRiprioNS
NO CHARGE-

An Outline Sketch of a Newspaper Prescription Window Display.

upon the use of the prized recipe, so he has an object

in attracting this kind of trade other than the one of

merely making money. But there is money in this

business, if it is properly handled and developed.
The pharmacist having arrived at the conclusion that

the clipped formula trade is worth while and there-

fore worth going after, the next thing is the method
of '"going." Few can afford space in the news-
papers. Their great organ of publicity is the show
window, and there is nothing better when properly
used. The following directions are for making a

window display that will bring returns : First, paste

a border around the entire window about six or eight

inches wide, consisting of strips of newspapers, using

only the title page, the name of the papers being next
the window. The inner edges should be serrated.

Cover the floor of the window with newspaper clip-

pings. Just back of the center place a neat arrange-

ment of white wax, spermaceti, rose-water, almond
oil, etc., to show you are prepared to co-operate with
the "beauty doctor." And now to the side and back
of these arrange the tools of your profession—a pair

and a pair of shears here and there. Appropriate

placards complete the display.
m •

"

The Failure to Repair the Burst Standard-

ization Bubble.*
By Willi.\m J. RoBiNsoxV, Ph. G., I\L D.

Prof. Rusby has done me the honor to reply to my
paper on the shortcomings of standardization for

which I thank him. If he has failed to weaken any
of my impregnable positions, to answer any of my
unanswerable arguments, in short if he has failed in

his attempt to repair the burst standardization bubble,

the fault is not his. The fault lies in the intrinsic

weakness of his side. Nobody could have done any
better with the ammunition at hand.

I shall first reply to Prof. Rusby's principal argu-

* A replj' to an article by Dr. H. H. Rusby in the Cir-
cular for April, page 29S. Dr. Robinson's former paper is

in the same number. This reply should be read only in
connection with the former articles.—Editor The Dkuq-
GISTS CIRCX^.AB.
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ment and will show that it is based on an utter mis-

apprehension of the question at issue.

One of the real weaknesses of standardization, a

weakness that is not merely incidental and perhaps

temporary, as an imperfect assay process may be, but

one that is permanent and unconquerable, lies in the

presence of antagonistic principles in drugs. I gave

as an example pilocarpus. And this is what I said:

Pilocarpus, for instance, contains two principal alka-

loids, pilocarpine and jaliorine. The action of jaborine is

directly antagonistic to that of pilocarpine. Now, of what
good is it to know how much pilocarpine a certain fluid

extract contains if we do not know how much jaborine it

contains? Suppose the fluid extract of pilocarpine does

contain 0.4 per cent, of pilocarpine, as the Pharmacopffiia
directs. Of what good is it if we do not know whether
the amount of jaborine it contains may not entirely over-

shadow the action of the pilocarpine? It is clearly evi-

dent that a fluid extract with but 0.3 or 0.2 per cent, of

pilocarpine, but a very small amount of jaborine, may
still prove more efflcient than a fluid extract of 0.4 per

cent, of pilocarpine, but a very large percentage of jabor-

ine.

To this Prof. Rusby replies

:

The answer is most simple. The antagonistic constitu-

ents must be separately estimated. It is necessary, of

course, to consider liow great is the difficulty of doing
this, and this requires a comparison between the work of

the assayer and the work of the so-called manufacturer of

the active constituents—"so-called," because he really man-
ufactures nothing. He merely extracts the active con-

stituent from the drug, which is exactly what the as-

sayer does. Whatever difficulty the one encounters is en-

countered by the other, and any error in the results of

the one is exactly as likely to occur in those of the other.

If the pilocarpine estimated in the assay is for any reason
likely to contain jaborine, that sold by the "manufacturer"
is equally liable to contain it In equal amount. If the
cause oJ: the failure by the assayer is inherent and un-
avoidable, the same is of necessity true in the case of the
manufacturer. If the manufacturer possesses means for

avoiding the difficulty, the assayer may employ the same
means. ... It thus seems quite clear that in the case
of drugs containing antagonistic constituents, the assayer
is subject to no greater difficulty than the manufacturer.

A misapprehension truly astounding in a man as

careful as Dr. Rusby usually is. The question is not

of the difficulty of assaying or determining the per-

centage of pilocarpine, or pilocarpine and jaborine.

Not at all. The cjuestion is one of separation of the

antagonistic principles. The standardizer merely de-

termines the percentage of the principal alkaloid, and
leaves all other principles in, no matter how antago-
nistic they may be. The active principle manufac-
turer on the other hand separates the desirable alka-

loid from all other principles and presents it to us as
a separate entity in as pure a state as the present
knowledge of chemistry and pharmacy will permit.
If the alkaloid contains any other principles, they
arc present merely as impurities, and our endeavor
is to get rid of them ; while the standardizer of galen-
ical preparations does not even make an attempt at the
separation of antagonistic principles. So the differ-

ence is seen to be a vital one, and how Prof. Rusby
could make the statement that "in the case of drugs
containing antagonistic constituents the assaver is

subject to no greater difficulty than tlie manufacturer*'
is beyond comprehension. The question is not one
of difficulty, but one of intent and purpose. The
manufacturer of active principles does his utmost to
separate the different constituents, the assayer or
standardizer does not even make the attempt. So
wherein is Dr. Robinson's reasoning "plausible but
sophistical?"' Could not the last adjective with more
propriety be apphcil to the reasoning of Prof. Rusby?

Let us take another familiar but nevertheless strik-

ing example—-opium. The principal virtue of opium
resides in the morphine, and ninety-nine times out of

every hundred when we give opium we give it for

its morphine effects. Opium also contains an unde-
sirable, convulsive principle—narcotine. There is no
particular difficulty in determining the exact percen-

tage of morphine and of narcotine in each sample of

opium. But what of it? Tlie manufacturer of alka-

loids presents the morphine in a pure state, the man-
ufacturer of galenical preparations merely standard-

izes his products to contain a certain percentage of

morphine, without caring about the percentage of

narcotine. The narcotine may be present in such an
amount as to minimize the effect of the morphine

—

it is none of his affair.

But anent this subject of morphine and narcotine

jjermit me to quote Prof. W. R. Dixon of Cambridge
University, England. In a paper read at the last

meeting of the British Medical Association (See the

British Medical Journal for November 24th, 1906)
Dr. Dixon said among other things:

This leads me to speak of the advantage of employing
the pure active principles in place of galenicals wherever
this is possible. Undoubtedly this change is gradually
coming about. Quinine has superseded cinchona in the
treatment of malaria, and morphine opium for the relief

of pain; but we still employ nux vomica and belladonna
instead of strychnine and atropine. We know the action
of the alkaloids, we can tell their rate of absorption and
gauge the exact dosage; but this is not so with the crude
drugs, for even if they are standardized, the percentage
of each constituent is not determined, but only total alka-
loid, or the percentage of one alkaloid. Opium is a body
which is particularly liable to vary in composition, and
the British Pharmacopoeia directs that it must be stand-
ardized so as to contain roughly 10 per cent, of morphine.
But even so it varies in its action, one sample of opium
may cause convulsions, whilst another will immediately
bring about the typical depression of sensoi-y nerve cells.

The explanation of this fact is to be found In the presence
of narcotine, ichich occurs in raryino amounts from 2 per
cent, to 10 per cent. . . . This, then, affords another
reason for prescribing the pure alkaloid when a certain
and definite action is required.

We trust Prof. Rusby will not apply to this clear,

cogent reasoning of Prof. Dixon the term "sophis-

tical."

Having successfully repelled Prof. Rusby's attack

on one of our principal batteries, we can with a

greater degree of leisure and composure attend to his

minor attempts.

Dr. Rusby says : "Let us now turn the tables upon
the Doctor and point to a class of articles, diastase,

amylopsin, trypsin, pepsin, etc., in which the active

constituent cannot be extracted by any known pro-

cess, but with which standardization methods work
very well." Instead of turning the tables on me, he
again turned them upon himself. And for two rea-

sons. First, because we were not referring to this

class of preparations at all, as any one who read our
paper will readily admit. We were referring to veg-
etable drugs and showed that wherever feasible the

active principles should" be used in preference to their

galenical preparations, even if standardized. And
second, we do consider the preparations enumerated
by Dr. Rusby as the active principles of the glands
from which they are prepared. What would Dr.

Rusby think of one who would advocate the use of

a standardized pig's stomach in preference to pepsin?
No. the tables have not been turned on us.

Dr. Rusby tells us that opium and cinchona are

flealt with to the extent of tens of millions of dollars.
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oil a basis of estimate fixed by alkaloidal assay, and
that in this we have undeniable proof that assay pro-

cesses can be satisfactory. Who ever denied this?

i'iUt thc^c drugs are assayed for one constituent only
..piuni for morphine, and cinchona for quinine

—

and as Dr. Rusby himself admits, in therapeutics we
must consider the other constituents also. And to this

neither commercial assay nor pharmacopoeia! stand-

ardization pays the slightest attention.

The question of the instability of the galenical prep-

arations Dr. Rusby passes over lightly. He says that

"the entire question of instability in preparations is

now regarded by experts as unanswerable except by
means of long continued experiments." We welcome
such experiments, but we personally are not in need
ni iheni. We have seen examples of the instability

:m(l \:iri:>bility of galenicals too often, to need any
ir.rtlicr jiroofs. To give one example. For many
\ears we have had occasion to prescribe tincture of

hyoscyamus very frequently. A patient will take say

2 or 3 c.c. doses of the tincture without any untoward
symptoms. A month later the patient wijl get the

same prescription, but will have it filled at another

store, or in the same store, but probably from a fresh

bottle of stock. The patient will come complaining
cf flushed face, dry throat, mydriasis, etc., etc. In

short, you can never predict even approximately just

liov.' a tincture of hyoscyamus or belladonna will act

;

but you can always adjust your doses of hyoscyamine
and atropine to a nicety. And the same doses in the

same patient under the same circumstances will al-

ways act the same way, which cannot be said of the

galenical preparations. And Dr. Rusby would have
difficulty in finding an oculist who would prefer an
extract of belladonna to atropine for use in the eyes,

though the former was the original preparation used,

and no doubt at first some old fogies objected to the

change. Some people will object to any kind of a
change, no matter how palpably self-evident for the

better it may be.

We have read our own paper and Prof. Rusby's
rcjily very carefully and we fail to find a single state-

ment which could be characterized as a "wild leap

rather than a deduction." And the question : "What
is it all for—^^why not go to the root of the matter,

give up most of the galenicals and use, ivherei'cr feas-

ible, the active principle instead?" still remains un-
answered.

In conclusion : The writer of this paper is not an
extremist. He does not advocate the use of active

principles to the exclusion of all galenicals or all

other preparations; and he does not know that there

are any such extreme advocates. All he does advo-
cate is rational and exact therapy wherever feasible.

He pleads that whenever an isolable active principle

represents the entire or the most desirable virtue of

the drug, that that principle be used in preference to

the generally uncertain, often unreliable and occa-

sionally inert galenicals. And we will add that in

following the progress of pharmacology and thera-

peutics throughout the world one cannot fail to be
struck with the irresistible tendency toward a more
exact materia medica and definite active principle

therapy in France, Germany and even slow-going
England. The tendency is irresistible, because it is

a tendency in the right direction, in the direction of
rational therapeutics. It takes long to perceive the

truth, but once perceived, nothing can succeed in ob-
scuring it.

The Important New Customer.

By Joseph F. Hostelley.

"Established for years and years"
—

"Confidence of

the people"
—"Everybody knows me."

How often we hear and see in print these old,

familiar arguments that are the strongest bids certain

druggists make for business. Now, the important

point is not how many years the druggist has been
growing old, but how many years he has been keep-

ing up to date. More people would know the drug-
gist, and patronize him, if he dropped the idea that

everybody knows him and make an eiifort to bring to

his store some of the people who "know him." A
store must be more than an "old store." People must
not think of a store as old. A druggist is wearing
out his store when he keeps up the "established-for-

years, everybody-knows-me" argument.

When a druggist sees the same people coming into

his store time and again, buying the same things over

and over—few new faces, few new purchases—some-
thing is wrong. There is rust somewhere ; there is

age and decay. No business can stand still long. It

must go one way or the other—up or down. There
is retrogression in serving the same old customers
with the same old things week after week, making
few new patrons and getting few calls for new things.

It is the new calls that mean life; only old calls, old

customers, old stock and old methods mean rust, age,

decay. Too many druggists do business for their old

patrons, they gauge the public by their old customers,
they carry in stock only the things that old customers
have been buying; the occasional new customer for

something different must go elsewhere to a druggist
who is not only keeping old patrons, but making new
ones.

A certain druggist with an "old trade," and an old
stock remarked to a relief clerk one day that he was
"holding his own" in spite of the increased number of

stores in his town in recent years. "Why, the same
people come to me now for the same things they did

years ago." Then the relief clerk told this rusting
druggist a few things, the startling significance of
which would have awakened almost any man with
average business acumen. He named many people,
and described others, who bought from other drug-
gists for whom he relieved. "You may have about
the same hold on certain people that you had long ago,
but other druggists Ijave discovered a way to get a
hold in another place. You sell your old customers
what, from force of habit possibly, they still buy here,

but I know that some of these same old patrons of
yours are new customers of other druggists, who have
new methods to bring them and ne\v goods to sell

them. It is evident that people that have been your
customers for years are no different in their desires
from the customers of the 'new' druggist, with the
up-to-date lines that the people of this very town
make profitable. If his customers buy these goods,
why not your customers? And if your customers
cannot get them of you, why not of the new drug-
gist? Then, too, I would feel afraid in your posi-
tion, that some of my old customers, attracted to other
stores by new things, would occasionally at least for
convenience buy elsewhere some of the things they
had been getting of me."
Holding old customers means stability ; making new

ones means progress. It takes the old and the new
to mean success.
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Abstracts.

Testing for Acetone in Urine.

Taylor proposes in the Lancet a modification of

the sodium nitro-prusside test for acetone in the urine.

That test consists in adding acetic acid to a mixture

of sodium nitro-prusside solution, potassium hy-

droxide solution and urine. When the test is made
in this way there is a uniform reddening of the whole

solution before the addition of the acetic acid : after

the addition, if acetone be present, the liquid becomes
darker, the darkening passing down as the acid sinks.

The detection of acetone is therefore dependent on the

darkening of an already darkish red fluid by the final

reagent, acetic acid, and the degree of darkening,

when acetone is present only in small quantities, is

not altogether easy to determine. If. however, strong

ammonia replaces the potassa solution the test for

acetone may be made as follows : On adding the am-
monia to a solution of sodium-nitroprusside and
urine the ammonia solution remains on the top; thus

there is a clear solution upj^ermost with the urine solu-

tion below. Should acetone be present, even in mi-

nute quantity, a well-marked and absolutely character-

istic ring of magenta (or petunia) appears within

from one to three minutes at the junction of the two
fluids and gradually sprcacis upivards pervading the

whole of the ammonia solution if acetone be present

in considerable amount. In the absence of acetone

usually no coloration occurs, but sometimes an

orange-red ring forms at the junction of the urine

and ammonia solution, but this bears no resemblance

to the "acetone ring"' described above, hence the

presence or absence of the latter is easily ascertained

by the method which the author believes has not been

generally recognized. The strength of the solution of

sodium-nitroprusside is not important, but it is im-

portant that it should be prepared fresh and a few
crystals dissolved in a test-tube of water are sufficient.

Detection of Phenolphthalein in Urine.

Some time ago Griibler called attention to the fact

that phenolpthalein after its administration recurs as

such in the urine. He now (Jo urn. de Pharm. d'An-
vcrs) points out the reactions distinguishing phen-
olphthalein from santonin or chnsophanic acid in

urine. All three substances are turned red by
alkalies. Urine containing phenolphthalein gives a
reddi.sh-violet coloration ; that containing santonin, a
Jull-red color; that containing chrysophanic acid, a

carmine-red color. The subjoined reactions permit of
distinguishing the three substances clearly. Bars'ta

water gives with phenolphthalein a white precipitate,

the filtrate being reddish-violet ; with santonin, a white
preciiiitate, the filtrate red ; with chry.sophanic acid a

reddish precipitate and perfectly colorless filtrate.

Sodium carbonate gives with phenolphthalein a red

coloration immediately ; v.'ith .santonin, a red colora-

tion on standing; with chrysophanic acid, a red col-

oration immediately. Sodium hydroxide and zinc

povyder, with heat gives with phenolphthalein a dis-

coloration ; with santonin, no coloration : with chryso-
phanic acid, discoloration. Ry precipitation with lead

subacetate and treating the precipitate with sodium
hydroxide, phenolphthalein gives a reddish-violet col-

oration which disappears on standing; santonin gives

a dull-red coloration ; chrysophanic acid, no colora-

tion.

Standcird Potassium Bitartrate for Analysis.

Carles (Jciini. Plianii. Chun, through Pharin.

Journ.) says it is custonxary to use as a standard for

setting the volumetric soda solution employed in the

titration of cream of tartar, high grade natural potas-

sium bitartrate containing 99 per cent, of KHC^H^Os,
purified from calcium tartrate by digesting the fine

powder in dilute hydrochloric acid, and washing with

distilled water. This method is, however, found to be
defective; the product does not contain more than

99.35 per cent, of pure potassium bitartrate. Another
method, treating the hot aqueous solution of the same
cream of tartar with oxalic acid, removing the cal-

cium oxalate by filtration, and crystallizing the cream
of tartar, gives a product yielding 99.5 per cent. The
following method alone serves to produce pure po-

tassium acid tartrate for use in standardizing. One
hundred grammes of pure well-formed crystals of

tartaric acid are dissolved in about a liter of boiling

distilled water, filtered if necessary, and divided into

two equal volumes. One half is exactly neutralized

with pure potassium carbonate ; the other half is

added to the neutral liquid : on cooling, potassium acid

tartrate separates. It is collected, washed, and dried.

It is pure but slightly hygroscopic. It is, therefore,

redissolved in boiling water, and recrystallized from
porcelain vessels. The crvstals are drained, crushed,

washed with tepid water, and dried to constant weight.

This product, the author states, is quite pure.

Determination of Ammonia.
According to Artmann and Skrabal (Zcit. anal.

Chcin. through Pharm. Journ.) the reaction between
.sodium hypobromite and ammonia may be used for

the quantitative determination of ammonia or am-
monium salts. The strength of the hypobromite solu-

tion is ascertained in terms of sodium thiosulphate

by adding to 50 c.c. of the solution, potassium iodide,

and after acidifying with sulphuric acid, titrating the

liberated iodine with sodium thiosulphate. Fifty c.c.

of the ammoniacal solution is then treated with 50
c.c. of the hypobromite solution contained in a beaker
covered with a watch glass, and after the reaction is

ended, solid potassium iodide is added, the whole
acidified with sulphuric acid, and the liberated iodine

titrated with thiosulphate. The difference between
the two sodium thiosulphate readings gives the

amount of hypobromite used in reacting with the

ammonia.

New Reagent for Aldehydes.

Feder (Arch. d. Pliarm. through Pharm. Journ.)

proposes a new reagent for aldehydes. Two solu-

tions are required, one containing 20 grammes of mer-
curic chloride in a liter of water and the other 100
grammes of sodium sulphite and 80 grammes of so-

dium hydroxide in a liter. Equal volumes are mixed
when required, the alkaline solution being quickly

added to the mercuric solution. The reagent is very
sensitive to aldehydes, particularly formic aldehyde,

giving grey precipitates of metallic mercury. The
limit is about 0.00005 gram of formic aldehyde in 10

c.c. of water, and the precipitate then appears in from
one to two minutes. The reagent gives a white pre-

cipitate with small quantities of ammonium salts, but

these can scarcely be mistaken for the grey precipi-

tate of metallic mercury.
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Maximum Doses of Potent Drugs.
L'L'ition pimniiacciitiquc has made a cnmpilation of

the maxiimmi closes for adiihs of potent remedies as

given in the Belgian Pharmacopceia, as follows

:

Maximum Maximum
Sing-le Dose Daily Dose

in Grammes, in Grammes.
Acid, arsenous 0.005 0.015
Acid, carbolic 0.1 0.3

Acid, hydrocyanic, dilute 0.1 0.5

Aconite root 0.1 0.3

Adr^alin 0.002 0.004

Aniyl nitrite 0.2 0.5

Apomorphine hydrochloride 0.02 0.06

Atropine sulphate 0.001 0.002

Belladonna leaf 0.1 0.2

Caffeine 0.5 1.5

Caffeine and sodium salicylate 1.0 3.0

Cantharides 0.05 0.1

Cf.ntharKlin 0.0005 0.001
Chloral hydrate 3.0 6.0

Cocaine hydrochloride 0.05 0.15

Codeine phosphate 0.1 0.3

Colchiium seed 0.2 0.6

Colooynth 0.3 1.0

Creosote 0.5 1.5

Digitalis 0.2
'

0.6

Ergot 1.0 3.0

Extract of belladonna 0.05 0.10

Extract of cannabis indica 0.05 0.15

Extract of colchicum 0.03 0.1

Extract of colocynth 0.05 0.15

Extract of digitalis 0.05 0.15

Extract of hyoscyamus 0.1 0.3

Extract of nux vomica 0.03 0.1

Extract of opium 0.075 0.25

Extract of squill 0.15 0.5

Fluidextraet of ergot 1.0 3.0

Homatropine hydrobromide O.OOl 0.003

Hydrastinine hydrochloride 0.03 0.1

Hyoscyamus 0.3 1.0

Iodine 0.02 0.06

Iodoform 0.2 0.6

Lead acetate 0.1 0.3

Mercury bichloride 0.02 0.06

Mercury biniodide 0.02 0.06

Mercury cyanide 0.02 0.06

Mercury protoiodide 0.05 0.1

Mercury oxide, red 0.02 0.06

Mercury oxide, yellow 0.02 0.06

Morphine hydrochloride 0.03 0.1

Nux vomica 0.2 0.6

Oil, croton 0.05 0.1

Oil of rue 0.05 0.15

Oil of savine 0.05 0.15

Opium, powdered 0.15 0.5

Pilocarpine hydrochloride 0.02 0.06

Phosphorus 0.0005 0.002

Physostigmine salicylate 0.001 0.003

Podophyllin 0.1 0.3

Powder, Dover's 1.5 5.0

Santonin 0.1 0.3

Silver nitrate 0.03 0.1

Sodium arseniate 0.01 0.03

Solution of potassium arsenite 0.6 1.5

Squill 0.2 0.6

Strychnine nitrate 0.005 0.01

Tartar emetic 0.2 0.6

Theobromine and sodium salicylate.. 1.0 3.0

Tincture of aconite 0.4 1.0

Tincture of belladonna 0.4 1.0

Tincture of cantharides 0.5 1.0

Tincture of colchicum 2.0 6.0

Tincture of colocvnth 1.0 3.0

Tincture of digitalis 2.0 6.0

Tincture of iodine (10 per cent.) 0.2 0.6

Tincture of hvo.^cvamus 1.2 3.0

Tincture of lobelia 1.0 3.0

Tincture of nux vomica 2.0 6.0

Tincture of opium 1.5 5.0

Tincture of opium, crocated 1.5 5.0

Tincture of squill (20 per cent) 2.0 60
Tincture of strophanthus 0.5 15
Veratrine 0.005 0.15

Water, cherry laurel 2.0 10.0

Tjrphoid Infection from a Convalescent.

Southworth (Arch, of P<cdiatncsj thinks attention

has been directed in the past, too exclusively to water,

milk, shellfish, etc., as the carriers of the typhoid in-

fection. Only recently has it been suggested that the

convalescent from this disease may still harbor the

bacilli in sufficient numbers to be a menace to the

public health. The difficulty in obtaining proof that

convalescents are a source of danger is great, hence
the desirability of collecting positive evidence in this

direction. Such a case is reported in an infant from
a household in which several members had the dis-

ease, being removed after an afebrile period of four

days to a family in very humble circumstances and
uncleanly surroundings. His stools were still fre-

quent and very offensive. In the course of three

weeks, three children in the family were attacked by
txphoid fever.

The Assay of Pepsin by the Biuret Reaction.

At a meeting of the Pharmaceutical Society of

Great Britain W. B. Cowie and William Dickson pre-

sented a paper on the assay of pepsin by the biuret

reaction. They call attention to a previous paper by
them in which was pointed out the applicability of

the biuret reaction in determining the relative pep-
tonizing powers of pepsins in terms of a standarcl so-

lution of potassium permanganate. It remained,
however, to standardize the permanganate solution

against a known amount of real peptone. After de-

scribing experiments which led them to adopt 0.25 as

the amount of peptone equivalent to each c.c. of the

standard permanganate solution, they give the details

for determining the peptonizing power of a pepsin by
the biuret reaction. An amount of scale albumin
equal to i gramme of actual or dried albumin is placed

in a glass mortar, triturated, and washed into a 100
c.c. flask with 20 c.c. of water at 40° C. The albumin
is coagulated by heating on the water-bath for fifteen

minutes. It is now cooled to 40° C. and 0.25 gramme
of pepsin added, which is washed into the flask with

50 c.c. of N/io hydrochloric acid. The whole is

vigorously shaken, placed in water and kept in a

digesting pan at 40° C. for four hours, the flask being
shaken every half-hour. At the end of that time the

flask is immersed in boiling water for a quarter of an
hour to prevent further action of the enzyme : the

contents are then cooled to 15° C. and made up to 100
c.c. with water : 10 c.c. of the mixed liquid are placed

in a test tube. 13 grammes of zinc sulphate and 0.2

c.c. of sulphuric acid (i :4) being added. The whole
is then heated to boiling, cooled quickly with cen-

trifugal action, and filtered through a dry filter

(double Swedish) into a dry test tube. Five c.c. of

the filtrate are placed in a 100 c.c. Nesslerizing tube,

mixed with 15 c.c. of water. I c.c. of 0.5 per cent,

solution of copper sulphate, and made up to 80 c.c.

with 30 per cent, sodium hydroxide solution. (Any
slight precipitate may be filtered off through glass

wool, or the precipitate may be allowed to settle and
an aliquot part of the clear liquid pipetted off and
Nesslerized.) Seventy-five c.c. of distilled water are

placed in a similar tube, and the standard permanga-
nate solution (0.04 gramme per liter) is run in from
a burette until the depth of color is the same in each,

the tubes being viewed longitudinally over a mirror,

as in Nesslerizing. A blank experiment is carried out
in exactly the same manner, except that the albumin
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is not added. The results are calculated as follows:

c.c. of standard solution required, minus blank in c.c.

multiplied by 0.25 multiplied by ioo=percentage of

peptone from albumin used. The following advan-

tages are claimed for this method : ( i ) It is a mea-

sure of the actual peptonizing power, as distinct from

the solvent action, of a pepsin. (2) It yields resuhs

sufficiently near those obtained by standard methods

to give a very good idea of the power of a pepsin.

(3) It can be carried out in a comparatively short

time (six samples can be put on and completed in

eight hours). (4) No special apparatus is required.

The authors add : "Another color reaction which has

been suggested as suitable for quantitatively deter-

mining peptone is the 'xanthoproteic reaction' (vide

Allen's Com. Org. Analysis, vol. iv., page 11). In

this test a fine yellow color is obtained by boiling the

proteid solutioii with nitric acid and then adding ex-

cess of ammonia. We tried this method in a series

of digestions of one, two, three and four hours' dura-

tion, and we found it practically impossible to measure

the differences between the depths of color with any

standard vellow solution."

Identification of Synthetic Camphor.
According to G. and R. Fritz fPharin. Zcit.J

spirit of camphor made with synthetic camphor
can be distinguished from that prepared from natural

camphor by want of action on polarized light. Natural

camphor deflects polarized light toward the right.

This observation is of practical value in view of the

high prices prevailing on camphor at the present time,

which lead to the substitution of the .synthetic pro-

duct for the natural one not infrequently.

Tincture of Ants.
Experience has taught Dr. F. P. Davis (Med.

.li'cna) that tincture of ants is a valuable remedy in

weakness, nervousness, a creeping sensation of the

.skin and flesh, dullness of mind, etc. He prepares the

tincture by filling a bottle with ants (kind not stated,

perhaps it makes no difference) and covering with

alcohol, allowing to stand for three days, pressing out
and filtering. The dose is 5 to 20 drops.

Handling Soluble Elastic Capsules.

Experience and observation have shown, says An-
thony M. Hance. in a paper read before the Amer-
ican Pharmaceutical Association, that it is well to bear
in mind the following in connection with the handling
of soluble elastic capsules: While, in the course of

time, a deepening of the color of the gelatin is sure
to occur in all goods of this character, and although
light may also apparently darken the contents, it

must not be assumed that such color changes affect

the contents or indicate any deterioration in therapeu-
tic efficiency. It is also most important that these
capsules should be protected from dampness and high
temperature, added Air. Hance. Dampness 'will cause
them to absorb moisture, which in turn may induce
mouldiness and leaking. If a box of capsules reaches
this condition it is impossible to redress them. High
temperature will ruin any capsule made that is worthy
of the title, "soluble elastic," so in order to keep ma-
chine-made soluble elastic capsules in the best possi-
ble condition, see that they are not stored in a tempera-
ture over 30° C. (86° F.), lower if possible, and al-

ways in a clean, dry and well-ventilated place.

Pure Drug Law and Eclectic Medicine.

Prof. John Uri Lloyd, in the Electric Medical
Gleaner, says that while the materia medica and prac-

tice of the dominant or "regular" school of medicine

"has been practically brushed twice from the map"
during the past century, there is not a single eclectic

drug of the early "fathers" that "does not stand the

test of present day experience." He also declares that

not one eclectic drug is mentioned in the pure food
and drug act and regulations, although "the harmful
remedies, the harmful compounds, the deleterious

drugs, substances that need be guarded by the strong
arm of the national law, insidious nerve-racking nar-

cotics, the criminal svnthetics," comprise a "mightv
list."

Solution of Iron Csurbonate.

Last year A. Kal tentatively recommended a ready-

made iron carbonate solution as a substitute for

Blaud's pill. The solution has proved to be stable,

and is now directed to be made according to the fol-

lowing formula (Pharm. IVeekbl.):

Iron lactate (powdered) 25 grammes.
Sodium carbonate 28 grammes.
Potassium tartrate 22 grammes.
Citric acid i gramme.
Cinnamon water 500 grammes.
Distilled water to make 1000 grammes.

Dissolve the sodium carbonate and potassium tar-

trate in about 50 c.c. of water, add the iron lactate

and stir until solution is effected. Now add the solu-

tion to the remainder of the water. A precipitate at

first fomis, which, however, disappears on repeated

shaking. (Patience is necesary during the procedure.)

Finally add the citric acid and cinnamon water. A
clear, green liquid results, containing 1 per cent, of

ferrous carbonate. It should be kept in small, well-

stoppered vials.

Bacteria in Milk Bottles.

By investigation at the Wisconsin Experiment Sta-

tion (Am. Medicine) it has been found that milk bot-

tles which had been steamed for 30 seconds con-

tained relatively few bacteria, possibly 15.000 to

a bottle. However, when the steam was allowed to

condense and the water so produced to remain in the

bottle at room temperatures for possibly 24 hours, the

number of bacteria multiplied enormously and varied

from 2,000,000 to say 4.000,000. In a series of

steamed bottles exposed to the air for 24 hours, but

containing no condensed water, the number of bac-

teria averaged 300,000 per bottle, while in a similar

series which had undergone the same treatment in all

respects except they were covered with a clean linen

cloth, averaged about the same as freshly steamed
bottles.

Bedcankosin.

Bakankosin is a nitrogenous glucoside isolated by
Bourquelot and Herissey (L'Union pharm.) from the

seeds of a Madagascar species of strychnos known as

bakanko. It forms large, colorless, odorless, bitter

stable crystals that are moderately soluble in cold

water or cold alcohol, and almost insoluble in ether.

It is decomposed by boiling diluted mineral acids and
by emulsin. It appears to be non-toxic.
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Campho-Plrenique.

It is claimed for camphor-phenique thai it is com-
jiosed of 49 per cent, of phenol and 51 per cent, of
camphor. Specimens examined by the council on
pharmacy and chemistry of the American Medical
.\ssociation contained only 20 per cent, of phenol and
38 per cent, of camphor. About 38 per cent., or more,
of liquid petrolatum, no mention of which appeared
on the label, was also found in them.

Sxamination of the campho-phenique powder
showed 92 per cent, of a talcum-like organic sub-
stance, the remaining- 8 per cent, consisting chieflv of
camphor with a small amount of phenol.

Commenting on the finding of the council, the
Journal of the A)ncrn:aii Mahcal Association makes
statements which are of particular interest to drug-
gists. It says:

Some months ago a very intelligent physician, in dis-

oussing the proprietary metlicine business, said tnat in

some cases physicians could not get druggists to make
preparations which were as satisfactory as those which
could be bought ready made. He cited camplip-phenique
as an illustration. He said that he had used this prep-
aration for burns, etc., but as he did not like to use prepa-
rations put up by companies about which he knew nothing,
he asked his druggist to make the mi.xture in accordance
v/ith the published formula. The druggist's preparation
was not satisfactory; it had a decidedly different effect

from campho-phenique, and so he tried another druggist.
This druggist also followed the published formula, but his
results, too, differed materially from the proprietary ar-
ticle.

The various analyses that have been made show why
the preparation put up by the druggist did not resemble
That made by the company; since, according to the analy-
ses, campho-phenique consists of 40 per cent, liquid pe-

trolatum, which is an inert but soothing diluent, while in-

.«tead of 49 per cent, of carbolic acid, as claimed, it really
I ontains less than 20 per cent. This is an entirely dif-

ferent proposition. Now, if the physician referred to

above will have his druggist make a mixture of 20 per
cent, of carbolic acid, 40 per cent, of camphor and 40 per
cent, of liquid petrolatum, and will then compare this

resulting compound with campho-phenique, he will find

that there is not mucli difference. Furthermore, he will

realize that there is nothing either new or wonderful about
the preparation. Camphorated oil and carbolized oil are
both in common use. Campho-phenique is apparently sim-
ply a mixture of the two.

Hardening Copper.

According to E, S. .'^perry (Brass World) copper
may be rendered hard enough to take a cutting edge
by treatment with potassium ferrocyanide. The cop-

per is melted in a graphite crucible and about 2 per

cent, of the potassium salt is then added. After

standing until the moisture has been driven off, the

powder is stirred into the melt, which is allowed to

stand a few minutes, and again stirred. In five or

ten minutes it is ready for pouring. The color of the

copper is not affected by the flux. The reason for

the change is supposed to be the introduction of iron

and possibly carbon.

A New Liquid Cement.
Gelatin, 100, is heated on the water-bath with water,

100; zinc chloride, i. is then added, and heating con-

tinued, with the further addition of a little more zinc

chloride, if necessary, until a portion of the mix-
ture being withdrawn and cooled does not set solid

il'harm. Ccntralh., through Pharm. Jour.). If the

liquid is alkaline it nuist be neutralized with hydro-

chloric acid.

The Craze for Alkaloids.

In the craze for alkaloids, says -Stevens (Chicago
Med. Times], do not fail to observe that the prepara-

tion of the whole drug has properties that cannot be

duplicated with the alkaloid alone. "No one who
understands the direct usage of drugs would expect

strychnine to have the same action upon the intestinal

tract as nux vomica. The alkaloid or alkaloids of hy-

drastis do not seem to act as does the drug given as a

powdered extract. If we use alkaloids, let us be

specific in their use and not expect more than the alka-

loidal action. Do not allow yourself to be stampeded
away from solid ground. We have learned the exact

indications for the drugs we use, but to shift to the

use of alkaloids, using the same indications, expecting

the same results, we will without doubt fall short of

the full benefit we expect."

Algerian Camphor.
Battandier (Journ. I'harin. Chiiii. through Brit, and

Col. Druggist) has analyzed leaves and branches of

young camphor trees grown in Algeria from seed

brought from Formosa by Trabut. They yielded from
1.05 to 1.40 per cent, of camphor. Trees previously

introduced had produced no camphor. Grafting of

the Formosan variety upon the non-camphor yield-

ing Algerian trees has also given encouraging results,

.so that the idea hitherto prevalent that camphor can-

not be produced in the vicinity of the Mediterranean
appears to be erroneous.

Dandruff Cure.

In answer to an inquiry for a cure for dandruff the

editor of the Medical World gives the following in-

formation :

The use of the following prescription, persisted in for a
sufficient length of time, will cure the dandruff:

Resorcin 2 drams.
Tincture cantharides 4 drams.
Castor oil 1 dram.
Spirit lavender ccmpound 4 drams.
Glycerin 4 drams.
Best imported bay rum enough to make 1 pint.

Morning and night, separating the hair with the fin-

gers, rub about a teaspoonful into the scalp. It will not

harm the hair, but the medication does its work on the

scalp, and an endeavor should be made to apply it there.

After about a week the hair will become unpleasantly
oily. When this occurs, wash the hair well with the white
of an egg, followed by soap and warm water, and finally

by plain water. Repeat the washing as often as the hair

becomes oily, and the dandruff will soon disappear.

After a few weeks' use the preparation may be discon-

tinued, and the cure will usually be complete. But if

there is any sign of a return of the trouble, an application

once or twice a week will keep the dandruff in permanent
.tjubjection.

Detection of Sodium Bicarbonate in Milk.

For this purpose F. Lelli (Chem. Ccnlralhl.) rec-

ontmends the following simple procedure: 10 c.c. of

the milk are diluted with an equal volume of water, i

to 2 c.c. of a saturated alcoholic solution of aspirin

are added, and the mixture is heated for 10 to 20

minutes on the water-bath at a temperature of 60° C.

(140° F.). The resulting opaque solution is filtered

and 8 to 10 drops of a 10 per cent, solution of ferric

chloride are added. An abundant reddish-yellow pre-

cipate forms if sodium bicarbonate is present in the

milk. If the quantity is less than J-<
per cent., longer

heating is necessary'.
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The Modern Materia Medica.

Anestiform is said to be a solution of cocaine hy.-

drochloride, renaglandine and distilled extract of

witch-hazel, in a" fluid containing the sulphates of

-odium and ammonium. It is marketed in small

•aibules styled "aseptules."

Benzyl Benzoate 25 per cent, is a substitute for

pcniol, and Benzyl Benzoate 100 per cent, a substi-

tute for peniscabiii, proposed by a Berlin firm of

manufacturing chemists.

Diphenylamine Thymol-Benzoate is a compound
introduced as an analogue of and substitute for arho-

7'in, an internal antigonorrheal and urinary disin-

fectant.

Falkogen is a Hungarian preparation consisting,

according to the manufacturer, of 15 parts of "chin-

guaiolum" hypophosphite, 10 parts each of ''extract

tiiiocamis" and extract of thyme, and 65 parts of aro-

matic elixir. Qiinguaiolum is said to contain 70 per

cent, of guaiacol.

Guaiacol Ethylglycolate. See monotal.

Lavado is described as a permanent emulsion of

turpentine oil and ammonia water, which is miscible

with water without separation of the oil. It is in-

tended for use as a washing fluid as well as a dis-

infectant.

Leciplasma is a nutritive and invigorant consist-

ing essentially of 5 per cent, of lecithin together with

aromatics.

Maukelan is an ointment for veterinary employ-
ment, the medicinally active ingredient of which is

thigenol. It is recommended for use on wounds,
local inflammations, mange, etc., of animals.

Monotal is, according to Dr. A. Hecht, the ethyl-

glycolic acid ester of guaiacol, or guaiacol ethylgly-

colate. It occurs as a white, cr\-stalline mass melting
at 31° C. to form a colorless oil of faintly aromatic
odor. It is used by inunction as a local antipyretic

and anodyne, 4 or 5 grams being the maximum quan-
tity to be applied in a day

Myristina is a new vegetable fat. derived from
the seed of myristica sebifera. It tastes and smells like

cacao butter, melts at 37° C, and is soluble in alco-
hol, ether, chloroform or turpentine oil. It is intend-
ed for use as an ointment base, as well as a nutri-

ent.

Oxymenthol is an analogue of the article known
in this market as menthoxol and employed mainly as
an antiseptic and anodyne gargle in inflammatory
throat ailments.

Rheumon feollonin extensum) is a plaster said to
contain camphor, benzol, Mecca balsam, Canada bal-
sam and fluidextract of arnica. It is spread on thin
paper. It is employed topically in articular rheu-
matism, pleurisy, neuralgia and other painful ail-

ments. Before applying it, the part is moistened with
alcohol and the plaster put on dry. To remove it. it

is moistened with alcohol.

Sodium Thymol-Benzoate is the designation ap-
plied to an analogue of and substitute iov Pyrenol. It

has been introduced by a Berlin firm and is intended
for use as an antipyretic and anodyne in doses of 8
to 30 grains.

Suppositories Adreno-Styptic are said to contain
0.00025 gramme of adrenalin and 0.2 gramme of

anesthesin-stovaine. They are employed in the treat-

ment of hemorrhoids.

Traubelin is said to contain "the active, nutritious

constituents of the best variety of grapes in concen-
trated form," and to be free from alcohol. It is ad-

vertised as an invigorant in nervous affections, de-

bility, pulmonary ailments and chronic catarrhs of the

respiratory tract.

Urisol is defined as a "concentrated liquid lithium

citrate," and is employed as an antipodagric and anti-

lithemic.

Urticolin is a dialyzed extract of nettlewort, em-
ployed in chronic urticaria.

Vinopyrin is a trade name applied to para-phenet'v-

d'me tartrate, an article similar to if not identical with
tartrophen. The substance occurs as a white, crys-

talline powder, soluble in 25 parts of water. It is

prescribed as an antipyretic and analgesic in the dose

of 15 grains several times daily. It is incompatible

with alkalies..
•

Three British Formulas.
At a meeting of a British association of women

pharmacists Miss Bedell gave the following formula
for

AR0ir.\TIC SOLUTION OF .SMMOXI.A.

Ammonia carbonate 4 ounces.

Strong solution of ammonia 8 fl. ozs.

Terpeneless oil of lemon 13 minims.
Terpeneless oil of nutmeg 54 minims.
Alcohol (90 per cent.) 6 fl. ozs.

Distilled water 149 fl. ozs.

The oils to be dissolved in the spirit before adding.

She also gave this recipe for

SYRUP OF LEMON.
Tincture of lemon 5 fl. ozs.

Citric acid 2 ounces.

Syrup 2^ pints.

Dissolve the acid in the tincture and strain through
wool into the syrup.

She said that it was cheaper, easier to make and
more palatable than the official syrup.

L.\VENDER W.\TER.

In an old private recipe book mentioned bv the

Chemist and Druggist, the following formula for lav-

ender water appears

:

Oil of lavender i ounce.

Oil of bergamot i dram.
Essence of ambergris 12 drops.

Camphor i grain.

Musk I grain.

Alcohol I pint.

•

Trade-Marks on Patented Articles.

"The supreme court of the I'niied States has held,

on numerous occasions, that a word used to designate
a patented article, at the expiration of the patent, falls

into the public domain, and that anyone who makes
the former patented article has the right to call it by
the name under which it became known during the

life of the patent." So says the Trade-Mark Record,
which goes on to show that the manufacturer of a

patented article who wi.shes to protect his interests

under the trade-mark law when the patent on his

article has expired, should market and advertise his

product in conjunction with some special mark or
sign in addition to the name of the article itself.
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Notes and Queries.
NoTKK.

—

It is desirable that all questions to he an-
si/cxr/ under this head should be received before the
fift'i-ii/h of the month and they must be accompanied toith

tic iiaiiii- and address of the writer.
Qnerii-s are not ansicered by mail. The information

supplied in these columns is intended for the benefit of
our readers in general, not for the profit of the individual
inquirer only.

Trouble with a Suppository Prescription.—A. D.
B.. Xew York, sends the following prescription :

1^ Fl. ex. Hydrastis .ass.

Tannic acid 5ss.

Unguentine 5ij.

Cocaine hyd . gr iv.

Ichthyol OSS.

Cocoa butter q. s.

M. Alake in rectal suppos. Xo. xv.

For the nomenclature employed in the prescription

we throw all the responsibility on the querist, and
only hope that he may be able to pass it on lo the pre-

scriber : we wash our hands of it.

A. D. B. says that he is at a loss to know how to

make a "respectable" suppository according to this

formula, and asks for advice.

We presume that the lack of respectability on the

part of the suppositories lies in their failure to keep
their shape. In filling this prescription we should

use a base containing about 3 to 5 per cent, of white

wax. We should evaporate the fluidextract to the

consistency of the ichthyol, reduce the tannic acid and
the cocaine salt to a very fine powder, triturate these

with the unguentine, the ichthyol and . the extract.

We should then melt together 4 drams of cacao butter

and 10 grains of white wax, and when the mixture

had cooled to a proper consistency, should incorporate

it with the medicinal ingredients. Next we should

roll the paste into a "pipe." divide with a spatula and
press the suppositories into molds, or roll them into

shape.

In the Circular for May, 1905, page 161, appears

an article by Prof. W. L. Scoville upon the use of wax
in suppositories. On page 190 of the Circular for

June, 1905, may be seen the following quotation from
the Proceedings of the American Pharmaceutical .As-

sociation :

"Extract of witchhazel and extract of hydrastis

suppositories may be made by fusion, without precipi-

tation, by using a suppository base composed of

Castor oil 10 parts.

\\'ax 15 parts.

Cacao butter 90 parts.

"This base melts readily at body temperature, and is

ideal for general summer use."

Oil of Cananga.—G. B. S., Massachusetts.

—

Cananga odorata is the name of the tree which bears

the flowers from which oil of cananga or oil of ylang-

ylang is distilled. Gildermeister and Hofifmann, in

their work on the ^'olatile Oils, say : "Although the

ylang-ylang oil consists principally of the lower and
cananga oil of the higher fractions, the difference be-

tween these two oils is of a quantitative rather than a

qualitative nature." Further they say : "The odor of

cananga oil is similar to that of ylang-ylang oil, but
not so fine." Neither the United States Dispensatory
nor the American Dispensatory makes any distinction

between the two oils.

Elixir of Poppy, Compound.—H. L. S., Califor-

nia. In the absence of an official or other generally

accepted formula for an elixir of poppy, every drug-

gist is unrestrained in the matter of making such an

elixir according to his own formula, except that in

prescription work he should be careful to use one

that is acceptable to the prescriber.

Syrup of poppy is official in Germany, France and
perhaps other countries. The German formula

directs

—

Poppy cajisules. in moderately fine

powder 10 grammes.
Alcohol 7 grammes.
Water 70 grammes.
Sugar 65 grammes.
To make 100 grammes.

Moisten the powder with the alcohol, add the water
and macerate for twenty-four hours, at ordinary room
temperature, with frequent stirring. Express the

mixture, heat the liquid to the boiling point, evaporate

to 35 grammes and filter. In the filtrate, dissolve the

sugar with the aid of moderate heat, and add suf-

ficient water to the syrup, when cold, to bring the

total weight up to 100 grammes.
We should think that an elixir of poppy might be

made by following the directions for making the

official aromatic elixir, but using the syrup of poppy
instead of the simple syrup, and omitting the clarifica-

tion.

To make a compound elixir of poppy, each dram of

which must contain % grain of morphine sulphate,

add 16 grains of morphine sulphate to each pint of

the elixir of poppy. The quantity of morphine in an
ordinary dose of the elixir of poppy as made by the

formula here outlined (that is, before the addition of

the morphine sulphate), is so slight as to be almost if

not quite negligible.

The National Formulary tincture of poppy may be

preferred by some to the German syrup of poppy as

an ingredient of the elixir.

Compound Syrup of Hypophosphites, Cloudy.—
G. L. D., Ohio.—It is funny. We get on a boat to

cross the river and see a boat coming from the other

side laden with people who were recently where we
want to be and who are trying to get where we re-

cently were. If all the people who are on the other side

of the river were willing to remain there, and nobody
on this side wanted to go over and join them, there

would be no use for boats and bridges. Mark Twain
once said that it was difference of opinion that makes
horse races. It also gives us much to talk about. None
of which has anything whatever to do with compound
syrup of hypophosphites, but we were just thinking

that last month (page 366) we were called upon to

tell a querist how to prevent cloudiness in this syrup,

and now we get a letter from a man who wants to

know how to make it cloudy.

The official compound syrup of hypophosphites is

not cloudy. Inversely, a cloudy compound syrup of

hypophosphites is not official. Again inversely, to

make the cloudy syrup, reverse the directions given
last month for preventing the formation of the clouds.

The syrup of hypophosphites with iron of the Phanna-
copceia of 1890, was so frequently cloudy that the

United States Dispensatory thought it worth while

to give a process of manipulation that would result in

a clear product.
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Paint for a Tin Roof.—G. D. S., Virginia.—From
a handy little book entitled 739 Paint Questions An-

swered^ published by The Painters Magazine, of this

city, we take the following notes on this subject

:

The Kind of Oil Best Suited for Mixing Paint for Tin

Roofs.

Unless you can obtain good heavy-bodied kettle-boiled

linseed oil, we should strongly advise you to use nothing

but pure raw linseed oil, to which add a half-pint of good

oil drier in winter and a quarter-pint in summer for every

gallon of oil. Do not use turps, benzine or gasoline for

thinning if you want the roof well protected, and avoid

the use of rosin or mineral oils,

Repaintinfi of Rusty Tin Roofs.

If the roof is too far gone, it will he to your discredit to

attempt to repaint without informing your patron of the

futility of the task. If, however, the rust has not eaten

through the tin. try sandpaper, which will generally re-

move thin layers of rust, after which dust off the roof, and

give a coat of boiled linseed oil or a very thin paint, and

this dry, give a coat of the paint you usually employ for

this purpose. It the rust spots are very deep, use equal

parts of muriatic acid and water to loosen the scale, then

scrape it off, wet the spots with soda water and rinse with

clear water, after which proceed as above.

The Best Paint for a Tin Roof.

We have referred this question to a thoroughly experU

enced painter, who says: "There is a great diversity of

opinion on this subject, and it is a difficult task to give

an impartial answer. Metallic brown has been the ortho-

do.\ material for roof paint these many years, and it hasi

given the utmost satisfaction whenever I have employed

it, providing the roofs were in fit condition to be painted.

Failures with metallic brown cannot often be laid at the

door of this material, but must be looked for in the thin-

ners, or in the bad condition of the tin. Rust once

formed cannot be arrested by a coat of paint, no matter

how good that paint may be, nor can it be expected that

the thinning of a good pigment with rosin or mineral oil

or other substitutes for linseed oil will tend toward the

longevity of the paint under any conditions. Any one

who knows what trash some tin roofers employ for first

coating new roofs will not be surprised when the best of

material gives way.
"1 have tried Venetian red and have had as good results

as from metallic brown, but I have always used standard

brands, ground in paste form by reputable manufacturers,
never any snide stuff that was loaded with barytes or

other worthless base, such as marble dust or clay. Have
also used graphite, but this has been so recent that I can-

not pass an opinion as to the probable outcome. A brother
painter is very enthusiastic on the subject of liquid coal-

tar for tin roofs and points with pride to some jobs that

he did with coal-tar, with which he mixed some heavy
boiled linseed oil, thinning with heavy naphtha, but the

jobs are rather young yet, not over a year old, at most."

Liquid Sulphur.— .\. D. .S., California.—^^'e are

not familiar with the composition of the proprietary-

article which you doubtless had in mind when you
wrote your query. According to the United States

Pharmacopoeia, sulphur is "insoluble in water ; readily

soluble in carbon disulphide ; slightly soluble in abso-

lute alcohol : more readily soluble in petroleum ben-
zin, benzene, oil of turpentine, and many other oils

:

also in ether, chloroform, and in boiling aqueous solu-

tions of alkali hydroxides,"

In an article by Dr, C. E. Hoover, of Edgerton,
O., published in the Medical World (see the CiRCf-
L.\u for December, 1905, ])age 436), it is stated that

suljihume is a liquitl suliihur made by taking equal
parts of sulphur and live lime and 15 parts of water,
mixing the sulphur and lime, adding the water, allow-
ing ebulition to cease, boiling until solution is effected,

allowing to settle, and decanting. We should call

the product so obtained a solution of calcium disul-

phide rather than a liquid sulphur.

Chewing Gum.—A, A. S,,-New York.—We have
ne\-er made chewing gum, but have an idea that spe-

cial apparatus and training are necessary for its suc-

cessful manufacture. From a previous issue of the

Circular we take the following formulas, which may
serve as bases for experiments :

I.

(Jum chicle 122 parts.

Paraffin 42 parts.

Balsam of tolu 4 parts.

-Sugar 384 parts.

Water 48 parts.

Dissolve the sugar in the water by the aid of heat

and pour the mass on an oiled slab. Melt the gum,
balsam and paraffin together and pour on top of the

syrup and work the whole together.

The presence of paraffin in chewing gum is objected

to on the ground that in case the gum is swallowed
the paraffin \\\\\ not digest, but may form an obstruc-

tion in the alimentarv canal. It may be omitted from
this combination.

TT.

Gum chicle 240 parts.

White wax 64 parts.

Sugar 640 parts.

Glucose 128 parts.

Water 192 parts.

Balsam of iieru 4 parts.

Flavoring matter enough.

Proceed as indicated under i.

Other notes on the subject, with formulas, appear
in the Circular for September, 1905, page, 317; De-
cember, 1905, page 434; June, 1904. page 133; and
in still earlier issues.

Freckle Paste.—J. H. iL, Vermont, writes: "Will

you kindly supply me with a formula for a freckle

paste you know to be good, I have the Circular for

the past year-and-one-half, and if there is a paste in

any of them it has missed me."
We also have the Circular for the past eighteen

months, and without the least difficulty or loss of

time, or even getting our hands begrimed by pawing
over a pile of dusty papers, have turned to a num-
ber of formulas for freckle creams in the number for

June, 1906, page 210, We think the trouble with J.

H. ]\I. must be that he overlooked the fact that each
number of the Circular has an index, and that at the

end of each year these are consolidated into an an-
nual index, which is published as a part of the De-
cember issue. A convenient way in which to keep
the monthly numbers and their indexes together, and
to have them all ready for the annual index when it

comes, is afforded by the strong muslin binders sup-
plied by us at $1 each. These binders are so made
that they may be used as either a temporary or a

permanent covering for any number of copies, from
one up to more than a dozen, and on each one is

stamped in golden letters. The Druggists Circular.
As to a freckle paste we "know to be good," that

is a different matter. Freckle pastes, hair "restorers,"

rheumatism "cures," and several other kinds of prep-

arations we might mention, are not ahi.'ays to be relied

upon to do what it is claimed that they do by those

interested in their sale.

However, elsewhere in this issue may be seen a

munber of formulas for summer specialties, and
among them is a recipe or two for "freckle removers."
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A Harmless Anti-fat.—On this subject, which
was brought up by a query and answer published in

last month's Circular, page 361, a Xew England
professor writes us

:

Probably there is no remedy for obesity which is really

effective and altogether harmless. Dieting is the most
effective method of reducing flesh, but in many eases it

is necessary to carry this so far that the strength is re-

duced and illness may result. It the Banting system of

diet is followed—living on meat and green vegetables, and
avoiding starch, sugars and fat—the strength may be kept
uit; but uric acid troubles may follow.

A system which has had many followers in recent years
is the employment of alkaline waters—a glass of vichy
water in the morning and a glass of kissengen water at

night. These have been taken in the form of effervescent

salts, a teaspoonful in a glass of water. Such a system
brings results in some cases and not in others, the
•others" being in the majority. But if long continued it

leads to chronic constipation, which is not a matter for

indifference.

A free use of vegetable acids and acid fruits is another
method of treating obesity, and is probably as harmless as

any. Also as ineffective, in most cases.

Bladder-wrack, as mentioned by you, has enjoyed some
popularity as an anti-fat, but when given in large enough
(loses to produce results it is said to derange fhe digestion

and produce eruptions. Probably the iodine which it con-

tains is a factor in its action, since the iodides are all use-

ful in certain types of obesity. Thyroid extract is un-

doubtedly effective in many cases, but it is decidedly
dangerous, acting on the heart if taken too long or too

freely.

Other remedies are, Phytolacca, good to spoil the diges-

tion and produce constipation; adonis testivalis, which
acts on the heart and promotes diuresis, and is decidedly

dangerous; and some physical remedies, such as cold baths,

tor robust persons; Turkish baths, also for robust persons,

and then not too often; and sulphur baths for such as can
afford to spend their time in travel.

Filially, there's the sober cure, on the principle that if

one laughs to grow fat it's a poor rule that won't work
both ways. This may be harmless to the patient, but it

has a bad effect on his friends.

But, so far as we know, there is no remedy which is

effective in a majority of cases and at the same time safe

to use without a physician's watchfulness. Personal

habits, in diet, hygiene, exercise, etc., will accomplish
nmch, but even here individual cases must be treated with
judgment and intelligence.

Elixir Lactopeptine.—G. L. D., Ohio.—A note

on lactopeptine appears in the Circul.ar for April,

page 300, in which the incoinpatibility of its ingredi-

ents is pointed out. The compound digestive elixir

of the National Formulary is somewhat similar to the

elixir of lactopeptine and is open to the same criti-

cism. It has been stated that the American Medical

.-\ssociation will request the American Pharmaceutical

.Association to omit the compound digestive elixir for-

mula from future revisions of the National Formu-
lary. President Eliel (see the Circular for last

month, page 373) has pointed out that the American
Phannaceutical Association has long known of the

unpharmaceutic nature of stich an elixir, but has in-

cluded a formula for it in the National Formulary to

meet a demand which the physicians themselves have

insisted upon maintaining.

Use of Ground Olive Stones.—W. E. B.,

Maine.—We have seen it stated that ground olive

stones have been found as an adulterant in ground
.gentian and to a greater extent in ground spices. We
know of no other use for them, and, thanks to the

pure food legislation already in existence and yet to

coine, their employment as an adulterant seems

destined to fall into innocuous desuetude.

Colorless l,acquer for Brass Signs.—M. W. L.

-Montana.—In the Circular for December, 1906, page

442, appear half-a-dozen formulas for brass lacquers.

Most of these consist of shellac, or soine similar sub-

stance, dissolved in alcohol, colored with aloes, gam-
boge, annatto, turmeric or some other yellow drug or

dye.

Of course the yellow coloring may be oiriitted from
any of these lacquers if its presence is objectionable.

To these we inay add two others, the first from a
recent number of the Jczt.<cllcys' Circular and the sec-

ond, one of our own

:

Formula for making lacquer for brass to prevent

same from tarnishing: Dissolve i ounce of best

brown shellac in i pint of alcohol (wood alcohol will

answer, and it is much cheaper than that distilled from
grain), and add to such solution i dram of gamboge
and three drams of cape aloes. Heat the articles and
apply the lacquer with a camels-hair brush. The
articles should be thoroughly cleaned and polished be-

fore the lacquer is applied, otherwise the result will

be disappointing.

II.

Bleached shellac 2 ounces.
Camphor .14 ounce.
.\lcohol 16 ounces.

While wood alcohol, or denatured alcohol, will an-
swer very well for lacquers, we wish again to warn
those who employ the methyl spirit of its poisonous-
ness, and its power to cause blindness even by its

fumes.

Filtering Solution of Magnesium Citrate.—In
addition to the three letters published last month
(page 367) in answer to the query of W. J. K. (see
the Circular for April, page 311), here "is another
from A. L. Merin, New York, which reached us after
the Notes and Queries department for ]^Iay had been
closed. It is a little old now. but too good to lose :

I read an article in your April Circular, an answer to
:\Ir. W. J. K.'s question, a good filtering process for solu-
tion of citrate of magnesia. The question is plain and
simple. .Mr. W. J. K. wants to know of a good and quick
process. I do not understand why your friend should be
humorous and sarcastic in regard to this question; I do
not see anything funny in Mr. W. J. K.'s question.
Your friend said (in the end of the article) that if his

humorous and sarcastic answer does not solve the problem
he does not understand the question.

I think it would be much better for him to say that he
does not know the answer.
Here is a good and quick process for filtering magnesia:

.\fter the magnesia carbonate is dissolved in the solution
of citric acid, put some purified talcum on the filter, and
pour the solution upon it. Tell your friend to try it.

_
We are not going to tell our friend to try it, for

if we did the chances are that he would try to square
himself by saying that we did not state the question
to him properly, and that would throw the onus of the
whole business back on us, and put us in as bad a
fix as the one in which Brother Merin has left our
friend—which would be awful.

Pyree's Antiseptic Powder.—G. D. S., Vir-
ginia.

—

\\'Q do not know of such a preparation. Per-
haps Tyree's is meant, in which case you will find
some information on the subject in the Circular for
February, jiage 229. April, page 306, and last month,
page 369.
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Hydronaphthol.—G. B. S., Massachusetts.—Bill-

ings, in his National Medical Dictionary, gives

h_\dronaphthol as a synonym of beta-naphthol, but

the Standard Dispensatory restricts this synony-

mity to commercial hydronaphthol. The exact

language of the latter authority, which is more
guarded as to facts than to grammatical construc-

tion, is as follows : "Hydronaphthol.—A substance

claimed to be a derivative of beta-naphthol, pro-

duced by acting upon the latter with reducing

agents. It is stated to crystallize in silver-white

laminae, of a slight aromatic odor; and dissolv-

ing readily in alcohol, ether, chloroform, glycerin,

benzene, and fixed oils, but requiring i,ooo parts o^f

water for solution. It melts at about 117° C.

(242.6 F.). Commercial h3'dronaphthol is said to

be merely impure beta-naphthol. Hydronaphthol
has been suggested as a substitute for carbolic acid

on account of its greater antiseptic power and be-

cause it is non-toxic and non-corrosive. It is not

decomposed by organic matter, and is said to de-

stroy the parasite causing tinea tonsurans."

In the Proceedings of the American Pharmaceu-
tical Association for 1886, page 528, it is stated that

experiments made by E. Merck prove the complete

identity of hydronaphthol and beta-naphthol. In

-the volume for the next year, page 241, notice is

taken of a controversy between ^Ir. Merck and the

manufacturers of hydronaphthol, in which the lat-

ter say that their product is a distinct body. Mr.

]\lerck "contributes a further paper, in which he

shows very conclusively that the two substances

are identical," says the Proceedings.

Elixir of Pepsin and Bismuth.—M. S. Schimmel,

Baltimore, Md., who suggested a change in the for-

mula of elixir of pepsin and bisnuith, in the Circular

for last month, now writes

:

In your note on page 363 you say that pepsin should

have an acid medium. I quite differ with you, as there is

very little hydrochloric acid in any of the pepsin prepara-

tions on the market, and they all seem to give satisfac-

tion in the hands of the medical profession. In most
cases there is sufficient acid in the gastric juice to act on
the pepsin. I find quite a number of physicians prescribe

pepsin with alkalines and they seem to get good results.

In my opinion, the therapeutic value of pepsin has been
overestimated and it is either the acids or the alkalines

prescribed with pepsin preparation that give results.

Perhaps Mr. Schimmel is right; perhaps it is the

vehicle or adjuvant that does the work, and not the

pepsin: we are rather inclined to believe—at least

as regards many of the so-called "elegant" prep-

arations of pepsin in elixir form—that it is. Still,

our teaching has always been as set forth in our

note last month, that pepsin should have an acid,

preferably a hydrochloric acid, medium in which to

exert its peculiar influence. We quote a few
authorities

:

Hare's Therapeutics.
—

"Pepsin should be used
immediately after the food or with it. Hydro-
chloric acid should always be given, as its presence
converts any pepsinogen in the gastric tubules into

pepsin."

Stevens' Modern ^Materia IMcdica and Therapeu-
tics.
—"Pepsin should be given in full doses, with

hydrochloric acid, after meals. Most drugs destroy
or impair the proteolytic action of the drug, espe-

cially alcohol and alkalies."

Stollmann's Pharmacology.—'"Pepsin will (prac-

ticallv) digest onlv in an acid medium (0.4 per cent.

HCl is the best)."'

Standard Dispensatory.
—

"In the adult it [pep-

sin] may be used with success in combination with
hydrochloric acid, where there is a loss of digestive

power either primary or secondary to some other
disease. It should never be prescribed in alcoholic

menstrua or in combination with alkalies or alka-

line salts, as both impair its activity."

In confirmation of Mr. Schimmel's view that it

is not the pepsin that gives results when prepara-
tions of that drug are administered, we quote from
the United States Dispensatory : "A large portion

of the pepsin which has been exhibited has been
inert either originally or from the method of its

administration, and in the great majority of cases

the good result that has been ascribed to the pepsin
has been due, not to it, but to the regulation of the
diet and habits of the patient and to the drugs
which have been exhibited along with the animal
ferment. We believe that its value has been over-
estimated, that it has been given to adults in ridicu-

lously small doses, and that a dram (3.9 grammes)
of the ordinary- commercial article is a moderate
dose."

In view of all the foregoing it is not remarkable
that the National Formular}' formula for elixir of

pepsin and bismuth has been changed ; the remark-
able part is that the change has not been more
radical, or rather that the formula ever gained
recognition among therapeutists at all. The modi-
fied formula reads:

Pepsin (U. S. P.) 8.5 grammes
Gljcerin 125.0 cub. cent.

Glycerite of bismuth (N. F.) . . 125.0 cub. cent.

Distilled water 250.0 cub. cent.

Aromatic elixir (U. S. P.) . . . .500.0 cub. cent.

Dissolve the pepsin in the gh-cerin and distilled

water : add the glycerite of bismuth and aromatic
elixir and mix.

4 c.c. (i fluid dram) contains 0.034 gramme
(,'-4 grain) of pepsin, and 0.13 gramme (2 grains) of

bismuth and sodium tartrate.

Average dose: 8 c.c. (2 fliud drams).
Note.—If desirable this elixir may be colored by

the addition of 2.5 c.c. (40 minims) of caramel.
It will be noticed that the dose of pepsin here

prescribed is only i grain, while the United States

Dispensatory say-s that 60 grains is a moderate
dose. It will also be noticed that it is exhibited in an
alcoholic medium, which Stevens and the Standard
Dispensatory say impairs its activity. Yes, we are

more inclined than ever to believe that Mr. Schimmel
is correct when he says that the good results pro-

cured by physicians from the use of pepsin in in-

compatible combinations are due to the things with
which it is exhibited rather than to the drug itself.

Manola.—G. D. C, Illinois.—Prior to January 1st

last the principal label on bottles of this prepara-
tion bore the statement that it was composed of the

"tissue phosphates" of calcium, sodium, magnesium,
liotassium and iron in the proportions in which they
exist in the living cell. In addition the label stated

the presence of gaduline, cinchona, cocoa and ex-

tract of mano nut.

Either the composition of manola has been
changed since January ist, or else we are not to put
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our trust in the statements made in the printed
matter of its manufacturers, for now—possibly due
to the passage of the food and drugs act of June
30th, 1906, the labels read differently.' On them now
appears the same reference to the combination of

"tissue phosphates" as of old, with no statement of

the quantities present, and the further information
that the preparation contains besides these, a small
quantity of calisaya, cocoa, nux vomica, echinacea
aiid aromatics in a wine containing 18 per cent, of

alcohol.

In appearance, manola closely resembles a light-

colored sherry wine. It tastes like sherry with a
little cardamom and sugar or glycerin.

\'arious coal tar products are also active solvents, but
their use in paint and varnish removers is protected by
patent. One must be on his guard against inflam-

mability of all such liquids. Carbon disulphide has
been used, but is condemned on account of its poison-
ousness and extreme inflammabilitv.

Pancreatized Emulsion of Mixed Fats.—In
further answer to C. K., Pennsylvania (see the CiR-
CUL.XR for last month, page 365) Dr. I. \'. S. Stanis-

laus, dean of the department of pharmacy of the
Medico-Chirurgical College of Philadelphia, writes
us that a "formula used by a well-known manufac-
turing house in making a [so-called] nutrient emul-
sion," is as follows:

Oleomargarin ( fresh ) 4 ounces.

Soap 350 grains.

Tragacanth, powdered 35 grains.

Benzoic acid 15 grains.

Glycerole of pancreatin i fl. oz.

Water enough to make i pint.

Heat the soap w'ith 4 fluid ounces of water until

dissolved. Add the hot solution to the melted oleo-

margarin, mix by rapid agitation or trituration, add
the 'tragacanth, continue agitating until a nucleus
emulsion is formed, add the acid and make up to i

pint with water.

We prefer to use our soap externally.

Glycerole of Pancreatin.

The glycerole of pancreatin called for in the forego-
ing formula is made as follows :

Pancreatin 100 grammes.
Sodium bicarbonate 4 cub. cent.

Distilled water 200 cub. cent.

Glycerin, enough to make 1,000 cub. cent.

Dissolve the sodium bicarbonate in the water, and
dissolve the pancreatin in this solution. Then add
the ghxerin. Let the mixture stand in an open vessel

for at least twenty-four hours, then filter and preserve
for use.

Varnish Remover.—W. S. L., \\'isconsin.—A\'e

do not like to repeat a note inside of twelve months,
but as luck would have it, our last answer to your
query appears in the issue for June, 1906, so we may
repeat it here without having to make an exception
in your favor. And as it is short, we do repeat it

:

The older paint and varnish removers were am-
monia or potash lye, but these require a subsequent
washing and neutralizing with vinegar, which raises

the grain of the wood. A number of eflfective paint

and varnish removers are now on the market, which
do not so affect the wood as to require subsequent
washing, and these have practically taken the place

of the alkali removers. They are, however, protected

by basic patents, and it is claimed that no one may
make similar paint removers except by license from
the patentees. Fusel oil and amy! acetate are power-
ful paint and varnish removers which do not affect

the fiber of the wood and are not protected by patent.

Polish for Mahogany Furniture.—T. H., Vir-
ginia, wants "a good furniture polish for mahog-
an}^ something with butter of antimony."
Here is a formula which he may use as the basis

of experiments:

Hydrochloric acid i ounce.
Alcohol 3 ounces.
Linseed oil 16 ounces.
Butter of antimony 3 ounces.
Acetic acid 6 ounces.
Water 10 ounces.

]\Iix the acetic acid with 6 ounces of water and
add to the oil, shaking vigorously; then add in

rotation the alcohol, the butter of' antimony, and
the acid mixed with 4 ounces of water. Shake vig-
oroush^ after adding each ingredient.
Shake well before using, and apply freely with

a soft cloth and rub dry.
Frank T. Wray, in a paper read before the Penn-

sylvania Pharmaceutical Association in 1905, pro-
poses a similar formula, as follows:

Hydrochloric acid 2 drams
Butter of antimony (solution) 12 drams
Alcohol 12 drams
Linseed oil 4 ounces
White wine vinegar 8 ounces
Mix in the order given.
Still another wdiich is going the rounds, and is

given here for what it is worth, is:

Raw linseed oil 4 pints.

Butter of antimony 4 ounces.
Shellac varnish i pint.

Oil of turpentine, enough to make. . . i gallon.

To Turn Hair Gray.—"Rex," Tennessee, had a
call for something to turn brown hair gray. Think-
ing the customer was joking, he told him to go into
the drug business. But the customer was not joking,
so "Rex" turns to us for help. We might tell him to
try editing a large, healthy Notes and Queries de-
partment, as that or something is certainly"having the
desired (?) eft'ect upon our own crop of capillary
covering, but he has forestalled this kind of answer.
Our querist might advise his customer to read

Byron's "Prisoner of Chillon" which begins with the
oft-quoted lines

—

Jly hair is gray, but not with years,
Nor grew it white
In a single night.

As men's have grown from sudden fears.

But Bonnivard's hair is not the only suit that has
became "gray, but not with years," as it is related
that Marie Antoinette's and that of other notable per-
sonages have done so. Cooley, in his Toilet and Cos-
metic Arts, relates the case of a sea CE^ptain whose
hair turned white in a few hours, due to violent emo-
tions caused by the loss of his ship, and subsequent
exposure. Cooley also states that he knew of a crimi-
nal who endeavored to conceal his identity bv blanch-
ing his hair, hut that his attempt was not altogether
successful. Cooley adds that hair cannot be turned
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white without considerable risk and danger, and he

does not suggest a mode of procedure.

We have seen it stated that a weak solution of in-

digo carmine applied to the hair every other day

would bleach it, but we should not like to be under-

stood as either corroborating this statement or en-

dorsing the "formula."

When we broached this subject to a physiological

chemist of considerable experience and ingenuity, he

said: "Father Time has the only reliable recipe for

this, and what he has disclosed concerning it is too

complex to be put into a formula. We know that he

uses fright, intense emotions, or severe sicknesses at

times, as adjuvants in his formula, but these are only

adjuncts to his main method. He is usually arbitrary

in his operations, and we know no way to coax his

special attention—or ignore-ance."

The question is open for discussion and we should

be glad to hear from anyone who has anything of

value on it to offer.

"Electric Sparker."—C. R., New York, "would

like a little information in regards to a certain fire-

works that is out, called the electric sparker." We
are sorry not to be able to supply it, and trust that

anv reader who is better equipped with information

on this subject than we happen to be will let us hear

from him—or her.

Shoe Polishes, Black and Tan.—C. H. W.,

Ohio.—Like a great many other querists, you allow

vour modesty or something to keep you froni telling

what vou want to know. There are many kinds of

polishes for many kinds of leathers. Quite a num-

ber of formulas for various kinds appear in the CiR-

cuL.\R for January, 1905, page 20, and others appear

in the number for October, 1904, page 231, as well

as in older issues. A few formulas follow, and we
trust that we have succeeded in "hitting" one of each

kind you had in mind when you wrote us:

Ladies' Black Shoe Dressing.

Extract of logwood 5 grains.

Gallic acid 10 grains.

Borax 10 grains.

Anilin black 20 grains.

Ammonia water 20 minims.

Water (hot) i ounce.

Solution of shellac i gallon.

Mix and dissolve.

The solution of shellac is prepared as follows

:

A\'atcr I gallon.

Borax 2^ ounces.

Shellac, in powder 8^ ounces.

The shellac should be gradually added to the hot

borax solution.

Paste Blacking.

Soap \22 parts.

Potassium carbonate 61 parts.

Beeswax 500 parts.

Water 2000 parts.

Bone black 1000 parts.

Powdered sugar 153 parts.

Powdered gum arable 61 parts.

Mix the soap, potassium carl)onate, wax and water,

and boil together until a smooth homogeneous paste is

obtained, then add the other ingredients, mix thor-

oughly, remove from the fire and while still hot pour

into boxes.

Black Shoe Dressing.

Indigo 120 grains.

Tragacanth 120 grains.

Glue 4 ounces.

Logwood 8 ounces.

Glycerin 3 ounces.

Water i pint.

Diluted acetic acid 2 pints.

Boil all together, and drain.

Patent Leather Polish.

Yellow wax 3 ounces.

Spermaceti 1 ounce.

Oil of turpentine 11 ounces.

Asphalt varnish i ounce.

Powdered borax 80 grains.

Frankfort black i ounce.

Prussian blue 150 grains.

Oil of mirbane 90 minims.

Melt the wax, add the borax and stir until a jelly

is formed. In another pan melt the spennaceti, add
tile varnish previously mixed with the oil of turpen-

tine, stir well and add to the wax. Lastly add the

colors and the oil of mirbane.

Polishes for Tan and Russet Shoes.

I.

Soft, or green, soap 2 ounces.

Linseed oil, raw 3 ounces.

Annatto solution (in oil) 8 ounces.

Yellow wax 3 ounces.

Gum turpentine 8 ounces.

Water 8 ounces.

Dissolve the soap in the water and add the annatto

:

melt the wax and turpentine in the oil, and gradually

stir in the soap solution, stirring until cold.

II.

Yellow wax 2 ounces.

Fish oil 2 ounces.

Oil of turpentine 15 ounces.

Tincture of green soap i ounce.

Yellow ocher
J j ounce.

III.

Petrolatum 12 ounces.

Yellow wax 4 ounces.

IV.

Yellow wax 4 ounces.

Pearlash Yi ounce.

Yellow soap
J.^ ounce.

Oil of turpentine 8 ounces.

Phosphine (anilin) 4 grains.

Alcohol Yz ounce.

Water enough..

Scrape the wax fine, and add it, together with the

ash and soap to 12 ounces of water. Boil all together

until a smooth creamy mass is obtained ; remove the

heat and add the oil of turiientine. and the anilin

(previously dissolved in the alcohol). Mi.x thorough-
ly, and add sufiticient water to bring the finished

product up to 24 ounces.

V.

Yellow wax (dark) t ounce.

Palm oil I ounce.
Oil of turpentine 3 ounces.

IVfelt together on a water-bath and color if desired
with Nankin brown (5 grains) dissolved in a little

alcohol.
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Color of Reduced Iron.—F. O. C, New York,
writes: "What is the difference, if any (except of

color), between the gray and black varieties of re-

duced iron ? The Pharmacopoeia describes the color as

grayish-black.' The samples I have seen are either

distinctly gray or distinctly black."

As a rule the lighter samples are -the better ; the

black ones should be rejected as impure. Citations fol-

low :

The United States Dispensatory
—

"It black, the

prci)aration is to be rejected as not being fully de-

oxi.lized."

The Standard Dispensatory
—"Reduced iron of a

very dark or black appearance should be looked on
with suspicion, as it contains a large quantity of oxide
which has escaped reduction, or carbon."

The American Dispensatory
—"When of a black

color it should be rejected."

Caspari's Pharmacy—"Frequent examinations of

the commercial products have disclosed the fact that

much inferior reduced iron is dispensed by pharma-
cists, but few samples coming up to the. official re-

quirements."

Proceedings of the American Pharmaceutical As-
sociation for 1899, page 634

—
"E. Sackville Peck

. . . found that, with few exceptions, the more
silvery-gray the sample, the more free metallic iron

it contained."

the therapeutic action of the chemical, that would be a

dift'erent matter."

Purity Rubric.—W. F. G., .Mabama, a member
of this year's graduating class of one of the older col-

leges of pharmacy, writes : "I desire to have the fol-

lowing questions answered. They were asked by the

last Georgia board, and I have never found anyone
that could answer them—What is purity rubric ? Give
an example?"

Probably we can best answer the first question by
quoting a few lines from page xxxviii of the Phar-
macopoeia, as follows : "In the present revision there

has been added what has come to be known as the

purity standard, or purity 'rubric,' which is placed in

large type immediately before the description, and
which defines the percentage of small quantities of

permissible, innocuous impurities which do not ma-
terially aft'ect medicinal action or interfere with phar-

maceutical uses."

The second "question" is not an interrogation but

a command, and w'e shall proceed to advise our querist

how best to comply with it. In a preliminary notice

of the then unptiblished Pharmacopceia, the Circul.\r
for June, 1905, page 204, said: "Now and then we
have seen reference to a purity rubric for the new
Pharmacopoeia. In olden days prayer books had cer-

tain directions to the clergy printed in red latters, and
to this fact we trace the origin of the word rubric,

which here means a rule for use in determining
whether or not a chemical is pure. For instance. let

us say that a potassium bromide 90 per cent, pure
would cost twice as much as one 98 per cent, pure,

and that an absolutely 100 per cent, pure specimen
would have a practically prohibitive price. So long
as I or 2 per cent, of chloride in a sample does not
aft'ect it therapeutically, it would be aliardship to com-
pel the druggist to sell only the absolutely pure arti-

cle or run the risk of prosecution. Under the rubric,

the percentage of purity which each chemical must
show is stated, and if the balance of the 100 per cent,

is innocuous, the specimen is regarded as pure. If,

however, the impurity should be such as might affect

A Job Lot of Queries.—"Non-Druggist Sub-
scriber," Kentucky.-—Most of your queries are, like

yourself, not pharmaceutical, but we shall try to dis-

pose of them in some way, even if their nature is

such that we are unable to make our disposition of

them entirely satisfactory.

Sapolio.
"What is sapolio? Give process of making."

Sapolio seems to us to be an alkaline soap, carrying-

some abrasive powder. We presume the process of

making it is a trade secret.

Iz'ory Soap.

"What is ivory soap?"
Just how ivory soap is made, we presume, is known

only to the makers.
Unless one has the necessary mechanical equipment,

the inanufacture of a floating soap had best be left to

the soapmakers. The floating properties of a soap
depend upon the formation of minute empty spaces
throughout the mass, which reduce its specific gravity.

Tliis is accomplished by the addition of an alkaline

carbonate to the batch of materials just before pour-
ing out, carbon dioxide being set free and perme-
ating the mass; or by rapid agitation of the mass with
paddles of a suitable sort.

We append a formrda for a white floating soap
made by the stirring process, as with the other process
free alkali may be present in the finished product

:

Cocoanut oil 440 pounds.
Soda lye, 38° B 231 pounds.
Potash lye, 25° B 11 pounds.
Solution of calcium chloride, 20° B . no pounds.
Hot water 440 pounds.
Perfume enough.

The cocoanut oil and the lyes are mixed and saponi-
fication completed in the usual manner. Then the
batch is stirred until it has the appearance of fine

wooly grains. The solution of calcium chloride is

warmed, and together with the hot water is added
gradually with constant stirring.

The batch is then allowed to cool to /y° F. and
transferred to a stirring kettle, where it is beaten vig-
orously until it becomes a stiff foam. It is then
]jlaced in the drying frames and dried slowly in a
light, airy place.

The color of this soap depends upon the quality of
the materials used.

Coca Cola.

"What is coca cola?"'

In the CiRCUL.\R for January, 1906, page 15, is an
article headed, "What Coca Cola Contains." As we
had no more of that number on sale, we reprinted
the gist of the article in the Circul.-\r for April of
this year, page 307.

In brief, coca cola seems to be syrup containing
caffeine, an almost infinitesimal proportion of cocaine,
and phosphoric acid, flavored with "lemon, vanilla
and the like" (some say neroli also), together with
"less than one-half of I per cent, of alcohol," used as
a preservative.

Compressed Yeast.

"What is compressed yeast?"
Compressed yeast of the semi-solid sort is prepared

from beer-yeast, a by-product of breweries, and can
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not be manufactured with profit by one not having

a plentiful supply of the raw material. The pro-

cesses of preparing it are many, but as they are quite

similar, the following may answer your purpose:

Strain the beer-yeast through a very fine filter, then

stir it with three' times its bulk of cold water in a

suitable vat fitted with a stop-cock. Allow the mixture

to stand for ten minutes, and draw ofif the supernatant

liquid. Repeat the washing twice ; to the first wash-

water add lyz ounces of sodium bicarbonate to each

15 gallons of veast; to the second water add >4 ounce

of tartaric aci'd to the same quantity of yeast, to the

third water add i ounce of ammonium
_

carbonate.

After the last water has been drawn off the yeast

is pressed into cakes.

Dry Yeast.

Hops 3'A ounces.

Rve flour 3% pounds.

Corn meal 7% pounds.

Beer-veast 'A pmt.

Hot water 30 pmts.

Mix the hops and the rye flour with the hot water

;

when the mixture has cooled to lukewarmness, add

the beer-yeast and allow to ferment. The following

day, add' the corn meal, knead the mass into a stiff

dough, roll into a cake and divide with a glass knife.

Drv" in a warm room.

Plug Tobacco Flavor.

"Please give a good formula for making plug to-

bacco flavor."

Chewing tobaccos are generally flavored with licor-

ice, either alone or in conjunction with an infusion

of raisins, prune juice, or the like, made into a syrup

with sugar or molasses. This liquor is sprinkled over

the cured leaves, which are then rolled and pressed

into plugs.

Floor Paint Like Jap-a-Lac.

"How to make a good floor pahit like jap-a-lac;

how to blend colors?"

We have never seen a formula for this preparation

and we doubt if one has ever been made public. We
are infonned by a practical painter that this and sim-

ilar preparations are oil varnishes colored with ani-

lin colors. Such varnishes may be prepared from

any of the following formulas

:

Rosin 3 pounds.

Venice turpentine 2 pounds.

Pale drying oil i gallon.

Oil of turpentine 2 pints.

Melt the rosin, add the Venice turpentine and the

oil, cool a little and add the oil of turpentine.

II.

Canada balsam 20 ounces.

Pale rosin 3' j pounds.

Oil of turpentine i gallon.

in.

Gum coi)al 30 parts.

Camphor 2 parts.

Oil of turpentine 150 parts.

IV.

Gum aninie 8 pounds.

Clarified lin.seed oil 3 gallons.

Litharge Ya pound.

Lead acetate 34 pound.

Iron sulphate 54 pound.

Oil of turpentine 554 gallons.

Boil all together until it strings, then mix well and
strain.

The anilin colors used to give these varnishes the

desired shades are those known as "fat colors" or

"Soudan dyes." The proportions and blending would
have to be learned from practice.

Many useful hints on the mixing of paints, var-

nishes, etc., are contained in the book entitled "739
Paint Questions Answered," published by the Paint-

ers Magazine, this city.

Tanning Leather.

"Please give a process of tanning leather."

The process of tanning cannot be taught through
the query columns of a periodical. Formulas and
hints without end may be printed, yet without prac-

tical experience the querist would be about as capable

of preparing leather as he would of performing a

laparotomy with no other acquaintance with the sub-

ject than having read the account of such an operation

by some eminent surgeon.

Tanning necessitates the use of numerous vats,

troughs, beams, drums, and the like and is a calling

tabooed in residential neighborhoods. In the ordi-

nary process, the hides are soaked in a depilating so-

lution, a solution of sodium sulphide, calcium hy-

drate, or similar agent ; then they are washed, soaked
and scraped free from hair and flesh. They are then

transferred to the tan liquor bark or chemical, and
allowed to remain as long as necessary. When re-

moved they are "fixed," and dried.

"Quick tanning" processes consist in the use of

chemicals, such as chromates and sulphates, in lieu

of the tan liquor prepared from barks.

It is said that a tanner by much handling and asso-

ciation with his materials tans his own skin—or per-

haps it was merely poetic license that made Shakes-
peare write this

:

Hamlet.—How long will a man lie in the earth, ere he
rot?

First Clown [grave digger].

—

V faith, if he be not rotten
before he die ... he will last you some eight year or
nine year; a tanner will last you nine year.
Hamlet.—Why he more than another?
First Clown.—Why, sir, his hide is so tanned with his

trade tliat he will keep out water a great while.

Denatured Alcohol in Tincture of Iodine.—W.
E. B., Maine, writes: "Please express your opinion

in regard to using denatured alcohol in making tinc-

ture of iodine."

It would be hard for us to do this, especially in

cold type. The crime is in a class with that of sell-

ing sand for sugar: it not only is robbery but it en-

dangers health and life. If W. E. B. knows of any-

one who is .selling as and for tincture of iodine a

preparation containing denatured alcohol, it is his

duty to report the matter to the board of pharmacy,
the board of health or the grand jury.

Borolyptol.—G. L. D.. Ohio.—In the Circul.xr
for April, 1906, page 131, we said that on one of the

labels affixed to bottles of this preparation the state-

ment was made that it contained 5 per cent, of "aceto-

boroglyceride" and 2 per cent, of formaldehyde, "in

combination with the active antiseptic constituents of

pinus pumilio, eucalyptus, myrrh, storax, benzoin."

.\t that time we mentioned that it had an odor re-

sembling that of amyl valerianate or "apple ether."

The new labels declare the same ingredients as the

old, and also 8 per cent, of alcohol.
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Elixir of Iron, Quinine and Strychnine Phos-
phate.— Fred W. Ames, Jr., Ancon, i'anama, writes:

Noticing that you gave my article oa elixir of iron,

quinine and strychnine phosphate space in your April
iium.ber [page 300], I am under the Impression that the
modified formula I submitted read, or should have read
quinine hydrochlorate, instead of quinine (alkaloid).

In the National Formulary formula it is necessary to

use alcohol to dissolve the quinine (alkaloid); while the
alcohol contained in the simple elixir I find is sufficient

to dissolve the hydrochlorate. Some may look upon such
a change as simulation, as the quantity of quinine per dose
is quite small, and according to modern therapy its office

is more that of a general tonic than that of an antiperiodic,

and I feel as though the change is justifiable.

On the same subject Paid Thielke, Jersey City,

X. J., sends the following communication:

In the April number of the Cikctilar I notice a query
regarding elixir of iron, quinine and strychnine prosphate,
U. S. P.

Correspondents seem to have experienced difBculties in

shape of a precipitate. So did I, the first time I made it.

After studying the matter over I find that the formula
is very good, but the directions for compounding are at
fault.

The precipitate mentioned is a mixture of quinine and
strychnine phosphate which is insoluble in the menstruum
in which it is formed.
The directions should read as follows: "Dissolve the

quinine and strychnine in the alcohol. Mix the phosphoric
acid with 350 c.c. of aromatic elixir. Into this mixture
tacid phosphoric and aromatic elixir) slowly pour the
alcoholic solution of the alkaloids, previously prepared,
under constant stirring."

If this method be followed no precipitation occurs, as
the phosphates of the alkaloids are dissolved as soon as
they are formed.
The rest of the formula is all right, though somewhat

complicated. My elixir keeps well without sediment of

any kind.

Protecting Cloth from the Effects of Heat.—R.
S.. X'ermont. writes: "Can you advise us if there is

:uiythiii.2; published in the way of a formula for treat-

ing cloth that is subjected to the dry heat of an oven
used for treating rheumatic troubles, to prevent its be-

coming dead and rotten after having been used three

or four times?"

\\'e presume that some kind of a fire-proofing so-

lution is the thing that R. S. waiits. He might ex-

periment with one made according to the following

formula

:

Sodium tungstate i pound.

Sodium phosphate 23^ ounces.

Water 2>4 pints.

Dissolve the first salt in 13/ pints of w-ater and the

second in the remainder, and then mix the two solu-

tions.

The cloth should be thoroughly wetted in this solu-

tion, wrung and dried.

Another solution to be used in the same way, but

hot, is composed of

—

Ammonium sulphate 8 ounces.

.\mmonium carbonate 2J/2 ounces.

Boric acid 3 ounces.

Bora.x 2 ounces.

Starch 2 ounces.

Water 10 pints.

Dissolve the salts and acid in all but a little of the

water, and heat to boiling. Wet the starch in the re-

served portion of cold water, and add to the hot solu-

tion, continuing the heat for a short while to gelatin-

ize the starch.

Dip the cloth in the hot solution.

Acid for Marking on Glass.—\\'. X., ^iassachu-
setts. has noticed a "marking acid" used for labeling

milk bottles and is desirous of learning its composi-
tion. He states that the "acid" comes in wooden
bottles, and for use is well shaken, mixed with barium
sulphate in a lead dish to the desired consistency and
applied to the surface of the bottle with a rubber
stamp. He has experimented with strong and dilute

hydrofluoric acids without success.

Ammonium fluoride, barium sulphate and an acid
are the components of the ordinary liquids or semi-
liquids used for etching on glass, specimen formulas
being as follows

:

Barium sulphate ; 3 parts.

Ammonium fluoride i part.

Sulphuric acid enough.

The salts are mixed with enough acid to bring the
mixture to the consistency of rich milk.
The mixture should be made in a lead receptacle

and kept in gutta-percha bottles.

II.

Ammonium fluoride i part.
Barium sulphate i part.
Hydrofluoric acid i part.
Hydrofluoric acid, fuming enough.

The first three ingredients are intimately mixed in
a porcelain mortar, the mixture transferred to a lead
dish and enough fuming hydrofluoric acid stirred into
it to give the desired consistency. This "ink" may be
used with a steel pen.
As neither of these formulas furnishes exactly what

is desired we would advise W. X. to experiment with
the following. We should be pleased to learn the re-
sults of these experiments

:

Take any desired quantity of ammonium fluoride
in a lead dish, add sulphuric acid gradually, stirring
with a hard rubber rod, until the reaction is com-
plete; then add a quantity of barium sulphate (fresh-
ly precipitated and dried) equa'l to the amount of am-
monium fluoride used. Mix intimately and transfer
to a wooden bottle and set aside for several days.
Then experiment with the mixture and more barium
sulphate.

In experimenting with fluorine compounds, their
effect upon the skin and mucous membrane should be
taken into consideration.

Iodine and Ammonia Collodion.—B. G. R., Ohio,
wants to know how to fill the following prescription

:

^ Tr. iodi

Aq. ammonice
Collodii aa oij

M. Sig. : Apply locally for pain.

Spirit of ammonia should be used in this in place
of water of ammonia. The water of ammonia will
usually make a fluid mixture with tincture and col-
lodion, but it will not form an adhesive film. The
mixture, made with spirit of ammonia, will form col-
orless ammonium iodide, but this is intended.

In a mixture of ammonia and iodine there is some
danger of the formation of nitrogen iodide—a violent
explosive.

Eye Salve.—"Drug Clerk," Tennessee.—The eve
is too delicate and important an organ of the body
to be experimented upon b\- those who have not
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studied the subject thoroughly. We do not feel com-
petent to conduct a mail order course in ophthalmol-

ogy, and even if we did we should have to send out

more than one "lecture" before we issued a diploma
certifying that the student was equipped to practice.

In all kindness to you and to humanity, we suggest

that you read the article, "Fetishism and Formulas,"
in last month's Circular, page 345, and leave the

treatment of eye diseases to specialists.

Colored Ice.—F. A. R., New York.—We are un-
able to tell vou where to get colored ice for use in

window displays.

Tn freezing, water separates itself from any sub-

stances that are in solution. When salt water freezes,

we get an opaque ice, consisting of small crystals of

pure water, entangling particles of salt or strong-

brine. Any coloring matter which will not form
crystals isomorphous with the water will separate in

the freezing, leaving the ice white and not transpar-

ent in the cake. We do not know of any coloring

matter which will not thus separate, and we think that

the chances of finding one are pretty small. Even
if one were found, it might be very difficult to get the

water and coloring matter to remain transparent in

the freezing, and a block of opaque ice would not be

a very satisfactory display.

We have seen a very pretty effect produced by

freezing a colored electric light bulb in a cake of ice.

the bulb being afterward attached to a wire and light-

ted inside the ice. The heat of the light will, of

course, melt the ice, but the effect is very pretty while

it lasts. This is the best suggestion we can make

—

and we doubt whether very many bulbs will stand a

freezing temperature outside and a high temperature

inside, for very long, without breaking. A safer wa}-

would be to put the light back of the ice, rather than

inside it, but such an arrangement would not make
a striking display except at night.

We should like to know what the experience.s of

others have l)een in this matter.

Additional Answers to Old Queries.—Dr. I. V. S.

Stanislaus, dean of the department of pharmacy of

the Medico-Chirurgical College, of Philadelphia,

writes : "Regarding

Deodorising Iodoform

on page 367 of the May issue, I will say that the best

results obtained in hospital practice are by the tritura-

tion of iodoform with I per cent, of crystallized

menthol. Regarding the

Angle Worm Oil

query of H. L. S., California, which you answered on
page 369 of the same number, it can also be stated that

the majority of wholesale drug houses supply lard oil

when tliis article is called for."

We thank Dr. Stanislaus for his information and

trust that he will write us in similar vein often, and
that his example will be followed by many others.

Anonymous Querist.—J- C. K., New Jersey.—If

you had read the standing notice at the head of this

department you would have saved yourself the time

and expense connected with sending us your anony-

mous quer}-.

Blue Stamping Powder.—H. B., Pennsylvania.

—

.Although your query is not explicit, we guess a

powder for use in making embroidering patterns is

what you want. Such a powder may be made by
mixing ultramarine with rosin. A note on the sub-

ject may be seen in the Circcl-xr for Mav, 1906, page

^73-

Appeals to Readers.

Information is sought concerning the preparations,

listed below. We ask for such help as our readers

can give

:

Salfcnc.—H. L. S., California.

Daily's Magical Pain Extractor.—R. R., California.

Nezi'ton's Heave Powder.—"Co-op," Michigan.

Electric Sparker.—C. R., New York.

Missouri Board Questions.

At an examination conducted by the Missouri Board
of Pharmacy January 14th, 1907, the following papers

were used.

In reprinting board questions we make no more
changes than are necessary in order to put them into

our kind of type, our object being to present to our
readers, just as nearly as practicable, the questions as

they were presented to the candidates.

A. 1. What are Galenical Preparations? 2. What are
Chemical Preparations? 3. Is the mass in Pil. Ferri Car-
bonatis a galenical or chemical preparation? 4. Is the
mass in Pil. Aloes et Myrrhae a galenical or chemical prep-

aration?
B. 1. What is a fluidextract? 2. What fluidextracts con-

tain CH3COOH? 3. What are extracts? 4. Which of the
extracts are assayed?

C. 1. 'WTiat are cerates? 2. How is Ceratum Canthari-
dis prepared? 3. What are plasters? 4. What is the base
or mass of nearly all plasters?

D. Give English equivalent to following Latin abbrevia-
tions: 1. Ad Lib; 2. Aa: 3. Chart.; 4. Dec; 5. Ft.; G.

Q. S.; 7. Sec. Art.; 8. T.i.d.

E. 1. How many cubic centimeters in one cubic meter?
2. How many grains in one gram? 3. How many grams
in one kektogram? 4. How many grains in one avoid,
ounce?

F. 1. What is an element? 2. What is a symbol? Give
the symbols of (1) 5 non-metalic and (2) 10 metalic ele-

ments.
G. 1. What do you mean by the diffusion of gases? 2.

How is chlorine prepared? 3. Enumerate the properties
of chlorine? 4. How is chlorine water made?
H. 1. What is a molecule? Give the molecular weight

of (1) O.; (2) KI.; (3) NaHCo3.
.J. 1. What is the difference between a Ferrous and a

Ferric salt? Give the chemical names of (1) Blue Vitriol:

(2) Green Vitriol: (3) White Vitriol.

K. 1. What is a solid? 2. What is a liquid? 3. What
is a gas?

L. 1. Name five official animal drugs. 2. State their

use (3) action and (4) dose.

M. 1. What is a Krameria? 2. Give its English name.
3. Action, use and dose. 4. How is Tr. Krameriae made?

N. 1. What are alkaloids? What alkaloids are ob-

tained from (1) Belladonna; (2) Opium; (3) Hyoscyo-

O. What crude drugs does the E. D. R. require assayed?
P. What do vou know about the Pure Food and Drug

Law?

Magoffin's Perspirine.

Powdered talc 5 pounds.

Corn starch 5 pounds.

Boric acid 10 ounces.

Oil of rose i dram.

Mi.x the first three ingredients. Triturate the oil

with 2 ounces of the mixture, and then mix all to-

gether. Run through a number 60 sieve at least five

times.
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Specialties for Summer Trade.
FRiiCKr.r: imiux.

Lemons, chopped i.55-0 granuiies.

Oil of lavender 22.5 grammes.
Oil of rose 0.5 grammes.
Oil of cedar ( perfumers" ) 6.0 grammes.
Wine vinegar. . : 650.0 grammes.
Alcohol (85 per cent.) 85.0 grammes.
Water 85.0 grammes.
•]\lacerate in a warm place for three days, and filter.

CUCUMBER MILK.
."^weet almonds 80 grammes.
( iiciimber juice 200 grammes.
(~astile soap 5 grammes.
.\lcohol (80 per cent.) 60 grammes.
Tincture of benzoin i gram.
Blanch the almonds and beat them in a mortar with

the ciTcumber juice, previously boiled and cooled : add
the soap, dissolved in the alcohol, strain, and add the

tincture of benzoin.

.\NTI-iriDGE P.'KSTILLES.

F.enzoin 125.0 grammes.
Cascarilla 1-25.0 grammes.
Myrrh 41.5 grammes.
Cliarcoal. wood 75o.o grammes.
(^il of nutmeg 25.0 grammes.
Oil of clove 25.0 grammes.
Potassium nitrate 66.5 grammes.
Mucilage of tragacantli enough.

The first four ingredients, in moderately fine pow-
der, are carefully mixed 'with the potassium nitrate

:

the oils are then added, and enough mucilage of tra-

gacanth gradually incorporated to form a plastic mass.
This is rolled into the desired shape, divided and dried.

.\RCTIC DELIGHT.
Orange syrup Y2 ounce.

Raspberry syrup i ounce.

Mint syrup I4 ounce.

Egg r only.

Serve as any t%% drink.

EFFERVESCIXi"; HAT It T.\r,LETS.

Sodium bicarbonate 3 ounces.

Tartaric acid 2^ ounces.

Starch 4 ounces.

Oil of lemon i-4 dram.
Oil of orris 5 minims.
Oil of ylang-ylang 5 minims.
Tincture of benzoin enough.

Mix the oils with the starch, add the other ingre-

dients and enough of the tincture to make a mass.

Divide into pastilles or compress.

CLE.\NSING STRAW HATS.

Straw hats that are not very yellow may be cleaned

by rubbing with flowers of sulphur on a cloth moist-

ened with diluted alcohol. This is allowed to dry.

and the hat is then brushed. A coating of gum water
may be applied if desired.

Very yellow hats are first washed with a lather of

castile soap and then treated as above.

II.

The official solution of hydrogen peroxide makes
an excellent straw hat bleach. The hat is sponged
with the solution, dried, and pressed,

in.

Wash the hat with a weak solution of caustic soda,

then suspend it in the fumes of burning sulphur.

FISH OIL SOAP FOR LICE.

Fish oil 22 pounds.
Caustic soda 6 pounds.
Water i>4 gallons.

Dissolve the caustic soda in the water, then add the

fish oil gradually with constant stirring.

SPRAY FOR FRUIT TREES.

Caustic soda 2 pounds.

Soft soap Yi pound.
Kerosene 5 pints.

Soft water 10 gallons.

Dissolve the soap in a gallon of boiling wafer;

while it is still hot add the kerosene with constant

agitation—a pump is desirable. Dissolve the caustic

soda in 9 gallons of water and mix the kerosene

emulsion with it.

SUNP.URN LOTION.

Citric acid 2 drams.

Glycerin 6 ounces.

Oil of orris Vz dram.

Oil of bergamot 15 minims.

Vanillin 5 grains.

Alcohol I dram.
Orange flower water to make i pint.

Magnesium carbonate i dram.
Chlorophyll to color.

Dissolve the vanillin in the alcohol, mix with the

oils and triturate with the magnesium carbonate, grad-

ually adding the orange flower water ; filter, dissolve

the acid in the filtrate and add the glycerin.

SUMMER H.'MR WASH.
Infusion of tea (i to 40) i pint.

Sodium borate >2 ounce.

Ammonia water i dram.

Powdered alum 15 grains.

Oil of verbena to perfume.

P.ORATED AXTI-CHAFIXG POWDER.

Boric acid 10 grammes.
Talc 20 grammes.
Rice starch 70 grammes.

All the ingredients should be reduced to the finest

powder separately and mixed on a paper with a spa-

tula. Do not sieve.

FLEA POWDER.

Dalmatian insect powder i ounce.

Powdered naphthalin 3 ounces.

Oil of cedar 2 drams.

FOR LICE ON PLANTS.

Powdered hellebore 4 ounces.

Soft soap 8 ounces.

Lime lYz ounces.

Phenol I ounce.

Water i gallon.

Clav enough.

i\lix the first five ingredients and stir in enough

clay to make the mixture adhere to the plants.

WHITE SHOE DRESSING.

Zinc oxide 20 grammes.
Pipe clay 40 grammes.
Bleached shellac 30 grammes.
Borax 10 grammes.
Sugar 20 grammes.
Glycerin 10 cub. cent.

Boiling water loo cub. cent.

With the aid of continued heat, dissolve the shellac

in the solution of borax in the boiling water. Then
add the other things.
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Malt Extract Preparations.*

By Henry Roowell.

Extract of malt as a vehicle for various medicines

usually finds favor with the patient. To the pharma-

cist, however, the presentation of malt combinations

of good appearance and keeping quality is difficult,

and, in some cases, impossible. Especially is this the

case with liquid preparations of malt extract.

The addition of almost any substance to liquid ex-

tract of malt causes more or less deposition of solids.

Such disturbance is to be expected when one considers

its composition, state of saturation, and the presence

of a ferment. The influence of variation of tempera-

ture should also be mentioned in this connection. The
following formulas will be found useful, and, it is

hoped, sufficiently typical.

Most samples of malt extract are of a higher specific

gravity than is represented by the figure chosen—viz.,

1.375—and it may be safely stated that any extract of

good quality and moderate consistence will serve in

the compounding of these preparations.

Experiments on these and other formulas have

shown that liquid extract of malt cannot be universally

substituted for syrup. In some of the pharmaca-
copoeial syrups where this change was made the prep-

arations appeared satisfactory for a time, but were
afterwards discarded. The deposits formed on keep-

ing were most unsightly, and in some cases it was im-
possible by shaking to satisfactorily break them up.

How far the use of malt extract as a vehicle can be

carried depends largely on the sample.

The wisdom of recommending formulas including

potent drugs is at least doubtful, considering the ex-

tent to which commercial samples of malt extract

vary, the absence of a standard, and the extreme lia-

bility of preparations made from them to deposit. It

is submitted that such formulas, before adoption,
should be well tried.

There is but little need to mention that directions

to shake the bottle should accompany all liquid prep-
arations of malt extract whatsoever.

Some Suggested Formidcv.

LIQUID MALT EXTR.^CT.

Extract of malt (specific gravity, 1.375) • • 68.00
Alcohol (90 per cent.) 7.50
Distilled water, enough to make 100.00

Mix the alcohol with 25 of the water, dilute the ex-
tract of malt with the mixture, and add sufficient dis-

tilled water to produce 100. Allow the diluted extract

to stand until clear, then decant or syphon off the clear

liquid from the deposit formed.

M.-\LT .-\ND C.ASCARA.

Extract of cascara sagrada 2.00
Glycerin enough.
Distilled water enough.
Liquid extract of malt, enough to make. . . 100.00

Triturate the extract of cascara with .sufficient

water containing 25 per cent, of glycerin, until a
syrupy liquid is obtained, then mix with the liquid ex-
tract of malt to produce 100.

MALT .'VND HEMOGLOBIN.

Hemoglobin 1 2.50
Liquid extract of malt, enough to make. . . 100.00

Triturate the hemoglobin with a small quantity of

* From the Pharmaceutical Jownal.

the liquid extract till quite smooth, and mix with the

remainder.

ilALT .AND IIYPOPHOSPHITES.

Calcium hypophosphite 0.50

Sodium hypophosphite 0.50

Hypophosphorous acid (30 per cent.) o.io

Distilled water 5.00

Liquid extract of malt, enough to make. . . 100.00

Dissolve the calcium hyphophosphite and hypophos-
phorous acid in 4 of water, and the sodium hypo-
phosphite in the remainder. ]\Iix the two solutions

with sufficient of the liquid extract of malt to pro-

duce 100.

MALT AND HYPOPHO.SI' IIITE.'; WITH COD LIN'ER OIL.

Calcium hypophosphite 0.50

Sodium hypophosphite 0.50

Hypophosphorous acid (30 per cent.). ... o.io

Di'stilled water '
5.00

Cod liver oil IS-OO

Extract of malt, enough to make 100.00

Dissolve the calcium hypophosphite and the hypo-
phosphorous acid in 4 of water, and the sodium hypo-
phosphite in the remainder. Mix the two solutions

with about 75 of malt. Stir in the cod liver oil until

thoroughly incorporated, and finally make up to 100

with more of the extract of malt.

MALT AND PANCREATIN.
Pancreatin 2.00

Distilled water enough.
Liquid extract of malt, enough to make. . . 100.00

Triturate the pancreatin with sufficient water to

form a syrupy liquid, and mix with sufficient of the

liquid extract to produce 100.

Note.—The pancreatin and distilled water may be

replaced by glycerole of pancreatin, 20.00.

MALT AND PEPSIX.

Pepsin 5.00

Distilled water enough.

Liquid extract of malt, enough to make. . . 100.00

Triturate the pepsin with sufficient water to form
a syrupy liquid, and mix with sufficient of the liquid

extract to produce 100.

Note.—The pepsin and distilled water may be re-

placed by glycerole of pepsin, 50.00.

MALT AND IRON.

Iron and ammonium citrate 0.85

Distilled water i .00

Liquid extract of malt, enough to make. . . 100.00

Dissolve the iron and ammonium citrate in the

water, and add to the liquid extract.

MALT AND GLYCEROPHOSPHATES.

Potassium glycerophosphate i .00

Sodium glycerophosphate i.oo

Distilled water enough.

Liquid extract of malt, enough to make. . . 100.00

Dissolve the glycerophosphates in sufficient distilled

water to produce a syrupy liquid, and mix with the

A Lock and Key Poison Bottle.

It is said that an entirely new poison bottle has

been introduced in Europe. It is provided with a

simple lock and key arrangement, the key remaining

attached to the bottle. It costs but a few cents more
than an ordinary bottle.
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Defects in Collegiate Education Exhibited

Before the Board of Pharmacy.*
Uy George H. WiuxE,

President of the New Jersey Board of Pharmacy.

Your chairman, to whom I had been speaking on
the shortcomings of college graduates as such, re-

quested me to present the result of my observations

in a paper to this association. We naturally believe

that candidates who have had the advantages of col-

lege education should in a marked degree give evi-

dence of such advantages when undergoing the ordeal

of an examination before the State board. While
many candidates do show the benefits of such educa-

tion, many have proven failures, and it is the failures

that leave such a marked im*pression on our minds
that we may frequently feel like saying that college

education, as we have evidences of it, is not a suc-

cess.

Let us look closely into the matter and examine
inti) the reasons why these failures occur.

While the examination is taking place the examin-
ers do not know who are college graduates—and it

is only by reference to the secretary's roll that the in-

fonnation is obtained after the examination is over

and the status of the candidate is determined, that the

secretary informs us of the fact that this successful

or unsuccessful candidate is a college man.
The successful candidate will almost invariably

give his answers clearly and intelligently expressed,

and not too verbose. He rarely needs an explana-

tion -as to the meaning of the question, proceeding un-

der the proper idea that the question means what it

reads-. He applies his studies to the requirements of

the question. He knows his mathematics and how
to use them. His chemistry, pharmacy, etc., are all

given with an intelligent application of the technical

terms, showing a grasp of the subjects only to be ex-

hibited Ijy an educated and well trained mind. Such
an examination is as pleasing to the examiner as the

result is to the examined, and his success is due
primarily to natural ability, accentuated by good aca-

demic education preparatory to his pharmaceutical

studies.

Now we turn to the unsuccessful candidate. He
first has trouble understanding the questions, calls the

examiner frequently to explain the meaning of what
appears to be plainly stated and usually frames his

requests for information in such a way that giving

him the information asked for means practically an-

swering the question. His answers show a great

want of grasp of the subject. He may use some
terms properly, but is apt to mix his phrases so that

it is almost impossible to discover what he desires to

say. His spelling is bad and his writing worse—and
altogether is one of the trials of the examiner.
Now these two candidates have frequently had the

same pharmaceutical instruction—why is one success-

ful and the other not ?

It is unnecessary for me to speak of the material we
are so apt to employ in our shops. We engage a boy
to do the menial work—none of us thinks of him be-

yond that capacity. Should he be satisfactory he re-

mains and does his work. We do not stop to think

of him except as a factor in sweeping, dusting, wash-
ing bottles and graduates, but after a year or so of this

work, well done, the boy says he wants to be a phar-

*Read at the 1906 meeting of the New Jersey Pharma-
ceutical Association.

macist and go to college. What do we find? A boy
of scarcely any education—he left school while in

some of ihe lower classes, and with this meager men-
tal training asks to be allowed to go on and become
a pharmacist. Up to the present time there has been
little difficulty in his entering a school of pharmacy
with these meager qualifications, requiring nothing
else than simply the payment of entrance fees and at-

tendance at lectures.

The boys, unprepared, attempt to study ; most of

them also do store work during these months of at-

tendance at lectures, rendering it almost impossible

for them to pursue their pharmaceutical studies, much
less improve themselves in the academic studies. The
time they have spent in the drug store has prepared
them somewhat, by familiarizine them with the med-
ical terms and names of various medicines, for taking

the lectures with some degree of intelligence, but their

total want of an ordinary English education renders

their mind entirely unfit to use the material that is

given them in the lectures of the professors. This

seems to be the principal difiiculty and perhaps the

principal criticism that we could make in reference to

a college education. The curriculum offered by all

those schools is of broad enough scope to fill the re-

quirements in all cases. We cannot find fault with

the pharmaceutical instruction, as it is outlined to fill

all the requirements of satisfactorily educating phar-

macists. The colleges offer a two years' course, at

the end of which time the student receives the degree

of graduate in pharmacy, and the yoiuig man who
has entered the college with a high school education

can attain that degree satisfactorily ; but my experi-

ence as an examiner in the board of pharmacy would
indicate a large number who have entered the college

without the education to be miserable failures and not

any credit to the institution whose diplomas they hold.

In fact, it is those defective students that have pre-

vented the proper appreciation of the degree from the

college. To obviate this it would he absolutely neces-

sary to adopt a higher grade of entrance examina-
tions. Two schools recently have sent out prospec-

tuses to the effect that they do require an education

equivalent to the first year at high school. This cer-

tainly is a stepping stone in the right direction, but

these are only two colleges out of the many in our

country. The trouble to those colleges will be de-

pleted classes if their examinations are thought to be

over stringent, and this criticism as to want of prelim-

inary education will still hold good against most of

the schools.

One of the outcomes of this condition has been that

boards of pharmacy have found it necessary to turn

down many graduates of reputable schools, and this

work must go on until the colleges insist on a better

preliminary education, without which it is impossible

for the student to properly grasp and retain the phar-

maceutical knowledge which the college offers him.

There is no question but that better service is given

in our stores by well educated young men than can
possibly be given by those who are not, and I think

that druggists generally throughout our State sliould

pay more attention to getting young men or help in

their stores who have had the necessary school instruc-

tion so that they may intelligently do the work coming
their way.

The Ontario College of Pharmacv presents prob-

ably the highest requirements of any school for

matriculation : arithmetic, algebra, history, English
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grammar, composition and Latin, which is practically

the requirements of entrance to any college or uni-

\eriity in their country. It remains for us to use

our efforts to produce the same requirements in this

country. When we do so there is no doubt in my
mind that the conditions that exist in pharmacy to-

day will be very much ameliorated, and as a business

could be made much niorc j^rofitable and less likely

to be affected by the conditions of trade under which
we are now suffering. The most successful pharma-
cists are almost invariably those who are college

graduates, possessed of more than a common school

education, and the young men who are most success-

ful in obtaining situations are persons who are high
school graduates, and as such have been able to make
better use of their education than those who have
entered upon the work with only a meagre prepara-
tion. The advantages of this can be seen in the com-
mercially successful store : with scarce an exception
their employes are young men of education who are

in receipt of remuneration which the ordinary drug
clerk cannot possibly obtain. It therefore seems ad-
visable that the colleges should be more exacting in

their preliminary requirements and also in their gradu-
ating examinations. While it might deplete their

classes it would certainly enhance the value of their

diplomas, as they would stand for a higher grade of
pharmaceutical education.

Some "June Sweeteners" for Fountain Use.
Here are a few "new ones" to relieve the monotonv

of the soda water man.

J.\JtEST0WX PRIZE.

Lime juice i dram.
Mint syrup y, ounce.
Grape syrup i ounce.

Serve solid with a slice of red orange and several
green cherries.

SHEX.WDOAtr.

Apple cider, sweet t/, ounce.
Mint syrup i/, ounce.
Orange syrup i ounce.

Serve with cracked ice, sliced orange and a sprig
of mint.

(H-KF.X OF Ilr:.\RTS.

Raspberry syru]) i/, ounce.
Pmeapple syrup i/, ounce.
(

".rape syrup i/ ounce.

Draw in lo-ounce glass, plain, and top off with a
slice of red orange.

TIIK DOCTOK.
Lemon syrup i/, ounce.
Ginger syrup '\

ounce.
Sarsaparilla syruj) i/J ounce.

For a ID-ounce glass, draw solid.

PORTS-UOLTH SUND.\E.

Chop up together equal parts of English walnuts.
]jecans, cherries and dates; thin with equal parts of
mint .syrup and simple syru]). l"se over vanilla ice
cream.

The following have been gleaned from various
sources

:

B.\X.\N.\ SPI.IT.S.

T\el and split a banana, place a portion of ice cream
on top of the slices and cover with crushed pineapple
and whipped cream.

SHLTZER.XDE.

Orange juice Y2 ounce.

Lemon juice 1/4 ounce.

Powdered sugar 2 spoonfuls.

Serve in an 8-ounce glass, with cracked ice, deco-

rated with a slice of orange.

POC'AIIONT.XS Ql'ILP.

Raspberry syrup J4 ounce.

Orange syrup Yi ounce.

Pineapple syru^: 5^ ounce.

Lime juice ^ dram.

Egg I only.

Serve as any egg drink.

Loss of Strength by Long Storage.*

By R. a. Cripps, F. I. C.

In view of the frequent plea of unavoidable loss of

strength by keeping, the following notes will be of in-

terest to pharmacists.

The samples were kept during nearly three years in

5-ounce bottles, partly filled, a small quantity being re-

moved from time to time for testing.

Acetum Sc'illa:—Two samples, both in corked

bottles

:

June 28th, 1904... 4.08 per cent.. .3.93 per cent, acetic acid.

June 8th, 1905 4.05 per cent.. .3.93 per cent, acetic acid.

February 23d, 1907 3.99 per cent.. .3.84 per cent, acetic acid.

When tested in 1907, No. i had darkened very much
in color and deposited largely—in fact, was in such a
condition that no self-respecting pharmacist would
liave sent it out. No. 2 was in much better condition,

but this also had deposited considerably.

Liquor Ammonia: Foriis.—In stoppered bottle:

March 2d, 1904 32.84 per cent. NHj.
March 18th, 1904 32.45 per cent. NH,.
April 19th, 1904 32.35 per cent. NH,.
May 17th, 1904 32.00 per cent. NH,.
June 6th, 1905 31.70 per cent. NH,.
February 23d, 1907 31.51 per cent. NH,.

Liquor Ammonicc.—No. i in stoppered bottle. No. 2

in corked ditto

:

Xo. 1. No. 2.

March 2d, 1904 10.27 per cent.. .10.27 per cent. NH,.
March 18th, 1904. . .10.04 per cent.. . 9.98 per cent. NH,. (?)
April 19th, 1904 10.04 per cent. . . 10.04 per cent. NH,.
.May 17th. 1904 10.04 per cent. . . 10.04 per cent. NH,.
June 8th, 1905 9.92 per cent.. . 9.86 per cent. NH,.
February 23d, 1907 9.74 per cent.. . 9.62 per cent. NH,.

On the last date it was noticed that the cork was
somewhat shrunken.

Tinctura Ouinince Ammoitiata.—No. i in stopi>ered

bottle. No. 2 in corked ditto

:

No. 1. Xo. 2.

April 19th, 1904... Alkalinity = i.037 .. 1.037 part NH, in

100 fluid parts
May 17th. 1904 Alkalinity = 1.02 ..1.02 part NH, in

100 fluid parts
June 8th, 1905 Alkalinity = 1.00 ..0.95 part NH, in

100 fluid parts
February 23d, 1907 Alkalinity = 0.97 ..0.90 part NH, in

liiO fluid parts

On the last date the tincture kept in the corked
bottle had become discolored and the cork much
shrunken.
From these results it would appear that, except for

prolonged periods, a corked bottle is not inferior to a

stoppered one, and, therefore, "inspectors' samples"
can scarcely be questioned on this ground alone.

* From the Pharmaceutical Journal.
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Notices of Books Received.

A Text Book of Phar.macoujgv ; Including Thera-
peutics, Materia Medica, Pharmacy, Prescription-

\\'riting, Toxicology, etc. By Torald Sollmann,
yi. D. Second Edition; Revised and Enlarged.
e)ctavo,: cloth; i ,070 pages ; $4. Philadelphia "and

London : W. B. Saunders Co. 1906.

If there is ever any one book that will supply the

oft-repeated demand for "the best book for pharma-
ceatical study," it probably will have a title embrac-
ing the subject set forth in the title of this book.

Perhaps there is in a work of this kind, designed as

it is for the use of students and practitioners of medi-
cine, much that is of little practical value to the phar-
macist, yet there can be no doubt of the value to him
Aif the wider knowledge that may be acquired from
reading such a treatise. Whether or not the student

intends to apply his knowledge of the therapeutic

actions of the materia medica, he will secure a better

acquaintance with the substances used in medicine by
studying their uses.

Among the subjects treated in this book are many
of direct interest to pharmacists, and their able treat-

ment render this a valuable work of reference and of

study. The author's methods are clear, and concise;

his definitions are a marked departure from the stereo-

typed phrasings of the ordinary scientific works ; and
the notes and bibliographic references are excellent.

Not the least important feature of this work are the

numerous tables it includes. There are lists of
Aveights, doses, incompatibilities, apparatus, etc., forty

in all, constituting a ready reference book of daily

value:

A great deal of space is devoted to laboratory ex-

ercises in pharmacolog}-—a course not germane to tlie

practice of pharmacy—and to prescription-writing,

in which all pharmacists have more or less interest.

Dr. Sollmann's advice to the writer of prescriptions

in the matter of construction, directions, etc., might
be brought to the attention of all the physician ac-

quaintances of every pharmacist to the nuit'ua! benefit

of prescriber. dispenser and patient.

Mechanically considered, the book is in perfect

keeping with its text, being strongly bound, clearly

printed on good paper, and carrying excellent illustra-

tions.

Industrial Alcohol, Its Maxufactcre and U.sks.

A Practical Treatise based on Dr. Max Maercker's
Introduction to Distillation, as revised by Dr. Del-
bruck and Dr. Lange. By John K. Brachvogel.
M. E., with special chapters by C. J. Thatcher.
Ph.D. Octavo ; cloth ; 516 pages'; $4. New York :

Munn & Co. 1907.

This contribution to a subject which has received

limited attention in American technical literature, will

no doubt gain an extended popularity. Perhaps no
subject has been of such wide interest to the Amer-
ican industrial world during recent months as that

of the industrial value of alcohol. In pharmacal cir-

cles, denatured alcohol and its uses have formed a
topic second in interest only to the pure food and
drugs agitation.

As indicated by the sub-title, this work is primarily
a translation of the body of the revised edition

of the 'Tntroduction to Distillation'" of Dr. Maercker.
to which has been added many very valuable ar-

ticles by the translator and his collaborator. The

chapters upon the production of alcohol are of es-

pecial pharmacal interest and constitute a compre-
hensive treatise on the processes of fermentation and
distillation, their essential agents, and their products.

Particular attention is paid to the industrial value

of tax-free alcohol in agriculture. The regulations

of this and foreign countries governing the i)roduc-

tion and uses of tax-free alcohol are given in de-

tail ; and numerous statistics relative to the economic
uses of denatured alcohol are embodied in the text,

fn the appendix are given the full regulations gov-
erning the production, use and sale of denaitured

alcohol in this country, the specifications required for

the denaturing materials, a list of special denaturants,

and the rules applying to the recovery and disposi-

tion of denatured alcohol used in manufacturing.

The Propagaxd.\ for REFOR^[ ix Propriet.ary
Medicines. Paper; 66 pages. Chicago: Press of

the American ^ledical Association. 1907.

From time to time there have appeared in the

Journal of the Ainenca)i Medica! Association, reports

of investigations conducted by the council of phar-

macy and chemistry of the association it represents.

These reports have in most cases been exposes of

the questionable practices of the manufacturers of

nostrums heralded to the physicians as "ethical." A
large number of requests for one or another of these

articles has been received and this has induced the

association to publish them in convenient pamphlet
form. "

As a potent argument in the efforts of the retail

pharmacists to enlighten the medical profession as to

the superiority of standard preparations, this booklet

is perhaps unsurpassed. Every druggist who is in-

terested in the standard preparations propaganda
should secure a supply of these booklets for himself

and his physician acquaintances.

Xew and Xox-Official Remedies. A Reprint from
the Journal of the American Medical Association of

the Articles Tentatively Approved by the Council

on Pharmacy and Chemistry of the American Med-
ical Association. Paper; 112 pages. Chicago:
Press of the American ]\Iedical .Association. 1907.

Recognizing the fact that the Pharmacopoeia fol-

lows rather than leads in the progress of materia

medica, the council on chemistry and pharmacy of the

American Medical Association decided to compile a

list of medicaments which, while not official, are of

known worth and non-secret formulas. The result

is the booklet bearing the above title. A number of

rules governing the admission of articles to this list

—which will be continuously enlarged—were
formulated and are applied in all cases. These rules

cover statements by the manufacturers, advertising,

labeling, etc. The appearance of an article on this

list does not mean its recommendation by the council,

but rather a compliance with the rules adopted by
that bodv.

The Clerks' Book. By Frank Farrington. Cloth

:

96 pages; 25 cents. Delhi, X. Y. ; Merchants'
Helps Publishing Co. 1907.

\\'ritten for those who sell goods whether drugs or
hardware, there is much in this little volume that will

cause the salesman, be he clerk or proprietor, to try on
the shoe—and undoubtedly it will fit in many cases.

The author says that his philosophizings are the re-
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suit of his observations during a long service as a

clerk, and he solicits the recountal of the experiences

of others that have been contrary to those he sets

forth.

MoraHtv. phvsicalitv, dress, deportment, these are

a few of 'the attributes of the genus homo, species

clerk, that are made the subjects of Mr. Farrington's

pert paragraphs. We venture the suggestion that a

perusal of the contents of this little booklet will result

in an improvement along all these lines, while the

benefits accruing to the employer whose employees

take the author's words to heart will be manifold and

substantial.

American Pocket Medical Diction.^ry. Edited

by W. A. Newman Borland, A. J\I., M. D. Fifth

Revised Edition. Twenty-four mo; flexible mo-

rocco; gilt edges; 578 pages; $1. Philadelphia:

W. B. Saunders Co. 1907.

A medical dictionary is a useful addition to the

drug store librarv, furnishing as it does a ready refer-

ence volume of materia medica as well as therapeutic

and anatomical terms. The convenient size of this

dictionarv will appeal to the pharmacist whose library

space is "limited. Although much smaller than the

ordinary medical dictionary, this volume, says the edi-

tor, is unabridged as to the number of terms defined,

the space being saved by the briefness of the defini-

tions. These, however, are sufficiently clear for ordi-

nary use.

In addition to the dictionary proper this volume

contains a number of tables of materia medica and

posology which will be of every day use in the drug

store.

Proceedings of the American Pharmaceutical
Association at the Fifty-fourth Annual IMeeting

held at Indianapolis, Ind., September, 1906. Cloth :

octavo; 1,095 pages. Baltimore: Published by the

American Pharmaceutical Association.

In addition to the proceedings of the association

proper, this volume contains the proceedings of the

council, all the papers presented at the meeting, a re-

port on the progress of pharmacy, covering nearly 400

pages, and including hundreds of practical and scien-

tific notes, formulas, etc., gathered from all parts of

the world ; a directory of about 2,000 of the leading

druggists, and teachers and other workers in the field

of pharmacy and alHed sciences; and other matters of

interest.

A copv is sent free to each member of the associa-

tion, the annual dues of whom are $5.

Tablet Manufacture; Its History, Pharmacv and

Practice. By Joseph R. Wood, A!. A., Ph. G.

Duodecimo ; cloth ; 224 pages, interleaved. Phila-

delphia : J. B. Lippincott Company. 1906.

This work seems to fill a long-existing need of an

extensive, reliable treatise on the manufacture of tab-

lets. While the day of tablet medication is on the

wane, the convenience of this method of exhibiting

remedies will assure long popularity to many forms

of medicinal tablets.

The author of this book is a practical man and has

been assisted in its preparation by several well-known

manufacturers. About one-half of the pages are de-

voted to a formulary comprising suggestions for a

wide variety of formulas. This formulary is inter-

leaved for notes and additions.

London Botanic Gardens. By Pierre Eli« Felix

Perredes, B. Sc, F. L. S. Octavo : paper
; 99

pages. London: The Wellcome Chemical Re-
search Laboratories.

In this volume are brought together a number of

papers originally appearing in the American Journal

of Pharmacy. These constitute an interesting sketch

of the well-known botanical gardens at Kew, Regent's

Park and Chelsea. Three of the four chapters of this

book are devoted to the consideration of the pharma-
cal aspects of the gardens ; the Chelsea Physic Garden
receiving the largest share of attention. The book
contains thirty-one excellent full-page illustrations of

plans, points of interest and specimens.

The National Pure Food and Drugs Act. By
John Uri Lloyd. Reprinted from the Eclectic

Medical Gleaner. Cincinnati.

A comprehensive review of the federal law of June
30th, 1906, as it affects the physician, is in brief the

scope of this pamphlet. AA'ritten in Prof. Lloyd's in-

teresting and instructive style, a perusal of its twenty-

odd pages will give the pharmacist a clear insight into

many moot phases of the new law.

Proceedings of the New Hampshire Pharma-
ceutical AssociATio.x, at the Thirty-third An-
nual Meeting, held at Manchester, N. H.. June
26th and 27th, 1906.

Twenty-fifth Annual Report of the North
Carolina Board of Pharmacy, for the year end-

ing May 31st, 1906.

Fifth Annual Report of the Board of Phar-
macy OF the State of New Jersey, October 31st,

1906.

Laws and Rules Governing the Practice of

Pharmacy, for Delaware.

Pure Food and Drug Laws, State of Delaware, 1907.

Poisonous Fly Paper.

"Try my fly paper," writes A. E. Magoffin. Lyons,

Kans., to the editor of The Druggists Circular, to

whom he sends a liberal sample. We do not know
what we have done to ^Ir. Magoffin to make him
want us to do such a fatal thing, unless it was to print

his picture in our January number. He sends this

formula for making the paper :

Arsenic, powdered 4 ounces.

Potassium bicarbonate 4 ounces.

Molasses 8 ounces.

Water enough to make 2 gallons.

Boil the first two ingredients with i gallon of

water until they are dissolved, remove from the fire

and add the molasses and enough water to make 2

gallons.

"This," he says, "will soak about 500 sheets of rag

paper, 9 by 12." He directs: "Soak each sheet

separately. Put in vessel that will hold 200 or 300

sheets, let soak two or three hours: hang up to drain,

then hang on cord or line separately until dry."

:\Ir. Magoffin writes that this has been on the mar-

ket since 1868 and has never failed.
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DRUG STORE ADVERTISING

By M. P. GOULD, of New York

In this department some of the fundamentals of

successful drug store advertising will be expounded
each month. The aim is to correct errors of adver-
tising and establish the most proBtable and advisable
methods of building up retail drug trade by means of

t^e powerful influence of advertising.

What Retailers May Learn from the Manufac-
turers' Advertising.

Last month I wrote an article on "Radical Advertising"
for the retail druggists.

This month I want to take up a different subject. It

is very interesting. It is a subject the study of which
ought to. be very instructive to the retailer. It should be
very valuable to him also, If carefully done.

HOW THE USU.AL KET.VHXB DOKS.

The usual retailer when it comes the season for his

toilet lotion or some other preparation which -he makes,
puts one or two or three or four small advertisements in

his newspaper, sells possibly a gross, or if he is a big re-

tailer, ten gross of the preparation, and considers that he
has done very well.

These advertisements that he puts in his local paper are

BRIDES
GROOMS

May we show you some
of the dainties for home-
making ?

Brushes, Mirrors,
Manicure Sets, Soaps,
Sponges, Perfumes,
Powders, Toilet
Waters, Bath and
Toilet Goods.
Candies, too.

alternated with advertisements of other goods, or some
special department, or the store as a whole.
This "bird shot" style of advertising may be helpful

to the whole store, but it is not the best advertising for

own preparations.
If the druggist wants to advertise his store as a whole,

let him do so, but when it comes to advertising his own
preparations, it is then time for him to study the ways of
the manufacturer.

now DOES THE MAXFF.^CTCRER .\DVEKTISE?

Now in comparison with the methods of the usual re-

tailer, let us examine some of the methods used by the
manufacturer when he starts out on a campaign.
One of the "first principles" in advertising from the

standpoint of the manufacturer is to advertise the leader;

put the push on it alone; advertise it just as hard as pos-

sible and let the other goods be trailers.

The theory of this is that you cannot accomplish much
if you "scatter the fire," but when you concentrate your
fire on one point, you then break down the line of oppo-

sition, or indifference, and get a foothold in one place.

Then with that one foothold you can begin operating in

the new field.

.\XOTHER PRACTICE OF THE MANtJTACTUBEK.

Another practice of the manufacturer which has come
into vogue very strongly within the last few years is this:

He does not take a small space and run it all the year
round unless he happens to have a product that is in de-

mand all the year round. Instead of that method, he now
makes his first announcement at the very beginning of the
season (usually anticipating the season somewhat) a

FARM
WORK

3 If your work keeps you

from town, telephone or

write for what you want.

We will send.

3 Fine line of Stock and
Poultry Foods.

great big advertisement—just as big as he can make it;

just as effective as he can possibly make that announce-
ment.
He tries to make this first advertisement so important

that it will take the "bull by the horns" and make a deep
impression upon the customers.
With that big initial advertising his solicitors are able

to go to the retailer and say: "Here is what we are going
to do—how is your stock?" And the retailer on his part,
seeing the big copy, orders a larger quantity of the goods.
The result of this is that the manufacturer really does

his advertising on the retailer's capital, and by working
the two together gets enough bigger orders to pay for the
bigger advertising.
By this means he overshadows little manufacturers who

haven't the nerve, or the foresight to see that this is the
best way to do.

ADVERTISING MEDIUMS USED.

I have not attempted so far to take up the mediums
used to accomplish these results. The manufacturer may
use big copy in the magazines or big copy in the news-
papers, or big copy in the form of circulars or pamphlets,
etc.

Last spring a silk house was just starting into adver-
tise some summer silks. This house prepared six or eight
months' advertising. It had the cuts all made for this
advertising. It printed a big circular showing all six or
eight of these advertisements on the circular. Not only
did it show these plates that were going to run in the

but it had a full set made for each publication
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that it was going to run them in. This circular was mail-

ed to 21,000 retailers throughout the country. As a result

before the first advertisement appeared in the magazines
there were orders enough placed to pay for the adver-

tising.

Another example: A manufacturer this last month
started to advertise an article, which is now being adver-

tised in the popular magazines—an article which is on
sale in most of the drug stores of the country. He re-

produced page and quarter page advertisements from the

magazines which he was advertising in and made a great

big sheet, as big as a railroad folder. On this he told all

about the contracts with the magazines and showed the

advertisements that he was running in the magazines.
This folder he mailed to over 40,000 retail druggists.

I quote these two examples to show how manufacturers
not only use big copy at the start, but also advertise to

the retailers the fact that they are going to advertise to

the public, and thus let the retailer anticipate the demand
which he is going to be asked to meet.
There is still another good example: On the market

just now is a breakfast food which is being advertised
very heavily. The manufacturers' way to introduce this

food is to go into a town, show their newspaper copy to

the wholesalers and retailers and get the goods on hand
right there before the newspaper advertising starts. Then
when the goods are there ready to be bought, they come
out In the papers with this big copy—one-quarter of a
page space.

Juue 1907

preparation thatI have been talking about sta
was not very well known.

POIXTEES FOR THE RETAILEK.

The retailer in starting his own preparations, ought to
advertise each one as if he were a manufacturer, as, in-

deed, he is.

There are two reasons for doing this:
First, in a great many cases the public will think more

of an article if they do not know that the retailer manu-
factured it. In many parts of the country, people will
pay more for a thing if they think that it comes from
New York or Boston or some distant point, just as people
in New York will pay more for a thing that comes from
Paris, or London or Vienna.

Second, the wa^• the manufacturer does it is the best
way. The retailer should take up that preparation and
advertise it irrespective of his general store advertising.

He ought to buy space in the newspaper, or at least
use the space that he has already bought, just as if he
were a manufacturer trying to make that preparation go
in that town.

If he does that he will not advertise it so much as if

it were his own, and at the same time he is advertising it

he is also trying to advertise his store.

He will take his own preparation as a separate propo-
sition and use space in the paper for it alone, irrespective
of his general store advertising.

If he does that he then ought to come out at the be-

GOING
AWAY
Take a supply of your

medicines and toilet

articles with you. You

may not be able to get

them s a t i s fa c t o r i 1 y

where you are going.

It is well to stock up

and be sure.

NEW
FRESH
Our drugs are new.

Our chemicals are
fresh.

Our methods are
modern.

Our service is right.

We expect your
trade sometime
because we de-
serve it now.

COOL
HAPPY
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worth as much as the argument. When you see a man
walking down the street, you don't stop to consider how
much his suit of clothes cost; you merely say to yourself,
"There is a well-dressed man." or of another man you
say, "There is a shabbily dressed man." The impression
created by advertising is of great importance.

So important is this that the big houses which have
a great reputation to maintain, are exceedingly cautious
of the kind of advertising which they use. Some of their
advertising is made to look very tame and lifeless because
they do not want to appear to be doing anything sensa-
tional, or anything to make people think that they need
business, or that they are overly anxious to sell their
goods.

WINDOW ADVERTISI.XU.

The manufacturers use windows. To be sure the man-
ufacturer, having a great many different stores selling

and February and March. Therefore he i)lanned to spend
the April and May appropriation in July and August—
that is—to spend twice as much in those two months as
he ordinarily would, and then spend the December ad-
vertising appropriation in January, so that the amount
for that montJi was twice as much as ordinarily. Remem-
ber, "strike while the iron is hot."

NOT NECESSARILY NEWSPAPER AD.VERTISING.

Above I have spoken about "putting advertisements in,''

etc. By this I do not mean that the druggist must do this
advertising in the newspapers; in fact, of late I have had
a great many druggists write to me saying that they
could not seem to get replies from their newspaper ad-
vertising.

In such cases, if it is the fault of the copy you use,

then I recommend an improvement of the copy, but if that
does not bring the results, then I recommend cutting off

Pure
Good
Our drugs are pure

—the
—finest

—quality.

Our methods are good

—the
—most

—approved.

We invite YOUR trade

PAINTS

PAPER

OILS
We offer a splendid,

well selected and well

kept stock.

Prices to interest the

economical.

Goods that appeal to

the shrewd.

First

Store
5 First in number of

prescriptions.

5 First in size of gen-
eral stock.

5 First in number of
customers.

3 First in volume of

business.

5 First in advantages to

customers.

his goods, can get up sets of window displays which cost

him quite a good deal of money originally, but which
divided among two or three thousand stores, do not
amount to much for each store. In this way the manu-
facturer has a great advantage over the retailer.

But, I have noticed that the retailers which pay out
some money to get up unique displays for their own prep-

arations, one at a time, are usually the people who sell

the most of their own preparations. I have seen a drug-
gist get up a mechanical display that would draw great
crowds to the window.

MAKING A THING IlIPORTANT.

The substance of this whole talk is this: If you make
a thing important, the public is more apt to think that
it 14' important. On the other hand if you belittle a thing,
the public is almost sure to take your view of it, especi-

ally if the thing is your own.

SECONDARY WORK.
After the retailer has made the beginning in a ih»#»r-

ful manner, he can then let down his advertising, usiug
much smaller space. He can keep diminishing this space
until he uses a very much smaller space than he would
if he were planning to use the same space right straight
through the whole year.
There are so many articles which have their seasons.

Not long ago a small manufacturer wanted to spend $450
per month in advertising. There was practically no de-

mand for his goods during December, April and May,
while his busiest season was in August and September

the newspaper advertising, and spending the money lu

uirect advertising—circulars, letters, folders, booklets,

store papers and other forms of advertising that can be
put into the hands of the buying public.

The result from this style of advertising, namely, start-

ing big at the beginning of the season and then diminish-
ing until you cut off all your advertising, and then taking
something else up in a big style, is that you do not spend
very much more in advertising, but you put it out in a
more effective way.

If the retail druggists will remember this point in ad-

vertising their own preparations, they will have larger

sales for the same amount of money spent.

British Pharmacists and the Nostrum Traffic.

The formation of an anti-quackery association is sug-

gested by a correspondent of the Pharmaceutical Journal.
The correspondent thinks such an association would have
the support of the entire medical profession, of all those
whose artistic sense has been outraged by the blatant
signboards which have made the most beautiful spots in

England hideous, of all those who have been taken in by
misleading advertisements, and of all those self-respecting

chemists whose sense of honesty revolts at the idea of

conducting their business on Yankee principles. The edi-

tor of ihe Journal says that "chemists and druggists would
form the most powerful ally of any properly conducted
movement which has for its object the suppression of the
sale of remedies of a fraudulent character."
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All Association Plans to Uphold Prices Declared

Illegal Under the Sherman Act.

por a year or more -^-f-^,iS^eiLlfon'^o1' ReU^i
those who are active in the Nat onal Ass°«a

^^.^

representing the defendants ;-° ™\g=|^ j^ the govern-

listing, as allegedin the bill 01 c

I wholesale and
ceased and each ^'i^iv.duai fimi

«^%''si„ess as it saw
manufacturing, was left to conduct its

without
fit, but always independently of the otne

.

j ^^
collusion in

^/-f/^^^lfspiring tfre^^^^^^^
from combining and conspiring lu

j.etailers, and

^^^Si^^n^nli^gtl^^r^rtlrdlr^rollt^rcf-serial-number.

ing plan as heretofore enforcad

The defendants named in the su^t weie^^^^
^^^^^.^_

directors, agents and attoinejs or lue
^ p^^g.

tion of Retail Druggi^sts the National^^W^^^^^
designated

gists' Association, and certain manufactm^^^
^^^

as -tripartite Propnetors ..^^'^^Wist "aanu

;;ti^r"o?rmt'"oraTgr'^ssive"cSs,^as also named as

a defendant.

The text of the decree follows:

in the Circuit Court of the United States for the District of

Indiana. .
^

The United States of America
j- No. 10,593.

The National Associatiorof Retail Druggrists, et al.J

Decree.

tail Druggists,^ lf,?rK?;5 romnanV H E. Bucklen and Com-

-s?: ^^^^fr^JBih^i^. s^eah^rrp

Se^'?fal'^g=y3^1&m-^^^^^
sion Company, John Wy^h and Bro.^Bm^^^ ^^^ Company
Company, JhePiso Company iNe^sjn

Company. Pyramid
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the bill of

polizing said trade and commerce,

^•T?l"lflhe National Assocmuon of Reta.1 Dru^^^^^^^^^

Pritchard, referred to in
'"f.^""' "/ Rptail Druggists and its

as "The National Association of Retail iJiusb
j^tees,

agents," and ^''•ll

"^l"?,^"
'

-s S said ThlNational Associa-
agents, servants and attornej s oi !«i u

j jj^em be
tion of Retail Druggists ?n^,^f^!'^^from by promises, threats,
and hereby are Perpetually enjoined

^^^^i^^J^^ compelling any

company, j. >-• "^'^'.""r.
"Remedv Company. The vouv;-^.-

T Companj% Chanano_oga, Medl

y C. I. Hooa uompany, oi.cw...t,

^Va-so-n"'Wany,^;D. B. J Ken^^^^^

Company, .The KioKapoo inaidu j>i
Medicine Company,

bo.lic Mouth ^^ash Company, Battle a a^^^^^^^
Gibson, „Jonasimpany. Battle and Co. (jnem su» ^y;i~'-

of David Hiscox deceased, Charles *. Mann
Gilbert

E?''^' ^b^'^Im R Hi??man and Frederick W. Schumacker,
Strong, Samuel B. tlartman a.iu

Carey, Frank E.
Joseph E. Toms, W—— J. Moo^y, •>°<^^^^ ^^tta. Simon N.
Holliday Frank A. ^axon Thomas t.^an

^^^ Thomas H.

J^-Jfl- ^L^^B^ louume^SX Rehfuss, Mah^^^^^

X°^^^"'?J"^?elr ^espectTve'coimsel come also, and thereupon

ployes, servants, and all persOTsacung^^^^
affiliated or

them.or in their behalf,
°[,a'^fb™'"^^|°ach of them are hereby

*!?^i',n^^l7en^oiS??'relt?ained and prohibited from doing any

rc?''rs"c^'^r|eTi'rt1;e bii, of compiamt in Pij^^

l'^^re^rn?!n°r'es?rS^t"^fTJlde'^anT^o'r^V°ce-and f?om mono-

Vers,ordruggists;^suna„es .^^^^^^^^^

ment or understanding m fu^t'eranc
i^j^^ regardmg or

?e7aCI^£^/.^.:ffes2nfVo?c?nf'^V-cSLp^^^^^^

^m^SJiXct^-r^er^afp^t-ffp^^^^^^
his or its manufacture, i" f"'^V,'?erf"ii'L" i-int and in further-
cinspiracy as alleged in the bill of complant ana

^^^ ^.^^ ^^

ance of the combumtion and conspiracy a^s ^ ^^ ^^^
complaint, from issuing causing to oe i|^^^

^^ purporting to

way in the publication of lists or o^^^r aoc
^^ partnerships

contain the names of persons corpora
maintaming or

adhering or not adhering to '^e'r comr
,^^^^ ^^ the combi-

I'i^fnl^l "ons^^-r&^d^l'the^^^^^^^ f^.^-^^-J^^^,
securhiB or aiding '" securing t^^

^^.pP'ehedSle for the sale of

in enforcing the maintenance otan>su dealers
the aforesaid articles and cornmod.ties by^^^^^

^^^
of any market to the fo"?,"'"„„? "p.^ agreements and under-
lists, documents, schedules, c°"t'^,a'=3„f|^a Tt i ordered that
standings are hereby declared unla^tu^ and u^^^^^_

employes,
the last-named defendants, and all ^e™ ^ ^j said The Na-
committees. .as?nts servants and auo™!^^^

^^^^ ^^^ every
tional Association of Retail yivioB^ ^ manutac-
one of them, do f"rthwith lelease^eacn a

medicines
turer of proprietary articles

«,,vSral supplies, plasters and
pharmaceutical P/eparations surgical supp^ . ^P^^^^^^^

druggists' ^?un<\"e^,
J;,°" ncl o£ the com.bination and conspir-

understanding ii
/"r'-ij,1[''oTcomplaint regarding or relating to

acy as alleged '" ""e bdl of compia
^manufacture and do

articles and commodities of nu.OT^
^^^ ^^^^.y g^<,h

S^i^^Sr aUel^^e^fi%S"of h?s ^? i^^UStur^e!

tSSe-d««™an?snn^ St^r^^s«
^'?;?>§.^^t1bn'^aTATs»n3e|^^^^^^^^
part perform any sue contra.ts.agre^^

^^^ commodities
ings regarding or relating lo .am

.^^-named defendants, and
It is further ordered ""t said la^t^^am

servants
all members, oncers, emplpjescommutees g^ ^^^.^ ^
and attorneys of said The Natumal ASSOC ^^ forthwith recall

gists, and each and ev erN oiie u ^ •

plications, and do
Iny and all such lists

^°^"^„<f ^g^^^idi anv such schedule of
forthwith annul, jancel and se^ asm any

^.^g^ient said
prices in whose adoption^ manv way participated, pursuant

?o^*o?'iS"fur?£e?a^ce°'ofVh'? cSuspi^iaTy^as" alleged in the bill of

=T?-hS*the defendants, Tucien B Hall, Williani J. Schief-

r^,rne:^?.fytorfs|o|j'M^^
^T:' ^n^ iferemafterS t°he "Nltfonal Wholesale Druggists'
plaint, and nereinaiter ag lu

^ officers, committees, mem-
Association and Us raemoers, tneir

^^^^^ ^^^^
bers, servants, agents and attorneys,

^gj^^aants. and each
persons acting or claiming M acrior

^^^ perpetually en-
and every one of tbem, "Jf^

a""
ridicule or discrimination,

joined f™"J,v;jyPJ°'^'o"^'peUmririv manufacturer of proprie-
inducing. forcing or compeuiuB a

. -jasters, or druggists

^'^Jdri^sTo'fn^^e^^nto'Sy coXTt' 4g?eement or und^^^^^^^^^

sundries, to ente. hilu j articles and commodities of his
ing regardmg or relatng 10 tne a

combination and

l?Jfct?d,<=rr whf^e|^^yJio{^"on of defen^ one

?L^^c^S'trk"ctrors'5)f^^nS|lc^^|£-^^
in the commerce of an> manutacturer o

^j^^^said, from
dealer is imposed, ""L^^ an^„,?>ng a?v such manufacturer to
inducing, forcing or compeiung any sue

^^ .^^ ^^^_
adopt a^y plan for ^arketmg the a^^^^^^^^^

^^^ '^''"splracy
ufacture. in furtnerance oi co-operating in

as alleged i" the bill of cump^amt |^^j^i
t^act, agreement

any way in the enforcement oianjjju^^
t^,^^ anfl nommercfy sucn conLract, txB^^'^"^^"^'

- 'J'
'

^Tior, Tn Vfitraint of the trade and commerce
understanding or plan m restra nt oi ine

causing to be

^''^
F ^Si?=^ro?'nSS^n!J?^^r«n|

^^^'^^^^k^'^^:, rio%^fme°n"t til^erb^or^;
ment so Issued, or on an> "?'/•„•,".*!„„ „f Charles C. Bom-
Sie assistance of or under the direction of

^^i'J^£,Vuggists. its

baugh or of the Natona A^^^oc.a ion of RetaU^UruggJ^^^

members, officers, cornmitteps^ servam
,^ ^^^^^ ^^ m, Part.

attorneys, or any of then, inr ^nt i

^
. g„ ^^p^

that said names appear or have appt r,
_.,,_'! ,„,^ .,„j under-

hs", documents, schedules ";'l«r^;V ,,,,-f„|. and it

standings as aforesaid a-Te here, ^
^^^ ^^^^_

is ordered that said '5efendants_
, _ officer.^

lists' Association and "s menih-

.

.^ ^^^
fj^ployes, committees, agents, s^r
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drugs, plasters and druggists' sundries from every such con-
tract, agreement or understanding in furtherance of the com-
bination and conspiracy as alleged in the bill of complaint
regardmg or relating to articles and commodities of his or its
manufacture, and do forthwith release every such manufac-
turer from ever>- such contract, agreement or understanding
as to the adoption of any plan for marketing the articles of
his or Its manufacture, and that said defendants, their mem-
bers, officers, employes, committees, agents, servants and at-
torneys and each and every one of them shall not on their
part perform any such contracts, agreements or understand-
ings regarding or relating to said articles and commodities.
It is further ordered that said the National Wholesale Drug-

gists' Association, its members, their members, officers, em-
ployes, committees, agents, servants and attorneys, and each
and every one of them, do forthwith recall any and all lists,
documents and publications purporting to contain the names of
persons, corporations or partnerships adhering or not adher-
ing to their contracts, or maintaining or refusing to maintain
prices, in whose compilation, publication or Issuance said de-
fendants or any of them in any way participated, and do forth-
with annul, c.incel and set aside each and every resolution
passed by said defendants, or any or all of them, in further-
ance of the combination and conspiracy as alleged in the bill
of complaint regarding or relating to said articles and com-
modities

4. That Charles C. Bombaugh, his agents, servants, employes
and attorneys, and each and every one of them, be and hereby
are perpetually enjoined from issuing, publishing, causing to
be issued or published, or aiding in the publication or issuance
of any lists or other documents purporting to contain the
names of persons, corporations or partnerships, adhering or not
adhering to contracts, or maintaining or refusing to maintain
prices as alleged in the bill of complaint; all lists or other
•documents as aforesaid and all contracts, agreements and
understandings in relation to the same are hereby declared
tmlawful, and it is ordered that said Charles C. Bombaugh,
his aerents. servants, employes and attorneys, and each and
evpry une of them, do forthwith recall, annul, cancel and set
asid.- every such list or document as aforesaid^ in whose is-
.ouai.cf or publication he or they aided in an/ manner, and
that said defendant do forthwith release each and every person
from any and all contracts, agreements and understandings
with said defendant, by which they or said defendant have
undertaken in any way to aid in furnishing the names for or
publish or aid in the publication or issuance of any such list
or document as aforesaid, and that said Charles C. Bombaugh,
his agents, servants, employes and attorneys shall not on
their p^rt perform any contracts, agreements or understand-
ings in any way relating to the issuance or publication of such
lists or documents. And said Charles C. Bombaugh, his agents,
servants, employes and attorneys, and each and every one of
them are hereby enjoined from making, executing or carrying
out any such contract, agreement or understanding in the
future.

5. That the defendants, Julius Garst. doing business as
Phenyo Caffeine Co.; George Kennedy, doing business as Don-
ald Kennedy; George G. Green, William E. Gilbert and John
G. Gilbert, doing business as Gilbert Bros. & Co.; Thomas N.
Kenyon. doing business as Kondon Mfg. Co.; Joseph H.
Schenck. doing business as J. H. Schenck & Son; Jesse F.
Hiscox and Everett S. Hiscox, individually and representing
the estate of David Hiscox, deceased, doing business as His-
cox Chemical Works; Chattanooga Medicine Company, the
W. H. Hill Company, Himrod Manufacturing Company, the
Vapo-Cresoline Company, AUcock Manufacturing Company, H.
E. Bucklen & Co., the Omega Chemical Company. Hamlin's
Wizard Oil Company, F. A. Stuart Company, the Kickapoo In-
dian Medicine Company, Chamberlairx Medicine Company^
P>'ramid Drug Company. J. C. Ayer Company, S. T. W. San-
ford & Sons, Smith, Kline & French Company. Lydia E. Pink-
ham Medicine Company. Dr. B. J. Kendall Company, Battle
& Co. Chemists' Corporation. Sterling Remedy Company, the
Eh Lilly Company, E. C. De Witt & Co., C. I. Hood Company,
Meade and Baker Carbolic Mouth Wash Company, Edgar C.
Powers Company and D. Ransom Son & Company, referred
to in the bill and hereinafter as "Tripartite Proprietors," their
mtmbers. officers, agents, employes, servants, and attorneys,
and any and all persons acting or claiming to act for said
defendants, and each and every one of them, be and hereby are
perpetually enjoined from entering into any contract, agrree-
ment, or understanding in furtherance of the combination and
conspiracy as alleged in the bill of complaint, with each other
or with the defendants. The Xational Association of Retail
Druggists, or The National "\\'holesale Druggists' Association
and its members, their officers, members, agents, employes,
servants and attorneys, or with any of them, regarding or re-
lating to articles of their manufacture, and from performing
or aiding in any way in the performance of any such con-
tract, understanding, or agreement with the defendants or any
of them in restraint of trade and commerce as alleged in the
bill of complaint, and, more particularly, from refusing to sell
and from discriminating in their sales to persons, corporations,
and partnerships, whose names appear or have appeared on
any list or document published or issued by or with the as-
sistance or under the direction of the defendants. The Na-
tional Association of Retail Druggists, The National Wholesale
Druggists' Association and its members, or Charles C. Bom-
ijaugh. their officers, agents, servants, employes, committees,
and attorneys, or any of them, purporting to contain the
names of persons, corporations or partnerships adhering or
not adhering to their contracts, or maintaining or refusing
to maintain prices, for the reason, in whole or in part, that
said names appear or have appeared on such lists, and in
furtherance of the combination and conspiracy as alleged in
the hill of complaint from fixing the price at which the articles
and commodities of their respective manufacture shall be sold
by the wholesale dealer to the retail dealer, and from includ-

ing in the terms of such sales any resolution of the defend-
ants. The National Wholesale Druggists' Association and its
members in restraint of trade, and in furtherance of the com-
bination and conspiracy as alleged in the bill of complaint,
from fixing the price at which articles of their respective
manufacture shall be sold by the retail dealer to the consumer
and from including in the terms of sale the schedule prices
fixed or adopted by 75 per centum or any per centum of the
retail dealers in any market; all contracts, agreements and
understandings as aforesaid are hereby declared unlawful and
!t is ordered that said defendants, individuals and corpora-
tions named herein as "Tripartite Proprietors," their mem-
bers, officers, agents, servants and attorneys, and each and
every one of them, do forthwith release each other. The Na-
tional Association of Retail Druggists, the National Wholesale
Druggists' Association and its members, and Charles C. Bom-
baugh, their members, officers, employes, agents, servants,
committees and attorneys, and each and every one of them,
from each and every contract, agreement, and understanding
as charged in the bill of complaint as to the s^les of articles
and commodities of his or its manufacture, or the manufacture
of any one of them, restricting or tending to restrict in fur-
therance of the combination and conspiracy as alleged in the
bill of complaint, the free purchase or sale of said commodities,
and that s.aid defendants named herein as "Tripartite Pro-
prietors," their members, officers, employes, agents, servants,
committees and attorneys shall not on their parts respectively
perform any such contracts, agreements or understandings as
aforesaid.

6. That the defendants Edward H. Hance, Anthony M. Hance,
Emma E. Haiice, and Edward H. Hance, executors of the es-
tate of Joseph C. Hance, deceased, doing business as Hance
Bros, and White, Nelson, Baker and Company, Parke. Davis
and Company. Seabury and Johnson, F. Stearns and Company.
Searle and Hereth. and John Wyeth and Bro.. referred to in the
bill and hereinafter as "Blacklist Manufacturers," their mepi-
bers, officers, employes, agents, committees, servants and at-
torneys, and each and every one of them, be and hereby are
perpetually enjoined from entering into any contract, agree-
ment or understanding as charged in the bill of complaint in
furtherance of or pursuant to the combination and conspiracy
as alleged in the bill of complaint with each other or with the
defendants. The National Association of Retail Druggists or
the National Wholesale Druggists' Association and its mem-
bers, their officers, members, agents, employes, committees,
servants and attorneys, or any one of them, regarding or re-
lating to the articles of their manufacture and from perform-
ing or aiding in any way in the performance of such con-
tract, agreement, or understanding with said defendants, or
any one of them in restraint of trade and commerce as al-
leged in the bill of complaint and from refusing to sell or
from discriminating in their sales to persons, corporations, or
partnerships, whose names appear or have appeared on any
list or document published or issued by or with the assistance
of or under the direction of the defendants. The National As-
sociation of Retail Druggists, the National Wholesale Drug-
gists' Association and its members, and Charles C. Bombaugh,
their agents, members, officers, committees, servants employes,
and attorneys, or any one of them, purporting to contain the
names of persons, corporations, or partnerships, adhering or
not adhering to their contracts, or maintaining or refusing to
maintain prices for the reason, in whole or in part, that said
names appear or have anpeared on such lists: all contracts,
agreements and understandings as aforesaid are hereby de-
clared unlawful and it is ordered that said "Blacklist Manu-
facturers." their members, officers, agents, employes, servants
and attorneys, and each and every one of them, do forthwith
release each other. The National Association of Retail Drug-
gists, the National Wholesale Druggists' Association and its

members, and Charles C. Bombaugh, their members, officers,

employes, agents, servants committees and attorneys, from
each and every contract, agreement, or understanding as
charged in the bill of complaint in furtherance cf the combi-
nation and conspiracy alleged in the bill of complaint as to the
sales of articles" and commodities of his or its manufacture,
or the manufacture of any one of them, restricting or tend-
ing to restrict the tree purchase or sale of said commodities;
said "Blacklist Manufacturers." their members, officers, em-
ployes, agents, servants, committees and attorneys, shall not
on their parts respectively perform any such contracts, agree-
ments or understandings as aforesaid.

7. That Jonas M. Kilmer, World's Dispensary Medical As-
sociation. Adolph C. Meyer, Dr. Shoop Family Medi-
cine Company and California Fig Syrup Company,
named in the bill of complaint and hereinafter as "Wholesale
Contract Proprietors," their members, officers, agents, em-
ployes, servants and attorneys, and all persons acting or claim-
ing to act for said defendants, and each and every one of
them, be and hereby are perpetually enjoined from entering
into any contract, agreement or understanding in furtherance
of or pursuant to the combination and conspiracy as alleged
in the bill of complaint, with The National Association of Re-
tail Druggists, the National Wholesale Druggists' Association,
and its members, their officers, members, agents, employes,
committees, servants and attorneys, or any one of them, or with
each other, and from entering into any plan in furtherance
of or pursuant to the combination and conspiracy as alleged
in the bill of complaint for marketing the articles of their re-
spective manufacture, and from co-operating in furtherance of
or pursuant to the combination and conspiracy as alleged in
the bill of complaint, with the defendants, the National As-
sociation of Retail Druggists, the National Wholesale Drug-
gists' Association, and its members, or Charles C. Bombaugh,
their officers, agents, servants, committees, employes and at-
torneys, or any one of them, in the enforcement of any such
plan, and from in furtherance of or pursuant to the combina-
tion and conspiracy as alleged in the bill of complaint
placing serial numbers upon the retail packages of the ar-
ticles of their manufacture for the purpose of keeping a record
or tracing the sales therefor, in the enforcement of such
plan and for the said purpose from in furtherance of or pur-
suant to the combination and conspiracy as alleged in the bjU
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of complaint requiring any vendee to keep a record of his

•ales by means of serial numbers or to furnish such record to

said defendants or any one of them; and in furtherance of or

pursuant to the combination and conspiracy as alleged in the

bill of complaint, from securing the adoption of, or from aiding

in any way in securing the adoption of. schedules for the sale

of articles of their manufacture and of other articles in any
market; and from in furtherance of or pursuant to the com-
bination and conspiracy as alleged in the bill of complaint,

refusing to sell and from discriminating in their sales to per-

sons, corporations or partnerships whose names appear or

have appeared on any Ust or document published or issued bv

or -with the assistance or under the direction of the defendants
the National Association of Retail Druggists, the National
Wholesale Druggists' Association and its members, and Charles

C. Bombaugh, their officers, members, agents, servants, em-
ployes and attorneys, or any one of them, or upon "sts or

documents issued bv such Wholesale Contract Proprietors

jointly or severally, upon information obtained from such lis>s

or documents purporting to contain the names of persons, cor-

porations and partnerships, adhering or not adhering to their

contracts; maintaining or refusing to maintain prices for the

reason in whole or in part that said names appear or have ap-

peared on such lists.

wholesale dealer from any contract, agreement or understand-
ing entered into bv him in furtherance of or pursuant to the

combination or conspiracv as alleged in the bill of complaint
restricting or tending to restrict the free purchase or sale 9f

the articles of their respective manufacture; and that the said

defendants shall not on their part perform such contracts,
'agreements and understandings in furtherance of or pursuant
to the combination and conspiracy, as alleged in the bill of
complaint and shall abandon the plan or scheme for market-

I ing the articles of their respective manufacture, entered into

or maintained in furtherance of or pursuant to the combina-
tion and conspiracy as alleged in the bill of complaint.

S. That the defendants Samuel B. Hartman and Frederick
W. Schumacher, doing business as the Peruna Drug Manufac-
luring Company; Wells and Richardson Company, Dr. IDles
Medical Company, The ililk's Emulsion Company, Paris Medi-
cine Company and The Fiso Company, referred to in the bill

of complaint and hereinafter as "Direct Contract Proprietors,"
their members, officers, agents, employes, committees, servants
and attornevs. and each and every one of them, be and hereby
are perpetually enjoined from agreeing to enter into, and from
entering into or adopting in furtherance of or pursuant to the
combination and conspiracy, as alleged in the bill of complaint,
the direct contract soDal number plan as charged in the bill

of complaint, for the marketing of the articles and .commodi-
ties of their respective manufacture, and from co-operating
with the defendants The National Association of Retail Drug-
gists, the National Wholesale Druggists' Association and its

members, their officers, members, agents, employes, commit-
tees, servants and attorneys, in the carrying out of any such
plan in the furtherance of or pursuant to the combination and
conspiracy, as allesed in the bill of complaint, for the mar-
keting of the articles and commodities of their respective man-
ufacture, and from, in furtherance of or pursuant to the com-
bination and conspiracy as alleged in the bill of complaint,
requiring any dealer at wholesale or retail to enter into any
contract as charged in the bill of complaint restraining in any
way the trade and commerce in the articles of their respec-
tive manufacture and in furtherance of or pursuant to said
combination and conspiracy, from placing serial numbers upon
the retail packages of said articles and commodities for the
purpose of keeping a record or tracing t'ne sales thereof in the
maintenance of such plan, and for said purpose in fur-
therance of or pursuant to the combination and conspiracy
as alle.gea in the bill of complaint, from requiring any vendee to
keep a record of his sales by means of serial numbers or to
furnish such a record to the defendants or any one of them.
And it is ordered that said "Direct Contract Proprietors,"

their members, officers, servants, agents and attorneys, and
each and every one of them, do forthwith release each and
every wholesale and retail dealer from any such contract,
agreement or understanding entered into by him in further-
ance of or pursuant to the combination and conspiracy as alleged
in the bill of comp'.aint restricting or tending to restrict the
free purchase or sale of the articles of their respective manu-
facture, and that the said defendants shall not on their part
perform such contracts, agreements and understandings made
and entered into in furtherance of or pursuant to the combina-
tion and conspiracy as charged in the bill of complaint, for the
marketing of the articles of their respective manufacture and
shall forthwith annul, cancel and set aside the same.

9. Every person, partnership or corporation having knowledge
or notice of this decree, whether a party hereto or otherwise
who shall engage with the defendants herein, or any one or
more of them, in the doing of any act or thing by this decree
Ttrohibited to be done, or in refusing to do any act or thing
by this decree ordered to be done, and bv such doing or re-
fusing to do assist the defendants or any one or more of them
m the commission of any act or thing hereby enjoined to be
done or not to be done, will be guilty of violating this decree.

10. Nothing herein shall be construed to restrain or inter-
fere with the action of any single corporation, partnership or
individual by its, their or his officers or agents from acting
or contracting in any lawful manner with respect to its. their
or his own corporate, firm or individual property or affairs,
and no provision or clause of this decree shall be held to re-
strain, affect or enjoin the sale of any drugs or merchandise,
or the making or securing of any contract, plan or schedule
as described in the bill of comnlaint when such sale or con-
tract, plan or schedule relates only to trade or commerce
within a particular State.

11. It is further ordered, adjudged and decreed bv the court
that the complainant have and recover of the defendant! its
costs and charges taxed at $ .

Corrections and Changes for the Pharma-
copoeia and National Formulary.

There have been published under date of May 1st. 1907,

some additional pages to the Pharmacopcfiia, in which are

given a number of corrections to be made in the book, as

well as some additions. A reprint of these pages is here
given, followed by some corrections for the National For-

mulary. Every one possessing a copy of the books should
indicate by marginal notes the incorrect or superceded
matter. He should also send for the extra pages and
paste them in his Pharmacopoeia.

Since the passage of the National Food and Drugs Act,
June 30, 1906, many communications have been received, em-
bodying valuable emendations. The following list of those
which have been approved bv the Committee may be obtained
by a purchaser of the U. S. P. Sth Revision, by sending to P.
Blakistons Son & Co., PhiladeipJua, a stamped and addressed
return envelope.
Page Ivii insert

,
Additional Notices.

Product* and Preparations Made on a Large Scale.—In the
manufacture of products and preparations on the large scale,
deviation from the official processes may be necessary, but the
products must conform to the official requirements as deter-
mined by the tests of the U. S. Pharmacopcfiia, Sth Re%-ision,
and the finished prejjarations must be identical with thoie
made by the official processes.
Tests for Diluted Acids and Exsiccated Salts.—Where a. re-

quirement is made in this Pharmacopceia, in the official de-
scription, that a diluted acid "shall respond to the reactions
and tests" given under the corresponding stronger acid, or
where similar language is employed, it is understood that the
diluted acid shall be brought to the strength of the stronger
acid before testing, or that the quantities used in testing the
diluted acid be so adjusted that it will conform to the same
standards as those established for the stronger acid. In the
description of dried or exsiccated salts, where similar language
is employed, it is understood that the exsiccated salt, before
testing, shall have the proper allowance made for the water
it has lost during the process of exsiccation.
Solubility Tests.—In the solubility tests in this Pharmacopceia,

slight mechanical impurities, fragments of filter paper, fibre

and minute traces of allowable insoluble impurities, permitted
by other tests for the same substance, but which interfere
with the transparency of the solution, are not to be construed
as vitiating the test for solubility.
Page Ixxl, Col. i, line 19 from bottom, change "0.35" to "0.3"

Line 18, change "0.5 " to "0.45" Line U. change "0.55" to "0.45"

Page lixii. Col. 4, Une 26 from bottom, change "1.4" to "1.0"

Line 24. change ' 0.5 " to "04 " Line 21, change "0.5" to "0.4"

Line 16. change "l.To" to "1.5" Line 1.3. change "0.35 ' to "0.25"

Line 9, change "2.0" to "1.75" Line S. change "S.O" to "7.0"

Line 7, change "1.5" to "15" Line 6. after "cent." insert "of
the total resin." Tenth line from bottom, change "O.S" to
"0.08" (if not already corrected)
Page Ixxiii, Col. 4, line 23 from bottom, change "8" to "6"

Line 20. change "5" to "2.5" Line 19. change "15" to "10" Line
S, change "035" to "025" Line 2, change "0.035" to "O.OS"
Page Ixxlv, Col. 4, line IS from bottom, change "0.05" to

"004-
Page Ixxv, Uth line from bottom, change "0.25 " to "0.4 " and

"0125" to "0.2" and 3d line from bottom, change "1 Cc." to
"2 Cc." (if not already corrected). Col. 4, line 15 from bottom,
change "0.03" to "0.025"

Page 4, line 26, insert "about" before "0.790" and in line 29.

change "at 56.5° C. (133.7° F.)" to "from 56° to 57° C. (132.8' to
134.6° F.) •

Page 8. line 10. change "121.4'' C. (K0.5' F.)" to "from 120' to
122° C. (248° to 251.6° F.)"
Page 9. lines 16, 17 and IS, change to "The aqueous solution

of the Acid (1 in 20> should not at once become more than
slightly cloudy after the addition of barium chloride T.S. (limit
of sulphates); nor immediately more than opalescent by the
addition of silver nitrate T.S. with nitric acid (limit of chlor-
ides); it should not be precipitated by ammonium oxalate T.S.
(absence of calcium!;"
Page 10. omit lines 24. 2,i and 2S; lines 33. 34. and 35. change to

"No. 121), omitting th.- sul's..iuent addition of ammonia water."
Line 31. change "10 " tn '^u

Page 11. line 4. change ' MJ.T parts ' to "from 83 to 86 parts"
Page 12. lines 23 and 24. change to "Ten Cc. of the Acid

should not be rendered more than slightly cloudy by the addi-
tion of 1 Cc. of barium chloride T.S. (limit of sulphuric acid)."
Line 28, change "1" to "S.3"
Page 13. lines 14 .Tml lo. r.pl-ice bv "Ten Ce. of the Acid

should not be ren.l^ - ' n- - -'-- '^:->-'-- - i- by the addi-
tion of 1 Cc. of 1 ir - 'uiric acid)."
Page 16. lines " ' ' Cc. of the

Acid be neutraliz- "re than a
slight preeii'it:.!' - the filtrate

should n-t ' ,i.i.iii..i;i oi vi'iassium sul-
phate T.S
Page IT -"" Line 31, after "neutral-

ization" ;i ture"
Page !;• ;.i "seventy-eight" and "i80 '

to "778" I!' . i.Mi Line 27. change "about 4* C.

(39 2° F 4 C. 148.2° to 39.2° F.)" Line 34.

change '' r- rature" to "25° C. (77° F.)"
Page "' init "barium chloride T.S. (absence

of sulph. Af!. r line 40 add: "If 01 Cc. of the
Acid be - • T Cc. and 1 Cc. of barium
chloride I > • '=s or precipitate should ap-
pear wit- ' sulphuric acid)." Line 42,

change '
' solution of sodium chloride"

to "a col ! lution containing 5 Gm. of
odium chloride.
Page 21. line '.). change "potassium" to "sodium
Page 23 line 28 change "several minutes" to "four hours"
Page 2S, lines 42 and 43. to word "also" change to: "Very
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4S. change ''6.2"
' (275° F.)" to • 'from 168* to
change "remain unaffected"

Id "absence" to "limit" Line

Page 2S. iiiif 2i;. change "Hen:
36, change "10" to "25" Line 3:

char.ge "hematoxylin" to "cochi
to "pink" Lines 47 and 4S. omit
follows; first yellow, then greei
Page 81. line 40. change "0.885"

to "9" Line 43, change "about 72'

to 77° C. (161.6° to 170.6° P.)"
Page 32, line 46, change "0.918" to "0.911 to 0.916"

A^^fif •, !^1^^^' ^'^
f",^'"-

change, to "Aloin from CuracaoAloes IS almost completely soluble m 120 parts of water. 15parts of alcohol and 55 parts of acetone." Omit lines 28 and

toxylin" to "Cochineal" Line
change "40" to "25" Line 46,
eal Lme 47, change "violet"
'the transition stages being a»
finally passing into violet."
o "0.S95" Line 41, change "7"

C. (161.6° F.)" to "frim 72'

•When"
Page 37, line 9. change "0.065" to "0.015" and

'1" to "U" Lines 44 and 45. omit words after
Page 3S. line 2. chanp

to "15" and

Page 39.

Line 46. change '

Page 40. lino 9.

Page 41. lin.- :i

Page^42, In.. II

should !..
'

-/.

change "jy i,,

Page 43, line 21

Pago 45, lines 2

. Page 47. line 7.

32. change "Two
and line 33 hefoi-
Page 49, lines 4

Page 51, lines
normal potassiur
ammonia water.
diluted sulphuric
destroyed within
stances)." Omit
16 and 17. replace
on subsequent ig
on ignition, should
f.as not been made)
Page 54. line 25, c
Page 56. line 1. oi

added and the mixt
Page BS. lines 17

(absence of foreign
residue should rem

after

acid insert "and 130 Cc. of water"
20 and line 50. change "20" to "150"
25 parts" to "2S parts"
liXI" to "150"
2" to "3" and "50" to "80" Line IS,
"I. change "more strongly heated.

"it-nee to "ignited should yield not
rif.n-volatile, residue (limit" Line 26,

"100" to "150"
omit sentence beginning "It boils"

230° F.)" insert "in a vacuum" Line
Jill. 10 "If 0.1 Gm." and "when" to "be"
"should" insert "the solution"
nd ,i. omit "and melts at 263° Cr (507° F.)."
4. 5. 6, 7, change to "If 0.1 Cc. of tenth-
permanganate V. S. be added to 10 Cc. of
hich has been slightly supersaturated with
cid, the pink color should not be completely
en minutes (limit of readily oxidizable sub-
les s, 9 and 10, to the word "When" Lines
be completely volatilized, leaving no residue

1" and

I 18, change "no residue should be left
Itsi," to "not more than 0.1 percent, of
Uimit of foreign salts)."

line 43. omit "and completely" and line 44. omit "or
After line 44 insert "If 0.2 Gm. of the Oxide be dis-

ilvod m n mixture of 1 Cc. of nitric acid and 2 Cc. of distilled
Iter. Ill Cc. of Ammonia water added, and the liquid diluted

1
Ml (.,.. then 10 Cc. of this solution should not immediately

f' chlorid'i'"^'
"""" "^"^ addition of 1 Cc. of nitric acid (limit

Page m. I'i

tmus paper
Page 62. line IS. change "10" to "15"
Page 63, omit lines 9, 10, 11, and 12 to

'

Atropine"
line 39, change "0.35" to "0.

ine 10. change "Hematoxylin'
hematoxylin" to "cochineal"

ohio.rido

"Th(

leutral to

"The" Line 12, change

added, the mixture
T.S. carefully noure

should appear
20. cha

Line 48, change "0.5"

. change "phenolphthalein" to "rosolic acid"
li:inge "phenolphthalein" to "rosolic acid"
liange "58" to "56" and line 29. change "60"

n.I 42. omit "and permanent in the air"
7. s and 9, replace by "If 0.01 Gm. of the salt

I 'o. of water, 5 Cc. of sulnhuric acid added,
ilod and then 5 Cc. of ferrous sulphate T.S.
over it. without mixing, no red or brown zone
nthin 5 minutes (hmit of nitrate)." Line 23.
"0.56" and "0.6" to "0.5S" Line 27. change "48"
lor more than 50"

4, 5. 6. and 7. replace by "If 0.01 Gm. of the
i in 1 Cc. of water, 5 Cc. of sulphuric acid

Cc. of ferrous sulphate
nixing, no red or brown

t of nitrate)." Line
ver it, without
;hin 5 minutes (1:

46 Gm., nor more than
after "acid" insert "and" Change "added,
to "the mixture filtered, and the filtrate"

Page "j,

and this m
Page 76. 1

Page 77. nne o. change "five minutes" to "one minute
line 6 change "absence" to "limit" Line 14. change "f
"0.05" and "0.3" to "(

47, change "a" after
4S. change "absence" ,.
Page 7S, line 13. change "2.990 to 3.000 at 15° C. (59° F
about 3.016 at 2.5° C. (77° F.)" and after "Boiling Point

(212° F.)
13, insert before
instant weight,"
1 2 and 3, change 1

Its" 'When dried 100° C,

'Very soluble in water andPage 81,

alcohol."
Page S2. line 2, change '

change "absence" to "limit"
percent."

„^^°£,s^^'.'',",^^ ^-' ^' ^"<3 !* change to "The aqueous solution
-i "i 1?,'

y."^'ds with ammonium oxalate T.S. a white precipitate,
insoluinle m acetic acid, but soluble in hydrochloric acid. One
n\^..''L^^''-,^'^}^

dissolved in 20 Cc. of water, should not re-
quire the addition of more than 1 Cc. of tenth-normal notas-

berg&^^'^fndifat^?)^'™''"^" ^ ^""^ ^"'"^ (phenolphthalein

Page 84. lines 15 and 16. change
phate to "Five Cc. of a solutioi
Phate, in diluted hydrochloric acic

Page 96 line IS. change "0.938" to "0.935" and line 19 change"45*" to "42°" and "]13»" to "107.6°" .

i- ^ "5

Page 9S, line 39, after "Chloral," insert "(1 in »)" Line

48 i9
acidulated" insert "slightly" Omit lines 45, 46, 47,

Pag^ 99, line 5, change "glass-stoppered" to "well-stoppered"Line 24, change "twenty" to "five"

fo^^Sn-.^"-)
""'^ *'.„S,';atige "2W to "400" Line 9, change "125"

P=^o Tn5''?-"^''.,T,'°
••!»•' Line 16, change "100" to "200"

Page 104, line 43. before "solidify" insert "partially"
Page_10o. line 11. change "plienolphthalein" to "rosolic acid"Line 1, change "phenolphthalein" to "rosolic acid"Page 106. line 39. change "Hematoxylin" to "Cochineal"gage 10,. line 16, c-hange "hematoxylin" to "cochineal"Page 109, line 10, change "88" to "120" Line 48, before "crys-

tallization insert "water of"

i„%?^1 "," ""/ .^•, change to "Its aqueous solution (1 in 20)
IS neutral or faintly acid to litmus paper."
Page 112, line 9, change "0.55" to "0 45"
Page 113, line IS, change "nitric" to "hydrochloric"Page IL. line 32 change "2.8" to "3.2" Line 35, change "4

drops to "1 drop" and "1 Cc." to "3 Cc " , 6= •

ii^'^w"?'
"ne 19, change "1.072" to "1.078" Line 49, and page

n,?; ]
^

}^''"'^?A
c;hange to "Two Cc. of Creosote should require

h?,L„ff.^ ,"c,^*.
'^'=" '3,'"" """* than IS Cc. of normal sodiumhydroxide \.S. to produce a clear, pale yellow liquid, which

neSu-Sl<All)°
°" <^""'-'"^ '"'*h 50 Cc. of water (absence of

liS'^t ^SJ'"'' "• 9}^riSe ''1.032" to "from 1.036 to 1.038" and
"^® ?^' change to "When distilled, 90 percent, of the Cresol

Hn°esf7 S andU^"
^^'' """^ ^° ^^ *^^^° and 401° FJ" Or^?t

?=f! 1-''
r"'' ^l/'^'i^'"

"evaporation" insert "and ignition"

?^S» 19?- v^^F' change "Hematoxylin" to "Cochineal"
SS^ ,,5' !"^ ?•„

change "hematoxylin" to "cochineal"

?aff 1,9 ''v^
IS. change "0.925" to "from 0.921 to 0.923"

lOftS'^
'

"Change "L072 to 1.074" to "from 1.066 to

iJ'^S^ ^^^'
."i?^

^-' change "Hematoxylin" to "Cochineal" Line
39, change "hematoxylin" to "cochineal"
Page 146 line .32. after "Erienmeyer flask" insert "add a littlemore sand to the dish and, by rubbing, remove any adhereilt
^tract, which transfer to the flask.
Page 14S. line 35, after "directed," insert "The product m

(if these words are i
stead of 20.'be multiplied by 50

already there).
Page ;49. line 8 and
Page 151. lines 41. i:

to "If 1.15 Gm. of s
in 10 Cc. of dilnt.!
diluted with water i

than 15 Cc. of tonti
complete oxidation, i ^.,
indicator (corresponding to not less th

' "1.4" to "1.0"
ge 152. lines 1 and 2. change
•ous Carbonate be dissolved
1 (1 to 5) and the solution

should require not less
ssium dichromate V.
cyanide T.S. being used as

carbonate).
Page 154. line 38, omit "slightly"
Page 155, line IS, change "neutral" to "acid"
.^I? •"'^' ''"^ ^^- change "2" to "8" Line 47, change

Page 163,
lage 522)"

33, after "acid" insert "in a test-flask

Page 164, line 22. change "slowly add" to "add
3f starch T.S., followed by" Line 23. before " „..

and change "last trace of brown color"

drops
- I.O.. luiiotwen nv i.in^ v^ >,of/^^.a "«,i+U'«
idded slo

'blue or greenish color"

y/'lhl^'^^'- !.i"n-"f'
ehange "Hematoxylin" to "Cochineal" Line

fho^^ ""tV^" 1° ?? ..
^'"'^ ^- change "40" to "25" Line 40.

"vf„if?. t^rT^l'.S'^ylm" to "cochineal" Line 41. change
beinl == f^n"'"^ fi-^i"*'^,?^

and 42. omit "the transition stages

vfolef
-^

follows; first yellow, then green, finally passing into

chineal"

D.5" to "0.4" _
Line 43, change

74, line change
(230° F.)
Page 175, line 36, change "Hematoxylin" to "Cochineal"

J- „.f? • }!^r-:^i' '^*'^'?^f„
,hematoxylin" to "cochineal" Line

4o. change "O.o ' to reaa "0.4"
Page 191. line 39, change "1.75" to "1.5"
Page 192 line 8, change "Hematoxylin" to "Cochineal" Line

11, after VS. insert "and 20 Cc. of distilled water" Line
'; change -hematoxylin" to "cochineal" Lines 26 and 27

olor of the solution to turnchange "to .lust cause the vellov _
purple" to "until a pink color is produced"'—

-
'" change "5 Cc." to "8 Cc'Page 200, In if not already

Page 208. line 23, change "Diluted alcohol" to "menstruum"Line 27, after "adding" insert "first the remainder of the
nienstru'.im and then"
Page 214, line IS, change "0.35" to "0.25"
Page 229 line .36. change "1.140" to "from 1.110 to 1.114" Line

43. before "Turbiaity" insert "Permanent"
Page 230. line 1. change "2 Cc. of sodium hydroxide T.S." to"2 Cc. of potassium hydroxide solution (15 per cent)" Line

2. insert "nearly" before "white mass." Insert "Much" be-
fore "Coloration" Line 3. omit "white" Omit lines 6 7 and 8
.
"age 23o, Imei 51, after "evaporation" insert "and gentle

Ignition
Page 237, line 29, change "99.5" to "9S.5"

0(K^^e^rcen't''of'^'''
'^'^^"^^ ""° appreciable" to "not more than

Page 2S9. lines 31 and 32. change the words after "readUv" to
n diluted nitric acid, forming a clear solution, or in

with faint opalescence,"

^i iJ}^
"• change to "If 0.1 Gm. of the pow-

th 20 Cc. of warm diluted hydrochloric kcid.
affected by hydrogen sulphide T.S.

hydrochloric acid (1
Page 242. line 5. 6,

dor be digested

)f mercuric oxide).'
33. change "179.7°

377.6' F.)"
Pae

3 192° C. (375.8°
).5° F.) to "from 191*
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Page 245, line 1, change "no" to "but a faint yellow" Lines
12, 13 and 14, change to "White prismatic crystals having an
acrid, nauseous, and bitter taste; deliquescent on exposure to
the air." Line 25, change "no" to "but a faint yellow"
Page 248, line 39, change "0.1" to "0.2"
Page 250, line 25. change "2" to "1.75" Line 47, change "Hema-

toxylin" to "Cochineal"

tha percen of resin" "of which more than 15

1' . change "about 1.315" to "from 1.280 to 1.290"

i .
,

II I, change "about 1.432" to "from 1.430 to 1.450"
Lii (.101" to "moderately warm" Line 35, change
"l."T I" i ": ' 111 "from 1.075 to 1.081" Lines 54 and 55, change
the wor.ls alter "ignition" to "should leave not more than 0.05
percent, of resiiue (limit of fixed impurities)."
Page 206, line 3, change "0.5" to "1" Line 4, change "0.1" to

"0.2" Line 18, change "ten" to "thirty"
Page 274, line 38, change "absence" to "limit"
Page 275, line 30. change "absence" to "limit"
Page 276. line 7, change "absence" to "limit" Line 37, change

"is neutral" to "(1 in 20) is faintly alkaline" Line 48,. insert
"other" before "alkalies." Line .53. omit "anhydrous" After
"Citrate" insert "dried at 150» C. (302° F.)"
Page 277, line S, change "absence" to "limit"
Page 278, line 1. change "slightly reddens blue" to "(1 in 20)

should be neutral or sUghtly acid to" Line 32, change "ab-
sence" to "limit"
Page 279, line 40, change "0.001" to "0.01"
Page 280, line 7, after "acid" insert "and 130 Cc. of water"

ard line 50. after "acid" insert "a.nd 100 Cc. of water" Line
40. ch.mse "0.005" to "0.04"
Page lM, iine 28, change "0.85" to "1.1"
Page 2';4. line 12, change "neutral" to "acid"
Page 285, line 12, change "20" to "100" and line 14, change

"absence" to "limit"
Page 288, line 34. omit "Average dose.—4 Cc. (1 fluidrachm)."

(if not already omitted).
Page 289, line 4, omit the words, "Average dose. 4 Cc.

(1 fluidrachm)." (if not already omitted).
Page 291, lines 2, 3, 4. and 5. omit "a bulky, white, crystalline

precipitate will be produced; then if the test-tube, looselv
corked, be allowed to stand in boiling water for about five
minutes, with occasional agitation, the precipitate should dis-
solve and form" Line 6. after "solution" insert "should
result"
Page 294, line 5, after "heated" insert "slowlv" change "then"

to "when heated rapidly it" Line 40, omit "colorless"
Page M6, line 3, omit "and the remaining two at 130° C.

Page' 307, line 49. change "0.985" to "0.988"
Page 308, line 1, after "being" insert "up to"
Page 310, line 13, change "O.S(B to 0.915" to "0.900 to 0.910"
Page 311, omit lines 12, 13, 14 and 15.
Page 312, omit line 17.

Page 313, line 13, change "about + 50°" to "not below -f 45°"
Page 314, line 19, change "—5" C. (23° F.)" to "—3° C. (26.6° F.)"
Page 316, omit line 5; line 14, change "0.880 to 0.892" to "0.S75

to 0.910" Line 28. change "-1-60°" to "-f58°" Line 35, change
"phenolphthalein" to "rosolic acid" Line 41, change "phenol-
phthalein" to "rosolic acid"
Page 317, line 41, change "S" to "6"
Page 318, line 5. change "—25°" to "—20°"
Page 321. line 45, change "ISO" to "183"

..„^^sre 322, line 4, change "86" to "84" Line 45, change "5" to
"2.6" Line 46. change "15" to "10"
Page 525, omit lines C and 7.

Page 32S, line 25, chang.; "212 to 218" to "203 to 215" and line
31. change "102" to "103" and line 32. change "105" to "109"
Page 329. line 41, change "six" to "sixteen" and omit "or

over night"
Page 331. line 9, after "percentage" insert "powdered sugar

of milk or acacia" Line 35. after "test-tube" insert "diluted
with :r.roe times its volume of water," and line 42, change

Page 332. line 5, change "2" to "4"
Page :K5, line 2, change "123° C." to "121° C." and line 3.

ch.ingo "2n3.4°" to "249.8°"
P.T^e ?.?.c, r.niit lines 14. 15, 16 and 17.

^1' - " i ' -". change "40° C. (104° F.)" to "39° C. (102.2°
i^ I

'

III 25, change to "Phenol should have a boiling
[' I i'i 182° C. (352.4° to 359.6° F.)." Line 33, omit
"u.iM I. 1^

j
.

1 in.iiient"

sodium hydroxide"
Page S52. lines 31 and 32. change the words after "not" to

"upon the addition of ammonia water vield more than a slight
precipitate (limit of zinc and iron)." and lines 33 and 34. change
should leave no residue (absence" to "should not leave more

than a slight residue after gentle ignition (limit"
Page 3.")3. line 46, after "salt" insert "(1 in 10)" and lines 48

49 and 50, change after "not" to "yield more than a slight pre-
cipitate upon the additio.i of ammonia water (limit of zinc and
iron), and line ^2, change "a weighable residue" to "more
than a .slight residue after gentle ignition"
Page 313, line 19, after "white" insert "or nearly white"
Page 364, between lines 18 and 19. insert "One Gm. of the

dried salt, dissolved in about 10 Cc. of water should not requiremore than 1.5 Cc. of tenth-normal hydrochloric acid V.S tor
ne^iti;iIiz:i_t.on (methyl orange T.S. being used as indicator)."
Page 36 1, lines 11, 12, 13 and 14. change to "If 0.1 Gm. of

P.itassium Permanganate be dissolved in 100 Cc. of distilled
water, to which 1 Cc. of sulphuric acid and 35 Cc. of tenth-normal oxalic acid V.S. have been previously added, then the
addition of not more than 3.o Cc. of tenth-normal potassium
permanganate V.S. should be required to impart a permanent

.P/'^f'.f?: ',''""' "' t?.^"' ''\i^'}Sf the "Test for Other Cinchona
Alkaloids to read "Dry Quinine Sulphate at 50° C (122° F )

'S'' ^^°J^°"^^l V ^-^ 9,"\: ?f *'''^ ^''y Q"inine Sulphate (which
t^hould be neutral or slightly alkaline to test paper) be agitatedwith 20 Cc. of water, at C5° C. (149° F.) for half an houF then

allowed to cool to 15° C. (59° V.) and be macerated at thi* tem-
perature for two hours, with occasional shaking of the test-
tube, the liquid filtered through filter paper of 8 to 10 Cm.
diameter, then it 5 Cc. of the filtrate be transferred to a test-
tube, and gently mixed (without shaking) with 7 Cc. of am-
monia water which must be of ofticial strength, have a tem-
perature of 15° C. (59° F.) and be all added at once, a clear
liquid should be produced.

If the temperature during the maceration has been 16° C.
(60.8° F.) 7.5 Cc. of ammonia water may be added. If 17° C.
(62.8° F.), 8 Cc. may be added (limit of allowable foreign cin-
chona alkaloids)."
Page 379, line 20, change "10" to "15"

Page 381, omit lines 16 and 17. Line 34. change "U9* C." to
"from 109° to 1U° C." and "(246.2° F.l to "(228.2= to 231.8° F.)
Page 385. lines 9, 10, 11. and 12, change to "If 1 Gm. of Sugar

of Milk be digested for half an hour with 10 Cc. of diluted alco-
hol, with occasional shaking, and the liquid filtered, the filtrate
should remain clear after admixture with an equal volume of
.absolute alcohol, and this liquid, if evaporated on a water-
bath, should leave not more than 0.03 Gm. of residue (absence
of cane sugar)." Line 13, change "10" to "20"
Page 397, line 17, change "36.9" to "36.5"

Page 398, line 36, change "20.4" to "17"

Page 402, lines 36 and 37, to the word "and" change to "Dry,
while or nearly white flakes, powder, fused masses or trans-
lucent or opaque white pencils, odorless"
Page 403, between line 37 and line .iS. insert "One Gm. of the

dried salt, dissolved in about 10 Cc. of water, should not re-
quire more than 1.5 Cc. of tenth-normal hydrochloric acid V.S.
for neutralization (methyl-orange T.S. being used as indi-
cator)."
Page 405, line 42, after "white" insert "or nearly white"
Page 41)7, lines 24 and 25, change to "Not more than a slight

turbidity should appear on dissolvin.g 1 Gm. of the salt in 20
Cc. of water (limit of calcium, aluminum, etc.)."
Page 408, line 23, after "and" insert "which, after allowance

is made for the loss of 60.3 percent, of water of crystalliza-

Page 410, line 38, change "96" to "94"
Page 411, lines 17 and 18, change "the solution allowed to

stand for about an hour, and shaken at frequent intervals,
not more than 11.65 Cc. of tenth-" to "and after solution has
taken place, not more than 12.45 Cc. of tenth-"
Page 415, line 3. change "the original" to "one-tenth the,"

and hne 4, after "Ether" insert "taken"
Page 421, omit lines 21, 22. 23 and 24.

Page 422, line 5, change "0.33" to "0.25" Line 23, insert after
"very deliquescent" "and also occasionally efflorescent"
Page 423, line 21. after "plates" insert "or white granular

powder, or crystalline crusts"
Page 426, line 29, change "should not produce more than a

faintly pink c
' '' --....

reddish color'
;ly pink color" to "may produce a yellow but not a red or

Page 427, line 11. change "should not produce more than a
faintly --ellow color" to "may produce a yellow but not a red
or reddish color" Line 43, change "should not produce more
than a faintly yellow color" to "may produce a yellow but not
a red or reddish color"
Page 428, line 7, change "70" to "60" and line 9, change "in-

soluble" to "partially soluble"
Page 429, line 3, after "crystals" insert "or cr>-stalline

powder"
Page 439. Hne 37, after "green" insert "or yellowish green"

Line 38. cbniiiTp "n tientral" to "an acid"
Page 411 i;

, ind flfty"
Page 4 - "about 0.S50" to "from 0.860 to 0.865"

Line .33. 1 V C. (311° to 329° F.)" to "160° to 170°

C. (?,-V t . :0. omit "very"
Vns" 4 L^.ure "45" insert "when dried over sul-

1
-, change "0.5" to "0.1" and "10" to "20" Line 7.

.•I - . . of iodides)" to "(limit of halogen salts)"
r-ii' u'.,, i>ii8 I, .hansre "0.OT5" to "0.03"

1>S» ii.,. .n.f 2. •hflnire "i"'.-- f". "004"
l*aKP 4*<2. line S , h.i!.:;. !, ,. to "0.025"

P«B« 483. lin» 1. r< _. i.i "eight"
Pa(» 50t, line 9, .it i insert "or nearly white"
Page 507, line -!':. it r u < i insert "or nearly white"
Page 508 line 2.:. alter ' uii..^ insert "or nearly white"
Page 509, line 13, change "99.5" to "99" and line 46. change

"5.4" to "5.5" and line 48, change "4" to "4.04" Omit the word
"about"
Page 510, line 45, change "15.5" tp "li'.S"

Page 512. line 25, change "remain clear" to "show but a faint
cloudiness" (if not already corrected).
Page 539. line 23. insert after "(1 in 20)" asterisk for the fol-

lowing foot-note: " * The dilution (1 in 20) has been extended,
except as stated below, by the Committee of Revision to a
total dilution of 1 in 100; for iron the total dilution is extended
to 1 in 300. Exception: For chemical substances to be tested
for antimony, and arsenic, the dilution has not been extended,
but remains at 1 in 20." Line 37. after "viewed" Insert "cross-
wise"
Page 544. after line 15, insert "131a. Rosolic Acid Test Solu-

tion. Dissolve 1 Gm. of commercial rosolic acid (chiefly me-
thvlaurin. C^HicOs) in 10 Cc. of diluted alcohol, and add
enough water t.T make 100 Cc. Of this solution, about 0.5 Cc.
is used for 100 Cc. of solution to be titrated. Ammoniacal so-
lutions should be highly diluted when titrated with this in-
dicator. In place of rosolic acid, commercial pseonin (aurin
R) may be employed. This indicator gives a yellow color with
acids and violet-red with alkalies."

Page 569, Col. 4, (Indicator) 4th line from bottom, change
"Hematoxylin" to "Cochineal" and also wherever it occurs
in this table.
Page 570. Col. 5. line 14 from bottom, change "0.35" to "0.3"

Line 13, change "0.5" to "0.45"

Page 571, Col. 5. line 31 from bottom, change "1.4" to "1.0"

Col. 3. line 1 :
-'. -K-MnO," to "K.Cr.O," and Col. 4, line

30. insert ' ' I' 'N . Col. 5, line 14, change "0.5" to "0.4"

Line 8. r\- - : '
"1.5"

Page .,";: •' :T from bottom, change "e.35" to "O.a"
Line 23. clinm. ' I'" i '

"1.75"
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Page 573, Col. 5. line 23 from bottom, change "8 0" to "6.0"
Line 31, change "5.0" to "2.5" Line 20, change "16.0" to "10.0"
Page 574. Col. 3, line 11 from bottom, change "38.35" to "37.66"

Col. 5. line 14, change "96.0" to "94.0" Line 4, change "0.035"— "0.03-

ge 575. Col. 3, line 3 from bottom.
Col. 5. 1

to "SSt.O"

Page 579, line 17. after "solvent" insert asterisk for the fol-
lowing foot-note- 'If extraction is incomplete, the processes
must be repeated with additional solvent. The completion of
the "shajcing. out" processes may be tested bv evaporating a
small portion of the solution, dissolving the residue in acidu-
lated water and adding mercuric potassium iodide T.S., when
the absence of turbidity indicates exhaustion. Line 36 after
"not" insert "strongly" Line 37, befora "hematoxylin" insert
"either"
Page 6«3, above the 19th line from bottom insert • "In the al-

cohol tables the words 'abs. ale' (absolute alcohol), mean 100
percent, alcohol, not the official (99 percent.) absolute alcohol."
Page 6(16. 9th line from bottom. 1st column, change "official"

to "absolute" and 5th column "absolute" to "official"
Note—If between May 1st. 1907. and June 1st, 1907, the

Committee of Revision make any further additions or correc-
tions than those printed above, a supplementary list will be
prepared, which will be mailed it the purchaser sends to P.
Blakiston's Son & Co., Philadelphia, a stamped addressed re-
turn eavelope.

N.4.TI0S^.\L FORMULARY CORRECTIONS.

In the Bulletin of the American Pharmaceutical Asso-
ciation for May appears the following:

Errata
In the National Formulary, third edition, which with the ex-

ception of a few and comparatively unimportant exceptions,
indicated by an asterik ('), have been corrected in the edition
supplied after March 15th, 1907.

Page.
4—Aqua Sedativa :—2nd line formula: 3 fluidrachms, not fluid-

ounces.
•6—Campho-Menthol: should be Camphor-Menthol.
12—Elixir Bismuthi:—2nd line from end of monograph: the

word Citrate, should be Tartrate.
17—Elixir Cinchonaj, Ferri. Bismuthi et Strychninae:—3rd line

from bottom of page: the word Citrate, should be Tar-
trate.

IS—Elixir Cinchonee, Ferri et Bismuthi:—2nd line from end of
monograph: the word Citrate, should be Tartrate.

20—Elixir Coca;:—2nd line of formula: 2 fluidounces, not 1
fluidounce.

21—Elixir Curassao:—2nd line of formula: 60 grains, not
minims.

24—Elixir Ferri Lactatis:—This formula has been modified and
the text reconstructed as below.

30—Elixir Hypophosphiturn:—5th line of formula: 420 Cc. 1 14
fluidounces, not 250 Cc. | 8 fluidounces.

»34—(Elixir Pepsini, Bismuthi et Strvchnina;, p. 33): 3rd line
from top of page (34) : 0.0006 Gm., not 0.006 Gm.

34—Elixir Pepsini et Bismuthi:—This formula has been modi-
fied and the text reconstructed, as below.

35—Elixir Picis Compositum:—4th line of formula; 12
fluidrachms, not 6 fluidrachms.

37—Elixir Potassii Bromidi:—1st line of formula: 5 1/3 troy
ounces, not 5 3/S troy ounces; 1st line of directions;
S25 Cc, not 325 Cc.

40—Elixir Sodii Hypophosphitis :—2nd line of titles: Hypophos-
phite. not Hyj'ophosphite.

42—Elixir Terpini Hydratis :—1st line of formula: 17.5 Gm., not
17.05 Gm.

56—Fluidextracta:—9th line of text: place a period (.) between
the numerals 456 and 392, so as to read 456.392 grains.

58—(Fluidextracta) Process C:—7th line of text: Insert a
bracket ")" after fluidounces.

68—Glvceritum Bismuthi:—4th line from bottom of page: 300
Cc. (or 10 fluidounces), instead of 150 Cc. (or 5 fluid-

80—(Liquor Auri et Arseni Bromidi, p. 79) :—3rd line from top
of page (SO): 0.002 Gm., not 0.03 Gm.; on 4th line; 0.005

(1/13 grain), not 0.06 Gm. (1A6 grain).
84—Liquor Ferri Albuminati: This formula has been modified

and the text reconstructed, as below.
84—Liquor Ferri Hypophosphitis:—2nd line of formula: 6 3/4

troy ounces, not 6 1/4 troy ounces.
S6-(Liquor Ferri lodidi. p. 85): 1st line of note (p. 86): 81 per

cent., not 85 per cent.; 2nd line: 11 volumes, not 15

87-(Liquor Ferri Oxychloridi. p. 86) : 3rd line from top of page
(87): insert a period (.) between the figures 3 and 5. so
as to read 3.5 per cent.

90—Liquor Hypophosphiturn Compositus: 3rd line of directions:
250 Cc, not 350 Cc.

?1—Liquor Magnesii Sulphatis EfEervescens:—3rd line of direc-
tions: strike out "of about" and replace by the word
"holding."

92—Liquor Morphinse Hypodermicus:-1st line of directions:
insert "and Salicylic Acid" after Morphine Sulphate.

*94—Liquor Pepsini Aromaticus:—Strike out the third title:

"Aromatic Liquid Pepsin"; in the 4th line of formula:
change 4 drops, to 8 drops.

<>S-Liquor Sodii Carbolatis:-Strike out the third title: "Phe-
nol Sodique."

100—Liquor Strychninae Acetatis:—3rd line of formula; 6

fluidrachms, not 6 fluidounces.
101—Liquor Zinci et Alumini Compositus:—1st line of directions:

4000 Cc, not 5000 Cc; on 2nd line; 128 fluidounces, not
160 fluidounces.

101—Liquor Zinci et Ferri Compositus:—2nd line of directions:
4000 Cc. (or 128 fluidounces), not 5000 Cc. (or 160 fluid-
ounces).

104—Mistura Adstringens et Escharotica:—3rd line of formula:
Zinc, not Zince.

110-Mistura Guaiaci:—3rd line of formula: 220 grains, not 150
grains.

113—Mistura Splenetica:—3rd line ot formula: 200 minims, not
200 grains.

118—Pasta Ichthyoll, Unna: 1st line of formula: Ammonium.
not Ammonium.

147—Spiritus Sinapis:—Title: Sinapis, not Sinapsis.
150—Syrupus Bromidorum:—6th line of formula: 32 Cc, not

82 Cc.
153—Syrupus Calcii lodidi:—6th line of formula: after "of each,"

insert a comma (,) and the words "a sufficient quan-
tity."

159—Syrupus Ferri Lactophosphatis:—5th line of formula: after
"Syrup (U. S. P.)," insert a comma (,) and the words
"a sufficient quantity."

160—Syrupus Ferri Saccharati Solubilis:—1st line of formula:
102 Gm.

I
3 3/16 troyounces, not SO Gm. | 2 1/4 troy-

162—Syrupus MannEe:—2nd line of formula: 24 1/2 troyounces.
not 23 1/2 troyounces.

163—Syrupus Morphinai Compositus:—1st line of directions: 64
Cc, not 32 Cc.

169—Syrupus Sennie Aromaticus:—9th line of formula: Diluted
Alcohol, not Distilled Alcohol.

169—Syrupus Sennae Compositus :—1st line of formula: 4 1/4
fluidounces, instead of 1,024 minims. In first line on
page 170; insert a period (.) between the numerals and
52, so as to read 0.52 Gm.

170—Syrupus Stilling!;* Compositus:-1st line of formula: 8 fluid-
ounces, not 4 fluidounces.

178-Tinctura Ferri Citro-Chloridi:—2nd line of formula: 425
Gm.

I
13 troyounces, not 410 Gm.—12 1/2 troyounces.

17S—Tinctura Ferri Chioridi ^therea:—1st line of formula: 59
Cc

I
15 fluidrachms, not 45 Cc.

| 690 minims.
1S2—Tinctura Pectoralis:—After 2nd line of formula: 64 Cc. 1 2

fluidounces, not 32 Cc. | 1 fluidounce.
195-Vinum Pepsini:—1th line of formula: 21 fluidounces. not

23 fluidounces.
199—Appendix:—4th line of page: Preparations, not Prepara-

tion.
2(S—Emplastrum Asafoetidae:-3rd and 4th lines of formula:

230 grains, not 75 grains.
206—Emplastrum Picis Burgundicae:—2nd line of formula: 1 1/2

troy ounces, not 2 troyounces; 3rd line: 41/2 troyounces.
not 6 troyounces.

207—Emplastrum Picis Cantharidatum:—5th Hne of directions:
insert the letter "o", omitted In the word "troy."

219—Linimentum Plumbi Subacetatis:—Formula: change the
Apothecaries quantity from 10 and 20. to 11 and 21 fluid-
ounces respectively.

219—Liquor Ferri Acetatis:—1st line of formula: 800 Gm.
I
25 3/4

troyounces, not 1000 Gm. 32 troyounces. Insert ("U. S.
P. VIH") after "Solution of Ferric Sulphate."

220—Liquor Ferri Citratis:—1st line of formula: 840 Gm. |
27

troyounces. not 1050 Gm. | 33 1/2 troyounces. Insert ("U.
S. P. VIII") after ".Solution of Ferric Sulphate."

221—Liquor Ferri Nitratis:—1st line of formula: 145 Gm. ', 4 3/4
troyounces, not ISO Gm. | 5 3/4 troyounces. Insert ("U.

S. P. VIII") after "Solution of Ferric Sulphate."
2.30—Syrupus Ferri Bromidi:—2nd line of formula: 1140 grains,

not 1122 grains.
240—Vinum Colchici Radicis:—2nd line of formula: 5 fluid-

ounces, not 5 3/4 fluidounces; 1st line of directions: 27
fluidounces, not 26 1/4 fluidounces.

242—List of Preparations Added to Formulary:—1st column, line
16: "Durum" not "Dura"; 2nd column, line 2: after
"Ichthyoli." add the word "Unna."

Reconstructed Formulas.
Liquor Ferri Albuminati.

Solution of Albuminate of Iron.

Apothecaries.
580 grains.
4 1 ? fluidouncea.
3 3/4 fluidounces.

12 1,'2 fluidounces.

Metric
Dry Egg-Albumen 40 Gm.
Solution of Ferric Oxychloride (N.F.) 130 Cc.
Alcohol 120 Cc
Aromatic Elixir (U. S. P.) 400 Cc.
Solution of Sodium Hydroxide (U.

S. P.),
Distilled TVater, of each, a sufficient

quantity

To make 1000 Cc. 32 fluidounces.

Dissolve the Egg-Albumen in 2000 Cc. (or 64 fluidounces) of
Distilled Water, strain the solution through muslin, and add
the Solution of Ferric Oxychloride previously diluted with 2000

Cc. (or 64 fluidounces) of Distilled Water. Dilute 12 Cc. (or 3

fluidrachms) of Solution of Sodium Hydroxide with 100 Cc. (or
3 fluidounces) of Distilled Water, and cautiously add a suffici-

ent quantity of this fluid to the iron-albumen mixture to ex-
actly neutralize it. This is shown by the flne. light precipitate,
first formed, becoming flocculent and settling to leave a clear
and nearly colorless supernatant liquid. "Wash the precipitate
rapidly with Distilled Water, by deeantation, until the wash-
ings give but a faint cloudiness with silver nitrate test solu-
tion. Then drain the precipitate on a muslin strainer, transfer
it to a porcelain dish, immediately add 10 Gm. (or 145 grains)
of Solution of Sodium Hydroxide, and while stirring add Dis-
tilled Water—not exceeding 150 Cc. (or 4 3/4 fluidounces)—until
the precipitate is dissolved. Finally, add the Alcohol and Aro-
matic Elixir, previously mixed with enough Distilled Water,
to make the product measure 1000 Cc. (or 32 fluidounces).

4. Cc. (1 fluidrachm) of this solution contain about 0.026 Gm.
(2/5 grain) of metallic iron in the form of Albuminate.
Average dose: 8 Cc. (2 fluidrachms).

Elixir Pepsini et Bismuthi.
Elixir of Pepsin and Bismuth.

Metric. Apothecaries'
Pepsin (U. S. P.) 8.5 Gm.
Glycerin 125.0 Cc.
Glvcerite of Bismuth (N. F.) 125.0 Cc.
Distilled Water KO.O Cc.
Aromatic Elixir (U. S. P.) 500.0 Cc.

Dissolve the Pepsin in the Glycerin and Distilled Water;
the Glycerite of Bismuth and Aromatic Elixir and mix.

128 grains.
4 fluidounces.
4 fluidounces.
8 fluidounces.

16 fluidounces.
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4 Cc. (1 fluidrachn) contain 0.034 Gm. (1/2 grain) of Pepsin,

and 0.13 Gm. (2 grains) of Bismuth and Sodium Tartrate.

Average dose: S Cc. (2 fluidrachms).
, ,, .u ^^n^r,

Note.-If desirable this Elixir may be colored by the addition

of 2.5 Cc. (40 minims) of Caramel.
Elixir Ferri Lactatis.

Elixir of Lactate of Iron.

Metric.
Lactate of Iron, in crusts 17.5 Gm.
Potassium Citrate o2.5 Gm.
Water „ 120.0 Cc.

Aromatic Elixir (U. S. P.), a sufticient
quantity

Apothecaries
.256 grains.
768 grains.
4 fluidounces.

32 fluidounces
the

To make lOOi

Dissolve the Lactate of Iron and Potassium Citrate

Water V9ith the aid of a little heat. Then add enough Ai

Elixir to make 1000 Cc. (or 32 fluidounces) and niter

4 Cc. a fluidrachm) contain 0.065 Gm. (1 grain) of Lactate of

Average dose: 4 Cc. (1 fluidrachm).

Food and Drug Inspectors.

Food and drug inspectors under the act of June 30th,

1906, will be provided with a certificate of authority read-

ing as follows: , . . ,.

United States Department of Agriculture,
Washington, D. C 190..

This is to certify that . ^,^°?^ ^^°},°:
graph appears opposite, is authorized to inspect establishments

manufacturing and dealing in food and drugs, and Producte

entering into their manufacture, under the food and drugs,

June 30, 1906.

This authorization expires
Secretary

As stated, the photograph of the inspector will appear

with the document, the whole to be bound in a stiff cover.

Thirtv inspectors in all are to be appointed. So far the

followiiig have been chosen out of 1,400 applicants: Ar-

thur Stengel, Pennsylvania; Benjamin Perry, John C.

Halev and Charles A. Meserve. Illinois; Daniel M. Walsh,

Vermont; James A. Beer. Ohio; James C. Duff, Harry H.

Wagner, Arthur B. Woolsey and Walter C. Miller, New
York; George H. Adams, Massachusetts; Barclay C. Win-

slow, Kansas; A. Brown and John H. Barber, Iowa; and

Howard \v . Parker, District of Columbia.

Pharmacopceial Trustees Elect Officers.

The seventh annual meeting of the board of trustees of

the United States Pharmacopceial Convention was held at

St. Louis, May 2d and 3d. A committee composed of S.

A. D. Sheppard, J. H. Beal and H. M. Whelpley, was ap-

pointed to draft special recommendations to be presented

at the 1910 convention. These recommendations will

also be considered by the trustees at the next special

meeting, which will be held at Washington some time

during the coming summer.
The old officers of the board were reelected, namely:

Chairman, C. E. Dohme, of Baltimore; vice-chairman, J.

H. Beal, of Scio. 0.: and secretary (not a member), M. G.

Hotter, of Washington.

Park Case to be Reviewed.
A recent dispatch from Washington. D. C. contains the

following statement relative to the case of the peruna
people against John B. Park & Sons Company, which was
decided in favor of the defendants in the United States

Circuit Court at Cincinnati, March 15th:

The United States supreme court has granted a writ of cer-
tiorari in the case of Samuel B. Hartman vs. John B. Park &
Sons Company, involving the right of a manufacturer of "pat-
ent' medicines to fix che terms and price upon which retailers
shall sell their goods, which will have the effect of bringing
the case to the supreme court for review.

In many parts of the country it is the custom of the

pernicious pushers of Kopp's misnamed baby's friend to

present the parents of each newly born infant with a
bottle of their friend (?). This practice obtains in Du-
luth, Mich., from whence comes the report of a death of

a child from chronic opium poisoning, induced by this

free "dope." Dr. A. J. Harden, the attending physician,
reported the case in the Lancet-Clinic.

"Perhaps," said B. E. Pritchard. in an address on "Or-
ganized Pharmacy." delivered before the senior class of

the Pittsburg College of Pharmacy April 12th, "the most
enjoyable and thoroughly personal satisfaction to any nor-

mal minded, progressive retail druggist comes from mem-
bership in and attendance upon the annual gatherings of

the State associations."

The Legislative Aspect.

It was reported at the annual meeting of the Proprietary

Association of America, held May loth and 16th, that

twenty-five States had pure drug laws practically identical

with the federal act of June 30th, 1906. In addition to the

fourteen States named on page 332 of the Circular for

April, the following have enacted laws which very closely

resemble the federal statute: Georgia. Maine. Massachu-

setts, New Hampshire, Tennessee, Texas and Utah. In

practically all cases the boards of health have the power
to enforce these laws. Delaware has a new law prohibit-

ing the adulteration of food and drugs but without the

misbranding provisions of the federal law. The Freyling-

husen bill, now the law in New Jersey, is reported to con-

flict with the national pure food and drugs act in several

points. Iowa passed a pure food law, but omitted drugs.

This law is unique in that it requires restaurant keepers

and hotel proprietors to so inform their guests if they

serve any imitation butter, cheese, condiments, etc.

Colorado.—The pharmacy law has been amended and a
new board of pharmacy appointed.

CaUfornia.—The pharmacy law has been amended and
now provides for three meetings of the board during the

year. The fees for examination and registration have
been changed and a successful assistant now pays $10. a
successful pharmacist $15, and a successful credential ap-

plicant 125. General dealers' permits may be issued to

merchants situated two miles or more from a registered

pharmacist upon the payment of $12. These permit the

sale of ordinary drugs and household remedies in packages
bearing the label of a registered pharmacist. Apprentice-

ships are limited to three years. Lost or destroyed certi-

iicates are renewed for a tee of $3.

Delaware.—^Restrictions on the sale of poisons form an
important item in the new pharmacy law. Graduates in

pharmacy are no longer licensed without examination.
The board of pharmacy is empowered to reciprocate with
the boards of other States, and to affiliate with the Na-
tional Association of Boards of Pharmacy.

Indiana.—A wide difference between pharmacists and
assistant pharmacists has been brought about by the new
pharmacy law. Assistants may not be left in charge of a

store except in case of necessity and then only for a
limited time.

Michigan.—Any person upwards of 21 years of age who
has had not less than 15 years' practical experience in a

drug store, and who has been a bona fide resident of the

State for one year is now entitled to registration as a
pharmacist without examination, if he pays a fee of $10.

The board of pharmacy is busy interpreting the phrase
"practical experience."

yew York.—The Lupton bill which adds to the privi-

leges of general dealers in the sale of drugs is now a law.

In addition to the former list of unrestricted household
remedies and technical drugs and chemicals, dealers who
are not drugsi^its may sell magnesia, extract of witch-

hazel, quinine pills, cathartic pills, seidlitz powders, senna,

herbs in packages, composition powder, alum and gum
arable, and. when in original packages bearing the label

of a licensed pharmacist, such merchants may sell spirit

of camphor, spirit of niter and tincture of arnica.

The Saxe bill which provides for the bringing of more
than one complaint in the same legal action, has become
a law. The board of pharmacy favored this bill as it will

permit the collection of cumulative penalties for violations

of the pharmacy law, when two or more of the collected

samples are below standard.

Texas.—After years of strenuous effort, the Texas
Pharmaceutical Association has again succeeded in having
a pharmacy law enacted by the legislature, which pro-

vides for a" State board of pharmacy. Whether this bill

will be signed by the governor, or vetoed as was a former
bill, we are unable to say at the time of this writing. The
bill says that the governor shall appoint five licensed

pharmacists actively engaged in the practice of pharmacy
within the State at the time of their appointment and not

less than five years immediately preceding that time.

Nominations may be made by the State association. No
person connected in any way with a school or college of

pharmacy shall be appointed, and no two appointments
shall be made from the same county. The terms of the

board members shall be two years.

All persons hitherto registered are to be entitled to

registration without examination. Proprietors and clerks
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made the analyses. It further appeared that this package
of thymol iodide, made by Mr. Beringer, was exhibited
before the New York Chemical Society by Prof. Coblentz
as a sample of adulterated drug, and, of course, after

having left the hands of the Farbenfabriken Company.

Hegeman Defeats the Paris Medicine Company.
In May, 1906, Judge Lacombe in the United States cir-

cuit court for the second district, in this city, issued an
injunction at the instance of the Paris Medicine Company,
of St. Louis, restraining Hegeman & Co., of this city,

from selling or procuring laxative bromo quinine in vio-

lation of the direct-contract-serial-numbering plan adopted
by the manufacturers. The case was appealed, and on
May 1st last, was argued before Judges Wallace, Lacombe,
Townsend and Coxe in the United States circuit court of

appeals. The court reserved its decision until May 3d,

when the decree of the circuit court was reversed and the
injunction dissolved.

In an oral opinion given at the time of the hearing.

Judge Wallace stated that the court differed with Judge
Lurton, of the sixth district, as to the validity of the
direct-contract plan; and in his opinion the plan was en-

forceable.

The court did not define its position or render a written
opinion, so that the reason for its finding is more or less a
matter of conjecture. The attorney for Hegeman & Co.
issued a statement relative to this matter. In part, he
said:

After the argumetit the court made some reference to the
serial numbering system, and indicated that under certain
conditions the system would be sustained, but held that the
points talien by counsel for Hegeman & Co., (1) that the plain-
tiff as manufacturer of laxative bromo quinine was not en-
titled to equitable relief owing to the presence of acetanilide
in the drug, would have to be considered by the court upon the
examination of the evidence as presented; and (2) that they
would have to consider whethar, if the court took jurisdiction
of the case, there was sufficient evidence of wrongdoing or in-
ducement of breach of contract toy Hegeman & Co. to sustain
the order previously granted by Judge Lacombe.

Another "Drug-Trust" Suit.

Suit for $10,000 damages has been instituted in the
county court by the Mexican Manufacturing Company, of

Wichita, Kan., against a number of local druggists. The
plaintiff contends that these druggists caused it to be
blacklisted throughout the United States, because the
company permitted the sale of its toilet preparations by a
"cutter."

It is also alleged that the local druggists have formed
a combination to fix prices and otherwise restrain
trade.

The defendants assert that the alleged blacklisting con-
sisted in a statement of the fact that the company's goods
were sold in other than drug stores.

Dr. Brewer Makes a Change.
Dr. Justin S. Brewer, for the past two years director

of the laboratories of the corporation of Hegeman & Co.,

has resigned his position to accept the management of the
Napoleon Pharmacal Company, with laboratories and of-

fices at 49 Thomas street and 212 Church street and
branches in Paris, Manchester, and Calais.

The Napoleon Company will do a regular chemical and
pharmaceutical manufacturing business, putting out a line
of toilet soaps, perfumery, toilet articles, etc. It will
manufacture for the H. B. Claflin Company which will
distribute through the many large department stores and
retail dry goods establishments, in this and other cities,

which it controls.

An Alleged Opium Habit "Cure."
News comes from the far East of the discovery of an

anti-opium remedy in the shape of a plant growing in the
Malay peninsula. E. M. Holmes, curator of the
Museum of the British Pharmaceutical Society, says that
the plant in question has been identified by L. Wray, of
the Taiping Museum, at Perak, as combretum sundaicum,
Miq.
As to what value the drug may have, if any, in the

treatment of opium addiction no scientific report is yet at
hand.

The New York Board Situation.

The terms of one member of each of the three branches
of the New York Board of Pharmacy expire each year.
Successors will be chosen in June for C. 0. Bigelow, of this
city, chairman of the eastern branch; J. B. Todd, of
Ithaca, chairman of the middle branch, and S. A. Grove,
of Buffalo, member of the western branch.
There appears to be no opposition to the re-election of

Mr. Todd. In the western branch R. K. Smither, of Buf-
falo, is a candidate against Mr. Groves. It will be re-

membered Mr. Smither was formerly a member of the
board, and was largely instrumental in having the present
pharmacy law enacted.
For a while the greatest interest centered in the con-

test in the eastern section. The candidates will be voted
for by the members of incorporated pharmaceutical assoc-
ations in the boroughs of Manhattan and the Bronx, and
of Westchester county. A three-cornered fight was on,
and a warm one. C. O. Bigelow, the present incumbent,
had been placed in nomination by the German Apothe-
caries' Society and had accepted the nomination, but had
done no campaigning. Jacob Diner was nominated by the
Manhattan Pharmaceutical Association, and Peter Dia-
mond, by the New York Retail Druggists' Association.
Now, however, Messrs. Diner and Diamond have with-
drawn leaving the field to Mr. Bigelow.
Mr. Diamond averred from the first that his nomination

in no way indicated a desire upon his part to be elected.

The sole purpose of the Retail Druggists' Association in

putting a candidate in the field, he said, was to force
harmony. It seems that it has been successful in this.

The election will be held June 18th.

Metropolitan Association.

Duplicates of the final papers of incorporation were
presented at the meeting of the Metropolitan Association
of Retail Druggists, of this city, held April 30th. Peter
Diamond, chairman of the special committee on incorpora-
tion, explained the scope of the corporate privileges
granted by the charter, which is a city and not a State
grant.
Treasurer A. B. Baltzly reported a balance on hand of

$392.53.

Mr. Diamond reported briefly as the chairman of the
standard preparations committee. Another letter to the
physicians of the city was in course of preparation; this
would contain the formulas of fifteen preparations of the
Pharmacopoeia and the National Formulary. The com-
mittee had found it diflScult to interest the druggists of
the city who are not members of the association, in the
standard preparations work, and the revenues from the
members were not sufficient to carry on the plan as thor-
oughly as desired.
The six additional members of the membership commit-

tee were named.
It was considered advisable to defer until a later meet-

ing action upon the question of printing the names of

members in good standing on the literature sent out to

physicians.
«——

Manhattan Association.
That there are too many pharmacal organizations in

this city appears to be the belief of a great many of the
active workers in each of the local associations. An
initial attempt to relieve this condition was made at the
meeting of the Manhattan Pharmaceutical Association,
held May 20th. This resulted in the adoption of a reso-

lution providing for a special committee to devise and
consider ways and means of consolidating as many of the
local bodies as might be feasible. The members of this

committee have not as yet been named.
President A. C. Searles announced the personnel of the

several standing committees for the ensuing year. The
chairmen of these are: Legislative, Jacob Diner; finance,

E. J. Emelin; trades. W. C. Alpers; grievances, F. O.

Collins; membership. R. R. Smith; press, J. M. Tobin;
and entertainment. A. Klingman.
The board of pharmacy candidacy question occasioned

considerable discussion, centering about the proposition

of the New York Retail Druggists' Association, that three

committees of five be appointed by the Manhattan asso-

ciation, the German society and their own body, respec-

tively, to meet and decide upon one candidate. President
Searies read a statement of the facts attending this propo-
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sltion. Owing to the refusal of those proposing the con-

ference to admit representatives from the Westchester
county and Hudson River associations, and to the refusal

of the German society to join in such a conference, the
president advised that the association decline the invita-

tion to confer. His stand was approved by the associa-
tion.

Messrs. Searles and Diner spoke relative to the "drug
trust" decision. Both these gentlemen were of the opin-
ion that the validity of the direct-contract-serial-number-

ing plan would he upheld and that the retail organiza-
tions would not suffer as some state. Mr. Diner advised
the members to refrain from price-cutting and stated that
not only would practically all the contract proprietors
issue individual direct contracts but that many others
had already signified their intention of doing likewise.
Treasurer G. H. Hitchcock presented his annual report

showing collections during the year of $537.50, with a
balance on hand of $15.99. This was transferred to the
reserve fund which now amounts to $1,840.07.

W. C. Alpers of the trades committee confined his report
to the reading of a letter from an attorney of the National
WTiolesale Druggists' Association to one of its members,
setting forth the application of the "drug trust" decree to

the members of the trade as individuals.
Two members were added at this meeting.

Kings County Society.

At the annual meeting of the Kings County Pharmaceu-
tical Society, held May 14th, nine new names were added
to the roll of members and twenty applications for mem-
bership were received.

Adrian Paradis presented a very encouraging report as
president of the society and its college. He referred
feelingly to the late Dr. P. W. Ray. He also urged the
members of the society to join the State association.
The report of Secretary A. E. Hegeman showed a mem-

bership of 442.

Treasurer O. C. Kleine reported a balance on hand of

$2,035.53 for the society, and $1,318.93 for the college.

Dr. William Muir. as chairman of the committee on
supervision-, recounted the news of the college commence-
ment. He offered a motion that $1,500 be paid on the
debt of the college; this was passed. The payment will

be made in June.
For the legislative committee Dr. Muir reported that

the Lupton bill, which adds to the articles of a pharmacal
nature which may be sold by general dealers, and the
Saxe bill, which provides for the uniting of several com-
plaints in one prosecution and the collection of cumula-
tive penalties, had become laws. Twenty-seven distinct

bills affecting pharmacy had been introduced during the
legislative session with as many more amended forms of

the same bills.

J. G. Wischerth, of the trades committee, reported that
during the year this committee had expended $300 in

bringing the attention of the physicians and the pharma-
cists of the city to standard preparations. This work he be-

lieved to be the strongest asset of the drug business, and
thought that the dues of the society should be increased
if necessary for the continuation of the detail work. He
referred to the meeting with the Kings County Medical
Society on the previous evening, and spoke of the favor
with which the physicians were receiving the work.

Prof. W. C. Anderson gave a brief account of the same
meeting and read the paper presented before the medi-
cal society by himself. This paper will be printed in

pamphlet form and mailed to the members of the society

and the physicians of Brooklyn.
An appropriation of $100 was made for the use of the

trades committee.
Carl Wuest, a charter member of the society, was made

an honorary member.
A suggestion to amend the by-laws so as to hold the

future annual meetings in June will be acted upon at the

next meeting.
Several representatives of the New Jersey Pharmaceu-

tical Association were present and extended to the mem-
bers of the society an invitation to attend the annual
meeting of their association.
The secretary stated that he had received six applica-

tions from members of the society for membership in the

State association.
The annual election resulted in the choice of the fol-

lowing otBcers: President, J. H. Rehfuss; vice-presidents.

C. O. Douden, H. B. Smith and W. F. Maass; secretary,
A. E. Hegeman; treasurer, O. C. Kleine; new trustees,
Adrian Paradis, C. A. Kunkel and C. L. Gessell; censors,
W. P. Wuest, J. G. Wischerth and C. E. Heimerzheim;
and librarian, T. F. Raymow. W. L. Perkins was chosen
counsel of the society.

The following delegates to the approaching association
meetings were selected:
New York—Adrian Paradis, J. H. Rehfuss, W'. H. Bus-

senschutt. Miss K. C. Mahegin and C. L. Gessell.
New Jersey—C. E. Heimerzheim, J. G. Wischerth and

F. P. Tuthill.

American—W. C. Anderson, William Muir, 0. C. Kleine,
F. P. Tuthill and H. W. Schimpf.

Growing Harmony Between Prescribers and
Dispensers.

Another link in the chain of good fellowship joining
the physicians and pharmacists of Brooklyn was forged
May 13th. On that date Prof. "\V. C. Anderson, as am-
bassador of the Kings County Pharmaceutical Society,
accompanied by ten or more of his associates, attended
the meeting of the section on general medicine of the
Kings County Medical Society and read a paper on the
prenarations of the Pharmacopceia and the National For-
mulary. This paper received the general approval of the
physicians present, many of whom spoke in support of
the suggestions it embodied.

Prof. Anderson's paper, which was entitled "The Physi-
cian and the Pharmacist; the Prescriptions of the One
and the Preparations of the Other," ably set forth the
benefits accruing to prescriber, patient and dispenser,
from the specification of standard preparations rather
than those of a proprietary character.

Dr. W. N. Belcher, chairman of the section, while
heartily endorsing the contents of Dr. Anderson's paper,
asked whether the personal equation would not have to

be considered when submitting prescriptions for their
own preparations to different druggists. All druggists he
remarked might not be able to produce a satisfactory
preparation. In reply, J. G. Wischerth said that this
same tact existed in relation to the preparations of manu-
facturing houses; and in case of variations in the prepara-
tions of the local pharmacist, the physician had a better
opportunity to express his dissatisfaction and to have the
cause of it removed.

A. E. Marsland and Drs. Crawford, Bartley, Arnold and
Scott took part in the general discussion of the subject.
In reply to the contention that there could be no genuine
bond of fellowship between pharmacists and physicians
while the former continued to handle secret nostrums,
it was explained that in order that the pharmacist might
be prepared to lill all prescriptions he must carry even
th '. greatest fakes in all the nostrum class.

Dr. Scott suggested that the pharmacists have a repre-
sentative or detail man present at all the meetings of the
soveial sections of the medical society, to explain the
contents of the standard works and exhibit samples of the
standard preparations. Dr. belcher agreed that it would
be a good plan to supply the Long Island Medical College
with samples of standard preparations to be exhibited to

the students.

Pharmaceutical Meeting, Philadelphia College
of Pharmacy.

The last of the 190G-7 series of pharmaceutical meetings
of the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy was held May
loth. A number of interesting papers were read, among
them the following: "Practical Results with National For-
mulary Preparations," by Ambrose Hunsberger; "Recent
Progress in Pharmacy and Medicine," by M. I. Wilbert;
and "The Centenary of the Birth of Louis Agassiz," by
Henry Kraemer.

•

For a case of indigestion a Central Park elephant
was recently forced to take a gallon of whisky. There
are supposed to be specimens of the genus homo, species
hobo, who would like to have just such a case of indi-

gestion, to be treated by the same doctor.

Cocaine may be imported into British India only by
those who have a special permit from the local govern-
ment. It may not be imported by mail at all.
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Proprietary Association.

Very little information leaked out through the closed

doors of the Hotel Astor, this city, behind which the Pro-

prietary Association of America met May 15th and 16th.

With the exception of the reception of delegates from
other organizations the sessions were chiefly executivt

and devoted to a general discussion of the present influenc-

ing conditions, legal, economical and social, and their

relation to the drug trade at large, and particularly to

that branch represented by the association.

The National Wholesale Druggists' Association sent no

delegates to the meeting.
J. C. Gallagher, of Jersey City, and Jacob Diner, of this

city, were the delegates from the National Association of

Retail Druggists. Mr. Gallagher read a lengthy address

enumerating the many benefits that the retail association

had secured for its members, and the soundness of its

policy. Referring to the Indianapolis injunction, he said

that despite the indications to the contrary, the retail as-

sociation still exists and will exist, and will continue to

labor indefatigably to further the interests of its mem-
bers. Stating that the individual manufacturer had a

legal right to control the sale of his product, he expressed

the hope that each proprietor would promptly adopt a

price protective plan of his own. In concluding Mr, Gal-

lagher extended the greetings of his association; expressed

the hope that the meeting would be beneficial to those in

attendance; and extended a cordial invitation to the pro-

prietors to attend the coming meeting of the retail asso-

ciation.

J. S. Levee, secretary of the Proprietary Articles Trade
Association of Canada, also addressed the meeting.

Many interesting reports of local conditions were given

by the members from the several sections of the country.

It was the opinion of the convention that the members
should use their influence to secure State pure food and
drug laws in harmony with the federal act.

There were no regular reports of committees.
G. L. Douglass, counsel of the association, made a volu-

minous report upon the legislative progress in State

and nation during the past year. He said that twenty-
five States had laws practically identical with the federal

pure food and drugs act. In many States where bills not

in harmony with the federal statute had been introduced,

the influence of representatives of the association had pre-

vented their passage.
The following officers were elected: President, Frank J.

Cheney, of Toledo, Ohio; vice-presidents, John W. Ken-
nedy, of Chicago, and A. H. Beardsley, of Elkhart, Ind.;

secretary. Orient C. Pinckney, of New York; treasurer, W.
S. Douglas, of New York; executive committee, the oflicers

ex-offlcio and J. S. Hindes. of Baltimore; W. H. Gove, of

Lynn, Mass.; H. E. Bucklin, of Chicago; R. R. Land, of

Binghamton; D. M. Newbro, of Detroit; and Ira M. Clark,
of St. Louis.

Gallagher, of Jersey City, was present as proxy for M. T.

Breslin, of New Orleans, a member of the committee.
Others present for the purpose of conferring with the
committee were C. R. Judge and H. C. Wultf, of St. Louis;
A. Timberlake, of Indianapolis; F. W. Meissner of La
Porte, Ind.; Charles Rehfuss, of Philadelphia, and W. H.
Gale, W. Bodemann, C. H. Avery, S. C. Yeomans and I. M.
Light, of Chicago.

N. A. R. D. Executive Committee Meeting.
Co-operative fire insurance was decided upon as the ral-

lying cry for the National Association of Retail Druggists
at the meeting of the association's executive committee,
held at Chicago May 22d to 24th. No stock or mutual
company is contemplated, but an "inter-insurance plan"
received the endorsement of the meeting. Such a plan is

said to have been worked out in the lumber trade, and in

other trades, and it is believed that it will not only save
the druggist one-half of his insurance premiums, but will
be the means of financing the association on a liberal

scale.

Of course price-protecti'^n will be held to as an associ-
ation doctrine, but It must be modified to suit the require-
ments of the Indianapolis decree.
The executive committee ajithorized the secretary to

enlarge the scope of the association's department of sales
and employment, by taking on additional items of mer-
chandise on which money can be saved to the retailer,

but this, it is understood, is to be a minor feature of the
association's work—at least for the present—the insurance
feature being the one to be relied upon to hold the mem-
bership together.
Those present at the meeting were President Charles

F. Mann, of Detroit; secretary Thomas V. Wooten. of Chi-
cago; Simon N. Jones, of Louisville, chairman, and Jacob
Diner, of New York; Thomas H. Potts, of Philadelphia;
William H. W'heeler, of Boston, and Edward Williams, of
Madison, Wis., members of the executive committee. J. C.

American Pharmaceutical Association

Branches.
New York.—Prof. W. C. Anderson, who was to have

opened the discussion at the meeting of the New York
branch of the American Pharmaceutical Association May
13th, was unable to be present and the question of the
recommendation b.v the pharmacist of his own prepara-

tions was left to general discussion. Secretary Mayo read
a paper on the subject by Hiland Flowers.

Jacob Diner expressed the belief that the question de-

pended upon the matter of diagnosis. If the customer
asked for a good remedy for a specific ailment the pharma-
cist was justified in recommending his own preparation.

Should the customer ask the druggist to recommend some-
thing to relieve certain symptoms, the best thing he could
advise was a physician. Aside from the abstract question
of right and wrong, Mr. Diner considered counter-pre-

scribing a bad business policy.

Dr. W. C. Alpers said he preferred to draw somewhat
more stringent lines, and to supply just what was asked
tor in case of specification.

Prof. H. J. Lohmann could, not be present to open the
discussion upon the prevalence of the sophistication of

drugs in the market. Dr. Alpers stated that the condi-

tions to-day were much better than they were six months
ago, due to the pure food and drugs act. He related sev-

eral instances of the relative truthfulness of the label

prior to and since the enactment of the law.

Prof. G. C. Diekman stated that there had been a con-

stant improvement in the quality of drugs during the past

four years; and, so far as the retail sales were concerned,
the conditions had been satisfactory for some time. He
said that many physicians who complained of substitution

were not familiar with the article they desired and hence
did not know whether they received it or not. Generally
they did. The most flagrant violations of the law were on
the part of the physicians, especially those who conducted
drug stores. Many of these claimed they had the right

to supply preparations of any standard to their patients.

G. H. Hitchcock said that deception was much more
common than adulterations. He stated that while he did

not favor proprietary remedies he was opposed to the

practice of the manufacturers who offered alleged substi-

tutes for well-known articles, in bulk.

Dr. William Muir stated that he did not consider It sub
stitution to furnish one make of a preparation when
another had been specified, providing they were of equal
worth.

T. N. Dlssoway differed with Dr. Muir, as there was
often a marked difference between the preparations of

different manufacturers. Dr. Alpers agreed with Dr.
Muir. but believed in co-isulting the physician, if possible.

T. P. Cook, local secretary of the parent association, re-

ported that the next annual meeting would be held during
the week of September 2d. The plans for the meeting
had not been completed.
The death of Robert R. Kent, May 10th, was announced.

Mr. Kent was eighty-three years old and had been a mem-
ber of the association since 1855.

By resolution, the branch endorsed the work of the New
York Board of Pharmacy and expressed the opinion that
the enforcement of pure drug laws should be left in the

liands of the board.
A letter from Dr H. M. Whelpley. secretary of the coun-

cil, formally authorizing the organization of the branch
was read. As this entitles the branch to representation in

the council. G. H. Hitchcock was elected as its represen-

tative.
•

- - "

Three applications for memoership were received.

Philadelphia.—An interesting discussion of the pro-

licsed reorganization of the parent association character-

ized the meeting of the Philadelphia branch of the

Atnerican Pharmaceutical Association. May 7th.

Dr. A. M. Eaton presented d communication on "The
Local Society as the Unit of the American Medical Asso-
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elation." Dr. Eaton reviewed briefly the history of the
medical organizations of the United States and described
the conditions that led up to the organization of the
American Jledlcal Association, in 1S47. The reorganiza-
tion of that association was then described at some length
and the rapid growth and matei-ial benefits accruing from
the enlarged membership were referred to. Dr. Eaton also
exhibited copies of the Journal and of the "Roster" re-

ceived by each local member of the association and called
attention to the advantages of co-operation in the scientific

work of local societies. He spoke of the excellent work
being done by the council on pharmacy and chemistry of
the American iledical Association and in conclusion ex-
pressed the hope that the cordial relations now existing
between the professions of medicine and pharmacy would
be further developed, and that the near future would wit-

ness an active co-operation on the part of the members of
the two professions who. together, would wield a great in-

fluence for right and the abatement of abuses and evils.

C. E. Vanderkleed than read a paper on "The American
Chemical Society and the Work of its Local Sections."
:Mr. Vanderkleed said that the American Chemical Society
was thirty-one years old and that during the first fourteen
yeai.s it had led a precarious existence. The year 1891
wirii'-ssed the introduction of the local sections, and this
iIlno^;lIiou brought with it a steady and rather rapid in-

( I'ea.^e in membership and usefulness. At the present time
there are twenty-two local sections and the society has a
total membership of upwards of 3,000 chemists in various
parts of the United States. He called attention to copies
of the publications of the society and described, at some
length, the machinery of the organization, the relations of

the local sections to the parent society, and the semi-
annual meetings of the latter. He also pointed out a num-
ber of advantages possessed by the machinery of the
American Chemical Society over that of the American
Pharmaceutical Association and in conclusion urged
that membership in the latter association should be
looked upon in the nature of a patriotic duty. The devel-

opment of the professional spirit he held to be of even
greater importance than the perfection of the machinery
of an organization as the latter could be of but secondary
importance to the spirit that was back of it.

Dr. H. P. "Hynson, of Baltimore, outlined what he was
pleased to term a readjustment of the present machinery
of the American Pharmaceutical Association. He believed
it to be wise to "hold fast to that which is good" and to
eliminate only the superfluities and the objectionable fea-

tuie.-;. The preamble and constitution of the American
Phaimaceutieal Association he believed to be broad and
strong, though he said that many of the subsequently in-

troduced by-laws were ludicrous otherwise and more or
less objectionable.

Secretary Wilbert read communications from Prof. Ed-
ward Kremers, Prof. C. S. N. Hallberg and Dr. H. M.
Whelpley, and also presented an outline scheme for the
proposed reorganization.
The question was further discussed by Messrs. Eaton,

Blair. Kraemer. Hynson, Hunsberger, Pollard, Hoch,
Riegel, Wilbert, Staudt, Mclntyre and Vanderkleed.

Baltimore.—The members of the Medical and Chirurgi-

cal Faculty of Maryland were invited to attend the meet-

ing of the Baltimore branch of the American Pharma-
ceutical Association held May 21st, the program being an
informal joint discussion of "Some Prescription Difficul-

ties and Methods of Avoiding Them." The very fair spirit

in which the members of each profession accepted the

suggestions and criticisms of the other, in relation to pre-

scription writing and compounding was abundant evi-

dence of a greater realization of their mutual dependence
and of the proper relation of the one to the other In scien-

tific medication.
President J. F. Hancock was absent on account of sick-

ness and Prof. Charles Caspar! was asked to preside.

H. P. Hynson in opening the discussion, explained that

the meeting was intended to be a "prescription clinic,"

and that in his opinion a pharmacist should always
"trpat" a prescription just as the physician does a disease;

that h3 should not criticize it but accept it as a "case"
and devote all his skill and knowledge to scientifically

remedying any defects therein and to presenting the med-
icine desired in the most effective form possible. He then
presented for discussion several prescriptions typifying
various classes and each of these was considered in detail

In the course of the evening many physicians and phar-

macists submitted for discussion difficulties they had en-
countered. At the close of the meeting Dr. Ruhrah men-
tioned that the advisability of holding joint discussions of
prescriptions by pharmacists and physicians once a month
during the coming' winter had been discussed among sev-

eral physicians of the city and asked the opinion of the
members of the branch. After general discussion, it was
decided that such meetings were highly desirable and that
a committee from the branch would gladly co-operate with
the proper representatives of the physicians in arranging
the necessary details.

The next meeting will be held in October.

The Chicago Association Favors a National
Buying Club.

At a meeting of the executive board of the Chicago Re-
tail Druggists' Association, held May Sth, there was con-
siderable discussion of ways and means of continuing the
National Association of Retail Druggists as a useful
organization. This discussion resulted in the adoption of

a set of resolutions urging upon the national association
the feasibility of reorganizing as a co-operative buying
and manufacturing association. The text of these resolu-

tions is as follows:

Whereas, this association, after duly weighing the important
subject herein discussed, appointed, last July, a committee to
consider ways and means tor using more effectively than has
heretofore been used the cooperative spirit which the National
Association of Retail Druggists has aroused In the minds of
the retail druggists of the country; and
Whereas, the committee thus appointed recommended that

cooperative buying, selling and manufacturing of drugs, med-
icines and drug-store merchandise ought to be entered upon
by the National Association of Retail Druggists as the best
means of advancing the interests of its members; and
Whereas, recent events have shown the desirability of the

adoption by the National Association of Retail Druggists, of
some new policies and plans to be used on behalf of its mem-
bers in lieu of other policies and plans that can no longer be
employed; therefore, by the executive board of the Chicago
Retail Druggists' Association be it

Resolved, That we earnestly recommend to the executive
committee of the National Association of Retail Druggists that
it now consider the advisability of forming as soon as possible,
a stock company composed exclusively of retail druggists to
engage in the cooperative buying, selling and manufacturing of
drugs, medicines and drug-store merchandise the benefits re-
sulting from said enterprise to be divided, by means of re-
duced prices and dividends, among the members of the Na-
tional .Asso.iatirMi .If Retail Druggists.

nr..-,,i.,-,.,> Tb.f M"= l".-r.1 r..i h-half of the Chicago Retail
rini:'^i.i- \ iiii.iii i"rri.\ iiromises to assist, by every
nil !

'
;

• I
.

i: I .! the national association to
ni il. . ss and it hereby calls upon
all :.'•.

.
ji . - ,i-l:li:ited with the National As-

sui.iaii-.il il! !: I. 1 i i.^-;i.--is lu Kive this important project
the enci.ui i l; ;iii m ii > . i ichly deserves by reason of its as-
sured go.iil .11 I- ! :. reaching as they are certain to be,

Resolve.l, 111 .1 till .1-1 . retary is instructed to send a copy
of these res.jluti..iis to e.ich member of the executive commit-
tee of the National Association of Retail Druggists, and to the
various pharmaceutical journals for publication.

Northern Ohio Association.
One new member was enrolled at the meeting of the

Northern Ohio Druggists' Association held at Cleveland

May 3d.

The secretary reported that one each of the two Ameri-
can Medical Association pamphlets (see page 429) had
been sent to each member, and that a number of copies re-

mained on hand.
A resolution of regret at the serious illness of ex-Presi-

dent E. A. Schellentrager was passed: and the secretary

was directed to purchase some flowers to be sent to Mr.

Schellentrager.
The constitution of the association provides for the bal-

loting by mail for its officers. The following nominees
were selected, to be voted for before the nest meeting:

President, Henry Pollack; vice-presidents, Edwin Raben-

stein and J. M. Bauer; secretary, H. V. Arny; and treas-

urer, E, R. Selzer.

Sections in the A. Ph. A.

In a paper read before the Philadelphia branch of the

American Pharmaceutical Association at its May meeting,

referred to in tlie adjoining column Dr. H. P. Hynson pro-

poses new names for the five sections into which the as-

sociation is now divided, ps follows: education and
legislation, research and investigation, manufacture and
practice, commerce and management, and history and
museum.
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State Association News.

June Meetings of State Associations.

Alabama, 12th, at Blount Springs.

Colorado, 12tli to 14th, at Glenwood Springs.

Connecticut, 12th, at Bridgeport; ISth to 21st, at Mag-

nolia, Mass.
Florida, 12th to 14th, at Atlantic Beach.

Illinois, 25th to 27th, at Galesburg.
Indiana, 18th to 20th, at Evansville.

Kentucky, 18th to 22d, at Olympia Springs.

Maine, 18th to 21st, at Magnolia, Mass.
Massachusetts, 18th to 21st, at Magnolia.

Minnesota, 18th to 20th, at White Bear Lake.

Missouri, 11th to 14th, at Pertle Springs.

Nebraska, 18th to 20th, at Seward.
New Hampshire, ISth to 21st, at Magnolia, Mass.

New Jersey, 12th and 14th, at Asbury Park.

New York, 25th to 2Sth, at Thousand Islands.

North Carolina, 13th and 14th, at Lake Toxaway.
Pennsylvania, ISth to 21st, at Bedford Springs.

Rhode Island, ISth to 21st. at Magnolia, Mass.

South Carolina, ]9th and 20th, at Isle of Palms.
Texas, ISth to 20th. at Waco.
Vermont, 18th to 21st. at Magnolia. Mass.
Washington, 26th to 28th, on Puget Sound steamer.

West Virginia, 11th and 12th. at Wheeling.
Wisconsin, 25th to 28th, at Elkhart Lake.

New York Association.

The twenty-ninth annual meeting of the New York
Pharmaceutical Association will be held at Wells Island

In the St. Lawrence River, June 25th to 2Sth. Wells Island

is one of the prettiest of the tamed Thousand Islands.

The Columbian Hotel has been selected as headquarters.

The rates secured for the occasion are $2 per day, with
two in a room, or $2.50 where only one person occupies

the room.
The usual railroad rate of a fare-and-a-third for the

round trip on the certificate plan has been arranged for.

This rate applies to all fares of 75 cents or over for one
way. That is, the full fare is to be paid going, and a certi-

ficate obtained from the agent selling the ticket, which
certificate will be validated by an agent of the trunk
lines on the 27th upon the payment of a fee of 25 cents.

and will entitle the holder to a return ticket at one-third

the regular price. The reduced rate holds good for return
up to July 2d, and the return must be made on the same
road as the trip going. One hundred certificates must be
presented for validation or no reduced rate will be made.
The entertainment committee has provided amusements

for each afternoon; hence, in order that the business of

the meeting may not be neglected, it is essential that the
members assemble promptly in the forenoons.
The entertainments provided include rambles, muslcales,

outdoor sports, a shore dinner, a search-light boat excur-
sion among the islands and a trip by steamer to Kingston,
Ont. The women's auxiliary committee has made exten-
sive provisions for giving the ladies accompanying the
members a very enjoyable time.

r.\PEES AT THE JIEETIXG.

Charles L. Robertson is "on the job" and is making a
good fight to lift the association of the Empire State from
near the bottom of the list as regards the reading of
papers, and put it up at least as high as the associations
of such comparatively small States as Kansas, Tennessee
and Arkansas. Mr. Robertson's address is corner of Uni-
versity place and Eighth street, this city, and he makes
three specific suggestions to members of the association,
namely:

(11 Write a p.aper on "How to Increase the Interest of the
Medical Profession in the United States Pharmacopoeia.'
(Prize of a Pharmacopoeia to be awarded for the best paper.)

(2) Jot down a few notes on any occurrence or development
in the drug: world that has interested you since the last meet-
ing.

(3) Secure at least one paper from some member of the As-
sociation in your locality.

In addition he calls attention to the list of queries pre-
pared by the Pennsylvania association's committee (see
the CiRcuL,\R for last month, page 3SS) and says that the
subjects touched upon by numbers 2, 7, 9, 14, 27, 30 and
36 might be taken up and discussed with especial advan-
tage by members of the New York association. It might
be added that another list of queries embodying timely
suggestions has been issued by the New Jersey association
and is printed in the next column.

Papers and Queries in New Jersey.

The query committee of the New Jersey Pharmaceutical
Association has submitted a list of timely topics to the
members for discussion at their thirty-seventh annual
meeting to be held June 11th to 14th, at Asbury Park.
The members are advised that they are under no obliga-

tion to confine their contributions to the suggested sub-

jects; and volunteer papers upon all subjects are solicited.

The list as announced by H. J. Lohmann, chairman of
the query committee is as follows:

1. Are adulteration ard sophistication in general practiced
as extensively as our board of health would like to have it

appear?
2. Who is the rightful possessor of the prescription, the

physician, the patient or the pharmacist?
3. What can be done to eradicate the bugbear "patent"

nostrum?
4. We have now had two vears of practice with U. S. P..

Sth Revision—does it reach the e.xpectation of the profession?
5. The natural supply of some of the crude drugs is rapidly

drawing to a termination. Can some feasible plan be suggested
to avert such condition?

6. Suggestions: A paper on the best methods of popularizing
the U. S. P. with the medical profession.

7. Should physician's prescriptions be repeated indiscrimi-
nately?

For the best paper in answer to query number six, the
board of trustees of the United States Pharmacop(EiaI Con-
vention will award a copy of the Pharmacopceia.

Delaware Association.

An unusually large attendance marked the twenty-first

annual meeting of the Delaware Pharmaceutical Society,

held at Dover, May 2d. President Levi Scott, of Dover,,

occupied the chair, and A. M. Daly welcomed the mem-
bers on behalf of the local pharmacists.
The reports of Secretary F. W. Fenn, and Treasurer

J. O. Bosley, evidenced the growth and stability of the
association; a substantial gain in membership having
been made during the year, and a comfortable balance
remaining in the treasury.

0. C. Draper, of Wilmington, reported as secretary of
the board of pharmacy, outlining the work of that body
during the past year.

Dr. F. E. Stewart, of Philadelphia, secretary of the
American Pharmacologic Society, read a very comprehen-
sive paper on "A Study of Materia Medica Monopoly in its

Relation to Medical and Pharmacal Practice."
The work of the National Association of Retail Drug-

gists was endorsed.
In appointing a successor of W. F. Dunn, of Smyrna,

whose term as a member of the board of pharmacy ex-

pires this year, the governor was requested by the asso-
ciation to consider the fitness of Mr. Dunn, and of E. L.
Clarke, of Dover; W. R. Keys, of Clayton; B. H. Matthews,
of Miliord; and J. F. Starling, of Dover.
The annual election of officers resulted in the choice of

the following: President, R. M. Kauffman, of Seaford;
vice-presidents, G. F. Lee, of Middletown; M. M. Steven-
son, of Felton; and P. C. Murray, of Lewes; secretary. P.
W. Fenn, of Wilmington; treasurer. J. 0. Bosley, of Wil-
mington; and executive committee, William Poole, of
Wilmington; Dr. B. W. Tobin, of Dover; and Levi Scott,
of Dover.
The next meeting will be held June 5th, 1908, at a plaea

to be decided upon by the executive committee.

Maryland Association.

The Maryland Pharmaceutical Association will hold its

next annua! meeting, to take place June 25th to 2Sth in-

clusive, on board a steamer going to and coming from the
Jamestown Exposition, arrangements having been made
by a special committee. Several members of this commit-
tee went down to Jamestown to look over the ground and
ascertained that the expense of the trip, including passage
both ways, admission to the exposition, and three meals a
day either on the boat or at the Inside Inn, vith sleeping
accommodations, would not exceed $15.50. The business
sessions will be held aboard the steamer. It is thought
that about one hundred persons will participate in the trip.

Louisiana Association.

Greeted with the heartiest cordiality by the State and
municipal authorities and the local druggists the mem-
bers of the Louisiana Pharmaceutical Association opened
its twenty-fifth annual meeting, at New Orleans, May
14th. The sessions continued during three days. M.
Bernstein spoke on behalf of the governor, and Garland
Dupre represented the mayor. Delegates from the Ameri-
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can Pharmaceutical Association, the National Association
of Retail Druggists and the National Wholesale Drug-
gists' Association extended greetings to the convention
and the good wishes of their constituents.

In his annual address, President C. D. Sauvinet re-

viewed briefly the history of the association and re-

counted a few of the honors conferred upon its members
in the ranks of pharma:y. He deplored the lack of orig-

inal contributions at the annual meetings, and suggested
the appropriation of several prizes for meritorious papers
upon i)rolessional and commer:'ial .subjects. He referred
to the recent legislation affecting pharmacy, the anti-

tuberculosis campaign, the proposed bi-oceanic exposition
io be held at New Orleans, in 1915, and the work of the
several committees of the association.

The report of Secretary G. W. McDuff showed a mem-
bership of 225; and a balance on hand of $665.95. Two
members had died during the year.

A resolution was adopted endorsing the work of the
Louisiana Medical Association in its effort to control the
spread of tuberculosis and pledging the support of the
pharmacal body. Another resolution pledged the full

support of the members of the association in making the
bi-oceanic exposition a success.
The sum of $50 was donated to the New Orleans free

dispensary.
As an incentive to competition among the pharmacy

students in the State a gold medal will he donated an-
nually to the New Orleans College of Pharmacy and the
pharmacal department of Tulane University to be
awarded to the most meritorious member of the graduat-
ing class of each institution.

It was announced that three prizes in money would be
given for the best exhibits at the next meeting.
The following officers were elected; President, A. Vil-

leret, of Bayou Sara; vice-presidents, Adam Wirth, of

New Orleans, and J. M. Richard, both of New Orleans;
treasurer. G. S. Brown, of New Orleans; recording secre-

tary, G. W. McDuff, of New Orleans; corresponding secre-

tary, \V. J. Sbisa, of New Orleans; executive committee,
C. D. Sauvinet. J. E. Scott. A. di Trapani, T. J. Baltar
and G. V. Claren, all of New Orleans.

Delegates to the coming association meetings were
selected as follows:
American Pharmaceutical Association—W. M. Levy, T.

J. Labbe and F. C. Godbold.
National Association of Retail Druggists—T. J. Labbe

and G. W. McDuff.
National Wholesale Druggists' Association—A. D. Par-

ker, F. A. Dicks, A. di Trapani and Mr. Janin.
During the meeting the delegates were entertained at

luncheons by the representatives of several of the phar-
maceutical manufacturers.
A trip on the river to Union plantation was the feature

of the entertainment program. This outing was in the
form of a basket picnic with music and dancing aboard
the boat and a basball game at the plantation.

Arkansas Association.

Owing to the absence of President W. H. Skinner, vice-

President M. A. Eisele presided at the opening session of

the twenty -fifth annual meeting of the Arkansas Pharma-
ceutical Association, held at Hot Springs, May 14th to

16th. About 175 members, delegates and visitors were in

attendance.

. Judgiug from the favorable reports of the officers and
committees, the association is in quite a prosperous con-

dition. That it is not content to prosper and grow not, is

shown by the election of 100 new members during the
meeting. W. F. Germann, of Ft. Smith, won the prize
offered to the member securing the largest number of ap-

plications for m.em.bership.
There were interesting papers by J. A. Ginnochio, of

Little Rock, and E. T. Mitchell, of St. Louis, Mo., at the
final session. During the meeting some twelve subjects
of especial interest at the present time were discussed by
the members; and able papers were presented by W. W.
Kerr and E. H. Winkler.
An extended entertainment program had been provided

but unfavorable weather marred the full enjoyment of it.

The work of Miss Mary A. Fein, as secretary, had
merited so much approval that a change was made in the

constitution to allow her to hold the office of treasurer
also. The full corps of officers is as follows; President,
F. G. Schachleiter. of Hot Springs; vice-presidents. O. O.

Lumpkin, of Jonesboro, and Henry Weimar, of Hot

Springs; secretary and treasurer. Miss Mary A. Fein, of

Little Rock. The executive committee consists of C. A.

Schneck. of Hot Springs; F. W. McClerkin, of Little Rock;
and W. F. Germann, of Fort Smith.
The 190S meeting will be held at Little Rock.

Oklahoma and Indian Territory Associations.

Fearing that the proposed State constitution may not be

ratified and that complications would arise owing to the

differences in the pharmacy laws of the two territories,

the amalgamation of the Oklahoma Pharmaceutical As-

sociation and the Indian Territory Pharmaceutical Asso-

ciation has been indefinitely postponed. This decision

was reached during the joint meeting of the two associa-

tions held at Oklahoma City, Okla., May 8th to 10th.

President Robert Scott, of the Oklahoma Association,

presided at the opening session, and in his annual ad-

dress recommended the regulation of the sale of narcotics

by law.
F. B. Lillie, of Guthrie, as chairman of the special

committee appointed to draft a phamacy bill to be pre-

sented at the first State legislature, read a draft of a bill

embodying the following salient features:

AH pharmacists registered in the two Territories shall be
recognized under the new State law.
All apprentices shall be registered, and serve four years be-

foie becoming nharmacists.
After two years' service, apprentices shall be rated as as-

sistant pharmacists and be allowed to take charge of stores
in towns of less than 300 inhabitants with the consent of the
State board of pharmacy.
Sale of cocaine and like drugs shall be restricted.

During the meeting Prof. C. S. N. Hallberg, of Chicago,
read a paper on "The Pharmacopoeia;" and Prof. L. E.

Sayre, of Lawrence, Kan., spoke on "The Pure Food and
Drug Law."
No time or place for holding the next meeting was de-

cided upon. Should the State constitution be ratified a

special joint meeting will probably be called to determine
the question of merging the two bodies, and decide mat-

ters relative to the next meeting.

The Oklahoma association elected the following officers;

President, C. F. Frazier, of Red Rock; vice-presidents, H.
O. Dixon, of Elk City, and A. Sage, of Blackwell; re-

cording secretary and treasurer, J. M. McCutcheon, of

Luther; and corresponding secretary, F. M. Weaver, of

Oklahoma City.

Legislation and the Missouri Association.

In arranging the program for the 1907 meeting of the

Missouri Pharmaceutical Association, President L. A.

Seitz is planning to have a thorough discussion of legis-

lative matters. The need of better pharmacal regulations

in the State is recognized and likewise the necessity of

advising the legislators along the proper lines.

The present law not only is extremely liberal, but it

cannot be enforced because of a lack of funds at the dis-

posal of the board of pharmacy, and the district attorneys

are inclined to be lenisat toward violators. Many com-
parisons between the pharmacy law of Missouri and that

of its neighbor. Illinois, have beea made of late with a

view to bringing to the attention of the members of the

Missoui-i association the woful lack of adequate regula-

tion in their own State.

Illinois Association.

The twenty-eighth annual meeting of the Illinois Phar-
maceutical Association will be held at Galesburg, June
25th to 27th. The sessions will be held in the council

chamber of the city hall. The headquarters of the as'so-

ciation will be at the Union Hotel.

A number of papers are expected on the subject "How
to Increase the Interest of the Medical Profession in the

Pharmacopceia and the National Formulary." In addition

to the copy of the Pharmacopceia offered by the board of

trustees of the Pharmacopoeial Convention, several other

prizes will be awarded for able papers on the above sub-

ject.

Idaho to Have an Association.

Many prominent pharmacists from all parts of Idaho
will meet at Boise, June 20th, for the purpose of re-

moving their commonwealth from among the few that

have no State pharmaceutical associations. In the words
of a local paper, the convention will continue "as long as
the guests can be prevailed upon to remain." Several
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well known pharmacists from the adjacent States will be

on hand to furnish information.
The visiting druggists will be tlie guests of the Ada

County Pharmaceutical Association, which has provided

an entertainment program.

California Association.

The activity of the alumni association of the California

College of Pharmacy and of the various local pharmacal

organizations throughout the State, has resulted in the

reorganization of the California Pharmaceutical Society

which had been dormant for some ten years. The re-

organization was completed in April, and the society bids

fair to have a long and prosperous existence.

At first the date for the annual meeting was set for

November next, but it is probable that the meeting will

be held during the summer.
The following officers were elected at the organization

meeting: President, W. M. Searby, of San Francisco;

vice-president, J. H. Flint; treasurer, C. J. Abraham; and

secretary, F. W. Nish, of San Francisco. The trustees are

S. A. -McDonnell, K. B. Bowerman, F. A. Grazer, C. J.

Abraham, Val Schmidt, I. Tobriner and W. M. Searby.

News of the Pharmacy Boards.

List of Secretaries.

In the following list are to be found the names and ad-

dresses of the secretaries of the various boards of phar-

macy of the country. When the date and place of the next

meeting are known, they are given also. Secretaries are

requested to keep us informed as to those dates and

places:

Alabama—June 11th, at Blount Springs. E. P. Gait,

Selma.
Arizona—A. G. Hulett, Phoenix.

Arkansas—J. F. Dowdy, Little Rock.
California—C. B. Wilden, San Francisco.

Colorado—W. L. Shockey, Cripple Creek.

Connecticut—A. L. Dickinson, Danbury.
Delaware—July 5th, at Smyrna. 0. C. Draper, Wilming-

ton.

District of Columbia—S. L. Hilton, Washington.
Florida—June 12th, at Jacksonville. D. W. Ramsaur,

Palatka.
Georgia—C. D. Jordan, Monticello.

Idaho—L. W. Smith, Boise.

Illinois—F. C. Dodds, Springfield.

Indiana—July 8th to 12th, at Indianapolis. A. F. Sala,

Winchester.
Indian Territory—July 17th, at Muskogee. H. D. Knise-

ley. Checotah.
Iowa—C. W. Phillips, Des Moines.
Kansas—W. E. Sheriff, Ellsworth.
Kentucky—July 19th, at Dawson Springs. J. W. Gale,

Frankfort.
Louisiana—August 2d and 3d, at New Orleans. F. C. God-

bold, New Orleans.
Maine—June 12th, at Bangor. F. H. Wilson, Brunswick.
Maryland—October 3d, at Baltimore. Ephraim Bacon,

Roland Park.
Massachusetts—Every Tuesday, at Boston. W. F. Sawyer,

Boston.
Michigan—S. A. Erwin, Battle Creek.
Minnesota—July 15th, at Minneapolis. C. J. Moos, Min-

neapolis.

Mississippi—S. L. Caine, Columbus.
Missouri—June 10th, at Warrensburg. Charles Gietner,

St. Louis.
Montana—October 14th and 15th, at Butte. Alfred Whit-

worth, Deer Lodge.
Nebraska—June 17th, at Seward. H. L. Harper, Beatrice.
Nevada—P. J. Steinmetz, Carson City.

New Hampshire—July 24th, at Concord. F. H. Wingate,
Nashua.

New Jersey—July 18th and 19th, at Trenton. H. A. Jor-

den, Bridgeton.
New Mexico—A. J. Fischer. Santa Fe.

New York—Eastern Branch—June 19th, at New York.
Joseph Weinsiein, 115 West Sixty-eighth street. New
York. Middle Branch—September ISth, at Albany.
W. L. Bradt. Albany. Western Branch—June 19th,

at Buffalo. George Relmann, Buffalo.

Norlh Carolina—June 17th. at Lake Toxaway. P. W.
Hancock, Oxford.

North Dakota—June 19th, at Fargo. W. S. Parker, Lis-

bon.
Ohio—October Sth, at Columbus. F. H. Frost, Columbus.
Oklahoma—July 9th. at Oklahoma City. F. B. Lillie,

Guthrie.
Oregon—June 11th, at Portland. G. C. Blakeley, The

Dalles.
Pennsylvania—C. T. George, Harrisburg.
Rhode Island—June 4t'a, at Providence. H. A. Pearce,

Providence.
South Carolina—June 17th and ISth, at Charleston. F. M.

Smith, Charleston.
South Dakota—July 10th, at Mitchell. E. C. Bent, Dell

Rapids.
Tennessee—July 15th to 17th, at Monteagle. I. B. Clark,

Nashville.
Utah—C. H. McCoy, Salt Lake.
Vermont—July 10th, at Montpelier. J. G. Bellrose, Bur-

lington.

Virginia—October, at Richmond. T. A. Miller, Richmond.
Washington—P. Jensen, Tacoma.
West Virginia—A. Walker, Sutton.
Wisconsin—H. G. Ruenzel. Milwaukee.
Wyoming—F. W. Roedel, Cheyenne.

New York Board.

At a meeting of the western branch of the New York
Board of Pharmacy, held at Buffalo, April 24th, the fol-

lowing applicants w-ere successful:

As pharmacists—L. W. Farnam, L. N. McCauley and J.

B. Sumner, all of Buffalo.

As druggists—J. B. Abernethy, W. F. Brandow, F. A.

Campbell, J. P. Gimbrone, W. L. Hayes. G. H. James, L.

N. La Mantia, R. L. Mercer, C. D. Nelligan, A. E. Roberts
and R. W. Wright, all of Buffalo.

This branch will meet next, June 19th, at Buffalo.

New Hampshire Board.

Twenty-three applicants for registration were examined
at the meeting of the New Hampshire Board of Phar-
macy held at Concord, April 24th and 25th. The follow-

ing passed:

As pharmacists.—G. A. Buck, of Claremont; A. C. Davis,
of Walpole; N. E. Libby, of Sanbornville; Jessie R. Noyes,
of Newport: F. A. Parrott, of Ashland; A. A. Prescott,
of Hill; D. R. Stickney, of Berlin; and C. R. Varney, of

Laconia.

As assistants.—J. H. Ahern, of Newport; F. C. Hopkins,
of Keene; W. D. Pinkham, of Rochester; and Payton
Young, of Manchester.
The board will hold its next meeting July 24th, at Con-

cord.

Massachusetts Board.

At the meetings of the Massachusetts Board of Phar-
macy, held March 12th and 19th, and April 2d, 9th, 16th
and 23d, the following applicants for registration were
successful

:

R. W. Bent, of Boston; H. D. H. Browne, of Cambridge;
Alice E. Carpenter, of Spencer; H. E. Chandler, of Pitts-

field; N. C. Clement, of Boston; T. F. Cosgrove, of Law-
rence; Frederick Gushing, of Boston; H. E. Day, of Salem;
T. B. Everett, of Natick; R. T. Farnum, of Boston; H. E.
Fobes, of Whitman; H. C. Foerster, J. D. Jamieson and-
T. C. Mackay, all of Boston; P. L. C. McGowan, of East-
hampton; F. J. McHugh, of Plymouth; F. P. McNamara,
of Fitchburg; D. H. Merrill, of Pittsfield; W. F. Murdy,
of Worcester; G. J. Oberlander, of Boston; F. I. Pearson,
of Brockton; E. A. Ray, of Boston; W. F. Rourke, of

Lowell; Joseph St. Pierre, of Boston; H. C. Saunders, of

Ipswich: T. A. Smith, of Lynn; H. F. Stephenson, of Hud-
eon; and H. M. Wooster, of Boston.
The meetings of the board are held weekly at Boston.

New Jersey Board.

At the meeting of the New Jersey Board of Pharmacy
held April ISth and 19th, the following applicants for

registration were successful

:

As pharmacists—J. F. Ahrens, of Newark; H. B. Allen,
of Mount Holly; Joseph Altieri, of Passaic; H. G. Biles, of

Buffalo, N. Y.; M. J. Brechin, of Paterson; Dionisio
"Capone, of Newark; W. A. Cleaver, of New York,
N. Y.; E. D. Cook, of Trenton; Joseph Corn, of
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Chrome; Thomas Cummings, of Elizabeth; G. C.
Davy, of Coatsville. Pa.; J. M. Devine, of Scranton,
Pa.; George Eisele, of Brooklyn. N. Y.; H. K. Gaynor, of
Jersey City; Salvadore Giaimo, of Newark; Charles Gluck,
of New York. N. Y.; Joseph Gold, of Harrison; I. M. Green-
field, Solomon Gutman and J. W. Henry, all of Newark;
Harry Jacobson, of Elizabeth; H. D. Kehr, of Trenton; F.
K Kelty, of Salem; H. A. Kemper, G. A. Koelble and Max
Kraemer, all of Newark; C. S. Lake, of Glassboro; W. M.
Linnett, of Newark; W. T. Lins, of New York, N. Y.; M. R.
Long, of Philadelphia; P. 0. V. March, of Newark ;'w. H.
Marr. of New Y"ork, N. Y.; H. E. Parson, of Atlantic City;
A. G. Pechtold, of Jersey City; Jacob Pinkinson
and E. H. Roeber, both of Newark; M. H. Robin-
son, of Elizabeth; J. H. Salov, of Newark; C. C.
Steck, of Jersey City; Samuel Sternig, of Newark; P. A.
Tilley. of Asbury Park; F. H. Van Malsen, of Passaic;
H. G. Wesp. of Jersey City; and W. J. Witt, of Newark.
As assistants—Aaron Augenblick. Jacob Dultz, Samuel

Gartenberg and R. B. Grom, all of Newark; O. F. Larsen,
of Jersey City; W. D. Levin. P. A. O'Loughlin and H. V.
Staehle. all of Newark; E. H. Struckmann. of Jersey City;
and F. L. Wilson, of Flemington.
The next meeting of the board will be held July 18th and

19th, at Trenton.
In its annual report for the year ending October 31st,

1906. the board records the names of 2,021 pharmacists and
105 assistants in good standing. The collections during
the year amounted to $.3,234.50; of which sum $224.66 was
turned over to the State treasurer.
Out of ten cases against violators decided during the

year, the board lost but two.

Maryland Board.

As a result of the examination conducted by the Mary-
land Board of Pharmacy, at Baltimore, April 4th, regis-

tration was granted to the following:
As pharmacists.—S. Bambach. B. F. Behrman, J. C. Eby,

R. L Esslinger, S. W. Ford, H. N. Frentz, Lou Klrchner,
C. O. Laney, and C. J. Lopouraille. all of Baltimore; H. F.
Mlddlekauff. of Hagerstown; H. J. E. Munsert, of Balti-
more; and B. A. Reynolds, of Englewood, N. J.

As assistants.—P. P. Burton. W. M. Cutchin. C. P. Fral-
ley, F. S". Gilmer, E. L. Mueller. C. M. Rauschenbach, C.

Steifel. R. L. Swain, L. S. Williams and W. P. Zink, all

of Baltimore.
The next laeeting of the board will be held October iid,

at Baltimore.
W. C. Powell, of Snow Hill, has been reappointed a

member of the board by the governor, for another term of
five years. At the reorganization meeting held May 9th,

the following officers were elected: President, H. L.

Meredith, of Hagerstown; treasurer. J. A. Davis, of Balti-

more; and secretary, Ephraim Bacon, of Roland Park.

Kentucky Board.

Out of a class of forty-eight applicants for registra-

tion, examined by the Kentucky Board of Pharmacy at a

meeting held April 9th, at Louisville, the following were
Buccessful

:

0. A. Buekley. of Newport; J. H. Bruker, of Cincinnati,
C; Samuel Carr, of Elizabethtown; L. E. Carruth, of

Louisville; J. W. Duke, of Hindman; Thomas E>vans, at

Smithland; A. Gernlein, of Louisville; E. C. Hardin, of

Hampton; Rachel Hayes, of Frankfort; O. R. Hodge, of
Hampton: R. Huenfeld, of Covington; H. B. Klosterman,
of Frankfort; Clifford Krause, of Newport; G. Lauts-
baugh, of Cincinnati, O.; Charles Pfeiffer, of Louisville;
O. G. Rauschfuss. of Cincinnati, O.; L. H. Richie, of
Louisville; J. D. Roberts, of Springfield; H. J. Schulte, of
Covington; R. J. Shea, of Winchester; L H. Sonne, of
Louisville; G. O. Widrig, of Newport; and F. A. Witten-
berg, of Cincinnati. O.
The next meeting of the board will be held July 9th, at

Dawson Springs.

Louisiana Board.

At the meeting of the Louisiana Board of Pharmacy,
held May 3d and 4th, at New Orleans, the following out of

forty-four candidates examined, were successful:
As pharmacists—A. Baumann, of New Orleans; J. A.

Burris, of Franklinton; L. E. Carruth. W. A. Devron, E. V.
Gros. Miss A. L. Lanopre, H. Marchand. G. R. M. Newman,
W. J. Oldenberg and J. C Perry, Jr., all of New Orleans;

W. F. Powers, of Amite City; F. W. Roggio, of Natchi-
toches; M. E. Tooraen, of St. Francisville; and W. S.
Vance and J. F. Williams, both of New Orleans.
As assistants—H. J. Bailey, of St. Martinsville; E. F.

Buhler, J. S. Cohen, A. A. Comeaux, M. Conn and A. D.
Cossdau, all of New Orleans; F. E. Gunns, of St. Gabriel;
L. Q. Lee, of Kentwood; F. J. Rateau, of Donaldsonville;
P. J. Rupp, M. T. Vallou and A. H. Vetter, all of New
Orleans.

Indian Territory Board.

Thirteen candidates were examined at the meeting of
the Indian Territory Board of Pharmacy, held at Musko-
gee, April 17th. The following were successful:

R. A. Dabney, of Caney; C. W. Davis, of Hartford, Ark.;
M. T. Easter, of Mill Creek; Zenobia Hampton, of Boley;
M. J. Johnson, of Muskogee; J. A. Porter, of Ardmore; H.
P. Rutherford, of Chickasha; W. L. Stephens, of Lenapah;
and A. E. Williams, of Hastings.

Certificates of registration were issued to the following
graduates in pharmacy:

S. T. Anderson, of Chickasha; D. P. Barbour, of
Tamaha; Homer Blake, of Eufaula; W. L. Bottoms, of
Paoli; M. H. Brown, of Bentonville, Ark.; A. B. Carter,
of Hot Springs, Ark.; J. H. Frost, of Rockford, 111.; R. AL
Hamilton, of Hartford, Ark.; S. H. Hays, of Mobile, Ala.;
O. G. Leuhrs, of Marathon, la.; W. H. Lusby, of Hot
Springs, Ark.; F. W. Miers. of Salem, S. D.; J.' E. Mil-
sapp, of Lebanon, Mo.; O. H. Muller, of St. James. Mo.;
W. H. Mynard, of Ottumwa, la.; Alexandria McElhenry,
of Okmulgee; W. A. Newton, of Valiant; S. R. Nixon, of
Glenwood. la.; J. R. Oliver, of Okmulgee; F. A. Orr, of
Kansas City, Mo.; W. E. Rowls, of Paoli; C. E. Reed, of
Kansas City, Mo.; M. B. Tisdale, of Muskogee; H. M.
Vandeberg, of Detroit, Mich.; C. A. Warren, of Clarks-
ville, Ark.; C. I. Webb, of Gastonia, N. C; A. J. Wells, of
Utioa; and E. B. Wright, of Hoffman.
The next meeting of the board will be held July 17th,

at Muskogee.

Indiana Board.

At the April meeting of the Indiana Board of Pharmacy,
the following out of a class of fifty-eight examined, were
successful

:

As pharmacists—John Aurenz. of Lafayette; H. V. Ben-
nett, of Shelburn; E. J. Beuchner, of South Bend; G. E.
Blase, of Mt. Vernon; H. C. Blue, of Star City; L. W.
Darter, of Lafayette; E. W. French, of Huntington; L. P.
Foulk. of Decatur; J. G. Gardner, of Marion; C. C. Haller,
of Attica; C. G. Hornung, of Brookville; H. E. Leeson, of
Elwood; G. E. Mager, of Garrett; F. A. Marrs, of Paris,
III.; L. E. Meyer, of South Bend; L. W. Middleton, of War-
saw; A. B. Millspaugh, of Mt. Vernon; Ferdinand Nitardy,
of Chicago, 111.; E W. Ohl, of Indianapolis; Barnie Pauley,
of Marion; J. A. Provines, of Spencerville; C. E. Rivers,
of Bourbon; F. E. Scanling, of Indianapolis; F. B. Smuck,
of Peru; R. C. Snoddy, of West Lafayette; Carl Spillman,
of Oakland City; W. B. Teeter, of Muncie; C. A. Todd, of
Elwood; H. C. Weaver, of Mt. Vernon; and H. J. Winke,
of Muncie.
As assistants—Harry Beaver, of Elkhart; B. M. Davis,

of Ft. Wayne: L. H. Graff, of Lafayette; H. J. Harrington,
of Muncie, 111.; F. D. Hastings, of Indianapolis; H. C.
Hunter, of Greensburg; E. L. Jones, of Fowler; J. O.
Knoefel. of New Albany; F. L. Murr. of Indianapolis; I. S.
McMahon. of West Lafayette; G. C. Orr. of Pierceton;
K. P. Scott, of Hartford City; M. C. Sechler. of St. Joe;
C. R. Shirk, of Indianapolis: C. F. Walters, of Battle
Ground; F. J. Ward, of Otterbeln; C. R. Williamson, of
Albion: and G. K. Wimborough. of Lebanon.
The next meeting of the board will be held July 8th,

at Indianapolis.
David Hecht. of Evansville, suspended as a member.of

the board several months ago, has been exonerated of the
charge of attempting to sell examination questions. Mr
Hecht stated in his defense that his action, which led to
the above charge, was an attempt to secure information
that would lead to a conviction for attempted bribery.
The .governor was urged to appoint Mr. Hecht a member
of the new board provided for under the new law. Mr.
Hecht's name, however, does not appear on the new per-
sonnel; the present board being, president, T. E. Otto, of
Columbus; secretary, A. F. Sala, of Winchester; A. F.
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Heineman, of Valparaiso; \V. H. Fogas, of Mt. Vernon;

and VV. H. Rudder, of Salem.
Under the new law the difference between pharmacists

and assistants is much greater than heretofore, and the

responsibilities and privileges of assistants are much
more limited. The board has made a ruling whereby all

persons registered as. assistants prior to April 1st, 1907,

will be granted pharmacists' certificates after July 1st,

without examination.

Hinnesota Board.

At the meeting of the Minnesota Board of Pharmacy
held April 15th, at Minneapolis, the following applicants

lor registration were successful:

As pharmacists—C. H. Ackermann, J. C. Gussmann, J.

A. Henry, J. A. Hoyt, J. A. Knapp, W. E. Mead, Ward
Miller, U. H. Morgan, Robert North anu J. J. Schroeder.

As assistants—A. Bertrand, C. A. Bingham, Carl Blickle,

J. F. Bolton, O. H. Brode, B. H. Day, B. A. Deterling, H.

G. Egbert, R. E. Engstrom, G. A. Holmgren, G. A. Hovara,
A. C. Johnson, A. J. Keller, A. B. Kellum, T. J. Le Nine,
1'. L, Linn, A. E. LiOvdahl, J. R. McLeod, A. M. Sauer,

Robert Saul, C. A. Thompson, G. A. Thompson and W. B.

vVardwell.

Iowa Board.

At the April meeting of the Iowa Board of Phari
the following applicants were successful

:

Herbert Bacher, of Burlington; F. M. Bayless, of El-

kader; A. F. Bender, of Ames; C. H. Bobbons, of Beacons-

fleld; J. R. Christensen, of Eagle Grove; Harry Hemping,
of Coio; C. A. Hill, of Ottumwa; W. C. Hughes, of Keokuk;
H. H. Hurley, of Newell; J. F. Jones, of Lamoni; M. C.

Larson, of Stanton; Arthur Magmussin, of Lansing; F. H.
Murather, of Newfield; J. L. OKeefe, of Manson; G. C.

Schadel, of Red Oak; J. M. Waldon, of Wallingford; W.
A. Walton, of Webster City; and William Zimmerman, of

Marengo.
B. F. Keltz, of Webster City, has been reappointed on

the board by the governor. J. S. Goss, of Atlantic, suc-

ceeds Mr. Keltz as president; Fred Russell, of Rockwell
City, is vice-president. C. W. Philips, of Des Moines, not

a member, has been retained as secretary, a position he
has held over ten years.

Nevada Board.

None of the four candidates examined by the Nevada
Boaid of Pharmacy at the meeting held at Reno, May
Sth, was successful.

Pcrn'anent certificates were granted to the following:
P. W. Baker, of Reno; Harry Bennet, of Cedar City,

Utah; J. W. Birch, of Orland, Cal.; S. H. Dye, of Memphis,
Tenu.; L. Haggin, of Breckinridge, Col.; J. W. Hender-
son, of Winnemucca; J. R. Kirksey, of Caliente; E. T.

Krebs, of Carson; O. F. Krebs, of San Francisco, Cal.; J.

F. Liepold, of Heron Lake, Minn.; Charles McMurran, of

Rhyolite; L. B. McPike, of San Francisco, Cal.; W. C.
Morgan, of Reno; G. J. ONeil, of Elko; W. D. Osgood, of

Oakland, Cal.; J. C. Piercy, of Tonopah; S. F. Reed, of

Cowgill, Mo.; W. S. Roberts, of Reno; Fred Roemer, of

Hartford, Conn.; L. A. Schmitz, of San Francisco, Cal.;

G. W. Stolte, of Reedsburg, Wis.; A. D. Sutton, of Prove,
Utah; and W. S. Wells, of Ely.

Oregon Board.

At the annual meeting of the Oregon Board of Phar-
macy, held at Portland, March 12th. the following officers

were elected: President, Miss Kittie W. Harbord, of
Salem; treasurer, J. M. A. Laue, of Portland; and secre-
tary, G. C. Blakeley, of The Dalles.

The next meeting of the board will be held June 11th, at
Portland.

Quebec Board.

At the examinations held by the Quebec Pharmaceutical
Association, April 15th to 19th, at Montreal, twenty-one
candidates for major certificates and twenty-nine for
minor were examined. The following were the successful
candidates:
Major—P. Frechette, J. B. Giroux, G. Hemond, W. Her-

ron, H. R. Huot, H. A. Martin, N. Paquin and L. Winr
field.

Minor—Ovide Brault, A. Dansereau, L. S. Desautels,
Avila L.alonde, G. O. Leonard, J. E. P. Marchessault, J. B.
A. Michon, A. Quesnel and H. E. A. Walley.

Among the Colleges of Pharmacy.

Brooklyn College.

The exercises incident to the sixteenth annual com-
mencement of the Brooklyn College of Pharmacy wer*
held May 9th. Dean W. C. Andeison conferred the de
grees; and President Adrian Paradis awarded the prizes

to the graduates, who were addressed by Hon. F. E. Crane.
The valedictory was delivered by F. L. R. Guernsey.
The prize-winners and honor students of the class of

1907 were as follows:
Heinrich Ghiterman, gold medal; J. S. Goldwag, silver

medal; Clarisse Anghel, bronze medal; Isaac Lazaroff, An-
derson medal; J. A. Ortolan, alumni prize; T. E. Dutz,
Adolph Eisenbud, Benzion Giventer, Samuel Grossman, F.

L. R. Guernsey, Max Kaufman, Louis Rosenbluth, Theo-
dore Strimling and Philip Zubrinsky.
The junior honor roll comprised Leibko Steinberg, silver

medal; Morduche Belocerkowsky, John Braunreuther. J. H.
Clark, J. G. Dannhardt, Samuel Edelman, William Finkel-
stein, Anna L. James, Aaron Jasspa, Morris Kalmanov,
C. S. McCourt, Samuel Sambur, C. L. Taraschansky, Harry
Weis and Maurice Weiss.

I. I. Berow, of the post graduate class, received a gold
medal.
Those receiving the degree of doctor of pharmacy were:

V. I. Altshul, I. I. Berow, W. S. Finkelstein, Joseph Grub-
man, G. F. Hamann, John Karuzas, I. J. Sasmorsky and
Matilda M. Toscanc.
The graduates in pharmacy were: Solomon Abowitch,

Clarisse Anghel, Evelyn Baker, A. S. Bayles, I. J. Blumen-
kranz, Henry Brauner, Celia Chess, Samuel Cohen, Solo-

mon Conrad. A, J. De La Hoyde, H. O. Dietrich, Harry
Dolen, J. H. Droge, T. E. E. Dutz, Jacob Eisenberg. Adolph
Eisenbud, William Engler, George Erger, H. J. Frankel,
Sigmund Gennis, Heinrich Ghiterman, Anthony Giam-
balvo, Benzion Giventer, Max Goldberg, J. S. Goldwag,
Samuel Grossman, Frederick Guerino, F. I. R. Guernsey,
Charles Hansen, W. E. Harrington, Herman Heller, M. M.
Heller, M. M. Hirsch, William Hirsch, Bella Jacobson,
W. H. Kant, I. S. Karpe, Max Kaufman, M. H. Kleine.
Isaac Lazaroff, Abraham Lipschitz, Abraham Manulis, W,
J. McGuire, J. E. McNally, Rocco Mignone, J. W. Miller.

Isidor Mogilensky, J. S. Ohriner, J. A. Ortolan, G. J. Pless-

ner, C. J. W. Reid, Harry Reinstein, Louis Rosenbluth,
Israel Rosenthal, Julius Salicrup, Joseph Samuelson, Ben-
jamin Scheinfinkel, Nathan Schylen, Theodore Strimling,
Julius Talmach, Isidore Weinberg, F. S. Wunderlich and
Philip Zubrinsky.

After the commencement exercises the graduates were
entertained at a banquet by the alumni association.

Hassachusetts College.

The thirty-ninth annual commencement exercises of the
Massachusetts College of Pharmacy were held at Boston,
May 16th. The graduates were addressed by Rev. H. S.

Johnson. The degrees were conferred by President I. P.

Gammon.
The commencement reception and hop were given May

15th; and the annual banquet given by the alumni to the
graduating class was held on the evening of commence-
ment day.
The degree of pharmaceutical chemist was conferred

upon S. M. Best and A. B. Smith.
The degree of doctor of pharmacy was conferred upon

A. L. Bangs, Leopold Bartel, Jr., H. D. H. Browne, E. W.
Burke, Cora E. Burt, N. C. Clement, O. S. Cook. Jr., O. L.
Derick, R. T. Farnum, P. J. Flaherty, H. E. Fobes, C. E.
Goldthwait. G. C. Greene, L. E. Hamson, T B. Hassett,
D. F. Kelleher, H. C. Levick, J. P. OLeary, G. H. Smith,
H. F. Stephenson, J. St. Pierre, H. M. Wooster and C. F.

Wright.

Louisville College.

The thirty-sixth annual commencement exercises of the
Louisville College of Pharmacy were held April 22d. The
degree of doctor of pharmacy was conferred upon the fol-

lowing graduates:
A. W. Blankenbaker, of Anchorage: L. E. Carruth. of

Kentwood, La.; Benjamin Harris, of Louisville; O. R.
Hodge, of Hampton; Fred Jennenwein, L. L. Lusky,
Charles Pfeiffer, I. H. Sonne, Julius Warns and L. W.
Wassmann, all of Louisville.

The valedictory was delivered by Charles Pfeiffer. and
Rev. H. G. Ogden also addressed the graduates.
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Philadelphia College.

The eighty-sixth annual commencement exercises of the
Philadelphia College of Pharmacy were held May 16th.
W. T. Beam, C. M. McClure and H. K. Mohler were rated

as distinguished, upon the roll of honor. P. S. Lane, Eli
Lilly, R. G. Reynolds and J. V. Smith received the
meritorious rating.

The prizes were awarded as follows: Procter, to H. K.
Jlohler; Webb memorial, to W. T. Beam; pharmacy, to

iV. H. Hilton, chemistry, to C. M. McClure; materia
medica, to J. V. Smith; pharmacognosy, to H. W. Eber-
hait; analytical chemistry, to J. G. Cable; operative phar-
nacy. to W. T. Beam; Maisch. to C. R. Carrington; thscr-
ppcnl iiharmacy, to W. T. Beam; commercial training, to

R. G. Reynolds; instructors', to C. M. McClure; pharmacy
quiz, to C. M. McClure; and kappa psi. to H. K. Mohler.

Pr.?sident H. B. French conferred the degree of doctor
of pharmacy upon the following:
W. JI. Armstrong. M. H. Arnold, Samuel Axilbund, R. J.

Bailey. M. M. Becker, O. G. Billings, H. C. Bolich, H. J.

Bomberger, O. A. Bosch, G. H. Broadbelt, J. G. Cable.
C. R. Carrington. P. A. Coles. J. G'B. Condra. J. B. Crans-
ton. J. yi. Devine, J. T. Dougherty, H. W. Eberhart, Frank
Eidam. ,T. S. D. Eisenhower, J. H. Fekula. I. G. Gasser.
R. X. Graeff. W. E. Gregory. W. J. Harrison, A. J. Hay.
X. H. Hilton. G. S. Holland, D. J. Houser. C. F. Kennedy,
F. C. Kinney, J. F. Koebert, M. J. Lawless, F. C. Lebo,
M. K. Linton. C. S. Lyter, J. C. McAllister. F. F. Marsh.
R. E. Martin. H. B. Meyer, H. K. Mohler. VT. C. O'Brien.
A. H. Owens, A. E. Pfiaum, W. S. Powell, M. F. Powers.
R. G. Reynolds. H. P. Ruhl, E. F. Shaefer. H. R. Shiffer.

H. E. Slough, J. V. Smith, A. E. Snook, C. S. Stine, Edvth
W. Williams. H. E. Wilt, F. H. Winand and H. C. Zeisig.

all of Pennsylvania.
S. B. Bair. of New Jersey; W. T. Beam, of West Vir-

ginia; J. D. Bear, of Virginia; .J. N. Blalock. of Washing-
ton; A. C. Bender, of Iowa; J. T. W. Bonner, of Connecti-
cut; 1. D. Bramer and P. R. Brown, both of New York;
R. H. Browne, of Nova Scotia; F. A. Coleman, of New
Jersey; J. C. Emerson, of Missouri; S. H. Feldman, of

Russia: Susan E. Ferguson, of New Jersey: B. L. Fuser,
of Missouri; 0. A. Gruenwald, of Germany; J. B. Guest, of
New Jersey; L. W. Hall, of Maryland: C. W. Hansen and
G. E. Hitzelberger. both of New York; A. G. Koehler. of

Ohio; Fernando Lamas, of Cuba; P. S. Lane, of Indian
Territory; A. W. Lever, of Russia; L. L. Longfellow and
C. M. McClure, both of Ohio; J. F. Mackay, of New Jersey;
Garfield March, of Ohio; L. C. Martin, of South Carolina;
E. W. Messmer. of Switzerland: H. P. Middlekauff, of

:Maryland; F. B. Moore, of Arkansas; P. L. Morehead. of

Colorado; R. V. Muldoon. of New Jersey; J. R. Ranson. of

North Carolina: F. L. Schmidt, of West Virginia; F. P.

Seibert. of Maryland: Harry Seidman. of Russia; F. L.

Tallman. of New Y'ork; C. F. W. Walter, of Germany; and
E. S. Wright, of Ontario.

Tlie degree of pharmaceutical chemist was conferred
upon V. S. Belcval. of Cuba; Katherine E. Cliffe, of Penn-
sylvania; and Eli Lilly and J. D. Weaver, both of Indiana.
The customary dinner given by the alumni association

to the graduating class took place this year on the evening
before the commencement. In addition to the usual jollity

and good feeling this year's dinner was marked by the
presentation to the college by the class of 1906 of an oil

]iortrait of Prof. J. P. Remington, in commemoration of

his having been connected with the college for thirty-five

years. The presentation was made by H. J. Sunday and
President French received the portrait.

Pittsburg College.

At the commencement exercises of the department of
pharmacy of the Western University of Pennsylvania,
held at Pittsburg. May 1.5th. the following received the de-

gree of graduate in pharmacy:
Henry Ammann. W. J. R. Bearer, Vere L. Birchard. J.

A. Bowman, F. S. Brosius. H. L. Chapman. Henry Cohen,
H. H. Craig, C. D. Dillinger. C. B. Dublin, Francis
Dunczyk, Morris Dunn, C. E. Dusenberry. G. W. Erskine,
H. L. Evans. R. B. Everitt. J. L. Fitzgerald, Oliver Flesher,
Elizabeth Fulton, C. A. Galloway, H. C. Gardner, J. D.
GriflSth. L. P. Hague, Mrs. C. N. Hantz. Grace I. Harper.
H. C. Holland, L. J. Jendrzeski, J. E. Ketter, Samuel
Krasnossky, D. A. Laughlin, Herman Lippman, C. G.
Melcher, J. S. Michalski, R. P. Moyer, A. A. Munsch, F. H.
Munsch, J. D. McCarty, James McClaren, H. L. McGouran,
B. G. McKee, J. C. McNulty, T. J. McWilliams, R. V. Reid,

H. W. Reinwald, G. H. Reiser, Thomas Rosenthall, D. W.
Roush, Jacob Smolovitz, 0. H. Solodar, P. J. Stoltz. H. R.
Scott, and H. D. Wilcox.

St. Louis College.

The forty-first annual commencement of the St. Louis
College of Pharmacy was held April 24th. Dr. J. C.
Morfit, president of the St. Louis Medical Society, deliv-

ered the valedictory address.
The alumni prize was awarded to T. P. Knoebel; the

college gold medal to H. D. McAdams; and nomination to
membership in the American Pharmaceutical Association
to M. M. Johnson. The following received honorable men-
tion:

Ph. G. class—L. W. Koch, H. P. Sweeney and J. A.
Weaver.

Ph. B. class—E. A. Kroencke and R A. Longmire.
The junior honor roll comprised E. H. Dick, A. T. Gaert-

ner, J. E. Paris, G. P. Steyh and J. A. Wirtz.
The degree of graduate in pharmacy was conferred upon

W. L. Applegate, of Rogers, Ark.; J. L. Bischof, of Belle-
ville, 111.; J. M. Boss, of St. Louis; H. W. Carpenter, of
State Center, la.; I. M. Clark, of Upper Alton, 111.; G. F.
Coy, of St. Louis; J. I. Dean, of Salt Lake, Utah; E. W.
Dimond, of Winona, Miss.; J. W. Fulenwider, of Johns-
boro. Ark.; David Gallant, of St. Louis; A. B. Gockel, of
Jackson; G. V. Gruenewald, Jr., of Belleville, 111.; F. A.
Haines, of Rockport. Ind.; W. H. Houston, of Topeka,
Kan.; J. R. Isley, of Coffeen. 111.; David Jacobs and Jean
Jantzen, both of St. Louis; M. M. Johnson, of Vandalia;
C. W. Juengel and C. H. Kalbfleisch, both of St. Louis: M.
G. Klomme, of Belleville, 111.; P. T. Knoebel, of East St.

Louis. 111.; L. W. Koch, of Red Bud. 111.; H. F. Krey, of

St. Louis; A. E. Leutwiler, of Trenton, 111.; E. F. Liebe.
of St. Louis; S. H. Locke, of Memphis. Tenn.; A. F. Low-
rey, of Neodesha, Kan.; J. A. Moore, of O'Fallon, 111.; G.
C. Myers, of Granite City, 111.; G. W. Nold, of Belleville.

111.; W. G. Palmer, of Palmer, Colo.; F. C. Pauley, Jr., of
St. Louis; 0. G. Robb. of Burton; A. A. Robison. of Salt
Lake. Utah; H. W. Schaum and Lester Roland Schettler.
both of St. Louis; J. V. Simonds, of Belleville, 111.; Ralph
Smith, of Tuckermann, Ark.; J. F. Sondag, of East St.

Louis. 111.; R. M. Spargur, of Burlington Junction: H. P.
Sweney, of Salem. 111.; W. C. Tunker, of Upper Alton.
111.; F. L. Wachter. of Memphis, Tenn.; J. A. Weaver, of
Abilene, Tex.; A. C. Webster, of Staunton, III.; and J. L.
Wilder, of Mount Vernon.
The degree of bachelor of pharmacy was conferred upon

J. E. Damron. of Progress, 111.; J. D. Handy, of Brecken-
ridge; Nova Hill, of Green City; E. A. Kroencke, of Con-
cordia; R. A. Longmire, of Pelahatchie, Miss.; H. D. Mc-
Adams, of Cave City, Ark., and H. S. Merrell and C. T.
Saul, both of St. Louis.

Cleveland College.

The twenty-fifth annual commencement exercises of the
Cleveland School of Pharmacy were held May 9th. In
honor of the silver jubilee of the school, the exercises were
somewhat out of tho ordinary.
A brief history of the school was given by Prof. Feil.
The address to the graduates was delivered by Prof.

J. U. Lloyd, of Cincinnati.
G. W. Voss. who retired after a twenty years' service as

treasurer of the college, receivsd an engrossed testimonial
of appreciation and regret.

It was announced during the commencement that the
new school building was assured.
The Arny prize was awarded to L. C. Krejci; the Haake

prizes to S. S. Rosenberg and L. C. Krejci.
The students who received the dsgree of pharmaceutical

chemist were: F. J. Ackerman. 0. E. Albl, H. S. Cooper,
James Grosser, Jr.. O. H. Dawson, L. F. Farley, H. J.

Ginther, L. C. Krejci, Robert Ludwig. S. S. Rosenberg,
G. T. Stringfellow, A. F. Urban and W. F. Walter.

Keokuk College.

The commencement exercises of the pharmacal depart-
ment of Keokuk Medical College were held May 21st. I.

A. Reed, of Swan, delivered the valedictory. The class
roll was as follows:

R. E. Barnes, of Farmer City, 111.; B. L. Gilfillan, of
Hannibal, Mo.; F. A Hanson, of West Point, 111.; L. E.
Harper and I. A. Reed, both of Swan; and P. D. Wilson,
of Wayland, Mo.
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Obituaries.

DK. FRANK L. JAMES.

Dr. Frank L. James, of St. Louis, died May 21st, of

erysipelas believed to have been brought on indirectly by
the sting of an insect which caused the loss of one of his

eyes about ten years ago.
Dr. James was best known to pharmacists as the editor,

later as the pharmaceutical editor only, of the Xational
Druggist. As a smooth easy writer on scientific subjects

he perhaps had no equal among American pharmaceutical
journalists, and was particularly happy in his transla-

tions from the French. Unlike most physicians and
editors, he wrote a Spencerian hand, and continued to do
so even after be had become infirm from age and sickness.

The deceased was sixty-six years of age. In 1888 he be-

came a member of the American Pharmaceutical Associa-

tion, and at the St. Louis meeting in 1901 was made a
life member.

John E. Bates, the oldest druggist of Washington, D. C,
died April 27th. His connection with pharmacy dates

back to 1839. A brief sketch of his pharmacal career was
given on page 184 of the Circular for January, 1907, our
Golden Jubilee number.

Evan J. Morris, of Alliance, 0., died April 24th, aged
fifty-four years.

Dr. C. A. Dusenberre, of Honesdale, Pa., died May 12th,

aged eighty-four years. Dr. Dusenberre conducted a drug
store in this city from 1855 to 1857, and had practiced

medicine at Honesdale for fifty years.

J. H. Smith, of Franklin, Ky., died April 24th, aged
seventy-five years.

Decatur Milligan, one of the oldest druggists of Phila-

delphia, Pa., died April 24th, aged seventy-five years. He
was one of the incorporators of the Philadelphia Whole-
sale Drug Company, and a life member of the American
Pharmaceutical Association, which he joined in 1867.

John R. Gasaway, of Pittsburg, Pa., died at Edgewood,
Pa., April 28th.

James W. Brown, one of the first druggists at Wichita,

Kan., and the first to locate in the western part of the

Chickasaw nation of Indian Territory, died at Chickasha,
1. T., May 8th, aged fifty years.

Lloyd R. Wriston, of Charlotte, N. C, died April 22d,

aged fifty-seven years.

L. D. Heston, of Victoria, Tex., is dead. He contributed

to our Golden Jubilee issue (January, page 187), telling

something of the drug business in Texas in the 'sixties.

He was a native of this State.

Robert R. Kent, whose portrait appears in our Golden
Jubilee (January) issue, among the older living drug-

gists, is dead. :Mr. Kent was eighty-three years old and
had been a member of the American Pharmaceutical As-

sociation for over a half-century. He had been in busi-

ness at Boston, but had retired and was living in this city.

Joseph T. Fleming, of Princeton, Ind., died April 15th,

aged seventy-three years. During the Civil War he was
a captain in an Indiana regiment.

W. W. Young, of Zanesville, O., died April 28th, aged
twenty-eight years.

Dr. J. N. Medbery, the first physician and druggist at
Webster City, la., died there May 1st.

Thomas Sisson, one oi the oldest business men of Hart^
ford. Conn., died May 1st, aged seventy-nine years. Since
1843 he had been connected with the firm now known as
the Sisson Drug Company, and was a member of this firm

for fifty years. Mr. Sisson was prominent in Masonic,
philanthropic and financial circles of his native city.

J. B. Isenhour, of Salisbury, N. C, died May 9th, aged
thirty-five years.

Harry N. McCrory, of Fairmont, Va., died May 12th,

aged thirty-seven years.

Martin L. Byers, who had been in business at Hagers-
town, Md., since 1866, died May 18th, aged sixty-seven
years. He was quite prominent in local political circles.

Some Sunday Closing Notes.

Since the Sunday act prohibits the sale of soda water
and other "side lines," the druggists in the down-town
section of Toronto, Ont., have found it unprofitable to

keep their stores open on Sundays.
The Webster City, la., local W. C. T. U., has Uken an

interest in the pharmacists and their clerks in that city,

and is endeavoring to secure for them a day of rest on
Sundays.
A north Baltimore clergyman is at the head of a move-

ment to close the drug stores in that section of the city
on Sundays. He has remarked that while he is to a great
extent led by a desire to secure the proper observance of

the Sabbath, his principal object is to give the drug clerks
a chance to rest.

Decorating their doors with pertinent quotations from
the classics, the druggists of Middletown, Conn., closed up
tight for one Sunday recently. Dissatisfaction with the
prohibition of the sales of soda water and cigars by the
municipal authorities was the cause of this action. The
following Sunday, all the stores were open, and anything
in stock was sold.

Mayor W. H. Coleman, of McKeesport, Pa., has
inaugurated a "vice crusade" which provides for the
closiii.g of the drug stores of the city, on Sunday.
An old law has been unearthed at Newcastle, Pa., which

prohibits the sale of cigars and soda water on Sunday
under the penalty of a heavy fine. As their strictly

pharmacal sales on the Sabbath are not suflicient to de-

fray the lunr.ing expenses of their stores, the druggists
in several sections of the city keep their stores closed
fri;m Saturday night until Monday morning.

OHIO CLERKS SEEK LESS SL-\DAY WORK.

By means of circular letters addressed to the physicians,
pharmacists and clergj- of the city and to the municipal
and other authorities, the Retail Clerks' Association, of

Columbus, O., is seeking to bring about a cessation of the
practice of leaving unqualified men in charge of drug
stores throughout the city. A copy of the pharmacy law is

enclosed with each letter. Violations of the anti-cocaine
and liquor laws are also receiving attention.

The underlying motive of this campaign is to direct the
attention of the public to the menace of permitting drug
stores to do a general business on Sundays and incidentally

to secure less hours of Sunday work for drug clerks.

The American Pharmaceutical Association will meet at

the Hotel Astor, this city. September 2d to Sth.

The American Medical Association will meet at Atlantic
City, N. J., June 4th to 7th.
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Proposed Endowment for the A. Ph. A.
Two prominent members of the American Phar-

maceutical Association, S. A. D. Sheppard and J. H.
Beal, have taken the lead in a praiseworthy movement,

and should not lack for followers. As was reported

in the Circular for October, 1906, page 383, these

two gentlemen propose that the association raise a

permanent endowment fund of not less than $25,000,

and that a portion of the income from this fund be

used in furthering its work. To be more exact, the

proposition is that when the fund has reached $25,000

one-half the interest therefrom may be used by the

association ; and that when it has reached $50,000

ninety per cent, of the interest may be used by the

association, but that at no time shall less than ten per

cent, of the interest be added to the principal annually.

To show their good faith Messrs. Sheppard and Beal

agree to pay into this fund one dollar for every twenty

dollars contributed from other sources until $25,000

has been collected.

We have frequently shown the connection between

the American Pharmaceutical Association and the

good which has come to American pharmacy during

the past half-century and more. Most if not all the

State associations and boards of pharmacy and many
of the colleges had their origin in or near the Ameri-

can association. The National Formulary, the Amer-
ican Conference of Pharmaceutical Faculties, the Na-
tional Association of Boards of Pharmacy are all chil-

dren of that same great conservator of the best in

American pharmacy. Many a fortune has been based

on a secret of much less worth than those openly

divulged each year in the papers read before • this

body ; and the formulas, processes, business hints, and

so forth annually put at the disposal of the retail drug-

gists by this association are of inestimable value.

Yet with ail that has been done and is being done

to the credit of the American Pharmaceutical Asso-

ciation, its form of organization and its plan of work
are such that it has never had enough surplus in its

treasury to enable it to make the most of its oppor-

tunities. \\'hile the receipts of the National Associa-

tion of Retail Druggists, a commercial body with

some interest in professional matters, were $91,302.42

last year, over $57,000 of which was for dues, the re-

ceipts of the xA.merican association, a professional body
with some interest in commercial matters, were

$9,287.56, of which $6,315 was for dues. The reports

made at the annual meeting of the National associa-

tion last year showed that the expenses of the secre-

tary's office were $17,473.52, of which amount

$3,499-92 was entered as secretary's salary, and
$8,612.17 as salaries of correspondents, stenographers,
clerks, etc. The annual reports made to the Ameri-
can association last year showed that the secretary's

salary was $1,000, but that (on account of the condi-
tion of the treasury), ten per cent, of officers' salaries

was not paid. And as to correspondents, stenog-

raphers, clerks, etc., we understand that the secre-

tary of the American Pharmaceutical Association is

his own typewriter, and that he works overtime wrap-
ping and mailing copies of the association's publica-
tion, the National Formulary. He, a dean of a uni-
versity college of pharmacy, and an author and
teacher of international note, a man no longer young,
doing the work of a stenographer and a shipping
clerk! But, as he himself has said, he does this work
cheerfully and to the best of his ability because
he fully realizes that the association is not in a posi-

tion to spend money for assistance. Gentlemen of
the pharmaceutical profession of America : Candidly,
does not this come pretty near to being a disgrace to

us? It would come much nearer than it does but for

the saving circumstance that the facts are not gen-
erally known. They are known to Mr. Sheppard,
because he is treasurer of the association ; they are
known to Mr. Beal, because he is chairman of the
council

;
and these two men have begun the task of

effecting a change in conditions. What we have said
about the secretary's office is thrown in merely as an
illustration of the general situation, and is not given as
a reason, per se, why funds should be contributed to
the association.

In their self-imposed task Messrs. Sheppard and
Beal should have the cordial support and financial aid
of every man in America who gets his living out of
pharmacy. Without the American Pharmaceutical
Association and what it has accomplished, many of
these men engaged in pharmacy and allied lines prob-
ably would be engaged in work that would be both
less congenial and less remunerative. They may not
realize this, so quietly and unostentatiously—yet
surely, because rightly—has the association done its

work, but there can be no doubt about the truth of the
statement when the matter is analyzed. There are a
number of men who have grown wealthy through
the practice of some branch of pharmacy, and there
are a great many more who make only a comfortable
living through it. All are under direct obligation

to the American Pharmaceutical Association, and we
believe that most of them are willing to acknowledge
that obligation and to do something tangible by way
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of discharging it. What is wanted is someone to take

the initiative, to show the necessity of an endowment

fund for the association, to devise means for the

proper handling of such a fund, to approach the phar-

macists of big and little means in the right manner.

This, Messrs. Sheppard and Beal have done or will

aid in doing. We feel safe in saying that their work

will be well performed. We also believe it is safe to

say that the other pharmacists will do their parts

equally well.
• •

Trouble with the Guaranty Number.

There have recently appeared in the papers mis-

leading press dispatches from Washington concerning

the force and effect of the serial guaranty number

issued to manufacturers under the food and drugs act

of June 30th, 1906. While the reporters who have

sent such dispatches and the papers which have pub-

lished them are—to an extraordinary extent, at least

—

excusable for the errors into which they have fallen,

druggists should guard against being unduly per-

turbed by anything and everything they see and hear

on this subject.

As a matter of fact, there is a lack of unanimity of

opinion among officers at Washington whose business

it is to execute the law, and contradictory—or ap-

parently contradicton,'—regulations have been pro-

mulgated. Sifted down, the question seems to be

whether a guaranty number placed on a package of

goods by its manufacturer, is a guaranty to a dealer

who does not buy direct from the manufacturer, but

obtains the goods from a middleman, a jobber. The
general understanding in the trade has been that

the guaranty number attached to the goods by the

manufacturer carried the manufacturer's guaranty to

any dealer into whose hands the goods might go, and

that, we take it, was the intent of the three secretaries

of departments who framed the original regulations

for the enforcement of the law. But now a rule hasbeen

issued restricting the guaranty carried by the serial

number to the dealer who buys directly from the

manufacturer ; and if this rule stands, the retailer buy-

ing such goods from the jobber has no protection un-

less he gets a new guaranty from the jobber. • An-
other question arises just here: In case a jobber re-

ceives an order from a retailer, and writes to the man-
ufacturer to ship the goods direct to the retailer, the

jobber never coming within a hundred miles of the

goods, how can the jobber guarantee the purity of the

goods to his customer ?

Our advice from Washington is that the officials

are at sea as to 'what they should do, and that dealers

who act in good faith need have no fear of unjust

treatment growing out of the tangle; that some uni-

form plan of action will be agreed upon and due notice

of the provisions of such plan sent out. To add to the

perplexity of the situation. Dr. Wiley, upon whom has

devolved the greater portion of the executive work
growing out of the new law, is also at sea, being, at

this writing, on his way to France on official business.

Unless otherwise adjusted, complications growing
out of the conflict of rulings will have to be settled by

the courts.

Pens and Shears.

There lie before us as these lines are penned, pages

torn from a drug journal on which appear two
articles. These efforts, so far as their typographical

display is concerned, appear to be by the editor of

the journal in question: no author's name appears

at their top ; no journal's name at their bottom. But

a careful reading of these articles reveals the fact

that they appeared originally in The Druggists Cir-

CUL.AR, one as a signed contribution, and the other

as an editorial. The friend who sent us the pages

referred to, writes, in part

:

I frequently notice that your matter is appropriated by
some of the smaller drug journals without credit, or what
seems to us to be worse still, a pretense of credit is some-
times given. . . .

I have torn two pages out of that journal and enclose

them herewith that you may understand what I mean.
The average person seeing this article would thinlt it was
an original paper, and the giving of credit way down in

the bottom of the article, does not seem to me to be hon-

est. It looks like an effort to pass off as original, matter
appropriated from your journal, but to avoid blame for

same by giving technical credit.

There are a number of so-called pharmaceutical

journals in this country and Canada which seem to

be editorless ; they are made up of clippings thrown

together with a pitchfork (as one commentator has

picturesquely put it), sometimes with credit and
sometimes without, and sometimes, as our corre-

spondent just quoted says, with an effort to avoid

blame by giving "technical credit.''

Of course, we know that many of the so-called

editors of druggists' periodicals have either no time

or no ability or no energy to write their own articles,

and perhaps they have no appropriation from the pub-

lishers out of which to pay for original contribu-

tions. Such so-called editors are driven to the ex-

pedient of copying from journals which have real

editors : there is nothing left for them to do but

either clip enough matter to fill their pages, or let the

pages remain empty. It is then that the pages of the

journals which have real editors are sought, and the

real editors would not raise their voices against the

clipping method of procuring "copy" if only an honest

acknowledgement of credit were made. It is against

the discreditable omission of credit, and not against

the wholesale use of the shears, that the real editors

indite their protests.

The chronic offenders are known in the editorial

offices of all the pharmaceutical journals which main-

tain such offices. We have in mind one paper which

boldly and unblushingly reprints our "Modern Ma-
teria Medica" month after month, without a vestige

of acknowledgement of the source of the material.

In Canada there is another paper which may be de-

pended upon to utilize such of the contents of the

American drug journals as its "editor" may fancy.

without even so much as an "if you please'' or the

courtesy of a credit. Another periodical whose home
is in the Northwest has a way of "running in" it~

credits in such way that they escape the eye of the

superficial reader. On the Pacific Coast there formerly

was a paper which has been known to reprint in a
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single issue as many as five articles from another

journal, without one word as to the source of the

articles, but we believe that it has met a just fate and
is now no longer heard of. The list could be length-

ened without being increased in usefulness.

We think that the time has arrived for the editors

who know the difference between a pen and a pair of

scissors, and who secure and present to their readers

original articles, to inaugurate a campaign of ex-

termination against the practice upon which we have

here animadverted. We wish what we have said to

be construed as a warning and an invitation ; a warn-

ing to the careless or dishonest journals that they

need not think that these practices are unnoticed

and will always remain unpunished, and an invitation

to the respectable journals to aid us in seeing that

justice is done in this matter.

The journals alluded to above will probably recog-

nize themselves. Permission is hereby given to each

of them, and to as many more like them as exist, to

reprint this article without credit.

Salesmanship.

Now, while clerks and apprentices are so scarce that

many drug store proprietors who are not able to do

all their own work are in despair, is not a good time to

ofifer suggestions as to just the kind of clerk a drug-

gist should select, but hints on increasing the value

of such clerks as the proprietor may have are always in

order.

In the usual run of drug stores the proprietor, man-
ager, senior clerk or whoever the best man on the

force may be, is found behind the prescription counter.

This is in recognition of the basic fact upon which the

drug business is founded—that is, that a drug store

is a place where medicines are compounded and dis-

pensed in the best style of the art—and, from the

standpoint of the man who argues that way, is per-

fectly right and proper.

Sometime ago we went into the store of an old

friend who enjoyed the best prescription trade in his

city, and he said something about the difficulty of

keeping good prescription clerks. We asked him if

Bjones (known as a "cracker-jack" prescription filler)

were not still with him. "Yes," was his reply, "but

he is too good a man to keep out of sight ; he can sell

a hair brush in three minutes and make more profit

than there would be in a batch of pills that it would
take him a half-hour to turn out. And, besides, I

send him out a good deal to do 'detail' work among
physicians."

This goes to show that in a large store a good
salesman is a more valuable man than a good pre-

scriptionist ; and might be construed as indicating that

in a small store an ability to sell goods is a more de-

sirable quality in a clerk than an ability to dispense

medicines, although, somewhat paradoxically, the lat-

ter kind of ability must be present whether the former

is or not.

In short, in this strongly commercial age, the drug-

gist who is a merchant as well as a pharmacist is the

one who is most successful in wooing fortune. Col-

leges of pharmacy or good preceptors can take almost

any kind of a boy who knows his "three R's" and in a

couple of years or so make a dispenser of him, but a

salesman is an artist, and artists are born, not made.

We suppose every old-time druggist who thinks of

the way his old preceptor used to wait on customers

and train his young men to wait on customers, is now
and then moved, figuratively at least, to tear his hair

and gnash his teeth at witnessing the way his clerks go
about selling goods, or at the way in which he him-

self is served when he goes into another store. But

we strongly suspect that many of the younger drug-

gists have not received the kind of training in sales-

manship that will make them competent when they

become proprietors, to train up their clerks and ap-

prentices in the way in which they should go. There

have appeared in the Circular many articles, both in

the shape of original contributions and reprints, on the

manners of clerks, and from some of the instances

related it has been evident that the clerk had not re-

ceived the kind of instruction from his employer that

is the just due of any young man starting on a busi-

ness career. One of these instances is related in a

paper on page 464 of this issue.

The proprietor, assuming that he is a properly

qualified salesman himself, can by example and pre-

cept do much to develop the latent capabilities as a

salesman of his helper. For a salesman not to cease

any routine duties in which he may be engaged, unless

it is impracticable for him to do so, and give instant

attention to a customer who enters the store, is an un-

pardonable oflfense against the very first law of sales-

manship. If this offense be unpardonable, what shall

we say of the offense of the salesman who is engaged
in conversation with a fellow worker about some
trivial personal matter and therefore fails to give due
attention to a customer? The salesman who turns-

from a customer who is addressing him to converse
with another salesman, or a friend who may be hang-
ing around, is, if possible, worse than the one who
ignores the presence of the customer in the first place.

For a salesman to yell across the store in the face (or
ears) of a customer, or to whistle, sing or smoke
while showing goods, is to advertise to the world that

he was illy bred before coming to work, and has re-

ceived little instruction since. All these things are
so manifestly true and are of such an elementary na-
ture that we feel that an apology is due our readers
for mentioning them here. It is not our purpose to
lay down a set of rules for salesmen to follow, for, in

the first place, to do so would make this article too
long, and, in the second place, rules can not make
salesmen. We merely mention a few of the most
conspicuous offenses of which we have recently seen
salesmen guilty, for the purpose of reminding pro-
prietors of a duty which they owe alike to themselves,
to their employes and to their public. We know that
druggists nowadays have to take such clerks as they
can get, and we sympathize with those who happen
to get the poorer kind, but we believe that a little tact-
fully directed instruction will enable them to improve
a bad situation, and this we urge them to give, for
their own sakes, as well as for the sake of the future
of the drug business.
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What Is a Nostrum ? Those who make nostrums

do not like the name which applies to their output.

For a long time they called their goods '"patent med-

icines," but they are not patent medicines at all.

Castoria and Radam's microbe killer, which really

were patented, and many of the synthetic chem-

icals are patent medicines. But now the term "pat-

ent medicine" has fallen into the same disrepute that

"nostrum" has long been in, and some of the manu-

facturers are saying that their goods are not patent

medicines. Of course they are not. "Proprietary-

remedy" is a euphonious name, but the goods to

which this name is usually applied are not, strictly

speaking, proprietary remedies either. As a rule the

manufacturer of a nostrum has no legal proprietary

right in it, as anyone who by his skill and ingenuity

learns how to make the remedy, has as much legal

right to do so and offer it for sale and sell it under its

name, as the man who is spoken of as its proprietor. A
medicine manufacturer who wants a legal monopoly in

his business, must get the necessary grant from the

patent office ; if he prefers to depend upon his secret for

his monopoly, and someone discovers his secret (by his

skill and ingenuity, and not by illegal means) and du-

plicates the'remedv, the original manufacturer has no

redress. Therefore he can hardly be said to be the

proprietor of the combination of drugs, and the com-

bination of drugs therefore can not rightly be called

a proprietary medicine. Nostrum is a good word—

a

pure Latin word, being the genitive plural of the pro-

noun, ego, I, and meaning of us, our or ours. While

egotism and nostrums often go hand in hand, the

common origin of the two words has nothing to do

with this. According to the Standard Dictionary a

nostrum is "a medicine the composition of which is

kept secret." The Century Dictionary defines the

word thus: "A medicine, the ingredients of which,

and the method of compounding them, are kept

secret," etc. Webster's definition of the word is, "A
medicine, the ingredients of which are kept secret,"

etc. All the dictionaries named give further defini-

tions, but the ones quoted are given first in each in-

stance, and, maybe, qualified later. Why then should

we not call a nostrum a nostrum when it is a nostrum,

and why should we call a nostrum a patent medicine

when it is not a patent medicine?

More Corrections for the Pharmacopceia are

printed in the news department of this issue. Drug-

gists should take due notice thereof and govern them-

selves accordingly, as so far as we have been in-

formed, the only notice owners of copies of the Phar-

macopoeia will receive of these changes is such as is

given gratuitously by the press. Indeed, it has even

ijeen suggested that the journals withhold this most

important information from their readers. To get

the official correction sheets (which, by the way, con-

tain errors), the owner of a copy of the Pharmaco-

poeia will have to pay postage both ways, and go to

the trouble and expense of writing a letter besides.

Just what the druggist who has paid his good money
for the book, thinks of this additional expense which

is forced on him (or would be but for the journals

which have published the corrections) we do not

know. Of course the Pharmacopoeia is practically

useless to him so long as he knows that it abounds in

errors and does not know what and where those er-

rors are. Perhaps he thinks that it is the duty of the

makers of the book to relieve him, in so far as lies

within their power, of any trouble and expense grow-

ing out of errors for which they and not he were re-

sponsible
;
perhaps he thinks that they should freely

scatter the correction sheets among purchasers of the

Pharmacopoeia, through the wholesale druggists, the

booksellers, the journals and by mail, or that they
should, at least, send a copy of the corrections to any
purchaser of the book, on receipt of a postal-card re-

quest. We say we do not know what the druggists

—

and the physicians and others, too, as to that matter
—think of the situation, and we may be wrong in our
guess as to what their feelings may be, but it does
seem to us that tbe turn which affairs have taken is

such that a mild expression of possible dissatisfaction

in some quarters is not untimely. And if this mild
expression serves no other good purpose, we hope that

it will at least act as a reminder to the powers that

be to try to avoid a repetition of the cause of the real

or imaginary disgruntlement.

Joint Meetings of State Pharmaceutical Asso-
ciations are nothing new, but they are receiving an
unusual amount of attention nowadays. Rubbing
elbows with new people, absorbing ideas from those

who have had different kinds of experiences with the

same kinds of things, and change of scene and at-

mosphere are among some of the advantages gained
by those who attend State meetings. All these may
be enjoyed at joint meetings, and to a greater extent

than at a meeting of the druggists of a single State.

But there is business to be attended to at the meet-
ings, and this may be done better when only those

interested in it are at hand. Probably more of the

interested ones are able to attend a meeting held in

their own State than can cross its borders and invade
"foreign" lands, and maybe they "mix" better when
there are fewer "foreigners" around, so it looks as

though the joint meeting is destined to remain the

unusual thing rather than become the usual. Yet
the good of joint meetings is not to be too lightly

considered, and we should like to see more of them
—provided, of course, that the business of the associ-

ations of the individual States is not neglected, or the

time and money required for attending the joint

meetings do not make the price prohibitive to many
loyal members.

That Board of Pharmacy Members Should Be
Retail Druggists is a proposition which has often

been laid down and defended by the retail druggists

themselves, and not without good reason. One of the

latest arguments we have heard in favor of this prop-
osition runs something like this : If the board mem-
bers have stores an opportunity is aft'orded to a

druggist who feels that he has been unjustly dealt

with in the matter of sample-collecting and sample-
testing, to do a little private inspection work on his

own account in the stores of the board members. In

view of some of the stories told about certain meth-
ods pursued by board inspectors, the little retailer cer-

tainly ought to have some way of evening up scores.

One of these stories has to do with the way the in-

spector leaves the sample of chloroform liniment un-

corked while he holds a long conversation with the

druggist. An inspector who would thus knowingly
weaken a sample to be tested with the hope of there-

by causing the druggist to be fined, could well be

spared from duty while serving a long term in the

penitentiary', and a board member who would know-
ingly "stand for" such an inspector can not be retired

to tiie ranks, and then kicked out of pharmacy, any
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too soon. Pharmaceutical reforms are in order, and
this may be a hint as to one that is needed.

Synthetic Foods are about due. We mean due to
arrive as an every-day thing. We believe a num-

'

ber of chemists banqueted in this city some time
ago around a board on which only synthetic foods
and drinks were spread. That their example will

soon have to be followed by the general run of people
is the only conclusion which we can reach after read-
ing our morning paper. In one column of our daily
newspaper, uncler the heading "Lamb up to 30c. a
Pound," it is stated that prices have soared so high
that poor people can no longer indulge in meat, and
the prediction is made that prices will continue to go
up until the average man will be compelled to turn
vegetarian. In the adjoining column of the paper is

a large scare-head, reading : "Tomato Famine Likely
This Year," followed by a disconsolate account of the
ruin of the vegetable crop by the continued cold
weather. It certainly looks as if we were either to

starve or to give an opportunity to the dye-works
people to demonstrate the wholesomenesSr palatability

and sustaining properties of their waste products.

Druggists of Greater New York Are Inter-
ested IN the Future of the N. A. R. D. to a very
limited extent if the news as related in another part

of this issue is to be taken at its face value. At a

meeting of our local branch of the National Associa-
tion of Retail Druggists held in June, at which, as had
been announced a month in advance that it would be,

action was taken concerning the course to be pursued
by the national body at this critical point of its ex-

istence, neither the president nor any of the vice-

presidents was present, and it was an hour after meet-
ing time before a bare quorum could be mustered. It

may be that our local druggists have implicit faith

and confidence in their officers, and are willing to

leave the future plans of the association to them.

That Chicago is actively interested in the matter is

evidenced by action taken by her local association,

and reported by us last month; and a letter from
Qiicago's Bodemann published in this issue throws

a side light on the feeling of our brothers of the West-
ern metropolis concerning N. A. R. D. affairs.

Doctors Are the Best Drummers for the medi-
cine manufacturers who desire to sell direct to the

consumer. By this we do not mean the doctors who
are hired at a salary to act as traveling salesmen, but

the ones who perform their services gratuitously by

prescribing ready-made preparations which come put

up in convenient packages. It was our privilege the

other day to see a copy of a printed letter sent out by
a tablet manufacturer to his traveling salesmen, and
in this the salesmen were instructed to aid the manu-
facturer in his endeavor to create a popular demand
for his tablets, by working the doctors good and hard.

That many houses give such instructions to their sales-

men there can be little doubt, but we imagine that

most of them have the decency to convey their mean-
ing in a somewhat more delicate way. This is the

first time we have seen such instructions put into cold

type, and expressed with such cynical and brutal

frankness.

Relations between Physicians and Pharma-
cists having been strained, let us now hope that they

will be so clear that there will be no more throwing
down of either of their constituents by the other.

Artificial Respiration in Appsu'ent

Drowning.

Trask reports (Military Surgeon) two cases of

resuscitation from apparent death by drowning which
show the value of persistence in artificial respi-

ration. In the first case the man must have been
more or less under water for at least twenty-three
minutes; some who witnessed the accident stated it

to have been over half an hour. The life saving crew
kept up the artificial respiration for over an hour
and three quarters, and thus supplied the energy for

breathing until his blood and tissues had received

enough oxygen to continue the process for them-
selves. The second case would seem to have been
in the water for nearly half an hour, and yet the

boy recovered after somewhat over an hour of arti-

ficial respiration. The two cases here reported and
the others cited from the literature urge the prac-

tice of persistence in artificial respiration for a long

time in drowning cases. The methods suggested are

those of Silvester where there is but one operator and
the combined Silvester and Howard methods, as sug-

gested by A. H. Smith, where there are two or more
to assist in the work. "It is also very possible," says

the author, "that an apparatus such as O'Dwyer's
would be found exceedingly convenient and efficient

in cases of apparent drowning. * * * The
O'Dwyer apparatus consists of an intubation tube at-

tached to an ordinary bellows." Expiration is secured

by pressure on the sides of the chest. Another method
is to inflate the lungs by a bellows through one nostril,

keeping the other and the mouth closed while forcing

air in, and then expel the air by pressure on the chest.

It may be useful to append a description of the

Silvester method above mentioned. As a preliminary

it would seem needful that the patient be placed

face downward and the body slightly elevated

to drain water from the mouth and air passages the

work being aided by gentle pressure on the back, and
any mucous adherent to nostrils, etc., removed; tight

clothing being at the same time loosened or taken off.

He is then placed on the back on a flat surface in-

clined a little upward from the feet; the head and

shoulders are raised and supported on a small firm

cushion placed under the shoulder blades. The
cushion can be improvised from some article of dress.

The patient's tongue is drawn well forward out of

the mouth to keep it out of the throat and held so by

an assistant, and the mouth kept open. If none is

present, thrusting a pencil or stick across the mouth
on top of the tongue, back of the teeth, may accom-

plish both ends. The tongue may be additionally

secured in default of some one to hold it, by a string

(made from the clothing, if need be) or a rubber band

passed under the chin. The operator kneels at the

patient's head, grasps the arms near the elbows and

sweeps them around horizontally away from the body

and over the head till they meet above it, gives a

strong pull and keeps them stretched upward

for two seconds, and then lowers and presses them
gently but firmly against the sides of the chest for

two seconds. The operation is, of course, continued

in this manner with the same rhythm for an indefinite

time. It has been recommended that the effort should

be continued for eight hours at least; or while any

heat of the body remains.

Howard's method consists mainly in pressure of

the chest from above, the patient being on his back.
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Anent Filtering and Filter Papers.

By Wilbur L. Scoville.

The frequency with which problems in filtration

come up in pharmacy suggests that the average phar-

macist pays but Httle attention to the quaHty of his

filter paper, and probably still less to the fact that

there are a number of kinds of filter-paper on the

market, each adapted to a particular purpose. There
is no more reason for using one exclusive brand of

filters for all the fluids which a pharmacist needs to

clarify, than there would be to use one exclusive style

of mortar, or shape of spatula, or form of measuring
vessel for all purposes. Is it of no particular inter-

est to the pharmacist that one firm manufactures
eighteen different kinds of filter papers for chemical

and pharmaceutical uses, and puts out each kind in a

variety of forms, sizes and styles? To keep the

whole eighteen kinds on hand, even in one size and
style, would be confusing, but every pharmacist needs

at least three or four kinds of filters.

For alcoholic liquids, a thin and rapidly-acting filter

paper is needed, that material loss by absorption or

evaporation may be avoided.

For eye-waters, etc., there should be used a firm

paper, that will not give off any fuzz or fibers to the

liquid, and that will hold back any fine precipitate.

For syrupy and slimy liquids a thick and soft filter

is needed—one that will not clog easily, and will

work rapidly.

For thick syrups, oils, etc., a still thicker but firm

paper is required.

Special work may call for very close filters, that

will hold back the finest of precipitates, or the faint-

est turbidity, but other clarifying agents can be made
to accomplish the same result in special cases, at the

cost of a small waste of the fluid.

These few kinds of filter-papers should be kept in

stock, in needed sizes. They are easily obtained, and
are economical.

Of course, some of these—perhaps all—cost more
than a single kind of filter that does everything, but
almost everything needs some modification. To re-

sort to talc, or magnesium carbonate, or starch, or
other clarifying agent every time a special problem
arises, means a waste of material—both of the liquid

which is to be clarified, and the clarifying agent—

•

and a loss of time. At actual cost, the specially adapt-
ed filters are the cheaper; and then, by their use, time
is saved.

Filter paper manufacturers have found it to their
advantage to study the problems of filtration to a
greater extent than would be justified in others and
they are producing these specially adapted papers for
our benefit.

Filters that will economize expensive fluids, that
will not clog easily with slimy fluids, that will facili-

tate the flow of thick fluids, that will produce brilliant

filtrates, and that will stand various conditions, all

may be had economically and to the satisfaction of
the user. While such filters may not solve all the
problems of filtration, they will be found a much more
satisfactory solution of many of the problems, than
an amateurish study of the clarfying agents, with a
disregard of the waste involved therein.

And this waste is not merely a consideration of the
cost or loss of material ; it frequently affects seri-

ously the character of the preparation.

Take solution of magnesium citrate for instance;

the acid solution only is filtered. If a portion of this

be wasted by absorption in filters or clarifying agents,

the full amount of alkali being afterward added, the
finished solution is less acid than it should be, is less

palatable, and will precipitate in shorter time.

The amount of loss by absorption in filtration is

often surprising. Ten per cent, is common. I have
seen many preparations spoiled by the use of too

large a filter paper. A concentrated solution is filtered,

then diluted. But 5 to 10 per cent, of it is left in an
over-sized filter, consequently the finished preparation
is weak.

If this is true of filter-papers alone, what may the

loss be when clarifying agents, as magnesium car-

bonate and talc, are used? Of course, the exercise

of judgment will reduce the loss, but it is better to put
the judgment into the selection of a suitable paper.

With a clarifying agent it is difficult to keep the loss

within 5 per cent., except when very large quantities

of fluids are to be filtered, and if one is thoughtless

about it, the loss may easily reach 20 per cent, on small

quantities. Furthermore, the rate of filtration is re-

duced by these agents.

Impatience is an almost universal failing in human
nature, and filter manufacturers are obliged to cater

to it. Hence for rapid filtration there is more to be

gained by a proper selection of the paper than by any
other scheme, because every paper is made to do its

work as rapidly as the end sought will allow.

There is much for the pharmacist to learn about

filter-papers, and it is a study that will well repay

those who pursue it.

Some Botanical Notes.

Ev O. A. Farwell.

Doubting the correctness of classing larkspur seed

as delphinium consolida, Lin., as we have all along

been taught to do, I have for several years been col-

lecting seeds from various commercial lots of lark-

spur and raising plants from the same to determine

their identity. They invariably have been delphinium
ajacis, Lin. As a result of these studies we should

say that most if not quite all the larkspur seed com-
ing into this country are the seed of delphinium
ajacis, Lin. It is, however, a well known fact that

most species of larkspur contain the same active prin-

ciple, are poisonous, and that one may be used for

another, medicinally, and the same results be obtained.

In this connection we might say that the lark-

spurs on the western ranges are undoubtedly the

cause of the death of a large number of stock. While
stock are grazing in a large pasture from which they

will not have to be removed for months they learn

by instinct to avoid the poisonous plants of the re-

gion ; but when on the march from one field to an-

other they have not much time to graze and conse-

quently become very hungry. This is the time that

they are driven to forget instinct and to reach out for

anything they can devour in order to appease their

hunger; and so eat the larkspur and other poisonous
plants that they would not, in ordinary circumstances,

touch. Most of the stock loss from poisonous plants

occurs while the stock is going from one pasture to

another.

THE GENUS BRUCEA IN MEDICINE.

The genus brucea belongs to the family simaruba-
ceae, which is closely related to the rutaceae and is

distinguished from that family mainlv bv the non-
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punctate foliage. The genus contains five or six spe-
cies of tropical Africa, Asia and Australia. All the
species are very bitter and closely related, botanically
and therapeutically, to the quassias, species of quassia
or of picrasma ; they have large, alternate, pinnate
leaves which are more or less pubescent or villous, as
are the axillary panicles of small reddish or purp-
lish flowers. The flowers are minute and the parts

are in fours ; the drupes are very small, four or less in

number, and are brownish or black in color. The
kaflets of all except brucea sumatrana, Roxb., are en-
tire or undulate; those of the species just named are
sharply toothed. It ranges from the eastern penin-
sula of India and Cochin China through the Indian
Archipelago to the Philippines and Australia. All
parts of the plant may be used as a tonic-bitter and
astringent in the treatment of dysentery, worms,
hemorrhages and fevers. The fruit in China is called

khosam or kosam and is esteemed especially good as

a stomachic, to stop hemorrhages, and in dysentery.

The Chinese make a practice of steeping it in hot
water to destroy its vitality when wanted by foreign-

ers, so that the tree cannot be grown by them. It con-
tains a crystalline glucoside named by Bertrand, kosa-

min ; it is said also to contain the alkaloid brucama-
rine. All parts of the plant are equally used. It is

very closely related to the African species brucea an-
tidysenterica. Mill, which, as its name denotes, is

employed in the treatment of dysentery. These
species, while largely used by the natives of the re-

gions to which they are indigenous, are not in use

by the medical professions of either Europe or Amer-
ica.

GINSENG.

To one who is not versed in the gathering and
curing of crude drugs it would seem astonishing, to

say the least, to learn of the number of widely dis-

similar plants that are collected for one and the same
drug. Take ginseng, for instance: pharmaceutical

manufacturers receive plants from every section of the

countr}^ under this name. The gatherers, of course,

are not botanists, but probably think the plant must
grow in their vicinity, and consequently some plant is

gathered and sent to the large houses to be identified,

if possible, as ginseng. The most common one that

comes from the South is the helianthoid plant known
as tetragonotheca helianthoides, Lin. The roots of

some leguminose plants of the phaseolese tribe have

been offered as ginseng. From the Rocky Mountain
regions we have received roots of the aromatic divi-

sion of the umbelliferas, including species of angelica

ligusticum, etc., as well as of frazera species. The
latest received was composed of a rhizome of wild

yam, dioscorea villosa, Lin., and a young leaf of the

mandrake or May apple, podophyllum peltatum, Lin.

The one sending' it in claimed that the (mandrake)

leaf had been growing from the (yam) rhizome.

GUACO.

There has always been some question as to the iden-

tity of guaco. The leaves have been supposed to come
from mikania guaco, H. B. K., and the roots from

some species of aristolochia, crataeva, etc. Through-

out South America the name guaco is applied to many
different plants. Some years ago we received a sam-

ple of fresh, living roots from Mexico under the name
of guaco. We planted some to determine its identity

should it live and flower. It did so and we found that

that sample of guaco was one of the American aloes.

agave planifolia, Wats. It had a rosette of root leaves

which were oblong or lanceolate, spiny edged, and
deep-green mottled with white ; the scape was a foot or

two high and well covered with bracts, the lower two
or three of which resembled the root leaves in color

and shape but were many times smaller; the flowers

were quite numerous on the upper third of the scape,

were of a pale or livid greenish color, and somewhat
horizontal or drooping.

SNEEZEWEED OR SNEEZEWORT.

This plant, helenium autumnale, Lin., and other

species of helenium are often sent in for identification

and other information regarding them. The genus

contains some twenty-two species ; fifteen are chiefly

southern, extending westward to the prairies, two of

which reach as far north as Pennsylvania and Illi-

nois ; two are of the Rocky Mountain region, one ex-

tending west to the coast; three are of the Pacific

coast region ; and one, helenium autumnale, extends

over the entire country. When in flower it is con-

sidered dangerous to stock and if eaten in large quan-

tities generally proves fatal. When eaten by stock the

pulse is accelerated, staggering occurs, breathing be-

comes difficult, and the animal becomes very sensitive

to the touch. If eaten in fatal quantities death is pre-

ceded by convulsions.

NICOTINE POISONING.

News comes to us from Mexico of the poisoning

of a considerable number of hogs, the owner of which

had fed them on a plant which was common in his

vicinity but unknown to him as a poisonous plant. He
sent in a well fruited plant for identification and it

proved to be the nicotiana glauca, Graham. We
heard of several similar occurrences some years ago.

It is the "coneton" and "tronadora" of the Mexicans,

according to Coulter, and is naturalized in southern

Texas where it is frequently cultivated. Judging

from the very strong "tobacco" odor emanating from

the specimen sent us we have no doubt that it could

be developed by cultivation into a very good tobacco

plant.

IPECAC.

We have received a sample of "ipecac" from South

America from that section which produces ipecac and

which is used bv the natives in preference to the gen-

uine variety, the roots are rather soft, of varymg

length, from one to three inches, and of about the

thickness of Carthagena ipecac. Some of the roots

are tortuous, as in undulated ipecac, and some rather

straight, with scattered, deep constrictions, as in

striated ipecac. The bark is dark-brown and striated

;

the fracture varies from bluish-gray to a dark-purple

;

the wood is light-yellow and porous. The powder is

bluish-gray and is smooth and oily to the touch.
_
It

has a peculiar burnt-wood odor and taste, reminding

one of creosote. An assay of the drug for alkaloids,

according to the process given in the United States

Pharmacopoeia, eighth revision, gave negative results.

POKE LEAVES FOR BELL.\D0NNA LEAVES.

Pharmacists in general should carefully examine

their supplies of belladonna leaves, if of recent impor-

tation, and of supplies that may be imported m the

near future. We have recently received a small sam-

ple of leaves purporting to be belladonna leaves which

gave no trace of alkaloid. A careful examination

proved them to be leaves of the poke, phytolacca de-

candra, Lin., a plant native of America. It is not at
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all unlikely that the leaves were gathered in this coun-

try, sent to Europe and then sent back here as bella-

donna leaves. Poke has become naturalized through-

out southern Europe where the root is frequently if

not regularly gathered and used as an adulterant of

belladonna root. This is the first time, however, that

we have observed the use of poke leaves either as an

adulterant of, or substitute for, the leaves of bella-

donna.
GRINDELIA.

Under the above name we received a small Califor-

nian plant which upon examination proved to be one

of the plants known in California as "tarweeds," he-

mizonella minima, A. Gr. The plant was only two

or three inches in height and the inflorescence was

very glutinous, giving it a faint resemblance to a

very diminutive form of a grindelia.

Paints and Pharmaceutics.

By Dr. K. G. Zwick.

Connected with the pharmacy in which I was taught

the rudiments of our calling was a paint shop. After

I had thoroughly familiarized myself with such im-

portant duties as sweeping, lamp-cleaning, dusting

and similar fundamental principles of the pro-

fession ( ?) I was promoted. Under the able super-

vision of "old Charley," a man who had been with the

firm for years, I was instructed in the technique of one

of the noblest arts, that is, of compounding or mixing
not drugs, but—paints. Ready-mixed paints were

not as popular in those days as they are at present

with the public, nor with the painters. In spring a

lively business was done in dry paints, ground white

lead and ocher, linseed oil, "turps," benzin and other

requisites asked for by painters—amateur and pro-

fessional. The thrifty housekeepers were an espe-

cially "dee-lightful" class of customers for this line

of merchandise. The little boy who came with an old

battered tomato can or a relegated honey bottle (with

several flies in the corners) and a message from
mother was received with joy. "Ma says she didn't

quite reach. You should mix me up just a dime's

worth more of the same color she got day before yes-

terday. And if you didn't remember the shade, I

should bring around a chair, that has got some on it,

so you can match it. She says you should put in

plenty of turkeytine, so it will dry over night. And
say, mister, won't you give me a piece of sweet wood

;

ma said you would."
Those days of tribulation and trial for the budding

druggist came back to me on poring over a book
kindly loaned me by an art-loving friend. The book
is, Materials for a History of Oil Painting, by Charles
Lock Eastlake. It was published in London in 1847
and is adorned with a frontispiece representing a man
who certainly bore a striking resemblance to "old
Charley." But aside from this personal reminiscence
the book makes interesting reading and contains con-
vincing proof that the selling of painters' supplies by
pharmacists is well founded on historic precedent. In
fact, the very name of our profession of pharmacy is

based on its ancient connection with the art of paint-

ing. In the writings of Greek authors on art the
terms "pharniaka" and "pharmakeia" are used to

signify pigments and other painting materials, as
well as drugs. In the same sense Virgil and Pliny em-
ploy the words "medicamentum" and "venenum" to

denote both medicine (or poison) and colors. The

ancients were acquainted with the manufacture of

drying and non-drying oils. They employed these

oils, however, chiefly if not exclusively, for medicinal,

cosmetic or culinary purposes. Amongst the oils

mentioned by Dioscorides, Galenus, Hippocrates and
Pliny are linseed, walnut, hempseed, poppyseed and
Egyptian castor oil. This last is considered to be a

drying oil, as I was surprised to learn. Olive oil is

of course the all-important non-drying oil and was
then, as it is now, in Italy and Greece the principal

grease used in cooking.

Had any of these oils been used to any extent for

mixing with paints, the circumstance would have un-

doubtedly been noted by some of the above-mentioned

classical writers. For the preparation of varnishes

for finished pictures in "tempera" (=distemper) and
"encaustic," solutions of resins in oil were employed
centuries before the invention of oil painting. Com-
pounds of wax and resin dissolved in olive oil or

turpentine were applied to frescoed walls and rubbed

with linen until a polish was obtained which reflected

the features of the beholder like a mirror. ("Non
modo fiunt itentia, sed etiam imagines expressas aspi-

cientibus ex eo opere . remittunt."—Vitruvius, book
vii., chapter 3.)

During the middle ages the knowledge of the an-

cients was transmitted through the religious brother-

hoods. Technical methods originally derived from
ancient classical and later pagan artists were by these

means at least preserved for posterity, even if they

were not improved upon. The convents cultivated

the arts of healing and of painting and nearly all had
an apothecary shop and chemical laboratory for the

preparation and study of medicines and painting ma-
terials. The secular painters usually worked for

monasteries and churches, and their colors were large-

ly manufactured by their employers. Some orders

were renowned for the degree of perfection which
some of their products, both medicinal and pictorial,

possessed. And fortunate indeed was the artist who
connected himself with a religious community in

which chemical knowledge and technical skill were in

advance of the times. To this day we admire the

brilliancy of their colors and the fine state of preserva-

tion of their pictures. Such an advantage enjoyed, for

instance, Pietro Perugino (a precursor of Raphael)
during his sojourn with the monks of San Giusto alle

Mura. Their convent near Florence was destroyed

in 1529, but a description of it by \'asari has been pre-

served. This writer, after extolling the beauty of

their gardens and the assiduous care for their vine-

yards, continues: "The room in which the fathers,

according to their customs, distilled sweet-smelling

aromatic essences and beneficent medicinal prepara-

tions, was well fitted up with all manner of apparatus

of the best kind." One of the priors of this same
abbey was the inventor of an ultramarine which was
far-famed for its excellency. The lengthy description

of its mode of preparation testifies to the minute care

with which it was made. In passing I may note that

in the venerable Don Alessio's formulary is also a

prescription which the Venetian dames used "a fare i

cappelli biondi come fila d'oro," which means in plain

English they "blondined" (literally: to make the hair

blonde like threads of gold). The monks being the

purchasers of the paintings and the manufacturers

of the paints for these same pictures, it was quite

natural that they should bestow the most painstaking

care on the raw materials.
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Such materials as were not prepared within the
convent walls had to be purchased from a pharmacist.
Thus we find in some reports on the decoration of St.

Stephens' chapel during the reign of Edward I, in

the year 1274, a note of several colors bought from
one Roberto de Hayeneye, "speciavio," that is, a
merchant in species or component parts of medicinal
mixtures. In the archives of Turin in Italy is a docu-
ment from the year 131 5, in which are mentioned
colors and other painting materials purchased from
'"PofFredo apothekario." Similar references are con-
tained in a manuscript of the Paris library.

To follow up the history of painting and the traffic

in artists' materials more in detail is not within the

scope of this brief sketch—brief, because the subject

is vast. But in justice to the general interest which
the topic has for any reader—pharmaceutical or lay

—

I may be permitted to dwell a while on the history of

the technique of oil painting.

As long as the art of painting was cultivated prin-

cipally in the monasteries there was but one technique

and one style in the whole Christian woild. Such
modifications as did prevail were caused by the dif-

ferences of climate under which the artist pursued his

occupation. The eflforts to protect their works
against the destructive action of the humidity of the

atmosphere and of the low temperature of the north-

ern winters led the artists of England, Holland and
Germany to experiment with the mediums which they

used for mixing their pigments. These investigations

culminated in the selection of linseed oil as the ma-
terial best suited not only to withstand the ravages of

time, but also because of the superior artistic effects

which may ,be achieved by its use.

Two Flemish artists, Hubert and Jan van Eyck,
generally receive the credit for having "invented"

(1410) the method of painting with oil. This, how-
ever, is not correct, because their immediate predeces-

sors undoubted!}' used oil for the same purpose. But
the Van Eycks greatly enlarged the sphere of its use-

fulness by improving its mode of refining to such an

extent that they were able to prepare it practically in

a colorless state. Jan van Eyck, also called Jan van
Brugge, after his place of residence, is usually men-
tioned as the "inventor," but his elder brother also

took part in the investigations which resulted in the

discovery, and both owed much to the labors of previ-

ous artists.

Through a visit of Jan to Portugal his technique

was carried to that country, and was adopted by the

Portuguese and Spanish schools of painting.

An Italian artist, Antonello da Messina, saw a paint-

ing by Jan in Naples, where it had been brought from
Flanders by Florentine traders as a gift to Alfonso
I of Naples. Antonello visited Jan, who taught him
his method; on Antonello's return to Italy he com-
municated the secret to his confreres.

As in the times of the Van Eycks, linseed oil is at

present obtained by expression, although a new
method is also used : The extraction of the oil from
the seeds by means of a solvent such as benzin. As
ordinary linseed oil requires about three days for

drying, investigations looking towards hastening the

process have been carried on for ages. Various
methods and ingredients have been in use; of these

careful boiling is about the only manipulation which
the oil ought to undergo. Lead and manganese com-
pounds are much employed to hasten the drying, not-

withstanding that some experts claim that the oil is

affected unfavorably by them. These metals are sup-
posed to possess or exert a catalytic action, in other
words, they transfer oxygen from the atmosphere to
the oil and thereby oxidize and harden the oil. The
solidified oil protects the color. Precisely how the
oxygen transfer takes place has not been settled.

Perhaps hydrogen dioxide is formed or ozone may
be generated as an intermediate product. The prop-
erty of drying in any oil depends on the amount pres-
ent of linolic, linolenic or isolinolenic acid combined
with glycerin. These compounds decompose under the
influence of the oxygen of the air into water, glycerin
and a stable product of polymerization: oxylinolein,
the chief constituent of dried linseed oil. Oils which
are largely composed of combinations of oleic acid
with glycerin are non-drying, because the oleic acid
which is split off on exposure to air, never solidifies.

The oil simply becomes rancid.

The great advantage, which oil of turpentine offers
over other volatile solvents, such as benzol, benzin,
etc., rests on its property of being an oxygen-trans-
ferrer. Oil of turpentine, therefore, is the ideal hasten-
ing agent of the drying process, because after it has
served its purpose it evaporates, whereas the metallic
compounds remain and continue the oxidation beyond
need.

Southern Drug Fads and Fancies.
By Fred D. Nelligar.

Cupid with curving bow hovering over Cleo and
Leon watches and waits. Bewitchingly the maid
smiles upon the stammering swain ; swift follows the
winged arrow. Leon is stung.

A POTENT LOVE CHARM.
The above is the old and generally accepted formula

for the birth of the tender passion. But there is an-
other, and some think a better way. That is, to wit,
the incense and dragon's blood route, and it is used
very generally by the Southern darkey. When Susan's
eyes fall by chance upon the one nian she feels can
make her happy, does she sigh and wait for him to
tumble unassisted ? Not Susan.
With ten brown pennies snugly tucked within her

ample mouth straight to the nearest "doctor's shop"
hurries the ebon maid, and there barters all her moist
wealth for frankincense and dragon's blood in reeds.
The drug man hands it over without a smile, for it is

an oft told tale with him.

Leaving the pharmacist to dry the pennies as best
he may, our dusky heroine tucks her purchases safely
into the secret recesses of the bosom of her dress and
sallies forth. Straight home she goes, and there
awaits a moonless night. The night arrived, at mid-
night hour, armed with her purchases, tin plate and
matches, by unfrequented ways, the lovelorn maid
seeks the sleeping Sambo's quarters. That worthy
snores on, all unsuspecting, while up from his door
step ascends a column of pleasantly odorous smoke,
that by some mysterious power will bind him for all

time to the amorous Susan.

All through the South gum olibanum and dragon's
blood are implicitly looked upon by the negro and a
great many of the ignorant whites as a specific to

cause the maid or man admired to succumb instantly

to the charms of the admirer; also to bring those
estranged together.
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TO REMOVE A HOODOO.

If you have been "hoodooed," "kunjured" or "hurt"
by some enemy, to reheve the evil shut yourself in a
dark room and burn incense and dragon's blood
therein.

dog's fat in locomotor ataxia.

Most of the medicos consider locomotor ataxia as

being incurable. That is because they have never
seen fit to prescribe puppy dog's fat. Any old wooly-
pated negro can tell you of numbers of cures effected

by that medicine.

THE mad stone.

The mad stone is another object of deep veneration,

some of the more celebrated stones having a reputa-

tion reaching beyond the bounds of the States in which
they are owned. When applied to a dog bite all the

poison is sucked from the wound into the stone, and
the stone turns dark and drops to the ground. If

the stone doesn't adhere to the skin, that simply shows
that no poison is present, and therefore the stone isn't

needed. At least, that is what is said by the people
who believe in these stones.

THE HAIR OF THE DOG IS GOOD FOR ITS BITE.

The mad stone, however, as a preventive of rabies,

has a rival, which consists of nothing more than a
handful of the hair of the vicious canine. But you
have to be careful to select the hair from the right

spot on the brute. The formula for the preparation
of this prophylactic should begin "'First catch vour
dog."

I have in mind an aged negro woman who came
wheezing and blowing into the store early one morn-
ing, in her arms reposing a half-grown Senegambian,
behind her trailing a motley crowd of retainers. Heav-
ily she settled her bulk into a chair and mopped her
dripping brow with the end of a gingham apron, her
burden meanwhile groaning dolefully. Reaching
down into her apron pocket .she drew forth a small
package, and then addressed herself to the proprietor
who was standing hard by, anxious to be rid of the
rumpus.

"Doctuh," .she said, "dis po' lil boy has done gone
an' got bit by a pawful dog, an' I'se mighty oneasy he
wuz mad. Mah ole man caught de critter in a' ole
fish net, so's we could git some of his har; but I

did'n know wich paht uv de vahmint to cut it offen,
so dis hyah lil' bit is fum his haid, an' dis is fum his
tail, an' now I wants you to tell me wich is right so's

I kin put it on an' draw the pisen out."
The "Doctuh" hazarded on the head portion, and

the African brigade retired smiling.

ASAFETIDA AND CAMPHOR NOT TO BE SNEEZED AT.

The wearing of a little red woolen bag about the
neck containing asafetida and camphor as a pre-
ventive is of too common usage to deserve comment

;

perhaps the resultant odor causes almost any self-re-

specting germ to flee.

POTATOES vs. HORSE CHESTNUTS. .

There are probably enough potatoes in the pockets
of those in fear of rheumatism to feed all the in-

habitants of Greater New York for one week. The
horse chestnut is the rival of the potato in the rheu-
matic field. Both are considered by many otherwise
rational citizens to have the doctors and their drugs
"beat standing."

WATER TO STOP SWEATING.

Tf you suffer with debilitating night sweats try

the water cure, not Father Kneipp's. In applying
this cure the advantage lies in the fact that it "is a
sort of absent treatment. A tin pan or basin filled

\vith water is placed under the sufferer's bed and left

there. Perhaps the idea is to let the mattress or
springs have the opportunity of drawing their requi-

site supply of moisture from below rather than from
the sufferer.

HOW TO "queer" an ENEMY.

Have you some one upon whom you would wreak
vengeance? Then get a small portion of Indian root

and put it in a bottle, then fill the bottle with water.

Cork tightly. Endeavor by some means to introduce

the bottle into the home of your enemy, then the deed
is done, your victim is "kunjured."

The conjuror, however, will be sadly baffled if the

conjuree has provided himself with a bag containing

a black spider, a piece of Indian root and a rabbit's

foot, and wears it suspended from the neck by a piece

of string.

MUSTARD AS A WARMING AGENT.

If you suffer with cold feet, physical not financial,

sprinkle a little mustard in the shoes, and all is well.

And so it goes all through the list of ills, real and
imaginary.

Thank heaven that we of this bright, happy land

are not as the benighted Celestial, who puts his trust

in charms, his faith in crab's eyes and scraped deer

horn.

Summer Skin Formulas.

Shoemaker, in his Heredity, Health and Personal

Beauty, gives the following formulas

:

FOR SUNBURN.

Sublimed sulphur yi dram.
Zinc carbonate i dram.
Ointment of zinc oxide i ounce.

FOR PRICKLY HE.A.T.

Bismuth subnitrate i ounce.

Zinc carbonate i ounce.

FOR ODOROUS PERSPIRATION.

Zinc oleate 4 drams.

Boracic acid 3 drams.

Keep the surface constantly covered with the

powder.
[A number of formulas for foot powders, of inter-

est in this connection, are given on page 480.]

FOR EXCESSIVE PERSPIRATION.

Hydrastine hydrochloride 5 grains.

Cologne water 4 ounces.

Apply frequently to the surface.

FOR EXCESSIVE OR ODOROUS PERSPIR.\TION.

Zinc oleate >^ ounce.

Powdered starch i ounce.

Salicylic acid 20 grains.

FOR MOISTURE OF THE HANDS.

Zinc oleate i dram.
Bismuth subnitrate 2 drams.

Betanaphthol 10 grains.

Dust frequently over the surface.

FOR FRECKLES.

Copper oleate 10 grains.

Ointment of zinc oxide V2 ounce.
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Fluidglycerate of Krameria.*
By George ]M. Beringer.

Some years ago the writer experimented with a
number of the vegetable drugs to determine the pos-

sibility of preparing a class of liquid pharmaceutical
preparations of the same drug strength as the tinc-

tures, but substituting glycerin and water for the

alcoholic menstruum. These experiments were con-

fined to the simple bitter and astringent drugs such

a.9 gentian, taraxacum, quassia, krameria, rhus

glabra and white oak. It was found that if the

glycerin was present in the finished glycerole in a pro-

portion of not less than one-third of the volume, the

preparations were fairly stable. If only one-fourth

or less was present, decomposition invariably took

place sooner or later.

At the suggestion of Dr. A. Haines Lippincott, of

Camden, I have recently prepared a liquid preparation

of krameria with glycerin as a solvent and of the

same drug strength as the official fluidextract and
have named the same fluidglycerate of krameria.

The term "fluidglycerate" is used here as a dis-

tinct title for a type of what is proposed as a new
class of liquid pharmaceutical preparations made with

glycerin, or mixtures of glycerin and water, as sol-

vents, and of the same drug strength as the official

fluidextracts, namely, one gramme of the drug to

each cubic centimeter of the product ; and it is be-

lieved that a number of such stable preparations can

be made.
The title "fluidglycerate" will likewise serve to

distinguish these preparations of a definite and uni-

form strength from the products of varying propor-
tions now' official in the United States Pharmaco-
pceia as "glycerites" and in the British Pharmaco-
poeia as "glycerins" and likewise from the host of

commercial products sold as "glyceroles."

A number of drugs will yield their active medi-
cinal constituents to glycerin menstruums and the

resulting fluidglycerates being practically free from
resinous matters will be miscible with water with

little or no precipitation.

The following is the formula for

FLUIDGLYCERATE OF KR.-\MERIA.

Krameria, in number 20 powder . i .000 grammes.
Glycerin 500 cub. cent.

Water a sufficient quantity.

To make i ,000 cub. cent.

Mix the glycerin with 2,000 c.c. of water and hav-
ing moistened the krameria with a portion of this

menstruum, pack it in a percolator; pour on enough
of the menstruum to saturate the powder and leave

a layer of liquid above it, and allow it to macerate
for twenty-four hours. Then allow the percolation

to proceed slowly, pouring on first the remainder of

the menstruum and then water until the drug is ex-

hausted. Reserve the first 600 c.c. of percolate and
evaporate the remainder to 400 c.c. When cool, add
the reserve and, if necessary, water to make the prod-

uct measure 1000 c.c.

The product is a syrupy liquid of a deep brownish-

red color and a strong astringent taste. It is mie-

cible with water making an almost clear reddish-

brown liquid with a distinct purplish tint. Dr. Lip-

pincott prescribes the fluidglycerate to he used as a

rectal injection, directing two teaspoonfuls to a half or

Read at the 1907 meeting of the New Jersey Pharma-
ceutical Association, and contributed by the author.

to one cup of water. He reports very gratifying re-

sults both in private practice and in hospital experi-

ence.

Dr. James P. Tuttle, professor of rectal surgery
in the New York Polyclinic Medical School, in a

Treatise on Diseases of the Anus, Rectum and Pel-

vic Colon, highly recommends in the treatment of

chronic catarrhal inflammation of the rectum, a sim-

ilar preparation under the name of aqueous fluidex-

tract of krameria. In this work he states: "The
krameria has given the best results and generally un-

•der its use the condition rapidly improves. This drug
as found ordinarily in the shops is absolutely use-

less."

The formula given for his aqueous fluidextract,

while not stated with the exactness of description of

manipulation that a pharmacist would use, leaves no
doubt that his intent was a preparation identical with

my fluidglycerate as prepared by the above formula.

He states : "This can be mixed freely with water in

any proportion and throws down no sediment ; it can
be introduced into the tenderest rectum without pro-

ducing irritation; it is an astringent and apparently

soothes pain and reduces inflammation. For irriga-

tion it is used in strengths of from 2 to 30 per cent.,

and for local application it may be used pure."

Pure Food Law a Success.*

A few ill-informed writers for the press have been
saying of late that the practical workings of the pure

food law have disappointed the expectations of those

who drew it up and fought for its enactment, and at

least one has declared that, instead of proving a safe-

guard for the public, it has increased the general

danger by giving dishonest manufacturers a chance
so to use the "serial numbers" allotted to them as to

create the false impression that the government guar-

antees the purity or harmlessness of drugs, medicines,

and the like to which those numbers are affixed.

As a matter of indisputable fact, not only has the

act fully justified the hopes of its friends—and the

apprehensions of its enemies—but it has worked even

better than had been feared by those who best knew
its compromises, its loopholes, and its failure to be as

severe and to go as far as it should. In reviewing the

situation as it stands, after the elapse of only a few
months, and with the law doing little more than en-

force itself, Samuel Hopkins Adams says in Collier's

that the results have been both important and com-
mendable. A few distributors of narcotics and al-

cohol under innocent names have abandoned their

murderous business altogether; of the others, some
have so changed their formulas as to make their con-

coctions either harmless or less harmful, and the rest

have labeled their packages so that purchasers now
know what they are buying and at least have a chance,

if they choose to utilize it, to find out the probable

consequences of dosing themselves with this or that

nostrum.
As Mr. Adams says, the act will not save fools from

their folly, but it does enable the ordinarily intelligent

to know when they are drinking alcohol or deadening

themselves with opium or cocaine, or wrecking their

hearts with acetanilide. This is an enormous advance

upon the old conditions. It makes for health and it

makes for honesty—and it has cut huge holes in the

incomes of the scoundrels who have been accumulat-

Frora the yew York Times.
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ing fortunes by fastening fatal "habits" on thousands
and thousands of people in all parts of the country

under the pretense of curing their diseases.

As for the charge that "serial numbers" are mis-

used, there is just this basis for it: Soon after the law
went into force the worst of the nostrum vendors did

so word their advertisements as to give to the ig-

norant or the careless the impression that the numbers
were a guarantee from the government to the public,

instead of merely a sworn statement, made by the

manufacturers to the government. But the moment
this characteristic swindle was tried the department,

officials exposed it fully and clearly, and there are

few papers in the country which have not presented

the facts in unmistakable form. The wording of the

deceptive advertisements was at once changed, and
those who are now deceived are beyond the reach of

reason or warning.
The law might easily be better, but it is a fine law,

just the same, and to call it a failure is a wild absurd-

ity—or something worse.

Some Observations Anent the Clerk.*

There are times with all of us when we are disposed

to think that other lines of trade are infinitely superior

to the retail drug business, but after nearly thirty

years of active retailing I have yet to become wearv
of it.

Ours is a business, as you all know, which requires

most painstaking hard work, and plenty of it. It

seems to me that too many of the young men who are

starting in the business to-day fail to realize this.

There is no one who has more interest in the young
man who is learning the trade than the writer. I may
seem too critical, but whatever I say is said in the

desire to be helpful, and not in a spirit of unkind-
ness. No one for a moment presumes to think that

all the virtues are the exclusive possession of the pro-
prietor or manager.

CLERKS NOW AND TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO.

It is regrettable to admit that comparatively few of
the clerks of to-day possess the ambition and the
initiative of the clerks of twenty-five years ago. There
is not enough to-day of that much-to-be-commended
"do it now" spirit. Twenty-five years ago the young
man who started to learn the drug business was glad
to do so at a salary of one dollar a week. Conditions
now are all diflferent. There were no porters in those
days, and the young clerk had to do all the heavy
and dirty work. Practically all stores then carried
large stocks of paints, oils and heavy goods, and the
clerk then had good reason to become tired.

Yet in spite of the improved conditions, the young
man of to-day seems to care less about his advance-
ment than did the boys of a quarter of a century ago.
This is brought home to every proprietor or manager
almost every day. It is hard to make the young
clerk see that it is to his advantage to be industrious
and attentive to business. A man's future success or
failure depends entirely upon the way in which he
does his work now, and there are very few who can
hope to succeed without long years of honest hard
work. The young clerk need never be afraid of it.

There are few employers who will ask a clerk to

work as hard or as long as they do, and there are very

Condensed from a paper read by A. D. Thompson at
the 1906 meeting of the Minnesota Pharmaceutical Asso-
ciation.

few cases in which hard work has been attended by
disastrous consequences. There are some who are
very cautious lest they injure themselves permanent-
ly by excessive labor, and I have even heard it assert-

ed, with the utmost gravity, that the long hours en-

forced upon the drug clerk were responsible for the
fact that there have been "dope fiends" encountered
among them. Hard work never made a fiend of any
one who was not a fiend by nature. It is the lack of

work that makes fiends. There was never a truer

thing written than "Satan finds some mischief still

for idle hands to do."

WHAT HARD WORK DID FOR ONE CLERK.

An example of the results of hard and intelligent

work which it is pleasant to relate is that of a young
man, now in an eastern city, who worked many years

as a clerk in Minneapolis. After he had acquired a

store of his own, every night for six months, after

working fourteen hours in the store, he spent three

or four hours in perfecting a toilet preparation which
seemed to baffle all his skill. That was five years

ago. His net income last year was $75,000. Honest,
old-fashioned hard work accomplished it.

KEEPING THINGS CLEAN.

There is no other business in which cleanliness is

so vitally important as in ours. I will not quote the

ancient adage about its being next to godliness, but I

do want to say that it is essential to success. The
value of order, system and cleanliness should be im-
pressed upon the young clerk, and he should be taught
to see that there is no excuse for his being idle in the

store for any length of time. No matter how clean

things are, they can always be made a little cleaner,

and there is no danger of getting anything too clean.

Some of the boys are so careful lest they wear things

out by too much polishing.

CLERKS WHO ALMOST CAUSE PROFANITY.

There is too much "visiting" among clerks during
business hours, too much frittering away of valuable

time, which might be profitably employed in any one
of a thousand ways. No one objects to the clerk's

having a breathing spell, or to a little harmless pleas-

antry now and then. There are very few proprietors

that make unreasonable demands of their clerks, but
there is a little truth that I learned long ago, and that

is a good thing to remember, and that is that non-
sense and business don't mix.

Let the clerk put in his spare moments in the store

in improving its appearance or arranging the stock,

instead of discussing politics or the baseball situation.

Let his mind be full of business instead of occupied

with thoughts of how soon he will "get off" or what
he is going to do to-morrow night. The fellows who
do everything in a half-hearted way, who are always
"watching the clock"— I declare, gentlemen, one is al-

most moved to profanity by them. I said "almost."

SALESMANSHIP.

Merchants have come to realize of late that sales-

manship is something more than the mere mechanical
handing out of goods that are called for and receiving

a certain sum of money in return. The retail sales-

man of to-day must be something more than a human
slot machine, and the young man who wants to be-

come a successful druggist must study the principles

of salesmanship as he would study any other art—for

it is an art. as well as a science.

A friend of mine went into a drug store the other
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day to buy a hair brush. '1 want to get a hair

brush," he said to the clerk.

"What kind?" asked the clerk, never moving from
his position behind the counter.

"Oh, I don't know just what kind," answered my
friend. "Something good and not too expensive."

"Is it for yourself or a lady?" queried the clerk.

"It's for me,'' answered the patient customer.
"How expensive a brush do youAvant?" insisted the

youth behind the showcase.

,"I don't want any, from you," replied my friend.

He walked across the store to another clerk. "Can
you sell me a hair brush ?" he asked.

"Certainly," was the reply, and in an instant there

were a dozen different patterns on the counter be-

fore the customer, while the salesman was already
pointing out the merits of the solid back, wire drawn,
Russia bristle brush. In less than five minutes he
had sold a $3 brush.

The prospective customer should never be annoyed
with too many questions. The moment he expresses

an interest in some article, a varied assortment should
be shown to him, and instead of asking- him what
price he wishes to pay, the clerk should devote him-
self to pointing out the good qualities of this or that

particular make and explaining the advantages of

buying the article of quality. Talk quality, instead of

price. Bring out the best goods first, always. When
the customer expresses a desire to see something less

expensive it is plenty of time to bring out the cheaper

goods. The clerk should never refer to the matter of

price until the customer mentions it.

So many clerks fail to differentiate between the

bothersome customer in quest of five cents' worth of

epsom saU and seventy-five cents' worth of advice,

and the one who would carry away a bottle of granular

sodium phosphate in one-fifth the time.

A Brief Story of the Butinskys and
TroUyoffs.*

By Judson B. Todd.

Since Noah and his family walked the gang plank,

there have existed two classes of people, who until

recently have been masquerading under inappropriate

appellations.

You will remember, perhaps that during the re-

cent Russo-Japanese unpleasantness the czar's min-
ister of war ordered to the front two disturbing gen-
erals, whose names were Butinskj- and Trollyoflf.

Until then these people had been going through the

world unclassified but not unnoticed. History does
not record their exact genealogy, but some authorities

maintain that the name Butinsky is of Greek origin,

meaning Ham, hence they may have descended from
one of Noah's sons—before lie took on his African
complexion. The early history of the Trollyoffs is

also a matter of some speculation. One man con-
tends that they descended from a pretender to an
Egyptian throne, while others claim that, as Samuel
King, the poet, would put it, "According to the law
of evolution, they must have sprung from the ape, and
they didn't have far to spring either." They are

a tame sort of people—of the Oscar Wilde variety

—and their habitat includes every country of the

globe.

Read at the 1907 meeting of the New York State
Pharmaceutical Association, and contributed by the
author.

Both classes are found in all the walks of life,

though occupying very different positions. The Trol-
lyoffs tell us what to do, while the Butinskys question
our method of doing. Let me briefly instance some of
their workings : The Trollyoft's, like the other sect,

wish to have their own way, which they believe to be
the only proper one ; they would reform our churches,
society and laws, particularly those relating to phar-
macy, but methinks that if even their methods could
prevail among legislators, financiers, and perhaps
some of our courts, conditions wouldn't be much
worse than they are to-day. A few weeks ago the
writer stepped into the office of Dr. Burt G. Wilder
of Cornell, who supplies blanks to any one wishing
to bequeath his brains to that institution for scientific

purposes. The Doctor was not in, but the gentleman
in charge told me that they already had an overstock
of Trollyoff brains, but were always glad to receive
those having a large percentage of gray matter. (I
hope to be pardoned for adding that I have no blanks
with me!)
The Butinsky folks, so-called, are quite different;

they have so much gray matter that they prefer to
have us save ours. They are a numerous people, in-

festing all public places, and reluctantly tolerated in
many others. They understand the use of the mails,
and some of them seem to enjoy visiting our State
capitol, particularly while the legislature is in ses-
sion. Did you ever have a bargain nearly closed
when one of those fellows came up and spoiled it?

Have you ever made a sale to a lady, and before the
article could be wrapped up and paid for, have her
friend tell her that she thought they had better look
farther ? Were you ever told how to play your hand ?

Did you ever try to sell a drug store, a house and lot,

a last year's automobile, a buggy without a top, a
second-hand show case, a flat-bottomed boat, an old
soda fountain, a fireproof safe (too small for your
purpose), a baby carriage (that you needed no
longer), a typewriter out of use, or a lawn mower
that you could well spare (since you had moved
into a flat)—have you ever tried to dispose of any of
these useful articles, and had Mr. Bother But-
insky hear of it and go to your prospective buyer and
tell him that he had a better one? If you have, then
you are acquainted with one of the Butinsky
family.

How many there are belonging to this organization,
I would not venture to say, but that there may be
some, there is no question. My observation is, that
the best way to endure pharmaceutical Butinskys, as
•well as the other kinds, is to butt back occasionally

;

that will have a tendency to keep them in check, other-
wise they might become not only disgustingly ob-
noxious, but absolutely unbearable.

Let us all take a careful invoice of our ways, habits
and characteristics, and if we have the least suspicion
that our trend is in that direction, let us make a sharp
detour, and if we cannot pose as ofScers, we should
at least be loyal high privates, always ready for a
forced march, ever willing to obey orders, careful of
our alignment, regardful of our conduct, and in all

other ways good pharmaceutical soldiers. Regard-
ing the Trollyoffs, as the man in Pinafore said, "They
mean well, but they don't know."

This paper was written, as Lincoln said, "writh

malice toward none, with charity to all," so do not
think it is a bit personal in its nature, but only the
experience and observation of a casual observer.
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Ethical Phzu-macy versus Nostrums.

Our young pharmacists, after becoming registered,

are not called on to do even the amount of ethical

practical work required of them when they register

before the State board of pharmacy, says E. L. Bran-

dis in a paper read before the Virginia Pharmaceutical

Association, who goes on to say : "The PharmacopcEia

and dispensatories lie unopened on our desks, and

we dispense Jones' pills. Smith's tonic and Brown's

plasters and salve, a departure, we think you will ad-

mit, from the duties of a pharmacist. The writer

wishes just here to state, that he has no objection, in

the world, to the general principle of Smith, Jones

and Brown preparing the pills, plasters, etc., and that

if a demand is created for them by their manufactur-

ers, he, as a pharmacist, will sell them. If the article

possesses merit, well and good, but the writer desires

to register his protest against the sale of the numer-

ous 'new discoveries' exploited under fancy names,

and which are of questionable value, if not positively

harmful ; whose composition is not even guessed at by

the physician or pharmacist, and the most extravagant

claims for which are made by the manufacturers.

We believe it to be the duty of the self-respecting

pharmacist to see the physician who prescribes the

'wonderful product" ; and with the claims of the

manufacturer for the preparation in one hand, and a

preparation compounded by himself, from a formula

of the Pharmacopoeia or National Formulary, ask him
at least to try the ethical one next time. The physi-

cian will appreciate this attention, and it is the right

and privilege of the pharmacist. You will compound
more of this physician's prescriptions from this time

on, and the oftener the pharmacist shows the physi-

cian that he can duplicate, ethically, almost any of the

wonderful inventions, the more business the pharma-
cist will receive. The physician unquestionably has

the right to a preference as to the pharmacist who
compounds his prescriptions. Show him what you
can do, and you will be kept busy."

Weighing with Money.

MsJcing Damaged Stationery Go.
Rearrange your stationery case at frequent in-

tervals, and should the outside sheet in the box of

paper become soiled or the band broken, don't slip the

dusty sheet in the middle of the box, but discard it

and spend 5 cents for a yard of baby ribbon, white

or blue, and with this replace the band. This is the ad-

vice of W. H. Lamont, in a paper read before the Mis-
souri Pharmaceutical Association, who adds: "This
suggestion was made to a druggist in a good residence

district and he redressed a few boxes along these lines,

using assorted colors of ribbon, and had the extreme
pleasure of having his old stock leave his case at a
profit and later on of having calls for more of 'that

ribbon stationery."
"

Pickling Vinegau-.

In reply to a correspondent, the Pharmaceutical
Journal gives the following formula for pickling vin-

egar: For each gallon of vinegar, take i ounce each
of capsicum, ginger and pimento, 3 ounces each of
black, white and long pepper, and 8 ounces of mus-
tard seed. Bruise the spices, boil with part of the

vinegar, then add the remainder of the vinegar, and
strain after allowing the liquid to stand for a week
or more.

Money has manifold merits, says Dr. E. S. McKee
(Lancet-Clinic), who goes on then to describe some
of them: "I have found a new use for it. Over my
desk hangs a pair of small balance scales. They
might have a double meaning—that justice is meted
out here or that some of my accounts have been
weighed in the balance and found wanting. I use

these scales sometimes for weighing drugs, sometimes
for weighing mail. I have learned that a silver dol-

lar weighs 25 grammes, a half-dollar 12.50 grammes,
a quarter 6.25 grammes, a dime 2.50 grammes, a 5-

cent nickel 5 grammes, a copper cent 3 grammes. It

follows that a dollar and a nickel or two dimes will

weigh 30 grammes or an ounce. A half-dollar and a

dime will weigh 15 grammes, or half an ounce. A
nickel and a copper will weigh almost the same thing

as a fourth of an ounce. Ten copper cents, six nick-

els, or twelve dimes will balance an ounce. Of course,

if the coins are much worn they will weigh light, but

nearly all the coin in circulation can be relied on. If

a doctor is caught out with a little of the coin of tlie

realm in his pocket he can manage somehow to weigh
what is necessary."

Substitutes for Chicle in Chewing Gum.
Gum-carbo, one of the products from cotton seed

oil, says the India Rubber World, is being offered as

a substitute for india rubber for a number of pur-

poses, at varying prices, depending upton the uses to

which the material is to be applied. It is also being

marketed as a substitute for chicle in the manufacture
of chewing gum. There are now in the United
States a large number of chewing gum manufactur-
ers, whose requirements call for the importation of

the crude gum at the rate of about 500,000 pounds
per month. Gum-carbo, as a chicle substitute, 'is of-

fered at less than half the price of chicle. From an-

other source comes word that a factory is to be erect-

ed at New Orleans to manufacture a new gum, in-

vented by a Philadelphia chemist. According to the

story, this chemist has been at work several years on

a process for removing the turpentine taste from the

pine gum, and has at last succeeded in making a

chewing gum superior to anything that is made from
cliicle or paraffin.

Nostrum Advertisements on Druggists*

Wrapping Paper.

"What a delightful situation." says the Journal of

the American Medical Association, "for the physician

who has written a prescription to have the druggist

hand out the medicine called for wrapped in a circular

extolling the virtues of a nostrum for the relief of the

condition for which the patient consulted the physi-

cian, and declaring that physicians often fail to under-

stand this condition, but that the company's royal

balm is never known to fail. It is a wonder that a

protest against this measure is not more often raised.

As has been noted in our news columns, the Cass
County (Ind.) Medical Society at a recent meeting
felt strongly enough on this subject to pass resolu-

tions asking druggists to cease this objectionable prac-

tice. To back up the request the society offered to

furnish plain wrapping paper if the druggists wished
them to do so. The matter is worth the attention oi

other societies."
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Abstracts.

Simple Contrivance for the Relief of

Hay Fever.

Dr. A. C. Heath (Journ. Am. Med. Asso.) under-
took to prove whether or not the atmosphere during
the hay fever season contained irritating particles

which could be removed by filtration. He arranged
a bottle in the same way as is done in washing gases
in,the laboratory, the air inspired by the patient pass-

ing first through water. The arrangement was such
that it was necessary to inspire through the nose and
expire through the mouth. Two people who were so

sensitive to golden rod that they were thrown into

paroxysms of sneezing and coughing when near it,

when they inspired air through the water bottle, al-

though the air was taken from the midst of a bunch
of golden rod, in a few minutes were comfortable and
the irritation seemed to cease. The author then de-

vised an appliance consisting of two double rings or

rather bands arranged like embroidery holders and
covered with linen or silk so as to form a- sieve, and
inserted these in the nostrils. The double ring ar-

rangement enables the fabric to be changed at will.

This contrivance was used in a number of severe

cases and in every one relief was apparent in from
fifteen minutes to an hour. Sometimes the appliance

was difficult to use if the patient began when his nose

was so blocked that he could not breathe through it at

all ; if, in such case, however, the patient will persist,

says the author, until he can establish nasal respira-

tion to a sufficient degree the nasal irritation passes

away very rapidly. The rings do not interfere with

respiration and can be worn very comfortably. One
man wore his continually for twenty-four hours, at

business and during sleep. The rings may be used

separately, but connecting them by a bridge renders

their removal easier. To get the best results, the

filtering fabric must be of fine mesh—one hundred or

.hore threads to the inch.

New Method of Estimating Tartaric Acid.

At a recent meeting of the British Society of Pub-
lic Analysts Chapman and Whitteridge proposed a

new process for estimating tartaric acid. It consists

in precipitation with a solution of bismuth nitrate con-

taining acetic acid, washing the basic salt formed
(which is very insoluble in water), redissolving it in

dilute sulphuric acid and estimating the tartaric acid

present by standard permanganate. From the results

obtained by the authors the method is capable of de-

termining tartaric acid with great accuracy. Al-

though inapplicable in the presence of certain other

organic acids, such as citric and oxalic acids, the

process is not affected by mineral acids, and shoiild

therefore prove of value wherever these interfere with

the acid tartrate of potassium method.

Determination of Total and Free Alkali in

Soap.

According to CTrelot iBuU. Sci. Phann. through

Pharm. Journ.) the following methods for determin-

ing the total and free alkali in soap are convenient

and yield accurate results. Total Alkali: Dissolve 2

grammes of the soap in loo c.c. of boiling water, add
five or six drops of a i per cent, aqueous solution of

Congo red and titrate with semi-normal hydrochloric
acid, maintaining the temperature at about 8o°, so
that when the fatty acids are liberated they rise and
float on the surface; they do not interfere with the
titration, and the end reaction is very sharp. Free
Alkali: Dissolve 5 grammes of the soap in absolute al-

cohol, filter, wash with absolute alcohol, dissolve the
insoluble carbonate in water and titrate with acid,
using phenolphthalein as indicator.

Acetanilide as a Preservative for Solution of

Hydrogen Dioxide.

Some of the manufacturers are employing acetanil-
ide as a preservative for hydrogen dioxide and the
question has been raised as to whether this practice
is reprehensible. One of the leading manufacturers
says unhesitatingly that it is not, for the reason that
the preservative is not present in a proportion that
could be considered seriously from any point of view
(i grain in 6 ounces). Further, he says, acetanilide
is in itself a most excellent antiseptic and germicide
according to recent works and is largely used by sur-
geons, under proper conditions, as a surgical dressing.
While acetanilide is one of our most valuable drugs,
like many others, it should not be used indiscrimi-
nately by the laity. Mineral acids also have the
property of retarding the decomposition of hydrogen
dioxide solutions, but it is held that acetanilide is

eminently superior for this purpose as it does not in-

crease the irritability of the preparation as strong
mineral acids do.

The Roentgen Ray for Neuralgia.

Haret reports (Prcsse Med. through Journ. Am.
Med. Asso.) the complete cure for two years to date
under radiotherapy of a patient with what he calls

"epileptiform facial neuralgia." The patient, a man,
had suffered for years from daily recurring attacks of
facial neuralgia, not relieved even by morphine. The
teeth had been drawn, the trigeminal nerve resected,
the Gasserian ganglion removed, and also the superior
cervical ganglion of the sympathetic, with a truce of
never more than six months at most after each opera-
tion. A number of other cases have been treated
by the x-rays, with improvement or cure in all but
one. The best results are obtained when the pains
radiate from one or more points to which the Rontgen
rays can be applied. The exposures are made weekly,
using 3 Holzknecht units. The first exposures gener-
ally cause transient exacerbation of the pains. For a
report of another case in which the rontgen ray was
employed with success in neuralgia, see the Circular
for December, 1906, page 430.

Detection of Sesame Oil.

Gerber says (Zeit. f. Unters. Nalir. 11. GcniLssm.
through Pharm. Journ.) that experiments have
shown that care must be taken in interpreting the
qualitative reactions for sesame oil in the presence of
certain aromatic substances, especially such as con-
tain aldehydes, as, for instance, vanilla, cinnamon, etc.

It was found that an alcoholic solution of Siam ben-
zoin gave a red coloration with furfurol and hydro-
chloric acid as well as with stannous chloride, while
Sumatra benzoin gave a gray and slightly reddish-

brown with these reagents.
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Gangrene from Carbolic Acid.

Reports have been made from time to time of gan-

grene produced by the application of carbolic acid as

a surgical dressing; even very weak solutions have

been destructive. Wallace (Brit. Med. Jour.) sum-

marizes nine cases. The initial injuries had been

common ones and the dressings generally a i in 20

solution. In all, the original injury or sepsis was

trivial in degree. The appearance of the gangrenous

part in such cases is characteristic. The skin at first

is dry, wrinkled, and grayish-white in color ; later it

becomes darkened and more shriveled. At the junction

of the living and dead tissue there is some hyperemia,

and eventually a line of demarcation forms. As it is

difficult to tell how much is actually destroyed, it is

proper to wait for the line of demarcation before am-

putation is performed. In no one of the cases tlie

author has seen has there been any swelling of the

proximal part, but such swelling has been described

in some cases. The condition is, as a rule, similar to

a typical case of dry gangrene. It may follow the use

of solutions as weak as one or two per cent, strength.

The portion which becomes gangrenous is generally

a terminal part of the body—for example, a finger or

a toe. That age, sex or the physical condition of

patients do not apparently influence the production of

the condition is seen when we note that it occurs at

any age, in either sex, and in those who are in perfect

health. Patients should always be warned that car-

bolic acid is a dangerous substance and personally the

author deprecates the application of such a dressing to

a finger under any circumstances.

Identification of Adrenalin.

Gunn and Harrison (Pharm. louni.) recently un-

dertook experiments to determine if the tests already

known for adrenalin were quite reliable, it having

been thought probable that the cost of the substance

had hindered investigation. "In the course of our

experiments," write the authors, "we found that the

fixed alkalies produce a reaction with adrenalin hith-

erto unrecorded, so far as we are aware. On treating

the dry substance with solution of caustic potash or

soda in the cold a red-brown coloration gradually and

quickly develops, and at the same time an odor re-

sembling in a remarkable way that of phosphoretted

hydrogen is produced. This odor does not disappear

even in the course of a few days, in the case at least

of comparatively strong solutions, and it is even

observable in the liquid while it is being gradually

heated up to boiling. While boiling, the odor is quite

noticeable, but not so distinctive as when cold. On
cooling the boiled liquid the odor becomes as strong

as at first. So exactly similar is it to that of phos-

phoretted hydrogen that it occurred to us that the

material might contain phosphorus. Against such an

explanation, however, a number of experiments were

made, among them being the following : A little dry

adrenalin was placed on a porcelain crucible lid and

treated with a drop of strong nitric acid. Decomposi-

tion was evidenced by the strong odor of nitrogen

dioxide and the formation of a bright reddish-yellow

solution. On taking the crucible lid in the fingers

and evaporating the nitric acid solution to dryness

over a small bunsen flame a clear varnish of the same

color was left. Allowing the lid to cool and moisten-

ing the varnish with a drop or two of 10 per cent,

solution of caustic soda, the varnish at once became

dark greenish-brown in color, and there was devel-

oped in a few seconds the same unmistakable odor re-

sembling phosphoretted hydrogen as was obtained in

the case of the original adrenalin. Direct search for

phosphorus was made by o.xidizing some of the ma-
terial with nitric acid and bromine, finally igniting,

and then carefully testing the residue with molybdate

;

no trace of phosphate was found." The samples of

the substance tested were of four different brands

—

that is four different suprarenal preparations, the

characterstic reaction being obtained in each case.

Synthetic adrenalin was also subjected to the test and
the result was identical. The best method of applying
the test, say the authors, is to place a small quantity

of the dn.' adrenalin or a few drops of the i :iooo

solution of the same in a small one-inch porcelain

crucible, and add 5 or 6 drops of 10 per cent, solution

of caustic soda. The solution will gradually become
colored, and at the same time the characteristic odor
will develop in a few seconds, more or less, according

to the amount of adrenalin present. It is advisable,

however, to allow from half a minute to a minute or

more to elapse, when the odor will have fully devel-

oped. With regard to the delicacy of the test the

odor is well marked with one drop of the i :iooo solu-

tion and 5 or 6 drops of the caustic soda solution. They
have reason to believe that the reaction is much more
delicate than this, but at the dilution named it is quite

unmistakable. Sodium carbonate does not react in the

same way in the cold, and on, warming the odor is

doubtful.

Negative Value of Hydrogen Dioxide as a

Blood Test.

Filippi (Arch. Farmacol. Speriment. through Med.
Rec.) opposes a suggestion that the reaction between
hydrogen dioxide and the blood of different animals

may be used as a means of distinguishing different

kinds of blood on fabrics. He has made extensive

experiments with reference to the value of such tests

and finds them valueless. Human blood is a little

more active in decomposing hydrogen dioxide than

that of the lower animals, but the differences are so

slight and inconstant that no reliable information can

be obtained in this way. Fresh blood is a little more
'active than defibrinated blood, or that taken post mor-
tem. Fibrin preserves the decomposing power for a

long time, as does serum. Hemoglobin has no such

effect. Heating destroys this power in blood and all

its solutions. Diluting blood with distilled water and
evaporating it gives a material that has the same ac-

tivity as fresh blood. If mixed with common salt

before evaporation the decomposing power is lost.

Any piece of cloth will decompose hydrogen dioxide

as easily as blood itself, and for that reason the test

with cloths is valueless. It is useless, says the author,

to attach any medico-legal value to these tests.

Risk of Arsenical Wall Paper.

The St. Louis Medical Reficzv .says: "A report

comes from Evansville, Ind., of the death of the third

wife of a farmer from symptoms resembling those of,

and supposed to be due to, spinal meningitis. His

two previous wives, it is said, died, like the third,

soon after the spring cleaning, in which a wall paper,

now said to be thickly charged with arsenic, was vig-

orously brushed."
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Demger of Fire from Formaldehyde
Disinfection.

La Wall (Jour. Am. Med. Asso.) reports that his

aid had been sought in an investigation of spontaneous
ignition of formaldehyde-permanganate mixture
which occurred three times in the work of a physician.

He says there are uncertainties as to permanganate
reactions, but notes that even with an inorganic sub-

stance a flash of fire is sometimes produced. Work-
ing with considerable quantities of the mixture under
discussion a very great amount of heat must be de-

veloped. The flame which appeared on the occasions

referred to was pale blue, reaching several feet into

the air from the generating container. This agrees

with the appearance of the flame of formaldehyde gas
which burns freely when ignited even if mixed with

a fair proportion of steam, as is usually the case. The
gas may be ignited from a 40 per cent, solution of

formaldehyde by simply heating it and applying a

match to the surface after ebullition has begun. And
when the formaldehyde-permanganate disinfection

proportions are used in as small quantities as one
ounce of formaldehyde solution and a half ounce of

permanganate, the flame of the ignited gas has

been observed to have a length of more than one

foot. The author remarks that it has been hitherto

overlooked that formaldehyde vapor is ver}- inflam-

mable. It is obvious from this that in the use of this

gas every precaution should be taken to extinguish fire

and lights, and to keep disinfecting vessels from con-

tact with woodwork and all inflammables out of reach

of flame.

Prevention of Yellow Fever in Panama.
Col. Gorgas, chief sanitary officer of Panama, says

in a recent monthly report apropos of the value of

screens as protection against the mosquito infection

of yellow fever : "If a female adult stegomyia chanced

to enter a screened house it would have to bite a

yellow fever patient within the first three days of the

patient's illness. As all sick persons are removed at

once to hospital wards which are kept mosquito proof,

the chances of the female stegomyia getting at the

patient before he is removed is very small. Then,
even if the stegomyia did happen to get at the patient

during the three day period during which it can be-

come infected, it cannot transmit yellow fever until

twelve days after biting the patient. Being in a

screened house and having gorged itself, it is too

heavy for continued flight and cannot get out. Prep-

arations for fumigation are always in readiness, and it

is easy to see how the infected stegomyia would be

killed before it could transmit yellow fever."

Detecting Lactic Acid in Gastric Juice.

W. Thomas fZeit. f. pliys. Clicin.) recommends the

following procedure for detecting the presence of lac-

tic acid in the gastric juice : On adding chromic acid

to about 6 cubic centimeters of fresh gastric juice con-

centrated on the water bath as much as possible, until

a light-yellowish coloration is produced, and heating

for about 10 minutes, a reddish-brown coloration of

the fluid occurs, if only a trace of lactic acid is pres-

ent. This reaction can be hastened or intensified by
adding 5 or 6 drops of solution of hydrogen dioxide

to the chromic acid used, when first blue perchromic

anhydride (CrjOg) forms, which immediately decom-
poses into chromic oxide and oxygen, and finally in

the absence of lactic acid again shows the light-yellow

chromic acid coloration. In the presence of lactic

acid the fluid at once shows a reddish-brown color

after the completion of the above-described decompo-

sition, or this coloration appears on heating on the

water bath.

Death From a Pill in the Lung.

A lady of Cheltenham, Eng., swallowed a pill and

immediately complained of difficulty of breathing,

saying the pill had stuck in her throat. A physician

was called and found her breathing as if there were

an obstruction in the windpipe, and also that her heart

was failing. He exammed her, ana discovered that

the pill had "evidently dropped right down through

the windpipe into the lung." Everything possible was

done, but her pulse grew weaker, and she expired the

same night, death, according to the physician's view,

being due to the impairment of circulation through the

lung, the result of the pill being there.

Improved Cold Cream.

E. Cruse-Halle fPharm. Zeit. through^ Pharm.

Journ.) gives the following formula for an improved

cold cream

:

White soft paraffin 26 grammes.

Paraffin ointment 14 grammes.

Hydrous wool fat 10 grammes.

Distilled water 20 cub. cent.

Glvcerin 30 grammes.

Oil of geranium 2 drops.

Mix the first three ingredients, gradually incor-

porate the water, and finally add the glycerin and

perfume.

The paraffin ointment consists of i part of hard

paraffin and 4 parts of soft paraffin. Just why the

quantity of soft paraffin in the formula should not be

increased and the desired quantity of hard paraffin

added, does not appear. The author says that in-

stead of the geranium oil, a mixture of 8 drops each

of the oils of neroli and bergamot, and 4 drops of oil

of lemon may be used.

Reactions of Santonin.

Reichardt savs (Pharm. Zeit. through Pharm.

Journ.) that one of the best known color reactions of

santonin is the violet-red solution which it yields when

warmed with an alcoholic solution of potassium

hydroxide. It is best obtained by heating a little san-

tonin with alcohol and adding a few crushed frag-

ments of caustic potash, shaking and again heatmg.

The color is not permanent, but in the course of a few

hours changes to an intense yellow. If, however, am-

monia is employed instead of caustic potash a color-

less solution is obtained which on heating assumes a

pale-reddish color that disappears as the liquid cools,

but can be reproduced by again heating. With con-

centrated sulphuric acid santonin at first develops no

change, but on standing, a pale-blue color is de-

veloped : heating produces a deep-blue coloration. If

a small crystal of cupric sulphate be mixed with a

little santonin and sulphuric acid a deep-blue color

appears ; with bismuth subnitrate a similar coloration

is obtained; with diphenylamine and sulphuric acid

an intense reddish-brown color is developed on warm-

in?. V
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The Modern Materia Medica. the resulting product in alcohol. It is put forward as

., . » r -r,
• c jr^„^.*„„ a surgical disinfectant. For a caution regarding /or-

Aluminum Acetoformate, Basic-See formcston.
^,^^j^%^,^^ preparations see eston, above.

Bactoform is a new formaldehyde preparation
Metramin is the trade name applied to a brand

introduced as a disinfectant. For a caution regard-
^f hexamethvlenetetramine.

ing formaldehyde preparations see eston, below. ^ ^. \ . , , i -..i i"
' .

. ,. , , , , Para-Lysol is a compound of cresol with an al-

Camphorettin is the name applied to tablets con-
j^.^j;^ ^^,j^j^j^^ according to A. Nieter, forms white crys-

yYi grains of synthetic camphor.
^^jg melting at 146° C. and containing 8.3 per cent, of

Escalin is a remedy used by Dr. Klemperer in potassa and 91.7 per cent, of cresol. It is considered

place of the usual bismuth sub'nitrate for arresting as a solid cresol soap, and thus appears to be ver}'

gastro-intestinal hemorrhages and for cicatricizing similar to metakalin. Like the latter, it is marketed

gastric ulcers. It is a trituration of 2 parts of finely in the form of tablets, and is intended for disinfecting

powdered aluminum with i part of glycerin, and is purposes.
marketed as 0.25 gram pastilles. Peru-Eston and Peru-Fcrmestcn.—See under es-

Eston and Formeston are two aluminum com- ton.

pounds, the former being basic aluminum acetate, Radiosal i<; a bath <alt said to be radio-active.

Al (OH ) ( C,H O ) ,+aq; the latter^ ba^ic aluminum
Valifluid is a trade name for a fluidextract extract

acetoformate, AI OH) (HCOJ (C,H30,)-faq. They -
.,„;^,,.-„„ 5^;^ to be prepared bv a special process,

occur as fine, white powders, sparingly and slovvlv \, ,. . . a '
, • a v,^

soluble in water, and permanent in the air and in light.
Valmervm is an effervescent valenan and bro-

They have a faintly acidulous odor. Under the influ- "^'^e mixture.
,

, ,

ence of water or aqueous fluids (such as blood, pus, „ -^ _ ,

etc.), they gradually decompose into their components, ooda Water rormulas.

and mani'fe"st the astringent and antiseptic action char- new exglaxd rRiDE.

acterizing solution of aluminum acetate, combined Quince syrup i ounce.

with the drying effect of a porous powder. They are Maple syrup 1/2. ounce.

employed chiefly as dusting-powders (generally of 10 Serve plain with cracked ice. or with plain cream,
to 50 per cent, strength, seldom undiluted). Peru-

blizzard: xe
eston and peru-formeston have been marketed. These

Oreeat svrup i ounce
latter occur as dry powders containing 10 per cent.

Qj.| g^rup .'

'.".'"
.

.'.
.'

.'

' . . . ...... . . ¥2 ounce!
of balsam of peru with 40 per cent, of eston or formes- Icecream i ounce
ton respectivelv and 50 per cent, of talc. It should _,,.

,,','''",'.'
''"''''''''.

. ^ ,'

be noted that the use of formaldehyde in any form or M'>^- add shaved ice, and shake. Strain into a glass

of compounds that may produce it involves a possi- ^"" draw plain.

bility of bad effect on "eyesight, it having been sug- orange syrup.

gested that the poisonous and sight-destroying effect Oranges i dozen.

of wood alcohol is due to its decomposition into for- Sugar A poun .

mic acid in the svstem, which acid mav be produced Syrup 1/2 gallons.

from formaldehyde, it being an intermediate product Grate the peel off the oranges : triturate with the

in the change of wood alcohol to formic acid. The sugar; squeeze and add the juice; let stand several

formation of this acid may be possible from any drug hours. Strain and add the syrup,

containing the methylene group, or it may be liberated creamade.
from formates. External applications, it must be re- Juice from }4 lime.
membered. will introduce a medicament into the sys- Orange syrup i ounce.
tem as well as internal administration. Pineapple syrup i ounce.

Falkogen is said to contain 10 per cent, of beef Cream 2 ounces.

extract. 10 per cent, of thyme extract, 65 per cent, of Ice cream V2 ounce.

aromatic elixir and 15 per cent, of "quinguaiacol hy- Shake, fill the glass with the fine stream and top
pophosphite." The latter constituent is stated to with a slice of pineapple.
contain 70 per cent, of guaiacol. . ^ .

Formeston.-See under eston. 7^^ Difference Between a Trade and a
Guaiacol-Somatose is a liquid preparation of Profession.

somatose with 5 per cent, of calcium guaiacol-sul- -o -j -c-
.- r. t- • % •

^ a
phonate. President Faunce. ot brown L niversity, is quoted

V , c . . ,. T.. ,, .. in the ilfe^/iVa/ IFoWrf as having said

:

Kolafemn contains, according to Dr. Meithner, "Trade is occupation for a livelihood; profession is
tnfernn with 21.87 per cent, of metallic iron, 2.55 occupation for the service of the world. Trade is oc-
per cent, of phosphorus, cinchona and strychnine. pupation for joy in the result : profession is occupa-
Desides koia.

^

^ ^ ^
^j^^^ ^^^ j^^ j^^ ^^^ process. Trade is occupation

Liquor Ferri Sulformicici i.s a compound of iron where anybody may enter: profession is occupation
and formic acid analogous to solution of iron sub- where only those who are prepared may enter. Trade
acetate. It occurs as a dark reddish-brown liquid, is occupation taken up temporarily, until something
and contains 3.8 per cent, of ferric oxide (correspond- better offers

;
profession is occupation with which one

ing to y.y per cent of iron subformate). For a cau- is identified for life. Trade makes one the rival of
tion regarding formates see eston, above. every other trade

;
profession makes one the co-oper-

Lysan is obtained by the action of formaldehvde ^tor with all his colleagues. Trade knows only the

upon certain terpenes or substances allied thereto ethics of success ; profession is bound by the ties of

(eucalyptol, menthol, eugenol, etc.). and dissolving sacred honor."
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Notes and Queries.
Notice.—It is desiraile that all questions to be an-

swered under this head should he received before the
fifteenth of the month and they must be accompanied with
the name and address of the writer.

Queries are not answered by mail. The inf-.irmation
supplied in these columns is intended for the benefit of
our readers in general, not for the profit of the individual
inquirer only.

Glycerin with Sodium Salts.—"Drug-gist," Colo-
rado, wants our opinion in regard to the subjoined
prescription. The prescriber says the mixture should

be clear, and another druggist who has filled the pre-

scription says he has no trouble in giving the pre-

scriber what he wants.

I^ Sodii bibor.

Sodii bicarb aa. f,].

Acidi carbol .ijss.

Glycerin -. gij.

Ol. cinnam to flavor.

Aquam ad. .-,iv.

Make a clear solution.

We filled this prescription in several ways, but did

not succeed in obtaining a clear solution.

The glycerin decomposes the borax, liberating boric

acid which partially decomposes the sodium bicar-

bonate, forming borax again. Since both borax and
sodium carbonate are soluble in glycerin, while sodi-

um bicarbonate is not, and since sodium bicarbonate

is reduced to carbonate by boiling, we have obtained

the least residue by dissolving the borax in the gly-

cerin by the aid of heat, and meantime boiling the

bicarbonate in the water until it is reduced to a car-

bonate (keeping- up the volume of water), and then

mixing the- solutions. A sticky effervescence en-

sues, and when the mixture is hot most of the salts

are in solution, but on cooling a considerable portion

separates again. The phenol and oil of cinnamon do
not make any difference in the mixture.

We presume that the mixture is to be diluted with

water when used, in which case we do not see that a

clear .solution would be necessary.

We have learned through the dispenser who had
filled the prescription satisfactorily to the prescriber

that he triturated the borax and phenol together, and
the bicarbonate and oil together, adding a little water

and glycerin to each, then mixed all together, stirring

until effervescence had ceased, and, after twenty-four

hours, filtered.

It is evident that almost any kind of a mixture may
be dispensed as a clear solution by following the latter

part of the outlined process.

Camphor in Suppositories.—H. A. L.. Towa. sends

a "troublesome prescription"' which reads this way:

Powdered opium t .00

Powdered camphor 3-00

Extract of belladonna 0.16

Afake twelve urethral suppositories.

He says that the camphor causes the cacao butter

used as a suppository base, to liquefy. He added

25 per cent, of wax, which seemed to help a little.

He asks advice.

Camphor softens cacao butter very materially when
they are first mixed, but on standing the mixture hard-

ens again. The addition of 25 per cent, of wax in

this case makes a suppository that will not melt after

it has stood two or three days. Spermaceti is better

than wax at all times, for suppositories, and much
safer. Ten per cent, of spermaceti is enough for this

suppository, but when this is used the mass will set

very slowly.

The cold process is decidedly the better in this case.

Make the ingredients into a mass with cacao butter,

avoiding any oil to soften it, and it can be rolled

out with little trouble. If the mass gets soft, use ly-

copodium generously. After the suppositories have
been formed put them on ice for a short (or long)
time. If it is necessary to make them by the hot pro-

cess use 15 per cent, of spermaceti and chill them over
night, if possible.

A Shot Gun "Opus."—N., New York, writes

:

"Please pass opinion on this 'opus.' " He does not

say what feature of it he wants critized. The "opus"
follows

:

IJ Decoct, frangula 200
Bicarb, natr 5

Citr. ferr. chin 15

Extr. case, sagr 10

Tinct. nuc. vom 2

Salicyl. natr 8

M. et sig. : One tablespoonful three times a day

after meals.

In the first place we might say that this prescrip-

tion has a decided foreign flavor. It is not in accord

with American ideals of "elegance" in medicine.

The sodium bicarbonate will precipitate quinine

and strychnine. It will also darken the sodium sali-

cylate and the decoction.

The salicylate and bicarbonate will help to dissolve

the extract of cascara sagrada, and, in time, will re-

move its bitterness.

The mixture would be neither inviting looking nor

pleasant tasting, and shake mixtures are uncertain as

to dosage, and consequently unsafe when poisons are

present. All the most active ingredients might be

taken at once in the last dose.

Hypophosphites With Iron.—E. P. S., West Vir-

ginia, writes that in mixing the following ingredients

he sometimes gets a white precipitate, and asks why

:

Tincture of iron chloride 2 drams.

Diluted phosphoric acid 3 drams.

McArthur's syrup of hypophos-
phites 12 drams.

Water enough to make 3 ounces.

Ferric hypophosphite is precipitated.

This might be prevented, and a clear solution dis-

pensed by using the National Formulary tincture of

iron citro-chloride in place of the tincture of ferric

chloride ; or by adding enough sodium citrate to pre-

vent the formation of the precipitate. The mixture

would then have a greenish color. The physician

should be consulted before taking this liberty.

Essence of Pepsin.—C. E. H.. New Jersey.—
This is a National Formulary preparation, and is, in

a sense, oiificial ; the food and drug act of June 30th,

1906, refers to the National Formulary as an official

book. There is also a National Formulary elixir of

pepsin. Notes, with formulas, on these two prepara-

tions may be seen in the Circular for last year, in

the numbers for June, page 204; July,, page 249;
August, page 295 ; and November, pages 292 and 293.
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Acetic Acid as a Corn Solvent.—H. I... Ohu3

—

Most of the works on therapeutics which we have

consulted refer to the cauterizing action of glacial

acetic acid on corns. The United States Dispensa-

tory says : "Glacial acetic acid ... is used only

externally, and acts as a rubefacient, a vesicant, or a

caustic, according to the length of time it is applied.

Its application requires caution. It is sometimes em-

ployed as a substitute for cantharides, when a speedy

blister is desired. It may be applied by means ot

blotting paper or cambric moistened with the acid.

It is a good corrosive for the destruction of warts and

corns." .

In the Standard Dispensatory' we find this :
Glacial

acetic acid is used externally as a caustic in the re-

moval of warts, corns," etc. "It may be employed as

a vesicant when a ver>' rapid action is desired, but

should be applied with caution, because of its ten-

dencv to spread and involve too great an area."

A number of other works give practically the same

information.

In the Circular for March, 1897, page 75 was re-

ported the case of an Englishman who died as the re-

sult of treating a corn with acetic acid. It seems that

a sloughing wound was formed, which inflamed, and

was followed by gangrene, and death. While this

note is given here as a warning, the case, of course, is

not to be regarded as a typical one.

More About Corns.

Speaking about corns, it may be interesting to in-

quire what they are, and then seek an answer. Rohe,

in his Diseases of the Skin, says that "a corn is a cir-

cumscribed hyperplasia of epithelial tissue, which

projects downward, by a conical prolongation, into

the deeper epidermal layers of the skin," which will

no doubt be a relief to many people who have always

thought that a corn was just a corn, and a rather

commonplace attachment at that.

Our old friend "Tip," of the Nczv York Press, who
occasionally dips into medicine with results which

may be amusing or alarming or instructive, but gen-

erally are entertaining, recently had this to say of

corns

:

It seems a crime that a Avoman of beauty and some
brains should be troubled with anything so plebeian as

corns. Gout is supposed to be the malady of the high
livers. Corns are the affliction of the poor. Mighty Han-
nibal. Corns? My old friend Titus Marx has dug up out

of the depths of the British Apollo, published in 1710, the

following moon influence for the corned:

Pray, tell your querist if he may
Rely on what the \ulear say:
That when the Moon's*in her Increase
IF CORNS BE CUT THEY'LL GROW^ APACE.
But if you always do take car,-.

After tiie full your corns to pare,
They do inscar.ihiv decay.
And will In time wear quite away,
If this be true, pray let me know.
And give the reason why 'tis so.

And while we are on this subject—in which most

people are interested— it may be just as well to make
another quotation, this time from the Medical World.

It follows:

Corns and warts may be removed by the daily applica-

tions of Fowler's solution. If the growth is very hard, it

may be first softened by the application of liquor potassa

before using the arsenical solution. We wish to add that

much "corn comfort" may easily be obtained (in case of

hard corns and callosites) by rubbing with sandpaper (not

too fine) every few days, or sufficiently often to keep them
down. The sandpaper works better when the part is per-

fectly dry and hard. This is simple, but many can thereby

get much foot comfort who suffer needlessly.

Tyree's Powder.—An advertising manager
writes to the publisher of the Circular as follows

:

I notice that your editors have been making guesses at

the composition of Tyree's powder. The formula was
changed some months ago. There is no secret about this

preparation, and I enclose a recent pamphlet giving full

particulars in regard to its composition. This was pre-

pared for circulation to physicians. Please call the atten-

tion of your editors to it, and oblige.

Accompanying this letter was a pamphlet pre-

sumably issued as an advertisement by the maker of

the powder in question. In this pamphlet the fol-

lowing formula is given

:

Boric acid 75-22 per cent.

Zinc sulphate, drj' 18.23 P^r cent.

Antiseptics 6.55 per cent.

There is also the report of a chemist who says (or

seems to say, his statements being somewhat indirect,

not to say vague) that the antiseptics found in the

powder are salicylic acid, phenol, menthol, eucalyptoi

and thymol, but gives no proportions.

The advertising manager who refers to our

"guesses" seems to overlook the main point raised in

the note in the Circular for Februan,-, page 229,

based on an article in the Journal of the American
Medical Association, namely, that the formula pub-

lished on the container in which the powder was pur-

chased, and that obtained by chemical analysis, were
radically different—in other words, that a mixture

consisting of boric acid, zinc sulphate and "antisep-

tics" was offered to physicians under a label stating

that its principal ingredients were alum and borax.

This discrepancy the manufacturer attempted to ex-

plain by saying that the formula had been changed
and that he was going to change the label later. An
old sample of the powder was found in a drug store

in (^icago. The druggist said that it had been there

ever since he had bought the store in July, 1902. and

how much longer he did not know. This package of

the powder showed that it had been made according

to the recently published formula, so that the manu-
facturer had had at least four years and ten months
in which to change his labels, btit for some reason

had preferred to use the old and incorrect ones.

Baking Powder.—J- S. S., Maryland.—Some
years ago a United States government expert re-

ported that the best baking powder he could devise

consisted of

—

Potassium bitartrate 2 parts.

Sodium bicarbonate i part.

Corn starch i part.

Each ingredient should be dried separately. When
the mixture has been made it should be placed in cans

or bottles and kept well closed until opened for use.

A modification of this formula in which a smaller

proportion of the bitartrate is used, which has had a

good sale and given satisfaction, is

—

Sodium bicarbonate 4 parts.

Potassium bitartrate 5 parts.

Arrowroot 5 parts.

Corn starch 5 parts.

Two-in-One Shoe Polish.
—"Drug Clerk," Ohio.

—We do not know how this preparation is made. A
number of formulas for shoe polishes appear in last

month's Circular (which had not been published

when your inquiry was written), on page 420.
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Orrine Liquor Habit Cure.—A. C, Massachu-
setts.—We do not know the composition of this

"cure," but it is said to contain a minute amount of a
mercury salt as its active constituent.

In previous numbers of the Circular we have pub-
lished notes on the gold treatment, with formulas, the
last time, we believe, in the issue for May, 1904, page
108. An altogether different article on the subject ap-
pears in the Circular for March, igo6, in which this

prescription, by Dr. G. W. Rogers, is given

:

3^ Ext. cinchon. rub. fid. 5viiss

Cone. tr. aven. sat ^iij

Tr. capsic 5j
Strych. nit gr.iss

M. Sig.—One dram every three hours for four
days, one dram every four hours for five days, re-

ducing the quantity gradually, so all will be taken in

about three weeks.
A formula for a liquor habit cure in the form of a

powder appears in the Circular for August, 1905,
page 282, and is as follows

:

Sodium meconate 10 grains.

Potassium sulphate 10 grains.

Milk sugar 80 grains.

These are to be triturated together and divided into

ten powders, and one powder is to be given three times
a day, before meals.

Meconatcs are derived from opium, and therefore

should be regarded with a certain amount of sus-

picion ; indeed it is not within the province of drug-
gists to make clinical experiments at all, but only to

prepare the medicines and call the attention of phy-
sicians to them.

In its June issue the Medical World has this to

say concerning an advertised liquor habit treatment:

The following are the formulas in use at the Oppen-
heimer Institute, sent to us directly from the Institute:

Narcturine.

Remedy No. 1.

Stramonine (new alkaloid).
Stillingin.
Podophyllin.
Digitalin.
Hydrastin.
Arsenate of soda.
Ergo tin.

Quercitrin.
Bromide of strontium.
Iodide of arsenic.
Combined with aromatics.

Narcotone.
Remedy No.* 2,

Stramonine.
Digitalin.
Podophyllin.
Arsenate of soda.
Phosphide of strontium.
Peptonate of iron.
Combined with aromatics.

Tonic.

Hypophosfite of lime.
Quassin.
Sol. potash arsenlte.
Peptonate of iron.
Combined with aromatics and bitter vegetable tonics.

We regret that the formulas are not quantitative as well
as qualitative; but the above will give an idea of what
they are using.

then that he beat the egg whites to a froth, gradually
add one-fourth of the hamamelis water, with con-
stant beating, then the ammonia water, or the potas-
sium carbonate first dissolved in a portion of the
hamamelis water, and finally the remaining hama-
melis water. ^

Real egg shampoos are not so "lathery" as the soap
sliampoos. Formulas for a number of the latter ap-
pear in the Circular for October, 1906, page 363. A
discussion of a formula for an egg shampoo, by Paul
Caldwell, may be seen in the Circular for July, 1906,
page 241. Other formulas for various kinds of
shampoo mixtures are given in the Circular for Au-
gust, 1905, page 280.

Egg Shampoo.—K., New Hampshire, makes an
egg shampoo by mixing the whites of 3 dozen eggs
with I gallon of what he calls witchhazel (by which
we suppose he means hamamelis water or witchhazel
extract), and wants to know what he may add to

make more foam.
We suggest that he use about 2 drams of ammonia

water or potassium carbonate for each egg employed

;

Headache Powder.—M. D., Quebec, asks us to
"criticize the following formula for headache powder
and tell whether the proportions of chemicals used is

good and what addition to it" we would propose, if

any. The formula is

—

Phenacetin 5 grains.
Acetanilide 3 grains.
Caffeine, pure i grain.
Citric acid i grain.

For one powder to be taken with water and re-
peated in four hours if necessary.

The fonnula is in the shape of a physician's pre-
scription, and if it came to us as such and we were
actively engaged as dispensing pharmacists we should
fill it one time, but we think we should not refill it

unless instructed by the physician so to do.

We most certainly should not offer for indiscrimi-
nate sale headache powders with the formula quoted,
not because the doses prescribed are particularly large,
as such things go, but because the public should not
be allowed to freely take—and freely administer to
others—such powerful agents for harm as are here
combined.

After having said this much we think that no criti-

cism of the proportions of the ingredients used, or
suggestion for any addition to the formula, is neces-
sary, and we do not know that we should have any
to make, even if the circumstances were different.

Dextrin in Ice Cream Powders.—W. L. C, New
York, wants to know where he can secure a white
dextrin, free from the characteristic dextrin taste.
We are informed by manufacturers that it is impos-
sible to produce a tasteless dextrin, white or colored.
This would explain why our querist is unable to se-
cure a dextrin flour suitable for use in an ice cueam
powder.
We are of the opinion that our correspondent is

in error when he says that several of the ice cream
powders on the market are composed principally of
dextrin. We believe that if he will experiment with
a fine grade of arrowroot he will arrive at the solu-
tion of the ice cream powder problem. Powdered
arrowroot, so we are informed, is sometimes sold as
"dextrin" or as "ice cream flour." From an exam-
ination of several samples of arrowroot and white
dextrin we should conclude that the former is phys-
ically adapted for use as a filler in ice creams. It is

also, we believe, cheaper than corn starch, which is

extensively used. Arrowroot is in fact cheaper than
the white dextrin. How the use of such a filler agrees
with the provisions of the various pure food regula-
tions is a question.
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As to an Error in the Standard Dispensatory.—^

William J. Willke, Boerne, Tex., writes

:

In last issue of Cibculab [May, page 369] you state that

there is an error in the National Standard Dispensatory
regarding quantity of capsicum to be used in correspond-

ing tincture. If you will look in latest edition you will

iind that you are in error.

There has been issued only one edition of the Na-
tional Standard Dispensatory, but later issues of

that edition contain a number of corrected passages.

Lea Brothers & Co., publishers of this book, state that

they expect to issue shortly a pamphlet in the form

of an appendix showing all the changes that have

been made in the dispensatory, including those neces-

sitated by the changes made in the Pharmacopoeia.

A complete list of the latter appear in the Circular
for June, pages 436 to 439.
The error in the dispensatory pointed out by us has

been corrected as stated by Mr. Willke, and we thank

him for calling our attention to this fact.

dill water, etc. From among this mass of formulas
we take two, which are not objectionable, per se, but
might easily become objectionable by indiscriminate

Infants' Soothing Syrup.
—

"Legal," Pennsylva-
nia.—In complying with a request for a formula for

such a preparation in the Circular for April, 1905,

page 117 (which see), we used these seemingly pro-

phetic words: "Perhaps before long we shall re-

quire secret remedies containing morphine, alcohol,

cocaine, chloral, etc., to be so labeled." We now have

a law requiring this very thing (in many instances),

and so there is a demand for soothing preparations

which do not need such a label.

Before suggesting a formula for a preparation of

this kind, we should like to ask how the preparation

is to be sold ? Has a druggist sufficient knowledge of

diagnosing infants' complaints (either when the pa-

tient is present or absent), or a sufficient training in

therapeutics, to say just what kind of a soother the

child needs, or whether it needs a soother at all? In

arguing against the dispensing of tablets by doctors

have not druggists often said that one objection to this

practice was the fact that doctors would dispense the

tablet which they happened to have on hand that

came nearest to meeting their requirements, instead

of writing a prescription for just exactly what the

case seemed to require? Does not the same kind of

argument hold with double force in the case of the

druggist (who has no right to prescribe at all) who
has only one remedy, which he sells for all kinds of

complaints of children? Or is the argument good
only when its conclusion is favorable to the drug-

gist's cash account, and not good when it leads in an-

other direction? Babies cannot tell whether they are

suffering from a pin scratch, indigestion or measles.

Wlien they are in pain they cry and fret, and a mor-
phine-laden soothing syrup will prevent them from
fretting by narcotizing them into insensibility, but it

will not cure the trouble. We, of course, understand

that you asked for a formula which should be free

from morphine and things of like nature, and use

the morphine illustration merely to emphasize our

point.

In the Pharmaceutical Journal Formulary there are

over nineteen solid pages devoted to "carminative and
infants' mixtures," with an average of about fourteen

formulas on a page, beside several scattering recipes

throughout the book. Many of these formulas call for

opium or morphine in some form or other, for bro-

mides, chloroform, hyoscyamus or alcohol. Most of

them also call for some magnesium salt, oil of anise,

Light magnesium carbonate 240
Oil of anise 20
Oil of caraway 10
Syrup 2

Tincture of asafetida 2
Distilled water. . . .enough to make 20

II.

Magnesium carbonate
Sodium bicarbonate

Oil of anise

Syrup
Compound tincture of cardamom. . .

Distilled water enough to make

20

grams.
minims.
minims.
ounces.

drams.
ounces.

grains.

grains.

minims.
ounce.

dram.
ounces.

Toilet Cream Containing No Grease.—S. S. N.,

Pennsylvania.—If by "absolutely no grease" you
mean to exclude casein, then perhaps a quince-seed
or tragacanth cream will meet your demands. For-
mulas for a number of casein and quince-seed creams
appear in the Circular for April, page 315, and in

the number for last month, page 405, was an ana-
lytical article on casein creams by Dr. Mary Emma
Doyle.

A typical formula for a non-greasy, non-casein
toilet cream follows

:

Tragacanth Cream.
Tragacanth 2 drams.
Water 14 ounces.

Glycerin i ounce.
Tincture of benzoin 2 drams.
Borax 2 drams.
White rose extract 4 drams.

Macerate the tragacanth in the water until it is per-

fectly soft. Dissolve the borax in the glycerin. Mix
the two solutions, add the tincture and perfume, and
press through muslin.

Salicylic acid or phenol may be incorporated in this

cream, as may camphor, menthol, etc., as may be de-

sired. Of course, any other perfume may be used
as well as white rose. A stiffer preparation may be

made by increasing the proportion of tragacanth.

Absorbine for Horses.—S. J. M., Georgia.—As
stated in the Circular for April, 1906, page 133, we
do not know how this preparation is made. A num-
ber of formulas for horse liniments, embrocations,

etc., are on the page referred to, as are also some
general hints on treating the sprains and bruises of

this hardest-w-orking of man's brute friends.

In the Circular for June, 1906, page 215, appears

this formula:

Spirit of camphor i pint.

Tincture of capsicum and myrrh. ... 12 ounces.

Oil of turpentine 12 ounces.

Linseed oil 4 ounces.

Oil of stone (crude petroleum) 24 ounces.

Oil of amber 2 ounces.

Oil of origanum 3 ounces.

Barbadoes tar i^ ounces.

This is said to make an "absorbing liniment of es-

tablished efficiency."
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Polish for Finger Nails.—W. G. K., New York,
—Herewith we reprint from former issues of the CiR-
CUL.\R a few formulas for nail polishes

:

I.

White wax i ounce.
Cotton seed oil 2 ounces.
Carmine 5 grrains.

Oil of rose 5 drops.

Melt the wax, add the oil, triturate the carmine to

fine powder, mix intimately with the melted fats, and
then incorporate the oil of rose,

ir.

White wax I/2 dram.
Spermaceti ^ dram.
Soft paraffin i ounce.
Eosin to color.

Alcohol enough.

Dissolve the eosin in as little alcohol as will suffice,

melt the other ingredients together, add the solution

and stir until cool.

in.

White wax '
l dram.

Spermaceti i dram.
Soft paraffin 2 ounces.

Melt together and stir until cold.

None of the foregoing make an attritive polish.

Henly's Twentieth Century Recipe Book contains

the following formulas for nail-polishing pastes

:

I.

Talc 5 drams.
Tin oxide 3 drams.
Tragacanth 5 grains.

Glycerin i dram.
Rose water to perfume.
Solution of carmine to tint.

II.

Tin oxide 8 drams.
Carmine 15 grains.

Rose oil 6 drops.

Neroli oil 5 drops.

Koller reports a secret preparation for polishing the

nails to consist of 200 parts of zinc oxide and 2 parts

of carmine.

Tin oleate seems to be the principal (or only) in-

gredient of some of the more popular nail polishes.

This substance may be prepared by dissolving i part

of castile soap in about 16 parts of hot water, and
adding gradually to the liquid a 10 per cent, solution

of tin chloride until precipitation no longer occurs.

The precipitate is the oleate, which, after washing
with water and drying, is ready for use. It is some-
times colored with a little carmine.

The stearate of tin is also used as a nail polish, and
may be found preferable to the oleate on account of
its firmer consistence. It may be prepared by mix-
ing solution of sodium or potassium stearate with
solution of tin chloride, the tin stearate being pre-

cipitated.

Any powder for the nails should be exceedingly
fine.

Cooley says that the frequent use of polishing pow-
ders is injurious to the healthy growth, strength and
permanent beauty of the nails. A note on this phase
of the subject may be seen in the Circular for Sep-
tember, 1904, page 206; and an item, with formulas,

on bleaching and polishing the nails in the number
for January, 1905, page 17.

Cuticle Acid.—J. W. R., New Jersey.—We pre-
sume that what you want is an acid for manicurists'
use. We believe that the continued use of any such
preparation is injurious to the nails and surrounding
parts.

There may be customers who will insist upon hav-
ing nail preparations even after the untoward results
to be expected from their free use have been pointed
out to them, and so we give the formulas with a warn-
ing and the druggist should dispense the goods like-
wise.

Hydrogen peroxide with fine powdered pumice
stone is said to be used by professional manicurists as
a bleaching and polishing agent. Diluted acetic, cit-
ric, tartaric, or phosphoric acids, together with tal-
cum, calcium phosphate, or even cuttlefish bone are
also used.

Two formulas follow

:

I.

Diluted sulphuric acid 2 drams.
Tincture of myrrh i dram.
Rosewater enough to make 4 ounces.

Dip the nails in this solution, wipe, and polish with
chamois skin.

Tartaric acid

Tincture of myrrh.
Cologne water. . .

.

Water

I dram.
I dram.
2 drams.

3 ounces.

Dissolve the acid in the water ; mix the tincture of
myrrh and cologne, and add to the acid solution.
Another note on manicuring preparations appears

in the adjoining column.

Perfumed Paraffin Tablets.—H. C, New York,
has seen paraffin tablets which seemed to be molded or
pressed on all four sides, and top and bottom. When
he melted the paraffin and poured it into molds the
resultant cake presented the desired appearance on its

four sides and bottom, but its top had a deep concave
meniscus, and was rough. He wants to know how to
manipulate his material so as to get all six sides
smooth and flat. He has tried cutting off the top of
the cake with a hot wire, and also scraping, but ob-
jects to these processes on account of the time which
they consume.
Without having had time to make any experiments,

we suggest that he use a mold into which a lid is

snugly fitted, and that this lid be pressed against the
warm and cooling paraffin with just sufficient force
to hold it in place. This would take some time, too,
but by constructing a mold large enough to hold sev-
eral dozen cakes at a time, with a single lid let down
into the outer walls of the mold so as to touch the top
of the partition walls, the loss of time might be re-
duced to a negligible quantity for each cake. Of
course the partition walls of the mold would have to
be lower than the outer walls, and a slight excess of
the paraffin poured in.

We should be pleased to hear from any reader who
has had any experience in making the flat-top cakes.

Roach Powder.^M. P.. New York.—In the
Circular for May, page 360. is a new formula for
roach powder, and on page 369 of the same number
is reprinted an old fonnula based on an analysis of
popular brands made for the Circular several years
ago.
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Moxie.—G. A. M., Pennsylvania.—We do not

know how this beverage is made, but have seen a

statement to the effect that it was prepared from oats

(avena sativa) and flavored with sassafras and wm-

tergreen : aUhough it is claimed by the manufacturers

that it comes from a South American cane.

In expressing his opinion upon "valid evidence" and

similar topics during the suit of the Moxie company

versus the Modox company, Judge Brown, in the

United States circuit court, at Providence, R. I., had

this to sav a short time ago about the mystical origin

of the name occasioning this contest : "The evidence

raises serious doubts as to Lieut. Moxie, the dis-

coverer. The existence of Lieut. Moxie can hardly be

regarded as a trade secret. No one but Dr. Thonip-

son seems to have known about him, so far as this

record discloses. But wherever Dr. Thompson may

have found the name 'Moxie,' there remains a strong

suspicion that Lieut. Moxie got his name from Dr.

Thompson." .

Several years ago we printed a formula lor a prep-

aration said to resemble moxie, which is as follows

:

Oil of sassafras i5 minims.

Oil of wintergreen I5 minims.

Alcohol I ounce.

Fluidextract of gentian i ounce.

Compound svnip of sarsaparilla 8 ounces.

Caramel . .

.' i ounce.

Syrup enough to make 5 pints.

Preservation of Lemon Juice.—F. W. E.,

Massachusetts.—Quoting from the Pharmaceuttsche

Rundschau, the Circular for June, 1899, page 131,

said that lemon juice may be preserved by mixing it,

when fresh, witli one-quarter of its volume of pow-

dered talc, shaking repeatedly for some hours, allow-

ing to stand, and fihering. The filtrate is to be mixed

with 10 per cent, of sugar, boiled and put into bottles

which previously have been treated with boiling

water. The bottles are then to be corked and sealed

with paraffin.

It might be mentioned that when bottles are tightly

corked, and their contents ferment, an explosion may
result. It might be just as effective, and much safer,

to plug the mouth of the bottle with absorbent cotton,

and cork loosely.

Henlv, in his Twentieth Century Book of Recipes,

directs that the manipulator add egg albumin to the

fresh juice, heat it gently, witliout stirring, until clear,

and filter through" [sterilized] woolen cloth. The

juice is then to be put into sterilized bottles, filled as

full as possible, corked and sealed. It might be pre-

ferable to place the filled bottles in a vessel of water,

heat the water to the boiling point, and then cork and

Denaturant for Alcohol.—W. E. B., Maine.—

Quite a number of special denaturing materials are

authorized by the United States treasury officials, as

a hasty glance over recent issues of the Circular will

show.' The denaturant to be employed for ordinary

purposes consists of 20 volumes of approved methyl

(wood) alcohol and i volume of approved benzin to

each 200 volumes of 90 per cent, ethyl alcohol.

The text of the denatured alcohol law appears in the

Circular for July, 1906. page 278, and those sections

of the regulations for its enforcement which are of

most interest to druggists are given in the issue for

November, page 425. Other notes on the subject ap-

pear in almost every issue of the Circular during the

past twelve months, and may be readily located by
using the annual index for 1906, and the monthly in-

dexes for the uncompleted volume for this year.

Manipulation in Powder Mixing.—J. B.. Penn-
sylvania, asks "which is more accurate in mixing
powders, to put the smaller quantities and then the

larger in the mortar and mix them, or the reverse ?

This reminds us of a story : "Which is the correct

pronunciation, 'nee-ther' or "ny-ther'?" was the ques-

tion put to Pat, to which he promptly responded,

"Nay-ther." While "nay-ther" could not be the cor-

rect answer to a quer\' stated as J. B. states his, still

we should not advise anyone to place in a mortar a

very small quantity of one powder and then dump
upon it a very large quantity of another, to be mixed.
Rather, we should say to proceed as in making oint-

ments : that is, mix the lesser powder with a portion

of the greater, and gradually add the remainder of the

latter, with constant mixing.

If our querist really wants an answer to his ques-

tion as stated, our answer might be "ay-ther," al-

though, other things being equal, we think we should
prefer to put the smaller quantity in first, as perhaps it

would be more thoroughly stirred into the mixture by
being where the pestle came in closer contact with it.

In case the quantity of the lesser powder is very
small, it might, with advantage, be first triturated with
milk sugar. If one of the two powders is much
lighter than the other, the lighter one should be put
in first, as a rule, and the heavier one put on top of it,

as the latter will naturally have a tendency to work
its wav to the bottom.

Phospho-Lecithin-—J. W. R., New Jersey.—Not
having made any analysis of this preparation, nor
having seen any account of an analysis made by
others, our information as to its composition is con-
fined to the statement on the label of the bottle in

which it is sold. According to this statement each
ounce of phospho-lecithin contains

:

Lecithin J4 grain.

Sodium glycerophosphate 8 grains.

Calcium glycerophosphate 4 grains.

Potassium glycerophosphate 4 grains.

Strv'chnine glycerophosphate 1/60 grain.

Avenin 1/30 grain.

Alcohol 18 per cent.

Cold Water Paint.—X. Y. Z., Pennsylvania.

—

All the cold-water paints on the market to-day are

made from whiting, tinting material and casein as a
binder, under lincense from a company which owns a

basic patent for the use of casein in such combina-

tion. Ox blood, which consists principally of albu-

min, is sometimes used as a binder for whitewash, as

is also milk, on account of its casein constituent.

Whether the use of milk is covered by the patent re-

ferred to, we are not able to say.

To make a hot-water paint, using glue as a binder,

is a simole matter.

Cure for Drunkenness.—A. B. W., New York.—
See the note on Page 473, under the heading "Or-
rine Liquor-Habit Cure."
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Shampoo Bags.—The Vassar Pharmacy, Adol-
phus Weschler, proprietor, Povighkeepsie, 'n. Y.,

writes

:

In looking over your May edition of the Cikcular, we
find that one of your subscribers, G. D. C., of Illinois, in-

quires as to the ingredients of a shampoo bag made by a
Western pharmacist. In examining a sample bag we re-

ceived we find that it contains the following:

Cut soap bark 14 parts.
Chamomile flowers, German 2 parts.

Mix carefully so as not to bruise.

We recommend to our fellow pharmacist to add about 1

part of an odoriferous herb to the above.

We thank Mr. Weschler for his note, and hope tliat

he will favor us in like manner again and often, and
that his example will be followed by others of our
readers who have information the publication of
which would be of interest and value to pharmacists
generally.

Passing a Board Examination.—On page 481 of

this issue are printed the questions used at a recent

examination held by the Georgia Board of Pharmacy.
It has been said of the questions on "Pharmacy" and
on "Materia Medica" that "the average clerk'of to-

day could not make 50 per cent, on either branch."
Our opinion has been asked "as to whether or not an
average of 50 per cent, could be made on either one
of these branches by 'an applicant of three years' prac-

tical experience in the manufacture and compounding
of drugs,' or a 'graduate of a school of pharmacy.'

"

Our querist goes on to say that he is aware that many
things are to be taken into consideration, but that he
is assuming the candidate to be a man of average in-

telligence, etc.

This is a query that is a little out of the ordinary,

and, strange to say, is the second query we have re-

ceived based on the papers used by the Georgia board
at its April examinations; last month, page 421, we
answered the question, "What is meant by the 'purity

rubic'?" (or, as put to us by the querist, "What is

purity rubric?"), which is question number i on the

"Pharmacy" paper on page 481. Being a little out of

the ordinary, we submitted the questions to two ex-

perts, asking them for their candid opinions and tell-

ing them that no use would be made of their names
in our answer to the query. When their replies came,
they were so good that we asked permission to publish

them in full, with the names of the writers, and this

was granted.

Prof. George C. Diekman is a graduate in both

pharmacy and medicine; he has been connected with

the New York College of Pharmacy for about sixteen

years, first as instructor and later as professor, his

branch being practical pharmacy and dispensing; he
has been a member of the New York State Board of

Pharmacy ever since it was created, some seven years

ago, and before that time had been a member of the

city board for several years ; last year he was elected

secretary of the National Association of Boards of

Pharmacy. Prof. Wilbur L. Scoville is a graduate
in pharmacy and a practical pharmacist of many years'

experience, being now head chemist for the Riker
stores, of Boston ; for several years he was instructor

and later professor of pharmacy in the Massachu-
setts College of Pharmacy ; was secretary of the

American Conference of Pharmaceutical Faculties for

three terms ; is a member of the phannacopoeial revi-

sion committee and of the revision committee of the

National Formulary, and has written an exceptionally

valuable book on "The Art of Compounding." The
opinions of these two men on board questions cer-
tainly ought to carry great weight. That doctors
disagree, however, is again shown by the letters writ-
ten by these two experts, each acting entirely indepen-
dent of the other, and neither knowing the source of
the questions. Prof. Diekman concludes that the
questions are such as ought to be answered readily by
any properly qualified candidate for license to practice
pharmacy, while his Boston confrere takes the op-
posite view.

But let them speak for themselves:

Professor Diekman's Letter.

I beg to acknowledge receipt of yours under date of 8th
inst, in reference to examination questions of one of the
boards of pharmacy.
The questions concerned in this matter, if I understand

it properly, are the following:
First. Is it possible for a person of three years' prac-

tical experience in a retail pharmacy, who is not a col-
lege graduate, to obtain an average rating of 50 per cent.
as a resultant of his answers to the questions submitted?

Second. Same, excepting that the applicant for ex-
amination is a college graduate, the presumption being
that he has also had the practical experience, as without
such he could presumably not be examined by the board,
even though possessed of a diploma.*
These questions can both be answered by "yes" or "no,"

as the case may be. I believe, however, you will agree
with me when I say that the subject is of such importance
as to warrant careful study, before arriving at a conclu-
sion.

I give you later on, in this communication, my opinion
as concerns both of the above questions. At the same time,
I also beg to submit to you the manner in which I arrived
at my conclusions. This will necessitate a somewhat
lengthy explanation, where perhaps you expected or de-
sired to receive only an affirmative or a negative expres-
sion. I am certain, however, that you will be Interested
in the matter as I will endeavor to present it, even though
you may not be in accord with my findings.

1 believe you are on the right track in getting these
opinions relative to the matter of board examination ques-
tions. It is too often claimed by the unsuccessful can-
didate that the questions were unfair, and that for this
reason he was unable to obtain the passing mark. This
cry is taken up by others, who fail in most instances to
look into the merits of the case, or who perhaps are not
qualified to pass judgment.
Now as regards an answer to the first and second ques-

tions as they appear above.
When we take up the first question we find that we are

confronted with still another question, as follows: What
is meant by the term "practical experience?"
Most pharmacy laws content themselves with requiring

the applicant tor examination to possess a certain definite
number of years of "practical experience," without in any
way defining what this should consist of. In many in-
stances the applicant may have had opportunity to carry
on only the simpler operations involved in the manufac-
ture and compounding of drugs. He may, however, and
rightfully so, claim to have had such experience. This is
especially true in every case where the term "practical ex-
perience" is not sharply defined, and definite requirements
as to what shall constitute such experience are lacking.

This subject presents itself in still another form, as
follows: Some persons, either by virtue of superior edu-
cational qualifications, or by virtue of strict attention to
their work, will acquire a vastly greater amount of such
experience in a given time than will others not so well
educated, or perhaps less ambitious.
The points I want to make are, that the opportunities

afforded to the individual, as well as his personality, are
the determining factors in the matter of obtaining ex-
perience during any given period of time.

It is also to be presumed that the kind of applicant
instanced in the first question has prepared himself by at
least thorough study of the Pharmacopoeia, to pass the

* The Georgia law provides for licensing of graduates of
colleges of pharmacy without experience.—Editor The
Deugqists Circular.
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examination, before presenting himself as a candidate.

This, of course, in addition to such facts as he must have
gathered during the time of his actual drug store work.

If the applicant has not made any effort to acquire

knowledge, except as such has reached him during the

time of drug store work, hy is, in my opinion, not entitled

to receive any consideration or sympathy, and I should

say that he will be unable, except in rare instance, to

obtain a rating of even 50 per cent, in his answers to the

submitted questions.

Now let us consider the other case, where the applicant

has not only gathered knowledge during the time of his

service, but has supplemented this by a study of the Phar-

macopoeia before presenting himself as a candidate for

examination.
This person will in the course of study find in the Phar-

macopoeia certain terms which perhaps are not understood
by him. I refer to such terms as "alkaloid," "glucoside,"

"gum," "resin," "oleo-resin," "proximate principle," etc.

These he will naturally look up in some work on materia
medica, supposing, of course, that he is a thorough and not

a superficial man.
Having followed this line of study for a reasonable time,

what are his chances of a rating of 50 per cent, or better,

as concerns his answers to the questions submitted?
Before we can answer this question we must first care-

fully consider the caliber and quality of the questions he
is expected to answer. Are they such as the candidate

may be reasonably expected to answer correctly? Is his

knowledge, provided he has prepared himself as above out-

lined, sufficiently broad to cover the field presented?
Now as to the actual questions submitted by you. Let

us consider at least some of them in detail, beginning with
the following:

1. (a) What is meant by the "Purity Rubric?" (b) Give an
example.

The term itself is sufficiently broad to enable any in-

telligent person to frame a definition. The student, be-

sides, must have noticed that in the present edition of the
Pharmacopoeia definite minimum requirements of purity

have, in case of all chemicals, been established, and an
example would readily come to his mind.

2. (a) Outline process of manufacture of Dilute Nltrohydro-
chlorlc Acid. State reason for same and what the finished
product contains, (b) Why Is the "rapid method" reprehen-
sible in practice?

This question is, in my opinion, a very practical one.

The first part of (a), of course, is simply pharmacopoeia!
matter. The candidate can also find an answer, at least

in part, to the latter part of (a), the Pharmacopoeia
stating that the finished product contains chlorine. Part
(b) of this question is, in my opinion, of much practical

value. Let me give my reasons for this opinion;

In nearly every instance where a strong acid is official,

and at the same time is also official in the diluted form,
the latter is made by simply adding the requisite quantity
of water to the former. Now in the case of nitrohydro-
chloric acid it will be noted that the diluted acid is not
prepared by diluting the stronger acid, but is directed
to be made by a special formula. This method of pro-

cedure, being radically different, would naturally suggest
why this is done. The student, not finding any explana-
tion in the U. S. P., would no doubt inquire of others or
consult another work.
The term "rapid method," employed in the question, re-

fers to the practice of some pharmacists, who, when pre-

paring this diluted acid, simply add water to the strong
acid. Such practice may justly be called "reprehensible."
as the product which results is nothing like what the
Pharmacopoeia intends it to be.

I might go on and take up each of the questions in like
manner, but as my conclusions would be the same. I will

not inflict this upon you. Very few of the questions relate
to topics with which, in my opinion, the candidate need
not be familiar. Excluding all such, enough remains to

enable the candidate who is reasonably well prepared to

make a good showing.
My opinion, therefore, is that this lastly described can-

didate would not experience difficulty in satisfying the
examiner of his proficiency. In any event he could hardly
fall below 50 per cent, in his ratings, and in all proba-
bility would do much better.

The second question is much more easily disposed of. I

cannot conceive that any college graduate would find it

difficult to answer most of the questions. I can, of course,
understand that even a college graduate does not know it

all, and that perhaps some one of these fails to make as
good a showing as he ought. This, of course, does not in-

clude such as have received their diplomas years ago and
have become "rusty" by this time.
To sum up, my conclusions are as follows:
A non-graduate, without due preparation aside from

store experience, could hardly obtain a rating of 50 per
cent.

A non-graduate, with proper preparation and store ex-

perience could easily obtain a rating of 50 per cent., or
even better.

A graduate would, I am certain, make a much better
showing than a rating of 50 per cent., unless, as above
stated, he be an "old timer" who has become very prac-
tical but is weak in theory, and I believe that even such
a one would make a fair showing, as most of the ques-
tions seem to me to be very practical in nature.

I trust that you will pardon my lengthy communication,
and permit me to thank you for having afforded me an
opportunity to express my opinion In so important a
matter.

Prof. Diekman's opinion, in its analytical flavor

and judicial delivery, reminds one of a supreme court

utterance. While Prof. Scoville has not written with
such a laying bare of details, his letter deals in a

broad manner with educational work in pharmacy and
forms a valuable chapter in the perennial discussion

of that subject which is going on with unusual vigor

at this time. It follows

:

Professor Sicoville's Letter.

I do not know of a more important pharmaceutical
question than this of the quality and character of State
board examinations. For this reason I am greatly in-

terested in the two examinations which you have sent
(and which I am keeping, since you undoubtedly have
copies and do not need them). In a large measure the
State examinations determine the status of pharmacy and
the work and aims of the colleges. I could write at con-
siderable length on the influence of such examinations
upon pharmacy and upon the colleges, and the difficulties

of framing or gauging examinations, but I am tired to-

night and will come to the point.

The two examinations sent me have interested me very
much. They show a breadth and a variety that is unusual.
Every question is of interest and has a practical value
And for the most part they are well framed, although ;

few are obscure.
Yet I think that the examiner forgets that it has taken

him many years to acquire the breadth of knowledge and
variety of reading that the examinations show. There is

nothing elementary about them. They do not concern
themselves very much with the basic principles, but they
go strongly into details. And they demand a breadth of

reading that is possible only to one who has thoroughly
mastered the fundamental—unless, perchance, he has
crammed wisely for this examination.

I should not expect a three-year pharmacist, or even a
recent college graduate, to know much, for instance, about
the purity rubric, the physiological characteristics and
therapeutics of calomel, the species of insects that infest

drugs, the tests for corrosive sublimate, cod liver oil, cam-
phor, etc, or to be so thoroughly familiar with the Phar-
macopoeia as to recall easily two new somnifacients, the
official forms of iron, the two new animal products that
are now official, etc. Such questions demand a familiarity

with the Pharmacopoeia that cannot, in my judgment, be
fairly acquired in three years. And there are many others
that demand the digestion as well as the acquisition of

facts.

All the questions are of value to the pharmacist, and
many a druggist of twenty-five or more years' experience
will find them of sufficient interest to stimulate him to

fresh study.
For an advanced examination, such as the major ex-

amination of Great Britain, which is optional and hon-
orary, these examinations are, in some respects, excellent.

One must be not only fundamentally educated, but well
read, to qualify on them.
But in my judgment they are decidedly over the head of

the usual—and what I should consider qualified—State

board candidate. They aim, not at qualifications which
make for safe dispensers, but for qualifications which
make for experts. As a former teacher of mine said con-
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cerning colleges of pharmacy: "We aim to make phar-
macists, not professors."

I admire the knowledge and breadth shown In these ex-

aminations, but I think that the examiner has forgotten
where the candidate stands.

I have taken the trouble to show the questions to sev-

eral well qualified pharmacists who are pretty well up to

date, and to ask for a carefully considered opinion from
them. Some have been in pharmacy upwards of twenty-
five years and in live stores where progress was im-
perative. None of these thought that they could make 66

per cent., and some thought they would fail to make 50

par cent on them. These men are "rusty" on technicalities

and yet they are well qualified pharmacists of excellent
standing.

It is not easy to draw the line in State examinations.
Some are too elementary and fragmentary, some have too
much isolated details depending upon brute memory, and
some are too technical. Now we have a new criticism

—

these are too deep. Better this than too shallow. Yet I

must express my opiniou on the conditions that face us.

Prof. Scoville quotes what an old teacher of his

used to say, and we want to tell something we once

heard about an old school-master. The pedagogue
in question asked the primary class the shape of the

earth. Silence ensued. To aid them he referred to a

pair of sleeve buttons which he sometimes wore. In

concert the class exclaimed, "Square." "No, no,"

said the old teacher, "I mean the buttons I wear to

church, not to school." Altogether then the class

sang out : "Square on week days, round on Sunday."

The moral of which story is that from the foregoing

two letters we are left to infer that New York candi-

dates can pass the Georgia board, but that Massachu-

setts candidates can not.

Before we express an opinion on the subject or de-

cide whether this inference is justifiable, we should

like to hear from other States, and from other authori-

ties in the two designated.

Flavoring Extracts in Powder Form.—H. H.,

New York, writes : "Have you ever published for-

mulas for 'powdered flavoring extracts?' This might

be a valuable side Ime for druggists."

This subject is touched upon in the Circul.\r for

April, 1900, page 81, and suggestions for making
flavoring powders are offered. In the same note we
call attention to the fact that the oils of lemon and

orange readily oxidize and form "turpentiny" com-

pounds which are far from agreeable to the palate.

Of course, terpeneless oils may be used.

A few formulas are herewith given

:

Vanilla Flavor.

Vanillin 60 grains.

Cumarin 8 grains.

Powdered sugar i pound.

Lemon Flavor.

Soluble oil of lemon 30 minims.

Citric acid i ounce.

Powdered sugar i pound.

Tincture of turmeric to color.

Orange Flavor.

Soluble oil of orange 30 minims.

Oil of mandarin orange 3 minims.

Citric acid 4 drams.

Powdered sugar i pound.

Orange color enough.

Almond Flavor.

Benzaldehyde 2 drams.

Powdered sugar I pound.

Ginger Flavor.

Oleoresin of ginger 2 drams.
Caramel 15 minims.
Powdered sugar i pound.

Cinnamon Flavor.

Oil of Ceylon cinnamon 3 drams.
Caramel 5 minims.
Powdered sugar i pound.

Clove Flavor.

Oil of clove buds
, 3 drams.

Powdered sugar i pound.

Nutmeg Flavor.

Oil of nutmeg 3 drams.
Powdered sugar i pound.

Laxative Properties of Phenolphthalein.—X. Y.
Z. & Co.—Phenolphthalein (dioxytriphenylphthalide),
CjpHi^Oi, is obtained by causing concentrated sul-
phuric acid to act upon phthalic anhydride. In the
pure state, it occurs as a white or faintly yellowish
crystalline powder, devoid of taste, readily soluble in
alcohol, but sparingly soluble in water. Up to a few
years ago it was known to pharmacists only as an
indicator.

In 1902 the laxative properties of phenolphthalein
were discovered, and accidentally at that. The sub-
stance was used as a means of distinguishing a certain
wine, and it was found that this wine caused diarrhea.
Phenolphthalein was then examined and found to
have a laxative action when administered in small
doses. Since that time it has been introduced by en-
terprising firms under various fanciful names, such as
purgen or purgo, la.van, la.vatol, etc. As regards its

fate in the system, it has been maintained that the
drug remains unchanged in the acid stomach, but
probably in the alkaline intestinal fluid forms a sodium
compound—a very indifTusible salt of high osmotic
pressure, which leads to the accumulation of much
fluid in the bowel.

Phenolphthalein appears to be absorbed only to a
very slight degree and to that extent to be excreted
by the kidneys. According to Dr. Oscar Schwarz
(Miinch, med. Wochenschr., 26, 1903), out of

3 grammes given to a dog, 2.55 grammes were recov-
ered from the excreta ; lo-gramme doses had no dis-

tinct effect on the elimination of sulphates in the ani-
mal, so there can be little or no decomposition with
elimination of phenol in the system. When the urine
is acid, as in health, the administration of phe-
nolphthalein causes no coloration of that excretion,
but when the urine is alkaline or neutral, it produces
a deep crimson-red color. Tunicliffe (Brit. Med.
Journ., October i8th, 1902), Vamossy fMiinch.
med. Wochenschr., 26, 1903), and others laud the
laxative action of phenolphthalein. They claim that
it never causes any violent diarrhea or colic, that it

does not irritate the kidneys, and that its depressant
action on the circulation is less than that of magne-
sium sulphate. Vamossy endeavors to prove the
harmlessness of the remedy by stating that in several

cases in his knowledge children have ecten a whole
boxful of the tablets without suffering any more
alarming result than a brisk purgation. The only
intimation of possible untoward effect we have seen is

in a report by Dr. Schwarz (Miinich. med. Woch-
enschr., I, 1903), who says that, phenolphthalein be-
ing a phenol derivative, should be administered to
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children with caution, and that it is especically in-

advisable to regard unlimited doses as harmless in the

case of one-year-old children, since these have a gen-

eral disposition to convulsions and diarrhea. Even in

the case of an adult, two or three tablets have been

seen to give rise to painful diarrhea accompanied by

other unpleasant symptoms. What the latter are is

not stated.

The laxative virtue of phenolphthalein seems to be

recognized by the American medical profession, and

we find a number of pharmaceutical houses listing

tablets, simple as well as compound, of the drug
;
yet

none of the American firms seems to have adopted a

special name for its tablets nor to have exploited the

remedy to any appreciable extent.

Foot Powder.—M. P., New York.—Seventeen
samples of foot powders were analyzed by Picken

(Jour. Assoc. Alum. Mass. Col. of Phar.), who found

talc in 14, starch in 7, salicylic acid in 7, boric acid

in 6, alum in 4, borax in 4, zinc oxide in 2, magnesia

in I. A number of them had odorous constituents,

either for their antiseptic value or for a perfume.

Phenol, thymol and formaldehyde were the main anti-

septic agents used. Herewith is given the composi-

tion of some of the leading brands : Talc 75 per cent.,

boric acid 25 per cent.; talc 12.5 per cent., starch 50

per cent., borax 37.5 per cent. ; talc 25 per cent., boric

acid 75 per cent. ; talc 65 per cent., alum 20 per cent.,

magnesia 15 per cent. ; talc 90 per cent., borax 10 per

cent. ; talc 95 per cent., alum 4 per cent., boric acid i

per cent. ; starch 65 per cent., zinc oxide 35 per cent.

;

talc 60 per cent., boric acid 40 per cent. ; talc 75 per

cent., starch 15 per cent., salicylic acid 7.5 per cent.,

alum 2.5 per cent., zinc oxide 25 per cent., borax 75

per cent. ; and starch 75 per cent., salicylic acid 25 per

cent. All the most prominent brands showed talc in

the proportion of 75 to 90 per cent. The starch was

mostly in the form of corn, wheat or potato starch.

Only one sample contained orris root. Salicylic acid

was used in the proportion of 3 to 7.5 per cent., as a

rule, and boric acid varied from i to 75 per cent.

The Medical Record says that a powder made ac-

cording to the following formula is used in cases of

sweating feet

:

Potassium permanganate 13 grammes.

Alum I gramme.

Talc 50 grammes.

Zinc oxide 18 grammes.

Calcium hydrate 18 grammes.

.\nother formula, given by Dr. Stanislaus, in the

Apothecary, is

—

Salicylic acid 2 parts.

Zinc stearate i part.

Talc 40 parts.

Coumarin tincture of orris, and compound tincture

of vanilla are recommended by Dr. Stanislaus as per-

fumes for foot powders.

Herewith we quote from an article on "Per-

borates," by Drs. Herxheimer and Ipsen, translated

from Arcliiv fur Demtatologie , and printed in the

Medical Review of Reviews

:

Hyperidrosis [excessive sweating] Is another Indica-

tion for treatment with sodium perborate. All super-

oxides produce free oxygen on contact with sweating skin,

since oxygen is liberated by the acids of perspiration.

We used to relieve sweating: 1, zinc perborate (20)

with talcum (80); 2, sodium perborate (20) with talcum

(80); 3, both together and singly with zinc peroxide and
talcum. Feet and stockings were dusted several times

a day. Patients claimed in all cases that the excessive
perspiration and prickling sensation decreased, and that,
best of all, the had odor disappeared. We noticed ob-
jectively the disappearance of the redness and maceration
of the skin. While these symptoms, as a rule, indicated
improvement in the course of a few days, the decrease or
entire disappearance of fetor could he noticed after one
or two days.

The next formula is taken from the Qiemists' and
Druggists' Diary

:

Talc 12 ounces.
Boric acid 10 ounces.
Zinc oleate i ounce.
Salicylic acid i ounce.
Oil of eucalyptus 2 drams.

The next is a formula contributed to Merck's
Report:

Salicylic acid 3/2 ounce.

Boric acid 3 ounces.

Starch 4 ounces.

Talc 4 ounces.

A recent number of the Critic and Guide contained

the following

:

For Perspiration of the Feet.

Wash the feet with a weak formaldehyde solution

( I part liquor formaldehydi to 9 parts of water) ;

then dust with a powder of the following composi-
tion:

Salicylic acid 2 drams.

Burnt alum 2 ounces.

Tannic acid 2 drams.
Purified talc 4 ounces.

Oil of bergamot 10 drops.

Rub well into the feet every night and shake into

the stockings every morning. Change stockings

every day.

For an important caution regarding tlie use of

formaldehyde see under Eston, page 470.

Home-Made Camphor-Phenol.—''Pharmaceutical

Chemist," North Carolina, writes:

In reference to the article on "Campho-Phenique" in the

C1KC171.AE for June, page 413, I will say that I have for a
number of years dispensed and used personally a "satu-

rated solution" of camphor in phenic acid, that is, have
added camphor to phenic acid until no further liquefaction

of the camphor takes place; the exact proportions I do
not at present remember, but I think about 2 parts of

phenic acid and 3 parts of camphor will produce proper
results.

This preparation has always given perfect satisfaction

both in dental practice and in the treatment of burns, in-

sect bites, etc., and in appearance, taste and action seems
to me identical with campho-phenique The liquid petrola-

tum content must be something new, as although I do
not claim to have made a thorough examination of it, it

has never crossed my mind during all my handling of the

preparation that it contained such, and I think by the

simple expedient of dropping a few drops on clean blot-

ting paper and allowing it to evaporate, that it will leave

no stain such as it would if it contained petrolatum.

Dobell's Solution.—There is no use to try to

raise any question as to the composition of this prep-

aration, as the National Formularj' and the federal

pure food and drugs act, as well as many State acts,

have settled it for American druggists. It contains

—

Sodium borate 15 grammes.
Sodium bicarbonate 15 grammes.
Phenol 3 grammes.
Glycerin 35 cub. cent.

Water enough to make 1,000 cub. cent.
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Bleaching the Hair With "Peroxide."—A. B. W.,
New York.—-While our experience in bleaching hair

with sokition of hydrogen dioxide i.s rather hmited,

we may say that to mix an alkaline salt with the solu-

tion would be to invite its decomposition into water
and. oxygen. On the other hand, applying an alka-

line wash to the hair removes much of the grease
from it, and thus gives the hydrogen dioxide, subse-

quently applied, a better opportunity to do its work.

Hemaboloids.—B. F. C, Oregon.—According to

the formula on the bottle this preparation contains

nucleo-proteids and proteids, 4 per cent. ; ferric ox-
ide, 0.6 per cent. ; bone-marrow extract, 5 per cent.

;

alcohol, 17 per cent.; and i/io grain of nuclein to a

teaspoonful. This information is rather vague, but

we have none more definite.

Salfene.—H. L. S., California.—Tn a paper on
"The Composition of So-Called Ethical Synthetics

and Ethical Nostrums" read by Dr. W. J. Robinson
at the T904 meeting of the American Medical Associa-
tion, the Doctor stated that salfene was composed of

acetanilide and sodium bicarbonate.

Bliss' Native Herb Tablets.—Dr. Z., New
Hampshire.—In the Circular for May, page 369, we
stated that in the Circular for April, 1906, page 130,

a correspondent had rather strongly intimated that

these tablets were made of aloes. We have never
examined them.

Liquid Sulphur.—Seeing the note on this sub-
ject in last month's Circular, page 417, M. S. Schim-
mel, Baltimore, is kind enough to call our attention

to the formula for solution of sulphurated lime in the

National Formularv.

Anon3anous Queries.
—

"Ph. '07," Pennsylvania,
is requested to read the standing notice at the head
of this department, and the article on "Asking and
Answering Queries" in the Circular for last month,
page 401.'^

Koumiss.—A. L. M., New York.—An article on
koumiss appears in the Circular for November,

1905, page 398, in which a number of formulas are

given.

Appeals to Readers.

Information is sought concerning the preparations,

listed below. We ask for such help as our readers

can give

:

Daily's Magical Pain Extractor.—R. R., California.

Newton's Heave Powder.—"Co-op," Michigan.

Electric Sparker.—C. R., New York.

Curine.—S. J. M., Georgia.

Magoffin's Violet Talcum.

Powdered talc 5 pounds.

Corn starch S pounds.

Boric acid 10 ounces.

Powdered orris root 8 ounces.

Use only the very best materials, and run them
through a number 60 sieve at least five times.

Magoffin's Cream Balm.

Quince seed, bruised 2 ounces.

Bay rum 12 ounces.

Hamamelis water 12 ounces.

Boric acid 2 drams.

Boiling water i pint.

Perfume enough.

Water enough to make 5 pints.

Place the quince seed in the hot water, agitate fra-

quently; after twenty-four hours, strain and add the

other ingredients.

Ink for Marking on Glass.

The following formula is reported to furnish an
"ink" with which glass may be permanently marked
with a common pen

:

Water of ammonia, 26° i ounce.

Hydrochloric acid i ounce.

WTieat flour i ounce.

Acacia enough.

Mi:^ the first three ingredients and add enough
acacia to give the desired consistencv.

Georgia Board Questions.

At an examination conducted by the Georgia Board
of Pharmacy April 8th, 1907, the following papers

were used.

In reprinting board questions we make no more
changes than are necessary in order to put them into

our kind of type, our object being to present to our

readers, just as nearly as practicable, the questions as

they were presented to the candidates:

Pharmacy.

1. (a) What is meant by the "Purity Rubric?" (b)

Give an example.
2. (a) Outline process of manufacture of Dilute Nitro-

hydrochloric Acid. State reason for same and what the

finished produce contains, (b) Why is the "rapid method"
reprehensible in practice?

3. (a) What are the official mustards? (b) What is

the principal constituent of each? (c) What is the offi-

cial preparation? (d) How is same manufactured? (e)

Why is cold water preferable to hot water in manufacture
of mustard plasters? (f) What is French Mustard?

4. (a) What is strength of Dilute Hydrocyanic Acid?

(b) What is strength of Scheels Hydrocyanic Acid? (c)

Name two drugs that contain a glucoside which by the

action of moisture is converted into this acid, (d) What
effect has age upon this dilute acid? (e) How may this

be prevented?

5. (a) The solubility of Bichloride of Mercury in Al-

cohol is increased by the addition of what? (b) If a sam-
ple of Corrosive Sublimate is not entirely soluble in Ether

what is the cause and why? (c) What chemical change
takes place when Corrosive Sublimate is placed in solu-

tion with Syrup of Sarsaparilla? (d) How may this be

prevented?
6. (a) How is it possible to restrain the tendency of

Calomel to purge? (b) Why is the effect of Calomel not

always due to the size of the dose? (c) What change

takes place in mixtures of calomel an alkalies digested

for a short time in water acidulated with Hydrochloric

Acid?
7. (a) Write formula for making 37 1-2 per cent. Al-

cohol by weight? (b) By volume, (c) At what tempera-

ture is the specific gravity of Alcohols-, taken' (d) Why?
8. (a) What two new animal products were added to

the last U. S. P.? (b) What constituent of one of these

Is being largely used? (c) Is this constituent acid-alka-

line or alkaioidal in its nature? (d) In what form is it

found in its true state?

9. (a) How does the U. S. P. prescribe the majority
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of tinctures be manufactured? (b) Why are some of them
directed to be macerated? (c) How does the U. S. P. di-

rect the flow in the manufacture of tinctures? (d) In
fluid extracts?

10. (a) What is the XJ. S. P. standard temperature for
taking Specific Gravities? (b) What was this formerly?
(cj Why was it changed?

Dispensing.

Compound the following prescriptions:

No. 1.

Ext. Belladon Gr. XXIV
Ungt. Petrolat 5 ss

M. et add.
lodini Gr. X
Potass* lodid Gr. X
Ungt. Petrolat S ss

Ft. Mist.
Sig. Local Application.

No. 2.

Syrupi Simplicis 5 ss

Olei Gaultheriae M X
Pulv. Acacias Q. S.

Olei Morrhuse Q. S. Emuls (40 per cent.) S IV
M. Ft. Emuls.
Sig. Label.

No. 3.

Strych. Sulph Gr. ss.

Ferri Phosphati (Soluble) Gr. XXXII
Quiniae Sulph Gr. XVI
Alcohol 3 ss.

Aquae Purae S I

Elix. Simplicis Q. S. AD 3 IV
M. Sig. 3 I t. i. d. p. c.

No. 4.

Pulv. Rhei. Rad.
Ext. Colocynth. Comp.
Hyd. Pill. Mass A A Gr. X
M. Ft. Pill. V.
Sig. (Label) Unam Vel duas nocte.

No. 5.

Morph. Sulph Gr. VIII
Quiniae Sulph Gr. I

M. Ft. Pulv. VIII.
Sig. one every hour for 3 or 4 doses.

Prescriptions and Doses.

1. What chemical change takes place in a mixture of
Goulard's Extract and Tincture Opium?

2. What precaution should be taken in following
prescription?

IJ Garb. Ammonia grs. xxiv
Mur. Ammonia grs. xxx
Syrup Squills gi

Water q. s. 311

M.

3. How would you prepare the following prescription?

R Hydrate Chloral
Camphor a a 5 ss.

Turpentine
Tinct. Capsicum a a m 120
Chloroform Liniment q. s. 3 v

M.

4. Mention some incompatibles that should not be used
in prescriptions with the following: (a) Nitrate Silver,
(b) Arsenic Preparations, (c) Hypophosphite Calcium,
(d) Salicylate Sodium.

5. How much Potassium Permanganate would it re-
quire to make a four ounce solution, that a fluidrachm of
this solution added to a half pint of water would make a
1 to 1,000 solution?

6. What is the solubility in water of Sodium Iodide
and Potassium Iodide?

7. What is Oil Betula?
8. What are the common names of: (a) Phenylis

Salicylas, (b) Coccus, (c) Benzosulphinidum, (d) Chond-
rus.

9. What is the dose of the following? Antimony and
Potassium Tartrate; Iron and Potassium Tartrate.

10. What is the dose of the following? (a) Tlnct.
Strophanthus, (b) Ammonia Carbonate, (c) Heroin, (d)
Ichthyol.

Chemistry.

1. (a) Give formular frr Hydrogen Dioxide, (b) Show
by an equasion how it is obtained by action of Dilute
Hydrochloric Acid on Barium Dioxide.

2. Write the chemical formula of the Halogen Com-
pounds of Potassium.

3. Show by chemical equasion the difference in chemi-
cal reaction when a hot concentrated solution of Hydrate
of Potassium is saturated with Chlorine and when a cold
dilute solution is treated in the same manner.

4. Give the chemical formular of Sal Ammoniac.
5. What is the chief sourch of Sal Ammoniac at pres-

ent time?
6. Give the English name for (a) Ca C 0,; (b) Zn CI
7. Define a Monobasic Acid.
8. Give the chemical formular of (a) Silver Nitrate;

(b) Glauber Salt.

9. Complete the following equasion—Zn t H, S 0^=
10. Give the English name for (a) Na N 6,; (b)

K, S 0,.

Materia Medica.

1. Mention a few species of insects which infect vegeta-
ble drugs, (a) What kind attack Ginger Root and Powd.
Senna? (b) What remedy is suggested for their destruc-
tion?

2. What is the odor of Valerian: Savine; Creosote?
(a) The taste of Senega. Gentian; Lycopodium? (b) The
color of Gamboge; Chrysarobin?

3. Name the two new ofllcial Somnifacients, and state
the physical appearance of each, (a) Define an Anodyne;
name the most important one, and give dose, (b) Name
an oSicial Glucoside that is a Cardiac Stimulant; and
give source and dose.

4. What is the pungent principle in Cayenne Pepper?
(a) The soothing constituents in Linseed? (b) The blis-

tering substance in Cantharides?
5. From what source is the eoinmercial article known

as "insect powder", obtained? (a) Common name of the
official plant belonging to the same order? ibi State the
Physical appearance of Balsam Peru and Balsam Tolu.
(c) Natural order; habit: from what part of the plant
obtained? (d) OflScial preparations of Balsam Tolu.

6. What is the U. S. P. definition as to source of Cod
Liver Oil? (a) State an ofBcial test for detection of other
fish oils, (b) The principle constituent, (c) From what
and how is Diphtheria Antitoxin prepared? (d) How is

it administered; and what is the Immunizing dose?

7. Give the ofiicial definition for Camphor, (a) Ex-
plain the definition, (bl What is sometimes substituted
for the official variety; and how may it be easily detected.

8. Give either a common or the oflicial name for Moun-
tain Grape; Meadow Saffron; Thornapple: Canadian
Hemp; Ladies' Slipper? (a) How is Tar produced, and
what is its ofiBcial title? (b) Natural order and botanical

name of the Pine.

9. Name five drugs which the U. S. P. require to be
assayed. (a) The alkaloidal or other constituent-

strength of each.
10. Metallic Iron is official in two forms—what are

they? (a) Their use. (b) Give the official preparations
of Silver, (c) State some of the commercial preparations
of modified Silver salts.

Syrup of Figs.

The Year-Book of Pharmacy gives the following

formula for a syrup of figs, taken from the Vienna
Formulary

:

Senna pods 6 parts.

Figs 12 parts.

Water 58 parts.

Sugar enough.

Orange flower water 10 parts.

Alcohol (90 per cent.) 20 parts.

^lacerate the figs and the senna pods in the water
for twelve hours, and strain. In 33 parts of the

strained liquid dissolve 45 parts of sugar; boil and
clarify. When cold add the orange flower water and
the alcohol.
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Imported Formulas.

In Great Britain they have a Year-Book of Phar-
macy which is something on the order of the Proceed-
ings of the American Pharmaceutical Association, the

Year-Book part proper being analogous to the Re-
port on the Progress of Pharmacy in our Proceed-
ings, but less comprehensive.

From the latest (1906) Year-Book the following
formulas are taken, they having been gathered from
British, German, American and other sources

:

PERMANENT WHITE COSMETIC CREAM.

White petrolatum 100 parts.

Hard paraffin 12 parts.

Borax, in fine powder 4 parts.

Tincture of benzoin 4 parts.

Zinc oxide v . 5 parts.

Glycerin 5 parts.

Perfume enough.

Melt the petrolatum and paraffin on a water bath,

and add the borax and the tincture. Stir well for ten

minutes, strain through fine muslin, and allow to cool

without further stirring. Rub the zinc oxicle with

the glycerin and add to the cooled basis, and beat in a

mortar to a uniform consistence, adding the desired

perfume.
ACID COSMETIC LOTIOX.

Acetic acid (30 per cent.) 50 parts.

Tincture of benzoin 50 parts.

Spirit of camphor 50 parts.

Tincture of red sandalwood 75 parts.

Alcohol 775 parts.

HEBRa's DUSTING POWDER.
Talc _ 15 parts.

Orris root 15 parts.

Zinc oxide 15 parts.

Wheat starch 155 parts.

[We suggest that this be run several times through
a fine sieve.]

miller's dentifrice.

Thymol 2 parts.

Peppermint oil 6 parts.

Benzoic acid 24 parts.

Tincture of eucalyptus 120 parts.

Alcohol (90 per cent.) 848 parts.

pumpkin seed anthelmintic.

Pumpkin seed kernels 50 parts.

Sugar 10 parts.

Glycerin 10 parts.

Orange flower water enough to mass.

emulgen.
Alcohol 2 parts.

Water 10 parts.

Glycerin 4 parts.

Tragacanth 2 parts.

Acacia i part.

Gluten I part.

One part will emulsify 5 parts of oil.

acamulsia.
Powdered acacia 5 parts.

Powdered tragacanth 5 parts.

Sugar 5 parts.

Starch 5 parts.

Boric acid i part.

Mix intimately.

Use I part of powder to every 32 parts of emulsion

to be made. Eight ounces of the oil to be emulsified

is put into a dry 32-ounce bottle, and shaken with J^
ounce of acamulsia ; when the powder is evenly sus-

pended, 8 ounces of water are added at once, and the

mixture is well shaken until a perfect emulsion is

formed.

[We object to the indiscriminate use of boric acid

on therapeutic grounds.]

alkaline glycerol of thymol.

Sodium bicarbonate 100 grains.

Sodium borate 200 grains.

Sodium benzoate : . 80 grains.

Sodium salicylate 40 grains.

Menthol . .

.

' 2 grains.

Oil of pinus pumilio 2 minims.

Oil of wintergreen 2 minims.

Thvmol " 4 grains.

Eucalyptol 12 minims.

Alcohol (90 per cent.) 4 fl. drs.

Glvcerin 2 fl. ozs.

Solution of carmine 40 minims.

Distilled water. . .enough to make 20 fl. ozs.

Dissolve the salts in the water; add the glycerin

and solution of carmine ; dissolve the oils and thymol

in the alcohol ; and mix.

ENGLISH liniment.

Soap bark, in fine powder 3 parts.

Water 3000 parts.

Oil of turpentine 1200 parts.

Oil of thyme 300 parts.

Tragacanth, in fine powder 80 parts.

Shake the soap bark in the water, allow to macerate

for an hour, and then filter. Mix the filtrate in a

capacious bottle with the other ingredients, and shake

well until a uniform emulsion is formed.

RECLUS' ANTISEPTIC AND ANALGESIC OINTMENT.

Antipyrin 60 parts.

Boric acid 30 Parts.

Salol 30 parts.

Iodoform (or iodol) 15 parts.

Phenol _ 15 parts.

Corrosive mercuric chloride 2 parts.

Petrolatum 3360 parts.

Useful as a general antiseptic wherever the skin

is broken. For" large surfaces, as extensive bums,

the proportion of petrolatum may be increased. It

is especially useful for the extensive woi'mds of

crushed limbs.

[The physician should be asked about the danger

of poisoning of the patient by the too liberal use of

this ointment on broken skin.]

Gohler's Carnosot Meat Preservative.

Gohler's carnosot. recommended for preserving

meat, says the Chemist and Druggist, has, according

to a French review, the following composition

:

Sodium chloride 49-0 parts.

Potassium nitrate 15-5 parts.

Sodium acetate lo.o parts.

Sodium benzoate 3.0 parts.

Aluminum acetate 3-0 parts.

Calcium sulphate 3 .8 parts.

Sugar 4-5 parts.

Hexamethylenetetramine 0.75 parts.

Moisture 8.0 parts.

Sand 2.0 parts.
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Correspondence.
Short, timely articles upon subjects of interest to

pharmacists are solicited for this department. In order
to be in time for publication in the issue of a given
month, they should be in the editor's hands on the fif-

teenth day of the month previous. Anonymous communi-
cations will not be published; but if the author expresses
a wish to have his name withheld, this wish will be
scrupulously regarded and his letter considered confi-
dential.

Metric Weighing and Old-Style Pricing.

Helena, Mont., June nth, 1907.

To the Editor of The Druggists Circular :

The article "For One System of Weights and Mea-
sures," on page 322 of your April issue, leads me to
submit a couple of simple little tables which we con-
stantly use in our establishment for quickly arriving
at the costs, in metric quantities, of articles priced
according to avoirdupois or ordinary liquid measure.
While I make no claim of originality for these tables,

we find them convenient, and they may be of interest
to your readers

:

If 1 pound avoirdupois costs 100.00 per cent.
1 kilogramme costs 220.46 per cent.

100 grammes costs 22.046 per cent.
10 grammes costs 2.205 per cent.
9 grammes costs 1.984 per cent.
8 grammes costs 1.764 per cent.
7 grammes costs I.544 per cent.
6 grammes costs 1.323 per cent.
5 grammes costs 1.103 per cent.
4 grammes costs 882 per cent
3 grammes costs 662 per cent.
2 grammes costs 441 per cent
1 gramme costs 1221 per cent!

If 1 pint costs 100.00 percent.
1,000 cubic centimeters costs 211.3 per cent
100 cubic centimeters costs 21.13 per cent.
10 cubic centimeters costs 2.113 per cent!
9 cubic centimeters cos.ts 1.902 per cent.
8 cubic centimeters costs 1.690 per cent,
7 cubic centimeters costs 1.479 per cent
6 cubic centimeters ccsts i.268 per cent!
5 cubic centimeters costs 1.056 per cent!
4 cubic centimeters costs 845 per cent
3 cubic centimeters costs 634 per cent
2 cubic centimeters costs .423 per cent!
1 cubic centimeter costs ' .211 per cent!

The application of these tables is obvious. If we
desire to estimate the value of the opium in 1,000 c.c.
of laudanum, at $4.85 per pound, multiply the con-
stant for 100 .grammes by the cost per pound and we
have 4-85X22.046=106.92310. Pointing off two
more figures for per cent., we have 1.06. "the cost, in
dollars, of the opium. R. J. Lemert.

The Conditions Confronting the N. A. R. D.
Chicago, June 22d. 1907.

To the Editor of The Druggists Circul.\r :

_
The condition confronting the National Associa-

tion of Retail Druggists hinges not so much on a
theory, or various theories, as it does on the decision
of Its members to keep what we have—or let go.

Let me indulge in comparisons : If we pushl cart
up hill and all at once step aside, the cart will slide
down hill a.gain and .go to smash. The question at
issue is not so much, what do we want to do, as it is,

will we, shall we, lose all we have gained 'in these
nme years by withdrawing now, and .go back to our
cave of misery where we dwelled in 1898?

Let's keep the ship above water by coming to the

front and paying all our dues—keeping the machinery
in oil. Then, when we get together in convention is

the time to decide what to do and how to do it.

W. BODEMANN.

Mr. Sackett's Condenser.
Addison N. J., June 19th, 1907.

To the Editor of The Druggists Circular:

In your June number, page 405, in my article on
"A Serviceable Home-]Made Condenser," the artist

has made some improvements ( ?) on my condenser
which I do not approve. First, the cooling water
should be brought into the jacket over the top and
to the bottom by a tube instead of inlet pipe at the bot-

tom. Second, the outlet pipe should be at the top, so
that the water may cover the whole condensing
cvlinder. C. W. Sackett.

Some Things a Druggist Has to Endure.
In a paper read before the Minnesota Pharmaceu-

tical Association last year, A. D. Thompson said:

"Only the other day the health officer of one of

our cities was quoted in the newspapers as saying
in an address delivered before the General Federation

of Women's Clubs: T would like to invite twenty-

four members of the drug trust, the meat trust and
other food trusts to permit me to feed them on the

stuff taken from their stocks. I will guarantee that

there would be twenty-four funerals within a few
days.'

"Gentlemen, if the fool killer had been on duty, I

will guarantee there would have been one funeral

right away.

"There are many trying things to be endured in

the drug business. There is no branch of trade in

which the retailer is the subject of so many imposi-

tions on the part of the public. The 'phone fiend, the

party who presents a five-dollar bill for a two-cent

stamp, the unknown man with the unknown check,

who assures you that the bank is absolutely sound, the

person who uses the store as a loafing place and ren-

dezvous, the woman who wants to get a twenty-dollar

bill changed so she can send a dollar ninety-eight to

a Chicago mail-order house, they are all thorns in the

flesh, and I hope the time will come, some day, when
the retail druggist will no longer be a doormat for

the general public."

Wash for Dandruff.

In his Critic and Guide, Dr. W. J. Robinson says

that a simple wash for dandruff which costs but a few

cents and is better than any of the "patent" dandruff

cures, may be made of

—

Chloral hydrate 3 drams.

Glycerin .S
drams.

Water 8 ounces.

Credit Given where Credit Is Due.
Dr. G. B. Squires, of Somcrville. Mass., in a letter

to the Journal of the American Medical Association,

says

:

Ten years ago. when I was in the drug business, I real-

ized that the medical profession was being lowered by the
nostrum vendors, and I think we are indebted to The
Druggists Circui,ar for the stand it has always taken for
ethical medicine.
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Notices of Books Received.

A Text Book of Botaxv and Pharmacognosy, In-

tended for the Use of Students of Pharmacy, as a

Reference Book for Pharmacists, and as a Hand-
Book for Food and Drug Analysts. By Henry
Kraemer, Ph. B., Ph. D. Octavo; cloth; 840 pages,

illustrated; $5. Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott

Company. 1907.

Botany, with the allied science of pharmacognosy,
is a division of pharmacy that is generally neglected

by fhe student soon after he leaves college. Although
this branch of the profession is one of the most in-

teresting, it has hitherto been of such minor import
in practical pharmacy as to receive but little atten-

tion from the practitioner. The impetus given to the

analysis of crude drugs by the pure food and drugs
acts has, owing to the large proportion of vegetable

drugs in the materia medica, aroused interest in

pharmacognosy, and created a demand for a satis-

factory hand-book. The value of the present work
is self-evident ; there being illustrated descriptions of

over two hundred powdered vegetable drugs and
foods, alone. The chapter upon reagents and micro-
scopic work in general, is an intelligible statement of

concise working directions, of the greatest help to

the student or the analyst.

Announced as a revised and enlarged edition of

the author's first published work on this subject, this

volume is in truth such a vast improvement upon its

j)redecessor as to be worthy the name of a new work.
.\11 the topics falling under the broad su.bject of

botany and pharmacognosy are handled in Prof.

Kraemer's happy manner. The book is divided

into three parts. The first treats of botany in the

generally understood sense : the groups, character-

istics and constituents of plants ; with an interesting

ciiapter upon the cultivation of medicinal plants.

Part II is devoted to pharmacognosy, and treats in de-

tail the crude drugs derived from the various forms
of Vegetable life. In the nomenclature of the medi-
cinal plants the author has adopted a broad system
based on Britton, and Engler and Prantl. The sub-

ject of powdered vegetable drugs and foods is here

taken up. Part III. is devoted to formulas for re-

agents, the preparation of slides, and other topics of

technical pharmacognosy.

The book has an exhaustive index. It is well

printed, well bound, and fully illustrated with excep-

tionally fine plates of microscopic specimens, and a

colored frontispiece.

-Henley's Twentieth Century Book of Recipes,

FoRML-L.\s AND PROCESSES. Containing Nearly Ten
Thousand Selected Scientific, Chemical. Technical

and Household Recipes, Formulas and Processes

for Use in the Laboratory, the Office, the Work-
shop and in the Home. Edited by Gardner D.
Hiscox. M. E. Octavo : cloth ; 787 pages ; $3. New
York: The Norman W^ Henlev Publishing Co.

1907.

New handbooks of general information similar to

this work have been scarce of late, and the numerous
up-to-date recipes and formulas appearing in the

scientific and technical journals from time to time
have not been compiled for ready reference. The
editor of the work under consideration has succeeded
in gathering together a vast amount of useful in-

formation, but the convenience of the book would

have been increased by the addition of an index.

While an attempt has been made to group the con-

tents under appropriate heads arranged in alpha-

betical order, and there are many cross references, yet

these are not infallible as a few instances will show.
Under "beef peptonoids"' we are told to see "pep-

tonoids"—as yet we have not been able to locate

them; there is a caption "pine syrup," with directions

to see "essences and extracts"—it isn't there, but

"syrup of white pine and tar" is, although scarcely an
essence or an extract, neither is the liquid vesicant

or the syrup of codeine phosphate- which are also in-

cluded under this head ; under "household formulas"

is a process for roofing a house ; directions for making
deodorized pasteboard, laundry blues and the like are

given elsewhere.

.\fter one once learns the waj' through this book
its service will be great, for it has a value to the re-

tail druggist in his store and in his home.

The paper, typography and binding of the book are

all good.

Distillation of Alcohol and Denaturing. A
Practical Hand-Book on the Distillation of Al-

cohol from Farm Products, Including the Pro-
cesses of Malting, Mashing, Macerating, Fer-

menting and Distilling Alcohol from Grain, Beets,

Potatoes, Molasses, etc., with Chapters on Alco-

holometry and the Denaturing of Alcohol for Use
in Farm Engines, Automobiles and Launch Mo-
tors, and in Heating and Lighting; with a Syn-
opsis of the New Free Alcohol Law and the Gov-
ernment Regulations. By F. B. Wright. Duo-
decimo; cloth; 194 pages, illustrated; $1. New-
York: Spon & Chamberlain.

The contents of this book are fully set forth in the

sub-title, and from this its interest to the retail drug-

gist will be evident. The processes of the preparation

of alcohol are treated comprehensively ; technical

terms being eliminated wherever possible. The il-

lustrations accompanying the text assist the non-tech-

nical reader.

The chapters devoted to denatured alcohol are very
brief, and do not contain any detailed information

concerning its commercial uses.

A very full index renders the contents of the book
readily available for reference purposes.

Saunders' Pocket Medical Formulary, with an
.\ppendix Containing Posological Table, Formulas
and Doses for Hypodermic Medication, Poisons
and their Antidotes, Diameters of the Female Pel-

vis and the Foetal Head, Obstetrical Table, Diet

List for Various Diseases, Materials and Drugs
I'sed in Antiseptic Surgery. Treatment of As-
phyxia from Drowning, Surgical Remembrancer.
Tables of Incompatibles. Eruptive Fevers.

Weights and Measures, etc. By William M.
Powell, M. D. Narrow duodecimo ; morocco, with
v.-allet and flan; ,"^00 pages; thumb index; $1.75.

Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders Company. 1907.

This is a reprint of the eighth edition of Dr.

Powell's book, which came out last year. The pop-
ularity of this work among physicians is attested by
the demand which has necessitated several reprints

of each of the revised editions.

To the retail druggist who steers clear of the repre-

hensible practice of counter-prescribing the formulas
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in this book are of no direct value. They are, how-

ever, of unlimited worth as a means of supplying his

phvsician friends with tested formulas that will en-

able them to dispense with the convenient proprietary

in their armamentarium and to write '"ethicar' pre-

scriptions. Many physicians admit their lack of

training in prescription writing; and there are per-

haps few who would not appreciate—silently per-

haps—the receipt of a book of formulas.

The voluminous tables of doses, antidotes, etc., will

be found of direct value in every dispensing depart-

ment.

CoMMERCi.\L Organic Analysis; a Treatise on the

Properties, Modes of Assaying, and Proximate

Analytical Examination of the Various Organic

Cheniicals and Products Employed in the Arts,

Manufactures, Medicine, etc.; with Concise Meth-

ods for the Detection and Determination of their

Impurities, Adulterations, and Products of Decom-

position. By Alfred H. Allen, F. I. C, F. C. S.

Third edition, rewritten and revised; volume II,

part III: Acid Derivatives of Phenols, Aromatic

Acids, Resins, and Essential Oils. Revised by the

author and A. R. Tankard, F. C. S. Octavo ; cloth ;

547 pages
; $5. Philadelphia : P. Blakiston"s Sons &

Co. 1907.

This volume completes the third edition of Allen's

widely known treatise upon organic analysis. Owing
to the death of the author in 1904 before the manu-

scripts for the final volume had been completed there

has been considerable delay in its publication. His

colaborator has carried out the work in a highly com-

mendable manner. Perhaps a more exhaustive treat-

ment of the several subjects considered in this volume

does not exist in the English language.

The subjects which are treated of in this volume

come almost completely under the head of med-

ical chemistry, or probably better, pharmaceutical

chemistry; not the pharmaceutical chemistry of the

college laboratory, but that of the school of long ex-

perience. The chapters on the essential oils and the

resins are of especial worth.

IMany valuable tables are included in this work.

The Food and Drugs Act June 30TH, 1906; a

Study ; with Text of the Act," Annotated, the Rules

and "Regulations for the Enforcement of the Act,

Food Inspection Decisions, and Official Food
Standards. By Arthur P. Greeley. Octavo ; cloth

;

176 pages; $1.50. Washington, D. C. : John Byrne

& Co. 1907.

This is a convenient compilation of the official pub-

lications incident to the federal pure food and drugs

act by a lawyer, and is quite valuable to retail deal-

ers in drugs or foods. The book has an ample index

comprising sixteen pages, which is so complete that

the references to any particular substance may be

easilv found.

Dilute Sulphuric Acid as a Fungicide. By Henry
Kraemer. Reprinted from the Proceedings of the

American Philosophical Society, 1906.

Physicians Are Not Pharmacists.

In the annual oration delivered before the Medical
and Surgical Faculty of Maryland by Dr. George H.
Simmons, secretary of the American Medical Asso-
ciation, and editor of the association's Journal, the
Doctor said

:

"A physician is not supposed to be an authority on
])harmacy and chemistry, he is expected to know the

physiologic and therapeutic actions of drugs, but not
the details of their chemical action or the intricacies-

of their compounding. This requires a special train-

ing and a technical knowledge entirely different from
that required for prescribing for the sick.

"The pharmaceutical profession bears the same re-

lation to the medical profession that the ordnance de-
partment does to the army in the field. The fighting

force is not expected to know how to make a rifle, or

to have a practical understanding of the manufacture-
of powder and shot. The men on the firing line know
how to use, but not how to make the ammunition.
But nevertheless the efficiency of the men at the front

is largely dependent on the integrity and honesty of
the supplies of the ordnance department.

"The trouble has been that the sister professions of
medicine and pharmacy have not been co-operating;
rather they have been drifting apart."

Tape Worm From a Cat.

Pollak reported at a recent meeting of the med-
ical society of Vienna the case of a child six months
old affected with tenia. For about 4 months,
small greenish, grayish objects, resembling cucum-
bers, about 1x2 cm. in size, had been observed in the

stools, and the microscope revealed that they were
links of the tenia cucumerina, common in cats and
dogs. The family had no cat or dog, but it was re-

membered that three weeks before the first appear-
ance of the links in the stools the child had been
taken to visit a friend and had lain on a bed with
the friend's cat. There were no appreciable symp-
toms in the infant from the presence of the tenia.

This form of tenia passes through tne cysticercus

stage in dog fleas and dog lice. Only 20 cases are

on record of its invasion of man, but in most of these

severe symptoms were observed, convulsions, and in-

testinal disturbances. In the affected animals it fre-

quently induces diarrhea and tits of pseudo-rabies.

Report of the Station Botanist; Part V of the

report of the Connecticut Agricultural Experiment
Station, 1906.

How to Mix Plaster of Paris.

In mixing plaster of paris, says Machinery, do not

pour the water on the plaster, but turn the plaster

gradually into the water, spreading it about in shak-

ing it in and not stirring until all the plaster has been
added. If mixed in this manner, a smooth cream or

thin dough without lumps will result. The proper

quantity of gypsum is usually enough to peep out
over the surface of the water over the greater part of

the area ; that is, about equal volumes of each in-

gredient. The addition of glue water to the mixture
retards setting.

For Bites and Stings of Insects.

For the sting of wasp, hornet, bee, or for the bite

of ant, spider or other insect, says the Medical World,

the local application of ammonia is the best treatment.

Soap or other alkaline substance will also give relief.
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Shall We Have a Government-Made Phar-

macopoeia?

Of the several dozen pharmacists, physicians and
chemists, State and national officials, teachers, manu-
facturers and Pharmacopceia-makers, who have re-
sponded to our invitation to comment on the subject
of a government-made pharmacopoeia mentioned edi-

torially in the Circular last month, a large majority
favor no radical change from our present method of
pharmacopoeia making. While there is much same-
ne'ss of opinion on this subject among this majority,
the processes by which the writers reached their con-
clusions show an interesting variety.

Herewith we give an installment of the letters re-

ceived, or quotations from them, which we think well
worthy of the large amount of space they occupy.

Opposed to a Government Pharmacopoeia.

DR. WILCOX ANSWERS WITH A QUESTION.

Dr. R. W. Wilcox, of New York, is one of the five

practicing physicians on the pharmacopoeial revision
committee, and is second vice-chairman of the com-
mittee. He writes

:

It is not likely that a smaller body could produce a bet-
ter book, for with the larger and experienced committee
errors crept in. It is conceded that the last United States
Pharmacopoeia is the best the world has produced. Why,
therefore, experiment with plans which in other countries
have produced inferior results? R. W. Wn.cox.

PRESENT METHOD BY LONG ODDS THE BEST.

Another of the five practicing physicians on the

committee is Dr. H. A. Hare, of Philadelphia. One
might easily infer from his letter that we were pro-
posing a change in the method of compiling the Phar-
macopceia, whereas the proposition to which he refers

is one which was made twenty-three years ago, and
was referred to by us as being of historical interest.

It is not at all likely that the plan outlined in the
Randall bill would be the one followed by the United
States even if it should undertake to issue a pharma-
copoeia. Dr. Hare writes

:

In reply to your letter of June 12th in which you ask
ray opinion concerning the advisability of preparing a
pharmacopceia under the direction of government officials

let me state that I am not prepared at this time to ex-
press an opinion for or against this proposition, but I

feel very certain that the plan suggested in the bill pre-

sented by Representative Randall in 1884 of having a
pharmacopoeia compiled by medical officers of the army,
navy and marine-hospital service, with three represent-
atives of the American Pharmaceutical Association and
three representatives of the American Medical Associa-
tion is quite beyond the bounds of good sense; first, be-

cause the duties of surgeons in the three branches of the
United States service are not such as to qualify them to

determine what drugs and what preparations should be
used by active practitioners in private practice; and, sec-

ond, because the number of representatives from the
American Pharmaceutical Association and the American
Medical Association is entirely too small to enable such
persons to reach definite and sensible conclusions. Fur-
ther than this, it is essential to bear in mind that the
Pharmacopoeia is supposed to be national in its scope,

and therefore it is essential that different districts of the
country should be represented in its preparation, since

certain drugs are largely used in some districts and not
in others. Again, the proposition named in your edi-

torial of June, 1907, is impossible because pharmaceutical
and general chemistry and pharmaceutical processes in

general would only be represented by three persons out of

twelve, the rest being medical men. of whom only three

would be practitioners in the ordinary sense of the term.

In other words, as far as I can determine the present

method of appointing a committee of revision is by long

odds the best. H. A. Hake.

NO TIME FOR A BACKWARD MOVEMENT.
Prof. L. E. Sayre, of Lawrence, Kan., a member

of the revision committee, after facetiously saying that
for him to favor doing away with the present com-
mittee would be to favor his own extermination as a
pharmacopoeia-maker, strikes a serious vein and
continues:

I do not believe that a government "by the people, for
the people" will ever consider favorably the most uneco-
nomical method of producing a pharmacopoeia; a method
that would be contrary to the genius and spirit of our
government. I realize that there may be advanced against
this position very many plausible arguments, but time is
too precious to seriously consider or attempt to combat
them just now. The present system keeps me too busy to
discuss the other one. Personally I am in favor of the
best standards, standards that are rational, equable and
clearly defined. I believe that the cumbrous method of
handling the Pharmacopoeia by the government would be
slower in reaching these excellent qualities than the
method which is just now bearing excellent fruit, whose
excellence is recognized by the nations of the world.
AVhen we consider the interests of the professions of phar-
macy and medicine it seems to me that it would be a
backward movement to seriously agitate such a question
as governmental control of the United States Pharma-
copoeia at this time. L. E. Sayre.

EDUCATION OF PHARMACISTS AND COOPERATION OF
PHYSICIANS THE KEY TO THE SITUATION.

Prof. Henry Kraemer, of Philadelphia, author,
teacher, botanist, member of the revision committee,
writes

:

The recognition of the United States Pharmacopoeia by
the national government naturally leads to the question
of a government pharmacopoeia. While the passage of the
pure food and drugs act has, and will continue to have,
a most salutary influence on the practice of pharmacy,
there is abundant evidence to show that the professions
of medicine and pharmacy are not only able to grapple
with difficult problems but that they are better qualified

to carry on the work of revision of the United States
Pharmacopceia than any other class of individuals. With
the expressed desire of the members of the American
Medical Association to assist in selecting those drugs and
medicines which shall be admitted into the Pharmacopoeia,
it only remains for the members of the pharmaceutical
profession to provide descriptions, tests and methods of

preparation. With this co-operation on the part of the
two professions there seems to be no need to conider the
question of a government pharmacopoeia. Moreover, it

scarcely seems credible, with the mutual alliance for the
betterment of the two professions that the members would
fail to recognize their responsibility, or that their work
could be surpassed or even approached by any other body
of men.

It is true that if they should fail to carry out the prin-

ciples underlying this great trust then government con-

trol might be sought as an alternative. Let us hope, how-
ever, for the sake of the members of these professions,

if not for the Pharmacopceia itself, that this necessity will

never be felt by any one.

It is for the members of these professions to determine
whether they will develop the science and art of pharmacy
and medicine as they relate to each other. One of the

principles which must be well accentuated is that we
cannot afford to hold back progress in certain depart-

ments of science as they relate to these professions, be-

cause of jealousy or intrigue. Neither can we afford to

delay progress in order to insure the livelihood of the

incompetent or cunning. It may also be pointed out that

for pharmacists to maintain their share in the work of

revision the pharmaceutical schools and colleges will be

compelled to cease juggling with low entrance require-

ments and poor curricula. We can not write with one

hand that the matriculates of these institutions are not in

a position to obtain a preliminary education embracing
one year in a high school, and with the other that in a

thousand hours the science of the world is at their com-

mand. In other words, those who hold to low standards

cannot expect to be allied with those who labor for real

advancement. Henry Keaemeb,
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IMPROVE THE PRESENT MACHINERY.

Prof. Tames M. Good, of St. Louis, retail druggist,

teacher, being on the committee of revision speaks of

pharmacopceia-making from the inside. Onl}' the

more saHent points of his letter are quoted:
Your editorial, "Setting Up National Drug Standards,"

is timely. By the recognition given the Pharmacopceia
In the food and drugs act the work has been made "oflB-

cial" in fact. Would it be practicable or desirable for the
United States government, by act of congress, to provide
for issuing the work and by this means make it strictly

and absolutely official? It seems to me you offer strong
argument against such a course when you say: "The
United States Pharmacopoeia, made by private workers,
has no superior and perhaps no equal among the govern-
ment-made pharmacopoeias of Europe; it is a represent-
ative, democratic book and not a bureaucratic publication
arbitrarily setting forth the ideas of a few specialists."

The revision of the work cannot, therefore, profitably

and advantageously be undertaken by a smaller committee.
"In the multitude of counsellors there is safety!"

Our Pharmacopoeia is a voluminous work and for a

thorough revision of it considerable time is necessary,
l)ut it is to be expected that the thousands on the outside
•who are waiting for it will become restless and critical

at the end of four years. To provide against delay pro-

vision might be made for constant work upon it from now
until the time of the meeting of the next convention in

1910; only three years hence. With the changes and cor-

rections to date the work on the next revision would
necessarily be much lighter than for the eighth revision.

Unless there be offered some more forceful reasons for

changing the manner of revision and issuing the Phar-
macopoeia than any which have yet appeared, it would
seem to be the better part of wisdom to improve the
present machinery rather than to start new wheels to

turning. J. M. Good.

SURGEON-GENER.\L RIXEY SATISFIED.

Dr. p. M. Rixey, surgeon-general of the United

States navy, might be expected to favor a government
pharmacopoeia, but he does not. The surgeon-general

of the navy has the privilege of appointing a delegate

to the LTnited States Pharmacopceia! Convention. Dr.

Rixey writes

:

Replying to your letter of June 12th, and to the en-

closure in reference to a government pharmacopceia, I

would say that fhe present method of compiling the Phar-
macopoeia is the proper way, as it represents a goodly
number of interested parties. While it is appreciated that
army, navy, public health and marine-hospital service of-

ficers and members of the American Medical Association,
and those of the American Pharmaceutical Association are
able to meet the questions arising, and who are always
represented at the United States Pharmacopoeial Conven-
tion, yet it would seem that medical, pharmaceutical and
chemical incorporated bodies not attached to any of the
above named, may have something to say for the good of

the general public and this book in particular.

I believe the Pharmacopoeia should be a book represent-

ing the drug standard needs of our country and not the
needs of some special branch of the government or an or-

ganized body. P. M. Rixey.

WAR DEPARTMENT NOT FIGHTING.

Dr. Mason, who is a major in the United States

army, v."rites

:

Referring to your letter of .Tune 12th, I am directed by
the acting surgeon general to inform you that this office

has not given any thought to the subject of a government
pharmacopoeia, and is therefore not prepared to discuss
the subject at the present time.

OPPOSED TO PATERNALISM.

John F. Patton, of York, Pa., retail druggist, ex-

president of the American Pharmaceutncal Association,
writes

:

The suggestion of the government publishing the Phar-
macopoeia of the United States is about on a par with
government ownership of the public utilities.

This, and kindred sorts of paternalism in government

IS utterly at variance with the spirit of democratic prin-
ciples.

In what respect would the Pharmacopoeia published by
the government be better than the present one? In what
degree would it have more authority?
The recent changes in the present edition made neces-

sary by the pure food and drug act are exceptional.
The long delay in issuing the eighth decennial edition

after the meeting of the revision convention adjourned,
occasioned a good deal of adverse comment, but this can
be obviated in the future by the convention fixing a time
limit for its publication.
The present mode of revising our text-book has grown

up with the science of medicine and pharmacy of the
country.

It is quite likely so radical change as suggested would
meet with strong opposition on the part of both the medi-
cal and pharmaceutical profession. Joh.n- F. Patton.

THE NATIONAL FORMULARY, TOO.

H. P. Hynson, of Baltimore, retail druggist, teach-

er, delegate to the pharmacopceial convention of 1900,
in concluding his letter on this subject, sums up as

follows

:

,

What the Pharmacopoeia is, the National Formulary
must become, the joint production of physicians and phar-
macists. The Pharmacopceia was inaugurated by phys-
icians who, after a while, were joined by pharmacists.
The National Formulary was inaugurated by pharmacists
who, now, after a while, must be joined by physicians.
Both Pharmacopoeia and Formulary must be the best

work of the two associations (American Medical Associa-
tion and American Pharmaceutical Association), in both
ot which the government is officially represented.

H. P. Htxson.

WHOLESALERS TAKING A HAND.

Thomas F. Main, of New York, chairman of the

National Wholesale Druggists' Association's "com-
mittee on standards and tests, U. S. P. and N. F.,"

writes:

I do not care to express an opinion offhand, as to the
desirability of the next Pharmacopoeia being issued by the
United States government. It is a matter that will re-

ceive the careful consideration of our committee on
standards and tests and the conclusions of the committee
will be embodied in its report presented to the next meet-
ing of the National Wholesale Druggists' Association.

Thos. p. MiiN.

MORE MONEY WOULD MAKE A BETTER BOOK.

Thomas P. Cook, manager of the New York Quin-
ine and Chemical Works, thus expresses his views on
the question

:

The present method of revising the United States Phar-
macopoeia is entirely satisfactory to me and I would cer-

tainly object to the work being delegated to a few govern-
m.eut officials The progress and regulation of pharmacy
may well be left to those who are familiar with the work
and have spent a life time in its study. It is useless to

attempt to construct a Pharmacopoeia to fit either the
vagaries of a congress, the dictates of a would-be reformer
or the selfish purposes of some manufacturer. If there
were mistakes in the eighth revision it was because of

lack of proper facilities for expert work; all this may be
remedied not by changing the working force but by
doubling the price of the book. It has only to be pur-

chased once in ten years and would be well worth the
cost. Thos. P. Cook.

GOVERNMENT PARTNERSHIP WOULD BE ACCEPTABLE.

Seward W. Williams, of East Orange, N. J., chem-
ist, prominent member of the American Pharma-
ceutical Association, writes

:

Anent government authorship and ownership of the
Pharmacopoeia, it is difficult to see what would be gained
by it which can not be better secured by practical modi-
fication of the existing order of things.

As to time consumed in revision, all that is necessary is

to start earlier. As to errors in the work, there is no
reason to think they would be less if the government pub-

lished the book, unless greater expense were incurred,

and this difficulty could be met by a government appro-
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priation for the use of the revision committee. As to the
names applied to certain synthetics, the injection of
politics into the work woiild certainly make matters no
better. As to the merits of the present Pharmacopoeia
you are right in saying that it "has no superior and per-
haps no equal among the government-made pharmacoptEias
of Europe." As to the necessity of getting government
officials to pass on corrections before they have the same
authority as if part of the original book, it seems to have
worked all right so far, and doubtless always would. The
abuse of copyright seems to be the only thing that would
ever require the proposed change, and a liberal govern-
ment appropriation based on past cost of producing the
bflok would make any objectionable monopoly of the text,

should there be such, unnecessary. The country would
probably pay as much for its Pharmacopceia under govern-
ment ownership as it does noiv, and would suffer much by
losing a lot of valuable Initiative now taken by organiza-
tions representing the highest talent in the professions of
pharmacy, chemistry and medicine.

A reasonable amount of paternalism is a good thing and
experiments in socialism may be warranted in some quar-
ters, but the time has hardly arrived for either in Ameri-
can medicine and pharmacy. Seward W. Williams.

CHARACTER AND JUDGMENT OF PRIME IMPORTANCE.

F. G. Ryan, of Detroit, president of Parke, Davis
& Co., thus expresses himself on the subject

:

Replying to your letter of June 12th in reference to the
United States PharamacopcEia and the authority for is-

suing the same, I desire to say that in my opinion it

makes very little difference whether the United States
Pharmacopoeia is issued by the authority of the United
States government or whether a standard issued as at
present, is adopted by the government in its several de-

partments as a law book; the resulting authority is the
same. What is more important is the character and judg-
ment of the men who make the standards of any book that
is to be used as a law book for regulation of the sale and
use of drugs. I believe that the standard having to do
with this important subject should be revised by practical
chemists and physicians, pharmacists and other experts
having an 'intimate knowledge of trade conditions as well
as scientific training. I believe such a body of men is

more likely to be obtained by the present method of selec-

tion than by governmental appointment.
Frank G. Ryax.

PRESENT BOOK ENTITLED TO SUPPORT.

Milton Campbell, of Philadelphia, president of H.
K. Mulford Company, writes:

Your letter of the 12th inst. received, requesting crit-

icism on an editorial which appeared in The Druggists
CiKciTLAB for June, relative to the setting up of national
drug standards and the advisability of putting the United
States Pharmacopoeia under government control.

I can see no good reason for this, inasmuch as our Phar-
macopoeia is undoubtedly one of the best, if not the best,

compilation of its kind possible. The committee could
be reduced in number and thus make it a more satisfac-

tory body, by a more careful selection of practical and
scientific men who are willing to devote the necessary
time to this great work.
While the Pharmacopoeia is open to some criticisms, as a

whole the work is admirably done and the men composing
the committee are entitled to the hearty co-operation and
support of the entire pharmaceutical and medical profes-

sions. Milton Campbell.

GOVERNMENT OWNERSHIP A HANDICAP.

Horatio N. Fraser, of New York, for a long time

prominently connected with educational matters, and
now both a retailer and large manufacturer, has de-

cided views on Pharmacopoeia-making, to which be

gives epigrammatic expression, as follows:

The splendid results obtained by the framers of the

Pharmacopneia may be attested by an examination of

copies of its successive issues, and a contrast between the
conditions of pharmacy and pharmacists to-day in this

and foreign countries.

In my judgment, private ownership tends to better work,
and a copyright is necessary to keep up the typographical
and mechanical standard of the book and pay the expenses
of its publication.

The American people are fast becoming the victims ot

too much legislation.

State ownership always hampers invention, retards
progress and constitutes a monopoly with a maximum of

annoyance and a minimum of service.

The drift of the times is toward better and more prac-

tical education for pharmacists and physicians, insuring
better work in the future.

Leave the framing of the Pharmacopoeia to them as he-

fore. Horatio N. Fraser.

To quote in full or even at considerable length from
all the letters received opposing a government phar-

macopoeia would be repeating the substance if not the

form of the arguments. However, we shall briefly

summarize the views of a few more correspondents

who wish no radical change, before giving the other

side a hearing:

PARTY CONTROL WOULD BE DETRIMENTAL.

Dr. A. B. Huested, of Albany, N. Y., physician,

druggist, teacher, and member of the pharamacopceial

convention of 1900, has not considered the question to

any great extent, but believes in holding to that which

is good unless sure of getting something better. Par-

ty control of the Pharmacopoeia, he thinks, would be

detrimental.

CONCERNMENT PERNICIOUSLY ACTIVE.

Willis G. Tucker, of Albany, N. Y., physician,

chemist, teacher, thinks the national government has

already assumed too many functions which the makers
of the constitution did not intend that it should.

FOLLY TO ABANDON PRESENT GOOD METHODS.

Franklin M. Apple, of Philadelphia, retail druggist,

believes that it would be folly to abandon methods
which have given good results to adopt those which in

foreign lands have given inferior results.

PHARMACOPCEIA SHOULD NOT BE THE STAND/\RD.

F. B. Kilmer, of New Brunswick, N. J., manufac-
turing chemist, thinks present methods of revising the

Pharmacopoeia should be left substantially as they are,

but that federal and State laws should allow officers to

use the book as a basis only, and not require them to

adopt it in toto as an absolutely legal standard.

SHOULD DRUGGISTS GIVE UP THEIR INTERESTS?

Edward A. Sayre, of Newark, retail druggist, says

that druggists should move very carefully indeed be-

fore advocating a change from a system with which

they have something to do— for which they are par-

tially responsible—to a system in which they would
have practically no interest whatever.

NOTHING NEW TO OFFER.

J. W England, of Philadelphia, pharmacist and
member of the pharmacopoeia convention of 1900, ex-

presses no new opinion, but refers to his paper on

"The Legal Status of the Pharmacopceia" read last

year at the meeting of the American Pharmaceutical

Association and printed in the Circular for October,

1906, page 357.

WANTS NO TAINT OF OFFICIALISM.

John T. Moore, of Lawrence, Kan., physician, drug-

gist and member of the pharmacopceia convention of

1900, fears that a government-made pharmacopceia

would be too theoretical, yet is inclined to think it

would be better regarded by the world than one made
as at present. On the whole he much prefers to keep

the Pharmacopceia free from the "taint of officialism."

GOVERNMENT IS THEORETICAL, NOT PRACTICAL.

S. L. Hilton, Washington. D. C, retail druggist,

member of the pharmacopoeial convention of 1900, is
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not surprised that an undercurrent in the direction

mentioned in our editorial last month has been quietly

flowing in certain quarters. He is decidedly adverse
to any movement towards a government pharmaco-
poeia. He thinks a government-made pharmacopoeia
would be strong in theory but weak in its practical

side. He says that the bureau of chemistry of the

department of agriculture should be represented in the

convention and on the committee of revision ; that

would be recognizing the government sufficiently, and
would secure the co-operation of that department of
the government which has much to do with the stand-
ards of drugs under the new law.

CONGRESS CAN NOT MAKE A PHARMACOPCEIA FOR THE
STATES.

Wilhelm Bodemann, of Chicago, retail druggist, del-

egate to the 1900 convention, raises the point that a
pharmacopoeia issued by the United States would not
be binding on the various States, but would serve as a
standard onl^' in inter-state commerce, etc.

STANDS BV THE A. PH. A.

C. T. p. Fennel, of Cincinnati, retail druggist,
teacher, delegate to the pharmacopoeia convention of
1900, sees much on both sides of the question, but
believes the Pharmacopeia should be a book by and
for pharmacists. He points out the fact that the
American Pharmaceutical Association has done much
to bring the work up to its present excellence, and
asks what recognition will it receive when the United
States takes hold and fixes the standard.

GOVERNMENT CONTROL NO IMPROVEMENT.
Dr. Torald Sollmann, of Cleveland, O., physician,

author, teacher, member of the American Medical As-
sociation's council on pharmacy and chemistry, re-

minds us that in Europe the governments are in close
relation with the professions through the universities,
while in this country this relationship is confined to
the comparatively few men actually in the govern-
ment service. He does not regard with favor the
movement toward goverfiment ownership of the Phar-
macopoeia. "Whilst the present method of revision,"
he says, "is not quite ideal, and could be readily im-
proved upon, it does not seem to me at this time that
this improvement lies in the direction of government
control."

WANTS DOCTORS TO MAKE THE PHARMACOPCEIA.

_
Dr. U. O. B. Wingate. of Milwaukee, Wis., phy-

sician, member of the pharmacopoeia convention of
1900, does not favor a government pharmacopoeia, but
does favor the present form. He thinks that the re-
vision committee should be largely composed of gen-
eral practitioners of medicine, witli pharmacy, and the
army, navy and public health and marine-hospital-
service, represented.

WISHES DEMOCR.\TIC CHARACTER PRESERVED.
Dr. Robert T. Edes, of Boston, Mass., physician,

member of the pharmacopoeia convention of 1900, a
vice-chairman of the 1890 revision committee, dele-
gate to the 1880 convention, writes that the question
is certainly one of great interest and importance, but
thinks that there ought to be very excellent reasons
for a change from the present methods of making our
Pharmacopceia before such a change is made. One
of the strongest reasons for a change which he has
.seen is found in the remarks of Dr. H. C. Wood, pres-
ident of the 1900 convention, referred to in our edi-
torial last month. "Among the reasons against a

change," Dr. Edes writes, "at least against a

complete one, are the possibilities of the introduction

not merely of bureaucratic 'and official, but of poli-

tical influences, if special interests should ever ac-

quire power enough to make it desirable to court

them." He thinks the treasury [custom house] de-

partment of the government should be represented on
the revision committee, and that the department of

agriculture should have a representative on the com-
mittee clothed with authority to act for it. He adds
that the legal profession should also have a delegate

on the committee. He wishes to preserve the demo-
cratic character of the book.

WOULD H.\TE TO LOSE AN OLD FRIEND.

Dr. J. D. Fernandez, of Jacksonville, secretary of

the Florida Board of JNIedical Examiners, has "been
working with the old one for forty years and would
hesitate to make a change."

Some Are Non-Committal.
PHARMACISTS SHOULD EARNESTLY CONSIDER.

Dr. William C. Alpers, of Xew York, retail drug-
gist, who was a member of the pharmacopoeial con-

vention of 1900, writes

:

I read with great interest your article on "Setting Up
National Drug Standards."
This certainly is an interesting and important subject,

and should be considered earnestly by all thinking rhar-
macists; in fact, there is no i^ubject that is more likely
to revolutionize the standing of the pharmaceutical pro-

fession than this one, and you deserve great credit for
bringing it to the attention of j-our readers.

W. C. Alpers.

MEDICOS SHOULD H.WE MORE TO SAY.

Dr. George H. Simmons, of Chicago, secretary of

the American Medical Association, does not care to go
into detail at this time, but hopes that the medical
profession will have more to say about the next revi-

sion than has been the case in recent years.

WOULD LIKE TIME TO THINK.
George M. Beringer, of Camden, N. J., retail drug-

gist, member of the American Pharmaceutical Asso-
ciation's Committee on the United States Pharmaco-
poeia, would like to think about the matter further be-

fore giving an opinion.

ICONOCL.\SM ADVOCATED.

Dr. M. Clayton Thrush, of Philadelphia, physician

and teacher, proposes a number of changes in the

character of the contents of the Pharmacopoeia, which,

if adopted would necessitate changing the definition

of that book. They are not directly to the point, in

this discussion. He thinks the only way to find out
whether a government-made pharmacopoeia would be
an improvement over the present kind, is to try it. but
he does not say what the consequences would be in

case we did not like the change.

In Favor of a Government Pharmacopceia.

While a great majority of those who have written

to us on the subject are opposed to any radical change
in the method by which we have been revising our
Pharmacopoeia during the past, quite a good-sized
and outspoken ininority are in favor of government
ownership of our book of drug standards.

MESSY, UNSATISFACTORY, ANNOYING, DISGRACEFUU

Perhaps the most outspoken of all these is P. Jen-
.sen, of Tacoma, for many years secretary of the

Washington State Board of Pharmacy. He writes :

Your splendid little article in the June issue, "Setting
Up National Drug Standards." has opened for discussion a
very vital question.
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I contend that the time has come when the very in-

definite so-called national code of pharmaceutical stand-
ards—the United States Pharmacopoeia should be issued
by the national government. The woeful delay jthe
"messy" and generally unsatisfactory general condition of
the work leads me to hope that a change may be near at
hand. Your statement that: "The United States Phar-
macopoeia, made by private workers, has no superior and
perhaps no equal," etc.. to the end of the sentence, ap-
peals to me as a choice specimen of humor in view of the
tact that you publish full seven columns of corrections
to the peerless publication aforesaid, in your June issue.

Careful students of the United States Pharmacopoeia
bff.ve been baflled and annoyed by the almost incredible
carelessness in the preparation of this work and it is as
well that the compilers "catch on." The pharmaceutical
profession has a right to demand a change, and the Ran-
dall plan for a government commission would perhaps
offer the proper solution of a very annoying and rather
disgraceful condition. P. Jensex.

SCENTS A STRONG M.^N ON HORSEBACK.

Another man who served pharmacy for a long
time as a board secretary is W. R. Ogier, of Colum-
bus, O. Whatever Mr. Ogier says reflects the thought-
fulness of the man. He has a way of getting down
to the bottom of a matter. Here is what he says
about the present question

:

The question as to the authorship of a national Phar-
macopceia is one which those without experience are
scarcely competent to discuss, while those who have ac-
quired experience are liable to be prejudiced thereby.
Five years have witnessed a tremendous tendency to-

wards centralization of power and authority in the federal
government. Witness, the food and drug act, the railway
regulation law, the packer's inspection law of 1906, and
the appeal of the State and municipal authorities of the
Southwest for federal supervision during an epidemic of
yellow fever in 190.5.

The contention for the supremacy of the several States
which saturated the soil of much of our territory with
blood nearly half a century ago has been abandoned by
that historic political party which regarded this as a
fundamental principle of American democracy, and its

leaders are now clamoring for federal ownership of some
of the great public utilities and federal supervision of all

which perform inter-state service.

Astrologers of the hysterical type are even now juggling
with the stars to spell out the name of the strong man on
horseback who shall hold in his grasp the destinies of the
Great Republic. So that, we are to have in the not distant
future a pharmacopeia of th& United States prepared un-
der the auspices of men employed by the government
whether the project meets the approval of those whom it

mostly directly concerns or not.

And why not? If federal laws are to establish standards
of quality and fix rules governing the manufacture and
sale of all medicinal agents, should not such authority be
exercised in preparing and distributing a standard w^orlc

for the guidance of those who are expected to conform to

legal exactions? Logically, a national text-book of phar-
macy issued by authority of the government should have
preceded the enactments of the congress embodied in such
a law as the food and drug act; but, American fashion,

we have hitched the power behind the vehicle for the

pleasure we derive in putting it in its proper place subse-
quently.

Perhaps this much may be said In behalf of a phar-
macopoeia prepared at Washington, that It will not likely

require more than five years in which to revise it, nor
will it be more replete with errors and impracticable
methods than when prepared by a private corporation.
Moreover, would the government feel obligated to regard
exact periods of time for a general revision of the text?

The proposition might be considered to subject it to such
revision as the progress of pharmacy would demand and
the issue of supplements or bulletins from time to time
might be deemed advisable.
But we will have a federal pharmacopoeia one of these

days and the discussion might profitably be turned to the
methods which the government should adopt that the work
may be done most advantageously. W. R. Ogier.

RESPECT FOR THE GOVERNMENT.

Mr. Osrier's introductorv references make the fol-

lowing letter from the capital of South Carolina of

particular interest just here. It is from O. E. Thomas,
retail pharmacist, member of the pharmacopoeia con-

vention of 1900, who affixes "P. C. P., '82," to his

signature. He writes

:

In our opinion the United States government should
take charge and issue the United States Pharmacopoeia and
make it a really official book. Citizens of our country lay

a great deal of stress upon every thing which is issued
under the government auspices, and there are a great

many men in our profession, we regret to say, that do not
possess a copy of the work, feeling that It is not an abso-

lute necessity to purchase, whereas were it issued by the

United States government they would feel that they were
compelled to follow the standard; there is a certain

amount of fear that they must comply with law.

We think this gain in the use of the work would be so

general that it would be worth the change made from the

Issuing by private parties.

Just take into consideration, the number of phar-

macies, and see the small proportion of them who are pur-

chasers of the Pharmacopffiia, and you will then under-

stand the position we hold.

This is one argument in the favor of government con-

trol; we think it worth some small amount of considera-

tion. 0. E. Thomas.
A LONG LOOK AHEAD.

M. I. \\'ilbert, of Philadelphia, hospital apothecary,

member of the American Medical Association's council

on phartnacy and chemistry, untrammeled thinker and

forceful writer, delivers himself of an opinion which,

while somewhat lengthy, is interesting and is given in

full:

The suggestions contained in the editorial entitled, "Set-

ting Up National Drug Standards," in The Druggists
CiRCtix.\R for June, 1907, page 397, are vitally interesting

and deserve careful consideration on the part of all per-

sons interested in the progress of the science of medicine.
The present, really anomolous, position occupied by the

United States Pharmacopoeia and the National Formulary
cannot be maintained indefinitely, and we must look for-

ward to a more complete control of the content of these

books by government authority.

Being recognized as authoritative by the food and drugs

act, June 30th, 1906. it is reasonable to suppose that the

making of either necessary or arbitrary changes. In the

text or the content of these books, must be hedged in and
safeguarded from any possible misuse of authority by in-

terested persons. To do this, and to do it satisfactorily,

the details of revision and publication must be under
the direct control of some one department of the federal

government.
It is quite immaterial whether this change is brought

about with the next revision or whether it is delayed for

another decade. The longer the delay the more evident

will be the need for government control and the more
complete and more satisfactory will be the change when
it is brought about.
The change from private to government control of the

details of revision and of the publication of the Phar-

macopa?ia, for instance, need not alter the relations now
existing between the United States Pharmacopoeial Con-

vention and the official revisers of the Pharmacopoeia or

the present committee on revision. With government con-

trol, however, the convention would be relieved of the

consideration of all financial matters and could devote its

entire attention to the consideration of the content and

the changes that are desired, by members of the medical

and pharmaceutical professions. It will readily be granted

that this one factor alone would place the United States

Pharmacopoeial Convention on an ethically higher plane

than at present and the deliberations of the convention

would no doubt attract many members to active partici-

pation who have held aloof from fear of being implicated

in what thev are pleased to term "pharmacopoeial politics."

As I see the future revision of the official standard for

medicines and medicinal preparations. It will be conducted

at the suggestion and according to the outline of general

principles offered by the United States Pharmacopoeial

Convention composed then as now of accredited delegates

from medical and pharmaceutical associations. The de-

tails of the revision will be carried out by a perinanent

pharmacopoeial commission consisting of seven or nine ex-
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perts in their several lines of study. The book itself will

be revised and published under the direct supervision of

the national department of public health and will be sold

at a nominal price so that there will be absolutely no ex-

cuse for any one not owning, consulting or using the orig-

inal text.

The permanent pharmacopoeia commission will have
ample laboratory facilities and all of the details of pro-

cesses and tests will be carefully tried before being in-

corporated in the book. Annual supplements will prob-

ably be issued so s to keep the book absolutely up to date

and the various > anges in origin or composition of drugs
will be taken coi lizance of.

A national dei artment of public health, with represent-

ation in the cabinet of the president, is as yet chimeri-

cal [?] but will surely come and will, in time at least, be

one of the most important and most valuable departments
of our national government.
The revision of the Pharmacopoeia will, of course, be

but a minor portion of work that will be done under this

department which should and Will have control of all mat-

ters relating to the conservation of the public health.

M. I. WlLBBRT.

GOVERNMENT CONTROL ^[OST DESIRABLE.

Eimer & Amend, of New York, manufacturers and
wholesalers, write

:

We have heard much talk as to the government assum-
ing the publication of a pharmacopoeia. Many are in favor

and there are a number opposed. We, ourselves have not
given the matter much thought except in a general way
and until the various societies whom we understand are

going to take the matter up in the near future are ready
to report the results of their efforts, we would not care
to be quoted. Our present conviction is that control by
the government with due regard to business conditions

and the maintenance of a high standard would be most
desirable. Eimer & Amend.

A GOVERNMENT BOOK TO MEET GROWING DEMANDS.

Dr. Henry D. Holton, of Brattleboro, secretary of

the \''ermont Board of Health, writes

:

1 think the Pharmacopoeia should be an authorized na-

tional publication of the United States. It should thus
have the authority of the government in maintaining a
legal standard. Not only the national pure food act, but
the acts of many of the States relative to this matter,

make the standards of the Pharmacopoeia the standard of

their respective laws. Hence great care should be taken
and perhaps a wider range of subjects should be taken up
by it than ever before. The American Pharmaceutical
Association, the American Medical Association, the army,
navy and public health service of the national govern-
ment, all should be represented on the commission for the
preparation of this work. Without going into details,

which are unnecessary at this time, a work prepared by
such a commission, under the authority of the govern-
ment, would meet the growing demands of the various
States, as well as the nation at large.

Henkt D. Holtox.

QU.ALIFIED CONTINUOUS WORKERS NEEDED.

Charles Baskerville, of Xew York, chemist and
teacher, writes

:

The work is of such grave importance that qualified
workers should be at it all the while; hence a bureau of
the department of commerce and labor should be estab-
lished. Cn.\RLEs Baskerville.

Cn.\NGES IN STAND.\RDS DEPREC.\TED.

Dr. G. Farrar Patton, of New Orleans, received his

diploma in 1876, and does not like the way folks have
of changing drug standards every now and then, caus-
ing useless confusion. He would like some such stan-
dard as the Pharmacopeia of his young days. He
concludes his letter thus :

This last move by which the strength of so many stand-
ard preparations was altered, without, as it would ap-
pear, any logical reason for so doing, is an instance of
pernicious meddling such as should be discouraged by
every conservative physician and druggist. I am not fond
of national control, but if that is the only remedy, why,
let us take it, say, as a dose of medicine.

G. F. Pattox.

NO RISK OF M.4kIXG M.\TTERS WORSE.

Dr. C. C. Stephenson, of Little Rock, president of

the Arkansas Medical Society, believes that it would
be for the best interests of both the medical and phar-

maceutical professions for the national government
to assume the responsibility of selecting men of un-
doubted ability and integrity to make a pharmaco-
poeia. "I believe that with congress controlling the

situation," he writes, "existing conditions could be
materially improved with a government pharmaco-
poeia, without incurring an\- risk of making matters

worse."

GOVERNMENT WORKERS FREE FROM INTERRUPTION.

Dr. R. E. McBride, of Las Cruces, president of the

New Mexico Medical Society, recognizes the fact that

much may be said on both sides of the question, but

believes that "we ought to work toward the govern-
ment pharmacopoeia properly handled and managed
by a committee who have absolutely nothing to dis-

concert them and who will be properly paid by the

government for their services." He is "in favor of

anything that looks like governmental aid and assis-

tance towards things medical and this is one of them."

IS IT NOT OFFICIAL IN FACT NOW^ ?

E. B. Heimstreet, of Janesville, Wis., an old-time

retail druggist and for many years a board secretary,

while admitting that the United States Pharmacopoeia
has no superior, believes that it would be well to make
it "official in fact."

PROGRESS AND GONERNMENT CONTROL.

Dr. Louis Leroy, of Nashville, bacteriologist for the

Tennessee Board of Health, judges that the time is

about ready for us to adopt a standard Pharmacopoeia
"which will really be standard and authoritative." He
has only words of commendation for work which has
been done in the past, but believes that progress de-

mands government control of all standards.

GOVERNMENT OWNERSHIP OF STAND.-\RDS THE RULE.

We may well bring this symposium to a close with
a quotation from American Medicine, as follows:

. The Pharmacopoeia and National Formulary are now the
law of the land and their standards must be followed
unless the label specifically states the difference. This is

the great medical revolution made by the new pure food
law. It behooves everyone to have respect for the Phar-
macopoeia now, even if he never had any before. The
general government must take a hand in the making of
these standards in the future revisions of the Pharma-
copoeia. This is not revolutionary, by-the-way, but the in-

variable rule. A few people originate something for their
convenience—say a measure of length—but in time it is

found that there are several and that the people as a
whole must fix a standard, and they call it a yard or inch.
They cannot be forced by a small minority to use an im-
practical standard, and they cannot be forced to use a
pharmacopoeia unless it is suitable.

Fatal Poisoning by Headache Powders.
Smedley reports fJoiirn. Am. Med. Asso.) a case

of fatal poisoning by headache powders containing
acetanilide. The patient, a man of 29, had taken
three of the powders between 9 and 12 o'clock and his

headache became worse after each dose. Treatment
was begun about 12.30 but the patient died in a con-
vulsion about 4. The author suspected that acute

nephritis had existed. The powders were said by the
pharmacist who put them up to have contained' 2j^
grains of acetanilide. with caffeine and sodium bi-

carbonate, which would make the entire quantity of
acetanilide taken by the patient only yjA grains.
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DRUG STORE ADVERTISING

By M. P. GOULD, of New York

In this department some of the fundamentals of

successful drug store advertising will be expounded
each month. The aim is to correct errors of adver-
tising and establish the most profitable and advisable
methods of building up retail drug trade by means of

the powerful influence of advertising.

Cut-Price Advertising.

Those of us who have been -working for years and years
to bring about community, State and national understand-
ings to make it easier for ourselves and cur brother drug-
gists to conduct drug stores in a friendly and brotherly
and co-operative way, must not allow any discontent or
any change of circumstances to lessen our enthusiasm for
and our support of our old ideas. We must keep up the
fight. We must work together wherever possible. We
must always be ready to extend the helping hand to an
unfortunate brother. We know that co-operative methods

quickest way to overcome cut prices and demoralization of
business in a locality is to start out as swiftly as possible,
and meet the cut-price druggist or demoralizer with
methods which are in advance of the cutter's methods,
and which are so strenuously put into execution that the
cutter of necessity, sooner or later realizes that honest
prices and honest profits are best after all.

We can fight against cut prices all we please, we can do
this fighting by organization, or we can do it with good,
modern hustling business ability back of it. But the fact
remains that everyone of us, sooner or later is up against
the cut-rate problem, and is up against it good and
strong.
Coming in contact as I do with the better class drug-

gists in every part of the United States and Canada, I

perhaps notice the cut-rate problem more than the average
observer. Hardly a day passes that does not bring a let-

ter to me from some druggist informing me that for years
the druggists of his city have been securing full prices for
all their products, or if full prices have not been received,
prices according to a standard regulation; but now one of
the druggists, in some instances a new druggist, has gone
to cutting prices, and in an aggressive way. These letters

have been coming more frequently during the last twelve
months than they have during any preceding twelve
months for some time.
Sometimes these letters come from the leading druggist

BEEN

ROWING?
And your face all burnt

and scorched ? And
smarting, Oho ? "Grin
and bear it," and in the

meantime apply some

ROSADORA

—our popular tan and

face lotion—and you'll

be happy again.

Blank's Drug Store
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which can be used, is to meet cut prices with cut prices;

for, just as long as the American public enjoy bargains:

just as long as the women of the country remain the

shoppers and buy the daily newspapers, not to read the

news columns, but simply to read the advertisements

of "bargains" offered by big department stores, or by

any store which it is possible for them to patronize: just

as long as people will use trolley cars and travel blocks

and blocks out of their way to patronize a bargain sale,

just so long will it be impossible to meet the competition

of a cut-rate druggist without cutting prices yourself.

THE WRONG POLICT.

The great trouble with the majority of druggists, espe-

cially those who have not had experience with an aggres-

Summer
Drug Store
Service

The proof of good service is the summer

time—"The good old summer time."

It's easy enough to be courteous and

pleasant and obliging when the weather

man has brought cool refreshing breezes

near the freezing point.

Come to Blank's Drug Store, and be

surprised. We will be just as courteous

and pleasant as when the weather was

cool. We hope you are always satisfied

with our service.

sive, systematic cutter—a cutter who does not follow

the old style of slashing, but does his business along
modern merchandizing methods—Is that they are apt

to follow the wrong method in meeting competition.

Last week one of my oldest customers and one of my best

friends, a leading druggist in a city of 20,000 inhabitants,

wrote me that he had long enjoyed the best business in

his city, that he is well known throughout the entire city,

had always conducted a splendid business and had al-

ways been very prominent in public affairs; but that

about a year ago, a new man, formerly a manager of one

of the big cut-rate stores in Cincinnati, started a new store

in his town and began cutting prices. He said that this

young man had a good location and a good store, and that

he was fast securing the trade that had theretofore gone
to the other store. At first the leading druggist of this

town—my old friend—thought that the new man would
not last long, that the prices at which he was selling goods
would not allow him sufficient profit to continue in business,

that the people would not pay attention to his advertising,

and so the old druggists continued to do business by old

methods, the way they had been doing it for years and
years. The results were that the new man gained a big

foothold, which he could not have gained if his competi-

tion had been met at the start with a business policy as

forcible and energetic as the policy which he himself was
using. To-day the new druggist is, practically speaking,

the leading druggist in the town. This has been accom-
plished in a very short time.

It is a wrong policy to try to meet competition of the

cut-rate druggist, especially the new style of merchandiz-
ing druggist, with anjrthing but modern progressive cut-

price methods. There is no figuring out on paper about

it. It is not the druggist who is doing it; it is the Amer-
ican public; the public which enjoys bargains and which
will go to any store offering bargains.

don't be foolish in cutting prices.

Don't be so unbusinesslike as to think that cutting prices

means conducting your store as the cut-price store of ten.

twelve and fifteen years ago was conducted. In those

days a cut-rate drug store meant simply a slaughter house
of prices of all "patent" medicines—so much so that it

gave the cut-rate store a sort of a cheap fake estab-

lishment appearance. Look about you in the good towns
where cut prices are. Visit any of the big cities of this

country—Providence, Boston. Philadelphia, Pittsburg, Cin-

cinnati, St. Louis, Kansas City, Minneapolis, Richmond

—

and note the difference between the cut-price druggist of

to-day and the cut-price druggist of fifteen years ago. To-

day you see modern merchandizing establishments—estab-

lishments which pay but very little attention to "patent"

medicines.

They have continuously, in the most progressive manner
possible, added side lines of every description to their

stock, until they are able to compete with the department
stores and the dry goods stores which have toilet articles,

stationery, rubber goods, "patent" medicines, etc. As one

druggist in New York city mentioned to me not long ago,

and not one, of the big druggists at that: "I'm not afraid

of 'patent' riiedicines. If I should lose my entire 'patent'

medicine trade to-morrow. I could still run my business

at a good profit." This is the way to run a business. The

Telephone
Your
Orders
for drug store things to 9000 Blank, whether you

want a bottle of toilet water, a box of cold cream or

talcum powder, medicine for the boy or girl, or

whether you are just longing for a plate of ice cream.

The goods will be delivered to you in a surpris-

ingly short time. We do them up immediately.

Then the boy just "hops on his bike," and ofif he

goes at full speed. He knows the importance of

quick delivery, too.

Blank's Drug Store

druggist is foolish indeed to conduct his business day after

day, month after month, year in and year out, depending
en prescriptions and "patent" medicines. They are equally

tricky. You may have the profit cut off your "patent"

medicine; you may lose your prescription trade through
some misunderstanding with your doctors.

Business is a hard, hard fight. It is a battle from your
initiation until you are released from all business cares.

It is the hardest fighter that wins in the end. In some
localities where co-operative understandings are in vogue,

druggists are able to do a nice business without any great

fight or push on account of mutual understandings. Drug-

gists who live in such communities are to be congrat-

ulated.

But it is not always possible for every druggist to be

so fortunate, and it is not always possible to bring about

a mutual understanding whereby such a state of affairs
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can be enjoyed by the druggists in a community. And
wiiere it is not possible, wliere tlie druggist finds himself
suddenly in a position where he must fight for business,
then those who have not prepared themselves in advance
for the fight, but who waited until the war was on and
the .fight was at its hottest, find themselves very much
handicapped on account of their unprepared condition.

"in time or PE.\CE PREPARE FOB W.\R."

This saying is just as important In our business life as
it is in our national life. A business man who so con-
ducts his business that it is not going to baclc him up
when he gets into a tight pinch, when he needs all his
resources in assisting him not only to hold his own but in
competing successfully with the man who is making war.

you are brought face to face with the cut-rate problem,
don't hesitate a minute to meet it in a more aggressive
way than it is met by your competitor.

HOW TO ADVERTISE.

Some druggists who pretend to be cut-rate druggists
make up a weekly list of "patent" medicines. Sometimes
this list will include one hundred different remedies.
They insert this in their newspaper space. Of course they
sell the remedies at the price advertised. This is the ex-

tent of their cutting.
This style of advertising is as far away from modern

aggress'ive cut-rate advertising as anything very well
could be.

Don't pay so much attention to "patent" medicines.

Fountain

Drinks
5 Spotless fountain

3 Sanitary fountain

3 Cool fountain

3 Comfortable and
inviting.

5 Then a good soda
with good cream,
the finest, freshest

fruit flavor, and
some one who
knows how to mix
it—right. Then
you'll enjoy it.

5 All this you'll find

at

Blank's Drug Store

Of
Course

You want the best

soda.

Ever try Blank's ?

If you have, you
know it's the best.

If you haven't-well

you know you are

missing it?

It's cold, sparkling

luscious with rich

creamy cream—and

tastes just right.

We mix it as you
want it.

Blank's Drug Store

Smoke
Down !

!

Can you do it?

Get one of our clear

Havana Cigars and

try. That's the best

way.

We have a fine line

of all the popular

cigars — at popular

prices.

And we know how
to keep them too, so

that they will be best.

Blank's Drug Store

is not building his business on the foundation that he
should. Study carefully the modern methods used by the

big and leading druggists. Not every druggist can follow

these methods in their entirety, but they can use the ideas

and develop their business, even though not so extensively.

Very few of our large druggists were always large. Some
of them have started as poor boys who were apprentices

in drug stores, but who have been educated to know that

only progressive modern methods win, and so have grad-

ually increased their business, step after step, until they
are a power in the drug field.

ACT QUICKLY.

If you are suddenly brought face to face with the cut-

rate problem, if a new store is opened in your locality,

with a progressive, aggressive cutter back of it, or if one
of your regular druggists takes a notion into his head to

remodel his store and start business anew and cut prices

—

if you are brought face to face with the cut-rate problem

—

act quickly. You know the old saying that "the first

blow is best." This saying is true as to business.

The druggist who inaugurates a method which is pleas-

ing to the public, is the one who will get credit for bring-
ing about the public-pleasing conditions. Therefore, when

Your livelihood does not depend upon thera. Certainly
the livelihood of your customers does not depend upon
them. If the truth were known, your customers don't pay
as much attention to "patent" medicine cut-rate advertis-

ing as some druggists think they do.

A BETTER WAY.

By far a better way to advertise Is just the way the
department stores advertise, and that is to make your
buyer work with your advertising. Your buyer may be
yourself. Probably seven-tenths of the buyers will be the
druggists themselves. So much the better, for in this case
the buyer and the advertising man are one and the same,
and it will be an easy matter to have co-operation. Not
only the buyer and the advertiser and the proprietor are

one, but the one who forms the plans, and buys the goods,

and pays the bills, will be one and the same man. WTiere
could you get any better co-operation than this?

Keep in mind that the public buys goods only if they
are interested in them; buy only seasonable goods. The
big department stores understand thoroughly the wants of

the people every week in the year. The buyer and the ad-

vertising man in a department store cannot be fooled.

They can tell you almost to a certainty the number of peo-
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pie who will come. to their store and go to a certain bar-

gain counter to secure bargains which have been adver-

tised in the morning papers. And all this is because their

advertising, their buying, their entire business is run on
systematic business methods. They have educated them-
selves to cater to the public in a way which satisfies the

public. The only way they have dene this is by giving
the public what the public wants and when it wants it.

Therefore, when you advertise your store, don't advertise

something simply because you want to clean it off your
shelf, and want to get rid of it, but advertise something
that you know the public is interested in in just that parti-

cular week in which you are advertising it. If it is neces-

sary, you should buy things for this advertising. Here is

where the buyer and the advertiser work together to

make the advertising most effective. You must advertise

goods which are in demand with the public at the time
they are advertised. In order to procure these goods, the

buyer must have purchased them in advance, so keep your
eyes open for goods which can be secured at bargain
prices, and which can be advertised at bargain prices.

There are hundreds of such things which you can buy

—

good goods, honest goods. And if you keep up with the

times, keep your eyes open, and keep a handy reference

file at your elbow which you can refer to at any moment:
you will find after a little experience that it is an easy
matter, this buying of goods to use for advertising pur-

poses.

The modern department store is the old-fashioned coun-

try store much enlarged and improved. The modern city

drug store is the old-fashioned country drug store much
enlarged and improved. Of late years druggists have neg-

lected many side lines which the older druggists carried,

but now the modern merchandizing druggist has put in

lines of all kinds of stock carried by his predecessors, and
added a few of his own. A few years ago some druggists

would have thought it very funny indeed if anyone had
suggested that they carry bath towels in stock. To-day
our biggest druggists do an enormous business in bath
towels. Even to-day there are many druggists who would
not consider very seriously the suggestion that they put

in a line of spices, yet there are hundreds of the best and
most progressive druggists in this country who are doing
a big business in spices. Some of them understand how
to advertise spices. Some of them know how to sample
the spices and get people accustomed to coming to their

store for spices. A few years ago no woman would have
thought of going to a drug store for olive oil for her table

use, yet to-day olive oil, coffee, tea, spices, wall paper,

window glass, paints, oils, pictures and frames, glassware
and crockery, and even trunks, suit cases, hand bags, etc.,

are very common articles in drug stores. Besides all this,

thousands of novelties, some useful novelties, others,

amusement novelties, are handled by druggists. Many of

our big modern-merchandizing drug stores are almost like

the large department stores, simply because the buyer
and the advertiser and the proprietor have worked to-

gether. The buyer has learned by experience the style of

goods which the advertiser can use as an inducement to

bring people into the store. The proprietor has learned
that hundreds of things which he never thought of selling

years ago, are now sold rapidly, and net him a better

profit than ordinary drug-store goods.

MOnERN MERCII.iVNDIZING.

Some of us are located where we are not compelled lo

pay much attention to modern merchandizing. We can
keep on doing business as we have been doing. We can
enjoy ourselves without working so hard for our enjoy-

ment. We can enjoy the company of our competitors.

We can work together in a co-operative and friendly and
brotherly spirit. Others of us must of necessity lead the

strenuous life. We have strenuous competitors around us.

We have a fickle public which appreciates us only for the
bargains that we give them. But not one of us knows
when conditions may change. My suggestions are to so

conduct your adrertising, to so conduct your buying de-

partment, and your entire business methods, that you are
continually in a position to meet any competition which
may be forced upon you with credit to yourself, not at a
loss, but with an increase to your business, and that you
may do it without injury to yourself, and in a way which
will be to the entire satisfaction of the public.

Advertising a Drug Store in a Smaller City.*

Advertising a drug store is like advertising any other
business. It pays when done right. Few druggists give
the matter of advertising the time and study they should
—it is part of the business that is usually left to spare
moments or to an inspiration period which comes mighty
seldom.

In my experience in Bay City I have always tried to

impress upon the public the fact that my store was thor-

oughly up-to-date. My advertisements have been timely
and I have always endeavored to find something of in-

terest to talk about, not necessarily a special sale, but an
advertisement that will be in keeping with the season.

During the summer months considerable of my space is

devoted to advertising the soda fountain.

My confectionery case is located near the fountain and
is kept as attractive as possible; it is surprising the
amount of trade this brings me.
When the season changes 1 make it a point to advertise

preparations that I know will be needed. This sets the
people to thinking and invariably I have calls for the ar-

ticles advertised.
I also advertise my prescription department frequently.

A talk on pure drugs, accuracy in the filling of prescrip-

tions and quick delivery is always very impressive.
I do not think the average dealer realizes how impor-

tant the latter item is. I always aim to keep plenty of

delivery boys, so that there will not be a moment's delay
in delivering, and even then it is often necessary for me
to hire a messenger. It is expensive but the results more
than repay me. There is no better advertisement for a
store than this and I have found that it has made me a
great many permanent customers.
As to the kind of advertising that pays best, I have no

hesitation in recommending the daily newspaper. Money
spent for program or scheme advertising is invariably
thrown away and the sooner a dealer discontinues it the
more he will be ahead. It is not necessary to take a large
space in a newspaper but the matter of position is very
important. Have your advertisement appear on a page
with local news and demand a full position, i. e., top of

column or following next to reading. It may cost a little

more per inch, but it is well worth the extra.

Do not expect the newspaper to do it all. If you are
foolish enough to insert an unseasonable ad, or if you are
too lazy to change it at least twice a week you cannot
expect returns.
When you have a special sale give your patrons the

very best bargains possible. 1 find that these sales bring
many new faces into my store and that means the making
of new customers. One of the most successful sales that

I ever conducted was when I advertised a specialty in the
shape of a box of violet toilet soap, a rubber complexion
brush and a bottle of violet talcum powder all for 39 cents.

I had calls from all parts of the city and I have noticed
that many of these people are trading with me regularly.

My advice is always to back up your specialty adver-
tising with attractive window displays of the article ad-

vertised.
Advertising cannot be expected to sell your goods. If

it brings customers to vour store you should be satisfied,

the rest of it depends upon yourself.

Keep your store neat and clean. Have your show cases
and wall cases well arranged and have your prescription
room as clean as you would expect your housekeeper to

keep your kitchen.
Select your clerks with care and don't look for cheap

help. A competent, courteous clerk will earn his money
and be a better investment than five or six of the cheap
kind. Impress upon the clerks the importance of being
neat in their personal appearance. Xever allow them to

wait upon a customer in their shirt sleeves.

Another very important matter for retail druggists to

keep constantly in mind is the absolute necessity of being
accommodating. Wait on a customer who wants a pos-

tage stamp, the use of your telephone or the loan of your
directory with the same courtesy as you would show one
who leaves with you a ten or a twenty-dollar order.

The Druggist— I always mix your medicine in this blue-

shaded graduate. The Maiden—That's nice. The Drug-
gist—Yes; I call this our sweet girl graduate.

—

Telegraph.

"We do not endorse or recommend any medicine the
composition of which is a secret, but if you want any
particular remedy, we can supply you."—Hegeman & Co.,

the largest retail druggists in America.
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Wholesalers' Association.

Pursuant to the request of thirty-nine members, a spe-

cial meeting of the National Wholesale Druggists' Asso-
ciation was held at the Hotel Astor, this city, June 11th.

President J. N. Carey, of Indianapolis, occupied the chair.

M. N. Kline, of Philadelphia, chairman ot the committee
on suits, presented a voluminous report covering the In-

dianapolis decree (for the text of which see the Circular
for last mouth, page 434). This report embodied the fol-

lowing resolutions, stating the compliance of the associa-

tion with the terms of the decree. These were adopted.
Resolvud. That the National Wholesale Druggists' Associa-

tion, its members, officers, employees, committees, agents,
servants and attorneys, hereby release each and every manu-
facturer of proprietary articles and medicines, drugs, plasters
and druggists' sundries from every contract, agreement or
understanding in furtherance of the combination and con-
spiracy as alleged in the bill of complaint regarding or relating
to articles and commodities of his or its manufacture, and also
hereby release every such manufacturer from every such con-
tract, agreement or understanding as to the adoption of any
plan for marketing the articles of his or its manufacture.
And resolved further. That the said National Wholesale

Druggists' Association, its members, officers, employees, com-
mittees, agents, servants and attorneys, hereby recall any
and all lists, documents and pnbliiii purporting to con-
tain the names of persons, coi].. i i[ ^ i':irtnerships adher-
ing or not adhering to their i maintaining or re-
fusing to maintain prices, n. \.

: illation, publication
or issuance they or any of tlinii m im wiy participated, and
hereby annul, cancel and set aside each and every resolution
passed by them, or any or all of them in furtherance of the
combination and conspiracy as alleged in the bill of complaint
regarding or relating to said articles and commodities.
H. Le B. Jayne, of counsel for the association, stated

as his opinion that any member might refuse to sell to

anyone for any reason, best known to himself, provided
that reason was not the fact that the name of the dealer
whose order was refused had not appeared on any of the
blacklists or other lists mentioned in the decree. Mr.
Jayne also stated that he considered the rebate plan per-

fectly legal, but advised the use of some other term than
"rebate."

The regular annual meeting of the association will be
held October 1st to 4th, at Denver.

Chicago Branch of the American Pharmaceuti-
cal Association.

Tlie tentative resolutions relative to the control of pre-

scriptions, which had been submitted to a joint committee
of the Chicago branch of the American Pharmaceutical
Association and the Chicago Medical Society in the form
printed on page 390 of the Circular for May have been
amended and approved. The clause "nor should a copy
be given" was stricken out of the third paragraph, and
the following added:
Fourth, a copy ot the prescription may be furnished and

should be written on a special blank containing a declaration
that it is a copy of a prescription which has been delivered
to the .original holder, and is not to be refflled except on the
order of the presoriber. The copy is made without recourse
to possible error.

In its report, submitted at the meeting held May 28th.

the committee recommended that the subject he not closed
until the autumn. It was further suggested that this sub-
ject be extended to include several other features germane
to the practice of prescribing and dispensing.

Prof. C. S. N. Hallberg, who occupied the chair, reported
that the physicians' manual of the Pharmacopoeia and the
National Formulary was almost ready for distribution.

The committee on practice reported a plan for collect-

ing statistics from a large number of prescriptions. Sec-

retary W. B. Day was instructed to request the parent as-

sociation to furnish such printed pamphlets as may be re-

quired to facilitate this work.

Parke, Davis & Co.'s Outing.
Following a seventeen-year-old custom of theirs, Parke,

Davis & Co.. of Detroit, gave their employes an outing
June 12th. Two large excursion steamers were chartered
and the employes went to Bois Blanc Park for their games
and contests, accompanied by General-Manager Swift and
the heads of various departments. Valuable cash prizes,

as well as others were contested for and distributed, and in

various ways the excursionists enjoyed themselves all the

day. It is estimated that the crowd numbered close to

5,000.

A neat souvenir booklet and program was issued for the

occasion. This was commemorative of the forty years of

the firm's existence, and contained a historical sketch and
many illustrations.

Meeting of the American Medical Association.

The flfty-eighth annual meeting of the American Medi-
cal Association was held at Atlantic City, N. J., beginning
June 4th and continuing until the 7th, nearly four thou-
sand members being in attendance.

The following officers were elected: President, Dr.
Herbert L. Burrell, of Boston; vice-presidents. Dr. Edwin
Walker, of Evansville, Ind.; the Honorable Hiram R. But-
ton, M. C, of Delaware; Dr. George W. Crile, of Cleve-
land, O.; Dr. W. Blair Stewart, of Atlantic City; secretary.
Dr. George H. Simmons, of Chicago; treasurer. Dr. Frank
Billings, of Chicago; trustees, Dr. T. J. Happel, of Tren-
ton, Tenn.; Dr. W. W. Grant, of Denver, Col.; Dr. Philip
Marvel, of Atlantic City.

The next meeting of the association will be held at

Chicago in June, 1908.

President Bryant, in his address to the association, de-

voted considerable time to the matter of adulteration of

drugs, his remarks being largely based on work that had
beeufdone by the health department of this city. He also
spoke of the wide-spread use of proprietary remedies and
called attention to the fact that physicians contributed
a major share to the inception and use of many of these
by indifference or ignorance as to the methods of pre-

senting medicines in the most agreeable forms, or by
thoughtlessness. He highly commended the work of the
council of pharmacy and chemistry of the association and
commended its results to the consideration of all phys-
icians.

Dr. William J. Mayo, the retiring president, also com-
mented on the "proprietary medicine habit" of physicians,
which he said had been in its way more scandalous than
the "patent medicine habit" of the public at large, for the
physicians at least were supposed to know better. He
thought that the work of the council on pharmacy and
chemistry should be encouraged by every means; not only
should frauds be exposed, but firms making scientific

preparations of known composition should be encouraged.
The work of the council was also commended in the

report of the board of trustees and in the addresses of sev-

eral of the presiding officers of sections.

Among the recommendations ot the reference committee
on reports of officers was one earnestly commending the

work of the council, and the president's views and asking
the board of trustees to further and continue the work. It

was also recommended in this resolution that members of

the association confine their prescriptions to articles con-

tained in the United States Pharmacopoeia, the National
Formulary, or such as have been approved by the coun-
cil. The resolution was unanimously passed.

The interest ot pharmacists in the proceedings of the

association is naturally more centered in the section ot

pharmacology and therapeutics, in which they are allowed
the courtesy of representation.

The meetings of this section were presided over by Dr.

Horatio C. Wood, Jr., of Philadelphia, and Prof. C. S, N.

Hallberg, of Chicago, acted as secretary.

The first meeting of the section was held on the after-

noon of June 4th and was devoted to the address of the

chairman, the reading of the report of the secretary, and
an address by Prof. J. P. Remington, of Philadelphia, as

chairman of the delegation from the American Pharma-
ceutical Association. This latter was followed by a

symposium on the United States Pharmacopoeia, the re-

port of a special committee appointed at the Boston meet-

ing, and a paper on the Pharmacopoeia by Robert A.

Hatcher.
The discussion on these communications was interest-

ing and spirited and indicated that physicians were com-

ing to a full realization of the value of the Pharmacopteia.

The section unanimously adopted resolutions recommend-
ing the appointment of a special committee to collect sug-

gestions as to changes in the Pharmacopceia and to further

the formation of similar committees by all other medical

societies. These resolutions were referred to the board of

trustees for further action.

Among the papers presented at subsequent meetings of

the section was one on "Materia Medica and Pharmacy in

Hospital Practice," by M. I. Wilbert, of Philadelphia: and
"A Plea for a More Thorough Course in Practical Phar-

macv and Prescription Dispensing." by Dr. M. Clayton

Thrush, ot Philadelphia. Dr. Wiley offered one on "The
Connection of the M. D. with Proprietary Remedies." Ob-

jection being made to its presentation, it was read by

title and subsequently read in full by Prof. W. A. Puckner,

#
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of Chicago, in an informal adjourned session of the sec-

tion.

Officers of the section for the coming year were chosen

as follows: Chairman, M. H. Fussell, of Philadelphia;

vice-chairman, W. W. Thompkins, of Charleston, W. Va.;

secretary, C. S. N. Hallberg, of Chicago; delegate, S. Soils

Cohen, of Philadelphia.

The exhibition held in connection with the meeting of

the association included a number of official and proprie-

tary preparations presented by the Philadelphia branch
of the American Pharmaceutical Association.

It should be added that criticisms were heard, in various

papers and discussions, of the short-comings of pharma-
cists. Special mention should be given the remarks made
in the annual report of the committee on organization

which was read by its chairman. Dr. J. N. McCormack.
This report spoke of covert as well as direct opposition to

the work of the association manifested by the manufac-

turers of secret or proprietary medicines, which, while

they were considered to have done little harm with the

membership, the committee was convinced prevented many
from joining the society and crippled the society in many
other ways. '"As one evidence of this," said the report,

"they have arrayed the retail druggists against us almost

solidly in most States." Dr. McCormack said that "at

every capital visited I have found a strong force of drug

men working under the direction of expert lobbyists rep-

resenting the National Association of Retail Druggists,

backed by the proprietary interests, against the legisla-

tion proposed by the profession in the interest of pure food

and drugs, with all their expense borne by that body. . . .

As a real frend of pharmacists, one who has always been

wedded to the prescription method of dispensing, the dis-

covery of this almost universal ascendency of the quack

interests over this trade was a painful one. It evidently

means that we have come to the parting of the ways with

the druggists, and must arrange to dispense for ourselves,

as it is being done in other countries, unless prompt steps

are taken in a comprehensive way to restore proper rela-

tions."

The Use and the Abuse of the Serial Number.
Subsequent to the appearance of the article headed

"Lying about the Guarantee" in the Cikcul.^e for March,

numerous rumors began to emanate from Washington
relative to proposed official steps toward the correction of

the misleading practice of certain manufacturers. Officials

were quoted in the daily press and divers plans were dis-

cussed at headquarters. No definite action was taken by

the heads of the several departments. Recently the board

of food and drug inspection, with the approval of the

secretary of agriculture, has issued the following bulletin:

The attention of the department has been called repeatedly

of late to the abuse, for edvertislng purposes, of the serial

number assigned to a guaranty. The department of agriculture
accepts no responsibility for the guaranty which the manufac-
turer or dealer files. Particular attention must be paid to the

fact that It must neither be directly stated nor implied in

any fashion that the department of agriculture or the United
States government guarantees or indorses the products to

which the guarantv and serial number are attached. The
guaranty represented by the serial number is the guaranty
of the manufacturer and not of the government.
To facilitate business a serial number is assigned to this

guaranty, and the guaranty is filed in the department of agri-

culture for the purpose of verifying the serial number when it

is used on packages of goods.
The misuse of the serial number is a misrepresentation, and

In each case of such an abuse the serial number will be with-
drawn and the guaranty returned after proper notice. Serial

numbers, however, which have been issued and passed into

commerce prior to withdrawal will be respected by the de-

partment in anv action which may be brought against deal-

ers selling goods bearing the number which is improperly

The attachment of the serial number or guaranty to articles

which are not foods or drugs is also regarded as a misrepre-
sentation on which a similar action will be based.

At the same time the board of inspection issued a bul-

letin relative to the placing of the serial number upon
goods covered by the guaranty. The salient features of

this bulletin are as follows:

A misapprehension exists as to the requirements of the reg-
ulations for the enforcement of the food and drugs act, June
30th, 190S. in regard to placing the serial number on articles

manufactured by persons who have filed a guaranty with the
department and to whom a serial number has been issued

identifying the said guaranty. Many have the Impression that
If a guaranty be filed the serial number which is assigned
thereto must be used on all foods or drugs manufactured

Regulation 9 provides two gener.al methodsofguaranty^ The

The statement in subdivision (b), that when a guarantor is
assigned a serial number the said number shall appear, should
not be construed as mandatory. The meaning is that if a man-
ufacturer wishes to make effective the guaranty filed with the
department, he must place the legend and serial number on
his goods, otherwise no proteciion is afforded to his customers
in the absence of a special agreement or the alternative as
provided in subdivision (d) of regulation 9.

Regulation 9, in its entiretv, is intended to provide for the
enforcement and administration of section 9 of the food and
drugs act.
A study of the law in connection with the regulations makes

it apparent that the intention is to provide a means whereby
the manufacturer can assume responsibility under the law
for the character of the goods manufactured by him. after
they have passed out of his possession into the hands of the
person who purchased them from him. In no case is a gruar-
anly a good defense, unless it be from the person who sold the
goods to the person offering the guaranty as a defense. In
order to simplify the procedure, the department volunteers
to act as custodian of the guaranty, which is an offer on the
part of the manufacturer to tree dealers, reselling his goods.
from responsibility, under the law, for possible misbranding
or adulteration. In order that the guarantor may convey this
intention on his part to purchasers of his goods, a serial num-
ber is assigned to such guarantor, and by placing this num-
ber on liis goods he Axes his responsibility. Whether he de-
sires to enter into an agreement of this kind with the pur-
chaser of his goods is a matter wholly within his discretion,
and he can use the serial number or not for this purpose, as
he may please. The use of the number will save the trouble
of individual guaranties with each individual transaction or
each individual customer. In other words, the label itself will
carry notice that the manufacturer holds himself responsible,
under the law. to the persons who purchase goods directly
from him, for any misbranding or adulteration.

Additional Changes for the Pharmacopoeia.
In the CiRCtTLAR for June was published a number of

corrections to be made in the United States Pharmacopoeia,
eighth revision as authorized by the committee of revision.
The list referred to was issued under date of May 1st.

A supplementary list dated June 1st has appeared and is

reprinted below. Everyone who possesses a copy of the
Pharmacopoeia should correct it by marginal notes and
also procure a leaflet containing the corrections and paste
it in the book. This leaflet may be obtained free by send-
ing a request to P. Blakiston's Sons & Co., Philadelphia,
enclosing a stamped and addressed return envelope.

Page 6. Une 25. change "any" to "more than 0.01 per cent, of"
Page 25, line 18, change to "If 1 Cc. of Sulphurous Acid be

diluted with 99 Cc. of water and there be added 1 Cc. of di-
luted hydro-"
Page 42, line 11. change "5" to "10"

Page 44. line 19. omit "NH,CsH„0»=US.24." Omit lines 21 and
22. and insert "Ammonium Valerate should be kept in well-
stoppered bottles."
Page 47, hne 24, change "(1 in 20)" to "(1 in 100)"

Page 73, line 10. after "ignition" insert "and treatment with
nitric acid, as directed in the last paragraph of these tests."
Page 74. line 14. after "ignition" insert "and treatment with

nitric acid, as directed in the following test."
Page S4. line 13. after "metals" insert "omitting the addition

of ammonia water."
Page 143, line 8, change "1.40" to "1.42" line 33 change "1.40"

.42-

Page 197, line 10, change "1.40"

to
1.42," line 36, change "1.40"

Page 227, line 39, after "and" insert "soli^le."
Page 2S5, line 15, change "portion of the solution" to "solu-

tion (1 in 20)."
Page 299, line 26. change "1.40" to "1.42"

Page 300. line 2. change "1.40" to "1.42"

Page 319. line 40. change "0.S62 to 0.910" to "0.884 to 0.924."

Omit lines 43 and 44, and insert "Oil of Myristica is dex-
trogyrate."
Page 320, line 50. change "0.965" to "0.892"

Page 321, line 1, omit "readily." Line 12. change "1.033" to
"1.028"
Page 324. line 10. change "0.975" to "0.9SO."
Page 325. following line 39, insert. "It is then heated in a

water-bath, at a temperature of 80° C. 076° F.) for half an
hour, shaking the flask frequently."
Page 327. line 31, after "colorless" insert "or reddish." Line

44. change "20 Cc." to "40 Cc."
Page 3S0. line 37, change "0.7" to "1."

Page 385, line 26, change "1.105 to 1.106" to "1.098 to 1.100."

Page 396, line 24, change "(1 in 20)" to "(1 In lOO)."

Page 584. hne 23. after "(Valerianate)" insert "Neutral."
Page 5S9. following line 3. insert "Lithium Sulphate.

Anhydrous Li. SO4 109.31."

Dr. George C. Osgood, of Lowell, Mass.. who was the

subject of a biographical note on page 153 of our Golden

Jubilee number, has disposed of his "Good Samaritan"
drug store to his son J. A. Osgood who had been asso-

ciated with him in the business for eighteen years. He
will not give up his medical practice, however.

Many distinguished men in the pharmacal and chemical

world attended the jubilee celebration of the Societe Chem-
ique de France, held at Paris. May 16th to 18th. The so-

ciete had its beginning in the stated meetings of three

chemists in a Parisian restaurant fifty years ago.
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Additional Special Denaturants.
The United States treasury department has recently au-

thorized a number of special denaturing agents for al-

cohol to he used in manufacturing processes. These are:
In the manufacture of lacquers from soluble cotton; of
resin of podophyllum and the like; and of thermometer
and barometer tubes, to each'lOO gallons of ethyl alcohol
shall be added 5 gallons of approved wood alcohol; in the
manufacture of pastes and varnishes from soluble cotton;
and of celluloid, pyralin and similar products, to each 100
gallons of ethyl alcohol shall be added 2 gallons of ap-
proved wood alcohol and 2 gallons of benzol; in the manu-
faqjure of photographic collodion, 100 pounds of sulphuric
ether and 10 pounds of cadmium iodide to each 100 gal-

lons of ethyl alcohol.

The wood alcohol to be used in these special denaturants
is subject to the specifications prescribed for the wood
alcohol to be used in complete denaturing. In brief, these

Color—Not darker than a dilution of 2 c.c. of freshly
prepared N/10 solution of iodine with 1000 c.c. of distilled
water.

Specific gravity—Not more than 0.830 at 60° F.
Boiling point—At a normal barometric pressure (760

m.m.), 100 c.c. should give a distillate of not less than 90
c.c. at a temperature not exceeding 75° C.

Miscibility with water—It must give a clear or only
slightly opalescent solution when mixed wit-h twice its

volume of water.
Acetone content—Not more than 25 grammes or less

than 15 grammes per 100 c.c; determination by the Mes-
singer method.
Ester content—Not more than 5 grammes of esters per

100 c.c, calculated as methyl acetate.

Bromine absorption—Not more than 25 c.c, or less than
15 c.c. shall be required to decolorize 50 c.c. of the follow-
ing solution:

Potassium bromide 12.406 grammes.
Potassium bromate 3.481 grammes.
Water 1 liter.

Before adding the wood alcohol the 50 c.c. of this solu-

tion are acidified with 10 c.c. of diluted sulphuric acid
(l.to 4).

In addition to the above requirements the methyl al-

cohol must be of such a character as to render the ethyl

alcohol with which it is mixed unfit for use as a beverage.
The benzol Is subject to the following specifications:

Solubility in water—When 10 c.c. benzol are shaken with
an equal volume o£ water in a glass-stoppered' cylinder, divi-

ded into tenths of a cubic centimeter, and allowed to stand
five minutes lo separate, tne upper layer of liquid must meas-
ure not less than 9.5 c.c.

Boiling point—When 100 c.c. of benzol are subjected to dis-
tillation m the same manner as is prescribed for the deter-
mination of the boiling point of wood alcohol in circular G80,

not more than 1 c.c. should go over at 77° C, and not less

than 90 c.c. at 100° C.

Benzin to be used in complete denaturing must be a

hydrocarbon product. If a petroleum derivative it must
have a specific gravity of not less than 0.800; if a coal tar

derivative it must have a boiling point of not less than
150° C. or more than 200° C. It must also impart a de-

cided odor to ethyl alcohol when mixed with it in the

proportion of 1 to 200 by volume.

Civil Service Examination.
On July 29th the civil service commission will examine

applicants for positions as apprentices in the mint and
assay service. The applicant must be from eighteen to

twenty-four years old. and a graduate of some technical

school of chemistry, metallurgy or mechanical engineer-

ing. The pay ranges from $3.50 to ?4.50 a day, and at

the end of three years the apprentice will he eligible for

promotion.
Candidates for examination should write to the United

States Civil Service Commission, Washington, D. C, fcr

application form 304, and further particulars.

The positions to he filled are at Philadelphia, New Or-

leans, Denver and San Francisco.

Some Recent Pharmacal Laws.
In many States bills affecting pharmacy were rushed

through in the last hours of the legislative session. The
influence of the legislative committees of the different
pharmacal organizations was generally successful in pre-
venting the ratification by the State executives of such of
these measures as were deemed inimical to the best in-
terests of the pharmacist and incidentally the public
Some of the new State laws of a pharmacal nature are
enumerated below:

Illinois.—Governor Deneen approved the measure
amending the pharmacy law by providing that the time
spent In a recognized school of pharmacy can he counted
the same as drug store experience in applications for re-
gistration as pharmacists..

A'eto Yoj-fc.—The Smith anti-cocaine bill was approved
by the governor June 5th. The Page anti-substitution
measure was signed June 17th. The complete text of the
Smith bill is as follows:

Section 1. The penal code is hereby amended by inserting
therem a new section to be section four hundred and flve-a
thereof and to read as follows:
Sec. 405-a. It shall be unlawful for any person to sell, furn-

ish or dispose of alkaloid cocaine or its salts, or alpha or betaeucame or their salts or any admixture of cocaine or eucaine
except upon the written prescription of a duly registered phy-
sician, which prescription shall be retained by the person who-
dispenses the same, shall be filled but once and of which no
copy shall be taken by any person; except, however that
such alkaloid cocaine or its salts, and alpha or beta eucaine or
their salts may lawfully be sold at wholesale upon the written
order of a licensed pharmacist qr licensed druggist, duly reg-
istered practicing physician licensed veterinarian or licensed
dentist provided that the wholesale dealer shall affix or cause-
tp oe affixed to the bottle, box, vessel or package containing
tne article sold, and upon the outside wrapper of the package
as originally put up. a label distinctly displaying the name-
and quantity of cocaine or its salts, alpha or beta eucaine or
their salts, sold, and the word "poison" with the name and
place of business of the seller, all printed in red ink; and pro-
vided also that the wholesale dealer shall before delivering
any of the articles make or cause to be made in a book kept
for the purpose an entry of the sale thereof stating the date
of sale, the quantity, name and form in which sold the name
and address of the purchaser, and the name of the person bywhom the entry is made; and the said book shall be always
open for inspection by the proper authorities and shall be pre-
served for at least five years after the date of the last entry
made therein. Any person who violates any of the provisions- .

of this section shall be guilty of a felony punishable by im-
prisonment of not more than one year or a fine of not more-
than one thousand dollars, or both.
Sec. 2. This act shall take effect September first, nineteen

hundred and seven.

The principal prohibitory clause of the Page bill reads
as follows:

Any person who, in putting up any drug, medicine, food or
preparation, used in medical practice, or making up any pre-
scriptio-i or filling any order for drugs, medicines, food or
preparation, puts any untrue label, stamp or other designa-
tion of contents upon any box, bottle or other package con-
taining a drug, medicine, food or preparation used in medical
practice, or substitutes, or dispenses a different article for. or
in lieu of, any article prescribed, ordered or demanded, or puts
up a gre.-iter or less quantity of any ingredient specified in anjr
such prescription order or demand by substituting one drug
for another is guilty of a misdemeanor; provided, however,
that, except in the case of physicians' prescriptions, nothing
herein contained shall be deemed or construed to prevent or
impair or in any manner affect the right of an apothecary,
druggist, pharmacist or other person to recommend the pur-
chase of an article other than that ordered, required or de-
manded, but of a similar nature, or to sell such other article-
in place or in lieu of an article ordered, required or demanded^
with the knowledge and consent of the purchaser. ^
The first conviction under this law will result in a fine;

the second, in imprisonment; and upon a third conviction,

the offender, in addition to the usual penalty for a mis-

demeanor, shall forfeit any and all rights which he shall

possess under the law of the State, as an apothecary, a
liharniacist. a druggist, or a compounder of medicines.

This act becomes operative September 1st, 1907.

At the quarterly meeting of the Burlington County (N.

J.I Retail Druggists' Association held at Mt. Holly, June
6th, resolutions endorsing the federal pure food and drugs
law were passed. To enable the public to observe one of

the benefits of this new law it was decided to make a dis-

play of pure spices in the various stores of the members
previous to the canning and preserving season.

Special Delivery Postage,

On and after July 1st an extra 10 cents worth of post-

age stamps attached to a piece of mail matter, together

with the words "special delivery" marked on the covering,

will insure treatment of the letter or parcel by the postal

authorities just as if a special delivery stamp had been

used.

This is in accordance with an act of Congress approved
March 2d. 1907.

The husband had been advised by his medico to have
plenty of animal-food, and his dearest ordered half-a-dozen

dog-biscuits.—Chemist and Druggist.
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New York Association.
Alternating summer heat and April sliowers marked the

twenty-ninth annual meeting of the New York State Phar-
maceutical Association held at the Hotel Columbian, Thou-
sand Island Park, June 25th to 28th inclusive. Only an
average attendance may be chronicled, but the meeting
transacted a goodly amount of work, as our detailed re-

port shows. More papers than usual were read, thanks to
the efforts of the chairman of the committee having that
matter in hand, and the session devoted to the reading and
discussing of papers was the most enjoyable one of an
altogether enjoyajjle meeting.
Owing to the untiring work of the president and those

who had been infected by his activity and enthusiasm dur-
ing the j'ear, the association gained 282 members during •

his incumbency.
An entertainment program of unusual attractiveness

and variety was carried out, the natural beauty of the
place of meeting materially lightening the labor of making
this feature of the meeting a great success.

Tuesday, June 25th.

About one hundred members of the New York Pharma-
ceutical Association with as many of their friends were
seated in the auditorium at Thousand Island Park, when
President F. S. Rogers, of Middletown, called the twenty-
ninth annual meeting of that body to order at 10 a. m.
June 25th.

Rev. Dr. J. D. Phelps, of Syracuse University, wel-
comed the delegates on behalf of the Thousand Island
Park Association in a very happy style, briefly recount-
ing the history of the St. Lawrence region and extolling
the beauties of its scenery and the salubriousness of its

climate. He was replied to by Vice-President C. L. Mc-
Bride, of Kingston.
A motion having been carried that Secretary E. S. Daw-

son, of Syracuse, have an assistant. President Rogers
named W. A. Bissell, a fellow-townsman of Mr. Dawson's,
for the place.

President Rogers then read his annual address, which
follows:

president's address.
It is with feelings alike of pleasure and hopefulness that I

greet you on tills, the occasion of the twenty-ninth annual
gathering of the New York State Pharmaceutical Association.
Reviewing the hi;jtory of our association, considering its vari-
ous periods of prosperity as well as those times fraught with
vexatious and troublesome conditions, I realize that, while
we are confronted with important and serious problems there
is nevertheless awakening in the body pharmaceutical, to-
day, a spirit like that which years ago animated our early
pioneers and made possible that conquering of adverse condi-
tions out of which grew the success and prosperity of suc-
ceeding generations. I am confident that to-day there exists
in our association a kindred spirit which will aggressively lay
hold of these questions, and which will wrestle with them
until finally we will find ourselves rising to better and
larger accomplishments after successfully coping with the di(B-
culties now facing us.
During the past year, as your president. I have conscien-

tiously striven to uphold the ideals of our beloved body, en-
deavoring to so interpret your wishes as to merit the great
honor entrusted to me a year ago. While the results are far
from ray desires, 1 have given you my best thought and effort,
conscious of my limitations, yet striving alwavs with a single-
minded purpose of faithfully servmg our association and phar-
macy in general, as I saw it.

^ Early Closing.
The ever increasing movement toward lessening the hours of

labor in all walks of life, is one which unfortunately has
made no marked advance m the drug business. And yet this,m my judgment, is the one field where such reform should
receive very early and careful consideration. Engaged as we
are in handling matters of serious moment to the health of
the community, beset with difficult questions of detail and legal
requirements, we nevertheless as a class continue to hamper
ourselves with needlessly long hours, depriving ourselves of
proper and necessary relaxation as well as creating an aver-
sion to the drug business on the part of young men who, were
it not for the long hours of labor, would enter the field and
add strength, usefulness and efficiency to pharmacv. While
people are constantly looking to the shortening of their labor-
ing hours in other branches of life, we as a class go blindlv
forward, continuing in hours of work that to-dav exceed that
of any other reputable calling.
This condition can readily be rectified by local action in the

majority of cases, but I am convinced that this association
can accomplish much in the promotion of a proper attitude
toward it. We go constantly forward, and properlv so, in rais-
ing standards which will safeguard the public, but we must
not neglect the betterment of our own conditions, and for
fvery upward movement in pharmacv there should be a cor-
responding regard for ourselves, our clerks and our families.

Organization.
One of the very important needs of our association is for

more thorough organization work. While much progress has
been made In this direction during the past vear, there vet

remains a wide field for profitable labor. I am convinced that
our membership could easily be doubled if systematic, vigor-
ous work characterized the undertaking. Our numerical
strength may not seem so important to tne casual observer,
but it carries weight when legislative hearings are involved.
My observation of this work leads me to the firm belief

that there are many who are but waiting for an invitation to
associate with us. According to our by-laws, every clerk in
New York State is eligible to membership, yet I doubt if our
rolls cover fifty men from that source. This is manifestly
Wrong, and it is primarily because they have not been suffi-
ciently encouraged to join. It is highly proper that these men
should be cordially invited. Employers could readily do this in
their own stores. Our association is working on broad princi-
ples, having in view only the common good. Our work results
to the benefit of the clerk equally as to the employer. Indeed,
tne pre-requisite law has done far more for the former than
the latter. It has secured permanency for the employee—many
times to the serious embarrassment of the employer, although
promulgated by him. The clerks of to-day are the employers
of to-morrow—they should be encouraged to take up associa-
tion work as soon as possible.

I recommend that among our standing committees shall be
a so-called committee on mambersnip and that our by-laws
be so amended as to provide for said committee. This com-
mittee should be required to make a quarterly report to the
secretary showing its progress. It should also keep an up-
to-date list of mem.bors arranged by assembly and senatorial
districts, and co-operate with the legislative committee at
such time as might be deemed expedient to address any one or

Inw-niaking bodies by individual letters
I - ine of this committee could very

I
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work be laid u.it u:: 'un^.id principles and carried
estly and constantly, the result would afford great protection
to our calling and its ultimate advancement to its proper pro-
fessional rank.

Legislation.
Early in the session of the legislature last winter, perceiving

the dangerous character of the bills then being introduced.
and realizing that they covered questions which had not been
sutticiently discussed at our annual meeting to fully guide us
in our attitude toward them, I telt impelled to call a meeting
of representatives from all parts of the State to consult to-
gether as to what action me should take. About twenty re-
sponded lo the call, the situation was considered in great de-
tail and the resultant conclusions were faithfully followed by
our legislative committee throughout the session.
Much of the work m the past year has been occasioned in

opposing impractical anti-narcotic bills. I believe the drug-
gists of this State are as honorable a body of men as are en-
ga.ged in any calling. Yet they have been sadly assailed in our
legislative halls by those seeking the enactment of laws which,
while possibly of good intent, are too extreme for practical
enforcement and too drastic in their penalties to warrant us
in permitting them to be passed.
In view of the drift of legislation and of public opinion to-
ird greater restriction in the sale of dangerous habit-form-

' "at such drugs should be
j of a duly-licensed prac-

titioner of medicine, or de.itistry or of a veterinary, to be dis-
pensed only by a licensed pharmacist, in a licensed pharmacy,
and duly recorded in a book kept for that purpose, or in a
regular prescription book. The law should provide that the
prescriber have no pecuniary interest in the pharmacy, as it

now prohibits the sale of liquor in a pharmacy, when pre-
scribed by a physician connected with said store.
Such proposed legislation would lessen a grave danger which

confronts society and tends to degrade the honorable pro-
fession of medicine by lessening the dangerous inclination of
the latter towards commercialism.

It would also tend to confine the practice of pharmacy to
pharmacists—those alone qualified by education and training
for its practice.

I recommend this question to the consideration of our asso-
ciation, and to the legislative committee when appointed, with
the further suggestion that a special committee be appointed
to take charge of this work, as well as pure drug legisla-
tion, for our association, and in conference with other parties
,- interest, to draft a bill which will effectually protect the
public, and at the same time preserve to pharmacy its proper
functions and prerogatives.

Protective and Restrictive Measures.
The increasingly high standard of efficiency required of

pharmacists combined with the added restrictions of legisla-
tion, are factors which call for our careful consideration of
measures which will effectually safeguard our interests and
reserve to pharmacists the privileges which properly belong

Inasmuch as all pure food and drug legislation adopts the
I'nited States Pharmacopreia and National Formulary as
standards of purity, it would seem highly desirable to incorpor-
ate a proviso in oiir l.iws that not only pharmacists but phys-
ician? n? w-n plinnld be required to pass a much more thor-
ough . x.iniiii.itii.n as to their knowledge of these authorities.
It si-.nis latlii [ aiiMmalous that the board of health should re-
quire Pharmacnp,, ia standards of the pharmacists while the
latter in tuin arc compelled to do propaganda work along

While not in any way wishing to reflect upon the broad and
desirable character of propaganda work, which I cannot too
highlv commend th" acknowledged necessity of its perform-
ance.' as indif ••-•' ''• -""-"mnlisbed results, is evidence of a
crviiig need f 1' instruction in the United States
Pliarmacopoi 1

' Formulary in our colleges of
physicians. <>• boards of health are to be en-
trusted with t' . I of pure drug laws.

Board of Pharmacy.
The preservation of the State board of pharmacy Is one

which vitally concerns us all. During the past winter, thers
was evidence of a strong determination tq entirely legislate
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tills important body out of office, or to take from us the power
.if selecting it. The accomplishment of either of these pur-
ijusi-s would be a serious blow to pharmacy and I am con-
>i 1.1,1 tliat forces not altogether friendly to us will continue
i-. ui.Krmir.e the State board, not only in its work but even in
ii> txistonce. Those opposed to it have criticized the method
Mt .1. etins the State board, claiming, among other things, that
ri> 111, board owes its election to retail druggists it would be
I'im:..- t' great leniency in the prosecution of illegal acts on our
]. M r I'liis 1 i.-w !s one which is easily refuted by facts and rec-
''•'- t t

i lid Itself; indeed, the reverse is quite true, but
1 1 these statements and the very obvious efforts

IS powers and to place them in hostile or semi-
li'-iii. II i;iii prompt me to urge that this association give
I £,a.i: ..i..-;j> ration to all that affects our interests in the
St ite beanl ..f pharmacy and to discuss existing conditions
to the end that no uncertamty may exist either among our-
sulves or the board members as to our position on all phases
of its work.

National Association of Retail Druggists.
The recent sweeping decision against the National Associa-

tion of Retail Druggists by the federal court is one which
carries much of moment to us as individuals and the drug
truue generally. The complexion of the National Association
.pf Retail Druggists has been so thoroughly changed by the
.1-- ision that it is practically impossible at this time to rec-
onimeiul any definite course of action for us as an association.
Iwubtless discussion will ensue on this subject and I can

i.rily ask that temperance, calmness and moderation be the
dominant characteristic of such consideration a's may be given
it. Let us approach it solely with the desire of accomplishing
the greatest possible good for pharmacy.

Necrology.
I'eaths dark an.qel has visited us to an unusual extent dur-

iii- the past year. It is with sorrow that I am compelled to
.iniiouMee the decease of C. L. Ambler, Ossining; Z. T. Ben-
s ill. .New York: Harry Heller, New York: G. L. Peck. Jamai-
. ,1 ; e. S. Ingraham, Klmira; S. Lee Perkins. Troy; C. W. Put-
r nil. l-:ast Nassau; Peter W. Rav, M. D., Brooklyn, and
'lii.il. 3 Rickard. Fultonville.

i:nli uies are not within the province of this message, but I
iiu^t tie the conclusion of our proceedings, voices will be lift-
ed m loving praise of those who have labored with us but are
no more.

The Commercial Traveler's Auxiliary.
Our good friends of the road, the boys who smile at us

through thick and thin, who work for us in good times and
bad. who labor in teaching us the error of our ways, bringing
to us accounts of our friends as they travel along, carrying
^o.ul cheei-. good news and good ideas to us day after day—
111 them indeed is due our warmest gratitude, not only for as-
sisiaiiee brought to us through the year, but for the generous
part which they invariably contribute in our entertainment
pr.iaiini. I am sure you v,'ill find their previous good record
:iill>- maintained again this week. As they invariably show us
i; lid will anil kindness in our daily relations, so are they
als.i a real and important help to us at our annual meetings,
where so much of our enjoyment comes through them. Iklod-
• rn bu.-mess Conditions render the traveling man an absolute
necessity to every live, up-to-date retail druggist. The Com-
mercial Traveler .s Auxiliary has become almost as necessary
at our yearly gatherings. I know I am but voicing the senti-
ments of this body in publicly acknowledging their importance,
and in thanking them for the generous treatment with which
they invariably favor us.

The Press.

To the gentlemen of the press much is due in the way of
thanks for courtesies, for space allowed us and for actual rf-
sults obtained at their hands. We may well be proud of the
assistance which they have given us and the often-times rath-
er irksome work performed by them in our interest. I realize
that at times this winter we have asked courtesies not always
in accord with their views, but their columns have never been
lefused to us. Messrs. D. O. Haynes and E. J. Kennedy, of
tile Pharmaceutical Era; Messrs. Keenan and Mayo, of the
.\niericon Druggist, and Mr. Francis B. Hays, of The Drug-
gists I'ircuiar. have also wielded forceful pens in our behalf
and h.ive ably assisted us in our organization work.

I eiunot conclude this message without making public ac-
knc.wl. diiement of the gratifying and invariable co-operation
ixtended to me no matter in what direction I have looked. If
my adnunistration includes some successful work, the credit
'^( it should properly go to the good fellowship, the hearty
assistance, the willing labor of every member of the associa-
tion and of the Commercial Traveler's Auxiliary upon whom
I have called. Never once has the usually ever-ready excuse
been offered, never once has a request been met with denial.
Throughout the entire year, it has been a source of comfort,
pride and satisfaction to find that in every move and every ef-
ifiut. i.urtesy, kindness and good will have always been at
my I - iiimand. Such sympathetic ajid active good fellowship
eaiinot Ijut inspire an oflScer with energy, courage and opti-
mism, no matter what the work in hand may be. Fortunate
indeed is he who finds it. Doubly fortunate is the society

e'o-i.peiation in its fullest sense will go further toward the
.utniiiii.Dt of the ideals of our association than any other
leiii. iiil- we might adopt. I trust this will grow to be more
Old II. oe the dominant characteristic as time goes on. If we

I .-s. -- ;;nd cherish it as we should, the future of our cause is
..11.- ;. r which we need have no fear, no concern, no doubts.
lO.iuiiined co-operation means pharmacy organized and unitea
.-houl.ier to shoulder, ranks filled, files closed, eyes front—

a

discirliiied army battling only for the right, always advancing,
victori.ius, triumphant and successful because what it seeks
is worthy, proper and just.

The president's address was enthusiastically received
and was referred to a committee consisting of W. C. An-
derson, of Brookbn; A. B. Huested. of Albany; William
Muir. of Brooklyn; Thomas Stoddart. of Buffalo; J. B.

Todd, of Ithaca; E. H. Van Winkle, of Hornellsville; and
Joseph Weinstein, of New York.

Secretary Dawson then read the following annual re-

port of the business of his office;

secretary's report.

To the members of the New York State Pharmaceutical
Association:
In submitting the customary annual report, your secretary

desires, as a preface, to thank the officers of the association for
the aid they extended him in getting under way the work in-
cidental to his office. The proceedings were published under a
contract with a Syracuse firm of publishers, and the resultant
book is generally satisfactory. The book is much heavier than
that of the preceding year, and, with the tourists folder enclosed
made the increased postage quite an item of expense. The ap-
pendix of 53 pages, embracing the report of the committee on
new remedies, makes this a valuable book of reference for the
pharmacist's library, and well repays the association the cost
of having it inserted. DiUgent, but unsuccessful, efforts were
made by the chairman of the executive committee, to secure
advertisements for insertion in the book, but their absence
does not detract from the pharmaceutical value of it. The
books were ready for mailing, and were sent to 900 members,
in good standing, within a reasonable time after the adjourn-
ment of the last meeting of the association.
tJpon assuming the duties of his ofBce, your secretary was

confronted with a large amount of work incidental to certain
resolutions which had been adopted by the association at
Niagara Falls, and as this necessitated the duplication of a
considerable number of type-written copies, he asked author-
ity of the executive committee to purchase an Edison mimeo-
graph, which was granted, and the association is the possessor
of one of these valuable labor-saving machines. Your secre-
tary sent to the president, cabinet and congress, and the sur-
geons-general of the army and navy, copies of the resolution
asking that provision be made, within the medical department
of the United States army, for the organization of a pharma-
ceutical corps, along the lines so successfully followed by
.Tapan. and, further, that full commissioned rank be accorded
to the skilled pharmacist in the army and navy.
Copies of the resolution indorsing the Mann bill to amend

the patent laws, were sent to the senators and congressmen
of New York State. Quite a number of acknowledgments
were received from senators and congressmen, from most of
the members of the cabinet, and from the surgeons-general
of the army and navy, and assurance was given by the writ-
ers of due consideration of the subject matter of the resolu-
tions.
Pursuant to instructions, letters were sent to certain sena-

tors and assemblymen, expressing the gratitude of the asso-
ciation for the valuable assistance rendered the legislative
committee, in defeating obnoxious measures in the legislature.
Your secretary, appreciative of the good work done by the

members of the Commercial Travelers' Auxiliary, through
their hearty co-operation with the officers and committees of
this association, in securing new members for us, takes this
occasion to express his gratitude to them.
Your secretary desires, also, to thank the following drug-

gists for their courtesy in distributing copies of the proceed-
ings to members in their vicinity: A. J. Broughton & Brothers,
Rome; Gsrity Brothers. Elmira; Charles Hubbard Son & Co..
Syracuse: J. T. & D. B. Lyon, Schenectady; McMonagle &
Rogers, Middletown: George H. Merritt. Newburgh: J. K. Post
Drug Company, Rochester; J. H. Sheehan & Co., Utica; John
L. Tliompson Sons & Co., Troy; Judson B. Todd. Ithaca, and
Walker & Gibson, Albany; and he also thanks the editors of
the Pharmaceutical Era for the half-tone plate used in the
Proceedings.
It is with profound regret that your secretary announces the

decease of the following members of the association: C. L.
Ambler. Ossining; Z. T. Benson, New York; Harry Heller,
New York; C. S. Ingraham, Elmira; G. L. Peck, Jamaica;
S. Lee Perkins, Troy; C. W. Putnam, East Nassau; Peter W.
Rav, M. D., Brooklyn; and Charles Rickard, Fultonville.
Co-operating with Treasurer Richardson, your secretary has.

much to his regret, stricken from the roll the names of a
number of members who were in arrears for dues, and yet.
notwithstanding this, our association is in a very healthy
condition. Forty-three new members were elected at the last
meeting.

At the pu'olication of the 1906 Proceedings, the list of
active members (allowing for subsequent corrections*.
numbered 1.022

There have since died (as far as known) 9
Resigned 11

Dropped from roll 59 79

Total present membership 943

most of whom are in good standing.
Official acknowledgment is made of the receipt of the follow-

ing publications: The Druggists Circular, Meyer Brothers
Druggist, Bulletin of Pharmacy. Alumni Report of the Phila-
delphia College of Pharmacy, the Pharmaceutical Era, and
American Druggist.
Copies of annual Proceedings were received from the secre-

taries of the National Wholesale Druggists' Association, and
of the pharmaceutical associations of twenty of the States and
Territories. This courtesy was reciprocated by your secretary.
In order that the records of attendance at our meetings may

he more complete, it is hoped that the members of the associa-
tion, and of the Commercial Travelers' Auxiliary, will take
pains to enter their names in the official registers as soon as
they come to the convention hall.
The records of the last annual meeting, as compiled from

the official registers, exhibit the following:

Total number of traveling men in attendance... 29
Members in attendance 89
Ladies in attendance 40
Traveling men in attendance, not members 18

Total 147

i The LockWOOD aiEMORiAL LlBniAftY
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The expenses of the office have been as follows:
Expressage and drayage on trunk, stationery and
books $11.92

Electros for letter-heads and badge 2.7o

Halt-tone plates t>w
Telegrams o?

Mimeograph and supplies 31-85

Stationery and printing S'o
Publishing Proceedings 2S9.79

Postage and expenses on same 63.25

Postage 11-00

Notification postals 3.00

Postage on certificates 1.20

Other postage expenses 37.00

Engrossing certificates 5.00

Office supplies, etc 10.33

Total $552.94

Bills, covering most of these items are in the hands of the
execu;ive committee.

treasurer's report.

The following report of Treasurer Frank Richardson,
of Cambridge, was received with marked enthusiasm,
owing to the very flourishing conditioti of the finances of

the association:

Receipts.

Cash on hand last report $1,112.1S

Special committee Procter memorial fund.... 26S.20
Dues from members 1,596.09

Application for membership 729.00 $3,705.3S

Disbursements.
W. Muir, legislative committee $110.00
F. Richardson, salary and expenses 206.40
W. H. Rogers, legislative committee 18.33

J. B. Westervelt. printing 61.40

J. A. Lockie, legislative committee 20.3<J

Jennie Hastie, typewriting 13.20

H. E. Newton, typewriting committee on new
remedies .' 2.40

Sarah A. Moore, reporting meeting 100.00
George Kleinau, legislative committee 21.00
Frank Richardson, expenses to Niagara 40.00

S. V. B. Swann, expenses to Niagara 45.25
Sarah A. Moore, expenses to Niagara 30.35
E. S. Dawson, Jr., executive secretary's office 100.00
S. V. B. Swann, salary 300.00
T V. 'Wooten, secretary N. A. R. D. dues 127.00
D. T. Fairchild, treasurer Procter memorial
fund 268.20

E. S. Dawson, Jr., printing Proceedings, Sta-
tionery, etc 348.42

American Druggist Publishing Company, re-
prints reports on new remedies 45.00

E. S. Dawson, Jr.. expenses 65.00
F. S. Rogers, legislative committee 19.60
Peter Diamond, N. A. R. D. badges 10.00
F. S. Rogers, legislative committee 29.43
F. S. Rogers, legislative committee 17.75
Frank Knight, typewriting 11.00
Peter Diamond, expenses committee on new
members 125.00

E. S. Dawson. Jr 60.00
F. S. Rogers, legislative committee 42.88
William Muensch, legislative committee 18.00

Balance 1,448.77 $3,705.38

Supplementary to his formal report Treasurer Richard-
son suggested that as a means of inducing delinquent
members to remit their dues the report of the legislative
committee be printed in pamphlet form and sent to those
who were in arrears, to show them the work done by the
association in behalf of the pharmacists throughout the
State. It was also suggested that the paper read by Jud-
son B. Todd at the last year's meeting, entitled "Where
Do the $2 Go?" be reprinted and sent along with these re-

ports.

The report of the treasurer was received with thanks,
and his suggestions referred to the committee on the
president's address,

report of legisl.^th'e committee.
Probably the most interesting feature of the morning

session was the report of the legislative committee read
by William Muir, of Brooklyn. This report, incomplete
owing to the continued session of the State legislature,
was as follows:

To the New York State Pharmaceutical Association:
Your committee on legislation regret that lack of time and

space forbid the presentation of a report that would truly
give all of the information respecting the legislation consid-
ered at Albany during the recent session of the legislature.
Some slight idea of the amount of work done during the five
and-a-half months of the legislative session may be had when
it is known that thirty-two separate and distinct bills affect-
ing the welfare of the members of the State association were
introduced, and if we include many of the amended bills, it
bnngs the aggregate up to nearly 100 bills that your committee
had to deal with. Probably never before in the history of anv
legislative body, and your committee sincerelv hope that never
again will such a volume of work be entailed upon any com-
mittee of business men.
Many times in the past has the attention of the association

been directed to the advantage of thorough organization, but
never before has the strength and the quality of the New

Ycrk State Pharmaceutical Association been so practically
demonstr.ited and its effectiveness felt as during the legislative
session of 1907. While the energetic efforts of our officers dur-
ing the p.ist several years has resulted in materially addmg
to the membershiu and thus to the strength of the organiza-
tion, it is nevertheless true that there are throughout the
State manv men who are recipients of the benefits of the work
of the association but who contribute naught to its strength
or its welfare.
Tour committee on legislation earnestly urge upon each

member of the association that he see to it that every phar-
macist eligible for membership shall be enrolled and made
to realize the necessitv of contributing his personal influence
and effort to enhancing the welfare of the profession which
we love, and which is the targe; for malicious and ignorant
attack. There can be no reason suggested why the New York
State Pharmaceutical Association should not comprise every
pharmacist and druggist within the confines of the Empire
State and become a potent factor in the public affairs of the
State and protect the professional and commercial rights of
its members.
Pursuant to the instructions given at the last annual meet-

ing of the association, vour committee prepared and had in-
troduced by Senator Saxe a bill providing (1). that the State
board of pharmacy shall meet on the first Tuesday instead of
the first Monday in January of each year; (2) that the com-
pensation of each member of the board of pharmacy should
be $10 instead of $5 for each dav actually engaged in the per-
formance of his duties as a member of such board: providing,
however, that such compensation should not exceed $300 in any
one year; i'S) providing an amendment to subdivision 4 whereby
violators of the law should forfeit the penalty for each separate
violation and the several penalties inflicted might be recovered
by the Siate board cf pharmacy under one action at law; in
other words, cumulative penalties. This bill, your committee
regrets to say. was never reported from the senate committee
on public health, notwithstanding strenuous efforts to accom-
plish this purpose.
Tour committee also had prepared and introduced by As-

semblyman Whitney a bill amending the poison schedule in
accordance with the instructions cf the association. This bill

your committee are pleased to report is now a law.
In conjunction with this bill. Mr. Whitney also introduced

another bill to make the schedule of poisons embodied in the
penal code correspond to the same provisions in the public
health law. This bill, we are pleased to report, is now a law.
After conference with the State board of pharmacy, your

committee co-operated with the State board in preparing and
having introduced a bill prohibiting the sale of cocaine ex-
cept under stringent restrictions ' of a professional char-
acter. This bill was necessary because of a measure intro-
duced by Assemblyman Smith, of New Tork, prohibiting the
sale not only of cocaine but also of acetanilide and opium and
all its preparations, alkaloids or its derivatives, and making
the penalty for the violation thereof a felony punishable by
imprisonment for at least one year and a fine of $1,000. or both.
The sweeping character of the Smith bill and its injustice,
your committee was permitted to make so manifest that it
was practically defeated, and the provisions of the bill in-
troduced by Mr. Whitney were subsequently incorporated in
the Smith bill with the result that the same became a law
and is now known as chapter 424 of the laws of 1907. Y'our
committee labored strenuously to have the felonv feature of
the measure changed to make the violation of the law a mis-
demeanor, but in this we were unsuccessful.
Upon the passage of the Smith bill, your committee secured

the introduction of another bill by Mr. Whitney, providing
that the provisions of the pharmacy law should correspond
with the provisions of the Penal Code controlling the sale and
Imndling cf poisons and forbidding the sale of cocaine at retail,
and regulating the sale of the same article at wholesale. This
bill is now in the hands of the governor awaiting his signa-
ture, and we expect ere long it will become a law.
Another bill which your committee supported actively was

the measure introduced by Senator Saxe at the request of the
State board of pharmacy amending the Code of Civil Pro-
cedure by including penalties incurred under the public health
law in the provisions permitting the "joining of two or more
causes of action in the same complaint for violations of the
law." This bill received the signature of the governor and is
now a law.
Your committee gave its attention to the bill introduced by

Senator Page known as the anti-substitution bill. As first in-
troduced this bill was very objectionable, and made it a penal
offense to put up a greater or less quantity of any ingredient
specified in any prescription or otherwise deviating from the
terms of a prescription. Upon a conference. Senator Page
agreed to accept an amendment offered by your committee, and
the bill in its amended form is now a law.
Your committee also supported a bill introduced bv Assem-

blyman Hastings providing that anv person who shall hold a
license or certificate of registration as pharmacist granted bv
any local State board of pharmacy of the State of New York,
previous to January 1st, 1901. may make application to the
State board, surrendering such license or certificate, and may
be granted by the State board a license to practice as a
licensed pharmacist anywhere within the State. This is now
a law and will become operative September 1st, next.
The only bill that passed the legislature in opposition to

the wishes of your committee was the bill introduced by As-
semblyman Lupton, of Long Island, which adds to the list of
articles which may be sold by the proprietor of a store other
than a pharmacy, such preparations as quinine, cathartic
pills, seidlitz powders and a few other household remedies.
and when bearing the label of a licensed pharmacist, spirit
of camphor, spirit of niter and tincture of arnica. In its
original form, this bill was very objectionable and might now
be looked upon as a harmless measure. It has received the
approval of the governor and is now a law.
Your committee were, as last year, compelled to give a great

deal of attention and energ>- to the defeat of the measures in-
troduced by Assemblyman Wainwright. of 'Westchestpr. who
presented several bills. The first measure was similar to the
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wliioh till-
' suppressing.

Annthn- ' '^'1 "as an
ntV.Minn Ui I

'1 pure food

MiiVl ilru' - ... i .. '' .- ' .
.MM I he abolition

'

r III- siV'- I'.'i. nd i.t iihainiacv \'v translLiTing most, if not

,1 .• 'it* powers to tlie department of public liealth. Your
'..iinnrnt-e is pleased to report that tliis bill was also killed.

\Li 1 i.l' r^tandin" \va^ armed at by which your committee
.,.,,, ,, iM ^rippnrt Mr \\ •-nwrh-'iit in an effort to pass a meas-
'r , ,1 I,

,>' 111,. i,i,,\ -iiMi- 1.1. II.- to the sale of drugs from
.i'in.i'7ii 1. I 1' >. ""« conform to the laws of

^'i ,,.'..! .N. w 1
1

I- the administration of the
,

',,; ,.,,. J,, I

,
.

iiacy. Notwithstanding this
.1.1. 111.ted to secure the passage

r
' ' d to and another measure
and excluding the State

I

..'tration of the law. Your
,.i report that none of Mr.

Iv (iii\\]rni » i,,v..-.,.L~ ai... ua^ uur interests were permitted

lo'mss Trie legislature, and it is only fair to say that they

wei'e stricken frjm the calendar upon his own request.

Another bill to which your committee devoted considerable

time and attention was the bill introduced by Senator Mc-
Carren which was most objectionable in many features. It

opened the door tor the sale of so-called domestic remedies

to department stores
further provided that <-

or sell a drug if the sa

pounded in the prese"
"ruggist; thus P"*^l''_-»„-,-„-X ";"'.5or,.J,.i\r,or,V <=t^ro it is, how-
the of

kind of establishment, and it

bod'v might compound a prescription
had been prepared for sale or com-

if a licensed pharmacist or licensed

r.a the entire drug trade of the State at
" -y or department store. It is, how-

McCarren to state that after hear-
st this measure, he did not press it

ind the bill never was reported from
ever, only fail

ing the argurrents a

with his usual dnigei

*'*Not satisfied with attempts to reach ths drug trade through

direct legislation, a very strong eftort was mad-e by the de-

partment of excise in a measure amending the excise law in-

troduced by Assemblyman F. G. Whitney, of Oswego which,

it passed, would hav4 compelled every druggist, to suljstanti-

ally place his entire formula upon his preparatioti if it con-

tained alcohol either for the purpose of preservmg or dis-

sowfng the ingredients of the same.. Your committee were

able however, to convince the eommissiorer of excise of the

fnjustice of this proposition, and it was, therefore, stricken

'""s^vera! old acquaintances, such as Assemblyman Oliver'

s

bill were met and vanquished, and a number of new meas-

ure's purporting to be pure food and pure drug bills were in-

"I'^new f^ea?u?" hab grown up in the legislature with respect

to the drug trade. For example, the bills introduced by Sena-

tor Hasenflug, of Brooklyn. Assemblyman Harowitz.of New
York InS A^s'semblyman Duell. of Westchester, designed to

emhlp men to secure certiticates as pharmacists without con-

f?rmmg to" the necessary re.,uirem.ents imposed by law upon
the average citizen Your committee cannot condemn too

strongly these attempts. The practice of pharmacy is as scien-

titeand as important as that of any profession protected by

liw and any attempt to inveigle into the profession men who
a1-e fncompetent or unable to qualify under the regulations

Bhoud not, in any way, be permitted. Too much care cannot

he exercised in the selection of the men who have to deal

with the things that affect, as does pharmacy, the very lives

^f the communityr and w4 recommend that the. State asso-

cfatioS adopt an earnest protest against any legislation that

may be attempted whereby the stringent Provisions now con-

trolling the issue of certificates to competent men shall, n the

slightest degree be infringed. As heretofore stated,, numer-

oul other measures were introduced, but the ^°r^eome terse

^^'Z livrrcVrnVr^Lri^/e 'f.lTTillT^lT.ir^, Th'e

"'l^t/'c^o^m^m^t'J^rdesire- to make it. perfectly Plain that there

pc^tlZ ^^irLf^.'llrTol-.^e tr^,t^a?;.'tel°ort1?e\ltrte^:of

New York with the laws and regulations governing the hand-

UnTand saTe of d?ugs and foods in this State On the con-

trary, we end.^avored to promote e^^ry,
^f?^' t°„?"?f ?±°"l

such harmony in the law, and regiet that some of the nieas-

ures designed to accomplish this purpose separating how-

ever the pure food and pure drugs so that there could be no

confiict between the departments of State, failed to become

a law In this connection, your committee respectfully re-

commend that thriegislativ'e.committee appointed to serve for

the ensuing year, shall be directed to confer with the State

board of phafmacy with a view to preparing and securing the

passage of such legislation as will bring into harmony with

the national laws the statutes of this State controlling the

sale and handling of the foods and drugs used m the State

and we further recommend that the representatives from this

as^iciation shall insist that the adm nistration of the pure

d?ugs provisions of law shall be committed to the State board

°ta'''^c^o™?usion. your committee submit the following recom-

mendations and urge their approval. „„j„„r,t ^f »he
First-That efforts be made to secure the amendment of the

pharmacy law whereby the penalty for violation thereof shall

'''sicoTd-Th/t^''the?f,armtcy law be further amended to proj

vide that the members of the State board of pharmacy shall

receive for their services the sum of $o per day as at Present,

but that the gross amount paid for such services to any mem-
ber of such board shall not exceed the sum of $300 m any

"
We^pr'"esent with this report copies of all of the bil^ intro-

duced in the legislature affecting the '"terests of the members
of this association, which we recommend shall be retained on

file in the office of the secretary for reference.

We cannot close this report without agam referring to the

sterling worth of our fellow member. Assemblyman George

H. Whitney, of Saratoga county. Too much cannot he said

for the devotion and self-sacrificing services of this man.

Kvery pharmacist in the Empire State owes him a debt of

everlasting gratitude for his untiring zeal m their behalf.

Words fail your committee in an attempt to express the grat-

itude that is due to Mr. Whitney.
Thousand Island Park, N. Y.. June 2oth, 1907.

After this report had been referred to the committee on

the president's address, open discussion of legislative mat-

ters was invited; but owing to the approach of the time

for adjournment, this discussion was made a special order

of business for a later session.

By a rising vote, the thanks of the association were

given to the legislative committse, and to Representative

G. H. Whitney, who had done much to foster desired

pharmacal measures in the present legislative session.

The presentation of 180 applications for membership

clearly indicated the awakening of the druggists to their

duty toward the State association.

At the afternoon session. F. B. Beaman, of Richville,

delivered a very cordial address of welcome on behalf of

the local committee. A. L. Williams, of Clayton, chair-

man of the committee, briefly outlined the entertainment

program.
President Rogers appointed W. C. Anderson, of Brook-

lyn; F. B. Beaman, of Richville; and J. B. Todd, of Ithaca,

the committee on credentials.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON PH.\T!M.\CT AND QUERIES.

C. L. Robertson, of New York, chairman of the commit-

tee on pharmacy and queries, then read the report of the

efforts of that committee to secure papers for the meeting.

The troubles of Mr. Robertson and his colleagues were set

forth in a good-natured way, the report concluding as

follows:

The question of "How to Increase the Interest of the Med-
ical Profession in the U. S. Pharmacopoeia'' is discussed b.v

Messrs. .Tacob Diner, Otto Wicke, Fred H. Mason, and David
Stolz. If you follow their advice, the physicians will corner

the market for pharmacopceias. A copy of the United states

Pharmacopeia, offered by the board of trustees of the United

States P'narmacopoeial Convention, will be awarded for the

best paper on the subject. , ., , . , ..^
Dr. Alfred I. Cohn, at the request of the chairinan of the

committee, makes a few friendly comments on the United

States Pharmacopoeia-a practical paper such as w;e know
the committee on revision will welcome, and which is credi-

table to the association from which it emanates.
Judson B. Todd will expatiate upon the characteristics of

the "Buttinskys and the Trolleyofts." He's made a study of

the genera. The committee advises "standing from under -
or rather, over—when Mr. Todd touches off his hidden mine.

Francis B. Hays asks some pertinent questions of druggists

concerning a bugbear well known to them and which he aptly

terms "The Nostrum." _ ...
Otto A. Wicke proposes a "Druggists' Protective Associa-

tion," with special reference to the doings in the legislative

'^E.™S.^Dawson,'jr"..' gives his experience in the manufacturing
of certain pharmacopoeial preparations—a timely, practical

paper likely to save time, trouble and embarrassment to those

pharmacists who contemplate making up these preparations

in order to help create and meet the demand for them that It

seems must follow the laudable United States Pharmacopoeia
and National Formulary propaganda in which many druggists

and associations are now engaged.
. , . ,

\ year's subscription to Meyer Brothers Druggist has also

been kindly placed at the disposal of the committee, to be

awarded the reader of a good paper. ^ . .u .- «
The reading of these papers will not take much of the time

of the convention, and they are all worth the close attention

which the committee bespeaks for them.

Mr. Robertson's report was received and ordered filed

with the secretary.
.

The reading of the papers, and the discussions which

they evoked, occupied the rest of the afternoon's session.

-The papers named In the report were all presented in

full all being read by their authors except that of Dr.

Cohn which was read by E. S. Dawson, that of Mr. Mason,

read by C. L. Robertson; and that of Mr. Hays, read by

Hugh Craig.
. . .

Considerable interesting and instructive discussion ot

the papers outlining plans for interesting physicians in

the standard preparations followed their reading W. C.

Anderson. C. 0. Bigelow, W. A. Bissell, Bernard Colle, G.

C Diekman, Jacob Diner, A. B. Huested. C. L. McBride,

William Muir. W. S. Sindey, Joseph Weinstein and Otto

Wicke related the experiences attending the efforts of

themselves and their associates in propagating the prepa-

rations of the Pharmacopoeia and the National Formulary

among physicians and pharmacists. It was generally ad-

mitted that the pharmacist was as much In need of edu-

cation on standard preparations, as the physician, and less

willing to learn.
.

Upon motion of Dr. Muir the following resolution was

is taking up propaganda
Resolved. That a committee of twenty-five, chosen from all

sections of the State, be appointed to consjder the desirabiUty

and advisability of the, associatioi
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work, and to formulate a working proposition to be presented
at the next meeting.

All the above named papers, with one exception, were
accepted and referred to the executive committee to be
printed in the annual proceedings. The paper by Otto

Wicke, on "A Druggists' Protective Association" was re-

ferred to the executive committee with power to act.

This paper was discussed by George Kleinau, William
Muir and Dr. H. L. Taylor, of the State educational de-

partment. Dr. Taylor, to whom the privilege of the floor

was extended, referred to the age of the principle of the

State medical law, 125 years; and its intention, to fix a
definition of the practice of medicine. Since the new law
of May 13th, 1907, exempts physicians from examination
in materia medica, the pharmacist had greater responsi-

bilities, and educational prerequisites, accordingly, had
become more essential. Dr. Taylor ably defended the

champions of the one-year-in-high-school requirement
adopted by many colleges of pharmacy.
The thanks of the association were tendered to Dr. Tay-

lor by a rising vote.

It was agreed by the sixty members present that an
equally instructive and profitable session had never be-

fore been held by the association. In a unanimous vote

of thanks the association expressed its gratitude to Mr.
Robertson and his fellow committeemen, and the authors
of the several papers.

Wed)icsday. June 26th.

Immediately after the routine business attending the

opening of the third session Wednesday morning, Peter
Diamond, chairman of the executive committee, read the

following preliminary report and sought instructions as to

the action of the committee on its several phases:

PRELIMINARY BEPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

During the year several matters were submitted to this
committee upon which we did not feel justified to pass, and
we have decided to submit these matters at the meeting for
the members of this association to decide, inasmuch as we
found no precedent to guide us.

The first matter to consider was several bills handed in

by three of the delegates to the natloBal association, which are
hereto annexed, and upon which we ask the members of this
association to pass. One of the bills is that of Mr. Charles
McBrlde, who was appointed chairman of the delegation by
President Rogers. The amount is $59.02. The next bill is that
of Dr. William Muir for 141.00. and one of Mr. James Lockie,
who was elected chairman of the combined delegation from
the various sections of the State, at the meeting held at At-
lanta, Ga.; the amount of this bill is $31.50. This committee
has no recommendation to make in the matter, and simply
asks you for a ruling.
Another matter which came up before your committee is a

request from the Allied Printing Trades Council of New York
State, requesting our association to adopt the resolution which
is hereto annexed. Your committee believes that while it is
proper to encourage union labor, the adoption of a resolution
of this kind is not within the scope of our activity. How-
ever, your committee leaves this matter Ih your hand.
Tlie next matter we wish to submit to you is the kind invi-

tation coming from the Syracuse Druggists' Association, to
hold our next annual meeting at Syracuse. This invitation
is accompanied by a letter from the Syracuse Chamber of
Commerce, and your committee desires to pla'e this invita-
tion before you for submission to the committee to be ap-
pointed on the next place of meeting. We have also received
a recommendation signed by a number of members that the
next meeting be held at the Catsklll Mountains.

After a lengthy discussion the expenses of the delegates
were ordered paid. A motion to pay all or part of the
expenses of delegates sent by the association to future
meetings of other pharmaceutical organizations was
tabled.

The request of the allied printing trades was tabled
without action.

The invitations received by the -ommittee were referred
to the committee on time and place of meeting.

REPORT or SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS.
At the legislative conference held at Albany February

5th—an account of whose deliberations appeared in the
CiRCUL.\R for February, page 238, President Rogers ap-
pointed a special committee, consisting of Peter Diamond,
Thomas P. Cook, Edward S. Gaboon, Caswell A. Mayo.
David O. Haynes, and Francis B. Hays, of New York, and
Thomas Stoddart, of Buffalo, to devise ways and means
of increasing the membership of the association and
thereby increasing the association's ability to safeguard
the interests of the druggists of the State. " The report of
this committee was read by its chairman, Peter Diamond.
It was as follows:

The appointment of this committee was due to the fact
that a vast number of bills inimical to the interests of our
trade and profession were introduced in the legislature during

this last session, and that the State association while claim-
ing to represent all the pharmacists of the State of New York,
leally represents but one-filth of the entire number. The con-
ference assembled at Albany, February 5th, 1907. felt that
something should be done to arouse the retail druggists of this
State to a realization of the fact that unless we can present

ited front before our legislators we could hardly expect

Albany.
and also for the purpose of arousing more interest among the
pharmacists of the State of New York in the State pharma-
ceutical association—hence the existence of this committee.
Shortly after the appointment was made, this committee

organized and began its deliberations and discussions upon
the best ways and means to accomplish the end for which it

was appointed. After the matter was thoroughly discussed
at three or four sessions of the committee, it was decided to
issue a report to the president of the State association, for
the purpose of submitting the same to every licensed druggist
ill the State. The president approved of the plan and issued a
letter to accompany said report, with a request that this com-
mittee send both to the druggists. The committee mailed the
report and letter together with an application and a return
envelope to 4,153 pharmacists and druggists of this State, in
the early part of May. 1907.

.Your committee deemed it wise to have this report reach
*very one in the State, whether a member of this association
or not, for the reason that we thought every member of this
asForiation should give this committee a helping hand in its

undertaking and make use of the application blank sent to him.
The response to the appeal of this committee we considered
quite liberal but somewhat below our expectations. The
reasons set forth in our report were such as to appeal tn
everyone engaged in the pharmaceutical business, and while
this appeal brought a few hundred members into our ranks
and a lew hundred dollars into our treasury, the number
should have been thousands.

dent Ro£,.
, j ^ —

letter to those who had
not responded to the first effort. A letter was therefore sent
to those who were not members of this association in the
early part of June, 1907. which letter brought another bunch
of members, and some more money into our treasury.
Your committee in pursuing this work has expended the

sum of $227.75. and as a direct result of its work some 200
pharmacists have joined this association, and $700 or $S00 were
brought into our treasury. However, your committeff feels
that our work has indirectly influenced our members to have
their neighbors ard friends join our association, and that as a
result of that indirect influence, the total number of those
who have joined this association at this session has reached
2(57, and the amount collected $S75.

This committee deems it important that the work begun
in this way should be continued and that it should become a
permanent feature of our organization, and in order to facili-
tate this work and make it more systematic and complete,
we recommend that the State be divided into fifty districts as
now represented by the fifty senatorial districts of the State;
that the president of this association carefully select one
member in each of said districts to represent said district;
rliat the fifty men thus selected, comprise a permanent com-
mittee to pursue and continue the work begun by this com-
mittee; that each of the fifty committeemen appointed be
made responsible for his district, and that the aim of each of
said committeemen should be to bring every pharmacist or
druggist within his jurisdiction, into the folds of the associa-
tion, and that he constantly keep in touch with the senator
of his district and the various assemblymen, with reference
to any bills introduced in the legislature, thus becoming of
material assistance to our legislative committee, that it be
his duty to keep every pharmacist and druggist within his
jurisdiction fully acquainted, with each and every bill intro-
duced in the legislature, and whenever necessary to render
such assistance as our legislative committee may call upon
them to perform.
In conclusion we wish to say. that the thanks of this asso-

ciation are due to President Fred Rogers, for the energy with
which he went into this matter, thereby stimulating this com-
mittee to perform their part of the work to the best of their
ability.

This report was received and approved and the recom-
mendations it Included, referred to the committee on the
president's address. The members of the committee were
thanked by President Rogers, and the association.

Discussion of the report of the legislative committee,
which had been made a special order of business, was then
begun. The committee asked for instructions as to the
provisions of a pure drug bill w'nich it should support or
introduce in the next session of the legislature. William
Muir read several excerpts from assembly bill 2711 intro-

duced during the 1907 session by G. H. Whitney. This
measure follows the provisions of the federal la.v in so far

as it relates to drugs, but exempts from the labeling re-

quirements, legitimate physicians' prescriptions and the
preparations of the Pharmacoposia and the National Foi-
mu.'ary; rnd the clause of the federal act, permitting the
sale of official substances of other than official standard,
when such standard is given on the label, is included in

an amended form, so as to apply to crude drugs only.

Considerable animated discussion attended the consid-

eration of this subject, in which W. C. Anderson, C. O.

Bigelow, Bernard CoUe, G. C. Diekman, Jacob Diner,
William Muir, F. S. Rogers, H. H. Rusby, W. S. Sindey,
Thomas Stoddart, and Joseph Weinstein took part. Much
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opposition developed to the proposition of Dr. Rusby that
standard crude drugs were of paramount importance, and
that the remedying of the evil should be begun with l!hem.
No definite form of a bill was determined upon but it

was considered advisable that a new bill embodying the
better features of the federal act should be urged for en-
actment, with the power of enforcement delegated to the
board of pharmacy or equally divided between that body
and the department of health. A motion that the asso-
ciation use every effort to secure this power for the board,
and that the legislative committee of the association con-
fer with the departments of health and of agriculture and
the board of pharmacy, with that end in view was car-
lieVt.

A proposition to exempt in the present or future laws,
the cholera mixtures of the National Formulary and Do-
ver's powder, from the poison labeling requirement, was
referred to the legislative committee.
President Rogers appointed W. A. Bissell, of Syracuse;

W. H. Bussenschutt, of Brooklyn; and A. B. Huested, of
Albany, a committee on the time and place of the next
meeting.
The reports of delegates to the meetings cf other asso-

ciations being in order the following gentlemen were
heard: F. P. Tuthill, of Brooklyn, delegate to the New
Jersey Pharmaceutical Association; W. C. Anderson, of
Brooklyn, to the American Pharmaceutical Association;
and C. L. McBride, of Kingston, to the National Associa-
tion of Retail Druggists. Mr. McBride's report embodied
a recommendation that the affiliation of the association
with the N. A. R. D. be continued and the requisite dues
be paid. It was referred to the committee on the presi-
dent's address.

Dr. H. L. Taylor invited the association to send a large
delegation to the next meeting of the State department of
education to be held at Albany in October. This invita-
tion was gratefully accepted and a delegation of five con-
sisting of the deans of the four pharmacal institutions of
the State and the chairman of the ad interim committee
of the board of pharmacy will be sent.

Thursday, June 27th.

Affairs connected with the National Association of Re-
tall Druggists furnished a topic for much lively discussion
on the third day of the meeting. A motion to recall N. A.
R. D. matters from the committee to which they had been
referred, was lost. Later, when the discussion was opened
on a motion to pay the dues of the State association to
the national association for all members in good standing
to June 1st, Thomas Stoddart, of Buffalo, said that the
money would bring better returns if used in propaganda
work for standard preparations, and in endeavoring to

secure new members.
Messrs. Muir and Anderson, of Brooklyn, and J. A.

Lockie, of Buffalo, were In favor of New York State being
a friend of the N. A. R. D. in its present need. Jacob
Diner, of New York, cited the need of an organization to

look after national legislative matters as sufficient reason
lor continuing to support the N. A. R. D. The secretary
gave a synopsis of several communications received by
him from Thomas V. Wooten. of Chicago, secretary of the
national association. The recommendations of the dele-

gates were adopted.
William. De Shetley. former N. A. R. D. organizer, laud-

ed the work of that body, and pointed out the possibilities

for druggists In a proper use of their great organization.
The report of the committee on new remedies was made

in abstract, by its chairman, Thomas J. Keenan, of New
York. The full report was received for publication In the
Proceedings, and the committee was thanked for its labors.

J. B. Todd, secretary of the committee on president's

address, reported that the committee approved the presi-

dent's recommendation that a committee of fifiy, one from
each senatorial district of the State, be appointed to bring
in new members and aid the legislative committee; that It

approved the recommendation that the legislative com-
mittee, the board of pharmacy, and the State departments
of health and agriculture confer as to a pure food and
drug law; that it approved the recommendations con-

tained in the report of the conference committee; that it

approved the recommendations of the legislative commit-
tee when changed so that the pay of members of the board
of pharmacy be made f10 a day, with a maximum of $300
a year. All these recommendations were then adopted by
the association.

Dr. 'William Muir donated to the association the amount

it allowed him for expenses to the Atlanta meeting of the
N. A. R, D.
The credentials committee reported that delegates to

this meeting had been appointed by the New Jersey Phar-
maceutical Association and by a number of local pharma-
ceutical bodies of New York State.

Dr. Muir reported the collection of $47 for the American
Pharmaceutical Association's Procter memorial fund.
George Reimann, of Buffalo, made a report as president

of the board of pharmacy.
Good reports were made by the college representatives

concerning the benefits to pharmacy in this State of the
higher educational requirements for pharmacists which
the association had brought about.

KEW OFFICERS.

Officers for the ensuing year were elected as follows:
President, C. L. McBride, of Kingston; vice-presidents,
Peter Diamond, of New York; George Hahn, of Rochester,
^and A. L. Williams, of Clayton; secretary, E. S. Dawson,
of Syracuse; treasurer, Frank Richardson, of Cambridge;
executive committee, O. C. Kleine, of Brooklyn; F. L.
Brothers, of Olean, and William Watson, of Utlca.

Friday, June 2Sth.

When the session had been opened Friday morning,
George E. Thorpe, chairman of the committee on trade
interests, made his report, as follows:

KEPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON COMMERCIAL INTEREST.
Mr. President and Fellow Members:
Seemingly, never has the chairman of this committee as-

sumed a greater task, for from each of the twenty members of
this committee has come as many different ideas.A few, out of their great achievements, in answering the
question "how to make more money out of the retail drug
business," have said, "we are so busy we cannot find time to
tell you how;" others say that by close application to business
they have been able to achieve success; others that because
of their undying devotion to technical pharmacy and the very
poor returns they have received from their patrons, and the
suspicion with which they are regarded, seemingly, by the
people of the State, they would urge no one to enter the field
of pharmacy. Others seeing the great number of laws enacted
and the bills that are introduced into the legislature every
year, has so placed them on the defensive that they believe
every man is up in arms against them, trying to crowd them
off the face of the earth, and while they have striven to the
best of their ability to do t'nat which was right and honest by
their neighbor, they are looked upon as worse than thieves,
robbers, or rum sellers.

Under the strong impetus in favor of the using of those
remedies recognized by the United States Pharmacopoeia and
National Formulary, it is urged that we should all enter more
practically into the manufacture of all of our own goods, not
only proprietary, but fluid extracts and many chemicals and
preparations that we can with small outlay and a judicious
use of the time at our disposal make tor ourselves rather than
purchase from the genial representative of the big pharma-
ceutical houses. It is urged that we withhold our patronage
from those houses, who solicit either openly or secretly, the
patronage of the physician at as low or lower price than they
offer to us. Concerted effort would be surely of some avail.
A strong suggestion comes from others that we can make

it to our financial advantage to give to each of our clerks a
percentage (probably 5 per cent.) on the sale of our own
preparation or on those upon which we make a larger profit;
thereby increasing their interest in the store's success. Then,
one who has been through the mill and knows the hard work
that comes, says: "We should strive to be content with what
we have, for after long years of striving we may only receive
a plain two-by-six that is promised to all men." Let us enjoy
each day as it comes to us, feeling sure that the enjovment
of the present is worth a great deal more than six weeks'
vacation five years from now.
Wishing every member of this association all the financial

success that he desires, I herewith submit the above report.

Communications were received from a number of phar-
macists, among them one from H. D. Knlseley, of Checo-
tah, I. T., chairman of the American Pharmaceutical As-
sociation's committee on commercial interests.

An unsuccessful effort was made to get the association
to suggest plans for the future of the National Association
of Retail Druggists, and the matter was referred to the
State association's delegates to that body.
The committee on pharmacy and queries reported the

receipt of a paper by George Reimann, of Buffalo, on the
scarcity of drug clerks, and one by Otto Raubenheimer, of
Brooklyn, on solution of magnesium citrate.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON ADULTERATIONS.

Dr, Joseph Kahn, of New York, chairman of the com-
mittee on adulterations, suggested that the committee be
empowered to purchase samples for examination. He
thought that the board of pharmacy should put at the
disposal of the association information regarding the tests

(other than official) employed by its chemists in deter-
mining the purity of drugs. He advocated a larger com-

._
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mittee and asked for the co-operation of the members.
Dr. Kahn then gave new tests for creosote, phenol,

guaiacol and a number of more or less similar articles.

His report was accepted with thanks and an appropria-

tion of $25 for his expenses was made. He suggested the

investment of the $25 in books of reference. All his rec-

ommendations were adopted.

The question of office-dispensing was referred to the

board of pharmacy with instructions that it confer with
the board of medical examiners regarding the practice and
how it should be regulated.

Amendments to the by-laws were made which provide
for the committee of fifty, one from each senatorial dis-

trict, recommended earlier in the meeting.
Next year's meeting will be held at the Mountain House,

in the Catskills.

Metropolitan Association.
Various plans of co-operation that might preserve the

usefulness of the National Association of Retail Druggists
were discussed at the meeting of the local branch, the

Metropolitan Association of Retail Druggists, at the meet-

ing held in the Brooklyn College of Pharmacy building.

May 31st,

The resolutions adopted by the Chicago Retail Drug-
gists' Association, and printed on page 445 of the Circflab
for last month, were read. The suggestions they embody
to the effect that the N, A, R, D, form a great national

buying club, did not receive the approval of the members
of the Metropolitan association. Some objected to con-

verting the National association into a purely commercial
organization; others did not consider the plan feasible,

while still others were of the opinion that the same re-

sults might be obtained more easily by the establishment

of some relation between the National association and
one or more of the existing co-operative organizations.

Final action on the matter was deferred until the June
meeting,

Jacob Diner, W. C. Anderson and Peter Diamond were
appointed delegates to the meeting of the New York Phar-

maceutical Association,

After waiting for more than an hour to secure a quorum
at the meeting held in the New York College of Pharmacy
building, June 21st, the association took up the "Chicago

plan" and also a series of questions relative to the sub-

jects of co-operative buying and manufacturing, which
had been sent by Secretary Thomas V. Wooten, of the

national association, for the consideration of the local

body.
In the absence of the president and all the vice-presi-

dents Leon Lascoff occupied the chair.

The members present were of the opinion that co-oper-

ative work along the lines suggested by the Chicago asso-

ciation was to be commended but the organization of a

new company to compete with those already in existence

was scarcely feasible. As a suggestion to the executive

committee of the national association the local body en-

dorsed a set of resolutions passed at the meeting of the

New England States associations advising the committee

to endeavor to make some arrangement with the American
Druggists' Syndicate whereby the buying privileges of the

latter might be secured for the members of the N. A. R, D.

It was thought best to defer the appointment of dele-

gates to tlie national convention until there were more
members present, and a special meeting will be called be-

fore September for this purpose.

Secretary Jacob Diner reported that a special fare had
been secured for those attending the Chicago convention;

that transportation both ways, berth and meals would be

furnished for $42,

Kings County Society.

At the meeting of the Kings County Pharmaceutical
Society held at the Brooklyn College of Pharmacy, June
11th, it was considered advisable to inform the members
of the society of the various new regulations, municipal
and State, affecting pharmacy. After considerable discus-

sion of simple, efficient methods of accomplishing this, it

was decided to have a special committee prepare a brief

compilation of such regulations and have it printed in

card form, these cards to be distributed to the members
for rerdy reference, W. C. Anderson, F, P, Tuthill and
A. E. Marsland were appointed as the special committee.

Twenty-seven new names were added to the roll of

members at this meeting.
Treasurer O, C, Kleine reported the balance on hand as

college, $941,89; society, $490,87.

Thirty-two distinct bills for the regulation of the prac-

tice of pharmacy were introduced during the recent ses-

sion of the State legislature, reported Dr. William Muir
of the legislative committee. Including the duplicates and
the several amended forms of many of these bills the

legislature had disposed of sixty pharmacal measures. At
the time of this report eight of these had been passed:
The Page bill, an anti-substitution measure; the Lupton
bill, outlined on page 440 of the Circular for June; the

Hastings bill, referred to on page 332 of the Circular for

April; the Smith anti-cocaine bill, and its duplicate under
the pharmacy law, the Whitney bill (the provisions of the

Smith bill are given in brief on page 386 of the Cikculab
for May) ; the duplicate Whitney bills, one in the penal

code and one under the pharmacy law, changing the

poison schedules to conform with the anti-cocaine law
and transferring methyl alcohol to schedule A; and the

Saxe bill (mentioned in the Circular for June, page 440).

Several cases of the arrest of druggists under a recent

law regulating tlie practice of medicine, were reported.

Dr. Muir read the announcement of the State association

meeting and requested all who could to attend.

The list of committees appoined for the ensuing year
was read. The chairmen are; Legislative, William Muir;
trade relations, J, G, Wischerth; pharmacal matters, J, H,
Droge; pharmacopcEial revision, W. C, Anderson; and
library, W, C, Anderson,
The proposed amendment to the constitution fixing the

date of the annual meeting as the second Tuesday in June,

was adopted unanimously.
There was an animated discussion of the proposition to

convert the National Association of Retail Druggists into

a national co-operative buying and manufacturing organ-

ization. The general opinion was that such a plan is

scarcely feasible, and that such co-operation would be at-

tended with better results if handled by the local organ-

izations.

Manhattan Association.

Aside from some discussion of the proposition to unite

the several local pharmacal associations in one large

body, there was little doing at the meeting of the Man-
hattan Pharmaceutical Association, held June 17th,

It was considered possible to interest all the local asso-

ciations in consolidation, with the probable exception of

the German Apothecaries' Society, In appointing the com-
mittee to confer with the other associations in this mat-
ter President A, C, Searles selected men who are also

members of one or more of the other bodies. The com-
mittee is composed of R, R, Smith, a member of the

Metropolitan Association of Retail Druggists; Joseph
AVeinstein, of the Retail Druggists Association of Greater
New York; A, B, Baltzly, of the Hudson River Pharma-
ceutical Association; B, R, Dauscha, of the German
Apothecaries' Society; and Guiseppe Lisanti, of the
Italian Pharmaceutical Association of New York,

Treasurer G, H, Hitchcock reported a balance on hand
of $5,50,

B. J, Emelin, reporting as chairman of the finance com-
mittee, upon the report of the treasurer for the past year,

referred to the unusual items of expense which had
swelled the disbursements; and recommended less lavish
expenditure for refreshments.

Two new members were added, and three resignations
accepted.
Upon motion, the association reconsidered the action by

which it endorsed the candidacy of Jacob Diner for a po-

sition on the board of pharmacy, and endorsed the candi-
dacy of C, 0, Eigelow. This was in accordance with an
agreement previously entered into by the several candi-
dates for this place, as has been reported.

President Searles. on behalf of the association, accepted
a gavel presented by ex-President Diner,

The following delegates to the American Pharmaceutical
Association meeting were appointed: C, 0, Bigelow. G. C,

Diekman, B, R, Dauscha, Edward Pfaff and A. C, Searles.
Jacob Diner was appointed delegate to the joint meeting
of the New England associations, and five delegates to the
New York association were appointed, C. O, Bigelow be^
ing the chairman.
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SchiefFelin & Co. Buying Real Estate.
Scliieffelin & Co.. whose main offices and salesrooms oc-

cupy a large building at the coruer of William and Beek-
man streets, this city, and who have extensive laborator-
ies in the Bronx, have purchased 10.000 square feet at the
corner of Pearl street and Peck slip, comprising numbers
306 to 312 on Pearl street, and numbers 4 to 8 Peck slip.

During the last few years houses allied to the drug
business have settled east of William street, and the ten-

dency is in that direction. This move on the part of per-
haps the oldest concern in the trade confirms the view that
the wholesale drug business of this city is shifting by rea-

son of the encroachments of the financial and insurance
interests on William, Cedar. Pine and Liberty streets, and
Maiden Lane. It is possible that the action of Schieffelin
& Co. will result in establishing a new drug trade centre
more to the eastward.

It is an interesting fact that in 17S1, one-hundred-and-
twenty-six years ago. Effingham Lawrence commenced the
business of this concern at 227 Queen street (now Pearl
street), and that his successors, Lawrence & Schieffelin.
1794 to 1799; Jacob Schieffelin. 1799 to 1S05, and Jacob
Schieffelin & Son. 1805 to 1814. all did business at 193
Pearl street. H. H. Schieffelin & Co., the next in line
of suc( essors. began in 1814, at the latter number but sub-
sequently removed to Maiden lane. and. in 1S41, to 104 and
106 John street. There is therefore a historic interest in

the fact that this firm after a lapss of nearli- a century
will again become identified with a street which its pre-
decessors previously occiipied for a generation.
On one of the buildings in Peck slip just acquired by

Schieffelin & Co. there is a tablet, placed there in 1904
by the Scciety of Mayflower Descendants in the State of
New York, recording the fact that Isaac Allerton resided
and did business there. Mr. Allerton was a passenger on
the JIayfiower. and settled in New Amsterdam where he
was for twenty years a leading merchant. In 1643 he be-
came one of the representatives of the citizens in the

of the colony called "the eight men."

Dr. Joseph L. Mayer Honored.
Dr. Joseph L. Mayer, who has been a teacher in the

chemical department of the Brooklyn College of Pharmacy
for a number of years, was the guest of honor at a little

dinner given at the Hotel Knickerbocker, Manhattan, on
the evening of June 25th. The dinner was a surprise to

Dr. Mayer, as was also a present to him of a set of Allen's
Commercial Organic Analysis. Dr. William J. Cruikshank
was toast master and Prof. D. C. Mangan made the pre-

sentation of the books. Others present were Dr. Russell
S. Fowler. Prof. Harlow Brooks. Benjamin Rosenzweig.
H. H. Cantor. Dr. Martin Amador, Jerry A. Wernberg,
Lindsay R. Parker, Alfred B. Cruikshank and Henry
Grube.

Dr. Mayer has lately accepted the position of chief
chemist for Hegeman & Co.. succeeding Dr. J. S. Brewer,
whose new connection with the Napoleon Pharmacal Com-
pany was mentioned last month. Dr. Mayer retains his

adjunct professorship in the Brooklyn College of Phar-
macy.

Dr. Ruddiman Gets Government Position.

,Dr. E. A. Ruddiman, professor of materia medica and
pharmacy at Vanderbilt University. Nashville, Tenn., and
the author of several popular works on practical phar-
macy, was recently appointed chief chemist under the

federal pure food and drugs act, by Secretary Wilson of

the department of agricultare.
Dr. Ruddiman will remain at Vanderbilt. the appoint-

ment having been accepted with this understanding. The
position carries with it a salary of $3,000 per

Two Minnesota College Notes.

Dean W^ulling has received invitations to lecture during
the summer at Berlin. Germany. St. Paul and Winona,
Minnesota. It is likely that he will spend the summer in

Germany and Switzerland visiting there the chief uni-

versities.

Herbert Varney. Ph. M., '98. was one of the few who
were successful in passing the civil service examination
for appointment to a position under the pure food and
drug law. Mr. Varney was appointed to the chemical
department, and will probably be assigned to Minnesota.

State Association News.

July Meetings of State Associations.

Iowa. 9th to 11th, at Clinton.
Michigan. 30th and 31st, at Bay City.
Mississippi, 17th and ISth, at Gulfport.
Ohio, 9th to 12th, at Cedar Point.
Oregon, 9th to 12th, at Seaside,
Tennessee. 16th to 18th, at Monteagle.
Washington. ISth to 20th, at Moclips.

New Hampshire Association.

The thirty-fourth annual meeting of the New Hampshire
Pharmaceutical Association was held at Magnolia, Mass.,
June 19th to 21st. There was very little business of im-
portance to be considered: consequently the business ses-

sions were made as brief as possible and the time was
spent in visiting the many beautiful spots that have made
Magnolia Beach famous.

lu connection with this meeting was held a joint meet-
ing of the six New England State associations, and one
day was devoted to a joint discussion of various topics
of general interest. The subject assigned to the New
Hampshire Association was. Is the bill to regulate pat-
ents, introduced by Congressman Currier, of New Hamp-
shire, at the last session of congress, an improvement as
regards pharmaceuticals over the dormant Mann bill; and
shall it have our endorsement?" Congressman Currier
was present and made an interesting talk on patent legis-

lation in general and that relating to the pharmacist in
particular. His remarks were very well received and it

was voted to give him the support of the convention.
It was decided to have an informal organization of the

executive committees of each of the New England States,

those to make up a central body to take action upon
matters pertaining to the drug trade of New England.
The following were elected as officers of the New Hamp-

shire association: President, Dr. George W. Nutter, of

Salmon Falls; vice-presidents. George A. Gilmore. of

Epping. and Edwin M. Allen, of Canaan; secretary. Her-
bert E. Rice, of Nashua; treasurer, S. Howard Bell, of

West Derry: auditor, John H. Gilmore, of Exeter; execu-
tive committee. Nelson S. Whitman, of Nashua, Charles G.
Shedd, of Keene, and H. E. Rice, of Nashua.

It was agreed to continue affiliation with the N. A. R. D.
and to send a delegate to the convention.
The selection of the time and place for holding the next

meeting was left to the executive committee.

Connecticut Association.

The majority of the associations taking part in the
joint meeting of the New England pharmaceutical asso-

ciations held at Magnolia. Mass., June 20th, held their

separate business meetings at the same place on the pre-

ceding days. The Connecticut Pharmaceutical Associa-
tion, however, conducted the business part of its thirty-

first annual meeting, at Bridgeport, June 12th. This
meeting was a very enthusiastic one, sixty-five members
being present.

In his annual address President J. D. Hartigan ex-

pressed his opposition to the plan of combining the New
England associations, but favored sending delegates to

any joint conventions of the several States. This recom-
mendation was endorsed by the association.

The report of Treasurer J. B. Ebbs as well as the re-

ports of the other officers and committees showed the as-

sociation to be in a flourishing condition.

During the meeting thirty new members were en-

rolled.

Dr. G. E. Bowles, of Bethel, Robert Walker, of Water-
bury, and A. L. Dickinson, of Danbury, submitted papers,

which were well received.

The association voted to continue its affiliation with the

National Association of Retail Druggists, and will send
delegates to the coming convention of that body.

There was an entertainment at the Algonquin Club in

the evening, when the local association played the host

to the State organization.

The officers elected for the ensuing year are: Presi-

dent, J. D. Hartigan, of Bridgeport; vice-presidents,

Robert Walker, of W^alerbury. and P. H. Garvin, of

Bethel; treasurer, A. L. Dickinson, of Danbury; and sec-

retary, J. B. Ebbs, of Waterbury.
C. A. Rapelye. of Hartford, declined re-election as sec-

retary after having served for eight years. Mr. Rapelye
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was presented with a handsome loving-cup by his asso-

ciates.

New Jersey Association.

New Jersey has a new pure food and drug law which

will hecome operative October 1st, 1908. The retail drug-

gists of the State are of the opinion that the framers of

this bill were guilty of several faults of omission and

commission, and are making strenuous efforts to idealize

the measure by amendment before its effects are felt. In

its role of the watchful guardian of the welfare of the

pharmacist, the New Jersey Pharmaceutical Association

has done much to inform the members of the profession

of the objectionable features of the new law, and to bring

about concerted acticn for its amendment. The discus-

sion of this law and of satisfactory amendments char-

acterized the sessions of the association at its thirty-

seventh annual meeting held at Asbury Park, June 12th to

14th.

One hundred and fifty attended the meeting. Secretary

F. C. Stutzlen reported the numerical strength of the asso-

ciation as 673 active members, 65 associate members, and

13 honorary members.
Treasurer J. C. Field reported a balance on hand of

$2,388.78.

The annual address of President P. E. Hommell con-

tained a number of recommendations upon topics of im-

port to pharmacists in general. He advocated more thor-

ough examinations for candidates for registration, and
recommended that the association pass resolutions favor-

ing higher educational requirements, pharmacal and pre-

liminary, as prerequisite to registration. He also favored

the adoption of a plan to interest the medical profession

in official preparations and to supplant the so-called

"ethical" proprietaries among prescribers. He predicted

the dawn of a new and better era v.-hen the results of the

work of the several medical and pharmacal bodies along

the above line began to bear fruit. Continuing upon this

subject he said in part:

With regard to this matter of prescribing and dispensing
serai-patents, there is no use to mmce words. The physician

has been allowing the mar.ufaccurers of these preparations to

select medications for his patients, instead of doing this im-
portant work himself; the pharmacist has been pouring from
one bottle into another, soaking off the label placed upon the

bottle by the manufacturer, and substituting his own therefor,

or else mixing together portions of several bottles of proprie-

taries, when the Lord only knows the extent of their mcom-
patability, chemically and physiologically. The patient has' paid
a large pnce for whatever the doctor prescribed, and the phar-
macist dispensed at a price that gave the pharmacist very
little profit and which would have been a great deal lower if

the physician and pharmacist had not been under a bondage
of the pharmaceutical manufacturer.

Dr. Hommell dwelt at length upon the effect of the

national pure food and drug law upon the nostrum men,

from which he expects gratifying results to the pharmacist

and the public. He concluded this subject with the fol-

lowing pertinent sentences:

The sale of soothing cordials and syrups will also be cur-

tailed and I hope that in time they will be put out of business
altogether. Mothers will certainly hesitate to give their little

ones medications if they contain narcotics. Thus thousands
of lives will be saved.

In his opinion the new State pure food and drug law is

unsatisfactory and unless amended, will result in hard-

ships to the pharmacist.
The president's recommendations were concurred in by

the committee to which the address was referred, and en-

dorsed by the association as a whole.

Under the report of the query committee a number of

scientific and practical papers were read. Among these

were: "Fluidglycerate of Krameria," and "Defects in the

National Formulary," by G. M. Beringer, of Camden; "A
Historical Sketch of the New Jersey Pharmaceutical As-

sociation," by E. A. Sayre, of Newark; and "How to In-

terest the Physician in the United States Pharmacopoeia

and the National Formulary," by Adolph Marquier. of

South Orange. Prof. J. H. Lohmann, of Jersey City,

August Drescher, of Newark, and several others contri-

buted to the report of the committee.

The recom:i endations of the legislative committee were
held over until the final session. Brief reference was
made to the federal pure food and drug law, but the State

law being of more direct import was treated at length.

The vital defects of this new law, according to the commit-
tee, are: (1) The omission of the provision of the

federal law permitting the sale of substances under an
official name though not of official standard, when the

particular standard is given upon the label; (2) the fact

that the law recognizes only guaranties given under the
State act and not those based on the federal law; (3) the
failure to provide for the sale of the proprietary articles
on hand at the time the law becomes operative; (4) the
broad license given to physicians to dispense drugs of any
standard; and (5) the empowering of the State board of
health to fix by resolution the standard of a drug or
food.

The amendments suggested by the committee were: (1)
That provision be made for the sale of drugs under official

titles when not of official strength, providing the quality
be not inferior to that required by the official standards;
(2) the recognition of the guaranties issued under the
federal pure food and drug act: and (3) the unrestricted
sale of proprietary articles on hand October 1st, 1908.

The recommendations of the committee were endorsed.
The officers elected for 1907-S are: President. H. H.

Deakyne, of Atlantic City; vice-presidents, G. H. Horning,
of Elizabeth, and G. M. Andrews, of Woodstown; treasurer,

J. C. Field, of Plainfield; secretary, F. C. Stutzlen, of

Elizabeth; executive committee, Thomas Armstrong, of

Plainfield: C. N. Dare, of Bridget on; W. E. Waren, of

Keyport; and A. V. Marquier, of South Orange; legisla-

tive committee, G. M. Beringer, of Camden, and J. C.
Gallagher, of Jersey City.

The next meeting will be held at Atlantic City, some-
time in June, 1908.

A trolley ride to Sea Girt, a dance, a pharmaceutical
euchre, and a launch trip on Deal lake, with a shore din-

ner at Ross-Fenton were the relaxation features of the
meeting.
One unfortunate incident marred the occasion: the

painful injury of S. D. WooUey, of Ocean Grove, chair-

man of the entertainment committee. In attempting to

change his seat in the trolley car on the return trip from
Sea Girt, Mr. Woolley was struck by a pole beside the
track and thrown from the car which passed over his

foot. He was also injured about the head by striking an
iron post. Mr. Woolley was removed to the hospital

where It was found necessary to amputate the toes of his

right foot. At last reports he was doing well.

Pennsylvania Association.

The thirtieth annual meeting of the Pennsylvania Phar-
maceutical Association was held at Bedford Springs June
18th to 20th.

The first session was opened at 3 p. m. Tuesday, Presi-

dent George A. Gorgas, of Harrisburg, occupying the chair.

This session was occupied in hearing the reports of the

officers and of a number of the committees and delegates.

The reports of the secretary and treasurer were first

read. Nine-hundred-and-seventy-five names appear on
the roll of members, but a large number of these have not

paid up their dues. The expenses of the past year
amounted to $1,576.96 and there remained a balance in the

treasury of $1,121.71; $520 of this money is invested in

bonds, the interest of which will be used in awarding
prizes for the best papers read at the annual meeting.
The executive committee reported a gain of 20 new

members and the loss of 6 by death during the year.

Telegrams of congratulation from the West Virginia and
Indiana associations were read, as were letters from Presi-

dent Eliel of the American Pharmaceutical Association,

from Chairman Kniseley of the commercial section of

that association, and from Prof. J. P. Remington. A«

letter from the secretary of the N. A. R. D. was read

by Mr. Barlow, a representative of that organization, and
referred to the committee on the president's address.

The chair appointed as a committee on nominations, J.

H. Redsecker, Charles Rehfuss, L. A. Sible, George S.

Royer and E. E. Hick.
The second session was opened at 8 o'clock Tuesday

evening. The regular opening exercises took place at this

session. The meeting was opened with prayer by the

Rev. Mr. Coller of Bedford. The local secretary F. W.
Jordan, Jr., then introduced the chief burgess of Bedford,

who welcomed the members of the association and the

ladies to the hospitalities of the place. B. E. Pritchard,

of Pittsburg, replied to the burgess and Mrs. W. Estell

Lee. of Philadelphia, spoke for the ladies.

The president then proceeded to deliver his annual ad-

dress, having first called to the chair Vice-President Wil-

liam E. Lee, of Philadelphia. In his address he urged all

the members to support both the American Pharmaceutical
Association and the National Association of Retail Drug-

gists; he suggested the advisability of creating a life mem-
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by B, E. Pritchard; "A
for Gurjun Balsam in
Solution of Acid PIios-

by C. E. Vanderkleed;

bership by the payment of a certain amount and closer
affiliation between the physician and pharmacist. At the
conclusion of the address the paper was referred to the
following committee: W. L. Cliffe, B. E. Pritchard and
L. L. Walton, to consider and report upon the recommen-
dations contained in it.

William Mclntyre reported for the committee on the
Procter Memorial, that $65 had been contributed by the
members of the association.

The third session was opened Wednesday morning at
10.30. The committee on time and place of the next annual
meeting presented a report recommending Paxinose Inn,
Easton, as the place and June 23d to 25th, 1908, as the
timei The report was adopted.

The executive committee was requested to ask Walter
La Wall, of Easton, to act as local secretary.

The committee on adulteration presented a lengthy re-

port which was read only in part. The report of the com-
mittee on legislation was read by the chairman John C.
Wallace.

The chairman of the committee on papers and queries
reported that he had thirty-four papers to present to the
association, as follows:

"A Hand Me Down Conscience,'
Modification of the U. S. P. Tesi

Copaiba," by C. E. Vanderkleed;
phates a Dangerous Preparation,'
"A New Incompatibility with Resorcin and Liquid Petrola-
tum," by L. L. Walton; "Modified Milk Mixtures for Per-
centage Feeding of Infants," by R. H. Lackey; "Glyceri-
tum Tonicum Compositum," by F. M. Apple; "Urinalysis
as an Advertisement," by E. E. Heffner; "How to In-

crease the Interest of the Medical Profession in the United
States Pharmacopffiia," by E. E. Heffner, O. W. Osterlund,
W. 0. Frailey, F. E. Niece, L. E. Hastings and R. H.
Lackey (6 papers); "The Degree of Doctor in Pharmacy
Should be Conferred by all Recogniz^ Colleges of Phar-
macy," by James S. Cleghorn; "Dispensing Physicians and
Prescribing Pharmacists," by T. H. Potts; "Liquid Soap
and Cataplasma Kaolini," by I. V. S. Stanislaus; "Glycerin
Suppositories," by H. C. Blair; "An Every-Day Problem,"
by Dr. C. B. Lowe; "Chemistry in Store Windows," by
Freeman P. Stroup; "How to write a Paper," by Jos. W.
England; "A Powder Divider and Folder," by J. P. Rom-
ington, Jr.; "What an Applicant for Registered Qualified
Assistant in the State of Pennsylvania Should Know," by
L. L. Walton; "Every-Day Drug Store Business," by R.
H. Lackey; "Is it a Good Thing for a Pharmacist to have
a Hobby Apart from his Business?" by W. 0. Frailey;
"Liquor Potasii Arsenitis," by E. P. Cope; "Standardiza-
tion of Diphtheria Antitoxin," by W. A. Pearson; "Lab-
oratory Notes," by Willard Graham; "Note on the Action
of Some Antiseptics on Some Starcli Converting Enzymes,"
by Henry Leffman; "Is the Rapidly Growing Post Card
and Souvenir Business a Dotriment or Advantage to the
Professional Pharmacist?" by Jacob Eppstein and W. G.
Greenawalt (2 papers); "Is there any Good Reason Why
the Pharmacist More than Any Other Man Should Sell

Stamps. Keep a Directory, etc.?" by J. Leyden White;
"The Proprietaries from the Pharmacist's Standpoint," by
Christopher Koch; "Can Pharmacy be Elevated to its

Proper Professional Plane so Long as the Pharmacist
Serves as an Accommodation to the Public?" by W. G.
Greenawalt; "The Manufacture of Perfumery by the Phar-
macist," by I. V. S. Stanislaus.
Nearly all these papers were read and discussed a

large portion of the time of the meeting being occupied in

this way.
The following officers were elected: President, C. B.

Lowe, of Philadelphia; vice-presidents, John C. Wallace,
of New Castle, and Croll Keller, of Harrisburg; secretary,

J. A. Miller, of Harrisburg; treasurer, Joseph L. Lem-
berger, of Lebanon; executive committee, L. L. Walton, of

Williamsport; S. A. Stright, of Braddock; and C. L. Hay,
of Du Bois.

The report of the committee on trade interests was read
by Charles Leedom. The report was received and a reso-

lution adopted that the

Pennsylvania Pharmaceutical Association endorses the na-
tional pure food and drugs act of June 30th. 1906, and use its

best efforts in assisting the legislature in passing a bill similar
in character but eliminating such portions as will be oppres-
sive to the pharmacists of Pennsylvania without offering any
material benefit to the public.

The following offered by C. H. Rehfuss was adopted:

tected.
Resolved, that copies of this resolution be sent by the sec

retary to each senator and representative from this State ir-
the federal congress.

The report of the committee on botany was read by
Prank H. Cooper.
On motion of J. L. Lemberger the following was

Resolved, that the association place itself on record as fa-
voring a continuance of the practice of giving an epitome and
detailing at stated intervals throughout the year, prepara-
tions of the United States Pharmacopoeia and National For-
mulary.

The six papers on "How to Increase the Interest of the
Medical Profession in the United States Pharmacopoeia,"
which were read at. the meeting were referred to a com-
mittee consisting of the ex-presidents of the association,
present, for the purpose of awarding the prize, a copy of
the Pharmacopo3ia, for the best paper written on this topic.
This cothmittee gave the prize to R. H. Lackey, of Phila-
delphia.

The committee on the president's address recommended
the adoption of all the reccmmendations in the address.
The association adopted resolutions maintaining its ad-

herence to the objects of the N. A. R. D. and agreed to
pay the per capita assessment based upon the membership
in good standing on September 1st.

The closing session on Thursday evening was occupied
in installing the new officers and adopting resolutions of
thanks to the proprietor of the hotel, entertainment com-
mittee and others who had contributed to the enjoyment
of the meeting.
The entertainment committee consisting of Messrs. Bran-

some, Byers and Busch (the "Busy Bees"), was untiring
in its attention to the members and the ladies. Carriage
rides for the ladies, guessing contests for all, swimming
contests and other events were arranged by this commit-
tee and the successful ones were suitably rewarded with
gifts. There were also a fine entertainment in the ball-
room on Tuesday evening and a banquet on Wednesday
evening, gotten up by the same committee. This com-
mittee which has served very faithfully during the past
ten years was rewarded by a gift of a solid silver loving
cup to each one.
On motion of Dr. Lowe the association adopted the fol-

lowing:
This association views with pleasure the progress made in

securing the closing of drug stores for a part or a whole of
the Sabbath day.

On account of the cold and unpleasant weather during
the early part of June the attendance was not quite as
large as it had been in previous years, but the proceed-
ings were full of interest and the enjoyment of the meet-
ing was as great as usual.
This association has had the same treasurer and the

same secretary (Messrs. Lemberger and Miller), since its
organization, thirty years ago.

North Carolina Association.

Fifteen druggists joined the North Carolina Pharma-
ceutical Association during the meeting held at Lake
Toxaway. June 13th and 14th.
Voluminous reports were submitted by the various com-

mittees, all of them evidencing the prosperity of the as-
sociation and the satisfactory condition of pharmacy
throughout the old North State. The report of the legis-
lative committee recounted the passage of an amendment
to the pharmacy law, an anti-narcotic law, and a pure food
and drug law. The leading features of these measures
have been given in recent issues of the Circul.^r.
A number of meritorious papers were read, and their

subjects discussed at length.
C. D. Bradham, of Newbern, was elected to succeed

himself as a member of the board of pharmacy.
The election of officers resulted in the choice of the

following: President, C. R. Thomas, of Thomasville; vice-
presidents, J. E. Shell, of Lenoir; G. Y. Watson, of South-
port, and W. H. Justice, of Henderson; treasurer, G. K.
Grantham, of Dunn; secretary, P. W. Vaughan, of Dur-
ham; reporter of the progress of pharmacy, Prof. E. V.
Howell, of Chapel Hill; local secretary, D. R. Davis, of
Newbern; and executive committee. T. R. Hood, of Smith-
field; H. T. Hicks, of Raleigh; C. E. King, of Durham;
and P. S. Smith, of Asheville.
The next meeting of the association will be held July

8th to 10th, at Morehead City.
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Georgia Association.

In reporting as chairman of the legislative committee
at the thirty-second annual meeting of the Georgia Phar-
maceutical Association held at Savannah, May 21st and
22d. C. D. Jordan, of Monticello, sprang a sensation rela

tive to the turpentine industry of the State. In referring
to the difficulty of obtaining standard drugs, Mr. Jordan
said:

One problem presents itself for which we ha\-e no solu-
tion, and that is, where are we to get turpentine which can
be sold for medicine at moderate prices? We understand tliat
the company which controls this product, is now labeling it

"For mechanical purposes only." If those who make it do
not think it is fit for medicine, can we as retailers afford to
offer it to our customers under our labels as such?

Mr. Jordan advised the retail druggists to spend less

time in concerning themselves about the labeling of their
stock, and to purchase of reliable dealers. He expressed
the belief that the "5-cent laudanum houses" and the
"disreputable manufacturers of cheap booze, labeled medi-
cine," would soon be put out of business. While in per-

lect sympathy with the privileges granted to veterans of

the civil war, he believed that these were being abused,
especially in the rural communities where many unquali-
fied veterans were engaged in the practice of pharmacy
and medicine. He also deplored the practices of the
traveling agents of medicine houses from outside the
State.

President W. B. Freeman, of Atlanta, recommended the
creation by the State legislature of an inspector of drugs.
who should have power to assist the board of pharmacy
in prosecuting violators of the pharmacy law.

In pleading for the representation of the southwestern
portion of the State upon the board of pharmacy, A. E.
Dimmock, of Valdosta. charged that many of the drug
stores in that section were conducted by unlicensed men.
The anti-"drug-trust" decision of the United States

court was thoroughly discussed. The general opinion was
that the decree would affect but little the conditions in

Georgia.
Dr. G. F. Payne, of Atlanta, was the recipient of a

beautiful memorial in commemoration of his long service
upon the board of pharmacy recently terminated.

T. B. Rice, of Greensboro; E. J. Keifter. of Savannah:
Mack Hodges, of Marietta: T. B. Burbank. of Cedartown:
and H. C. Shuptrine, of Savannah, were selected as candi-
dates for membership on the board of pharmacy, the gover-
nor to select one of the number to succeed J. G. Dodson.
of Americus.
A sail down the Savannah river, a burlesque initiation

night, and a fish dinner at Thunderbolt were the features
of the entertainment program.
The officers elected for the ensuing year are: Presi-

dent, J. D. Persse. of Savannah; vice-presidents, L. S.

Brigham. of Columbus; B. S. Persons, of Macon; and T. B.
Rice, of Greensboro; treasurer, J. T. Shuptrine, of Savan-
nah; and secretary. Max Morris, of Macon.
W. S. Elkin. Jr., of Atlanta, and G. D. Case, of Milledge-

ville, were selected as delegates to the 1907 meeting of the
National Association of Retail Druggists.

Alabama Association.

The present pharmacy law of Alabama is considered
a trifle antiquated by the pharmacists of that State and
a new and improved bill was introduced during the recent
session of the legislature. The law-makers adjourned be-

fore final action on this measure had been taken, but the
1)ill is scheduled for consideration soon after the legisla-

ture reconvenes in July. The several sections of the pro-

posed law were given thorough consideration during the
twenty-sixth annual meeting of the Alabama Pharmaceu-
tical Association, held at Blount Springs, June 12th and
13th. It was generally conceded that the bill was far su-

perior to the present law and the efforts of the members
will be enlisted in furtherance of its enactment.

Forty applications for membership rsceived since the
1906 meeting were favorably acted upon at the first ses-

sion.

Among the papers read and discussed at the meeting
were: "Commercial Interests," by W. H. Thomason, of

Guntersville; and "Fraternalism among Druggists," by
Lee Wharton, of Gadsden.
The association repeated Its endorsement of the Na-

tional Association of Retail Druggists, and C. C. Stewart
of Greenville: J. L, Parker, of Birmingham; and J. T.

Roe. of Mobile, were named as delegates to the Chicago
convention.

Delegates to other associations were selected as follows:
American—P. C. Candidus, of Mobile; L. B. Coley, of

Alexander City; and T. G. Hughes, of New Decatur.
Wholesalers'—T. T. Greil, ci Jlontgomery; J. T. Doster,

of Birmingham; and J. W. Durr, of Montgomery.
At the conclusion of the final session, the members at-

tended a banquet.
It was decided to hold a more lengthy meeting next

year, so as to devote some time to relaxation. Several
prizes will be offered for papers and exhibits at the next
meeting. This will be hold at the same place, Blount
Springs, June 10th to 12th, 190S.

The new officers are; President, E. W. Averytt, of Ens-
ley; vice-presidents, S. A. Williams, of Troy; and Lee
AVharton, of Gadsden; treasurer, F. F. Ravenscroft, of
Union Springs; and secretary. W. E. Bingham, of Tusca-
loosa. The members of the executive committee are C. T.

Ruff, of Montgomery; C. A. Sullivan, of Florence; and J.

T. Roe, of Mobile.

Florida Association.

At the fourth annual meeting since its reorganization,
held at Atlantic Beach, June 12th to 14th. the Florida
Pharmaceutical Association passed a resolution endorsing
the National Association of Retail Druggists and assuring
that body of the ardent support of the Florida association
in the present crisis. J. M. Stansfleld, of Bradentown;
J. C. Abernethy, of Miami; and H. C. Groves, of Ocala.
were appointed delegates to the coming meeting of the
national association.

Somewhat more than 100 persons were in attendance
when President J. M. Stansfield called the convention to

order. Much business of professional and commercial im-
portance was transacted.

Dr. George Payne and Hon. Clark Howell, both of At-
lanta, Ga., were present and addressed the meeting.
The convention unanimously recommended to the gov-

ernor that D. W. Ramsaur succeed himself as a member of

the board of pharmacy.
In athletic contests, mental gymnastics, and sightsee-

ing tours, the attending druggists forgot for the nonce the
confining nature of their calling.

The following officers were elected for the ensuing year:
President, D. W. Ramsaur, of Palatka; vice-presidents. W.
S. Oppenheimer, of Tampa; J. D. McCallam, of Jackson-
ville, and D. G. Smith, of Madison; treasurer. W. M. John-
son, of Gainesville; secretary, J. H. Haughton, of Palatka;
and executive committee. C. N. Converse, of Apopka; J. 0.

Abernathy, of Miami, and L. P. Lawrence, of Orlando.

Tampa was chosen for the next meeting place.

Kentucky Association.

The thirtieth annual meeting of the Kentucky Pharma-
ceutical Association was held at Olympian Springs, June
18th to 22nd. and is said by competent judges to have
been altogether the best meeting in the history of the
association. Seventy-five active members, and almost as
many ladies were in attendance.

Tlie legislative committee was instructed to favor the
passage at the next session of the legislature of a pure
food and drug bill closely resembling that drawn by the

allied drug interests in Chicago a few months ago. and
the establishment of a State food and drug commission.

Resolutions were adopted re-endorsing and reaflarming

confidence in the work and officers of the National Associa-

tion of Retail Druggists.

Resolutions were adopted recommending that congress
amend the Sherman anti-trust law, eliminating certain

features.

'lected to membership.
'le submitted: "Denatured Alco-

il Any, Does it Present to the
!isiin Dimmitt; "Local Drug Asso-
hould be Encouraged." by S. N.

Jones; "U. S. P. and N. F. Preparations versus Proprietary

Ones." by Addison Dimmitt; "What Pharmaceutical Prep-

arations Can a Busy Druggist Profitably Manufacture." by
James O. Cook; "How Best to Train Apprentices." by
J. W. Gayle; "Should Our State Law Require Applicants
for Registration to be Graduates in Pharmacy?" by Prof.

Gordon L. Curry: "Buying Clubs in Each Community:
Why they Should be Encouraged." by Simon N. Jones;

"Pti'riiy Rather than Price the Prime Consideration." by
L. L. Elgin, also a paper on the same subject by J. W.

Thirtv aiii'

The foUov
hoi: What
Retail Drusj:.

ciations: Why They
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Gayle; "The Antiseptic Kiss," by Mrs. J. 0. Cook, also a
paper on the same subject by Mrs. C. A. Leathers.

The following officers were elected for the ensuing year:
PresiJenc. H. O. Patterson, of HawesviUe: vice-presidents,

L. G. Smith, of Shelbyville, R. H. White, of Mt. Sterling,

and L. L. Elgin, of Hopkinsville; secretary. J. W. Gayle,
of Frankfort; and treasurer, Vernou Driskell, of Ghent.
The next meeting will be held either at Grayson Springs,

Mammoth Cave or Estill Springs.

West Virginia Association.

Reorganized October 16th, 1906, with thirty-eight mem-
bers, the West Virginia Pharmaceutical Association con-

cluded the sessions of its first annual meeting, with ISO
names enrolled upon its list of members. This meeting,
held at Wheeling. June 11th to 13th, was attended by more
than one hundred persons.

The financial strength of the organization is shown by
the balance on hand of ?a80.05. reported by Treasurer
W. S. Vinson.

The prosecuting attorney of Ohio county welcomed the

visitors to Wheeling; there were also several brief

felicitious remarks by local druggists, and messages of

congratulation from the governor and the Ohio associa-

tion.

The reports of the various committees submitted at the

first session were in harmony as to the good sork being
done by the association, and as to the appreciation of

this work by the druggists in general.

Prof. J. H. Beal, of Scio, C; and Louis Emanuel and
B. F. Pritchard, both of Pittsburg, Pa., addressed the
meeting.

Messrs. Emanuel and Pritchard and Governor W. M. O.

Dawson were made honorary members of the associa-

tion.

On the first evening of the meeting. Prof. Beal gave
an illustrated talk; this was followed by a dance. The
entertainment program also included trolley trips, a
euchre party, a banquet, and a theatre party.

The newly elected officers are: President, E. B. Daw-
son, of Wheeling: vice-president. F. B. Haymaker, of

Clarksburg: treasurer W. S. Vinson, of Huntington: and
secretarv, S. A. Kreig. of Charleston. The council officers

are J. c". Hall, E. P. Brown and F. P. Landon.
The following delegates were appointed:
To the National Association of Retail Druggists—W. C.

Gordon. E. P. Brown, and W. A. Ream.
To the American Pharmaceutical Association—John

Coleman. Alfred Walker and F. B. Haymaker.
Delegates to several State associations were also ap-

pointed.
Charleston was selected as the place for the 190S meet-

ing, which will be held some time in June.

Indiana Association.

While the Indiana Pharmaceutical Association is not as

large as it should be. considering the size of the State, it

is a live body in which the cream of the active and
progressive members of the profession in Hoosierdom are

gathered.
The annual meeting of this body held in the court house

at Evansville. June 18th to 20th, was the twenty-sixth in

its history, and was presided over by President Bruno
Knoefel, of New Albany.

In his opening address President Knoefel dwelt on the

importance to druggists of a strong association, especially

when the legislatuie was in session.

Leo Eliel, of South Bend, president of the American
Pharmaceutical Association, and ex-president of the In-

diana body, greeted the members in the name of the

American organization, and urged them to join the latter.

Incidentally it might be remarked just here that accord-

ing to the man who wrote the "personals" for the Evans-
ville Xens-Joiinial. President Eliel was the prize dancer
on the boat when the members went for a sail.

Secretary A. Timberlake. of Indianapolis, made an oral

report. In which he said that some means of increasing

the membership of the association should be adopted.

Treasurer F. H. Carter, of Indianapolis, reported ex-

penditures of $923.46 and a balance of ?230.33. He said

the association had 2.56 members in good standing, and
a total enrollment of 433.

A. F. Sala, of Winchester, secretary of the board of

pharmacy, reported that the attorney-general had decided

that the board's ruling to the effect that assistant regis-

tered pharmacists might become registered pharmacists
without examination (see the Cibculab for June, page
449), was illegal and void.

Topics bearing on the professional side of their work
were discussed by the members at Wednesday forenoon's
session.

Dr. H. E. Barnard, State food and drug commissioner
and chemist to the State board of health, quoted figures to

show a substantial decrease all along the line in adultera-
tions, and gave the druggists of the State credit for con-
ducting their business squarely. Conditions partly out-

side their control had led to past adulterations, he said,

but they were removed or were being rapidly relieved.

Dr. J. N. Hurty, secretary of the State board of health,

read a paper on "The Future of Pharmacy," in which he
declared his belief that the present theories on the cure of

disease by medicines would in some subsequent age be
proven just as futile as the quest of gold by alchemists or
the quest of an elixir of life by chemists.

In the afternoon. Thomas V. Wooten, of Chicago, secre-

tary of the National Association of Retail Druggists, ad-
dressed the meeting.
A resolution of confidence in the board of pharmacy was

adopted, and the following were nominated for the
vacancies to occur on the board by the expirations of the
terms of A. H. Sala and W. H. Fogas, namely: A. H.
Sala, of Winchester: W. H. Fogas. of Mt. Vernon: Milton
C. Schwab, of Evansville; A. Timberlake and G. W. Bak-
haus. of Indianapolis; C. I. Woodworth. of Fort Wayne:
W. J. Swaninger and Bruno Knoefel. of New Albany; C.
E. Elliott, of Sheridan, and J. J. Schultz, of Lafayette.
Friends of David Hecht, of Evansville, who recently re-

tired from the board under charges which were later dis-

proved, desired to present his name, but he declined to

let it be submitted.
Officers were elected as follows: President, Louis Tepe,

of Evansville: vice-presidents, Fred J. Goldman and Fred
J. Miller, of Elkhart, and John J. Miller, of Vincennes:
secretary, A. Timberlake. of Indianapolis: treasurer, F. H.
Carter, of Indianapolis; executive committee, M. P.

Schwartz, of Indianapolis, C. L. Hacket, of Roanoke, and
F. W. Meissner, of La Porte.
Entertainment features in abundance were provided by

the local durggists and were enjoyed by all.

Mlanesota Association.

"Fair and cooler" was the weather at St. Paul when the
twenty-third annual meeting of the Minnesota Pharmaceu-
tical Association was held in the Ryan Hotel there June
18th to 20th.

President H. W. Rietzke, of St. Paul, opened the regular
business of the meeting with his address, in which he
recommended, among other things, that members display
in their places of business a placard informing the public
that they had affiliated themselves with a body which
stands for better influences in pharmacy.
The report of the secretary, Theo. F. Leeb, of Winona,

showed that there were 466 members In the association,

of whom 437 were active.

A. A. Campbell, of St. Paul, treasurer, reported that the
receipts for the year were $1,062.51 and the disbursements

f992.3.5.
The association declded'to fight to the last the so-called

"fifteen-year law." Under this law the board is required to

issue licenses to certain applicants who have been in busi-

ness fifteen years, without examining them. The board
has been enjoined from issuing the licenses, and the su-

preme court will be asked to pass on the constitutionality

of the law. It is claimed that the bill was passed for the

benefit of one man, but that 190 applications under its

provisions were received during the ten-day limit it fixed.

The committee on the Minnesota Pharmaceutical Manu-
facturing Company, organized twelve years ago by the

association, said that the business of the company had in-

creased one-third during the past year. It is not a money
making concern, but saves the owners of stock 50 per cent,

on some of the goods. It sells household remedies to the

members of the company at 10 per cent, discount and has
400 stockholders.
Dean F. J. Wulling spoke at some length "about the col-

lege of pharmacy at the State t'niversity, and invited

druggists to avail themselves of the use of its analytical

laboratories.
A. D. Thompson, of Minneapolis, read an interesting

paper on his personal experiences in visiting apothecary
shops In various portions of Europe—Italy, Spain. Holland
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and England. In Tangier, the speaker said that the

pharmacopoeia was the same as that used a thousand
years ago.

A. J. Kline, of Minneapolis, read a paper on precaution-

ary methods which ought to be employed by druggists in

the sale of poisonous drugs.

E. K. Slater, State dairy and food commissioner, ad-

dressed the meeting in regard to the enforcement of the

pure food laws. He said it was the policy of the depart-

ment, as far as possible, to seek out the source of the evil

by getting after the manufacturer, and not the retailer.

The subject of propaganda work for United States Phar-

macopoeia and National Formulary preparations among
physicians received due attention.

The following officers were elected: President, H. T.

Holverson, of Alexandria; vice-presidents, G. H. Goodrich,

of Anoka; B. W. Payne, of Lakefield; and M. H. Wittich, of

Minneapolis; secretary, Theo. F. Leeb, of Winona; treas-

urer, L. J. Aberwald, of St. Paul; executive committee, J.

P. Jeliuck, of St. Paul; J. F. Danek, of Minneapolis; and
A. C. LeRicheux, of Duluth.

A banquet at the hotel, a steamboat excursion on the

Mississippi River and other entertainment features served

to fill all the time there was to spare from the work of the

meeting.

Michigan Association.

Bay City druggists have arranged an interesting pro-

gram of entertainment for the visitors at the annual
meeting of the Michigan Pharmaceutical Association to

be held at their city July 30th and 31st. The Elks' Tem-
ple has been secured for the business meetings, and the

club rooms have been placed at the disposal of the

visitors. Local Secretary C. H. Frantz reports that for

those wishing to attend the yachting regatta at Tawas
Beach following the meeting, a round trip rate of 50

cents has been secured.

Missouri Association.

The gaining of ninety-eight new members was but one

of the pleasing features of the twenty-ninth annual meet-

ing of the Missouri Pharmaceutical Association held at

Pertle Springs, June 11th to 14th. Professionally, com-

mercially and socially the meeting was a success.

An especially interesting lot of papers was presented.

W. H. Lamont, of St. Louis, read a paper urging the es-

tablishment of a chair of commercial pharmacy in phar-

macal colleges. He outlined a course of study based on
two subjects: the store and the man. His suggestions

were endorsed by the association and the board of phar-

macy.
Prof. Francis Hemm read a paper upon "The Manu-

facture of Nitrous Ether in a Drug Store," with demon-
strations. Mrs. D. V. Whitney, of Kansas City, reported

the results of the analysis of seventeen samples of spirit

of nitrous ether, which showed a wide variation In

strength. Other papers were by J. F. Llewellyn, of Mex-
ico; Dr. H. M. Whelpley, of St. Louis; and J. R. Dim-
mitt, of Kansas City.

The entertainment program was varied and excellent.

Amateur theatricals, athletic contests, and "guesses" pro-

vided jollification for everyone.

Pertle Springs was again selected as the meeting place,

with the tacit understanding that another section of the

State would he visited in 1909. The 1908 meeting will be

held June 9th to 12th.

The officers elected for the ensuing year are: President,

J. V. Murrav, of Warrensburg; vice-presidents, D. V.

Whitney, of Kansas City; W. K. Ilhardt, of St. Louis; and
Anton Burvenich, of St. Joseph; treasurer, William Mit-

tlebach, of Boonville; permanent secretary, Dr. H. M.
WTielpley, of St. Louis; and assistant secretary, A. F. Zim-

merschied, of Kansas City.

Officers of the Indian Territory Association.

The list of officers elected by the Indian Territory

Pharmaceutical Association at the 1907 meeting was not

announced in time for publication in the report of the

meeting on page 447 of the Circular for June. These of-

ficers are: President, E. K. McGinnis, of Sulphur; vice-

presidents, Miss Dolly Singleterry, of Caney; W. Y. Chit-

wood, of Mill Creek; and W. W. Holden, of Kelly^'ille;

secretary and treasurer, H. D. Kniseley, of Checotah: and
assistant secretary, G. J. Fuller, of Eufaula.

Kansas Association.

Recognizing the value of the State association as a
legislative watch-dog, almost 200 Kansas druggists shook
off their accustomed apathy and became members of the
Kansas Pharmaceutical Association during the twenty-
eighth annual meeting, held at Kansas City, May 21st to

23d.
Legislative matters formed the major portion of the

topics discussed. It was the sense of the association that,

once thoroughly understood, the federal and the State
pure food and drug measures were a benefit and not a
burden to the retail druggist. Prof. L. E. Sayre and Dr.
J. S. Crumbine elucidated the many phases of these
measures before the meeting.
There was much discussion of the relations between the

professions of medicine and of pharmacy. Each profes-

sion was held to have its special functions, and each to

be as necessary to the other as the legislative and the
judicial departments of government.
The subject of Sunday closing was discussed at length.

Many of the members related their experiences with Sun-
day closing, all of which evidenced satisfaction to all

parties concerned and hardships to none. The association

recommended the closing of drug stores on Sundays, and
the members were urged to close their stores on Sunday,
as far as possible.

A number of other pertinent topics which had been of-

fered for discussion by the queries committee, brought out
some very interesting papers.

A woman's auxiliary was organized by the wives of the

members.
The affiliation of the association with the National As-

sociation of Retail Druggists was renewed.
The officers elected for the ensuing year are: Presi-

dent, E. B. Mallott, of Abilene; vice-presidents, G. Q.

Lake, of Kansas City, and D. Von Riesen, of Marysville;

treasurer, W. S. Henrion, of AVichita; secretary, A. E.

Topping, of Overbrook; assistant secretary. Matt Weight-
man, of Topeka; librarian. Prof. L. E. Sayre, of Lawrence;
and local secretary, H. B. Allen, of Wichita.
The next meeting of the association will be held May

26th to 28th, 1908, at Wichita.

South Dakota Association.

Owing to the lack of adequate hotel accomodations at

Yankton, the coming annual meeting of the South Dakota
Pharmaceutical Association which was to have been held

there, will be held at Huron. The date selected is August
14th to 16th.

A number of prizes for meritorious papers and prepa-

rations will be awarded at this meeting.

Colorado Association.

At its meeting held at Glenwood Springs. June 12th to

14th, the Colorado Pharmacal Association elected the fol-

lowing officers: President, C. M. Ford, of Denver: vice-

presidents, F. G. Baldwin, of Pueblo; and D. Y. Wheeler,

of Denver; secretary. A. G. Clark, of Denver; and treas-

urer, H. Reynolds, of Greeley. Glenwood was again chosen

as the place for the annual meeting.

Idaho Association.

Starting off with 156 charter members, the new Idaho

Pharmaceutical Association organized at Boise, May 21st,

bids fair to outstrip some of the older State bodies. The
organization meeting, first scheduled to be held June

2nth. was held May 20th and 21st. At the conclusion of

the business sessions a dance and banquet were given

by the local druggists in honor of their visiting fellow

craftsmen.

As adopted, the constitution limits active membership

in the association to those who are engaged in the drug

business, wholesale or retail, either as employers or em-

ployes. Associate membership is extended to those who
have the interests of the organization at heart. The as-

sociation purposes taking an active interest in legislative

matters.

J. H. Buehler, of Boise, was appointed a delegate to

the meeting of the Utah association, whose officers had

taken a deep interest in the organization of the Idaho

bodv. Delegates to the associations of the other neigh-

boring States will be appointed by the president.

The officers elected to serve during the first year of the

new association are: President, R. W. Smith, of Moun-
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tainhome; vice-presidents, W. S. Whiteliead, of Boise, and
Clement Wilkins. of Couer d'Alene; treasurer, C. L. Joy,
of Boise; and secretary, J. B. Latimer, of Boise.

It was decided to meet again at Boise. May 22d, 1908:
no time limit being placed on the duration of the meet-
ing.

Miss Mary A. Fein, of Little Rock, Ark., has received
so n.any tokens of the appreciation of the Arkansas Phar-
maceutical Association of her very efficient secretaryship,
that this year the members were unable to select any
suitable gift that would not duplicate one the young lady
had already received. It was decided that the only way
out of the dilemma was to present her with the purse
which had been raised for the purchase of the gift.

News of the Pharmacy Boards.
List of Secretaries.

In the following list are to be found the names and ad-
dresses of the secretaries of the various boards of phar-
macy of the country. When the date and place of the next
meeting are known, they are given also. Secretaries are
requested to keep us informed as to those dates and
places:

Alabama—E. P. Gait, Selma.

Arizona—A. G. Hulett, Phosnix.

Arkansas—J. P. Dowdy, Little Rock.
California—July 17th, at Los Angeles: July 22d, at San

Francisco. C. B. Wilden, San Francisco.

Colorado—W. L. Shockey, Cripple Creek.

Connecticut—J. A. Leverty. Bridgeport.

Delaware—July 5th, at Smyrna. O. C. Draper, Wilming-
ton.

District of Columbia—S. L. Hilton. Washington.
Florida—^D. W. Ra,msaur. Palatka.

Georgia—C. D. Jordan, Monticello.

Idaho—L. W. Smith, Boise.
Illinois—July 23d and 24th, at Chicago. F. C. Dodds,

Springfield.
Indiana—July Sth to 12th, at Indianapolis. A. F. Sala,

Winchester.
Indian Territory—July 17th, at Muskogee. H. D. Knise-

ley, Checotah.
'Iowa—C. W. Phillips, Des Moines.
Kansas—August 21st, at Ellsworth. W. E. Sheriff, Ells-

worth.
Kentucky—July 9th, at Dawson Springs. J. W. Gale,

Frankfort.
Louisiana—August 2d and od, at New Orleans. F. C. God-

bold, New Orleans.
Maine—F. H. Wilson, Brunswick.
Maryland—October 3d, at Baltimore. Ephraim Bacon, Ro-

land Park.
Massachusetts—Every Tuesday, at Boston. W. P. Sawyer,

Boston.
Michigan—S. A. Erwin, Battle Creek.
Minnesota—July 15th, at Minneapolis. C. J. Moos, Min-

neapolis.
Mississippi— S. L. Caine, Columbus.
Missouri—October 14th, at St. Louis. Charles Gietner,

St. Louis.
Montana—October 14th and 15th, at Butte. Alfred Whit-

worth, Deer Lodge.
Nebraska—H. L. Harper, Beatrice.
Nevada—F. J. Steinmetz. Carson City.

New Hampshire—July 24th, at Concord. F. H. Wingate.
Nashua.

New Jersey—July 18th and 19th. at Trenton. H. A. Jor-

den, Bridgeton.
New Mexico—A. J. Fischer, Santa Fe.
New York—Eastern Branch—September 18th, at Brook-

lyn. Joseph Weinstein. 115 West Sixty-eighth street.

New York. Middle Branch—September 18th, at Al-

bany. W. L. Bradt. Albany. Western Branch—Sep-

tember 18th, at Buffalo. George Reimann, Buffalo.

North Carolina—November 26th, at Raleigh. F. W. Han-
cock, Oxford.

North Dakota—W. S. Parker, Lisbon.
Ohio—October Sth, at Columbus. F. H. Frost, Columbus.
Oklahoma—July 9th, at Oklahoma City. F. B. Lillie,

Guthrie.
Oregon—G. C. Blakeley, The Dalles.
Pennsylvania—August 13th, at Williamsport. C. T.

George, Harrisbui-g.

Rhode Island—October 1st, at Providence. H. A. Pearce,
Providence.

South Carolina—F. M. Smith, Charleston.

South Dakota—July 10th, at Mitchell. E. C. Bent, Dell
Rapids.

Tennessee—July 15th to 17th, at Monteagle. I. B. Clark,
Nashville.

Utah—C. H. McCoy, Salt Lake.
Vermont—July 10th, at Montpelier. J. G. Bellrose, Bur-

lington.

Virginia-October, at Richmond. T. A. Miller, Richmond.
Washington—P. Jensen, Tacoma.
West Virginia—October 9th, at Charleston. A. Walker,

Sutton.
Wisconsin-H. G. Ruenzel, Milwaukee.
Wyoming -F. W. Roedel, Cheyenne.

New York Board.

C. O. Bigelow, of this city, being the sole remaining
candidate for election to the eastern branch of the New
Yoik Board of Pharmacy, after the withdrawal of Jacob
Diner and Peter Diamond, the election held June 18th, at

the New York College of Pharmacy building, passed off

quietly. Less than 175 votes were polled, and of course

Mr. Bigelow was elected.

At the meeting of the pharmacists and druggists of the

western section of the State, held at Buffalo, June 5th,

205 votes were polled for the candidates for election to the

western branch of the board. S. A. Grove, the present

incumbent, received 126, and R. K. Smither, 79.

J. B. Todd, of Ithaca, has been elected to succeed himself

as a member of the middle branch of the board. The elec-

tion took place at the State association meeting held at

Thousand Island Park, June 26th to 28th.

Massachusetts Board.

At the weekly meetings of the Massachusetts Board of

Pharmacy held during May, the following applicants for

registration were successful:

T. R. Blaine, of Boston; C. O. Charron, of Lowell; A. E.

Corbett. of Belmont; C. J. DriscoU, of Boston; W. N. For-

rest and H. E. Hebbard, both of Lynn; J. A. Janelle, of

Fitchburg; Raymond Janson, of New Bedford; J. J. Mar-
rin, of Holyoke; E. L. Niquette, of Northampton; and T.

F. Ryan, of Danvers.

Bhode Island Board.

At the meeting of the Rhode Island Board of Pharmacy
held at Providence, June 3d, fifteen candidates were ex-

amined. The following were successful:

As pharmacist.—F. D. Baker, of Providence.
As assistants.—A. W. Anderson, of Providence; G. R.

Brady, of Hyde Park, Mass.; W. F. Campbell, of Paw-
tucket; Joseph Durante, of Providence; G. W. Foehr, of

Pawtucket; J. P. McDonald, B. E. O'Connor and W. H.
Rivard, all of Providence; A. E. Schiller, of Pawtucket;
W. J. Schneider, of Providence; C. T. Trowsdale, of How-
ard: and G. H. White, of Providence.
The next meeting of the board will be held, October 1st,

at Providence.

Pennsylvania Board.

Two hundred and fifty-two applicants were examined by
the Pennsylvania Board of Pharmacy at the meetings held

May ISth, at Harrisburg and Pittsburg. Of these the fol-

lowing eighty-four were successful:

As pharmacists.—E. M. Apple, M. H. Arnold and Samuel
Axilvund, all of Philadelphia; W. T. Bartholomew, of

Quakertown; W. T. Beam, of Moundsville, W. Va.; R. C.

Benedum, of Denniscn, O.; C. R. Carrington, of Phila-

delphia; H. Z. Carroll, of Pottsville; J. T. Dougherty, of

South Fork; C. B. Dublin, of Homestead; C. E. Dusen-
berry, of Allegheny; J. G. Eby. of Lancaster; F. E. En-
dam and Lewis Entine, both of Philadelphia; H. L. Evans,
of Swissvale; R. B. Everlith, of Allenwood; S. H. Feld-

man, of Philadelphia; O. A. Flaslier, of Cairo, W. Va.; I.

E. Frank, of Wilkes-Barre; Elizabeth P. Fulton, of Pitts-

burg; B. L. Fuser, of Boonville, Mo.; C. A. Galloway, of

Brownsville; Ira Gasser, of Philadelphia; J. D. Griffith, of

Donora; Alva Hay, of Dubois: N. H. Hilton, of Lock
Haven; H. C. Holland, of Pittsburg; G. C. Hornewall, of

Philadelphia; R. C. Kirkendall, of Berwick; O. G. Koehler,

of Arcanum. O.; D. A. Laughlin, of Winslow; H. C. Les-

sig, of Philadelphia: C. S. Lyter, of Harrisburg; J. F.
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Mackay, of Vineland, N. J.; H. L. McGowan, of Allegheny;
R. G. McKee and J. C. McNulty, both of Pittsburg; C. G.

Melcher, of Allegheny: R. P. Moyer, of Pittsburg; A. H.
Munsch and F. K. Munsch, both of Allegheny; A. H.
Owens, of Lost Creek; H. Reyburn, of Allegheny; R. G.

Reynolds, of New York, N. Y.; H. P. Ruhl, of Philadel-

phia; O. H. Sample, of Allegheny; James Silverman and
H. E. Slough, both of Philadelphia; H. J. Strohmyer, of

Altoona; C. N. Thoman, of Struthers, O.; S. S. Weirs, of

Philadelphia; H. D. Wilcox, of Salem, M'. Va.; H. E. Wilt,

of South Fork; R. J. Wolf and Harry Yellin, both of Phil-

adelphia.
As assistants.—W. E. Andrew, of Pen Argyl; A. J. Baker

and Mitchell Bernstein, both of Philadelphia; C. E. Bie-

denbach, of AVTieeling, AV. Va.; G. W. Capillo, Kate E.

Cliffe and W. C. Crish, all of Philadelphia: Mrs. AV. A.

Davis, of Duquesne; A. A'. Dolan, of Pittsburg; Laverne
English, of AA'est Mansfield, 0.; A. J. Feight, of Punxsu-
tawney: G. R. Gallinger, of Fabius, N. Y.; G. A. Geyer, of

Pittsburg; J. E. Gross, of McKeesport; Rose Kass, of Phil-

adelphia; Samuel Krassnosky, of Pittsburg; E. V. McCor-
mick, of Greensburg; M. H. Miller, of Philadelphia; C. N.
Minton. of Washington; E. A. Nodel, of York; C. E. Pais-

ley, of New Castle; D. H. Reighter. of Carlisle: L. L. Ruth,
of Lebanon: F. L. Seiger. of Steelton; Mary D. Sheehan
and J. C. Sims, both of Pittsburg; M. Grace Truby, of

Kittanning; AA'. J. AVarrison and Sarah AVhite, both of

Philadelphia.
The next meeting of the board will be held August

lath, at AA'illiamsport.

A druggist of Philadelphia was convicted upon a charge
of conspiracy brought by the board. He was accused of

selling answers to examination questions, evidence against
him having been secured through a prospective candidate
for registration. Sentence was deferred pending an ap-

plication for a new trial.

Proceedings against unlicensed proprietors in Phila-

delphia are being carried on by the board. Several al-

leged violators of the law have been held under bail

for trial.

West ATirginia Board.

Out of forty-seven candidates examined at the meeting
of the AVest Virginia Board of Pharmacy held May 1st, at

AVheeling. the following were successful:

W. B. Altland, of Canton, 0.; B. C. Beam, of Mounds-
ville; C. E. Beidenbach, A. L. Bosch and J. J. Burns, all of

Wheeling; J. C. Carnahan, of East Liverpool, 0.; E. R.
Feaster, of Maysville; J. A. Fitch, of Huntingdon; H. H.
George, of Ronceverte; W. A. Giffin, of Flushing. 0.; M.
C. Hartley, of AVheeling; D. H. Jenkins, of AA'illiamson;

AV. A. Lannon, of Uniontown, Pa.; E. T. Laurence, of

Williamson: B. H. Martin, df Amos; G. C. Mercer, of

Barnsville. O.; J. P. Miggs. of Parkersburg; John Moser,
of New Martinsville; F. J. Murphy, of Farmington; W. H.
Myers, of Morgantown; J. E. Ogle, of Woodsfleld. O.; D. G.

Pharr, of Gap Mills: R. M. Ross, of Fairmont: E. J. Sam-
uel, of Bloomville, O.; E. C. Schulze, of Wrightsville, O.;

L. H. Smith, of Parkersburg; L. K. Traphagan, of Mas-
silon, O.: C. S. Walker, of Sutton; D. H. Ward, of Rich-

mond; H. W. Wirth. of East Palestine, 0.; and H. G.
Young, of Buckhannon.
The next meeting of the board will he held October 9th,

at Charleston.

North Carolina Board.

Forty-three applicants for registration were examined
at the meeting of the North Carolina Board of Pharmacy
held at Lake Toxaway, June 11th. The following passed:

J. G. Abernethy, of Lenoir: J. T. Abernethy, of Gastonia;
C. M. Andrews, of Chapel Hill; D. J. Atkins, of Durham;
D. S. Chapman, of Greenville; A. D. Currie, Jr., of Salis-

bury; I. I. Davis, Jr.. of Morganton; C. T. Eldridge, of

Greensboro: A. G. Elliott, of Durham; T. L. Farrow, Jr.,

of Winston-Salem; J. W. Fuller, of Salisbury; H. P. Ken-
nedy, of Greensboro; R. E. Kibler, of Morganton; AV. A.
Lane, of New Bern; H. C. Lutz, of Granite Falls; J. E.

Marion, of Elkin; R. T. Moody, of Charlotte; Earl Mor-
row, of Gastonia; R. R. Palmer, of Warrenton; J. H. Pat-

terson, of Durham: J. L. Ransom, of Charlotte; J. L.

Robinson, of Lowell; A. M. Secrest, of Monroe; E. L.

Webb, of Greensboro; and J. B. Whittington, of East
Bend.
The next meeting of the board will be held November

26th, at Raleigh.

Georgia Board.

At the meeting of the Georgia Board of Pharmacy held
at Savannah, May 20th, out of forty applicants the fol-

lowing passed:
W. W. Abel, of Macon; C. C. Aren. of Atlanta; E. C.

Brunner, of Macon; E. F. Franklin, of Metter; F. G.
Hoobs, of Fort A'alley; J. A. Hunt, of Vidalia; AV. E. Isbell,

of Atlanta; H. G. Knox, of Lumber City; T. R. Luck, of
Fairburn; D. C. Moseley. of Donalsonville; E. L. Moore,
of Groveland; M. H. McClure. of Villanon; F. C. Rower,
of Buford; and J. W. Turner, of Dawson.

Illinois Board.

At the meeting of the Illinois Board of Pharmacy, held
May 21st to 23d, at Springfield, the following applicants
for registration were successful:
As pharmacists.—J. H. Chrlstmann, of Chicago; F. H.

Eslinger, of Canton; D. AV. Grubb, of Galesburg; W. G.
Herlocker, of Table Grove; J. R. Isley, of East St. Louis;
B. F. Johnson, of Odell; P. T. Knoebel, of East St. Louis:
J. F. Kouba, of Chicago: J. A. Moore, of East St. Louis;
Israel Nathanson, of Chicago; G. W. Nold, of Belleville;

R. J. Pavlicek, of Chicago; F. J. Ritter, of Mattoon: C. B.

Smith, of Girard; James Soward. of Fithian; H. P. Swe-
ney, of Salem; AV'. D. AA'alter. of Clinton; A. C. Webster,
of Staunton; and J. B. AVilliams. of Chicago.
As assistants.—F. N. Buerkett. of Springfield; W. M.

Cummins and John R. Eddy, both of Chicago; William
Garside, of Peoria; James Hirschfield, Abraham Hotz and
L. A. Kaminski, all of Chicago: M, G. Klemme, of Belleville;

Newman Kohn, Joseph Kukac. Jacob Lebovitz and M. L.

Leon, all of Chicago; F. A. Marrs, of Paris; A. F. Mester, of
Quincy; H. B. A. Meyer, of Chicago; J. B. Powell and
T. B. Powell, both of A'ienna: J. P. Raeth, of Chicago:
E. J. Steer, of Springfield: O. L. Steinkraus. of Chicago:
A. A. Thorwaldtsen, of Jlonmouth; and F. S. Walczykie-
wicz. of Chicago.
As local pharmacists.—L. A'. Aehle, of Chicago; O. E.

Carter, of Iiiava; AV. H. Diebold. of Springfield; B. C.

Eisendrath, R. P. Fitzner and B. Gzel, all of Chicago; H.
C. Hubbard, of Virginia; AVilliam McNabb. of Hardin; R.

P. Phalen. of Howard; C. A. Riel. of Lacon: A^ F. Silver-

thorn. O. C. Thomas and C. J. Tomkiewicz. all of Chicago:
G. F. Whitley, of Eldorado; and J. F. AVolf. of Chicago.
The next meeting of the board will be held July 2.1(?

and 24th. at Chicago

Ohio Board.

At the meeting of the Ohio Board of Pharmacy held at

Columbus, May 14th to 16th. there were 157 applicants
for registration as pharmacists, and 43, as assistants

The following were successful

:

As pharmacists—F. J. Acherman, and O. E. Albl. both
of Cleveland; W. B. Altland. of Canton; R. C. Benedum, of

Dennison: E. C. Bickse, of Steubenville; G. T. Broadhurst.
of Salem; H. J. Brune. of Hamilton: J. C. Carnahan, of

East Liverpool: J. A. Carr, of Cleveland; Eva A. Chilcote.

of Edgerton; H. S. Cooper, of Cleveland; F. R. Crook, of

Lisbon; James Grosser, of Cleveland; Harry Cunningham,
of Cincinnati; G. D. Dillhoff, of St. Bernard: AV. F. Dwyer.
of Cleveland: J. A. Ebert. of Elyria; E. L. Ewing. of Ew-
ington; L. F. Farley, of Cleveland: H. C. Fehr, of Toledo;

A. A. Fickes. of Shelby: E. J. Gibbons, of St. Louis, Mo.:

H. J. Ginther, of Cleveland; L. O. Graf and W. C. Haef
ner, both of Cincinnati: R. F. Hale, of Bellevue; E. V.

Hamaker, of Findlay; Emmet Harris and L. M. Hauf,

both of Toledo; Clara Keller and Loretta Keller, both of

Cincinnati: H. C. Keve. of Dayton; Guy Lautsbaugh. of

Mansfield: C. D. Leonhardt. of Deshler; Ellsworth Loesch

and Robert Ludwig, both of Cleveland; John McComas, of

Steubenville; E. M. Mandel. of Cleveland; Matthew Man-
gold, of Cincinnati: G. C. Alercer. of Barnesville; AVini-

fred Jlikesell. of Dayton: Asher Miller, of Cincinnati: C.

H. Miller, of Dayton; G. R. Mote, of Kokomo, Ind.; B. M.
Mohler. of Fremont; O. AV. Price, of Spencerville: E. B.

Putt, of Youngstown: O. G. Rauchfuss. of Cincinnati: K.

J. Rauschkolb. of Cleveland: E. B. Rawlings. of Bellefon-

laine; G. W. Reese. S. S. Reich and S. R. Rosenberg, all

of Cleveland: E. J. Somsell. of Bloomville; H. B. San-

ders, of Lockland; P. R. Sanders, of Chagrin Falls; Harry
Schellhaas, of Miamisburg: G. C. Schlenk. of Sandusky:

J. G. Schmitt. of Cincinnati: H. E. Schoenberger, of Day-

ton; Rosina Schoenfeld. of Cincinnati: F. C. Sells, of Mt
A'ernon- H. J. Sentker. of Cincinnati: C. W. Sherry, of

Columbus; F. H. Sleight, of Oakley; G. E. Smith, of Cin-

L
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cinnati; J. W. Snoddy. of Huntington, \V. Va.; F. K. Star-

bird, of Cleveland: G. K. Stewart, of East Liverpool; G. T.

Stringfellow, of Findlay: J. P. Tarbeck, of Covington. Ky.;
G. E. Thatcher, of Yonngstown; C. H. Thorman, of Struth-

ers; A. E. Tilley, of Cincinnati; L. K. Traphagen, of Mas-
sillon; H. C. Trautman of Dayton; Leon Tuholske, of

Akron; A. F. Urban, of Cleveland; C. M. Vanlett, of Ports-

mouth; F. M. Walters, of Columbus; G. O. Widrig. of

Newport, Ky.; C. A. Wingard, of Montpelier; H. H. Wirth,
of East Palestine; H. A. Woesternian. of Cincinnati; M.
A. Yost ahd Clayton Zeluff, both of Toledo.

As assistants—R. E. Anglim. of Columbus; R. A. Belt,

of Newark ; F. M. Blank, of Akron ; W. B. Corner, of Mari-
etta* F. C. Crider. of Athens; W. E. Davis, of Freeniont;
Fred Freeman, of Cleveland; C. L. Furney, of Kenton:
C. S. Geese, of Alliance; J. A. Gerlach. of Cleveland; K. J.

C. Given, of Chandlersvllle; L. H. Hayward, of Toledo;
C. E. Hjelm, of Mason; O. W. Howser, of Columbus; 0. C.

.loss, of Cleveland; F. J. Kelley. of Cincinnati; Robert
Krebs and W. E. Luthy, both of Cleveland; P. A. Nor-
wood, of Columbus; John Requs. of Cincinnati; W. J. Reis
and Jessie G. Rosen, both of Cleveland; C. T. Sattler, of

Mansfield; K. W. Tracy, of Ashtabula; H. A. Vollmer, of

Wauseon; G. H. Wakeman, of Sidney; Ernest Wichter-
man, of Clarington; and A. H. Wingert, of Cleveland.

Fines have been imposed upon several alleged violators

of the pharmacy law located in Columbus.
The next meeting of the board will be held October 8th

and 9th, at Columbus.

Kansas Board.

One hundred candidates were examined by the Kansas
Board of Pharmacy at the meeting held at Kansas City,

May 23d and 24th. The following fifty-iive passed;

As pharmacists.—C. E. Adamson. of Valley Center; Ora
C. Anderson, of Junction City; G. L. Blatchley, of Fort
Scott: H. M. Bouvy, of Ottawa; L. K. Carnahan, of Bald-

win; C. K. Cooke, of Welda; C. L. Cowan, of lola; G. A.

Crampton. of Leavenworth; F. C. Crole, of Kansas City;

G. A. Dawes, of Leavenworth: W. C. Eastlack, of Atchison:

A. H. Farnsworth, of Douglass; E. L. Feagan and 0. W.
Fox, both of Sterling: E. A. Gant. of St. John; Sophia
V. Granlund. of Phillips: J. C. Gunter. of Clay Center;

C. W. Hall, of Randolph: William Haussler, of Emporia:
C. E, Holmes, of Douglass; F. E. Hottinger. of Edna;
Mary L. Johnson, of Leonardville; Philip Johnson, of Par-

sons: A. E. Krokstrom, of Savonburg; W. C. Lathrop, of

Norton; J. R, Linden, of St. Paul: Raymond Lucas, of

OtUwa; E. F. Melegan, of Quenemo: J. H. Melhuish. of

Rosedale; H. J. Mills of Osborne: A. L. Moore, of Seneca;

C. S. Morris, of Osborne; W. H. O'Brien, of Leavenworth;
J. L. Osborne, of Baldwin; E. VJ. Parks, of Chanute; E. H.
Richardson, of Ravensville; E. J. Runner, of Stanley; A.

O. Spence, of Clav Center; W. C. Stevens, of Sycamore;
Ji W. Tassell, of Topeka; J. F. Terrass, of Alma; G. C.

Thompson, of Galesburg; R. W. Thorning. of Leaven-
worth; F. E. Tipton, of Chanute; AV. W. Townley. of En-
terprise; J. C. Urban, of Caldwell; G. N. Van Pelt, of

Beloit; Inie M. Van Pelt, of Topeka; Minnie M. Whitney,
of Kansas City; J. S. Wilkins, of Fort Scott; and D. F.

Zeman, of Wilson.
As assistants.—C. S. Coates. of Topeka; C. C. Lull, of

Lebanon: 0. L. Teague, of Robinson; and G. L. Wilson, of

Chanute.
The next meeting of the board will be held August 21st,

at Ellsworth.
During the quarter ending May 25th, ninety-two general

merchants' licenses were issued, three temporary certifi-

cates, and four duplicate certificates. Registration cer-

tificates were issued to the following graduates of phar-

macal institutions:

L D. Bender, of W^infield; L. R. Chatelle. of Norton;

M. H. Gillespie, A. C. McCarty and H. J. McGee, all of

Kansas City.

The board reelected the same corps of officers for an-

other year. They are; President. C. L. Becker, of Otta-

wa; treasurer, W. W. Naylor, of Holton; and secretary,

W. E. Sheriff, of Ellsworth.

Nebraska Board.

At a meeting of the Nebraska Board of Pharmacy, held

at Seward, June 18th, the following were licensed: Miss
Ina Burt, of Campbell; S. H. Chism. of Stella; L. D.

Dvorak, of Wahoo; A. A. Ericson. of Edison; H. F. Fitz-

patrick, of Omaha; D. W. Fouts, of Fremont; C. R. Frater,

of David City; H. R. Houchen, of Utica; Chas. B. Jack-

man, of Des Moines (who received the highest average
rating, 86.2); Fred J. Mathews, of Albion; J. Merritt, of

Omaha; T. C. Minnick, of Palmer; A. Z. Myers, of Lincoln;

S. E. McCaw, of Oxford; W. H. McKnight, of Long Pine;

Chas. A. Potter, of Litchfield; R. W. Reder, of Fremont:
Miss Olla Rogan. of Central City; Alex. St. Romberg, of

Scribner; Paul W. Schultz. of Pierce; Chas. E. Stitzer, of

Omaha; John J. Theisen, of Norfolk; Geo. A. Windsor, of

Fremont ; W. W. Wright, of Greeley.

The next meeting of the board will be held at Omaha,
August 14th.

A Few Canadian Items.

Advocating a Canadian Association.

Several of the provincial pharmacal organizations of

Canada have taken action upon the subject of organizing

r Canadian pharmaceutical association. Quebec and On-

tario have passed resolutions favoring the plan and have
appointed delegates to attend an organization meeting.

British Columbia, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick have
expressed their readiness to .loin in such a movement;
and the remaining four provinces have informally given

expression to their desire to co-operate.

The suggested objects of the proposed association are:

To formulate a uniform standard of pharmacal education;

to provide for the inter-province exchange of certificates:

to safeguard and promote the legal and educational in

terests of Canadian pharmacists; and to promote the ex

tension of the Canadian Formulary as an official standard;

and to encourage the advance of scientific pharmacy.

Ontario Association.

The Ontario branch of the drug section of the Retail

Merchants' Association of Canada, met at Toronto, June
5th to 7th. The secretary reported that the membership
of the branch was 729 out cf a possible 973.

The legislative committee was instructed to endeavor to

secure an amendment to the code so that retailers and
wholesalers may legally combine to secure uniformity of

prices.

The officers elected for the ensuing year are; President,

A. E. Waiton. of Toronto: vice-presidents. E. Gregory, of

Lindsay, and Henry Watters. of Ottawa; treasurer, J. H.

Jury, of Bowmanville; and seci-etary, E. M. Trowern, of

Toronto.

New Brunswick Society.

At the annual meeting of the New Brunswick Pharma-
ceutical Society, held at St. John, June 12th, the follow-

ing officers were elected: President, S. H. Hawker, of St,

John; vice-president, W. R. Rodd. of Sackville; registrar,

E. R. W. Ingraham, of St. John; treasurer. P. J. Donohoe,

of St. John; and secretary, C. F. Wade, of St. John

New Brunswick Board.

At the meeting of the New Brunswick Board of Pharm-
acy, held at St. John, June 5th to 7th, the following

passed the final examinations:
R. F. Eraser, of Chatham; J. E. Hawker, of St. John;

H. H. Hipwell, of Woodstock; and G. A. Legere, of Monc-
ton.

At the semi-annual meeting of the council of the

Ontario College of Pharmacy, held June 3d to 7th, it

was decided to ask the legislature to prohibit the sale

of carbolic acid in any form stronger than a 5 per cent,

solution.

It Is announced that W. D. Rowles has been appointed to

succeed Herbert Turrell in the management of the special

preparation department of the New Y'ork branch of Parke,

Davis & Co. Mr. Rowles until quite recently has been the

assistant manager of the Chicago branch of this house,

and has a host of friends in the Western metropolis. He
is thoroughly conversant with this class of work and it

is said will prove an able successor to Mr. Turrell.

The annual outing of the Alumni Association of the

College of Pharmacy of the City of New York took place

June 12th. at Bachmann's. Staten Island. The weather

was propitious and the usual crowd was in attendance.

Fred Borggreve had charge of the affair.
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Among the Colleges of Pharmacy.

New York College.

With Vice-President 0. F. Cliandler In the chair, the

College of Pharmacy of the City of New York, held the

last meeting of the series of 1906-7, June 18th.

In the provisional report of the secretary, T. P. Main,
the present membership of the college was given as 384.

Since the previous meeting there had been received an-

nouncements of the deaths of four members: Walter
Fritz. L. M. Royce, Thomas Starr and O. C. Weiman.
The names of five trustees chosen to succeed those

whose terms expired in March last, were read. These
are, Otto Amend, Adolph Henning, D. T. Larimore, R. S.

Lehman and R. R. Smith.
The following amendment to the by-laws was adopted;

this is supplemental to article I, section 9:

Certificates of membership shall be issued to all members in

good standing who apply for same, upon payment of a fee to

be fixed by the board of trustees; application shall be made on
a form to be signed by the member containing the stipulation
that said certificate shall revert to the college if his member-
ship cease from any cause whatever.

Dr. A. H. Elliott offered a draft of two amendments to

the by-laws changing article 8, sections 35 and 39. These
amendments would abolish the lecture committee, and
create in its place a curriculum committee of seven, two
of whom would be members of the examination commit-
tee. This committee would have supervision over the

courses of study, syllabi, and the entire teaching staff,

subject to the approval of the board of trustees. These
two amendments will be voted upon at the October meet-

ing.

T. F. Main brought up the subject of government super-

vision of the Pharmacopoeia, a subject which he thought
should receive thorough consideration by the members of

the college. After considerable discussion, without set-

tled opinions being expressed, it was decided to appoint a
committee of five who should make a thorough study of

the pros and cons of the situation and report at the Oc-

tober meeting, when an open discussion will be held.

F. O. Collins and F. K. James were appointed an audit-

ing committee.
The following delegates to the American Pharmaceuti-

cal Association were selected: Dr. H. H. Rusby, chair-

man; Virgil Coblentz, Dr. G. C. Diekman, Dr. W. C. Al-

pers and O. G. Kalish. A delegation to the New York
State association was also selected. Dr. Diekman being

chairman.

Buffalo College.

The twentieth annual commencement exercises of the

Buffalo College of Pharmacy were held May 31st. The
degree of bachelor in pharmacy was conferred on thirty-

two candidates as follows:

C. A. Anderson, K. F. Bachmann, G. E. Bassage, R. S.

Beecher, W. F. Brandow, P. R. Brooks, R. L. Budlong, R.

A. Bush. J. E. Cooney, A. G. Davis. G. H. Devitt, C. A.

Elliott, G. «. Grimes, L. R. Jacobs, G. H. S. James, E. R.

Jones, G. H. Kopf, C. J. Mattison, E. F. McAllister, O. J.

Meyers, A. M. Peck, W. B. Perry, C. L. Pierce, P. F. Priest,

Mary W. Rice, A. J. Roth, H. S. Soper, N. H. Stafford, H.
E. Warfield, W. R. Wheeler. Grace H. Wilson and R. W.
Wright.
The post graduate degree of master of pharmacy was

conferred upon C. W. Bullock and I. J. Selkowitz; and the

post graduate degree of doctor of pharmacy upon H. E.

Dyke.
The roll of honor was as follows: Mary W. Rice, of

Rome, Pa, W. H. Peabody prize; E. R. Jones, West Mar-
tinsburg; W. R. Wheeler, of Chatham, Ont.; Nealy Staf-

ford, of Buffalo; and C. A. Anderson, of Lyons.
The junior honor roll included C. W. Hawley, of Mo-

ravia, faculty prize; A. E. Roberts, of Morrisville; P. M.
Bengdorf, of Red Creek: Eleanor R. Richardson, of Rich-
burg; E. G. Aberle, of Canandaigua.

BUFFALO .1.LUMNI.

At the annual meeting of the alumni association of the
Buffalo College of Pharmacy, held at Buffalo, May 31st,

the following papers were read: "Opportunities in Manu-
facturing Pharmacy," by F. A. Chase, '01; "Pharmacy in

the Navy," by R. C. Miller, '01; "Advantages of Combina-
tion and Co-Operation," by S. A. Grove, '93; "Problems in

Incompatibility," by I. J. Selkowitz; "On the Drinking
Water of the Surrounding Portion of Western New York,"
by C. W. Bullock.

The officers elected for the ensuing year are; President,
W. C. Achilles, "01; vice-presidents, F. A. Chase, '01; Mary
W. Rice, 07; and H. U. Brown, '06; secretary, W. E.
Lemon, '99; and treasurer, C. H. Ganger, '90.

Rhode Island College.

Nine graduates were turned out by the Rhode Island
College of Pharmacy and Allied Sciences, at the com-
mencement exeri ises, held at Providence, June 11th. They
were Jerome Anthony, Louis Cohen, J. D. Durante, G. W.
Foehr, B. C. O'Connor, W. H. Rivard, W. J. Schneider, C.
T. Trowsdale and A. C. Ventrone.
The prizes were awarded as follows: W. 0. Blanding

prize, to C. T. Trowsdale; Hall & Lyon prize, to W. H.
Rivard; Brundage medal, to C. T. Trowsdale; and C. H.
Daggett medal, to Louis Cohen.

Medico-Chirurgical College.

Fifty-one students of the department of pharmacy of the
Medico-Chirurgical College of Philadelphia received the de-

gree of graduate in pharmacy at the commencement exer-
cises held May 31st.

The honor roll comprised the following names; S. M.
Greenawalt, college medal and Meeker prize; G. W.
Darling, Stanislaus medal; G. C. Horner. Greenawalt
prize; E. M. Apple, W. T. Bartholomew, M. H. Miller, R.
E. Mills, E. F. Syphax and R. Taylor.
The members of the graduating class were:
J. H. Abramson, O. F. Adams, E. M. Apple, W. T.

Bartholomew, E. C. Boyer. G. L. Brown, T. J. Campbell,
J. M. Cannon, H. J. Carroll, W. D. Cox, G. W. Darling,
H. J. Davidheiser. J. J. Duffy, J. G. Eby, Louis Entine,
W. T. Evans, A. R. Flanagan, T. B. Frank, C. R. Getz.
B. C. Goodhart, Hugh Gray, S. M. Greenawalt, G. C.

Horner. C. C. Hutchinson, D. E. Jenkins, J. P. Klingaman,
J. Knoebel. George Lowman, W. W. McNeary, D. E. Meyers,
M. H. Miller, R. E. Mills, C. R. Neipling. Haydn Prout, J.

A. H. Prum, A. J. Raker, C. M. Shenk, James Silverman.
B. Sprissler, C. E. Storer. R. H. Stutzman, E. F. Syphax,
R. Taylor, R. W. Thomas, C. S. Warner, S. S. Weiss, W.
H. Williams, W. W. Wirth, W. W. Wittmer, Gilbert Wolfe
and Harry Yellin.

Maryland College.

The centennial commencement exercises of the Uni-
versity of Maryland, held May 30th to June 2d, were of a
most elaborate and impressive character. The students of

the department of pharmacy who received the degree of

doctor of pharmacy were;
T. W. Alexander, of Georgia; B. F. Behrman, of Marji-

land; F. G. Carpenter, of South Carolina; C. J. Carraballo,
of Florida; H. A. D. Dunning, J. C. Eby, and R. I. Ess-
linger, all of Maryland; Amin Fanous, of Egypt; Mays-
ville J. Freeman, H. N. Frentz and S. W. Ford, all of

Maryland; J. W. Jones, of Tennessee; Louis Kirchner and
W. H. Kratz, both of Maryland: C. O. Laney, of Texas; C.

H. Lapouraille, of Maryland; F. B. McCrackin, of South
Carolina; J. R. Miller, of Maryland; J. H. Moran. of

Massachusetts; H. J. F. Munzert, F. G. Seidel and Nor-
man Everett Shakespeare, all of Maryland; C. B. Sullivan,

of South Carolina; Bayard Van Sant, of Maryland; R. B.

Way, of Massachusetts; and H. L. Whittle, M. D., of

Maryland.
The roll of honor contained the names of J. W. Jones,

college and practical pharmacy prizes; R. B. Way, Simon
prize; C. J. Carraballo, vegetable histology prize; C. H.
Lapouraille and Maysville J. Freeman.

MARYL.\ND ALUMNI.
At a meeting of the alumni association of the depart-

ment of pharmacy of the University of Maryland, held

June 20th, the proposed consolidation with the general

alumni association of the University was approved.
T'ne association voted to establish a prize for the best

work in plant histology by a student of the department of

pharmacy.

George Washington College.

At the commencement exercises of George Washington
University, held at Washington, D. C. June 5th, the fol-

lowing graduates of the department of pharmacy received

the degree of doctor of pharmacy:
W. J. Cantwell, H. H. Colby, B. V. Cuppernell, J. R.

Jacobs. J. T. Keister. C. J. Kern. H. H. Lantz, Louis Lau-
binger, R. E. Madigan, Stella C. Nelson, A. J. O'Neill, B. R.

Preuss, Louis Sacks, W. B. Spire and R. F. Troxler.
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South Carolina College.

The commencement exercises of the department of phar-
macy of the Medical College of South Carolina were held
as a part of the general commencement.
On the honor roll in pharmacy were the names, A, S.

Behling. C. S. Breedin, L. P. Fouche, H. C. Hanahan, R. E.
Lewis and H. H. Wannamaker.
The complete list of those receiving the degree of

graduate in pharmacy is as follows:

F. D. Ackerman. of Cottageville; Leon Branov and W. J.

Burk, both of Charleston; A. S. Behling. of St. George;
C. S. Breedin, of Manning; L. P. Fouche, of Anderson;
R. ^. Griffin, of Robbins; H. C. Hanahan. of Charleston;
R. E. Lewis, of Picken's; Joshua Lockwood, Jr., of Charles-
ton; J. W. Matthis, of Summerton; L. C. Maxwell, of

Walhalla; W. R. Simms. Jr.. of Chester; J. M. Symmes, of

St. Matthews; and H. H. Wannamaker and L. C. Wanna-
maker, both of Orangeburg.

New Orleans College.

The seventh annual commencement exercises of the New
Orleans College of Pharmacy have been held.

M. C. Conn was the recipient of the alumni medal; and
the faculty junior prize was bestowed on W. S. Vance.
The honorary degree of graduate in pharmacy was con-
ferred upon Profs. R. S. Cocks and Jules Lazard.

The members of the graduating class who received the
degree of doctor in pharmacy, were Luke Bodin, A. J.

Driscoll, A. S. Egana, E. V. Gross, C. H. Koeppler, J. C.

Perry, Jr., W. F. Powers, F. W. Raggio, M. E. Torreau
and T. E. Williams.

Certificates of graduation which may he exchanged for

degrees when the holders have gained the necessary prac-

tical drug store experience, were given to M. C. Conn, F.

J. Rateau and G. F. Williams.

University of Texas.

The 1907 class in pharmacy of the medical department
of the University of Texas, at Galveston, included the fol-

lowing:

H. E. Cone, of Llano; C. W. Domingo, of Galveston; G.

A Hensil, of Seguin; A. J. Hinman, of New Braunfels;
E. R. Jones, of Smithville; Irwin Joseph, of Lampasas;
Thomas Kyzer, of Gilmer; W. L. Meier, of Reisel; P. J.

Pfieffer, of San Antonio; H. R. Robinson, of Galveston;
H. 1. Shield, of Santa Anna; Miss C. A. Shipe, of High;
0. L. Sholars. of Orange; C. J. Tanner, of Columbus; J.

E. Tims, of Groesbeck; and W. G. Whittington, of Mt.
Ida, Ark.

Southwestern TTniversity.

The commencement exercises of the pharmacal depart-

ment of the Southwestern University, at Dallas, Tex., were
held jointly with those of the medical department. The
graduates in pharmacy were J. B. Chorn, Lum Davis and
W. B. Williamson.

Fort Worth University.

At the second annual commencement exercises of the

pharmacal department of the Fort Worth University, at

Fort Worth, Tex., those receiving the degree of graduate in

pharmacy were Mary E. Ambrose, W. M. Lange and T. H,
Littlepage.

Baylor University.

At the commencement exercises of the medical depart-

ment of Baylor University, held at Dallas, Tex., the degree

of doctor of pharmacy was conferred upon J. G. Paschall.

Oklahoma School of Pharmacy.

The graduating exercises of the pharmaceutical de-

partment of Oklahoma University took place, together

with that of arts and sciences and music, at Norman. June
13th.

William Allen White, of Kansas, delivered the com-

mencement address.

The degree of pharmeceutical chemist was conferred

upon the following: William E. Ambrister, James W.
Bradford, James V. Brian, George W. Day, Jonathan J.

Ewert, John B. Fuqua, James W. Henry, Karl H. Kendell,

Emmett D. Klopp, Porter T. Ragland, Floyd L. Swank
and Nicholas Fox.

Cincinnati College.

The thirty-fifth annual commencement exercises of the
Cincinnati College of Pharmacy were held June 6th. The
degree of pharmaceutical chemist was conferred upon N. I.

Ayrous, Bosta Mansoor and R. H. McClung.
The following received the degree of bachelor in pharm-

acy:

Otto Bergmeyer, O. A. Boekley, Hubert Bradford, J. H.
Bruker, Harry Cunningham, G. J. Dillhoff, E. L. Ewing.
F. J. Kelly, Anna Kiel, C. W. Krause. H. H. Lahke, Guy
Lautsbaugh, M. H. Mangold, E. C. Matlock, Winfred Mike-
sell, C. H. Miller, G. R. Mote. T. J. McRoberts, O. G.

Rauchfuss, Jr., John Regus, Harry Sanders, Harry Schell-

haas, Rosina Schoenfeld, R. J. Shea, J. W. Snoddy,
J. P. Tarbeck, A. E. Tilly, G. O. Widrig and F. A. Wit-
tenberg.

Medals were awarded E. L. Ewing, Guy Lautsbaugh, R.
H. McClung, Winfred Mikesell, Harry Schellhaas, Robert
J. Shea and James W. Snoddy.

Scio College.

The following persons were graduated by the Scio Col-

lege of Pharmacy, June 20th:

W. B. Altland. T. R. Ahbaugh, S. D. Ault. G. D. Beal,

R. C. Benedum, R. C. Burris, J. R. Clark, J. A. Farrell, O.

M. Gatchel, C. S. Geese, W. A. Griffen, J. S. Gleghorn, E.

D. Hammaker, W. E. Luthy, B. H. Martin, G. C. Mercer,
F. J. Murphy, D. I. McGoman, C. B. McGlumphy, G. S.

Simmerman, R. S. Smith, W. F. Suter, M. H. Stanbarger,
H. J. Strohmyer, C. H. Thoman, A. W. Getrick, Leon
Guhalske and T. Herbert Wirth.

Winona College.

Conjointly with the other departments of the Winona
Technical Institute, of Indianapolis, the department of

pharmacy held its commencement exercises June 11th.

Those completing the course in this department were:
As graduates in pharmacy—Bram Clark and William

Creagh, both of Indianapolis; Homer DePriest, of Vin-

cennes; T. C. Downs and Harry Ewing. both of Indiana-

polis; J. B. HoUenbeck, of Madison; E. L. Jones, of Fow-
ler; Edward Kraft, of Evansville; William Laird, of

Aledo, III.; C. E. Swayzee, of Forest; and G. W. Wim-
borough, of Lebanon.
As pharmaceutical chemists—S. R. Barnett, F. M. Bell,

William Boeling and Carl Gelman, all of Indianapolis.

During the summer vacation a number of improve-
ments will be made in the college buildings and a labora-

tory for food and drug analysis will be fitted up.

Changes at Temple College.

Dr. J. R. Minehart, of Philadelphia, formerly a mem-
ber of the faculty of the Medico-Chirurgical College suc-

ceeds Dr. I. Newton Snively as the dean of the department
of pharmacy of Temple College. Philadelphia. Other new
members of the teaching staff in that department are Drs.

H. E. Kendig, Henry Fisher, H. H. Mentzer and Henry
Boon.
Work is well under way on the new pharmacal labora-

tory, and it is expected that it will be ready for occu-

pancy at the beginning of the next term in September.

Temple College is said to be unique in that it offers

both day and evening courses in pharmacy.

Minnesota College.

The thirteenth annual commencement of the College of

Pharmacv of the Universitv of Minnesota took place at

the University Armory on the University campus in Min-

neapolis on Thursday, June 13th. Secretary of War Taft

delivered the commencement address.

The following students were graduated:

C. Herbert Allen, of Minneapolis; Oscar Blosmo, of Me-

nominie. Wis.; Carl P. Bohland, of St. Paui; John Foster

Bolton, of Plainview; Otto H. Brede, of Minneapolis;

Charlotte E. Caton, of Minneapolis: Benjamin H. Day, of

SI. Paul: Bernhard A. Deterling. of Gaylord; Henry G.

Egbert, of Winona; George S. Hanscom, of Willmar; Roy
R. Jamieson, of St. Paul; John A. Knapp. of River Palls,

Wis.; Ned L. Larson, of Atwater; Ray J. Knott, of Brown-
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Charles A. Thompson.ton; Prank R. Quick, of St. Paul;

of Buffalo.

Three additional members of the class fuIflUed all re-

quirements for graduation except in a few minor re-

spects. By a special action of the faculty it was recom-

mended to the board of regents to grant diplomas in

these cases any time during the ensuing year whenever

the minor conditions are removed.

W. H. Allen's school of pharmacy and chemistry, for-

merly a part of the Detroit College of Medicine, has beea

taken over by the Y. M. C. A. and will become a part ot

the association's educational department. The school will

be re-opened under the new management next September.

In the meantime the scope of the work is to be greatly

enlarged and special courses will be added.

The erection of a new building has been begun by the

Creighton School of Pharmacy, of Omaha, Neb. The edi-

fice will adjoin the Creighton College of Medicine and will

be three stories in height. The estimated cost is $30,000.

Osaka, Japan, is only a decade or two behind Louis-

ville, Ky.; it has a pharmacy school tor women.

Regulating the Sale of Narcotics and Poisons.

Two druggists of Boston, Mass., were recently fined $10

each for selling "catarrh cures" and "blood purifiers" con-

taining cocaine.

Eleven "sidewalk dispensaries" were arrested in Newark,
N. J., June 11th on the charge of cocaine-selling. They
were held under $500 bail each, for the grand jury.

Three pedlers of cocaine were arrested at Chester, Pa..

June 12th. They were held for court. The Philadelphia

authorities are also interested in the prosecutions.

Several prosecutions have been brought in this city

against druggists who have sold mentholated throat tab-

lets in violation of section 182 of the municipal sanitary

code. It is stated that these tablets contain less than
1/200 grain of cocaine, each. One of the accused parties

plead guilty. Others, it is said, will offer a defense. The
text of the new anti-cocaine law enacted by the 1907

legislature of this State is printed elsewhere in this issue.

A Portland, Me., druggist was recently fined $100 and
costs amounting to $58.35, for Illegal cocaine-selling. The
judge remarked that in the future conviction of this of-

fense would in all probability be punished by imprison-

ment.
An ordinance has been introduced in the city council

of Elmlra, N. Y., which will make it unlawful for anyone
other than a druggist to sell cocaine, eucaine. chloral,

acetanilide and opium or any preparation containing any
of these, with the exception of paregoric. Sales by drug-

gists will be restricted to the prescriptions of physicians,

dentists and veterinarians, which shall not be renewed.

Home-Grown Tea.
The United States department of agriculture will shortly

issue a farmers' bulletin fSOl) entitled "Home-Grown
Tea," prepared by George F. Mitchell, scientific assistant,

bureau of plant industry.

The bulletin describes briefly the methods of growing
tea plants and the handling of the same for the production
of tea. A practical method is described for the making
of tea from the fine leaf, by the use of only such pieces of

apparatus as are found in every kitchen.

The bulletin will be of particular interest to persons
throughout the South who may desire to grow tea for
home consumption. It is illustrated by four text figures.

Copies may be obtained by application to the secretary
of agriculture, or to senators, representatives and dele-

gates In congress.

The store of Charles A. Rapelye. at Hartford, was de-

stroyed by fire on the night of June 17fh, with a loss esti-

mated at over $20,000. Mr. Rapelye is perhaps the best
known druggist in Connecticut, both at home and abroad,
having been identified with his State association and the
American Pharmaceutical Association for many years.

In a recent issue of the Journal of the American Medical
Association, Dr. W. C. Fulkerson, of Marshall, Okla., re-

ported a death from Chamberlain's colic, cholera and diar-
rhea remedy, self-administered.

Thomas Beecham. founder of a proprietary pill business
in London, died a short time ago, aged eighty-six years.

Slaughter of the Innocents.

Dr. S. D. Barnes, Seattle, Wash., sends to the Journal of

the American Medical Association an account of the death

of twin babies which, he says, occurred from an overdose

of Mrs. Winslow's soothing syrup. At first it was believed

that the children had been smothered, but later it was as-

certained that they had been given a dose of the soothing

syrup before being put to bed the night before. The
stomach contents were analyzed, and the report of the

analysts stated that small quantities of opium were

found. The coroner decided that an inquest was unneces-

sary and signed the death certificate giving accidental

poisoning as the cause of death.

The same paper publishes the following account of a

DEATH FROM TAYLOR'S ANTl-HE.^DACHE POWDERS.

Drs. M. J. Santord and D. V. Van Wagman. ot Suftern.

N. Y., writing independently of each other, report the follow-

ing case of poisoning from headache powders:

C. M., male, aged seven years, awolie in the morning com-
plaining of headache. His mother gave him some epsom salt

and a cup of coffee. As he was no better at 9 o'clock she gave
him one of "Taylor's anti-headache powders." The boy was
given another powder at 10:15 and another at 11 o'clock. Soon
after taking the third powder the child complained of faintness
and lav down. At U:45 his lips and tongue became very blue:

his face was yellowish and his eyes staring—protruding—and
unseeing. He was put on a lounge and apparently went to

sleep, as he snored. At 12:15 he commenced to jerk, twitch
and scream. The convulsive movements became worse, es-

pecially of the right side, and the boy died shortly before 1

o'clock, 10 minutes before a physician arrived.

On the box containing the powders and on the circular ac-
companying it the following is printed:

Taylor's Anti-Headache Powders, Guaranteed Abso-
lutely Harmless. Contain no Onium. Chloral. Cocaine.
Antipyrine. Morphine, Phenacetine, Bromide or Other
Injurious Substances.
Never known to fail in curing Bilious. Sick or Nerv-

ous Headache and Neuralgia in a few minutes.
Directions.—Take one powder dry on the tongue and

drink a little water. Repeat if -lot entirely relieved in
twenty minutes.
None genuine unless Signed T\'. Scott Taylor.
The Taylor Drug and Chemical Co., Manufacturing

Chemists—Laboratory—Trenton, N. J.

Dr. Van Wagman sent us a box of the powders: examina-
tion indicates that they contain as active constituents, ace-
tanilide. approximately 30 per cent., and caffeine, approxi-
mately 2.5 per cent. Each powder of the specimen submitted
weighs approximately 15 grains.

The following press dispatch tells a story which should
be repeated until all the people know it:

HEADACHE POWDERS KILL.

Columbus. O.. May 13.—Two hours after she had taken three
patent headache powders. Mrs. James Reed, aged 35, who
had never been sick a day in her life, died last night at her
home on North Sixth street. The directions called for taking
the powders twenty minutes apart. Mrs. Reed became uncon-
scious in a few minutes after taking the third powder. Dr.
W. H. Cleveland attributed death to the powders.

One Welcome Result of the Campaign of

Education Concerning Nostrums.
While the Telescope did for years, along with all the other

leading religious journals of the land, carry "patent" medicine
advertisements, it never did commend those medicines editor-
ially, and It has now completely cleansed Its columns, thanks
to our worthy publishing agent, from all matter of that kind.
—Dayton (O.) Telescope.

Perhaps a paper with a name like this can see further
ahead than some others, but no doubt all religious papers
will, in time, be able to see the situation as it is now
viewed by the Telescope.

In the recent window display contest conducted by the
Alabastine Company, of Grand Rapids, Mich., the first
prize of $100 was awarded to Kline's Pharmacy, Eight-
eenth and Chestnut streets, Erie. Pa. Designs from all

parts of the country were submitted. The awards were
made by a jury of recognized authorities in window deco-
rating and designing.

Burfch's Drug Store, of Stonington, Conn., celebrated
the fifth anniversary of its location in the Burtch Build-
ing, June 10th to 17th. The celebration was heralded by
the proprietor as a "June party" and everybody was in-

vited. There were free sodas, special bargains, souvenirs
and prizes.

Charles E. King, Master and Twenty-fourth streets.

Philadelphia, had been in business at that location, twenty-
one years, on June 7th. During these years Mr. King has
closed his store every Sunday afternoon, a record which he
says he thinks is unique.
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Philadelphia Association.
At the June meeting of the Philadelphia Association of

Retail Druggists after an animated discussion, the reso-

lution calling for the rescinding of one passed three years
ago, endorsing a brand of malted milk, was defeated and
the original resolution still stands.

Encouraging reports of the good that was being done by
the work of educating physicians and pharmacists con-
<erning the preparations of the Pharmacopoeia and tne
National Formulary were received and additional funds
for the continuance of the work appropriated.

The feeling of uncertainty in the retail drug trade,
wlych had prevailed about the time the Indianapolis de-

cree was published, it was announced had disappeared.
Chairman W. L. Cliffe, of the legislative committee, re-

ported that all bills unfavorable to pharmacy had been
killed in the last legislature. The pure drug bill lost

favor with the drug Interests when an effort was made
to have its enforcement put into the hands of the State
dairy and food department, and it never came out of com-
mittee. The bill requiring all poisons to be sold in three-

cornered bottles was also killed In committee.
A series of questions forwarded by the officers of the

National Association of Retail Druggists, was submitted
at the meeting. These were relative to the advisability

or reorganization of the association as a manufacturing
concern, or as a national buying club. Both propositions
were answered in the negative.

The following were elected delegates to the national con-

vention in Chicago: Messrs. Rehfuss, Potts, Blair, Lee-

dom, Lee. Cozens, Kelly, Fluck, Strunk. Shull. Fehr, Pol-

lard, Apple, Campbell, Kraus, Marsden. Hunsberger, Davis.

Reese and Supplee.

Phi Chi Alumni Banquet.
The second annual alumni banquet of Alpha Chapter,

Phi Chi Fraternity, was held at Ann Arbor, Mich., May
29th. Over forty were present and there was not a dull

moment from the time the guests filed into the dining-

room at 9 p. M. until they left it at 2 next morning.

Among those prominent in the pharmaceutical world
who responded to toasts were J. W. T. Knox, of Detroit:

Dr. J. O. Schlotterbeck, of Ann Arbor; and Prof. A. B.

Stevens, of Ann Arbor. W. G. Palmer, of Detroit, acted

as toastmaster.
After the jollification a business meeting was held, dur-

ing which J. W. T. Knox, presiding officer of the alumni
organization, occupied the chair. Various plans for the

welfare of the order were discussed and an alumni board

of control was elected. At the election of officers for the

ensuing year Mr. Knox was again chosen president; Dr.

Theodore Klingman, vice-president; and G. B. Morris,

secretary.
«

Chicago Veteran Association.

With the exception of President T. H. Patterson, who
retired, all the old officers of the Chicago Veteran Drug-

gists' Association were re-elected at the annual meeting

this year. The present officers are: President, 0. F. Ful-

ler; vice-president, T. N. Jamieson; recording secretary,

Wilhelm Bodemann; coiresponding secretary, John Blocki;

and treasurer, Henry Biroth.

The meeting took the form of an Ebert memorial.

Many of the members and visitors from other organiza-

tions spoke feelingly of Mr. Ebert, the lamented historian

of the association.

The Prescription Problem.
One of the recently enacted amendments to the pharm-

acy law of British Columbia, settles by law the ownership
of the original prescription. Section 26 of the amended
law as printed in the Canadian Pharmaceutical Journal
reads as follows:
Any person who presents a prescription to any qualified

druggist to be filled shall be entitled to have a copy of th«
same furnished to him by such druggist, but the original pre-
scription shall be retamed by such druggist.

In a communication to the editor of the Driiy Review.
II. A. Fabra gives the following copy of a prescription
blank which he has found during two-years' use to pre-

vent repetitions:

TO FABRA DRUG CO.
You Will Please Prepare

Por '

R.
(Size of Prescription Blank 4V'8x5% in.)

Above is to be filled for this particular case only. No copy
of same to be given and no refill, unless so ordered by

.M. D.

Concerning this blank Mr. Fabra says: "It covers every
point without mincing words; and can not be construed
as anything but an order from doctor to druggist. Patient
has no claim to it! He or she simply acts as a messenger
to carry the order from doctor to druggist. That's all!"

Baltimore Association.

At the meeting of the Baltimore Association of Retail

Druggists held June 13th, the question of co-operative

buying and selling was discussed at considerable length.

The members were asked to express their sentiments as

to co-operative manufacturing by the National Associa-

tion of Retail Druggists; on co-operative buying and sell-

ing by the N. A. R. D.; and on co-operative fire insurance,

whereby it is expected to save from 25 to 50 per cent, in

the amount of the premiums paid. There was an inter-

change of ideas and the suggestions in favor of co-opera-

tion were heartily endorsed.

Fred: "I had a fall last night which rendered me un-

conscious for several hours." Charles: "Really! Where
did vou fall?" Fred: "I fell asleep."—A Waif.

The N. A. R. D. Relief Work in California
W. B. Cheatham, writing in the Pacific Phannaiint of

the financial relief extended by the National Association
of Retail Druggists to California druggists who were
temporarily put out of business by the great earthquake
and fire of April 18th and subsequent days, last year, says:

Approximately the N. A. R. D. relief committee has paid out
nearly J35,000. Of this amount over $25,000 was taken as loans,
in amounts ranging from sums of $300 down- to sums of $50;
the time of repayment being adjusted to suit the borrower.
Some have already returnert the nirmt-v lo the fund, but on ac-
count of the failure to cil'i m: i -, or unexpected ex-
penses many short time Inm n

i ' xtended. More than
Sli.SoO has been given to .mi, i i .; i ks. Expenses includ-
ing thp salary of a gn.iil ,i i.uu. > piinting, postage, etc.,
Irnxi'lii!" .yi..-n<!HS of invi sUi,.u.i;y cuiuinittee, office rent, tele-
vl;<i( ,

.11 ,1 il irv of the secretary and an assistant have been
I.

I
i -. IMF the year

1 i h:!.'; attended to leases, suits, collecting insur-
aiii -

, Ml ill iiunished advice on nearly every conceivable

The secretary for nearly a year has kept the offlce open day
and night, and hi has gotten around the city as best he could
in the early days mostly on foot, later by wagon, and now by
the cars, seeking those who needed aid and would not call
to ask for it.

A little more than a year has passed and not many newly
opened drug stores can one enter without finding an owner
or clerk who has benefitted by the kindness and liberality of
those who remembered them in their darkest hour.

The Rest Movement.
Most of their Sunday sales being confined to the soda

water and cigar departments, the druggists of several

towns in Houghton county, Mich., have decided to close

their stores during the afternoons on Sunday.
The drug stores in Rossland, Out., are now closed after

S p. M. on week days and all day on Sundays excejiting

from G p. M. to 8 p. m.
Some fifteen or twenty druggists of Troy, Pa., have

agreed to close their stores all day on Sunday.
On account of the Sabbath day observance act, Moncton.

N. B., drug stores, formsriy open all day Sunday are now
open but three hours—one hour in the morning, one in the
afternoon, and one in the evening.
Between the hours of 1:30 and 4:30 p. m. on Sundays,

the drug stores of the down town section of Grand Rapids,
Mich., are now closed.

Every drug store in Lowell, Mass., closed at 1 p. m. June
12th. and the proprietors and their clerks hied away to

Canobie Lake, to make merry and glad in feats of strength

and agility, and general frolicsomeness.

J. K. Lilly, president of Eli Lilly Co., of Indianapolis,

has returned home after a several weeks' visit to Atlantic

City and other Eastern points. While in Philadelphia he
attended the commencement exercises of the Philadelphia
College of Pharmacy by which he was graduated in 1882.

His son. Eli Lilly, was a member of this year's gradu-
ating class.

»-»-,

Lord Lister recently celebrated the eightieth anniversary
of his birth A de luxe edition of his works is proposed

in commemoration of the event.
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Obituaries.
LLCIKN M. KOYCE.

Lucien Marion Royce. a member of the New York Col-
lege of Pharmacy, died at his store at Meriden, Conn.,
May 23d, aged sixty-nine years.

Mr. Royce was a native of Connecticut, and entered the
drug business at Hartford in 1855. During the civil war
he served in several capacities in the federal army and
navy. He was graduated by the New York College of
Pharmacy in 1868 and was an active member of the
alumni association. For twenty-five years he had charge
of the city department of McKesson & Robbins, of this
city, and at one time conducted two stores in Brooklyn.
For five years he was in business at Madison, Conn., and
later at Meriden.
Mr. Royce is survived by his widow, threp daushters

and one son.

Moritz Krembs, a prominent member of the Chicago
Veteran Druggists' Association, died May 22d, aged
seventy years. He was a native of Wurtemburg and came
to this country in 1854, entering the employ of a druggist
at Milwaukee, Wis. Later he opened a store at Fond du
Lac, and in 1866 returned to Germany; he returned to

Milwaukee in 1868, and in 1875 started the business
in Chicago, which later became Krembs & Co. Mr.
Krembs is survived by his widow, two daughters and
four sons.

John McCloy, of Englewood, N. J., was drowned .lune
16th. He was nineteen years old.

Orville D. Baldwin, of Buffalo, N. Y., died at Fredonia,
where he had at one time been located, June 4th, aged
sixty years.

Ara Marcus Daniels, in business at Washington, D. C,
for thirty years, died there June 14th, aged sixty-six years.

Charles Adair, of Des Moines, la., died suddenly May
31st. He was forty-four years old.

G. W. Bohner, of Bradshaw, Neb., was found dead. May
21st.

Horace G. Thompson, of Marinette, Wis., died June 2d,

aged forty-nine years. He was a member of the Wisconsin
Board of Pharmacy from 1S9S to 1902.

Dr. Robert D. Wilken, prominent for more than thirty-

two years in the pharmacal circles of Iowa, died at At-

lantic. June 6th. aged seventy years. He had been ac-

tive in local politics, was a civil war veteran and a Mason.
His wife survives him.

Merton R. Ward, sometime of Buffalo, N. Y., and later

of died at Corfu, June 4th, aged thirty-eight

John T. Lyons, head of the Lyons Drug Company, of

Montreal, Que., died suddenly June 1st, aged forty-three

years.

Henry Woodward, for forty-six years prominent in the
business affairs of Middletown, Conn., died June 11th,

aged sixty-nine years. He was a second vice-president
of the Connecticut Pharmaceutical Association in 1876-7,

the first year of its existence. Mr. Woodward was a

prominent member of many fraternal and patriotic or-

ganizations of New England, and was a thirty-third de-

gree Mason.

Dr. Joseph D. Mansfield, of Wakefield, Mass., died May
22d, aged ninety years. He conducted a drug store at

Wakefield from 1857 to 1892.

Howard G. Colman, president of the Colman Drug Com-
pany of Kalamazoo, Mich., died there May 21st, aged
sixty years. He was a trustee of the Kalamazoo college.

A widow and two children survive him.

Charles E. Allen, of Lawrence. Mass., died June 9th.

aged thirty-six years. He is survived by his widow and
three children.

Robert Kellogg Willard, of Pittsfield, Mass.. died June
9th, aged thirty-eight years.

"Catarrhal Jelly" not a Registerable

Trade-Mark.
Commissioner Allen has affirmed the decision of the

examiner of trade-marks that "catarrhal jelly" being de-

scriptive words were not registerable as a trade-mark.

Doings of the Clerks.
\ctv York.—Considerable new life and activity was in-

fused into the dormant Drug Clerks' Circle, of this city, at
a meeting held May 2Sth. It was decided to hold regular
ojien meetings beginning in August at which men promi-
nent as pharmacists will be invited to speak. Amuse-
ments and refreshments will be provided at these gather-
ings, to tempt the hard-working pill-rollers to come out
and be sociable. It is the avowed intention of the moving
spirits of the organization to enroll all the drug cleiks
of Greater New York and vicinity in a strong instructive
und recreative body.
The ofllcers elected at this meeting are: President.

William Karlin; vice-president. M. Osias; treasurer, H.
Harkary: secretary, M. Palerson; and editor. P. Halprin.
Montana.—June 1st, the registered pharmacists and as-

sistants of Butte, Mont., employed as clerks, went out on
a strike. The clerks, who are affiliated with the labor or-

ganizations, demanded an increase in the minimum wages
of pharmacists from $100 to $125 per month, and in the
wages of assistants from $50 to $80 per month; with a
fixed ratio between the number of pharmacists and assist-

ants employed in the city.

The proprietors objected to paying more than a clerk is

worth; some were paid $150 per month because they were
worth it. Several conferences have been held but the
latest information does not report a settlement. In the
meantime all the drug stores in the city with the excep-
tion of those conducted by the proprietors alone, are open
for supplying of necessities only.

The clerks state that if conditions warrant it they will

open drug depots throughout the city.

Washington.—A branch of the Retail Clerks' Protective
Association has been formed among the eighty odd regis-

tered drug clerks of Seattle. Wash.

LaWall-Renshaw.
The wedding of Charles H. LaWall, chemist of the

Pennsylvania food and dairy commission and a member
of the faculty of the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy to

Miss Millicent S. Renshaw. for several years assistant to

Prof. J. P. Remington. ;\t the college, took place June 5th.

Mrs. LaWall was graduated by the college with first hon-

ors in 1904. She is the daughter of the late Thomas Ren-
shaw, who was a prominent pharmacist of Lansford.
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Opportunities Afforded by Vacation Time.
Vacation season is an interesting- time for both the

employer and the employed. This is true in several

ways.

Perhaps one reason that many young army officers

are always eager for war is the hope which they enter-

tain that some of the older and higher officers will be

killed and their own promotion thus be made more
rapid.

While killing toads, or babies, or men dressed in

uniform is very wicked, whether the business is en-

gaged in at retail or wholesale, piece work or by the

day, that fact need not keep us from drawing a timely

moral from the attitude of the junior officers to which

we have just referred ; and that moral will become
manifest to the junior clerks and apprentices who read

a little further down in this article.

Just the other day we heard a junior clerk "grouch-

ing" because one of the men who was his senior in

the business had gone on a vacation and he, the junior,

was doing the seniors work for two weeks without

any increase in pay. Perhaps we should say "was
trying to do" instead of "doing." although the em-
phasis should not be too strong on the "trying," at

that. We wanted to take the young man over to a

quiet corner and tell him a few things, but we re-

frained.

The dissatisfied one had not been with the concern

ver}- long, and so had not worked himself into the

business in a way that made his ser\'ices especially

valuable; indeed, as we afterward learned, it might

be said that he was "on probation." Here was his qp-

portunity: a man who was filling a more responsible

place than he, was away on a vacation, and "the

house" had been kind enough to give him an oppor-

tunity to show whether or not he was of the sort to be

trusted to do better work; "the house" had not only

paid him a compliment, but had done him a great

favor. And instead of rising to the occasion and

showing himself worthy of the compliment, instead of

putting forth his very best eflforts to "make good," he

began to "beef"—we believe that is the word.

Had the junior received the senior's pay for two

weeks, the extra money would have amounted to a

few dollars. What would that have been in com-

parison with a good showing of his ability, his in-

dustry, his adaptability, his indispensability to his em-

ployer? For the salary, he could well have aflForded

to wait ; and had he manifested as much capacity and

eagerness to do the additional work as he expressed

di•^approval of tlio Inck of additional pav. be would

soon have been promoted and received the larger sal-

ary not only for two weeks, but for two years, and a
still larger one after that.

For one employee to try to undermine another in

order to get his position, or for any other reason, is

not only despicable, but the poorest kind of policy.

The employer will scent the motive, discount the ef-

fort, and lose respect for and confidence in the man
guilty of such practice. Nothing could be further
from us than suggesting such a thing. What we want
to impiess upon the young men is that the surest wav
to succeed is to deserve to succeed.

This is a trite subject and maybe we have not suc-

ceeded in throwing any new light on it, or even in

treating it in other than the old platitudinous way.
Such reading is generally tiresome to the young clerk,

because a year or two years or five years seems
a long time for him to have to wait for what he wants
now. To the man in middle life, the first five years

after he left school now seems a very short time, but
such man realizes that the way he spent them had
much to do with shaping his subsequent business
career. What his salary was during that period is

a matter of small consquence to him now.

The Coming Meeting of the A. Ph. A.

Early next month, for the first time in forty years,

the American Pharmaceutical Association will meet
in this city.

There are many reasons why pharmacists from
abroad should be here in large numbers at that time

;

and that those at home should be in the right place

at the right time to receive the strangers.

It ought not to be necessary to specially call atten-

tion to so important an event. Few people deny the

benefits of organization and the association has been

so long in existence and its aims and the results of its

work so often set forth, that at least all who read

ought to know them.

But inertia and misapprehension still keep away
from its meetings very many who ought to be

there.

We have before called attention to the fact that the

association was organized as the direct result of an

effort made by a few pharmacists to secure such

changes in the laws and in the customs regulations as

would secure better supplies of drugs. On this line

the association has always worked, broadening its

scope as the years have passed and touching all points

c>-f the pharmacist's profession.
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Very full printed reports of its proceedings are

made from year to year, but these cannot carry to

their readers' all the benefit to be derived from the as-

sociation. To enter fully into the advantages of such

meetings one must be actually present at them.

The time we hope will prove propitious being set

for the expected close of summer ; the place we con-

fidently expect will prove sufficiently interesting to

those who must think of their "outing.'"

Probablv no other one of our cities offers so many

and such varied attractions to the traveller.

With such a "time and place" and such a special

object in view ought we not to see thousands of

pharmacists at the September meeting?

Making a Phzu-macopoeia.

When two players sit down for a quiet game of

chess, the chances are that among the bystanders there

will be at least one who could not hold his own

against either of the contestants, who will impartially

offer gratuitous advice to both. He will insist upon

telling each how he can beat the other, but could not

sit down at either side of the board and win the game.

There are village lawyers whose largest fee is ten

dollars, and who are willing to undertake a case for

any consideration, from that amount to a dollar-and-

a-half (part cash and part in country produce), who

descant volubly on the errors of learned judges. Back-

woods politicians, who would not recognize the con-

stitution if they were to meet it in the big road, will

declare the unconstitutionality of an act of congress

before an admiring and open-mouthed constituency,

when the supreme court of the United States might

be sorely puzzled to decide whether or not the act was

constitutional. Even some young preachers who have

recently come from a get-educated-quick college, will,

with a minimum of thought and a maximum of words,

lay down a dogma which they know to be the only

correct one of its kind because the professor said so,

when a minister of broad mind and keen intellect, who

has spent decades in studying the history of the human

race and the philosophy of life, may have serious mis-

givings as to its correctness. In short, as Pope has

tersely said, "fools rush in where angels fear to tread."

Many people who use the Pharmacopoeia have lit-

tle idea what it represents or why it is issued. As to

the origin, rise and progress of the work, they are in

ignorance which might almost be described as pro-

found. As to the processes directed in the book

—

and which most of them have heard of only indirectly,

through other books—they understand them, and why

they are what they are and not otherwise, about as

well as the bystander mentioned above understands

the intricacies of the game of chess, or as the lawyer

and the others referred to, comprehend the things they

profess to teach. Yet they will state their dislike of

certain restrictions imposed by the Pharmacopoeia, or

their prejudice concerning some of the things which

its makers have done or have omitted to do, or even

go further and say that the government should issue

The book, and fondly believe that they are expressing

opinions.

Perhaps this is well, in the aggregate, if for no

other reason than that it reveals to the Pharmacopceia
revisers the mental caliber of some who are to use

the book, and may thus prevent these revisers from
soaring too far above the heads of the everyday man.
Let us hope that some good may come from the ut-

teratices of the most humble. As our government is

democratic in form—is "of the people, by the people,

for the people"—so is our Pharmacopceia of the med-
ical men, by the medical men, for the medical men

—

the medical men in this instance being those who pre-

scribe, gather, prepare and dispense medicines,

whether known as physicians, pharmacists or chem-
ists. All doctors and druggists in the land who are

eligible for membership in their State associations or

in certain other organized bodies, may have a voice

in the preparation of the Pharmacopceia; delegates

from these associations say what the Pharmacopceia
shall be and elect a committee of specialists to carry

out their wishes. The pharmacopoeial convention is

a democratic body. The convention and its commit-

tee of revision will listen to anyone who has a proper

message to deliver of a protest to make, and are glad

to receive from any source information about the

work they have in hand. Of course they cannot

seriously consider some of the fantastic suggestions

which come to them, made by the men who, as just set

forth, do not understand the rudimentary principles

imderlying the subject on which they essay to impart

instruction.

But there are many men whose opinions on the

subject of pharmacopoeia-making are valuable, and,

when delivered, should be pondered seriously. We
have asked for expressions from a number of these,

with especial regard to getting their views on the sub-

ject of the compilation and publication of the Pharma-
copceia by the federal government. Such opinions as

we have received are published in this and last month's

issues of the Circul.\r. They are well worth read-

ing. Any attempt to summarize them would prove in-

effectual, but their authors may be divided into three

groups: those who oppose government ownership of

the book; those who believe that such ownership is

hure to come, and who either advocate it or accept it

as inevitable ; and those who do not positively and un-

qualifiedly belong in either of the other two groups.

All who have touched on that phase of the matter at

all, agree that a full and free discussion of the subject

is timely, and warmly commend us for the part we

are taking in it.

While a large majority of our correspondents op-

pose any radical change in the method of making the

Pharmacopceia, a careful reading of their letters will

show that many of this majority are arguing or pro-

testing against something which they do not want

and which they think the country does not need. Some

of them seem' to be whistling to keep their courage

up, and one, at least, writes as if he were too panic-

stricken to even whistle. On the other hand, the gen-

eral tone of many of the letters which we have

grouped on the opposite side indicates that their

writers are firmly convinced that the government will

take charge of the standards under which it is admin-

istering certain of its laws, and are preparing them-
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selves and endeavoring to prepare their readers for

what they regard as the inevitable.

Conditions have changed in too many ways to

enumerate since our forefathers decided upon the form
of government under which they would live, and the

manner in which it should be administered, and we
believe that at no time, with possibly one exception,

has the change been more rapid at the seat of the

general government than in the last eight or ten

yaars.

Whether the spirit of this new era—for it seems
to be no less than that—is to be commended or

deprecated, it is not within the province of a pharma-
ceutical journal to discuss, but it seems certain that if

this spirit retains its ascendancy for a dozen years

more, and operates in the same direction that it has

taken for the past few years, the Pharmacopoeia will

be affected by it in a way which will not be gratifying

to those who wish it to be issued in the future as it has

been in the past. We set the limit at a dozen years

because that will bring us to the eve of tTie pharma-
copceial convention of 1920—the hundredth anniver-

sary of the United States Pharmacopceia—but we do

not wish to be understood as predicting that we shall

have to wait that long before witnessing the encroach-

ment of the government on what is now a private do-

main. The spirit to which we have referred is icono-

clastic, and some of the images which medicine and
pharmacy have set up in their temples are no more
free from the danger of demolition by it than have

been several others which now exist only as fragments.

Metrics in Mechanics.

In advocating the use of the metric system we have

taken into consideration the objections urged against

it by practical mechanics, and have confined ourselves

to advocating a more extensive employtnent of the sys-

tem in pharmacy. The objectors in the ranks of the

mechanics have had a good deal to say about "theor-

ists" who talk with great glibness on a phase of the

metric subject with which they are not familiar. We
have conceded the possibility of the correctness of

their position, and so have confined ourselves to a field

with which we claim some familiarity, at the same

time reserving the right to entertain our own private

opinions as to the merits of the arguments advanced

by our friends who claim above all things to be prac-

tical.

There is no longer any room for discussion as to the

superiority of the metric system over any other in

actual use, for pharmacists' purposes. The only op-

position to this system, so far as we have been able to

learn, comes from those who have never used it, but

who are frightened by the bewildering array of use-

less names printed in connection with the metric

"tables,"' or who are driven to the verge of nervous

prostration by "converting" when they are forced to

fill a metric prescription. We occasionally print an

item intended to induce those who have never used

metric weights and measures, to lay in a set of them

at an expense of not over two dollars, and now and

then are gratified at hearing from some long-mis-

guided brother that he has been turned from the

stupid practice of "converting" by something which
we have said.

Just now we wish to show that the practical me-
chanics who seem to be thrown into a cold perspiration

at the mere thought that the use of the metric system

may be made compulsory in this country, belong in a

class with the druggists who dislike that system for

no better reason than that they have never used it,

and in showing this we shall not advance theories, but

shall quote from a report made to the Nezv York Her-
ald from Philadelphia concerning an experiment made
in one of the immense mechanical plants of the latter

city. The Herald's correspondent said

:

Twenty locomotives for France have just been com-
pleted here at the Baldwin Locomotive Works in accord-

ance with metric system dimensions, and no more en-

thusiastic advocates of the universal metrology could he

found than are the nineteen thousand American working-
men concerned in the task.

If the venerable English feet and inches were abolished

to-day the army of mechanics in the great shops in North
Broad street would hail the day. From a practical point

of view they have come to recognize the infinite su-

periority of the standard of the meter over a scheme of

measurement derived from medieval inexactitude.

Most of them hesitated to take the plunge at first, but
now that they are actually using the metric system they
declare that they would gladly retain it, as it is quickly

applied, presents no puzzles and lessens the liability to

error.

This practical application of the metric system was not

due to any desire on the part of the Baldwin Locomotive
Works to experiment or to make an innovation, but came
from the fact that there was no way of undertaking the

work without making it.

The correspondent went on to explain that the loco-

motive works had to turn out a number of engines for

a French railroad in a limited time, and according to

drawings and specifications made in France. It was
not practicable for the specifications to be "converted,"

so there was nothing for the manufacturers to do but

proceed to work with metric rules and other tools. The
correspondent continued

:

The firm purchased metric standards, prepared metric

gauges and templets and every workman received a

jointed meter rule graduated to millimeters.

There were mechanics who doubted at first if they could

use this new tangled measurement. Most of them were
converted to the new system the first time they had oc-

casion to use their new rules. The measurements on all

the shop drawings were put in millimeters and no refer-

ence to the old system appeared anywhere in the figures.

The argument so frequently advanced that American
workingmen cannot learn the metric system and that it is

suitable only for theoretical scientific work, met refuta-

tion at the Baldwin works the first day the French con-

tract was undertaken.

Locomotives are made there for all the world and the
workmen pass from one type to another by merely turning
over a rule. It was found that not a mistake was made
by the use of the metric system. It was the consensus of

opinion that the liability to error was far less than under
the English scheme of measurement.

In speaking of the success of the experiment the

superintendent of the plant was very entnusiastic, and
went so far as to say that "if the metric system were
suddenly adopted, say next week, I do not see that it

would disturb manufacturers to any appreciable ex-

tent." He said that much of the talk about the con-
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fiscation of tools and all that, reall}- amounted to lit-

tle, and explained why.
The only way to get the benefits of the metric sys-

tem is to use it. If it were not better than the old

''system," why should those who have tried it not wish

to give it up ?

Nostrum "Boosting" as a Handicap to

Legitimate Pharmacy.
Partnership with no^trun: manufacturers in their

efiorts to swindle the public is a handicap under whicli

druggists cannot afford to labor. We have often

urged druggists to make it clear to public and physi-

cian that they did not endorse the nostrum traffic, but

merely supplied nostrums as a matter of long-estab-

lished custom from which they were not yet quite

ready to break away, to those who insisted upon hav-

ing them.

For druggists to make a deal with the nostrum in-

terests by the terms of which the druggists, under the

guise of respectability, are to do lobbying work for

the discredited nostrum interests at the halls of legisla-

tion, is for the guilty ones among the druggists to sink

to the level of the nostrum makers. And yet some

druggists, misguided by leaders who either do not

know or do not care what the best interests of phar-

macy are, are reported to have been doing this very

thing.

One of the results of this alleged lobbying by the

druggists for nostrum makers who have become so

discredited that not even legislators will now listen

to them, may be seen b\- those who read our account

last month, on page 497, of the recent annual meeting

of the American Medical Association. In speaking of

what he called the "ascendency of the quack inter-

ests" over the retail drug trade as evidenced by the al-

leged lobbying just mentioned, one of the members at

the meeting said that physicians and druggists had
come to the parting of the ways, and that physicians

would have to arrange to do their own dispensing un-

less prompt steps were taken to restore proper rela-

tions between themselves and druggists. Presumably
the first of these steps must be taken by the drug-

gists ; tlie time for th«n to take these steps is as soon

as possible, and the place is at their association meet
ings.

For more than half a century the American Pharma-
ceutical Association and The Druggists Circular
have urged druggists to be pharmacists and not

quacks, but still it seems that enough of them remain

quacks to cause the largest and most representative

body of physicians in the country to consider with-

drawing their support from drug stores. Is it not

time the druggists had a little housecleaning and
showed to physicians that a large majoi-ity of them
are for the ethical practice of pharmacy and opposed

to co-partnersliip with the nostrum manufacturers?

Germanv is Having Trouble with the advertising
medicine faker too—and she has no '"guaranty num-
ber" for them to juggle with, either. It is reported
that the Berlin chief of police has published a warn-
ing that the patenting of a process or the registering
uf a trade-mark is a formality which has nothing to

do with the therapeutic efficiency of the medicine af-

fected. It seems that the proprietary and patent
medicine manufacturers in Germany have been word-
ing some of their announcements in such a way as to

make it seem that the obtaining of a patent is a gov-
ernment guarantee of the therapeutic value of" the
article in question, which merely goes to show that a
faker will find some way to fake, no matter what
country he lives in. But fakers can be driven out of
the medicine business—or at least the excessive pro-
portion of them that now infest it can be materially

reduced—and the sooner this is done, the better it

will be for the honest men in the business.

Have the Druggist Dress the Wouxd as soon
as possible, was the advice given by the Ezrniii:;

Journal to parents whose boys it expected to be in

!ured by Fourth of July fireworks. Let's see? Isn't

that the same pdper that sometimes refers to drug-
gists as murderers, and would be the most blaguardlv

in its denunciation of a druggist who practiced medi-
cine without a license to the hurt of the patient, and
the loudest in its demand that he go to jail?

Fighting Fire with Carbonated W.vtek is

nothing new, but it is well for druggists to be newly
reminded now and then of the efficacy of a stream of

water from a soda tank as a quencher of fire. The
papers tell of the quick extinguishment of a fire in a

candy shop in this city the other day by a well di-

rected stream of water from a soda fountain.

Cook's Tours around New York will doubtless be
popular during the American Pharmaceutical Associ-
ation meeting—that is. if the council decides upon a

program in time to allow Local Secretary Cook to

perfect his plans.

Dr. Rusby, Drug Expert to the Government.
Dr. H. H. Rusby has been appointed by the secre-

tary of agriculture an expert in drug products to as-

sist in inspecting some of the crude medicinal ma-
terials imported into the United States, for the pur-

pose of ascertaining whether or not the same are true

to name, and whether they are suitable for use in the

manufacture of remedies. It is expected that the

Doctor will be hampered with little official interfer

eiice. as his instructions are to exercise his good judg
iiient in all matters connected with the work.

Dr. Ru.sby is one of the most favorably known
botanists and crude drug experts in the United States.

01 the world, and has done nuich valuable practical

work in his line, as many of his contributions to the

Circular, and papers read before learned bodies,

show. For instance, see the Circular for May, 1905.

page 146. The appointment of such men as Dr. Rusb\
to assist in carrying out the government's program of

improving the drug supply of the country is a

stronger evidence of the sincerity of the government
in this matter than would be all the protestations

to that ei¥ect which could come from ^^'ashington

through all the press correspondence.
The country is to be congratulated on Dr. Rusby's

ap])ointmcnt.

^Ian\' a time a customer remarks. "I haven't the

change with me now. but will hand it to you next

time I pass." The next time he passes he says

nothing about it. Query : Does he forget, or does he

think that the druggist has forgot?
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The Display Window as an Advertisement.

By Joseph F. Hostellev.

The show window is more than an advertise-

ment for certain goods displayed therein ; it is an ad-

vertisement for the whole store. By it the passer-by

judtjes the character of the store. If there are fly

-liecks and dust on the goods in the window, the ob-

server concludes that there is negligence and misman-
agement within. Did any one ever see a busy, suc-

c«ssful store with dingy, unattractive show windows?

terbalance this detraction as to win for this pharmacy

ihe very complimentarj- name of a "a fine store"?

Isn't it usually true that "'fine stores" exhibit stock

well, attractively in the show windows? Isn't it usu-

ally the appearance of the show windows that makes

certain pharmacies "fine stores'' to passers-by?

A certain druggist, who was sceptical of the ad-

vertising value of window displays, was persuaded

by an ambitious clerk to put his window to the test;

not to simply fill the window perfunctorily with some-

thing to take up space, but to do the window justice

A Window Display of Stationery.

Doesn't every well patronized store look well patron-

iicd when you glance in the windows at the goods dis-

played? Now, which came first, the well patronized

look or the patronage? Ninety-nine cases out of a

hundred a store has to look deserving of patronage to

claim business. Advertising comes first, business fol-

lows.

When you put goods in the show window you say

to the public : "This is the character of my stock. And_

the way I present these goods depicts my method of

conducting business."

People "are often heard to say that Druggist So-

and-so has "a fine store" : people who have never beeii

in this particular store. Now, if the show windows of

this store were poorly, carelessly attended is it likely

that other features of the exterior would so far coun-

with a good, attractive exhibit that would make peo-

ple pause, and remember. To make the test crucial,

a very pleasing display was made of a specialty en-

tirely new to the public. No mention had ever been

made of this article, either orally or in type. It was
the clerk's idea to thus incontrovertibly prove the ad-

vertising merit of the druggist's show window. The
exhibit that was made filled the window completely

with the article advertised and the accessories to the

display, such as display stands, background, arti-

ficial plants, etc. Indeed, these accessories played a

verv important role in filling the window and mak-
ing' the exhibit highly attractive. This display was
allowed to stand for one week, then the article on ex-

hibit was moved to the other window and another

particular good display made of it, in an entirely dif-
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ferent "stage setting," with changed color scheme and

new placards.

During the closing days of this two weeks' test of

the show window as an advertising medium, the no-

longer-sceptical druggist, who had twice been obliged

to replenish the stock of the specialty on exhibit, gave

his clerk the privilege of drawing upon the advertising

fund for window display "scenery," etc., as occasion

demanded.

A good window display leaves a sceptic no argu-

ment. It is the poor display, carelessly done without

previous thought, with no definite purpose except to

put something salable in the window somehow, that

makes the druggist a doubter of the advertising possi-

bilities of the show window, and keeps him doubting

as one clerk after another, following the example of a

predecessor or of the employer himself, goes on simply

filling the window with something, something easy to

pile high or easy to string across the window. Good
displays of seasonable articles always sell goods ;

poor,

careless displays may sell some few things to some
few people who happen to want these particular

articles ; but no poor, careless display ever made peo-

ple feel a desire for anything they had no thought of

buying at the time.

Most druggists lay too little importance on the dec-

orative features of their displays, on the backgrounds
and other accessories. These "stage effects" are to a

window display what a frame is to a picture. The
background brings the goods on display into bold re-

lief ; it focuses the eye on the goods displayed ; the

interior of the store is partlv hidden and the eye

reaches no further than the goods on exhibit. A back-

ground in proper color harmony or contrast with the

exhibit doubles the color value of the display. With
an artistic background and with foreground ac-

cessories, a much smaller assortment of goods may be
pleasingly and profitably displayed than without these

display advantages. With an attractive background,
and the middleground built up, much less stock need
be displayed in the window bed. It is well to raise the

goods on display to a level with the eye, where they
will more quickly and surely attract attention, and
where they wiU show up to much better advantage.
An article stood or hung on a level with the eye
or nearly so is usually displayed much more credi-

tably than when stood or laid flat on the window
stage.

The capital object of a window exhibit is not to

offer people something they already want, but to

m.ake as many as possible want something at once that

they had no thought of buying at the time. Goods on
display sell themselves only when they are displayed
in a selling way ; and the selling way is always the
artiitic way. It is next to impossible to construct a
display that will sell goods the best they can be sold

bv a window exhibit without the background placards
and accessories of which we speak. It is to the eye
the window display appeals. The window display
must be an "eye argument."' The eye must be con-
vinced in a moment that something worth considera-
tion is on exhibit. There is only one thing that will

make a passer-by hesitate before the show window
and that is a strong appeal to the eye.

The display value of a background and other inex-
pensive accessories for attractively exhibiting stock is

illustrated herewith. Boxed stationery appears on the
long steps and also on the two short ones entering the
recess in the center of the background. This back-

ground is constructed of light boards covered with

crape paper, the paper being plaited to the left and
right of the recess in the center. The sides of the

recess should be covered with dark crape paper to give

depth to the recess, and light curtains of cheese-cloth

might be hung in the rear, parted. To the face of the

lower step small bunches of artificial violets are fast-

ened in a single row, while many individual violet blos-

soms are pinned or tacked to the face of each of the

other steps, in a scattered fashion.

The druggist wishing to simplify this exhibit will

find suggestions therein for less elaborate and at the

same time profitable displays.

The best advertising value of window placards is

secured by displaying, in company with small placards,

a large prominent key placard to tell what all the

other placards are about. When only small placards

are used a passerby may catch the announcement that

something is ten cents a box or is pure and fresh, but

what it is that is ten cents a box or pure and fresh

he doesn't stop to learn. Now, a conspicuous key-

placard in a very few words, in letters large enough
to be read at a glance, might cause him to pause or

to turn his head, and give the druggist much better

advertising value for his \\iniJow placards.

Natural Aids in Making Window Displays.

Bv C. G. Buchanan.
Appropriate materials for forming attractive win-

dow trims abound in every community, and, best of

all, they are of such a nature that no extensive knowl-

edge of the decorator's art is necessary in their ar-

rangement.

These materials are to be found in every orchard

and in every wood, in every field and in every garden,

and are composed of those flowers, leaves and plants

upon which nature has bestowed her prettiest handi-

work. They are not difiicult to procure. The
dweller in the small cuy or town has to walk but a

few blocks to the edge thereof to find them in profu-

sion, while the development of the "trolley" lines has
placed them within the reach of those of even the most
crowded centers. Their selection and gathering may
be made the occasion for many a pleasant few hours'

outing that otherwise would not be secured.

A VIOLET PERFUME WINDOW.

The well-known single violet or "johnny jump up''

grows extensively in a great many sections of the

country, and by its aid one of the most beautiful and
attractive perfume windows may be arranged. The
purple blossoms should be gathered in quantities,

then, with the aid of a little green moss or the green
leaves of the plants themselves, so arranged in the

window as to give the impression of a perfect bank
of the flowers, with here and there a bottle or package
of the article to be advertised, rising from their midst.

If the window be large or the supply of flowers lim-

ited, then they should be placed in low, flat recep-

tacles, as thus treated fewer will be required to cover
the desired space.

Violets are not the only flowers to be employed in

this manner. The primrose and wild rose may be
used with wonderful effect, as may also wild daisies

and the many other flowers.

BATH REQUISITES WITH RE.\L W.\TER.

.\n attractive window was shown last fail, adver-
tising bath supplies. In this the central figure ap-
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peared to be a lake of pure water, crowded with

water lilies and surrounded by mossy banks, upon
which were arranged the different brushes, sponges,

soaps, toilet waters, etc., which served as samples of

the stock of bath supplies.

The lake itself was made of a large tin pan placed

in the center of the window, its edges hidden and its

shape somewhat changed by the overhanging moss,
with here and there a miniature bluft' of rock appear-

ing. The remainder of the floor of the window was
laid out as a small park with gravel walks and drives,

miniature flower beds and moss-covered grass plots,

while a bank of ferns, palms and rubber plants, with
their pots concealed, served as a background and
gave the impression of a woods in the distance. The
water lilies that covered the pond were secured from
a neighboring canal and only the smaller blossoms
and leaves were used, in order that they might not

appear out of proportion.

.\ COOL DISPL.AV FOR ADVERTISIXG THE SODA FOUXTAIX.

An attractive soda-water window may be made by
the use of ferns. The ferns should be lifted by their

roots and planted in boxes or pots. Secure enough
of the plants to make the window appear to be a solid

mass of ferns
;
place the smallest ones at the front

next to the glass, and then keep increasing the size

of each row. so as to give the appearance of a high

bank at the rear. Should the ferns not be tall enough
for this they may be placed upon boxes, to be con-

cealed by the plants in front ; and in the rear the cor-

ners should be drawn in so as to ^ive a semi-circular

effect to the bank. A ceiling and sides of plaited

dark green bunting should be added, and drawn in

and down at the rear until it almost touches the tops

of the ferns there. This greatly adds to the desired

jungle effect. The electric light globes used in this

display should be green ones. Finish the window by
placing near the front of it a card lettered as shown
below

:

: Keep Cool by Drinking :

: OUR ICE COLD SODA. :

. If sprinkled several times during the day the ferns

will retain their natural freshness, and the passer-by

on a hot day in July or August can scarcely resist the

appeal presented by this delightfully cool-looking win-

dow.
STRAW, STRAW HATS AND CLEANERS.

Nothing could be so appropriate as a background
for a display of straw hat cleaner as the natural straw

itself. Either wheat or oat straw may be used, and
it would be preferable to use it before it is threshed,

while the golden grain is still in the head. A sheaf

of such could be procured easily from almost any
farmer—but if not obtainable then the threshed straw

may be used. The baled would hardly do, as it is too

broken and crushed.

The shape and size of the window must largely

determine the arrangement, but a general scheme
would be to select the longest and best looking straws
for the background, and cover the floor of the win-
dow with the remainder. For the back and sides the

straw need only be placed on end so close together as

to leave no vacant places. The straw should then
stand some two to four feet high, and if it is un-
Ihreshed the beaded heads should be allowed to droop

over slightly. If the window be extra long, small

bundles of the straw should be placed agjainst the

background every three or four feet, so as to break

the long space. In the midst of this setting should

be placed the display of the article, along with suitable

price cards, and an appropriate "be fore and after"

display.

AUTU.MX WILL SOOX BE HERE WITH ITS LEAVES AND
FRUITS.

Autumn leaves may be obtained wherever trees

grow, and while there is perhaps no article in the

druggist's stock to which they are particularly ap-

plicable, yet they may be used as the decorative

feature of many a display, and their beautiful tints and
glowing colors are certain to attract the attention of

many a passer-by.

A basket of concord grapes and a bolt of white

crape paper or a few yards of white bunting may be

converted into an admirable window trim for a grape

juice display. The background should he draped

with the paper or bunting and the bunches of grapes

attached thereto, as well as laid amongst the bottles

in the window. Instead of a solid background, one

might be arranged to represent lattice work by using

either white or green tape and attaching the bunches

to this.

A similar window could be ma;le by using apples

or other fruits appropriately arranged to serve as the

drawing point for a display of spices, rings for fruit

jars or anv other articles which the stock might

afford.

A variation of this would be to use tomatoes and

cucumbers for the setting of a display of the various

spices used in making pickles, or the different kinds

of bottles and corks used to contain and preserve

them.

This is not intended as an entire list of such win-

dow trims—the above mentioned arc biU a portion

of the materials that may be found at hand in one

community, and no doubt those residing in more

favored localities could greatly elaborate upon these

suggestions—but it shows the possibilities of such

window trims.

They are well worth the attention of every drug-

gist, the preparation of them is a pleasure, and the

purchasing public may be reasonably expected to be

liberally responsive to their arguments and their

drawing powers.

Black Ink for Stamping.

In the CiKcn.AK for May, page t,6o, was given a

number of original formulas for quick-drying inks,

both black and colored, for stamping. Here is another,

for a deep-black stamping ink, which the National

Druggist says gives a sharp impression and will not

smear or blur

:

Finest lampblack 150 parts.

Gimi arable 60 parts.

Cdvcerin 60 parts.

Water 46 parts.

Dissolve the gum arable in the water. Mix the

solution with the glycerin, and in order to get rid of

the impurities in the' gum, strain through a linen rag.

Rub up the colate. either on a rubbing stone or in a

paint-mixing machine, with the lampblack, to a

homogeneous consistency.
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Better Apprentices.

By O. T. Larkix.

An American visiting England was passing a fac-

tory as the workmen were coming out, at the close of

a day's work. He fell behind the English friend with

whom he was walking, and engaged hi conversation

with an intelligent workman, who was going in his

direction, asking questions and getting information

direct from one who knew, regarding English fac-

tory life. This seemed to him quite natural and a

very simple thing to do. But not so to his English

friend who. as soon as he was rejoined by the Amer-
ican, took him to task for being so familiar with a

workingman, maintaining that "those people will run

over our class if we give them a chance."'

In our country, more free from controlling in-

fluence of worn-out customs and traditions, there is

scant space in a pharmacy for a high and lofty spirit

of superiority on part of any of the personnel, even

in a trade way. It would be a very poor business

method, and the best efforts of an apprentice could not

be obtained that way.

He needs all the help that can be given from the

establishment to which he has allied himself, for the

purpose of learning the profession antl business of

pharmacy. To account him an item of small conse-

quence is in fact not correct, and to act in the Old
World belief, that it is good for the boy to keep him
down, is unnecessary, un-American and could serve no
good purpose. It can do no harm for the proprietor

to attend to some of the initial instructions himself,

and it will have a wholesome effect upon the juniors

and other clerks, from whom the apprentice must get

much of h:s instruction in the details of his work.
The importance which a pharmacist attaches to

small matters in making his preparations is necessary.

The boy who in three years may do some of this same
work is of importance right now as he starts.

No plea is intended here, primarily, for betterment
of the condition of apprentices, but rather for better

results from this class, both for the pharmacist and
the public.

A boy who is suitable for this calling, now has
other alternatives than a position in a bank, a store

or an office. Conditions in large electrical and other
machine shops have improved immeasurably. These
establishment, provide schools for instruction of a
technical nature, and encouragement in all lines are
offered for advancement of the young man of ambi-
tion and energy.

It is a gratuitous misfortune when an establish-

ment in which the work of a retail pharmacy is done
makes a practice of getting a considerable part of
this work done by outside and irregular help. The
hiring of boys who have not the disposition or educa-
tion that will carry them beyond the cleaning of glass-

ware is submitted as being the cause of thismiserable
condition and is one reason for the present shortage
in our supply of fifteen dollar to twenty-five dollar
prescription clerks.

Let us look higher up for our apprentices, and ex-
pect them to make efficient clerks and licensed phar-
macists of moral fiber and right qualities of mind and
heart, on whom the public can rely to protect its

weaker members.
A boy who might in later life make a good presi-

dent, would probably be a recruit, suitable for our
ranks. And lack of funds in many good families is

(granted that we conduct conscientiously our pro-

fession and business) the opportunity open to us. A
parent may admit "I did not know that you paid si

much to beginners. We thought of letting him g'

away and learn something different, but we would like

io keep our boy at home, and this may permit our do
ing so." And a promising apprentice is secured be-

cause of cash. And why is it not cheaper in the long
run? A little extra outlay each week at the start,

and there is a chance of having an intelligent,

energetic and loyal helper.

Let the apprentice question be a perpetual one. Ii

is not answered when an all around good boy is in-

stalled and proves satisfactory as boys go. The ser-

vices of an extra or occasional helper for the regular

apprentice is desirable, furnishing some help on hi^

regular night off, shortening his number of hours >>'-

work daily, and also being useful in time of sickness.

The real advantage, however, is in having in this way
one or more prospective apprentices already tested in

a measure. Only possible pharmacists are Worth
while employing, even in this capacity.

One good sub-apprentice was kept in touch with for

several years before becoming a regular employee.

.\t the age of nine years he applied at a pharmacv
for work. The one in charge, being in a humorous
frame of mind, had him sweep the sidewalk ; for which
service the earnest sweeper received two cents. Hi
was then told that he could be floor walker and act as

watcher among the holiday shoppers during rush

hours. But he went direct to selling the goods in

which people were interested at that time. And it

was not so amusing holding him down. Out of school

hours he distributed circulars to perfection, and
continued to do it honestly ; wdiich is unusual in young
boys in this particular service. This quality charac-
terized his work as substitute. When his high school

days were over he became a regular apprentice, \va-

fairly studious, graduated near the head of his clas,-

and became a licensed pharmacist of sterling worth.
.Securing and installing suitable apprentices, it must

be admitted, requires consiilerable thought and at-

tention. But not near as much effort is required ii'

getting the wages made good as in case of a common
apprentice at less wages. A \ery few good faith fit i

heart to heart callings down for a good apprentice g'

far toward holding him to his duty. But what does ;>

calling down do for a common and indifferent helper :

An all day and every day chase does not suffice t'

bring adequate returns. How can we get out of ri

person what he is unwilling to acquire?
When the apprentice question is considered, alwa_\ -

with its future importance in view, the result must bi

to the profit and advantage of the far-sighted phar-
macist. When he starts on his annual trip to Europi
or some better place nearer home, he leaves his estah
lishment feeling some degree of security if he has for

several years been putting heart and soul into thi.-

matter
; giving the best attention possible to the best

material to be had. With loyal clerks in his store,

thoughts of home are worth incorporating in a vaca-
tion night's dream. With wrong help wranglinu
there, a sick bed becomes a veritable torture rack; no
doubt an extravagant comparison, but the condition.-

seem real enough while being imagined.
When an apprentice is regularly installed his spirits

are reinforced during his first week, by being callen

to the prescription counter and told in all seriousnes.-

that there are some things which he is in honor boutKi
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to observe as sacred trusts; that "there are sick people

and others who come to this phannacy. who do not

want any outsiders to know of their troubles. As you
are learnings pliarmacy, you must deserve their con-

tidence in you, and keep their secrets absolutely. We
never talk of these matters except among ourselves or

with the physicians." And then the young man is

one of i:s.

Approval and encouragement constitute a very

small investment of time, but the results are immedi-
ateJy apparent, and if words of appreciation are re-

peated when admissible, the cumulative effect must
be better service. And as for his expecting in con-

sequence a raise in wages, it must be rememljcred that

the beginner always expects that ; it is characteristic

of us all. Long waits have, however, cured many of

us of this condition of pernicious expectancy. Let

the youngster have the few words, well put together,

which show that his efforts are appreciated. He will

be happier and will do his work more easily, and ac-

complish more.
When he has, for instance, after some effort, com-

pleted a placard, a misspelled word need not prevent

one seeing good points in the formation of letters and
in the spacing of words. Treating him as a gen-

tleman is only right, and what is the harm? Is he

not now of the establishment to which he has allied

himself? Not an adhesion, an excrescence or any-

thing else but one of us. Never a servant, he is to-

day preparing to become an agent and will soon, in

many matters, act for the proprietor. This is not an

ordinary boy, for he has qualities that make unusual

attainments probable. Treat him now as you would
expect the future to warrant. Besides he was espe-

cially selected, and he gets better wages than common
boys do.

The pharmacist having the good will and respect

of the public, certainly must have the same most de-

sirable consideration from the hearts of his employees.

Let him expect this and get it in the same way that he

secures favors at the hands of his banker, backer and
large creditors ; by deserving them and being known
as one who makes good. He does not become irritable

and unfairly exacting with thcin. He has learned

what style of deportment brings results.

The young apprentice must appreciate all this

friendly consideration and effort in his behalf. The
fear that he will get an exorbitant idea of his own im-
portance and worth is a thought unworthy of us. But
should this prove to be the case, and the young man
be found to be unteachable. it is better to know it

early that another place be found for him. For how
can a poor pharmacist instruct in small matters one
who considers himself already well infonned in more
advanced subjects?

But he must be credited with honesty of conviction
as to his good opinion of himself. We must not con-
found him (lest we do him an injustice^ with the

wide-faced young man, of full diet, possessed with a
sense of the overshadowing importance of his own
rights ; one who cannot be treated well, to advantage,
because of lack of understanding of the reciprocal
action of favors. The latter wants the favor machine
to work just one way ; his way. His employer may be
of the opinion that his early training was very de-
fective. But the parents ought not to be blamed too
much. Their own training may have been still worse.
He may be tried a little longer if treated differently,
but the prospective effect of his views of life on the

trade will shake the good intentions of the successful

pharmacist. If this young man can only acquire tht

habit of thinking of a good turn being done some one

by himself, he may become a useful and respected

member of the community ; like all really successful

pharmacists. What other establishment is there of

local importance, where the regular duties of the em-
ployees bring them so closely in contact with the

troubles and difficulties of the people? Pharmacies

which are local institutions are schools in human sym-
pathy, from which the student need never graduate.

The young man who cannot acquire this necessar}

quality had better be released. Probably pharmacist.-

err as much as any other class of employers in retain-

ing apprentices who are found to be unpromising, be-

yond the time when hope for improvement ceases

;

although the cost to the establishment may be mou-
than the wages paid. The dread of venturing with a

new uncertainty is coupled with fear of doing an in-

justice, although a real favor may be done the young
man, by having some one look up a new position for

him, where there may be a change of his succeeding

in life.

Apprentices who leave such an interesting place as

the pharmacy of their choice, often give "long hours'"

as a favorite excuse for quitting. An apprentice vf\v

begins work as early as 7 o'clock in the morning and

continues until 9 o'clock at night, works more hours

than an average horse can, if required to do so con-

tinuously. A young horse would break down in a

few days. The great variety in the duties and interest

taken in the work, make it possible for a slight lad to

work for so long a time. And being appreciated and

knowing that he is succeeding gives him a contented

mind. This is where fair treatment, and more than

fair treatment, brings large returns to the considerate

pharmacist.

An effective way for maintaiping the interest of the

apprentice is taking it for granted that service in store

is part of his book and technical education (laying

over practical experience), with a college of pharmac\
in about three years an assured prospect. A bank-

account in this connection may well be mentioned.

Progress in his studies should be commented upon

and subjects discussed. Carefully prepared schedules

should be provided, one for each class of drugs, chem-
icals and possibly one for preparations, that the ap-

prentice may perceive what he is expected to learn

about the various subjects to be studied. Collecting

and labeling specim.ens of crude drugs and chemicals

would surely be a help. He should procure and pay

for himself, his pocket dose book and the blank note

books needed. And when well started on the good
old road to much knowledge, we must all allow for

slow progress, as the diversified nature of his daily

work is very distracting to even a most studious

mind.
Instances could be cited where the college of phar-

macy course developed students most satisfactorily,

who had at first failed to see anything very entertain-

ing in the United States Pharmacopceia or a dispen-

satory.

An apprentice who had been a very good student

in his school, mystified his seniors and employer b>'

neglecting, even his dose book, sweeping, cleaning

and dispensing soda water for ten months, before he-

knew doses of tinctures of aconite, belladonna and
digitalis. Then he did some better, and on entering
the college of pharmacy, became a very industrious
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student; graduated well up in his class and became a

reliable prescription clerk.

Another could not be induced to study very much,
but he had a system of notes of his own. He ac-

quired information readily, having a good memory,
but was supposed to be a rather superficial student.

Competition, however, in the regular class work de-
veloped a good degree of apjjlication. He graduated
well, and immediately took good positions, and con-
tinued his studies. He became an analytical chemist
in a State assay office, and, while still a young man, a
lecturer in his college of pharmacy.

Notwithstanding such instances, the apprentice who
is a fairly good student from the start, is the one of
whom the most may be expected.

_
Encouragement in daily work also is more than de-

sirable. One way in which this may be accomplished,
and to an extent not realized, is in cases where the
ladies of the employer's family take a pleasing in-
terest in the appearance of the establishment and in-
cidentally in the fortunes of the embrvo pharmacists.
A good degree of candor between the boy and the

man is almost essential. This may prove to be the
means of making a great financial saving, and possibly
hold the boy to the course which he knows to be the
right one. His style of recreation and social life may
be kept track of by showing interest in his answers to
questions asked. He will see that he is expected, at
least, to keep out of bad company. A boy who has
had good home training must lose much of the
frankness which is supposed to characterize one pos-
sessing a clear conscience, when he goes wrong. He
would then receive more than usual attention regard-
ing his pleasures and all matters of personal exp'endi-
ture.

^

An interest in the young man's social, moral and
religious life is natural and is worth the while. He
is helped right along 'when he sees dailv customers
refused when asking for narcotics and wrong and il-

legal remedies, and articles excluded from the United
States mad. Seeing money turned back in this way,
illuminates many obscure points ; and the professional
and busmess morals of the apprentice are built up dav
by day. And he realizes that the confidence of the
public in the establishment, of which he is a part,
steadily increases. He will soon become a duly quali-
fied agent for the high calling of selecting, preparing
and dispensing remedies, not curses, for the ills of
mankind.

While developing the apprentice class of emplovees,
for a term of years, brings competent help for the
entire pharmacy, it brings satisfaction in other ways
also. Educators of great helpfulness are proud of the
achievements and integritv of the men whom they in-
structed as students. And so are pharmacists even if
the matter is never mentioned orallv.

Herapathite Test for Quinine.
Madsen (Ber. deutsch. Pharm. Ges. through

Pharm. Journ.) recommends Christensen's reagent
for carrying out this test. It consists of iodine i
part, 50 per cent, hydriodic acid i part, sulphuric acid
0.8 part, and 70 per cent, alcohol 50 parts. If an al-
coholic solution of quinine is mixed with i c.c. of the
reagent and allowed to stand the dark herapathite
crystals .soon make their appearance. The reagent is

stable and the test is easilv carried out.

Patent and Other Proprietary Medicines

Abroad,*
The jealous regard for individual rights in the

United States and in England gives the probable rea-

son for the reluctance with which these countries have
interposed legal restrictions on the trade in "patent"
and proprietary medicines. The result is that in these

two countries the nostrum maker has had more chance
to humbug the public and the profession than in any
otlier country. However, there is an awakening in

England, as well as here. The Lancet in its issues for

November 17th and 24th, contains a review of the

subject of "patent" and proprietary medicines by a

barrister at law, who takes up the matter from the

lawyer's viewpoint. While we can not give space to

the complete article, which we would like to do, we
think the following quotations and abstracts are

worthy of reproduction

:

"There are virtually no restrictions in Great Britain

on the sale of proprietary secret medicines, so long
as these contain no scheduled poison and no consid-

erable proportion of alcohol. By the use of the med-
icine stamp, absolute proprietary rights and absolute

secrecy with regard to the composition of any med-
icine whatever may be indefinitely maintained." Med-
icines containing scheduled poisons must be sold at

retail only by a registered pharmaceutical chemist or

chemist and druggist, and in the shop of a registered

chemist or of a limited company and must be labeled

poison. Scheduled poisons do not, however, include

such articles as acetanilide, sulphonal and trional. Ex-
cise licenses are necessary for the sale of preparations

containing much alcohol.

Patents are granted to medicinal preparations for

the period of fourteen years on the theory that they

are novel and useful. The patent authorities are

bound to search their records to determine the nov-

elty of the new process, but have no authority to re-

fuse the patent on the ground of novelty, but such a

patent may be declared invalid if protest is made.
According to high authority, a chemical substance

is never the subject of patent. It is only the process

of manufacture that can properly be patented. A
trade-mark gives usually better protection to the pro-

prietor of a medicine than a patent. To secure the

protection of a trade-mark it is not necessary to show
that the remedy is new or useful, but the name must
be non-descriptive and can be registered at any time

and applied to the remedy whenever it becomes con-

venient. It protects the property in the name, not

only for fourteen years, but forever. The manufac-
turer attempts to secure a word which approaches,

as near as may be safe, to the border line between
descriptiveness and non-descriptiveness. The Lancet
aptly illustrates this by the case of "tabloid." "The
registration of the hybrid word, 'tabloid'—derived

from a thoroughly familiar Latin root and an equally

well-known Greek suffix—was a masterpiece of fore-

sight and sagacity. The word so aptly describes the

article to which it is applied that it naturally springs

to the lips of the average person who wishes to buy
compressed tablets ; yet the word has been held by the

court of appeal to be a valid mark and is private prop-

erty for all time. The result is that there is a per-

manent quasi-monopoly in an article of commerce
which was at one time the common property of all

traders."

*From the Journal cf the American Medical Association.
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The shrewdness of manufacturers has led them to

perpetuate the rights obtained by patent after the ex-
piration of the patent by advertising the article under
the trade-mark name and thus continuing indefinitely

the protection of the trade-mark to the article which
has become known under that name. Decisions of the

English courts have, however, made this protection

invalid if anyone sees fit to contest it. "Where an
article has been introduced as new and has first been
manufactured under a patent, the name by which it is

kn©wn becomes common property as soon as the ex-

piration of the patent rights puts an end to the mo-
nopoly in the manufacture and sale of the article"

(Kerly on Trade-Marks). Unfortunately, it is not

worth while for any one finn to incur the expense of

moving the court in order that the whole community
may share in the benefits obtained. So, as often as

not, the monopoly persists and the public, of course,

has to pay.

EXCLUSU-E RIGHTS TO PUBLIC PROPERTY.

A good example of the abuses to which the patent

and trade-mark laws are subject is shown by the

following quotation from the Lancet article :

"There are at the present moment many firms of

manufacturers who devote much thought to the per-

fection of devices whereby they may secure exclusive

rights in this or that medicinal substance which is

now public property. In some instances they boldly

apply for a patent for some already known chemical

substance or process, trusting that the insufiiciency

of present requirements of the law with regard to

novelty in an application for a patent, or the complex
language of their specification, or the addition, per-

haps, of some illusory 'improvement,' and the inac-

tivity of other traders will enable them to achieve their

object. A good example of this is to be seen in the

acetyl-salicylic acid [aspirin] case recently before the

courts. In that case it was shown that a patent had
been obtained, and for many years enjoyed, in respect

to a chemical compound, the process for manufactur-
ing which was perfectly well known before the pat-

ent was issued. The judge, in declaring the patent

invalid, remarked that, by error, accident or design,

the specification had been so framed as to obscure the

subject as much as possible.

"But it is rarely that this method of securing pro-

prietary rights in medicinal substances is attempted.

The easier and more usual method is to apply to the

coveted remedy a trade-mark consisting of some 'in-

vented' word. This may be chosen especially to suit

the substance or it may be a word which the manufac-
turer has had 'in stock' while he waits for something
to turn up, to which the mark mav suitably be ap-

plied. For example, since the acetyl-salicylic acid

patent was declared invalid rival firms have endeav-

ored to 'collar" the trade in the compound by applying

to it fancy trade-marks and attempting to persuade

medical practitioners to use these only when pre-

scribing acetyl-salicylic acid. Can it seriously be con-

tended that there is such a difference between the

brands of acetyl-salicylic acid sold by A under the

name of 'aspirin,' or by B under the name of 'saletin,'

or by C under the name of 'salacetin,' or by D under
the name of 'acetysal,' or bv E under the name of

'xaxa,' and the compound sold under its proper chem-
ical name, as to make it desirable in the interests of

the public health that the State should protect five

separate proprietar}- interests in what is to all intents

the same article, and that a well known and useful

piece of public property ? And can it be regarded as

desirable that the real nature of the compound should

be masked by the use of all these fancy words? To
give other examples, different brands of hexamethyl-
ene-tetramine have the following fancy names

:

Urotropine, aminoform, formin, cystamine, uritone

and naphthamin, while adrenalin competes with

suprarenalin, epinephrin, adncphrin, adrin, suprarenin,

haemostasin, renastyptin and paranephrin. All these,

or nearly all, are registered trade-marks."

AS OTHERS SEE US.

In the second article, the Lancet, November 24th,

the United States is designated as the "home of all

that is worst in the proprietary medicine trade."

Preparations strong in alcohol and morphine "flourish

exceedingly." The attempts at legislation in various

states are noted and their failure attributed to "stren-

uous opposition from the newspaper press, nearly the

whole of which is afraid to ofifend the advertising

nostrum manufacturers." "But in some respects the

governments have powers which are not possessed in

Great Britain. For instance, when 'liquozone" was
publicly exposed in 1905, although no attempt was
made by any government department in Great Britain

to take action in the matter, the San Francisco board

of health, exercising power vested in it, promptly for-

bade the sale or distribution of 'liquozone' on any

terms whatever within the area of the board's juris-

diction."

CUB.A.

In Cuba a law requiring the publication of the in-

gredients of proprietary medicines on the labels was

modified through the influence of the nostnim pro-

prietors so that the disclosure need only be made to a

government official pledged to secrecy.

In Porto Rico the law requires that all the formulas

of all proprietary medicines shall be filed with the

government before the medicines can be sold. The
kw had an immediate effect on nostrums imported

from the United States and the Porto Rico druggists

ceased to sell many American proprietary medicines

in which they had formerly dealt.

AUSTRI.-V.

The laws of Austria are especially worthy of study.

The qualified pharmacist is the only person who may
compound or sell any preparation containing poison,

and in all such cases a physician's prescription is

necessary. Proprietary medicines can not be placed

on the market without permission of the board of

health, which must first have been informed of the

exact composition of the article, supplied with sam-

ples, and satisfied that the compound is in some way
novel or useful or that it is presented in an improved

form. No recommendation of any proprietary med-
icine as a cure for any disease is allowed, and all ad-

vertisements in the press and elsewhere are under

the strict supervision of the police. The price of pro-

prietary medicines is fixed by the board of health, and

foreign proprietary medicines are not allowed to enter

the country unless under exceptional conditions. The
law is said to work well.

In France only qualified pharmacists may make
and sell proprietary medicines ; the formula must
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have been published (a) in the Codex or (b) by the

government, or (c) in an issue of the Bulletin de

I'Academie de Medecine; the pubhcation of advertise-

ments for secret medicines is contrary to law.

The law is loosely enforced.

Germany excludes foreign proprietary medicines
by a heavy import duty and regulates the traffic in

home remedies by forbidding advertisements of cer-

tain remedies, requiring that the bottles shall not bear

labels or be wrapped in circulars containing recom-
mendations, certificates, etc. Some potent medicines
may be sold only on a medical man's prescription.

The composition of all scheduled remedies must be
known to the druggist who sells them. Analyses of

new medicaments and secret remedies are being made
at the Berlin Pharmaceutical Institute and published
in the Apotliekcr Zeititng. The regulations are not

the same in all parts of the empire, but the general
result is greatly to discourage the sale of secret rem-
edies. A well-known English proprietary medicine
was voluntarily withdrawn from the German mar-
ket by the proprietors, who objected to disclosing the

formula of their preparation and did not think that

much business could be done if its sale were sub-

jected to the restrictions on secret medicines! The
advertising managers of two Hamburg journals were
each fined $12 or five days' imprisonment for pub-
lishing advertisements of Allcock's plasters, tlie com-
position of which was not declared.

.\USTR.\L.\SIA.

Australia and New Zealand appear to be espe-
cial sufferers from the proprietary medicine evil and
the trade has reached enormous proportions there. A
writer in the World's Work is quoted as stating that

these countries imported in 1905 proprietary "med-
icines of the invoice value of nearly $1,500,000. many
of them being of a flagrantly noxious character and
advertised by grossly fraudulent means. Laws have
been passed bringing medicines containing scheduled
poisons under the regulations for the sale of poisons,
and regulations have been established by the boards of
health of \'ictoria limiting the amount of alcohol in

non-official remedies of which the average dose is

more than one teaspoonful for adults to 10 per cent..

also requiring the publication of the presence of a long
list of narcotics. The federal government is empow^
ered to forbid the importation of proprietarv med-
icines containing narcotics, etc., without a declara-
tion of the contents on the label and may require the
disclosure of trade secrets and may confiscate unap-
proved articles; the postmaster-general may refuse
to transmit letters sent in connection with a fraudu-
lent business.

In New Zealand an attempt was made nearly three
years ago to require certain nostrums to the number
of 160 to bear on their labels a full disclosure of their
constituents, with the quantity of each. The opposi-
tion of the proprietary men was so powerful through
their influence with the business men and the news-
papers that the regulation was toned down until it

was required that the disclosure need be made onlv
confidentially to the minister of public health, and
only when such disclosure should be specially de-
manded. Thus whittled down the regulations clearlv
can not do much to protect the public.

The Aspiring Drug Clerk and His Pre-

ceptor.^

By Arthur L. Dickixson.
I''oruieily Secretary of the Connecticut Board of

Pharmacy.

Three years' experience in the drug business, work-
ing under the supervision of a licensed pharmacist, is

all that is required under our State law to permit a

young man to become eligible for examination before

our State pharmacy commissioners. If successful in

passing the examination, he is possessed of all the

rights, powers and privileges of his preceptor, and is

on an equal footing with all the pharmacists of the

State. This being a fact, it is highly important that

the examination of the commissioners should be broad
in its scope and cover every branch of the business

that the licensed pharmacist comes in contact with,

also a certain amount of technical knowledge, that the

applicant can more easily answer, with a certain

degree of surety, some of the problems that are pro-

pounded to him over the counter.

To help the applicant in his effort to get his certi-

ficate of examination, his preceptor should take an ex-

ceptional interest in him, which in many cases is en-

tirely neglected and in many cases onh' done in a half-

hearted way.

A young man enters a drug store to learn the drug
business and is told by the proprietor where he can
find an old dilapidated dispensatory and there the pro-

prietor considers his duty at an end. The young man
struggles along, perhaps gains a little information ancT

help from some clerk in the town, and as soon as the

three years have elapsed appears before the commis-
sioners for his examination.

The examination over, in due time he undoubtedly
receives notice that he has not been successful, and
oft-times blames the commissioners for having given
him a hard examination. Cases like this appear more
often from the large cities than from the smaller cities

and towns, in fact, the applicant from the smaller place
is receiving more help from the proprietor than the

applicant from the large city.

The iielp that the clerk wants is advice as to what
and how to study, and this the proprietor can render
with very little eflfort. The library of the average
pharmacist is a farce, whereas, by an investment of

less than $10 per year, it might easily be established

and maintained, and in a few years be the envy of all

aspiring clerks in the town.

In this way the library and assistance from the pro-

prietor would create a condition where there would
be a waiting list of clerks to be employed where to-

day the position is unsought.

This little assistance would materially aid the com-
missioners in raising the standard of the clerks and
the profession in the State and place it nearer the level

of our neighboring States that are favored with a col-

lege of pharmacy.

The instance here cited is of the average young-

man that appears for examination before the board
and who must receive fair treatment and for whom
the examination must be gauged. Let the proprietor
give his help and co-operation to the clerk and in

this wav render a service to the profession of the

State.

*Read at the 1907 meeting of the Connecticut Phar
maceutical Association, and contributed by the au-
thor.
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Abstracts.

Drowning Accidents.

It may prove useful to quote just now a probable
explanation of some drowning accidents as given by
Lowrie some }ears ago in the British Medical Jour-

nal. He went swimming in cold water on a hot day
after he had been cycling. His stomach was empt\
of food at the time. His head began to ache, he be-

came dizzy and drowsy, and muscular effort became
feeble and sluggish. In many instances the swimmer
simply loses consciousness from cerebral anemia. In

other words, he faints, and without immediate assis-

tance he goes under and loses his life. This is far

more probable than that he ""was seized with cramps
and sank." The writer believes that all those who
are in the habit of swimming in deep water should
from time to time have a medical examination. The
:ne<li^'al inspection will reveal any cardiac affection,

.tnd at the same time a study of the digestive system
will bring out any points pointing to atony of the

stomach walls with consequent distention- by gas.

Any attempt at prolonged swimming is a positive

danger in an atonic condition. Swimming in cold

water is dangerous when the intestines have been
emptied by a purgative and the circulation probably

thus depleted. There is then low-tension circulation,

especially if there has been a fast of several hours.

Comparison of Synthetic and Natural In-

digo.

The Fharmacciitical Journal quotes from Xatitre:

"Since synthetic indigo was put upon the market in

^897 some uncertainty has existed regarding its tinc-

torial value as compared with the natural dyestuft'.

The makers of synthetic indigo have maintained that

the only significant constituent of natural indigo is

indigotin. identical with the synthetic substance, and
that the other components present in the natural dye
are cither inert or harmful impurities. On the other
hand, certain practical dyers have held that the nat-

ural dye gives a certain richness of shade or 'bloom,"

which is invariably absent from goods dyed with syn-

thetic indigo. The results of a practical dye test of

the two materials, made with the object of throwing
light on this disputed question, are described by Air.

CxrW I'ergtheil in a report to the Bihar Planters" As-
sociation. The conditions were such as to be strictly

.:oni)iarahle for the two materials as regards concen-
'ratiur, A the dye bath, temperature and fabric dyed,
rhr results obtained, working on the large scale under
practical conditions and with dye baths of the same
strength, were such as to uphold the objection of the

dyers already referred to against the synthetic dye.

Natural indigo not only gave a richer shade with the

characteristic 'bloom,' but also actually a darker shade.

The difference between the natural and synthetic ma-
terial, which is hardly apparent in dyeing trials made
on the sinall scale, appears to become of considerable

importance under conditions such as exist in actual

practice.""

Bad Effect of Salol in Tooth Powder.
Hugenschmidt {Dental Cosmos) says that he has

observed several cases of eczema of the lips follow-
ing the use of a tooth powder containing salol. which

had been prescribed by him. After omission of the
salol from the powder, the eczema disappeared. He
consequently advises against the use of salol in denti-

frices.

Differentiating Cassia and Cinnamon in

Powder.

The Chemist and Druggist quotes from the Fluir-
inaceutische Zeitiing a luethod of detecting whet!lier

a powder is cassia or cinnatnon or a mixture, from
the proportion of calcium oxalate it contains. Cin-
namon broken up contains 3.37 per cent., the quills

3.81, and wild cinnamon 6.62 per cent, of calcium ox-
alate. Cassia bark was found to contain the follow-
ing percentages: Japanese Xo. i, 0.77; No. 2, 1.34;
Chinese, 0.05: cassia lignea, 0.06; cassia vera, 1.23.

Any attempt to adjust the calcium oxalate content of
an adulterated sample would be detected by the ash.

Para-Dimethylamidobenzaldehyde as a
Reagent.

Para-dimethylamidobenzaldehyde, which is a well-
known reagent for indican and other substances, ac-
cording to Steensma (E. ;\Ierck"s Bericht), is service-
able when combined w-ith sodium nitrite for detect-
ing albumin, indol and skatol. In testing for albumin
a 2 per cent, alcoholic solution of the reagent and an
0.5 per cent, aqueous solution of sodium nitrite are
employed. If an albuminous liquid be boiled with 25
per cent, hydrochloric acid and sufficient dimethvf-
amidobenzaidehyde solution, the mixture wall assume
a red color, which turns to an intense blue on the ad-
t'lition of sodium nitrite solution. The blue colora-
tion is not imparted to chloroform on shaking the
liquid -with the latter. For detecting indol 2 parts of
the liquid to be tested are admixed with i part of
dimethylamidobenzaldehyde solution, and 25 per cent.
hydrochloric is added in drops until a red color de-
velops. On carefully adding a few drops of sodiuin
nitrite solution, a beautiful dark-red coloration mani-
fests itself if indol is present. Under similar condi-
tions skatol at first yields a bluish-violet coloration
and on the addition of sodium nitrite a deep blue
coloration. The blue pigment thus produced is solu-
ble in chloroform, hence the latter assumes a blue
color when shaken with the blue liquid.

Para-Nitrobenzaldehyde as a Test for Al-

bumin.
Para-nitrobenzahlehyde. C.^H.XC^X'HO, forms col-

orless prisms melting at 106° C. which are freely

soluble in alcohol, and sparingly soltible in water.
According to E. Rohde (E. :\rerck's Bericht). this

preparation can be used for the detection of albumin.
If a little para-nitrobenzaldehyde be added to an
albuminous liquid and then some concentrated sul-

phuric acid, and the mixture shaken, an intense green
color develops which is of considerable permanence
but without special spectroscopic characteristic. F.
.\. Steensma has modified this test as foUows: If an
albuminous liquid be boiled with a sinall quantity of
l)ara-nitrobenzaldehyde and concentrated sulphuric
acid, a green coloration sets in, which on the addition
of 0.5 per cent, sodiutn nitrite solution changes to a
bf-aiitifnl dark-blue.
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Water-Absorbing Properties of Various

Ointment Bases.

In a paper read before the Missouri Pharmaceutical

Association Prof. Francis Hemm said that lard, with

lo per cent, of petrolatum, would absorb 4 per cent,

of water; that lard, with 5 per cent, of glycerin, would

absorb 10 per cent, of water; petrolatum, 10 per cent.

;

lard alone, 15 per cent. ; benzoinated lard, 17 per cent.

;

lard, with 2 per cent, of resin, 22 per cent. ;
sperma-

ceti cerate, 30 per cent. ; ointment, 40 per cent. ; cerate,

40 per cent. ; cold cream, 50 per cent. ;
petrolatum with

50 per cent, of yellow wax, 65 per cent.; hydrous

wool-fat, 200 per' cent. ; anhydrous wool-fat, 300 per

cept. ; and casein, an indefinite amount.

Explosion of Soap Dust.

Peckham in a paper on explosions of dusts read

before the New York Section of the Society of Chemi-

cal Industry says that the most unexpected explosion

of this kind that he had investigated occurred some

years ago in a soap factory ; two men were killed by

It and nine injured. The manufacturer had for many
vears made a mixture of sodium carbonate and soap

which was dried and ground. The grinding had been

carried on in a closed room lighted by an open gas

jet. amid a cloud of dust, under the supposition that

neither of the ingredients nor the mixture would burn,

but it was in this room that the explosion occurred.

It was found that neither the manufactured article

nor any of its ingredients could be made to explode

under ordinary conditions, but that in grinding the

mixture a mechanical separation resulted in the ac-

cumulation of very large quantities of dust that was

nearly pure soap, "very fine and very dry. The idea

that soap would burn or explode was scouted, but a

sample of the dust from the room in which the grind-

ing was carried on, and in which the explosion oc-

curred when treated in Peck's box produced an ex-

plosion, the practical effects of which were identical

with those produced with powdered sugar, flour,

starch, planing-mill dust, or, in fact, any other sub-

stance that could be burned. The author warns

against the danger of any combustible dust. Coal

dust, wood dust, wheat dust, sugar dust, soap dust,

anv dust that under any conditions can be made to

burn is, in the long run, dangerous. No flame

should ever be allowed in a dusty place of this kind,

and no dust from anything that can be burned should

ever be tolerated where its presence can be avoided.

possible mistaking them for the brownish-yellow pre-

cipitates of glucuronic acid is precluded. To com-
plete the proofs, the melting-point of the crystals is

determined. The crystalSj,of glucuronic acid melt at

155° C, whereas those of phenylglucazone have a

melting point of 206° to 207° C.

The Phenylhydrazin Sugar Test.

R. Griinewald (Miinch. med. Woch.) carries out

the phenylhydrazin test for urine sugar in the follow-

ing manner : To a solution of 1.2 grammes of sodium

acetate in 6 c.c. of warm water, 2 drops of acetic acid

are added and then 10 c.c. of the urine ; 0.6 gramme of

phenvlhydrazin hydrochloride is admixed and the

liquid is evaporated in the steam bath down to 5 or 6

c.c. and then cooled quickly. In this way large quan-

tities of the characteristic crystals form; but if the

liquid be cooled gradually the crystals appear in a

handsome form. The former method is serviceable

particularlv when a small percentage of sugar is pres-

ent in the urine. If the microscopical examination is

made immediately after the crystal formation and at

2-0 to 300 diameters, the characteristic yellow needles

of phenvlglucosazone can be clearly detected, and any

Modification of Fehling's Test-

K. Grube (Miinch. med. U'och.j proposes a modifi-

cation of Fehling's test which affords a convenient

means of approximately determining sugar. He
uses the following solutions extensively tried and ap-

proved by A. Wolff: (i) Copper sulphate 34.65
grammes, distilled water sufficient to make i liter;

(2) Rochelle salt 173 grammes, solution of sodium
hydroxide (Ph. G. IV) 450 grammes, distilled water

to make i liter. Two cubic centimeters of each of the

two solutions are well mixed in a test-tube, and care-

fully heated over a spirit lamp until the liquid boils.

The urine is then added in drops and the liquid re-

heated. This is continued until the blue color of the

liquid disappears. The test solution is so adjusted

that each 4 c.c. reduce exactly 0.0 1 gramme of sugar.

The quantity of sugar present can readily be calcu-

lated from tile amount of urine which it has been nec-

essary to add to produce decoloration of the test liquid.

Identification of Pilocarpine.

C. Reichard (Pharm. Centralhallc) draws attention

to a few reactions for identifying pilocarpine. He
first mentions the liquid state of the uncombined al-

kaloid, the hygroscopicity of the hydrochloride and

ihe insolubility of the nitrate in cold absolute alcohol.

Furthermore, the behavior of pilocarpine toward sul-

phuric acid is very characteristic. If a chip of a crys-

tal of the hydrochloride or nitrate be placed upon the

margin of a drop of sulphuric acid, it will be drawn
toward the center and the acid will assume a beauti-

ful blue color which remains for about an hour.

With nitric acid, on the other hand, not the slightest

reaction results. With copper sulphate and a drop

of water the mass formed turns light-green at the

margins as it dries and remains so for weeks. If a

few small crystals of pilocarpine hydrochloride are

triturated with one drop of solution of antimony tri-

chloride and then gently heated, a gray to deep-black

residue results which remains unchanged for days.

With sodium arsenate and hydrochloric acid there re-

sults under similar conditions a dirty-yellow residue.

The behavior of pilocarpine toward potassium ferro-

cyanide is quite characteristic. If a small crystal each

of the ferrocyanide and of pilocarpine hydrochloride

are covered with one drop of water, the mixture at

once becomes intensely yellow, and on evaporating in

the air a yellow residue is obtained.

Vapor-Tight Corks.

Corks may be rendered absolutely vapor tight, says

the Professional and Amateur Photog^rapher, by dip-

ping them two or three times in a mixture for which

it gives the following formula :

Gelatin 3 grammes.
Water 9 grammes.
Glycerin 7 .grammes.

Soften the gelatin in the water and stir until dis-

solved ; then stir in the glycerin.
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Enemas of Ice Water in Sunstroke.
Foulds (Joiirn. Royal Army Med. Corps) has called

attention to a little known treatment for sunstroke
suggested to him by Seppolette of the Indian medical
department, namely, enemas of ice water. He saw his

first cases of sunstroke at Jhansi, India, in 1903. Nine
men were taken to the hospital unconscious ; breath-
ing, stertorous; temperature, from 107° to 110°.

They were stripped and put to bed in the shade. One
attendant poured water over them, as cold as could
be obtained, and two others rubbed the body with ice.

.\n enema of about a quart of ice water was given
every ten minutes until the axillary temperature fell

to 102°. The back of the neck was blistered. All

the patients recovered, and Foulds thinks that they
owed their lives to the use of the enemata. Six other
men were taken into hospital drowsy and complaining
of pains in the head and dizziness and with tempera-
tures varying from 103° to 105°. They were treated

with ice water enemata and left the hospital quite

well on the following morning. Foulds advocates
this treatment of sunstroke on the ground that when
a person is hot and wants to cool himself he takes an
iced drink. The patient suffering from sunstroke is

generally unconscious or nearly so, and it is much
easier and safer to administer iced enemata than to

wash out the stomach with iced water. He also

makes the suggestion that the treatment might prove
useful in hyperpyrexia, such as occurs in rheumatic
and scarlet fever and tetanus.

The House Fly as a Disseminator of

Diarrhea, Typhoid, Etc.

The Medical Bulletin gives warning as to the part

. i-layed bv the house fly in disseminating summer
diarrhea and typhoid fever ; and it might have been

added, other diseases, also. Flies often come directly

from contact with stools of patients or other infective

material and their long feet, peculiarly adapted to

picking up germs, convey them to food in the kitchen

or on the table. The public should be enlightened

;

everyone encouraged to practice cleanliness about the

house and stable, and to dispose of domestic refuse by

burning, so as to prevent putrescence near the house.

If this be done the breeding places of the flies would
be reduced. The mother should be instructed not to

employ milk in which a fly was drowned, even if the

milk is pasteurized, because the heat employed to so

prepare it is not sufficient to destroy the germ nor pre-

vent its further development. And we may add that

it would be well to apply this rule to all food for

adults as well as children.

A Day Camp for Consumptives.
We learn from the Boston Medical and Surgical

Journal that for the past two summers a day camp for

consumptives has been maintained in the immediate
vicinity of Boston. The work is said to have been

decidedly successful and it is being continued in an-

other location. The camp receives for daily treat-

ment patients in the early or moderately advanced
stages of tuberculosis, the patients returning to their

homes at night and provision being made for their

transportation when necessary. The expense of the

treatment was placed at twenty-cents a day, not in-

cluding car fares. This fee, however, is not neces-

sarily fixed and mav be remitted or modified when

circumstances demand. The instruction the patients
receive in hygiene may of course be expected to go
far beyond those who first receive it. Applications
for admission to the camp are to be made to the office
of the Boston Association for the Relief and Control
of Tuberculosis, 4 Joy street, Boston.

Carbon Tetrachloride a Dangerous
Shampoo.

Colman (Lancet) gives warning against the use of
carbon tetrachloride in hair dressing ; it having come
into use as a "dry'' shampoo in some English cities.

It was used on a woman who felt a severe scalp irri-

tation, but was reassured by the operator, who said
she would soon feel all right. Her next recollection
was that of finding herself propped up on the floor, a
wet towel round her head, the window wide open, and
a very frightened hairdresser fanning her vigorously
with a towel. She was informed that she had been
unconscious for tive minutes and had been a very
nasty color. Assistance was obtained and she was
put to bed, where the author saw her shortly after.
She had vomited severely before his arrival and she
told him she felt just as she did after taking chloro-
form and her appearance tallied exactly with her de-
scription of her feelings. Her color was bad and her
pulse was somewhat accelerated; she had a severe
headache and complained greatly of nausea. During
the night she vomited once more, but in a day or two
she was in her usual good health. Colman then makes
some observations on the chemistry and toxic prop-
erties of the tetrachloride. Some forty years ago it

was introduced into medicine for headache, chorea,
neuralgia, etc., but it produced ill-effects and was
abandoned. Its action was found to resemble that of
chloroform, the differences being explicable to a large
extent by differences in physical characters (vapor
pressure, solubility in water, etc.). It is important
to note that all observers have found carbon tetra-

chloride to be more toxic than chloroform. It is more
irritant to mucous membranes and is much more de-
pressant to the circulatory and respiratory systems.
During its inhalation cardiac weakness and irregular-
ity and cyanosis have been described and after the re-

turn of consciousness cardiac weakness, headache, and
mental and bodily exhaustion have been noted. An-
esthesia is less easily produced and is slower in ap-
pearing than that by chloroform owing to the lower
vapor pressure of carbon tetrachloride (boiling point
of chloroform from 60° to 62° C, of carbon tetra-

chloride 76.5° C), but it also disappears less quickly.

It may be useful to recall the disastrous result experi-

enced in England some years ago from a trial of ben-
zin as a "dry shampoo." While a lady was having
her hair washed with that liquid, it took fire appar-
ently from an electric spark generated by the rubbing
iM-ocess, there being no light near, and she was fatally

burned. Other similar accidents have occurred
It is of course foolhardy to use any inflammable
liquid in that way as even where the operator is care-

ful to see that no fire or light is near, some one may
unexpectedly come on the scene with a lighted match,
and cause destruction. A plumber with his lighted

furnace appearing inopportunely caused henzin which
a lady was using in treating some furs, to take fire

and she was burned to death. .'Xnd friction may at

any time generate sparks which will prove effective in

igniting an inflammable liquid.
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The Modern Materia Medica.

Eupherin is a polyphaniiacal preparation exploited

as a remedy in diseases ot the respiratory organs.

Each teaspoonful is said to re[)resent 0.4 gramme of

sodium guaiacol-sulplionatc. 0.4 gramme of sodium
glycerophosphate, 50 per cent.. 0.6 gramme of fluid-

extract of thyme, 0.008 gramme of cinnamic acid, and

0.0025 gramme of arsenous acid. It is also marketed
without arsenic.

Halen is a remedy exploited as a general tonic in

disturbances of metabolism. It is a powder consisting,

according to the manufacturers, of 30 per cent, of

carbohydrates, 20 per cent, of albuminates, 10 per

cent, of fat, 8 per cent, of casein, 2 per cent, of chol-

csterin, 15 per cent, of lecithin, I per cent, of fibrin, 2

per cent, of nuclein, 4 per cent, of gelatin and
S per cent of "various inorganic and organic sub-

stances."

lodglidine i* iodi.'^ed glidiii, glidine being a wheat-

lecithin and albumin compound introduced by Dr.

Klopfer. It is put forward as a substitute for the

alkali iodides.

Quininosol is a trade name applied to quinine-

vasogen, containing 5 per cent, of the alkaloid. It is

intended for use as a topic antiperiodic, analogously to

([uinine oleate.

Renocaine is a solution of adrenalin containing also

cocaine.

Soufrosol is vasogen containing 3 per cent, of

-ulphur. It is put forward as a antiparasitic dermic.

Suptol is a bacterial product first prepared by Dr.

Burow and employed by him in the treatment of acute

and chronic swine plague.

Veracolate is a combination of the bile acids with

extract ofcascara, marketed in the form of tab-

lets and extolled as a chologogue in hepatic in-

sufficiency.

Headache from Eye Strain.

Toms (Journ. Am. Med. Asso.) claims that in 90
per cent, of all those suffering from reflex or neuralgic

headache, ocular defects are more or less to blame.
Over 600 patients in whom such defects existed w^ere

entirely unaware of them. Fully half the cases were
of only slight refractive errors or muscular imbalance,

and it is in these cases in Avhich ciliary spasm is the

ilirect factor in causing headache in persons whose
occupation calls for near vision, that accommodative
asthenopia results. While there were occasional com-
plications, only 5 per cent, of the patients had dis-

coverable organic lesions that possibly intensified, or

were partly to blame for the headache. Of those

v;ho were relieved of their headaches, 75 per cent, had
no other treatment than properly adjusted glasses or

appropriate treatment for their muscular anomalies.

The types most frequently met are the occipito-cer-

vical, fronto-temporal and the hemicranias. There is

no apparent relation between the severity of the head-

ache and the degree of the ocular defect and nothing
especially characteristic except, perhaps, the patient's

non-suspicion of the cause. Sickness or health im-

pairment may be the fir.^t inciting factor in some pa-

tient with considerable ocular defects which gave no
trouble before. In this connection, the author men-
tions, as an ocular condition that does not receive the

attention it deserves in young subjects, subnormal

accommodation or premature presbyopia, which may
be the cause of alarming symptoms of headache and
insomnia. Such patients often have a very acute

vision for distance, with a slight muscular trouble of

exophoria or esophoria, which is a misleading condi-
tion. They refuse all distance lenses or prisms, but
find immediate relief when a presbyopic correction is

made.

Robin's Glycerophosphates.

The British Pharmaceutical Conference uses the

following formula

:

Calcium glycerophosphate 160 grains.

Potassium glycerophosphate 80 grains.

Sodium glycerophosphate 80 grains.

Magnesium glycerophosphate 80 grains.

Iron glycerophosphate 40 grains.

Citric acid 30 grains.

Citrated cafifein 80 grains.

Strychnine hydrochloride 2 grains.

Sugar 14 ounces.

Chloroform .20 minims.

Alcohol 40 minims.

Cudbear Y^ ounce.

Water enough to make 20 ounces.

Rub the cudbear in 10 ounces of water for ten min-

utes, filter, and in the filtrate dissolve the solids, then

add the chloroform and alcohol and enough water to

•,1'akc the finished product measure 20 ounces.

Freeing a Hen House of Lice.

M. R. Shotwell reports in the Bulletin of Pharmacy
that he has freed his hen house of lice by using the

following preparation

:

Crude carbolic acid i pint.

Carbon disulphide i ounce.

Oil of tar i ounce.

Coal oil 4 ounces.

Sawdust enough.

Mix the liquids and add as much of the sawdust as

the mixture will saturate.

Use by sprinkling in the bottom of the nests and

covering with fresh straw.

Mr. Shotwell puts up the mixture in pint cans which
lie sells for 25 cents.

Flavor and Perfume for Tooth-Paste.

The following formula is from the Cliciiiist uiid

Druggist

:

Oil of rose i dram.

Oil of cinnamon. 2 drams.

Oil of cloves 9 drams.

Oil of lemon 7 drams.

Tincture of vanilla 3 ounces.

.\lcohol 9 ounces.

Fly Poison.

S(iak i(xi parts of quassia in 500 of water for

twenty-four hours : boil for thirty minutes : set aside

tor twenty-four hours; press out the liquid. To this

add 15 parts of molasses and evaporate to 20 parts.

.\dd 5 parts of alcohol and 75 parts of water. Soak
absorbent paper in this. This paper is used by plac-

ing a .sheet of it in a plate with a little water. It is

not i>oisonous to man.
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Notes and Queries.
Notice.—It is desirable that all questions to be aji-

sicered under this head should be received before the
fifteenth of the month and they must be accompanied with
the name and address of the writer.

Queries are not ansicered by mail. The information
supplied in these columns is intended for the benefit of
our readers in general, not for the profit of the individual
inquirer only.

Liquid Laundry Blues.—H. A., California.—Liq-
uid •auiidry blue may be made by dissolving ordinary
solid laundry blue in water. Some details of the

process are given in the Circular for October, 1906,

page 364. A more coMcrehensive note on the subject

appears in the CiRcu^t for December, 1902, page
258.

Ultramarine, prussian blue, indigo and anilin dyes
are used in the manufacture of laundry bhies. Soluble

blue may be obtained in the trade, and the dispensa-

tories give directions for making prussian blue and
other salts used for bluing purposes.

solution of the Pharmacopoeia, and for the alkaline

antiseptic of the National Formulary.

To Keep Flies from Stock.—A. A., Pennsylvania.

—Cover a few walnut leaves with water and allow

them to stand over night, then boil for fifteen min-
utes. When the decoction is cold, sponge the animal
with it.

Smartweed may be used in the same way, or it

may be rubbed on the animal while green.

A mixture of camphor, oil of turpentine and asa-

fetida is said to keep flies away from the head of

sheep.

A few formulas follow :

Pine oil 3 pints.

Fish (or lard) oil 5 pints.

Crude carbolic acid 2 ounces.

II.

Oil of cloves 3 parts.

Oil of bay 5 parts.

Tincture of eucalyptus 5 parts.

Alcohol .' 150 parts.

Water 200 parts.

Use as a spray. (Rather too expensive for gen-

eral use.)

III.

Creoline i dram.

Olive oil (or other suitable vehicle) .... i quart.

Rub on the animal with a cloth.

Phenol I dram.

Oil of pennyroyal 2 drams.

Spirit of camphor 2 ounces.

Oil of tar 4 ounces.

Glycerin 2 ounces.

Lard oil 4 ounces.

Chlorinated lime scattered about in a stable is said

to drive out biting flies.

Glyco-Thymoline.—N. Y. P., California.—As
published by the manufacturers, the formula for this

preparation is as follows: "Benzo-salicyl sod. 33.33,

eucalyptol, 0.33: thymol, 0.17: salicylate of methyl
from betula lenta, 0.16; pini pumilionis 0.17, glycerin

and solvents q.s. 48o.'' It is also now stated that the

liquid contains 4 per cent, of alcohol.

It might be worth your while in this connection to

refresh your mind as to the formulas for the antiseptic

Cloudiness in Chloroform Liniment.—T. C. P.,

Virginia, writes: "I have had some trouble in making
chloroform liniment by the official formula; some-

times on mixing the soap liniment with the chloro-

form it clouds and separates, and sometimes it mixes

all right. Please give me some light on the subject."

A soap liniment which is made from true castile

soap, as required by the Pharmacopoeia, will not cloud

when mixed with "chloroform. Much of the castile

soap of the market, however, contains animal fats

—

stearates and palmitates. A liniment made with such

a soap is likely to precipitate in part when mixed with

chloroform.

Another cause of such cloudiness, at times met, is

a deficiency of alcohol in the soap liniment, due to

excess of water in the soap, or to carelessness in the

making. This is less likely to occur in the liniment

made by the igoo process than by the older one

formerly official.

A note on soap liniment, which contains hints that

mav be found of value just here, appears in the Cir-

cular for December, 1904, page 279.

Alcohol in Lemon Extract.—R. D. C, Iowa.—Cir-

cular number 19 of the United States department of

agriculture defines a flavoring extract, not medicinal,

as "a solution in ethyl alcohol of proper strength of

the sapid and odorous principles derived from an aro-

matic plant, or parts of the plant, with or without its

coloring matter, and conforms in name to the plant

used in its preparation." The standard for lemon ex-

tract fixed bv this same circular is that it "contains

not less than five (5) per cent, by volume of oil of

lemon," no mention being made of its alcoholic

strength. Terpeneless extract of lemon, however, is

defined as a solution of the terpeneless oil in dilute

alcohol.

At the first reading of the above definition of a

flavoring extract we assumed that the words "proper

strength" referred to the alcoholic strength ; later we

saw tlie possibility of its applying to the proportion

of the sapid and odorous principles. From the word-

ing of the definition we should conclude that the for-

mer interpretation is the proper one. That the de-

partment of agriculture is not concerned with the al-

coholic strength of flavoring extracts is evidenced in

food inspection decision 47 (see the Circular for Feb-

ruary, page 218) which clearly states that the per-

centage of alcohol in such preparations is not re-

quired to be stated on the label.

Extract of lemon not being an official preparation

mav be prepared by any process ; and in the present

light we are of the opinion that the amount of alcohol

entering into this preparation mav be as small as will

suffice to hold in solution the required 5 per cent, of

oil, the solution being effected through the agency of

paper pulp, talc or any other diffusing agent.

This opinion is based upon the federal pure food

and drugs act and its regulations, alone. These apply

onlv to inter-state commerce and sales in the Terri-

tories. Iowa has a pure food measure and doubtless-

Iv, attending regulations. These are of more direct

importance "to retailers in that State than is the fed-

eral law, and they should become familiar with them
without delav.
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Polishing Soap and Paste.—W. B., California.—

We are not familiar with the composition of bon-ami

or of U. S. metal polish. Perhaps no one is except

their respective manufacturers. There are, however,

numerous formulas for polishing soaps e.xtant, the

ones given below being typical

:

Hard Polishing Soap.

Cocoanut oil lo pounds.

Solution of soda, 23" enough.

Tripoli powder 2 pounds.

.Alum I pound.

Cream of tartar i pound.

Whiting I pound.

Set the oil with a sufficient quantity of the soda

solution, and boil the mixture until it is ready to form

jellv. When this soap has sufficiently solidified, stir

in the other ingredients, all previously reduced to the

finest powder and intimately mixed. Pour the mix-

ture into suitable molds and allow it to harden.

Soft Polishing Soap.

Colcothar 8 ounces.

Ammonium carbonate 5/4 ounces.

Cocoa soap 6j4 pounds.

Water enough.

Wash the colcothar (which is the dark-red iron

peroxide known to painters as Indian red) six or eight

times in water, and dry it. Dissolve the soap in suf-

ficient water to make a viscid liquid. Reduce the am-

monium carbonate to a fine powder and rub it and the

colcothar into a paste -with a little water. Gradually

add the soap solution, stirring constantly. Keep the

product in stone jars, well covered.

Formulas for metal polishes in the form of pastes

or pomades have appeared in the CiRcrL.xR at greater

or less intervals since its establishment. Some eight

or ten were printed in the issue of ^lay. 1905, page

154, and subscribers who have been wise enough to

provide themselves w^ith binders for keeping the back

immbers in a convenient place can find many of a more
recent date. We have not come across any formulas

that look more satisfactory than those we have al-

ready printed, hence some of these are repeated be-

low :

It is said that putz pomade ("putz"' in German
meaning "polishing") may be made by forming a

paste of Armenian bole and oleic acid, and scenting

with oil of bitter almond.

II.

Rotten stone t part.

Iron subcarbonate 3 parts.

Lard oil enough.

III.

^lix equal parts of jewelers" rouge and petrolatum.

IV.

Soap, cut fine 16 parts.

Precipitated chalk 2 parts.

Jewelers' rouge i part.

Cream of tartar i part.

Magnesium carbonate i part.

Water enough.

Dissolve the soap in the smallest quantity of water
that will effect solution over a water bath. .\dd the

other ingredients to the solution while still hot. stir-

ring all the time to make sure of complete homo-
geneity. Pour the mass into a shallow box, and after-

ward cut into cubes.

Emery flour 50 parts.

Jewelers' rouge 50 parts.

Mutton suet 40 parts.

CMeic acid 40 parts.

Petrolatum 1 part.

I\Ielt the suet, oleic acid and petrolatum together

over a water bath, and when thoroughly mixed re-

move from the fire. When cooled but still soft, add
the powders, and rub until they are evenly distributed

throughout the mass.

Jezcelcrs' Koiigc.

A fine grade of jewelers' r^ige, iron sesquioxide,

may be made extemporaneou^jjiiby saturating a solu-

tion of iron sulphate with a sSiution of oxalic acid,

and exposing the precipitate to a moderate heat until

ihe oxalate is decomposed.

Gelatinization of an Iron and Quinine Mixture.—
P. B., South Dakota, writes : "Tlie following prescrip-

tion was handed in by an M. D. for his own use

:

^ Strychninae nitratis 0.06
Ouininje sulphatis.

Ferri pyrophosphatis aa 4.00
Acidi pyrophosphorici dihni 15.00

Syrupi aurantii qs. ad 250.00

"Iron pyrophosphati was dissolved in a small quan-
tity of w-ater and mixed with 200 c.c. .syrup of orange.
Quinine sulphate was dissolved in the diluted phos-
phoric acid and added to previous mixture. Finally

strychnine nitrate was added in i per cent, solution

and syrup of, orange q. s. to make 250 c.c.

"The mixture at once on addition of the quinine

solution turned into a jelly (of yellowish-gray color)

and has remained so after months of keeping without
settling appreciably or forming layers.

"If the quinine sulphate is left out of this formula
and the same is otherwise made up as above, the mix-
ture still becomes slightly cloudy, cloudiness appar-

ently slowly increasing with age.

"We are not clear concerning the reaction causing

the trouble in either case. .\t first sight it seemed
that the free acid would be capable of holding the

salts, including the quinine, in clear solution. But
evidently other factors enter into the reckoning.

"Will you kindly discuss the prescription for read-

ers of Notes and Queries?

"We mav remark that materials used were all U.
S. P. VIII."

When we brought the ingredients together they

formed a gelatinous mass of ferric phosphate mixed
with quinine citrate. Both these salts are soluble in

an excess of acid, but in this case the needed excess is

too large to warrant one in using it.

Ev substituting quinine bisulphate for the sulphate,

dissolving this in the diluted acid, and adding the

solution \o the iron pyrophosphate dissolved in the

syrup, to which 4 drams of potassium citrate had

previouslv been added, a clear solution was obtained,

but it did not remain clear very long. The potassium

citrate hinders precipitation of the iron phosphate, but

the mixture becomes too thick to pour well after stand-

ing a short time.

We have tried a number of methods, but have not

succeeded in preventing the precipitation: we are open

lor suggestions.
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Making Compound Solution of Cresol Unof-
ficially.—H. B.. South Dakota, writes: "Is there not
a mistake in the alternative directions for making
liquor cresoHs conip., U. S. P., as printed on page 710,
second column, U. S. Dispensatory?"

In' this formula the ingredients of the soap to be
dissolved in 500 grammes of cresol to make 1,000
grammes of the finished product, total over 900
grammes. This quantity is to be evaporated on a
water bath, to the required amount, without stirring.

This operation is characterized by our correspondent
as "rather slow and, using gas, expensive" ; and he
asks, "Is not the 450 c.c. of water a misprint for 45
or 50 c.c. of water ?"

The process in question is that contributed by La
Wall and Cook to the American Journal of Pharmacy,
1906, page 169. The formula for the soap is as fol-

lows :

Linseed oil 350 grammes.
Potassium hydroxide 80 grammes.
^^'ater 450 cub. cent.

Alcohol 40 cub. cent.

In the article appearing in the American Journal of
PharmcKy the authors introduce their working process
with the following paragraph

:

"A soft soap is first prepared, using the same
amounts of linseed oil and potassium hydroxide as

directed for the preparation of the official compound
solution of cresol. The details of the process on the

small scale may be the same as that directed for the

U. S. P. soft soap."

This latter official process requires 450 c.c. of

water in the saponification of 400 grammes of linseed

oil, the resulting soap weighing approximately 650
grammes after the mixture has been boiled over a gas
flame—not a water bath—for more than three hours.

From the introductory statement of LaWall and
Cook, quoted above, we should conclude that the 450
c.c. is not a misprint. On the other hand, from prac-

tical experience we are led to agree with our corre-

spondent in reference to the infeasibility of thij

process from a commercial point of view. To us it

seems a much simpler process to dissolve a sufficient

amount of soft soap in the required amount of cresol

and add sufficient water. A still simpler method of

preparing a satisfactory compound solution is the

modification of the official process suggested by Paul

Caldwell in the Circul.\r for May, 1906. page 159.

-According to one of the additional notices lately

added to the Pharmacopoeia, deviations from the of-

ficial methods in the manufacture of pharmacopceial

preparations are permitted when these are made on the

large scale, but it is required that the finished product

be identical with that made by the official process. The
n-'anufacture of preparations claimed to be superior to

the official is therefore prohibited.

Freckle Paste.—J. G. E., Minneapolis.—When
you sent your query you had not seen the July num-
ber of the CiRCUL.^R, on page 462 of which is a formula
for a freckle paste. A number of others appear in

former issues of the Circul.ar, but they are put in

merely for what they are worth and without our per-

sonal endorsement, as we try to make plain at the time
we publish them. (See the Circular for last June,
page 416, and for June, 1906, page 210.) Remedies
that really go down into or under the skin and "de-

pigmentate" or desquamate, are dangerous unless ap-

plied by one skilled in the knowledge of their use
and informed as to what their by-effects may be, and
competent to treat such by-effects. (See the answer
under "Remedy for Ringworm" elsewhere in this

issue.)

Destroying Ants.—R. D. C, Missouri.—To kill

these industrious heterogynous hymenopterous in-

sects by wholesale, drop some quick-lime on the
mouth of their nests and wash it in with boiling water

;

or pour into their retreats water in which camphor or

tobacco has been steeped.

Grease a plate with lard and set it where the ants

can readily get at it. They will gather by the plate-

ful. The plate may be held over an open fire, when
lard and ants will quickly disappear not to return

again. But more ants zi'ill come, and these may be
treated in the same way.

Saturate a piece of cotton with chloroform and
stuff into the entrance of their burrows and seal the

entrance so as to keep the fumes inside. This must be
done when the ants are at home.

Saturate a sponge with sweetened water and when
the ants have gathered in it, plunge the sponge into

boiling water.

A spray of benzin from an atomizer is sudden death
to most insects. Benzin is so dangerous, on account
of fire, that its use is not recommended except in the

hands of careful and experienced people.

.Solomon told us. or some of us, to go to the ant, but
what we need now is something to prevent the ant

from coming to us. Here is a way that has been sug-

gested. Take 2 parts of sulphur and i part of potash ;

put them in an earthen vessel and keep over a fire

until they have united to form a mass. Reduce this

mass to powder, infuse a little of it in water, and
sprinkle in places infested by the ants.

Boil aloes in water, add camphor, and sprinkle

around the places frequented by the ants.

Chalk on the shelves along which ants travel to

and fro .ibout the house will cause them to seek new
routes. Perhaps their well known habits of industiy

cause them to avoid the appearance of having been
about a billiard or pool room. Some drug clerks would
do well to take this "tip."

Cracked walnuts or hickorv nuts will attract ants,

and fire may be made to do the rest.

Bread crumbs soaked in tincture of quassia will

poison such ants as eat it.

Smear a "dead-line" about the places ants frequent,

with carbolated petrolatum.

Sprinkle the haunts of the insects with a mixture of

I part of camphor and 20 parts of quick lime.

Squirt oil of turpentine into the cracks and holes

in which the pests hide, by means of an ordinary sew-
ing machine oil can.

Keep an anteater.

Pour carbon disulphide down the burrows of the

ants and then stop the entrance of the burrows. This
liquid is also quite inflammable and should be used
with caution.

To poison ants, feed them on borax and sugar, or

yeast cake and sugar.

To drive ants out of a room and keep them out
use good insect powder, groimd mustard, sulphur,

camphor, tobacco, cloves, oil of cedar, kerosene, per-

sistence.

Peru balsam smeared on table legs or the feet of a
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cupboard, keeps ants off such furniture. If i ounce

of the balsam be boiled in i gallon of water, the liquid

used as a wash has a similar effect.

Deodorizing Foot Powders.—Dr. Richard von

Foregger, who is regarded as an authority on the use

of the perborates, writes as follows concerning the

note on "Foot Powder" in the Circul.\r for last

month, page 480

:

As to the formula with potassium permanganate, the

same in my opinion is of course the best of the five fov-

mul» mentioned in that article. It is the best because it

will be the only one that really accomplishes deodoriza-

tiou: whereas, all the rest may sterilize, or neutralize

odor, but will not destroy it. The deodorization by per-

manganate is of course due to the action of its available

oxygen.

This potassium permanganate formula has only the

drawback that the powder, probably being of a very pink

coloration, will, when acting upon perspiration, turn

brownish, the brown being due to the formation of

manganous salts, which are irritative and toxic,

I would therefore again suggest to use some formula
with perborate of sodium instead of potassium perman-
ganate, the perborate producing no coloration, and its de-

composition while oxidizing, forms mainly borax, which
has no irritative or toxic effects upon broken skin. Per-

borate liberates its available oxygen as easy as potassium
permanganate,

A number of perborate formulas by Drs. Herx-
heimer and Ipsen are given in our note of last month.

Gray's Glycerin Tonic.—R. D, C, Iowa.—Several

years ago we printed a formula for this preparation

supplied by Dr. Eli E, Josselyn, of Philadelphia, who
informed us that the late Dr. John P. Gray, of the

New York State Lunatic Asylum, at Utica, prescribed

a "glycerin tonic" which was composed of

—

Fluidextract of cinchona 3 drams.

Diluted phosphoric acid 10 drams.

Glycerin 4 ounces.

Sherry wine 105^ ounces.

Dr. Josselyn was an assistant of Dr, Gray's, and so

speaks authoritatively.

According to a statement printed in a pamphlet ad-

vertising it, the proprietarj' article contains, in each

half-ounce

—

Glycerin 80 minims.

Sherry wine 80 minims.

Gentian root 10 grains.

Extract of taraxacum 15 grains.

Diluted phosphoric acid 12 mininjs.

Carminatives enough.

It is also now stated that the alcohol content of the

proprietary "tonic" is 1 1 per cent.

At the recent meeting of the American Medical As-

sociation, held at Atlantic City, the Philadelphia

branch of the American Pharmaceutical Association

exhibited a number of official preparations (as report-

ed in the Circul.\k for last month, page 497). and
handed out a little pamphlet entitled "Short Talks on
Medicines," from which we quote

:

Dr. .Tohn P. Gray frequently used a bitter tonic contain-

ing gentian, taraxacum and phosphoric acid. It is stated

that some years after his death his son became associated

with a company formed for the purpose of exploiting this

mixture. The really "original" formula is almost impos-

sible to obtain, a large number of slightly different recipes

being in use before the Purdue Frederick Company was
even formed. In fact it is quite possible that Dr, Gray
himself modified his prescription from time to time to

meet especial circumstances. It is due to the memory of a
reputalDle physician to repeat that he had nothing to do

with the nostrum business, being dead years before his

name was used as a bait to catch unwary physicians.

[The formula published by the manufacturers follows

here.]

Even if this formula be correct it is evident that the

absurd claims made by the manufacturers that the tonic

is useful as a substitute for cod liver oil, and that "it re-

stores, nourishes and reconstructs, and is especially efli-

cient in diseases of the chest and throat." is impossible.

It is nothing more than a mild, bitter, acid tonic.

At the recent meeting of the Pennsylvania Pharma-
ceutical Association F. J\I. Apple offered the following

formula for a "compound glycerin tonic"

:

Gentian percolate i oz. 5 drs.

Sherry wine 3 ozs. 2 drs.

Fluidextract of dandelion i oz. 6 drs.

Glycerin 6 ozs. 4 drs.

Diluted phosphoric acid 2 ounces.

Compound tincture of cardamom . . i oz. 4 drs.

Syrup of lemon 3 ozs. 2 drs.

Sugar 3 ozs. (apoth.)

Precipitated calcium phosphate enough.

Mix and filter.

The gentian percolate mentioned in the foregoing

is made by percolating 3 ounces and 6 drams of

ground gentian with enough sherry wine to make 26

ounces.

Mr. Apple claims that his formula is much superior

to that of the National Formulary, one of its ad-

vantages being that it does not call for saccharin,

which, he says, is very objectionable.

\Ye suggest that you examine the formula for

glycerinated elixir of gentian given in the National

Formulary ; and also that you make some of this

preparation and leave liberal samples of it with your

physicians, together with its formula and such facts

to be culled from this note as you think may prove

of interest to them.

In approaching physicians on matters of this kind,

never forget that wise saying of Pope's,

Men should be taught as though we taught them not.

And things unknown proposed as things forgot.

Removing Ink from Stationery.—W. E. B.,

?\Iaine.—Chlorine is a great bleaching agent. It may
be applied to ink spots by using two solutions, which,

when brought together, liberate that gas,

A,

Citric acid 2 ounces.

Water i pint

,

Saturated aqueous solution of borax, . 3 ounces.

Dissolve the acid in the water and add the borax

solution.

B.

Chlorinated lime 6 ounces.

Water i pint

.

Saturated aqueous solution of borax, , 3 ounces.

Tvlix the lime and water, shake well, set aside for

one week in a well-stoppered bottle, decant the clear

liquid, and add the borax solution.

Saturate the ink spot with a portion of solution a.

remove any surplus liquid with blotting paper, and

apply a drop of solution b.

In the CiRCUL.\R for August, 1906, page 293, ap-

pears a note to the effect that ink spots may be erased

by sprinkling over them a powder consisting of equal

parts of alum, sulphur, amber and saltpeter, and rub-

bing it oft' in a few minutes with a bit of blotting

paper or cloth. We have not tried this.
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Grease Eradicators.—H. B.. South Dakota.—We
do not know the composition of the preparations you
name.

A formula for a grease eradicator in the form of a
thick white cream, was printed in the Circular for
rJay, 1906, page 164, under the name "electric ben-
zin." We believe that benzin is the base of most all

the creamy or jelly-like grease eradicators. The
>imp]est form of "jelly" being made as follows:

• I.

Tincture of soap bark 3 ounces.
Benzin enough to make i pint.

Mix and shake vigorously.

In handling benzin and products into which it en-
ters, its great inflammability should never be lost

sight of.

II.

The electric benzin referred to above is a sapo-
naceous preparation. The following is said to be the
composition of a preparation that will solidify benzin

:

Cocoanut-oil soap 2" ounces.
Solution of potassium hydroxide. . . i^ ounces.
Ammonia water 3 ounces.
Water enough to make 12 ounces.

Dissolve the soap in about 4 ounces of hot water,

add the alkalis and the remainder of the water.

If the benzin be added iii^small portions with thor-

ough agitation, 2^2 ounces or this mixture will solidify

32 ounces of benzin.

See the caution as to benzin, above.

III.

Here is a formula for a mixture that does not con-

tain benzin

:

Castile soap 4 pounds.
Potassium carbonate i pound.
Camphor i ounce.

Alcohol I ounce.

Ammonia water i ounce.

Hot water enough.

Dissolve the potassium carbonate in about i pint of

hot water, add the soap, previously reduced to thin

shavings, keep warm over a water bath, stirring occa-

sionally until dissolved, adding more water if neces-

sary, and finally, when of a consistence to become
semi-solid on cooling, remove from the fire, and when
nearly ready to set, stir in the camphor, previously

dissolved in the alcohol, and the ammonia.
The addition of the last named drugs is probably a

survival of '^shotgun" practice in making mixtures;

it seems to us that the soap will be quite as efficacious

without them.
IV.

If a paste is desired, a potash soap should be used

instead of the castile in the foregoing formula, and a

portion of or all the water be omitted. Soaps made
from potash remain soft, while soda soaps harden on

the evaporation of the water which they contain when
first made.

V.

Oxgall is highly reputed as a non-inflammable sol-

vent of all fatty stains, and does not injure colors or

fabrics if properly purified. It should be as fresh as

possible when used. Dififused in water it is quite effi-

cacious, or it mav be used in combination with a weak
alkali or the yolks of eggs. Xumbers vi and vii are

two typical formulas:

Powdered borax 15 grair.mes.
Extract of soap bark 15 grammes.
Oxgall ( fresh) 60 grammes.
Castile soap 225 grammes.

First make the extract of soap bark by boiling about
80 grammes of the crushed bark in water until it has
assumed a dark color, then strain the hquid into an
evaporating dish, and by the aid of heat, evaporate
it to a solid extract ; then powder and mix it with tlie

borax and the oxgall. ^lelt the castile soap by adding
a small quantity of water and warming, then a-'.d the
other ingredients and mix well.

Fuller's earth i^ pound.
Sodium hydroxide y^ pound.
Common soap y^ pound.
Yolks of 8 eggs.
Purified oxgall J4 pound.

Triturate the soap with the sodium hydroxide until

a smooth paste is obtained ; stir in gradually the yolks
of the eggs and the oxgall, previously beaten together ;

slowly incorporate the fuller's eartli ; shape the mass
into balls or cakes and set aside to dry.

For use, a little of the compound is scraped off,

made into a paste with water and rubbed on the stain,

viii.

.\ soft, oxgall soap may be prepared as follows

:

Oxgall (fresh) 10 grammes.
.\lcohol 100 grammes.
Hard soap 10 grammes.
Soft soap 10 grammes.
Boil the oxgall in the alcohol, and strain the mix-

ture. Dissolve the soaps in this spirit and evaporate
to the proper consistency on a water bath.

IX.

A grease eradicator which we have found to be
good is made of —

Castile soap 4 drams.
Chloroform 4 drams.
Ammonia water i ounce.
Alcohol 4 drams.
Water enough to make 8 ounces.

This mixture blows the stopper out of the bottle.

The claims of carbon tetrachloride as a grease
eradicator should not be overlooked. It is said to be
equal to benzin for this purpose, and is non-inflamma-
ble. Perhaps it could be made into a "jelly" as easily

as benzin, but we have not experimented along; this

Jine. It acts as an anesthetic, however and must con-

sequently be handled with care.

Widal's Test for Typhoid Fever.—W. :\I. C.
Ohio.—This is briefly described in Cohn's Tests and
Reagents as follows: "One drop [of] blood serum
of a patient suspected of typhoid is added to 10 drops
of a typhoid bacillus culture twenty-four hours old,

and stirred together. If the disease is typhoid, small

])articles will^be observed under the microscope con-
sisting of coagulated motionless bacteria. If the case

be not typhoid, the organisms will be freely motile.

The serum of other infectious diseases exhibits the

same conduct. As the reaction originally emanated
from Gruber, it is latterly described as Gruber-Widal's
reaction."
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Reciprocity Between Boards of Pharmacy.—^J.

R. P., and E. H. R., New Jersey.—As we have re-

featedlv said, it seems absurd that a man who is a

quaHfied druggist in one State snould be utterly un-
quahfied when he moves across the border. The
American Pharmaceutical Association has done much
to reduce this absurdity to a minimutn, and those who
approve its efforts in this direction and wish to

further them, should join that body and help to fur-

;nish the sinews of war.

Under the fostering care of the American Phar-

maceutical Association, the National Association of

Boards of Pharmacy has been formed, one of the ob-

jects of which is to bring about uniformity in board ex-

aminations to the end that a druggist holding a cer-

tificate from the board in one State may secure regis-

tration in another without having to undergo a sec-

ond examination.

As at present constituted, the laws of some States

do not permit registration of pharmacists except upon
examination, but gradually these laws may be changed

so as to allow the boards of pharmacy working under

them to enter into the reciprocal agreement. So far

as we know, the New Jersey board has not yet per-

fected arrangements under which it may co-operate

in this movement. We suggest that you correspond

on the subject with the secretary of the New Jersey

Board of Pharmacy and the secretary of the National

Association of Boards of Pharmacy ; they are, respec-

tively, H. A. Jorden, Bridgeton, N. J., and Dr. G. C.

Diekman, 115 West Sixty-eighth street. New York.

The law in this State which requires graduation by

a college of pharmacy as a prerequisite to registration,

makes complete reciprocity betwen our board and

others out of the question for the present. However,
owing to the comparatively high character of the ex-

aminations conducted by the New York board, it may
be that some other boards will accept a New York
certificate in lieu of another examination ; but many
boards say that it is a poor rule that does not work
both ways, so will "recognize" the certificate of no

board which does not "recognize" theirs. The only

way you can get a conclusive, official answer to your

querv is to communicate with the secretary of the

board in the State in which you desire to locate. The
names and addresses of the secretaries are published

each month in the Circular. Board rulings may
change at any time without notice to us, so we cannot

undertake to give positive information on this subject.

We understand that most of the New England

States have entered into an agreement under which

they are to register each others' licensees, under cer-

tain conditions, without a re-examination.

Remedy for Ringworm.—L. L., District of Co-

lumbia.—Chrysarobin ointment, we believe, is the old

standbv for the treatment of ringworm, although we
have heard of the employment for the same purpose of

the x-rays, sulphur, corrosive mercuric chloride, am-

moniated mercury, sodium hyposulphite, beta-naph-

thol, sulphurous acid, epicarin, iodosyl, kamala,

cashew juice, vinegar of sanguinaria, potassium

nitrate and a few other things.

The application of some of these remedies is some-

times followed by untoward developments, which is

one good reason why such matters should be left in

the hands of qualified physicians, where they belong.

Almost anvone could buy a "doctor book" of the

every-man-his-own-physician variety and start out
practicing medicine, but the chances are that he would
run afoul of the board of health before he had got
very far. We feel that a man who has to write to a
pharmaceutical journal for information about the

treatment of a disease should leave such treatment to

those who are less poorly equipped with knowledge
concerning it. In this connection we may ask whether
or not you have read the article in the 'Circul.\r for

Alay, page 345. entitled "Fetishism and Formulas"?
If not, we suggest that now would be a good time for

you to turn back and see if anything in it is of interest

to you.

All this we say in a spirit of the utmost kindness
in the hope that you and others who read this note
will be made better pharmacists thereby, to the end
that pharmacy may take its proper place as a science

and art.

Dialyzed Iron and a Railroad Strike in South
America.—C. H. C, Paraguay, asks for an extem-
poraneous process for preparing dialyzed iron, with-
out the use of a diah-zer. and adds : "•Last month this

country had its first experience of a railroad strike

:

Ihe traffic on our only line was entirely suspended, and
we were cut off from, communication with the capital

during fifteen days. The inconvenience was very

great to us who dwell m country towns, and I ran

out of several lines, amongst them the dialyzed iron.""

Just why our querist does not wish to use the

dialyzer he does not explain, as by its use the product
may be made more easily and more quickly than by
any process in which it is not employed.

Dialyzed iron consists of a solution of ferric oxide

in ferric chloride, and varies in composition according
to the proportion of oxide present. Two methods of

making it without dialysis have been given. The
shorter one consists of dissolving freshly-precipitated

ferric hydroxide in a solution of ferric chloride. Pro-

ceed as follows:

Take of the official solution of ferric chloride 20
parts, and set aside i part. Dilute the remainder
with 250 parts of freshly boiled water. Also dilute

15 parts of ammonia water with 100 parts of boiled

water. Add slowly the iron solution to the diluted

ammonia, with constant stirring. Allow the precip-

itate to subside, then wash it by decantation with

freshly boiled water until the washings cease to give

a precipitate with silver nitrate solution. (It is im-

portant that the precipitate be washed with as little

exposure to the air as possible, and that the water

used be free from dissolved air or gases. When
washed the precipitate is to be kept under water until

used.) A portion of the precipitate is now to be

transferred to a cloth, drained quickly, then pressed,

and the moist precipitate added to the reserved por-

tion of the solution of ferric chloride. It will dis-

solve in this solution, at first rapidly, then more slow-

ly, until all the preciptate has been dissolved—the

jiroccss of draining and pressing a portion of the

precipitate being repeated until all has been added.

The last portions will require a number of days, or

even weeks to dissolve. Finally, the solution is

filtered and an aliquot portion is evaporated to dry-

ness on the water-bath, and the solution is diluted un-

til each 100 parts contain 5 parts of the dry salt.

Prof. Scheffer said many years ago that there was

good reason to believe that much of the so-called

dialvzed iron found in commerce was made by adding
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freshly precipitated ferric hydroxide to a solution of

ferric chloride until it ceased to be dissolved, and then
fdtering the solution.

The United States Dispensatory says that dialyzed

iron is not an eligible preparation, as it is precipitated

in the stomach and intestines as ferric oxide, which
is very slowly absorbed. It has been dropped from
the British Pharmacopoeia, is retained in the German
Pharmacopceia, and has never been admitted to the

United States Pharmacopoeia.

Transferring Printed Pictures.—M. G. C., New
York.—Former numbers of the Circul.\r contain di-

rections for transferring printed pictures to wood,
glass, paper, etc. In Henley's new book is told how
a certain "metallic" paper used for steam-engine in-

dicator cards has the property of taking copies of

jirinted matter which is pressed against it. To make
the transfer, the "metallic" paper is laid, face up, upon
a bed of at least a dozen sheets of paper placed on a

table. The picture is then brought into contact with

the prepared paper, a heavy sheet of paper laid on top

of it, and the rubbing tool run over the latter.

This special paper, according to Henley, is prepared

by coating one surface of the white paper with a suit-

able compound, usually zinc oxide mixed with a little

starch and enough glue to make it adhere. After

drying it is passed between calendar rolls under great

pressure. All brands of this paper found in the trade

are not equally good for transferring purposes.

Printed pictures may be transferred to wood, or

other like material, by the following process : Dissolve

potassium hydroxide in alcohol in the proportion of

about I in lo. Allow the prints to be transferred to

soak in this solution for a short time, when the alkali,

dissolving to a certain extent the varnish which is the

base of the printers' ink, breaks up the adhesion of the

ink, so that it will "set off" ; the transfer then occurs

when the print is pressed against a suitable surface.

.\lcohol is used in making the solution instead of

water, because it causes less disturbance to the fibers

of the paper. The time of soaking and the method of

applying pressure must be determined by experience.

A letter press answers well for the latter with small

prints. It may be added that such transfers are not

apt to be wholly satisfactory, especially when made
by inexperienced persons, and at the best are likely to

be pale, as the ink does not wholly "set off."

Prints may be transferred from paper to glass by
coating the surface of the paper evenly and lightly

with copal or similar varnish, pressing firmly and
evenly on the glass, allowing to dry thoroughly, and
then removing the paper by wetting and gently rub-

bing. A thin film of paper will, of course, remain
over the entire surface of the glass. The picture may
be protected by a second coating of varnish, after the

removal of the paper.

Preservative for a Flavoring Syrup.—C. R. \\'..

West Virginia.—Without being told what is in a

"light syrup," or whether it is to be preserved in

sealed bottles or tin cans, to say just what substance
would best preserve it and in what proportions it

should be added would puzzle one. more adept in

Hindoo m.ysticism than ourselves. Were we in pos-

session of full knowledee of the preparation in ques-
tion, we should no doubt be compelled to experiment
with various preservatives before deciding upon the

most satisfactory one. Preservation of liquid com-
pounds has not as yet been reduced to a geometrical
theorem, where, given so and so the result is such
and such. Temperature, mode of preparation, con-
tainer, time, are but a few of the influences that must
he reckoned with in determining the keeping quality
of a mixture.

Rashly hazarding a suggestion, we should advise
experimenting with small amounts of sodium ben-
zoate. One-tenth of i per cent.—roughly i dram to

the gallon—is a widely used proportion, if one is to
believe the labels upon various condiments.
The use of this preservative is prohibited, or the

proportion limited, by law or ordinance in many lo-

calities. It might be well to procure information as
to its status in a given section, before laying oneself
open to legal procedure.

Boroglyceride has been advanced as an efficient,

harmless preservative, but its boric acid content
should be taken into consideration when it is so
used.

It should be noted that a beverage made by fer-

mentation would contain alcoiiol.

A New Casein Cream Formula.—L. M. Harley,
Savannah, Ga., having "always found the Circular
the best of any magazines—fine reading and good
formulas—" contributes his process for making the
very popular rolling, non-greasy, massage cream, as
follows

:

Skimmed milk 2 pints.

Powdered alum 6 drams.
Boric acid 4 drams.
Borax 6 drams.
Phenol (95 per cent.) 6 drops.
Oil of rose geranium enough.
Oil of bitter almond enough.
Solution of carmine enough.
Water enough.

Heat the milk to 130° F. Add the alum to i ounce
of water and heat to the same temperature. Add the
boric acid and borax to 2>4 ounces of water and ap-
ply the same degree of heat. Mix the milk and the
boric solution, while warm, and add the alum solution,

also warm. After the milk has curdled, strain it, and
if it is then not clear, make more of the alum solution

and add fenough to clear it. When all the casein has
been gathered add the phenol, and enough of the oils

to impart an agreeable odor, and a little carmine to

impart the desired tint.

"This formula," concludes Mr. Harley, "makes as

nice a cream as I have ever sold, and I hope it will be
of service to such druggists as have not a satisfactory

one already."

We thank Mr. Harley for his kind words about the

CiRCUL.^R as well as for his interesting information,

and join him in the hope that the latter will be found
useful to our readers. We should be pleased to hear
from this contributor again, and from all others, who,
like him. have valuable facts to communicate.

Belt Dressing.—F. P.. ]\lichigan.—A little more
than cursory examination of the sample of belt dress-

ing which you sent leads us to suspect that it may be
composed of crude wool-fat mixed with other grease
and perhaps some mineral wax, to harden it.

L
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Ants on Plants.—F., New York.—Both the ant

and the plant must be taken into consideration in

determining upon an insecticide that will exterminate

the former with no injury to the latter. Of plants

there are many; of ants there are likewise quite a

good number of species varying in habit and habitat,

size and tenacity of life. Perhaps there are ants that

might survive the application of many bug destroyers

that would work havoc with some delicate plant.

From time to time there have appeared in the col-

umns of the CiRCUL.\R various formulas for ridding

houses of ants. Some of the suggestions given in

the numbers for June, 1905, page 192, and November,

1906, page 403, may be adaptable to horticultural

purposes.

Dalmatian insect powder and white hellebore have

been used with success in exterminating ants on rose

bushes and the like. The insect powder is mixed

with an equal quantity of wheat flour and blown over

the plants in the eve'ning. It is sometimes used in

the form of a spray, i ounce to 2 gallons of water.

This should be mixed at least 24 hours before it is

to be applied. The hellebore is used in the same

manner, but diluted with from 5 to 10 parts of flour

and applied in the morning before the dew has

evaporated.

A decoction of quassia, i to 50, has been recom-

mended as an efficient spray against ants.

Here is a powder that has given satisfaction when

poured in small heaps at the roots of ant-infested

plants.

Antimonv and potassium tartrate i ounce.

Sugar .'. 4 ounces.

Borax 4 ounces.

Mix intimately and place where desired in the early

morning.
Carbon disulphide has come into prominence as a

destroyer of ants and other plant-infesting insects.

Its use is not unattended with danger, however, owing

to its extreme inflammability, and should not be at-

tempted bv inexperienced persons. From bulletin

number 127 of the department of agriculture we quote

the following methods of using this substance

:

The treatment [with the vapor of carbon bisulphide], as

successfully practiced by Professors Garman and Smith,

consists in covering the young vines with small tight

boxes ... of either wood or paper, and introducing

under each box a saucer containing one or two teaspoon-

fuls of the very volatile liquid, bisulphide of carbon. The
vines of older "plants may be wrapped about the hill and

gathered in under larger boxes or tubs, and a greater, but

proportional, amount of bisulphide used. The covering

should be left over the plants for three-quarters of an

hour to an hour. . . .

For ant nests an ounce of the substance is poured into

each of several holes made in the space occupied by the

ants, the openings being then closed; or the action is

made more rapid by covering with a wet blanket for ten

minutes and then exploding the vapor at the mouth of

the holes with a torch, the explosion driving the fumes
more thoroughly through the soil.

Elsewhere in this issue is another note on killing

ants, without any particular reference to plants.

and added : "If your information leads you to suspect

that there is an}-thing wrong about this powder, I

should be glad to hear from you further, and I will

endeavor to have it investigated."'

\\'e have no knowledge of the remedy at all. and
request that those who are less poor in this regard

contribute of their information.

Stanton's Headache Powder.—B. D. C, North

Carolina.—We have been unable to find this prepara-

tion on the local market. As it is made in Ohio,

and as the dairy and food department of that State

has been making examinations of headache powders

we wrote to Commissioner Dunlap for light on

the subject. He replied that he did not find that

this preparation had been analyzed by his department.

Alcohol and Other Preservative Agents.—A. M.,
Pennsylvania, wishes to perfect a process of prepar-

ing stable medicaments in liquid form, containing

very little or no alcohol. In his quest for information
he has submitted to us a number of questions con-

cerning the minimum proportion of alcohol and of

glycerin necessary to preserve the average elixir, the

propriety of using substances other than alcohol as

such preservative, etc.

The generally accepted definition of an elixir is

that it is an aromatic, sweetened spirituous prepara-
tion, containing a comparatively small proportion of

medicinal agents. Hence, in the ordinary' sense of

the word, an elixir, to be an elixir, should have an
alcoholic content in excess of that required merely to

preserve the medicinal substances present. The usual

amount of alcohol in elixirs is about 25 per cent.

However, this word elixir has, like many others in

the vocabulary of medicine, come to be misapplied,

and it is frequently used to designate preparations
which contain no alcohol, but are dilute syrups or

glycerols. On the other hand, it has been alleged that

there are elixirs which are aromatized alcoholic liq-

uids, and nothing more.

In any liquid medicinal preparation the amount of
alcohol required, if any, depends entirely—pharma-
ceutically speaking—upon the remedial constituents.

Some vegetable drugs may be extracted and preserveil

with a non-alcoholic menstruum, while others, per-

haps, may not. The amount of alcohol or of glycerin

or other preservative necessary in any given combi-
nation of drugs can be learned only through experi-

ment.

The question of a safe preservative is as yet a moot
one, the results of Dr. Wiley's "poison squad" experi-

ments not having settled it. Many medicinal syrups

or infusions, containing no alcohol, may be preserved

for a considerable length of time when sterilized by
heat before bottling, filled into sterile bottles and kept

well stoppered.

Some suggestions relative to the use of glycerin

iuenstruums will be found in the article on "Fluid-
glycerate of Krameria," by G. M. Beringer. in last

month's Circul.ar, page 463. The use of other than
alcoholic menstruums in extracting vegetable drugs
has long attracted the attention of manufacturing
pharmacists. Menstruums consisting of more or less

diluted acetic acid have been in use in the preparation

of fluidextracts for many years. In the Circular
for January, 1899, page 30. was printed a lengthy ab-

stract of a paper by Dr. E. R. Squibb on acetic acid

fluidextracts. Other papers upon this subject have
appeared from time to time in the Circl'l.\r. Three
fluidextracts made with diluted acetic acid men-
struums are official, namely, the fluidextracts of lo-

belia, sanguinaria. and squill. The therapeutic action

of an acetic acid fluidextract is not always identical

with that of the alcoholic preparation, both alcohol

and acetic acid being therapeutic agents in them-
selves.
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It is quite possible to prepare syrups, with or with-

out added glycerin, from an acetic acid preparation,

as is shown in the official process for makin.c: syrup

of squill.

One-Solution Hair Dye.—J. G. E., Minnesota.—
.'-^ilver nitrate in solution, about i dram to i ounce of

liistilled water, makes a black hair dye which does not

require a second solution to make it effective. A
smell quantity of tannic acid added to the solution

makes it a better dye, and also aids the operator by
making- the solution more easily visible and its effect

more quickly visible. This dye should not be allowed
to touch the skin, as it darkens that, too.

A brown hair dye may be made of—
Pyrogallic acid t ])art.

Water 6 parts.

Alcohol 2 parts.

Another brown dye, one which does not require a

grease-free hair to act upon, may be made according
to the following formula :

Green walnut hulls 8 parts.

Alum I part.

Olive oil 40 parts.

Digest these in a water bath until all moisture
has been expelled, then express, and perfume if de-

sired.

Resorcinol and walnut hulls may lie combined to

form a hair dye, as follows

:

Green walnut hulls 10 drams.
Resorcinol i dram.
Glycerin 2 ounces.

^^"ater enough.

Grate the hulls and boil in a pint of water for thirty

minutes, strain, add the resorcinol and glycerin, and
enough water, if necessary, to bring the whole up to

14 ounces.

Some makes of resorcinol, used alone, have been
known to turn hair red, so care should be used in em-
ploying it as a dye.

The following recipe, according to the Cliciiiist and
Druggist, "produces a good dye, and is not ex-

pensive" :

Copper chloride 2,200 grains.

Distilled water 11 ounces.

Ammonia (0.880) 5 ounces.

Mix, and add gradually, with constant stirring, to

a solution of

—

Pyrogallic acid 3,000 grains.

Hydrochloric acid 22j4 ounces.

Distilled water 32 ounces.

Xext stir in

—

Ammonia (0.880) 6j^ ounces.

followed by

—

Hydrogen peroxide (20-volume) . t6 ounces.

Finally, make up to i gallon with distilled water,

and keep in a wide-mouthed jar, exposed to the air,

for at least fourteen days, stirring the liquid occa-

sionallv.

Five Drops.—T. A. P., Colorado.—We do not
know the composition of this preparation, but are

under the impression that we have seen it stated that

it owes such efficacy as it may possess as a remedy
for rheumatism, to colchicum.

Removing Paint from Silk.— \\'. E. B., Maine.—
To remove paint from any kind of fabric, oil of tur-
pentine is about as good as anything. Here are two
processes, from different sources, for removing paints,
grease, etc., from silk

:

Rub the stain with a 'white cloth moistened with a
mixture of equal parts of oil of turpentine and ether,
until no impure matter adheres to it. Cover the stain
about the thickness of a knife blade with pulverized
\vhite bole, upon which place a blotting paper and
press a hot iron. Repeat until the stain has dis-

appeared.

II.

}.lake a thin dough with talc and the following solu-
tion :

Spirit of ammonia 6 drams.
Ether 14 drams.
Benzin 5 drams.
Oil of lavender i dram.
Tincture of quillaja 7 ounces.
Alcohol 15 ounces.

Spread this paste over the spot, ^^'l^en it has thor-
oughly dried, brush oft", and wipe with dry bread
crumbs.

If the spots are old, first moisten them with chloro-
form, and then proceed as above directed.

We suggest that in experimenting, either a scrap of
the silk be taken, or, if that is not to be obtained, then
a portion of the garment that does not show be used

:

silk is very easily spoiled, especially when dyed with
more or less fugitive colors, so the safer way is to

ascertain in advance what will remove the stain and
not dama^ge the goods.

Elsewhere in this issue may be seen a number
of formulas for grease eradicators ; and we repeat
here that great care should be exercised in keeping
benzin and ether away from fire. Carbon tetrachlor-

ide possesses the cleansing and insecticide properties
of benzin without its inflammability. It has strong
anesthetic power, however, which should be remem-
bered in handling it.

Caramel Paste.—H. G. W., Kentucky, has seen a
caramel paste, used by confectioners, which was al-

leged to consist of oleo stock, glucose, starch and con-
densed milk. He wishes some help in combining
these ingredients in the proper proportions to make a
caramel paste.

This question is not pharmaceutical, and our knowl-
edge concerning the matter it touches upon is quite

meager. We may say, however, that we have seen

the following formula for making caramels

:

Sugar 30 pounds.
Glucose 18 pounds.
Condensed milk 12 quarts.

Harmless wax substitute 134 pounds.

Put the glucose and the milk into a steam pan ; boil

for about ten minutes, and then add the wax sub-

stitute. Cook to what confectioners call "ball." which
is reached when the temperature of the batch is be-

tween 240° and 245° F. Flavor, pour out, and cut.

Assuming that "oleo stock" is "harmless wax sub-

stitute,"' it seems that , the fornfula we give is near

enough like the one our querist has in mind to enable

a practical confectioner to reduce them to a common
working basis by using sufficient glucose to replace
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the 30 pounds of sugar, and enough starch to give the

batch the proper consistency.

Those who use glucose in confectionery should

study their pure food laws, for while that substance,

per se, may not be proscribed, it is reported that some
substances entering into its production and not always
eliminated in the finished product constitute adulter-

ants.

Household Ammonia.—H. A., California.—This
name is claimed as a trade-mark for a preparation

which was patented, but on which the patent has ex-

pired. We are not fully informed as to the merits

of the claim, but have been informed that the claimants

have called upon druggists to cease using the two
words in connection with any preparation of am-
monia.

It is H well-established principle in law that when a

patent on a thing expires and the right to manufacture
it reverts to the puljlic, the right to call by the only

name which it has the thing manufactured by the pub-
li.-, follows as a matter of course. \Miether "house-
'i-ild ammonia" would be regarded by the courts as

such a name, we do not know. "Singer's sewing ma-
chine" is so regarded as is "castoria ;" and the right

of the public to the free use of the words phenacetin,

sulphonal, aristol and trional is a matter of con-

troversy between a firm of manufacturing chemists

in this city and the company which owned the patents,

now expired, on the articles. (See the Circul.\r for

June, 1906, pages 193 and 228.)

The household ammonia patent was on a solution of

ammonium oleate in ammonia water, made by adding
oleic acid to ammonia water in a quantity not ex-

ceeding 6 per cent.

Some formulas for cloudy ammonia water follow

:

Ammonia water i pint.

Soft water 8 pints.

Yellow soap 4 ounces.

Potassium nitrate i ounce.

Cut the soap into shavings and dissolve it in the

\\ater with the aid of heat. When the solution is cool,

dissolve in it the potassium nitrate. Strain, and
when the mixture has settled, skim off the soap suds,

etc., then add the ammonia water, and bottle at once,

n.

Ammonia water 6 ounces.

Yellow soap 10 grains.

Borax 60 grains.

Lavender water 20 minims.
Water enough to make 20 ounces.

Dissolve the soap and borax in 5 ounces of boiling

water ; when cold, add the lavender water and am-
monia, and enough water to make 20 ounces.

III.

Ammonia water i gallon.

Soft soap I ounce.

Alcohol 4 ounces.

Soft water 4 gallons.

Oil of rosemary 4 drams.

Oil of citronella 3 drams.

Dissolve the soap in the ammonia water; dissolve

the oils in the alcohol and add the water. To this add
the first solution.

The proportion of ammonia and soap may be in-

creased if a stronger i^roduct is desired.

Dressing for Gun-Metal Shoes.—P. C, Pennsyl-
vania.—We have never run across a formula for a
gun-metal shoe polish in any of our reading, but a
manufacturing chemist supplies the following, which
may or may not answer your purpose :

Iron chloride 4 drams.
^^'ater 10 ounces.

li.

Pyrogallic acid i ounce.
W'ater 8 ounces.

First wipe the shoes free from grease with a r^g
dipped in a weak solution of sodium hydroxide. Then
apply solution a. When this is dry, apply b. Polish
in the usual manner, using any dark patent leather

shoe polish paste.

The same authority also informs us that a thin solu-

tion of varnish in alcohol, colored with anilin blue,

will give fair results, but the gun metal that we have
seen is not blue.

Murine.— Dr. A\'. L. Cummings, New York, ac-
cepting our standing in\itatinn to all readers to con-
tribute notes to this department, sends us the following
formula for a preparation, which, he says, is very sim-
ilar to murine in appearance and action, as well as

chemically

:

Aqueous fluidextract of hydrastis. . 15 minims.
Boric acid 30 grains.

Listerine 2 drams.
Clycerin i dram.
Borax 6 grains.

Distilled water enough to make 4 ounces.

Mix and dissolve, then filter and put into a glass-

stoppered bottle.

The Doctor adds that "this will form a kind of plant

or 'inother' in a few weeks, like vinegar, the same as

does murine. It is then readv for use."

Compound Acetanilide Powder.—The formula
of the British Pharmaceutical Conference is

—

Acetanilide 7 grains.

Caffeine i grain.

Sodium bicarbonate 2 grains.

This is the same as the formula of the United
States Pharmacopoeia, which gives as the average

dose y'/z grains, while the dose given by the British

authority is 3 to 5 grains. '

Formula for Elixir of Pepsin and Bismuth
Changed.—W. C. E., Pennsylvania.—Since our
note in the Circul.vr for ^March, page 268. to which
}ou refer, was published, the National Formulary
committee has recognized the shortcomings of the old

formula, and has radically altered it. We published

a further note on the old (National Formulary, III)

formula in the Circul.\r for May, page 363 : and in

the June issue, page 439, gave the revised formula.

Milk Chocolate.—]M. H. R., Indiana.—We are

not familiar with all the details of chocolate manu-
facture. We know that the beans are just fermented,

then dried, then roasted and ground, and the ground
mass is mixed with sugar, flavor, etc.. and formed into

cakes. In the case of milk chocolate we presume that

evaporated milk is added to the mass with the flavors,
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sweetening, etc. We know that the milk chocolates

of the market, some of them, at least, do contain milk

products, or milk which has been deprived of most of

its water.

Sale of "Female Pills."—H. J., New York.—
There is not in this State, so far as we know, any legal

regulation that prohibits the sale of an}- of the proprie-

tary nostrums sometimes known as female pills, when
thay are supplied to a customer who has asked for

them by name, provided the nostrum in question is

properly labeled. The recommendation of any par-

ticular brand,. or the sale of such articles when asked

for as a means toward a desired end—no matter what
—might, by a strict construction, be held to be a

violation of the law of 1907, which sets forth what
constitutes the "practice of medicine."

These pills will either do what they are bought to

do, or they will not. If they will, perhaps the seller

of them could be reached by some general law ; if they

will not, then they are a fraud and should not be

handled. We think that a druggist shoufd have no
difficulty in settling for himself the question of

whether or not he should supply such stuff, regard-

less of what the law savs.

Appeals to Readers.

Information is sought concerning the preparations,

listed below. We ask for such help as our readers

can give

:

Xczvton's Heave Poivder.—"Co-op," Michigan.

Electric Sparker.—C. R., New York.

Curine.—S, J. M., Georgia.

Five Drops.—T. A. P., Colorado.

A Card of Invitation.*

We generally have no lack of professional inquiries

from our friends in different parts of the country,

and it is always a satisfaction to answer them as well

as we can. It will readily be imagined that where ques-

tions are of so varied a character as those that come
to us, it is not always easy to answer them. As, how-
ever, a rule should work both ways we would be glad

to receive the- practical knowledge, hints, or sugges-

tions that our large number of readers are able to fur-

nish, and add them to the common stock. We there-

fore invite all 'those who feel that they can say some-
thing which would be of interest, whatever it may be,

to send it to us for publication. Of course it must be
left to our judgment to determine whether it shall be
published or not.

There can be no doubt that a great deal of useful

knowledge is kept under a bushel when it ought to be
in a candle-stick. Those who believe they are in pos-

session of valuable facts, the result of their own ob-

servations, owe it to the profession to make them pub-
lic. We wish the Circular to be a medium for the

general diffusion of pharmaceutical and scientific in-

formation ; and we should like to receive as well as

give the fruits of reading, reflection, and experience.

Therefore, gentlemen who can use the pen as well as
the pestle, let us hear from you and you will thus not
only oblige us, but also the profession of which you
are members.

Reprinted from The Druggists Circot-.\r for May, 1864,
and still expressive of the sentiment of this office—Editor
The Druggists CiRcn.AR.

New Jersey Board Questions.
Herewith we present a sample set of New Jersev

Board of Pharmacy questions, taken from the annual
report of the board for 1906.

In reprinting board questions, we make no more
changes than are necessary in order to put them into
our kind of type, our object being to present to our
readers, just as nearly as practicable, the questions as
they were presented to the candidates.

For License as Kiarmacist.
Pharviacy.

1. State briefly the changes you note in the new Phar-
macopeia and mention the advantages in such changes as
you are familiar with.

2. Alcohol contains 3S per cent, by weight of absolute
alcohol has a specific gravity of 0.943. What is the per
cent, by volume?

3. (a) Mention the most desirable excepients for mak-
ing pill masses, (b) What is meant by plasticity, firm-
ness, adhesiveness and horaogeniety as applied to pill
making? What excepient would you employ in making
pills containing (a) Readily reducible substances, (b)
Deliquescent substances, (c) Substances containing Vola-
tile oils, (d) Scale salts of Iron.

4. How much Pot. Iodide would you employ in making
Vs of a litre of saturated solution of Pot. lod. Give your
answer in the metric system.

5. What are the constituents In the following: (omit
quantities) Ung. Hydrarg. Ammo., Ung. Phenolis, Cata-
plasma Kaolini, Ceratum Res. Co., Colod. Styptic Tr.
Gambir Co., Ung. Sulphuris, Sps. Actheri Co.

6. How much Salicylic ac. is required to make 100 gm.
of Lanoline ointment containing 3 per cent, of the acid.

7. Phosphorous. State briefly how obtained, character-
istic properties, oflficial preparations. How should phos-
phorous be kept and why?

8. What is the U. S. P. name for Blue ointment? Of
what is it composed? Wherein does it differ from Mer-
curial ointment?

9. (a) In making an ointment containing Powd. Opium
and Ext. Bellad., the base being Lanoline or Vaseline,
how should it be prepared? (b) In making Suppositories
containing Ext. Opii aq.. Ext. Bellad., Plumbiacetas, how
would you incorporate them with the Cocao Theobrom-
atis?

10. What quantities of each are required to make a
lotion containing Cocaine 4 per cent.. Boric ac. and Aqua
q. s. to make .50.00?

Chemistry.

1. Potassium. Give Symbol. Atomic Weight, Valence,
Source, how prepared; also give the official names of the
Salts and Liquid Preparations.

2. Chloride of Iron. Give Official Name, Chemical For-
mula, Molecular Weight; also state for what purpose
HN03 Is added in preparing it. Is It a Ferrous or a
Ferric Salt?

3. Sodii Salicylate. Giva Chemical Formula, How Pre-
pared. What test would you use to determine the pres-
ence of Salicyclic Acid?

4. Iodine. Give Symbol, Atomic Weight, Source, How
Prepared. What preparations are official? Also give test
for Iodides.

5. Name five Chlorides and five sulphates produced from
Metals, official in the U. S. P.

6. Give chemical formula for three compounds of Iron
used in Medicine.

7. What percentage of absolute acid do the dilute acids
of the U. S. P. contain? Are they all uniform in strength;
if not. what exceptions?

8. Define the terms Anhydrous, Amorphous, Deliques-
cent, Efflorescent, Hygroscopic.

9. Give the chemical formula for Alumen, Acid Tar-
taric, Potassli Acetas, Potassil Bicarbonas, Salol, Mag-
nessii Sulphas.

10. Complete the equations:

ZnO-f2HC.A30~?
MgC03-fH,S0.=?
Ca(03CI)„-f2KCl=?
FeBr,-fK..C03=?
Na.,B,O,-f-10HO-|-2H.Cl=?
4NH,Cl-|-2CaC03=?

"
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Materia Medica.

1. Point out the difference in the physical characteristics
of the following: (a) Fennel and Anise, (b) Short
Buchu and Uva Ursi. fc) Cinchona and Cinnamon, (d)
Serpentaria and Spigelia.

2. Castor Oil. (a) Give the Latin name of the plant
from which it is obtained, (b) In what country does the
plant grow? (c) Prom what part of the plant is the oil

obtained, and how? (d) What is the dose, and how may
it be best administered? (e) "What are its medicinal
properties? (f) Name some other purposes for which it

is used, (g) How would you detect the admixture of
other fixed oils?

3. Rubber, (a) Give Botanical name of the plants from
which this is obtained, (b) From what country does the
largest supply come? (c) How is it collected and pre-
pared for shipping? (d) In your estimation, do goods
made from rubber form an important part of a Pharma-
cist's stock? (e) Give a list of goods made from rubber,
which are usually kept in a modern pharmacy.

4. Licorice, (a) Give Latin name of plant from which
it is obtained? (b) From what countries is it obtained?
(c) What part of the plant is used? (d) Give medicinal
properties, (e) Give names of the various official prep-
arations, (f) Give common names of two very popular
and much used preparations of Licorice.

5. Oil of Turpentine, (a) Describe how and from what
obtained, (b) Its characteristics, (c) Mention the offi-

cial preparations into which it enters, (d) What im-
purities or adulterations occur in it? (e) Give tests for
purity.

6. Opium, (a) Describe how obtained? (b) Mention
its principal constituents and state percentage of each,
(c) Name the adulterations, impurities or deteriorations
of Gum Opium, (d) In what form is opium directed to
be used in official preparations, and what is the morphia
strength required? (e) State medical properties and
uses, (f) What is the dose directed by the Pharma-
copoeia of (1) Opium, (2) Deodorized Opium, (3) Granu-
lated Opium?

7. Camphor, (a) From what obtained? (b) What
country furnishes our supply? (c) Describe its prepara-
tion, (d) State medicinal properties and uses, (e)
What reasons are there for the great advance in price?

S. What part or parts of the following plants are used
in medicine? Myristica Fragrans, Convolvulus Scam-
monia, Hsematoxylum Campeachianum, Barosma Betulina,
Picrasma Excelsa, Cassia Acutifolia.

9. Define the following terms, giving an example of
each. (1) Diuretic, (2) Vesicant, (3) Anthelmintic, (4)
Hsemostatic, (5) Ansesthetic, (6) Sialagogue, (7) Emmena-
gogue, (8) Cholagogue, (9) Carminative, (10) Diaphore-
tic.

10. Mercury. (a) How and where produced? (b)
Point out the difference in the physical characteristics of
the following: (c) Corrosive Mercuric Chloride and Mild
Mercurous Chloride, (d) Yellow Mercurous Iodide and
Yellow Mercuric Oxide, (e) Red Mercuric Iodide and
Red Mercuric Oxide.

Toxiology and Prescriptions.

1. What does the law of this State require the pharma-
cist to do and ascertain when selling a poison? Is there
any drug in the sale of which the law places special re-

strictions? If so, what is it? What are the restrictions?

2. Give the official X,atin name of the antidote for Fow-
ler's Solution? How is it prepared? Give the average
adult dose of Fowler's Solution?

3. What is considered the very best antidote for Car-
bolic Acid? How much is given at a time? Give average
adult dose of Carbolic Acid. What is the best antidote for
over doses of Phosphorous? Give the average adult dose
of Phosphorous.

4. Name three vegetables emetics, also three chemical
emetics, giving emetic doses of each. What is the differ-

ence between a chemical antidote and a mechanical anti-
dote? Give example of each.

5. Give the average adult dose and the dose for a child
eight years old of the following: Tr. Aconite, Tr. Opii
Camph., Tr. Opii Deod., Dover Powder, Morphia Sulphate,
Codeine Sulphate, Atrophine Sulphate, Nitrate Silver and
Calomel.

G. How many grains of Iodide of Potass, would be re-

quired to make one fluid ounce of a saturated solution in

water? How many grains of Cocain would be required to
make one fluid ounce of a 3 per cent, solution in water?

7. Which one of the mercurial preparations is most
frequently employed for suicidal purposes? What i.= the
best antidote in poisoning by it? How is the antidote
used and what is formed?

S. How would you distinguish the difference between a
case of poisoning by Belladonna and a case of poisoning
by Opium?

9. In R A write the prescription in Apothecary's
weights. In R B write the prescription in Metric weights.

R Ext. Nux Vomica 016
Ext. Hyoscyamus 04S
Ferri Sulph. Exc 065
Quinine Sulph 194
M. Fiat Cap. No. 1.

B.

R Lactopeptiue Grs. xxx
Pulvis Opii Grs. ii

Salol Grs. xx
Blsm. Sub. Nit 5 ii

M. Fiat. Cht. No. xii.

10. Criticise the following:

R Pulvis Opii Grs. iss

Pulvis Camphor Grs. xx *

Chloral hydt Grs. Ix

M. Fiat. Cht. No. xii.

R Hydrarg. Chlor. Corros Grs. iv

Potass. Iodide 3 iiss

Aqua Camphor fl .5 i

Syr. Sarsap. Comp p. s. fi. I iv

M. Sig. Two teaspoontuls every three hours.

For License as Assistant.

Phannacii.

1. What is solution? What is a saturated solution?
How much Pot. Iodide will be required to make 30 C. C.

of a saturated solution?

2. If 32.4 Grammes be divided into 14.4 Pills, what is

the weight of each pill in grains?

3. Express in one set f f figures 10 Kilos, 400 Grammes. 5
Decigrammes. 2 Centigrammes. 4 Milligrammes.

4. What is Liquor Calcis? How should it be prepared?
What percentage of Calcium Hydroxide should it contain?

0. How many Grains of Boric Acid are required to make
4 fl. ozs. of a 5 per cent, solution in Glycerine?

6. Define Specific Gravity. What is taken as a standard
for liquids, solids and gases? What is the S. G. of Chloro-
form, Mercury, Ether, Sulphuric Acid?

7. What is meant by Hydrous and Anhydrous?
5. What is the source of Ammonia? What effect has

heat on solids of Ammonia? What liquids are official, and
state the strength of them?

9. Name a fixed oil that is soluble in Alcohol, and how
is this oil obtained?

^

10. What is a Water-bath? What advantages has it in

practical pharmacy?

Chemistry.

1. Chlorine. Give Atomic Weight. Valence, Occurrence.
How prepared. Physical Properties? Name five prepara-
tions of the U. S. P. it enters into as a Chloride.

2. What is the official test for Chlorides? How would
you determine their presence?

3. What is the official test for Sulphates? How would
you determine their presence?

4. Name five Inorganic Acids that are official in the U.

S. P.

'). How would you determine the Molecular weight of a

compound? Give an example.

6. Define Efflorescence, Deliquescence and Hygroscopic.
Give an example of each.

7. Define Crystallization. Distinguish between Amorph-
ous and Crystalline.

5. Give the common names for the following: Plumbi
.\cetas, Sodii Sulphas, Hydrargyrum Ammoniatum, Hy-
drargyri Chloridum Mite, Magnesii Sulphas, Acidum Ni-

tricurn. Potassii Bitartras, Sodii Nitras, Antimonii et

Potassii Tartras, Potassii Nitras, Zinci Sulphas.
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9. What colors are imparted to a non-luminous flame bv
Ba. K. Li, Na, Sr.?

10. Complete the following equations in full:

1 2NaCl+H,S0.=
2 KBr+.,SO^=
3 NaN03+H.S0,=
4 4H.S0.-f-C=:
5 K:C03+C0,+H,0=

Materia MecUca.

1. State briefly what notable changes you have observed
in the Pharmacopoeia of 1900.

-. Phenol. From what is it derived: also state its medi-
( al and hygienic uses. For what other oflBcial prepara-
tion is it sometimes substituted; also mention the most
important official preparations of which it is a part.

'3. Define the following terms: (a) Aperient, (b) An-
tiseptic, (c) Carminative, (d) Anthelmintic, (e) Diaph-
oretic; name two official drugs, each possessing the above
properties.

4. Describe Phosphorus, Iodine. Sulphur. How do they
occur and how prepared for use? Give their medical
properties and uses.

5. Cinchona. Give official names of the kinds used;
also total alkaloids required by the Pharmacopceia. Name
the most important alkaloids and preparations; state
medical properties.

6. Opium. State briefly what you know of its produc-
tion, mode of gathering and preparing for the market.
What proportion of total alkaloids required? Which is

the most important? State official preparations and per-

centage of opium strength required in each.

7. (a) Adeps Lana?, (b) Sevum. (c) Cetaceum, (d)
Oleum Theobromatis. (e) Oleum Gossypii Seminis; give
official English name and state from what each is de-

rived.

S. Give official name of the plant, and the part used of

the following: (a) Horehound. (lii Calabar Bean, (c)
Deadly Night-shade, (d) Black Haw, (e> Fox Glove.

S. Give name of the country from wliich we receive (a)
Camphor, (b) Calumba, (c) Senega, (d) Nux Vomica, (e)

Balsam Copaib.a.

10. Acetphenetidinum. Give official description. Under
what proprietary name has this preparation been exten-
sively used?

Toxicology and Prescriptions.

1. Can poisons be sold to anyone who may ask for them?
II not, what are the exceptions?

-. Define the terms Chemical, Mechanical and Physio-
loaical Antidote.

:;. For what poison is alcohol especially recommended
as' an antidote? In what amounts should it be given?

4. What ingredient in the so-called Headache Remedies
sometimes produces injurious effects? What treatment
should be used in such cases?

i. Give the true antidote for each of the following:
Nitrate of Silver, Iodine, Oxalic Acid, Sugar of Lead, Cor-
rosive Sublimate.

fi. Give the average adult dose of the following: Tr.
Aconite Root, Tr. Nuxvomica, Deod. Tr. Opium, Fluid ex-

tract Belladonna Leaves, Codeine Sulphate. Atrophine Sul-

Iihate, Morphia Sulphate. Strychnia Sulphate, Acetanilide,
Pulvis Ipecac Comp.

7. By what rule would you calculate the doses for

children.
8. Name two vegetable emetics and three chemical

emetics.
5. How many grains of Carbolic Acid would be required

to make one ounce of a 5 per cent, solution in water?
What is used to make Carbolic Acid more soluble in
water?

10. Write a prescription for twenty capsules, giving the
proper doses for an adult, containing the following:
Quinine Sulphate, Salol and Massa Ferri Carbonatis.

Chlorinated Soda for Ulcers.

Tasu (I)idiaii Med. Ga~.) has found liquor sod£e

chlorinatje an excellent dressing for all sorts of un-

healthy and badly sloughing ulcers, using the solution

in the strength of i in 20.

Suggestions for Summer Sales.

Here are a few formulas for specialties that may
turn to profitable account any spare time devoted to

their manufacture. They are particularly adapted to

the demands of the season of warm evenings, picnics,

vacations, and suburban life.

WITCH HAZEL SNOW.

Stearic acid 6o grammes.
Sodium carbonate 9 grammes.
Glycerin 7 grammes.
Hamamelis water 300 grammes.
Water enough.

IMelt the stearic acid in a tared vessel of about 2,000

c.c. capacity over a water bath, and add the sodium
carbonate dissolved in a minimum amount of hot

water; then add the glycerin. Keep the mixture on
the water bath for one hour, stirring constantly but

not vigorously. Add sufficient water to bring the

preparation up to 300 grammes and then the hama-
melis water. Return the container to the water bath

for a minute or two, stirring the mixture until per-

fectly smooth. Pour into a warm mortar and beat

to a foam. Let it stand 12 hours, stir with a spatula,

and fill into wide-mouthed bottles.

GR."\PEICE CRE.\M.

Sweet cream .* 2 pints.

Sugar, granulated 12 ounces.

Grape juice i pint.

Boil one-half the cream in a double boiler ; add the

sugar and stir until dissolved. When cool add the

grape juice and the rest of the cream, and freeze.

SI'NBURN "bAUME."

Tincture of tolu 3 drams.

Glycerin i ounce.

Distilled water enough to make i pint.

]\rix the glycerin with 4 ounces of water and add it

gradually to the tincture, shaking after each addition.

Then add the remainder of the water in 4-ounce por-

tions.

LIQUID COURT rL.-\STER.

Pvroxylin i ounce.

Amyl acetate 5 ounces.

Acetone 15 ounces.

Balsam of fir 2 drams.

Castor oil 2 drams.

Oil of cloves 15 minims.

Dissolve the pyroxylin in the amylacetate, and the

acetone, and add the other ingredients, avoiding fire.

or light.

MOSQUITO POWDER.

Oil of eucalyptus .-^o parts.

Talc 60 parts.

Starch 420 parts.

Apply to hands, face and other exposed portions of

the body, with a powder puft.

IXDI.\X LEMOX.\DE.

Lemons 24
Grape jelly 2 glasses.

Sugar .
..'. 4 cupfuls.

Milk 6 pints.

Wash the lemons, pare thinly: squeeze the juice

over the rinds and let stand for twelve hours. Then
add the grape jelly, and the sugar dissolved in the

milk, previously scalded, and mix all together well.

When cold strain through muslin without squeezing.

Serve with cracked ice.
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Correspondence.
Short, timely articles upon subjects of interest to

pharmacists are solicited for this department. In order
to be in time for publication in the issue of a given
month, they should be in the editor's hands on the fif-

teenth day of the month previous. Anonymous communi-
cations loill not be published; but if the author expresses
a wish to have his name tcithheld, this wish will be
scrupulously regarded and his letter considered confi-
dential.

The Future of the N. A. R. D.
New York, July 20th, 1907.

To the Editor of The Druggists Circular :

Among the many important subjects discussed at

the recent meeting of the New York State Pharma-
ceutical Association, at Thousand Island Park, none
exceeded that of the future of the National Associa-
tion of Retail Druggists, and more especially the at-

titude of the State association toward it. Probably
no greater truth concerning that organization was
ever stated than that of Prof. Anderson, during the

discussion referred to, to the effect that the most im-
portant of all its functions was that of maintaining
its existence.

Very early in its career, the N. A. R. D. took pains
to exclude from its membership all purely profes-

sional persons, but no ruling could ever exclude our
interest from so important an organization, and many
of us have watched its history-making with great in-

tentness. Especially have we asked ourselves how it

lias helped the pharmacist to meet the most important
of the difficulties which face him. It is undeniable
that the most of the association's activity has been
directed toward maintaining prices, chiefly on pro-
prietaries. It will scarcely be claimed that it has de-
voted much serious attention to anything else. It is

not the intention of the writer to minimize the im-
portance of this matter, nor to question the propriety
or wisdom of the association in endeavoring to deal

with it. He believes, however, that the retail phar-
macists of the country, everyone of whom should re-

tain his membership in the N. A. R. D., should con-
sider how other interests of far greater importance
than the maintaining of these prices, have been af-

fected by the action which has been taken in that di-

rection.

What are the greatest present needs of retail phar-
macy? First and foremost, and exceeding all others
combined, is that of improving its reputation among
physicians and patients. The next, probably, is that
of securing a sufficient supply of competent clerks.

It is not a very useful proceeding for pharmacists
to spend their time in inquiring into all the reasons
for the disrepute of their profession, nor in assuring
one another that this disrepute is not justified and
that some other party is to blame for its existence.

It is those among whom it exists who must be dis-

abused of the prejudice, and the one important ques-
tion is, how can this be accomplished ?

The answer, of the N. A. R. D. to this question has
been to devote its energies to maintaining what their

customers regard as extortionate prices for articles,

the sale of which the physician regards with great
disfavor. What sort of an answer is this?

It is not too much to assert that if the attempt had
succeeded, its effect would have been to discredit re-

tail pharmacy. On the contrary, it lias failed and the
failure is a most discreditable one. The United
States court has declared the attempt to be an extor-

tionate and illegal one, and the N. A. R. D. is placed
in such a position that, were there not more impor-
tant considerations to deter him, the first care of
every retail pharmacist should be to assure his patrons
that he is not connected with it.

But there are far more important considerations to
deter him. Whatever differences of opinion may ex-
ist as to what the N. A. R. D. can or cannot, should
or should not do, the one fact of greater importance
than all others is that so vast an mterest cannot af-

ford to be without a national organization. The mere
possibility of future necessities for self-protection is

amply sufficient to require its maintenance. The ef-

fect of the recent legal decisions against it should
merely be to purge the N. A. R. D. of a disease which
threatens to prove fatal and to leave it whole and clean
for new undertakings which shall accredit it and its

members, and of which the latter can speak with
pride.

It is not impracticable for it to continue to aid in

maintaining prices and even to remove existing ob-
jections to that course, if it will but establish its claim
to professional and public confidence as a basis for

such a procedure. The best earning that is done by
tlie pharmacist is that of his professional fee at the

prescription counter, and a national association of

pharmacists should concern itself with increasing

such professional business and maintaining profes-

sional fees. The first requisite for success in this at-

tempt is to secure the confidence of physician and
patient. The physician's disregard of prescription

obligations has been the great complaint of the phar-

macist, and will be the objection to this suggestion,

but the physician defends himself by charging inat-

tention and incompetence on the part of the pharma-
cist. The responsibility is certainly mutual, but how-
ever that may be, a change is impending. Already
there is a noticeable revival of interest among physi-

cians in prescription work, and the change is a per-

manent and growing one. The present general pro-

fessional awakening exists among physicians as well

as elsewhere. There is a new era in medical educa-

tion which tends in this direction, and when so great

a body gets under way, its momentum is great. The
pharmacist can secure the benefit of this change in no
other way than through professional confidence.

What better way can there be for doing this than to

create a public knowledge of the perfect quality of

h's prescription materials? Tliis cannot he accom-
plished by individual action. F.ru.shing aside all soph-

istry and hypocrisy, there is no denying the fact that

no retail pharmacist can determine the quality of the

article that he purchases. This fact has been so often

proven, and is a matter of, such perfect knowledge by
pharmacists themselves, that it requires no supporting

argument here. How is it possible to guarantee that

which it is impossible to ascertain?

The essential object of all organization is that the

societv may do for its members that which they can-

not accomplish for themselves. It is perfectly feasible

for the N. A. R. D. to enable every one of its mem-
bers to procure prescription materials proven to be of

standard quality. F>eginning with the more impor-

tant articles, the list could be gradually extended as

success was attained. Not only is it true that this

can be done, but there are several distinct ways in

which it could be done. Probably the very worst way
would be to do its own manufacturing, yet even by
this method, perfect success could be attained. A less
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objectionable and equally successful way would "be to

purchase for its members, yet this, too, is objection-

able, so long as there is a better.

!Vist]ioning for the moment a consideration of the
inctluiil. let us assume, for argument's sake, that a
satisfactory way exists, let us consider what would
be its elTect. Let us assume that the association is in

a position to issue a guarantee to the medical pro-
fession, that it is possible for each of its members,
through the agency of their luembership, to obtain all

injportant prescription materials of perfect quality.

Can anyone doubt that this would instantly arrest the
attention and secure the sympathy of the representa-
tive portion of the medical profession? Certainly it

would not compel the pharmacist to take advantage
of his opportunity. Probably it would aft'ord still

greater opportunity for the rascally members to de-
ceive and defraud ; but this very fact is evidence that

the movement itself is a worthy and creditable one.

The important result would be to publish the fact

that pharmacists were banded into a national organi-
zation having for its object the improvement of their

professional service.

The moral effect of this, all minor considerations

aside, would be enormous. No one else has so great an
influence over the patient—the pharmacist's best custo-

mer—as the physician. He would recognize in the

new situation the basis for a just claim to proper
compensation, which he certainly does not in a union
to increase profits on nostrums, and he would give
the pharmacist a standing with the people that is now
unknown. The daily and weekly press would not be
likely to deny justice in such a case. There is abso-
lutely no reason why these agencies should desire to

hound any class of people without just cause, real or

assumed. It is doubtless the desire of most of them,
as well as their duty, to deal justly with public ques-
tions, and they would be certain to herald such a
course by the N. A. R. D. with as great an acclama-
tion as the condemnation which they have meted out
for what they have regarded as blameworthy in the

past.

H such results as these could be attained, would
not a premium be at once placed upon membership
in the national association ? H the question does not

admit of a positive answer, why not submit it to the

members for discussion, or even for vote. If it ap-
peared that the great body of the present member-
ship desired such action, and that many not now mem-
bers would find membership desirable under such con-
ditions, there would seem to be a ""plain mandate" to

proceed along such lines.

The discussion of a method for accomplishing the

results here considered is too lengthy for this com-
nninication, but it is hoped that the general question

mav elicit responses, favorable or adverse.

H. H. RusBY.

and three drops of oil of neroli. Mix and strain.
Use as a tooth powder several times a day, and also sev-

eral times during the day rinse the mouth with a gargle,
made of four grams of tannin, two and one-halt grams of
tincture of iodine, one-half gram of iodide of potassium,
two and one-half grams cf tincture of myrrh and one hun-
dred grams of orange flower water. When using put a
teaspoonful in a glass of water and do not swallow.

Poking Fun at the Beauty Doctor's Column.
East Islip, X. Y., July 17th. 1907.

To the Editor of The Druggists Circul.^r :

Here is a "good one," showing rare intelligence on

the part of the ever helpful newspaper prescriber.

H. \V. ^'0LKMAX.

COPY OF THE ENCLOSURE.

Try this for receding gums:—One and one-halt ounces
sugar of milk, one and one-half drams of tannic acid, one-

half dram of red lake, four drops each of oils of mint and

The Clerk's Side.

Wichita, Kansas, July 15th, 1907.

To the Editor of The Druggists Circular :

Enclosed you will please find a small contribution

which you may publish if you consider it worthy.

I think too much time and printer's ink are spent in

putting forth the proprietor's side of the question.

Thanking you very much in advance and assuring

you that your periodical is very favorably considered

as the leading journal by the drug people of our State,

I beg to remain, yours very truly,

J. E. Nygren.

COPY OF THE ENCLOSURE.

After reading the several very able discourses upon

the "evil ways" and ""general cussedness" of drug
clerks in your last issue the thought was more than

ever impressed upon me that the average periodical

selections on the subject were very one-sided.

I luust admit the fact that there are a great many of

our clerks of to-day who are very negligent and who
do a great many improper things, but, on the other

hand, cannot we find equally many anti-ethical procliv-

ities among our proprietors?

How many men there are who, instead of aiding the

clerk by kindly comment on good points, simply make
matters worse' by seizing every opportunity of finding

fault with their bad ones until the clerk who honestly

tries is forced to place his employer in the ranks of the

tmpleasable and tends to develop in him the idea

that all he wants is his salary and is perfectly satis-

fied to exert himself only enough to accomplish this

end.

Then, when this employer luight have made a good

man of this clerk, he has not only done the wrong
thing by the clerk, but by himself as well.

At tlie present time there are a great number who
becoiue proprietors and employers without having

been through the ranks of "hired clerk." and in many
instances these men are not broad-minded enough to

use tlie positions attained with care for another's feel-

ing, but instead rule with a despotism that makes

enemies of their clerks and gains for theiu a reputa-

tion which, although not always realized, soon travels

over the State and the man wonders why he cannot

get a good man to work for him.

.Another thinsr, which, I regret say, happens quite

often, and which is most unpardonable, is that of

'"roasting" or "calling down" a clerk in the presence

of a customer. A great deal luore good may result

if the rebuke is kept until the customer has gone out,

even though the criticism may have been very de-

served.

A great many of our employers also lose sight of

the fact that all good salesmen do not use the saiue

n^ethods and should think twice before condemning

the clerk's methods in order to establish their own,

for by so doing they oftimes ruin the man's ability as

a salesman.

These are observations made in direct contact with
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the drug business botii as an employer and employee,

and it would be well for each employer to take an in-

ventory in order that he might ascertain ho\»- much
he has done and is doing to better the conditions now
existing before lamenting so loudly.

J. E. Nygren.

[The Circular takes pleasure in publishing the

foregoing interesting communication, in which there

are several good points which many proprietors might

do well to take to heart. If our correspondent will

look over his previous numbers of the Circul.^r he

will find that we have often before given space to the

clerk's side of the case. To aid him in his search we
will give him a few references : April, page 103 ; May,

page's 143 and 159; June, page 198; August, page

285 ; and December, page 421. all of 1905 : April, page

141, and June, page 222, of 1906. In the latter part of

1901, also, we gave much space to the clerk's side of

the question in several numbers. As lately as in the

issue for February of this year, page 212, we have

had something, by a proprietor, as favorable to clerks

as anything a clerk could write. We might make
this list of references much longer, but think we had

better stop just here, or the proprietors will next be

accusing us of being something which we try always

not to be—one-sided.—Editor The Druggists Cir-

cular.]

National Association of Boards of

Pharmacy.
New Orleans. La.. July 6th. 1907.

To the Editor of The Drlggists Circular:

I am mailing a letter to each board of pharmacy, a

copy of which I enclose, which I ask you to publish.

\\'hat we want now is to get together and get a

good meeting in New York in September.

F. C. GODBOLD,
[President of the National Associa-

tion of Boards of Pliarmacy.]

The enclosure bears even date with the foregoing,

and is signed by Mr. Godbold. It reads as follows

:

The impression seems to be pretty general, especially

among boards of pharmacy members who are not mem-
bers of the N. A. B. P. that unless their boards are pre-

pared to enter into an immediate interchange of certifi-

cates with all other boards of pharmacy, they are not
eligible to membership in the N. A. B. P. This letter is to

try to disabuse your mind of the idea that any board of

pharmacy is debarred from membership until such time
as said board is ready and willing to interchange on the

basis now proposed by the N. A. B. P. Any State or ter-

ritorial board of pharmacy is eligible to membership, and
I extend to all such boards a pressing invitation to send
delegates to the ne.xt meeting, which has been called by
the executive committee at the New Astor Hotel, New
York City, August 31st, at 10 o'clock .\. m., to take part in

the discussions to come up on matters of great importance
in connection with pure food and drug legislation, uni-

formity of pharmacy laws, necessary legislation and edu-

cational requirements. The latter subject is not only of

great importance, but it is one that can be regulated and
.said regulations enforced only by the N. A. B. P. All

other interested associations may pass resolutions and of-

fer suggestions, but have no power to enforce them. Will
you not join us and lend your valuable assistance at the

coming meeting while there is yet time to do something?
or will you still remain away until this power has been
delegated to some other body and then regret your neg-

ligence? As president of the N. A. B. P. let me again urge
upon you, whether member or not. the importance of your
presence at this meeting— I assure you that you will be
cordially welcomed.

[Frequently we refer to the aims and work of this

assocfation when making our answer to the oft-

repeated query. In which other States is my cer-

tificate, granted by the board of pharmacy,
recognized?

Two querists, both from New Jersey, have asked this

question lately, and our reply to them had been writ-

ten (see page 542), before Mr. Godbold's letter

reached us. We mention this to show that we have

been alive to the matter all along.

In the Bulletin of Pharmacy for July, W. R. Ogier

makes a "pungent criticism" of the inactivity of the

association during the ten months immediately fol-

lowing its annual meeting held at Indianapolis last

September. He even goes so far as to rather broad-

ly intimate that the association is dead—which we
think is far from the fact. Mr. Ogier, while no
longer a board member, was for many years the effi-

cient secretary of the Ohio board ; he was also a vice-

president of the National Association of Boards of

Pharmacy in 1905-6; and is now a member of a com-
mittee of five, of the association, to prepare a stand-

ard set of examination questions. This gentleman

thinks that the association's secretary should be a

permanent officer and the association's principal ex-

ecutive, a conclusion which we had reached before see-

ing his article. When we see what JNIr. Wooten has

do'ne for the National Association of Retail Druggists,

and how indispensable to the American Pharmaceu-
tical Association are such services as have been ren-

dered to it by Prof. Caspari, we cannot doubt the

value to an association of a permanent secretary who
is at the same time an executive officer.

There is much important work to be accomplished

by the National Association of Boards of Pharmacy,
and, as pointed out by President Godbold. this work
is of a nature that precludes its accomplishment by
any other body. There should be a large and en-

thusiastic meeting of this association at the Hotel

Astor on August 31st, and we believe that there will

be, and that much good will grow out of it.—Editor

The Druggists Circular.!

Those Georgia Board Questions.

[In the Circular for last month (page 481) we
printed a set of questions recently used by the Georgia

Board of Pharmacy, and in the same issue (page 477)
printed a query (from S. E. Bayne. of ISIacon. a mem-
ber of the Georgia board), as to whether the average

candidate should be expected to make a rating of 50

per cent, on the "Pharmacy" and "Materia Medica"

questions. In answer to that query we published let-

ters from Prof. George C. Diekman. of New York.

and Prof. \\'ilbur L. Scoville. of Boston, who took

the grounds, respectively, that the candidate should

and should not be expected to make such a rating. The
letters herewith given are in further elucidation of the

subject. The "purity rubric" point was discussed in

the Circular for June, page 421. The questions in-

volved in this discussion are particularly timely just

now. on the eve of the annual meeting of the National

Association of Boards of Pharmacy, and we suggest

that those who care to go deeper into the subject con-

sult the files of the Circular for a few years back.

especially the following: 1905, i\Iarch. page 79; No-
vember, page 382: and December, page 420: 1906.

:\Iarch. page 85 ; June, page 195 : July, page 236 (two

items) : October, page 348: and December, pages 427
and 438; 1907, January, page 137: February, page
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228; and April, pages 292 and 322.—Editor The
Druggists Circular.]

Only Graduates Could Pass.

Jersey City, N. J., July 8th, 1907.

To the Editor of The Druggists Circular :

In reply to your request for an opinion on two sets

of examination papers enclosed, I would say, it is a

very delicate subject to handle. We all try to do our
best when called to frame questions for our board ex-
aminations, and are all liable to criticism.

It seems to be the custom of most boards whose
papers I have seen, to divide their questions into dif-

ferent he^s, viz.: materia medica, pharmacy, chem-
istrA% etc., but the questions submitted, beginning
with "What is meant by the purity rubric?" takes in

all these divisions, and most assuredly no ordinary
clerk who has no other instruction than is to be ob-

tained by drug store experience could in my opinion

make 25 per cent.

The other is a good materia medica paper, yet I am
certain the ordinary drug clerk would have great dif-

ficulty in making 25 per cent.

In both cases there would be no excuse for a gradu-

ate in pharmacy not making 75 per cent, of correct

answers.

In connection with these papers, would say, I do not

think that 5 per cent, of the pharmacists of the United
States could tell what is meant by the "purity rubric

:"

they do not read the preface [of the Pharmacopoeia]

and so miss much valuable knowledge.
George H. White.

[President of the New Jer-

sey Board of Pharmacy.]

Think Part of the Questions Good.

Holdrege, Neb., July 21st. 1907.

To the Editor of The Druggists Circular :

In reference to the question asked under the head-

ing "Passing a Board Examination" on page 477 of

the July Circular, I would say:

Presuming the applicant has had sufficient study to

enable him to qualify himself to take an examination,

I would state he ought to make a good grade on the

Pharmacy" paper.

The graduate has an advantage over the non-grad-

uate in having his studies laid out for him, and studies

with effect (if he is a student). The non-graduate

not having this advantage, has a harder road to travel.

If he has applied himself, and has sufficient education

to comprehend his studies, I would state that the non-

graduate as well as the graduate ought to make a

good percentage on the "Pharmacy" paper.

The "Materia Medica" paper has a n«mber of

questions I would not select (after an experi-

ence of five years as an examiner), as being

suitable for testing the applicant's qualifications

as a pharmacist.
Let the boards of pharmacy have practical, yet thor-

ough, examinations to test the qualifications of the ap-

plicants. And let the colleges of pharmacy when they

grant diplomas, give them on merit only. These, to-

gether with actual experience, make pharmacists that

can be trusted, and elevate the profession.

A large percentage of the applicants that took the

examination of the^Nebraska Board of Pharmacy in

1906 failed, nearly half of them being graduates in

pharmacy from colleges scattered over the LTnited

States and Canada. One notable feature was that

quite a few of those failing were graduates of a school,

the dean and the announcements of which are always
b.arping on ideal pharmacy, and condemning the work
ijf boards of pharmacy generally.

I am a firm believer in oral examinations as the
(inly means of testing the true merits of the applicant
and discovering the cramming quiz compend fiend

and cheater. D. J. Fink.
[President of the Nebraska

Board of Pharmacy.]

Bodemann Berates Political Boards.

Chicago, 111., July 21st, 1907.

To the Editor of The Druggists Circular:

In spite of 90 degrees in the shade, I comply with
your request and write you my observations on board
examinations. Remember the temperature. I can
only indulge in a few carnal reflections.

What is the object of the chapter "Dispensing"?
To show mistakes ? Would any one call a compound
of ointments "mistura," as in No. i ?

Would any sane man prescribe i -grain doses of

morphine as in No. 5?
The questions do not call for pointing out and

criticism of "bulls" in the writing.
No. 10, "Pharmacy," asks about standard tempera-

ture for taking specific quantity. If any pharmacist
ever does take specific quantity, let him consult the

United States Pharmacopoeia. The United States

Pharmacopoeia is at best a cook book and should be

consulted, not memorized. I side with Hemiann
Mohr, if it be scientific to memorize 8,000 plant names,
then a London cabdriver is a man of science, for he
must have 8,000 street names in his head.

Is writing or spelling of Nos. 4, 5 and 8, "Chem-
istry," yours or the Georgia board's? I refer to

formular and sourch.

Now Cometh "Materia Medica" No. 2? Has any
man ever been able to describe any odor, so that any
one not familiar with it would detect the odor from.

such description ?

No. 6. Does Georgia contemplate pharmacists to

go into the antitoxin business? St. Louis, the munic-
ipality, tried it and with dire results. How can a

pharmacist of three or thirty years' experience test its

immunizing dose, its "purity rubric," whatever that

may be?
And in all fairness let me ask, what does it

bother a three-year pharmaceutical colt what species

of insects spoil his drugs—which he doesn't even keep

any more?
Enough of the Georgia set of questions ; let me

make a few remarks on the side.

What a three-year experience .man must know is

how to divide, say 1^2 by 30: and if he does not know
this what is the use to ask him about what species of

insects devour the antiquated drugs of 1850 phar-

macy? Of much more importance is the question

—

the burning question—^^what insects devour the con-

fidence we should have in boards?

Confidence in boards is the mo.st essential requisite.

Is it possible when governors appoint men whose
names are not known in pharmacy outside of their

voting precincts? If men are appointed because poli-

ticians demanded appointment and backed their de-

mands by unwarranted assertions, fradulent claims

and lies out of whole cloth, and the governor swal-

lowed all this because he needed these lying politi-
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cian's support. Examination of the boards' compo-
sition is of far more importance than examination by

boards. Perhaps New York has the ideal arrange-

ment—election of members by druggists and not ap-

pointment by governors, who can not get away from

being politicians—even the so-called reform politician

brand—and these appointments at request of politi-

cians are often made in direct disregard of the asso-

ciations' wishes and of the people whose money runs

the law.

These pestiferous insects that have wormed into the

structural make of our boards are of far more impor-

tance than the insects that live on rhubarb, senna,

etc. My dear Mr. Editor, I feel cooler for having

written this— I am about down to a U. S. P. stand-

ard temperature for specific gravity—and might be

a few degrees cooler, could I have the pleasure of

sitting down with you and going into details.

WiLHELM BODEMAXN,
[Formerly a member of the

Illinois Board of Pharmacy.!

Georgia and Massachusetts on a Parity.

Pittsfield, Alass., July i6th, 1907.

To the Editor of The Druggists Circular :

In looking over the questions of the Georgia Board

of Pharmacy as printed in your paper, I am glad to

?ce that our respected friends from Georgia are cov-

ering the ground of practical and technical pharmacy

in such able manner, and I do believe the questions re-

flect credit upon the authors.

It is not an easy matter to formulate a set of ques-

tions for candidates for registration so as to be fair

with the candidates and still safeguard the public and

the pharmacy calling from inferior or ignorant men.

We are at present making rapid advancement in phar-

macy in our country and our standing as compared

with other countries is certainly very much improved

since the establishment of boards of pharmacy in our

respective States. A State board examination now
and ten years ago can not be compared, and I believe

that some of the questions Prof. Scoville now con-

siders too difficult will be found very common in the

future.

I believe from what I have seen of candidates for

registration that those who have prepared for their

examination in a reputable college of pharmacy or

have studied at home under the direction of a well

qualified druggist should not have any difficulty in

answering two-thirds of the questions, but the young

men who have had three years' experience as errand

bovs or at the soda fountain and try to pass such an

examination by reading a quiz compend or taking

private lesson's' from advertised instructors, such men
have only acquired a superficial knowledge and most

of them would fail.

If a man gets the certificate from the State to prac-

tice pharmacy he should have digested as well as ac-

quired knowledge of facts in his calling, which Prof.

Scoville implies in his letter as necessary for a man to

have in order to pass the examination above men-

tioned.

Now as to the questions : Under the title "Phar-

macv" I recognize questions Nos. 2, 3, 4, 7, 9 and 10

as being used wholly or in part bv our board during

the past vear. The most of these questions, however.

we ask orallv. The candidates are permitted the free

use of the Pharmacopoeia, and are then asked to ex-

plain the whvs or reasons for the methods employed

in making the U. S. P. preparations, attention being
called to changes made and also how to preserve the

finished products, etc.

In this oral examination we also include questions

similar to the No. 7 (a) under the title '"Materia

medica," ("Explain the definition" [of camphor] ).

With the open U. S. P. in his hand the candidate
is asked to explain the meaning of the words dex-

trogyrate and ketone.

If such questions are written they often will be con-

sidered unfair, but when they have the book of all

books, which they should understand, before them,
and they are not able to explain the meaning of the

words they read, it will, I believe, make them see the

need of more study, and they will blame ^emsehes
for lack of knowledge rather than the questioner.

"Dispensing."—Five prescriptions to compound are

in the same line with our examination.
"Prescriptions and Doses." Our board covers a

larger field and give it more attention than the

Georgia board questions give me to understand.

"Chemistry." Questions are fair and comparative-

ly easy. Any one of the ten questions may be found
in our written examination.

"^Materia Medica." The first question, possibly

the sixth (a) and (c) and the ninth (a) may cause a

candidate a little worry, but there are enoug+i left to

pass the candidate who has acquired the intelligent

knowledge mentioned before.

By comparison I have tried to make clear that I

consider the questions very fair and about equal to

ours.

I believe that the candidates who have passed our

board this year could pass the examination, easily be-

ing able to get 66 2-3 per cent, rating.

"in looking over our markings I find that more than

half of our candidates received a total rating of more
than 50 per cent. Therefore my answer to your ques-

tion is, that from actual figures the average applicant

lor our State board examination can easily obtain a

rating of 50 per cent, on the complete examination.

As to the "Pharmacy" and "Materia Medica" alone

I have no facts, but personally believe that they could.

The average applicant for our examination makes
claim to a longer experience than three years, so we
can never be able to settle the question asked satis-

factory to all, as we can not possibly get any data cov-

ering the three years' practical experience in a drug
store. So far as a graduate of a school of pharmacy

is concerned the faculties of the different colleges in

our country should see to it that their requirements

are high enough so that there should be no question

about any graduate being able to obtain a rating of

at least 66 2-3 per cent, on this or similar examina-

tions.

Ernst O. Exgstrom.
[Member of the Massachu-
setts Board of Pharmacy.]

Maryland Also Equals Georgia.

Baltimore. July 23d. 1907.

To the Editor of The Druggists Circular :

In reply to yours of the T3th inst., in my experience

on the iDoard of examiners under the law relating to

Baltimore only, when I served four years under Gov.

Llowndes, as well as now. under our present law cov-

ering the entire State, I find with questions equal to

those referred to, that it is not at all a difficult mat-

ter to have from those who have graduated from a
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school of pharmacy some most excellent papers, and
very few that do not make the 75 per cent, required
for registration.

However the reverse is true when it comes to those
who have had no training or aid in their acquirement
of scientific knowledge necessary for a profession.
Of course the preliminary education in the years prior
to their induction into pharmacy always shows for
good or bad according to the amount acquired; and
this refers to graduates as well as non-graduates.

Louis Schulze.
[Member of the Maryland

Board of Pharmacy.]

Broad Culture Needed on Our Boards.

Columbus, O., July 15th, 1907.

To the Editor of The Druggists Circular:

Opinions on this, as on most other subjects, are un-
important. Convictions based upon experience alone
are valuable. Criticism of examination questions
submitted by boards of pharmacy is easy enough ; to

suggest something better is another matter.

The difficulty is organic, not functional ; it cannot
be remedied by scientific or unscientific opinions re-

garding isolated sets of questions. One learned gen-
tleman says of a certain lot of questions that they are
eminently proper ; another equally competent to

judge says of the same lot that "they are over the
heads of the usual qualified State board candidate."

Many years' experience has convinced the writer

that the latter view is the more accurate. Let us be
candid, much as we may dislike to wound the feelings

of others, for it is only through recognition of their

shortcomings
That men may rise on stepping-stones
Of their dead selves to higher things.

What percentage of the members of our State

boards have had any culture in letters? How many
of them know anything of pedagogics? Those who
graduated from technical schools completed their

course at what callow age? What subsequent oppor-

tunity has been embraced for the study, not of books

alone, but of that more profound subject, the facts of

human experience? If naught is known of the science

by which men are taught how can any one know
aught of the methods by which knowledge may be

extracted? Unless one has breadth of culture and
strength of character and wideness of vision to en-

able him to put himself in the place of another, can-

didates are instinctively regarded as so many sheep

to be shorn. A careful analysis of such examination

questions as find their way to the public eye indicate

that they have been gathered from a wide field without

more regard for system or order than when
Maud Muller on a summer's day
Raked the meadow sweet with hay.

State laws admit candidates for examination with

an "experience" of three or four years, while the

scope of an examination of the average type would
require 3 student with a well disciplined mind to spend

ten years in the careful study of the sciences involved

in order to be sure that he could "pass."

The words of Herbert Spencer in his study of

sociology may well be used here : "'Wlio examines the

examiner?" How does it come to pass that men who
may or may not be competent foften not) in their

technical wisdom, but are so lacking in general judg-

ment, are given such responsible places exercising

therein the power of decisions from which there is no
appeal ?

Culture, judgment, experience, these are the es-
sential elements in a useful examiner; but men are
chosen without culture and regardless of judgment,
while long experience marks the doom of any officer,

that he may give place to some other who is ambitious
for "recognition."

Publish questions, Mr. Editor, and invite criticisms,

but back of it all is a vicious system which places men
in responsible positions for which they are unfitted.

Listen to Spencer again. "Unless, either by special
study or by daily observation and quick insight, he has
gained an approximately true conception of how
minds perceive, and reflect, and generalize, and by
what processes their ideas grow from concrete to ab-
stract, and from simple to complex, no one is com-
petent to give lessons that will effectually teach, or to.

ask questions which will effectually measure the effi-

ciency of teaching."

Wm R. Ogier.
[Formerly Secretary of the
Ohio Board of Pharmacy.]

A Pretty Fair Set of Questions.

Bangor, Me., July i6th, 1907.

To the Editor of The Druggists Circular:
Replying to yours of the 13th regarding opinion of

Georgia questions as contained in July number of
Circular, I would say—It gives me pleasure to ex-
press myself regarding this examination, as I believe
a discussion of this kind will prove fruitful to all

board members, and have a tendency to bring the
boards nearer together in standard and style of ex-
aminations.

The query regarding the attainment of 50 per cent.
on these questions can plainly be answered "yes" or
"no," but that I may not appear egotistical in my
opinion, I should be pleased to state the ground on
which I make my deductions.

In the first place, it is fair to presume that candi-
dates coming before a board for examination have
prepared themselves by a whole lot of cramming, and
are in a better condition to answer technical ques-
tions than at any other time in their lives. We there-
fore expect more from them than from druggists who
have had their minds taken up with the commercial
side of their business, thus becoming rusty on tech-

nical points.

Considering the candidate is prepared and worthy
of registration, there is no reason in my mind why
he should not only receive a rating of 50 per cent, in

these questions, but should not receive a rating of less

than 75 per cent.

I consider the questions of the first class, largely
practical and covering a great deal of ground.
Regarding what a candidate with only three years'

experience in a drug store might do with these ques-
tions, I do not believe is a subject to be considered.
A set of questions that a candidate with three years

of such experience as he gets in the drug store to-day,
would be of such an elementary character, in order
for him to attain a ranking of 50 per cent., that no
examiner having in mind the uplifting of pharmacy
and placing it among the other professions where it

belongs, would be willing to sign his name to a cer-
tificate stating, he had examined this candidate, found
him skilled in pharmacy and granted this certificate
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of registration. The public also demands better edu-

cated, pharmacists than this.

In preparing a set of questions, the one important

point to be borne in mind is to make the question

clear and without any semblance of a catch. For this

reason I should take exception to the question regard-

ing "purity rubric." While the question is all right,

there is a better way I believe of getting at the point,

the same being covered by a question in a recent

Alaine examination which' I give to illustrate the

point I take in exception

:

Question— (a) What are the sources of the im-

punties found in chemical preparations? (b) Is it

obligatory to use chemically pure chemicals for niedi-

cina'l use; if not, why? (c) Describe in detail the

phannacopoeial test for the determination of an im-

puritv in any chemical you may select.

I hope your canvass will bring about many ex-

pressions of opinion on these questions, and thank you

for your courtesy for the privilege I have of register-

ing my opinion. Charles H. Davis.
[President of the Maine

Board of Pharmacy.]

If "Optimist" will send us his name and address we
shall consider publishing his communication.

How to Increase the Interest of Physicians

in the Pharmacopceia.*
By Otto Wicke.

My plan to interest the physician in the United

States Pharmacopoeia is to send him a letter every

week or month calling his attention to some one of

its preparations—for example, compound syrup of

hypophosphites—pointing out that this preparation

when indicated, is one of the best he can prescribe for

his patients, as this syrup combines the alterative

action of the hypophosphites with the hematinic prop-

erties of iron, and referring to its uses in conditions of

mild cachexia or scrofula. Tell him that by writing

a prescription for this compound his patient, no mat-

ter where the prescription goes, will receive a uni-

form preparation when made according to the United

States Pharmacopceia, and that his patient cannot go
over his head and ask for it by a manufacturer's name,

as would be the case with "
's hypophosphites."

It will thus be seen that by prescribing U. S. P.

preparations the physician would be able to control his

patients.

I believe that if one of these letters, changing the

subject every month, should be sent to a physician

by one or more of the pharmacists of a locality or by
the local pharmaceutical association, it would not

take very long before that physicians would refrain

from prescribing proprietaries, and would get into the

habit of using the United States Pharmacopceia as

well as the National Formulary.

Benzin Ignited by Rubbing.

According to a press dispatch from Paterson, N. J.,

while a garment was being cleaned with benzin in a

shop at that place it burst into flame. The operator's

hands were badly burned. The fire was apparently

caused by the development of electricity from the fric-

tion. Other like cases have been reported from time

to time.

Read at the 1907 meeUng of the New York State

Pharmaceutical Association.

Shall We Have a Government-Made Phau--

macopceia?
Last month we published a number of letters from

physicians and pharmacists in official, semi-official and
})rivate life concerning a government-made pharma-
copoeia. Other letters on the subject reached us after

the July number \vas closed and a few have come
in since. These letters, or the gist of them, are

presented herewith.

Opposed to a Government Pharmacopoeia.

LETTER THINGS IN STORE IF NO RADICAL CHANGE IS

MADE.

Prof. J. H. Beal, of Scio, O., vice-chairman of th6

board of trustees of the United States Pharmacopoeial
Convention, president of the Scio College of Phar-
macy, chairman of the council of the American Phar-
maceutical Association, State <lrug inspector for Ohio,

and generally regarded as one of the safest and sanest

men in pharmacy, writes

:

I do not feel that it would be for the best interests of

American pharmacy to turn the making of the Pharma-
copoeia over to a bureau of the national government. The
making of national standards for drugs and medicines is,

in my estimation, best accomplished by leaving their

preparation to men selected by such a truly representa-
tive body of the medical and pharmaceutical professions
as the United States Pharmacopoeial Convention.

In considering the relations of the present Pharma-
copffiia to the national food and drugs act, we should not
lose sight of the fact that the book was issued prior to

the passage of the act, and it should not be surprising
therefore that some of the pharmacopoeial standards
should need revision.

Again, while the Pharmacopoeia was in preparation
many manufacturers to whom the proposed standards
were submitted professed themselves entirely satisfied with
the requirements suggested. When the book became a
legal standard, however, and it became necessary for their

chemicals to conform thereto in order to be eligible to

inter-state commerce, some of those same manufacturers
put forth the claim that the standards are too high and
impossible of attainment.

It is probable that when the next Pharmacopoeia is in
process of revision these manufacturers will not be so
backward in expressing themselves when the revision
committee suggests standards which can not be easily

lived up to.

It is true that there are some defects ia the present
method of working, but these are mainly an inheritance
from the past and under the new form of organization
are in a fair way to be corrected.
The board of trustees has at the present time under con-

sideration various measures which it will recommend to

the convention of 1910 and which, if adopted, will, it is

believed, materially expedite the next revision.

It is my opinion that the advantage to be gained by
turning the revision of tho work over to a government
bureau would not compensate for the loss of prestige it

would occasion to medicine and pharmacy, and that it

would be a great mistake to make the change without
much stronger reasons than have yet been presented.

LE-WE WELL ENOUGH ALONE.

Dr. Willis G. Gregory, of Bufifalo, member of the

pharmacopoeial committee of revision, teacher, retail

druggist, writes:

Replying to your recent note concerning the question

of the Pharmacopoeia being issued by the government of

the United States, let me record myself as being opposed
to such proposition. It is a case of leave well enough
alone. It is not claimed that the present system of pro-

ducing a Pharmacopoeia is perfect, but it has many advan-
tages that ought not to be lightly surrendered, for the

evils that we know not of may be much greater than the

ones with which we are acquainted.
The American genius is certainly able to remedy the

difiSculties there may be. The present pharmacopceial
committee has a decided advantage over a staff of officials

inasmuch as it has a wider distribution and thus secures
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the geographical representation that is necessary to secure
a national character in the book. This would not- be
easily secured in a small United States commissioh.

It is probable that more of the work will have to be
done by paid workers, and it is also possible that a
pharmacopceial laboratory will have to be established.
All these things will come as the necessity for them is

found to exist. It is a great distinction to be the only
people on earth who produce their own Pharmacopoeia
without the direct control of the government. Such dis-
tinction is not to be sacrificed for the possible advantages
to be gained by the change. Such advantages are not ap-
PVent at the present time.

A PROPER SUBJECT FOR DISCUSSION.

Prof. E. A. Ruddiman, of Nashville, Tenn., member
of the 1900 pharmacopceial convention, teacher, au-
thor, recently appointed a government chemist, speaks
briefly, as follows

:

I have not given the subject of a government pharma-
copoeia sufficient investigation to have any right to ex-
press an opinion. Personally, I am inclined to "let well
enough alone." Our Pharmacopoeia is certainly about as
good as any government committee could make.
You are doing well to start this discussion, for it will

come up sooner or later.

WANTS NO VifASHINGTON IN HIS PHARMACOPCEIA.

Prof. H. V. Arny, of Cleveland, O., delegate to the

1900 convention, teacher, thinks that the present plan
of making the Pharmacopoeia is too good to be sur-

rendered in favor of a government commission, es- •

pecially as the revision committee is not sufifering for

funds. From what he has read, governmental
officials have shown scant courtesy to the American
Pharmaceutical Association in its efforts toward phar-
maceutical progress, so he cannot see why we should
put ourselves still more at the mercy of federal

officials. "The less Washington has to do with our
internal affairs, the better I am pleased," he says in

conclusion.

IMPROVEMENT FROM WITHIN.

Theodore Weicker, of New York, head of the house
of E.R. Squibb & Sons, manufacturing chemists, thinks

that the present general plan of making the Pharma-
copoeia should be tried a while longer under conditions

as recently altered by law before any radical change is

advocated. The present status of the book under the

law is satisfactory to him, and he sees no great gain

to be achieved—but possible harm—by turning the

work over to the government. He thinks some im-
provements might be inaugurated in the manner of

selecting the committee of revision, and would like to

see the Pharmacopoeia made more practical so as to

more nearly meet the requirements of the manufac-
turing and selling trades and the demands of the medi-
cal fraternity.

WAS FOR A GOVERNMENT BOOK, BUT HAS BEEN CON- -

VERTED.

Dr. George E. Barksdale, of Richmond, Va., dele-

gate to the 1900 convention, teacher, at first was in-

clined to believe that a government-made pharma-
copceia would be preferable, but after thinking the

matter over (possibly in the light shed on it by the ex-

pression of opinion in the Circular for last month),
he has concluded that a pharmacopoeia made as ours

is, is more practical than would be possible with a

public document.

IMPROVEMENTS ALREADY INAUGURATED UNDER PRES-

ENT COMMITTEE.

George Merck, of New York, did not reply to the

Circular's request for his views, but Merck & Co.

write that they see no sufficient reason for making the

change under discussion. The makers of the Phar-
macopoeia, they say, are all leaders in pharmaceutical
science and have succeeded in making a standard that

is not surpassed. They call attention to the fact that

the revision committee, recognizing its increased re-

sponsibility under the law, has already shown its

ability to meet it.

NOT READY FOR THE FUNERAL OF PHARMACY.
Herman J. Lohmann, of Jersey City, N. J., member

of the 1900 convention, teacher, retail druggist, says

that the death knell of pharmacy would be sounded
by the appearance of the first copy of a government-
made pharmacopoeia. He thinks that the American
Pharmaceutical Association, the State associations and
other organized bodies of pharmacists should stamp
their veto on any project looking to the issuance of a
government pharmacopoeia, and the combined veto be

sent to The Druggists Circular.

DRUGGISTS SHOULD OWN THE STANDARDS UNDER
which they WORK.

J. Winchell Forbes, of Cincinnati, an old-time

worker in the ranks of pharmacy in many localities

and in many positions, at present associated with a

wholesale house, writes that the subject under discus-

sion is of greater importance than appears on the

surface. Revisers of our Pharmacopoeia set some
standards too high, but reduced them when they saw
their mistake. A government commission might not

have done this. Continuing, Mr. Forbes says

:

Under the present system, the Pharmacopoeia is sawed
and filed into shape by people whose heart is in their

work, and who fear no discharge for political reasons.

They are not only productive, but they are receptive, and
the sawing and filing will stop at any time when a worthy
suggestion makes its salaam to them. Such a suggestion
may come from someone whom fame has overlooked, but
if it has meat on its bones, it is welcome; and even more
than if it came from the front seats in the synagogue, for

it indicates another worker in the ranks. The real fact

in the matter is. that the whole army of American phar-
macists is concerned in the revision of our Pharma-
copoeia; while the pharmacopceial convention, its officers

and committees are the generals, major and minor, lieu-

tenants, captains, and so on down to the pharmaceutical
press, which ably oiBciates as the hind-captain and gathers
up the stragglers. ... If complaints are justified un-
der th^ present system, and the great number of conces-
sions that have lately been made to the practical, in the
way of lowered standards, shows that to some extent they
are, it is a reasonable conclusion that should the revisers

be government officials the academic flavor would be still

more pronounced, the complaints louder and more numer-
ous, and the Pharmacopoeia might possibly get away from
the common druggist altogether.

It appears to me that the ideal condition is the present
one. the preparation of the Pharmacopoeia being under the
control of those who are to be affected by its provisions.
When each revision is completed the United States gov-
ernment can give it a legal standing by accepting it as the
official text-book in matters of medicine and pharmacy,
just as it has done in the case of the eighth revision, and
the National Formulary III.

WOULD RET.^IN PRIVATE WORKERS AND PAY THEM FOR

THEIR TIME AND TALENT.

Frank H. Carter, of Indianapolis, Ind., retail drug-

gist, thinks that the powers of the federal government
are alreadv very large and that the question of ex-

tending them is a very delicate one and should be

cautiously approached. He regards the men who
have made our Pharmacopoeia amply competent,
and thinks thnt "possibly some of the delays and
errors arise from a lack of appreciation and re-

muneration." On this latter point he says:

While it would not be possible to recompense adequately
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the men who compose these committees, some method
should be devised to save them from serious loss in their

private affairs while they are devoting their time to the

general good.
They as a rule are not largely endowed with this

world's goods and are to an extent dependent for a living

upon their efforts as teachers and possibly as tradesmen.
It is a well-known fact that we owe a very large debt

to the brilliant men in the pharmaceutical world who
have never been heard of in the millionaire class, and this

rule holds good from the college professor to the druggist
in his store.

AH down the line he is looked upon as working for
glory and honor, and money is something he does not
need except for daily necessities.

I do not wish to appear pessimistic in advancing these
ideas, for unfortunately the facts bear me out in the
statements.
To get back to the first proposition, my judgment is

there could be no more competent agents found to prepare
and publish our authorities than the ones already selected.

WANTS PRESENT REVISERS RETAINED.

R. M. Washbtirn, of Columbia, Mo., State dairy

and food commissioner, admits that he is not qualified

to act as a critic of any pharmacopoeia. He asks

:

"Would not a committee composed of representatives

from the associations of druggists, physicians, manu-
facturers and government officials be the proper body
with which to leave this revision?" That is just

about the body that now has charge of it, except that

manufacturers, as such, are not represented.

EXTENSION OF GOVERNMENT POWER UNDESIRABLE.

Clayton F. Shoemaker, of Philadelphia, wholesale
druggist, has decided opinions which he expresses
with vigor. He writes

:

I desire to say that I am distinctly and clearly opposed
to the idea suggested. In my opinion the present ten-

dency of this country towards the centralization of power
is distinctly dangerous. The existing administration is

"doing things" already to an extent which is clearly un-
desirable. I cannot favor any extensions in this direction,
and especially along the line indicated.
The whole question of chemical standards is exceed-

ingly complex. When chemists supposed to be competent
differ in their analyses of the same article to the extent
of 25 per cent., it seems likely to work hardships to some.

In the public prints of a few days ago there may be
found an item stating that a number of manufacturers
had journeyed to Washington to ask Dr. Wiley whether
they might be permitted to use sodium benzoate as a pre-
servative. This spectacle seems to be a remarkable one.
It is most anomalous that the power to decide a question
of this kind, affecting vitally as it does the entire manu-
facturing interests in this line in the country, should be
placed in the hands of one man. no matter how able or
just he may be. In most civilized countries I believe it is

generally conceded that preservatives are needful and de-
sirable. England has generally been regarded as a leader
in the direction of pure food legislation. In England it is

lawful to use borax and boracic acid for this purpose, and
yet Dr. Wiley I believe says that we may uot do so here.

I can see no reason why a pharmacopoeia issued under
the auspices of the United States government should be
any better than that which is produced by the present
method, or, in fact, even as good.

UNHESITATING AND UNALTERABLE OPPOSITION TO A
GOVERNMENT-MADE PHARMACOPCEIA.

H. G. Posey, of New Orleans, one of the "good"
drug clerks, expres<;es himself as being unhesitatinglv
and unalterably opposed to a government pharma-
copoeia. He regards our Pharmacopoeia as at present
made as being far ahead of the government-made
pharmacopoeias of the world, even if it is; the result of
labors of love. He points out the fact that the United
States government is well represented among the
makers of our book of drug standards, and adds that
'Ve all have a hand in it to some extent." He thinks
ilie book will grow better and better, but would like

to see it admit proprietary preparations, apparently
overlooking the question of identity and purity tests

for them, and the arbitrary power of the manufac-
turers of such preparations to change their formulas
at any time, without notice, as was recently shown in

the Tyree's powder case. He concludes by saying:

If there is any good reason why our bureau chiefs

should make a pharmacopoeia for us I fail to see it. Our
committee of revision has met the government more than
half way in the matter of modification of certain require-
ments, and as congress had the good sense to make the
United States Pharmacopoeia a recognized standard, by all

means let us go on and continue its publication; we do
not need two pharmacopoeias, nor can we use them.

WHAT GOVERNMENT BUREAU WOULD DO THE WORK.

Referring to the proposed changes in the manner of

revising the Pharmacopoeia, the Bulletin of the Ameri-
can Pharmaceutical Association says

:

Our federal government—as all governments, more or
less—is bureaucratic, which may be the very best or the
very worst form of government, depending upon the in-

cumbent of the bureau. Besides there is no proper de-

partment in the federal government under whose direction
a pharmacopcEia could be compiled. Such a work cer-

tainly does not belong to either of the departments now
concerned in the enforcement of the drugs act, such as the
departments of agriculture, commerce and labor, state or
interior departments. The only department under whose
auspices the Pharmacopoeia should be established is a de-

partment of health and hygiene, and while such a depart-
ment has been proposed and incidentally a large commit-
tee has been appointed to forward such scheme, not a
single representative of pharmacy appears on that com-
mittee!

Much is made out of the fact that the European phar-
macopoeias are published by their respective governments,
which is, however, anything but a criterion for quick re-

visions since with a single excepton—the German Phar-
macopoeia, during the last two revisions—the European
pharmacopoeias are far more behind than ours. The
French Codex, for example, has not been revised since
1884, although a supplement has been issued since. It is

believed that our system of revising the Pharmacopffiia is

the best in the world. The size of the committee is not
any too large considering the vastness of this country and
the peoples which should be represented reaching from
Porto Rico to the Philippines.

The Pharmacopoeia of the United States, favorably to

perform its functions and to serve all the people under its

ffgis, should practically be an International Pharma-
coi)oeia.

Middle Ground.

Some who have sent opinions on the subject under
discussion cannot be said to have expressed them-
selves as being wholly opposed to the idea of the gov-
ernment's making the Pharmacopoeia, and yet are not
prepared to accept such an innovation without im-
posing certain conditions. Others do not express a
decided opinion, either with or without qualification.

These two classes have been grouped together under
one head, and will now be heard :

THE BRITISH PHARMACOPCEIA A ONE-MAN BOOK.

Dr. John Attfield, Watford, Eng., one of three edi-

tors of the British Pharmacopoeia of 1885, editor of

the British Pharmacopoeia of 1898, teacher, chemist,

writes

:

It is eleven years since I resigned my professorship of

practical chemistry at the pharmaceutical society. Be-
sides, the infirmities of age quite prevent me complying
with your request as to national drug standards. I am
sorry.

A BREEZY CONTRIBUTION FROM THE SEAT OF GOVERN-

MENT.

Dr. Murray Gait Motter, of Washington, secretary',

but not a member, of the board of trustees of the

United States Pharniacopoeial Convention, has lived at
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the capital long enough to see some of the wheels go
'round, and evidently his familiarity with official

methods has bred the usual thing. He wrote that he
was' just about to start to Europe to be gone two
months and expected to study the methods employed
by the "paternal" governments over there in regard
to pharmacopoeia-making. In the meantime, he said,

he was not prepared to express himself in print. But
scjme of the things he says are too good not to be pre-
served in print, for instance

:

From my present standpoint, a pharmacopoeia as an out-
put from the agricultural department would probably be
a freak crop, the marine-hospital service does not seem to
want it, the treasury department is not prepared for it,

and the department of commerce and labor has troubles
enough of its own. Revision committees in the past have
had increasing difficulties in getting out the work; should
they become infected with the governmental variety of
tmiia rubra, there is no telling where we would be.

AVorse even than red tape are the petty jealousies of
bureau chiefs and their subalterns, a serious handicap to

Ijrompt, effective, "honest label" work: Smith does the
work, but it goes into a bulletin labeled Jones, Chief of
Division. Can Smith be expected to keep up his enthu-
siasm and his efficiency when the fruits of his labor are
thus peeled for him?
On the other hand, now that the Pharmacopoeia is a

standard by act of congress, your Uncle Samuel must get
his finger into the pie. It is a large problem, one to be
worked out by a gradual evolution, not per saltus; hence
the wisdom of your course in inviting general discussion
in the pages of your valued journal.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE "LAYIN' LOW."

Dr. L. F. Kebler, of Washington, D. C, chief of
ihe drug laboratory, bureau of chemistry, department
of agriculture, who, with his bureau chief, Dr. Wiley.
lias had mucli to do with putting the federal pure food
and drug law into operation, says

:

I desire to state that the agitation referred to in your
letter in connection with the Pharmacopoeia has been
brought to our attention on several occasions. At present,
however, I am not prepared to make any statement on
the subject. I am sure Dr. Wiley would concur with me
in this position were he here, and therefore I make the
same reply for him to letter addressed tO" him on same
date as the one addressed to me.

AVOIDING CONTROVERSY.

Prof. C. Lewis Diehl, of Louisville, Ky., first vice-

chairman of the pharmacopceial revision committee,

teacher, druggist, does not care at this time to enter

into any controversy over the question under discus-

sion.

MANUFACTURERS SHOULD BE REPRESENTED.

Prof. E. L. Patch, Stoneham, Mass., member of the

iQoo convention, manufacturing chemist, suggests a

plan by which the delay in issuing the Pharmacopoeia

may be overcome. We believe the board of trustees

of the United States Pharmacopceial Convention is

doing some such work as is spoken of. Prof. Patch

writes

:

Every effort should be made to provide the broadest
possible platform as a basis for the construction of the

Pharmacopoeia. If placed in the hands of a small number
of government officials its scope might becqme too narrow
and its outlook too contracted. The large number of

practical changes which have been made at the suggestion
of manufacturers and dealers would give color to the be-

lief that they should be represented upon any official

board that is to have charge of the Pharmacopoeia; and
if it is to be issued by government authority, in addition
to two physicians from the army, two from the navy, two
from the marine-hospital service, three delegates from the

American Pharmaceutical Association and three from the

American Medical Association, as has been suggested, it

would be well to add three from the bureau of chemistry,
three to represent the manufacturing chemists and three
to represent the manufacturing pharmacists.

If such a board had funds and the authority to investi-

gate formulae and assay processes thoroughly before they
were adopted for the Pharmacopoeia it would undoubtedly
be of value, as a present difficulty is the introduction of

assay processes that are not perfected and formulae that
are in some cases defective. All such processes and for-

mula should not be experimental or theoretical, but abso-
lutely practical. No process or test of identity or purity
should be copied from other publications without being
verified as practical.

Arrangements sh. uld be made for the annual issue of

corrections and suggested changes in sufficient number to

provide all interested with copies. The amount of help-

ful suggestion so obtained would be of value. The ma-
terial so presented and collected should be filed and tabu-
lated so as to be available for use at any time, enabling
the committee to issue a revised volume at any promised
date and not subject the issue to protracted delays.

We should expect valuable information from the bureau
of chemistry, as they will have opportunity to gather
much valuable information as to the practical character of

processes and reliability of tests.

GOOD RESULTS FROM BAD METHODS.

Prof. R. H. Needham, of Fort Worth, Tex.,

teacher, thinks the methods pursued by the revision

committees of the past two decades have produced
unsatisfactory results in many ways, and have in-

volved too much correspondence. However, he

thinks the work done by the committees of revision

has been of the best.

ONE STEP ALRE.\DV TAKEN.

Dr. H. M. Pettit, of Carrollton, Mo., physician,

druggist, member of the 1900 convention, says that

the requirements of the pure food and drug law have

made a long step toward the Pharmacopceia's being a

truly government book, and he looks for other steps

to follow. He would like to see the revision commit-

tee less unwieldly.

MUCH ON BOTH SIDES.

F. W. Hancock, of Oxford, secretary of the North

Carolina Board of Pharmacy, declines to express an

opinion until he has heard the matter fully discussed.

He thinks much may be said on both sides.

Favor a Government Phamiacopoeia.

Those who either write in favor of a government-

made pharmacopoeia or express the belief that it is

sure to come are not confined to any particular walk

in life, or to any section of country, as the following

extracts and abstracts show

:

HOW THE SWISS PHARMACOPOEIA IS MADE.

Dr. Edward Schar, director of the pharmaceutical

institute. University of Strassburg, having had much
experience in governmental pharmacopoeia-making,

writes with a degree of authority on the subject. His

letter follows:

Answering your letter of June 12th, I beg leave to say

that I am not prepared to express any authoritative opin-

ion concerning the question of the mode of issue of the

United States Pharmacopoeia and National Formulary, not

being thoroughly and sufficiently acquainted with the de-

tails of the historical evolution of A.merican pharmacy.

Still I may mention, that in former years I have been in

my fatherland (Switzerland) the president of the com-

mittee appointed by the government of the Swiss Confed-

eration for the elaboration of the first official Swiss Phar-

macopoeia, published in 1893 by order of the said federal

government, in the name of the Swiss cantons, and legally

introduced in all parts of Switzerland. So I should think

that what has been possible in the Swiss republic might
alfo be possible in the American republic, which is a con-

federation of different States, just as Switzerland is a

confederation of twenty-two Cantons, which are small and
to a certain degree independent States for themselves. In

these next months the federal Swiss Pharmacopfflia will

be published in a new revised edition. The Swiss com-
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mittee of the pharmacopoeia consisted and still consists of

a certain number of pharmaceutical and chemical mem-
bers, viz.: practical pharmaceutical chemists and pro-

fessors of pharmacy (pharmacognosy) and chemistry and

a smaller number of medical members (physicians and
professors of medicine). The Swiss Pharmacopceia (in

1893) was issued in three (a German, a French and an

Italian) editions, corresponding to the three national lan-

guages of Switzerland, with an absolutely identical text

in the three editions. I do not knew whether the new
edition shall also be published in the three or only in two
languages. I have mentioned this question of language,

having been told some years ago by an American medical

man that a Spanish edition of the Pharmacopoeia might

prove useful in some western parts of the United States.

WE MIGHT AS WELL PREP.\RE FOR THE INEVIT.«iBLE

CHANGE.

William Mittlebach, of Boonville, Mo., retail drug-

gist, who has done valiant service for the Pharma-

copoeia among the druggists of his State, or, rather,

valiant service for the druggists of his State by direct-

ing more than their passing attention to the Pharma-
copoeia, says that this is a timely topic ; that "it is but

natural that such law and standard should emanate

wholly from congress, and we may expect such a

thing in the near future." He thinks that our medi-

cal and pharmaceutical bodies should get ready for

the change. Continuing, Mr. Mittlebach writes

:

The standardization of medicines was taken up so sud-

denly by our government that standards of private parties

had to he accepted necessarily. Such action could not be

avoided at this time; and the physicians and pharmacists

of the country can be proud that our Pharmacopceia is of

such a standard as to command the respect of our law-

makers to such an extent as to help them out in an emer-
gency. Future pharmacopceias, however, will, I believe,

emanate from the government itself, and all we can do

is to hope they will have the same careful attention in

their preparation as have those prepared by past pharma-
copceial bodies and committees. It will be our duty in the

future to indirectly Influence the compilation of the work
in such a way as to keep it up to its present high standard
of value.

The National Formulary was included in the pure food
and drug law because of its value as a supplement to the

Pharmacopceia itself, and because many of the formulas
are in . general use throughout the land. The pharma-
copoeia that will emanate from the government will in-

clude the best out of the National Formulary, and but one
book or guide will be issued, upon which the pure food
and drug law will be based. We may as well prepare our-

selves for such an event. It is bound to come. Medical
and pharmaceutical bodies can do much in controlling
the Influence of such legislation, if in their meetings and
deliberations they show an honest and active interest in

such work. We can indirectly still indicate what our
Pharmacopoeia shall contain. We, as the ones most
directly affected, can secure good and just standards if we
ask for them.

AX IDEAL GOVERNMENT SHOULD ISSUE THE PHARMA-
COPCEIA.

E. Fougera, of Brooklyn, whose name is linked in

the minds of American pharmacists with French prep-
arations, writes at some length on the subject of a
government-made pharmacopoeia, and as his point of

view is unique and his language rather picturesque,

we yield enough space to accommodate his letter in

full. We might add, by way of comment, that if

legislative and executive positions under our govern-
ment were held only by able, just and experienced
men, many of our troubles would cease : the question
is, How may this end be brought about ?

Replying to your esteemed favor of the 12th, permit me
to thank you for the courtesy extended, likewise for the
honor you do me.
Free discussion of the subject, pro and con, is the best

and fairest means of bringing out all the good and bad
points to the surface.

It is my opinion that a bill, such as introduced by
Representative Randall in the lower house of congress in

18S4*, would conciliate all parties at interest and the

supervisional authority of the government in selecting the
heads of the commission, either through congress or au-

thority of the president, protect the rights and health of

our citizens. The subject of pharmacy (remedies, etc.),

touching the health and life of the people as closely as It

does, should be under the immediate scope of the govern-
ment (representing the people, but. controlled by the peo-

ple), rather than in the hands cf ••cliques," be they medi-
cal, pharmaceutical or manufacturing—who have their

own special interests at heart, rather than the welfare of

the public.

We must not appoint one-headed commissions (like

the drug and food). That is vicious and allows chances
for political rottenness, also favoritism. Some arrange-
ment must be made whereby the commission shall be
composed of representative men from all learned bodies
interested in the question, and no one man dictator, be he
president, chief of the department of agriculture, or big
chief of the chemical department, or be he Dr. Wiley, the
wise, or Dr. Wiley, the faker.

The American Pharmacopoeia authorized and revised by
the American government would be right and proper. All

other private books on the subject should be condemned.
Like our flag and currency, our health should be properly
and safely looked after—the prosperity of the nation de-

mands it. Why should a work of this importance be in

the hands of private workers? If there's no money in it

(as they generally claim), it becomes a labor of love and
thankless task—martyrs sacrificing themselves—this basis

is too vague and unreliable; very unjust. If, on the other
hand, there's money in the venture, why allow a handful
of people to make a living out of something of vital con
sequence to the life of a nation, which should be under
strict vigilance as all other important matters relative to

the morals and health of the people? All such matters
which have a tendency toward the welfare of the public
should be under governmental supervision—not single in-

dividuals or cliques, but commissions representing the
public through its varied members, the majority vote de-

ciding; no committee of three, with a chairman decid-

ing.

The committee or commission might consist of three
medical men representing the army, three the navy, three
the American Medical Association, three from the Ameri-
can Pharmaceutical Association, three army pharmacists,
three navy pharmacists, three botanists, three chemists,
three microscopists, three biologists and three business
men. Seems to me that should make a fairly good repre-

sentative body. Of course, only the best men (as repre-

sentatives) should be selected. These men would make
the' American Pharmacopceia, the government would print

it, every pharmacist and manufacturer (of pharmaceuti-
cal preparations) would be compelled to have it. It would
cost $1.50 per copy and be issued decennially.

The metric system should be put into practice and all

those barbarous wet, dry and useless measures of old and
barbaric times, relegated to the garret of oblivion. Let us
progress. As an honest nation we should want to prosper
beneficially—that is to say, by adopting such laws and
proceedings as will invariably lead to "bono publico" in

fact and not in fancy.
The American Pharmacopoeia, published by and under

supervision of American government, as prepared by
American commission elected by congress!

This I believe the best and safest mode, as far as the
publication, etc., of said work and the safety of all de-

pendent thereon is concerned.
However, we must guard against a "packed" house of

congress. We must see that good men get into our house
of representatives and senate. Otherwise what is the
use? We want no Jesuits nor fakers.

SUGGESTIONS FOR A GOVERNMENT COMMISSION.

J. Diner, of New York, retail druggist, says that

even,'thing in the (June) Circular article is true, that

we are in an anomalous position as to our laws and
standards. He makes these suggestions:

1. Let congress create an official Pharmacopoeia and a
National Formulary commission.

2. Let said commission be appointed by the president.

•See The Druggists Cibcuiae for June, page 397.

—

Editor The Druggists Cibcciab.
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by the power granted him through above-mentioned act o£
congress.

3. Tbe appointment to be made from a list of names to
be submitted by the following institutions (1 or 2 from
each): The National Association of Boards of Pharmacy;
the American Pharmaceutical Association; the National As-
sociation of Retail Druggists; the American Medical As-
sociation; the United States marine-hospital corps; and
the United States agricultural department, (Of course
there may be other associations entitled to representation,
and if so, they also could and should be considered.)
^ commission of this kind would be official and would

be representative of the best elements in pharmacy and
medicine.

WOULD ABOLI.SJI THE NATIONAL FORMUL.\RV.

J. K. Lilly, of Indianapolis, Ind., who succeeded his

lather as president of Eli Lilly & Co., has this to say

:

The subject of changing the source of the United States
Pharmacopoeia is one of such tremendous importance that
I do not feel competent at this writing to give an intelli-

gent reply as to the desirability of placing it in the hands
of the government. In considering the matter so many
objections from both view-points are met with that it is

somewhat confusing.
It would seem inevitable that the Pharmacopceia should

eventually be a government publication, especially if it is

to remain the standard or basis for the enforcement of
the federal drugs act. The fact is that the Pharmacoposia,
as well as the National Formulary, are to-day part and
parcel of the federal drugs act, as I understand it, and
those in favor of government control have a strong argu-
ment when they present this fact and claim that if a part
of the law it should emanate from the government.
Our present pharmacopoeial commission have been so

efficient and have labored so unselfishly to give us our ex-
cellent standard that conservatism would ratlier indicate
that the present situation should not be disturbed. At the
same time one can see that if constructed by a commis-
sion representing all the different elements of the profes-
sion, very much as it is just now, but published under the
auspices of the government and by its authority, there
would be many advantages. In my mind, under such cir-

cumstances, it should be published at a very low cost so
that it would have even a greater circulation than it has
to-day.

Personally, I have never been able to become reconciled
to the two publications—a Pharmacopoeia and a For-
mulary. Why all preparations worthy of authoritative at-

tention should not be included in one book I am at a loss

to understand. For the United States Pharmacopoeia one
can have only the greatest admiration and confidence, for
it Is the best of all countries. Constructed by able and un-
selfish men for the benefit of medicine and pharmacy. For
the National Formulary, however, there is grave question
as to the necessity for its being and, if I may be excused
the term, it does not seem to me to be exactly respectable
for reasons that are too many to find a place in this letter.

Surely that which is good in it should be in the Pharma-
copffila and that which is not should not exist.

OBJECTS TO DELAY IN PUBLICATION.

F. B. Lillie, secretary of the Oklahoma Board of

Pharmacy, writes:

In response to your communication I desire to say:
That unless some different arrangements are made in the
methods of transacting business by the Pharmacopceial
Convention than has obtained in the past, I certainly shall

be In favor of a government Pharmacopceia. If there is

any good valid reason why a book like this should appear
six years after it was supposed to be published I have
failed to find it.

Since the enactment of the pure food and drugs law I

believe there is a much stronger argument than the above
in favor of a government Pharmacopoeia.

WANTS UNITED STATES AS A SILENT PARTNER.

Prof. Frederick J. WuUing, of Minneapolis, dele-

.qate to the 1900 convention, teacher, wrote hurriedly,

but took time to say

:

I would not like to see the making of the Pharmacopoeia
taken away from the pharmaceutical and medical profes-
sions. It would be a step in advance if the federal gov-
ernment could be gotten to co-operate with the pharma-

cists and physicians in the publication of the Pharma-
copoeia. Tf the work of revision and publication could be
controlled by those now having charge of these matters
and the work carried out and paid for by the government,
it is more than probable that all past delays in the re-

vision work and issuance of the revised editions would
not need to be repeated. While I can see a goodly num-
ber of advantages that would grow out of a government-
made Pharmacopceia I yet am not willing that the control

of the revision should pass from the two professions who
have given us the best Pharmacopoeia now in existence.

Of course it is doubtful whether the government would
co-operate in the manner suggested.

THE GOVERNMENT AND THE PHARMACOPCEIA SHOULD
BE MORE INTIMATELY CONNECTED.

Dr. Philip Mills Jones, of San Francisco, secretary

of the Medical Society of the State of California, who,

as editor of that society's journal, has done so much
to bring about the campaign of exposing the fraudu-

lent character of many of the nostrums, advertised in

the medical journals as being "strictly ethical," writes:

My view has always been that the connection between
the government and the pharmacopoeial revision commit-
tee, or the Pharmacopoeia itself, should be very much more
intimate.

It seems to me, furthermore, that the work which the

council on pharmacy and chemistry of the American
Medical Association is doing, partakes very largely of the

nature of work which should be done either by the gov-

ernment or by the pharmacopoeial committee, preferably

by a combination of both. In the course of time this may
come about.

GOVERNMENT OWNERSHIP, BUT PRIVATE WORKERS.

M. C. Peter, of Louisville, Ky., wholesale druggist,

thinks that "if the Pharmacopceia is to be a law book,

as it seems it is, it should undoubtedly have the sanc-

tion of the government," but "the men most competent

to make the book are not and ought not to be govern-

ment employes." He thinks that the United States

might issue the book, but that it should be compiled

by representatives from the American Pharmaceutical

Association, the American Medical Association, and

the chemical societies. As the governor of Kentucky

appoints as members of the board of pharmacy for

that State men recommended for such appointment by

the State pharmaceutical association, so might the

revision committee be appointed (by the president of

the United States). He is "inclined to think that

the government having it in charge would expedite the

work in many ways, and certainly give great authority

to it."

Some editorial comments on the opinions expressed

by the various correspondents quoted above and in

the CiRCUL.XR for last month, appear elsewhere in this

issue.

Medicinal Beverages.
The federal internal revenue bureau has declined to ap-

prove any formulas of medicines submitted by the manu-
facturers. The commissioner says that all new products

containing alcohol will be subject to the inspection of the

revenue officials, their liability to taxation depending as

heretofore upon their content of medicinal ingredients.

The bureau has under examination a number of pro-

prietary preparations and it is reported that an additional

list of those containing alcohol in unnecessarily large quan-

tities, thus rendering the manufacturer and the seller lia-

ble to a special tax, will be promulgated in the near

future. At the present time tha list remains as printed

on page US of the Circul.\b for April, 1906, with the

elimination of Hostetter's bitters and the addition of Se-

vera's stomach bitters.

John A. Handy, Ph. C„ '06, has been appointed in-

structor in chemistry in the school of chemistry of the

University of Minnesota.
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DRUG STORE ADVERTISING

By M. P. GOULD, of New York

In this department some of the fundamentals of

successful drug store advertising will be expounded
each month. The aim is to correct errors of adver-

tising and establish the most profitable and advisable

methods of. building up retail drug trade by means of

the powerful influence of advertising.

Keeping Business.

New druggists, clerks, Junior partners and others are

looking for good openings. They do not select a place

right under the eaves of a big aggressive successful drug
store. They go as far away from such a store as they can.

When they want to start in business for themselves, they

try to pick out some druggist who is asleep, and before he
wakes up, they get their business started right under his

nose. Then he, being drowsy, has still more of his busi-

ness taken away from him before he realizes that the new
comers are going to amount to anything.
But if you have been progressive, if you have been a

heavy advertiser, if you go after the trade in your locality

in a large merchandizing way, you not only increase

your own business, but you scare off prospective competi-
tors.

C.\X YOU IMAGINE THIS?

It you knew that within twelve months from to-day a
good big store would probably start up right across the
street from you and enter into a very progressive cam-
paign of advertising, you might have the "blues" a little

while thinking of it. Then you would get your nerve back
and would begin to puepare for the struggle. You would
put your store in a better condition, you would begin to

advertise so as to forestall any effort that the new com-
petitor would make; you would tighten up the reins and
improve every part of your service: you would be more
polite to your customers, more accommodating; you would
do more for your customers; you would be very alert in

your buying and would be looking for attractions all the
time for the inside of your store, for your counters and
for your windows. Vou would give more attention to your
advertising. You would do everything in your power to

put your store in such a position that the new store would
have "hard going" when it did open.

Now if you will adopt the same tactics exactly when any
move is made toward opening a new store near you, the
man looking for a location will not be likely to select one
near you.

WHAT THE .ADVERTISING SHOULD BE.

In planning any kind of advertising campaign, whether
it be for a drug store under ordinary cirpumstances, or
whether it be for some cut-rate war, the first thing for you
to consider is this:

How much advertising will it require to create the im-
pression which it is necessary for me to create if this
campaign is to be successful?

Six things should guide you iu coming to a decision.
First, your past experience. If you have not any, or

have had very little such experience, this first phase is of
course eliminated.

Second, your observation of what others have done in
similar circumstances. If you have not had an oppor-
tunity to observe extensively or closely along this line,

then this phase, also is eliminated.

Third, you should take all of the papers published in
your locality, spread them out before you and study what
the other merchants—not only the druggists, but the other
kind of merchants in your town^are doing. Study the
size of their space, the positions which their advertise-
ments occupy, the results which they have accomplished.

Fourth, figure out what amount of space you will have
to use in order to do the work which you know must be
(lone. In figuring on the space, get estimates on a con-
tract in such a way that it can be cancelled or can be
varied largely. You may find that after you start your
advertising you may not need to use as big a space as you
Intended; you may find that it will pay you to go in less
frequently and to use bigger space; on the contrary, you

may find that it will pay better to go in oftener and
use smaller space. These points have to be worked out
while the campaign is on. Also select your position in the
paper so that you can know that your advertisement will

be seen when you do put it in the paper.
Fifth, when these points are settled, then consider your

finances and see if you are able to carry out the program
that you have laid out. Do not think of your finances tin-

til you come to that point. Furthermore, do not start a
campaign of advertising which you will be able to keep
up only a very short time, because in advertising, the
plums come to the people who hold on. Very often an
advertising campaign fails because it cannot be carried

over the crest of the hill. It goes nearly to the top and
then rolls back down the hill and fails, because there was
not enough power to push it over the crest to success.

How long you will have to keep this up until it is a big

success can only be found out by actual experience. There
is not an expert in the world who can tell you to a cer-

tainty. He may give you good advice as to what you pro-

bably will find, but there are so many elements entering
into the success or failure that you will neveT know until

you try it. One month of experience is worth ten years
of theory in advertising. If your finances will not allow

you to do exactly what you want to do in advertising,

then come as near to it as you can. Always remember in

advertising that "one six-foot man is stronger than two
three-foot boys." In other words, one advertisement of a

quarter page is stronger than two advertisements of an
eighth page. There are exceptions, but as a general rule,

this holds true. It is especially true of an active cam-
paign when there is a competitive fight on for busi-

ness.

Sixth, ihe last consideration and the most important of

all is the condition of your store. It is not good business
to offer a dried up orange peel to a man who wants to buy
a whole ripe orange. Your store must not give the lie to

your advertising. You must offer something which shrewd
buyers who have been to all the other stores will recog-

nize at a glance as being good value. Good value consists

not only in low prices; it consists of an attractive store:

it consists of attractive goods; it consists of well-displayed

goods; it consists of accommodating service and accommo-
dating clerks and courteous treatment; it consists of quick
delivery, the quickest that you can possibly make; it

consists of everything which makes the modern store at-

tractive to the buyer.

SUPPLEMENTARY AD^-EBTISINO.

In addition to your newspaper advertising there is a

great amount of other advertising that ought to be fig-

ured on. In some localities newspapers have such a poor
standing that they do not carry a great deal of weight and
cannot be depended upon to make a success for a store.

Other strong advertising must be issued—circulars in at-

tractive form, crowded full all the time with special an-

nouncements, and mailed to a selected class.

Remember that street car cards in an active advertising

campaign are of little or no service.

Billboards under the same conditions are of little serv-

ice.

Advertising must be strong and to the point. It must
look for immediate results as well as for the building up
of the reputation of the house.

Pharmacy In Darkest Africa.

In a recent issue of the Chetnist and Drugriist. London
was printed a photograph and a description of the Eng
lish pharmacy at Khartoum. Prior to Kitchener's c

paign of. 1898, this Sudanese city was closed to

civilized peoples. To-day it is a mecea for central Af-

rican tourists. Knowing that the English tourist gen-

erally wants what he has been accustomed to, Lieut G.

N. Morhig, of the medical corps in the Egyptian army,
determined to supply this demand to visitors to the

junction of the Blue and the White Niles. All Mr. Mor
hig's fixtures and stock were transported from London
and the photograph shows the store to compare favorably
with anv in the European or American centers of civiliza-

tion.

Jlr. Knocker—I had little faith in the curative proper-
ties of your patent medicine. The Agent—-But it cured
you? Mr. Knocker—Yes, of even the little faith I had
In it.

—

Western Drug Record.
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Hints for the Window Trimmer.
Keep the show windows well dressed, or a little better

than you think you can afford. This is the advice of
R. W. Peekin in the Confectioner's Journal. To this we
may add that it is not a whit less good for druggists than
for confectioners. Every successful man knows the value
of the neat appearance of himself and his clerks; some
however fall to consider the appearance of the store front,
yet many people see the window display who may never
see the men behind it. If the passers-by like the window

display it is but natural that they should be interested in

the proprietor of the store.

In even the smaller towns there are many people on the
main thoroughfares long after all the shops have been
closed. At this time the streets are not crowded and the
passers-by are not, as a general thing, hurried. They
will stop to look at a well-lighted window and their recol-

lection of what was there displayed will often more than
repay the man who realized the ability of his windows to

work overtime at a slight expense.
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ATTBACTIVENESS AND UTILITT SHOULD BE COMBINED.

Attractiveness is an essential feature of window dis-

plays. But even an attractive display which will sell no
goods is worse than useless. Every person passing a win-
dow may be attracted by some mechanical "dingbat" per-

forming behind the glass, but his stopping to gaze is with-
out profit to the storekeeper unless there is some induce-
ment offered to tempt him to become a purchaser, either
then or at some future time. The keeper of the amuse-
ment tent at the county fair does not make his living
from those who but stop to look at the pictures behind the
"barker"; it is those who are impressed by the language
of this latter gentleman and fain would see what is inside,
who fill the showman's coffers. Better to place a card in
the window with the name and the price of a seasonable
preparation, than to rig up a three ring circus which is

amusing to the people but not profitable to the proprietor
of the store. In fine: Say something about something
you have to sell, in every display. Whether you say it in
printed words or in sign language—say it.

VACATION NEEDS.

The rush of the vacation season is at its height. Every
vacationist needs several drug store articles during his
absence from town. It behooves his town druggist to sup-
ply him before he goes away; and it pays to call his at-

tention to such needs by displaying them. Here is a sug-
gestion for a display that should make sales.

Gather together as many time tables, route cards, resort
folders and the like, as can be obtained. A trip to the
railroad station and a few cents spent for post cards will
bring in hundreds. Scatter these; some partly open, some
extended, and some closed, all over the floor of the win-
dow. Intersperse photographs of popular and quiet re-

sorts, as well as maps. Arrange several traveling bags
about the window, with a trunk or large case in the cen-
ter if there is room. These bags should not be entirely
closed, and from their interiors should protrude brushes,
soaps, powders, razors, anything appropriate that the
stock will supply. Do not get in too many of one arti-

cle. No traveler buys a dozen hair brushes; and five
boxes of soap would be about all a two-weeks-off man
could carry. Do not crowd the display, but place in con-
spicuous positions cards giving the range in prices of the
several articles exhibited. A large card should set forth
the advantage of starting forth properly equipped; and
another might say something about taking along such
remedies as the traveler will probably need and also state
the willingness of the store to forward any desired medi-
cine.

WINDOW SIGN.

C. L. Deo, in the "New Idea, says that the most service-
able sign he has ever found is one made from a rectangular
piece of thick glass, painted on one side with black paint
and having a white border painted around the other side.
Any lettering may be painted on the glass side with zinc
oxide rubbed with mucilage of acacia. The effect is strik-
ing, and the lettering may be removed with water when
desired.

VIOLET TALCUM POWDER.
Cover the floor of the window with white or cream-

colored cheese cloth or silk; puff it up as artistically as
possible (feminine fingers are of great help here), scatter
over it rosettes and bows of violet baby-ribbon. In the
center of the space, place a large glass punch-bowl—bor-
rowed from a friendly caterer if necessary—fill this with
artificial or real violets. On either side and somewhat
more distant from the glass, place two large wooden
bowls gilded or covered with gilt foil—iron evaporating
dishes will do very well. Fill these heaping with white
flour. Scatter boxes of the talcum powder in picturesque
disarrangement about the window. A large card with a
comparison of the dainty fragrance of the powder and the
flowers should be given a permanent place in the window.
The background should match the floor covering in color,
with overhanging violet drapery caught up with gilt
cords.

By varying the color scheme and the flowers, talcum of
any odor may be shown. Do not, however, use red or
orange lavishly in a display that is intended to convey an
impression of summer comfort. A touch of either of these
colors added to a display in an appropriate shade of green
is very effective, however.

SODA WATER.
Get some long straw and twist it into long braids, coil

these around pegs fastened in the center of the window
floor, to form an ellipse about 3 by 4 feet, with the sides

8 inches high. Twist a thicker braid of straw and fasten
it as a handle to the "basket." Fill in the surrounding
window space with green-dyed excelsior. Heap the "bas-
ket" with sawdust or some other filler and pile :in top a
dispJay of various fruits: oranges, lemons, pineapples,
grap'.'s, peaches, cherries, etc., interspersed with branches
bearing green leaves.
This same basket, idea may be used to advertise nut

sundaes by filling the basket with nuts, burrs and colored
leaves; using yellow, red and brown leaves for the floor
covering, in either case, do not forget that some folks
may think the display is a county-fair exhibit, hence, dis-

play a few enlightening cards.

.\ WARM AND COOL CONTRAST.

Here is another cool suggestion for the window.
In one side of the window construct a hot city street,

using bright sand for the roadway, red toy "brick" houses
for the residences. Give it every touch of heat that can
be added.
Hang up in the rear a warm orange-yellow back-

ground.
In the other side of the window place a mirror on the

floor and scatter about it green "grass," to form a bit of
rolling country with a purling brook meandering through
it. Scatter some diminutive trees in shady groves here
and there about the "country," add a few toy cowa loiter-

ing in and along the stream, browsing upon the daisy-
strewn grass. The background should be of a nice cool
gray-blue tint.

Between the two displays stand a large card with the
following legend:

: From the Heated Town to the :

: Cool Country in One Minute, for 5

: cents, at Our Soda Fountain. :

This idea, properly carried out, ought to prove a fetch-

ing advertisement.

Prevention of Self-Drugging.
There are societies for the prevention of cruelty to

children and animals, says A. W. Bromley in the Pharma-
ceutical Journal, and the propagandist methods of their
officers might well be adopted by an anti-quackery asso-
ciation. When a noticeable case of cruelty comes to the
notice of the proper authorities, it is heralded far and
wide, in the hope that the publicity given to one case will
prevent the occurrence of others. When the use of a
nostrum results in injury or death the half column article

of the sensational reporter is blue-penciled down to a
tiny paragraph lest it injure an advertiser. Even when
such an occurrence is the topic in the house of commons
the newspaper report is couched in extremely vague
terms.
Mr. Bromley suggests the organization of an anti-quack-

ery association among the English "chemists." Ridicule
he considers the dealer's best weapon.
A sample of Mr. Bromley's advertising follows:

Your lO'/i pence for a "patent" medicine may sometimes be
divided as follows: Advertising, 6 pence; stamp, 1% pence:
makers profit, 1 penny; distributing expenses, >4 penny; pack-
age, ifc penny, and medicine. Vi penny. These figures are
founded upon the statement of a well-known "patent" medi-
cine manufacturer To get value for your money buy Bome-
thing that your chemist makes himself.

Referring to what he styles "the substitution and worth-
less imitation lies," Mr. Bromley says that he has been
looking for a worthless imitation of something—anything
—for years, without success.

Shortening the Drug Store Day.
Tiring at last of working fifteen or sixteen hours each

day, the druggists of Youngstown, 0., have agreed to close
their stores at S.30 o'clock each evening, with the excep-
tion of Saturday.
To close at 10 o'clock every night, and on Sunday after-

noons and legal holidays, is the best agreement the drug-
gists of Pittston. Pa., could reach on the rest question.
And all of them did not come in at that.

Honesdale. Pa., druggists are still content to labor far

into the night, but they now close up tight on Sundays
with the exception of from 9 to 10 a. m. and 6 to 7 p. m.
Nothing but real drug store goods will be sold during
these hours.
At Farmington, N. H., the drug stores are closed from

11a. m. Sundays to the following Monday morning.
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The Approaching A. Ph. A. Meeting.

Proposed Program.
The approval of ttie council is awaited for the program

of the sessions of the meeting to be held in this city. As
submitted to that body, the schedule for the various sec-

tions ie as follows:

MondaT, September 2d

—

« A. M. Council meeting.
S P. M. First general session.
9 P. M. Reception.

Tuesday, September 3d—
10 A M. Second general session.
3 P. M. Session of the section on practical pharmacy

and dispensing.
S P. M. Session of the section on practical pharmacy

and dispensing.
Wednesday. September 4th—

10 A. ML Session of the section on education and legisla-

! P. U. Session of the section on education and legisla-

8 P. M. Meeting of faculties.
Session of the section on commercial interests,

Thursday. September 5th—
10 A. M. Session of the section on scientiflu papers.
3 P. M. Session of the section on scentific papers.
8 P. M. Session of the section on commercial interests.

Joint meeting of faculties and boards.

Friday. September 6th—
10 A. M. Session of the section on historical pharmacy.
8 P. M. Lecture under the auspices of the scientific sec-

tion, or if this is not provided, simultaneous
session of the other sections.

Saturday, September 7th—
9:30 A. M. Final general session.

3 P. M. Council meeting.

ENTERTATSMENT.

Although some people consider the entertainment fea-

tures of association meetings a detraction from the real

purpose of the convention, a fixed program of amusement
is in fact a means of securing better attendance at the
convention. Left to themselves, delegates from a dis-

tance would seek to amuse themselves and to see the
town, often absenting themselves from the meetings to do
so. Local Secretary Cook and his associates upon the local

committee have tentatively agreed upon the following pro-

gram of entertainment for those attending the 1907 meet-
ing, and hare submitted It to the council for approval:
Monday—

9 P. M. Reception, supper and dance in the Hotel Astor.
Tuesday—

10 A. M. to 4:30 P. M. Automobile ride tor the ladies, to
and through Bronx Park, with li,mcheon at the
park and returning for afternoon tea 4:30 to
6.30 P. M. at the hotel.

Wednesday Bvenmg—
Theater party for all.

Thursday—
4:30 to 6:3t P. M. Afternoon tea for the ladies.

Friday—
2 P. it Steamboat ride down the harbor, with a "Shore

Dinner" at Coney Island, visiting Luna Park
and Dreamland and returning about 10:30 P. M.

Something About New York.

New Tork is so large that one "center" is not enough
for it: the stock exchange is the center of the financial

district; the post ofiBce is the center of the down-town
business district; Broadway and Twenty-third street Is

the center of the shopping district; Broadway and Forty-
second street has about wrested from Broadway and
Thirty-fourth street the title of center of the hotel and
theater district.

THE HOTEL ASTOR.

At the Forty-second street corner stands one of the most
conspicuous of the uptown landmarks, the new Times
Building. Its site is a triangle made by Broadway,
Seventh ayenue and Forty-second street. Just north of

this building is Times Square. Facing this square, and
occupying the entire block between Forty-fourth and
Forty-fifth streets, is the Hotel Aster, which will be the
headquarters of the American Pharmaceutical Association
at its fifty-flfth annual meeting, to be held the first week
in September. This hotel—which must not be confused
with the old Astor House, away down town—is one of the
largest, newest and best appointed of New York's hos-
telries. It is conducted on the European plan only, its

rates ranging from $2.50 a day for a single inside room,
or $3.50 a day for an Inside room for two. up to |G a day
for a single outside room with bath. Between these ex-

tremes there are various prices for various kinds of ac-

comodation. For a parlor bed room and bath for one or
two persons, from ?12 to 530 a day is charged. This hotel

is provided with plenty of dining rooms, banquet halls,
grill rooms, cafes, etc., and ample assembly halls, com-
mittee rooms and the like.

GETTING ROOM AND BOARD.

Those who come to the meeting and cannot secure rooms
at the Astor, or prefer some other place, have a large
number to select from. Facing Times square, or within
from one-half to five minutes' walk of it, are dozens of
hotels, as well as hundreds of private houses in which
there are rooms to let. The Evening Telegram carries many
advertisements of "rooms to let." These usually range
in price from about ?3 a week up to about $10 or $12 a
week, according to size, service, location, etc. For $7 a
week one may secure within a block or two of the Hotel
Astor, quarters which are in many respects more com-
fortable than could be secured in a hotel for twice that
price. Of restaurants around Times Square there is no
end, ranging from Rector's and Shanley's and the big
hotel cafes and dining rooms, all the way down to the
dairy lunch places where one can get a good clean "quick
lunch" for 10 or 15 cents.
Some of the hotels, quickly accessible from Times

Square, are mentioned below, the rate given being the
minimum for room alone:
Albany Broadway and Forty-first $160
Algonquin 59 West Forty-fourth 2 00
Alliance 250 West Forty-fourth I'zsAmherst 207 West Fifty-third
Bartholdi Broadway and Twenty-third '. i'ik
Belmont 116 West Forty-fifth 2'ooBelmont Park avenue and Forty-second 2.00
Breslm Broadway and Twenty-ninth 160
Bristol 124 West Forty-ninth I'oo
Buckingham Fifth avenue and Fiftieth V. I'so
Cadillac Broadway and Forty-third 150
Calvert Broadway and Forty-first .'

Cambridge 149 West Forty-ninth
Criterion 143 West Fortieth ;

Cumberland Broadway and Fifty-fourth 2.50
Delmonico's Fifth avenue and Forty-.fourth
Devon 70 West Fifty-fifth ."
Dunlop 149 West Forty-fourth
Dunmore 230 West Forty-second
Empire Broadway and Sixty-third ' '"

i'oO
Fifth Avenue Fifth avenue and Twenty-third 2'.00
Flander's 133 West Forty-seventh 2 OO
Gallatin 70 West Forty-sixth 2'00
Gerard 123 West Forty-fourth 1 oo
Grand Broadway and Thirty-first '. I'ooGrand Union Park avenue and Forty-second l.OO
Grenoble Seventh avenue and Fifty-sixth ISO
Hamilton 1.32 West Forty-fifth I'ooHawthorn 70 West Forty-ninth
Herald Square Thirty-fourth, near Broadway 150Hoffman House Broadway and Twenty-fifth 2 00
Holland Fifth avenue and Thirtieth 200
Imperial Broadway and Thirty-second 2.00
Iroquois 49 West Fifty-fourth
Ivnlckerbocker Broadway and Forty-second 266
Lexington iril West Forty-seventh '.'. 15Q
Lincoln Broadway and Fifty-second i'ooLong Acre (Men).. 157 West Forty-seventh 160
Lorraine Fifth avenue and Forty-fifth
Manhattan Madison and Forty-second 2.00Mane Antoinette...Broadway and Sixtv-sixth 160Markwell Broadway and Fortv-ninth 150Marlborough Broadway and Thirty-sixth ""

I'eoMartha Washing-
ton (Women) 29 East Twenty-ninth 150Martinique Broadway and Thirty-second '.

Maryland 104 West Forty-ninth 125
Metropole Broadway and Forty-second i'ooMurray Hill Park and Fortieth 2 00Navarre. Thirty-eighth and Seventh avenue...', l.'eoNormandie Broadway and Thirtv-eighth 1.50Park Avenue Park and Thirty-third 1 so
Portland and Nor-
folk 132 West Forty-seventh

Renaissance Fifth avenue and Forty-third
Royalton 52 West Forty-fourth .'..'.

San Rafael B5 West Forty-fifth 3 00Saranac Broadway and Forty-second 100
Sherry's Fifth avenue and Fortv-fourth

'

Somerset 152 West Forty-seventh 2.00
St. .Tames 1(19 West Forty-fifth
St. Margaret 129 West Forty-seventh
St. Regis Fifth avenue and Fifty-fifth S.'OO
Stanley 124 West Forty-seventh
T;mes_ Square 20S West Forty-third 1.50
Victoria Broadway and Twenty-seventh 2.00Wa dorf-Astoria ..Fifth avenue and Thirtv-fourth 2.60
Wellington Seventh avenue and Fifty-fifth 2.00
Woodstock 125 West Forty-third 150Woodward Broadway and Fifty-fifth 2.00
Wroxeter 1.39 West Fortv-fifth
"^ork Seventh avenue and Thirty-sixth 1.50

GETTING AROUND I?f THE CITY.

Visitors reaching the city via Jersev City or Hoboken
should take the Twenty-third street boat from the ter-
minal of whichever railway they came over. This boat
will land them at the foot of West Twenty-third street,
where they should board Twenty-third street cars and
transfer north at Seventh avenue for a car which will
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carry them to the door of the Hotel Aster. Such of the

older visitors as want to revive memories of their child-

hood days, and such of the younger ones as have never

ridden in a horse car and wish to acquire the experience

to relate on their return home as one of the surprising
features of their trip, may board a Twenty-eighth and
Twenty-ninth street horse car at the Twenty-third street

ferry and transfer north at Seventh a%'enue. Visitors

coming over the West Shore railway should take the Forty-

second street boat and a Forty-second street crosstown
car to Seventh avenue. Those who arrive at the Grand
Central depot should take a Forty-second street car going

who are unfamiliar with the city, it may be stated that
there is no regularity in the numbers on the houses on
Broadway and the avenues, but on the cross streets num-
ber 1 is on the corner of Fifth avenue, number 101 is on
.he corner of Sixth avenue, number 201 is on the corner
of Seventh avenue, and so on. All these are "West.''
Walking on the avenues or Broadway, one should reckon
about twenty blocks as a mile; walking on the cross
streets, about six blocks.

SIGHT-SEEIXG.

Strangers who wish to get a good idea of the city may
do so by taking some of the automobile sightseeing trips.

ilap of a Portion of New York Clt

west (which will be to their right as they come out of the
station to Forty-second street) and get off at Seventh
avenue.

All surface cars either pass Times Square, or Issue
transfers to cars that do. The transfer must be obtained
from the conductor at the time of paying the fare. There
is a subway station at Times Square, and both the Sixth
and Ninth avenue elevated lines have stations at Forty-
second street,

XEW YORK'S STREET SYSTEM.

The accompanying diagram gives an idea of that por-
tion of the street system of New York which embraces
the Twenty-third street ferry, the Grand Central depot and
the lower extremity of Central Park. The Hotel Astor is

near the center of this section of the citv. To aid those

and also a sail around Manhattan Island on one of the

various sight-seeing boats. A drive through Central Park
and to Grant's tomb in Riverside Park makes a pleasant
trip, and a sail to Coney Island is always in order on a
hot day. The sail up the Hudson River on a pretty day
is worth coming from Europe for, and the Jamestown Ex-
position is a day-and-night sail from New York, or about
twelve hours distant by rail. Indeed it will doubtless pay
many Western druggists to purchase Exposition tickets
for their trip to this city. The Statue of Liberty, the
Aquarium, the Bronx "Zoo" and botanical gardens,
the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Museum of Natural
History, the large stores, the theaters and roof gardens,
the near-by ocean resorts and many other attractions will
more than fill in all the spare time which visitors will
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have, and will doubtless cause many of them to prolong
their trips beyond the week of the meeting.
Of course the local committee will provide entertainment

of various kinds, but the council is so long in deciding
upon a program that the local secretary has been heavily
handicapped in this matter, not knowing on what days or
,a what hours the crowd will be free to seek amusement.

NEXT YE.VR.

For many years the Arkansas druggists have been try-

ing to get the association to meet at Hot Springs. They
are working to that end now, and have sent out booklets
>ottlng forth some of the inducements offered by that
I'amouB resort. Taking a dozen years into consideration,
the. association has held its meeting successively in an
li:afliern city, a Western resort, an Eastern city, a Western
Tasort. an Eastern city, a Western city, an Eastern city, a
Western resort, a Western city, an Eastern resort, a West-
ern city, an Eastern city. It seems as if the West were
(^ntitlod to the next meeting, and that it should be held at

Mr. Caspar! signs himself "Jr.." although he is the senior

Caspari of the association, while his son Charles E., who
is not a "Jr.," is the junior. Complications growing out of

this condition of affairs are usually more ludicrous than

The Stroller.

Well, sir, this is the first time that I ever wrote an il-

lustrated piece; most of my stories are so plain that no
diagrams are needed, but this is going to be a fancy one,
and that accounts for the use of the pictures. At least,

that's one way to account for them, but on the le.vel there
is another and a better reason that is nobody's business.

Just Look Who'll Be Here.

—

In my day I have done a good deal of strolling to get to
the meetings of the American Pharmaceutical Association.
but this year the association is coming to me—which is

more than Mohammed could say about the mountain.
There are lots of druggists around these parts who have
never seen some of the shining lights of the association,
and I feel it to be my bounden duty to do the Baedeker
stunt for them, so that when the shining lights begin to

phosphoresce and scintillate, the local contingent may be
wise as to the source of the sparks and rays, even if the
ihairman does fail to enforce the rule that each speaker
must announce his name before speaking out in meet-
in'.

PRESIDENT ELIEL.

First and foremost then, ladies and gentlemen, permit
me to introduce to your kind attention the worthy presi-

ilent of this great body of American pharmacists, Leo Eliel,

of South Bend, Indiana, the State made famous by Gen-
•ral Lew Wallace. James Whitcomb Riley, George Ade.
Benjamin Harrison. Vice-President Fairbanks and several
others, who also ran. The great diversity in the climate
of this wonderful member of the sisterhood of American
States may be plausibly accounted for by the sunshine of

Riley and Ade, the frigidity of Fairbanks, and the at-

mospheric currents put into motion by these an-
tagonistic and diametrically opposite meteorological
factors, all of which combined, however, are not able
to change the even and cheerful disposition of our honored
president. Mr. Eliel conducts what is known as an ethical

pharmacy, but he says himself it was only by a narrow-
margin that he finally made a go of it, and but for the
lucky appearance at the critical juncture of an epidemic
of sickness, he would not have been able to maintain his

establishment as a pharmacy, pure and simple. A larger
picture and a more extended notice of Mr. Eliel appears on
rage 369 of the Circlti..4^r for October, 1906, published at

the time of his election to the presidency of the associa-

tion.

VIOE-PRESIDEXT MITTEI.BACH.

The ranking vice-president of the association is a plain
country druggist who glories in the foot-ball-sounding
name of Mittelbach—and if that isn't worth more than
four quarter-backs or two half-backs, you get your money
back—but Mr. Mittelbach, whose front name is William,
being from Boonville. which is in the State of Missouri,
you'll have to show him before you get either your half
or your quarter back.

SECRET.iRT C.\SP.\Rr .VXD TREASURER SITEPPARD.

The Siamese twins of the association are the secretary
and treasurer, Charles Caspari, of Baltimore, and S. A. D.
Sheppard, of Boston. Both have literally grown gray in

the service; their election each year is looked for as a
matter of course, and first one and then the other—turn
and turn about—makes the little speech of acceptance.

LEO EI.IEI,. WILLIAM MITTELBACH.

President and Vice-President of the Association. Re-
spectively.

CHARLES CASPARI, JI

The Siamese Twins Who Keep Things Moving

JOHN- I'RI LLOYD.

Two Distinguished

distressing, so no formal action on the part of the asso-
ciation to settle the matter has yet been called for. Speak-
ing about nomenclature and such, Mr. Sheppard Is not as
sad as his initials tend to indicate, and he always makes
the reporters glad by furnishing them with ready-made
abstracts of his annual report. Hoch der Shappard!

THE REPORTER ON THE PROGRESS OF PHARMACY.
There's a good Diehl in the association and his name is

C. Lewis. His principal distinction outside of pharmacy
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is the fact that he both hails from Kentucky (Louisville)

and is not a colonel. He had been reporter on the pro-

gress of pharmacy for so long that when he refused to

serve longer the man who succeeded him was spoken of at

first as a new Diehl, but later it was decided that he was a

mis-deal and the association wasn't happy until it got its

old Diehl back, and since then it has kept him so busy

that he hasn't had a chance to get out. Mr. Diehl is head

editor of the National Formulary, and, as such is doing

some of the best work that is being, has been, or is likely

ever to be done for the association.

THE GENTLEMAN FKOil STBINGTOWN.

John Uri Lloyd (which must not be pronounced John

you're alloyed, for he isn't, but is the pure metal), is per-

haps better known outside of pharmaceutical circles than

any member of the association. Because why? For one

not to know is to be himself unknown, for who wrote all

those six best-selling books the other year but this self-

same Stringtown scribe, A. Ph. A. ex-president, and joint

founder of perhaps the greatest pharmaceutical library in

existence, the Lloyd Library, of Cincinnati? Mr. Lloyd is

also from ole Kaintuck, but Cincinnati now claims him
as a citizen.

TWO DEANS.

The next pair on the list is made up of the teaching

heads (or is it the head teachers?) of our oldest two
pharmaceutical schools, Joseph P. Remington and H. H.

Rusby. Mr. Remington—we're not allowed to call 'em

"Professor" in the A. Ph. A.—is a dean but not a sardine,

for sardines come in cans, and nobody can can Dean Rem-
ington, not even a can-can artist. His monumental work
on pharmacy, his chairmanship of the pharmacopoeial re-

vision committee, and his editorship of the United States

Dispensatory are among the literary stunts that have
served to introduce Prof.—pardon me—Mr. Remington to

the entire English-speaking pharmaceutical world. In the

vociferous language of the Philadelphia alumni and stu-

dents—all of whom love him as a sort of alma pater, so

to speak—"What's the matter with Remington? (Every-

body! ) He's all right." Mr. Remington has been presi-

dent of the association, and Mr. Rusby will—but what's

the use counting chickens before they hatch? Anyhow,
if he isn't the association will lose one of the best oppor-

tunities it has had, etc., etc., etc., and right here in New
York too! When Mr. Rusby isn't engaged in educational

matters he is a first-class kitchen and flower gardener,

and can point out fine specimens of raphanus sativus, lac-

tuca sativa, and pisum sativum, so fast that he makes a

noise like declining a Latin adjective, but anybody who
knows the kind of vegetables raised by Mr. Rusby knows
that they cannot be declined. The fish stories he can tell

—but I desist, as I feel very friendly toward the gentle-

man.
A BUNCH OF BERGS.

Chicago, the city of wind, weather and things, supplies

the association with three bergs—Oldberg, Hallberg, and
the invisible berg which used to exist between them but
which is now believed to have thawed and resolved itself

into a dew. Mr. Oldberg is named Oscar, but he is so

frank and direct in his methods that no one has ever

translated his initials, 0. 0.. as oleum olivre, although
optimus would not be misapplied if used as a part of his

entitlements. He once believed in making a druggist a

doctor of pharmacy, but now he thinks a doctor should
be something else, which makes a pair o' docs for him.
Mr. Hallberg is better fixed in the matter of initials than
his confrere, as he glories in the impressive cognomen of

Carl Swante Nicanor, and his shoulders are broad enough
to carry it. There are many wonderful things about this

man, one of them being his memory: in debate he usually
refers to members by their full names, as Henry Milton
Whelpley, Joseph Price Remington. James Hartley Beal.

and so on, knowing full well that he has them where they

can't hit back, for none of the others can recall in the

heat of debate all that goes with this gentleman's name
—and no debate which Mr. Hallberg is ever mixed
up in lacks its quota of heat. He is second vice-president

of what he calls the A. (Fe.) A.—the same being the asso-

ciation we are now discussing.

HENRV MILTON WHELPLEY.

Speaking of Henry Milton Whelpley, of St. Louis, there's

a man that has held all the oflSces the association has to

bestow, and so they are creating subsidiary societies

—

like the association of faculties—in order to get the ben-

efits of having Mr. Whelpley for a president of something.

When first seen he is sometimes mistaken for an agent
for a patent folding fire-escape, but on closer inspection
that n'odel which he wears proves to be a string of gold
bars representing the several dozens of annual meetings of

C. S. N. HALLBERG. OSCAK OLDBERG.

The Cuts Are So Close Together that Nothing Can Be
Shown Between Them.

PLEY. LEWIS C. HOPP.

Ex-Presidents Who Never Miss a Meeting,

the association which he has attended. It looks as if a
xylophone soloist might get a pretty good tune out of it.

EX-PRESIDENT HOPP.

Ohio has furnished several presidents to the association
as well as to the United States, one of the former being a
man who. although his name is Hopp, really hag to walk
with all his feet to keep up with his business and associa-
tion interests. He is from the Cleveland end of the Buck-
eye Commonwealth, and his front name is just the reverse
of that of Mr. Diehl. to wit, Lewis C. He is a believer in
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publicity in both commercial and association affairs, and
it is largely due to a recommendation made by him when
president that the association is getting some of the free
advertising which is now coming its way.

A PAIR Of rops.

While the foundation stone of all medicine and phar-
macy is anti-race-suicide, there are two men in the asso-

ciation who are peculiarly entitled to the endearing nick-

name of "Pop." These are H. P. Hynson, of Baltimore,
who is famous as the progenitor of the association's section

on practical pharmacy and dispensing, and Edward Kre-
mers, of Madison, Wis., who brought into being the section

on historical pharmacy. As a historian, as in various other
fields of endeavor, Mr. Kremers is as much of a success as
Uncle Joe Cannon says this country is. Pop Hynson is

so called on occasion, although it is believed that he pre-

fers the title of Doctor, but Mr. Kremers is so modest and
dignified that no one would think of addressing him as
anything less than Professor, even if it is against the

rules. Maybe Mr. Hynson does not want the Doctor handle
to his own name, but he raises his clarion voice in and out
of season for the title for all graduates in pharmacy.
Speaking about retiring dispositions, by grouping these

two gentlemen, a happy mean is struck.

A GENTLEMAN FRO-M THE "SOUTHWEST" AND ANOTHER. '

A pair who are linked together on account of their well-

known views on preliminary education of pharmacists are

Otto A. Wall, of St. Louis, and F. J. Wulling, of Minne-
apolis, Minn. In the list of forceful and pleasing speakers,

ready (because well-informed) debaters, and virile ad-

vocates, of the association, Mr. Wall's name should be
placed well toward the top. Mr. Wall saved the sessions of

the association of faculties at the Indianapolis meeting from
being of the dry-as-dust nature usually associated with
such functions. The dust was there, all right, but he
raised it, and it hasn't all settled yet. I say give us
plenty of men who can do such things, although I do not

like automobiles for doing this very thing. Mr. Wall is a
professor and a doctor of medicine too, and has written
some books. The other professor, Mr. Wulling, is dean of

his college. The last time I heard from him he was on
his way to Europe. Whether he will be back in time to

attend the meeting I do not know.

ANOTHER OHIO EX-PRESIDENT.

James Hartley Beal, of Scio, O., is a modeler. He is a

teacher and so works with plastic material—the minds
of youths—but when I say be is what I say he is, I mean
he is the man who drafts the model pharmacy laws, the

model anti-narcotic laws, etc., for the association. Inci-

dentally, he is chairman of the council, ex-president of

the association, ex-president of his State association, pres-

ident of the college at Scio, vice-chairman of the board
of trustees of the United States Pharmacopoeial Convention,

a sometime member of the Ohio legislature, a chemist on
the staff of the Ohio food and dairy commissioner, a
graduate in law, an author, and several other things.

When taking stock the last time he found that he had de-

grees from four colleges—and he is comparatively young
yet. He is modest, too, in spite of the many honors which
have been thrust upon him, and while he could introduce
himself with as many titles as did the Englishman in the
story who was knight of the bath, knight of the golden
garter, knight of the silver suspenders and knight of two
or three other things, he prefers to follow the ex-

ample of the Irishman and be James H. Beal, night before
last, last night, to-night and to-morrow night. And when
anybody knows what it is to be James H. Beal, he knows
that that is a high honor. At least / think so.

FROM AWAY OUT WEST.

L. E. Sayre, of Lawrence, Kan., is the dean of the Sun-
flower State in all things pharmaceutical or pharmacopceial,
but officially only the dean of the department of pharmacy
of the University of Kansas. He is always at the A. Ph. A.
meetings with a paper or two. He is the only member
of the revision committee of the Pharmacopoeia living west
of the Mississippi River, if we don't count J. M. Good, of

St Louis, that city being barely west of the "father of
waters." Mr. Sayre is a great friend of the pharmaceu-
tical press, hence this little bit of laurel for his classic

brow.
ONE WHO KEEPS SWEET.

Sometimes a man gets to be such a good druggist that
he is called to teach, and sometimes a druggist is such
a good teacher that he is called to take a fine position in

a commercial establishment. Wilbur L. Scoville, of Bos-

ton, is such a man. He has been clerk, teacher and house
chemist, and is the latter now. He is also on the revision

committees of the Pharmacopoeia and National Formulary.

H. P. HYNSON. E. KRKMERS.

Fathers, Respectively, of Two New Sections of the

- ,
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he has made, for it is his name that appears to the reports

made to the medical association that tear the disguise

from the various nostrums masquerading as "ethical pro-

prietaries." Mr. Puckner is one of the handsome men of

the A. Ph. A., and has an enunciation as calm, clear and
near-British as that of the average dominie.

TWO BRIGHT EDITOKS.

The fourth estate is well represented in the association,

two of its young men who have done things hailing from
the same city. Messrs. Mason and Knox both register from
Detroit where the pharmaceuticals come from, but my old

friend Mason, I believe, is originally from the first State

in the Union, populationistically speaking, while my other

old friend, Knox, is from the first State in the Union from
an areaistic standpoint. Knox can write as loud as his

name indicates, when he is pursuing the crafty faker to

his lair, but has a still, small voice. He also has a pretty

wit. Mason is the man that made the "new economic
idea" famous by discovering it—this "idea" being the con-

solidating of many drug stores in a single organization.

Both he and Knox have held important chairmanships in

the association. Oh, I forgot to say that Knox is editor of

the A'eic Idea and Mason of the Bulletin of Pharmacy.
There are other shining lights in abundance, but now

that I have reached the newspaper men I think it is time
for me to stop.

New York Car Conductors.

—

I see that the Circul.\b has a piece telling druggists
from the rural districts how to find their way around in

New York. That is good, for those who do not know will

expect to get some information from the street car con-

ductors. Let me give them another bit of instruction.

New York street railway employees—or such of them as

come into contact with the general public—may be grouped
under four heads, namely: (1) the stupid, who could not

give any information if they wanted to; (2) the irritating,

who pretend not to hear; (3) the insolent, who give an
answer that provoketh wrath; and (4) the decent, who are

all right if you can ever find one.

New York Shop Manners.

—

Visiting ladies who go into New York shops will find

out a few new and strange things too, some of which will

probably be as much of a shock to them as the manners
of the car conductors are likely to prove. Chesterfield
was a "back number." an "old geezer," a "stuff." before
the average New York tradesman appeared on the scene
of action. And as to taking down and showing to a pro-
spective customer more than three articles of the same
class, I'll have you to know sir, or ma'am, that most of

we salesladies and salesgents is too strong to submit to

any such imposition, and if you don't like it you are wel-
come to try to do better at some other store.

Why We Are Thus.

—

But perhaps it is not the conductors' and tradespeoples'
fault, after all. The car company employees take their
tip from the men higher up in the company, and the latter
regard that portion of the public that has to ride on street
cars as so much cattle to be herded and "milked" twice
a day—in which they are perhaps not more than some 2.5

per cent, wrong. As to the salesmen in the department
stores, many times they would be worked half to death
by women who had no intention of buying anything, if

they would show goods to such women as long as they
asked to see them.

Tips for the Commercial and Professional Pharmacists.
Just among ourselves and not to go any further, I want

to say for the benefit of the commercial element among
the visiting druggists that most of the railroad companies
maintain a cab service, which may be used for a moderate
fee; and I want to warn the more professional element
that the only railway terminal in easy walking distance of
Times Square is the Grand Central depot.

Hallberg,

Chicago Branch of the A. Ph. A.
The subject of the proposed reorganization or readjust-

ment of the American Pharmaceutical Association formed
the topic of discussion at the meeting of the Chicago
branch, held June 18th. The plan suggested by H. P.
Hynson, of Baltimore, was considered. Its relation to the
council and its composition; the delegates, their number
and representation; and the time and place of meeting,
was given particular attention. After much discussion the

following suggestions of C. S.

proved

:

1. That the number of delegate? allotted to each branch or
local association should not be limited, but should be propor-
tional to the membership.

2. That instead of the chairmen of the sections being mem-
bers of the council there should be a delegate and an alternate
from each section. The object of this suggestion is to avoid
delay in opening the meetings of the sections which is hkely
to occur when the chairmen of the sections are in atte«dance
at protracted council meetings.

3. That the place of the ne-Kt meeting of the association
should be fixed at the annual meeting by the members pres-

An amendment to the by-laws of the branch was of-

fered. This provides for active and associate members;

W. X. PUCK.XEB. W. L. SCOVILLE

Who Always Keep Sw^et and Look Handsome.

H.\RRY n. M.XSON.

Two Worthy Representatives of the Pharmaceutical Press.

the latter paying no dues, having no vote, and being
ineligible for oflice. This will be acted upon at the next
meeting.

Mr. Hallberg made an interesting report of the recent

meeting of the American Jledical Association. He sug-

gested that as the medical association will next meet at

Chicago, the local branch of the pharmaceutical associa-

tion should arrange for an exhibit of oflScial preparations
similar to that made by the Philadelphia branch at the

Atlantic City meeting.
Jesse B. Duble, of New York, spoke enthusiastically of

the work being done by pharmacists of calling the atten-

tion of physicians to official preparations. Mr. Duhle's

remarks and the propaganda in general were dis»ussed by
a number of those present.

American soda fountains are encircling the globe, but
as yet they are a novelty in Australia. Consul F. W.
Coding, of Newcastle, New South Wales, says that he has
succeeded in getting the leading druggist there to install

the first American soda fountain to appear in that place,

although a few are in operation at Sydney. He thinks
there is a bright future for the soda fountain in that clime
of almost perpetual summer.
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State Association News.

Coming Meetings of State Associations.

Montana, October, at Butte.
North Dakota, August 6th to 8th, at Fargo.
South Dakota. August 14th to 16th, at Huron.
Utah, August 13th and 14th, at Salt Lake City.
Virginia, August 13th to loth, at Richmond.
Wyoming, in September.

Illinois Association.

The twenty-eighth annual meeting of the Illinois

Pharmaceutical Association was held at Galesburg, June
25th to 27th, and was in many respects the most success-
ful and enjoyable convention in the history of the asso-
ciation.

In his annual address President H. C. Porter, of Rock-
ford, lauded the work of the board of pharmacy, particu-
larly its active prosecution of cocaine sellers; expressed
regret that there seemed to be a tendency on the part o£

the governor to let political preference set at nought the
wishes of the association in the selection of members of
the board of pharmacy; he also regretted the failure of
the anti-narcotic bill to become a law of the State and
trusted that such a law might be secured at an early date.
The passage of a national law establishing a parcels post!
Mr. Porter deemed inimical to the welfare of the retail

drug trade and should be opposed by the association in

conjunction with other trade organizations.
The address of the president was referred to a com-

mittee and later was adopted. An effort was made to em-
body in the report of this committee resolutions censuring
the governor for his failure to recognize the wishes of the
association in the board of pharmacy appointments. After
a heated discussion, this was disagreed to.

The report of Secretary W. B. Day, of Chicago, showed
the accession of 126 names to the roll of members since
the previous meeting. The total membership is now
1,097.

Treasurer G. C. Bartells, of Camp Point, reported a bal-

ance on hand of $1,467.14.

C. H. Avery, of Chicago, reported for the legislative

committee. The new amendments to the pharmacy law
were explained; the successful opposition to a bill reduc-
ing the itinerant vendor tax from $1,200 to $75 per year,
was recounted; and the members asked to work for the
passage of an anti-narcotic law at the next session of the
legislature.

T. C. Loehr, of Carlinville, chairman of the committee
on trade interests, presented an excellent report. The
adoption of modern business methods was urged; the con-
ducting of drug stores by practicing physicians was
strongly deprecated; an earnest recommendation of fewer
working hours for clerks was made; and the employment
of stringent measures to abolish the saloons operating in
the guise of drug stores, was advised.
Three prizes were offered by the association for papers

on "How to Increase the Interest of the Medical Profes-
sion in the United States Pharmacopoeia and the National
Formulary." These were awarded to R. E. Dorland, of

Williamsfield; and H. F. Schaper and Wilhelm Bodemann,
both of Chicago. H. P. Sandkoetter, of Chicago, and J. B.
Duble, of New York, spoke of the propaganda for acquaint-
ing the physicians of the entire country with standard
preparations.
The association reaffirmed its allegiance to the National

Association of Retail Druggists.
F. C. Dodds, of Springfield, secretary of the board of

pharmacy, spoke of the new free anti-toxin law which pro-
vides for an annual appropriation of $15,000 for the maln-
'ainance of some 400 distributing stations to be located in
drug stores.

In common with other pharmacal organizations the as-

sociation is of the opinion that the result of the recent
"drug-trust" suit was made possible through the faulty
construction of the Sherman anti-trust act. Relative to

this act the following resolutions were passed:

Whereas, the federal anti-trust law. known as the Sherman
act, was originally aimed at those great monopolies, whose
high-handed methods have undeniably wrought injury to the
great mass of the people; and
Whereas, the interpretation placed upon this law by the

federal courts has resulted in making it an aid rather than a
hindrance to monopoly, through forbidding any sort of com-
Dmatlon or trade agreement between small dealers whereby
these dealers may save themselves from being put out of

business by the great aggregations of capital in their own line;

Whereas, some form of trade agreement is the only means
Ijy which small dealers can protect themselves from the re-

suits of this sort of illegitimate competition; and
Whereas, we are confident it was not the intention of th«

framers of the Sherman law that it should have such an
interpretation as has been given it by the courts, therefore
by the Illinois Pharmaceutical Association be it

Resolved, that we most earnestly petition the United States
senate and house of representatives to amend the Sherman
law so that reasonable trade agreements and associative efforts

may be recognized and protected.
Resolved, that copies of this resolution be sent to every

senator and representative from this State in the federal
congress.

The names of J. B. Michels, of El Paso, J. H. Shreve, of

Jacksonville, and G. B. Wood, of Mounds, were submitted

to the governor for his consideration in appointing a mem-
ber of the board of pharmacy when next a vacancy oc-

curs.

The entertainment features of the meeting were thor-

oughly enjoyed. The receptions, informal dances, card

parties, band concerts, fireworks and athletics provided

entertainment sufficiently varied to please all.

Peoria will entertain the association next year.

The officers elected are: President, J. J. Boehm, of Chi-

cago; vice-presidents, J. E. Ruber, of Peoria; W. D. Dun-
can, of Ottawa; and G. C. Lescher, of Galesburg, secretary;

W. B. Day, of Chicago; and treasurer, G. C. Bartells, of

Camp Point.

Iowa Association.

Some three hundred persons attended the annual meet-

ing of the Iowa Pharmaceutical Association held at Clin-

ton, July 9th to 11th.

President W. F. Maher, of Fort Dodge, urged upon the

members the necessity for consolidation and co-operation,

particularly in legislative matters. He decried the itiner-

ant vendor and the unlicensed proprietor.

Secretary J. M. Lindly, of Winfield, reported the total

membership to be above 600, including 203 new members
added during the meeting.

A balance of $858.03 was reporte<l by Treasurer J. B.

Webb, of DeWitt,
A strenuous effort was made to pass a resolution re-

quiring the secretary of the board of pharmacy to be a

1 egistered pharmacist. After much discussion the matter

was tabled.

Secretary T. V. Wooten, of the National Association of

Retail Druggists, was present during the meeting. He
denied the statement that the retail association was in-

fluenced by the wholesale interests. He advocated the

bringing about of better relations between pharmacists

and physicians, and urged the Iowa pharmacists to work
for the enactment of a law taxing itinerant medicine

peddlers. He stated that the objects of the national asso-

ciation were co-operative buying, selling, manufacturing

and fire insurance.

There was considerable discussion of the new pure food

and drug law, and a committee was named to act with

the board of pharmacy upon all questions arising under

this law.
When not busily engaged in discussing momentous ques-

tions, the attending pharmacists with their friends, were
entertained by the local men and women with boat rides,

automobile tours, field sports, etc.

Dubuque was selected as the place for the 1908 meeting.

The officers elected at the meeting are: President. G. M.

Boysen, of Cedar Rapids; vice-presidents, O. H. Brown,

of Council Bluffs; R. W. Harvey, of Missouri Valley; and

M J. John, of Clinton; secretary, J. M. Lindly, of Win-

field; treasurer. J. B. Webb, of DeWitt; executive com-

mittee. E. M. Barnes, of Mason City; A. H. Miles, of Des

Moines; and Fred Russell, of Rockwell City.

Maryland Association.

To fittingly celebrate its twenty-fifth birthday the

Maryland Pharmaceutical Association visited the James-

town Exposition, June 25th to 28th. The business of the

annual meeting was transacted aboard the steamer on the

going and return trips.

President J. E. Hengst, of Baltimore, deplored the de-

creasing membership of the association and urged the

members to interest their neighbors and enroll them as

members.
Dr. H. L. Troxell, of Baltimore, spoke very favorably of

the results of the campaign against impure drugs.

Several amendments to the by-laws were recommended
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by the executive committee. One change was made,
abolishing the associate membership and extending the

privileges of full membership to all persons connected with
the jobbing and manufacturing drug trade.

A strong sentim.ent that a semi-annual meeting should
be held in December next prevailed; but no definite ac-

tion was taken.

Louis Schulze, of Baltimore, presented a voluminous re-

port upon the progress of pharmacy.
The officers elected are: President, O. C. Smith, of Bal-

timore; vice-presidents, J. H. Farrow, of Baltimore; W. C.

Carson, of Port Deposit; and G. L. Stottlemeyer. of Han-
cock; secretary, E. F. Kelly, of Baltimore; treasurer, J. W.
Westcott, of Baltimore; and executive committee, W. J.

Lowry, R. E. L. Williamson and Guy Wisotzki, all of Bal-

timore.

Ohio Association.

As originally organized the Ohio Pharmaceutical Asso-
ciation had become inadequate to cope with the conditions
arising from the expansion of pharmacy in the State.

Plans for increasing the efficiency of the association were
discussed at the twenty-ninth annual meeting held at

Cedar Point, July 9th to 12th. As a result the council of

the association has been increased from three members
to nine. The elective councilors chosen at this meeting
are C. Benfield, of Cleveland, for one year; L. A. Biehl, of

Sandusky, two years; G. B. Kaufman, of Canton, three
years; J. C. Firman, of Fiudlay, four years; and Edward
Voss, of Cincinnati, five years.

R. W. Dunlap, State Dairy and Food Commissioner, re-

counted some of the results of the purity crusade being
conducted by his department. Cut-price drugs are
generally impure drugs is the commissioner's deduc-
tion.

Prof. J. H. Beal, of Scio. read a paper on "How to Dis-
tinguish between the Legitimate and the Imitation Drug-
gist." This paper was deemed of such importance to the
general public that its publication was authorized by
resolution. Other papers read were "The Scientific Aspect
of Pharmacy," by L. H. Witte, of Cleveland; and "Tinc-
tures Made from Fluidextracts," by Prof. Joseph Fell, of
Cleveland. Secretary T. D. Wetterstroem, of Cincinnati,
had arranged a very interesting exhibit of forty-eight
preparations of the National Formulary.

In a comprehensive report for the committee on adul-
teration and sophistication, Azor Thurston, showed that at
the present rate of decrease, impure drugs will be extinct
in 1913.

A plan was agreed upon whereby the association will
join forces with the Ohio Medical Association in an effort
to secure the enactment of an anti-narcotic law.
Various amusements filled the intervals between the

business sessions of the meeting.
As a convention place there is in the opinion of the as-

sociation no place the equal of Cedar Point. Next year the
second week in July will find the Ohio pharmacists con-
gregated again at the Lake Erie resort. A movement has
been started to have a joint meeting in 1907, of the asso-
ciations of Indiana, Kentucky, Michigan, Ohio and West
Virginia.

The term of F. H. King, of Delphos, as a member of the
board of pharmacy will expire shortly. The names of Mr.
King, Fred Fickardt, of Circleville, T. A. Huston, of Toledo
C. D. Reed, of Pomeroy, and Fred Shanafelt, of Canton!
have been submitted to the governor for his consideration
in selecting Mr. King's successor.

The officers elected at this meeting are: President, W.
O. Leemaster, of Akron; vice-presidents, J. G. Spengler, of
Dayton, and C. D. Reed, of Pomeroy; secretary, T.' D.
Wetterstroem, of Cincinnati; and treasurer, J. H. Von
Stein, of Upper Sandusky.

Bhode Island Association.

With President J. E. Groff. of Providence, in the chair
the Rhode Island Pharmaceutical Association held its
quarterly meeting at Vanity Fair, July 10th.
James O'Hare, of Providence, presented a detailed re-

port of the work of the legislative committee during the
recent session of the State legislature. An amendment to
the pharmacy law, regulating the sale of alcoholic liquors,v„j ...,_ -

-.i-j Action upon a pure drug measure andhad been enacted.

other bills of more or less import to pharmacists had been
deferred until the next session.
The legislative committee was authorized to co-operate

with the representatives of other interested organiEations
in framing and presenting at the next session of the
legislature a pure food and drug bill in conformity with
the national law.

President Groff was authorized to appoint a committee
to arrange an exhibit of National Formulary preparations
at the meeting of the Rhode Island Medical Society in
January.
A proposed amendment to the by-laws, limiting the

tenure of any elective office to two successive years, was
held over until the next meeting.
One new member and one honorary member were elect-

ed. The names of thirt.v-eight delinquents were dropped
from the roll.

An invitation was received from the Virginia association
asking the Rhode Islanders to be the guests of that body
September 11th. This was referred to the executive com-
mittee which already had under consideration a trip to

the Jamestown Exposition.

South Carolina Association.

Business, boating, bathing and banqueting were Uie fea-

tures of the annual gathering of the members of the
South Carolina Pharmaceutical Association, at Isle of
Palms, June 19th and 20th. While the attending drmggists
endeavored to forget their daily life of toil in the pleasure
"bees," the busy "bee" was not forgotten and much im-
portant work was done.

Among other things suggested by President C. A. Mil-
ford, of Abbeville, in his annual address were the with-
drawal of the association from its aSiliation with the Na-
tional Association of Retail Druggists, and the organiza-
tion of county associations as branches of the State body.
Both these recommendations were endorsed by the asso-
ciation.

President Milford called particular attention to tke pre-
valence of unlicensed drug stores throughout the State.
The association will take active steps to secure the rigid
enforcement of the pharmacy law.

The reports of Secretary-Treasurer F. M. Smith, of
Charleston, marked the growing prosperity of the associa-
tion.

During the meeting a number of interesting and in-

structive papers were read and discussed.
D. P. Frierson, of Charleston, was elected a member of

the board of pharmacy for six years.

The officers chosen for the ensuing year are: Presi-
dent. C. A. Milford, of Abbeville: vice-presidents, S. B.
Craig, of Anderson; and S. C. Williams, of Charleston;
and secretary and treasurer, F. M. Smith, of Charleston.

Texas Association.

Jubilating in the knowledge of work well done, some two
hundred members of the Texas State Pharmaceutical As-
sociation gathered at Waco during the twenty-eighth an-
nual meeting, June 11th to 13th, and shared congratula-
tions on the enactment of the all-State pharmacy law. In-

cidentally they wished to exercise their perogative under
the law of suggesting to the governor the personnel of the
first all-State board of pharmacy. Whether or not this
should be done occasioned much discussion which finally
resulted in a compromise.

In his annual address President J. T. Coulson, of Cor-
sicana, suggested that the word "State" be dropped from
the title of the organization, that the paying of the ex-

penses of the delegate to the American Pharmaceutical
Association be voted upon annually, that the expenses of
the home secretary be limited, that a member two years
in arrears .for dues be deprived of voting privileges, that
a change in the method of issuing the Proceedings be
brought about, and that the scholarship in the University
of Texas be maintained. He also recommended the
amendment of the by-laws so as to provide for a commit-
tee of supervision consisting of members from each con-
gressional district whose duty it would be to investigate
and report any violations of the pharmacy law and the
anti-cocaine law; also to make it a duty of the executive
committee to present at the present meeting and at that
of every two years hereafter the names of ten members
having the necessary qualifications, who should be recom-
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mended to the governor as candidates for membership in

the hoard of pharmacy.
The committee to which the president's address was re-

ferred approved all his suggestions with the exception of

that relative to members in arrears, this matter being,

in the opinion of the committee, satisfactorily covered by
the by-laws. The report of the committee, with amend-
ments noted, was approved by the association. The first

recommendation of a change in the by-laws was amended
to provide for a committee of three, and approved and
adopted in this form; the second recommendation
amended so as to exclude any suggestion of names this

year, was approved as amended and adopted. In the
future the association will publish its own Proceedings.
The convention was particularly rich in contributed

papers; among them being "The Future of Pharmacy in
Texas," by Samuel Rouse, of Breuham; "Manufacturing
Specialties for your Employer," by H. M. Vaughan, of

Wolfe City; "Analysis of our Food and Drug Act," by E.
M. Wells, of Dallas; "Buying," by K. D. Holland, of Fort
Worth; "Reminiscence," by W. H. Cousins, of Munday;
"Syrup of Wild Cherry," by .J. C. Buckner, of Galveston;
"Dispensing Notes with Comments on the National For-
mulary," by O. L. Ferrell, of Gilmer; "A Cow," by J. M.
Brookes, of Clifton; "Prescribing and Dispensing of Pro-
prietary Medicines," by John Pace, of Cameron; "Why
Proprietors Prefer Graduates in Pharmacy Who Have
Practical Drug Store Experience," by M. R. Bruckner, of
Dallas; and "Denatured Alcohol, and the Pure Food Law,"
by B. G. Eberle, of Dallas. Mr. Eberle's paper was a re-

markably painstaking compilation of the thousand and
one phases of the two most important measures enacted by
the recent session of the national law-making body, as
viewed from the standpoint of the pharmacal world. The
figures relative to the alcoholic content of galenicals, gath-
ered together by Mr. Eberle, mark him as a benefactor of
the pharmacist in the every day perplexities of busi-

Mr. Eberle, as the representative of the association at

the 1906 meeting of the American Pharmaceutical Associa-
tion, presented a very comprehensive report of that inter-

esting convention.
During the meeting 125 druggists who had long been

apathetic to the benefits of the association were elected

members. Nine members who joined some twenty-odd
years ago were given an enthusiastic reception.

Secretary-Treasurer R. H. Walker, of Gonzales, reported
a cash balance on hand of $625.25. A suggestion to make
Mr. Walker a life member and secretary-treasurer for the
same time was adopted unanimously.

Resolutions of respect to the memory of the late A. E.
Ebert, of Chicago, were passed.

Miss Mary A. Fein, secretary-treasurer of the Arkansas
association and an honorary member of the Texas associa-

tion, was a guest of honor during the meeting. Miss Fein
assisted Secretary Walker, helped along the entertainment
program, and incidentally did a little press-agent booming
of Hot Springs, for the 1908 meeting of the A. Ph. A.

Gastronomical and sleight-of-hand diversions, with sight-

seeing trips, athletic contests and cards served to divert

the minds of the druggists from the fact that they were
forgetting the pharmacists' creed so far as to loaf at times.

Galveston was selected for the 1908 meeting, which will

be held June 17th to 20th.

All the oflScers of the past year were re-elected. They
are: President, T. J. Coulson, of Corsicana; vice-presi-

dents, Jacob Schrodt, of Dallas; B. W. Fearis, of Waxa-
hachie; and Miss Virginia C. Brooks, of Waelder; secre-

tary-treasurer, R. H. Walker, of Gonzales; and local secre-

tary, J. J. Scholt, of Galveston.

British Columbia Association.

The seventeenth annual meeting of the British Colum-
bia Pharmaceutical Association was held at Vancouver,
June 12th.

A resolution was passed adopting as additional authori-
tative standards for the Province, the Canadian Formu-
lary, the National Formulary, and Pharmaceutical For-
mulas.
The association recorded its opposition to the unre-

stricted sale of habit-forming drugs to the public.

The council decided to recognize in lieu of examina-
tion, the diplomas of the Ontario College of Pharmacy,
and of the Northwest Territory Pharmaceutical Associa-
tion.

The following oflScers were elected: President, R. R.

Burns, of Armstrong; vice-president, Charles Netherby,
of Vancouver; and registrar, J. W. Browne, of Vancouver.

Nova Scotia Society.

The annual meeting of the Nova Scotia Pharmaceutical
Society was held at Amherst during the last week of June.
Resolutions were passed, favoring an amendment to the

food adulteration act covering "patent" medicines; and
the formation of a Canadian Pharmaceutical Association.
About thirty members and a number of visitors from the

neighboring provinces were present.

The officers elected are: President, E. F. L. Jenner, of

Digby; vice-president, E. T. Power, of Halifax; secretary,

G. A. Burbidge, of Halifax; treasurer, Daniel Hocken, of

Halifax; and registrar, E. S. Blackie, of Halifax.

Quebec Association.

At the meeting of the council of the Pharmaceutical
Association of the Province of Quebec, held July 3d, at

Montreal, the following officers were elected:

President, J. B. Tremble, of Montreal; vice-presidents,

A. E. DuBerger, of Quebec; and Victor Levesque, of Mon-
treal; and treasurer, C. E. Scarff, of Montreal.

Major, minor and preliminary examiners were chosen:
and delegates were elected to a conference to be held at
Toronto in September, when the formation of a Dominion
association will be discussed.

The Maryland College and the Baltimore
A. Ph. A. Branch.

The usual joint summer outing of the Maryland Col-

lege of Pharmacy and the Baltimore branch of the Amer-
ican Pharmaceutical Association, was held at Bay Shore
Park, on the Chesapeake Bay, July 19th. It was a very
enjoyable occasion and was well attended; the ladies being
in the majority. All the diversions of the park were
"taken in" and an excellent supper was served. Music
was furnished by Farson's Orchestra. Dancing was a fea-

ture of the occasion.

The regular semi-annual meeting of the college was held
after dinner. President John F. Hancock, who is also the
president of the local branch, presided. The report of
Treasurer Samuel Mansfield, who has acted in this capac-
ity for twenty-five years, showed the finances of the or-

ganization to be in good condition. Three new members
were elected. The following officers were chosen: Presi-
dent, C. H. Ware; treasurer, Samuel Mansfield; secretary,
E. F. Kelly; and member of the board of examiners, Dan-
iel Base. The election of Mr. Kelly who is also the sec-
retary of the local A. Ph. A. branch and the Maryland
Pharmaceutical Association was a step toward co-operative
efforts on the part of the three bodies and their final con-
solidation.

University of Wisconsin.
At the commencement exercises of the University of

Wisconsin, held June 19th, at Madison, degrees were con-
ferred upon students of the school of pharmacy as fol-

lows:
As bachelors of science—A. G. Du Mez, of Cashton; and

A. F. Sievers, of New Holstein.
As graduates in pharmacy—L. B. Dustin, of Peoria,

111.; J. W. Fluck, of Washburn; V. C. Jaehrling, of Manila,
P. I.; Joseph Keho, of Tacoma, Wash.; Clarence McDaniel,
of Soldiers Grove; R. L. Schulz, of Milwaukee; S. M.
Sorley, of Weyauwega; John Swenholt, of Madison; M. E.
Titus, of Wilton; and A. H. Ward, of Fond du Lac.
As master of pharmacy—Naojiro Inouye, of Harima,

Japan.

The University of Illinois School of Pharmacy (Chicago
College of Pharmacy) announces a new course, beginning
September 24th and comprising two annual sessions of
thirty-six weeks each, including five days a week of in-
struction and leading to the degree of pharmaceutical
chemist. This course is intended to prepare students for
positions in the government service under the food and
drugs act, as well as for those students who desire more
extended preparation in pharmaceutical chemistry, com-
mercial microscopy, bacteriology, etc.
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News of the Pharmacy Boards.
List of Secretaries.

In the following list are to be found the names and ad-

dresses of the secretaries of tlie various boards of phar-

macy of the country. When the date and place of the next
meeting are known, they are given also. Secretaries are

requested to keep us informed as to those dates and
places:

Alabama—E. P. Gait, Selma.
Arizona—A. G. Hulett, Phoenix.
Arkansas—J. F. Dowdy, Little Rock.
California—C. B. Wilden, San Francisco.
Colorado—W. L. Shockey, Cripple Creek.
(Connecticut—J. A. Leverty, Bridgeport.
Delaware—October 3d, at Wilmington. O. C. Draper, Wil-

miagton.
District of Columbia—S. L. Hilton, Washington.
Florida—D. W. Ramsaur, Palatka.

Georgia—C. D. Jordan, Monticello.

Idaho—L. W. Smith, Boise.

Illinois—F. C. Dodds, Springfield.

Indiana—A. F. Sala, Winchester.

Indian Territory—H. D. Kniseley, Checotah.

Iowa—C. W. Phillips, Des Moines.

Kansas—August 21st, at Ellsworth. W. E. Sheriff, Ells-

worth.
Kentucky—October 9tli, at Middlesboro. J. W. Gayle,

Frankfort.
iLouisiana— F. C. Godbold, New Orleans.

Maine—F. H. Wilson, Brunswick.
Maryland—October 3d, at Baltimore. Ephraim Bacon, Ro-

land Park.
Massachusetts—Every T-.iesday, at Boston. W. F. Sawyer.

Boston.
Michigan—S. A. Erwin, Battle Creek.

Minnesota—October 21st, at Minneapolis. C. J. Moos, Min-

neapolis.

Mississippi—S. L. Caine, Columbus.
Missouri—October 14th, at St. Louis. Charles Gietner,

St. Louis.
Montana—October 14th and 1 5th, at Butte. Alfred Whit-

worth, Deer Lodge.
Nebraska—August 14tk, at Omaha. H. L. Harper, Beat-

rice.

Nevada—F. J. Steinmetz. Carson City.

New Hampshire—F. H. Wingate, Nashua.

New Jersey—October 17th and 18th. at Trenton,

den, Bridgeton.
New Mexico—A. J. Fischer. Santa Fe.

New York—Eastern Branch—September 18th, at Brook-

lyn. Joseph Welnstein. 115 West Sixty-eighth street,

New York. Middle Branch—September 18th, at Al-

bany. W. L. Bradt, Albany. Western Branch—Sep-

tember 18th, at Buffalo. George Reimann, Buffalo.

North Carolina—November 26th, at Raleigh. F. W. Han-

cock, Oxford.
North Dakota—October 8th, at Fargo. W. S. Parker, Lis-

bon.
Ohio—October 8th, at Columbus. F. H. Frost, Columbus.

Oklahoma—October 8th, at Enid. F. B. Lillie, Guthrie.

Oregon—G. C. Blakeley, The Dalles.

Pennsylvania—August 13th, at Williamsport. C. T.

George, Harrisburg.
Rhode Island—October 1st, at ProTidence. H. A. Pearce,

Providence.
South Carolina—F. M. Smith. Charleston.

South Dakota—E. C. Bent, Dell Rai)ids.

Tennessee—I. B. Clark, Nashville.

I'tah-C. H. McCoy, Salt Lake.

Vermont—October 9tl', at Montpelier.

lington.

Virginia—October —, at Richmond. T. A. Miller, Rich-

mond.
Washington—P. Jensen, Tacoma.
West Virginia—October 9th, at Charleston. A. Walker,

prior to the meeting of the A. Ph. A. The executive com-
mittee has authorized the calling of the meeting August
olst; the sessions to be held in the Hotel Astor, this city.

Every State board is urged to have a representative
present at the meeting. Papers upon any subject germane
to the purposes of the association are solicited. Dele-
gates from any board will be permitted to take part In the

H. A. Jor-

J. G. Bellrose, Bur-

Wisconsin—H. G. Ruenzel, Milwaukee.

Wyoming—F. W. Roedel, Cheyenne.

Annual Meeting of the Association of Boards.

In order that its members may not be deprived of the

benefits of attending the meetings of the American Phar-

maceutical Association, the annual meeting of the National

Association of Boards of Pharmacy will this year be held

All communications should be addressed to the secre-

tary. Dr. G. C. Diekman, of this city, or to the chairman
of the executive committee, P. B. Lillie, of Guthrie, Okla.

Arkansas Board.

At the June meeting of the Arkansas Board of Pharm-
acy, the following applicants for registration passed:

Mrs. Lulu Baker, of Prescott; Carl Bordeaux, of Monti-
cello; A. P. Bradshear, of Paragould; J. R. Clay, of Leslie;

O. Pinch, of Parkdale; C. M. Gibson, of De Witt; J. F.

Gill, of Fordyce; W. J. Gillespie, of Greenwood; E. O.

Graham, of Monticello; C. C. Hanna, of Morrilton; D. J.

Johnson, of Shreveport, La.; W. M. Jones, of Magnolia;
W. L. Judkins, of Manilla; R. P. Jungkind and C. R. Neil,

both of Little Rock; C. R. Ousley, of Greenwood; W. C.

Snow, of Evening Shade; A. J. Tatim, of Blytheville: and
R. S. Toler, of Sheridan.
W. L. Dewoody, of Pine Bluff, has been appointed a

member of the board, to succeed E. W. Thomas, of Aika-
delphia.

Colorado Board.

At the meeting of the Colorado Board of Pharmacy held
at Denver, June 21st and 22d, the following applicants for

registration were successful:

Jacques Bloomenthal, of Denver; C. B. Brown, of Long-
mont; C. S. Buckwalter, of Agullar; H. Callahan, of

Colorado Springs; H. Ford, E. L. GriflBth. H. E. Kennedy
and M. D. Levy, all of Denver; W. G. Palmer, of Mnnte
Vista; Ora L. Rogers, of Colorado Springs; Bert Strick-

land, of Denver; G. K. Thomson, of Fort Collins; C. D.

Townley, of Anna, Can.; and J P. Woods, of Colorado
Springs.

Delaware Board.

The annual meeting of the Delaware Board of Pharmacy
was held July 5th, at Smyrna. The election of officers for

the ensuing year resulted as follows: President, W. E.

Smith, of Wilmington; vice-president, W. F. Haines, of

Seaford; and secretary-treasurer, O. C. Draper, of Wil-

mington.
Four applicants for registration were examined and the

following were successful:

As assistants—J. W. Vane and J. X. Walsh, bo*h of Wil-

mington.
The next meeting of the board will be held October 3d,

at Wilmington.

District of Columbia Board.

At the meeting of the District of Columbia Board of

Pharmacy held July 11th and 12th the following appli

cants for registration were successful:

H. H. Colby. A. N. Day, M. A. Laddon, T. A. Moskey, F.

H. Pitzer, W. B. Spire and D. A. Yeatman.

Iowa Board.

At the meeting of the Iowa Board of Pharmacy held

June 3d, at Des Moines, the following were the successful

applicants:

J. L. Burder, G. A. Crampton and Henry Hansen, all of

Des Moines; C. G. Jackson, of What Cheer; E. Kather, of

Burlington; A. W. Lundrick, of Guthrie; Francis Perussf

and Charles Sherman, both of Des Moines; and B. Pearl

Smith, of Beaman.

Maine Board.

Twenty-five candidates were examined at the meeting of

the Maine Board of Pharmacy, held at Bangor, Jane 12th.

The following passed:
A. M. Alley, of Ellsworth; P. W. Baker, of Newton Cen-

ter, Mass.; C. C. Butterfield, of Dover; R. i. Polsom, of

Portland; A. J. Fulton, of Blaine; B. W. Jackson, of

Gardiner; and H. M. Wooster, of Franklin.
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Massachusetts Board.

At the meetings of the Massachusetts Board of Pharm-
acy held during the month of June, the following appli-

cants for registration, out of sixty-one examined, were
successful:

G. D. W. Carroll, W. E, J. Collins and Samuel Davidson,
all of Boston; H. K. Davis, of Worcester; E. M. Gamage
and J. J. Lowery, both of Boston; S. B. Mirse, of Sand-
wich; O. A. F. Page, of Chelsea; Julius Shubert, of Bos-
ton; H. R. Spencer, of Springfield; E. B. Staples, of Bos-
ton; E. C. Stetson, of Brockton; and Matthew Thoennes,
R. M. Thompson and W. A. Wry, all of Boston,

Minnesota Board.

During the meeting of the Minnesota Board of Phar-
macy held at Minneapolis, July 1.5th to 20th, sixty-four
candidates were examined, and the following were passed:
As pharmacists—Oscar Blosmo, Henry Knutsen, F.

Nitardy and J. L. Walker.
As assistants—H. E. Crandall, G. Crummett, Herbert

Goodrich, G. S. Hanscom, 0. F. Hemstad, E. N. Howe, O. F.
Kurth, L. R. Lord, L. H. Ohde, N. J. Sattler and B. Vede-
ler.

The next meeting of the board will be held October 21st,

at Minneapolis.
Judge Andrew Holt, in the Hennepin county district

court, June 26th, issued an order dissolving the tem-
porary injunction granted to the Minnesota Pharmaceuti-
cal Association, restraining the board of pharmacy from
issuing without examination licenses as pharmacists to

119 persons who had taken advantage of the amendment
to the pharmacy law enacted during the recent legislative

session. This provides for the registration of all persons
over 21 years of age, who have had 15 years' practical

store experience. The association contends that the act

Is unconstitutional and will appeal to a higher court.

The Minnesota supreme couit. Justice Brown, has up-
held the pharmacy law of the State in so far as it relates

to the licensing of pharmacists and the collection of an
annual renewal fee. This decision was rendered in the
action of the board of pharmacy against a physician who
claimed exemption from these requirements.

Missouri Board.

Out of thirty-one applicants for registration examined
at the meeting of the Missouri Board of Pharmacy, held
June 10th, at Pertle Springs, the following were success-

ful:

G. E. Billerth, of St. Louis: \V. H. P. Boehning, of Corn-
ing: H. L. Bremser, J. W. Clifton, Olaf Kaarboe, Louis
Kohlberg, W. F. Lambrecht and W. F. Longgood, all of St.

Louis: Russell Matson, of Hannibal; J. H. Mellinsh, of

Kansas City; A. A. Procter, of Trenton: D. E. Wilhelm, of

Kansas City; L. P. Wilhelm. of St. Joseph; J. S. Wilkins,
of Fort Scott, Kan.; and J. F. Zoesch, of Trenton.
The next meeting of the board will be held October

14th, at St. Louis.

New York Board.

At the meeting of the Eastern branch of the New York
Board of Pharmacy, held June 19th, at New York, the fol-

lowing applicants for registration were successful:

As pharmacists—Lewis Bailey, Crescenzo Caggiano, W.
A. Cleaver, Salvator Collica, H. E. Faiella, Hyman
Frankel. P. J. Gillman, Benzion Giventor, Samuel Cross
man, Charles Hecht, C. W. Holzhauer, L. A. Klein, Isidor

Mogilensky, J. A. Ortolan. Harry Reinstein, M. H. Robin-

son, Joseph Samelson, Nathan Schlyen, E. C. W. Schmidt,
Louise S. Suhr and W. R. Wilkens.
The next meeting of this branch will be held at Brook-

lyn. September 18th.

At the meeting of the western branch held at Buffalo,

on the same date the following were successful:

As pharmacists—G. A. Anderson, of Buffalo; K. F. Bach-
mann. of Ithaca: John Buettner. of Buffalo; J. E. Cooney.
of Rochester; G. H. Devitt. of Central Square; H. G. Dob-
son, of Brockport; C. A. Elliott, of Oneida: C. S. Glen, of

Clyde: E. R. Jones, of Trumansburg; E. F. McAllister, of

Syracuse; A. .VI. Peck, of Belmont: Edward Ryan, of

Rochester; E. E. Slade, of Whitesville; and W. E. Vincent
and W. R. Wheeler, both of Buffalo.

.\s druggists—F. E. Bailey, of Hammondsport; G. P.

Cunningham and R. H. IngersoU, both of Buffalo; H. S.

.lones, of Hancock; and Grace Lovelass, of Jamestown.
The next meeting of this branch will be held September

ISth, at Buffalo.

North Dakota Board.

Fifty-six candidates were examined by the North
Dakota Board of Pharmacy during the meeting held June
19th to 21st, at Fargo. The following passed:

As pharmacists—W. E. Blakeslee, of Valley City; J. F.
Bolton, of Plainview, Minn.; Gilbert Crummett, of De-
troit. Minn.; G. L. Farnham, of Valley City; Louis Harth,
of Warwick; E. M. Hovey, of Wahpeton; George A.
Milne, of Fargo; P. H. McGarren, of Casselton; F. R.
Quick, of Hope; J. C. Reinurtson, of Park River; William
Scanlan, of Page; Archie Stevenson, of Minto; and P. C.

Vornhold and C. G. West, both of Devils Lake.
As assistants—F. W. Deason, of Grafton; G. L. Farr, of

Lisbon; R. C. Hanson, of Hannaford; C. J. Knox, of Sher-
wood; I. L. Larson, of Devils Lake; T. L. Linn, of Es-
mond; and L. M. Prescella, of Fargo.

Licenses as pharmacists were issued to the following
licensees of other boards:

J. B. Atkinson, of Devils Lake; C. A. Begun and L. A.
Brozen, both of Fargo; and William Chenausek, of Roth-
say, Minn.
The next meeting of the board will be held October Sth,

at Fargo.

Oklahoma Board.

At the meeting of the Oklahoma Board of Pharmacy
held July 9th, at Oklahoma City, twenty-two candidates
were examined, and the following were passed:

As pharmacists—C. E. Beitman, of Skedee; W. H. Clark-
son, of Blair; J. L. Fox, of Blackwell; J. I. Gumaer, of

Kendrick; B. G. Jones, of Blackwell; Harriett Marble, of
Oklahoma City; S. L. Owings, of Hennessey; A. B. Raffing-

ton, of Mulhall; E. A. Smith, of Mountain View; Lillie M.
Sturgeon, of Ames; and Lizzie Viner, of Guthrie.
As assistants—John Mufalherr, of Orlando; and Grace

W. Roberts, of Choctaw.
The following graduates in pharmacy, having complied

with the requirements of the beard, were registered with-
out examination:

J. H. Apgee, of McComb, O.; M. G. Baker, of Milford. O.:

Roy Benward, of Carnegie; L. E. Bowles, of Kingfisher; J.

W. Bradford, of Oklahoma City; Reine P. Buissiere, of

New Orleans, La.; J. T. W. Cobb, of Oklahoma City; J. W.
Collens, of Monroe, La.; Everett Denton, of Stratford,
Tex.; B. E. Elberson, of Bucyrus, O.; C. R. Lewis, of Colum-
bus, O.; D. G. Machenheimer, of Chicago, 111.; F. A. Milne,
of Guymon; Samuel Terrill, of Peoria, 111.; and A. C.
Williams, of Jonesboro, Ark.
The next meeting of the board will be held at Enid, Oc-

tober Sth.

Pennsylvania Board.

At the examinations of the Pennsylvania Board of Phar-
macy as heretofore conducted, applicants for registration
:is pharmacists and as assistants, were given the same
questions in the written portion of the work. The pass-
ing mark for pharmacists was 70 per cent., and for as-

sistants 50 per cent. For some time this method was con-
sidered unfair to the applicants for assistants' certificates,

and there was a growing feeling that there should be sep-
arate lists of questions.
At the recent meeting of the Pennsylvania Pharmaceu-

tical Association such a change was strongly urged upon
the board.

In a recent communication the board announced that
henceforth, beginning with the fall examination, separate
lists of questions will be submitted to the two grades of

candidates.
The board has been investigating a number of alleged

violations of the pharmacy law in the irregular manage-
ment of stores. This state of affairs was reported to be
especially prevalent in the western section of Philadel-
phia. In some cases investigated the offense consisted
in the failure to display according to law the certificate

of the pharmacist in charge. In others it was found that
willing but unqualified clerks were being left in charge
and permitted to make sales of any sort. Many prose-
cutions are pending and more are promised.
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South Carolina Board.

Fifteen candidates were examined at tlie meeting of the

South Carolina Board of Pharmacy held June 17th and

18th, at Charleston and Isle of Palms. Of these the fol-

lowing were passed:

Leon Banov, of Charleston; H. O. Byrd, of Scranton; D.

W. Campbell, of Columbia; Fred Carpenter, of Greenville;

S A Cox of Charleston; \V. E. Heinitsh, of Spartanburg;

1^. C. Martin, of Greenville; and F. B. McCrackin, of

Newberry.
. , ^^ ^

A clause of the State pharmacy law provides that no

examination shall be required in case an applicant for

registration is a graduate of a reputable school of phar-

macy. Recently the board decided that it would not issue

licenses to any graduate, owing to the difficulty of dif-

ferentiating between the various schools. W. H. Smith, a

graduate in pharmacy, sought to become registered with-

out examination, and to compel the board to license him

he petitioned the State supreme court to mandamus the

board. The court denied the petition; all the judges con-

curring in the opinion of Associate Justice Gary, in which

was set forth the fact that in refusing to license the

graduates of any college of pharmacy without examination

the board was exercising a discretionary right beyond the

control of the court. Should such a refusal be based on

the reputation of the particular college, the court de-

clared that it would take the matter under further con-

sideration with a view to determining the position of the

board.

Entertainment at the N. A, R. D. Convention.

Returning delegates and visitors to the annual meet-

ings of the National Association of Retail Druggists, are

almost always loud in their praises of the good time shown
them by the local drug men. That those who attend the

Chicago meeting in September next, may have good and

sufficient reason to remember their stay, the Chicago Re-

tail Druggists' Association is making good use of the in-

tervening time to provide an entertainment program that

will entertain.
The invitation sent out under the signatures of Presi-

dent S. C. Yeomans, and Secretary I. M. Light reads as

follows:

On behalf of the Chicago Retail Druggists' Association, wa
cordially extend an invitation to every retail druggist and
drug clerk in the United States and Canada to visit our city

during the week of September 16th. on the occasion of the
ninth annual convention of the National Association of Retail
Druggists.
Expecting
the wor

to provide for the multiple needs of such an assemblage.
Our convention headquarters. Orchestra Hall, reputed to ._.=

the finest auditorium in America, is ideal in every respect,
containing as it does, adequate committee rooms, perfect ac-
coustics and its famous promenade foyer for our pharmaceu-
tical exhibition.
The chief aim of the exhibition will be to present to the up-

to-date druggist ideas that will assist him in making the drug
business pay better. There will be new and interesting novel-
ties, money making side lines and numerous pharmaceutical
specialties will be demonstrated.
Chicago hotel accommodations are unexcelled and it is our

purpose to provide visitors with the very best accommodations
for the least money, in order to bring a maximum crowd at a
minimum expense.
Our entertainment committee has outlined a program of ac-

tivities that will make every flitting moment count. Among
the features planned, are: A ride on Lake Michigan in one
of Chicago's palatial pleasure steamers; a personally con-
ducted trip to the Union Stock Yards; a grand reception and
ball at the auditorium; a big vaudeville smoker; a theatre
partv and tally-ho trips for the ladies. "There will be some-
thing doing every minute."
In the past. N. A. R. D. conventions have been fruitful m

establishing solid friendships among the druggists of America,
and it does not need any stretch of the imagination to assume
that in every way the meeting in Chicago will be an occur-
rence of the most vital importance in the history of drug or-

Week of September 16th is the time: Chicago is the place:
your wife is the girl. Bring her with you. Chicago bids you
welcome.

Soda Water Tax.

Collector of State Revenue H. W. Chairs, of Delaware,
has notified all persons operating soda water fountains

that they are subject to a State tax of $25 per annum, as

proprietors of eating hcuser. This ruling will become ef-

fective October 1st. It is reported that the druggists and
others affected by this ruling will contest the enforcement
of the law.
During the recent session of the Alabama legislature a

law was enacted taxing the proprietors of soft drink dis-

pensaries $5 per annum. The druggists, who have soda
water fountains and who neglected to heed the ounce of

prevention, etc., maxim, are now up in arms in opposition
to the enforcement of the law.

Colors and Preservatives in Food Products.

In accordance with the provisions of regulation 15 un-
der the federal pure food and drug law, the board of food
and drug inspection has promulgated a comprehensive
ruling relative to the use of artificial coloring matter and
preservatives in food products. This ruling is the re.sult

of the experiments of the government experts and other
chemists carried on with a regard to the wholesomeness
or otherwise of the dyes and chemicals used to improve
the appearance of or to preserve food products. This rul-

ing has been approved by the heads of the departments
and together with an elaborate statement setting forth the
reasons for the actions of the board, has been issued as
F. I. D. 76.

The salient features of this ruling are as follows:

Pending further investigations now under way and the an-
nouncement thereof, the coal tar dyes hereinafter named.
made specially for use in foods, and which bear a guaranty
from the manufacturer that they are free from subsidiary
products and represent the actual substance the name of
which they bear, may be used in foods. In every case a cer-
tificate that the dye in question has been tested by competent
experts and found to be free from harmful constituents must
be filed with the secretary of agriculture and approved by

The following coal tar dyes which may be used in this
manner are given numbers, the numbers preceding the names
referring to the number of the dye in question as listed in A.
G. Green's edition of the Schultz-Julius Systematic Survey of
the Organic Coloring Matters, published in 1904.
The list is as follows—
Red shades: 107. Amaranth; 56. Ponceau 3 R; 517. Erythro-

drange shade: S5. Orange I.

Yellow shade: 4. Napthol yellow S.
Greet, snade: 435. Light green S. P. yellowish.
Blue shade: 692. Indigo disulfoacid.
15ach of these colors shall be free from any coloring matter

other than the one specified, and shall not contain any con-
tamination due to imperfect or incomplete manufacture.
The question of the entry into the United States of vege-

tables greened with copper salts has not been finally de-
termined. Pending the determination and decision of this mat-
ter by the secretary of agriculture, all vegetables greened
with copper salts which do not contain an excessive amount of
copper will be admitted to entry if the label bears a statement
that sulphate of copper or other copper salts have been used.
No prosecution will be based on the sale of food and food

products manufactured or packed in the United States prior
to the issuing of this decision, where the composition of such
foods and food products is at variance with the requirements
of this decision, if the nature of the variation be plainly state.!
on the label. In every case, however, the burden of proof
will be on the manufacturer to show that the goods were
manufactured or packed prior to the date of this decision.
Pending the investigation of the conditions attending proc-

esses of manufacture, and the effects upon health, of the
combinations mentioned in this paragraph, the department oi
agriculture will institute no prosecution in the case of the ap-
plication of fumes of burning sulphur (sulphur dioxidei. as
usually employed in the manufacture of those goods and food
products which contain acetaldehyde, sugars, etc.. with which
sulphurous acid may combine, if the total amount of sulphur
dioxide in the finished product does not exceed 350 milligrams
per liter in wines, or 350 milligrams per kilogram in other food
products, of which not over 70 milligrams is in a free state.
No prosecutions will be based on the manufacture, sale or

transportation of foods and food products manufactured or
packed during the season of 1907 which contain sodium ben-
zoate in quantities not exceeding one-tenth of 1 per cent, or
benzoic acid equivalent thereto, provided sodium benzoate or
benzoic acid has hitherto been generally used in such foods
and food products.
The label of each package of sulphured foods or of foods

containing sodium benzoate or benzoic acid, shall bear a
statement that the food is pr.^sjrved with sulphur dioxide, or
with sodium benzoate, or benzoic acid, as the case may be,
and the label must not bear a serial number assigned to any
guaranty filed with the department of agriculture nor any
statement that the article is guaranteed to conform to the
food and drugs act.
The use of any dye harmless nr otherwise, to color or stain

a food in a manner whereby d.Tm-ise or inferiority is con-
cealed is specifically nrohihited by l.iw. The use in food for
any purpose of any mineral ily ar any c.ial tar dye, except
those coal tar dyes heroinbelore li.^iid, wi.l be grounds for
prosecution.

Traveling Men to Visit Dreamland.
Under the auspices of the New York division, the

United Commercial Travelers of America and the Travel-
ers' Protective Association are arranging to enjov to the
full the varied entertainment features of Drepmland,
Coney Island, August 30th. The invitation committee has
requested the attendance of every traveling man in
America.
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Dr. Eccles in Japan.

As usual, Dr. Eccles was
•in tho thick of the fight,"

the accompanying print

—

made from a postal card
received from him by a
iceTnber of the Oirculak
staff—showing that he was
in Japan at the time the
anti-American jingoes of

that country were most
active.

.Dr. and Mrs. Eccles ar-

rived in New York July
19th, exactly one year, to

the hour, after starting on
their globe-circumnavigat-
ing tour. It was by no pre-

arranged plan that they
completed the circle Just
when they did; neither did
they plan to spend Christ-
mas at Jerusalem, but by a
coincidence they arrived
there just at that time.
Both have reached home in

good health and good
spirits.

THE NACOY.A HOTEL,

Nagoya .Japan,

How the Pure Drug Law Protects Honest
Dealers.*

My friends, the public must be educated to look for

quality rather than cheapness in drugs. There is no de-

mand for adulterated or impure drugs if the buyer knows
them to be such.
The practitioner of legitimate pharmacy has no better

friend than the official who enforces the laws against adul-
teration impartially and fairly. You will not fear honest
competition in the sale of drugs and medicines, and it is

the duty of the State dairy and food commissioner to see
that you do not have to meet dishonest competition.
We recognize the very great disadvantage of the honest

dealer if the dishonest one is not compelled to obey the
law. For example, if one pharmacist is permitted to sell

laudanum deficient in opium and alcohol he can sell It for

much less than it costs the honest pharmacist to manu-
facture a full-strength preparation, thus not only injuring
the purchaser but acquiring an unmerited reputation for
iheapness as compared to the pharmacist who follows his
conscience and the PharmacopoBia.
Some tfme ago two samples of laudanum were taken In

this State for examination. One was obtained at a cut-

rate store, and cost 15 cents, the other from a reputable
druggist, and cost 50 cents. The average customer, judg-
ing from color and taste, would have considered the one
equal to the other, but the analysis showed that the
cheaper preparation was made from partially exhausted
opium, and contained less than one-fortieth as much alka-
loid as the other, or, in other words, that a purchaser of

what seemed to be the dearer article would obtain about
forty-one times as much actual medicinal value for 50
cents as the purchaser of the cheaper article would obtain
for 15 cents.

Against such frauds it is the duty of my department to

protect both the consumer and the honest and capable
l>harmacist.

Patent Law Reform Discussed.f
Congressman Currier, of New Hampshire, chairman of

the committee on patents of the house of representatives,
and author of the bill which superseded the Mann patent
bill, spoke on patent law reform as it relates to the drug
trade, before the recent joint meeting of the New England
Ph. A.'s at Magnolia Beach.
The congressman reviewed the history of the movement

from its inception to the present time. The failure of the
Mann bill to pass was due, he said, to the fact that it was
regarded by many students of the subject as class legisla-

tion. It affected only drugs and druggists, and,
opened up many possibilities of working injury to yarteiis
important Interests that should be protected.

THE INTERNATIONAI, C0XVE>TI0N.

Mr. Currier explained the workings of the International
convention to protect patents. Each member agrees to
grant to foreign inventors every patent that it would grant
to its own people. The injustice lies right here: tkls
country is much more liberal to inventors than Germany
and other European states.

Foreign nations laud our system but do not conform
their practice to ours. It is a question not of the powers
of congress, for congress can change the law, as proposed,
but one of expediency.
The committee, the congressman said, believed that a

process patent under existing conditions would give the
inventor little or no protection from the fact that in-
fringers could use the process, close their doors and defy
investigation, the burden of proof being on the plaintiff.
In Germany it is on the defendant. Moreover, there would
be no effective way to prevent the importation and sale of
substitute goods.

MK. CURRIEe's idea.

Mr. Currier's idea, as embodied in his bill, is that pat-
ents should be granted to foreigners on the same terms
as patents are granted in their own countries to citizens
of that country. This differs from the provisions of the
Mann bill and from the suggestion of President Roosevelt,
but is more practicable, and taken as a basis for legisla-
tion will produce some effective lawmaking.
On being asked if the committee had found that the

N. A. R. D. had done all that possibly could be done to
promote this reform. Congressman Currier replied that
they gave the committee valuable Ideas and arguments
whenever they came before It.

KEEP ox KICKING.

Congressman Currier clo.sed by urging the druggists to
persist in kicking for what they want in legislation and
in the end they were sure to get it.

Alcohol in Medicines.
Among the recent rulings of the commissioner of inter-

nal revenue have been several affecting such drugglsu as
make or sell the soda fountain beverages popularly known
as non-intoxicating substitutes for beer and sold under
various names, such as beerine and hop ale. According to
the ruling of the commissioner the manufacturer of such
products containing one-half of one per cent, or more, of
alcohol must qualify as a rectifier or a brewer, and pay
the necessary special tax; the product must be stamped as
a malt liquor and all persons selling it must qualify and
pay special tax as wholesale or retail liquor dealers.
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Northern Ohio Association.

When the ballots were counted at the meeting of the

Northern Ohio Druggists' Association held at Cleveland
July Bth, the corps of ofRcers named on page 445 of the

CiBCDLAB for May were declared elected.

The committee on a United States Pharmacopoeia and
National Formulary propaganda reported that the mem-
bers had planned a movement to be begun in September
with a letter to the physicians to be followed with the

sending of samples of official preparations.
The committee on answers to the National Association

of Retail Druggists reported that it had written to the na-

tional headquarters that the local association did not ap-

prove the plan of co-operative buying and manufacturing
proposed by the national body.
Arrangements were made for the transportation of the

Cleveland delegation to the meeting of the Ohio associa-

tion during the following week.
After the new officers had been installed, adjournment

was had.

Merck's "Microbes" Make Merry.

The "microbes" composing the Antiseptic Club, a merry-
making organization of the employees of Merck & Co

,

celebrated their third escape from business and other re-

straining ties, June 22d. This was the occasion of the

club's grand summer fest; and, with no fear of opsonins
or germicides the "microbes" disported themselves at

New Dorp, Staten Island, as they alone can disport.

German Apothecaries' Outing.

Coming late in the season, the annual outing of the Ger-

man Apothecaries' Society of New York, held at Bach-
mann's pavilion, Bachmann Station, Staten Island, July

18th, was not so well attended as in past years. Then,
too, rain deterred many from being on hand. Those who
were brave enough or fortunate enough to get there were
well pleased with the affair.

Where Germans congregate for recreation, there will be
bowling. At the apothekers' ausfiug this game was an
important feature. Many valuable prizes were awarded to

the winners in the ladies' and the gentlemen's contests.

There were also a number of pretty prizes for the chil-

dren who excelled in the various kinderspiele. Dancing
and concert music helped in brightening the day.

Among other non-members present was President C. L.

McBride, of the New York Pharmacal Association, who
had run down from Kingston to enjoy himself. Despite
his unfamiliarity with the official language of the society.

Mr. McBride said that he had enjoyed himself greatly and
was more than glad he came, and regretted that he was
unable to remain for supper.

Brooklyn Pharmacists Picnic.

A large contingent of the Brooklyn Pharmaceutical
Association attended the outing of that organization at
Distler's Park, Jamaica, L. I. In all ninety-odd were on
hand. Bowling and track events furnished relaxation for

those who cared to participate. Many costly prizes were
contested for by the members, their wives and their chil-

dren. A sumptuous repast was served at 7 o'clock, after

which the dancing was continued.

Attacking the Iowa Law.
A petition has been flled in the federal court by a stock

food company of Nebraska, who seek to enjoin the Iowa
dairy commissioner from collecting an inspection fee from
their concern. It is also asked that the State be enjoined
from compelling this company to publish the formula of
its product. The actions complained of are based on the
new pure food and drug law.
The company claims that the publication of its formula

would give its competitors undue advantages; yet in its

petition it sets forth that the dozen or more cereals, spices,
chemicals, etc., entering into the stock food are blended by
a special treatment valued at $50,000.

Educational Advertising.

"A few years ago," writes Prof. Edward Kremers, in
the Kew Idea, "Miss Henkel, a pharmaceutical graduate in
the employ of the bureau cf plant industry, compiled ma-
terial which was published as Farmers' Bulletin No. 188
of the department of agriculture under the title 'Weeds
used in Medicine.' Any druggist can obtain a copy of this
bulletin by writing to Washington, and from it he can
learn, if he does not already know, what weeds in his
vicinity are useful because of their medicinal properties.
Let him collect that part which is commonly used and
cure it to a drug. Let him further make the common
official and unofficial popular preparations and place the
entire exhibit, percolator and all. properly labeled, in his
show window. And last but not least, let him offer a prize
of five or ten dollars with credit for goods to be pur-
chased at his store for the best essay written by children
of the ward school or the high school on the weed in
question. By offering his collected specimens to the
school museum, he will not only do the school a good turn,
but the teachers of that school will no doubt favor him
by acting as judges, thus securing an impartial decision.
If living in a small town, the local paper will, no doubt,
be willing to publish the essay and thus give to the event
added zest and greater publicity. If properly managed
even the editor of the Sunday edition of our large city
papers may take a hand and publish illustrations as well
as the article."

E. B. Austin, of Boonville. N. Y., has disposed of the
drug business conducted by him for fifty years to S. J.

Sanford, of Nicholville.

Food and Drug Analysis at Massachusetts
College.

A special course in food and drug analysis has been
arranged by the Massachusetts College of Pharmacy, of
Boston, to begin with the 1907-S session. The course will
be open to graduates of pharmacal and technical schools
and others possessing the necessary preliminary knowledge
of the subject. A preparatory course covering one year
of selected subjects, has also been arranged, with a view
to fitting students for the analytical course.

Thomas R. Southerland, well known to the trade in a
large portion of the South, has taken a position with A. H.
& P. H. Lippincott, the Philadelphia soda fountain man-
ufacturers, and will represent them in Virginia and North
Carolina, with headquarters at Richmond and Charlotte.
Mr. Southerland was for a long time with the J. Elwood
Lee Company and also with Parke, Davis & Co., but for
the past couple of years has been selling Becker soda
fountains in his present territory. He is a Native Tar
Heel, an old druggist and a man of engaging manners.
He knows the trade well and understands its wants, and
expects to materially increase his firm's business.

The pharmacists and physicians of San Antonio, Tex.,
sat down together to a Mexican supper, June 20th. Many
features of the relation between the two professions were
discussed and it was mutually agreed that while the drug-
gist had the right to recommend simple remedies in minor
ailments, it was criminal for him to attempt to diagnose
and prescribe in the case of an evidently serious complaint.

That parcel of the Andrew Morton estate located at
348 to 354 Fifth avenue, Pittsburg, Pa., has been acquired
by the May Drug Company, of that city, for a considera-
tion of $600,000. The sale was confirmed July 8th. The
May company will demolish the buildings now on the
site, and will erect a modern business building, to be oc-

cupied as its main retail store and wholesale department.

More than 600 persons attended the picnic given June
2Sth to the Philadelphia Association of Retail Druggists
by the local chapter of the Women's Organization of the
National Association of Retail Druggists. The affair
which was held at Fairmount Park was conceded one of
the most enjoyable in the memory of the attending drug-
gists.

The treasury department has ruled that it is not neces-
sary that the containers of special denatured alcohol be
decorated with the emerald green paint prescribed for
those containing the completely denatured spirit.

Dr. Arthur Kitchens, director of the antitoxin and vac-
cine laboratories of the H. K. Mulford Company, of Phil-
adelphia, is in London, engaged with Prof. E. A. Wright,
in the study of opsonins and vaccine therapy.
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Aid Asked in the Prevention of Tuberculosis.

Tlie committee on the prevention of tuberculosis of the
Charity Orgaidzation Society of tliis city asks contrihr.-
tions large or small to continue and enlarge the work it

has- begun. An old ferry boat is now being used as a day
ramp for consumptives, the plan being similar to that
adopted in Boston, of which mention is made elsewhere in
this issue. In a circular on the subject recently issued by
the committee it is said: "It is the judgment of those
who have been in charge of the Boston day camp for three
years that many persons unable to enter hospitals or sani-
tariums receive very great benefit from the camp method
of treatment and the question is being discussed whether
ii some such form as this which is now being followed m
Boston and New York 1he German plan of day camps ior
consumptives should not be adopted in this country, in
that country camps are established on the outskirts of a
nnmber of cities, men, women and children being cared
for in separate places while certain cities have in addition
special camps for weak and sickly children with ten-
dencies to tuberculosis. Although the cost of this treat-

ment is relatively small it is still high enough to prevent
its extension as widely as is desirable. Many things, such
as hammocks, which would add to the comfort and help in
the treatment of the patients in the New York camp can-
not be purchased for lack of funds." Contributions may be
sent to the secretary, Paul Kennady, 105 East Twenty-sec-
ond street.

Hem

Obituaries.
HENRY CANNING.

Canning, one of the best known druggists of New

The Law and the Department Store "Leader."

All are acquainted, says The Keystone, with the depart-
ment store practice of advertising some leading make of

goods at cut rates with the double object of attracting
buya^ to the store and of conveying the impression that
they are able to sell even such lines as are looked upon as
stajidards, at very material reductions from the regular
market prices. Very frequently the number of bona flde

goods included in the bargain lot is quite small: just

enoagh to lend a touch of truth to the advertisement. Of
course these are disposed of early in the sale and the late

arrival is told- how much the salesman regrets that all the
so-and-so goods are gone, with the expectation—frequently
expressed—that the customer will buy something else in

the same line at a profitable figure.

This practice does not meet with the universal approval
of the manufacturers, says The Keystone, and it now
seems that the aid of the law will be invoked to check this

exaggeration. Recently a bill for an injunction and dam-
ages was filed in the United States court in Pennsylvania
by a Massachusetts shoe manufacturer against a Pennsyl-
vania firm. This suit grew out of an advertisement of

the department store concern of some 5,000 pairs of the
manufacturer's shoes at greatly reduced prices. The bill

of complaint sets forth that while a few pairs of this

manufacturer's make might have been included in the lots

offered, the balance were by other makers, and that the
Intention of the advertisers was to deceive the public
I'nto believing that the concern was selling this manufac-
turer's line at much less than it could be bought from the
regalar retail shoe dealers handling them.

Are You a BufFalonian?

Buffalo is to have an "old home week" September 1st to

7th that promises to be worth while. Any former resident
of that city wishing to receive a souvenir invitation should
send his or her at' dress to James W. Greene, secretary.
207 White Building, Buffalo, N. Y.

A. S. Kellam, Ph. C, who has been hospital pharma-
cist in the United States Navy for four yi-prs, has just
letumed from a trip around the world, having been st&

tioned for some time at the Phillipines. He was married
to Lelah Bird Prescott, of Chicago, at Chicago on June
12th. Mr. Kellam will be stationed at Lynn, Mass., until

his fifth year of service is completed. Mr. and Mrs. Kel-
lam will be at home to their friends at Lynn, Mass., after

July 1st.

Oscar Blosmo, Ph. C, has been appointed assistant

pharmacist at the University Free Dispensary, Minneapo-
lis, under G. Bachman, who is in charge of the dis-

pensing department.

Englanil, and one most active in pharmacal movements,
died at his home at Dorchester, Mass., July 12th, aged
sixty-five years.
Mr. Canning was born in the West End of Boston in

1S42, the son of Samuel and Mary Canning. Finishing his
studies in the schools of Boston as a Franklin medal stu-
dent, he entered the employ of Theodore Metcalf in 1857.
Ten years later he left Mr. Metcalf and entered into a
partnership with Edgar L. Patch. The firm of Canning
& Patch was continued for twenty-five years, when Mr.
Canning became sole owner. He was distinguished for

Henrj- Canning.

his probity, and exercised a most beneficial influence upon
his clerks and other druggists with whom he came into
business or personal contact.

In 1865 Mr. Canning became a member of the American
Pharmaceutical Association. In the affairs of this body
he always took an active interest. He served as one of
its vice-presidents in 1884-5. He was a life member of
ihe association and also of the Massachusetts College of

Pharmacy, with which he became connected in 1872. He
was a trustee of the college for many years and its presi-

dent in 1882-90. In the history of the several national
organizations of commercial pharmacy, the name of Henry
Canning occupies a prominent position. He was the first

president of the National Retail Druggists' Association,
organized in 1883. and served as such until 1885 when he
declined a re-election. Of its successor, the Interstate Re-
tail Druggists' League, he was an active member, and
president in 1893-4. He was well known to the members
of the National Association of Retail Druggists, at the
meetings of which he was always very active. He was a
member of the executive committee of the Boston Drug-
gists' Association when it was organized in 1875. For
many years he was the secretary of this organization and
was president in 1895-6. When the Massachusetts Phar-
maceutical Association was organized in 1882, he was one
of its leading promoters. He was president of this asso-
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elation in 1886-7, and for a number of years prior to his

deatli was one of its trustees.

Mr. Canning's renown as a pharmacist was equalled by
the fame he acquired as a singer. For forty-four years

he was considered one of the leading basso soloists of

Boston, and was a member of the choirs at St. Joseph's

and St. Augustine's. He tendered his services as a vocalist

free, and at the time of his resignation from the choir of

St. Augustine's in 1904 he was the recipient of many
valuable tributes from the monsignor, the congregation
and his fellow choir members. He was a member of the

Boston school board in 1885-8.

Mr. Canning was married in 1869 and is survived by
two daughters and one son.

The funeral services were held July loth and were at-

tended by many representatives of the pharmacal organi-

zations of the city, State and country. Many of the drug
stores of Boston and vicinity were closed during the

SIB WILLIAM HENRY PERKIX, F. R. S.

Sir William Henry Perkin, the accidental discoverer of

mauve, the first anilin color, died at London, England,
July 14th, aged sixty-nine years.

William H. Perkin was born at London, March 12th.

1838. After leaving the city school he entered the Royal
College of Chemistry in 1853. While an assistant to Hof-
mann there he experimented with the synthetic produc-

tion of quinine and in 1856 discovered anilin purple, or

mauve. The firm of Perkin & Sons founded immediately
afterwards was a pioneer in the "coal tar" industry, now
one of the most extensive in existence.

Sir William was a prominent figure in the chemical
world and a fellow, or an honorary member in the chemi-
cal societies of many countries. He was also an honorary
doctor of philosophy, doctor of science, and doctor of laws.

In 1906 he was knighted by King Edward, and a golden
jubilee celebration in his honor was held in this and other
countries.

Sir William was twice married and is survived by his
yife, four daughters and three sons.

A. G. CLARKE.

A. G. Clarke, of Denver, Col., who recently succeeded
the late C. E. Ward as secretary-treasurer of the Colorado
Pharmacal Association, died July 14th from Injuries re-

ceived In an automobile accident on the previous day.
Mr. Clarke was a native of New York State and went to
Colorado twenty years ago. He is survived by his wife
and three sons.

FRED J. GRANT.
Fred J. Grant, advertising manager of Merck & Co., of

this city and a member of the staff of Merck's Report
and Merck's Archives since 1896, died suddenly, June
29th, aged sixty-one years. He was a civil war veteran, a
Mason, and well-known as a newspaper man. He Is sur-
vived by his wife.

Rudolph Welter, reputed to be the oldest druggist in
Indiana, died at Lawrenceburg, July 10th, aged eighty-two
years. He had been in business for more than fifty years.

Harry A. Candee, of Washington, D. C, was killed by
electricity in the store of his employer, Lewis Flemer,
July 20th. while attempting to release an employee of the
electric lighting company, who had been killed by a live
wire. His wife and one child survive.
William Coiftson, of Buffalo. N. Y., died July 15th, aged

fifty-nine years. He was a native of Canada and a promi-
nent fisure in the military, fraternal and political circles
of Buffalo. He is survived by his wife and two sons.

Percival F. Gross, of Denver, Col., died July 15th, aged
forty-six years.

Charles Waloneck, of this city, died July 16th, aged
thirty-five years. '

Theodore Edward Ihrig, of Pittsburg, Pa., died June
26th, aged forty-seven years. He was prominent in
Masonic and other fraternal circles.

Urban Biggs, of Savannah, Ga.,
twenty-nine years.

Albert Wetterstroem, brother of Theodore Wetterstroem,
the secretary of the Ohio Pharmaceutical Association and
State chemist, died at his home at Camp Washington, a
suburb of Cincinnati, July 15th. He was fifty-three years
old. and is survived by his wife and three sons. He was

a member of the city board of education, a member of the
American Pharmaceutical Association and a prominent
Mason.

Henry Harrison Hall, of Aiken, S. C, died June 20th,

aged fifty-nine years. He was a great-grandson of Presi-

dent William Henry Harrison, a confederate veteran, and
an officer in the United Confederate Veterans.

William Graves, of Presque Isle, Me., died July 9tk.

E. Y. Griggs, the oldest business man of Ottawa, 111.,

died recently at the age of eighty-nine years.

Dr. Charles J. Hadfield, of Phcenixville, Pa., died re-

cently, aged forty years.

Wilbert E. Hartley, of Moundsvllle, W. Va., died at Mor-
gantown, July 10th. aged twenty-eight years.

L. T. Clark, of Port Tampa, Fla., died June 17th.

Conrad Cook, of Terre Haute, Ind., died June 21st, aged
thirty-seven years.

Albert MacKenzle, late of Troy, N. Y., died at Albany,
July 7th, aged thirty-two years.

Cyrus E. Napper, who entered the drug business at
Logan, Utah, in 1873, died there July 2d, aged fifty-one

years. He was a native of England.

Dr. Eli Barnaud, formerly of Worcester, Mass., died at
Brockton, July 2d; he was born at Marseilles, France.

died July 7th,

Deportations of Undesirable Food Products.
Pursuant to the strict policy of exclusion which it is an-

nounced will be pursued by the board of food and drug
inspection with reference to imported articles, eleven con-

signments of various food products were deported to the
original markets during the first week in July. One con-

si^iment of nutmegs was condemned because of damage
caused by worms; a shipment of olive oil was ordered de-

ported on account of the containers in which it was sent
being of short measure; and other shipments of various
products were sent back because they were falsely labeled
or impure.

It is stated that the policy of exclusion will be consid-
erably extended as the new rulings take effect with refer-

ence to various preservatives and coloring matters. The
board does not consider the size or character of any con-
signment, and has determined not to have data on these
topics submitted to it. It confines its attention to the
quality of the goods and their freedom, or otherwise,
from prohibited substances.
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What the N. A. R. D. Has Before It.

When a member of the executive committee of the

National Association of Retail Druggists referred to

the "Indianapolis decree" as a possible "blessing in

disguise," he may have had in mind the vigorous lan-

guige of George IM. Beringer, who, in speaking of the

N. A. R. D., and its attitude toward nostrums and the

prices at which they are sold, had said several months
before that "the effort to make the association simply

a tool for the illegal application of the ""big stick' has

demoralized the manhood and the independent pro-

fessional spirit of the pharmacists." More than two
years ago no less loyal an organization man than the

redoubtable Wilhelm Bodemann, wrote to the CiR-

CUL.\R concerning the work which druggists had be-

fore them, and said : "The N. A. R. D. m.ust soon

come to the conclusion that all it can do is to organize

and use persuasion on the other branches to correct

price cutting. It certainly cannot be done by cut-off

and honor lists, but each manufacturer has it in his

power to insist on the right selling price."

It needs only a cursory reading of the opinions of

the two men named, looking at the situation, as they

do, from widely divergent points of view, to show

that not only has the "Indianapolis decree" not

sounded the death knell of the N. A. R. D., but that

this decree was discounted long before it came, and

has merely cleared away the briars, vines and other

•undergrowth which were impeding the march of the

largest and best organized army of pharmacists that

has ever been marshalled to fight for its own betterment.

There can be no question that the nostrum traffic

has been, in many respects, the greatest bane of the

retail drug business. A short time ago we were talk-

ing to a man of peculiarly keen insight and logical

mind, and he condensed into almost epigrammatic

proportions certain propositions the truth of which

must be evident to all who consider them. He said

that the only excuse for the existence of an associa-

tion of any kind was that it might do for its members

something which its members individually could not

do, or do so well, for themselves; that the things

which druggists most need to do is to gain and hold

the confidence and patronage of physicians and public

;

that the druggist who co-operates with the nostrum

manufacturer thereby forfeits his right to expect the

confidence and patronage of physicians; and that by

entering into a combination to increase the price of

goods, the druggist invites the antagonism of the

public. We believe that it is safe to assume that the

approaching meeting of the N. A. R. D. will devote

less time than has any of its predecessors to a con-
sideration of ways and means for increasing the vol-
ume and profit of the nostrum traffic and more to
matters which will be of greater interest to the re-
tail drug trade, even though of less to the members
of the Proprietary Association. Ever since its organ-
ization this association has been working for a change
in our patent laws which would give American drug-
gists privileges which are now withheld from them,
although enjoyed by their confreres in Canada and
Europe, and it will doubtless continue so to work ; co-
operative buying and manufacturing, while not al-

ways advocated by the association, may now receive
more favorable attention than has been accorded the
subject at previous meetings; and it is said that co-
operative insurance is to be urged to take the place
of the various kinds of price-protecting plans as
the great rallying feature of the association. A con-
sideration of these things will give the Qiicago meet-
ing work in abundance, but there are other matters
which have come up at previous meetings, and which
will doubtless demand further attention. Among
these may be mentioned the Pharmacopoeia and Na-
tional Formulary propaganda work, board and col-
lege work, co-operation with the council of pharmacy
and chemistry of the American Medical Association,
which was authorized at the Boston meeting two years
ago, parcels post, alcohol tax, pure food and drug
laws, the California relief fund, and a number of de-
tails connected with the retail drug business. Indeed,
there is so much for the association to attend to that it

really does seem to be something of a "blessing in dis-

guise" that the discussion of price-protecting plans,

which heretofore has taken precedence over other
matters, will now be relegated to a less conspicuous
position. Perhaps the association may take action
looking toward an amendment to the Sherman anti-

trust law under which the Indianapolis decree was
granted, as there are portions of that law which seem
to work a hardship to legitimate business; and a let-

ter from Dr. H. H. Rusby, published in the Circular
last month, suggests a subject for discussion at the
Chicago meeting which may well receive the most
careful consideration that any body of pharmacists is

able to give it.

Chicago expects and is prepared to entertain a
large attendance upon the ninth annual meeting of
the National Association of Retail Druggists to be
held within its walls during the week of September
sixteenth. That Chicago will not be disappointed in

the size of the crowd, or the crowd disappointed in
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Chicago, seems probable. Such disappointment as

tliere may be experienced should be felt by those who

think or hope that the end of the association is near.

The N. A. R. D. has before it the task of bettering the

condition of those who make their living by the prac-

tice of pharmacy. Its work, as we said last June in

discussing the Indianapolis decree seems to us, in-

stead of being ended, to have just begun.

Cheerfulness as a Business Asset.

Cheerfulness as a business asset has a value which

is altogether out of proportion to its cost. The cheer-

ful proprietor gets the bargains which the traveling

salesman has to ofifer ; the cheerful clerk attracts cus-

tomers who will wait for him if he is busy, rather

than have a grumpy fellow hand them out a "nickle's

w^orth o' salts." Even the cheerful customer receives

better attention than the man with a chronic grouch

who nettles some clerks. If the clerk happens to be one

of those enviable persons who is possessed of cheer-

fulness plus, his overflow may infect the grouchy man
and result in a flow of good nature which will ma-

terially lighten the clerk's burden of waiting on the

atrabilious one and materially aid the clerk in lighten-

ing the atrabilious one's purse as well.

The man who would be cheerful for money alone

has no cheerfulness at all, however good his imitation

of that desirable attribute may be, but it is well for the

clerk to assume the virtue of cheerfulness even though

he have it not. Good cheer is contagious, and it

works both up and down. If the proprietor has had a

bad night, if his breakfast coffee was bad and his

rolls soggy, if the news in the morning's paper was

not to his liking and the children irritating, the

chances are that he will not be in a particularly happy

frame of mind when he reaches the store, and will pick

some flaw in the work of the clerks. This may cause

them to nurse a fancied wrong to the exclusion of the

cultivation of the much more satisfactory good cheer.

Then things will go bad with that store all day. That

is, they will if there is not some surplus cheerfulness

somewhere around out of which those who are short

of that asset may replenish their stock.

At such a juncture the clerk who can furnish fresh

cultures of the cheer germ is worth his week's sal-

ary for the one day. He does not waste time and in-

crease his bile pressure by wondering why he does

not get the additional money to which he is so justly

entitled, for to do this would put an automatic check

on his rising value. He just goes ahead helping the

business until somebody—maybe his employer, maybe
his employer's competitor—comes along and offers

him a big increase, which he, with his accustomed

cheerfulness, accepts. Whether he goes or whether he

stays, his friends remain with him and are glad to see

their dimes and dollars pass over the counter to his

hands. Should he desire to go into business for him-

self the good impression he has made upon his cus-

tomers so inspires the wholesaler with confidence in

his business ability that he can get all the goods he

wants on credit, his cheerfulness being his principal

business asset.

Are Nostrums Poisonous?
Again has the press committee of the Proprietary

Association seen fit to issue a tabulated statement to

prove that "patent" medicines are not so fatal when
taken internally as are such pharmacopceial drugs as

phenol, morphine, strychnine and iodine. The com-

mittee goes further and undertakes to prove by

statistics that paris green, roach poison, rat "medi-

cine," embalming fluid and copper polish, if eaten or

imbibed too freely are almost sure to cause results

which are more to be dreaded than the effects of tak-

ing the average nostrum.

We think that as a result of the press committee's

carefully tabulated statement, no fair-minded man
will hereafter contend that ]\Irs. Soothlow's winning

syrup, when given to a baby according to the printed

directions, will cause death so surely and so quickly

as would sulphuric acid, or that Casca's bowelets will

kill you while you sleep as easily as would chloroform.

We make this admission in the full possession of the

knowledge that both sulphuric acid and chloroform

are official—are what are known as "doctor's medi-

cines."

Just why the Proprietary Association should main-

tain a press committee and subscribe for the services

of "six of the largest press clipping bureaus in the

United States" for the purpose of proving that

arsenic is more poisonous than diluted alcohol that

has been colored and tinctured with some bark, is

more than we are able to say. Who has denied this?

Why do the gentlemen of the Proprietary Associa-

tion protest so much?

But there is a phase of the subject under discussion

which is of some importance, and that is a phase on

which the press committee in its recent statement has

not touched. Perhaps the committee will pardon us

for referring to the incompleteness of its circular let-

ter, and for offering to add something to it which

—

in our estimation, at least—will make it of more value.

Nostrums (we might as well call these things by

their proper name: they are not patent medicines)

are made to sell. So far as we know, the men who
make them do so practically for the sole purpose of

selling them. If the manufacturers made their nos-

trums as poisonous as corrosive mercuric chloride

they would not be good "repeaters"—a customer

would never come back for a second bottle. This fact

alone ought to be conclusive evidence to any man
that nostrums are not so constructed that their effect

upon those who indulge in them is instantly fatal.

No laboriously compiled table of 4295 cases of poison-

ing in two years, with 1753 fatalities, should be neces-

sary to convince the unprejudiced thinker that it

would not pay the nostrum manufacturer to conceal

large proportions of virulent poisons in his pills and

potions. Cut that there are deaths ciused by giving

certain baby soothers is shown in pathetic abundance

by the record as set down in the columns of The
Druggists Circul.\r; that many catarrh powders

contain cocaine in large and dangerous quantities has

been shown by analysis time and time again ; that

large numbers of the so-called remedies for various
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common ailments were but thinly disguised whisky

became so notoriously manifest that the United States

internal revenue department felt called upon to re-

quire druggists who handled them to take out retail

liquor dealers' licenses, is a matter of history; that

potassium iodide in "blood medicines," codeine in

cough syrups, and many other potent drugs in many
other popular remedies have wrought inestimable

harm, none can deny. And not only has positive

harmbaen wrought by the active remedies, but harm

of a negative character has resulted from a false feel-

ing of security caused by the taking of remedies

which in themselves might not have been poisonous

at all. Does the table so confidently sent out by the

press committee of the Proprietary Association have

anything to say about the hundreds and thousands of

slow deaths caused by the long-continued use of

dangerous nostrums, or from the failure of the nos-

trum takers—misled by lying advertisements—to call

in a competent physician in time? Most assuredly

it does not. So long as the "disguised cocktails" and

other "dope" of the proprietary manufacturers do noi

have the effect caused by stepping on a third rail, no

notice of their fatal effect is taken by the press com-

mittee. While reports of deaths caused by the use

of nostrums come with alarming frequency, it is really

comparatively seldom that fatalities due to this cause

are of such a nature that coroners, physicians and the

press can feel legally safe in saying that they were

caused directly by the use of a certain secret prepara-

tion, and by the use of that preparation alone. If such

were not the case, the Proprietary Association's table

would present a very different appearance, and would

not be so widely distributed.

Let no druggist be misled by the tabular statement

which the press committee of the Proprietary Asso-

ciation will no doubt succeed in placing before him in

alluring form through the agency of the "red-clause"

newspapers and drug journals. Such a table was

printed as a part of a letter from Attorney Douglass

of the Proprietary Association, in the Circular for

February, 1906, page 62, and the sophistry of the de-

ductions drawn from it were pointed out editorially

on page 37 of the same issue. Sophistry is one of the

few things left for the nostrum men. The campaign

against fraud and deceit in the medicine business

waged for over fifty years by the American Pharma-

ceutical Association and The Druggists Circular,

and the active aid in this campaign lately rendered by

the American Medical Association and some of the

popular journals, have so shown up the inner work-

ings of the proprietary business that fair deductions

from the facts would be damning to that business.

And, as if to add to the woe of those who have taken

so much profit out of the woes of others, an awakened

public conscience has caused the law-makers to put

such statutes on the books, and executive officers to

so interpret and enforce old laws, that much of the

most objectionable traffic has received its quietus and

many of the proprietors have been driven almost to

their wits' ends to know just how to hitch their own
cupidity with the credulity of the people in order to

obtain the best results.

A Phase of Ph. A. Work Which Needs

Readjusting.

Entertainment programs are serious affairs with

the people who have to prepare them, and when these

people are allowed no discretion in the selection of

the time when the program is to be carried out the

seriousness of the situation is materially augmented.

State pharmaceutical associations usually turn over to

the local committee the entire matter of making ar-

rangements for their meetings, and give themselves

no further concern regarding the matter, but then

time is a comparatively small item with the State as-

sociations, two or three days, half devoted to business

and half to pleasure, generally sufficing for their meet-

ings. With the American Pharmaceutical Association

it is different. So far it has not been deemed ex-

pedient to try to extend the sessions of that body's

annual meetings over more than a week, and it has

been manifest for some time that to compress its

work into six days is to neglect some of the important

details of that work. A few years ago there were only-

three sections of the association, and then when a

full day was set aside for each section and a lilc^

amount of time provided for the general sessions, there

were two days left in the week for adjourned meet-

ings and entertainment. Now there are five sections,

to say nothing of the American Conference of Phar-

maceutical Faculties and the National Association of

Boards of Pharmacy, and as simultaneous sessions of

two sections are contrary to the wishes of most of the

members, it is not hard to see that but little time is

left for the amusement features of the meeting if the

regular sessions receive anything like the amount of

attention to which they are entitled.

The council of the association—which has the "last

say" on such matters—has never seemed disposed to

approve a program which gives time to extraneous

matters at the expense of the regular business of the

meeting, and thus does the council handicap a local

secretary and committee who are disposed to be gen-

erous with their entertainment. Perhaps this difficulty

is such that no action on the part of the association

can overcome it so long as simultaneous sessions of

the sections remain as unpopular as they have been

up to the present, and so long as neither the number
of sections nor the time each requires for its sessions

remains what it now is. But there is an impediment
in the path of those who wish to select a time and
place for the meeting and make arrangements for the

comfort and pleasure of those who attend it, which
can and should be removed. We refer to the almost

interminable delay in getting any kind of action on
the part of the council. In securing hotel accommoda-
tions for a large convention, as well as in making pro-

visions for the amusement of its members, a good
margin of time is needed. Numerous conventions of

various kinds are held in the so-called convention

cities and resorts, and as each one wants to secure in

advance the best accommodations possible, an ad-

justment of dates is necessary in order that some as-

sociation may not be disappointed. For this and for

various minor reasons the power to act for the Ameri-
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can Pharmaceutical Association in such matters ought

to be vested in a body composed of less than thirty

or so members, especially when, as is usually the case,

it is quite difficult to reach many of these members

by mail during the few months immediately preceding

the annual meetings. It is not fair to keep the local

secretary in suspense for weeks and even months when

the management of the hotel which he has selected as

the place for holding the meeting is urging him either

to sign a contract or to say definitely that he will not.

It seems that a committee of three, or, at most, five,

ought to be empowered to fix the date of holding the

meeting and to pass on the program for its business

and recreative sessions. This committee might in-

clude the president, the secretary, the chairman of the

council, the local secretary and another member of the

council living at or near the place of the meeting.

Doubtless many able members of the association re-

gard this whole question of amusement at the meet-

ings as a nuisance, and would be glad to see it abated.

While we thoroughly understand that the prime object

of the coming together of the members is to transact

the business of the association, we cannot blind our-

selves to two facts : first, that many a druggist at-

tends the meetings as a matter of recreation and would

not attend them at all if they were all work and study

and shop talk, and, second, that if no regular time

during the convention days were set apart for amuse-

ment many of the members would be wandering oflf

continually in search of it, leaving the business ses-

sions but poorly attended—and who, even among the

faithful, wants to read a paper or unbottle his im-

promptu eloquence to vacant chairs?

The movement to reorganize or "readjust" the

American Pharmaceutical Association is under way,

and those upon whom will devolve the task of devising

improved methods for the body to follow in its con-

slant efforts to upbuild pharmacy will do well to re-

member in a liberal way the department of which the

local secretary is the working head.

Apparent Production of Lithium from
Copper.

During the past month news has come from Eng-

land which cannot fail to excite extreme interest

among chemists everywhere.

Sir William Ramsay has announced in a letter to

Nature the apparent production of lithium in a cop-

per solution by the emanation from radium. It had

been shown previously by himself and Mr. Soddy

that the spontaneous change of the emanation from

radium results in the formation of hehum. Other

researches have shown that when the radium emana-

tion is in contact with, and dissolved in water, the

inert gas which is procured by the change consists

mainly of neon ; only a trace of helium could be de-

tected. When a saturated solution of copper sulphate

was substituted for water no helium was produced;

the main product being argon, possibly containing a

trace of neon, for some of the stronger of its lines

appear to be present in the spectrum. The residue

after the removal of the copper from this solution,

showed the spectra of sodium and of calcium; (which

might have been derived from the glass of the con-

tainer) ; the red lithium line was also observed, but

was faint. This last observation has been made four

times, in two cases with copper sulphate and in two
with copper nitrate; all possible precautions were

taken, and similar residues from lead nitrate and from

water gave no indication of the presence of lithium;

nor was lithium detected in a solution of copper

nitrate.

The apparent result is spoken of by Sir William as

a "degradation" of copper into lithium; if the ap-

pearance proves real on such further research as it

will naturally excite, others will prefer to consider it as

a continuation of the splitting up process by which we
have resolved countless compounds into a compara-

tively few elements.

Endorsements of Nostrums are funny things.

Since the order of the commissioner of internal rev-

enue directing that druggists selling peruna would
have to pay tax as retail liquor dealers, the testi-

monials and pictures of the white ribbon temperance
reformer and the member of the W. C. T. U. have not

been so conspicuous in peruna advertising. Of course
the old testimonials and pictures could be used, but

then the peruna sold these days is not the peruna that

worked the alleged marvelous cures testified to by the

temperance advocates, as something different had to

be put forth as peruna in order that the revenue rul-

ing might be complied with and no tax paid. Whether
the concoction now sold as peruna will do the same
for the testimonial writers that the old stuff did is a

question we refer to a committee to be composed of

the manufacturer and the taker, with the privilege of

calling in the commissioner of internal revenue in case

of a tie vote. Bankers have often certified to the

financial integrity of men who were the worst kinds

of quacks. But, so far as we know, it has remained
for the chamber of commerce of a small Southern city

to combine the function of the famous wearer of the

white ribbon and that of the banker, and pass a reso-

lution to the effect that not only was the president of

a local nostrum manufacturing concern O. K., but that

his medicine was of the "highest standard." Just
what was meant by "highest standard" we do not

know ; neither was it stated in the dispatch we read

what means the members of the chamber of commerce
had tak,en to ascertain whether or not the medicine
reached this standard. When a banker certifies to the

financial responsibility of one of his customers, he is

giving expert testimony ; and as for us, we should

like for certificates as to the character of our rem-
edies to come from sources equally trustworthy in

their field, and not from chambers of commerce.

Alm.\nacs for 1908 will be of two kinds—the

"patent" medicine kind and the other. It is time for

those who prefer to give out the other kind to be

thinking about the matter. Here are some things

which they might put in a home-made book that would
make it more sought after than the one containing
testimonials for nostrums : The electoral votes of the

various States, and how they have been cast in recent

Presidential elections ; the cabinet ; the political com-
plexion of the two houses of congress and of the

State legislature ; the names of the State, county and
municipal officers and the members of the State's dele-
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gation in congress, with the dates of their election,

terms of office, names of their opponents, vote cast,

and salary; a list of the school districts, school officers

and school teachers in the county ; a list of the post

offices, postmasters and postal routes in the county,
with general postal information ; a list of churciies in

the county, with the names of their pastors and of-

Iicers; railroad and trolley time tables : census figures;

names and records of distinguished natives of the

county r general historical sketch of the town and
county ; time of holding courts, judges who will pre-

side, etc. ; tax rates, property valuation, amounts col-

lected, and how expended ; doctors, their addresses,

office hours, and telephone numbers ; nurses, dentists,

Mterinariaiis : board of health; farm hints; first aid

;o the injured ; weather signals; fire alarm boxes, fire

companies, tire regulations ; local baseball, football,

racing, etc., records ; household recipes ; interesting

facts about the earth, sun, moon and stars ; interest

tables; children's games; rules of parliamentary pro-

cedure; tables of mortality; blank spaces for entries;

and a thousand and one other things which will occur

;o the man who begins to look into the books for h:

subjects. The printer can offer suggestions and sup-

ply the calendar parts, and the expense may be re-

duced by selling advertising space.

Stealing is specifically prohibited by Holy Writ,

and all civilized communities, we believe, have laws

against it. Indeed, we suppose that barbarians, and
even the savages who have no written language, make
some kind of provision for punishing the culprit who
is detected appropriating to his own use the goods
and chattels of his neighbors. There are ways pro-

vided by law for protecting a man's printed ideas from
unauthorized appropiation by others, but many jour-

nalists do not avail themselves of these somewhat
cumbrous means, preferring to rely for protection

upon the honesty of those engaged in work similar to

their own, and the general sense of fair play of the

public. Unfortunately the public does not always
know, and confidence reposed in publishers of jour-

nals is sometimes misplaced, as was shown by us in

the Circular for July, page 454, in an article entitled

"Pens and Shears." A friend who read that article

has called our attention to a case of "lifting" an article

from one journal and placing it entire in another, and
says that he "can't understand these purloiners." He
writes: "I can understand how a man in need will

steal when he has a chance to escape discovery, but

how one can do it openly, as this man has done, is

beyond me." He concluded that the purloiners had no
sense of shame and that there was "no use in going

for them." Maybe there, is "no use in going for

them," but since we intimated in our July article that

we were camping on the trail of the most flagrant of-

fenders, we intend to follow the chase for a while

longer at least.

Guaranty Numbers are still bothering the heads

of departments at Washington, and are still being

used for advertising purposes by manufacturers in a

way which must be repugnant to the officers who de-

vised them and authorized their use. The question

of whether a manufacturer's guaranty protects a re-

tailer who purchases, not from the manufacturer but

from a jobber, has been referred to the attorney gen-

eral of the United States. In the meantime Prof.

John Uri Lloyd maintains that the whole guaranty-

number business is a delusion and a snare and should

never have been begun by the government, and should
be abolished. Prof. Lloyd says that a manufacturer
ought to be willing to back his goods at all times and
under all conditions, and that the label of the right

kind of a manufacturer on the goods is a better guar-
anty than any devised by an outsider could possibly

be. At the same time, when a retailer is haled to

court by an inspector, it must be a comfortable feeling

for him to be able to produce his "guaranty" and refer

the offi-cers to the manufacturer for satisfaction. A
good house will always stand behind its customers
when notified, but that does not prevent the retailer

from being made a party to any suit growing out of
the sale of deficient goods. Perhaps Prof. Lloyd
means that the manufacturer's label should be a legal

"guaranty."

Everlasting Ice is one of the probabilities of the

near future if a press dispatch concerning a discov-

ery of one J. M. Darrow, of Rhinelander, Wis., is to

be taken seriously. According to the dispatch, house-
keepers with Mr. Darrow's preparation (costing

forty-seven cents a thousand gallons) "in hand, can
buy a cake of ice, coat it, and have no need to trouble

the ice man again all summer." It seems to us that

the housekeepers would find it cheaper and equally

effective to cut the ice man out altogether and use a
block of granite in the ice-box—for surely if ice does
not absorb heat it cannot cool anything, and it does
not seem that it could go on absorbing heat all sum-
mer without getting warmer than the vegetables and
meat in the ice box, and becoming a positive menace
to them. Maybe Mr. Darrow sets his ice out o'

nights to let it shed the heat it has accumulated dur-
ing the day, and thus get ready for the morrow's task.

The Terrible Risk of handling benzin was re-

emphasized in this city during the past month. A
lady was carrying a can containing some of the liquid

by one hand and a lantern by the other ; vapor from
the benzin ignited, and the lady's clothing caught fire.

A daughter came to her rescue ; she saved her mother,
but was herself fatally burned.

Substitution has often been decried by manufac-
turers of nostrums but recent rulings of the revenue
department and of the pure food officers, and other

circumstances, have caused some of these same manu-
facturers to make substitutes for their old wares and
offer them as the original and only genuine.

E. Fougera & Co., of this city, ask us to state that

the contribution to our symposium on the question of

the government ownership of the Pharmacopoeia,
signed E. Fougera, Brooklyn, and published in the

Circular for last month, page 560, was not written

by any one connected with their house. It seems
that many of our readers have made the natural mis-

take of supposing that E. Fougera was a member of

the firm of E. Fougera & Co., and to correct this error

and do justice to all concerned, we take pleasure in

giving publicity to the firm's request.

There is a probability that an international pure

food congress will be held in this country next year.

Dr. H. W. Wiley, of the department of agriculture,

who has recently returned from Europe, proposes it

"Very often I have wondered at your seemingly in-

exhaustible patience in repeating things," writes a

careful reader of our Notes and Queries department.
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The Outside of the Store.

By Joseph F. Hostelley.

It is the outside of the store that speaks to the

passerby. It is the outside of the store that makes a
reputation for the inside with people who pass by and
say to themselves or to a companion : "There's a fine

store." It pays to have your store called a "fine

store." People expect to find exceptional things in

"fine stores." It is not always the most expensively

furnished store that the public calls fine ; but it is in-

variably an orderly, attractive store. Care and good
management can make the public's "fine store" with

fixtures and furniture that would otherwise cause no
comment. Tact makes many stores "fine"—it is a

way that the druggist has. It is not always the

market value of what is in a room that makes it ef-

fective, that gives it an individuality, that makes it a

"fine room."
A good many druggists keep busy on the inside and

let the "boy" and the man with the cigar signs and
the baby food advertisements take care of the outside.

It would profit some druggists to walk up and down
in front of their stores occasionally and look at the

outside as the public sees it. And while they are, for

the time, disinterested passersby let them make a

mental effort to estimate the influence that appear-

ances have on making a customer of a passerby. It

is not always location that makes transient trade.

Several stores may be convenient to the transients

that make one certain store busy, but something
brings them into this one particular store. What is

it? We feel reasonably sure that it is not that the

front of this store carries more miscellaneous adver-

tising than other stores ; it is not smudgy windows
nor a tarnished sign nor uninviting window exhibits.

But there must be something about the front of this

store with the transient trade that attracts people, that

brings them in.

When a man is invited into your store by the out-

side appearance he comes in willing to spend more
than a customer patronizing a store only as a matter

of convenience. To make people feel that yours is a

good place to buy, begin on the outside. When you
see a man dressed in good taste you feel that there is

something in the man. And people feel the same
about a drug store. The writer's preceptor used to

say to him : "Joseph, go out front and polish up the
sign ; people will think that we sell nothing that we
are proud of." He insisted on that brass sign being
kept bright. I could not just see then why he was
so particular about it, for the sign only told who kept
the store, which did not seem of much consequence
to a boy in drawing trade, and that he was a pharma-
cist, which everybody could see by the nature of the
store. But since, I have come to the conclusion that

his idea in keeping that pharmacist's sign brilliant was
to tell what kind of a pharmacist he was.
You can recall the time that you went into a store

by chance and was surprised when you got in to find
it prosperous looking. And yet probably vou never
bought anything there again, because the pleasing in-

terior could not reverse your natural preference for an
attractive exterior.

For the proprietor of one of the oldest pharmacies
in town he wore a strangely depressed and dissatis-

fied air as he sat on a stool by the soda fountain:
"What's your trouble?" he was asked. "Oh, I've

been away." 'You've been away ! Well, does going
away usually depress you so?" "It wasn't the going

away so much as it was the coming back," he an-
swered, with emphasis on the "coming back." "Every-
thing around the store looks different. I was going
to say every old thing looks different, for things do
look old now and a good many look shabby. I wish
that years ago I had gone away long enough to realize

when I returned that things around the store were
getting rusty, that I was getting rusty. I tell you
there'll have to be some paint and varnish spread
around this store, and a can of metal polish put to the
proper use ; and it can't be done any too soon to make
this store one of the fine stores. I have just waked
up to the importance of looking as good as you are,

and after this I am going to keep wide awake with
paint and varnish and polish to keep looking so good
that I will have to hustle to live up to appearances.

"I have just been sitting here turning it over in

my mind observations made on my trip. I believe

that there's one pretty sure thing that will make the

average man feel like doing something and being
somebody, and that is prosperous-looking surround-
ings that make people think he is somebody and is do-
ing something unusual. Now, I am very glad that

I got away from these old familiar walls and fixtures

long enough to realize that the successful store is not
the oldest store, but the store that keeps the newest.

"I've come to the conclusion that a good many long
established druggists would do more business if they
didn't look quite so long established, and I intend to

get right to work and make this 'old, reliable,' 'pure

drugs' pharmacy look more reliable and appeal more
strongly to up-to-date people who want up-to-date
methods and up-to-date goods. It will surprise me
greatly if my little trip wasn't one of the best busi-

ness moves I ever made; it is going to bring new
business to an old store grown young, fresh and at-

tractive. Hereafter people are not going to call this

one of the first stores, but one of the fine stores."

Some Hints on Manufacturing.
By Otto E. F. Bruder.

To every druggist who does not make the bulk of

his own preparations, as tinctures, elixirs, ointments,

emulsions, etc., it is recommended that he take an hour
to consider the following queries and a few others

that may come to him. Why did I spend three years

in learning the drug business? Why did I spend two
more years, besides lots of money, in taking a college

course in pharmacy? Why did I learn to make tinc-

tures so perfectly in college ? What good has it done
me to have been able at college to make a perfect

elixir? Why do I lounge around, and find it hard
work to kill time, when I know so well that part of

my time can be used profitably in making my own
galenicals, and when I know only too well that some
day, if I live, I shall be unable to earn a living and I

should have something laid by to live on ? Why do I

dispense Jones', or Brown's, or Smith's elixirs, when
not even called for, and which cost from 65 cents to

95 cents a pint, when I can, by proper representations

to my physicians, dispense my own perfect product
that costs not over 30 cents, a pint? Why do I give

as a donation the larger part of these profits to

others, when my family needs it ten times worse? Why
am I not a true pharmacist, true to my bringing up,

and getting all the pleasure and profit out of the busi-

ness and profession that there is in it? Why do I

not try to make a success of my profession? Any
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druggist who does an hour's hard, conscientious think- profitable results may be obtained with many other

ing along these lines and can not make up his mind drugs.

to do much of his own manufacturing, and do it right, Some account must naturally be taken of fuel used,

has no business to be a druggist. if any, but a general average of $3 per gallon can be

It is true that the large pharmaceutical manufactur- saved. If the amount consumed is suflncient, it will

ing houses can make as good preparations as you can pay to make fluidextracts ; otherwise time can be more
—it is true that they can hire experts to test their profitably employed in making other preparations,

drugs in the crude form and be assured of a finished ^ glaring example of "poor business" is found in

product that is perfect, as well as you—it is true that buying such simple preparations, say, as solution of

they <?an standardize a ton of opium almost as easily potassa. While the cost, if bought, may be only ten

as you can a gallon of the tincture, and lots of other qj. fifteen cents per pound, this, with a useless bottle

things are true about them, which they are not gen- ^t from seven to fifteen cents, generally brings the

erally credited with. All these facts must be taken ^.^^^ ^jp ^q 20, 25 or 30 cents a pound ; it can be made
into consideration and it must be conceded that there ^(. ^ cost not exceeding 5 cents per pound,
is a place for such houses; but they do not depend for

j£ ^^^ j^ ^ ^^^^ druggist, able to judge the quality

profit on their galenical preparations, although the
^^ drugs, and can assay his preparations when so

prices of these are high. Do these houses advertise ordered he will of course make his tinctures, for the

tc the physician that their fluidextracts. tinctures,
j^.^.^ ^^\^^ ^.Q^k itself, the professional work, if for

ointments or elixirs do this thing or cure that disease?
^^^ ^^j^^^ reason. And it is to be remembered that

No, indeed not ; almost every one of them has a long ^^ matter how smart or shrewd the druggist is, no
list of specialties; these are advertised to the_physi- matter how much of a student or theorist he may be,

cian, and these are the goods we must buy because
^^ ^^^^. practical, he is not likelv to know more than

the physician prescribes them, and these are the ones
^^^ ^^^„^ force 'of scientific men that compile the

that are overloading our shelves. Those druggists Pharmacopceia
who are forever complaining that the doctors are al-

j^ ^^,j,j ^^^ ^^ ^^j^^ ^^ ^j^^^g j^gre that the pharma-
lowing these houses to do their thinking, must also ^.^^ .^ responsible for the full strength and quality

consider well the fact that they have done the drug-
^^ ^.^ pharmaceutical preoarations and substances,

gists' thinking also. But we are wandering from our
^^^^^^^ ,^^^ ^^ ^.^^ to 'depart from the rules laid

subject. We, of course, should not begrudge these
^^^^,^ ^^. ^j^^ pharmacopoeia.

houses their triumphs and profits which are procured -
^^^^^ important lines in pharmaceuticals

from original research in such matters as antitoxins ^^^ .^ ^^^ ^^^. ^f ^hese we
serums, standaraized fluidextracts and the like^ but

J ,^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ p^^_
^xe must realize tor our own good that the common

J^
P

,
; j -^^ preference to making them,

ofhcal preparations and our_ own specialties should ^^a^J
^heir s^^ ^p

^^^ ^^^^^^_ ^^^^.^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^^

be made by ourselves, otherwise pharmacy has a poor
^^^^"^^ bilities-they have slowly and unconsciously

outlook for the future. J themselves to get into a rut. and have not the

As to making fluidextracts with profit this depends
^^^j^j^^ „or the purpose, nor vet the comprehension

entirely upon the quantity consumed If the demand
^^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^-^^ ^^^^_ a^s far as elixirs are

is sufficient to justify the purchase of a stil and con-
„ncerned at kast they can certainlv dissolve things

denser for recovering the alcohol, it would certamly
.^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^ alcohol, can mix and measure these

prove remunerative to make them ; also if the process
^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ solution clear. If they are

of repercolation could be used. To most druggists
*^i^„d of druggists at all, they can certainly do

the making of a fluidextract seems a terrible piece of
^^y^

"^"^ " ="=

work, with which t'ney are unable to cope, while it is ^ comparing the cost of material in making elixirs,

in reality just the simple process of percolation and " <^omp ^ ^^^^^^^_ .^ ^,j„ ^^ f^^„^ ^at

careful manipulation, fully described in the Pharma-
]]^'J\^^ll

°^
P^.^^,

^t least double as much ; often three

copoeia.
_
A few examples m the cost ot making, com- ^ne^^tu

^ ^ ^^^ purchased product is

pared with buying ready-made fluidextracts, may be °^'° „""'„' .„
jt, ubd

of some benefit-and as to figuring time in calculating °^^^."^„^° ,^™; itmalSrg is not alwavs due to incom-
cost, this is not fair to yourself, tor you are not com-

f^^^I^^!,"' T' lazines^ the exercise of this art

peting with anyone, you are merely putting m your
PfJ^^^^;^bra "lost hlit " TWs

'
ndifference is so

spare time to profitable advantage-you are using
^^^^f^^.^ghed with some that they will send to a

your own time tor your own good. To make, for ^^^^^^''^ "
j„3 of iodide of iron, or pills of aloes,

instance, i gallon of fluidextract of gentian requires
jf^^JJ^J^/^ptLn calls for them, when there are none

Gentian root, 8 pounds, costing ^1.12
^^ ^^^^- ._^ ^^^ "monev-eating" pill case. Does the

Alcohol, 4 pints (with >4 pint for waste)
druggist think the doctor means "ready-made pills' .

costing ^•5£_ j^g might ask him, unless too ashamed of his "pro-

Water, 4 pints, costing 0.00 fessionalism" to ask such a question. The prescnp-

tion calls for 12 or 20 pills ; 100 are bought
;
the bal-

Cost per gallon $2.64 ance, 80 or 88. are carefully put with the hundreds of

Or ^-z cents oer oint others, to keep them company, and include not only

?heS 1gurr:.^m necessarily change with the profit.^but also part of th-apital goo -nev turned

change in the prices of the given articles and a half into dead
| f V my t ,p somfof hiTstock

pint of alcohol mav be more than is wasted in many make the i- puis nirnseii.^nu y

instances ner o^llon of fluidextract. The lowest price on hand that is paid for !-

, . , ..

at wh'chfluif extract of gentian is offered in the In much the same manner the price of every article

orice 1 sts is £ cens per pint, therefore one saves on the druggist is able to make may be compared w-h

Tneial on $?i6 by ^making it himself. Similarly the ready-made purchased product, with the result the
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same—a big gain for the druggist who makes his own
preparations.

While the making of fiuidextracts, elixirs, tinctures

and such preparations is generally an easy matter

w^hen one once has the proper training, and they give

no further trouble if their subsequent keeping is well

attended to, as regards storage, light, etc., in the case

of syrups, the process of manufacture and subsequent

preservation calls for more than ordinary foresight,

for who has not in his experience dumped the contents

of a few, or many, syrup containers in the sink, be-

cause they were spoiled. The reason for this is very

often the poor quality of the sugar, but more often it

is due to the inexperience and carelessness of so-called

"experienced pharmacists."' There is absolutely no

need of a single syrup spoiling if one make it right

and preserve it right. The Pharmacopoeia tells how
to make it right and the druggist who does not know
more about preservation of syrups than to store them

in the common loosely-glass-stoppered bottles, and in

warm places, does not know very much, and such a

one should immediately set about to learn.

In the first place one must satisfy himself that his

sugar is pure. The chances are eight in nine that it

is impure, for since beet sugar is on the market, the

quality has suffered very much, principally because it

either cannot be cleaned, or simply is not, and nearly

all that approach cleanliness have ultramarine (a

whitener) as an impurity. The great trouble here, as

with many other articles, is, that too much is taken for

granted, and this is the original cause of carelessness.

Most syrups when made right are clear and transpar-

ent, but after a month or so, flocks may appear in

them, and after another short period, a muddy, very

fine precipitate, caused by the impurities in the sugar,

and beet sugar in particular. If one will write a

description of sugar, as much as he knows about it,

and then compare the description with the one in the

Pharmacopoeia, he may possibly learn something. The
druggist must use the Pharmacopoeia; the more he

uses it, the better he will like it. It represents a stand-

ard in his preparations, and he must keep that stand-

ard just exactly right in manufacturing.

In the making of simple syrup, if heat is employed,

the sugar should not be added to the water, until the

water boils, and when cold, distilled water added to

make up the required amount. Prolonged exposure
of the sugar to heat, especially before the mixture
boils, gives the syrup an objectionable dark color.

Syrup made by boiling, however, is always to be

preferred te that made by cold percolation, because it

keeps better and is purer, as the boiling decomposes
the ultramarine, which rises as a blackish scum, which
must be removed before straining. If in doubt at any
time in regard to the quality of sugar, rock candy
should be used, especially in making such syrups as

those of hydriodic acid, iodide of iron and the hypo-
phosphites. In making syrups, absolute purity of all

the ingredients should be insisted on and perfect clean-

liness. In preserving them, nothing but an ordinary
packing bottle, pint, quart or half gallon, is required,

and they should be kept in the coolest part of the
store.

Profitable manufacturing need not necessarily stop
with the making of galenical preparations ; by looking
through the Pharmacopoeia one will find many chem-
icals which can be made advantageously and with no
extra outlay of money for apparatus, no expense but
your time. Chemical preparations for which pro-

cesses are not given in the Pharmacopoeia can be

made by following the directions given in a standard

work on chemistry. It seems rather surprising that

of all the druggists who do make the bulk of their

galenicals, so very few give any thought whatever
to the preparation of chemicals. This work is even
more interesting and very profitable; but one thing

must be borne in mind constantly, and that is "to

follow directions," and use no "short-cuts" in the

work.

The pursuit of this branch of legitimate pharmacy
is not only very instructive and trains one's faculties

to a thorough, complete and perfect utilization of their

capacity, but it renders one in a large measure inde-

pendent of the large manufacturers, whose products

may not always be available, and very often are not

as pure as they should be ; besides the matter of money
saved amounts to a large sum in the course of time,

and there are but few druggists that do not have con-

siderable time for use in the manufacturing labora-

tory-

This article would probably not be complete without

a reference to the official solution of citrate of mag-
nesium, probably the only official preparation with

which most druggists take liberties that they should

not, and hence they are always complaining (or else

their customers), and many rush into print with

"improved processes" and so forth. But it is a fact,

abundantly proven by experience and in all climates

of the United States, that the official solution is as

near perfect as it will ever be, or needs to be, and
when it does not keep, there is something wrong with

the material, the manner of making it, or with the

way of keeping it. First of all we are ordered to

make it "fresh when wanted," but it seems to be the

rule that enough is generally made to last from three

to six days, and possibly two weeks. It then becomes
absolutely necessary to "keep it just right," that it

may be "fresh" when sold.

This brings forward the fact that most drug stores

are not fitted with a place to keep things cool, some-

thing on the plan of a refrigerator. Such an ap-

paratus, however, is a necessary adjunct to every drug
store that is not provided with a cellar. The Pharma-
copceial directions call for the storage of many things

"in a cool place," and one must sometimes get the

need of following pharmacopceial directions thorough-

ly into one's head, if one ever expects to have a "first-

class drug store."

If one has a cellar, such articles as ointments,

syrups, essential oils, solution of magnesium citrate

mineral waters, etc., should be stored there. If one
has a soda fountain, it may be possible to arrange

for space underneath it for storing some of these

things. But lacking both cellar and fountain space,

some provision should certainly be made toward get-

ting a cool place, either by buying or having made a

refrigerator, or by utilizing some space in the store

room that is naturally cool. By having articles stored

in a cool place, they generally are in the dark also,

and these two requisites mostly go hand in hand. The
cool storage apparatus need not necessarily be a small

affair, it can be made very roomy, and it is worthy of

one's best endeavors to make it so. This is no small

matter, but one that needs attention, for if one can-

not dispense the right thing he has no right to

dispense any. No pharmacy is "first class" that

dispenses anything which is not up to the recognized

standard.
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Examination of Toilet and Other Prepau-a-

tions,*

In view of the inquiries received at this office from
time to time with regard to the character of certain

toilet preparations, the following brands have been
purchased and submitted to examination

:

Thirteen hair-tonics, or dandruff cures are included

in the hst. Goods of this character as now appear-
ing on the market may be divided into the following

classe;?: (i) Mixtures of sulphur and glycerin, with
or without lead acetate—depending upon whether the

preparation is to act as a dye as well as a tonic. The
glycerin serves mainly as a vehicle for the sulphur,

the latter acting as a germicide and also, in conjunc-
tion with lead, gradually forming black lead sulphide.

It should be borne in mind that lead acetate, taken by
the mouth, is a violent poison ; applied externally it is

more or less readily absorbed and may give rise to

lead poisoning. (2) Dilute alcoholic solutions, with

or without glycerin or borax, containing essential oils

and some form of rubefacient, or "counter-irritant."

Most essential oils have an antiseptic action, rofemary
and lavender especially being considered as of value

in the treatment of disorders of the scalp. For the

purpose of stimulating the circulation cantharides is

commonly employed, though its place may be effec-

tively taken by some other one of the large number of

?ubstances capable of producing an irritation of the

skin. Where glycerin and boric acid are used these

may he present in the form of boroglycerin, a power-
ful though relatively harmless antiseptic. (3) A
more expensive class combines the constituents of (2)
with the alkaloids of cinchona and, rarely, of nux
vomica ; these alkaloids are supposed to act as "tonics"

in increasing the growth of the hair, though it would
seem probable that the chief value of the first in prep-

arations of this nature is attributable to their antisep-

tic character.

All of these preparations were examined for harm-
ful or objectionable constituents and to determine the

general character; the analyses are not offered as com-
plete. The following brands come under class i :

Hay's Hair Health.—Philo Hay Specialty Com-
pany, Newark, N. J. "It is not a dye." "Is per-

fectly harmless." "Many have had every trace of

grayness and baldness removed by using a single

bottle." The first two claims are false, as is also the

last part of the third, if intended to apply to per-

manent baldness. Contains lead acetate, glycerin and
sulphur.

Parker's Hair Balsam.—Hiscox & Co., New York.

Contains lead acetate, sulphur and glycerin.

Hall's Vegetable Sieilian Hair Reneiver.—R. P.

Hall & Co., Nashua. Sample contained in oval bottle

and labeled as being guaranteed under the federal

food and drug act. The analysis shows glycerin and

From the New Hampshire Board of Health's Sanitary
Bulletin for April, 1907.

An article somewhat similar to this, entitled "Poisonous
Cosmetics. Report of Prof. C. F. Chandler to the Metro-
politan Board of Health." appears in the Circulak for

September, 1870, page 143. Most of the cosmetics men-
tioned in that article are now heard of no more, but we
notice that Ayer's hair vigor and Hall's vegetable Sicilian

hair renewer are included in both reports. Prof. Chand-
ler found lead in each of these, but the New Hampshire
chemist—presumably C. D. Howard—does not chronicle

such a find, which fact would seem to indicate that the

composition of these nostrums, as of many others, clianges

at the will of their manufacturers.—Editor The Dbcggists
CntCTTLAR.

sulphur. Tests for alcohol, heavy metals, skin ir-

ritants, borax, etc., resulted negatively. This sample
does not appear to represent the old formula ; neither

is it the new, now advertised as put up in a different

styled package, and said to include glycerin, boro-

glycerin, capsicum, bay rum, sulphur, tea, rosemary,
alcohol and perfume.

Ayer's Hair Vigor.—J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell,

Mass. "New improved formula" claims sulphur,

glycerin, quinine, sodium chloride, cantharides, sage,

alcohol and perfume. All of these constituents were
identified, and a test for wood alcohol resulted nega-
tively. The package fails to bear a statement with
regard to the per cent, of alcohol, as required under
the federal act.

Under class 2

:

Coke's Dandruff Cure.—A. R. Bremer & Co., New
York. The analysis shows cantharides, and 30.4 per

cent, alcohol, practically all of which was found to be

methyl, or wood alcohol. The total solids amount to

0.61 per cent. The presence of wood alcohol makes
this a dangerous preparation, and its sale is therefore

illegal.

Zepp's Dandruff Cure.—T. Noonan & Co., Boston,

Mass. Labeled as containing 46 per cent, of grain

alcohol. The analysis shows 2 per cent, of solids,

largely glycerin. Contains cantharides, a small

amount of borax and 46.4 per cent, of ethyl alcohol.

Corollas Hair Tonic.—H. W. Taylor & Co., New
York. The claim that "no matter how long bald, or

from whatever cause, corollas will give you a fine

head of hair," is not capable of substantiation. Also,

the claim that this substance is "absolutely a vegetable

compound" is erroneous, in view of the fact that the

sample contained borax. Total solids 0.73 per cent.,

alcohol 19.7 per cent. Wood alcohol absent. Con-

tains a vesicant, or skin-irritant, not identified.

Westphal's Auxiliator.—Paul Westphal, New York.

Shows 3.56 per cent, of residue on evaporation, large-

ly glycerin, with borax, or boric acid. No alkaloids

or vesicants were detected. The analysis shows 54.8

per cent, of alcohol, of which 20 per cent. (i. e., 10.96

per cent.) was found to be methyl, or wood alcohol.

Under class 3, and miscellaneous

:

Seven Sutherland Sisters' Hair Grower.—Seven

Sutherland Sisters, 18 Desbrosses street, New York.

The wrapper bears the questionable statement that

"if you are bald, S. S. S. hair grower will give you

a fine head of hair." Shows 0.94 per cent, of residue

on evaporation ; 28.4 per cent, alcohol—all ethyl.

Contains quinine and small amount of borax; no

vesicating substance was detected.

Mme. Yale's Excelsior Hair Tonic.—Mme. Yale,

New York. Leaves 2.09 per cent, of residue on
evaporation, largely glycerin with cinchona alkaloids.

Gives a slight reaction for borax, or boric acid, but

shows no vesicating substance. Contains 17.0 per

cent, of alcohol—all ethyl.

Danderine.—Knowlton Danderine Company, Chi-

cago. "Danderine is the only specific known that will

positively produce capillary attraction and natural ef-

fulgence"—a statement that presumably makes up in

impressivenes what it lacks in comprehensibility to

the average purchaser. Labeled as containing 10 per

cent, of alcohol. Shows 4.55 per cent, of residue,

largely glycerin and borax or boric acid. No wood
alcohol. Contains a small amount of salicylic acid

and a vesicating substance, not identified.
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Nezvbro's Herpicidc.—Herpicide Company, Detroit,

Mich. Leaves 2.5 per cent, of residue on evaporation,

about I per cent, of which is saHcylic acid, with some
borax or boric acid. Shows no alkaloids or vesicants.

Contains 56.2 per cent, of alcohol, practically all of

which was found to be methyl, or wood alcohol. As
a constituent of a dandruff cure, salicylic acid doubt-

less finds an appropriate place ; the only objectionable

ingredient in this preparation is the wood alcohol.

Another sample of herpicide was examined—such

sample being said to represent fresh stock received

since January ist, 1907. The alcohol in this sample,

amounting to 52.6 per cent., was also found to be of

the methyl variety. Moreover, the package contained

no statement of the percentage of alcohol, as is re-

quired by law in the case of all such preparations. So
long as this product contains wood alcohol it cannot

be legally sold in New Hampshire.
Foso Bark.—Altenheim Medical Dispensarj', Cin-

cinnati, Ohio. This is a whitish, turbid-looking liquid

that leaves a residue on evaporation amounting to 0.46

per cent. The two most conspicuous constituents are

oil of wintergreen and what corresponds to onion

juice, the former doubtless serving the double purpose

of a medicant and a cover for the odor of the latter

constituent. An alkaloidal principle also contained in

this preparation was unidentified. The sample
showed a small amount of alcohol—all in the form of

ethyl—and some borax or boric acid.

LOTIONS, COSMETICS, COLD CREAMS, ETC.

These may be divided into two classes, ( i) including

preparations intended for the removal of some facial

disfigurement, or for the bleaching of the comple.xion,

and (2) substances designed as soothing applications

for minor or temporary disorders of the skin. While
certain constituents of the second class, such as borax,

benzoin, almond meal, etc., serve to some extent as

bleachers, yet most of the patent preparations sold

for this purpose and for the removal of tan. freckles,

and the like, contain such drastic and objectionable

substances as salts of mercury, lead and zinc.

The second class of preparations may be subdivided
into (a) those containing oily or waxy substances (e.

g. lanolin, cerates,) such as occur in so-called "skin

foods," and (b) mixtures of essential oils and boro-
glycerin, or some other antiseptic, suspended or

emulsified with some vegetable gum—usually traga-
canth.

A third class of preparations, designed and ex-
tensively sold for the removal of stiperfluous hair

(depilatories), is based upon the use of caustic sub-
stances such as quicklime, sulphide of potash, chloride
of zinc and sulphide of arsenic.

Mrs. McCorrison's Famous Diamond Lotion.—Pre-
pared by Dr. E. K. Guenther, Waldoboro, Me. Of-
fered for the removal of tan, freckles and pimples
and for continued use as a cosmetic. "Contains no oils,

greasy substances or chemicals and cannot injure the
most delicate or sensitive skin. Perfectly harmless."
The analysis shows 1.59 per cent, of solids, consisting
mainly, if not wholly, of corrosive sublimate, no other
substances being detected. That remedies made up
of one of the most violent poisons should be so com-
monly labeled as "perfectly haimlcss," with no hint
whatever of their real character, renders preparations
of this class peculiarly dangerous articles to have
about the house. Even supposing the chance of ac-
cident eliminated, there is serious danger of injury
through the external use of corrcsive sublimate, ig-

norantly or carelessly applied. If the indiscriminate

continued use of such a preparation does nothing
worse in the end than "add the blush of a rose to the
plainest face," its user may be considered fortunate.

Soide's Eradicafor.—L. M. Brock & Co., Lynn,
Mass. "Warranted not to injure the skin." Sim-
ilar to the preceding. The analysis shows 1.37 per
cent, of solid residue, consisting of a mixture of cor-

rosive sublimate and calomel.

Champlin's Liquid Pearl.—Champlin Manufactur-
ing Company, New York. "Contains nothing injuri-

ous to the most delicate skin." The analysis shows
24.35 per cent, of solids, consisting of lead carbonate.

Concerning the use of this substance the National
Dispensatory states that "it should never be applied

where the cuticle is broken, as it is one of the most
poisonous of the salts of lead."

Dr. T. Felix Gouraud's Oriental Cream or Magical
Beautifier.—Dr. T. Felix Gouraud, 37 Great Jones
street. New York. Said to be "so harmless we taste

it to be sure it is properly made." The fact that this

preparation is intended to sell for $1.50 affords a

good example of the price the public is willing to

pay for some simple, well-known article, so long as

it is offered under a fanciful name and its identity

kept secret. This "magical beautifier" was found
to consist of approximately 3/2 ounce of calomel sus-

pended in a short half pint of water—a liberal valua-

tion of which would be about 5 cents. Calomel is an
msoluble salt of mercury, and while not poisonous in

the way that corrosive sublim.ate is. nevertheless, as a
mercurial, it belongs to a drastic class of substances

that ought not to be offered for general sale without
proper labeling.

Included among toilet preparations of the other

class are

:

Holmes' Fragrant Frostilla.—Chy W. Holmes, El-

mira, N. Y. Shows 14.89 per cent, of residue on
evaporation. The base is a vegetable gum, apparently
tragacanth. Contains a small amount of glycerin and
ethyl alcohol.

Madame Zasa Toilet Cream.—J. M. Grosvenor &
Co., Boston. Claims "the entire absence of oils,

glycerin, fats and other greasy substances." This
statement was found to be incorrect, to the extent that

glycerin is present, though this may have been in-

troduced in the form of boroglycerin. The analysis

shows borax or boric acid, volatile oils and a vegetable

gum, apparently tragacanth. Methyl alcohol absent.

Residue on evaporation, 8.07 per cent.

Toiletine.—Toiletine Company, Montague. Mass.
Leaves 7.06 per cent, of residue on evaporation. The
analysis shows this preparation to consist of an emul-
sion of oil of wintergreen with a vegetable gum cor-

responding to tragacanth.

Larkin's Derma Balm.—Larkin & Co., Buffalo, N.
Y. Consist of a mucilage of vegetable gum—appar-

ently tragacanth—with essential oils, borax or boric

acid, and glycerin.

Hinds' Honey and Almond Cream.—A. S. Hinds,

Portland, Me. According to the label "this prepara-

tion contains no oil, grease or chemicals." "Contains

7 per cent, of Cologne Spirit." The analysis shows

this product to contain a base of partially saponified

beeswax, emulsified and flavored with bitter almond
oil. No lanolin was detected. Contains 6.4 per cent,

alcohol, 10.97 PS'' cent, of solid residue, including

some borax and glycerin. Does not leave a grease-

spot on paper. The use of the word "honey" in desig-
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nating this preparation is illegal, no honey being pres-

ent.

Daggett & Ramsdell's Cold Cream.—Daggett &
Ramsdell, New York. This preparation is of an oint-

ment-like consistency and contains a base of wax or

cerate. No lanolin was detected. Contains borax or

boric acid.

TOILET WATERS.

Bay Rum, Double Distilled.—H. ]\Iichelson. St.

Thomas, W. I. Contains 50 per cent, of alcohol.

No wood alcohol.

Saz'oi Bay Runt.—Savoi et Cie., Paris. Contains

12.80 per cent, of alcohol. No wood alcohol. A
standard article of bay rum should show not far from

50 per cent, of alcohol, this amount being necessary

in order to hold in solution the quantity of volatile oils

that should be present.

Florida Water.—Colgate & Co., New York. Con-
tains 66.4 per cent, of alcohol. No wood alcohol.

Florida Water.—Diaz & Co. Contains 13 per cent,

of alcohol—all methyl, or 'wood alcohol.

Florida Water.—Le Grand Perf. Works, New
York and Paris. Contains no alcohol and no glycerin.

Florida waters are prepared by dissolving a mixture

of essential oils in moderately strong alcohol. There-

fore, while there is no standard, the better grades will

necessarily show a considerable percentage of alcohol.

Violet Toilet Water.—Dupont et Cie., Paris. Total

alcohol, 67.60 per cent. Contains 33.80 per cent, of

wood alcohol.

EXTRACT OF W^ITCH HAZEL.

Properly speaking, extract of witch hazel, as pre-

pared according to the U. S. P., contains a consider-

able amount of tannins and other extractives, and is

a very different article from that which is commonly
sold as witch hazel extract. The latter consists of a

dilute alcoholic liquid obtained by the distillation of

the shoots and twigs of hamamelis virginiana. The
therapeutic reputation of this shrub seems to have

originated with the American Indians, who made use,

medicinally, of the highly astringent bark. Aqua
hamamelis' (prepared by distillation), while gener-

ally extolled as a sort of universal panacea, contains,

in addition to the dilute alcohol, nothing more than

traces cf an essential oil, and as it seems to be drink-

able without any apparent effect, it is very difficult

to believe some of the claims made for the curative

virtues of this article.

Violet Witch Hazel, Regal Brand.—Wristley, Chi-

cago. Contains 7.8 per cent, of alcohol. Wood al-

cohol and formaldehyde absent.

Munyon's Extract of Witch Hazel.—yiunyon Rem-
edy Company, Philadelphia. Contains 11.6 per cent,

of alcohol. Wood alcohol and formaldehyde absent.

Pond's E.vtract.—Pond's Extract Company. New
York. Contains 14.95 per cent, of alcohol. Residue

on evaporation O.oi per cent. Wood alcohol and

formaldehyde absent. Notwithstanding the extreme

(and it would appear, misleading) claims of the manu-

facturers, we are unable to find wherein this prodtict

differs (aside from alcoholic content) in any essential

particular from other so-called '"extracts" of witch

hazel.

MISCELLANEOUS PREP.\R.'\TIONS.

Matis.—{Cmt for rheumatism.) Charles Carow

Company, 194 Pulaski street, Brooklyn, N. Y. Rep-

resented as being "purely vegetable." The analysis

shows 2.10 per cent, of saline matter, largely potas-

sium iodide.

Caffodyne.—V.revje.r & Co., Worcester, Mass. Sam-
ple forwarded from Hampton. Tablets consist of

acetanilide, caffeine and bicarbonate of soda.

Formalin 40% .—Forwarded from Manchester.

Contains 27.89 per cent, of formaldehyde. Much be-

low standard.

Formalin 4070.—Purchased at Concord. Contains

38.42 per cent, of formaldehyde. Slightly below

standard.

Precipitated Sulphur.—Purchased at Concord ; sold

bv R. Hilliers & Son, New York City. The analysis

shows sulphur 44 per cent., gypsum and moisture 56

per cent. Attention was called through_ the Bulletin

one year ago to the inferior quality of this product as

occurring on sale in New Hampshire. It is evidently

the custom to prepare this, the purest and most ex-

pensive form of sulphur, by precipitation with sul-

phuric acid, instead of hydrochloric, as directed by

the Pharmacopoeia. Druggists are warned that the

sale of such goods renders \hem liable to prosecution

under both federal and State laws.

Foley's Honey and Tor.—Foley & Co., Chicago.

Purcha'sed at Concord. Examination shows that this

preparation contains no honey, and is therefore il-

lesrallv labeled.

^Kennedy's La.vative Containing Honey and Tar.—
E. C. DeWitt & Co., Chicago. Shipped since Janu-

ary 1st, 1907. Contains no honey. Druggists are

warned that the sale of this article in its present form

tenders them liable to prosecution.

Camphor Liniment.*

By E. F. Harrison.

The frequency with which camphorated oil has

formed the subject of prosecutions under the sale ot

food and drugs act during the last few years has

drawn attention both to the method of assay and to the

causes of the variations that have been found m the

amount of camphor present. ^
. , , . , , ,.

r

In 1898 Messrs. Leonard and Smith {AnalystjSo-

vember 1898) recommended the determination of the

loss in Weight when the oil is heated for two hours at

1^0° C , making a correction for the gam in weight

which olive oil undergoes when similarly treated.

S!i<^ht modifications of this method have been pro-

posed bv others, such as heating on a water-bath heat-

inc' at 150° C. absorbing the oil on filter paper before

betting, etc. ; but substantially these methods are all

the same. In the analyses given below, Leonard and

Smith's method was followed. It is evident that

while a determination of the total volatile matter wiU

not lead to the condemnation of a sample that contains

the proper proportion of camphor, it by no means

follows that a sample which passes this test has been

correctlv prepared, since there is no evidence that

what is 'driven off consists onlv of camphor.

In the majoritv of prosecutions the defendants have

not been chemists, but grocers, herbalists and other

unqualified persons, who knew nothing of tlie nature

of the article thev were selling, and either relied on a

warrantv or put forward no defence. In a few cases,

howevef, the oil supplied bv chemists has been deh-

cient in camphor, and two lines of defence have found

some favor in these cases; one being that the oil had

been in stock for some time, and must have lost cam-

*From the Pharmaceutical .Journal.
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phor by evaporation, and the other that lumps of un-

dissolved camphor remained in the bottle, and were
not noticed till after the sale had been made.

The first of these explanations appears to have been

Sufficiently well disposed of. R. A. Cripps {Pharm.
Journ., September loth. 1904, p. 418), E. \V. Mann
(Southall Bros, and Barclay's Laboratory Report,

1904), and F. W. F. Arnaud {Pharm. Journ., June
22d, 1907, p. 821 ), have all shown that under ordinary

conditions practically no evaporation occurs, and that

camphor liniment may even be kept for months in an

uncorked bottle at the ordinary temperature without

serious loss. The second explanation is the lamest

of excuses ; it suggests, however, a possible real cause

of the shortage of camphor in some cases. The Phar-

macopoeia directs the use of flowers of camphor in

making the liniment, and if this is done dissolution

occurs very readily ; but if lump camphor is used a

ver\^ much longer time is required, and there is rea-

son to believe that heat is often employed to aid dis-

solution, and in this case tlie loss in making may be

very serious. A few experiments were made to see

what such loss might amount to.

Use of Flozvers of Camphor.—A specimen of the

liniment was first prepared with flowers of camphor

;

this was rubbed through a No. 20 sieve and added to

the oil, and the mixture shaken at the laboratory

temperature ; all the camphor was dissolved in fifteen

minutes, and analysis showed 21.63 P^J" cent, to be

present.

Flowers of camphor that had not been freshly sifted

was next employed, and dissolution aided by heating.

In one trial the vessel employed was a beaker placed

in boiling water, and the camphor and oil were kept

stirred together; dissolution was complete in five min-

utes, and the resulting liniment showed 21.23 per cent,

of camphor. In another trial an open dish was used,

heated over a small flame, the mixture being stirred

with a thermometer ; dissolution was complete in five

minutes, a temperature of 99° C. having been then

reached; analysis show-ed 21.12 per cent, of camphor
in the product.

Use of Camphor in Small Lumps.—The camphor
used was in pieces varying in size from that of a small

pea to that of a marble; in the first case the oil and
camphor were placed in a beaker, which was heated in

a bath kept at 50° C, the mixture being stirred fre-

quently. Dissolution was complete after three and a

half hours, and the product showed 19.52 per cent, of

camphor. In the second trial a beaker was again

used, but it was heated in water kept just boiling; the

mixture was frequently stirred as before ; dissolution

was complete in three hours, and the product showed
18.85 pei" cent, of camphor. In a third case the cam-
phor and oil were put into an open dish and kept

stirred together, the heating being by a small flame ; a

temperature of 105° C. was reached, and dissolution

was complete in fifty-five minutes ; the liniment

so prepared showed only 16.16 per cent, of cam-
phor.

It is thus clear that if heat is employed in making
this preparation a ver>' serious loss of camphor may
occur; anyone who employs lump camphor for the

liniment, and shortens the time required by the use of

heat while employing an open vessel, runs the risk of

finding himself convicted of selling an article that is

below strength. If, however, freshly sifted flowers

of camphor are used, the liniment can be made in a

verv short time and with no risk of loss.

A National Health Board.*

Wide-awake medical men all over the country are

unanimous in their advocacy of the movement that

aims to bring about the establishment of a department
of health as a part of the national government, the

department to be presided over by a secretary of

health, who shall be a member of the cabinet. The
American Medical Association has sought to arouse

interest in the necessity for the creation of a national

board of health for several years, and it is largely

through its efforts that the general public is beginning

to wake up to some appreciation of what it is that is

being asked for. The idea is not a new one. A na-

tional board of health was organized as far back as

1879, but existed only four years, and since then the

work begun under its auspices has been conducted un-

der various departments of the government. During
these four 3'ears the board succeeded in establishing

quarantine regulations and carried on a series of in-

vestigations into the diseases of food-producing ani-

mals, the methods of the disposal of sewage and the

adulteration of foods and drugs, now carried on by the

department of agriculture.

The lack of uniformity in the health regulations of

the various States has shown the necessity for the

creation of a national board of health, which shall act

as a clearing-house in matters connected with the pub-
lic health and be empowered to take the initiative in

preventive measures against the spread of disease.

While such a department would not secure by its own
authority the regulation of interstate conditions, now
so conspicuously absent, it would be a much more ef-

fective means of bringing about the necessary legisla-

tion than is possible at present. The duplication of

efifort and the friction between local and federal au-
thorities in regard to quarantine regulations as en-

forced by local or State authorities and the marine
hospital ser^-ice, and which are due to lack of definite-

ness as to where the duties of the one ends and the

other begins, furnish another and verj' important rea-

son for the creation of a federal board, by which such
matters shall be authoritatively regulated.

If an object-lesson had been needed to prove the

necessity for some regulation of interstate conditions,

the States in this section had one last summer in the

experience of the boards of health of at least three

States in the case of the unfortunate leper Raschid.

Local, State and federal authorities attempted to solve

the problem, without reaching any conclusion except

that it was unsolvable. The lower authorities shoul-

dered it off on the higher, and the higher—ranging
from the State boards of heakh to the surgeon-general

of the marine hospital service—in the end had to con-

fess their impotency to deal with the situation. Death
brought a speedy release to the unfortunate, who had
been hounded like a dangerous animal, and the suc-

cessive happenings that preceded his death reflected

no credit upon the humanity of this so-called civilized

age. At the same time they demonstrated the inabili-

ty of the authorities—State, local or federal—to cope
with an emergency of this sort as the laws are con-

stituted under the present unorganized conditions.

.^t a recent meeting of Glasgow pharmacists it was
stated that rents, wages and general expenses had
been going up for some time, while there had been a

steady decline in the retail prices of drugs.

From the Baltimore American.
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Abstracts.

Detection of Phenol in Salicylic Acid.

Carletti {Boll. Chim. Farm.) finds that as small an
amount as 0.00005 gramme of phenol in 0.25 gramme
of salicylic acid may be detected by rubbing the above
quantity of the acid in a mortar with 5 c.c. of distilled

water, pouring the mixture into a test tube (filtration

being unnecessary), adding two drops of a 2 per cent,

alcoholic solution of furfurol, and then cautiously

down the side of the tube 2 to 3 c.c. of concentrated
sulphuric acid. The presence of phenol is indicated

by the formation of a yellow zone at the junction of

the fluids, becoming deep-blue more or less rapidly ac-

cording to the extent of impurity. Pure salicylic acid

gives no such color. Sodium, magnesium and other

salicvlates may be examined in the same manner.

Poisonous Plugs in Nursing Bottles.

Pond reports in the Lancet four cases of lead poison-

ing in infants from rubber plugs in nursing bottles. A
sign noticed in all cases was a narrow, "bluish,

punctated line on the edge of the gum of the lower

jaw. All the babies were being fed from the same
pattern feeding-bottle fitted with a pure rubber nipple

and a dull, black-colored plug or valve. The cavity

in one of the plugs was filled with malodorous de-

composed clotted cream, and had evidently been used

in this foul condition for days. The baby that had
been using this plug died. The others recovered

after the removal of the plugs. The lines remained
on the gums for weeks. One of the plugs sent the

Lancet was submitted to analysis and found to con-

tain 5.77 per cent, of lead with 1.16 per cent, of cop-

per. The plug weighed just under 50 grains, so that

the actual quantity of lead present estimated as metal

was 2.88 grains, and of copper, also estimated as metal,

0.58 grain. The plugs in the feeding bottles were
very sticky, adhering to everything they touched, and
blackening the fingers. It is, therefore, easily con-

ceivable that the lead would contaminate the milk and
be imbibed by the child.

Standardization of Acids by Metallic

Magnesium.

\esterberg (Chciii. Zeit. through Merck's Report)

proposes metallic magnesium as an agent for stand-

ardizing volumetric solutions of sulphuric and hydro-

chloric acids. Magnesium in the form of ribbon, he

says, appears far more convenient than sodium car-

bonate or sodium oxalate. It is only necessary before

weighing off the magnesium ribbon to rub the latter

with emery paper until the surface is clean. In car-

rying out the method it is advisable on account of the

low atomic weight of the magnesium to use at least

100 c.c. of the approximately decinormal acid, and
not more than nine-tenths of the quantity of metal

required for neutralization, because otherwise solu-

tion of the last traces of metal takes place too slowly.

The solution of the magnesium in the acid requires

from one to two hours on the water-bath. When solu-

tion is effected, the liquid is boiled for a few minutes,

and when cold, titrated back with caustic alkali. Great

caution must be exercised at the end of the reaction

when adding the alkali. Should the slightly reddish

liquid develop a deeper red color within a few min-

utes, the liquid must be titrated back with hydrochloric
acid. When the first standardization is effected with
a new lot of magnesium it is of course advisable to
carry out a control test with sodium carbonate or
sodium oxalate.

Poisoning by a Primrose Plant
Sweet (Joitrn. Am. Med. Asso.) reports a case of

obscure poisoning which was eventually traced to the
presence of a primrose plant (primula obconica) in a
living room. The subject, a lady, had suffered from
a rnost obstinate dermatitis for three years, with oc-
casional exacerbations and remissions. Itching and
burning were intolerable and at times a severe con-
junctivitis was also present. She had consulted vari-
ous physicians, together with one or two specialists,
and had persistently followed the usual course of
treatment. On leaving home for a time on several
occasions she had been free from any irritation, only
to have it immediately recur on her arrival home.
This fact caused the author to suspect that the cause
was in her own household, and although no gastro-
intestinal or nervous symptoms were present it seemed
to him most likely that arsenic was at the bottom of
the trouble. While making an analysis of the wall
paper to determine this point, a nurse, a friend of the
family, came in, and finding a primrose plant on the
window, declared it was the cause of the difficulty.
It was soon banished from the house and no further
trouble has ever been experienced.

Contamination of the Atmosphere by
Sulphurous Fumes.

Schaefer (Bost. Med. and Surg. Journ.) writes that
he has been studying the noxious effects of sulphur
dioxide as an impurity of the atmosphere for the past
ten years and has arrived at the conclusion that it is

one of the most potent causal factors of asthma. In the
combustion of coal, which contains iron pyrites, and
coal gas, which contains hydrogen sulphide and other
gaseous sulphides, the sulphur is oxidized and con-
verted into sulphur dioxide, which passes into the air
in which it is rapidly diffused. The air of every large
city, especially in the manufacturing districts, becomes
contaminated with free sulphur dioxide in variable
proportions. In the presence of the moisture and
oxygen of the air, this becomes converted into
sulphuric acid. "It is a well established fact," says
the author, "that some persons have an individual
idiosyncrasy, on account of an abnormally hyper-
esthetic sensitive nasal and bronchial mucous mem-
brane, to the inhalation of certain emanations which
act as irritants, causing paroxysms of asthma. The
inhalation of minute quantities of sulphur dioxide will

promptly bring on an attack of asthma in certain

susceptible persons. Its presence and cognizance are
very important factors to those who are thus so easily

affected." An examination of the air by the author
during a dense fog showed it to be decidedly acid. He
thinks that the "United States Weather Piureau should
take charge of the chemical examination of the atmos-
phere in every large city and make daily examinations
(especially during the winter months), of the air by
scientifically educated persons in order to attain its

highest standard of efficiency. During dense fogs the

air should be analyzed qualitatively and quantitatively

in order to determine the presence of deleterious im-
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purities, espcially that of SO^. The object of such

work would be to trace the influence of the presence

of abnormally increased impurities in the air and their

effect upon public health."

Detection of Quinine by the Thalleioquin

and Erythroquinine Reactions.

Absensour {Jonni. Pharm. Chim. through Pliarm.

Jouni.) finds that the best results in applying the

thalleioquin test are obtained with neutral or faintly

acid solutions of the alkaloid or its salts, in the pres-

ence of alcohol. To about lo c.c. of the solution

saturated bromine water is added drop by drop until

the fluorescence is destroyed. Ten c.c. of alcohol and

one or two drops of solution of ammonia are then

added. The characteristic brilliant green color is then

developed. In very dilute solutions, where the color

is less marked, it may be rendered more evident by

shaking up with a small volume of chloroform ; when

the latter separates it will be tinted distinctly green.

Quinine salts should first be dissolved in a little al-

cohol before applying the test. The following modi-

fication of the erythroquinine reaction is very delicate,

being capable of detecting 1:1,000,000 of quinine in

aqueous solution. To about 10 c.c. of the solution, i

drop of saturated bromine water, previously diluted

with an equal volume of water, i drop of 10 per cent,

solution of potassium ferrocyanide, and i drop of 10

per cent, solution of ammonia are added ; the mixture

is shaken up with chloroform. When this separates

it will be colored distinctly pink in the presence of the

above quantity of quinine. With a larger amount a

deep color is obtained by using more of the respective

reagents.

Test for Uric Acid in Urinary Sediments

and Calculi.

Leturc {Rep. de Pharm. through Pharm. Journ.)

proposes the following method of testing for uric acid

in urinary sediments and calculi. A little of the sedi-

ment, or a few particles of powder obtained by scrap-

ing the inner surface of a divided calculus, are dis-

solved by the aid of gentle heat in about i c.c. of

water ; to the solution are added 2 c.c. of Moreigne's

reagent and 2 drops of caustic soda solution. A fine

blue tint is developed in the presence of uric acid, of

which a dilution of i : 100,000 may be detected by the

test. Moreigne's reagent is prepared by dissolving

pure sodium tungstate, 20, in phosphoric acid, specific

gravity 1.130, 10, and water to 100. The solution is

boiled for twenty minutes, the water evaporated made
up, and the mixture made acid with hydrochloric

acid. The method may be employed colorimetrically

for the determination of uric acid.

Epilepsy and Eye Strain.

At a recent meeting of the IMedical and Chirurgical

Faculty of Maryland {Maryland Med. Journ.) Reik
reported four cases of epilepsy in which the active

causative agent appeared to have been eye strain and
in which correction of the refraction errors relieved

the graver affection. Saving an individual from the

development of epilepsy or the care of one in whom
the disease had started was a ver}' important matter,

because if only one case of epilepsy in a hundred
should be found to be due to eye disease and curable

by the proper treatment of tliat organ, it became pos-

sible to double the present percentage of cures. The
author referred to a case of epilepsy occurring in the

practice of Dr. Theobald that had been markedly im-

proved by the use of glasses for two years, then suf-

fering a recurrence of the seizures for a brief period,

when a re-examination of the eyes and the prescribing

oi new glasses again caused disappearance of the

epilepsy. He also mentioned a case in the practice of

Dr. Crouch, cured by the correction of ocular defects,

his patient requiring an operation upon the internal

rectus muscles as well as the use of glasses.

Fixation of Blood Specimens with Acetone.

Fixation of blood specimens in acetone before

staining with Ehrlich's triacid stain is recommended
by Jagic {Wien. klin. Woch.) because of the quick-

ness, simplicity and reliability of the method. By
this procedure the neutrophilic granules are exceed-
ingly distinctly stained, as well as the acidophilic also.

Aloreover, the nuclei seem to take up more of the

basic stain ; they are darker colored and their contour
i;- sharper than after fixation by heat.

Early Detection of Lead Poisoning.

Frey {Dciitseh Med. Woch. through A'. Y. Med.
Journ.), finding that the presence of lead in the urine

i^ not constant, suggests an examination of the blood

in order to detect the red cells with basophile granules,

described by Grawitz in 1899. These, it is true, are not

i;athognomonic of lead poisoning, since they are seen

also in cancer, in pernicious anemia, and in certain

septicemias. But in a person free from these diseases,

and handling lead, the presence of these basophile

granules becomes of great importance. The observa-

tions of Frey show that by examination of the blood

we may find the first evidence of lead poisoning. The
technic is simple. It is only necessary, after drying

and fixing with absolute alcohol, to color the blood

preparation with Loeffler's blue stain, in order to

show, in a certain number of red corpuscles, the

granules colored blue.

Sensitive Test for Atoxyl.

Bougault {Journ. Pharm. Chim. through Pharm.
Journ.) says that the mixture of hypophosphorous
and hydrochloric acids, originally introduced for the

detection of arsenic in glycerin (sodium hypophos-

phite, I ; water, i ; hydrochloric acid, 10) will show the

presence of small quantities of atoxyl (meta-arsenous

acid anilide) by the production of a deep-brown pre-

cipitate on warming. It also gives a yellow precipitate

in the cold, but the formation of this, with small quan-

tities of atoxyl, is less rapid, and less delicate than the

appearance of the brown reaction on warming. By
the latter test the presence of 10 milligrammes of

atoxyl in 250 c.c. of urine is easily detectable.

Lemon Oil.

The London Chemist and Druggist says: "Many
samples of the present season's pressing have been

found to possess a lower specific gravity than was the

case last year: and oils, absolutely free from added

terpenes, have frequently been found this year with

a specific gravity of 0.857. Oi's rich in citral, how-

ever, are generally of a minimum specific gravity of

0.858 to 0.859."
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Amyl Nitrite in Hemorrhage.
Crace-Calvert claims in the Lancet that amyl nitrite

is the most valuable drug in practically all cases of

hemoptysis. It produces such an immediate fall in

the general blood pressure, by dilatation of the vessels

throughout the body, that the pressure at the bleeding

point is lowered and there is time for clotting to take

place, while the hemoptysis usually ceases almost in-

instantly. The inhalation of three minims usually

checks the bleeding almost at once.
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Theobromine and Sodium Salicylate Mix-

tures.

According to O. Schmitt {Phann. Zcit.), acids pre-

cipitate alkaloidal theobromine from solutions of theo-

bromine-sodium and sodium salicylate (generally

called theobromine and sodium salicylate, and also

known by the trade name of diuretin) ; and this fact

is usually overlooked in prescribing this medicament
in mixtures. Constantly taste corrigents are pre-

scribed that contain acids, such as syrup of raspberry,

syrup of orange, extract of licorice, honey, wine,

etc. With syrup of raspberry and syrup of cherries,

a dirty-greenish fluid immediately results that in a

hhort time distinctly shows a precipitate. With wines

the double-salt at first yields a clear solution, but

shortly cloudiness sets in and soon thereafter precipi-

tation occurs. The solutions containing syrups of

orange, honey or extract of licorice remain clear for

about four hours, but after that a precipitate is de-

posited without marked turbidity of the liquid occur-

ring. It makes no difference whether the salt is dis-

solved cold or warm. A 5 per cent, solution con-

taining 10 per cent, of syrup of raspberry deposited

about 20 per cent, of the theobromine within 24 hours.

Simple svrup or syrup of althea can be used without

drawback.

Decomposition of Salts of the Alkalies and

Alkaline Earths by Quinine,

Larrouturron (Bull. Soc. Phariii.^ finds that salts

of the alkalies and the alkaline earths are partly de-

composed by quinine with separation of the free nietal

base. He says that one molecule of quinine disen-

gages from a' solution of sodium chloride, about one-

fourth of a molecule of caustic soda. Similar results

were obtained from other salts of the alkalies and

alkaline earths. On adding such salts to a solution

of quinine which had been made neutral towards

phenolphthalein by means of a strong acid, there re-

sults a red coloration which the author regards as a

proof that metallic hydroxide has been liberated.

Eye Strain and Glycosuria.

Gould (Med. Rcc.) from observations made by him-

self and the study of cases reported by others con-

cludes that eye strain may aid in producing glycos-

uria ; that eye strain and glycosuria form a vicious

circle; and that warnings given by refraction changes

should lead to immediate treatment of early and cur-

able cases of glycosuria to prevent the later orgapic

changes in the ocular structures. In six cases, exist-

ing myopia was increased by glycosuria, m eight

hyperopia was decreased, in eight hyperopia was in-

creased.

Alizarine Red as an Indicator.

Knowles {Joiirn. Soc. Chcni. hid.) proposes aliz-

arin red, I. W. S., as an indicator in volumetric

analysis. In dilute solution it has a yellow color,

which turns violet from excess of sodium hydroxide.

Excess of acid restores the original color. Excess of

alkali carbonate turns the indicator violet, but on
adding acid, the color gradually changes from violet

to orange, and at the end point there is a very de-

cided change in the color of the solution from
orange to yellow. It is stated that this in-

dicator can be used for the direct estimation of the

total alkali in soaps. It cannot be used in the pres-

ence of borates.

Beryllium Chromate.
Glas,sman {Bcr. d. d. Client. Ges. through Phann.

Jown.) prepares beryllium chromate by neutralizing

a warm concentrated aqueous solution of chromic acid

with beryllium carbonate and evaporating until

crystals form. The salt thus obtained is in the form

of reddish-yellow monoclinic crystals, the formula of

which is BeCrOi.H^O. It is decomposed by water

with separation of a yellow insoluble powder having

the constant composition BeCrO^.eBeCOH)^. This

basic beryllium chromate may also be obtained by
precipitation of a beryllium sulphate solution with

ammonium chromate.

Preparation of Sodium Hypobromite

Solution for Urea Determination.

For preparing solution of sodium hypobromite for

urea determination, Blarez {Schweis. IVoch. f.

Chem. It. Phann.) recommends the following simpli-

fied and quick method, that does not annoy the

operator by the emanation of bromine vapors. An
amber-colored 60 c.c. glass-stoppered bottle is marked

with a file at 20 c.c. and 30 c.c. Water is poured in

up to the 20 c.c. mark, and sodium hydroxide solu-

tion is added up to the 30 c.c. mark, and the liquids

mixed by agitation. Then, with a i c.c. pipette a

little water is drawn up, the pipette inserted into the

bottle of bromine, and i c.c. of bromine is drawn up

and added drop by drop to the sodium hydroxide

solution. A yellow hypobromite solution results from

this method of preparation that according to the

author is especially serviceable for the estimation of

urea.

Interesting Physicians in Official Goods.

Fred H. Mason, in a paper read at the recent an-

nual meeting of the New York State Pharmaceutical

Association, says that when we "can dem.onstrate to

the members of the medical profession by well pre-

pared samples with (in case of compound prepara-

tions) formulas attached, that we are capable of

making as good preparations as those turned out by

the large manufacturing concerns, we will interest

the physicians in United States Pharmacopoeia and

National Formulary preparations, and at the same

time bring about that more friendly feeling between

the two professions which is so much desired." He
adds: "This sampling should be continued at regular

intervals. When convenient, call the physician's at-

tention to the preparations, giving a little personal

talk pointing out their strong points."
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The Modem Materia Medica.

Bio-mah is described as a stable, liquid extract

of malt containing phosphates, and is put forward as

a nutritive and roborant for the sick and convalescent.

Castoreum-Bromide is the name applied to a

granular, effervescent combination said to consist of

potassium bromide, sodium bromide, ammonium bro-

mide, extract of valerian, extract of castoreum and
effervescent powder. It is exploited as an antiepi-

leptic, nerve sedative and antineuralgic.

Coeliacin is, according to Dr. Schwerdt, the dried

mesenteric glands of sheep, marketed in tablets each

of which represents 0.3 gram of fresh gland. It is

intended for use particularly in scleroderma.

Emanosol is the new name recently applied to

radiosal described in these columns a few months ago.

Ennan is a solid cresol soap containing 50 per

cent, of cresol. It is marketed in tablets which are

employed in solution as a surgical antiseptic and deo-

dorant.

Euferrol is a preparation of gelatinous consist-

ence, marketed in capsules the contents of which are

said to represent 0.012 gram of iron in ferrous com-
bination and 0.00009 gram of arsenous acid, thus cor-

responding in composition to a tablespoonful of the

stronger Levico water. It is said to be odorless, taste-

less and permanent, and it has been introduced as a

convenient substitute for Levico water which is put

forward as an alterative and hematinic.

Formatone {solution of pentaformates) is a liquid

preparation said to contain in each fluidounce lithium

formate 2 grains, strontium formate 14 grains, mag-
nesium formate 8 grains, sodium formate 16 grains

and quinine formate 2 grains. It should be noted that

formaldehyde may be liberated from formates, and
this would involve a serious risk which is mentioned

under tannothymal below.

Hydroxycaffeine is obtained by causing alcoholic

potassa to act upon chlorocaffeine and boiling the re-

sulting product with hydrochloric acid. It is iden-

tical with trimethyluric acid, and occurs as delicate,

fleecy needles that are readily soluble in hot water, as

well as in acids, alkali carbonates and sodium ben-

zoate, and sparingly soluble in alcohol. Dr. E. Stark-

enstein has employed it dissolved in 5 per cent, so-

dium benzoate solution as a diuretic. It is likely that

the double salt hydroxycaffeine and sodium benzoate

will soon be marketed.

Hyos-sco-phine Tablets are said to contain hyos-

cyamine, scopolamine, piperidine, pilocarpine, caf-

feine and morphine, and are exploited for use in the

treatment of narcotic drug addictions.

Noridal Suppositories are said to contain as their

therapeutically active ingredients calcium chloride,

calcium iodide and paranephrin, and are exploited as

a remedy for hemorrhoids.

Peptannol is an aromatized, vinous liquid, said to

contain 2 per cent, of hydrochloric acid and 0.5 per

cent, of tannin. It is exploited as a remedy in acute

and chronic gastric catarrh, and as a prophylactic of

gout and gouty affections.

Pixosapol is a liquid tar soap made by a Saxony
firm.

Sorosin Ferrated and Sorosin Arsenated are 10

per cent, solutions of potassium sulphoguaiacolate in

syrup of orange peel, containing a definite percentage

of iron and arsenic respectively. They are brought
forward as antituberculars, anticatarrhals and altera-

tives.

Subeston is a dibasic, pulverulent, sparingly solu-
ble, aJuminiim acetate, of the formula, AUiC^iifii)!.
(OH)<. It is employed as an astringent and anti-

septic dusting powder.

Tannin-thymyl-methane.—See tannothymal.

Tannothymal {tannin-thymyl-methane) is de-

scribed as a condensation product of formalde-
hyde, thymol and tannin, and occurs as a whitish,
tasteless powder melting at 235° C. and soluble

in alcohol and in alkali solutions. Dr. Baum-
garten has used it as an antidiarrheal. It should be
noted that the use of formaldehyde in any form or
of compounds that may produce it, involves a possi-

bility of bad effect on eyesight, it having been sug-
gested that the poisonous and sight-destroying effect

of wood alcohol is due to its decomposition into formic
acid in the system, which acid may be produced from
formaldehyde, it being an intermediate product in the

change of wood alcohol to formic acid. The forma-
tion of this acid may be possible from any drug con-
taining the methylene group, or it may be liberated

from formates. External applications, it must be re-

membered, will introduce a medicament into the sys-

tem as well as internal administration.

Trasulfan is another counterpart of ichthyol
manufactured by a Swiss firm.

Triloids is the name applied by a Philadelphia
firm to its triangular antiseptic tablets (blue) con-

tainin"- mercuric chloride.

Metol Poisoning.

Some persons are particularly sensitive to the dele-

terious effects of metol in photographic developers.

These effects are especially serious in warm weather.

If the hands become inflamed and swollen, says the

Photo Era, the use of this developing agent should be

discontinued. This publication reports beneficial re-

sults from the use of the following ointment:

Ichthyol I gramme.
Boric acid 4 grammes.
Wool fat 2 grammes.
Petrolatum 3 grammes.

The following formula for a skin varnish given by
the Medical Record will, it is said, be found an
efficient preventive of metol poisoning, while not in

the least interfering with the work of the manipulator:

Copal 2 grammes.
Venice turpentine 4 grammes.
Ether 100 grammes.
Collodion 100 grammes.
Acetone 8 grammes.

It may be removed from the fingers with hot water
and soap.

Cure of a Cancer by Sunlight
Widmer (Miinch. med. JVoch. through N. Y. Med.

Journal) reports a case of a woman, eighty-one years

of age, who had a cutaneous carcinoma on the back of

her hand. Operative treatment, as well as cauteriza-

tion, was refused. The hand was exposed for several

hours a day to the direct rays of the sun, and die

growth gradually disappeared.
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Notes and Queries.
Notice.—It is desirable that all questions to be an-

swered under this head should be received before the
fifteenth of the month and they must be accompanied with
the name and address of the writer.

Queries are not answered by mail. The information
supplied in these columns is intended for the benefit of
our readers in general, not for the profit of the individual
inquirer only.

Coloring for Toilet Ammonia.—G. A. T., Louisi-
ana.—Ammonia may be colored green by the addition
of water-soluble chlorophyll as found in the market.
On standing some time, say several months, a precip-
itate occurs, but the solution still retains a considera-
ble amount of color.

A purple-blue tint may be given to ammonia by
adding an aqueous solution of litmus.

A Cold Air Cupboard.—C. W. Sackett, who has
on several occasions furnished interesting notes on
laboratory contrivances, sends another, describing how
he complies with the direction, '"keep in a cool, dark
place," without the necessity of going to the' cellar.

"To do this," he writes, "I made what I call a cold air

cupboard. It is 32x72x12 inches, made in a lower
and upper section against the wall and as tight as I

could make it. In the floor are openings to the cel-

lar. The shelves are out from the wall a half inch
to let the air circulate. At the top is an opening
2^/2x4 inches, connected with a two-inch tin pipe to

a near-by chimney. Enough air passes through to

keep the temperature about that of the cellar. In this

we keep our oils and such other goods as we wish,
and have always found it to work to our satisfaction.

"I have used such a cupboard in the pantry to my
house for the last twenty-seven years, and the women
folks prize it greatly. There it applies to the lower
cupboard only, and the outlet for the air is into a flue

m the v.'all leading to the attic. I think many can use
the idea to advantage."

A Question of Abbreviation.—A Southern corre-

spondent sends for discussion a copy of a prescription

ordering a certain quantity of two different kinds of
granules, the directions for using being, "t. i. d. a. c.

one half hour."

Our correspondent found this direction somewhat
confusing, being unable to discover in treatises on
pharmacy which he consulted any use of "a" or "c"
which would be applicable. He concluded that the

prescriber evidently intended to direct one of each
kind before meals : he wrote the direction accordingly,

and told the physician aftenvard what he had done.
His action was approved, but the physician, he says,

"seemed to think I ought to have understood the con-

traction, and perhaps I should have, but where is the

authority for the contraction as used by him."
Caspari gives in his treatise p. c. as an abbreviation

of post cibum. but makes no menton of "a.c." which
the prescriber had here used for ante cibum. Nor do we
find there or elsewhere the use of "a" as an abbrevia-

tion of "ante." So the dispenser is rather to be compli-
mented on his guess than berated for his ignorance,

especially as this guess included much more than was
written, either abbreviated or unabbreviated. The di-

rections, it 'will be seen, do not really tell how many
granules are to be taken at a dose, nor whether both
kinds are to be taken at once or alternated.

We may add that it would be safer for the pre-

scriber to so write his prescriptions' in all cases as to

leave no opportunity for any kind of a guess.

Shampoos.—C. N. B., California.—Formulas for
shampoo preparations of varied constitution have ap-
peared in many previous issues of the Circular.
There is apparently nothing better, probably nothing
as good, for cleansing the hair as soap. The addi-
tion of a little potassium carbonate may be desirable

in cases where the hair is very oily.

To make such an addition the soap should be in

solution in a mixture of alcohol and water. It should

be borne in mind that soaps made from animal fats

are not so freelv soluble as those made from vegetable

oils.

The official liniment of soft soap answers well as a
liquid shampoo. An economical way to make such a

shampoo is to form the soap and the liquid at one
operation, using the following formula

:

Linseed oil 400 grammes.
Potassium hydroxide 95 grammes.
Alcohol 300 cub. cent.

Water enough.

Dissolve the alkali in 100 c.c. of water, add the al-

cohol and then the oil. Shake the mixture well, and
then warm gently until it becomes clear. If more
convenient, it may be simply agitated occasionally,

without heating, and the ingredients will combine in

a few hours. When a small portion is found to be

entirely soluble in hot water, and the mixture has be-

come clear, add such perfume as may be selected,

and enough water to make 1,500 c.c. of solution.

Any other vegetable oil may be used in place of the

linseed oil, if desired.

The finished preparation should be neutral ; which

condition is indicated when the solution just fails to

redden a solution of phenolphthalein.

If any such preparation prove too strong or too ex-

pensivei it may, of course, be diluted as required.

Where the addition of potassium carbonate is de-

sired, an ounce may be used to a quart of the liquid.

When this addition is made, washing out with_ water

after use must be ver)- thorough, as the alkali is irri-

tating to the skin.

A "shampoo "jelly"' may be made by the appended

formula

:

White castile soap 4 ounces.

Potassium carbonate i ounce.

Water 6 ounces.

Glvcerin 2 ounces.

Oil of lavender 5 drops.

Oil of bergamot 10 drops.

Shave the soap to ribbons, melt with the water on

a water bath, adding the carbonate, allow to become

nearly cold and then stir in the remaining ingredients,

with more water if required.

The proportion of carbonate may be dimmished or

it may be omitted if a less active preparation is pre-

ferred.

Behavior of a Proprietary Syrup in Prescription.

—"Reader," Texas.—It is probable that the propri-

etary syrup you name contains its active ingredient

in suspension only ; if that be true, dilution with other

fluids of less density would naturally cause a more

rapid separation of the solid content than would other-
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wise occur. This it must be remembered is only a

guess, but may help you.

Your other query- is answered under another head.

Magnesium Citrate at the Soda Fountain.—M.
M., New York.-—It does not seem practicable to keep
solution of magnesium citrate "on draught" at the

fountain. The amount of solution required would be
much out of proportion to any demand that might be
expected, and what is more important, it might exert

some action on the lining of the fountain and become
contaminated with metal.

We would suggest as an easy way to supply the

solution at the fountain simply keeping at hand some
of the granular effer\-escent citrate of magnesium, dis-

solving the requisite quantity of it first in a little

water in a "m^ineral" tumbler, then adding some lemon
syrup and finally filling with carbonated water from
the fountain.

It would of coufse answer ju3t as well to use solid

magnesium citrate itself, as the fountain supplies the

effervescence. The granules are mentioned as being
more commonly made or bought. The solid citrate

may be prepared according to Hager by mixing 105
parts of crystals of citric acid rubbed to powder and
30 parts of calcined magnesia, heating in a porcelain

vessel placed in a sand-bath until the mixture melts,

and pouring the melt on a slab to cool. The mass is

then powdered. The dose of this would be less than
that of the granules, as the latter contain other things
in addition to the magnesium compound.
We do not know the composition of the "mineral"'

water enquired about.

Ownership of the Prescription.—W. N. P., New
York.—Whether you could be compelled by law to

return a prescription to a patient which you had re-

tained is a question which no one can answer.
In certain States where prohibition laws are in force

the pharmacist is compelled under penalty to retain

prescriptions for spirituous liquors and to refrain

from refilling them; and in one or more other States

this restriction is applied to morphine and cocaine.

The pharmacy law of Rhode Island (unless re-

cently amended in this particular) requires the pre-

scription to be retained by the dispenser, but it also

provides that a copy of it must be furnished free of
expense to either the writer or the "purchaser" of it

whenever demanded. The North Carolina law also

requires the dispenser to preserve the original pre-

scription, and perhaps the laws of some other States
do likewise.

The Rhode Island law, it will be noted, while it

makes the dispenser the custodian of the prescription,

does not prevent the patient from still making use of
it—the copy is, of course, practically the same thing
as the original.

Magistrates have decided the question of owner-
ship both ways ; but so far as Ave can learn no case
has been reviewed by any State court of final appeal.

It seems possible that even a decision there might
be appealable to a Federal court.

Usage favors the pharmacist in this country as be-

ing the proper custodian of the prescription, but
abroad this is quite the reverse.

We might mention that if a customer demanded
from a pharmacist the return of a prescription which
had been retained by him, a successful legal resist-

ance of this demand might turn somewhat on the
motive of the refusal. If it were shown that the phar-
macist was in the habit, as is usually the case, of re-

filling prescriptions at the request of the patient, and
that consequently his refusal was not a matter of
public policy—an effort to protect the ignorant from
;he dangers of self-prescribing—but merely intended
to compel future custom, a court and jury would not
l)e likely to sustain his refusal.

In view of the many evils resulting from the ap-

plication of medical advice intended for one condi-

tion to another perhaps totally different—even ex-

tending to the "lending" of prescriptions to sick

friends—it would be to the advantage of the com-
munity if the refilling of prescriptions without the

authority of the physician could be prevented. We
believe this could be constitutionally done by law on
the ground stated, but until it is, the patient will have
rather the stronger side when there is a dispute about

ownership.

Opinions of a number of writers on the Sfubject are

given in articles printed in the Circul.\r for June,

1905, pages 182 to 187.

Mixtures Containing Spirit of Niter as Ex-
plosives.—"Reader." Texas, writes that on making a

mixture of spirit of niter, syrup of rhubarb, and a

syrup containing quinine in solution, some effer-

vescence occurred.

It is very probable that the effervescence is caused

by reaction between the spirit of niter and the tannin

of the rhubarb.

It has long been known that when spirit of niter and

a liquid preparation of uva ursi are mixed, a reaction

occurs which liberates gas and so causes effervescence.

According to Creuse the greater portion of the gas
liberated is carbon dioxide derived from decomposi-
tion of tannin present in the uva ursi. Judging from
the odor, a nitrous compound is probably present also

;

the spirit of nitre could of course furnish such a com-
pound.

The reaction noted has been observed in mixtures
of spirit of niter and extract of buchu also ; the buchu
contains a tannin.

And one may expect a like reaction in the case of

other drugs containing tannin.

It is obvious that mixtures containing these ingredi-

ents should not be kept in corked bottles or other

closed containers as when confined serious explosion

may occur.

It is of course best to avoid any mixture in which
changes may occur which are not understood and
taken into account by the prescriber.

Acetone Collodion.—M. I., Illinois.—We take

from a previous issue of the Circul.\r a note which
will probably answer your query.

If soluble gun cotton is dissolved in acetone in the

]iroportion of about i dram by weight of the former

to 35 or 40 drams by volume of the latter, and a half

dram each of castor oil and glycerin be added, a

colorless, elastic and fllexible film will form on the

skin wherever it is applied. Unlike ordinary col-

lodion it will not be likely to dry and peel off. If

tinted very slightly with alkanet and saffron it can

be made to assume the color of the skin so that when
applied it is scarcely observable.
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Iodine and Volatile Oils.
—

"Inquirer."—So far
iodine lias not been found in any volatile oil. The
elementary constituents of these bodies so far identi-
fied are carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen and
sulphur. It is possible that iodine might be present
in some, as many plants growing in sea water or on
the coast contain it ; but if so, the proportion is ex-
tremely small : otherwise it would not so long have
escaped detection.

We imagine your inquiry has originated from a
misunderstanding of some mention of the iodine ab-
sorption test as applied to these oils. This test devised
by Hiibl for application to fatty oils was afterward
employed by others with volatile oils. It consists in

placing the oil in contact with a standardized solution
of iodine in mercuric chloride, when a certain propor-
tion of the iodine is "absorbed" by the oil, the quan-
tity being determined by titration. This proportion
varies with different oils, but the test is seriously in-

fluenced by temperature, time and still other condi-
tions which are unknown, so that it is more or less

uncertain.

Colors for Show Bottles.—P. S., New York.—We
give below recipes for preparing the colors for show-
bottles, which you require, with some others that may
prove useful.

Red.

Cochineal color N. F. diluted with water to the re-

quired shade.

II.

Iodine 2 parts.

Potassium iodide 2 parts.

Hydrochloric- acid 36 parts.

Water 960 parts.

in.

Ammonia water 27 parts.

Solution of ferric chloride '. 40 parts.

Acetic acid 59 parts.

Alcohol 1 86 parts.

Water 6946 parts.

Add the iron solution to the water, then add suc-

cessively the alcohol, acetic acid, and ammonia water,

and filter.

IV.

Cudbear 2 parts.

Nitric acid 2 parts.

Water 92 parts.

V.

Cobalt carbonate 30 grains.

Hydrochloric acid enough.

Water i gallon.

Dissolve the carbonate in just enough of the acid

to effect solution, and add to the water.

VI.

Cochineal 4 parts.

Potassium bitartrate 2 parts.

Sulphuric acid 5 parts.

Alum 4 parts.

Water 1 000 parts.

VII.

Cobalt nitrate i ounce.

Ammonium carbonate enough.

Water i gallon.

Dissolve the nitrate in 2 pints of the water, add

a strong solution of ammonium carbonate until the
precipitate formed is redissolved, then add the re-
mainder of the water.

YeUoiv.

Potassium dichromate 10 parts.
Water 280 parts."

II.

Potassium dichromate 3 parts.
Sodium carbonate 2 parts.
Water 95 parts.

Dissolve the potassium dichromate in the water, add
the sodium carbonate, and when solution is complete,
filter.

in.

Potassium dichromate i part.
Nitric acid 2 parts.
Water 27 parts.

Dissolve the potassium salt in the water, add the
nitric acid, and filter.

Blue.

I.

Copper sulphate 10 parts.

Ammonia water 40 parts.

Water 950 parts.

11.

Copper sulphate 14 parts.

Alum 14 parts.

Sulphuric acid 13 parts.

Water 473 parts.

Dissolve the alum and the copper salt in the water,
add the sulphuric acid in small portions and filter.

Green.

Copper sulphate i part.

Ammonia water 9 parts.

Water 240 parts.

Potassium dichromate enough.

Dissolve the copper sulphate in the distilled water,
add the ammonia water and enough of a solution of
potassium dichromate to give the desired tint, and
filter.

II.

Copper sulphate 9 parts.

Hydrochloric acid 8 parts.

Water 84 parts.

Dissolve the copper salt in the water, add the acid

and filter.

III.

Copper sulphate 7 parts.

Ammonium chloride 7 parts.

Water 186 parts.

IV.

Nickel 85 parts.

Hydrochloric acid 132 parts.

Nitrous acid 55 parts.

Water 4,000 parts.

Dissolve the nickel in the hydrochloric acid, add the

water, then the nitrous acid, and filter.

Olive Green.

Copper sulphate 35 parts.

Hydrochloric acid 16 parts.

Iron subcarbonate 4 parts.

Water 450 parts.

Dissolve the copper sulphate in the water and the
iron in the acid; mix the two solutions, and filter.
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Pea Green.

Nickel I part.

Nitric acid 4 parts.

Water 495 parts.

Potassium dichromate enough.

Dissolve the nickel in the nitric acid, add the water
and enough of solution of potassium dichromate to

give the desired color.

Purple.

I.

Salicylic acid i part.

Alcohol 93 parts.

Tincture of chloride of iron 4 parts.

Water enough.

Dissolve the acid in the alcohol, add the tincture

and dilute until the desired color is produced.

II.

Cudbear 10 parts.

Water of ammonia 40 parts.

Water 950 parts.

Macerate and filter.

Orange.

Potassium dichromate 4 parts.

Nitric acid i part.

Water 120 parts.

Amber.

Powdered dragon's blood i part.

Sulphuric acid 4 parts.

Water enough.

I\Tacei:ate the dragon's blood in the acid for about
half an hour or until solution is complete, and dilute

the mixture with water until the desired tint is ob-
tained.

Anilin Colors.

The anilin colors are convenient for use in liquids

for show globes, and although more or less fugitive,

are still desirable. By a little attention in the way of
adding more color from time to time the liquids can
he kept in nice condition.

Gelatin Films for Shoiv Bottles.

When the show bottles are very large and conse-
quently heavy when filled, or when the liquid is ex-
posed to the risk of freezing with consequent fracture
of the bottle, a colored gelatin film may be substituted
for colored water.

For those who may wish to try the plan we quote
the directions given some years ago by T. Maltby
Clague, in the P)ianna<:eiiiieal Journal.' For a five-

gallon bottle take

:

Anilin dye 15 to 25 grains.
Gelatin (not opaque) i ounce.
Water 6 ounces.
Carbolic acid i dram.

Soak the gelatin in water, dissolve the dye in warm
water, and next add the softened gelatin and warm
till melted, then add the carbolic acid. When the
solution has cooled to about 150 degrees F., pour it

into the carboy. Place the carboy in a warm position
until has acquired a temperature of from 90 degrees
to ICO degrees F. and then remove ; now keep turning
it upside down and round about until the gelatin shows
signs of setting, then put it on its stand and allow the
jelly not adhering to the sides to settle at the bottom.
Leave the stopper out for a few hours. If the first

attempt is not a success it is only necessary to put the

carboy into a warm place and trj' again. The pro-
cess is an easy one.

Mr. Clague said that 15 grains of methyl violet

gave a rich bluish-red color varying according to the
shade of the dye used, which is d'esignated by R., RR.,
and RRR for the red shades (the blue ones being sim-
ilarly indicated by B). Flamingo in the same pro-
portion gave the nicest red of those he had used.

Brownish-yellow had been obtained by the use of
small proportions of Bismarck brown. Methyl orange
was wanting in brightness and transparency.

If the window is exposed to the sun, the film must
be allowed to harden well before the bottle is placed
in its position. The carbolic acid or some other pre-
sen-ative is required to prevent bacteria from liquefy-

ing the gelatin.

Syrup of the Phosphates of Iron, Quinine and
Strychnine.—C. F. C, Minnesota, writes : "Can
you explain to me through your columns why a dark
coloration should be present in syrup of iron, quinine

and strychnine after standing a short time? It was
made strictly U. S. P. from the glycerite and I cov-

ered the bottle with blue paper to protect from ex-

posure to the light. I made the syrup four or five

times, and the freshly prepared syrup is very clear and
colorless, showing the blue fluorescence, but after

standing, as I said before, a brown coloration takes

place."

While there could in this instance at least be no
mistaking what is meant by "syrup of iron, quinine

and strychnine," our correspondent will, we trust, not

take amiss the suggestion that it is best to adhere to

absolute accuracy in naming medicinal products. It

is a good habit to have and may save trouble.

To go to the difficulty complained of, the syrup,

whose full official title we give at the head of this

note, is one which has been known for years as a
trouble-maker, and has been spoken of as an ineligible

preparation. On keeping, it is liable to deposit basic

ferric phosphate, and there seems a possibility at least

that precipitation of its alkaloids might also occur.

The darkening in color is ascribed to a reaction be-

tween the acid and sugar, resulting in the conversion

of a portion of the latter into caramel. This reaction

may presumably occur from other acids, and so not

be peculiar to the syrup under consideration.

The glycerite of the phosphates of iron, quinine

and strychnine is a new preparation in the United

States Pharmacopoeia. As to its keeping qualities we
have so far heard no report. Presuming that it is

indefinitely stable, a way to avoid, in part at least, the

difficulties which have been mentioned would be to

adopt the suggestion made in the last edition of the

United States Dispensatorj', namely, to prepare the

syrup from it extemporaneously only. The patient,

we would add, should be cautioned that the prepara-

tion will not keep for any considerable time.

Preservation of Rubber Goods.—S. T. S., Upper
Eg\'pt.—Under ordinan,- conditions soft rubber goods
will often remain unchanged for years ; some lots will

rapidly deteriorate. Whether this is due to diiTer-

ences beyond the control of the manufacturer or the

result of the use of cheap methods, we are not in a

position to say. Both causes may operate to lessen

the keeping qualities of the goods. Exposure to un-

usual heat is said to be bad for rubber ; as to whether
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air at normal temperature exerts any influence, there
is a difference of opinion.

One should endeavor to buy the best only ; and pur-
chases should not be made very far ahead of demand.
Keeping the goods in a moderately cool place is prob-
ably about the only thing to be done to protect them.

Solution of Iron Peptonate with Manganese.—
C. A. J., Pennsylvania.—The National Formulary
n»w gives a formula for this preparation which you
will find on page 88 of the third edition.

While the formulas of the National Formulary
should always be given precedence to promote uni-
formity, it must be said that we have heard from sev-
eral sources that the recipe referred to above has not
proven entirely satisfactory.

A formula for the preparation devised by H. A. B.
Dunning appears in the Circular for May, page 361.

In an article contributed to the Circul.ar some
years ago by Prof. Scoville is given a formula for a
solution of iron peptonate (to which manganese may
be added) which for use with the commercial pep-
tone ordinarily found would stand as follows:

Peptone 4.5 grammes.
Solution of dialyzed iron 20 cub. cent.

Aromatic elixir 30 cub. cent.

Alcohol 10 cub. cent.

.Solution of soda enough.
Water enough.

Dissolve the peptone in 200 cubic centimeters of

water, strain and add to the dialysed iron solution

previously diluted with 200 cubic centimeters of water.

Now add enough soda solution, previously diluted, to

exactly neutralize the mixture, as shown by the char-

acter of the precipitate, which, at the end of the re-

action collects in larger flocks and separates rapidly

from the liquid. Wash the precipitate several times

with water by decantation, and drain. Transfer the

magma to a suitable dish, add 2 cubic centimeters of

solution of soda (U. S. P.) diluted with 8 cubic centi-

meters of water, stirring immediately and continu-

ously until dissolved; then add 20 cubic centimeters

of water, the elixir, the alcohol and finally enough

water to make 100 cubic centimeters.

The water used should be gree from dissolved

gases, which would tend to carbonate and so render

the iron insoluble. Freshly distilled water is to be

preferred.

A peptone should be selected which is a decided

buff in color, but not brown. The very light pep-

tones contain an excess of albumose and are prepared

particularly for bacteriological work.

Scoville recommended that manganese be added to

the foregoing when the two metals are required, in

the form of manganese and potassium tartrate. This

corresponds to the scaled iron and potassiurn tartrate

in its general character, and is made in a similar man-

ner, except that heat must be carefully avoided and

the manganese carbonate must be employed in place of

the hydrate.

The vehicle must in all cases be a neutral one.

A formula for an iron peptonate solution with

manganese adopted by the Berlin Apothecaries' So-

cietv was printed in 'the Circular for May, 1904,

page 106. Unfortunately the directions for making

the so-called manganese glucosate which is an ingredi-

ent of the preparation were rendered incomplete by a

typographical error. The corrected formula was
given in the Circular for October, 1906, page 365.

If any formula other than that of the N. F. is used
in making this preparation this iact, and the differ-

ence, must according to law be shown on the label.

Qualifications for a Nostrum Manufacturer.—J.

D. G., California, wants to know what qualification is

required for a person to run a laboratory for the
manufacture of medicines to sell to wholesale and
retail druggists. We might with a modicum of truth
and startling brevity answer: A maximum of gall, a
minimum of conscience, a comfortable working cap-
ital, and a genius for writing deceiving advertise-
ments

; and, perhaps, a formula or two would be found
useful. However, we shall not cut off our querist

quite so short, but will add that while the different

States have laws regulating the practice of pharmacy,
the nostrum manufacturers have been able to exert
enough influence on legislators—through the "red-
clause" newspaper or otherwise—to secure for them-
selves specific immunity from the operations of such
statutes. The recently enacted pure food and drug
laws are not altogether so favorable to the nostrum
interests, but the manufacturers, by observing a few
simple precautions, may not only escape any trouble
on account of these laws, but may actually turn them
to account as aids in their advertising.

A Window Display of Shaving Apparatus.—W.
C. M. Scott writes that the store of the company of
which he is a member has two large windows; and if

these are not well cleaned and decorated every week
he feels guilty of serious neglect. Recently one of
the windows was "trimmed" with "everything for

shaving." The window was decorated with a black
background with green velvet mats to lay razors and
the finest brushes on. Fifty cents a yard was paid for

the velvet. Four candy pail lids were covered with
the velvet, making excellent "mats." The feature
that attracted most attention was a slate in the middle
of the window written up like this:

Arithmetic.

3 shaves a week 30
52 weeks, or i year 15.60

One razor costs say 1.50

Brush " " i.oo

Strop " " 50
Soap, etc 50

Subtract [5.60

3-50

350

$12.10

You would have to have $403.00 in the bank to earn
that interest in a year. Think a minute

!

Men did "think a minute" and the window brought
results.

Separation in Chloroform Liniment.—"Sub-
scriber," Virginia.—The difficulty complained of is

apparently due to the use of an improperly made cam-
phor liniment in its preparation. The subject is more
fully treated in a note printed in the Circular for

August, page 537.

The Lockwood Memorial Liu..ARY
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Destruction of Insects on Plants.—C. W. W.,

Ohio.—It is said that Dalmatian insect powder, which

has proved so efficient in the extermination of roaches

and similar insects, acts well as a destroyer of those

that infest plants. It may be applied by dusting

mixed with an equal quantity of wheat flour or be

diffused in water and sprayed over the plant.

In using insect powder it is of importance to have

a very good article. It is said to be much adulterated,

the stems of the plant being frequently ground up with

the flowers. The observations of some experimenters

have seemed to show that the poisonous principle of

the flowers is non-volatile, but our experience

indicates that these observations are not complete.

There may be two poisonous principles, one of which

is volatile and the other not. To avoid possible

causes of failure then, one should obtain powder which

has been good in the first instance and has been kept

in practically airtight containers. And it should of

course not be dispensed in paper unless for immediate

use.

For protection against all non-masticating and

many mandibulate insects, kerosene oil is much used.

It is exhibited in the form of an emulsion, which may
be made as follows

:

Kerosene oil 2 gallons.

Common soap 8 ounces.

Water i gallon.

Dissolve the soap in the water by the aid of heat,

bring to the boiling point and add the kerosene in

portions, agitating well after each addition.

For destroying scale insects dilute this emulsion

with 9 times its volume of water ; in the case of most

others, except lice, dilute with 14 volumes, and for

the latter with 20 to 25 volumes.

For the extermination of scale insects, resinous

preparations are also employed, which kill by cov-

ering them with an impervious coating. Such a wash

may be made as follows

:

Rosin 33^ pounds.

Caustic soda i pound.

Fish oil 8 ounces.

Water 20 gallons.

Boil the rosin, soda and oil with a small portion

of the water, adding the remainder as solution is ef-

fected.

For the San Jose scale a stronger preparation is re-

quired, the proportion of water being decreased by

half, but such a solution is applied only when the tree

is dormant.

For use on house plants one of the following might

be tried

:

I.

Soft soap 4 drams.

Quassia "2 grains.

Salicylic acid 30 grains.

Alcohol 5 ounces.

Water .sufficient to make 24 ounces.

Mix the first four ingredients and macerate several

days, then filter and add the water. Apply 'with a

brush or plant sprinkler, the latter being so shaped as

to throw the spray on the under side of the leaf.

II.

Tobacco waste i pound.

Soft soap I pound.

Water 12 gallons.

Alcohol I gallon.

Boil the tobacco with the water, strain, and add the

other ingredients.

The liquid is diluted with an equal quantity of water

when required for use ; the solution being applied to

the plants in the form of a spray.

We do not know the composition of the proprietary

insecticide about which inquiry is made.

Antiseptic Solution.—Robert Haberman, New
York, seeing in the Circul.^r for last month, page

537, the note on glycothymoline, and the antiseptic

solution of the Pharmacopceia and the alkaline anti-

septic of the National Formulary, contributes a

formula which is different from any of those men-
tioned, and also differs in some of its details from
any of the several appearing in the Circul.^r for

January, 1906, page 19. It follows

:

Sodium salicylate 30 grains.

Sodium benzoate 30 grains.

Thymol 10 grains.

Eucalyptol 10 grains.

Menthol 10 grains.

Oil of gaultheria 12 minims.

Pumilio pine oil 12 minims.
Sylvestris pine oil 12 minims.
Sodium bicarbonate 2 ounces.

Sodium biborate 2 ounces.

Glycerin 17 ounces.

Alcohol 4 ounces.

Powdered cudbear 63^2 drams.

Water enough to make i gallon.

Mix, let stand forty-eight hours, and filter.

We tender our own and our readers' thanks to Mr.
Haberman for his contribution, and trust that he will

favor us in like manner again.

Toilet Cream.—A ^lissouri subscriber asks for a

formula by which he can make a toilet cream which
will be as' clear as distilled water, as thick as heavy

syrup or glycerin, will dry reasonably quickly, and
not contain over 15 to 25 per cent, of glycerin.

A great many formulas for toilet creams have been

published in previous issues of the Circul.\r, but we
do not know of one among them that will quite "fill

the bill ;" nor do we know of one elsewhere.

Mucilage of quince seed with or without glycerin

could be made of any density required ; it would
probably "drj^" in a reasonable time; but, at least as

usually obtained, it would not, we think, meet the

condition of clearness. It seems likely that if the

seed was carefully freed from dust before using, the

mucilage made very thin and filtered through felt and
then concentrated on a w^ater bath, a perfectly clear

product might be obtained to which glycerin could be

added in any proportion.

Liquid Sulphur.—G. C. Hoencke, Texas, writes:

''While looking over the Circul.'\r for June I notice

that A. D. S., California, seeks information concern-

ing liquid sulphur. The liquid sulphur which he has

reference to is in all probability liquor calcis sul-

phuratse (Vleminck's solution). N. F., or a modi-

fication of same. Several proprietaries are on the

market, one originating in Texas."

We thank Mr. Hoencke for his information and

hope to hear from him again and often ; and not only

from him, but from all who, like him, have anv'thing

of interest to communicate to our readers.
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Fire-Resisting Paint.—B. F. A.. New York.—
There are of course plenty of pisfments that are not
combustible, but the vehicles in which they are usual-
ly applied are. In place of these we would suggest
a trial of potassium silicate, a variety of '-water glass."
For a white, zinc white would answer ; and the fire-

resisting quality might be increased by the addition
of finely powdered asbestos.

It should be noted that one must not expect to ren-
der wood or other like material really "fire proof" by
any coating. "Fire resisting," as oiir correspondent
puts it, is about all we could expect of any paint. If

the heat is high enough or long continued, the tim-
ber may be expected to take fire.

Gelatinization of Tincture of Kino.—Earl B.
Putt, Ohio, in writing to the Circul.vr about another
matter, says : "While I have plenty of ink at hand I

will report a little item which, 'though probably al-

ready known to you, may be of interest to some one
else. Three years ago I made a sample of tincture

of kino by first sterilizing the kino in steam -for fif-

teen minutes. The tincture is still liquid and in good
condition. I also made 250 c.c. of the same tincture,

in the same manner, in the laboratory of the Ohio
State University, two years ago. That sample is also

in good condition. I will leave the proof of the pres-

ence of micro-organisms in the drug to some wiser
person than myself."

Mr. Putt's experience seems to corroborate that of

Edmund White and David Hooper, reported in the

Pharmaceutical Journal four years ago and cited in

the United States Dispensatory. These experimenters

stated their belief that the gelatinization of tincture

of kino was due to an enzyme or oxydase in the drug,

and it was on account of this opinion that the official

directions for making the tincture were changed so

as to direct the use of heat.

We feel sure that a number of our readers will join

us in thanking Mr. Putt for thus calling attention to a

matter which is of general interest.

Greaseless Cold Creams.—W. H. L.. New York,

and "CS," Massachusetts.—In the Circular for

April, page 315, in reply to six querists, we published

nearly five columns of formulas and directions for

making cold creams. In the issue for the next month,

page 364, in reply to another querist, we stated that

unless something new and better in this line came

to our knowledge, we should give no more space to

formulas for non-greasy cold creams this year. In

the Circular for the following month (June), page

405, appears an original contribution by Dr. Mary
Emma Doyle on casein creams, which we regarded as

coming under the head "something new and better"

;

and in the August number, page 543, is a formula for

:i cream which was also entitled to admission, under

the rules.

We have notliing at present to add to the notes re-

ferred to above.

Volatile Preparation of Iodine.—B. S., Penn-

sylvania.—We do not recall havin-g heard of any ex-

periments having been made to determine the relative

volatility of the various forms and preparations of

iodine. The pure drug itself is fairly volatile, subli-

ming without residue. Watt says that iodine tri-

chloride (ICI3) begins to sublime, with partial de-

composition, at — 12° C. Experimenters should not
lose sight of the fact that iodine is quite poisonous,
and that its vapor attacks the eyes and mucous mem-
brane with more or less distressing results.

Elixir of Terpin Hydrate with Heroin.—B. T.
C., Colorado.—A formula for this preparation is given
in the National Formulary. This book is made of-
ficial by act of congress and also by various State
statutes. We understand that the Colorado legisla-

ture passed a law which was approved March 7th,
last, and which goes into operation January ist, next,
to the eflfect that any preparation sold under a name
recognized in the United States Pharmacopoeia or Na-
tional Formulary, which differs from a preparation
made according to the directions contained in those
books, respectively, would be deemed adulterated.
Violation of this act is to be a misdemeanor, punish-
able by fine and imprisonment, or both.

Other formulas for elixirs containing terpin hy-
drate, with or without heroin, or notes on the subject,
are to be found in the Circular for May, page 366;
April, page 314; and February, page 223, all for this

year; April, 1906, page 129; and January, 1905, page
17-

You will find a bound volume of the Circular with
its index, a valuable book to refer to when in search

of information on pharmaceutical subjects : it is by
use of such a volume (held together with one of the

binders which we sell for one dollar, postage paid),

that we are quickly enabled to refer you to the vari-

ous notes which we have recently published on this

subject.

Black Hair Dye.—W. F. C. New York.—When
you wrote you had not received the August Circular,
on page 545 of which appear several formulas for one-

solution hair dyes. Other formulas—hot restricted

to the one-solution kind—may be found by consulting

the indexes and files of the Circular.

India Ink Remover.—K., Massachusetts, sends
a minute sample of an ink remover used for remov-
ing India ink from tracing cloth, and requests us to

tell him what its composition is. The sample is too

small for analysis, and we do not know of any
formulas for making such a preparation. We ask

for help.

Compound Elixir of Glycerophosphates.—G. H.
H., Massachusetts.-—We have no formula for elixir of

glycerophosphates other than the one given in the

National Formulary, which contains the glycerophos-

phates of sodium and calcium. Where other thera-

peutic agents in addition are desired by the physician

it would be best to make them the subjects of separate

prescriptions.

Transferring Printed Pictures.—J. H., New Jer-

sey.—Perhaps the information you seek may be found

in the note on this subject appearing in last month's

Circular, page 543, which had not been printed at

the time you sent your query.

To Paste Labels on Tin.—David Hawkins, Ham-
ilton, Ont., is kind enough to send us a note on this old
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subject. He recommends that so-called banana oil

be first applied to the tin, after which the label will

hold if affixed in the usual way.

It should be borne in mind that "banana oil" is

highly inflammable.

Vasogen Liquidum.—Z. S., New York.

—

Yasogen has been described as oxygenated vaseline,

and is furnished in semi-fluid and solid form. Wt are

unable to give you any more definite information as

to its composition.

Appeals to Readers.

Information is sought concerning the preparations,

listed below. We ask for such help as our readers

can give

:

Nczvton's Heave Poivder.—"Co-op," Michigan.

Curine.—S. J. M., Georgia.

Five Drops.—T. A. P., Colorado.

India Ink Remover.—K., Massachusetts.

Vasogen Liquidum.—Z. S., New York.

»

A Typhoid Fever Carrier.

Biggs reported at a meeting of the Practitioners'

Society of New York a series of outbreaks of typhoid

fever apparentlv caused by the dissemination of the

bacilli by an apparently healthy subject. Outbreaks of

the fever had occurred in four families in the vicinity

during the past four and a half years, and
_
in

each instance the outbreak had occurred shortly after

the employment of a certain woman as cook. An in-

vestigation was instituted which disclosed that in addi-

tion to these four families, typhoid fever had occurred

in several other families where she had been employed

in the same capacity. The woman was found and

forcibly taken to the reception hospital, where she was

detained. At one time nearly 90 per cent, of the

organisms found in the feces were typhoid bacilli.

The woman gave no definite history of typhoid fever,

at least not for the previous five years.

A Bean in the Ear for Many Years.

Herzig {Am. Journ. Surgery) reports a case in

which a bean was found in the ear which had appar-

ently been there for many years. The patient, a boy

of thirteen years, was brought to him suffering from

severe earache. The author, on examination, con-

cluded that the trouble was due to imparted cerumen,

but on proceeding to remove the obstruction brought

away almost the entire shell of a bean. The child

had been generally healthy. About the age of two

vears he complained of pain in his ear, which was re-

lieved. The father stated that the child had not heard

well since he was two years old. but no discharge from

the ear or other symptoms occurred until the severe

earache mentioned. The child had no recollection of

putting a bean in his ear.

»

Dry Shampoo.
This formula is from the Chemist and Druggist:

Tincture of quillaja i ounce.

Ammonia water 3 ounces.

Cologne water i ounce.

Alcohol 2 ounces.

Water 12 ounces.

Manufacture of Graphite.
Consul _W. H. H. Webster, of Niagara Falls,

Canada, gives the following information in an official

report

:

One of the most important electrical industries at

Niagara Falls, Ontario, manufactures graphite from
anthracite coal and petroleum coke and converts into

graphite the forms of raw carbon used in electric fur-

nace work, where high temperature is required, and
for electrolytic work, such as the manufacture of caus-
tic sodas, bleaching powders, etc.—in fact, practically

all methods of electrolysis. The raw materials used
consist of anthracite coal, glass sand, foundry coke
and sawdust, all of which are imported from the
United States, except the sawdust.
The furnaces used for the conversion of the anthra-

cite coal or petroleum coke into graphite are in the
form of long, narrow troughs, built of fire brick and
lined with some suitable refractor}' or insulating ma-
terial. In this case the sand, coke and sawdust are
used for insulating, by mixing them together in the

proper proportions. At the end of each trough is a

terminal built of carbon rods, to which is connected
the cables conveying the current. The trough is filled

with anthracite coal, in which is embedded a carbon
rod to make electrical connection between the
terminals, as the coal is a very poor conductor of elec-

tricity. The temperature to which the coal is raised

before conversion into graphite is very high, and is

said to approximate 7,500° F., a temperature at which
all bodies except carbon are vaporized and driven

off.

It is possible to make the graphite practically chem-
ically pure, but for ordinary commercial purposes such

a high degree of purity is unnecessary, but it is possi-

ble to so regulate the operation that a degree of uni-

formity of purity is attained which it is not possible to

secure in natural graphites.

When the furnace has cooled sufficiently the

graphite is removed, but it is not yet in commercial
form and has to be ground to powder and finally sep-

arated into the sizes necessary for the various uses to

which graphite is put. one of the most important of

which is its application as a protective coating for iron

and other metal structures.

During the year 1906 there were upward of 454.31

1

pounds of graphite manufactured here, the greater

part of which was exported to the United States. The
demand in Canada, though steadily growing, has not

warranted the construction of a complete grinding

factory such as would be necessary to make all the

forms and grades ordinarily required in the trade.

It should be emphasized that this graphite is not a

mined product, and in comparison with the production

thereof the quantity mined in Canada is surprisingly

small, the report for 1905 showing that only 541 short

tons were mined, valued at $17,032, while the value

of artificial graphite for 1906 was $21,759.

Druggists Need Preliminary Education.

"The young man cannot have too solid a foundation

upon which to build when he enters the drug trade,"

says A. D. Thompson in a paper read before the Min-

nesota Pharmaceutical .Association. "It is a difficult

and exacting business." he continues, "and I do not

think it is too much to say that a young man should

have at least a high school education or its equivalent

before he becomes a candidate for registration."
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Oregon Board Questions.

We reprint below the questions used by the Oregon
Board of Pharmacy at its June examination of can-
didates for license as pharmacist as given in the
Pacific Drug Rcz'ieiv:

Pharmacy.

1. How does a solution differ from a mixture?
2. What is the difference between spirits and a tinct-

ure?
3. Name the ingredients of paregoric and the percentage

strengto of opium it contains.

4. Write in decimal the following: 1 gram, 1 decigram, 1
centigram, 1 kilogram.

5. Write a prescription for 100 C. C. of an emulsion of
turpentine, each teaspoonful to contain 10 minims of the
oil.

6. How is syrup of wild cherry made? What acid does
it contain?

7. Translate the following Latin terms used in prescrip-
tion writing: (a) Chartula, (b) Coch. parvum, (c) Colly-
rium. (d) Post cibus.

8. Name four drugs used from the animal kingdom.
9. Name the ingredients of compound cathartic pills.
10. What is Donovan's solution and give its strength.
11. How much phenol necessary to make one liter of a

5 per cent, strength solution.

12. Give the official names and ingredients of Hoffman's
anodyne.

13. Give the number of grains of the active ingredients
-' ^ -CO C. C. solution cocaine, 5 per cent, strength.

14. If a Sp. Gr. bottle holds 1000 grs. of water, how
much would it weigh when filled with glycerine?

15. How much if filled with alcohol?
16. Why should alkaloids be protected from light?
17. What are the sources of the ammonia salts?
IS. Define (a) Comminution, (b) Filtration.
19. If twenty-seven grains of cocaine were put in two

ounces of water, what would be its percentage strength?
20. How does an official resin differ from an oleoresin?
21. How is saccharum lactis obtained.
22. How many different ways are official syrups pre-

pared?
23 From what is the official aromatic syrup of rhubarb

made?
24. What acid is made from oil of wintergreen?
25. What percentage of mercury in blue ointment?

Chemistry.
1. Define chemistry.
2. What is meant by organic and inorganic chemis-

try?
3. Give symbol, atomic weight and source of arsenic.
4. Tell all you know about mercury.
5. Describe iodine and what is its source
6. What proportion of H20 by weight is oxygen?
7. Give chemical tests for chlorides, bromides and

iodides.

8. How does ozone differ from oxygen?
9. Mention a salt of HC103.
10. Give formula for sulphuric acid.
H. Give an official salt of sulphuric acid.
12. Describe process of making sulphuric acid.
13. What is a molecule?
14. What is an atom?
15. What is meant by an element?
16. How is phenol commercially and artificially pre-

pared?
17. Name symptoms of poisoning by tartar emetic.
18. Symptoms: Widely dilated pupils, dryness of mouth

and throat, relaxation of muscular system, failing pulse
and respiration, and stupor or convulsions, what probable
poison and treatment?

19. What is a chemical antidote?
20. Name a chemical antidote for corrosive sublimate.
21. In what manner does a chemical antidote perform

its function? *

22. What is a physiological antidote?
23. Name one for strychnine.
24. In the use of common salt as an antidote for nitrate

of silver, what new compounds are formed?
25. What is the difference between corrosive sublimate

and calomel; give the chemical formula and Latin name
of each.

Materia Medica.
1. Name two official roots obtained from plants belonging

to the natural order ranunculaceae.
2. Give botanical name and habitat of each.
3. Witch hazel; what parts of this plant are official?
4. Name the official preparations of witch hazel and tell

from what part of the plant they are made.
5. Name two official woods and give medical properties

of each.
6. Give official name, description, part used, medical

properties, constituents and dose of two botanicals in-
digenous to Oregon.

7. Cantharis; describe them and tell from what coun-
try they are obtained.

8. What are their medical properties.
9. State the difference between glucosides and alka-

loids.

10. How does the solubility of alkaloids compare with
that of their salts.

11. What are the natural sources of salicylic acid?
12. From what obtained synthetically?
13. What is the common name of barosma betulina?
14. Give habitat and part used,
15. Give the Latin official name, botanical name and

habitat of hops.
16. Name two official preparations derived from the

glandular powder obtained from hops.
17. What is camphor and from what is it derived?
18. Into what official preparations does it enter?
19. What are the best methods of reducing camphor to

a fine powder?
20. Deadly nightshade; give Latin official name of the

plant.

21. What per cent, of alkaloids are the leaves required
to yield?

22. What effect does deadly nightshade have upon the
salivary glands?

23. Why is caffeine so largely used in headache
powders?

24. How much total alkaloids should the official cinch-
ona bark contain?

25. Name two of the principal alkaloids of opium, giv-
ing hypodermic dose of each.

Toxicology.
1. What antidote would you give in case of poisoning

with oxalic acid?
2. Concentrated lye?
3. Sugar of lead?
4. Give symptoms of arsenic poisoning?
5. Phenol
6. Copper salts.

7. In ordinary case of poisoning, how would you pro-
ceed?

8. What are the symptoms of chloral poisoning''
9. What is tartar emetic?
10. For what is it used in medicine?
11. What is the maximum dose of aspidlum?
12. Bitter apple?
13. Atropine?
14. Nitroglycerin?
15. Strychnine?
16. Corrosive sublimate?
17. If a four-ounce mixture contains one-half a grain of

strychnine, how much would be contained in each tea-
spoonful?

18. What is the effect of an overdose of tinct. aconite
19. Describe the symptoms of lead poisoning.
20. WTiat is the dose and source of codeine''
21. Aloin?
22. Acetanilid?
23. Define chemical antidote.
24. What is the maximum dose of bismuth subnitrate''
25. Tully's powder?

A New Test for Blood.
According to Schilling traces of blood in a fluid

can be recognized by the addition of a few drops of a
20 per cent, solution of hydrogen dioxide. The
blood promptly decomposes the reagent, and sho-ws
its presence by means of the production of numerous
srnall bubbles of oxygen, while the solution is decol-
orized. The test is said to be positive if blood is
present in the proportion of i to i6oo.
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Correspondence.
Short, timely articles upon subjects of interest to

pharmacists are solicited for this department. In order

to be in time for publication in the issue of a given

month, they should be in the editor's hands on the fif-

teenth day of the vionth previous. Anonymous communi-
cations will not be published; but if the author expresses

a wish to have his name withheld, this wish loill be

scrupulously regarded and his letter considered confi-

dential.

Sunday ResL

Scranton, Pa., July 31st, 1907.

To the Editor of The Druggists Circular:

With deep interest and much pleasure I read the

Sunday rest and early closing news in the July Cir-

cular,' and was especially gratified to notice the at-

tention given this important subject in so many of the

State conventions. The progressive utterances of

President Rogers of the New York Association, and

President Lowe, of Pennsylvania, also the emphatic

declarations of the Kansas association, surely indicates

that the Sunday rest movement is rapidly gaining

strength and will, I believe, bring much good to all

concerned.

The assistance of The Druggists Circular in this

work is greatlv appreciated.

J. G. Bone.

The Georgia Board Questions Once More.

In the two preceding issues of the Circular there

has been some discussion as to whether certain ques-

tions asked by the Georgia Board of Pharmacy at an

examination for license were of too high a grade or

not.

Since the August issue was closed we have received

some additional letters on the subject which are pre-

sented below

:

Impossible for Apprentices, but Easy for

Graduates.

Auburn, N. Y., July 25th, 1907.

To the Editor of The Druggists Circul.\r :

According to your request, I am giving my opinion

as to questions outlined in Professor Diekman's letter,

in the July Circular, relating to the questions for a

licensing examination, given on page 481 of the same

issue.

First, I believe it utterly impossible for the ap-

prentice to obtain a rating of 50 per cent, on the

examination in question, providing that each

subdivision of these questions bears the same rating

value.

I base my opinion on the facts of the multitudinous

duties with which the apprentice is confronted, the

almost appalling amount of reading and study as pre-

sented by the Pharmacopoeia or dispensatory, and the

study so undertaken being performed without system

and in a haphazzard way, that produces few results

for the amount of ground covered.

Second, as relating to the recent college license, the

men now presenting themselves for examination from

the colleges of this State w-ould have no trouble in

securing a rating above 75 per cent.

Charles B. Sears.
[Member of the New York

Board of Pharmacy.]

Questions of Exceptional Value.

Little Falls, N. Y., July 30th, 1907.

To the Editor of The Druggists Circular :

In view of the interest of the question, I believe you
have done well in airing the matter of the Georgia
questions to the degree you have, for the sifted re-

sults of many opinions will have practical effect

toward determining something like a standard for

such examinations, based on the better realized needs

and average capacities of the examined. It is less

the merit of the Georgia questions in themselves than

their representative value which makes the discussion

timely.

The practicality of an examination, as of many an-

other thing, might be criticized from as many stand-

points as there are grades of students who will at-

tempt it. The opportunities and activity of the

aspirant are a first consideration. Is he employed by
one capable of coaching him along essential lines, and
has he time to study and to digest what he reads?

In some stores a young man with three years' ex-

perience has just about graduated in the art of wash-
ing^and breaking—graduates and bottles, sweeping

and performing the other minor but necessary labors

of a drug store. A majority of clerks do not become
more intimate with drugs through this period than by

handling copper sulphate, sulphur and the cruder

products to fill up stock, bottling ordinary essences,

etc. It is evidently vain to ask questions beyond the

general scope, age and practice of the candidate for

examination. The proposition will doubtless be

granted that it is unfair to make all measure up to

the highest standard, and injudicious to let the lowest

prevail. The happy medium is the thing, then, and

there is likely to be a difference of opinion as to what

that is. Perhaps in this case it could be fairly defined

as an examination reaching well into essentials. As
for the theoretical side, practice is based on theory.

The latter will be reflected in the former and need

hardly be erected into especial prominence for its own
sake.

To be taught to do the things of every day well arid

safely is a prime requisite, inculcating habits that will

help the student successfully through more involved

parts of his profession. Practicality embodies every-

thing that is desirable for the worker, nor is it less a

necessitv for the pioneer and discoverer in that rare

union with imagination which is beyond the pale of

the ordinary and of this discussion.

The examination under review is of an order to

make even veterans think, if not search. It evidences

wide knowledge, brought up to date, clever arrange-

ment and for the most part clearness of presentation.

Compared with average ability and opportunity of

students, it undoubtedly ranks above it. Balanced as

to theory and practicality, it might incline farther in

the last-named direction and make no mistake. This

\r, not a condemnation, but criticizes details of an ad-

mirable whole. Whoever passes fifty per cent, of

these questions appears to me worthv to be classed as

a student, not only of the Pharmacopoeia, but of the

dispensatories and'practical works on pharmacy. All

the questions are legitimate in that they are to be

found in the regular sources of information. Yet it

should not be forgotten that there are parts of the

arithmetic, for example, that the most intelligent busi-

ness man leaves in the obscurity of seldom occasion.

Thev are there, to be brought out when needed, but
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he is happy who knows all that common exigencies

require of him. Let him add what he can and re-

tain what he may.

Of course, all this is not saying anything against

the exceptional value of the questions, whether they

I

challenge the graduate from a college of pharmacy or
I the three-year experienced man. The diversified

knowledge they require, and which makes them valu-

able to the ripened pharmacist himself, is, however,
somewhat their defect for the purpose intended, to

sum 'what the writer tries to convey as his

opinion.

Let the foundation of things common to daily prac-

tice, and they are many, be surely right. Enterprise

will then go farther, but this much the laggard should
also be impelled to. There is ample chance for

diversity without recourse to the very uiuisual. It

is not desirable that a student should find in the ques-

tions of the pharmacy board any great degree of

repetition of what he has already been asked in the

course of his studies, perhaps only a short time previ-

ously, though a changed form can often be ad-
vantageously put to familiar things as a test of thor-

oughness. \'ariety broadens knowledge and makes
closer friends of the text books.

Using one or two definite examples to help clear

the foregoing suggestions, why should a student who
has had but ordinary advantages be expected to show
an intimate knowledge concerning details in the pro-

duction of such a chemical as hydrocyanic acid, which
is rarely or never made by the druggist of to-day, but
supplied to him from manufacturing chemists? Again,
take the matter of tinctures and fluid extracts. You
will scarcely find a reliable druggist permitting the

average learner of .three years' experience to make
such important pharmaceutical products as these.

The youth may possibly have investigated the process

and been fortunate enough to remember it, but it is

the thing of daily experience, done with one's own
hands, that is most reliably gripped by the mind. True,
it cannot be denied that in this instance the exam-
iners have justification for requiring some evidence
of knowledge concerning so vital a thing, even
though the result is something of a hardship to the

student. It will at least spur the latter into greater
activity for his professional credit. But he should be
given a fair opportunity in the balance of the exam-
ination to retrieve his possible losses on questions of
this sort. Reference is made to syrup of sarsaparilla.

Excluding the possibility of a printer's error, this

seems needlessly confusing and misleading, inasmuch
as the compound syrup of sarsaparilla only is recog-
nized in the Pharmacopoeia.

Leaving isolated instances, let me say as a parting
word that it would nevertheless be midnight oil well
burned which helped the student prepare for such
questions as these before me, or which freshened the

knowledge of his elders. The Druggists CiRCurAR
has offered opportunity to investigate this subject in

the light of different thoughtful minds, and one which
it would be well for every aspirant to avail himself of.

He might then acquire a more accurate view of the
motives which underlie examinations to make them ef-

fective, though before he might have been inclined to

cavi] at the query which, according to his judgment,,
'"nobody ever heard about."

John Hurley.
[Member of the New York

Board of Pharmacy.]

Thinks Them Much Too Hard.

Little Rock, Ark., July 28th, 1907.

To the Editor of The Druggists Circular :

Responding to your polite inquiry of a few days ago
I beg to say in reference to the examination questions
printed in the July number of the Circular, that I re-

gard myself as extremely fortunate in not being com-
pelled to "go up against" such a comprehensive ex-
amination.

As highly as I respect the members of that board
I am compelled to say that in my opinion the exam-
ination goes far beyond a legitimate test of the quali-

fications that a competent pharmacist should possess.

In fact, my fifteen years of experience as an examiner
convinces me that the test should be largely practical,

instead of theoretical 'Ts the candidate a safe dis-

penser and manufacturer?" is the query I desire to
solve. Besides, I think the examiners should put
themselves in the places of the examinees, and be very
fair.

The questions at issue greatly overshoot the mark,
or what should be the aim. Did 60 per cent, of that
class get through? I fear not>

John B. Bond, Sr.
[President of the Arkansas

Board of Pharmacy.]
•

Too Hard for This State.

Ithaca, N. Y., July 25th, 1907.
lo the Editor of The Druggists Circular:

In replying to yours relative to questions submitted
by the Georgia Board of Pharmacy, let me say that I

partly agree with my good friend, Dr. Diekman, who
in his summary in the Circular said as follows : "A
non-graduate, with proper preparation and store ex-
perience, could hardly obtain a rating of fifty per
cent."

A non-graduate, with proper preparation and store
experience, could easily obtain a rating of fifty per
cent., or even better. A graduate would, I am cer-
tain, make a much better showing than a rating of
fifty per cent., unless he be an "old timer" who has
become very practical, but is weak in theory, and I

believe that even such a one would make a fair show-
ing.

Dr. Diekman is a broad minded man of great ex-
perience, whose opinions—in the board, where I know
him best—are always good, and who is sure to be on
the side of justice and fair play. His only shortcom-
ing, if such I may term it, is due, I think, to his ex-
perience as a teacher rather than as a practitioner.

Prior to the operation of the pre-requisite law,
every candidate who mentioned it at all, never failed

in stating whether this or that paper was written by
a college professor (past or present) or one who was
behind a drug counter. By this it would seem that
the questions of the teacher naturally savored more
of the technical.

I heartily agree with Prof. Scoville that the Georgia
board questions are over the heads of the average
man, including the college graduate, and could safely

be used on persons who wish to qualify as expert's

rather than as dispensers. To a college professor or
any one well versed in pharmaceutical research, these
questions may seem "dead easy," but to others, who
look at them through different "spectacles," they
might appear far more difficult of solution.

Dr. Diekman's version of what constitutes practical

experience, etc., is timely and correct. There is a
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great difference in it—and since it is not as yet fully

defined—much must be left to the imagination. The
average boy found in the stores located in the villages

and smaller cities is usually too deficient in knowledge,

even after three years' experience, to get even as

much as forty per cent, on those questions. He is

often called upon to learn much of the paint and oil

business, how to sell books and stationery, to dis-

pense soda water, measure wall paper, etc., and has

little or no time to devote to the Pharmacopoeia. If

he is naturally ambitious, such ambition is generally

allowed to go unsatisfied, because the store is often

conducted by an easy-going man, and water will not

run higher than its fountain head. On the contrary,

if the same boy is working in a store where pro-

gression is in the air, he will seek to improve his op-

portunities, but may be debarred therefrom by the

very fact that the place is a busy one, where his time

is entirely occupied.

I think the Georgia questions are good, very good,

but, as Prof. Scoville has expressed it, some of them
are a bit "obscure." They are both semi-practical and
semi-technical. It is my belief that all questions

should be so thoroughly and universally practical that

they can be brought into constant or daily use, leaving

the more technical problems as subjects for conveni-

ent research. Let us not go too rapidly, but steadily

and surely.

In stating that I favor questions that are intensely

practical (if I may use such a term of emphasis) and
mildly technical, rather than the reverse, I know I am
voicing the sentiments of my constituency, if not of

those throughout the entire middle section of the

State. The Up- State pharmaceutical laity believe in

college training so far as it fits men for the many and
varied demands that come to them in the average

pharmacy of to-day ; they believe in it also, because it

teaches one how to learn in order to keep up in the

march of progress, but they do not look with favor

upon any training that causes a man to think that he

is "it" or is too good a man to labor in pharmacies

quite distant from Greater New York or other large

centers. Any man who makes much of his oppor-

tunities is better than he who has not done so,

whether he be a college man or otherwise. I do not

think it is due to the college so much as to the man,
but it is a noticeable fact, however, that some college

men are so full of conceit that they cannot absorb any-

thing else of any name or nature.

I am glad to believe that the colleges of to-day are

giving more practical instruction than ever before,

that they are recognizing the "simpler life," so to

speak, and it pleases us all.

While I welcome these discussions of public mat-
ters which include board examination questions, let

us keep the practical side ever before us and encour-

age those about us to recognize the supreme necessity

of building their storehouses of knowledge on the

broad foundations of experience. The gentlemen
who prepared the Georgia questions have proven
themselves men of no mean intellect, they are to be
congratulated upon such a list of queries, but for this

State, which to my mind gives the best examinations
in the LTnited States, they are too hard.

I have said more than I intended, and I have de-

parted a bit from the "question before the house," but
I trust what I have said is quite pertinent to the sub-

ject.

T thank- vou for this opportunity of "having my

say,"' and I hope many others will decide to "air their

views" upon this and similar questions.

JUDSON B. TODD,
[Chairman of the Middle Branch of the

Ne-.v York Board of Pharmacy.

J

The Questions Entirely Fair.

Hagerstown, Md., August 2d, 1907.

To the Editor of The Druggists Circular:

Your evasive and ilhisive querist, citing the exam-
ination of the Georgia Board of Pharmacy, raised an
important and rather serious problem when he pro-
pounded the hypothetical question, could the average
clerk of three years' practical experience, or a gradu-
ate from a school of pharmacy, make 50 per cent, on
either branch.

In the first place: Is the clerk to be an average
clerk from point of application to his duties and
studies ? Is he to be an average clerk from point of

intellectual attainments? Or is the clerk to be an
average clerk without any ambition or hope for the

future, average in that he has a larger number of in-

terests and attractions foreign to the drug business
than he has in the business ?

In the second place: Is the "three years' practical

experience" to be actually, as suggested, "in the manu-
facture and compounding of drugs," or three years'

practical experience as it is usually obtained? Is the

experience to be accounted from a country store, from
a small city store or a large city store; from a pre-

scription store or a store of many departments; for

"experience" is a very much abused term. Is this

three years' practical experience to be gained under
the instructions of a druggist who has had no college

training, but is entirely automatic, or gained under
the watchful eye of a careful, trained college man?
Is this experience to be gained under a preceptor

whose chief aim is to keep the clerk back in attam-
ment that he may maintain cheap assistants, or under
one who manifests a lively interest in the advancement
of his apprentice?

In the third place : Is the "graduate" to be one who
worked only hard enough to "get through college."

or is he one who applied every possible moment to his

theory and laboratory practice? Has the "graduate"

secured only a veneer or a genuine hard-wood polish

while in attendance at college?

In the fourth place : From what grade of school of

pharmacy is he a graduate?
This series of queries are advanced the more per-

fectly to focus attention upon the uncertainty of such

terms as "ordinary clerk," "experience" and "gradu-

ate," and indicate the absurdity of using such terms

as a criterion to measure a man's worth or a guide for

an examiner. And when these queries have been an-

swered satisfactorily, then the hypothetical question

will be easy of solution.

If a young man of ordinary intelligence and powers

of observation applies himself for three years, under

the preceptorate of a trained pharmacist of ordinary

intelligence and fair amount of interest in that young
man, in a store where the "manufacture and com-

pounding of drugs" is actually practiced, and that

young man has energ}' enough to actively participate

. in that "manufacture and compounding." then that

young man should have absolutely no difficulty in at-

taining a far better average than 50 per cent, on any

of the branches.

By ordinary intelligence I mean, a young man who
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has applied himself fairly faithfully in each suc-

cessive school grade from the moment he entered the
primary department, while acquiring his common
school education, and who has secured a degree of
mastery over the fundamental and rudimentary ele-

ments which go to form the foundation for higher
education, and who has shown constant progression
in that acquisition until he has arrived at the age of
about seventeen years, the threshhold of young man-
hood.

Now, a word for the examination under discussion.

Taken in toto, it should be considered an entirely fair

examination and should be passed by any applicant

who would be accounted as competent to care for the
public health and meet the requirements demanded
by the intricacies of compounding and dispensing as

practiced in our day.

It is an easy matter to criticise a group of questions

prepared to measure the ability of an applicant ; it is

no task to note here and there in every group of such
questions one or a few sub-divisions which may be
regarded as questionable tests of an applicant's

knowledge and ability ; analysis is always very niuch
less difficult than synthesis, in any matter, and this

is equally true of criticisms of examination questions.

But actual contact with examiners through an ex-

perience in this line of work for a long number of

years would lead to the conclusion, that they are fair

beyond a peradventure, that they devote much time

and thought to their work, and that a "poor class'' is

as much a matter of deep concern to the examiner as

it is to the examined, and, if the candidate shows, by
his style of answering, that he knows his business,

his lack of theory becomes a matter of second im-
port.

In the examination under discussion, there are a
few "posers," but a man should know some theory,

and at least a few of the more intricate details of his

own business, should he not? And in this connection,

let it be remembered that it would be very much less

arduous for an examiner to propound simple, ele-

mentary questions than important, though complex,
ones, but would this be fair to the public or the stu-

dent who has applied his time and talents to the best

advantage? Should not a carpenter's apprentice

learn the names of the tools he is expected to use?
Would he not be expected to learn all possible about

those tools, their uses, etc.? Why then should not

the applicant for a certificate of competency in phar-
macy know the new animal products, for instance,

their uses, doses, etc. : how else may he be expected

to "compound and dispense" if he has not this in-

formation ?

This particular group of questions should be re-

garded as commendable.
H. Lionel Meredith.
[President of the Maryland

Board of Pharmacy.]

Objects Strongly to Mr. Bodemann's Letter.

Savannah, Ga., August 14th, 1907.

To the Editor of The Druggists Circular:

Being a reader and a great advocate of your paper,

I beg leave to ask for just enough space in your
valuable pages to permit me to make reply to the

letter in your July issue, signed by Mr. Wilhelm Bode-
mann, ex-member of the Illinois Board of Pharmacy.
I .should take no notice, but because of his most vicious

attack on the examination as presented to the candi-

dates in April last, I present these few words in re-

sponse.

"The hot weather, to the extent of 90 in the shade,"
did indeed have quite an effect on the gentleman from
Illinois, who, on account of such excessive heat so re-

luctantly contributed his paper in criticism of the
April examination of the Georgia board.

It is surely a great pity that he had not waited to

''cool down to the U. S. P. standard temperature for

specific gravities" before he attempted to expatiate
with such profundity on the absurdity of these ques-
tions and to tell how little they had to do with, and
how far they were from being able to inake manifest,
the actual knowledge of both practical and theoretical

pharmacy.

How he bombarded the paper on pharmacy! He
tells us of the absurdity of a skilled pharmacist being
able to tell the standard temperature for specific grav-
ities ; what a pitiable circumstance it is for a "three

year old pharmaceutical colt" to be able to make tinct.

iodine without referring to the "Cook Book" ; how
ridiculous to be able to serve a customer who calls for

Jamestown weed without hiding himself behind the

counter while he might consult some page of syno-
nyms. He, too, so beautifully likens the man who is

able to remember eight thousand plant names to the

London cab driver, who lias to retain the names of
eight thousand streets of that great city—because it is

scientific to be able to recite the botanical name of

opium, its natural order, source, dose, antidote, official

preparations, etc., it is quite a scientist who will tell

you the names of the four streets that may surround
one of New York's large hotels.

His allusion to antitoxins, purity rubrics—in fact,

nearly every point he saw fit to choose as a target at

which to sling some of his mud, are just as far-

fetched as the first I have mentioned.

As to heat—it was not hot a little bit when he com-
ir.enced, or else the temperature rose quite a number
of degrees about the time he got to the middle of his

paper, for when he strikes "the pestiferous insect" that

worm its way into the State boards, he strikes, para-

bolically, a tangent and flies of? into infinity, inter-

secting the pole of "lying politics" at the x axis.

Now another sudden change in temperature ! He
1-as forgotten his "purity rubrics." He is now telling

us how wrong we are in our State board appoint-

ments. "Lying politics" parasites our board mem-
bers are! They are what they are because of the

strength of some abler person associated with this spe-

cial sport of politics—hence, our boards are filled with

material of no worth, and therefore, such farcical ex-

aminations as the one in question !

It is quite a pleasure to read letters, both for and

against, for men are always edified thereby—most
especially after the reading of the papers so con-

servatively and elegantly rendered by Messrs. Geo. R.

White, President of the New Jersey Board; D. J.

Fink. President of the Nebraska Board: Ernst O.
Engstrom. of the Massachusetts Board; Louis

Schulze. of the ?vlaryland Board: Wm. R. Ogier,

formerly of the Ohio Board; and Chas. H. Davis,

President of the Maine Board. But. as to this bom-
bastic compilement of irrelevants of Mr. Bodemann,
it is in no wise compatible with any degree of con-

servatism and carries with it an atmosphere most re-

pulsive to the readers of the Circular, especially when
read from an educational standpoint.

Herman C. Shttptrtne.
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DRUG STORE ADVERTISING

By M. P. GOULD, of New York

In this department some of the fundamentals of

successful drug store advertising will be expounded
each month. The aim is to correct errors of adver-
tising and establish the most pro6table and advisable
methods of building up retail drug trade by means of

the powerful influence of advertising.

The Profit on Advertising.

Will advertising show a clear profit on the increase
which it has created, allowing for the extra cost of pro-

ducing that increase?

This is the question which every retail druggist or

manufacturer is confronted with when he considers the
advisability of starting an advertising campaign or in-

creasing his advertising expenditure.

If the advertising will not show a clear profit on the
increase, then it should be dropped, or it should not be
started, or it should be adjusted until it will show such
a profit.

A qualifying clause should be added to the above dog-
matic statement to cover a condition in which many
druggists find themselves, namely, where they are com-
pelled to advertise in order to hold their own against
competition.

In regard to this qualifying clause, let it he said that
the most effective way to hold your own in advertising
is to act aggressively with new customers.

WH.^T IS AD^-ERTISIXG?

Truman A. De Weese in his book entitled "The Prin-
ciples of Practical Publicity," defines advertising as "the
art of acquainting the public with the name, nature and
uses of a saleable commodity." I would offer a shorter
definition: Advertising is "creating a desire for the thing
advertised." The word advertising, if 1 remember rightly
comes from two Latin words, verto. turn, and ad. to-

ward. In other words, advertising is "turning toward."
It is influencing the public mind to think as you want
them to think.

This is very different from merely "acquainting the pub-
lic with the name, nature and uses of a saleable com-
modity," because you might give an article a great deal
of publicity, but that publicity might be of such a char-
acter that it would be very unprofitable. Whereas, ad-
vertising which "creates a desire for the thing adver-
tised" and turns the public desire toward the article ad-
vertised is very profitable.

IN RELATIOX TO RETAILERS.

In this connection I desire to call the attention of some
retailers to the fact that much of their advertising is be-
ing done in a way which does not create a desire for the
thing advertised. Whereas, on the contrary, retail drug
store advertising, as a whole, has shown a vast improve-
ment during the past five years, which indicates that it

does create a desire for the thing advertised.

PRICES O.NT.Y HALF DO THE WORK.
The matter of quoting prices in an advertisement only

half does the work, because by quoting prices you merely
take advantage of a desire for certain goods "which has
already been created by the manufacturer or by the merit
of the article itself. Hence, when you devote your adver-
tising to a mere list of prices, you create no desire for
the goods that you are paying out your money to ad-
vertise; you are merely "treading water" and letting the
current carry you with it. That is not good swimming,
neither is it good business. It does not create a distinct
desire for those goods, and on your part you add nothing
to the desire already created for those goods- you merely
drift with the tide.

Advertising must create a desire. Advertising which
does not create a desire is unstable; if it merely quotes
prices, it merely takes advantage of a desire already
created. If some other dealer quotes a lower price, then
you are left in a whirlpool—you do not even go with the
current; whereas, if your advertising creates a distinct

desire, it builds up a prestige for your store and for the
goods you are advertising. It creates a desire for your
goods which will not easily be turned aside to some other
store.

A FALSE POSITION.

In the chapter entitled "What is good advertising" of

Mr. De Weese's book, referred to above, is this paragraph.
In the case of a well known soap or a soda cracker, "about
all that the advertiser can hope to do is to merely remind
the reader of the product; for there is nothing much to

The Doctor
Knows

Better than anybody else

what to do in illness—if

he is the right kind of
doctor. He often knows
how to prevent little
troubles from developing
into serious affairs. He
does not have to guess or
experiment—if he is a
good doctor and knows
his business.

It's lots better to see

the doctor, and then
bring his prescription
here.

be offered in the way of convincing or persuasive argu-
ment in behalf of the product. Very often, indeed, the
only purpose of advertising such products on a big scale

in the magazines is to lead the dealers who handle the
goods to carry big stocks and push the brand, or to in-

fluence the public who may deal or speculate in the secur-

ities of the corporation engaged in manuracturing the
goods."
This is the false position held by some advertisers. It

is strange indeed that a man of Mr. De Weese's standing
should utter a statement of that kind. There may be a
lot of greenhorns in the retail business who buy on this

bluff, but the retailer—the successful retailer—will not
buy a big line of goods merely because he sees the proofs
of some advertising copy which the manufacturer says Is

to be run In some newspaper or magazine.
I saw a letter not long ago written by the head of one

of the biggest street car advertising concern in the coun-
try. This letter read somewhat as follows:

The latest bluff is street car advertising.
The first bluff on the dealer was newspaper advertising. It

made him put in a big stock of goods.
The second bluff was magazine advertising. That also made

the retailer put in a big stock of goods, anticipating trade.
The third bluff and the latest is street car advertising. It

Is new.
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I wonder what kind of monkeys or fools this street car
advertising magnate thinks he is dealing with. I won-

I am surprised that Mr. De Weese should give a whole
paragraph to such a statement as that quoted above. In

SURE
of every

POINT
In our prescrip-

tion work every

point is made
sure before it is

passed. Guess-

work is eliminat-

ed. Exactness is

the key-note. The
results show it.

Rough
Skin

We prepare a de-

lightfully perfumed
Hand and Face
Lotion which has

many friends.

It is excellent for

rough skin, chaps,

cracks and other

skin annoyances.

Price 25c.

ANXIOUSLY

AWAITING
In the sickroom,

when the results are
uncertain, and the
crisis is anxiously
awaited, it is satisfy-

ing to know that the
medicine, at least, is

all that it should be
—having come from
our prescription de-

partment.

SCHOOL
DAYS

Mean Books, Tablets,

Pencils, Rulers, Ink,
Pens, Holders, Blotters,

Slates, Erasers, etc.

Also "Happy Days"
with chums — "Cat,"
"Ball," "Biscuit,"
" Pull-a-way," "Rab-
bits," "Drop-the-Hand-
kerchief," "Blind-
Man's-Buff," "Deer-
and-Hound," "Fox-and
Geese," "Indian"

—

And on the way home
stopping in here and get-

ting " soda" or candy.

Sick Room

Supplies

If there is sickness in

the family — it comes
sooner or later in every

home—come and talk

over with us about sup-

plies which will make
the sufferer more com-

fortable and aid in re-

covery.

Our store is head-

quarters for sick-room

necessities and luxuries.

Prices are right, too.

ALONG
R. F. D.
ROUTES

Goods may be ordered by

mail and %vilt go out by next

carrier, or cao be telephoned

for and will catch the first trip

of the carrier.

We will gladly open an ac-

count with any responsible

person who pays promptly

store goods can be ordered by

telephone or mail without en-

closing money.

It is a splendid convenience

der if he thinks that the druggists are not "on" to this

game of bluff. I wonder if he has never been up against
the real article where the druggist knows the little game
of bluff and answers it very curtly with this short, terse,

sentence: "Create the demand and we will stock your
goods."

the first place the retail druggist has been "up against"
that bluff so often that he knows exactly what It is, and
any advertising man or manager who knows the retail

drug trade has sense enough not to try to work It.

The advertising of to-day must create a demand in or-

der to have any appreciable effect upon the retailer. If
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the advertiser's object is merely to create a sale for his
"securities" it is the rankest kind of "fake." It will
not succeed. The American people are too shrewd for
any nonsense of that kind except in rare cases which
are not worth considering.

Furthermore, the soap referred to above, has been ad-
vertised in so many different ways in creating a new
demand, giving the soap the highest tone, making peo-
ple think that no other soap is in the same class as this
soap, that it has become the standard of the whole
United States.

Also in regard to the cracker referred to above, its

advertising has been largely to show the advantage of
the cracker in a water tight, air tight package. The old
bulk cracker reached the consumer soft, crumbled and
in an undesirable condition. The package cracker which
is advertised comes to the consumer in a dry crisp ap-
petizing condition.

If the retailer bluffs he fools nobody but himself. Every
advertisement which he puts in the paper must show an
adequate return. That does not mean that the returns
must be immediate. The wise retailer does not look for
all his advertising returns the next day.

"BUTTING IX."

In Mr. De Weese's chapter on "Mediums" are the fol-

lowing very interesting paragraphs:
The purpose of the newgpaper is to print the news of the

world with more or less editorial comment—generally less.
Publishing newspapers has become a great industry, instead
of a political propaganda. It has stopped calling men names.
It Is not carrying water to the party elephant merely to be
spit on and kicked when the editor asks for a piece of political
pie. It is buying and selling news. Its editorial comment is
on Issues instead of men. and it is fearless and independent
and unbiased. The circulation therefore grows by leaps and
bounds.

the main body of literature or news, and he must hold it long
erough to make an impression. He is pitted against the
scholar, the story writer, the essayist, the editorial writer,
the artist. He must turn out better "stuff" than they do. His
sentences must be more "catchy" and more to the point. He
cannot indulge in elegant prolixity or much rhetorical embel-
lishment. Each sentence must say something. The space is
costly and he has the attention of the reader but for a mo-
ment. The reader did not buy the magazine or newspaper to
read the advertisements. If you "butt in" on his attention you
must do it .skillfully, forcefully, pointedly, convincingly. If
you employ the art of the illustrator your picture must be
better than anything in the body of the magazine.

WH.^T IS ADVERTISING.

One of the hardest things for a retail druggist is to
know just what to advertise; his stock is made up of
thousands of little things. A druggist told me not long
ago that he had estimated the number of different items in
his store, and as closely as he could figure, there were
14,000, whereas the small druggist had from 2,000 to 3,000.
Now suppose you are a small druggist in a town which

publishes a weekly paper; there are only 52 issues a
year; you have an advertisement in each issue; which
one of those 2,000 or 14,000 items will you advertise each
week? When you think it over, you usually end up by
writing a general advertisement for drugs, chemicals and
sundries; that is the way a good part of the drug store
advertising is being done. Yet the successful druggist
has a way of selecting one thing which will draw trade,
or ten things which will draw trade, and putting them iii

an advertisement so as to draw a crowd.
TE.V SEASONS WHT ADVERTISING SOiSrETIMES FAILS.

I now want to give briefly and as clearly as I can, ten
reasons why drug store advertising sometimes fails, why
it sometimes does not accomplish the results expected of
it, why it often proves unprofitable. The advertising of
some druggists fails through one of the following reasons.
The advertising of some other druggists fails through
a combination of two or three or more of the following
reasons.

FIRST REASON—TOO GENERAL.
Some drug store advertising fails to be profitable be-

cause it is too general. It talks around the bush. It tries
to cover the whole store in one small advertisement. It
does not talk to the point. It does not describe the ar-
ticle's good points. It does not hold up one specific thing,
or a dozen specific things in a definite manner so that the
desire for those particular things is created. Newspaper,
letter and circular advertising are not the same as signs.
To carry a card in a newspaper is throwing monev away!
Cut it out. Say something definitely and interesting in
newspaper advertising or do not sav anything at all.

SECOND REASON NOT SEASONABLE.

Some drug store advertising fails because it does not
push a thing or things for which there is a popular de-
mand. There may be a good demand for a thing at a
certain time, or in a certain locality, when at other times
of the year and in other localities there is not such a
dem.and, nor can such a demand be made, except through
advertising which would be so heavy and expensive as to
he unprofitable. The secret of successful advertising is

the instinct to pick a thing which will prove popular,
which, when you put the impulse of advertising behind it,

will begin to move.

THIRD REASON—NOT SEEN.

Much drug store advertising in newspapers fails, be-
cause it is buried by bigger advertisements, blacker ad-
vertisements, by a mass of little advertisements buried
on a page which has no local interest, buried by other
advertisements which overshadow in interest and attrac-
tiveness to the public. In newspapers, unless your ad-
vertising is so big that it compels attention, no matter
where you put it, you should buy a position. Buy that
position on a local page where you know that every one
of your prospective customers is going to turn and read
if he reads anything in the paper. Another way by which
advertising is buried is by dishonest distributors throw-
ing circulars away, not delivering them to the houses as
instructed.

FOURTH REASON NOT ATTRACTIVE.

A great deal of drug store advertising fails because it

is not attractive. Advertising is made attractive by what
it describes; by the peculiar way in which the thing is

presented; by attractive borders; by terse, illustrative,

strong headlines; by newness; by the use of good paper
in circulars; by artistic signs; by appealing to human
interest; by abandoning old ruts and making the adver-
tisements progressive.

FIFTH REASON—EXAGGERATION.

Notwithstanding the fact that advertising is recognized
as a "special advocate" and therefore is expected to claim
all that can he claimed in favor of its cause, nevertheless,
unreasonable, exaggerated, extravagant claims injure ad-

vertising very much. They make it fail to bring the de-

sired results. Talk truthfully. Talk reasonably. Ap-
peal to the intelligence of the reader. You can say a
thing in a strong way without lying. Far bettter to un-

derclaim and ha%-e people surprised when they come Into

the store than to overclaim and have them disappointed.

SIXTH REASON—NOT CONVINCING.

Much drug store advertising is not convincing. Read
it. Gather together 5.000 advertisements clipped from the

papers of every locality of the United States. How many
of these advertisements will appeal to a disinterested

person? 1 have made this experiment many times. Out of

the 5.000 advertisements I would consider myself lucky
if I could pick out 50 advertisements which were worth
saving and studying. That is, only one good advertise-

ment in one hundred. Some advertisements would fail

because the language was too flowery; others because the

writer tried to be funny; in some, the sentences were too

long and involved and the words too big; in others the

style was too fanciful and extravagant; in others, many
claims were made, but nothing definite put down to prove

the claims, nothing special described, nothing that you
could put your hand on—all words—no arguments or

facts. Some advertisements are not big enough, hence
cannot complete the argument with its illustration and
so be convincing. Other advertisements are too long and
the type is so fine that few people will read them through,
and therefore, they fail to convince. Some advertising

talks on quality, and yet it is printed on such poor paper
and the printing is done so poorly that the Impression
gives the lie to quality.

SEVENTH REASON—NOT TRUTHFLT,.

Much advertising fails because it is not in harmony
with the store. The advertising claims a big, well-stocked

store, while the stock, in reality, is run down and incom-
plete. Other advertisements claim progresslveness, while
the store is sleepy and 'way behind the times. Some ad-

vertising claims low prices, while the prices, in reality,

are far above the average. Some advertisements claim
superior quality, while a fair judge would give the ver-

dict for higher and better quality to a competitor. Some
advertisements claim special attention and extreme ac-
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commodation, while the store itself is unaccommodating
and neglectful of its customers. Some advertisements
claim cleanliness, while the store is actually dirty. In
other words, the advertising does not fit the store, hence
is untruthful, and therefore cannot do anything except
fail.

EIGHTH RE.\.S0N—-NOT PERSISTENT.

Some drug store advertising fails because it spurts in-
stead of making a steady pull; because there is not enough
in it: because in distributing circulars, for example, it is

not kept going to the same people, hence the impres-
sion is spasmodic. It often fails because not con-
sistent. There is no definite plan being followed.
This week it seems to make the store high priced and
exclusive. Next week it makes the store seem to be a
cheap John cut rate place. There is no method, no per-
sistent consistency shown in it. It does not look as if it

came from the same store all the time.

NINTH HE.\S0N—WRONG MEDIUMS.
Much drug store advertising fails because it is put in

newspapers, when it should be put into circulars; or vice
versa, is put into circulars, when it should be put into
newspapers. This passes by the point of "good copy."
Practically all kinds of advertising can be used if the
right kind of copy is prepared, although some kinds of
advertising often produce the most profitable results pro-
portionate to the cost.

TENTH REASON—DULL REPETITION.

Much drug store advertising fails because it lacks new-
ness. It is not changed often enough. It is not progres-
sive, it is behind the times, and some things are said
over and over again in the same way. When the public
has read one advertisement it has read all. One ceases
to read advertisements for this reason. There is never
anything interesting in the advertisement, no element of

newness, nothing unique to attract attention. It is al-

ways the same old claim of pure drugs, low prices and
good service. Those are good slogans, but people get
tired of hearing the best things said, if they are always
said in the same tone and in the same way. Advert) '^g

must have that about it which appeals to human
est, which excites curiosity, which creates a desire, wu
convinces.

If any druggist will take his advertising for the past
year and run it down along these ten reasons and see

wherein it fails, and having learned where it is not up
to the measure of successful advertising, and then upon
that knowledge goes to work to overcome the faults of

his advertising, he should be able to get much larger

returns upon his investment in that line in the future.

If any readers of this article would like to get my
opinion of their newspaper advertising. I will be very
glad to criticise what they are doing if they will send
me samples.

ployes of the company each year, and otherwise looks
after their individual welfare.
At the annual election, held July 20th, the association

elected the following officers: President, A. C. Meyer;
vice-presidents. Frank Amlar. J. C. Kane and A. Fohrell;
treasurer, E. J. Habegger; and secretary, C. A. Dreyer.

Life of a Druggist.
By C. S. FiTZ George.

Lady opens front door. "Say. mister, it's raining. Can
T leave my baby coach here until to-morrow?" Druggist
says "certainly." and helps her in the door with coach.

Lady takes all bundles out, puts them on counter, uses
about 15 yards of twine, and remarks: "Say, mister, I

am using your twine,"

"Help yourself," says the druggist and walks back of

<he prescription counter.
Lady: "Say, mister, have you any 1-cent stamps?"
"Yes, ma'am."
"Give me 4." Druggist hands them out.

Lady: "I have my gloves on, won't you put them on my
postal cards?"

"Sure."
"If it rains to-morrow I won't be after the baby coach.

Will it be in your way?"
(Size of store, 15x20.) "No, lots of room."
"Thank you. Good bye."

• Wouldn't this jar you and make you want to sell out?

New Regulations Regarding Denatured Alcohol
Chief Revenue Agent D. A. Gates completed the new

regulations regarding denatured alcohol late in July and
they were ofl5cially promulgated August 1st. These regu-
lations which became effective September 1st, supersed-
ing those previously promulgated, are of a liberal char-
acter, and will, it is believed, remove many of the diffi-

culties hitherto attending the extension of the tax-free
alcohol industry.

Those sections of the new rules which are of more or less
direct interest to retail druggists are given in abstract
below

:

Part II. is devoted to the construction and operation of
small industrial or farm distilleries. These are divided
into two classes, in one of which are placed all having a
capacity of less than fifty proof gallons in twenty-four
hours; the other including all of greater capacity. The
regulations permit these distilleries to be constructed in
the simplest possible manner, one room being used as a
combined cistern, distillery warehouse and denaturing
warehouse. Continuous supervision of these distilleries
is not required, but revenue officers will visit them at ir-

regular intervals for the purpose of gauging the alcohol
that may have been distilled and either supervising its

transportation to central denaturing warehouses or per-
miting the distiller to denature it on the premises.

Section 2 of Part IV. is rather ambiguous in so far as
it prohibits the storing of denatured alcohol upon the
premises of (among others) manufacturers of liquid me-
dicinal preparations, yet excepts druggists from the pro-
hibitive clause embracing dealers in alcoholic bever-
ages.

Section 3 of Part V. provides that denatured alcohol
cannot lawfully be used as a component part of any bev-
erage or of any essence, flavoring extract, perfume, or
other preparation capable of being used as a beverage,
nor can it be used as a component part of any medicinal
preparation; and any one so using denatured alcohol or
who sells any beverage or medicinal preparation in the
manufacture of which denatured alcohol has been so used
becomes subject to the penalties prescribed in section 2

of the act of June 7th, 1906.

Retail dealers are permitted (Part V., section 24), to
receive denatured alcohol in stamped packages, from de-

livery tanks, and in quantities of less than 5 gallons from
other retailers. If it is received from delivery tanks in
quantities of 5 gallons or over, it must be stored in spe-
cial tanks. No record of sales need be kept by retail
dealers. Each retail package must be labeled with the
words "Denatured Alcohol" legibly printed in red on a
white ground. All marks, stamps, etc., on packages of
denatured alcohol must be destroyed as soon as the con-
tainer is empty.
Recent additions to the list of denaturants permitted

in the special denaturing of alcohol for manufacturing
purposes are as follows:

In the manufacture of imitation leather—1 gallon of
approved pyridin bases and 2 gallons of approved coal-
tar benzol to 100 gallons of ethyl alcohol.

In the manufacture of ether—5 gallons of sulphuric
acid, specific gravity 1.83, or more, at 60' P., and 5 gal-
lons of ether, specific gravity 0.728, or less at 60' F., to 100
gallons of ethyl alcohol. In the case of ether an exception
has been made to the rule that no alcohol shall appear
as such in the finished product, aud a maximum of 5 per
cent, by weight, of alcohol is allowed.

Meyer's Aid Association Election.

In common with many commercial organizations, the

Meyer Brothers Drug Company, of St. Louis, has an aid

association among its employes, known as the Meyer
Brothers' Mutual .\id Association. This body plans and
carries out the various entertainments given to the em-

Denatured Alcohol in Liquid Soap.
Replying to a communication relative to the use of de-

natured alcohol in liquid soap, the acting internal revenue
commissioner said that if the soap Is intended for medi-
cinal use or for incorporation in medicinal preparations,
alcohol can not be used free of tax in its manufacture,
as it is a liquid medicinal preparation. Denatured alco-
hol, he added, may be used in the manufacture of liquid
soap which is neither used nor sold for medicinal pur-
poses.
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State Association News.

Maine Association.

Before journeying to Magnolia, Mass., to take part in

the joint meeting of the pharmaceutical associations of

New England, the Maine Pharmaceutical Association held

its fortieth annual meeting at Portland June 18th.

The second session was held at Magnolia. June 19th.

At this time the following officers were elected: Presi-

dent O. W. Jones, of Auburn; vice-presidents, H. J.

Hathaway, of Houlton; John Coughlin, of Augusta; and

C. H. Davis, of Bangor; treasurer, W. I. Drew, of Port-

land; and secretary, M. L. Porter, of Danforth.

The 1908 meeting will be held at Kineo.

Massachusetts Association.

At the business meetings of the JIassachusetts Phar-

maceutical Association held at Magnolia June ISth and

19th prior to the joint meeting of the New England as-

sociations the following officers were elected: President,

C H Packard, of East Boston; vice-president, H. A. Esta-

brook, of Fitchburg; J. A. Bean, of Somerville; and H. D.

Smith, of Middlehoro; secretary, J. P. Guerin, of ^\ or-

cester; and treasurer, T. B. Nichols, of Salem.

A mid-winter meeting will be held at Boston.

Michigan Association.

Druggist C. N. Frantz on behalf of the mayor welcomed

the Michigan Pharmaceutical Association to Bay City the

place of the twenty-fifth annual meeting held July 30th to

August 1st.

President J. L. Wallace, of Kalamazoo, Secretary E. E.

Calkins, of Ann Arbor, and Treasurer H. G. Spring, of

Unionville, in their annual message and reports set forth

the flourishing condition of the association.

The reports of the committee on trade interests, the leg-

islative committee, and the committee on adulterations

were valuable additions to the proceedings of the asso-

ciation. A proposition of the legislative committee that

graduation by a school of ])harmacy be made prerequisite

to registration, was tabled for a year.

The trustees of the Prescott Memorial Scholarship fund

has now on hand $500 and is planning to secure enough

to make the fund a substantial aid in educating worthy
young men.

Secretary Calkins opened a discussion on advertising,

which proved quite Interesting.

E. L. Keyser, of Pontiac, read a paper on "Facts and

Features of the Soda Water Business"; and William

Helm, of Saginaw, one on 'Pharmacy and Pharmacists

from an Ethical and Right Point of View." These papers

started a lively discussion as to what is proper in phar-

macy: drugs alone, or "sandwiches and, soup?" The
honors were even.

At the annual banquet there were several interesting

addresses, among them being: "The M. S. P. A.," by W.
G. Burke, of Detroit; "Membership," by E. E. Calkins, of

Ann Arbor; "Pharmacy and the Law," by I. N. Kinney, of

Bay City; and "Experience with a Chain of Stores," by
A. S. Parker, of Detroit.

The sale of liquor by druggists was strongly deprecated.

Affiliation with the National Association of Retail

Druggists was continued and that organization endorsed.

The Sherman anti-trust law was condemned as failing

in its real purpose and its amendment was considered

advisable.

The officers elected were: President, F. E. Bogart, of

Detroit; vice-presidents. D. B. Perry, of Bay City; J. E.

Way, of Jackson: and W. E. Hall, of Manistee; secretary,

E. E. Calkins, of Ann Arbor; treasurer, H. G. Spring, of

Unionville; executive committee, J. L. Wallace, of Kala-

mazoo; C. N. Frantz, of Bay City; M. A. Jones, of Lans-

ing; J. Greenthall, of Detroit; and Owen Raymo, of

Wayne.

Mississippi Association.

The Mississippi Pharmaceutical Association met at Gulf-

port, July 24th and 25th.

A new pharmacy law for the State was drafted and a
special committee was appointed to work for its passage

at the next session of the legislature. This committee will

also seek to have any proposed pure food and drug meas-
ure conform to the wishes of the association.

An effort will be made to secure the appointment of a
State drug commissioner.
The following officers were elected: President, S. L.

Caine, of Columbus; vice-presidents, S. E. Cowan, of Gulf-

port; and C. W. Whitney, of Fayette; secretary, 0. W.
Bethea, of Meridian; treasurer, J. W. McCorkle, of Me-
ridian; executive committee, C. L. Jackson, of Newton;
M. W. Hyde, of Ellisville; and H. F. West, of Natchez.
An excellent program of entertainment, provided by the

local drug men, was thoroughly enjoyed by all.

Montana Association.

With Louis Dreibelbis, of Butte, in the chair and a

larger number of members in attendance than at any pre-

vious meeting, the business of the 1907 meeting of the

Montana Pharmaceutical Association was speedily trans-

acted at Butte, August 8th.

After the reports of the several officers had been sub-

mitted, a committee on legislation was named. There
was some informal discussion of the legislative aspect,

and all action was left to the committee.
T. M. Kehoe, of Billings; J. L. Kraker, of Bozeman; F.

A. Scheuber, of Livingston; G. W. Sparrow, of Anaconda;
and D. C. Smith, of Missoula, were selected as candidates
from among whom the governor will be asked to name
the successor of S. J. Coffee, of Missoula, whose term on
the board of pharmacy expires this year.

The following officers were elected: President, Lee
Warren, of Billings; vice-presidents, R. H. Paxson, of

Butte; Alfred Whitworth, of Deer Lodge; and H. M.
Parchen, of Helena; treasurer, Howard Rockefeller, of

Butte; and secretary, E. A. Hauser, of Butte.
Billings was selected as the place of next year's meet-

ing.

Nebraska Association.

The twenty-sixth annual meeting of the Nebraska
Pharmaceutical Association was held In a tent at Sew-
ard, June 18th to 20th.

The following officers were elected: President, D. J
Killian. of Adams: secretary. Oscar Baumann, of Grand
Island: and treasurer, E. E. Cathcart, of Johnson.
The 1908 meeting will be held at Omaha.

North Dakota Association.

With more than seventy-five members present, the
North Dakota Pharmaceutical Association held its twenty-
second annual meeting August 6th to 8th, at Fargo.

President Fotheringham's annual address was a com-
prehensive review of the pharmacal legislation. State and
national, enacted during the preceeding year. He attacked
the State law regulating the sale of liquors by druggists
in so far as it differs from the federal regulations. The
new State pharmacy law with its higher requirements, he
commended, and while approving the general features of

the State pure food law he deprecated the extremes to

which such measures were sometimes carried.

Prof. E. F. Ladd, of the Agricultural College, spoke
upon the necessity of pure food and drug laws and their

beneficial effects. Prof. L. A. Brown, of the same Insti-

tution spoke upon the importance of drug testing and
analysis in the retail drug store. W. G. Noyes, of St.

Paul, in the course of a talk upon pharmacy in general
urged very strongly the adoption of a uniform standard
in the requirements for registered pharmacists so that a

man holding a license in one State could dispense drugs
in any other State in the union.
W. P. Porterfield, of Fargo; and H. L. Haussaman, of

Grafton, were nominated as candidates for board of phar-
macy membership.
The following officers were elected: President. J. W.

Boening, of Berthold: vice-presidents, Oscar Hallenberg,
of Fargo; and W. F. Halliday, of Carrington; secretary
and treasurer. W. S. Parker, of Lisbon; executive commit-
tee, H. H. Casselman, of Fargo; Joseph Beidenbach, or
Grand Forks: and O. E. Couch, of New Rockford.
The 1908 meeting will be held at Devil's Lake.

Northern Ohio Association.

Owing to the warm weather there was not much busi-

ness transacted at the meeting of the Northern Ohio
Druggists' Association held August 2d.
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The pic-nic committee reported satisfactory progress of

the arrangements for the annual outing, scheduled for
August 28th.

The per capita dues for 1907 to the National Association
of Retail Druggists were ordered paid.

President Henry Pollack and two associates will rep-

resent the association at the Chicago meeting of the N.
A. R. D. These delegates were instructed to oppose the
proposition of the national association's embarking in any
buying or manufacturing enterprise.

Messrs. Hopp, Ruess, Tielke, Fox, Schneurer, Bechber-
.L.pr and Buescher were appointed the board of control.

The oommittee on propaganda expects to report upon
a plan of action at the September meeting. The mem-
bers of the association are urged to furnish the commit-
tee with the names of physicians in their neighborhoods.

Oregon Association.

Seventy-odd members of the Oregon Pharmaceutical As-
sociation, with their relatives and friends, attended the
seventeenth annual meeting of the association, held at
Seaside, July 10th and 11th.

President J. M. A. Laue, of Portland, occupied the chair.
His annual message embodied a number of valuable sug-
gestions, those approved by the committee being as fol-

lows: To offer cash prizes as an incentive to effoMs to
secure new members; to compliment. the department of
pharmacy of the Oregon Agricultural College; to continue
affiliation with the National Association of Retail Drug-
gists; and to co-operate in the movement for the organiza^
tion of the Pacific Coast Pharmaceutical Association.

A resolution was adopted endorsing the N. A. R. D., and
authorizing the payment of the per capita dues for 1907.

It was the sense of the convention that the governor
should select the members of the board of pharmacy from
among pharmacists recommended by the association.

Pending the amending of the pharmacy law to secure this

provision, the association decided to submit five names to

the governor. The following were recommended: Kitty
W. Harbord, of Salem; F. H. Caldwell, of Newberg; J. S.

McNair, of Ashland; Fred Dawson, of Albany; and F. E.
Rogers, of McMinnvjlle.
The reports of Secretary A. W. Allen, of Portland, and

Treasurer Agnes Plummer, of Portland, were received and
approved by the executive committee. The affairs of the
association are in a gratifying condition.

Many new members—four of them as honorary mem-
bers—were elected during the meeting.

All matters relating to the organization of a Pacific

Coast congress, to meet at San Francisco in 1908, were
left to the executive committee.
The following officers were elected: President, C. G.

Huntley, of Oregon City; vice-presidents, M. E. Everitt,

of North Bend; J. Marsh, of Wasco; and T. F. Laurin, of

Astoria; secretary, A. W. Allen, of Portland; and treas-

urer, Agnes Plummer, of Portland.

The time and place of the next meeting will be deter-

mined later by the executive committee.

Pennsylvania Association.

With Dr. Clement B. Lowe at its head, the Pennsyl-
vania Pharmaceutical Association promises to become a

factor, not only in State but in national legislation per-

taining to the drug trade. Dr. Lowe has appointed a lot

of workers on his committees and the first move is to be
the up-building of the organization. Efforts will be made
to revive the interest of former members who have grown
lax in their affiliations and to secure new ones. Letters

are being sent out under Dr. Lowe's directions, showing
the druggists of the State the benefits arising from the

legislative work of the association during the past year.

One of the biggest undertakings which Dr. Lowe has
planned is the co-operation with other forces in a gen-

eral movement to amend the Sherman anti-trust law
which is generally considered to be detrimental to the
small dealer. His efforts are meeting with considerable
success, for there is perhaps no man in the State better

known to the druggists than is Dr. Lowe. As a member
of the faculty of the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy,
he has seen graduate hundreds of the very men he is

now rallying about the standard of organization. As an
officer and a committeeman of city. State and national

organizations, he has always been a worker and has there-

by gathered valuable experience which he is now em-
ploying to good advantage.

Tennessee Association.
An extraordinary offering of papers, instructive and in-

teresting, characterized the twenty-second annual meet-
ing of the Tennessee Pharmaceutical Association, held at
Monteagle, July 16th to 18th.

The reading of these was begun at the first session and
continued until the last with no other interruptions than
those necessary for the transaction of routine business.
The list of queries which had been submitted to the

members, and those who replied to them was as follows:
"Are Pharmacy Laws a Benefit or a Detriment to the

Community and the Pharmacist?" J. B. Clark, D. H Neil
A. W. McDonald and J. L. Nelson.

"Duties (Both Moral and Compulsory) of Employer to
Clerk, and Clerk to Employer." W. J. Gates and D H
Neil.

"What the Druggist Should not Take Back." S
Davis.

"Drug Adulterants: In View of the Pure Food Law,
What Should the Pharmacist Guard Against?" S. C Davis
and J. E. Justice.

"Does the Soda Fountain Pay the Average Druggist?"
J. L. Nelson, G. S. Alcorn, E. L. Trolinger, D. H. Neil and
W. J. Gates.
"Where Should the Line be Drawn Between Physician

and Druggist in Counter Prescribing?" J. E. Justice and
D. H. Neil.

"Why Druggists Should Encourage the Use of First
Class Garden seed." W. J. Gates.
"Should not the Druggist Encourage the Growth of

Medicinal Roots, Which Are Growing Scarce and Higher-
Priced Each Year, by Reason of the World's Supplv Be-
ing Exhausted?" G. S. Alcorn.
A number of prizes were awarded to the authors of

the best papers upon these several topics. The special
prize, a copy of the Pharmacopoeia, for the best paper on
"How to Increase the Interest of the Medical Profession
in the United States Pharmacacopoeia," was awarded to
J. E. Justice, of Nashville.

D. H. Neil, of Nashville, reporting as the chairman of
the trades committee, stated that the drug trade was in
a rather unsettled condition.

Prof. E. A. Ruddiman, of Nashville, spoke entertain-
ingly and instructively upon the federal pure food and
drug law. His address was followed by considerable dis-
cussion of the subject.

F. W. Ward, of Memphis, spoke en "Better Organiza-
tion."

The annual election of officers resulted in the choice of
the following: President, M. E. Hutton, of Nashville;
vice-presidents, D. H. Neil, of Nashville, and F. W. Ward,
of Memphis; secretary, E. F. Trolinger, of Nashville, and
treasurer, G. S. Alcorn, of Columbia.
There was no lack of entertainment during the meet-

ing, Monteagle being quite popular as a convention place
and a resort. Athletics, gastronomies, sightseeing tours
and cards afforded pleasing diversions for all.

The choice of the date and place of the next meeting
was left to the executive committee.

Vermont Association.
The fourteenth annua! meeting of the Vermont Phar-

maceutical Association was held at Magnolia, Mass., June
ISth.

The following officers were elected: President. D. F.
Davis, of Barre; vice-presidents. E. A. Tobin, of Bristol;
F. D. Pollard, of Proctorsville; and A. I. Austin, of Bar-
ton; secretary. W. E. Terrill, of Montpelier; and treas-
urer and assistant secretary, J. M. Taylor, of Bradford.

"Washington (State) Association.

Moclips Beach was the scene of the eighteenth annual
meeting of the Washington Pharmaceutical Association,
held July 18th to 20th.

Twenty-five new members were enrolled.
In order that the governor may have fitting material

from which to select the successor of J. W. McArthur, of
Spokane, on the board of pharmacy, the names of Mr.
McArthur. and the following were brought to ,his atten-
tion: A. W. Doland, of Spokane; James Henderson, of
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Sunnyside; W. S. Nicholson, of Spokane; and V. G. Pogue,
of Wenatchee.
A special committee of five was appointed, whose duty

it will be to collect such funds as may from time to time
be needed in the affairs of the association. This com-
mittee is empowered to appoint such sub-committees as

it may deem wise.
The following officers were elected: President. A. W.

Preston, of Seattle; vice-presidents, Frank Gillet, of

Hoquiam; William Fulton, of Asotin; and William Clarke,

of Tacoma; treasurer, P. R. Stahl, of Centralia; and secre-

tary, W. P. Bonney, of Tacoma.
A game of bath baseball, and a wedding afforded en-

joyment to those who were not alread.v overjoyed with
the delights of the place.

I Wisconsin Association.

The twenty-seventh annual meeting of the Wisconsin
Pharmaceutical Association was held at Elkhart Lake.

June 25th to 28th.

The following officers were elected: President, P. X.

Sharp, of Oconto Falls; vice-presidents, A. R. Eberle, of

Watertown; and E. J. Huber, of Fond du Lac; secretary,

Henry Rollmann, of Chilton; and treasurer, W. P. Clarke,

of Milton.
Elkhart Lake was again selected as the meeting place.

Philadelphia Association.
The most important matter that was considered at the

August meeting of the Philadelphia Association of Re-

tail Druggists was the question of the organization of

buying and manufacturing companies subsidiary to the

National Association of Retail Druggists, or the amalga-
mation of the national association with some such
existing concern. With'iut a single dissenting vote the
meeting which was a large one decided against
the proposition. At the last meeting of the executive
committer the matter had been brought up and then
there was not a little discussion of the question which
promises to be one of tne principal ones to be brought
before the delegates at the national convention at Chicago.
This discussion resulted in the passage of a set of reso-

lutions deprecating the proposed undertaking and ex-

pressing the belief that the national association would
best serve the interests of its members and the general
body of retail druggists by continuing along the lines

proposed at its organization. These resolutions were sub-

mitted to the association as a whole with the result here-

inbefore mentioned.
Chairman G. W. Fehr reported for the committee w^hich

has in charge the matter of arranging for the trip of the
delegates to Chicago, and it is likely that they will go by
way of Niagara Falls, stopping off at Detroit. Originally
it had been intended to arrive at Chicago September 17th,

but as there has been a communication sent out calling
for the presence of the delegates in Chicago on the pre-

ceding evening, there is a possibility that several changes
may have to be made in the original arrangements. Dele-
gates from towns and cities in Pennsylvania, Delaware
and New Jersey expect to join the Philadelphians.

British Pharmaceutical Conference.
Court dresses and uniforms are not greatly in evidence

at the social functions attending the meetings of Amer-
icaii pharmacists, and the appearance of these words upon
the invitations to the receptions tendered the visitors to

the annual meeeting of the British Pharmaceutical Con-
ference held at Manchester, England, July 22d to 24th,

marks a difference in things pharmacal of the two coun-
tries. This difference, however, did not extend to the de-

liberations of the conference which were characterized
by the same devotion to the. higher pharmacy as are evi-

dent at the meetings of the American Pharmaceutical
Association.

After the Lord Mayor of Manchester had warmly and
formally welcomed the visitors to the city, and the cus-
tomary replies had been made, the conference settled
down on the morning of July 23d, to the business before
it. A number of communications from absentees were
read, among them one from Dr. John Attfield.

Thomas Tyrer, president of the comference. delivered
an instructive address upon the various aims and pur-
poses of the body, laying particular stress upon tbe bene-
fits arising from fostering and furthering scientific re-

search. He suggested that British pharmacists would find

in the revision committee of the United States Pharma-
copceia a model to be considered seriously in the efforts

of the former to induce the medical council to enlist the
co-operation of pharmacists in the compilation of the Brit-

ish Pharmacopoeia. He expressed a desire to see the Year
Book of Pharmacy grow in usefulness until it becomes
in the truest sense, a systematic compilation of cosmo-
politan pharmacy. The treatment of the broad subject of

research by Mr. Tyrer was most thorough and showed
clearly his acquaintance with the part played by the sci-

ence of chemistry in the industrial world. He had col-

lected a number of opinions from prominent scientists as

to what is the proper definition of the term "research."
These opinions while variously worded appeared to favor
the interpretation of the word as a patient seeking after
facts whether of a scientific or an industrial nature.
The report of the executive committee covered the sev-

eral meetings of that body during the past year. After
a careful consideration of the suggestion adopted at the
preceeding meeting of the conference relative to increas-
ing the annual subscription from members, the commit-
tee advised fixing the minimum at 7s. 6d.. and urged the
members to be liberal. Attention was directed to the re-

search list and the members requested to work out the
problems as yet unsolved. The accession of sixty new
members was announced, and the loss of nine by death
and twenty by resignation.
The report of the committee was unanimously adopted.
Treasurer J. C. Umney made a very gratifying report

showing a decrease in the financial deficit of the con-
ference from about £207 last year, to £9 16s. lOd.
The rest of the day's session and the greater part of the

next day were devoted to the reading and discussion of
a large number of interesting and instructive papers,
mostly of a scientific character.
Following its usual custom the conference presented a

number of pharmaceutical books to the Manchester phar-
maceutical library.

A hearty vote of thanks was extended to the local com-
mittee and the Manchester druggists.

Aberdeen, Scotland, was selected as the 1908 meeting
place.

The officers elected are; President, Robert Wright; vice-

presidents, F. R. Young, George Lunan, F. Ransom, W.
Giles, J. A. Walsh, and Professor Greenish; treasurer, J.

C. Umney; general secretaries. E. S. Peck and Edmund
White; and local secretary, William Reid.

Supplementing the Lord Mayor's reception, a grand
concert, a garden party, a reception at the University,
and visits to the city's cathedral and industrial works
provided entertainment for those in attendance at the
meeting.

British Pharmaceutical Federation.
The Federation of Pharmaceutical Associations, the rep-

resentative organization of commercial pharmacy in Great
Britain, held its annual meeting at Manchester simul-
taneously with the Pharmaceutical Conference.

An amended constitution was adopted. It is the hope ot

many of the members that in time the federation will be
affiliated with the Pharmaceutical Conference as a section
ou commercial pharmacy.
The federation includes a buying section committee

which supervises a number of local buying sections
throughout the country. These were reported in a flour-

ishing condition.

J. Cofman read a paper on secret remedies and prep-
arations, denouncing such as were termed quack medi-
cines and advertised proprietaries. He offered a number
of proposals addressed to the Pharmaceutical Conference,
the Medical Council and the proprietary manufacturers,
advising efforts to secure controlling legislation; resent-

ing the insinuations embodied in the advertisements to the
public; demanding full guarantees of the genuineness of

preparations and the justice of the claims advanced there-

for; and calling upon the druggists of the country to have
nothing to do with such preparations as offend against
honesty, or whose manufacturers were guilty of question-

able practices.

While his stand was to a great extent supported by
those present, it was considered best to leave all action

along these lines to the local associations. In this re-

lation the publication of formularies for the use of pre-

scribers was commended.
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News of the Pharmacy Boards.
List of Secretaries.

In the following list are to be found tiie names and ad-

dresses of the secretaries to the various boards of phar-

macy of the country. When the date and place of the next
meeting are known, they are given also. Secretaries are

requested to keep us informed as to those dates and
places:

Alabama—October 16th. at Montgomery. E. P. Gait, Selma.

Arizona—A. G. Hvlett, Phojnix.

Arkansas—J. F. Dowdy. Little Rock.

California—C. B. Wildeu. San Francisco.

Colorado—W. L. Shockey. Cripple Creek.

Connecticut—J. A. Leverty, Bridgeport.

Delaware—October 3d, at Wilmington. 0. C. Draper, Wil-
mington.

District of Columbia— S. L. Hilton, Washington.

Florida—D. W. Ramsaur, Palatka.

Georgia—C. D. Jordan, Monticello.

Idaho—L. W. Smith, Boise.

Illinois—September 24th and 25th, at Chicago. F. C.

Dodds. Springfield.

Indiana—October 7th to 11th, at Indianapolis. A. F. Sala,

Winchester.

Indian Territory—H. D. Kniseley, Checotah.

Iowa—C. W. Phillips, Des Moines.

Kansas—W. E. Sheriff. Ellsworth.

Kentucky—October 9th, at Jliddlesboro. J. W. Gayle,

Frankfort.

Louisiana—F. C. GodboUl, New Orleans.

Maine—F. H. Wilson, Brunswick.

Maryland—October 3d, at Baltimore. Ephraim Bacon, Ro-

land Park.

Massachusetts—Every Tuesday, at Boston. W. F. Sawyer,
Boston.

Michigan—S. A. Erwin, Battle Creek.

Minnesota—October 21st, at Minneapolis. C. J. Moos, Min-
neapolis.

Mississippi— S. L. Caine, Columbus.
Missouri—October I4th, at St. Louis. Charles Gietner. St.

Louis.

.Montana—October 14th and 15th, at Butte. Alfred Whit-

worth, Deer Lodge.
Nebraska—H. L. Harper, Beatrice.

Nevada—F. J. Steinmetz, Carson City.

New Hampshire—F. H. Wingate, Nashua.
New Jersey—October 17th and 18th, at Trenton. H. A.

Jorden, Bridgeton.
New Mexico—October 7th, at Albuquerque. A. J. Fischer,

Santa Fe.

New York-Eastern Branch—September 18th, at Brook-

lyn. Joseph Weinstein, 115 West Sixty-eighth street.

New York. Middle Branch—September 18th, at Al-

bany. W. L. Bradt. Albany. Western Branch—Sep-

tember 18th, at Buffalo. George Reimann. Buffalo.

North Carolina—November 26th, at Raleigh. F. W. Han-
cock, Oxford.

North Dakota—October 8th, at Fargo. W. S. Parker, Lis-

bon.
Ohio—October 8th, at Columbus. F. H. Frost, Columbus.
Oklahoma—October Sth. at Enid. F. B. Lillie, Guthrie.

Oregon—G. C. Blakeley, The Dalles.

Pennsylvania—C. T. George. Harrisburg.

Rhode Island—October 1st, at Providence. H. A. Pearce,

Providence.
South Carolina—F. M. Smith. Charleston.

South Dakota—E. C. Bent. Dell Rapids.

Tennessee—October Sth, at Knoxville. I. B. Clark, Nash-

ville.

Texas—September 17th. at Dallas. W^ H. Robert, Jr.,

Denison (Acting).
Utah—C. H. McCoy, Salt Lake.
Vermont—October 9th, at Montpelier. J. G. Bellrose, Bur-

lington.
Virginia—October — , at Richmond. T. A. Miller, Rich-

mond.
Washington—P. Jensen. Tacoma.
West Virginia—October 9th, at Charleston. A. Walker,

Sutton.
Wisconsin—October 15th to 17th, at Madison. H. G. Ruen-

zel, Milwaukee.
Wyoming—F. W. Roedel, Cheyenne.

Alabama Board.

At the meeting of the Alabama Board of Pharmacy held

June 11th, at Blount Springs, the following applicants for

registration were successful:

M. L. Brasfield, of Auburn; J. H. Cocke, of Creighton;

H. A. Dolbear, of Mobile; I. C. Dow and R. H. Drake, both

of Auburn; J. F. Head, of Mobile; H. C. Hillhouse, of

Birmingham; B. C. Jones, of Bridgeport; J. A. Luckie, of

Birmingham; C. G. Moore, of Tallassee; J. M. Peacock, of

Atlanta, Ga.; W. L. Perdue, of Auburn; O. W. Reid, of

Selma; P L. Rice, of Bessemer; F. B. Rutledge, of Au-

burn; E. H. Smith, of Tuskeegee; 0. C. Tisdale, of Ever-

green; T. V. Wooten, H. W. Wright and J. D. York, all of

Auburn.
The next meeting of the board will be held October 16tn,

at Montgomery.

District of Columbia Board.

All pharmacists in the District of Columbia who had

been practicing prior to the enactment of the present law

were granted registration upon filing an application at a

time set by the District of Columbia Board of Pharmacy.
A Washington pharmacist who was absent from the city

at the time set for receiving applications and who claims

that his subsequent efforts to secure recognition have been

ignored by the board, has begun mandamus proceedings

seeking to have his name enrolled as a registered phar-

macist. In his petition he says that prior to the enforce-

ment of the new law, he was enrolled as a practicing phar-

macist.
In its recent report to the commissioners of the Dis-

trict, the board stated that it had granted fifteen permits

for the sale of poisons by others than pharmacists.

Illinois Board.

Eighty applicants for registration as pharmacists and
thirtv-nine as assistants, were examined at the meeting j)f

the Illinois Board of Pharmacy, held July 23d to 25th, at

Chicago. Of these the following were successful

:

As pharmacists—Arthur Anderson, of Aurora; Andrew
Bakkers, E. T. Biggs, C. G. Carlson, R. F. Dicks and J. T.

Dvorak, all of Chicago; Raleigh Earel. of Quincy; J. J.

Einstein, of Chicago; F. H. Foster, of Maywood; H. J.

Frigon, of Kankakee; F. W. Hallock, of Rockford; F. H.

Haney, W. M. Hanna, Adolph Hartung, M. J. Herman,
Albert Herbster, Henry Howe, Lotis Huston, H. L. Isaco-

witz, A. V. King, J. H. Klein, A. H. Lamm. A. M. Lypski,

A. C. Miller, Hugh McNair, P. H. McQuillen, Linnie E.

Nixon and J. P. Nolan, all of Chicago; G. D. Palmer, of

Joliet; L. W. Parker, of Oak Park; W. C. Quinn. G. M.

Silverberg, C. A. Simmons, Benjamin Spear, E. W. Whalen,

J. C. White. W. H. Wisejahn, E. C. Wipperman and Will-

iam von Zelinski. all of Chicago.

As assistants—F. E. Blake and William Frank, both of

Chicago; R. E. Gaffney, of Springfield; 0. A. Grulke,

Charles Hibbe and W. S. Horn, all of Chicago; George

Howard, of Hanna City; L. E. Johnson, of St. Charles; G.

W. Jones, E. P. Leischner, J. G. Nimishek. J. K. Polk, J.

S. Portnov and R. H. Rehbock, all of Chicago; W. E.

Ruesch of Evanston; W. H. Seeley and M. A. Serritella,

both of Chicago; R. I. Taylor, of Peoria; W. G. Trautvet-

ter and R. L. Trunk, both of Chicago; Claude Webster, ol

Harrisburg; and J. C. Woolf, of Chicago.

The next meeting of the board will be held September
24th and 25th. at Chicago.

Indiana Board.

At the meeting of the Indiana Board of Pharmacy held

July 8th to 12th. at Indianapolis, the following applicants

for registration were passed:

As pharmacists—R. D. Armstrong, of Valparaiso; E. J.

Arnold of Indianapolis; C. K. Austin, of Worthington; R.

M. Baily, of Bedford; A. H. Bell, of Gary; W. M. Biggs,

of Kewanna; A. H. Brohst, of Elwood; J. W. Cade, of In-

dianapolis; D. E. Copper, of Knightstown; A. Courtney,

of Indianapolis; C. E. Curry, of Chicago, 111,; F. C. Downs,

of Indianapolis; X. H. Edwards, of Fairmount; 0. E. Gal-

lup, of Spencer; C. E. Gregor, of Tampico; 0. B. Hancock,

of Campbellsburg; E. V. Han'na, of Ladoga; Arthur Her-

vey, of South Bend; H. Hunter, of Greensburg; J. P. Jay,

of Kokomo; E. L. Jones, of Indianapolis; W. B. Kensick,

of Terre Haute: R. B. Knox, of Lafayette; F. V. McCul-

lough of Scottsburg; H. R. Monroe, of Valparaiso; G. R.

Mote, of Kokomo; R. E. Murphy, of Peru; R. E. Perrin,
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of Connersville; G. B. M. Reese, of Orestes; J. S. Ruckner,
of Greenfield; L. M. Saladin, of Indianapolis; W. H.
Shearer, of Lafayette; L. P. Vanrie. of Mishawaka; L. B.

Wakeman, of North Judson; B. S. Wallick, of Valparaiso;
F. J, Ward, of Otterbein; W. H. Weislann, of Wanatah;
and F. J. Wetzel, of Indianapolis,
As assistants—H. R. Belton. of Acton; C. E. Canan, of

Muncie; C. W. Fort, of Greenfield; G. H. Gift, of Peru:
Louis Goldsmith, of Indianapolis; C. R. Gough. of ilun-
cie; A. A. Helms, of Dillsboro; E. D. Hine, of Indianapo-
lis; J. L. Hopper, of Redkey; Thomas Jensen, of Wheat-
fleld; G. P. Lyon, of Lafayette; D. C. Mcintosh, of Wash-
ington; D. 0. Noble, of Michigan City; W. A. Oren, of In-

dianapolis; John Pusinelli, of Shirley; C. M. Saulter, of

Indianapolis; William Schonfeld, of Terre Haute; R. S.

Sisson, of Hazelton; J. B. Whitley, of Muncie; G. S. Will-
iams, of North Manchester; and E. C. Williamson, of
Marshall.

The next meeting of the board will be held October 7th
to 11th, at Indianapolis.

Kentucky Board.
Thirty-two applicants for registration were examined

at the meeting of the Kentucky Board of Pharmacy, held
July 9th, at Dawson Springs. The following were suc-
cessful;

L. L. Alexander, of Pulton; D. G. Barnett, of Nebo; Le-
Roy Cox, of Lexington; J. C. Farley, of Paducah; L. H.
Faxon, of Hopkinsville; E. T. Lawrence, of Morehead; J.
T. Moss, of Mayfield; June Smith, of Lexington; W. W.
Thompson, of Maysville; Vernon Watson, of Paducah- and
Mrs. R. E. Wilhelmi, of Newport.
The next meeting of the board will be held October 9th

at Middlesboro.

Louisiana Board.
Twenty-one applicants for registration were examined

at the meeting of the Louisiana Board of Pharmacv, held
August 2d and 3d, at New Orleans. Of these the follow-
ing were licensed:

As pharmacists—Luke Bodin, of Franklin- E. L Chap-
potel and G. W. Paivre. both of New Orleans; A L
Hoag. of Delhi; L. L. Pellerin, of St. Martinville- and
H. M. Ricketts, of New Orleans.
As assistants—L. Blanchard, of New Orleans- R F

Bosse, of Rayne; W. P. Coter, of Baton Rouge; Mrs E K
Everett, O. L. Hodge, E. F. Jacques and H. Lichtenheld.
an of New Orleans; J. Meyer, of Lake Charles- and H
Seckbach, of New Orleans.

Massachusetts Board.

^J^- ,?• ^^^l^-
of Boston, who was appointed a member of

the Massachusetts Board of Pharmacy in 1906 has re-
signed, owing to the pressure of business. C F Riplev
of Taunton an ex-member of the board, has been ap^
pointed to fill the unexpired term of Mr. Swift.

Missouri Board.

K.^' ^;J""^?."' °^ .Springfield, has been appointed a mem-ber of the Missouri Board of Pharmacy, to succeed P LHess, of Kansas City, whose term expired in July.

New Jersey Board.

Ti^M*" t''1 Tc^.'i"^
°^ ""^ ^^^ ''"^^y Board of Pharmacyheld July ISth and 19th, at Trenton, the following ai>plicants for registration were successful-

As pharmacists—S. B. Bair, of Glenside, Pa Arthur

Hollv 'W°^?"i.'\?"''^','^-
'"'' «• «• Billings, of MountHolly; H^N Butler, of Rutherford; Edward Caruso ofNewark; G. A. Elliott, of New York, N. Y.; Samuel Fantlof Newark; Susan E. Ferguson, of Camden- F W Ge I

mer. of Vailsburg; Henry Halper. of Newark- G e" Hit-

York'Tv"' F T'J'f !^'^ ^- ^- Kirkendall. of-NewYork, N. Ji.; E. a. McAdams, of Camden; A. N. McCaus-
l^M^'

of Borlentown; W. H. McNeill, of Paterson; M HMiller, of Atlan ic City; Morris MiUner, of Trenton HenryMoll, of Newark; Oflim Myerson, of Weehawken- Au^st
^t r""' f^^^^Tr-u^^^''"^ P''°"o^k, of Dunellent ifS
?nnT W° v^*".'^^/'"^'^

^^- ^- B- Robertiello, oi NewYork, N. Y.; Andrew Roemer, of Paterson; Bernard Ru-derman, of New York, N. Y.; L A. Sheetz of AtlanfiP
City; A. J. Stromberg, of New York, N. Y?'Louis1luhr'

of West Hoboken; Harry Teitelbaum, of Union Hill; H.
W. Whitacre, of Philadelphia, Pa.; S. M. Wojciechowski,
of Newark; and E. J. Zink. of West Hoboken.
As assistants—R. L. Ballinger. of Collingswood; P. C.

Beck, of Camden; C. A. Cole, of Jersey City; E. L. Haw-
key, of Burlington; W. P. Holzer, of Arlington; H. T.
Hopkins, of Keyport; Clarence Lookwood, of Newark; T.
P. Maroney, of Bayonne; Mortimer Popper, of Newark; F.
H. Rademacher. of Jersey City; L. E. Stucker, of Collings-
wood; A. A. Teeter, of Plainfield; and Henry de Vries, of
Paterson.
The next meeting of the board will be held October 17th

and 18th, at Trenton.

New Mexico Board.

The annual report of the New Jlexico Board of Phar-
macy for the year ending July 15th. gives the number of

registered pharmacists in good standing, on the rolls, as
124. During the year twenty-eight applicants were regis-

tered.

Tennessee Board.

Out of thirty-six candidates examined at the meeting
of the Tennessee Board of Pharmacy held July 15th to

17th. at Monteagle. the following were passed:
As pharmacists—A. H. Abernathy, of Sewanee; J. P.

Barlow, of Savannah; E. C. Dickerson, of Chattanooga:
F. C. Duntze. of Memphis; L. H. Holt, of Nashville; J. W.
Jones, of Bristol; I. F. Kirk, of Paris; S. H. Locke, of

Memphis; C. E. McConkey, of Mt. Vernon; C. C. Thomas
and W. A. Wallace, both of Memphis; J. L. Watson, of

Chattanooga; R. W. Wells, of Cleveland; D. P. West, of

Bristol; I. S. West, of Columbia; and John Witherspoon,
of Nashville.
As assistants—J. S. Adkerson, of Mt. Bella; F. E. Black-

burn, of Morristown; A. R. Cecil, of Mt. Pleasant; H. L.

Fitzgerald, of Chattanooga; J. C. Freels, of Lafollette; C.

H. Jouett. of Etov.ah; A. S. Oman, of Mt. Pleasant: H. G.
Watson, of Chattanooga; and J. P. White and H. M. Wil-
son, both of Greenfield.

The next meeting of the board will be held at Knoxville.
October 8th.

D. H. Neil, of Nashville, has been appointed to fill the
unexpired term of the late H. W. McDonald, of Lebanon;
and F. W. Ward, of Memphis, succeeded J. F. Voight, of

Chattanooga, whose term expired.

Texas Board.

Under the provisions of the new pharmacy law. Gov-
ernor Campbell, of Texas, named the five members of the

board of pharmacy August 6th, each to serve two years.

Those who have the honor of being the first Texas Board
of Pharmacy are: W. H. Robert. Jr., of Denison; W. P.

Robertson, of Gonzales: T. J. Snell. of Cooper; Bruce Ver-
denburgh. of Beaumont; and John Weeks, of Ballinger.

Pending the organization at the meeting held August
27th, Mr. Robert was acting secretary, and to him all com-
munications should be addressed.
The first meeting of the board for examination and

registration will be held September 17th at Dallas.

Vermont Board.

Out of thirteen applicants for registration examined at

the meeting of the Vermont Board of Pharmacy, held
July 10th, at Montpelier, the following were passed;

R. M. Annis, of St. Johnsbury; C. G. Clifford, of Bethel;

J. R. Hallihan, of Burlington; and P. D. La Rochelle, of

Barre.
The next meeting of the board will be held October 9th,

at Montpelier.
The Vermont board has agreed to enter into reciprocal

relations with the other New England boards in the ex-

change of certificates. As yet not all the other boards have
taken action in the matter.

Wisconsin Board.

Forty-five applicants for registration were examined dur-

ing the meeting of the Wisconsin Board of Pharmacy, held

July 15th to 19th, at Milwaukee. The following were suc-

cessful :

As pharmacists—James Pluck, of Washburn; William
Garvey, of Prairie du Cbien; Henry Hanson, of Hayward;
Henry Hoelsken and George Horky. both of Milwaukee;
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Harold Houg, of Racine; Joseph Huerbinger, of Mil-
waukee; John Knapp, of River Falls; Raymond Schulz, of
Milwaukee; Edwin Schweger. of Seymour; Stanley Sor-
ley, of Tigerton; Joseph Steinmetz, of Milwaukee; Arthur
Stuelke, of Oshkosh; Lewis Ulve, of Beloit; Alvin Ward,
of Fond -du Lac; and John Wehrley and Arthur With, both
of Milwaukee.
As assistants—Carl Anderson, of Menomonie; Herbert

Anderson, of Antigo; Gustav Criekelair, of Green Bay;
Henry Davis, of La Crosse; Maurice Hannon, of Green
Bay; S. Krawczak, of Milwaukee; Hester Laurie, of
Sturgeon Bay; Joseph Le Fevre, of Oshkosh; Charles
Piske*. of Merrill; Clarence Raetz, of Appleton; John
Singleton, of Camp Douglas; Rudolph Thompson, of Ab-
botsford; Irene Tomkiewicz, of Milwaukee; Edward Van
Wie, of Mauston; and Leslie Young, of Burlington.
The next meeting of the board will be held at Madison,

beginning October 14th.

Diner Out of N. A. R. D. Executive.
Jacob Diner, of this city, who succeeded Thomas

Voegeli, of Minneapolis, as a member of the executive
committee of the National Association of Retail Drug-
gists in July, 1906, tendered his resignation as a member
of that body early in August. After considerable discus-

sion and correspondence the committee accepted his resig-

nation ^August 20th.

Mr. Diner's action was due to the view taken by other
members of the committee of a temporary business service
rendered by him to a local co-operative organization. Such
service was in their opinion incompatible with the office

of an executive committeeman. Mr. Diner, on the other
hand, believed that as long as he did not antagonize the
interests of the retail pharmacist the supervision of his

actions rested with himself. While the matter was yet
in abeyance the service in question was terminated. The
members of the N. A. R. D. among the retail pharmacists
of this city have in a great measure looked upon Mr. Diner
as an ardent advocate of their rights, and will no doubt
be sorry to lose his services at headquarters.

An Old Pennsylvania Store.

The Charles B. Dierolf Drug Store, at Elizabethtown.
known a generation ago as the old "Ross Stand" is nearing
the century mark in age. It was established about 1810,

by Daniel Bohn. who conducted it for a number of years.

About seventy-five years ago, Abram Redsecker purchased
it and later sold it to Dr. George Ross in 1S42. In 1852
it was resold to its former owner. Abram Redsecker, who
conducted it until 18.57, when Robert Ross purchased it

and kept it until 1898, when he sold it to Harry Balmer.
He was followed in 1904, by J. P. Wolflnger. who was pro-

prietor of the store only about five months. On March 1st.

1905, Charles B. Dierolf, took possession of this old and
historic stand. Dr. George Ross, one of its proprietors,

from 1842-52, removed to Lebanon and established the

pharmacy which still bears his name.

—

Lebanon (Pa.) Re-
verter.

The Sale at Wholesale of Preparations Con-
taining Cocaine, etc., in New York.

W. S. Jackson, attorney-general of New York State, re-

plying to a communication from Secretary W. L. Bradt.

of the board of pharmacy anent the labeling of prepara-

tions containing cocaine or eucaine when sold by job-

bers thus interprets section 405-a of the penal code: "I

am of the opinion that it was the intention of the legis-

lature to require wholesalers to label cocaine or its salts

and alpha—or beta—eucaine or their salts, whether mixed
or unmixed with other articles."

That part of the penal code known as section 405-a was
printed on page 499 of the Circdl.a.b for July.

Louis Dohme in Better Health.

The current reports relative to the ill health of Louis

Dohme, of Baltimore, who had been abroad for some
time, have been contradicted by Mr. Stauffen. a former

business associate, who has recently returned from his

annual visit to Germany. During his stay abroad Mr.

Stauffen spent several days with Mr. Dohme at Weiss-

baden, and reports him looking and feeling ten years

younger than when he left for Europe last spring. Barr-

ing an occasional rheumatic twinge in one hand,

Mr. Dohme has entirely recovered from his recent indis-

position, and has planned to enjoy thoroughly the enter-

taining of his brother Charles, who with Mrs. Dohme, is

now touring Germany.

Col. Mulberry Sellers Outdone.
Col. Mulberry Sellers with his eye salve, figuring the

number of people with sore eyes in the world and the

profit on each box of his panacea, declaring that there's

millions in it, has long been a good joke, but what follows

here is put forth by a daily paper in what seems to be

all seriousness:

Now as to doctors and surgeons: We have in America,
in round numbers. 147,000 of these killers and savers. Then-

average earnings (collected) are about $3,0(» a year,

and that is a low estimate. The total at that rate is

half a billion dollars. There are 45.000 druggists doing active

business, and each must live. Allowing theni an average of

J3.000 apiece we have an additional $135,000,000 a year. This

sum represents profits. The amount we pay for drugs to en-

able this army of 45.000 to live in peace and comfort is. of

course, vastly more than the net incomes of $3,000 each.

If $135,000,000 represents the net income of 4o,000 drug-

gists at a profit of 10 per cent, on their capital (or their

credit) It would seem that the capital (or credit) invested

in the retail drug business must be at least $1.^,000.000. A
druggist tells me that the gross profits of the busine^ are

between 40 and 60 per cent. Let us average them at 60 per

cent. That means $675,000,000 handed over the counters of the

drug shops annually to pay for medicines, and all the rest

of the thousand-and-one things sold in those pharmacal what-

nots. Here, then, we have a grand total of $1,250,009,000 a year

for doctors and drugs, etc.. or about $15 per capita for the

entire population of 85,000,000. There can be no accurate sta-

tistics on the subject, and I believe the estimate is verj con-

servative.

Anvhow. supposing the figures representing the capital

Invested, $1,350,000,000 to be correct, and the average

profit on druggists' sales to be as stated, 50 per cent., does

it follow that the amount of money handed over the drug

store counters annually is 50 per cent, of $1,350,000,000?

And, if so, why? ,. „
The earnings of the American doctor average, according

to the St Paul Medical Journal, considerably less than

$1,000 a year. It adds that the average American Ijrick-

layer carpenter, or plumber earns more than that. It re-

lates a story recently heard from a country practitioner

who was summoned several miles into the country to see

the wife of a prosperous farmer. His fee. $4, was objected

to as excessive. Yet on the same day the farmer cheer-

fully paid a veterinary surgeon $10 for driving the same

distance to see a valuable horse.

The John Crerar Library, of Chicago, has announced

that since August 19th its department of medical sciences

has been available as a part of the main collection at 87

Wabash avenue.

A R Moeller. of Moeller & DeLand. of Saginaw, Mich.,

accompanied by Mrs. Moeller. spent the months of May.

June and July on a sight-seeing tour of the cities and

resorts of the Pacific coast. They report that their trip,

which began with the Shriner's conclave at Los Angeles,

was enjoyable throughout.

Standing in his newly remodeled, palm-bedecked store,

John Hepburn, of Flushing, L. I., assisted by Mrs. Hep-

burn and the Misses Hepburn, received 2,000 of his neigh-

bor.s and acquaintances July 25th. ,The ladies were served

with chocolates and the gentlemen treated to cigars, and

the store's staff of clerks was more than busy attending to

the throng.

Conrad Reiche, late chief sanitary inspector of the

Philippine bureau of health, and chief bacteriologist to

the surgeon of the Philippine railways, has returned to

the United States after an absence of five years. He has

taken complete charge of the bacteriological laboratory of

the Vassar Pharmacy, at Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Miss Faunie Oraminah Roberts. Ph. G.. of Indianapolis,

who has been pursuing advanced pharmaceutical studies

since her graduation by the Purdue School of Phar-

macy in 1906, has been engaged in the laboratory of Eli

Lilly & Co.. of her native city, assisting in the compila-

tion of ofllcial trade lists conforming with the require-

ments of the pure food law. Miss Roberts will return

to Purdue at the opening of the 1907-8 term. It is her

intention to continue her studies until she has qualified

for the highest attainable degree in pharmacy. She is

the daughter of Benjamin Roberts, Rural and Roosevelt

avenues, Indianapolis.
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The Mystery of the Mysteriousness of the Pre-
scription Department Uncovered.

By Feed. D. Nki.i-igar.

In the year steen hundred thousand B. C. there lived a
man destined to become the father of all the generations
of pharmacists who have followed after. As we come
upon him in his paleolithic wilderness his only thought is

of his stomach, for food is scarce. Twice has the sun
risen and disappeared again since he has eaten, and now
hunger gnaws him with a persistent tooth. Armed with
rough stone hammer and sharp flint flake he stands ready
to attack the largest, wooliest mastodon that ever grew
tusks.
Our hero, Flintpestle we shall call him, has wandered

far but to no purpose. Even now he is meditating hav-
ing a sanguinary argument with the next wayfarer as to

which shall furnish the dinner. At this moment his
wandering eye is arrested by a green vegetation of a kind
he has not noticed before. Idly he pulls one of the bushes
up by the roots and smells it. The penetrating aromatic
odor pleases him. Knocking a little of the earth off, he
greedily devours one of the large roots. Soon a feeling of
languor overcomes him. To sleep in the open he knows
to be fatal, so he hunts him a cave, goes inside, rolls a
boulder into the entrance, curls up upon the floor, and is

soon snoring loudly.
Our hero, though innocent of any knowledge of that

fact, has made a discovery that will make him famous in
the annals of paleolithic medicine. He has made the dis-

covery of the initial drug of the paleolithic materia
medica—musk root. When he awakes he reflects; never
before has anything short of a full stomach put him to
sleep so quickly; surely this was an unusual phenomenon,
and requires investigation. So shaking his flowing locks
from his face, by way of a morning toilet, and glancing
warily about before removing his front door, he sallies
forth. A great hare, despised of animals, bounds from
the underbrush and goes hopping swiftly away. Great
hunger eliminates the desire to make fine distinction as to
food, and a quick-flung stone hammer furnished the
quietus for the molly-cotton-tail that soon added to the
rotundity of the wanderer.
No longer hungry, our botanical investigator loses no

time in finding more of the delectable root. Again the
cave and pleasant dreams.
Now, being of keen mind, Flintpestle decided to make

his discovery profitable. Gathering as many of the roots
as he could conveniently carry, he set out for the pale-
olithic metropolis. There a few roots to those higher up
procured the newcomer a dry cave and one wife. Then
things came his way. The dopy roots and the delicious
odor exhaled by the chewers thereof became the rage, and
the market went clear out of sight.

Flintpestle, with about all the movable property In town
stowed safely away to his credit, and many of the women
acknowledging him as their lord and master, became
proud and haughty. Then something happened. Strong-
arm, chief of the tribe, became jealous, and called one
pleasant afternoon on the original medicine man for an
interview, from which the dealer in roots emerged, sans
teeth, sans wives, and sans several patches of skin, but
with a good, fleet pair of legs, and faded.
His next stand was far from the scene of his first suc-

cess. A homelier but a wiser man, he again embarked
in the drug traffic, but this time secretly. His cave was
the darkest and smokiest one obtainable; his stock in
trade was prepared and dispensed from its most remote
and inaccessible recess; his profits were known but to
him.
And so he lived his life and his sons after him, and so

down through the centuries has come the mystery of the
secreted prescription department.

Inter-Profession Fraternizing.
The pharmacists of West Virginia have all along been

particularly active in the movement to establish better
relations between the practitioners of pharmacy and medi-
cine. August 14th the doctors and druggists of Wheel-
ing enjoyed themselves in joint basket picnicing and
dancing.
The annual clam-bake of the writers and dispensers of

prescriptions of Springfield. Mass., was held July 30th. A
baseball match in, which both sides claim the victory, and

Just Another Drink.
For three days Charles Murphy had been hanging

around the village more or less under the influence of
all that could render him happy. He had "played" every
saloon in the place to the full extent of his credit; held
up every possible person for a little loan—just to tide
him over for a few days; had resorted to every lazy, avail-
able means to procure a small amount of cash. Then he
tried the tactics of a spendthrift offering to sell his gold-
watch for one dollar: on being refused even that, he of-

fered it to the Cresus of the town for fifty cents. Was
there no possible hope of getting just one drink more?
Ah, there is still the doctor!

Ding-dong! "Doctor in? Must see him. Urgent, you
know!" After much bewailing, cajoling and threatening,
Charlie emerged into the free air once again bearing with
him his treasured prescription. Could he decipher it?
What mattered that—the "Spts." on it caught his eye

—

did it not call for the very elixir of his life?

Walking with all the grandeur a somewhat intoxicated
man could possess, he went into the drug store and laid
those precious lines on the counter. "You know what
it is, and the doctor is to pay for it," was his salutation
to the clerk.

B
"Spts." aquae purae Oj.

Dr.

How impatiently Charlie waited for that package, and
how carefully and tenderly he slipped it into his coat
pocket when it was finally delivered. "Ye gods, won't
I now have some sport?" Yes, Rutledge's saloon was
the place which had treated him so ignominiously—he
would show them! Going up to the bar with a triumph-
ant face and holding up the package, he said: "Here,
make us up a hot sling—gives us one that goes down
quick." At last—at last, it was to be his, and his body
swayed with the anticipated joy.

Two great gulps were down before he recovered his
breath. "What in thunder do you call this?" Tableau!
Ten minutes later, scene at the drug store.

[The foregoing was contributed by a druggist, who says
she is "only a young girl, both in years and experience."
For a tender, unsophisticated thing she has made rapid
progress, and shows that the woman in pharmacy is a
power to be reckoned with—indeed a woman anywhere
is such a power, only it is said to be hard to reckon with
them on account of the alleged disposition of the sex to

jump at conclusions rather than do any reckoning.

—

Editor The Druggists CiBcn,.\K.]

Where to Find Information About New
Remedies.

Otto Raubenheimer, of Brooklyn, writes a rather amus-
ing letter to the Cibccxak in which he recites how he
searched American price-lists, a dispensatory, a thesaurus
of proprietary remedies, an Index or two, several British
books and a whole German library on new remedies, with-
out getting any trace of the name of a preparation for

which he had a prescription. Finally he thought of our
little book on Modern Materia Medica, turned to it, and
found the very information he wanted.

The funny part is that he should have bothered about
looking in the other books, but he knows better now. for
he writes: "Ever since, I keep your Modern Materia
Medica handy, and in future instead of looking it up last,

I shall look it up first. . . . Your Modern Materia
Medica certainly has the advantage of having it listed un-
der its proper name."

Creighton College.
The college of pharmacy, Creighton University, Omaha,

Neb., held its annual commencement exercises August
Sth. The members of the graduating class are:

W. S. Armstrong, D. F. Barber, S. H. Chism, M. J.

Douglas, Maud Finney. Hanna Hansen, Lewis Hansen,
William Hoist, Earl Hopping, Godfrey Kadavy, F. W.
Marshall, F. J. Matthews, Tean Meechan, G. W. Meyers,
Frank Murray, F. E. Poellot. C. A. Potter. E. F. Pope,
Richard Samuelson, A. F. Schiller. Harry Seibert. Wal-
ter Snell, G. F. Strelaw, R. M. Thornton, P. J. Vachol, W.
T. Voss and Ella Zabel.
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Some Old Time Druggists and Drug Stores of

Newark, N. J.

By Edward A. Sayre.

When writing on the old time druggists and drug stores
of New Jersey for the Jubilee issue of The Druggists Cir-
cular I had not time to make my article as complete as
I wished, and I have found that I failed then to discover
some errors in the record.

I h^ve revised the portion regai-ding Newark and now
present it as a much better statement than that given in

the earlier article.

In 'lS35 Joseph Trippe was engaged in business as a
wholesale druggist at 293 Broad street, corner of Market.
In 1S46 this name continues in the directory, with the
added address, 128 Maiden lane. New York. In 1847 the
business was conducted by Joseph Trippe & Co., which
firm was succeeded in 1850 by R. H. Trippe; in 1854 by
A. B. Hill & Co.; in 1857 by A. B. Hill; in 1S58 by M.
Williams & Bro.; in 1863 by M. Williams; and in 1864 by
Oliver B. Kinsey. Mr. Kinsey moved one door east on
Market street, where the reputation for Kinsey's Soda
Water was established. A few years later he moved to

the south side of Market. This stand was not so good,

and it was only a short time until we find him on Broad
street, opposite the Central Railroad Depot. The business
was continued until the early 'nineties, and then ivas dis-

continued, the soda apparatus, reputation and everything
belonging to the soda department going to Holzhauer's,

at Broad and Market, where it still remains.
In the same year that Mr. Trippe established his whole-

sale business, namely 1835, White & Badger opened a re-

tail store on Broad street, opposite the old First Presby-
terian Church. In 1857 C. B. Smith started to learn the

business in this store, which was then conducted by
Charles W. Badger, Mr. Smith becoming a partner in 1867,

the name being changed to C. W. Badger & Co. In 1877

W. M. Townley purchased the Badger interest, the name
becoming Smith & Townlev. The firm next became C. B.

Smith & Bell; in 1889, C. B. Smith; and in 1891, C. B.

Smith & Co., under which name the business still con-

tinues, it having been moved to 861 and 865 Broad street,

a tew doors south of the original site. Outside lines were
dropped from time to time; prescriptions finally in 1891,

and attention was given to jobbing particularly. The of-

ficers at the present time are: President, C. P. Smith; vice-

president, H. B. Smith; secretary, N. W. Lawrence; and
treasurer, C. H. Sansom.

In 1838 a store was started at 224 Broad street by Van
Wagenen & Mercer, who were succeeded in 1839 by Dr.

W. T. Mercer, who continued until 1867. He then ad-

mitted a son to partnership, the firm becoming W. T.

Mercer & Son. In 1873 it became W. T. Mercer & Sons;

still later it was W. T. Mercer & Son, and finally W. T.

Mercer, the business being discontinued in 1888.

In 1839 Jacob Van Wagenen started a new store at 108

Broad street. In 1842 it was at 116 Broad, corner Wash-
ington place, and in 1844 the name became Julius Van
Wagenen.

In 1839 Montaigne Ward had a store at 322 Broad street;

in 1843 the store was kept by W. C. Kuypers.

W. B. Grover opened at 254 Broad street in 1841. He
advertised "a genera! assortment of drugs and medicines"

with which he would be "happy to serve his friends and
the public at the lowest prices for cash. Soda water of the

best quality in the season. Physicians' prescriptions ac-

curately put up."

The store at the northwest corner of Broad and Market
streets, now known as "Holzhauer's," was opened in 1843

by Baker & Addis. This firm was succeeded about 1845

Ijy R. & R. Van Buskirk. In 1846 Roswell Van Buskirk
was the proprietor, continuing until 1862, when he sold to

Dr. Stewart C. Marsh. Dr. Marsh was succeeded in 1872

l)y Dr. William A. Conover, who in turn gave way to

Charles Holzhauer in 1881. Mr. Holzhauer commenced
as an apprentice in this store and filled every position,

from washing bottles to the top of the ladder.

E. R. T. Williams was doing business at 242 Broad
street, two doors above Commerce street, in 1843. He ad-

vertised "Medicines at all hours of the night; soda water,

every variety in season, also congress water." In 1849 he

admitted a partner, the firm name becoming Williams &
Lee, and the store being moved to Broad and Canal

streets. In 1851 the name was changed to E. R. T. Will-

iams & Co., and later the store was acquired by John B.

Lee, who continued it for many years, and finally closed

it. Mr. Lee is still living in Newark.
Holden & Whitehead had a store at 358 Broad street

in 1846. In 1847 the business was owned by G. W. Holden;
in 1852 by Hill & Co.; in 1854 by A. B. Hill & Co.; in 1857

by Augustus Hill; in 1861 by Elisha Whitaker; in 1864 by
E. P. Nichols & Co.; in 1867 by Nichols & Townley; and in

1873 by Dr. E. P. Nichols, the store subsequently passing

through a number of hands. Dr. Nichols is still living at

Killingsworth, Conn. At the present time a prosperous

business is being conducted at this stand by Samuel
Schwartz.

Jn 1851 Drs. King & Dodd opened a store at 188 Market
street, corner of Mulberry, which is still in existence. In

1855 it was owned by King & Crans; in 1856 by Dr.

Thomas S. King; in 1861 by Abram S. Van Winkle (of the

present firm of Hanson, Van Winkle & Co.); in 1867 by
Wm. M. Littell; in 1880 by Dr. D. C. Hickey; in 1881

by Lewis Bros.; in 1899 by E. Beitman, who is still the

proprietor. Mr. Beitman has for years conducted a very
successful business in Hoboken.

L. Van Bloppoel had a store in 1851. It was at 45

Broad street. Later he removed to 58 Broad street, re-

maining until 1864.

In 1852 two stores that still exist were started; one

of these was and is at Mulberry and Elm streets. It was
opened by Dr. Luther C. Thomas. In 1853 W. H. Stan-

ford entered his employ, at first only as a temporary as-

sistant, but the doctor took so much interest in him that

his father consented to his continuing in the place. Dr.

Thomas, finding that his confidence had not been mis-

placed, in 1861 the young clerk was taken into partner-

ship with entire charge of the store, and the Doctor went
into the army, where he died in 1864. It was found that

he had left by will his remaining interest in the business

to the junior together with a life right in the building so

long as he occupied it as a drug store, at a very nominal

rent. Mr. Stanford is still proprietor of the store. The
second store was opened at 93 Broad street (now 482) by

Akers & Osborn, and conducted successively by I. W. Os-

born, I. W. Osborn & Co., R. W. Vandervoort, Estate of

R. W. Vandervoort, H. S. Jackson, and at present by the

writer.

In 1857 E. R. T. Williams (who is still living, although

out of the drug business for many years), had a store at

192 Broad street, moving in 1858 to 154. In 1864 A, C.

Brown became proprietor of this store, and in 1865 he was
succeeded by E. M. Avery (who had been doing business

in Commerce street since 1861). At the death of Mr.

Avery this store (which was situated practically where the

Crescent Drug Store now stands) passed into the hands of

his son, A. L. Avery, who conducted it for a number of

years, and closed out to engage in other pursuits. Another

son, E. M. Avery, conducts a prosperous business at Cen-

tral avenue and Norfolk street.

In 1858 we find Henry Van Gordon at 45 Broad street;

in 1861 Charles Holzschuher (who had a store at 26 Will-

iam street), became proprietor; in 1862 he was succeeded

by Louis Roth. In 1867 Buckley & Dovell owned the

store, and in 1868 we find instead the name of Frederick

Haines. As no further mention can be found, the store was
apparently closed out soon after this date.

William Trinder had a store at 149 Plane street, corner

Bleecker in 1861. He sold to Dr. A. M. Mills in 1868; R.

S. Howkins became the owner in 1878. The store was

conducted for years at the old stand, and was then

moved to the corner of Plane and Warren streets, and

later discontinued.

In 1861 Ernest Dreher had a store at 279 Mulberry

street. In 1862 the business was in the hands of W. & E.

Dreher; in 1864 of W. Dreher; and in 1869 of Ernest

Dreher having been moved to 953 Broad.

In 1862 we find W. C. Potts at 108 Broad street, in 1867

he gave way to William F. Fair, aild he in turn to L. Bald-

win in 1868 He moved to new number 577 on Central

avenue 1875, selling to Saunier & Ward 1876. In 1878 Ger-

hard Mennen became proprietor; later the store was moved
to 579, sold to his clerk, L. Greenleaf, and after two moves

is now at 491 Broad.
In 1869 F. Bruguier was in business at 553 Market street.

He continued in the same section of the city until he died

about the first of the present year. His store at 76 Ham-
burg place is now operated by his son, who has also a

store at 153 Hamburg place

In 1869 Frank L. Feind was at Morton and Broome
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streets, and is still in business at this location. He has
an additional store at 76 Belmont avenue, his son-in-law,

F. W. A. Hain, being associated with him.
In 1S69 0. Von Gehren was in business at 339 Market

street, and has. like Mr. Feind, remained in the same
section of the city. The firm is now O. Von Gehren &
Son. the store being at 200 Ferry street.

In 1S70 Dr. Alexander C. Peters was at Orange and Nes-
bit streets. He remained in this location for many years,

moving finally to Belleville avenue, corner Second avenue.
He died a few years since, and the store was discontinued.

A. B. Crooks was at 193 Warren street in 1871. moving
to 189 and later to 185 Warren, where a successful busi-

ness is still conducted by the founder.
Theron Van Geison owned the store at 11 (new number

362) Broad street in 1867. Joseph T. Budd succeeded him
in 1873. The present owner is T. P. Van Ness.

In 1877 Edward F. Kelley had a store at 77 Clinton
avenue. It has become one of the best known in the city

through the administrations of Alexander M. Linnett and
of Linnett & Bro.. the present firm, who also have had a

store for years at Sherman and Frelinghuysen avenues.

Anti-Narcotic Regulating.
Georgia.—A hill to prohibit the sale or giving away of

cocaine, alpha- and beta-eucaine. opium, morphine or
chloral hydrate except on the written order or prescrip-

tion of a physician has passed the upper house of the
Georgia legislature. Exception is made of preparations
containing two grains of opium, one grain of morphine,
one-eighth grain of alpha- or beta-eucaine, or 20 grains of

chloral hydrate in each ounce.
Alabama.—A bill restricting the sales of cocaine and

morphine and providing new regiilations for the practice
of pharmacy in towns or cities of more than 900 inhabi-
tants has passed the Alabama senate.
Kentucky.—The Kentucky Board of Health and the Ken-

tucky Board of Pharmacy are acting together in a strenu-
ous crusade against the cocaine evil in Louisville and
elsewhere. A number of arrests have been made of drug-
gists and other vendors, and the board of health Intends
to revoke the licenses of all physicians convicted of pre-
scribing cocaine illegitimately.
NeiD York Ci«j/.—Charles Hitsch, of this city, who was

fined $250 April 22d last for illegal cocaine selling, has
been again arrested on a similar charge. His case will
come up for trial at the October sessions. The depart-
ment of health said. August 23d. that it had made no
analysis of coca cola, neither had its sale been specifically
prohibited. It was intimated that if the preparation con-
tains cocaine its sale is subject to the provisions of the
anti-cocaine law and ordinance. The commissioner has
on previous occasions held that the burden of proof rests
wfth the seller.

Washington.—A Seattle, Wash., drug clerk has been ar-
rested for selling a "catarrh-cure" nostrum alleged to con-
tain cocaine.

District of Columhia.—Laudanum per se is not a lini-

ment, and therefore does not come under the clause of the
new District of Columbia pharmacy law that permits the
sale of liniments and ointments containing opium. This
is the substance of a recent interpretation of the law.
under which a Washington druggist was recently con-
victed and fined.

Anti-Nostrum Publications in Demand.
An evidence of the wide-spread growth of the cam-

paign against nostrums is found in the extended call for
two pamphlets issued by the American Medical Associa-
tion, which have already reachad the second edition. A
notice of these pamphlets. New and Non-Offlcial Remedies
and the Propaganda for Reform in Proprietary Medicines.
was printed on page 429 of the Circular for June. Copies
of these interesting and instructive booklets can be ob-
tained from the association at a nominal price.

Fehr's Malt Taxed as a Beverage.
Acting Internal Revenue Commissioner Robert Williams

has instructed the revenue collectors to require the pay-
ment of a special tax as malt-liquor dealers, by all per-
sons, not qualified liquor dealers, selling Fehr's malt ex-
tract.

Referring to the submitted formula of this preparation
the acting commissioner said that in his opinion It did

not contain suifieient medicinal ingredients to materially
interfere with its use as a beverage. Most of the medicinal
agents given as component parts of the preparation are,

said Mr. Williams, present in the fermented malt liquor
from which it Is made.

Proscribed in Massachusetts.
Since the publication of former lists in the Circular

the sale of the following nostrums at retail has been pro-

hibited in Massachusetts:
Anglo-American Medicine Company's catarrhal powder.
Maltine with coca wine.

A Watchful Druggist-Mayor.
Agents and canvassers who were distributing samples

of a "headache powder" ran against a snag when they
struck Harrisburg, Pa. E. Z. Gross, besides being the
mayor of that city, is one of the most active members of
the Dauphin County Retail Druggists' Association and
in a very few hours, he had had samples of the stuff

analyzed and found that it was of the customary con-
stitution. Then he issued orders to the police with the
result that they made several arrests of those putting
out the powders and drove the others out of town. His
course was generally commended.

Legal Information.
In order that its members may be thoroughly conver-

sant with the essential features of the new laws affecting
pharmacy, the German Apothecaries Society of New York
has supplied them with abstracts of these several meas-
ures. The anti-substitution regulations; the anti-cocaine
regulations; the labeling and registering requirements at-

tending the sale of poisons; the laws regulating the refill-

ing of registered bottles, and the employment of minors;
and the new regulations defining and regijlating the prac-
tice of medicine are printed in legible type upon heavy
cards of a convenient form to hang up In a conspicuous
place in the dispensing department.

Indian Court Holds Commissions on Prescrip-

tions Illegal.

The British and Colonial Druggist (London) reports a
decision in the Allahabad high court, an appellate court
of India, dismissing the application of a physician who
sought to hold a firm of dispensers to a contract to pay
him a commission of 25 per cent, on all his prescriptions
dispensed by them. The defendants denied the contract
and further contended that such a contract was Illegal.

This contention was sustained in a lower court, the judge
expressing his opinion in forcible terms of this practice
of indirectly robbing the patient.

The judge of the appellate court above stated that he
saw no reason, legal or otherwise, to reverse the decision
of the lower court.

Russian Pharmaceutical Reforms.
The Chemist and Druggist reports; "At the second sit-

ting of a Pharmaceutical Congress lately held in St. Peters-
burg the proposed regulations for pharmacists were dis-

cussed. The chief points of the project are as follows:
The chief management of pharmaceutical matters is to be
in the hands of an Inspector and a pharmaceutical coun-
cil; the head inspector and his assistant must be phar-
macists. The six members of the pharmaceutical coun-
cil are to be nominated by the minister of the interior, and
two at least must have recently owned and managed a
pharmacy. In a former sitting a resolution was accepted
which set forth that the maintenance and opening of
new pharmacies is to be permitted only to pharmacists
who are Russian subjects."

Prof. Base Married.
Dr. Daniel Base, professor of chemistry in the Depart-

ment of Pharmacy. University of Maryland, and profes-
sor of analytical chemistry in the Medical School of the
University, has entered the ranks of the benedicts. He
was married to Miss Rounds, of Baltimore, at Mountain
Lake Park, August 17th.

Dr. Base was regarded by his friends as a confirmed
bachelor, and the news of his wedding created much sur-
prise.
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The Cryptographer's Comer.
Numerous special denaturants for alcohol have been au-

thorized by the treasury department. It Is not recorded

that the following formula for rendering alcohol unfit for

human consumption has received official sanction. It was
sent by Paul D. Brown, of Knightstown, Ind. What is

it?

Another formula alongside for a modified alcoholic bever-

age is also contributed by Mr. Brown. In sending this he

failed to say whether the ingredients were mixed before

taking, after taking or not at all; probably not at all:

a£Uf
Mr. Brown also sent the two "perscribtens" given below.

Literally translated the first one conveys the impression
that the good woman desired a narcotic for some derange-

ment of her calcium oxide; or was it citrus acida? As-

sistance in converting these "naturals' into pharmacal
nomenclature is asked

:

C/i^-^^-
1^ ^6 ^ ^

Here is another of those baffling New Jersey crypto-

grams, of which the Cikcular has shown samples from

time to time. This one is from Charles E. Menagh, of

East Orange, and it seems from it that the writer wanted

a small amount of the medicament that it has been said

transformed a well-known "stomach bitters" from a

beverage into a medicine:

Fortune in Herbs on an Abandoned Farm.
Under the above alluring head the New York Evening

Telegram publishes a long and circumstantial account of

the conversion of a rocky and worn-out Maine farm which
produced principally hay and cord-wood, into a beautiful

herb garden. The farmer won fame and money by his

venture, and. according to the almost romantic story,

has more orders for his crops than he is able to fill—or

did have; maybe he has caught up with them by now.
The business of growing and curing the various fra-

grant and medicinal herbs, says the newspaper chronicler,

grew so fast that in the summer of 1906 the farm pro-

duced more than a ton of catnip, nearly a ton of dried

sage leaves and hundreds of pounds of pennyroyal, saffron,

chamomile, hoarhound, wintergreen, lungwort, gold thread,

white pine bark, parsley, and many other plants that are

seldom mentioned outside the drug stores.

In the old days, when the herbalist was selling hay, he
required two heavy horses to carry hay valued at $10 to

Bangor, and when he sold wood the same horses worked
long and hard to take a cord of rock maple valued at

$4.50 to market. To-day he can put packets of herbs
valued at more than $100 into an express wagon and trot

his horse half the time both going to market and re-

turning.
At last account the herb planter was thinking of keep-

ing bees, training them to suck his catnep flowers, and
putting a catnep honey on the market "purely for me-
dicinal purposes," and they do say that some things put

up "purely for medicinal purposes" have a large sale

"daown in Maine."

Texans are ordinarily a plain-spoken people; perhaps

the following is of "greaser" extraction, which would ac-

count for its vagueness:

The patent covering the production of ionone, largely

used as an artificial violet perfume, expired May 1st last.

Another patent covering a similar process, that of subject-

ing compounds of the cltral series to the action of dilute

It was sent in by Orion Hopkins, of Fort Worth, who

failed to enclose a translation, or the necessary glossary.

The Circular's expert is still in doubt as to what the

peor Serronc is, and asks for light.

sulphuric acid, will expire October 11th. Still another

patent which has some time to run covers the treatment

of ionone or pseudo-ionone with a concentrated acid to

produce a substance with a violet odor.
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Obituary.
H. W. M'DONALD.

H. W. McDonald, of Lebanon, Tenn., died July 25th,

aged fifty years. He had a short time before been ap-

pointed a member of the Tennessee Board of Pharmacy,
and while attending the annual meetings of that body and
the State association contracted typhoid fever which caused

his death. He was the president of the State associa-

tion in 1901-2, and was a member of the board of trustees

of Cumberland University. He is survived by his wife

and an infant son.

A, J. Corning, president of the Calvert Drug Co., of

Baltimore, an ex-president of the Maryland Pharma-
ceutical Association, and honorary president of the Wedge-
wood Club, died August 16th, at York Beach, Me. He
w^ent to Baltimore from Massachusetts some forty years

ago. His wife and four children survive.

J. WEBB FOSTER.

J. Webb Foster, of Baltimore, was found dead August
13th. He was one of the original members of the Mary-
land Board of Pharmacy, serving from 1902 to 1906; was
its president 1904-5. He was president of the Maryland
Pharmaceutical Association in 1902-3; and was the poet-

laureate of the Wedgewood Club.

Miss Delia A. Andrews, long proprietor of a store at

Kilbourne O., was found dead in bed August 3d.

Frank Beringer, youngest son of George M. Beringer,

of Camden, N. J., died August 9th, aged twenty-two years.

George W. Callaway, of Milton, Ind., died August 5th,

aged seventy-three years.

Charles Dickinson, of New Britain, Conn., died August
15th, aged eighty-one years. He had been in business since

1852.

Dr. Francis J. Ducat, of Detroit, Mich., died in this

city August 9th, aged thirty-seven years.

Hugh Duffey, of Hillsboro, Md., died August 11th, aged
seventy-one years. Several years ago he retired from the

business he had carried on for forty-five years. His wife

and five children survive him.

H. W. Evans, of the Evans-Smith Drug Co., of Kansas
City, Mo., died August 2d, aged forty-nine years.

Samuel Harper Folckemer, of Springfield, 0., died July

22d, aged thirty-seven years.

Elmer E. Groff, of Columbus, O., died July 23d, aged
forty-three years. His wife and one son survive him.

Frederick J. Hill, head of the F. J. Hill Drug Co., of

Salt Lake, Utah, died July 28th, aged forty-one years. He
was by birth an Englishman, and was a prominent Mason.

Frank Maguire, of FosterviUe. a suburb of Concord, N.

H., died July 23d, aged twenty-flve years.

Crawford Morrison, of Albia. la., died at Tacoma, Wash.,
August 11th. aged seventy-five years. He was in business

at Iowa City, when the Civil War was started and set-

tled at Albia after his return from the front. His wife

and two daughters survive him.

S. Hartwell Price, of Thomasville. Ga., died at Marion,

S. C.. August 7th.

H. L. Rockwood, of Windsor. Vt., died July 27th, aged
forty-seven years.

Frederick P. Volkmann. of Milwaukee, Wis., died July

30th, aged thirty-five years.

W. H. Watkins, of Huntsville, Ala., died July 22d, aged
seventy-five years.

John E. Welch, of St. Albans, Vt., died August 4th,

aged forty-seven years.

William P. Ungerer, founder of Ungerer & Co., of this

city, who has been styled the dean of American perfumers,

died at his home at Mount Vernon, N. Y., August 4th, aged
seventy-four years. He was a native of Prance, and after

his apprenticeship at the Pharmacie Centrale. of Paris, he
studied the collection and distillation of flowers in south-

ern France. Before coming to this country he was em-
ployed by the firm of Pinaud, and after his arrival here,
in 1865, he was engaged with several American perfumers
and soap makers, finally establishing the Ungerer con-
cern in 1895.

Mrs. Mary Louise Muir, wife of Dr.. William Muir, the
well-known Brooklyn pharmacist, died August 10th. Mrs.
Muir was born at Flushing fifty-eight years ago. For
many years she had been practically confined to her home,
an invalid. Besides her husband, a daughter. Miss Jen-

nie Muir, survives her.

Sunday Closing.
Although the "shorter hours" movement in Philadel-

phia failed to secure the endorsement of the local asso-

ciation, it is steadily gaining ground. When the asso-

ciation aecided to leave the matter to the individual drug-
gists there was some doubt as to anything being accom-
plished. But the druggists have been disillusionized and
have ceased to believe that bankruptcy would be the im-
mediate result of any curtailing of their all-day-all-week

attention to business. The early closing question has not

yet been taken up to any great extent, but a large ma-
jority of the stores are now closed during a greater or

lesser part of Sunday. It is believed that this condition
will continue beyond the summer season.
A mutual agreement among the druggists of Russell-

ville, Ky., is to keep their stores closed on Sundays from
11 A. M. to 6.30 p. M.
The British and Colonial Druggist reports that "the

severity of the Bavarian law which bound a chemist to

his pharmacy like a prisoner to his cell." has now been
somewhat mitigated. By an order just issued by the re-

gent a pharmacist or an assistant must, as a rule, be pres-

ent in the building between 6 a. m. and 9 P. n., or on Sun-

days and holidays till 2 p. ii. At any other time the one or

the other must be in the neighborhood and within call by
bell. Pharmacists working without assistants will be af-

forded facilities for leaving during certain hours by ar-

rangement with the local medical officer and the police.

This rule will permit of pharmacists arranging to close

alternately or in rotation during certain hours on Sun-
days.
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A. Ph. A. Progress.

It is often said that we have so few great men these

days because we have so many great men—a paradox-
ical remark which is easily explained by saying that

if a large number of men are about equally great,

then no one of them appears great in comparison
with the others. We concede that there is room for

-argument concerning this proposition, and merely cite

it here by way of illustrating what we mean when we
-'ay that the recent meeting of the American Phar-

maceutical Association held in this city was both

great and not great : no feature of the meeting stands

out conspicuously above every other feature to dis-

tinguish it, yet many reports were made, many ac-

tions taken, many papers read which, considered

cither singly or together, were of a most gratifying

nature, as indicating the bodily growth of the associ-

ation as well as the growth of the idea for which it

stands.

In the first place, two distinguished members of the

medical profession, representatives of the American
Medical Association, brought greetings from that

greatest of all American medical organizations, and

made overtures to the pharmacists for co-operation

along professional lines for the greatest good to

humanity. This one feature of the meeting marks a

notable advance—a notable advance in professional-

ism on the part of both associations—and one which

it would be well worth the efforts for a twelve-month,

of every member of the pharmaceutical association,

to achieve.

Regarding finances, a matter which always man-
ages to keep itself well to the front, it may be said that

the treasurer reported that the year just closed had

been a prosperous one. The balance carried over on

the general account from last year to this was more

than double that brought over to last year from the

one before. No organization can flourish without

money, and a lack of money has been, perhaps, the

heaviest handicap of the association. With increased

receipts on account of the larger membership, and an

endowment fund established, with good prospects of

its assuming quite respectable proportions, the associ-

ation's financial future is bright.

Money alone, however, will not make pharmacy

better—which is the object of the association. Without

a healthy public sentiment behind the law and behind

those whose duty it is to execute it, the law may, and

generally does, become a dead letter. So, without

members who are in sympathy with the idea of which

the association is the embodiment, that organization.

even though rolling in wealth, would be but dry
bones, lacking in flesh, blood, life. Every member
of the association who attends its meetings goes away
an active missionary in the pharmaceutical field:

vvhether he knows it or not, he is a better pharmacist,
and is likely to become as a bit of leaven among his

brothers at home. Most, if not all, the State associ-

ations were organized by men who drew their in-

spiration from the American Pharmaceutical Associa-
tion. Therefore, an accession of over three hundred
and fifty members during the year is, alone, some-
thing which should distinguish this meeting. Up to
the beginning of this century the high-water mark of
membership had been one thousand five hundred and
forty-three. This was attained in 1896. The mem-
bership then steadily declined until 1900, when it

touched a point lower than had been recorded since
1^88, namely, one thousand two hundred and sixty-
three. The association now has almost twice that
number of members, and will, if it keeps up its pres-
ent rate of increase, have more than twice that num-
ber six months hence.

In the quantity of work performed as well as in

money and members, the association is giving a grati-
fying account of itself. Indeed, in order that its ex-
pansion in this latter respect may not be unduly
hampered, a movement which was embryonic at the
Indianapolis meeting last year, took" form this
year. This was a motion to amend the constitution
by providing for a larger council with power to act
for the association in many matters of executive de-
tail which now have to come before the general ses-
sions. This motion could not be voted upon the same
year it was made, and so, was simply received. It

is printed in full in our news department, and ought
to be read by every member, who should go to Hot
Springs next year prepared to vote intelligently on it,

or to improve it by amendment, if possible.' That
the association has outgrown its old clothes there can
be no question; a new suit must be selected and we
all hope that it will be cut according to the best pat-
tern.

A movement, independent of the one just men-
tioned, was set on foot to change the method of elect-

ing officers. At present, a State which boasts only a
handful of members, and which has two representa-
tives at the meeting, has the same voice and vote in
making up the ticket (which is equivalent to electing
the nominees) that is enjoyed by a State in which a
couple of hundred members reside, half or all of
whom may be present and taking an active part in
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the proceedings. The new plan contemplates the

nomination of three candidates for the presidency and

vice-presidencies, and voting for these candidates by

mail.

We have touched upon only four matters which

came before the meeting, those concerning the rela-

tions of pharmacists with physicians, finance, mem-
bership and reorganization—or, in deference to Mr.

Hynson, readjustment. The turn these matters

have taken connote life, growth, healthy expan-

sion.

We therefore feel that without further reference to

details, which are presented elsewhere in this issue, we
may justly say that the 1907 meeting of the Amer-
ican Pharmacutical Association was an eminently

successful one, and that the idea for which the body
stands is gaining adherents in a w-ay which not even

the increased membership in the association fully in-

dicates.

The N. A. R. D. Meeting.

Pharmacy is coming into its own, and for this phar-

macists should be thankful. The largest body of

organized pharmacists in the United States has fallen

in line with the oldest national pharmaceutical associa-

tion, and has resolved to devote much of its time in

the future to furthering the interests of pharmacists

as distinguished from venders of ready-made nos-

trums. At its ninth annual meeting held in Chicago

last month, the National Association of Retail Drug-
gists said comparative little about ways and means of

aiding druggists to make money at competing with

physicians by supplying the sick with "cure-alls," but

gave careful attention and approval to the proposition

that its members co-operate with physicians by carry-

ing in stock the preparations of the Pharmacopoeia

and National Formulary, and doing what they could

to call the attention of physicians to these prepara-

tions. In this work it will be carrying out plans long

since formulated by the American Pharmaceutical

Association, but which the latter body has never been

numerically or financially strong enough to put into

general operation.

Leading speakers at the meeting agreed with The
Druggists Circular in the stand it took just after

the rendering of the Lurton decision in March, and
stated again when the Indianapolis decree was issued

in May, to the effect that this decision, and that de-

cree, should help rather than hinder the National

Association of Retail Druggists in accomplishing its

work. We are much rejoiced at this, as there seemed
10 be a feeling abroad that the Indianapolis decree

would put an end to the activities of the national asso-

ciation, and such a consummation would be little, if

any, short of calamitous for the retail druggists of the

country. That much good can be accomplished

through organized effort which could not be done
without co-operation, is a proposition that is so self-

evident as to require no supporting argument. That
druggists need all the good that they can bring to

themselves through united effort is also a statement

which we think will not be disputed. Therefore it is

well that the National Association of Retail Druggists
has been freed from some of the entangling alliances

which detracted much from its usefulness to retail

druggists, and has set its face toward doing a much-
needed work for real pharmacy.
The rallying cry for the National Association of

Retail Druggists the coming year will be "United
States Pharmacopoeia and National Formulary."

Aluch work needs to be done along lines suggested by
this slogan, and the National Association of Retail

Druggists is in a position to do it probably more ef-

fectually than could any other agency. The Circular
has always advocated the practice of pharmacy and

not the practice of quackery for druggists, and is much
gratified at the turn in this direction which affairs

took at Qiicago.

To one of the side recommendations made by the

committee which reported in favor of official prepara-

tions propaganda, and which was embodied in an

adopted resolution, we cannot agree. The committee

recommended that the pharmaceutical press refrain

from criticizing the formulas of the Pharmacopoeia

and National Formulary, as by its criticisms it re-

tarded the work of gaining the favor of physicians

for these formulas. To us this seems tantamount to

saying, "We know that we have published a formula

for a worthless preparation, or have made a mistake

in calculating the proportion of certain ingredients,

or the printer set the wrong figure for a quantity, but

the physicians will never know any better, so we shall

not weaken their confidence in the book by discus-

sing the necessity for a change or by publishing to

pharmacists that a change has been made when this

is the case." If such a policy had prevailed, would we
now have the old formula for elixir of pepsin and bis-

muth of the National Formulary III, which gave so

much trouble to a number of our correspondents, or

the "reconstructed" formula? And how about the

other reconstructed formulas, those for solution of al-

buminate of iron, and for elixir of lactate of iron;

and the various other changes made in the two official

books and reported in full in the issues of the Cir-

cular for June and July ? Surely the National Asso-

ciation of Retail Druggists does not mean that the

press should not agitate a question which leads to such

reforms as are indicated by those reports

!

Much work was mapped out for the association's

officers and committees to do this year, as will be seen

by reference to our account of the meeting, and if the

membership stands back of them in their work as en-

thusiastically as it has done when they were doing

other services of less benefit to pharmacy, then at tlie

1908 meeting of the association will be reported a long

step toward solving the difficulties which beset the

paths of the rank and file of the retail druggists of

ihe United States.

How Many Rich Druggists are there, made 90

by selling nostrums for the manufacturers? How
many rich nostrum manufacturers are there, made so

by the work done for them by druggists? As Mr.
Kaemmerer might say, this is "something to think,

about."
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Good Men in Authority.

So much is said, and we fear a large part of it just-

ly, about incompetency and dishonesty, pull and graft,

in politics and the public service, that it is with more
than the usual pleasure that we chronicle the appoint-

ment to official position by the federal authorities of

men of such well-known integrity and ability as Drs.

H. H. Rusby, of New York, and Edward Kremers, of

Madison, Wis. In August we announced that Dr.

Rusby had been appointed by the department of agri-

culture, an inspector of crude drugs offered for im-

port at New York; and now we are able to follow

this announcement by another one equally gratifying,

namely, that Prof. Kremers has been sent abroad by
the same department of our national government, to

study the alcohol industry as it is known in Germany
and other European countries.

Prof. Kremers has obtained leave of absence

from the University of Wisconsin, of whose school

of pharmacy he is the director, and sailed from New
York September fourth, to be absent about five

months. Germany has long had tax-free alcohol for

use in manufacturing and the arts, and much of its

ascendency in certain lines of industry is attributed

to this fact. The potato is the principal source of

alcohol in Germany, and a special potato has been

discovered or propagated there which yields a maxi-

mum of the spirit. The bureau of plant industry of

the department of agriculture, and the University of

Wisconsin are co-operating in the experimental culti-

vation of this potato in this country, and eventually

we may be able to produce alcohol for eighteen to

twenty cents a' gallon, as the Germans have done.

Of course, this whole movement has grown out of

the denatured alcohol law, and ought to lead to a re-

adjustment of a majority of our industries, from

those domestic ones connected with the lamp and the

cooking stove, as well as the raising of potatoes and

other alcohol-producing crops, up through every field

of endeavor in which power, generated by heat, may
be employed, or the solvent properties of alcohol

utilized.

But this is a digression: What we wanted to say

was that great power has been conferred upon the

department of agriculture by the people, through

their representatives in congress, and that the depart-

ment seems to be showing its good faith by enlisting

the services of not only good men, but the very best

men, to aid it in serving the people. Prof. Kremers

will not be at all connected with the administrative

work of the department; only with the technical. In

his new place he is not likely to interfere with the

''vested rights" of adulterators and substitutors. On
the other hand. Dr. Rusby was appointed to his posi-

tion for the very purpose of exercising his known
superior ability to distinguish between the true and

the false in crude drugs, to the end that the dealers

in the false might be deterred from doing harm. We
have known the Doctor long and well, and our knowl-

edge makes us feel perfectly safe in saying that he

will discharge the duties imposed upon him in a

diligent, sensible and impartial manner. In doing

this he will of course make it disagreeable, to say the

Teast, for importers who have been profiting by im-

posing on druggists, physicians and the sick. That

such are not lacking was shown by Dr. Rusby and

others before the scientific section of the American

Pharmaceutical Association at its recent meeting, as

reported by us elsewhere in this issue. That such

importers, when touched on their most sensitive part,

their "pocket nerve," will retaliate by saying all sorts

of bad things about the man who makes them squirm,

there can be little doubt. Indeed, abuse of Dr. Rusby
is not lacking. This fact calls to mind some utter-

ances of ours anent the organization of the council

on pharmacy and chemistry of the American Med-
ical Association some two years or more ago. We
quote from our issue for May, 1905, page 138: "To
do the work and do it properly will be to win ill-will

and invite secret undermining of good name." And
again: "The character of the man who holds out most
firmly . . . will be quietly, steadily and surely

undermined." Nevertheless, we opine that it will

take some hard and long-continued work to remove
from its deep foundation the rock upon which Dr.

Rusby has builded his character, and, as Samuel But-

ler might say, that many a thief will feel the halter

draw with poor opinion of the law, before that char-

acter topples.

Proprietors Frequently Do Not Have Time to

attend to some of the little details which go to make
a store attractive. They want the clerks to do this,

but maybe the clerks do not know just how to go
about making a start. The busy proprietor may not
be able to write out a set of directions which will

at once be an inspiration and a guide to the clerks,

but there is one thing that he can and ought to do

:

he can and ought to encourage his clerks to read such
directions when someone else has taken the time and
pains to think them out and put them into print.

Every month the Circular publishes business-mak-
ing suggestions to druggists. These suggestions are
not bom of theoretical brains that have never been
trained in the actual work of creating and increasing
druggists' business, but are the result of thought on
the part of experienced workers. A good example
of what w^e mean is shown in the article on show-
cards and window-tickets contributed to this number
by Mr. Gould. Every drug store proprietor,

whether he does a business of four, forty or four hun-
dred dollars a day. should read this article and either

act on its suggestions himself, or turn it over to one
of his bright young men "with power."

Paying Money to Strangers is not always a
profitable occupation. Indeed, it frequently is quite

the reverse. For instance, many druggists who are
not regular subscribers to The Druggists Circular
will receive a copy of this issue as a sample. No
doubt a large percentage of them will be so well
pleased with it that they will at once conclude that

they should receive it regularly. Some of these—the
more business-like—will at once send an order for
the paper, while others will put it off until something
or somebody reminds them of it. Maybe that some-
body will be an imposter, traveling around the coun-
try representing himself to be an agent for the CiR-
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CULAR—and this is what we have been getting up to

:

Do not pay any money intended for us, to any
stranger representing himself to be an agent for the

Circular, unless he can show a letter of authoriza-

tion bearing date not over thirty days old. There
have been impostors collecting money in our name
and never turning it over to us. Of course, the loss

falls on the one paying the money, and not on us

—

the impostor is their agent, not ours—but we do not

want our over-trustful friends to lose any money,
especially on our account, and therefore we issue this

v.'arning.

Is The N. A. R. D. Worth a Cent a day to its

members? If enough druggists think that it is, the

association, says Secretary Wooten, will live. If the

druggists of the country, on the other hand, decide,

each for himself, that he cannot afford the tax of $o.oi

per diem which the maintenance of a strong central

organization places upon him, then the N. A. R. D.

will take its place in history on the shelf along with

the old National Retail Druggists' Association, the

Interstate Retail Druggists' League and the rest of the

"has beens." Is it not pitiful that although little chil-

dren in the tenement house districts can afford a cent

.a day for lollypops, the corner druggist cannot possibly

spare a like sum—count it, one cent—for the support

of an organization to which, in the time of his trouble,

he confidently turns for help which may be worth any-

where from twice that sum a day to him, to ten or

twenty-five times that sum for every prescription he

fills or dollar sale he makes?

That Efforts to Retard the Progress of Phar-
maceutical Education by classing colleges of phar-

macy with trade schools will fail, those who have

watched the progress of events in the world pharma-
ceutical for the last several years can have no doubt.

The surest way for one to progress surely and safely

is for him to study the dangers which await him in

his advanced position, and for that reason, if for no
other, papers opposing a requirement of higher edu-

cation for pharmacists are valuable contributions to

the literature of the times. Further, it is a weak cause

which cannot afford to have both its sides discussed,

and the Circular takes pride in the fact that it is

broad enough to give both sides of any question it

presents.

Alcohol-Laden Nostrums are still receiving at-

tention at the hands of the United States internal rev-

enue department, and a new list of so-called medi-

cines which are in reality only thinly-disguised "cock-

tails" is promised for an early day. As was the case

two years ago (see the Circular for December, 1905,

page 448), manufacturers of these alcoholic nostrums

will be allowed a reasonable length of time in which

to change their formulas, and retail dealers will also

be given some time in which to dispose of stocks on

hand, but after the expiration of these periods, re-

spectively, those who traffic in the listed articles will

be required to pay tax as liquor dealers.

The American Pharmaceutical Association is

such an old, honored and active body, and is doing so

much good work for our profession, that we trust no
r.pology is due to our readers for the large amount of

space we are giving to the association's work this

month, at the expense of other matter.

The A. Ph. A. Endowment Fund.
Now and then a little look-back over the history of

events which have led to present conditions will en
able us the clearer to understand the meaning of

things that we see; and the more to appreciate their

significance. Therefore, in considering the meaning
of the endowment fund of the American Pharma-
ceutical Association, some facts which many of us
have forgot and many others of us have never known,
may as well be recited.

In 1885 the report of the finance committee of the
American Pharmaceutical Association contained this

paragraph

:

It is true that our financial condition appears at present
to be good, but the association is not rich; and it has been
only by careful management in the past few years, and by
reducing the expense of publishing the volume of the an-
nual Proceedings, that we have reached the place we now
are. By referring to the Proceedings of 1877, page 526, it

will be seen that it is not many years since the association
was sadly in need of money; in fact, almost insolvent.
And when carefully examined, the treasurer's annual re-

port will not show so large a cash balance as at first glance
it appears to do; for the expense of the year's Proceedings
has to be paid shortly after the annual meeting. The sev-
eral funds that are in the care of the association should
not be considered as the absolute property of the associ-
ation. Again, it is very desirable that an organization
like the American Pharmaceutical Association should have
a reasonably large fund on which it may be able to draw
for such purposes as it may deem proper. Such a fund
gives stability and permanence to a society, and many
times affords the means for relieving it from embarrassing
situations. Such a fund is also a means of attracting
and holding good members, and thus would serve as a
means of helpfulness in our work. We would suggest
that such a fund may in the future help to relieve the as-

sociation in the somewhat puzzling matter of the annual
entertainments. Your committee might go on and multi-
ply reasons for their recommendation, but they deem the
above sufficient, and will only add, in this connection, that
it is the sentiment of the committee that our expenses
should be limited in every proper way, and that it should
be the aim of the association to accumulate (outside of

those held in trust by the association) a fund of at least

?25,000.

Joseph Roberts, of Baltimore (see the Circular for

January, page 91 ). a pharmacist of the old school, was
elected president the same year, and in his annual
address in 1886 quoted a portion of the foregoing
paragraph from the report of the finance committee,
and discussed its propositions seriatim. He thought
such a fund as the one proposed quite undesirable, as

it might "prove to be an incentive for unnecessary
and extravagant expenditure, and possibly a source of

corruption" that might "disrupt the association." He
advised that the association follow the rule, "pay as

you go." and allow posterity to do likewise—or not.

He was afraid too much wealth would draw to the

association those who would work for pelf instead of

for the good of pharmacy. Much more he said along
the same line, which it is not necessary to repeat here,

but which may be read in the official Proceedings or

in the Circular for October, 1886, page 234.

S. A. D. Sheppard, of Boston, was chairman of the

finance committee whose report the president had un-
dertaken to riddle, and ^Ir. Sheppard was also a

member of the committee of three to which was re-

ferred the president's address, the other two mem-
bers being W. S. Thompson, of Washington, chair-

man, and A. E. Ebert, of Chicago. This committee
reported that it did "not assent to all the arguments
used" by the president, "touching the question of a

reserve fund." In explanation of the report of the

committee Mr. Sheppard said that the three members
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had agreed that such a fund as had been proposed
would give permanence and stability to the associa-

tion. He urged the necessity of money as the founda-
tion-stone of everything in the material world of civ-

ilized life. He aaid a good reserve fund would min-
imize the danger of a split in the association ; such a

thing having been talked of. The report of the com-
mittee on president's address was adopted, but it

seems that nothing definite came of the recommenda-
tions of the finance committee—at least, not at that

time.

But Mr. Sheppard nursed the idea to keep it warm.
At the meeting last year he and James H. Beal, of

Scio, O., jointly proposed to pay $i into an endowment
fund for each $20 paid into it by all other members of

the association, until the fund should amount to $25,-

000. The proposition, to which the association enthu-
siastically agreed, is that after the $25,000 has been
accumulated, one-half the income derived therefrom
may be used for any purpose deemed wise and profita-

ble by the association ; and that when the fund reaches

$50,000, as much as 90 per cent., but no more, of the

income therefrom may be so used.

Some reasons w-hy this fund should be raised were
set forth in the Circular for July, page 453, and that

a good start toward raising it has been made during

the year, the following list of contributions received

shows

:

Committee on entertainment for the New York
meeting ?1,380.00

Frank G. Ryan, Detroit 250.00

The Druggists Circular 250.00

Fred W. Sultan, St. Louis 50.00

John Uri Lloyd, Cincinnati 40.00

Charles Caspari Jr., Baltimore 25.00

Frederick B. Kilmer, New Brunswick, N. J 25.00

A. B. Lyons. Detroit 25.00

Ewen Mclntyre, New York 25.00

J. Newton Roe, Valparaiso, Ind 25.00

H. M. Whelpley, St. Louis 25.00

J. D. A. Hartz, College Point, N. Y 15.00

George B. Evans. Philadelphia 10.00

Mrs. Emlen Painter 10.00

Charles W. Snow, Syracuse, N. Y 10.00

Karl Castlehun, Newburyport, Mass 5.00

John Coleman, Wheeling, W. Va 5.00

G. V. Dillenback, Albany, N. Y 5.00

John Eckert. Newark. N. J 5.00

E. H. Gane. New York 5.00

F. G. Fricke, Plattsmouth, Neb 5.00

E. N. E. Klein, College Point, N. Y 5.00

Ferdinand Nitardy, Chicago 5.00

Joseph F. Pearson, U. S. N., Newport, R. 1 5.00

Marion A. Stout, Bluffton. Ind 5.00

Stephen K. Sass. Chicago •:

.

2.00

P. J. Ackerman, Columbus, O 1.00

Total $2,223.00

This is a worthy cause. Pharmacists in the United

States are enjoying a season of prosperity now which

places them in "a position to add to this fund, and by

-SO doing to show their appreciation of what the Amer-
ican Pharmaceutical Association .has done for them.

Every one of them is a benefactor of the association.

Large contributions from the rank and file of retail

druggists ar<> not asked for or expected, the idea of

the "founders of this fund being to make it represent

the good will of a large number of contributors. Of
the upward of 22,000 members of the association, at

least one-sixth are able to contribute to this fund $1

;

one-sixth to contribute $5; one-sixth to contribute

$10; one-5ixth to contribute $20: and one-sixth to

contribute $40. This would run the amount up past

the $25,000 mark, not counting what Messrs. Shep-

pard and Beal would do, and leave one-sixth of the

membership yet to be heard from w-ith contributions

ranging from $50 each up. The $5 men are not ex-

pected to give $40, and the $40 men are not expected

to give $5, but every man who acknowledges al-

legience to the American Pharmaceutical Association

ought to be glad of an opportunity such as this to

repay, in a measure, to pharmacy, what pharmacy has

done for him.

To a representative of the Circular Mr. Sheppard
recently said: "My thought is that in the future the

American Pharmaceutical Association must, in the

very nature of evolutionary progress, be the center of

pharmaceutical life in this country. If this premise is

correct, it is the especial duty of the men of this gen-

eration to help to lay deep and strong the foundation

of this structure that will play so important a part in

coming generations. I am not a scientist—simply a

pharmacist w-ith strong leanings toward science and

a love for it. Aly knowledge of modern life makes
me sure that money will be needed in the future more
than in the past to do the best scientific work—hence

my earnestness in this cause which for so many years

has l>een a part of my life."

Now^ that the work of raising this fund has actu-

ally begun, we hope to be able to report next month
that contributions are being received bv the treasurer,

S. A. D. Sheppard, 1129 Washington street, Boston,

at a livelv rate.

No Political Pharmacopoeia Wanted.
An interesting symposium on the question of gov-

ernment ownership and authorship of the Pharmaco-
pceia appears in the July Druggists Circular, the

preponderance of opinion being against it.

It is difficult to treat so absurd a proposition seri-

ously, but as there seems to be a good many people

who want the government to do everything for them,

it w^ill undoubtedly have some support.

\\'hen the government gets so it can do things a

great deal better than they are now done by private

enterprise, the question of its taking charge of the

U. S. P. may be considered on practical grounds,

though even then theory would be against it. At
[jresent the government has a lot to learn about busi-

ness management.

\\'e don't think the pharmacists and physicians of

this country would greatly enjoy being bossed around

as to their standards by an autocratic little bureau of

irresponsible politicians in Washington. Seems to lis

if the Pharmacopoeia is for pharmacists and physi-

cians thev ought to make it.

—

Xcw Idea.

Oh, Laws!
Bill about to become a law makes it a crime for a drug-

gist to sell a substitute when a special article is asked for.

Well, how about paying for a seat in a car and at the best

getting a strap?—Evening Telegram.

Law is made to protect the weak and restrain the

strong, but—w^ell, sometimes it gets turned wrong
end to.

Black Eye Lotion.

Ammonium chloride 2 parts.

Alcohol I part.

Tincture of arnica i part.

Water 20 parts.
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Co-operation of Physicians and Phsu-ma-

cists.*

By H. H. Rusby, M. D.

I have been asked to reply to the questions, "What
should be the attitude of pharmacists to the medical
profession ? How can they best co-operate w-ith phy-
sicians to forward the movement for improvement in

both professions and for better appreciation of both
by the lay public?"
When pharmacists shall see that the general body

of physicians are competent to diagnose disease ac-

curately and to prescribe medicines intelligently and
correctly, and that they refrain from attempting the

work of the pharmacist, for which they are not fitted,

they will respect the medical profession, as a pure
matter of course, and will rely upon them.

When physicians shall see that the pharmaceutical
profession generally is competent to perform its work,
is conscientious in doing so, and refrains from at-

tempting the work of the physician, for which it is

not fitted, pharmacy will be certain to receive the

support and endorsement of medicine.

When such a state of afifairs shall have been at-

tained, it will not be necessary to devise means for

making the facts known to the public. The informa-
tion will flow out inevitably and joyfully from both
professions; so much so that it would be found im-
possible to devise any means for preventing it, were
the attempt to be made.
The method of procedure then is most simple. It

is for each profession to earnestly set about correct-
ing its own defects, instead of devoting its chief ef-

forts to correcting those of the other party. If it is

replied that this implies the millenium, which will
never come, then it may be answered that tlie objects
of this inquiry will never be attained, for this is ab-
solutely the only way to accomplish it. For some
years past, until quite recently, the trouble has been
that each profession, while giving close attention to
the wrong-doing of the other, has neglected proper
self-discipline. It has been too much a case of mu-
tual retaliation for real or fancied offenses. Such a
method is fore-doomed to failure. To point out, com-
plain of and, if possible, punish the offenses of the
other party is both right and necessarv, but its ef-

ficiency is slight as compared with the internal work
of reform.

How is the work to be accomplished? Let us first

admit that it is not to be accomplished, so far as phar-
macy is concerned, by resorting to special devices,
and bv putting forth special efforts to secure credit
with the medical profession, and by keeping up an in-

ce.ssant talking about it. The Good Book says, "In
vain doth the fowler spread his net in the sight of
the birds." It does not inspire respect for one to
openly seek to obtain it. There is always the sugges-
tion of some ulterior object. Nothing can be more
certain to degrade pharmacists in the eyes of physi-
cians than to act on the assumption that thev do not
enjoy the respect of the latter and that some special
effort must be made to secure it. Conversely, it is

pretty certain that either an individual or a class will
in time come to enjoy all the credit that is justly due
them. If pharmacy will steadily pursue the line of
duty, the medical profession will surely be compelled

by circumstances to recognize and admit the fact or

to be itself pilloried.

Precisely the same thing is true of physicians in

their relation to the pharmacist. Nearly all of them
are appallingly ignorant of some things, and some of

them are appallingly ignorant of nearly all things per-

taining to their profession. Let them correct their

faults and the pharmacist will know of it at once.

So far as the pharmaceutical profession is concern-

ed, those Avho desire to know how to proceed, need
only observe what is now going on and assist in the

movement. I cannot conceive of any better means of

professional development than those now being em-
ployed, nor can I conceive of more hopeful and prom-
ising conditions than those which now surround us,

if only the reactionary element can be suppressed.

Let us briefly review the chief elements in the present

situation.

The attempt of the National Association of Retail

Druggists to make of the nostrum a professional

standard, and the maintenance of its price the pro-

fessional aim, has failed absolutely, and a feeling of

shame is prevalent among the profession that it was
ever attempted.

IS PH.^RMACY .\ PROFESSION?

The question, "Is pharmacy a profession?" has

been hotly and ably disputed, and the overwhelming
decision has been reached that it is a profession, and
that it is to be made more so. The educational fac-

tions in pharmacy have gotten together and agreed
upon a positive though cautious plan for eliminating

the educational fakir from among them and for up-
lifting the standard.

Into the plans and operations of the promoters of

the pure drug laws, our profession has entered will-

ingly and heartily, and of all the efforts at purifica-

tion in our own ranks, none have been so effective as

those which have originated among ourselves.

We see the boards of pharmacy seeking co-opera-

tion, not only among themselves, but with the teach-

ing element, to the end that harmonious relations may
exist between the conditions of ingress to and egress

from the pharmacy curriculum.

If these developments are unsatisfactory to a part

of our profession; if there are those among us who
would seek to frustrate these eft"orts for good, it mere-
ly proves that our advance is to be like that of every

advance recorded in history. If we were too indo-

lent or cowardly to oppose, or too weak and incom-
petent to resist them, the responsibility would rest

upon us and we should deserve the failure which
would result; but what evidence is there in the events

of the last few years that any such result is to ensue ?

MEDICAL MEN AROUSED -AGAINST QUACKERY.

When we turn to the medical side of the picture

we find conditions equally hopeful.

But a few years a-go, the American Medical Asso-
ciation, so far as its distinctly professional attitude

was concerned, acted to no little extent as an instru-

ment of quackery. To-day, no one could ask for

more active or efficient service in routing out quack-
ery from both professions than is being done by the

joint bureau, working under the auspices and direc-

tion of that association.

The medical profession too is growing wide awake
as to its defective educational conditions. The best

medical schools of this country have for some time
been the equals of the best in the world ; but they
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liave been obliged to fioht the same bitter contest
against the methods of the sneak and the scavenger
with which pharmacy schools are familiar, and they
have made head slowly, so far as a general improve-
ment throughout the country is concerned, ^^'ithin

two years, however, the whole body seems to have
been set in motion in this direction, and it looks as
though an early day might witness the exposure and
djscomfiture of all their false pretenders.

It is with a keen sense of satisfaction, and some
pride, that we indulge the belief that it is the edu-
cational renaissance among ourselves which has par-
ticipated in directing their attention to this much
needed reform.

Turning to the Pharmacopoeia, which should repre-

sent the ideals of both professions, so far as its field

extends, we have seen it, for many decades, one of
the most useless, though always one of the best of

books. To-day we see it being put to the most useful

purposes. In this process, its practical defects are

shown to be serious, even fatal, in some 'directions,

and we may confidently expect that this exposure will

lead in the near future to as great a perfection in this

direction as this work has always exhibited in purely
scientific lines.

F.MTHFUL AND AGGRESSIVE WORK NEEDED.

"What should be the attitude of pharmacists to

the medical profession? How can they best co-oper-

ate with physicians to forward the movement for im-
provement in both professions and for better appre-
ciation of both by the lay public ?"

My reply is, by faithfully and aggressively carry-

ing on the work which we of both professions have
already set in operation. We have no longer any need
to be casting about for new plans and new means, ex-

cepting subordinate ones. It is the present duty of

everyone of us to make ourselves thoroughly familiar

with the improvements and reforms now in progress

and to find some place in the ranks where we can do
a man's or a woman's work, supporting the weak po-

sitions, making converts, guarding against rashness

and undue haste.

We are not taking part in this life for all that we
can get out "f it. Tl-.e very best part of life is its vol-

untary sacrifices ; the best Dart of our possessions, that

part which we freely gi^ e away because it will do

better work elsewhere than if retained in our own
possession.

Liquid Soap: An Economical Formula.*

By M. I. WlLBERT.

Many of the advantages that would accrue from
the use of liquid soap, in hospital wards and in public

places generally, are so self-evident that it will not be

necessary for me to reiterate them at this time. The
detergent properties of this form of soap, combined
with the general sense of safety and cleanliness that

must accompany the use of an absolutely fresh par-

ticle of soap at each using, are perhaps the more prom-
inent among these evident reasons why, when once in-

troduced, the use of liquid soap is destined to displace

the cake variety in public lavatories and in practically

all places where two or more persons are expected to

use the same soap.

One of the objections to the more widespread use

* Read at the 1907 meeting of the American Pharmaceu-
tical Association.

of liquid soap, even at the present time, is the com-
paratively high cost of this form of preparation, large-

ly due to the cost of the ethyl alcohol necessary in

making the solution.

Methyl alcohol, while cheaper, oft'ers serious objec-

tions and its use, in view of the many reported cases

of untoward results, even from the inhalation or the

external application of comparatively small quantities,

is not permissible.

Being desirous of securing a liquid preparation with

a minimum of alcohol a series of experiments were in-

augurated that resulted in the apparent discovery that

a mixture of soda and potash soaps is much more solu-

ble in water and much more stable, in any given dilu-

tion, than either one of its constituents.

Elaborating on this discovery, we have devised a

formula that produces a uniformly satisfactory prod-

uct, and one that made from purified cottonseed oil

will not cost more than 50 cents a gallon, buying in

quantities such as an ordinary retail druggist would

be likely to use.

The formula now in use is as follows:

Sodium hydrate 40 grammes.
Potassium hydrate 40 grammes.
Cottonseed oil 500 cub. cent.

Alcohol 250 cub. cent.

Distilled water, .enough to make 2,500 cub. cent.

In a suitable container, preferably a glass-stopper-

ed bottle, dissolve the potassium hydrate and the so-

dium hydrate in 250 c.c. of distilled' water, add the al-

cohol, and then add the cottonseed oil in three or four

portions shaking vigorously after each addition. Con-

tinue to agitate the mixture occasionally, until saponi-

fication has been completed. Then add the remaining

portion of distilled water and mix.

The only precautions that are at all necessary is to

use U. S. P. grade of ingredients, and to be sure that

saponificationis complete before adding the remaining

portion of the distilled water. The water used must

be absolutely free from soluble salts of the alkaline

earths or the heavy metals and for this reason should

be, preferably, freshly distilled.

The resulting preparation not being official, the

pharmacist is at liberty to modify the formula to suit

his own individual taste or the preference of his cus-

tomers. The soap can of course be readily made more

alkaline and it can also be made with an appreciably

smaller quantity of the alkali.

For general use as a toilet soap it would of course

be necessary to give it some distinctive odor. This

can best be accomplished by replacing a portion of the

water with distilled extract of witch hazel, rose water,

or orange-flower water, or, by adding the necessary

perfume, spirit or essential oils to suit the individual

taste or need. A satisfactory odor, and one that of-

fers a good talking point, might be secured by using

the mixture of essential oils used as the flavoring in-

gredient of the alkaline antiseptic of the National

Formulary or the liquid antiseptic of the United

States Pharmacopoeia.

These few suggestions should suffice to indicate that

there is practically no limitation to the possibility of

varying the resulting composition or the odor of this

soap, and the price at which it can be produced, even

in small quantities, should be an incentive for the re-

tail pharmacist to develop a demand for a preparation

of this kind and to supply the resulting wants of his

customers himself.
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What Should Be the Relations of Pharma-

cists and Physicians?*

By J. N. McCoRMACK, :\I. D., L.L.D.

Hailing from the State that gave Lawrence Smith,

Scheffer and Diehl to the pharmaceutical world, I feel

iL to be a distinguished honor to present myself as a

fraternal delegate to this, the leading pharmaceutical

organization in this country, from the American Med-
ical Association, and to be the bearer to you of its

most cordial greetings. But this does not include all

my mission : I am here in a dual capacity, with duties

more important and delicate, as I understand them,

than the pleasant and more or less perfunctory ones

of a mere fraternal delegate. I am here by special

invitation of your secretary to explain and give the

reasons for certain criticisms of your fraternity em-

braced in my official report to our association at its

recent meeting in Atlantic City. In other words, as

he so kindly and courteously expresses it, "For a

heart-to-heart talk over matters of great interest to

both vocations, upon the subject indicated in the above

title." In accepting this invitation I decided to do so

in the spirit in which it was offered and to talk, and to

ask vou to talk in return, frankly and fearlessly of

flagrant evils which have grown up in and between

our professions to such an extent as not only seri-

ously to threaten our relations with each other but

to greatly endanger the well-being of the w^hole peo-

ple.

The proper performance of the important and deli-

cate task I have set for myself requires a little per-

sonal history, in which I am sure you will indulge me.

For twenty-nine years I have been a member, and for

twentv-foiir year's secretary and executive officer of

the State Board of Health, which is also the State

Board of Medical Examiners of Kentucky. During

all of these years I have had direct charge of all health

and medical legislation in the State, spending much of

the time embraced in each session of the general as-

sembly at the capital. For the past seven years I have

been chairman of the committee on organization of the

American Medical .\ssociation, and in that capacity

have gone to many States, and from county to county,

until almost the entire L'nion has been covered, dis-

cussing with medical and lay audiences, questions in-

volved in the great reforms upon which my profes-

sion has so earnestly entered. In the course of this

work I have visited many State capitals and had op-

portunity to address a number of legislatures in the

interest of these reforms. As one part of this work I

have made a careful study of the relations and feelings

of the physicians and pharmacists toward each other

in every section of the country, and have noted the

marked change in these relations in manv sections

in recent years. I spent several months of last year

in a similar study in some of the European countries,

and it was in the light of this vast observation and
experience that I reported to my association the con-

clusions and opinions upon one phase of the subject

only which attracted the attention of your officers,

and gives me the opportunity to be with you.

In this connection, speaking of that class of the

proprietary people and their allies who are "undesir-

able citizens" and their adroit crusade against the

wonderful drug reform in which the medical profes-

• Read at the 1907 meeting of the American Pharmaceu-
tical Association. For the discussion of this paper see
page 664.

.=^ion and country have been awakened, larjely

through lay efforts, I said

:

While these misrepresentations have done so little harm
with the membership, I am convinced that they have kept
many from joining the societies and have crippled our
usefulness in many other ways. As one evidence of this,

they have arrayed the retail druggists against us almost
solidly in many States. At every capital visited I have
found a strong force of drug men working under the di-

rection of expert lobbyists representing the National As-
sociation of Retail Druggists, backed by the proprietary
interests, against the legislation proposed by the profes-

sion in the interest of pure food and drugs, with all of their

expenses borne by that body. In every instance an attempt
was being systematically and often successfully made to

confuse the minds of legislators by the introduction of de-

coy bills prepared by their central bureau, but cunningly
altered as to wording in the various States to hide their

common origin. It was found in every instance that legis-

lators were also literally inundated by letters and tele-

grams from their drug and newspaper constituents in the
interest of these now fully exposed and recognized frauds.

As a real friend of the pharmacists, one who has always
been wedded to the prescription method of dispensing, the
discovery of this almost universal ascendency of the quack
interests over this trade was a painful one. It evidently
means that we have come to the parting of the ways with
these druggists, and must arrange to dispense for our-
selves, as is being done in other countries, unless prompt
steps are taken in a comprehensive way to restore proper
relations with them.

DRUGGISTS WHO DISGRACE THEIR C.\LLING.

The above was by no means intended to apply to

all pharmacists. A respectable minority was found in

all the States who could not be enlisted under the

banner of Colonel Duble * and other peripatetic phil-

anthropists, or indeed, to join in their efforts to de-

bauch and mislead legislators. You will note also

that I hold a large element of our own press and peo-

ple responsible for many of these abuses. This will

be duly enlarged upon and emphasized later on in

justice to all concerned. While these criticisms prob-

ably do not apply to any member of your great asso-

ciation, they form a very small part of what must be

said if the whole truth is to be told about the methods
of the rank and file of the drug trade over this coun-

try. As a part of the regular every-day business

druggists of the class of which I am speaking sell to

innocent men and womeii and even for helpless chil-

dren, who are trying to obtain relief from disease,

habit-producing liquors and drugs which they cannot

but know will v.-ork a ruin compared with which death

v.ould be a mercy. For the benefit of those who have

been made habitues by the small <^nd insidious doses

so persistently urged as harmless before legislative

committees and elsewhere, whisky cures composed
chiefly of whisky, and morphine cures almost wholly

o! morphine, and other things equally nefarious,

known as such to all except those who will not see and

hear, are advertised daily in the small and often in

the large cities all over the country, over the personal

guarantee and assurance of cure of those recognized

as reputable pharmacists. As an evidence of the re-

sults of this business, which is impossible without the

complicity of druggists, on a rec*t visit to the State

Inebriate Asylum of Iowa I was informed that the

official records of that institution showed that over

75 per cent, of all who had ever been treated there

owed their condition to these habit-producing nos-

trums, in instances the particular one bringing about

* Col. Jesse B. Duble was at one time a traveling organ-

izer for the National Association of Retail Druggists, but

has not been in the employ of that association for a year or

more past.—Editor The Druggists Circul.4B.
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iheir downfall being named. If time permitted, sim-
ilar Testimony might be furnished from other institu-

tions and almost without limit from the experience of
private practitioners, especially of the debauchment of
unsuspecting women and children from this cause.

DBUGGISTS WOULD BE BETTER OFF WITHOUT THE DE-

GRADING NOSTRUM TRAFFIC.

Aside from the victims of this infamy there are
three factors now fully recognized as essential to its

continued existence. These are the proprietor or
manufacturer, the public and religious press as ad-
vertising mediums, and the drug tVade. It could not
thrive for six months without the complicity of all

three of these agencies. And yet, so fully has the
commercial idea, the lust for wealth without regard
for the methods necessary to obtain it, taken posses-
.sion of our people, that a large majority of the per-
sonnel of these three classes is made up of men oc-
cupying the most exalted positions in the business,

social and religious world. Now I am one of the
old-fashioned men who believe that ill-gotten wealth
is always a curse, that "Whatever a man soweth, that

shall he also reap," and that this is especially true of
druggists in connection with this business. Only one
of the many instances within my knowledge to prove
this will be given. Of two personal friends of the

highest character and standing who enjoyed a large

trade in this line and became wealthy, one buried his

wife and the other two accomplished sons, respec-

tively, as morphine, whisky and cocaine victims. In

another connection, I shall attempt to show that one
of the three classes named, your people, profit least

by the nostrum business, and that the legitimate drug
trade would be far better off financially without it,

but what I am trying now to convince you is that the

whole thing is morally wrong and that, profit or no
profit, you cannot afford longer to permit the great

vocation you so ably represent to be a party to it, or to

stand arrayed against legitimate legislation for the

mitigation of this evil.

COUNTER PRESCRIBING INDEFENSIIiLF..

For the lack of time I shall only say upon the gen-

eral subject of counter prescribing that, while it is

under the condemnation of both professions as inde-

fensible, I find it distinctly embraced in the teaching

course and examination of some of your leading col-

leges for the past year. It is my intention, however,

to deal frankly with one phase of this question which,

properly understood, is of almost national importance.

I refer, of course, to the treatment of venereal dis-

eases, "the great black plague," by druggists and their

Irttle boy clerks. Gonorrhea, especially, is now recog-

nized as one of our most important and, if neglected

or improperly treated at the outset, one of the most
incurable of diseases, and yet my investigations con-

vince me that in most sections of the country in from

50 to 75 per cent, of cases the primary treatment is

taken in drug stores at the hands of those who would
vj't vcri, msly pretend to have any training or quali-

lio.itidn for a work which often taxes the highest ca-

pacity of the specialist. Often this gravest of dis-

eases is made a matter of sport, and the young man,
having faith in what has been done for him, but usu-

ally dangerous as long as he lives, marries and im-

mediately infects some trusting, pure woman. As to

the importance of all this it is only necessary to say

that it is estimated by our best surgeons that over 50
per cent, of the operative work done for women in

this country every year is due to this disease, and my
investigations show that very much of this can be
traced to this phase of drug store practice. I am
discussing this subject frankly before medical and
mixed lay audiences every day, always giving the

druggists an opportunity to respond, and I am in-

sisting that this practice shall be broken up, regard-
less of how they may feel about the other reforms
proposed. Of the evils of substitution and kindred
matters I may have your permission to speak at an-
other time.

A RAP AT PHYSICIANS.

This is only one side of the shield. The other re-

lates to the sins of omission and commission of the
medical profession in this connection, and it is not a
pleasant picture. Druggists tell me, in many sec-

tions, that they do not get a "square deal" from their

physicians, and this complaint is often confirmed by
my inquiries. This is partially due to the gradual
drifting apart and coincident misunderstanding of the
two vocations, to which I shall refer later on, and still

more to the loose and hazy teaching of pharmacology
and therapeutics in most of our medical schools be-
fore the recent awakening. In consequence of this

lack of training a large element of our profession be-

came easy marks for the pleasant and plausible detail

men, and. through their joint efforts, the shelves of the

druggists and the stomachs of the patients were over-
loaded with preparations which recent developments
have shown to be not only of doubtful but often of

harmful composition. In the same way, and from
the same causes, many physicians became dispensers

of pills, tablets, triturates and other preparations of

doubtful composition, short in weight, and otherwise
so defective as to have little or no therapeutic value,

or to be entirely misleading. Probilin, coming to us
with a foreign mark, but unknown in the country of

its nativity, approved and exploited by one of our
leading firms of manufacturing chemists, which was
so recently exposed by the council of pharmacy, is

only one of many instances which might be cited in

this connection.

In the name of honesty and decency in medical and
pharmaceutical practice, and still more in the interest

of afflicted humanity, for whose benefit we should all

exist, I insist that the continuance of such evils as I

have referred to in both professions and all similar

ones should be made impossible.

BETTER LAWS NEEDED.

For I contend that we, and especially the leaders

of our organizations, are wholly responsible wherever
quackery, incompetency or other frauds or impositions

exist in either vocation, as the medical and pharmacy
laws upon the statute books of every State were put

there by our professions respectively. Unfortunately,

the people have taken only too little interest in either

their enactment or enforcement. If they are so de-

fective as to protect neither the health and lives of

the people or our good names, it was because we did

not possess the knowledge which would enable us to

draw them correctly or because we were unable to se-

cure such concert of action as would secure their pass-

age as drawn and their enforcement afterwards. And
there has been a sad lack of co-ordination between

the States as to all of this legislation. There should

be model bills drawn by some central body, covering

the several phases of the work in the true scientific,

as distinguished from an improper commercial spirit.
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which could be easily adapted to the condition and
rieeds of any State. No less important, the public
sentiment should be developed and fostered which
would make the- laws effective when passed.

THE AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSGCI.'^TION.

In our profession we are making rapid advances in

all these matters. Starting seven years ago with a
most pleasant system to look upon, but which was
practically like creation at its dawn, "without form
and void," we have built up the most coherent, pow-
erful, harmonious medical organization that has ever
existed. We have local societies in over 2,400 of the

2,830 counties in the United States, with a total mem-
bership which has grown from about 16,000 to 70,-

000. Small legislative, really representative and de-
liberati\'e bodies, look after all matters at the State
and National meetings in a way and to an extent
which was never possible before. While material in-

terests are not neglected, I am proud to be able to say
that the true scientifc spirit and the welfare of the
people predominate in every thing. As one of the re-

sults in the way of legislation, in almost every State,

graduation from a recognized medical college and
an examination are required of every one desiring to

enter upon the practice of medicine, as should be the
case in pharmacy. A medical degree has not meant
all that it should in the past, but this is also being
reached. Within the past two years our council on
education, the members of which are serving on it as
a labor of love, has officially visited, inspected and re-

ported upon the teaching facilities, equipment and
methods of every medical school In this country.
Such a report from such a source means that it is only
a question of a little time until no diploma will be re-
cognized as a basis for examination in any State which
is not issued from a school maintaining a uniformly
recognized standard.

THE COUNCIL ON PHARMACY AND CHEMISTRY.
Of the work of the council on pharmacy, most of

the members of which are distinguished members of
this body, likewise serving gratuitously, it is not ne-
cessary that I should say much in this presence. Re-
cognizing that the results of its labors are of incalcu-
lable value to honest medicine and pharmacv, the
council and our great Journal, which is its mouth-
piece, have back of them our solid profession, as we
believe is justly due to both the council and the Bulle-
tin of this association, not only from you but from all

reputable pharmacists.

CO-OPERATION OF THE TWO PROFESSIONS NEEDED.
While much has been accomplished, we recog-

nize that not only is our work in its infancy, but that
the results of much of it must be very imperfect or
long delayed unless we can secure the loyal, cordial
co-operation of the rank and file of your people. In
the light of what has already been said, we also feel

that a stage has been reached in our relations which
will not be much longer endured by either side, and
that w^e should at least try soon to reach an under-
standing if we are not to drift as entirely apart as has
occurred in other countries. I earnestly believe that
we can and ought to get together. Along all lines I

am discussing, from my standpoint, there is little

room for difference of opinion. We both exist pri-
marily for a common, altruistic purpose, the relief of
suffering humanity, and only secondarily for our own
benefit. As is true of all the other learned profes-
sions, usefulness, honors, even a modest support may

be ours, but, legitimately followed, they are not gain-
ful pursuits. If there be those who have entered our
ranks with great fortunes as their incentives, they
cannot make their exit too soon for their own pur-
poses or for the sake of our good name. It is this

class, with the mercenary rather than scientific and
humanitarian instincts, physicians and pharmacists
only in name, who head our great quack institutions

and your great nostrum enterprises, and the medical
journals which thrive by exploiting the latter. With
the proper conception of duty the time has come when
no physician can afford to prescribe and no pharma-
cist can afford to dispense any preparation of which
he does not know the composition and purity. This
means that we must get back to the Pharmacopoeia
and the National Formulary, and have at least as

much care of what we furnish for the sick as the

soldier does for the condition of his ammunition, and
that each prescription is to be adapted to the individ-

ual case. This does not in the least interfere with

the use of preparations of known composition and
value, proprietary or otherwise, which can be better

made in large quantities, but it will put an end for-

ever to all secret nostrums, whether simply value-

less or misleading, or dangerous. Not only are we
urging this kind of instruction upon our schools for

the benefit of the future physician, but we are making
it a prominent feature of the postgraduate course

which is being put before every county society in the

United States.

WORK FOR druggists' ORGANIZATIONS.

I feel sure that no argument is required to induce

such a membership as yours to appreciate such a work,
but I am here to plead with you to do much more than
this—to take an active, aggressive, a leading part in

it. I believe that there should be such an effective

alliance, offensive and defensive, between this organ-
ization and the American Medical Association, as will

insure only pure drugs for the sick people of this

country. This would require joint action, through
committees and otherwise, in framing, passing and en-

forcing the necessary legislation, and, in what is even
more important, as a necessary premise for all this,

such a campaign of education, systematically conduct-

ed over the entire country, as will give the professional

and public sentiment without which all such legislation

is almost worse than useless. Aside from the moral
wrong involved in the nostrum business, about which
enough has been said, it should be urged upon the rank

and file of the drug trade that it has only enriched the

manufacturers and has always been an unprofitable

curse to most of them. Thanks to Collier's, Mr. Bok
and Everybody's, the more intelligent portion of the

public and a most important element of the lay and
religious press are already with us, we have about
finished our contest with the venal and misled medi-
cal press, and the time is most auspicious for the in-

auguration of such a campaign.
I am by no means sure that I am saying all this in

the best way. I fully appreciate the difficulties of my
position, especially in that I have so little information

as to the personal viewpoint of your members as to

these matters. However faulty may be my presen-

tation of the subject, and the plainness and bluntness

of my speaking, I beg to assure you of the kindliness

of my intentions, and of the earnestness of the de-

sire of those I represent to be in such harmony with

you that we may work in hearty co-operation. We
want you to help us make the council on pharmacy
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and the section on pharmacology and therapeutics, or
some other agencies of this kind, centers in and around
which the two professions may gather for these pur-
poses. At best the task will not be an easy one.
Nearly everything worth while doing in this world is

difficult. The interests against which we will con-
tend are strongly intrenched, they have great wealth,
and experience has shown that they are little troubled

. with scruples. Still, the spirit of reform is abroad in

the land, and our cau.se is so just and the evils so
easily exposed that, with two such professions as ours,
organized as they should be, and their hands joined
in the work, the tinal result should not be a matter
of doubt.

Why We Should Not Demand a High-School

Prerequisite for Colleges of Pharmacy. ''^

Bv Otto A. ^^.^LL, Pii.G., M.D.
While it may be admitted that higher education is

quite desirable for pharmacists, it is at the 'same time
tiue that it is not so absolutely indispensable that it

must be made compulsory, either by resolutions of
the American Conference of Pharmaceutical Faculties,

or far less so by the laws of the various States.

It will be conceded that if we could make college

education in pharmacy more popular and more gen-
eral than it is now, an immense gain would be had
even if colleges of pharmacy remained as they are

now, without raising their entrance requirements or

increasing their educational demands. At present,

the great majority of applicants for registration be-

fore State boards of pharmacy are not graduates from
any college, and an overwhelming majority of them
have never attended a college of pharmacy at all.

To improve such a condition, we should not make
entrance to colleges of pharmacy more difficult, but
easier. We should begin to improve educational con-

ditions from the bottom up, not from the top down.
To be able to do this we must understand the condi-

tions, just as a physician must make a diagnosis before

he can prescribe a remedy. We will therefore ask a

few pertinent questions and let the published opinions

of prominent educators of our country answer them.

Jl'hy are our students from the grammar schools

not better educated?
Mr. Edwin C. Cooley, superintendent of public

schools in Chicago, answers in the Philadelphia Sat-

urday Ez'cning Post for June 8th, 1907, as follows:

There is no denying that our public schools are doing
too much overhead shooting. . . . Probably this tendency
to overshooting in our public school educational system
shows more plainly in our high schools than elsewhere.
What is a common school education for, unless it be to fit

the mass of pupils for the practical duties of life? And if

the high school leaves its pupils with only a preparation
for college instead of a preparation for life, when most of

the pupils cannot go on to college, does it not score
a lamentable failure in efficiency and overshoot the
mark? . . .

The effect of treating the high school as a college feeder

rather than as a people's college is felt all along the line

of the elementary grades. The course of study in the

lower grades is made subservient to the idea of high
school graduation in the same way, that the high school

course is framed to fit the idea of the college or university.

The grades of pupils are put through studies which no
reasonable human being would assign them on any sup-

position other than that of graduation from high school

and passing on to college. And yet it is a certainty that
only a small percentage of grade pupils enter the high

Read at the 1907 meeting of the American Pharmaceuti-
cal Association.

school, to say nothing of being, graduated from it, while
the percentage of those who reach a college is almost in-

finitesimal.

Common school training should be a common-sense
training adjusted to bear directly upon the reasonable ex-

pectations of the mass of pupils, upon the needs of the
community and the needs of the individual In his relation
to his community. . . . After all, utility should be the
supreme test in education. And this standard should be
especially applied in shaping the course of study in the
common schools. The statement that the curriculums of
the public schools will not generally stand this test may
be a surprise to many parents, but such is the lamentable
fact.

That these defects exist in our common grammar
schools every one familiar with public education
knows, although there may be many who would not
like to admit it in public. Since these shortcomings
cannot be remedied by ignoring or denying them, our
first duty should be to bring pressure to bear to im-

prove the educational facilities for the children of thf

masses, the children who must go to work at a com-
paratively early age; this is of more importance and
will be of more far-reaching effect, than the effort to

enforce academical requirements for the children of

the upper classes. It ought not to be difficult to so

improve our grammar schools that graduation from
them would be more than equivalent to two years' at-

tendance in high school under present educational

conditions.

But, some may say, these defects in our schools are

to be found only in the backwoods, or in the newer
States and Territories

!

Are these defects also found in our cities?

Let Mr. William J. Shearer, superintendent of pub-
lic schools in Elizabeth, N. J., answer this question.

I quote from an article on "School-Children in Lock-

step," in the World's Work for August, 1907:

The following extract is from an editorial in the Phil-

adelphia Ledger: "There is in the United States a city

only 72 per cent, of whose children attend the public

schools. Of these, only seven-tenths of 1 per cent, pass
through the high schools; only 4.3 per cent, reach it.

Eighty-four per cent, leave before they have gone half

way through the grammar school; 60 per cent, go only
through the primary grades; 53 per cent, stop at the sec-

ond reader. The city in question is facing a future in

which there is no assurance that one-quarter of its popula-

tion will be able to write their names; or more than half

its population be able to read ... or do such sim-

ple sums as can be counted on the fingers; or one-eighth
possess the merest rudiments of knowledge; or one in

twenty-three have mastered the common branches; or one
in 143 have availed themselves fully of the education pro-

vided by the State."

The city is Philadelphia. . . .

These facts are well-nigh incredible, but, being beyond
doubt, they afford reason for the most humiliating reflec-

tions and call for instant "resolution to seek for the causes
of a condition so terrifying.

Every member of this as.sociation should read the

article referred to. He will find there some very sur-

prising and humiliating statements regarding another

great city and State—New York—which will convince

him that there has been too much hurrah and false

pretense in much that the public has been taught to

believe is almost faultless education.

I have, during the past year, directed attention to

the educational conditions in various States, and have

demonstrated that only a small fraction of one per

cent, of American children ever get an education that

is equivalent to graduation from high school, because

either they live where there are no high schools or

they have no money to attend them. There is no such

thing as "free high school education!" High school
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education, even where tuition is free, is beyond the

means of most children, and tuition is not even free to

a very large proportion of American school-children.

JVIiy are our grammar schools not better than they

are?

It has been a common complaint in most of our

higher schools of various kinds that the children now
coming from the common schools are not as well qual-

ified as when we ourselves were girls and boys. This

is not merelv our imagination or our self-conceit, but

it may be conceded to be a fact. In fact, it is the

cause for the present unreasoning clamor for a high

school prerequisite for colleges of pharmacy.

I say "unreasoning" advisedly ; our main complaint

is that our students know too little of arithmetic;

they cannot work examples in percentage. Now
arithmetic is not taught in high schools, and it is

therefore unreasonable to demand one year in high

school, -when that will not insure a better knowledge

of arithmetic.

The editor of the St. Louis Republic of June 9th,

1907, answered the above question :

The country schools, in fact the primary and the com-

mon schools too, have lost their grip, or, at least, their

quantity and quality are not equal to the demand, and
higher education has been ted, forced, coaxed, pushed and
philanthropied out of all fair proportion to primary and
lower instruction.

This means that the State and philanthropists have been
improving education at the top. We are so overwhelmed
with colleges that we are at our wits' end to supply them
with pupils. . . .

Upon the other hand, the need of the masses for pri-

mary forms of education, especially out of the cities, never

was so poignant or so great.

The fact that young men and women are fitted for, and
are about to enter college, is. ipso facto, proof that they

are people of some means, at least, not children of the

abyss. Therefore the colleges are for the greater part

only for the chosen and elect.

States levy taxes and philanthropists levy glory by
erecting, establishing and maintaining colleges for the few
and fortunate. Meanwhile the many and unfortunate are

neglected. . . . Mr. Carnegie. Mr. Rockefeller and oth-

ers have begun wrong. They are cultivating the tree of

knowledge at the top by spraying the leaves, while the

roots are perishing in unfertilized soil. This is contrary to

all sound principles of arboriculture. First, a sound root.

Then, a sound tree. Begin at the bottom.

But this would hardly suit our academic friends,

the university men, because, if the conviction expressed

by the editor of the Republic was generally accepted

by the public, it would inevitably reduce the appropria-

tions for the (so-called) "universities" in order to

apply the money to the more urgently needed educa-

tion for the children of the people.

Are conditions improz'ing in our schools?

They are, mainly because there have appeared ed-

ucators who have had the moral courage to tell the

truth and point out the defects. The "slump" in ed-

ucation, which was so marked a feature of the last dec-

ade or two, was produced by the introduction of

various "fads" in our schools, such as kindergartens,

learning to read without spelling (the "phonetic" or

"syllable" method), language lessons instead of gram-
mar, etc. But let Dr. Arthur Twining Hadley, pres-

ident of Yale University, tell us about this (from an

interview published in the St. Louis Globe-Democrat,

July 7th, 1907) :

We have introduced all through our schools a good
many kindergarten methods and a good many studies

which are of the nature of play. . . . When these play
studies begin to be valued for their own sake there is

trouble. There was a time when we had a good deal of

that trouble. There was a generation of boys and girls

who could not spell or make a sum come out right, or
accept the responsibilities of hard school work of any kind.

Fortunately the worst of this period has passed. Our boys
to-day spell better, and work harder and have more in-

tellectual responsibility than they did five or ten years
ago. . . .

There was a noticeable deterioration, however, from
about the year 1895 to 1902. It was then that American
colleges got their first crops from the kindergartens of

the country. The students were deficient in spelling and
the use of English. . . . The first kindergartens were
extreme in their methods. They are improving, I am glad
to say, and are no longer open to serious criticism.

If we will have patience to wait a few years longer,

we will find conditions in the grammar schools so im-

proved that "one year in high school" will not be

needed to improve our present conditions.

Do the universities serve for the greatest good of

the public, or for the greatest good of themsek'cs?

Prof. John R. Kirk, president of the State Normal
School at Kirksville, Alo., answers this question in

the St. Louis Republic for June 23d, 1907, as follows

:

There are trusts and monopolies in education as else-

where. The big universities seek to focus all energies upon
higher education (so-called) and to bend all things below
them to their own purposes. They are organized and
firmly knit together. They know one another well. They
are mighty monopolists. We need universities, . . .

but they ought not to be in abnormal relation to other
things. They make our school system topheavy.

In fJew England and to the north of us the universities
exploit all education and force all public schools to be-

come special preparatory schools for the universities.

Nearly every university supports a teachers' agency, com-
posed of faculty men and called the "committee on posi-

tions and recommendations." One member of the com-
mittee is a traveling agent called "high school inspector."
He represents this bureau. He forms high school courses
of study, watches for vacancies, in a large measure con-

trols the appointment of high school teachers and strives

to concentrate the attention of high school students upon
the university.

It Is an open secret that the so-called "small college,"

hitherto one of our main reliances in American education,
is to be throttled and driven out.

That some of our formerly independent colleges of

pharmacy have been compelled to succumb as inde-

pendent schools, and to seek affiliation with universi-

ties is deeply to be regretted for the sake of pharmacy
itself; but

—
" 'tis true, 'tis pity; and pity 'tis 'tis true!"

Should colleges of pharmacy be university depart-

ments?
The majority of our State "universities," even

those that are not really universities at all, try to

maintain the old academic ideals and traditions that

have been handed down to us from generation to gen-

eration, from the times when "education" was sup-

posed to be the exclusive privilege of the leisure

classes.

A rational modern idea of the relation of schools to

each other in a proper system of education, is some-

what as follows:
Primary
Education. Secondary Educytion. Higher Education

Primary Manual Training Schools, Normal Schools,

and Agricultural Colleges. Professional

Grammar High Schools, Schools
Schools. Academies. and

Technical Trade Schools, Universities.

Business Colleges,

Correspondence Schools, etc.

Be it admitted, for argument's sake, that the way
through high school to the academic higher institu-

tions is the best way ; as long as high schools are not

more generally available, or of more satisfactory ed-

ucational value than at present, it ought not to be the
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only way to enter professional colleges or universities.

When universities introduce "departments" that really

belong to the secondary group of schools, as for in-

stance departments of pharmacy, the latter do not

thereby become real university departments, but
shoidd be considered as secondary schools, like the

high schools, the equivalents, collaterals, or alterna-

tives of the high schools ; and it should not be neces-

sary to go through high school or to go to high school

at all, as a preliminary to a business or trade educa-
tion.

' Pharmacy schools, to train drug clerks and retail

pharmacists, are essentially technical trade or business

schools ; they rank with high schools and not above
them; they are alternatives for high schools and not
legitimately university departments at all, therefore,

they should not demand university prerequisites.

is this a rational explanation of the relation of a

pharmacy school to general education f

Dr. Arthur Twining Hadley, president of Yale Uni-
versity, in the interview already referred to, answers
this question

:

I certainly do not think that everybody ought to have a
college, or even a high school education. But it seems to

me a mistake to separate boys into those who propose to

go into business or professions, as it that were a natural
and fundamental division. I believe that every boy whose
parents have the necessary money should go on with his
general education as long as opportunities for culture and
the ideals of public spirit which it inculcates appeal to

him. The instant that appeal ceases to have force let him
begin a technical course which will lead him to his work
as soon as possible. When the culture motive stops, the
money motive must come in. But I know many men in

trades who would have gotten the fullest profit out of a
college education, and some men in commercial and pro-

fessional life with whom the time spent in college or in

the high school was pretty largely thrown away.

In other words, if a boy or girl has taste for

academic culture, and ambition to go to high school

and further, he or she should do so, if the parents can
afford to pay for it; but if for either of two reasons,

lack of inclination or lack of money, they cannot go to

high school, let them go direct to a school that will

teach them the trade or business they intend to follow.

In this sense a college of pharmacy or a business col-

lege for book-keepers, stenogmphers, etc, or a manual
training school for engineers, mechanics, electricians,

draughtsmen, chauffeurs, etc., is not in the ascending
line in academic education, but is collateral or par-

allel with the high school.

This does not mean that men who aspire to the

highest positions in these respective callings will not

do well to complete a full academic course, but merely
that the rank and file, the overwhelming majority of

those who intend to follow these callings, do not need

the academic training to become efficient, competent
tradesmen or business men.
Should all ivlio zvant to become pharmacists go to

colleges of pharmacy f

From the selfish standpoint of a professor in such

a school, I might be tempted to say "yes" to this ques-

tion, but from a broader, fairer standpoint of honesty

the most that can be said is, that all who can aflford

Ic do so would find a college training a great help to

success in life. Every boy who enters pharmacy as

an apprentice should make it his aim to get a college

education, if possible. But it should not be made ab-

solutely obligatory.

The president of Yale University said

:

Desirable as it is in all respects, a college education
may cost too much. It is not worth the surrender of one's

self-regard or self-reliance. A mother and her daughters
deprive themselves of the necessaries of life, go hungry,
perhaps, as well as shabby, that a son and brother may
stay in college four years. An education is not worth such
a sacrifice. The duty of a son and brother is to help his
mother and sisters, if they need it, A college course at
the expense of their physical welfare is a hardship on
them and a positive injury to the student.

Fortunately the boy who finds himself in this predica-
ment can make his way in the world by application to
study without going to college. The common-sense
question should be: Has a young man learned to
know a certain subject? The academic question
would be : Has he learned it in high school in a cer-
tain number of academic units, consisting of eight
months' work of not less than four forty-minute pe-
riods each week? Thousands and tens of thousands
of young people who have no time to acquire knowl-
edge in the academic way have found the correspond-
ence schools the ladders by which they have risen to
success. No laws ought ever to make it impossible for
such youths to climb.

THE .\TTEND.\NCE .-^T UNIVERSITIES.

In the following table I quote the attendance from
the various States at the seventeen most prominent
universities of our country, as given in Science for
July 26th, 1907.
The list is not quite fair because it includes some

State universities while omitting others, thus making
the attendance from some States whose universities
are not included seem small as compared with that
from States whose universities are included. On the
other hand, the State universities so included in the
list are really "universities," with more than local rep-
utations, while many, if not all the other State uni-
versities, not included are not really "universities,"
but are only called so.

The first column shows how many students from
each State attend the universities; the second shows
the population ( 1900 census) of the States, and the
third column shows approximately how many per-
sons out of every ioo.chx) attended these universities
in the year 1906-1907:

states. students. Population. Per 100,000.

New York 7.052 7,268,894 98
Illinois 4.313 4,821,550 88
Pennsylvania 4,281 6,302,115 68
Massachusetts 3,909 2,805.346 139
Wisconsin 3,246 2,069,042 162
Ohio 2,946 4,157,545 72
California 2,788 1,485,053 186
Michigan 2,573 2,420,982 107
Connecticut 1,423 908,420 158
New Jersey 1,394 1,883,669 73
Rhode Island 671 428,556 134
Virginia 540 1,854,184 28
Indiana 477 2,516,462 19
Iowa 417 2,231,853 19
New Hampshire 407 411,588 102
Missouri 379 3,106,665 12
Maryland 289 1,188,044 24
Maine 250 694,466 36
Minnesota 231 1,751,394 13
District of Columbia.. 227 278,718 76
Kentucky 226 2,147,174 11
Colorado 222 539,700 44
Vermont 191 343,641 63
Texas 149 3,048,710 5
Kansas 141 1,470,495 9
Tennessee 125 2,020,616 6
Nebraska 123 1,066,300 12
Washington 114 518,103 23
Alabama 113 1,828,697 6
West Virginia 100 958.800 10
Georgia 97 2,216,331 4.4
Delaware 93 184,735 42
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States. Students. Population. Per 100,000.

North Carolina 93 1,893,810 5

Oregon 93 413,536 23

Montana 88 243,329 33

South Dakota 70 401,570 17

South Carolina 67 1,340,316 5

Utah 67 276,749 24

Mississippi 64 1,551,270 4

Arliansas 50 1,311,564 3.8

Louisiana 49 1,381,625 3.5

Florida 43 528,542 S

Oklahoma 38 398,331 9.5

North Dakota 37 319,146 12

Idaho 18 161,772 11

Wyoming 18 92,531 19

New Mexico 15 195,310 8

Arizona 13 122,931 11

Nevada 11 42,335 26

Indian Territory 10 392,060 2.5

Let it be conceded that, in a general way, the at-

tendance at universities is a gauge of educational con-

ditions in the respective States, and it follows from the

vast differences shown in the last column of the above

table, that it is impossible at present to enforce a uni-

form rule for admission to colleges of pharmacy, re-

gardless of geographical location or educational con-

ditions.

For instance, if the representatives in the American
Conference of Pharmaceutical Faculties from New
York, with 98 university students to each 100,000 of

population, Illinois, with 88 per 100,000, Massachu-

setts with 139 per 100,000, or Wisconsin with 162 per

100,000, really think they ought to ask a high school

prerequisite for entrance to colleges of pharmacy, it

would nevertheless be very unfair on their part to

vote to compel the students of pharmacy in Missouri,

with 12 university students per 100,000, Kentucky,

with II per 100.000, Kansas, with 9 per 100,000,

Tennessee, with 6 per 100,000, Georgia, with 4.4 per

100,000, or Louisiana, with 3.5 per 100,000, to meet

the same requirements ; and any claims that might be

made by the representatives of the latter States, that

their States are in a position to comply with such re-

quirements would be absurd exhibitions of false pride

and flagrantly dishonest false pretense, absolutely at

variance with the officially published statistical facts

concerning their States.

The main reason why some of the States show such

small attendance at the universities is not that there is

no appreciation of education in those States, but that

the States are new, or financially poor, and high

schools are not generally accessible to the children of

those States, and as the universities demand a high

school prerequisite qualification, and some of these

States have no high schools or only a few of them,

the young men and women from such States are

barred from universities, not necessarily because they

are not qualified to profit from university education,

Ijut because they are unable to comply with a tech-

nicality.

As a rule, also, the newer the State, the more de-

mand is there for labor, work, business, and the less

leisure is there for gentlemanly loafing (an incentive

that accounts for many a student at a university) and
therefore the smaller is the number of young people

who can afford the time for university education.

Is college and university education necessary for

success in life?

Dr. Xewell Dwierht Hillis. in the St. Louis Post-

Dispatch of August 4th, 1907, answered as follows, in

,1- -"-'icle entitled "The World is a Schoolhouse"

:

Our age atid civilization represent a large school house,
where events are the teachers. . . . For the boy who

knows how to ask questions, every man becomes a
teacher. . . .

For education is not an accumulation of facts. Culture
is not the stuffing of memory with dates and names. Ed-
ucation is an awakening. . . .

The college is not the only school-room. The boy with
his diploma must not think that the man who has not been
to college is of necessity an ignorant man. That standard
would make Burns and John Bunyan and Lincoln block-
heads, would turn Jenny Lind and Sappho into dunces.
The English bard never went to college, but he held a

culture quite equal to the polished sentences of Samuel
Johnson and Edward Everett. The occasional cad, fond-
ling his diploma and despising every man who is not uni-

versity bred, justifies the epigram that "colleges are places
where brick-bats are polished and diamonds are dimmed."

Will the high school continue to he merely a feeder

for higher institutions?

Mr. Eugene C. Warriner, superintendent of schools

ii- SaginaAv, Mich., answers (in Michigan Alumnus,
for June, 1907) :

However true it may be that secondary schools were
called into being in response to a demand for students
properly fitted to enter higher institutions of learning,
the community has long since realized that the high school
is in reality the people's college. It is not a university,
but it may afford to a great mass of young men and women
the elements of higher education beyond the absolute
needs of the common schools and of everyday life, which
shall fit them not only to make the most of life, but to

become leaders in their respective communities. The first

duty of the high school is always to the community which
supports it. This must never be forgotten. The slight

feeling which may at times be expressed against the uni-

versity has no doubt arisen from this thought, that the
university authorities were perhaps forgetting this para-
mount duty of the high school and regarding the high
school as solely a fitting school or branch of the university.

The high school will no doubt fit men and women
for universities in future as it has in the past, but it

will not be conducted with mainly this end in view.

The high school will not merely be the means to an

end in education, but it will itself be the aim and end
of the education of the people, and its relation to the

universities will be only an incidental phase. From
the grammar schools the pupils will pass to the high

schools, academies, seminaries, the manual training

schools, the colleges of business and trades, agricultu-

ral schools, etc., and the millions of the people will

consider their education (as far as schools are con-

cerned) completed when they have gone through one

of these. Only the few will go from the high school

to the higher schools, and I am not sure that the way
to the latter will always continue to be necessarily

through the high school.

Will colleges continue to depend on high schools for

students? Will a high school education always con-

tinue to be a prerequisite for entrance to colleges and
universities?

I have already stated my belief that technical trade

and business colleges should not demand such a pre-

requisite ; many of them do not, and others which now
do so, will no doubt discontinue to do so ere long.

Whatever of high school work is necessary for their

students to know, for the proper understanding of the

trade or business to which they are devoted, these

colleges will have to teach themselves.

In a valedictory address to the 1907 class of the

Syracuse (N. Y.)'Univcrsity, Dr. Andrew S. Draper,

commissioner of education for the State of New
York, answered the above question as follows:

The American colleges will be obliged to work in accord

with the overwhelming number of universities, colleges

and secondary schools taken together. They will have to

accept students who can do their work and who want to
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do it, without so much reference to how or what they have
studied somewhere else. The Western boys and girls say
that under the accrediting system, by which institutions

are examined more than students, it is easier to get into

Western than into Eastern universities, but that, once in,

it is hard to stay in a Western university, while one who
gets into an Eastern university can hardly fail to be grad-

uated, if he will be polite to the professors and pay the
term bills. And the Western people say that their way is

best; that everyone must have his chance; that at least

his chance is not to be taken away upon a false premise;
that if he "flunks out" after having had his chance it is

his fault and no one is going to worry about it; and that
it is better to regard the graduation standards and apply
tiiem to four years' ivork that the faculty must know all

about than to make a fetish of entrance requirements and
have so much ado about prior work—about ichich they
can know very little at best. It is all worth thinking
about. I am not a Westerner; I am thoroughly a New
Yorker. But I am for the open, the continuous and the
sviooth road from the primary school to the university,
and for everyone having his chance without any likelihood

of his losing it upon a misunderstanding or a hazard.
Our democracy is developing a new kind of civilization,

our system of common schools, primary and secondary,
has brought forth a type of advanced schools peculiar to

the country. Institutions that would prosper may better
recognize the fact. The universities that would thrive must
put away all exclusiveness and dedicate themselves to

univer.-^ai public service. They must not try to keip people
out; they must help all who are worthy to get in. It is

not necessary that all these institutions shall stand upon
exactly the same level ; it is necessary that each shall have
a large constituency. . . .

/( is imperative that all shall value the man at his true
worth and not reject him. because his preparation has
tacked an ingredient which a professor has been brought
up to worship.

It is to be regretted that the American Conference
ot Pharmaceutical Facuhies thinks of introducing- the

obsolescent academic prerequisite of high school at-

tendance just when the leading educators of our coun-

try are awakening to the newer requirements, find-

ing that traditional academic prejudices are not as es-

sential as they were once believed to be; just 'when

educators commence to realize that high school attend-

ance may be a meaningless formality and technical-

ity, when compared with the worth of the prospec-

tive student himself. Let us cut loose from the fet-

ters and the traditions of the dying past, and join in

the liberal educational movement so well described by
Chancellor Winfield Scott Chaplin, in his address at

the celebration of the fiftieth anniversary of Wash-
ington University, on June 20th, 1907, at St. Louis:

Entrance to Washington University is easy, the only
requirements being that the student is prepared to profit

by the instructions of its teachers. Its degree is based
neither on age, nor sex, nor time of study, but on work
and advancement. Its rules are few. its privileges many.
It has but a single aim—to stimulate mental growth.

A Simple Method of Estimating Camphor
and Alcohol in Spirit of Camphor.*

Bv J--\MES Seymour.

The instrument used for the assay consists of a

graduated tube about 2 cm. in diameter and 15 to 20
cm. long, joined at its lower end to a smaller tube

about 7.5 mm. in diameter and about 5 to 7 cm. long,

and graduated in 0.5 c.c.

METHOD OF ASSAY.

The spirit is first examined for the percentage of

*This paper was prepared from rough notes presented
at the 1907 meeting of the American Pharmaceutical As-
sociation, and read in abstract by Prof. A. B. Stevens, for

the author.

water present by placing in the instrument about 4 c.c.

of the sample and noting the volume exactly, then

adding from 0.5 to i gramme of potassium carbonate
and shaking a few minutes. Should the carbonate

dissolve, the alcohol is below the required

strength and more potassium carbonate
should be added until in excess. Allow the

liquids to separate and read the volume of

the upper alcohol layer. Subtract this vol-

ume from the original volume of spirit taken.

This gives the volume of water present.

For example, if 4 c.c. were taken and the

alcoholic layer occupied 3.2, that would leave

0.8 for water, which is 20 per cent, of the

volume of the sample taken.

ESTIMATE OF CAMPHOR.

Camphor and chloral hydrate, when
brought together, form a liquid that is very
sparingly soluble in water or 30 per cent, al-

cohol, and this liquid can readily be meas-
ured, as it settles to the bottom of the gradu-
ated tube. When more than 2 per cent, of

camphor is present in the spirit, its amount
may be estimated within an error of about

i/io of one per cent., as follows:

After determining the water present, in the spirit

of camphor, place 10 c.c. of the sample in the tube.

If deficient in alcohol, add a volume of alcohol equal

to that of the water found, then add 2 grammes of

chloral hydrate. When this is dissolved, add enough
water to make 30 c.c. Shake thoroughly and allow

to settle. With official spirit of camphor the chloral-

camphor settles, forming a clear liquid occupying a

volume of 2 c.c. When the spirit is strong of cam-
phor it settles more quickly than when weak ; with only

2.5 per cent, of camphor it takes several hours. With
2 grammes of camphor in 100 c.c, no separation takes

place.

The temperature should be from 15° to 20° C.

From numerous experiments the volume of chloral-

camphor found for various strengths of spirit was as

follows

:

Camphor in 100 c.c. Volumes of chloral-camphor.

10 grammes 2.00 cubic centimeters.
9 grammes 1.75 cubic centimeters.
5 grammes 1.50 cubic centimeters.
7 grammes 1.25 cubic centimeters.
6 grammes 1.00 cubic centimeters.
5 grammes 0.75 cubic centimeters.
4 grammes 0.50 cubic centimeters.
3 grammes 0.25 cubic centimeters.
2 grammes 0.00 cubic centimeters.

Bodemann on the Nostrum Traffic.

" "Patent' medicine is another rock on which phar-

macy foundered,"' said Wilhelm Bodemann in an ad-

dress to the alumni of the school of pharmacy of the

Northwestern L^niversity, at their annual dinner at

Chicago this year, "yet I am not quite ready to advise

you to dump it in the lake where it is deepest, but I

wish we had assumed a dififerent attitude to the traffic

years ago." Continuing, the speaker said : "There
was a tim.e when we peddled almanacs for the 'patent'

medicine barons, but I am glad to say this has passed.

We can, however, find to-day druggists who use

counter wrapping paper bearing 'patent' medicine ad-

vertisements and then wonder why the doctors are

not more friendly to them. Let me advise you not
to accept the offers of free wrapping paper."
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Abstracts.

Injection of Oxygen in Knee Joint Disease.
Rauenbusch (Berl. klin. U'och. through Joiirn. Am.

Med. Asso.) injected chemically pure oxygen into the

knee joint for the purpose of obtaining a better x-ray
picture, as recommended by Werndorf and Robinson
a few years ago. He was surprised to find that pa-

tients suffering from chronic joint diseases requested

a repetition of this procedure, as it brought them so

much relief from their pain. The experiments were
continued and a number of cases of chronic arthritis

and arthritis treated by this means with very favorable

results. The gas was injected through a small canula
under strict aseptic precautions, directly into the cavity

of the joint. The intervals at which this was done
varied from one to three weeks. In the presence of

a synovial tuberculosis, the method was also attended

with good results. The treatment is entirely em-
pirical and the author is not prepared to state whether
its effects have any permanent value, but recommends
its use in selected cases as a means of alleviating the

distressing symptoms.

Manganese Poisoning.
R. von Jaksch (Miiiich. mcd. Jl'och. through Med.

Rec.) describes four cases of a peculiar nervous af-

fection occurring in workmen engaged in the manu-
facture of permanganate of potassium. The most
prominent symptoms were monotonous scanning
speech, uncontrollable weeping or laughing, palsies or

contractures of the lower extremities, disorders of

gait, retropulsion, psychical degeneration, and in-

creased knee jerks. Babinski's sign, nystagmus, and
contractures of the visual fields, are not present. The
author considers that this affection of the nervous sys-

tem is caused by the inhalation of dust containing

suboxide of manganese, although other factors may
possibly play a role in its etiology. The author also

describes another case in which the patient exhibited

a neurosis somewhat resembling the condition just de-

scribed, but which was apparently the result of auto-

suggestion. For cases of this sort the author pro-

poses the name of manganophobia.

Eye Strain and Epilepsy.

Gould reports fSf. Loiti.^ Mcd. Rev.) the case of a

man \fho after having been treated in vain for severe

epileptiform attacks by surgical procedure was re-

lieved of his trouble by being fitted by the author with
appropriate glasses; a year and a half had elapsed

since the glasses were supplied and but one seizure

had occurred after that time. The patient had had
headaches at school ; suffered fromi "nervousness"
when reading and the seizures began after doing some
work in a constrained position with a poor light. He
had suspected that his eyes might be the cause of his

trouble, but the surgeons who twice operated on him
would not hear his suggestions in that regard.

Eczema Caused by Dentifrices.

Galewski (Mi'nicli. mcd. Jl'och.) having met with
sixteen cases of eczema of the lips or chin caused by
the use of aromatic dentrifices. both liquid and powder,
experin-.i'uted t'o determine what might be the ingredi-

ent which caused this. In many cases it was found to

be peppermint oil ; patients not being affected when

this was omitted from the dentifrice; others were met
with who could not tolerate the presence of any ir-

ritant bodies, such as other essential oils, and espe-
cially terpenes.

Cholesterin for Lockjaw.
Almaglia and Mendes (Rep. de Pharm.) report the

successful trial of cholesterin for lockjaw in a patient
on whom the usual antitoxin had proved useless ; chol-
esterin was injected in doses which were rapidly in-

creased to 1.5 gramme per diem; improvement be-
came evident on the fourth day, and a cure resulted.

In another case amelioration occurred also on the
fourth day, recovery being reached in nineteen days,
during which period 17 grammes of cholesterin had
been administered.

Oxygen in Septic Affections.
Magi (Policlinio through Jonni. Am. Med. Asso.)

has given Thiriar's method of injecting oxygen in sep-

tic affections a trial and has become convinced of its

great value. The surgeon has already adopted hy-
drogen dioxide, but the pure o.xygen is free from the

disadvantages of the water used in the solution of the

latter, while it has all and more than its advantages.
He used the oxygen first in a chronic suppurating
fistula resulting from gaping of the wound after

herniotomy. Oxygen was allowed to flow in and out
of the fistula for four hours the first day, up to a

maximum of fourteen hours by the fourth day. In

less than two weeks the fistula had completely healed.

The oxygen was also instrumental in rapidly healing

a chronic suppuration in a suprapubic cystotomy
wound, and also in the healing of the wound left from
extirpation of a rectal cancer.

Action of Nitric Acid on Cinchonine.

Rabe and Ackermann (Berichtc through Pharm.
Joitrii.) have obtained a base of the formula
Ci(,H,„0„X^ by heating cinchonine, Cj<,H.>,jON„, free

from cinchotine, with nitric acid of specific gravity 1.3

for forty-eight hours, at 100° to 110°. The substance
crystallizes from alcohol in colorless woolly needles,

and melts with decomposition at about 238° ; it yields

a hydrochloride of the formula C^HjoOsNj.aHCl,
and on oxidation with chromic acid is converted into

cinchonic acid.

Preservation of India Rubber Tubes.
To preserve india-rubber tubes, says the Chemist

and Druggist, G. Guerin recommends that they be
given two coats of a syrupy solution of Para rubber
in benzin. Such tubes, it is said, preserve their soft-

ness for a long time, and do not absorb any liquid

passed through them.

Starch Grains in Urine.

Starch grains have sometitnes been found in urine,

but they have always been regarded as adventitious

n:atter. Dr. Rahel Hirsch, however (Zcit. f. e.vper.

Path. n. Therap.), finds by experiment that starch

grains are capable of passing unchanged through the

intestinal mucous membrane into the blood, from
which they are excreted by the kidney. In the human
subject he has not found them in the blood, but only

in the urine.
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Notes and Queries.
Notice.—It is desirable that all questions to be an-

swered under this head should be received before the
fifteenth of the month and they must be accompanied with
the name and address of the writer.
Queries are not answered by mail. The information

supplied in these columns is intended for the benefit of
our readers in general, not for the profit of the individual
inquirer only.

Breath Perfumes.—G. B., Oregon.—Cachous for
imparting a pleasant odor to the breath may be per-
fumed with any one of a variety of aromatics, or a
combination of several. Essential oils, as the oils of
peppermint, cinnamon and others are used.
A couple of formulas follow

:

I.

Oil of peppermint 30 drops.
Oil of lemon 20 drops.
Oil of neroli 20 drops.
Oil of cinnamon 20 drops.
Cloves 40 grains.

Cardamom 80 grains.

Vanilla 120 grains.

Orris root 150 grains.

Mace 400 grains.

Sugar 300 grains.

Licorice extract 550 grains.

Mucilage of acacia enough.

II.

Licorice extract 3 ounces.
Catechu i ounce.

Sugar I ounce.

Tragacanth i^ ounce.

Oil of .cloves I dram.
Oil of cassia 30 minims.
Oil of nutmeg 10 drops.

Water enough.

Eggs of Pharaoh's Serpents.—H. A. S., New
York.—Mercurous sulphocyanate, HgCyS, is a white

precipitate, formed by adding mercurous nitrate to a

dilute solution of potassium sulphocyanate, and is

sometimes used in making the dangerous toy known
as eggs of Pharaoh's serpents. The substance is a

violent poison ; the "eggs" have been eaten by chil-

dren, who supposed them to be candy; and the fumes
when it is heated are of course dangerous.

It may be added that the toy referred to may be

made of comparatively harmless material by the fol-

lowing formula

:

Potassium bichromate 2 parts.

Potassium nitrate i part.

White sugar 2 parts.

Pulverize each ingredient separately, and mix thor-

oughly. Make small paper cones and press the mix-

ture into them. They must be kept from light and
moisture.

Sticky Fly Paper.—P.. F., Illinois.—Procure a

sized paper and spread on it a hot mixture of

Boiled linseed oil 6 ounces.

Olibanum i ounce.

Castor oil 2 ounces.

A dike of wax around the edges of the paper will

prevent the sticky mixture from running off.

It is now too late in the season to devote more
space to this subject; it is treated at greater length in

the CiRCUL.'VR for May, 1906, page 168.

Satisfactory Cosmetic Cream Formula.—J. C.

Sloroh, Florida, tried to make a cosmetic cream ac-

cording to a recipe reprinted in the Circular for July,

page 483, from the British Year Book of Pharmacy,
but found that the product was undesirable. So he
made some changes in the formula and succeeded in-

producing a cream which he says is superior to some
of the highly-vaunted ones of the market.

If other experimenters who get so many good ideas

from the Circul.\r would do as Mr. Sloroh has done,

and reciprocate occasionally, we might have even more
good formulas to offer our readers.

The formula, as printed, reads

:

White petrolatum 100 parts.

Hard paraffin 12 parts.

Borax, in fine powder 4 parts.

Tincture of benzoin 4 parts.

Zinc oxide 5 parts.

Glycerin 5 parts.

Perfume enough.

Melt the petrolatum and paraffin on a water bath,

and add the borax and the tincture. Stir well for ten

minutes, strain through fine muslin, and allow to cool

without further stirring. Rub the zinc oxide with

the glycerin and add to the cooled basis, and beat in a

mortar to a uniform consistence, adding the desired

perfume.
Mr. Sloroh puts the borax in a mortar and pours a

small quantity of hot glycerin upon it, rubbing them
together to form a solution. This he adds to the

melted petrolatum and paraffin after they have be-

come somewhat cooled, stirring as he pours it on.

Next he adds the zinc oxide, previously rubbed to a

smooth cream with either glycerin or petrolatum, and,

finally, the tincture of benzoin. This, he says, makes
a delightfully smooth and beautiful cream, as nice as

he has ever seen.

Greaseless Cold Creams.—W. C. T., and R. ^Y.

M., Pennsylvania.—We quote from last month's Cir-

cular a note which we published in reply to two in-

quiries :

In the Circular for April, page 315, in reply to six

querists, we published nearly five columns of formulas and
directions for making cold creams. In the issue for the

next month, page 364, in reply to another querist, we stated

that unless something new and better in this line came
to our knowledge, we should give no more space to

formulas for non-greasy cold creams this year. In the

CiKCULAE for the following month (June), page 405, ap-

pears an original contribution by Dr. Mary Emma Doyle
en casein creams, which we regarded as coming under the

head "something new and better"; and in the August
number, page 543, is a formula tor a cream which was also

entitled to admission, under the rules. We have nothing
to add to the notes referred to above.

Preservative for Cold Cream.—W. C. T., Penn-
sylvania.—The cold cream of the Pharmacopoeia of

1890 contained 5 grammes of sodium borate to about

1,00c grammes. Cold cream, under that name, is

not official now, but ointment of rose water, U. S. P.,

contains about the same proportion of the same pre-

seivativc.

Vasogen Liqaidum.—In reply to a query from Z.

.S., New York, for information concerning the com-
position of this preparation, published last month, A.

Herting, Philadelphia, writes that a study of the for-

mula for liquid saponated petrolatum of the National

Formulary might prove worth while.
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Deodorizing Benzin.—H. E., District of Colum-
bia.—Some months ago the Circular pubHshed the

following formula for deodorizing benzin

:

Benzin 20 ounces.

Oil of lavender. i fl. dr.
' Potassium dichromate i ounce.

Sulphuric acid i fl. oz.

Water 20 fl. ozs.

Dissolve the dichromate in the water, add the acid

and, when the solution is cold, the benzin. Shake
every hour during the day, allow to stand all night,

decant the benzin, wash with a pint of water and
again decant ; then add the oil of lavender.

Purified petroleum benzin is official, and the process
for preparing it is given in the Pharmacopoeia.
The following method of purifying benzin has been

devised by a foreign experimenter : There is first

added to the benzin 1 to 2 per cent, of oleic acid,

which dissolves, and then about a quarter of I per
cent, of tannin is incorporated by shaking. A suffi-

cient quantity of caustic potassa solution, or milk of

lime, to combine with the acids is then well shaken
into the mixture, and the whole allowed to stand.

The benzin rises to the top of the watery fluid, suf-

ficiently deodorized and decolorized for practical pur-
poses.

Other process, culled from the general literature

on the subject, are given

:

Shake well, with each gallon of benzin, 3 ounces of

powdered quicklime.

Add freshly-burnt charcoal to the benzin.

Add to the sample to be deodorized about 3 per
cent, of sulphuric acid, diluted with about an equal
quantity of water. Let the mixture stand a while,
and then decant the clear portion. Wash this with
water to which has been added sufficient sodium car-

bonate to neutralize the acid. Again decant the ben-
zin and wash it repeatedly with water, and finally distil

it off, or carefully separate it.

Shake the benzin with an alkaline solution of lead,

obtained by dissolving litharge in solution of sodium
hydroxide, and then distilling.

To 56 ounces of water in a suitable container, add
cautiously 8 fluid ounces of sulphuric acid. When the
mixture is cold, dissolve in it i ounce of potassium
permanganate. To this solution add i gallon of ben-
zin, and agitate frequently for twentv-four hours. De-
cant the benzin and wash, in a similar manner, with a
solution of 2 drams of potassium permanganate and 4
drams of sodium hydroxide in 2 pints of water. Again
decant, and wash thoroughly with water.

This latter is practically the official process.

Those who have not the proper facilities for
distilling benzin and have not had experience in the
work, should not undertake it, for not only is the
liquid itself very inflammable, but its vapor is ex-
plosive.

Glyco-Thymoline.—H. G. K., New York.—As
long ago as July, 1906 (page 252), we said that the
publication of the formula or formulas three times in

less than a year ought to be enough, and added:
"Let's give glyco-thymoline a rest for a few months,
at least. Neat and strong permanent binders which
will securely hold twenty-four numbers or more of
the Circular are supplied by us for one dollar."

Twice since then, in the issues for March, page 266,
and August, page 537, we have reprinted the manu-

facturer's published recipe for this preparation. Why
not try the formulas for preparations of the same gen-

eral nature, to be found in the Pharmacopoeia and
National Formulary?

Antiseptic Powder.—
^J. C. Arthur St. James, Colo-

rado, writes : "I have noticed several articles in the

query department regarding Tyree's antiseptic pow-
der, but the fact seems to have been overlooked that

the soluble antiseptic powder of the National Formu-
lary corresponds wonderfully close to the analysis fur-

nished by the council of pharmacy of the American
Medical Association. This preparation was sampled
among our local physicians and is now frequently dis-

pensed, and seems to give very good results."

We do sometimes overlook such matters, but this

time our correspondent had the same misfortune,

as a note from A. E. Hiss, published in the Cir-

cular for May, page 369, covers the same ground
that he goes over, except that Mr. Hiss said nothing

about the "sampling" of physicians with the National

Formulary article. That point alone "is worth the

price of admission" and we therefore take pleasure in

admitting Mr. James' note to this department, and
hope he will favor us again.

Capping Bottle Stoppers.—R. M. B., Massachu-
setts.—In the Circular for September, 1906, page

331, appear a number of formulas for gelatin bottle

caps, one of which we reproduce:

Gelatin 3 parts.

Water 9 parts.

Glycerin 2 parts.

Coochineal color enough.

Soak the gelatin in the water until soft, liquefy in

a water bath, and add the glycerin and enough of the

color to impart the desired tint.

We should think that beeswax or paraffin would an-

swer fdr sealing bottles in most cases.

Gem Salt.—R. D. S., Pennsylvania.—A few years

ego we received a query concerning gem or gemme
salt and "pebbles." We learned at the time that

gemme salt was sodium chloride, but did not find out

what kind of "pebbles" were meant by the writer of

the recipe. You have it "people's powder"—but the

formula for petrifying wood is perhaps as untrust-

worthy with one as with the other.

Cream of Bismuth.—R. H., Illinois.—Directions

for preparing cream of bismuth are given in the Na-
tional Formulary, under hvdrated oxide of bismuth.

Piper Aquaticum in 1696.

In a paper by Dr. Byron G. Van Home on "Old-

Time Bergen County Doctors,"' read at an annual din-

ner of the Bergen County (N. J.) Historical Society,

occurs the following passage:

Salmon's Herbal, published in 1696, was the text book
of a New Jersey physician ot large practice, and. in his

day, of much reputation. Being a man of property he

paid the expenses of a messenger to England to obtain the

volume. It was a folio of 1,300 pages and cost fifty

pounds.
Here is a description in part of one of the remedies

on page 26: "Piper Aquaticum ... the Herb.
It is hot and dry, used chiefly in wounds, Hard Tumors
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and inveterate Ulcers. Some use it in tlie transplanation of
Disease and removing of Enchantments. The green herb
stewed in a vessel is said to kill all fleas, and a good hand-
ful put under a Horse's Saddle, will make him go briskly,
although half tyred before. It is a specific against gravel
and has cured to admiration when all other things in the
world have failed. The Essence comforts the head, nerves,
stomach, and lungs, and is admirable against all cold and
moist diseases of the brain and nerves as falling sickness,
vertigo, lethargj', apoplexy, palsy. Megrim, etc., and made
into syrup with honey is a good pectoral."

Metal Polishes.

From a German paper {Neueste ErUnd. u Erfahr.)
the Pliarmaccutical Journal takes a number of for-

mulas lor putz creams, which, sHghtly altered for
American use, are as follows:

I.

Kieselguhr 56 parts.

Kerosene 30 parts.

Alcohol 15 parts.

Spirit of camphor 5 parts.

. Oil of turpentine 5 parts.

Ammonia water 4 parts.

[Probably the mixture would be equally efficacious

with the camphor omitted.]

II.

Tripoli 9 parts.

Kieselguhr 9 parts.

Japan wax 5 parts.

Olein 12 parts.

Ben^jn 90 parts.

[Unless this is used at once, or kept well closed, the

benzin will be wasted. Benzin is so very inflammable

that its general use is not recommended. Carbon
tetrachloride is not inflammable and is said to be the

equal of benzin as a cleaner. It must be remembered
that its vapor acts as an anesthetic]

HI.

Prepared chalk 100 parts.

Olein 64 parts.

Ammonia water 38 parts.

Alcohol 49 parts.

Benzin , 49 parts.

[See note under 11.]

IV.

Olein 10 parts.

Stearin 5 parts.

Kieselguhr 20 parts.

Oil of^turpentine 20 parts.

Kerosene 25 parts.

Alcohol 5 parts.

Ammonia water 6 parts.

Water 5 parts.

Any of these may be perfumed.

Dental Formulas.
At a recent meeting of the Harvard Odonto'cgical

Society Dr. G. B. Squires talked on "The Nostrum
Evil"' and presented a number of formulas for dental

preparations. Some of these follow :

FOR ODONT.\LGIA.

Camphor 2 drams.

Chloroform 4 drams.

Oil of cloves 4 firams.

Phenol (95 per cent.) i dram.

Compound tincture of benzoin i ounce.

Apply on cotton.

ONTARIO
COLLEGE OF PHARH^CY
4-4 GERRARD ST. E

.•\LK.'\UNE MOUTHjW^&|J^ ^ .

Sodium boro-benzoate (N. F.) . I . . . 12 drams."
'

' 80 grains.

4 drams.

Resorcinol f

Glycerin

Alcohol 2 ounces.
Oil of peppermint 4 minims.
Oil of cinnamon 8 minims.
Eucalyptol 8 minims.
Purified talc enough.
Distilled water enough to make i pint.

Use one part to three or four parts of water.

MILD .^CID MOUTH WASH.
Thymol 2 grains.
Menthol 2 grains.
Solution of formaldehyde 8 minims.
Glycerite of boroglycerin i ounce.
Oil of pinus sylvestris 15 minims.
Alcohol \ ounce.
Purified talc enough.
Distilled water enough to make 8 ounces.

Use one part to three or four parts of water.
[We do not approve of the use of the form

aldehyde in tooth preparations, even in small pro
portions.]

.^STRINGENT ALKALINE MOUTH WASH.
Sodium borate 2 drams.
Sodium salicylate i dram.
Glycerin 3 drams.
Fluidextract of eucalyptus rostrata. . 3 drams.
Solution of formaldehyde 6 minims.
Oil of sassafras 1 minim.
Oil of wintergreen 12 minims.
Purified talc enough.
Distilled water enough to make 4 ounces.

Use one part to three or four parts of water.
[See note appended to the foregoing formula.]

OXYGEN TOOTH POWDER.

Precipitated chalk 6 drams.
Sodium perborate i dram.
Powdered soap 20 grains.

Oil of wintergreen is minims.

Notices of Books Received.
John AIartin's Clerks, a Tale of the Store. By

Frank Farrington. Cloth; 24-mo
; 92 pages; 25

cents. Delhi, N. Y. : Merchants' Helps Publish-
ing Company. 1907.

In John Martin's store, the dry-goods emporium of

a back-country city, there were employed several

clerks, varying in commercial and personal attributes,

as clerks—and others—will. This little book is a
readable chronicling of the doings of and the hap-
penings to the employes of "Honest John" Martin, in-

terspersed with some solid business philosophy. A
slender thread of romance is interwoven in the fabric

:

the ever-present causus omnium.

Proceedings of the Indian Territory Pharma-
ceutical Association, at the Twelfth Annual
Meeting, held at Sulphur, May 22d to 24th, 1906.

A Ple.v for a More Thorough Course in Prac-
tical Pharmacy in Our Medical Schools. By
M. Clayton Thrush. Ph. M., M. D. Reprint from
the Medical Record. New York: William Wood
& Co.
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DRUG STORE ADVERTISING

By M. P. GOULD, of New York

In this department some of the fundamentals of

successful drug store advertising will be expounded
each month. The aim is to correct errors of adver-

tising and establish the most profitable and advisable

methods of building up retail drug trade by means of

the powerful influence of advertising.

The Selling Power of Show-Cards.
It is only in recent years that the importance of show-

cards has been appreciated.
Formerly many merchants thought it was sufficient to

pick up a piece of wrapping paper and a stick of crayon
and scratch off some special price or special notice re-

garding their goods or departments.
Nowadays druggists spend big sums of money, to make

their show-cards works of art. A druggist in a town in

Massachusetts reports that he has recently paid over $700
lor show-cards and signs.

The show-card appeals to the customer at the psycho-
logical moment. A customer comes into the store. She

Prescription

Reputation

Our prescription ser-

vice is a feature that has

made this store famous.

We are proud of our
reputation and mean to

hold it.

Our drugs are reliable

—our service careful

—

our stock complete.

is waiting for a prescription to be filled. Being curious,
she looks around the store. In- whatever direction she
looks, her eyes fall upon some striking show-card. Each
card is a reminder. Each card suggests something else.

Suddenly the waiting customer says, "Oh! that reminds
me, I need some so-and-so."

What made her think of it? She didn't see the goods.
She simply saw the show-card.

Druggists like—oh, dozens whose names are known
In drug circles from the East to the West—all the big
druggists spend money freely on show cards.

NO SENTIMENT IN IT.

They have no sentiment about it. They do this because
they have found out that the more attractive the show-
card the more goods it will sell.

Many of the new show-cards are wonders of ingenuity.
They are made to look like real paintings; like steel en-

gravings; like stone sculptures; like wash drawings; like

beveled placards; like real wood; like grained metal.

There are hundreds of kinds which are simply capti-

vating to look at. Until you study into the subject you
wonder how on earth such effects can be produced at the

cost.

THE DIFFEEENCE.

There Is a difference between show-card advertising

and newspaper advertising. It is this:

The newspaper advertising tells about something which
is far off; something that you may see to-morrow or the

next day, or that you may never see.

Show-card advertising is never seen until you are in.

or, at least, in front of the store. You are right there by
the goods. You see a card and it attracts your eye. Right

behind the card or under the card you see the goods. You

MAIL
ORDERS

R. F. D.

Live out of town ? Too
far away ? Cold, wet wea-
ther?
Send us your orders by

mail or phone. All orders
promptly filled.

\ ou can trust us to make
a proper selection for you.
Tell us as near as you can
and we'll do the rest.

Satisfaction as sure as

though you came m person.

are there right by the thing that you need and there is

the beautiful card making the goods themselves look
more attractive.

In other words, the newspaper and other forms of ad-

vertising work up a general indefinite interest in the
goods, while the show-cards help to bring a person right
to the point of giving up his money.

MAKES STOCK I,00K BIGGER.

There is another value of show-cards. You can take a

few goods and arrange them artistically and then if you
have enough show-cards, the customer feels as if she were
selecting from a big stock. Without the show-card the
stock would not make much of an impression.

A GOOD SALESMAN.

One reason why show-cards pay so well is that they
attract atention just at the time when the customer is

in the store to buy some other goods. That is, she is in a

purchasing mood while she is right there. With the

money in her hand, the show-cards keep inviting her to

buy different things.

You know the difference between a good salesman and
a poor salesman. A poor salesman will wait on a cus-

tomer in a matter of fact way, fill the prescription, wrap
the package, give her the check and the bottle and let

her go, without doing one thing to attract her attention

to other goods.

On he other hand, a good salesman will talk to his cus-

tomer while wrapping up the package. He will size her

up; he will have kept his eyes open to see what she has
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been looking at. As he is wrapping up the package he
will mention something new which he would like to show
her. In a great many cases she will be interested to look
into the subject further, and before she knows it, she
has bought something else which she did not intend to
get at all.

That is Just what show-cards do.

MAKES THE STOEE MORE BEAUTITUX.

Another thing that handsome show-cards do. They
beautify the store. Many a rusty show case, or a scarcity
of goods, is covered up by a nice show-card. They are the
same as fine fixtures, except that they go further than the
fixtures; they point out in an attractive style the good
qualities of the goods back of the card.
They make the walls seem more attractive. They fill

space which would otherwise be blank.

may think that there is nothing new. You may think
that there Is nothing new. But if you have some new
show-cards which you can keep changing, then every
time your old customers come into the store, they, with-
out knowing just what it is about the store which pleases
(hem, will be pleased at the new fresh appearance and
the bright artistic colors—the attractive style of the show-
cards.

MANUFACTURERS BECOQNIZE THEIB VALUE.

The manufacturers all recognize the value of show-cards,
especially window cards. Immense sums of money are
spent in producing beautiful effects, high-priced and ef-

ficient artists and lithographers are paid fancy prices to

produce the best effects that experience and art can turn
out, all because window advertising is recognized as

being of great assistance in the marketing of goods, and

Full Stock
All the Latest Goods

Everything that

goes to make the

drug store complete

is here. New goods

always arriving.

Fancy and toilet

articles in profusion

—they charm the

eye and delight the

possessor.

Perfume
Pleasure

Perfume pleasure is attained

only when you buy perfume

that will not only satisfy in

its odor but will LAST.
Good perfumes are not

cheap. Cheap perfumes are

not good.

Toilet articles of every
class, too, and of the high

quality that has marked our

goods for so long.

Everything for toilet and

boudoir use can be found in

our store.

Hand LrOtion

For Fall Chaps

Our new hand lotion

is a remarkably clean

and satisfying emollient

for the correct treat-

ment of chaps and rough

or crackf d skin.

Delightfully perfum-

ed, not greasy. Gives

that cool, soothing ef-

fect so much sought but

so seldom found.

Some druggists, when people come into their store, spend
most of "the time in talking about the weather and about
politics and about social affairs or accidents. They talk

about everything almost, except the one thing that they
ought to talk about. Whenever they get people into the

store, they ought to talk shop. People come into the drug
store because they want something. Now the more shop
a druggist can talk while they are in that store, the

more they will be liable to buy. That doesn't mean that

they can't pass the time of day pleasantly, but it does

mean that they can keep right to the main point and take

occasion to simply talk about one kind of goods after an-

other, always telling the prospective customer something
interesting, something technical, so that she will have
learned something from having come into the store.

SHOW-CARDS SOMETIMES BETTER THAN TALK.

Sometimes a customer resents your suggestions to her in

person. She thinks she knows all about it. She may
have a headache or be tired, at the time, and be annoyed
at any suggestions. However, it while she is talking

with you she sees right there a beautiful sign explaining

the good points about some particular kind of thing which
she cares for, she may ask to see it, and that will give

you your opportunity to talk about it.

NEWNESS AND ATTRACTIVENESS.

There is still another point about show-cards. You may
feel and your customers may feel that every time they

come into the store they see the same old thing. They

because experience has taught the best manufacturers
that window advertising cannot he continued to the great-

est advantage without high-class cards.

It is well for the retail druggists in many things to

follow the example of the manufacturers. And when
manufacturers are willing to pay good prices to have their

goods displayed in windows, and when the big retail drug-
gists sell hundred and hundreds of dollars worth of goods
through their window displays; when the big stores se-

cure nearly all their advertising through the windows,
it is time that druggists throughout the entire country
began to pay more attention to their windows. Every
day I have letters coming to me telling of the remodel-
ing of stores, especially the remodeling of windows. This
is all because the druggists are beginning to realize that
one of their greatest advertising opportunities has been
neglected. However, it is useless to spend money in hav-
ing windows remodeled, having new and modern windows
installed, without realizing the absolute necessity of dress-

ing the modern windows in a modern way, and the re-

tail druggist might just as well recognize at once that
to dress windows in a modern way, it is necessary to have
a good supply of modern window cards continually on
hand.

PRICE-TICKETS.

I want to caution the trade right now not to neglect
the price-tickets. Price-tickets sell goods. The big de-

partment stores (the biggest and richest merchants of the
country) for years have recognized the value of price-
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tickets. The high-class shoe dealers and clothing dealers
recognize the value of price-tickets. The high-class drug-
gists have recognized the value of price-tickets. More and
more every day the importance of neat and artistic orice-
tickets is being recognized—not the price-tickets crudely
made with a heavy pencil or a brush, but price-tickets
which are carefully made, so carefully and artistically
made that they lend attractiveness to the goods on which
they are used. A stock of price-tickets can be easily
secured and kept on hand, and can be used time and
time again.

MAKE YOUE STORE MODERN.
Every druggist, it makes no difference whether he is

located in a city or medium sized town or small town,
should make his store look modern. Most druggists real-
ize this, of course, but others do not. A great many are

mence pushing your cold cream right now. And don't
make the mistake which most of the biggest druggists
have recognized is a mistake of creating a sale for your
preparation through the demands for the brands of others.
Make your own preparation stand on its merit. Adver-
tise it in your locality just the same as the manufac-
turer advertises his preparation. Educate the people to
come into your store and ask for your preparation. This
is much better, and by doing this you will stand better
in your locality by far. than if your goods are pushed
without advertising—simply sold in place of other goods.

For some iiften years or so I have been connected very
closely with the drug trade throughout the entire United
States, in fact throughout the entire English speaking
world, and have been very closely associated with some of
the most progressive druggists scattered throughout the

Souvenir
Post
Cards

We carry everything in this

line worth having. Collectors

should take note of the new

ones coming in every day.

Local and national views,

art, comic and photo series.

Leather cards of fine quality

for pillow covers.

Something
Worth Having

.\ few simple remedies that

will prove a benefit all through

the year—something for use

on short notice—emergency

requisites which should be

kept on hand constantly.

In sick room appliances we
have everything needed.

Surgical appliances and in-

struments. Rubber goods of

every kind.

Prescriptions filled rapidly,

but safely and carefully.

Prompt deliveries.

Veterinary
Remedies
And Stock Foods

To the drug store for all

veterinary medicines.

W e carry virtually every

known remedy for animal ill-

If it's your pet cat, dog,

bird or horse that is sick, get

your remedy from us.

Poultry and stock foods we
also carry.

Foods for song birds, par-

rots and fowls; gold fish wa-

fers and dog biscuit.

so financially fixed that they are unable to make any
move in the modern way, but wherever it is possible,

nothing should be left undone which could be done to

give the store a modern and metropolitan appearance.
After all the store is every merchant's best advertisement.
The big merchants in the large cities do not build large
and beautiful and modern stores out of pride. They build
them for business reasons; they know that the store

gives them a standing in the community—that the store,

if it is right, brings customers to them, adds new cus-

tomers, and makes old customers proud of trading at it.

So it is with the druggist. Bear in mind that the first

impression is usually the lasting impression. The first

impression of the store is the front of the store—the
windows, show case displays, etc. Keep your windows
trim; keep them neat and clean, and of a modern ap-

pearance.
EARLY SEASON ADVERTISING.

All goods which are limfted to a seasonable sale should
always be advertised early in the season. Many retail

druggists make a big mistake by waiting until November,
or December or January before they commence pushing
their cold cream. The first sales of a preparation will

not pay for its advertising. This is a recognized fact

among advertisers. It requires repeat sales, on some
preparations at least three sales before a profit Is real-

ized. Therefore, it is easily seen that unless goods are
advertised early in the season so that repeat orders are

possible, a profit above the advertising of the prepara-

tion cannot be realized the first season. So I say, com-

country. It is a great pleasure for me to note that so many
of my friends have created a nice demand for their prep-
arations in their various localities through the individual
advertising which they have given them. Hundreds of

pieces of advertising were prepared for one druggist in

Cincinnati last season, a druggist who has created a de-

mand for a big line of toilet goods through advertising
conducted in a manner similar to that followed by the

big manufacturers. Every retail druggist who has a line

of legitimate preparations can do this. It is not possible

for every retail druggist to advertise in a big way; how-
ever, one preparation after the other can be put on the

market and a demand created for it by persistent adver-

tising even though it is done in a small and inexpensive
way. It requires only a short time for a demand to be
created for a cold cream so that people will come into

the store and ask for it just the same as they come into

the store and ask for a preparation put out by one of

the big manufacturers.
Yes, commence pushing your winter toilet specialties

right away. Don't wait until next month, but get out

some good strong advertising immediately. Commence
distributing it. People are already buying" winter goods.

Distri'oute your advertising at once and get the benefit of

these calls, 'inaugurate special schemes for interesting

people in your preparations. Novel and interesting

schemes prove exceptionally valuable for local advertising

of any preparation, or any line of goods. I repeat, if you
want a profit from your advertising this year, you must
get into the field early.
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American Pharmaceutical Association.

Fifty-fifth Annual Meeting, at New York.

Rain marred the pleasure, somewhat, of those who came
to New York to see the city as well as to attend the fifty-

fifth annual meeting of the American Pharmaceutical As-
sociation held at the Hotel Astor, September 2d to 7th, in-

clusive; and the noise of Broadway detracted, in a meas-
ure, from the enjoyment of those who came to hear the re-

ports of officers, and the reading and discussion of papers,
and to attend to the business of the association, but, as a
whole, the meeting was a great success from whatever
standpoint it was or is viewed. The rain was not so bad,
as it fell only on a few of the days and only for a part
of that few, and not even that part of the roar of Broad-
way which reached the top floor of the hotel could rob the
proceedings of the various sessions of a high degree of
interest.

The room in which the general meeting and most of the
section meetings were held was well furnished and com-
fortable, and there were plenty of other equally well-ap-
pointed rooms for side meetings, committee use, etc., and
all on the same floor.

On account of lack of time the expedient of holding
simultaneous sessions of two sections was again resorted
to, and the conference of teaching faculties and the associa-
tion of boards of pharmacy had to hold tteir meetings
when they could. In order that it might have more time,
the boards association held sessions on the week prior to

the regular meetings, as did also the board of trustees of

the United States Pharmacopoeial Convention.
Local Secretary T. P. Cook was constantly on hand to

look out for the comfort and convenience of the visitors,

and, together with his aides, saw that the elaborate enter-

tainment program went through without a hitch.

So far as the local members could see or hear, the vis-

itors, one and ail, left for their r^pective homes much
pleased with themselves for having been present at the
meeting.

NEW OFFICERS.

The following are the officers elected at this meeting to

serve for the year: President, William M. Searby, of

San Francisco; vice-presidents, Oscar Oldberg, of Chi-

cago; H. H. Rusby, of New York, and O. W. Bethea, of

Meridian, Miss.; secretary, Charles Caspari, Jr., of Balti-

more; treasurer, S. A. D. Sheppard, of Boston, and re-

porter on the progress of pharmacy, C. Lewis Diehl. of

Louisville. A new office, honorary president, was created,

and P. C. Candidus, of Mobile, was elected to fill it for the
first year. The council elected Martin A. Eisele, of Hot
Springs, local secretary.
The various sections elected officers as follows:

Commercial interests—Chairman. .Jacob Diner, of New
York; secretary, G. O. Young, of Buchanan, W. Va.; as-

sociates, A. V. Pease, of Fairbury, Neb.; F. H. Carter, of

Indianapolis, and C. W. Benfield, of Cleveland.

Pharmaceutical education and legislation—Chairman,
J. W. England, of Philadelphia; secretary, C. H. LaWall,
of Philadelphia; associates, L. E. Sayre, of Lawrence,
Kan.; A. F. Sala, of Winchester, Ind., and F. A. Hub-
bard, of Newton, Mass.

Scientific papers—Chairman. Virgil Coblentz. of New
York; secretary, C. E. Vanderkleed, of Philadelphia; as-

saciate, Joseph Fell, of Cleveland.

Practical pharmacy and dispensing—Chairman, F. M.
Apple, of Philadelphia; secretary, Joseph Weinstein, of

New York; associates, E. F. Cook, of Philadelphia, and
W. L. Scoville, of Boston.

Historical pharmacy—Chairman, E. V. Howell, of

Chapel Hill, N. C; secretary, Eugene G. Eberle, of

Dallas, Tex., and historian, Edward Kremers, of Madison,
Wis.
The terms of three members of the council, Edward

Kremers, F. W. Meissner, and L. C. Hopp, having ex-

pired, Leo Eliel. of South Bend, Ind.; E. G. Eberle, of

Dallas, Tex., and F. C. Godbold. of New Orleans, were
elected for the full term of three years. The "hold-

overs" on the council are: J. H. Beal, I. A. Keith, A. M.
Roehrig, J. L. Lemberger, C. E. Dohme, and J. P. Rem-
ington. The nine members named, together with the of-

ficers of the association, the chairmen of the five sections,

and the presidents of the local branches of the associa-

tion, constitute the council.

THE H^EW PRESIDENT.
lu electing William Martin Searby, of San Francisco, its

president, the American Pharmaceutical Association has
raised to its topmost official position a man whose entire

adult life has been devoted to learning, teaching, practic-

ing and bettering his chosen calling—pharmacy. While
Mr. Searby brings to his new position the wisdom and dig-

nity of many years, he is a man who is thoroughly abreast
of the times, and has the strength and energy to do telling

work for the association during his incumbency of the

high oflSce which he has been called upon to fill.

England is the native country of the new president,

and 1835 the year in which he was born. His early

WILI.I.^M M, SE-VRP.Y.

of tlie American Pharmaceu Association.

pharmaceutical training was received while he was an ap-
prentice at Guildford, about thirty miles from London.
Subsequently he took a three months' course at the school
of the Royal Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain. In
1S5G his brother, Knight, went into business as a drug-
gist at Norwich, and Mr. Searby, just twenty-one years
old, took the "major" examination (which was higher
than was required for licensure) and became his brother's
partner. Four years later, the brother having married,
Mr. Searby concluded to leave him and seek his fortune
independently. Hearing great stories of the opportunities
presented by the newer country along the Pacific coast of
America, the young man bought an outfit of drugs and
chemicals, bottle and fixtures, which he shipped "around
the Horn." and set out for Victoria, B. C. The boat which
carried his outfit came safely to the harbor of Victoria,
and then went down. Nothing daunted, the young pioneer
did the best he could with such materials as he was able
to gather, and launched into business for himself. In about
two years he had collected the insurance on his lost ship-
ment, and was doing well, but an unfortunate partnership
forced him out of business in 1866.

It was at this time that Mr. Searby selected the United
States as his future home. He began his stay in this coun-
try at the age of thirty-one, as a clerk for Wakelee & Co.,
at that time the leading druggists of San Francisco. In
the fall of the same year he again went into business for
himself at the corner of Folsom and Fifth streets, that
city, where he remained for nine years, when he moved
to Market street, remaining eighteen years, and from there
to Sutter street, where he was in business from 1893 until
the fire following the earthquake of April 18th, 1906, cut off

for the time, at least, his career as a retail druggist. That
terrible catastrophe destroyed four stores in which he was
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interested, as well as his residence, with all his library,

lecture notes, family treasures, and everything he pos-

sessed, including some rare and valuable books.

As a druggist Mr. Searby followed a rule that the label

must tell the truth, and his instructions to his clerks

were that if goods could not be sold without misrepresen-

tation, then they must remain on the shelves. In an ad-

dress at the recent meeting he said that he might not be

as rich in this world's goods as he might have been if

he had cared to follow less rigid lines of conduct, but that

he had a self-respect which no amount of money in the

bank could buy.

Mr. Searby manifested his bent for the pedagogic side

of pharmacy when quite young. At the age of twelve he

went to a boarding school, and was told that he might
choose between lessons in dancing and lessons in Latin.

He took the latter, as he thought a knowledge of Casar's

language would be more useful to him in his study of phar-

macy. At fourteen he left school, but continued to study

Latin at odd times; and with another boy, who was study-

ing veterinary surgery, he translated the entire London
Pharraacopojia, preface and all. from Latin into English
In order to carry out this undertaking, he frequently rose

at four or five o'clock in the morning. He also studied

botany, chemistry and materia medica, and when a mere
youth delivered lectures on these subjects at a Working
Men's Institute.

In 1869 Mr. Searby aided in the movement to organize

the California Pharmaceutical Society, which society estab-

lished the California College of Pharmacy in 1872. The
college began teaching in 1873, with Mr. Searby as its pro-

fessor of materia medica. He continued in this position

until quite recently, when he was made professor of phar-

macy in the same institution. He is now dean and secre-

tary of the college, was its president a number of terms,

and has also been president of the society and of the Cali-

fornia Board of Pharmacy, resigning the latter oflace and
from the board in 1905.

The subject of this sketch is claimed by the pharmaceuti-
cal "fourth estate" as one of its members. In 1S92 he
bought a controlling Interest in the Pacific Druggist and
edited and published that journal for two years, when
he sold it. He re-entered drug journalism last May as

editor of the Pacific Pharmacist, which position he still

graces.

Mr. Searby joined the American Pharmaceutical Asso-

ciation in 1882, was elected its second vice-president at

the San Francisco meeting in 18S9, and its first vice-presi-

dent in 1901. While he has not been a voluminous con-

tributor to the association's literature, or the holder of

many of its offices, his counsel has often been sought re-

garding matters of importance with which it has had to

deal.

Neither has the new president been an oflSce holder in

civic life to any great extent, but he was a member of the

first municipal council of Vancouver, just after that place

was incorporated ac a city. As chairman of the street

committee he had to make contracts for grading, paving,

sewers, etc., and it is his proud boast to this day that not

a cent of the three or four hundred thousand dollars spent

by the council during the fifteen months that he was a

member, went for "graft."

The new president has a son and a daughter, each with
four grown children. The death of his wife was the final

great blow which he had to stand as a result of the great

earthquake.

FIRST GENERAL SESSION.

Monday Afternoon, September 2d.

In the ballroom on the top floor of the Hotel Astor,

Broadway, Forty-fourth and Forty-fifth streets, this city,

on Monday afternoon, September 2d, at three o'clock, Presi-

dent Leo Eliel, of South Bend, Ind., called to order the

fifty-fifth annual meeting of the American Pharmaceutical
Association. The attendance at the opening session has
been estimated at 500, but this figure is, perhaps, excessive.

However, the room was well filled with members and their

guests, and it was evident at the start that this was to be
a well-attended meeting—and it was. the varied attractions

' of New York to the contrary notwithstanding.

Thomas P. Cook, who, as local secretary, had charge of

the arrangements for the meeting, stated that he had hoped
to have Mayor McClellan present to welcome the visitors,

but that the Mayor had failed to appear. Mr. Cook bade

the members and their families welcome to the city, and
was followed by W. C. Alpers. who spoke of the attractions

of the metropolis and of its thousands of pharmacists and
dealers in drugs, and invited all present to avail them-
selves of the opportunity to visit the places of interest in

the city. In the name of the local druggists' organizations
he bade all a cordial welcome.

Dr. Solomon Solis-Cohen, of Philadelphia, brought greet-

ings from the American Medical Association. As this

event marks a new era in the history of the somewhat
misunderstood and often perverted relations between the

professions of medicine and pharmacy, Dr. Cohen's re-

marks are quoted at length:

DR. COHEN'S ADDRESS.
It is my pleasure on behalf of the American Medical Associ-

ation to extend to you hearty congratulations and fraternal
greetings. The great progress which your association has
made in scientific achievement and along ethical lines has been
observed by the American Medical Association with great de-
light, and we, on our part, have taken every encouragement
;ind inspiration from your endeavors in our common need;
lor—let those who wish it otherwise say what they please-
there is, and always will be, between the true physician and
the true pharmacist the most cordial, the most brotherly re-

On behalf of the association which I have the honor to rep-
resent—the only organization that can possibly claim to voice
the sentiment of the united medical profession—I have al-
ready discharged a pleasant duty; and now I beg your In-
dulgence for a few moments to say something for myself, be-
cause I do not care to make the American Medical Associa-
tion responsible for any personal utterance. I feel, however—
and I have the right to feel—from my talks with my col-
leagues and from our work in common in the section on
pharmacology, which I more immediately represent, and also
in the section of medicine, and from all that I can gather from
those journals which have the right to speak for the dignified
medical profession of the United States—I say, from all these
things I believe that what I have to say is shared by the
pliysicians; yet, after all, I cannot speak officially, except in
the restricted official terms.
For the last few years pharmacists and physicians, working

hand in hand, have set themselves to change some of their
mutual errors and mistakes of the past. It lies not in the
mouth of the physician to reproach the pharmacist, nor in the
mouth of the pharmacist to leproach the physician. We have
erred mutually, we have fjrred together, and we are determined
to redeem ourselves together. As for the mere trade in "patent"
medicines, in frauds and fakes, the deceit of all kinds, this
does not concern us. There are crimes outside of the ranks of
medicine and outside of the ranks of pharmacy, and we are not
starting oft on a general reform expedition. There are other
organizations and other agencies for that purpose, but the
movement to make the drugs—whether the product of the
manufacturing houses or the product of the individual phar-
macist—which are dispensed over the counter upon our pre-
scriptions, what they purport to be, is one in which you and
we have a comm.on interest and in which our patients have
the greatest interest of all. I recognize and you recognize—
we must recognize—that in the general progress of science and
the general advance of discovery, and the general progress
of the arts of manufacturing and preparation of crude phar-
maceuticals there is abundant room for large manufacturing
houses which devote themselves to specialties of various kinds.
For example, how can the Individual pharmacist undertake to
prepare and supply the great group of animal extracts and
serums, which now have such a large part in the therapeutics
of to-day? And so even with various galenicals, alkaloids and
the like. There are many things which the retail pharmacist
cannot do as well as that establishment which possesses the
proper facilities and which is thoroughly organized to do well
on a lar,ge scale what can only be done imperfectly on a small
scale. We all recognize that, and the American Medical As-
sociation has taken steps, individual physicians have taken
steps, to place themselves In proper relation with the great
manufacturing houses, which are a credit to American phar-
macy and to American business. We want to have the most
cordial relations with them, so that these firms may be en-
couraged to prepare and offer to us for the benefit of our
patients the best and purest and most definite pharmaceutical
products. And yet, after all. there is a place, and there must
he a place always for the Individual pharmacist, the retail
druggist, call him by whatever name you please, for the in-
dividual who practices as a scientific man the profession of
pharmacy.

I have no reproach to cast upon trade. Trade Is necessary;
trade has built up the country and will continue to build up
the country. Trade has given to the physician and to the
pharmacist the products of distant lands, which the individual
could not get at and gather for himself, and trade and phar-
macy are often on the part of the Individual necessarily as-
sociated. But I do quarrel—I have an Intense and personal
and professional and an unending quarrel—with those who
wish to say that pharmacy is only a trade. And a still more
bitter quarrel with those who reply to all questions of justice
and progress and truth and honor, "Oh. that is a matter of
ethics, but this is a matter of business!" I resent this. My
father was a man of business, and I take it as a personal In-
sult to his memory when anybody says business and ethics
cannot be carried on hand in hand: that there is anything
whatever in trade or commerce which necessarily imposes
falsehood and lying and dishonesty upon man. It Is not true,
and the men who should resent it the most are the business
men. the men of puro bnsin. ss themselves. The profession
of pharmacy and tho l •

• irmarv and the trade of
pharmacy can go ab.' :,r,n tlip most nnble prin-
ciples and upon tbf nnd unless there Is a
stringent standard i.: ill such associations as
this and its branches. . i

• t st.indard Is strictly en-
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forced upon all tlie members, upon the manufacturing firms
and upon the individual pharmacists and upon the pharma-
cists' clerks, and upon the prufcssors in the colleges, and the
authors of the textbooks, and the students and all—I say un-
less tliis standard is held up and its rules enforced, then phar-
macy as a science is doomed to disappear and the trade of
tuiii'ishing drugs will fall to the level of the "patent" medicine
'iii.--iness—and i know of no lower one.

riie aependence of the patient on the physician is reflected in
the dependence of the physician on the pharmacist. It is true
tl.ai the greatest advances which have been made in medi-
,-ine are those of preventive medicine and hygiene and sanita-
tion. We are aiming to teach the people how to live rightly
,ind te ivo:d disease. We aim to teach communities how to
].uril'y tlieir water, and keep their streets clean, and incinerate
their garbage, and do all things necessary to wholesome en-
vironment to the individual. It is also true that when disease
iias occurred we make use of what I have ventured to term
ph\*iologic therapeutics, the use of air and sunlight—other
;nethods than that of drugs; food and water and exercise; all
those methods wliich are most potent in restoring man to his
normal condition. Yet beyond the domain of preventive medi-
cine and beyond the domain of physiologic therapeutics is that
Kreat domain of disease to which remedy and alleviation of
disease can be made best by those means which you gentle-
men of the American Pharmaceutical Association give to the
plivsician. You, by your science and your skill, by your
Knowledge of chemistry and your industry, search the world
over to find means by which the physician may relieve the
distress of his patient, and when a thing does not exist in
nature you chemists go into the recesses of your mind and
-earch it out there and produce it by your skill, and give it to
js. and tor .that we and our patients are thankful. We depend
upon you, therefore, to prepare for us that which exists In
nature and to find for us that which art alone can furnish.
Going back once more to what I said in the beginning, if you

have made mistakes in trade, or science, or art, and if we
have made mistakes upon our part, I say that we are-not to
get together for recrimination, but we are to get together for
amendment and improvement, we are to work for the eleva-
tion of medicine and for the inseparable progress of phar-
macy.

This address was received with much applause and other
manifestations of approval and was frequently referred to

during the meeting, publicly as well as in private con-
vei'sation, as showing the disposition of the medical men
to meet pharmacists on a professional plane.

Edward Williams, of Madison, Wis., spoke for the Na-
tional Association of Retail Druggists, saying that the
organization whose greetings he presented was working
w^ith the American Pharmaceutical Association for the
greatest good for pharmacy and pharmacists.

A. M. Roehrig, of Stapleton, Staten Island, for the sixth
year, spoke before the American Pharmaceutical Associa-
tion for the United States public health and marine-
hospital service. He reported that almost all the phar-
macists in his branch of the government service were
members of the association.

Paul J. Woldner, of the United States Naval Laboratory,
Brooklyn, brought words of greeting from the naval phar-
macists.

OR. WILEY ON HOXESTY AND THE PUKE DRUG L.\W.

Dr. Harvey W. Wiley, of the bureau of chemistry of the

department of agriculture, Washington, was introduced
by President Eliel. In addressing those present he said

that he spoke as a member of the association and not as a
representative of the federal government; although, he
added, the department of agriculture was much interested

in the work of the association, in whose deliberations he
was glad to be able to participate. He gave the associa-

tion and its past good work credit for awakening much of

the sentiment which had resulted in the passage of the

federal pure food and drug law. Such a law, he said, was
needed, not because the majority of tradesmen were dis-

honest, but because a single rascal could demoralize a
whole trade. "Unless the vast majority of any given trade
were honest," he continued, "it would be impossible to

make such a law more than a dead letter." Proceeding
with his subject. Dr. Wiicy paid a high tribute to the com-
mercial honesty of the average business man, saying:

You can never create a reformation by act of congress.
Without the moral sense of the community behind you. you
can do absolutely nothing. Why is it that the pure food and
drugs law has become so effective without the need of a single
prosecution? It is because the moral sense of the country
favored it. I believe that American commerce and American
trade is honest at the core, and that is what constitutes the
strength of this country. Why is it that when you send your
check to a distant city it is paid without question? Because
the business people of this country have all confidence in
each other's integrity. I believe that at least 98 per cent, of
the men interested in pliarmacy in this country are thoroughly
honorable men. What we need a pure drugs law for is to pro-
tect the 98 per cent, of the honest members of the pharmaceu-
tical profession against tne 2 per cent, who would work in the
dark. In the enforcement of the law we depend upon your
organization and similar ones to hold up our hands. Unless
yon do. we ran accomplish little. We are liable to make mis-
takes. We welcome correction when we do. What we insist

give

Prof. Jos6 Guillermo Diaz, of the University of Havana,
Cuba, was introduced by Joseph P. Remington, chairman of

the committee of revision of the United States Pharma-
copceial Convention. Prof. Diaz has made a complete

By a happy coincidence the gentleman whose portrait is

presented herewith was in the country during the meeting of
the association. He was on his way to Longport. N. J., to see
Prof. Remington on matters pertaining to the Pharmacopoeia,
when the latter gentleman wired him that he was in this city
and for him to come along and be present at the meeting.
Dr. Diaz is professor of pharmacy in the University of

Havana, Cuba, and has translated the United States Pharma-

t^'ILLERMO DI.VZ-

copceia into Spanish. His translation w;ll be published by the
board of trustees of the United States Pharmacopoeia Conven-
tion about March 1st, next. It is expected that this book will
supplant the Jumble of authorities, or no authority at all,

which prevails in those Latin-American countries which have
no pharmacopoeia of their own. Doubtless the Bureau of
Amierican Republics will aid in the introduction of this
work.
Prof. Diaz was accompanied by his wife and children, and

was at Saratoga Springs when Prof. Remington established
communication with him. He was heartily received by the
members of the association, upon whom he made a most
favorable impression.

translation of the United States PharmacopcEla Into Span-
ish. His remarks were well received.

William M. Searby spoke for the pharmacists of the
Pacific Coast, and feelingly referred to the gratitude felt

by the stricken druggists of San Francisco for the prompt
aid extended to them by their brethren of the balance of

the country, when, in April of last year, their property
was swept away by fire and earthquake. He also dwelt
upon the duty of pharmacists to be honest with their

labels and in all matters.

In his report as chairman of the committee on creden-
tials, Thomas F. Main, of New York, stated that creden-
tials of delegates from sixty-one associations, colleges and
societies had been received.

At this point Vice-President C. S. N. Hallberg, of Chi-
cago, took the chair, and President Eliel delivered his ad-
dress, which follows:

ADDRESS OP THE PRESIDENT.
An old and tijpe-honored custom makes it my pleasant duty

at this time to offer the annual address. This I do with
words of greeting and thankfulness for the privilege.
We are meeting here in this city for the first time after a

lapse of forty years. What mighty changes have been wrought
in this the metropolis of the Western Hemisphere during these
four decades; and the changes, progress and development, so
apparent here, is typical of like progress of the entire country.
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Never in the historv of civilization lias there been such rapid

advance and development in the arts and sciences, as during

these four decades. Chemistry and pharmacy have kept £uli>

apace with all other lines of human activity. In the admirable

address of my immediate predecessor, this great progress was
fully outlined, making it unnecessary for me further to ex-

patiate upon the subject.

Inasmuch as the chairmen of the various sections cover in

their addresses such events of interest as have come up dur-

ing the past year in their respective branches. I shall not take

up your time with such reference.

FORTY YEARS AGO.

However, it will not be amiss at this time, to recall some of

the interesting things and events of that meeting forty years

ago In looking over the proceedings for that year, 1 was very

much impressed with the "Report of the Committee on
Progress of Pharmacy." also with the fact that this report

Vi'as signed: C. Lewis I

been, with exception of one s

hands. It is to be hoped tha

Chai And this work has
intermission, in the same
will continue so for many

There were 120 members in attendance, out of a total mem-
bership of 695; of these 90 were reported delinquent. Frederick

Stearns was president, but owing to illness was unable to at-

tend. Edward Parrish, of Philadelphia, presided at the open-
ing and read the president's address. Dr. E. R. Squibl*. of

Brooklyn, was nominated president, but could not accept and
suggested Mr. John Milhau. cf this city, who was then elected.

Tne vice-presidents, in the order named, were Robert J. Brown,
of Leavenworth, Kan.; N. Hynson Jennings, of Baltimore Md
and Daniel Henchman, of Boston, Mass.; treasurer, Charles A.

Tufts, of Dover, N. H.; permanent secretary. Prof. John M.
Maisch, of Philadelphia. Executive committee: Thomas S.

Wiegand chairman, Philadelphia; James W. Mill, Chicago.
III.; William Wright, Jr., New York; W. J. M. Gordon, Cin-

cinnati, Ohio; Prof. John M. Maisch. ex-ofBcio. Committee on
the progress of pharmacy; C. Lewis Diehl, chairman. Louis-
ville, Ky.; N. Gray, Bartlett, Keokuk. Iowa; G. F. H. Markoe.
Boston, Mass.; Prof. P. W. Bedford, New York. Committee on
drug market: Daniel C. Bobbins, chairman. New York; James
T. Shinn, Philadelphia; Henry W. Fuller, Chicago, 111.; J.

Jacob Thomsen, Baltimore, Md.; Samuel M. Colcord, Boston.
Mass. Committee on scientific queries: Prof. W. Procter. Jr.,

chairman, Philadelphia; Prof. Edward Parrish, Philadelphia;
G G. C. Simms. Washington, D. C. Business committee;
Alfred B. Taylor, chairman, Philadelphia; James T. King,
Middletown, N. T.; George C. Close, Brooklyn, N. Y.

The report of the committee on drug market was highly
interesting and evoked a long and spirited discussion, bringing
out many valuable points. Those taking part in the discussion
were: Dr. E. R. Squibb, of Brooklyn; Samuel M. Colcord. of
Boston; Prof. Parrish, of Philadelphia; Mr. Milhau, of New-
York; Mr. Tufts, of Dover. N. H.; Prof. Maisch. of Phila-
delphia; Prof. Markoe. of Boston; Mr. Ellis, of Philadelphia;
Mr. Close, of Brooklyn, and Dr. Pile, of Philadelphia. Among
the many things brought out by this discussion it may be of

Interest to mention that a large quantity of drugs and chem-
icals, which had been seized during "blockade running" time
in that little unpleasantness which some of you may remem-
ber were sold at auction, without having gone through the
formality of an inspection. Most of these were found to he
grossly adulterated and others spurious. As for instance:
Quinine sulphate, labeled as such, proved to be mannile.
Adulterations of cream of tartar, oils of wintergreen, cinnamon,
lemon, etc., were also discussed. Matters pertaining to the in-

ternal revenue were also brought up, especially the excessive
tax on alcohol, showing the little progress made in this par-
ticular item, which is of such great importance to the chem-
ical and pharmaceutical interests of this country.
A communication from the East River Medical Association

of the city of New York, regarding the refilling of prescrip-
tions, was read. This was signed by Dr. John Shrady as
secretary. The discussion of this was led by Mr. Colcord and
followed by Dr. Squibb, Prof. Maisch, Mr. Tufts and others.
As thev could not reach a satisfactory conclusion, the matter
of ownership of prescriptions having (like the head of King
Charles I) gotten mixed up with the original matter, action
thereon was postponed to the meeting of 1868. As you know,
this, for some strange reason, never was settled, and is left
as one of the problems for future generations. "There is

nothing new under the sun." In President Mllhaus' address in
1868. he recommends a standing committee on unofficial
formulas to prepare a report for publication soon after the ap-
pearance of the new Pharmacopoeia. He qualified this by
stating that this would insure uniformity in prescribing and
that it would act as a practical check to a certain species of
covert quackery on the part of "manufacturing pharmacists"
inadvertently countenanced by physicians. The dues were
raised from S2.00 to $3.00 per annum,

THE me;mbership.

I am pleased to note the marked increase in our member-
ship, showing an awakening and increased interest in the work
of the association. This may be attributed to the establish-
ment of the branch associations in the centers of population,
also to the Bulletin of the A. Ph. A. The branches through
their work educating the druggists and pharmacists as to the
value of affiliation with the association, and the Bulletin
through its forceful and able editorials, as well as its careful
selected presentation of matters of general interest, have done
much to awaken interest in and keep the members in touch
with the work of the association. In this connection, credit
must also be given the National Association of Retail Drug-
gists for organizing the retail trade, educating the druggists
in the value of united efforts, placing them in a better posi-
tion financially, and thus stimulating them To join this the
T'arent association. Now that the atmosphere has been cleared
their program of education and propaganda in the various com-
mercial phases, also in connection with the U. S. P. and N F
will undoubtedly continue to add to our membership in the

gratifying condition in the financial affairs of the association.
This is due to our large increase in membership and to the
handsome sum realized from the sale of the National Formu-
lary, thus emphasizing the wisdom of retaining control of this
valuable property.

FEDERAL LEGISLATION.

"Without a doubt, the most important event of the past year
was the enactment of the pure food and drugs act. For the
first time since the establishment of this government, has
there been a law put on the national statutes which under-
takes to control the truthful branding of foods and medicinal
products, at least so far as their contents of certain sub-
stances are concerned. This act is so far-reaching that it will
not be possible at this time to venture a prediction as to final

LEO ELIEL.

Retiring President of the American Pharmaceutical Associa-
tion. This Expression Was Caught by a Photographing-Done-
Quickly Artist Last Year at Indianapolis.

honesty and integrity which is so necessary to establish that
perfect faith in all commercial transactions.
As a natural sequence of this act. there should be organ-

ized a national department of health.
One of the fundamental principles of all civilized countries

should be the preservation and care of the public health. The
proposition is so obvious that it needs no argument. Surely It

should be considered as important, and more so. as matters
pertaining to commerce and labor. A strong effort is now be-
ing made by the American Medical Association, for the estab-
lishment of a national department of health. At a meeting
of a special committee of the American Medical Association
to aid in the establishment of this department, held in Wash-
ington. D. C. December 13th to loth. 1906. there were also
representatives from the American Association for the AS-
vancement of Science, from the various departments connect-
ed with the United States government, various State and local
health departments, the various medical and hygienic institu-
tions and associations, physicians and hygienists. sociologists,
settlements, charity organizations, civil service reformers. Vol-
unteers of America, educational institutions, American Peace
Association, etc., one sanitary chemist and two other chem-
ists. The pharmacist was not in evidence. This association
should re-emphasize its position, as l>e!ng in favor of such a
department and should appoint a committee to join the Amer-
ican Medical Association, to aid in obtaining the necessary
legislation. We should go still farther and demand repre"-
sentation in this department, since ours is the first national as-
sociation to concern itself about public hpalth. Protest against
the importance of adulterated druf;s ami medicine was the im-
mediate cause for the organization of the American Pharma-
ceutical -Association here in this citv (New Yorki in 1S51. and Us
investigation and reform wis th, most important work during
the first decade of i

State boards of ! -.nt constituted, do not. in
most States at le:i- i- al conditions that should

futii
The report of cur worthj^ treasurer will als show
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REiORMATION IX MEDICINES.

The enactment o£ the pure food and drugs act roust be con-

sidered only as a first step in that evolution which is now in

nroaress, an evolution which means so much to us all. "is
a step in the right direction and in its final analysis spells

"tell the truth." I believe it is due and entirely proper even

at this late hour, to give grateful acknowledgment ot the

valuable and effective work of Collier's Weekly and The
Ladles' Home Journal, in exposing the fraudulent and. 'n many
cases, dangerous character of proprietary articles on the

market. The value of these efforts in arousing P^bHc senti-

ment, and thus aiding in placing the act on the national

statutes, cannot be overestimated. „„., ,^ic.
Inasmuch as many proprietors of secret remedies are mis-

leading the public as to the object and meaning of the govern-

ment guarantee and serial number. I would suggest that this

association put itself on record in condemnation of this prac-

tice We should use our best efforts to have the manufacture

and' sale of secret proprietary medicines conducted under the

same rules and conditions as obtain in European countries.

I further recommend that the postal authorities be urged

tr, exclude from the mails all newspapers, circulars, periodicals

and other matter used in advertising the various remedies for

sexual weakness and lost manhood. Also the so-called femf-'e

remedies, or regulators. The circulars and other matter sent

out by the promoters of the first-mentioned class of remedies

are filling our insane asylums. If remedies of the second-

named class perform what may be read between the lifies^

they are criminal, and" if they don't, they are frauds. In

either case the government should suppress their sale.

So long as our reputable newspapers, journals, magazines

etc., wiU accept advertising matter from the promoters and
proprietors of nostrums, which claim to cure all the "'s that

human flesh is heir to, the demand for them will continiae^

Knowing the falsity of the claims made by these nostrum
venders: is it not our plain duty in every_way to discourage

their sale and use? Should we not use every effort to obtain

national legislation along the same hues as govern the sale

of this class of goods in European countries? One of the

fundamental principles of this association is the suppression of

quackery, and where could it find a better field for action ? Un-
less we take a decided stand in this matter, it will be found

difficult to bring about and permanently retain those closer

relations with the medical profession, which are so desirable.

In the propaganda now being conducted for those better rela-

tions, clean hands and a clear conscience on that score will

be of great help.

ELEVATION OF OUR STATUS.

Among the problems confronting the medical profession some
aiso appeal to us. as. for example, the question: What can be

done to educate the public along proper Imes of hygiene and
sanitation and especially correction of the false notions con-

cerning medicine and particularly the position of the retail

" Whul^the reporter to the public press is desigiied to work
in this direction, it is evident that some more far-reaching

scheme is required to offset the derogatory effect of the efforts

of inimical interests and to re-establish and maintain the pro-

fessional status and 'ousiness integrity of the retail pharmacist.

There are several medical journals having a large circulation

ainong a certain class of doctors, which are chiefly devoted to

exploiting the doctors in the interest of certain proprietary

medicines. In some instances the publisher and owner of the

journal is the manufacturer of the medicines, who thus ob-

tains an advantage over his competitors not contemplated by
the postal laws. Since some of these journals are constantly

v.orking against the interests of true pharmacy by recom-
mending doctors to dispense their own medicines, etc., I sug-

gest that this subject be referred to the post oflice department
for inquiry.

THE FOOD AND DRUGS ACT.

Your attention is called to the editorial comment, appearing

in the Bulletin of the A. Ph. A. for February. The matter
.=;o clearly set forth by its editor should be referred t9 the com-
mittee on legislation with instruction to try to obtain changes
in the act so that when an article is labeled with a b. S. P.

or N F title it must comply with their standards of purity

and strength. The present interpretation of this clause m the

act is clearly wrong and we should not permit it to stand.

It is possible that some distinction should be made between
the U S P and the N. F. The two works are quite dissim-

ilar in that the N. F. does not "lay down any tests" as re-

ferred to in the act. While both works contain pharmaceuti-
cal preparations, the more ephemeral and complex of these m
the N. F. should perhaps not be subject to as rigid interpreta-

tion as are the articles of the U. S. P. The question of

solvents menstrua, color and flavor, might be given some
latitude 'i<^ so stated on the label. But in the medicinal strength

o- the nreparatiors it is firmly believed no variation should be
permitted any more than any greater latitude should be given
chemicals than afforded by the standards of the U. S. P. and
the purity rubric.
Nearlv every State in the Union has strict laws governing

the sale of narcotic drugs and cocaine. These laws are being
generally observed bv the retail drug trade, yet from all

statistical and other information obtainable, there has been
no reduction in quantities imported or manufactured in this

country nor in its consumption. Nor is there likely to be.

until the distribution by importers, manufacturers, manufac-
turing pharmacists, jobbers, etc.. is controlled m such a man-
ner that eoods of this character may be traced to the con-
sumer Physicians should not be permitted to dispense habit-

forming drugs, but should be compelled to prescribe for each
individual case, the same to be dispensed by a registered phar-
macist A majoritv of the victims of drug habits may be
laid at the door of a certain class of nhysicians. The laws, as
thev nre now. onlv cover the retail drug trade; there is no re-

strictive legislation so far as the importer, manufacturer, job-

ber or Dhysician is concerned, excepting that by special pro-
vision th^v are always exempted from such restriction. It Is

desirable to check the indiscriminate use of drugs of this class.

and I would suggest that the committee on legislation and
education take this matter up for serious consideration ana
report as to best methods for obtaining the necessary legisla-

tion.

BOARD EXA.MINATIONS.

There are in the United States, approximately, taking pop-
ulation into consideration, eiglit pharmacies and drug stores to

one in continental European countries. Despite this fact, there

are those who deprecate the commercialization of the drug
business and the fact that in a majority of these stores the

practice of pharmacy has?become a secondary feature. This
enormous overcrowding is due in part to laxity in our laws, not
being strict enough in educational and other requirements, also

in methods of examinations in vogue by most of the boards of

pharmacy. Under present laws, in most States, examinations
are limited to three days. This is entirely inadequate to deter-

mine what a candidate can "do." Tiie ordinary metliods of

examination fall short in determining a candidate's compe-
tency. Questions, even with ample time at the disposal of a
Board, and the wide range from which they may be selected,

are. after all. but a very imperfect test of real knowledge.
The present system of examination, making 75 per cent, or
more consist of written questions, is entirely wrong. A re-

cent graduate, or, one who has "crammed" from one of the
many "quiz compends." could pass such an examination, but
what could he "do?" This can not be determined in the short
time allotted for such examination. Five days, at least, should
be given for the examination and the practical demonstration
of the candidate's ability. Of this at least 75 per cent, should
consist of laboratory and prescription work. The laboratory
work should consist of assay processes, the preparation and
standardization of test solutions, also the application of
tests to determine the purity of the various articles submitted.
The prescription work should be of a character to test the
knowledge as well as the skill. This would make the grade of
registered pharmacist much more difficult to reach, but if we
ever expect to elevate the practice of pharmacy to a proper
professional standard, we will have to proceed along these
lines. If the pharmacist hopes to maintain his professional
status, and we assume that this is his desire, he must put
himself on a level with his co-laborer and ofttimes chief com-
petitor, the physician; higher standards and more rigid ex-
aminations are required. I, therefore, urge that this associa-
tion put itself on record at this time as being in favor of a
higher educational standard and more rigid and extended ex-
aminations by the boards of pharmacy. Also that this associ-
ation use its best efforts with the different State legislatures
to that effect.

RECOMMENDATIONS.

I recommend that manufacturers of such articles as aqua
ammonia, acetic, nitric and other acids, be urged to abandon
their archaic method of branding and to adopt modern methods
for stating percentage contents. F., FF., FFF., FFPF., etc.,
may have conveyed a definite idea as to strength fifty years
pgo, but to-day is entirely without meaning. Branding by de-
grees BeaumS is also unsatisfactory, as this requires conver-
sion to ascertain the strength. We should offer due notice and
after a specified time refuse to accept such goods unless prop-
erly labeled.
A great source of annoyance and financial loss to the phar-

macist is due to the multiplication of similar preparations bv
manufacturing houses, under different titles; otherwise reput-
able houses should refrain from such practice. This associa-
tion should enter protest against further abuse of this char-

I recommend that all motions for appropriations passing
through the council for sums in excess of $250 be held by mem-
bers of the council for seven days before transmitting their
vote.
The date for meeting of this association should be fixed by

the new council, prior to adjournment of each annual meeting.
The present financial status of the Bulletin of the A. Ph. A.

is far from satisfactory. Its value as a means of information,
keeping up an interest in the work of the association, its aid in
adding to our membership, cannot be overestimated.

I would, therefore, suggest that the annual budget be charged
with a sufficient sum to carry it for the entire fiscal year.
This would obviate the need of the necessarily slow process of
voting by mail, which at times may give rise to vexatious de-

The agitation on the part of some of the pharmaceutical
press, regarding revision of the U. S. P., under the super-
vision of the national government.' I assume, will neither be
pleasing nor appeal to a majority of those who have performed
these labors in the past. Nor would a proposition of this kind
he pleasing to the many others who are directly interested in
the future welfare of this important standard. Foreign phar-
macopoeias, so revised, cannot be compared in anv respect with
the U. S. P. The conditions under which the U. S. P. is re-
vised, are the best for this country. The government has now
representation in the pharmacopoeial convention through its
various medical and drug departments, in its different branches
of service. This might be enlarged upon, by the convention
electing one of the government delegates as a member of the
revision committee. But it is clearly in the interest of all con-
cerned to retain control of the Pharmacopceia under present
conditions.

THE LOSS OF EBERT.

The past vear. which has brought so many changes in con-
necticn with matters of pharmaceutical interest, has also
brought great sorrow and grief to our ranks. Stricken down
in the period of his greatest usefulness, with his faculties un-
impaired, with apparently many years of useful service before
him. in the cause to which he had devoted his life, the an-
nouncement of the sudden illness and death of the late lament-
ed Albert E. Ebert. c,'>me as a distressing shock to the mem-
bers of this association, such as it had never before experi-

•This evidently refers to articles in the Circular for Julv.
page 4S7. and for August, pages 522 and 556.—Editor The Drug-
gists Circular.
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enced. His taking away is an irreparable loss to pharmacy,
and leaves a decided vacancy in our ranks.
Those who knew him and were near to him, also knew his

kind and seltrsacriflcins disposition his willingness to sub-

ordinate his own material interests for those of others, recog-

nized the underlying motive in all his actions; namely, to beu
ter pharmaceutical conditions in this country. His keen per-

ception and analytical mind, especially in counsel, made him a

safe guide in all things pertaining to the welfare of this associ-

ation and the profession of pharmacy in general. He will long

be missed.
This association and the pharmacists of America owe a

debt of undying gratitude to his memory. His last words were:

"The American Pharmaceutical Association. It was my life

It gave me a profession." The Bulletin of the A. Ph. A. of

December, 1906, published his likeness and obituary. I recom-
mend that they be incorporated in the next proceedings.

I liave named the following as a committee on Ebert
Memorial Volume, and trust that it will meet with your ap-

proval: C. Lewis Diehl. W. M. Searby, S. A D. Sheppard^ H.

M. Whelpley, C. A. Mayo. Joseph P. Remington, John F. Han-
cock, L. C. Hopp, J. H. Beal, Edward Kremers, C. S. N. Hall-

Yt^has been^the custom to mention something at tliis time re-

garding the place of meeting, the local secretary, also resard-

ine thi entertainments. This city, as a meeting place, with

its many facilities, attractions and detractions, needs no further

comments from me. The local secretary has shown by the ad-

mirable arrangements we find here that he is a past master

in his line. As for the entertainment, I cannot speak at this

time, excepting that we have had pleasant forebodings and an-

ticipate pleasing things to come.
In conclusion I wish to state, that the suggestions and rec-

omm.endations presented, are in a great measure the result of

ray personal observation and deductions, as they appealed to

me from the standpoint of the pharmacist in actual practice.

I deem these of vital importance and ask your careful con-

sideration of the suggestions. It was my desire to present

fiis in a direct and cSir manner so there could not be any mis-

understanding as to their meaning. It is my firm belief that

the future is full of promise to pharmacy in this country, that

the enactment of the pure food and drugs act is the silver

lining now plainly visible on the dark clouds which have hov-

ered over us these many years. That a new era is about to

dawn That it is for us to so guide and smooth the hard and
h'Uy roads that lead to success that we may again regain and
hold that professional recognition which is our due.

I desire to gratefully acknowledge the kind services and will-

ing aid rendered me by the officers and members of the as-

sociation. "I also thank you for your patience and kindness,

and express the hope that you will not lay stress on my short-

comings in presiding over your deliberations.

I feel -iure this meeting will be harmonious and productive

of much good. Again, I thank you.

The address was referred to a committee composed of

W. H. Zottman, of Burlington, Vt.; R. B. Gable, of New
York; and Charles Holzhauer, of Newark, N. J.

H. M. Whelpley, of St. Louis, secretary of the council,

read the minutes of the council, which were approved.

NOMINATING COMMITTEE.

At this point a short recess was taken to allow the mem-
bers present from the different States to select their re-

spective representatives on the nominating committee,

each State being entitled to two representatives.
_
As finally

made up, this committee consisted of the following:

Arkansas—W. L. Dewoody and Frank Schachlelter.

California—W. M. Searby and R. G. Eccles.

District of Columbia—S. L. Hilton and L. F. Kebler.

Georgia—G. F. Payne and J. V. La Grange.

Illinois—F. C. Koch and C. S. N. Hallberg.

Indiana—F. H. Carter and Otto C. Bastian.

Iowa—Mrs. Fletcher Howard.
Kansas—L. E. Sayre and E. F. Halliday.

Louisiana—Philip Asher and W. M. Levy.

Maryland—John F. Hancock and H. P. Hynson.
Massachusetts—J. W. Baird and J. G. Godding.

Michigan—A. B. Stevens and J. M. Francis.

Minnesota—Miss Josephine Wanous and F. J. Wulling.

Mississippi—0. W. Bethea.

Missouri—C. E. Caspari and Otto F. Clauss.

Nebraska—A. V. Pease.

New Jersey—John C. Gallagher and E. A. Sayre.

New York—W. C. Anderson and Jacob Diner.

North Carolina—E. V. Zoeller and E. V. Howell.

Ohio—Theodore Wetterstroem and W. T. Hankey.
Oklahoma—F. B. Lillie.

Pennsylvania—J. P. Remington and M. I. Wilbert.

South Dakota—E. C. Bent.

Tennessee—W. I. Gates and J. T. McGili.

Texas—Michael Saccar and E. G. Eberle.

Vermont—W. R. Warner and W. H. Zottman.

Virginia—Fred D. Nelligar.

Washington—C. W. Johnson.
West Virginia—A. Walker.
Wisconsin—Edward Williams and E. S. Hebberd.

Indian Territory—H. D. Kinseley.

Nova Scotia—Francis C. Simpson.
At large (appointed by the chair)—J. L. Lemberger, of

Pennsylvania; J. G. Diaz, of Cuba; A. M. Roehrig, of New
York; J. H. Beal, of Ohio; and H. M. Whelpley, of Mis-
souri.

It was announced that the Ebert fund, founded by the
late A. E. Ebert, of Chicago, out of which the Ebert prize

is awarded from year to year, would probably be in-

creased about $4,000 when the Ebert estate was settled.

The association is the principal beneficiary under the will

of the late Mr. Ebert.
The regular session adjourned and the nominating com-

mittee went into executive session at once, with Mr. Rem-
ington in the chair.

SECOXD GENERAL SESSION.

Tuesday Forenoon, September Sd.

Upon the reassembling of the members Tuesday fore-

noon at 10 o'clock. President Eliel rapped for order and
called for the report of the nominating committee. This
report was presented and accepted, and the nominees elect-

ed as set forth on page 647.

Mr. Hallberg, editor of the association's Bulletin, re-

ported that the average cost per month for issuing the
Bulletin was about $100; that 40,000 copies of the pre-

convention number had been published at a cost of $711.90,

which sum had been made up largely of contributions from
various members of the association; that $200 of the
amount had been paid by the board of trustees of the
United States Pharmacopceial Convention for the pub-
lication in that number (which was supposed to reach al-

most every drug store in the country) of the corrections
and alterations made in the Pharmacopoeia. These cor-

rections had already appeared in the issues of the Cib-

cuLAK for June, page 436, and July, page 49S, at no ex-

pense to the trustees.

EEPOET OF TILE TBEASUEEE.

Treasurer S. A. D. Sheppard, of Boston, made a report

covering the twelve months from July 1st, 1906, to July 1st,

1907, of which the following is a comprehensive abstract:

Receipts.
Cash on hand $4,009.95

Sale of certificates 150.00

Sale of proceedings 176.61

Sale of badges and bars 96.50

Sale of National Formulary 10,728.76

Sale of semi-centennial index 15.00

Interest on deposit in the New England Trust Com-
pany, Boston 140.63

Annual dues 8,170.00

Ebert fund 30.00

Life membership fees 100.00

For endowment fund 207.00

$23,824.44

Expenditures.
Proceedings $2,784.06

Stenographers 231.70

Journals for the reporter on the progress of pharmacy 25.76

Salaries 2,520.00

Premium on treasurer's bond 12.50

Traveling expenses 145.07

Section on practical pharmacy and dispensing 40.41

Section on education and legislation 51.00

Section on commercial interests 17.10

Section on scientific papers 14.75

Section on historical pharmacy 29.50

'Jommittee on membership 204.10

Committee on William Procter. Jr., memorial fund... 57.40

Printing and stationery 315.32

Insurance 35.05

Badges and bars 87.20

Certificates 4.80

Miscellaneous expenses 131.30

National Formulary 6,363.11

Semi-Centennial Index .36

Office expenses, secretary of council 75.00

A. Ph. A. Bulletin 1,256.20

Salary of the editor of the Bulletin 200.00

Special illustrations tor 1906 Proceedings 30.00

Ebert prize 30.00

Life membership fund 100.00

Endowment fund 207.00

Cash to new account 8,855.76

$23,824.44

Mr. Sheppard also submitted the following, bearing the

same date as the foregoing:

ADDENDUM TO THE TREASURER'S REPORT.

This has been a prosperous year financially.
The receipts for the fiscal year, not Including money for

funds, were $19,507.49 The expenses tor the year were $14,661.69.

Thus the receipts exceeded the expenses by $4,S45.SO.

If no advance dues had been paid In, previous to July 1st, 1907,

the cash on hand would have been $6,320.75. This has been
called the net cash balance because such advance dues are to
pay part of the expenses of the coming year.
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The several funds, July 1st. 1907, are as follows:
Ebert fund. .. $934.S2, increased ?6.86
Centennial fund 2 170 77 increased 74 84
Life membership fund 15'.290.46! increased BSsIgs
Endowment fund 208.20

Total values of above named funds,
July 1st, 1907 $18,604.25

The annual income from the life membership fund has not
been put mto the treasury cash this year, because we did not
need it. It will be noticed that this fund is now known by its
old name and not by the name used in several recent years,
the William Procter, Jr., fund.
The Ebert prize was given this year, therefore the amount

of that fund is practically the same as last year.
The endowment fund, established a year ago, with accrued

interest, is $208.20. The donors to it have been: Prof. John Uri
Lloyd, Mr. Frederick B. Kilmer, Prof. Albert B. Lyons, Mr.
Ewen Mclntyre, Prof. Charles Caspari, Jr., Mr. Ferd Nitardy,
Mr. John Coleman, Mr. J. D. August Hartz Mr. Charles W.
Snow, Mr. Stephen K. Sass, Mr. Marion A. Stout, Mr. Joseph
F. Pearson, Mr. J. Newton Roe, Mr. Edward N. B. Klein, also
the founders. Prof. Lloyd and others have made subscriptions
that extend over several years.
Mention should also be made of the fact that the association

has on deposit in the Boston Penny Savings Bank, Book No.
64,591, J26.52, being money ($25) with accrued interest thereon,
placed in our hands in 1905 by Dr. Murray Gait Motter, of
Washington. D. C. In Dr. Motter's letter when sending the
money he writes: "Inclosed herewith please find my check for
$25 In payment for annual membership dues in the American
Pharmaceutical Association for five years. Nominations for
these memberships are to be made by the National College of
Pharmacy as prizes offered, to the members of the classes of
1906. 1907, 1908, 1909 and 1910, in accordance with the terms given
on page 30 of the thirty-fourth annual circular of that institu-
tion."
This deposit, while in the care of the A. Ph. A. treasurer, is

known as the Motter fund. As yet there has been no draft on
this fund.
Letters received from many members, during the year. In-

dicate that our Bulletin is doing good work, keeping the mem-
bers in closer touch with the affairs of the association and en-
couraging a more personal, wide-awake interest in all A. Ph. A.
n>atters. The correspondence of this office is very large and
there has, certainly, been less criticism than for many.previous
years, indicating a more intelligent and enthusiastic knowledge
of the work and methods of the association. This can have
been gained in no other way than by reading the reports which
are given to every member each month, through the pages ot
the Bulletin.
The receipts for the National Formulary were $10,728.75. The

expenses were $6,363.11. Thus the receipts exceeded the ex-
penses by $4,365.64

I most earnestly recommend that the price of the National
Formulary be made at least $1.50 instead of $1, as at present.
Perhaps the scale of discounts allowed in its sale should also
be changed, but the fact I wish to emphasize is that the gen-
eral net result to our treasury of the present price and dis-
counts, is that we do not receive from the sale of the National
Formulary the legitimate income that we should.

After the presentation of this official report. Treasurer
Sheppard spoke of the endowment fund (founded by him-
self and James H. Beal), and distributed reprints of the
article on the subject in the CiBCt-L.\R for July, page 453.

He then made a personal statement, which proved to be of

great interest, saying:

TREASUKEE SHEPPARD TO RETIRE FROM OFFICE.

I want to ask the association to allow me to make a per-
sonal statement. I shall not again be a candidate for treas-
urer of this association. The reason for this action is very
simple: It is time for it. In my judgment the best Interests of
the association would be advanced by having this work in the
hands of a young man. The active work of the world is done
by young men. It ought to be; It Is right; it is the law of
nature. Not that I am superannuated. I am not going to
admit that. But I have been in harness for a long time. I"

joined the association in 1865, forty-two years ago. In 1874, at
the meeting in Louisville, I was elected local secretary, and -

served at the Boston meeting in 1875. That was the busiest,
hardest working year I ever put in. In those days an exhibi-
tion was one of the most importa"nt features of the meeting,
and the Boston men were very ambitious to have an exhibition
of drug merchandise—and we did. The estimated value of that
exhibition was somewhere near $300,000. In 1876 I was made first

vice-president at the meeting at Philadelphia. From 1876 to 1S80
I was active in committee work. The council was formed in
1880, and I was elected one of its first members and was made
chairman of the finance committee. Prof. Remington was the
first chairman of the council, and he well knows what peculiar
and special conditions existed then and later which made the
work of the finance committee In those years very strenuous.
I was kept In the council from 1880 to 1886, when I was made
treasurer. So that when you shall meet next year In 1908 at
Hot Springs I shall have been in practically continuous active
service for thirty-four years, twenty-eight years in close touch
with the finances of the association, and twenty-two years as
treasurer.
Certainly it is time for this action.
This notice is given now a year in advance, so that there may

be plenty of time for consideration in the selection of a new
treasurer. It is given at this session, rather than later on, and
at the time of the installation of officers, so that those who
are at this meeting can talk it over among themselves.

I spoke of the new treasurer as a young man. The long-
established custom of the association in making several of its
officers permanent ones, but guarded by annual elections. Is
very wise; so that if the right young man is elected treasurer
next year the probability is that he will serve for quite a long
term. But what is more important Is that the association will

have the benefit of his work during some of the best years of
his life. Ot course the treasurer should be a man who has
tact and patience, because when you touch a man's pocketbook
you touch the man himself, and sometimes the real man Is
quite different from the man you meet as an ordinary ac-
quaintance.

It goes without saying that no one will be considered by
any of us as the right man for this place unless we shall be-
lieve him to be an honest man and competent bookkeeper, one
who will pay close attention to details, and whose work will
be approved by an auditing committee at the end ot each year.
There are hundreds of such men among our members, but.

S. .\. D. SHEPIWKD. .T,\.MES H. BEAL.
Treasurer since 1SS6, who has President ot the Associa-

announced that he will not tion In 1904-5; Vice-President
again accept a nomination for in 1901-2: Chairman of the
that office. Council since 1902.

Joint Founders of the Endowment Fund.

gentlemen, that is not enough. Good, honest bookkeeping is
of course a necessity, but it is not the only important work
of the treasurer of this association. He is brought into con-
tact with our whole membership, in a way different from that
of any other m.an. and unless he shall be a man who loves
the association, who loves its work, and who believes in the
principles in which this great organization Is founded, his
work will not be of the best, for the verv simple reason that
he will not put himself Into it.

Pardon me for speaking so long, and especially my presum-
ing to suggest to you the type of man who. It seems to me,
will best fill the place. I have done so only, because I know,
gentlemen, by long experience, how much influence every
officer can have upon our work, and I do want to see the
American Pharmaceutical Association go forward to larger,
broader and better work each year as time goes by.
Gentlemen, I thanlt you for your attention.

The treasurer's report was adopted and that portion of
it concerning the National Formulary was referred to the
council, which subsequently announced an increase of
about 50 per cent, in the retail price of the book, and a
decrease in the discount allowed to dealers.

FIX.\XCIAI, REPORT OF THE SECRETARY.
Secretary Charles Caspari, Jr., of Baltimore, then pre-

sented his annual financial report, an abstract of which
is here given:
Account of the National Formulary from July 1st. 1905, to

June 30th. 1906:

Receipts from sales $10,728.75
Paid for printing, binding, etc $6,622.68
Sales, as per ledger accounts $11,641.45
Number of copies on hand, bound and unbound 4,000

Account of the National Formulary since 1888:

Receipts to June SOth. 1906 $14,091.58
Expenses to June 30th, 1906 f $9,042.23
Total receipts from sales of the Epitome $559.62
Total expenses from sales of the Epitome $649.45

Account of Proceedings from July 1st, 1906. to June 30th, 1907:

Receipts from sale $176.61

Account of the Semi-Centennial Index:
Total receipts from sales $2,268.47
Total expenses $3,121.24

Account of badges and bars:
Total receipts $1,352.30
Total expenses $1,266.47

This report was received and adopted.

MR. REMINGTON ON THE PH.\RMAC0PCEI.4.

Joseph P. Remington having made a report as chair-
man of the committee of revision, to the trustees of the
United States Pharmacopoeia! Convention, and this board
having suggested that the report be read before the as-

sociation, Mr. Remington was called upon and read the
following:

Public and professional Interest in the United States Pharma-
copoeia is increasing rather than diminishing, and It Is but
natural that various plans for future revision should be dis-
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fifteen changes. The reasons presented by the chemical manu-
facturers were convincing: they stated that in making chem-
ical salts In large quantities, often by the ton, the use of glass,
porcelain, or enamelled vessels was out ot the question, be-
cause of the inability to procure them in large sizes, and loss

and expense through breakage, and though the product was
purified by re-crystallization, minute traces of iron which did
not unfit the salt for medicinal purposes could not be sep-
arated without adding greatly to the cost. This concession
need cause no alarm since the present test permits the pres-
ence of only 0.02 of 1 per cent, of iron as an allowable im-
purity.
In every case where a concession was granted because of

the extreme rigidity of the test, the sub-committee having
charge made careful experiments, examining the salts made by
different manufacturers, before a decision was reached. In
some cases it became necessary to add a word, delete another,
to render the language of a test more definite or accurate;
these did not make any difference in the standards, but the
number of these amounted to sixty-six. Twelve tests through-
out the book were omitted because they were not conclusive
or were more efficiently covered by another, or for some other
reason were undesirable.
Thirty-three changes were made in chemical tests in which

the word "absence" was replaced by the words "limit of"
because it was not desirable to compel the salt to be absolutely
free from the contaminating substance, and a detailed test
was inserted which prescribed definitely the percentage of al-

lowable impurities. Two changes were made for the better
preservation of the official substance; two changes to fix the
limit for the presence of arsenic. Nine changes were made to
describe more accurately and less rigidly chemical substances.
One new indicator (rosolio acid) was added to the list because
it was preferred to phenolphthalein. and lithium sulphate was
added to the table of molecular weights, because it \tas used
in a gravimetric test. There were ten errors, in 692 pages,
tvpographical. editorial or which could be laid at the door of
the proof-reader. These last were all detected and corrected
after the first issue from the plates so that they can only be
found in the first printing of series "A"—2,000 Pharmacopoeias
of the total of 50,000. None of these errors could be said to be
vital, and not one of them dangerous to life, but such errors
always cause annoyance and regret, and it seems impossible to
evade the trite saying, "To err is human."
The board of trustees decided that inasmuch as the Phar-

macopceia had just been issued and that prosecutions were
likely to follow by the national government, it was of the ut-
most importance that a departure be made from established
precedent and that the additions and corrections should be
given the widest publicity, and that the purchasers of a book
of standards just issued should have practically without cost
the necessary data to make their book up to date. Those who
did not care to correct their book have been given the op-
portunity of purchasing another Pharmacoposia in which the
corrections have been incorporated in the text of the book.
This book is bound in a lighter shade of blue than the old
issue, so that they can easily be distingui.shcd when standing
side by side upon a book shelf. The sheep-bound copies have
a red label on the outside to distinguish them from the old
issue whi -h bears a dark blue label.

The experience gained in the present revision will be of much,
value to the succeeding committee, and it is clear that some
improvements may be made in the future which will facilitate
the work. It is not likely that any future committee will have
the difficulties nor pass through such strenuous times, and it

is not necessary to enumerate in detail the causes of delay,
but the present method of revision by correspondence is

t>umbrous and some better means of communication betweei.
the members must be devised. The advantages of the present
plan arc:

(1) The comittee is representative of various sections of the
country.

(2) There has not been the slightest intimation from any
quarter that the committee were infiuenced either directly or
indirectly by pecuniary reward. The writer knows of but one
representative of a firm who believed that he could buy with
money the insertion of a test which would make official his
product and eliminate that of his competitors, and fortunately
this representative of graft consulted with a manufacturer, who
knew the personnel of the committee, and he was advised to
go back home and not to make the attempt. He took the ad-
vice, and the committee of revision were spared the tempta-

(3)' A committee of revision constituted like the present one
is much nearer and closer to sources of information, and the
education, training and life-work of such a committee fit them
especially for the work. If the present committee had been
able to procure in 1902 and 1903 the information that was freely
tendered by manufacturers and others in 1906, not only would
there have been much time saved, but there would have been
no necessity for sending out "Additions and Corrections."

(4) It is significant that while some European nations are ad-
vocating a more popular and democratic method of revising
their pharmacopoeias, there is some talk in this country of
changing the present method and placing the wliole work in
the hands of the government. This idea is not a new one. and
it is probably brought forward at this time because the facts
which are recited in this paper have not been sufficiently con-
sidered, but would it not be wiser to improve the present
method as soon as it can be shown that this can be done,
rather than to advocate an entirely new plan which would in-
volve entirely new conditions and principles? As it is now. a
committee free from bias, untrammeled by personal interests,
working earnestly for the best results, can be secured. The
main question upon which to base a proper judgment can be
solved in the next two vears when the food and drugs act and
the United Sxates Pharmacopceia will be on trial and the dif-
ficulties met appropriately.
The manufacturers and pharmacists as a rule are satisfied

with the latest issue of the Pharmacopceia. They have In-
curred great expense to comply with its standard and rapid
and continuous changes in the standards are ill advised and
have a tendency to disturb values and cause great losses. That

the Pharmacopoeia should be revised oftener tlian every ten
years must be apparent to all, and this subject must claim the
serious attention of the next pharmacopceial convention, but
on the other hand, a constant tinkering with the standards
should be avoided. That the medical profession will take vast-
ly more interest in the revision of the next Pharmacopoeia can
be safely predicted; that it will be necessary to both medicine
and pharmacy to work harmoniously together is also a neces-
sity, and that any defects in the present plan of revision can
and will be remedied in the future, is the sincere belief of the
chairman of the committee of revision.

A. B. Lyons, of Detroit, chairman of the committee on
the United States Pharmacopoeia, being unable to attend

the meeting, his report was read by E. F. Cook, of Phila-

delphia, a member of the committee. It follows:

REPORT OP THE COMMITTEE ON UNITED STATES PHAR-
MACOPCEIA.

The year just closing has been tor pharmacists one of re-

adjustment, in view of the going into effect of the new food
and drugs act. Since the United States Pharmacopoeia, under
this act, was given authoritative force, it became necessary to
review carefully its standards and requirements, to be sure
that these were in no case too exacting.
Those who have followed the history of pharmacopceial evolu-

tion will remember that in former editions of our Pharmaco-
posia descriptions were given of numerous salts in a state
practicallv of chemical purity. In the eighth revision, the
presence of a limited amount of such harmless "impurities"
as are almost inevitably present in commercial products, was
distinctly permitted. This action was taken without any refer-
ence to the probability that the Pharmacopceia would here-
after be a legal authority on standards of purity.* After the

ment of the new law, it became apparent that in a few
the purity requirements of the Pharmacopceia were still

loo exacting, particularly with regard to the exclusion of mi-
nute traces of sulphates and of iron.
Again, the eighth revision introduced for the first time tenta-

tively standards of alkaloidal strength for a number of drugs
and galenical preparations, supplying assay processes for the
determination of that strength. The object in view was to in-

sure reasonable uniformity in the medicinal activity of the
drugs and preparations in question. It was not expected that
results of very, great precision would be reached by the assay
methods prescribed, which were distinctly designated as "ap-
proximate." It has been stated by some that these methods
are generallv unworkable and are not a credit to the revisers
of the Pharmacopoeia. As a matter of fact, the methods are
generally sound in principle and only in a few instances needed
modification in some details to make them practical. To one
accustomed to assay work, the defects would become at once
apparent and would be easily enough avoided. However, modi-
fication of the details in several of the assay processes, remov-
ing the difficulties of which complaint was made, was an ob-
vious requirement, when the Pharmacopoeia became a legal
authority.
The more serious complaint was made that alkaloidal stand-

ards had been set so high that in many cases the average drug
of the market would be condemned or else barely come up to
requirements. It is true that the standards were those that
had been -in use already for years by manufacturing firms,
voluntarily adopted bv them. Nevertheless they proved to be
in many instances a little higher than the average articles on
the market. Whether a food and drugs act had bfeen enacted
or not, it is likelv that in the next revision of the Pharma-
copoeia the standards would have been modified in the light of
a larger experience. As it was, simple justice to the rank and
file of pharmacists demanded that, under the operation of the
new law, the standards should not be unreasonably high.

I might go on and give specific reasons why it was necessary
to make numerous "corrections" in the Pharmacopoeia before
it should become the basis for legal proceedings under the new
law. I think that it was inevitable that it should be so. Of
course a list of more than 200 changes looks ugly, and the
revision committee will be charged with gross carelessness or
incompetence or both. I venture to say, however, that no body
of men, large or small, could have carried out an undertaking
of such magnitude without leaving their work open to equally
harsh criticism under the circumstances—viz., of having the
book put to an unforeseen use.
Clearly changes were needed in the text of the revised Phar-

macopoeia. The question will arise: What authority has the
revision committee to make such changes after the Pharmaco-
pceia has been once published and declared "official"? The
committee was authorized by the convention to issue supple-
ments to the Pharmacopoeia as they might deem necessary.
This would seem to be sufficient authorization, and yet it

would seem best to offer the new matter as a "supplement"
and to add a paragraph declaring that after a certain date
the new standards and methods should replace the old as of-
ficial. At present there is nothing to indicate that the emen-
dations that have been printed and distributed have an of-

•The Pharmacopceia has long been the legal authority on
standards of purity by special enactment of many State legis-

latures, and has been generally so recognized by courts in the
absence of any specific statute. This point was brought out in

an article on the preparation of the Pharmacopoeia printed in
the Circular for June. 1905, page 204. and was there cited as
one reason whv so much time was given to the work of
revision. If our memory is not at fault it was the
strict adherence to the letter of the Pharmacopceia by
the law officers of Ohio, that led the delegates from that
State in the pharmacopceial convention of 1900 to request and
secure the adoption of paragraph 10 in the "general principles"
to be followed in revising the Pharmacopoeia. That paragraph
reads as follows: "It is recommended that every common
name and English title of articles used in the present United
States Pharmacopceia that is synonymous for both the
medicinal and commercial drug be either discarded or modified
so as to leave no doubt as to what is wanted."—Editor The
Druggists Circular.
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ficial character. Law is unreasonably exacting in sucli mat-
ters. I am informed that some cases of prosecution under the
new law have already fallen to the ground because, forsooth.
It could not be shown that the Pharmacopoeia cited was a
"certified copy." What, pray, does the statement, "official

copy," which appears in each volume, mean—to a lawyer? (1

would like to write a book on legal versus common sense logic.)

A few of the changes that have been made are open to cnti-
cism. They seem to have been too hastily adopted.
In the case of liquor ferri chloridi and liquor ferri tersul-

phatis, solutions of a definite strength, much too large a range
of specific gravity is permitted.
Bismuth citrate, also bismuth and ammonium citrate, are to

be ignited before applying the test for arsenic. It seems
hardly possible that ignition of an organic salt would fail to

reduce at least a portion of the arsenic to the "metallic"
state, when it would surely be volatilized. The tests, in this
respect, remain unchanged, as in the case also of bismuth sub-
gallate. Since the modified Gutzeit test has been adopted very
generally for other compounds, why should it not have been
prescribed, with suitable modifications, in the case of salts of

luth?
The test for arsenic in tartar emetic has been made extraor-

dinarily liberal, permitting the presence of nearly 0.1 per cent.
This must be because the cojnmercial salt may be expected to
show much more than a trace of arsenic.
In a number of instances the changes that have heen made

are not as radical as would be desirable. For example, the
test for tartaric or oxalic acid in citric acid, which may prove
"misleading." is simply omitted, although one would say that
tartaric acid would be the most frequent adulterant of citric
acid. The committee wisely refrained from making any
changes not absolutely necessary to prevent injustice in the
carrying out of the present law.
The suggestion has been recently made that the Pharmaco-

pceia as an authoritative standard ought to emanate in some
way from the general government.* No really weighty reasons
have been given for such a radical change. The working plan
proposed, indeed, does not greatly differ from that which has
been evolved, as it were, spontaneously. The government as
such has no knowledge of the materia medica. The medical
profession alone decide what articles they will prescribe as
remedies for disease. A "government" might declare that no
poisons, like arsenic or strychnine, no narcoticstlike opium or
chloral, should be used in medicine. Instead, iMtree America,
the government recognizes the right of the mefffcal profession
to employ whatever remedy, innocent or heroic, they may find
serviceable for the alleviation of shfCering or the cure of dis-
ease. If it is the physician who is to be the chooser of rem-
edies, it is the pharmacist who must have the practical knowl-
edge of the chemical and physical properties of those remedies,
and so the materia medica must be created by physician and
pharmacist working in conjunction. It is from them and from
them alone that the "government" can get the information
necessary for the fixing of standards. All this is axiomatically
true. Those who say that they wish to have government
originate the Pharmacopoeia can mean only that the govern-
ment, after consulting the medical and pharmaceutical pro-
fessions, should put the stamp of their authority on the com-
pilation of remedies and standards which constitutes the Phar-
macopcEia. But that it has already done in the food and drugs
act. In addition, it is expected that the government, will also
publish the book of standards, and sell it at cost pric^—but is it

customary for governments to issue at cost price volumes of
other statutory matter?
On the other hand, we have now a system tested through

many decades, whereby the ever-changing practice of physi-
cians in the choice of remedies is given concrete form in a na-
tional Pharmacopoeia.
The system may be improved, as it has been continuously

improved, from decade to decade. Now that the government
has a drug laboratory it will be the natural thing- that this
laboratory have a representative on the revision committee.
Manufacturing firms as such should not be so represented, but
the competent men connected with such firms will always find
their services in demand as members of the committee, if thev
can afford to sacrific'e the amount of time that will be re"-
quired. Heretofore these men have been very bashful about
olTering .suggestions to members of the committee—even when
such suggestions have been solicited from them. Now that
the Pharmacopceia has become a legal book of standards, we
may be sure that there will be no such backwardness.
This is a mere apology for a report of your committee. It

has not been possible during the past year to carry out any
plan for concerted work in the committee, owing to the
pressure of work that readjustment to new conditions has im-
nosed upon the chairman and most of his colleagues We
hope that another year will give us breathing time enough to
organize ourselves for effective work.
This report was received and took the usual course.

TRANSP0RT.\T10N.

Charles Caspari, Jr., read his report as chairman of
the committee on transportation. He had been able to
secure some concessions from the railroads, but not the
usual convention rate of a fare-and-a-third for the entire
territory of the United States. Unsettled conditions in
the railroad world, due to rate le,s;islation, was given as
the cause of the failure of the committee to get the usual
convention rate.

PUBLICATIOX.

Mr. Caspari also reported for the committee on publi-
cation. Of the Proceedings for 1906. there had been
printed 1,950 copies, at a cost of $2,661.15. There had been

•See American Medicine for January, page 3, quoted In part
in The Druggists Circular for July, page 492; and correspond-
ence in the Circular for July and August, pages 4S7 and 556
respectively.—Editor The Druggists Circular.

paid to the reporter on the progress of pharmacy |675
and to the stenographer $200. Expressage for two years.

1905 and 1906, and incidentals had brought the expendi-
tures of the committee up to $4,209.76. In conclusion the
report read:

The volume of 1906 Proceedings is larger by 126 pages than
the preceding volume, due to the presentation of a larger num-
ber of papers at the last meeting and the reinsertion of some
matter previously omitted. It is very gratifying to be able to
report that arrangements have been made whereby it will be
possible hereafter to publish the Proceedings at a somewhat re-
duced cost and in a considerably shorter period of time.
Barring unforseen accidents and delays, it is hoped to be able

OSCAB OLDBEBG. H. H. BUSBY.

The New First and Second Vice-Presidents.

to have the book in the hands of the members by February 1st
at latest.
Tour committee Is also much pleased to report that the de-

mand for the new edition of the National Formulary exceeded
Its expectations and that It became necessary to print not less
than 24,000 copies of the book during the oast year. The de-
mand seems to continue and there is every prospect of a finan-
cial success for the book. In February last it was found neces-
sary to make certain corrections and changes in the plates
which were furnished by the chairman of the National
Formulary committee and a four-page circular of such cor-
t-ections and changes was printed for the benefit of those who
had purchased the book prior to March 1st; a good supply of
this circular w-as sent to dealers for distribution among their
customers. The total expense to date of publishing the third
edition of the National Formulary amounts to $7,129.93, to
which must, however, be added the sum of $6S9.0S spent for
advertising the book in the spring of 1906. While a supplement
to the National Formulary may be desirable within the next
two or three years there does not seem to exist any necessity
for another revision of the book until after the next revision
of the United States Pharmacopoeia. An account of the re-
ceipts from sales of the National Formulary will appear in
the report of the general secretary.

LOCAL BRANCHES.

Mr. Hallberg, chairman of the committee on organiza-
tion of local branches, reported that three new branches
had bsen established during the year, namely, the New
England, the New York, and the St. Louis, making a total

of nine. The Washington City branch had not been active
during the year. Efforts were being made to awaken in-

terest in the association's work and to establish branches
in Buffalo, central New York State, Pittsburg, Cincinnati.
Detroit, Louisville, Kansas City, Omaha, Denver, New Or-

leans and San Francisco. A request for volunteer work-
ers in these fields was made.

NATIONAL FORMULAKY.

Chairman C. Lewis Diehl, of Louisville, having been
taken sick at Philadelphia on his way to the meeting, and
being prevented from attending on that account, the report
of the committee on National Formulary was made by
H. P. Hynson, a member of the committee. It follows:

With the pride and satisfaction that must be common to
every lo,val member of our association, your committee has
the honor of calling attention to the most encouraging and
substantial reception given tl>e revised edition of the National
Formulary, as abundantly evidenced in the report of the pub-
lication committee. Indeed, it Is believed the association may
be heartily congratulated upon the success of this particular
part of Its work and we suggest that it will be only just and
proper for the early promoters of the Formulary to have con-
spicuous and honorable places in the history of this organiza-
tion.
The unfortunate errors, chiefly typographical, thatwere dis-

covered in the first copies, were corrected in subsequent Issues.
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The errata were published In the Bulletin and every possible
effort has been made to supply "Errata Sheets" to those who
had received uncorrected copies: the expense of which was less
than $50.

It Is, however, not the chief purpose of this committee to
speak of the success which has attended the issue of this edi-
tion of the National Formulary, or unprofltably refer to Its
small defects, but rather to submit for your consideration and
deliberation the measures which in our opinion should be put
into effect in order to promote its usefulness, and thus justify
the confidence which our lawmakers have manifested when
congress designated the National Formulary as one of the of-
ticlal standards of the nation for estimating the value of and
preparing the remedial agents required for the treatment of
disease.

C. LEWIS DIF.HT.. A. M. KOEUKIG.
Re-elected Reporter on the Vice-Chairman of the Coun-

Progress of Pharmacy, an of- cil. Representative of the
flee created in 1873 and filled United States Public Health
by him ever since, except for and Marine-Hospital Service.
four years.

A serious responsibility has thus been imposed on this as-
sociation, and it behooves us to make every effort to so per-
fect the work that it shall not alone serve as a useful stand-
ard and guide, but shall be cheerfully accepted as such by
those who are most closely interested, the practitioners of
medicine. Indeed, the interest that the book has already won
from the physicians, which is the real and direct object sought
by us, points out the desirability of enlisting the co-operation
of a committee of practicing physicians in the further work
of this committee, by inviting the American Medical Associa-
tion to appoint such a committee, and it would doubtless be a
further advantage if the bureau of chemistry, department of
agriculture, and the marine hospital and public-health service,
could be prevailed on severally to nominate one of their at-
taches to serve, ex-offlcio, as members of these committees.
Moreover, the working force of the committee should be aug-
mented by the appointment of auxiliary members to be nom-
inated by the chairmen of the sub-committee with whom they
are to serve, and to be recommended by the chairman of the
National Formulary committee to the council for confirmation.
The duties of these sub-committees must be lined out in de-
tail after the organization of the committee for work, but may
be roughly outlined as follows:

1. The collection and condensation of criticisms on the Na-
tional Formulary or its formulas: such to be reported monthly
for inclusion in the Bulletin, and published in its entirety,
systematically arranged, in the annual Proceedings.

2. Correction of existing formulas which have been criticised.
3. Collection of working formulas for preparations suggested

for inclusion in the National Formulary.
4. Selection of preparations proposed for admission into the

National Formulary; such to be reported monthly for inclu-
sion in the Bulletin.

5. Construction of formulas suitable for admission into the
National Formulary; such to be reported annually to the sec-
tion on practical pharmacy and dispensing.
To conduct this work properly, an adequate sum should be

at the disposal of the committee, so that experts can be em-
ployed, if necessary, to experiment with the various formulas:
to enable a more liberal correspondence with the members;
and for other legitimate pui-poses, which in the past were
neglected owing to the want of a specific appropriation.
Finally, the permanence of the committee on National

Formulary should be assured by appointing its members for
the actual term of each revision, which might. If practicable,
be made coincident with the revision of the United States
Pharmacopcela.

This report was received and the recommendations con-
tained in it were referred to the council, with power to
act.

MEMBEBSHIP.

W. B. Day, of Chicago, chairman of the general com-
mittee on membership and reception, being absent, his
report was read by Secretary Caspari. This report showed
a total membership on September 1st, 1906, of 1,868.
Accessions during the meeting and after the meeting, but

before the 1906 Proceedings had been sent to press, ran
the total up to 2,081, from which 29 were deducted on ac-

count of death, 36 on account of resignation, and 118 on
account of suspension, which reduced the total by 183,

leaving 1,898. To this the committee was able to add 172
names, making a total prior to the meeting of 2,070
members.

PBOPOSEU 1'llAK.MACEUTICAL COLLECTIO.N AT WASHINGTON.

The report of Edward Kremers, chairman of the com-
mittee on proposed pharmaceutical collection at Wash-
ington, was presented and took the usual course. This
report was in the following words:

The chairman of the committee, while in Washington early
in July, had a personal conference with Mr. Rathbun, the
assistant secretary of the Smithsonian Institute, who is In
charge of the National Museum.
The magnificent building in course of construction. It is

hoped, will be under roof before winter, so that the work on
the interior may continue uninterrupted. But even then, it

will be two years before the collections can be installed.
Although the floor space of this new museum is several

times that of the Congressional Library, it will be possible to
provide space for the scientific collections only. The arts will
be accommodated in the old building.
So great has been the awakening of the people of the United

States as to the possibilities and value of the National Museum,
that donations upon donations have been offered, which it has

accept for want of space to store them, not
the impossibility to exhibit them. It would seem

inevitable, therefore, that the $4,000,000 building will soon have
to be supplemented by another equally large, if not larger.

V.'hile waiting for the completion of the new building and
tl^e remodeling of the old, so that the pharmaceutical coUec-
i»ons may be properly accommodated, let us hope that the in-
terest manifested in the history of our calling may grow.
AVhen the proper time comes the American Pharmaceutical
Association ought to be ready to place in the National Museum
an exhibit that will do justice to our calling, and that will not
fall short when compared with similar exhibits of other- pro-
fessions.

PHAEMACISTS IN THE GOVERNMENT SERVICE.

George J. Seabury, of New York, chairman of the com-
mittee on status of pharmacists in the army, navy and
public health and marine hospital service of the United
States, made no formal report, but in d letter to President
Eliel, referred to the report made last year for reasons
why his committee had not been more active. Continuing,
Mr. Seabury wrote:

When the medical department has been granted its needed
reforms we shall then be in a position to advance and promote
our own plans with chances of success. The fact remains tliat
we cannot at present or in future accomplish anything with-
out the harmonious and active co-operation of the medical
staff. There are many diflBculties in the way of special legis-
lation. The congressional committees having in charge mat-
ters pertaining to medical and pharmaceutical progress, while
they have generously provided steel, iron, nickel and lead pilla
for the use of the army and navy to encourage peace, yet they
have been very penurious in providing services and necessities
required for maintaining the health of the rank and file in the
army and navy. Wisdom may guide and induce these com-
mittees to pay more attention in the future to the welfare of
Uncle Sam's land and sea forces.
Of course the claims of pharmacists will come last, on ac-

count of their amiability, but when they do come their status
will undoubtedly develop an organized plan through the ef-
forts of military pharmacists possessing aggressive and sol-
dierly qualities.
The duty of this committee therefore is plain. It must act

in conjunction with the medical department. The army and
navy should have the very best medical and pharmaceutical
professional service.

REOBOANIZATION.

Mr. Hallberg, chairman of the committee on reorganiza-
tion, made a preliminary report in which he said that
the functions of the association had multiplied and a
change in its methods of procedure was imperative. The
business of the association, he said, should be transacted
by a council. Section sessions should be concurrent.
Night work should be eliminated, as night was for recrea-
tion and pleasure. He stated that at the final general ses-
sion he would present a written report in the shape of
proposed amendments to the constitution, upon which
action could not be taken until next year.

Joseph L. Lemberger, of Lebanon. Pa., thought the com-
mittee was working along proper lines. As president of
the association and as a member of the council he had
felt the need for a radical change from present meth-
ods. The association had grown tremendously in a score
of years. He asked for the full sympathy of the asso-
ciation with the committee.

REPORT ON PKESIDE.VT'S ADDRESS.

Charles Holzhauer made the report of the committee
on president's address, Chairman Zottman being tempor-
arily absent. The committee favored the recommenda-
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tion that the association co-operate with the American

Medical Association in its efforts to secure the creation

of a national health department; animadverted upon the

chicanery of certain manufacturers manifested by their

misleading use of the "guaranty number"; thought that

the postal authorities should be appealed to to aid in the

suppression of advertising medical frauds; believed that

there was room for further restrictions in the matter of

the sale of habit-forming drugs; decided that the ques-

tion of board of pharmacy examinations could be argued

indefinitely pro and con; wanted the label on ammonia

water and other chemicals to tell the story; spoke a good

J. n. BON-n. A. P. SHARP.

The ass'^ciation's oldest Author, in 1S55, of the first

member in' the State in which paper ever read before the as-

it is to meet next year. sociation. Still active.

word for the Bulletin; and favored the fixing, by the

council, of the date of iiolding meetings. The committee

did not fully approve the recommendation that appropria-

tions bv the council of sums in excess of $250 be not

voted upon until after the expiration of seven days, as

as hardship might be wrought if such regulation were

adopted.
The report- was approved.

HOT SPKINGS TO BE THE PL.\CE OF THE NEXT MEETING.

Frank Schachleiter, of Hot Springs, Ark., chairman of

the committee on time and place of the next meeting,

reported that invitations had been received from Niagara

Falls, Put-in-Bay, Cedar Point (Sandusky, O.), and Hot
Springs. The committee was unanimously in favor of

Hot Springs.

Mr. Searby presented the claims of Los Angeles, and
Mr. Remington said that he would like to see that city

selected next year for the 1909 meeting.

The report of the committee was adopted, and the

question of the time for holding the meeting was referred

to the council.

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.

Mr. Searby reported for the committee on weights and
measures. This was a chairman's report, and recom-

mended:

1. That the use of alternative weights and measures be dis-

continued In any future edition of the National Formulary
that may be published.

2. That the use of the National Formulary in commentaries
and similar works be made conditional upon the doses and
quantities being expressed in metric terms only.

3. That all colleges of pharmacy be requested to use the
metric weights and measures exclusively in their work, and
that students be required to express the doses ot all medicines
in metric terms.

4. In order to prepare engineers and others for the early
adoption ot the metric system and thereby hasten the time
when it can be made applicable to all measurements, we rec-
ommend that the experience of the Baldwin Locomotive Works
In building engines to be used in France* be made known, and
such similar experiences as can be verified from other Amer-
ican or English firms who may have used this system.

In conclusion the committee set 1911 as the date when
It thought any act of congress on this subject should be-

come operative.

The report was accepted.

A committee of three was appointed to draft resolu-

tions on the death of A. E. Ebert and report at the last

general session. This committee was made up of W. M.
Searby, H. B. Mason, and Otto F. Claus.

REPORTS OF DELEGATES TO OTHER NATIONAL BODIES.

W. C. Anderson, of Brooklyn, reported for the delega-
tion to the 1906 meeting of the National Association of
Retail Druggists. This report, which was read In full,

was quite comprehensive, and covered matters which have
passed into history.

Mr. Remington reported for the delegation to the 1907
meeting of the American Medical Association. He spoke
of the interest manifested by the physicians in the Phar-
macopoeia, but said there was room for improvement here.
A new feature was the exhibit of pharmacopoeial and Na-
tional Formulary preparations, made by the Philadelphia
branch of the American Pharmaceutical Association. This
exhibit had received extended favorable notice in the
Journal of the American Medical Association. Much
credit was due to M. I. Wilbert, secretary of the branch,
for the success of the exhibit.

Chairman Lemberger, of the delegation to the 1906
meeting of the National Wholesale Druggists' Associa-
tion, not having attended, C. A. Mayo, of New York, a
member of the delegation, reported that the meeting had
taken more than the usual amount of interest in matters
phamaceutical.

Mr. Hynson extended the greetings of the Maryland
Pharmaceutical Association, together with a letter signed
by its president. Louis Schulze, and secretary, O. C. Smith,
asking that the American association take steps to form
a confedr-ration of State associations by so changing its

constitution and by-laws as to give the State delegates
more conspicuous and potent Influence in the American
association.

This communication was received, and the second gen-
eral session then adjourned.

SECTION O.V PHARMACY AXD DISPEysINO.
Tuesday Afternoon, September 3d.

On the afternoon of the second day of the meeting, the
section on practical pharmacy and dispensing held its

opening session in the large room in which the general
sessions had been held. Chairman H. A. B. Dunning, ot

Baltimore, and Secretary Joseph Weinstein, of New York,
and the associate member, F. M. Apple, of Philadelphia,
were at their respective posts.

Chairman Dunning read his address, which follows:

ADDRESS OF THE CHAIRMAN.
In casting about for a subject that might prove both interest-

ing and helpful to the association, I struck the Idea that my
experience in what is generally understood to be the more
scientific fields of pharmaceutical work, although limited. In
connection with my more extensive work along strictly phar-
maceutical lines might enable me to offer suggestions as to
how the sections on scientific papers and practical pharmacy
and dispensing might be of greater service to each other and
most effective In their work of increasing the general com-
petency of the retail pharmacist.
While holding this line of thought I have studied, carefully,

the published proceedings of both these sections for the last

This study leads me to th
have not been in close toucl
While the work of the

of a high order, such as

onclusion that the two sections
he one with the other.

papers has been
mbers of this

to be very proud, yet, with the exception of efforts
toward the improvement of methods of assays and analyses,
and the various plans offered for the purpose of discovering
impurities or adulterations in drugs, there is comparatively
little to directly benefit the retail pharmacist.

CHANCE FOR CO-OPEBATIOX OF SCIE.NTIFIC AM)
PHARMACY.

I do not wish it to be understood that T odvocati
est cessation of the highly scientific investigations
heretofore been carried on bv members interpreted

the r-)'."
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then tin '! >>^ .• ii. Ijn- ^. ' I i-:i ,i|. ^

I sav "in good shape"; I mean b:s

pharmacist, after observing phenomei
interesting, should make careful obser-.

ing on the problem and work the mat i. i
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think they should be investigated by the practicing pharma-
cist, and at what point the worlt should be referred to tha
scientific section.

EQUAL WEIGHTS OF DIFFERENT CHEMICAXS INCREASE VOLUME
UNEQUALLY WHEN UISSOLVED IN WATER.

For several years I have given some thought to the interest-
ing question ot why equal weights of different chemicals in-
crease - volume unequally when dissolved in water. Five
grammes ot potassium iodide dissolved in 20 c.c. of water will
cause the volume to be increased to 21.4 c.c; 5 grammes of
.sodium bromide to 21.6 c.c; 5 grammes of silver nitrate to 20.9

c.c, showing an increase in volume of 1.4, 1.6 and 0.9 c.c. re-
spectively A little thought will lead one to conclude that the
lower the molecular weight of the compound the greater the
ijicrease in volume should be, for according to the accepted
theory there should be more molecules in 5 grammes of sodium

k bromide, molecular weight 103, than in the same weight of
potassium bromide, molecular weight 119. Perhaps the dis-
sociation theory will come into play and will complicate spec-
ulation to a still greater degree. However, in a general way,
the first theory is borne out by the following table:

Increase
Volume of

Molecular. 20 c.c. ot
Weight. Water.

5 grammes of LiCl 42 2.9

5 grammes of NaCl 5S 1.75

5 grammes of L.iNOi 69

5 grammes of KCl 74 2.0

5 grammes of NaNOj 84 1.9

5 grammes of LiBr 86 2.1

B grammes of KNO3 100 2.1

5 grammes of NaBr 102 1.6

5 grammes of LijSOj 110

5 grammes of KBr lis -1.55

5 grammes of Lil 133 2.4

5 grammes of NaoSO, 140 1.0

5 grammes of Nal 148 1.3

5 grammes of FeSO, 151 1.375

5 grammes of KI 164 1.4

5 grammes of AgNOa 168 .9

5 grammes of K^SOi 173 1.0

Volume Grammeo of
ot 22 Water of

Molecular c.c. of Crystalli-
Weight. Water. zation.

5 gms. Na-SOjlOHsO 319 3.1 -0.44 =2.66 2.8

5 gms. Na,SOJ0H2O(dried) 0.95

5 gms. FeSOJH.0 277 2.41 -0.75 =1.66 2.3

5 gms. Na-HPOaOHjO 355 3.18 -0.68 =2.60 3.9

5gms.Na:HPOa0H„O(dried)140 L45

There are several Interesting points regarding the results
shown by this table.
The chemicals are arranged according to their molecular

weights and it may be observed that LiCl, with the lowest
molecular weight, increases the volume the most, while KjSOj
and AgNOs, having the highest molecular weights, increase
the volume least. The intermediate members do not follow the
rule perfectly, yet in a general way they do.
Another interesting point is that salts containing water of

crystallization increase the volume out of all proportion to
their molecular weight.
When the increase of volume caused by the dried salt and

the crystallized salt of the same compound is compared it will
be observed that the water of crystallization apparently in-
creases the volume in direct proportion to the amount present
in the salt. That is, 5 grammes of NaoSOJOHiO increases the
volume 3.1 c.c. As the amount of the dried salt present In 5
grammes only increases the volume 0.44 c.c. the balance of in-
crease, 2.66 c.c. is due to water of crystallization, 5 grammes
of the crystallized salt containing 2.8 grammes of water of
crystallization, results nearly agree. Sodium phosphate il-

lustrates an additional case quite nicely.

Now as a trained, practical pharmacist I have carried this
work to a point where I think it could be taken up by a care-
ful scientific investigator and some interesting and probably
Important conclusion reached, for my work on this subject,
from a scientific standpoint, is inaccurate in the extreme for
the following reasons:
The chemicajs used were not sufflciently pure, no accurate

account was taken of changes in temperature when dissolving
salts, nothing more accurate than a 25-cc. burette, graduated
in tenths, was used for measuring. As far as I have been able
to learn, no work has been done on this subject.

TITRATINO BORIC ACID IN OLTCEBIIT.

The Pharmacopoeia directs that boric acid be titrated in a
strong glycerin solution. Some practical worker, obviously,
has observed that the end reaction between the weak acid and
the standard alkali solution was made sufflciently sharp to
permit of accurate titration in the presence of glycerin. By
my own observation I know that boric acid can be titrated in
the presence of glycerin very satisfactorily, but I cannot sug-
gest why. I believe this is a prop-.'r question for the scientific
section to solve and I believe that a careful consideration ot
the dissociation theory m connection with suitable experi-
mental work would throw light upon this question.

HEATING TOGETHER BORAX. SODIUM BICARBONATE, GLTCEBIN

AND WATER.

In this connection I will mention my experience in heating
together borax, sodium bicarbonate, glycerin and water.
The mixture contained a large percentage of borax and

sodium bicarbonate, and large volumes of carbon dioxide were
given off while heating in the water bath, and finally the re-
action ceased and a clear solution resulted, but If the solution

VARIOUS PHENOMENA OF LIQUEFACTION.

Most pharmacists are tamillar with the solvent acti^n of am-
monium acetate upon salicylic acid and with the effect of a
comparatively small proportion of citric acid upon crystallized
sodium phosphate. It seems probable that these and many
similar cases of the kind might be explained satisfactorily by
the ionic theory, and also, perhaps, the many cases of lique-
faction observed, such as salol and camphor, camphor and
chloral, etc.
But besides these solution phenomena there are even more

JACOB DINER. E. G. EBERLE.
The new Chairman of the Re-elected Secretary of the

Section on Commercial Phar- Section on Historical Phar-
macy, macy.

METALLIC SCALE COMPOUNDS WITH PEPTONE.

While attempting to work out a good formula tor Iron and
manganese peptonate solution I was naturally set to thinking.
What is this combination of ferric hydroxide and peptone that
dissolves in water in the presence ot alkali? and while experi-
menting for the purpose of learning if other metallic hydrox-
ides were affected in the same way by peptone, I made scale
compounds of mercury, copper and silver, as well as iron, by
adding alkali hydroxide to solutions of the soluble metallic
salts in the presence of peptone until precipitation and re-
solution took place. These solutions were then carefully evap-
orated and scaled on glass in a current of warm air.

Now the question is. What are these compounds, chemically,
which we pharmacists are constantly dealing with?
The manufacturing pharpiacist, be he a wholesaler or re-

tailer, needs knowledge of this kind, tor it will assist him In
formulating his preparations and save much time In empirical
experimentation.

STABLE SOLUTION OF HYPOPHOSPHITES.

I recall the hundreds of experiments which I found it neces-
sary to conduct to enable me to prepare a stable solution of
the hypophosphites. including iron hypophosphite, and the de-
sired result was obtained by a careful adjustment of the quan-
tity of sodium citrate necessary to dissolve the iron hypophos-
phite. No precipitate ot the sparingly soluble calcium citrate
will occur, after long standing, if an excess of the citrate has
not been used.

STAINING FLUIDS.

In the past few years there has been a constantly growing
demand from the physicians for staining fluids prepared from
the anllin colors for bacteriological and pathological work.
For a long tim.e they, the physicians, have attempted to pre-

pare these solutions, but with poor success, for various reasons.
Now they are turning to the pharmacist for these supplies be-
cause they believe that he has or should have a greater knowl-
edge of these anilin derivates and the technique required for
preparing solutions of them, than they. It is a good oppor-
tunity to impress the physician.
Personally, I have worked considerably with these staining

fluids with some success, but my methods of improving them
have been decidedly empirical and I am doubtful if it would
be practical to work with them from any other standpoint. In
any case, there is work in this field for scientifically trained
men, for any Investigation along these lines requires an in-
timate knowledge of hydrolyzlng agents and influences mild
oxidizing and reducing agents, a careful technique and famil-
iarity with the microscope.
Probably the most important of these staining fluids, com-

mercially, is the solution ot the so-called "eoslnated methylene
blue" and its various modifications. The stain powder is pro-
duced by mixing solutions of eosin and methylene blue The
methylene blue solution being alkalinlzed, sterilized or just

The precipitate formed Is collected, properly treated and dried
at a low temperature and dissolved In methyl alcohol.
The point is that although from different lots the precipitate

Is readily formed, easily collected, and when dry presents the
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eame physical characteristics, and seems to be a definite com-
pound, the solution frequently tails to stain properly. The
same difBculties are often experienced with many o£ the other
staining fluids.
There arp perhaps illustrations of unexplained problems much

more practicable than those I have given, but these are some
with which I have come in actual contact and am able to speak
of because of rather trying experiences. I have not discussed
them at length and have only mentioned a few that seemed to
me most Interesting and possible of more helpful results; I
hope, however, they will serve to make plain the fact that
there are many problems that the practical and scientific phar-
macists might, working hand in hand, solve together to the
advantage of botii.

This address was received and took the usual course.

FIBST AID TO THE INJUBED.

Joseph Weinsteia read a paper on "A Few Points on

Toxicology for the Practical Pharmacist," in which he

made a plea for a more thorough study of "first aid to the

injured" by pharmacists. He described some of the symp-

toms of poisoning by a sedative drug, and pointed out

what he would recommend to the pharmacist to do when
such a case of poisoning was brought to his store.

C. B. Lowe, of Philadelphia, who is an M. D., as well

as a Ph. G., thought that Mr. Weinstein's paper waa a

step In the right direction, but suggested certain changes

In the treatment outlined therein.

H. M. Whelpley, another man who carries a knowledge

of medicine among his other various assets, said that a

druggist needed experience as well as such knowledge as

he could get from reading printed directions, before he

was competent to treat cases of poisoning.

Mr. Lowe told how one of his pharmaceutical students

had gone to the rescue of a homoepathic physician who
had on his hands a case of poisoning which he was unable

to treat.

Mr. Hallberg provoked much merriment by telling how
an opium-poisoned patient, who was unable to swa\low,

had been quickly revived by the administration of an

enema of one-half ounce of tincture of capsicum.

This led Mr. Whelpley to refer to an incident related

in one of the books: A young woman had bought laudanum
of a drug clerk for suicidal purposes, and incidentelly

asked what the treatment for opium poisoning was. The
clerk did not tell her, but handed her a book to read in

which enemas were highly recommended. The young
woman concluded that she would rather live than run the

risk of undergoing such treatment, and so did not at-

tempt the contemplated suicide.

M. I. Wilbert, of Philadelphia, read a paper entitled

"Liquid Soap: An Economic Formula," which is printed

on page 631 of this issue.

Mr. Wilbert also presented a paper in which he paid

his respects to probilin pills, to which we expect to make
further reference.

H. P. Hynson read a paper on "The Eyes and Hands in

Dispensing," which lack of space prevents us from pre-

senting in this issue, but which we hope to give in full

soon. This paper referred to many things which the

thoughtless might regard as too small to be worth notic-

ing, but which in the aggregate determine whether a man
is a good dispenser or the reverse.

In discussing Mr. Hynson's essay Mr. Searby said that

it was the little things that count; that 99 per cent, of

the retail drug business was made up of little things.

Good handwriting would secure a situation for a man as

quickly as ability in more pharmaceutical lines. Hand-
writing on a label had a great effect upon the patient.

LLOYD ON "SCIENCE."

John Uri Lloyd, of Cincinnati, was much pleased with

the paper. He gave an amusing as well as instructive de-

scription of what he considered "science." To wash a bottle

properly required scientific ability. He related how he had
learned" to wash a straw from a bottle, not by the time-

consuming and often fruitless process of filling the bottle

with water, but by using a little water and a deft twist

of the wrist—in a word, science.

When abroad he had seen an illiterate man sit at a re-

volving board and by using science, convert a lump of

mud into a jug or a bowl at will. He had said to him:
"My friend, I am a man of science; allow me to make a

jug." But his science had been of no avail, as his lump
of mud had refused to take shape at the command of his

fingers.

He had seen a Kentucky negro laborer, who could

neither read nor write, and who was a small and seem-

ingly not a very strong man, unload lumber. By a

scientific movement the negro had made the boards almost
walk to their respective places and arrange themselves
In proper position. He had tried the trick, but could
hardly move a board.
"No scientist can tell me that there is no science in

my line of work," he said. He knew a mycologist who
did not consider anyone a scientist who did not know all

about puff-balls.* A workman in a chemical laboratory

who did not know a single reaction, was a scientist if he
understood his own work and did it well.

During the delivery of his remarks Mr. Lloyd advanced
to the vacant space in front of the rostrum and gave a
pantomimic representation of the various actions he de-

scribed, which added much to the effectiveness of his

remarks.
His impromptu address was easily one of the "hits" of

the meeting, and was received with great applause.

Mr. Hallberg said that ambidexterity was an accom-
plishment which should be possessed by all pharmacists,
to be used when forming pills with the finger-tips, manipu-
lating the mortar and in other ordinary work of

similar character. He had noticed that a large proportion
of pharmacy students were color-blind. He made it a rule

to examine his students for color-blindness.

Among the other papers read were the following:

"Solid Opodeldoc and Other Official Preparations," by H.
A. B. Dunning; "Hints on the Compounding of Glycerin,

Benzoin and Rose Water," by Franklin M. Apple; "A
Card Indexing System for Prescriptions," by Jacob Diner,

of New York; "A Few Meritorious External Antiseptic

Preparations," by J. T. Harbold, of Philadelphia; "The
Future Pharmacist," by B. Romansky, of New York;
"Cutting Compounding Corners or Pharmaceutical Eco-

nomics," by Frank E. Fisk, of Chicago; "His Terrible Mis-

take in Dispensing," by L. Marmor, of New York, and
"Practical Experience in Dispensing," by Leon Lascoff, of

New York.
In the absence of their authors, papers on "Some Inter-

esting Prescription Incompatibilities," by W. J. Robinson,
of New York, and on "Cataplasma Kaolini," by H. C. Blair,

of Philadelphia, were read by title only.

It is our intention to present some of these papers in

future issues.

Second Session, Tuesday Evening, September 3d.

The reading of the minutes of the preceding session

being dispensed with by motion, the election of officers

was taken up. with the result noted on page 647.

F. M. Apple, of Philadelphia, presented the first paper,

one on "Counter Prescribing and Dispensing." In the

course of his remarks, the author advised the reduction of

counter-prescribing to the minimum.
Jacob Diner, of New York, took exception to this advice

and held that there could be no minimum of the evil, and
the only course was to eliminate it. If a remedy for a
specific ailment was asked for, he held that the druggist
might rightly express his opinion of one or more prepara-

tions of the desired sort, but should not recommend a
preparation upon the statement of symptoms, real or
imagined.
H. P. Hynson, of Baltimore, was of the same opinion,

and advised against any compromise with an evil.

C. S. N. Hallberg, of Chicago, and W. M. Searby, of San
Francisco, spoke of the seeming need of a third profes-

sion, similar to the apothecaries of Great Britain.

Otto Raubenheimer, of Brooklyn, read the next paper,

which bore the title, "Milk of Magnesia." He contended
that the National Formulary formula called for an exces-

sive amount of magnesium sulphate, 240 grammes being
sufficient. Care should be taken to use water free from
organic matter and Iron and to keep the moist hydrate
unexposed to the carbon dioxide of the air. In his method
he uses distilled water and did not drain the magma on a
strainer, but siphoned off the wash water.

A. B. Stevens, of Ann Arbor, read a paper on the "Citro-

Compounds of Iron." These compounds he believed were
combinations of double salts of iron and potassium or

sodium, a sodium or potassium salt, and an iron salt. The
subject was referred to the section on scientific papers.

H. A. B. Dunning, of Baltimore, who was scheduled for

a talk upon "Twelve Prescriptions," had brought along

the wrong reproductions, and instead spoke briefly upon
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the difficulties presented in two prescriptions lie had
brought, and how they might be overcome.

C. H. LaWall, of Philadelphia, was the next speaker,
with a paper upon "Tincture of Iodine." In this he re-
counted various experiments with the keeping qualities
of various tinctures. He drew from the results he ob-
tained that the official preparation was the most stable,
and that light had no influence upon its stability.

M. I. Wilbert, of Philadelphia, read a paper entitled
"Heard and Seen." This was referred to a committee con-
sisting of H. B. Nason, of Detroit; W. M. Searby, of San
Francisco, and the author, which was instructed to report
to the section on education and legislation next year.

A paper by W. C. Kirchgessner, of Grand Rapids, on
"Glycerin vs. Sugar," was read by title.

Other papers presented at this session were: "Quality
in Dispensing." by W. F. Scov'lle, of Boston; "Improved
Method of Filling and Sealing Cachets," by R. E. Smith,
of Syracuse; "The Modern Pharmacy," by Bernard Sacks,
of New York; "Clean Them Yourself," by W. F. Kaem-
merer, of Columbus; "Practical Thoughts and Sugges-
tions," by Louis Schulze, of Baltimore; "A New and Con-
tinuous Lime Water Apparatus," by Otto Raubenheimer,
of Brooklyn; "Heat and Its Utility at the Compounding
and Dispensing Counters," by Frank E. Fish, of Chicago;
and "Elixir Curassao," by H. C. Blair, of Philadelphia.

C. S. N. Hallberg, of Chicago, spoke upon the tendency
of many manufacturers of new medicinal chemicals to

market their products solely in the form of tablets. He
depicted this condition of affairs, which he considered
about the "limit" in insult to the ability of the retail

pharmacist.
There being no new business before the section the

newly elected officers were installed, the thanks of the
section were tendered to the retiring officers and the sec-

tion adjourned.

SECTION ON EDUCATION AND LEGISLATION.

Wednesday Forenoon, September J/th.

In the same room in which the other meetings had
been held, the section on pharmaceutical education and
legislation met Wednesday forenoon at 10 o'clock, with
Oscar Oldberg, of Chicago, in the chair, and Secretary J.

W. England, of Philadelphia, at the desk.

Chairman Oldberg read the following address:

ADDRBS3 OF THE CHAmMAN,
Fellow-Members: At our annual meeting a year ago prac-

tically all of the time o( tliis Section was devoted to the con-
sideration of certain general principles, which, If given recog-
nition and effect, as circumstances permit, cannot tail to great-
ly improve the condition of pharmacy and pharmacists. The
propositions submitted were all endorsed by this section, and
on the following day by the joint conference of the State boards
of pharmacy and the pharmaceutical faculties. The joint con-
ference further adopted certain additional propositions of a
similar character.
Attention was called to some of the most serious defects In

our pharmacy laws, the absence of tangible standards of edu-
cation for the practice of pharmacy in nearly all our States,
and the bewildering differences and contradictory requirements
of different States. The object sought was to discover in what
direction a beginning might be made to bring about a healthier
condition
The general propositions which were endorsed by the meet-

ings at Indianapolis are to be found in the published proceed-
ings. They are self-explanatory and moderate.
It was not to be exoected that the first effort to awaken

serious interest in this important question would bring immedi-
ate results. The actual condition of things was not generally
known. Many who were present at those meetings were taken
by surprise and were not ready to express their judgment.
Many mistakenly thought it was proposed to ask the boards of
pharmacy to take some action not sanctioned by existing laws.
But, as was clearly stated at the time, the propositions sub-
mitted were simply "recommendations to all concerned that
the principles and standards set forth be adhered to In any
amendments to the pharmacy laws hereafter proposed, and
that the boards of pharmacy employ the discretionary powers
already conferred upon them by law to improve the educa-
tional status of the pharmacists of the future."
One of the propositions which in a somewhat amended form

set machinery in motion to aid us was that providing for the
preparation of a syllabus of subjects or studies to serve as a
general guide toward some degree of uniformity in the scope
of college courses and board examinations. A plan is being
carefully worked out by the syllabus committee which was
appointed.
Another of thQ propositions adopted by this section was radi-

cally changed by the association of boards of pharmacy,
namelv, that which sought to pave the way for identical ex-
aminations in all States. From the comments made upon it

It Is evident that its failure of adoption in its original form
was largely if not wholly due to a misunderstanding of Its
language and purport. Many thought that its adoption would
amount to an attempt to make registration in one State equiv-

alent to registration in all States, whereas, it simply proposed
that questions suitable for use in the board examinations be
prepared by a national committee appointed by the association
of boards, which questions could be used by such boards as
may choose to adopt them in order to facilitate a gradual
approach toward uniformity of examinations—not an Inter-
change of certificates of registration. An interchange of State
certificates of registration can, of course, be effected only by
making the laws uniform in all requirements for license. I
am still convinced that some day the board examinations will
be made uniform or identical in at least a large number of the
States, so that when a candidate has passed the examination
in one State he has passed in the others, and the certificate
of one State, that he has passed that examination, will relieve
him from another examination should he remove to another
State.
The most formidable obstacles to progress are the inertia

which keeps us in ignorance of our duty, and the selfish in-
difference which bids us shift that duty upon the shoulders of
others. Our inertia and indifference have deterred us from
seeing and resolutely attacking the evils which are casting
disc edit upon us. Each one of us must bear his share of the
odium from which the whole body of our craft suffers. United
we stand; divided we fall. We are permitting our occupation
and ourselves to be misrepresented by the humiliating ab-
surdities and inconsistencies of the laws.
The situation is growing more acute as time passes. A year

ago it seemed evident to me that "the agitation of the quack
nostrum evil, the enactment of pure food and drugs acts, the
public awakening to the abuse of habit-producing drugs—these
and other topics of the day must sooner or later place the
pharmacy laws and the practice of pharmacy in the limelight.
The public will then discover the wretchedly low standards of
education for pharmacy and will inevitably proceed to change
them without consulting us."

CAN WE I'ASS MUSTER?

During the year passed since that warning was uttered a
strong movement has been going on to establish more satis-
factory relations between physicians and pharmacists. The
physicians started this movement; but the pharmacists have
eagerly seconded it, as might naturally be expected. Leaders
in the medical profession propose to carry on their propaganda
to counteract the exploitation of secret or partially secret
ready-made medicinal preparations and worthless drugs, and
in favor of the restoration of pharmacopoeial and other known
standard medicines to their rightful place. They propose, too,

that the services of the pharmacist shall be once more given
full recognition.
Now let us put two and two together. What the physicians

have set out to do is to make war upon deception and graft.
They seek to secure instead honest, intelligent, ethical phar-
macy, free from sham.
It is self-evident that the services and products of the drug-

gist must be judged by the same standards that are applied to

those of the manufacturer. Physicians will, therefore, ask the
question: Can the pharmacists be depended upon to render in-

telligent and satisfactory service? How will they find an an-
swer to their question? Certainly not by trying to get ac-
quainted with us individually, for that is clearly an impossible
task. No. They will naturally conclude that the most direct,
easily obtained and reliable evidence by which they can judge
us must be the legally established requirements for license to

practice pharmacy, and our own attitude toward reasonably
satisfactory educational standards.
Can there be any doubt what their verdict will be when they

discover that the ranks of pharmacy are recruited from the
primary schools, and that the efforts made to lessen this evil

in a slight degree are apparently resisted by the druggists
themselves; that the pharmacy laws do not contain any educa.
tional requirements except the general proviso that only "quali-

fied" persons shall be licensed: that the rules and regulations
of the boards of pharmacy so far as any such rules and reg-
ulations exist, fail to prescribe any definite kind or amount of
education; and that no effective efforts have been inaugurated
bv the American Pharmaceutical Association or any other
body of representative pharmacists to correct this condition of
affairs? Will not such a discovery cause the physician to
hesitate to depend upon the pharmacist? Will it not end the
movement we have welcomed with so much satisfaction?

How shall we be able to defend ourselves? Only by going to

work earnestly and persistently to end the neglect of which we
have so long been guilty.

The statement that American druggists are generally better
educated and qualified for their duties than the laws prescribe
is not a sufficient defense. The passing of resolutions will not
set us right.
A reasonable appropriation of money should be made by this

association to support an active, persistent propaganda of
reform that will have a tendency to convince the physicians
that we are in earnest. Our by-laws should be so amended as
to provide for the election of a secretary of the section on edu-
cation and legislation who shall serve from year to year as
long as his services are efficiently performed, who should be
selected with reference to his special fitness, who should col-

lect statistics, correspond with pharmaceutical associations,
boards of pharmacy, pharmaceutical schools and others direct-
ly Interested in pharmaceutical education and legislation, and
who should annually report to this section upon the status of
laws relating to pharmacy, and changes in educational and
other requirements together with such suggestions as he may
deem appropriate—all with the view to find the way to gradual
betterment
Some of the most glaring defects of our pharmacy laws can

be easily removed if the effort be made. For instance, no
legislature would refuse to pass a law declaring It unlawful
for anv minor to conduct a drug store on his own responsibil-
ity, to have unrestricted charge of the dispensing of all kinds
of medicines, however potent, and to sell cocaine, morphine
and other drugs which have wrecked thousands of victims by
their habit-producing effects. Do you know that this wrong is

explicitly legalized in at least eight States?
The board of pharmacy of Wisconsin, be it said to its honor.
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decided, with the ultimate concurrence of the drugsists of the

fo educational requirements except that
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But no one disputes that proposition. The most simple and
direct method of securing that practical experience is, how-
ever, to require that every candidate tor license, be he a gradu-
ate or non-graduate, shall produce direct evidence of it to the
board of pharmacy.
Systematic courses of education for pharmacy are quite im-

possible except in special schools. The oft-repeated statement
that practical pharmacy can not be taught in a college is
clearly absurd. Probably all schools of pharmacy have ex-
perienced pharmacists in the faculties, and if any of them
have not they vill doubtless secure them if the boards of
pharmacy demand it.

THE BOARDS OF PHARM.\CY.

The boards of pharmacy apparently do not yet realize their
own dignity, importance, powers and duties. The reason is
obvious. It is that they are not decently compensated for
their services. There is nothing in it tor them except the
glory. They are not paid enough to feel that they should study
their duties and raise their standing up to the level of that
of other State commissions having important public interests
in their charge.

I am thoroughly convinced that none but practical practicing
pharmacists should be members of the boards of pharmacy.
They should be selected with care. Politics should have
nothing to do with their appointment—least of all that species
of politics which may be styled pharmaceutical politics.

A hostile attitude toward education should clearly debar any
many from serving as a member of a board of pharmacy, but
a genuine general friendly attitude toward honest education
means neither an indescriminate recognition of all schools,
good or bad, nor any special favor toward any institution on
the score of locality or on any other equally narrow grounds.
When nominations are made for appointments on the board

of pnarmacy, the names of proposed candidates should be pub-
lished together with their age, education, experience in phar-
macy and other qualifications, in time to afford all concerned
an opportunity to express their judgment.
Members of the boards of pharmacy should rid themselves

of the erroneous notion that their chief duty is that of ex-
aminers. It is in fact neither necessary nor advantageous
that they should do the actual work of preparing questions
and grading papers. Unless circumstances absolutely prevent
It they should follow the example of the national civil service
commissioners and many other similar public bodies and em-
ploy men to perform those subordinate functions. It is not
less absurd to insist that they must themselves prepare the
printed questions and pass on the written answers than it

would be to insist that they must personally attend to the
clerical work connected with their functions. Their chief
duties are general.
In many States the funds at the disposal of the boards of

pharmacy are not sufficient to enable them to do all that an
efficient pulilic service demands; but the most important duties
should receive attention before less important ones are under-
taken. The m.o.st important duties of every board of phar-
macy must be the formulation and publication of definite
rules and regulations fixing the educational qualifications for
license; the framing of rules defining the meaning of the term
"approved schools of pharmacy" when contained in laws and
board rules; keeping such office records as are necessary, in-
cluding statistical data for ptiblication in their annual reports;
the planning of examinations and employment of examiners.
Every citizen is entitled to know as definitely as practicable

what constitutes a qualified or competent pharmacist in the
eyes of the law. Every citizen who desires to engage in any
lawful occupation has a right to know upon what terms he
may do so, But applicants for license to practice pharmacy
are, as a general rule, simply informed that they must be of
a certain prescribed age, have a certain number of years' ex-
perience in a drug store, and pass an examination on materia
medica, chemistry and pharmacy. No one is able to learn the
nature and scope of that examination or what it stands for.

The inevitable consequence of the absence of published, specific
educational standards and direct information as to what con-
stitutes a proper educational preparation for the examination
is that cramming takes the place of education, that the can-
didates for license resort to the memorization of questions and
answers contained in quiz compends published expressly for
that purpose, and that cramming schools flourish and multiply.

In some States the office force employed by the board is

amply sufficient to justify the reasonable expectation that In-
structive statistical tables of the age, general and special edu-
cation, shop training, etc., of those licensed shall be compiled
and made available.

The secretary or clerk of a board of pharmacy should be a
competent and well-educated pharmacist. It possible, he
should devote his whole time to the routine office work of the
board under its direction. Sometimes the office has been used
to reward political workers, and in such cases it may well
happen that the secretary of the board wields greater power
than the board itself. This evil is all the more inuolerable in
view of the fact that the druggists pay the cost.

There are signs of decided improvement in the character of
the examination questions employed by the boards. The board
of pharmacy of my own State used in its latest examination
the set of questions in chemistry attached as an appendix to
this address. Any candidate who cannot answer those ques-
tions must be set down as knowing nothing whatever of chem-
istry; but candidates who can answer them probably possess a
working knowledge of it sufficient to satisfy the require-
ments. No person can possibly succeed in preparing for such
an examination by mere cramming, for the answers to those
questions are not to be found ready made in any book.
In conclusion I desire to ask your pardon for Inflicting upon

you such a lengthy address, and for assuming to utter so
many criticisms and offer so much unsolicited advice. My
only defense is my love for my chosen calling. I am proud
to be a pharmacist and jealous of the good name of our com-
mon profession. Let us so act together that all men will re-
spect it.

State Board of Pharmacy of Illinois,

examination in chemistry.

1. What is silver nitrate test solution used for? And barium
nitrate T. S.

2. What is the chemical cause of the great rise of tempera-
ture, when water is added to sulphuric acid? Write the equa-
tion representing the reaction.

3. Assuming that the molecular weight of nitric acid is 63
and the atomic weight of mercury 200, what per cent, of ab-
solute nitric acid must be contained in a nitric acid of which 4
kilos will suffice to convert 3 kilos of mercury into mercuric
nitrate? Write the chemical equation representing the re-
action.

4. Explain the reactions and show by equation the method
of preparing Solution of Ferric Chloride U. S. P. from Iron
wire.

5. If one molecule of sodium carbonate is required to saturate
two molecules of hydrochloric acid, how many molecules of

'

potassium bicarbonate are required to do it?
6. What is "Normal Surphuric Acid V. S."? What is its

strength and what is it used for?
7. Give the correct teclmical names of the following com-

pounds and state the difference between them: (a) HiCOjSOz);
Cb) H2SO4; SOn(OH)2.

S. Give illustration of univalent, bivalent and trlvalent acid
radicals.

9. What Is the per cent, of ammonium hydroxide in a 17 per
cent, solution of ammonia.

10. Calculate the percentage of absolute H.SOi present in
dilute sulphuric acid, 30 grams of which are neutralized by 84
c c. of normal volumetric solution of KOH.

This address was referred to a committee composed of

H. P. Hynson, W. M. Searby, and C. S. N. Hallherg.

REPORT OF THE SECRETARY.

Secretary J. W. England, of Philadelphia, presented a
comprehensive report in which he summarized the phar-
maceutical legislation of the year, and presented statistics

concerning the colleges and boards of pharmacy. His re-

port read, in part, as follows:

The following summary of data obtained by your secretary
from schools of pharmacy (seventy-four schools replied out of
eighty) is of interest:

Maximum number of students 414
Minimum number of students 6

Maximum number of graduates 127
Minimum number of graduates 1
Maximum weeks of instruction 144
Minimum weeks of instruction 22
Maximum hours of lecture work 1,800
Minimum hours of lecture work 41
Maximum hours of laboratory work 2,123
Minimum hours of laboratory work 66

It needs only a cursory examination of these figures to show
that the quantity and quality of instruction given in the dif-
ferent pharmaceutical schools is very uneven, and that there
exists a strong need for better conditions of teaching gener-
ally. Not that all the schools should be required to teach ex-
actly the same subjects, in exactly the same way; because this
would destroy all individuahty, and afford no incentive for in-
dividual excellence, but that the conditions of teaching should
be made reasonably uniform.
We are sometimes prone to forget that our country is a new

country, and that the teaching of pharmacy in the land is of
comparatively recent origin; and we become discouraged, at
times, with the seeming lack of progress. But, if we com-
pare the conditions of teaching to-day with those of a score of
years ago, we find much to commend. In fact, considering all
things, the development has been little short of marvelous, and
relatively, greater than it has been in the teaching of medi-

Commenting on the work of boards of pharmacy. Secre-

tary England said:

As your secretary expressed the opinion in his last report,
"If there is not greater activity by the State boards of phar-
macy generally, with reference to enforcing the section on
adulteration in the State' pharmacy laws, it is more than
probable that their work will be generally transferred to the
State board of health, as has been done in Indiana and other
States," and this prophecy is rapidly being fulfilled.

The Washington State Board of Pharmacy in their 1907
"Digest and Report," publish an excellent digest of court
rulings in many States upon the subjects of negligence, liquor
selling, selUng without license, criminal prosecutions, rights
to prescriptions, right of physician to sell drugs, who shall be
deemed a seller, the delivery of dangerous articles to children,
the definition of a drug store, and other subjects of interest.
This publication suggests the thought that, in the future, with
tlie growth of food and drug laws in the different States, it

will probably become necessary for some one to prepare a
comprehensive digest of all federal and State food and drug
laws with rulings and court decisions. A large amount of
this work has already been done, in connection with the fed-
eral food and drugs act. but more will be necessary in the
future. Not only this, but it will be found a useful means of
codifying and harmonizing the many food and drug laws of
the States that will soon be in existence.

DR. M'CORMACK PRECIPITATES A LIVELY DISCUSSION.

According to the printed program the first topic for dis-

cussion was;
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nd their confide ce and

In answer to this query, Dr. J. N. McCormack, of Bowl-
ing Green, Ky., representing the American Medical As-

sociation, read a paper which is given in full on page 632.

The Doctor was listened to with marked attention, and his

paper was received with applause.
At this juncture Dr. J. B. Bond, of Little Rock, read

two letters from physicians' associations in Arkansas, in-

viting the association to meet at Hot Springs next year.

Dr. H. H. Rusby, dean of the College of Pharmacy of the

City of New York, Columbia University, read a paper on
the subject under discussion, which is given in full on
page 630.

Jacob Diner, of New York, who recently resigned from
the executive committee of the National Association of

Retail Druggists, rose to refute the statement made by
Dr. McCormack that the association mentioned maintained
a lobby to work for the interest of the nostrum manufac-
turers in State legislatures. The National Association of

Retail Druggists had taken no hand in State legislation,

but had in national, but only in the interest of pharma-
cists and the public. State associations had looked after

State legislation, and had at times found themselves
opposed by ill-advised medical men who sought to remedy
evils which did not, in reality, exist. Mr. Diner said that

most assuredly no such proportion as 75 per cent, of

the druggists were illegitimately trafBcking in habit-

forming narcotics. The ever-ready physician's "hypoder-
mic" had made more drug victims than the narcotics
passed over the counter by druggists, but the speaker did
not therefore charge 75 per cent, of physicians with being
engaged in this kind of practice. Druggists who made
gain paramount were ostracized by their fellows, and
legislation directed against them had originated in phar-
maceutical associations. In conclusion he begged for a
cessation of charges and counter-charges on the part of the
two professions, and asked that both try to reach the
high standard set by the American Pharmaceutical As-
sociation.

Mr. Hallberg said that we should remember the advice
of Solomon—Solomon Solis-Cohen—and cast away the
moorings of the past. We should not descend to pot-and-
kettle talk. Medicine and pharmacy were now the butt of

newspaper humorists and characaturists. He told a "Mr.
Dooley" story which he had read in a Sunday paper, in

which pharmacy was held up to ridicule, and a drug store
was described as a place in which young scientists dis-

pensed soda water and stamps, while a boy filled prescrip-

tions by pouring a mixture from a bucket which was kept
in the back room by the coal scuttle.

William Muir, of Brooklyn, agreed with Mr. Diner, and
took issue with Dr. McCormack on the narcotic question.
His own experience on druggists' legislative committees
had led him to believe that physicians would not con-
fer with druggists on legislative matters for the public
good.

H. P. Hynson said that Dr. McCormack had spoken for
the benefit of humanity, and to raise the medical and phar-
maceutical professions together; and that instead of trying
to refute what he had said the druggists should endeavor
to profit by his lashing, which was deserved.

W. M. Searby told of the practice in San Francisco of
the giving of commissions to physicians by druggists who
filled their prescriptions. So firmly embedded was this cus-
tom that men who were too honorable to be guided by it

—

men like Emlen Painter and John Calvert—could not con-
duct a successful prescription business in that city. He
wanted to see pharmacists maintain the professional side
of their calling. Pharmacists should stand upon an equal
footing with physicians, and both raise their standards.
W. C. Anderson, of Brooklyn, saw no objection to going

over old ground. The druggists had learned something
from Dr. McCormack, and he felt sure that the Doctor
would leave the meeting with increased knowledge con-
cerning certain phases of the pharmacists' calling. Drug-
gists wanted to do right in regard to the sale of narcotic
nostrums, as they had repeatedly shown by the introduc-
tion and passage of anti-narcotic bills. If doctors would
tell druggists what nosturms were harmful, the druggists
would throw them cut. They had thrown out cocaine-laden
catarrh powders. They were obliged to carry many nos-
trums in stock in order that they might fill physicians'
prescriptions.

Mr. Hallberg said that Dr. McCormack ought to be made
a honorary member of the N. A. R. D., as he made many

addresses to the public, and warned them to avoid cut-rate

drug stores.

In bringing to an end the somewhat lively discussion

precipitated by the reading of his paper. Dr. McCormack
said that whatever the doctors and druggists had been
doing, it was time for them to do something else. He was
glad to be officially informed that the N. A. R. D. main-
tained no lobby at State capitols, as he could now be able

to tell lobbyists who claimed to be representing that asso-

ciation that they were impostors. For a physician to

receive or a pharmacist to give a commission on a pre-

scription was a disgrace, as it meant a collusion between
the two to rob the sick. He wanted to see physicians and
pharmacists get together in every country and in their na-

tional associations. He said the two were really one great
profession. The medical profession might swallow the
pharmaceutical, or the pharmaceutical might swallow the
medical; he did not care, just so they came together. A
wisely selected committee from the two associations should
prepare a list of harmless household remedies which drug-
gists might sell, and the druggists should then throw out
the debauching nostrums. He held out the olive branch.
If he had said anything that would tend to keep the two
professions apart, he would gladly unsay it. "Let us have
peace."
Leo Eliel saw the dawn of the day for which he had

long looked. He was glad that he had lived to see the
time when pharmacists were to receive proper recognition
at the hands of physicians. He welcomed with delight the
overtures made by the American Medical Association to

the American Pharmaceutical Association.
Dr. Robert Hatcher, of New York, offered a resolution

to the effect that the legislative committee of the American
Pharmaceutical Association co-operate with the State
legislative committees of the American Medical Associa-
tion in the interest of such bills as were for the common
benefit of the two professions and the public.

L. E. Sayre, of Kansas, wanted the association to re-

quest the State associations to take similar action, and
the resolution was amended accordingly, and adopted.

Second Session, Wednesday Afternoon, September ith.

The nomination of candidates for the various oflSces of

the section was concluded as the first order of business of

the second session; and was followed by the election, with
results already noted on page 647.

Topic number 5 was the first taken up. It was as fol-

lows:

Wliat effective action can the American Pharmaceutical As-
sociation take to prevent the discredit cast upon our calling
by pharmacy laws which in specific terms authorize the boards
of pharmacy to license minors and persons without any pre-
scribed educational qualifications to open or conduct drug
stores on their own responsibility, to have charge of the dis-
pensing of medicines, and to sell opium, morphine, cocaine and
other habit-producing drugs?

Chairman Oldberg submitted the following resolution in

answer to the above query, and this was adopted after con-
siderable discussion:

Resolved, That it is the sense of the section on education and
legislation of the American Pharmaceutical Association that
pharmacy laws which are so worded that they permit or can
be construed to permit the Issuing of licenses to minors and
persons without definitely prescribed educational qualiflcations
to open or conduct drug stores, to have charge of the dis-
pensing of medicines, and to sell habit-producing drugs, cast
unmerited reproach upon our occupation and should be
amended.

Jacob Diner, of New York, opened the discussion upon
topic number 2, which was next considered, and which
read as follows:

Are the conditions in the drug stores of to-day such as to
warrant the assumption that those admitted to apprenticeship
can there acquire the education requisite to make them com-
petent pharmacist.";?
What instruction do the apprentices and clerks receive In

the average drug store?

The speaker was of the opinion that the proper instruc-

tion of pharmacal apprentices by proprietors is at the
present time the exception rather than the rule. The ap-

prentice under the present system is looked upon as a
necessary adjunct, occupying a place between the registered
clerk and the porter, and in so far as educational matters
are concerned, is allowed to shift for himself.

HIGH SCHOOL EDUC-\TI0N- FOE rnARM.\CISTS.

0. A. Wall, of St. Louis, read a lengthy paper upon "Why
We Should Not Demand a High School Education Pre-
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requisite to a Pharmacy Course," in the course of which
he presented a mass of statistics tending to show a lack of
adequate educational facilities throughout the country.
This paper is presented in full on page 635.

H. L. Taylor, of the New York State educational de-
partment, endeavored to refute the statements of Mr. Wall,
and eulogized the educators of the country.
He was replied to by C. S. N. Hallberg, who said that

Mr. Wall was correct. He doubted if the most benighted
portions of Europe—even the Balkan States—afford such
poor opportunity for getting an education as did the
United States. (We should judge, however, from our ex-

perience with people who come to this country from Eu-
rope, that most of them do not take advantage of their
opportunities.)
Chairman Oldberg stated that he was aware that the

W. C. .\LPEKS. E. II. G.\NE.
Cliairman of the ladies' en- Who presented the report ot

tertainment committee. As- the Committee on Drug Mar
sisted by his two daughters, ket—one of the most import-
he made a success of his ant papers read at the meet-
work. mg.

Two of New York's Leading Members.

discussion was not exactly in order, but that he had given
Mr. Wall all the time he wanted, in the hope that he would
exhaust himself.
Gustav Wolf, of New York City, read a paper on the ap-

prentice question.
C. B. Lowe, of Philadelphia, read a paper entitled:

"Pharmaceutical Experience as a Prerequisite to Pharma-
ceutical Education and Examination."
Topic number 3 was as fellows:

riy all
r only

metliod of training by which trades and professions could be
mastered, and professional, technical and trade schools have
taken its place. It is generally recognized that this change is

an advance, and that greatly increased efHeiency may be at-
tained through the special schools referred to. Is this true
also in regard to training for pharmacy?

Mr. Lowe opened the discussion with a brief paper in

which he contended that the happiest result is obtained
from a course in theoretical training in a pharmacy school,

coupled with the very necessary practical experience. He
spoke heartily in favor of practical laboratory courses as
a part of the curricula of pharmacal institutions.

Mr. Taylor presented the report of the syllabus commit-
tee. He stated that the committee was endeavoring
gradually to outline a minimum course of study to be re-

quired of graduates and licentiates in pharmacy. The
report embodied a number of definitions of pharmacal and
educational terms which had been agreed upon by the com-
mittee.

The committee on the address of the chairman next pre-

sented its report. The recommendation that the by-laws
be amended so as to provide for a permanent secretary of

the section was approved This report was adopted and
referred to the committee on the reorganization of the
association.

Topic number 6 read:

What are the best methods of teaching students of phar-
macy in each of the principal branches included in the cur-
ricula of the pharmaceutical schools?

Mr. Hallberg exhibited and described a set of note books

he had designed for use in his educational work. Opposite
the blank pages are brief syllabi of the subject of the
lecture. In the syllabi of the laboratory courses he uses
Hager's style of arranging a formula, as he has found it

much simpler than the style of the Pharmacopoeia.

A paper conveying some information concerning the
present and proposed status of competent pharmacists In

the United States navy, was read by title and referred for

publication.
J. W. England read a paper on "The Administration of

Pure Drug Laws,"
After the new officers had been duly installed the sec-

tion adjourned.

SECTION ON SCIENTIFIC PAPERS.

Thursday Forenoon, September 5th.

Chairman Reid Hunt, of Washington, being absent. As-
sociate C. E. Vanderkleed, of Philadelphia, opened the sec-

tion on scientific papers Thursday forenoon, and pre-

sided over it two sessions with a rare combination of

knowledge, suavity and firmness, which insured a maxi-
mum of work with a minimum of friction.

The chair announced that Mr. Hunt had been sent abroad
by the federal government, and was attending certain in-

ternational scientific congresses in Europe; therefore there
was no chairman's address. Virgil Coblentz, of New York,
was secretary.

The sessions were held in the southeast corner of the

top floor of the hotel in what is known as the "College
Room," the section on commercial interests holding its

session in the larger meeting room at the same time.

EBERT PRIZE.

C. E. Caspar!, of St. Louis, for the committee on Ebert
prize, stated that the prize had been awarded to P. B.

Power and Frank Tutin, of London, for their paper on
"Chemical Examination of Eriodictyon," presented at the

last meeting, and published in the Proceedings for 1906,

page 352.

E. H. Gane, of New York, presented the report of the

committee on drug market, which dealt largely with adul-

terations. The chairman of this committee was E. L.

Patch, of Stoneham, Mass., who was not present. A por-

tion of the report follows:

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON DRUG MARKET.
The year has seen some marked improvements. Fewer cases

of variation from standard have appeared in the drug jour-
nals and in many cases these have been properly reported as
deficiencies and not as adulterations. The wickedness of pub-
lishing a variation from an improper standard as an adultera-
tion, thereby injuring the reputation of an honest pharmacist,
subjecting him to the cost of fine and damaging his business
reputation, was mentioned in our last year's report. How it

operates is hinted at In the following communication from W.
W. Bartlett, to the Apothecary:

There is a widespread feeling that the adulteration law
of Massachusetts, as at present enforced, is a great
hardship upon many worthy citizens of the Common-
wealth. The question naturally arising is. Are those
statutes which give such extraordinary powers to boards
of health constitutional? The answer is that they are.
The next question is. Is there no limit to this power?
The ansvvtr is that there is a limit, but it occurs in

such a limited number of cases as to afford but little

relief.
This brings us to the real and vital point of the mat-

ter. Let us look for a moment at the report of the State
board of health as embodied in last year's senate bill

number 3, food and drug inspection. Let us take the
case of Frank A. Epstein, of Boston, and John M.
Burke, of Fall River, on page 14. In the first case the
"adulterant" (so called) was 4.2 parts of solids per
100.000 in distilled water, and in the second case 4 parts
per 100.000. Now the present United States Pharmaco-
p.j>ia allows 7.5 parts in 100.000. Quite true in accordance
with the Pharmacopoeia under which those prosecu-
tions were made on October 2Sth, 1905.* and March 8th,
1905, the distilled water was slightly below standard, but
is it right that these gentlemen should be branded as
adulterators? Were these prosecutions and fines of $100
each, "for the preservation of health," simply done on
technicality of a very harsh and unreasonable law?
Again, on the same page, in the case of Joshua L.

Shikes. of Boston, a case of so-called adulteration: ex-
tract of licorice, "adulterant, wheat starch." The in-
ference to all is plain that from this statement this man
put "wheat starch," which surely is not extract of
licorice, into his extract of licorice, and so is held up to
the world as a dealer in impure drugs or an adulterator
of drugs. Let us see about this: What the man sold was
the ordinary extract of licorice rolls such as is ordinarily

•Perhaps this was intended for 1904. The present Pharmaco-
poeia became ofTicial September 1st, 1905.—Editor The Druggists
Circular.
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sold by druggists and not made by him at all, but simply
bought in the open market as black licorice.
Let us look on page 139. of the United States Pharma-

copceia, under the head of "Extract of Licorice." We
find that the standard is that "not less than 60 per cent,
of it shall be soluble in cold water." Now the other
40 per cent, may be "wheat starch." or, as far as the
United States Pharmacopoeia is concerned, anything
else, and yet the "wheat starch" found in this case is
recorded in this report as an "adulterant." Other cases
in this report may be cited, but these will well illustrate
the point. It is not proposed at this time to criticise the
taste of the board of health in prosecuting these men on
such mere technicalities that in no way affect the "pub-
lic health," but it is proposed to criticise the law that
allows such things to happen. The point is that a man
should not be held up to the public as an adulterator of
drugs simply because his drugs fall slightly below an
arbitrary and very technical standard, the public health
not being at all injured thereby or even involved.

Again, the report of another prominent local board an-
nounces that 72 per cent, of certain articles examined were de-
fective (not 72 per cent, of drug store goods, as appeared in
published reports). It has been intimated that the statement
was largely based upon the results of examination of alkaloidal
drugs and products. Divergent results would usually be ob-
tained by the pharmacopoeial processes. Further, the fact that
practically every large manufacturing house in the country
whose goods were on sale in New York was included as not
exercising proper supervision over their products, presents a
peculiar condition of affairs in view of the fact that these
houses employ trained men of long experience in the one line
of pharmaceutical assaying and are prompted by every con-
sideration to have the work accurately done.

ALKALOIDAL ASS.\YS.

The condition of alkaloidal assay work by the U. S. P.
methods is manifest by referring to the report of the chairman
of this section of U. S. P. revision. He gives the range of re-
sults by seven reputable chemists using the same process for
the same sample of drug, as follows:

Lowest. Highest. Difference. result.

Opium 14.44 16.02 1.58 10.9
Aconite 0.81 1.21 0.40 49.4
Jalap 8.82 9.11 0.29 3.3

Colchlcum 0.55 0.84 0.29 52.7
Extract of belladonna

leaf 1.03 l..i0 0.47 45.6
Belladonna root 0.49 0.72 0.23 46.9
Belladonna leaf 0.17 0.41 0.24 141.0
Hydrastis 3.23 4.00 0.77 23.8
Ipecac 2.52 2.91 0.39 15.5
Pluidextract of coca... 0.32 0.45 0.13 40.7
Fluidextract of hy-

drastis 2.53 3.00 0.47 18.6
Fluidextract of cin-

chona 3.51 4.2S 0.77 21.9
Fluidextract of ipecac. 1.53 1.80 0.27 17.6
Fluidextract of bella-

donna root 0.37 0.51 0.14 37.8
Stramonium leaf 0.24 040 0.16 66.7
Extract of nux vomica 6.40 9.90 3.50 54.7
Tincture of nux vomica 0.13 0.17 0.04 30.8

In view of these facts he concludes that boards of health
should allow considerable latitude. Thev should pass opium if
it assays 11.5 or 13 per cent., a range of 13 per cent. Tincture of
aconite, 0.039 or 0.052, a range of 37 per cent, instead of 2 per
cent.
He also recognizes the fact that drugs grown in different sea-

sons vary in alkaloidal power to a marked degree and cites
the range in pilocarpus of from 0.3 to 0.75 per cent. Can we
hope that the many board chemists will all take this position?
Knowing this, why should not the Pharmacopoeia have adopt-

ed a minimum range for alkaloidal drugs and preparations? If
seven experts experienced in alkaloidal assaying, employed bv
the revision committee, could not get more concordant results
in the use of the U. S. P. processes, why should an average of
their work be adopted as the inflexible standard?

ASSAY OF CONIUM.

In order to get further light your committee on the drug
market asked for reports upon conium seed and fluidextract.
The statement has been published by H. M. Gordin that the
process is very complicated and will hardly give concordant
results. A very prominent expert states: "I regret tb say that
at present I am unable to recommend any method which is
satisfactory for the assaying of conium fluidextract." Another:
"We have had considerable difficulty ourselves with the
process. So much so that we are chary of condemning any
samples by the use of this assay process. The greatest source
of error is in that portion of it wherein the ammonium sulphate
is removed from the extractive by means of absolute alcohol.
It is necessary to have the residue containing the ammonium
sulphate absolutely neutral as in the presence of the slightest
trace of acid some of the ammonium sulphate passes into solu-
tion, thereby vitiatin.g the final result. Up to the present time
we have not been able to devise a satisfactory modification."
A member of the revision committee writes: "I do not have

occasion to assay conium preparations very often, so I am not
in a position to criticise the process very closely. I have had
no trouble with it as I have used it. The process when care-
fully followed is more apt to give high than low results, ow-
ing to a slight contamination with oil. The method 'gave
fairly uniform results when tried in the committee, and I have
not noticed any very adverse criticisms on it since."
Another member of the committee states: "Mv experience

with assays of conium has not been very extensive, but I bave

found the general plan of the U. S. P. assay as good as any.
In the test assays made by members of the sub-committee, re-
sults were quite as concordant as those of assays of bella-
donna and other similar drugs. Personally I should favor the
choice of petroleum ether rather than ether as the solvent for
the free alkaloid. If the hydrochloric acid is used only in
very slight excess, the coniine hydrochloride obtained seems
reasonably pure. On the whole, I favor a gravimetric
determination of the alkaloid as hydrochloride or as oxalate
to titration of the free alkaloid. If the fluidextract examined
is a good preparation, results of an assay are quite satisfac-
tory. In case of a poor preparation, particularly a poor ex-
tract, one is generally in some doubt about the exact 'strength'
of the preparation, although very certain that it is below
standard. If the U. S. P. assay left me in doubt of ;

SOME QUEER THINGS FOUND.

No doubt retail pharmacists may get into trouble by pur-
chasing assayed drugs from inexperienced dealers. A prom-
inent house that has taken a very advanced position in rela-
tion to assayed drugs and in the pharmaceutical press, has de-
cried the reduction of standards by the revision committee, of-
fered "powdered red cinchona high test. 11 per cent, alkaloids."
Different assays gave an average of 2.64 per cent, total alka-
loids. Powdered )Rio ipecac afforded us 2.4 per cent.; by one
assay, 1.15 per cent, by another, 1.14 per cent. Powdered Rio
ipecac offered as 2.4 per cent., assayed 1.28 per cent. When
attention was called to this variation, the following statement
was made: "We can only offer ipecac in the whole state as-
saying 2.4 per cent. It was an error offering powdered ipecac
on a guaranteed test, which we do not do under any circum-
stances. We beg to call attention to one term used, namely
the word "guarantee." We do not guarantee anything we offer
in the way of assayed crude drugs. A new assay by our chem-
ist gives 1.109 per cent. An assay by an outside chemist gives
1.37 per cent. Our previous assay of the whole root from which
the powder was made, was 1.855 per cent, (sold as 2.4 per cent.).
We cannot understand it."
A sample of whole aconite root offered by the same house as

1.1 per cent, assayed 1.05. Reduced to percolation powder, as-
sayed 1.03 per cent. Made into fluidextract. two assays wers
each 1.22 per cent. Reduced to 0.4 per cent, and check assayed,
gave 6.8 per cent, of extractive.
A sample of drug from another source assayed 0.52. Re-

duced to percolation powder 0.49; fluidextract 0.46. Reduced to
0.4 had 26.S per cent, extractive. Notice the wide range in al-
coholic strength of these two fluidextracts, due to difference In

Every pharmacist purchasing these goods in good faith on
their assay labels and guarantee would make defective products
from them and be obliged to demonstrate that it was due to
the material used and not to his own defective manipulation.
This factor is sometimes present. We have known of tinc-

ture of opium made from a 12.5 per cent, granulated opium to
assay but 1 gramme in 100 c.c, due to incomplete extraction.
Illustrations and details could be multiplied, but enough has
been said to again emphasize the statement in our last year's
report that all interested in this matter of pure drugs should
approach the study of the subject with open minds and give
every consideration to possible error of manipulation, of
process, of source of supply, before bringing dishonor upon any
individual's reputation or disgrace upon a worthy vocation.
In such cases it will do no harm to recall

But he that filches from me my good name
Robs me of that which not enriches him.
And makes me poor indeed.

NEW TOniv BO.\ED OF PHARMACY FINDINGS.

Where wilful sophistication and adulteration is demonstrat-
ed, the perpetrator is sailing under false pretense and the
real office of the law to protect the public health cannot be in-
voked too strongly. The New York State Board of Pharmacy,
eastern branch, reports that drug store goods approach much
closer to standards than in previous years: 2,954 samples
showed 319 deficient, or lO.S per cent. The deficiency in drug
stores was 8.14 per cent.; in general dealers' goods. 39.0 per
cent. Improvement in drug stores, 2.06 per cent.; in general
dealers', 21.11 per cent. It states that in many instances where
the pharmacist was fined there was no evidence of intent to
violate the law, but the samples failed to meet the standard
requirements as to strength to a greater or less degree, due
to neglect to carefully supervise the manufacture.

MASSACHUSETTS BOARD OF HEALTH QUOTED.
Other boards of health report favorably. Dr. Harrington,

secretary of the Massachusetts Board of Health, in an address
before the New Bedford Druggists' Association, said that the
drug part of his work gave him the least trouble. In 1905 only
228 of all the specimens brought in by the inspectors were found
to be adulterated and only 12 per cent, of this 228 were of such
a flagrant nature as to require them to be brought to the at-
tention of the courts. In 1906 the percentage was somewhat
higher because a number of samples of adulterated liquors
were brought in from pharmacists in small towns whose
principal business was liquor selUng.

FOR TECHNICAL USE.

The question of labeling certain articles which do not con-
form strictly to U. S. P. requirements, but which are. not-
withstanding, pure products, should be considered carefully by
the association. This applies especially to certain essential
oils. To mark such articles "For technical use" or similar
designation is to cast suspicion on them, as this mark Is
already being used by dealers to escape liability for some vari-
ation beyond their control. It is not always practicable, more-
over, to indicate on the label the exact standard under which
the article is sold, where the article is subject to much varia-
tion.
In the preliminary notices of the U. S. P. it is expressly
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stated that, "The standards of purity and strength prescribed
in the text of this Pharmacopoeia are intended to apply to sub-
stances which are used solely for medicinal purposes and when
professedly bought, sold, or dispensed as such."

If the Pharmacopoeia decides that a medicinal salt shall not
give a test for presence of iron and the dealer cannot pur-
chase a product that does not contain a trace of iron, although
it IS medicinally pure in every other particular, this trace of
a harmless element leads to its being marked, "For technical
use."

ALCOHOL IX FLUIDEXTBACTS.

The fact should be emphasized that the alcohol strength of
fluidexlracts (and tinctures in a lesser degree) is subject to
onsiderable variation from the wide range of moisture in

age or approximate quantity. It would be advisable to secure
some uniformity in the menstrua used for different fluidex-
tracts not mentioned In the United States Pharmacopoeia or
National Formulary.
Examination of manufacturers' labels shows a wide range

in these respects, due primarily to the difference in the men-
strua used and in part to method used in determining the al-
coholic contents. The pubhcation of tables of strength of
menstrua only is misleading and of little service. Considera-
tion of ten official fluidextracts will demonstrate the difficulty
of any uniform standard, when so many elements enter into
the result.

The committee then goes on to give some idea of the
difficulty of getting at the quantity of alcohol in a fluidex-
tract, and compares results obtained by different operators.
For somewhat similar matter see the Cieculak for April.
page 319.

ESSENTIAL OILS.

It is a tradition in some sections that no class of products
is more deliberately sophisticated than the essential oils. Em-
ployees in these establishments have told remarkable stories of
products being removed from original containers and skilfully
prepared mixtures of one-half value being substituted. They
have in their possession formulas for making various blends,
adding resin, cheaper oils, allied oils, etc., a consideration of
which is a disturbing factor to faith in these products. They
assure you that mixtures can be made that will answer the
U. S. P. requirements better than any obtainable natural
product. It is stated by E. J. Parry that a careful inspection
of the oil of rose industry convinced him that a specially
distilled geraniol is used in practically all that is exported.
Fifteen samples guaranteed as pure were all sophisticated.
He gives the specific gravity of pure oil as 0.850 to 0.853, and
never above 0.855 while the market produdts range from 0.862
to O.SSt) and contain much less phenyl-ethyl-alcohol than eenu-
ine oil. C. T. Bennett calls attention to the fact that artificial
esters are prepared for the express purpose of sophisticating
essential oils: Ethyl succinate for oil of lavender, glyceryl
acetate for oils of peppermint, ethyl citrate (an odorless
product of high boiling point) for use in oil of bergamot, oil of
lavender, etc. This last may be converted into potassium
citrate by saponifying with aqueous potassa solution.

It is understood that no oil of lemon is obtainable that will
stand the U. S. P. requirements for citral, while answering all
others. Good authorities state that some of the descriptions
of these products are not based upon a natural, freshly pre-
pared sample, but upon commercial products.
When our drug laboratory at Washington is expanded to its

logical destiny it should be able to secure by distillation, ex-
pression or otherwise in the presence of a reliable witness, ab-
solutely pure specimens from different sources at different
times and determine their composition while fresh and from
time to time after exposure to the changes of oxidation and
reaction: then devise accurate methods for determination of
purity.
When different lots of jalap vary in resin constituents from

2.10 per cent, to 22.14 per cent.; aconite root, in alkaloid, from
0.20 per cent, to 1.05 per cent.

;
jaborandi. from O.Oo per cent, to

0.9 per cent., and others show a wide range of variation, while
extractive in different lots of the same drug will range from 8
per cent, to 26 per cent., it is reasonable to assume that there
will be as great variation in the character of essential oils and
natural oleoresins. . . .

ADDENDA BY H. H. EUSBY.

Since the preceding portions of the report, embracing all sug-
gestions received by the chairman at a late date, was type-
written, sent to the committee for revision and returned for
final copying, a communication was received from Dr. Rusby
and is appended as an addition:

"I have carefully examined the report of which you sent me
a copy, and approve of it as a whole, but there are several
matters in it in regard to which I advise farther considera-
tion. I have indicated them by marginal numbers, as fol-
lows:

"1. I should like to add to the general statement that
the year has seen marked improvement, the specific state-
ment that the examiners at New York have noted a re-
markable improvement in the quality of the goods there
imported, during the past year. The history of asafetlda
importations furnishes an illustration of the good that may
be done by insisting upon a proper standard. When the
present edition of the United States Pharmacopoeia was be-
ing compiled, importers persistently urged upon the revision
committee the claim that good asafetida could no longer
be obtained, and they urged the adoption of a very low
standard. Some even asked that there be no standard for
the crude article, but only for an extract. This claim
was resisted in the committee, in the belief that it a

fair standard were firmly insisted upon, it would, witnm a
reasonable time, be complied with, a belief that has been
verified. The low grade asafetlda so very common in this

market a few years ago has almost wholly disappeared.
"2. I do not think the inference quoted by Mr. Bartlett

in regard to extract of licorice is justified, since it is well
known tliat the law applies to selling as well as to producing,
and especially since it Is known that pharmacists do not
usually make their licorice extract. Furthermore, It seems
verv clear to me that the whole reasoning is false. The
addition of wheat starch to licorice extract is adulteration,
technically, or rationally and morally, and also in its rela-
tions to the Pharmacopoeia provisions. It is fraudulent
and illegal, and I think we should say nothing that could
even seem to excuse it. There is no question of the legal
responsibility of the pharmacist who sells it. His moral re-
sponsibility could be discussed, but it would be a very long
ai-gument on both sides."

3. In relation to the report upon local conditions, the doctor
oalls attention to the fact that the board had to choose between
making the matter personal, without fair warning, or to at-
tack the subject and to give a fair warning. He says: "Since
the object was to correct and not to punish, the latter course
seems to me to have been the right one. Such a thing could
not have been managed without hurting somewhere. It was
the culprits who gave themselves away by running about with
their complaints. It was a wholly gratuitous assumption by
the pubhc that the percentage of detects found in the articles
examined had any relation to the percentage in general ex-
isting. Of course, boards are disposed to search for defects
where they are most likely to exist, and any thoughtful per-
son would recognize this fact."

4. In relation to the matter of comparative results by assay
methods he states: "If we are going into this subject, we
should do it properly. If the opinions of the chairman of the
sub-committee on assays of the revision committee are to be
quoted, it should be clearly stated that he is responsible for
the authorization of assay processes which absolutely Insure
and render unavoidable discordant results, when simple modifi-
cations of these processes would exclude such discordance. The
discredit which has come upon the results of pharmaceutical
assaying are largely due to these defects in the processes."

5. In relation to pilocarpus assays: "Indeed. I hope that
we cannot expect any board to accept this monstrously incor-
rect statement. If a man assays worthless unofficial leaves as
parallel with the official, he will get such results; otherwise.

6. Referring to the communication from one of the revision
committee on conium assay he would say: "This is a poor
comparison, for the belladonna assay is one so constructed as
to preclude almost the possibility of uniform results by dif-

ferent operators, though it may be just the opposite with a lit-

tle modification.
"There never was and never will be any red bark yielding

anything like this 11 per cent, as offered by the house in

question The ipecac assay is another bungle, yet it is known
that the standard has been lowered."

EUSBY ON IMPORTED CBUDE DRUGS.

Taking up that portion of the report in which he was
most directly interested, and which was not read in full,

Mr. Rusby said that the Pharmacopfflia required not less

than 60 per cent, of extract of licorice to be soluble in

cold water, but did not say what the other 40 per cent,

should consist of: it might be mostly flour.

It was true that 72 per cent, of the drugs examined by

the New York City Board of Health had been found to be

deficient, he continued, but that as the board had selected

for examination goods concerning which it had suspicions,

the real proportion of deficient goods to be found in the

trade might not be over % of 1 per cent. During his one

month (August) as examiner of imported crude drugs at

this port, he had condemned but six articles, which fact in-

dicated a great improvement over conditions which had
prevailed last year. Many dealers had wanted the Phar-

macopceia to drop the test for asafetida, as they said no

pure asafetida was to be obtained, and that a test for a

purified extract of asafetida would serve all desirable ends.

The revision committee had stood firm for good asafetida

—and dealers had found It.

In looking over old stocks of drugs found in importers'

stores, 33 per cent, of the articles examined had been

found deficient; and going back still further, 50 per cent,

of the crude drugs in retailers' hands were below standard.

This merely showed that the newer importations, under

the new laws and regulations, were better than goods

brought in a year or two ago. He felt sure that people

had died of heart disease because the strophanthus seed

brought into this country, and which the doctors had used

In treating their patients, were not of pharmacopceial

standard. He exhibited specimens of many drugs, con-

trasting the genuine and the spurious, and pointing out

how pharmacists might tell one from the other.

GOVERNMENT WORK FOB BETTER DRUGS.

C. E. Caspar! wanted Mr. Kebler, of the department of

agriculture, to tell him what was wanted when buying

agents for the federal government specified in their orders.
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"powdered pure extract of licorice," as it was Impossible

to powder pure extract of licorice.

Mr. Kebler did not know, as the matter had not come
before his department, but would look into it. He was
glad to have such points raised. He also stated that pure
asafetida could not be powdered. His department would
try to close all ports to deficient drugs. It had already
stopped the importation from Canada of "Tr. Cinch Comp.
Meth.," which was really a wood-alcohol tincture. While
it had been entered as for veterinary use, it had found its

way into human consumption. He knew of a small manu-
facturer in Pennsylvania who used wood alcohol in mak-
ing tinctures, etc., but who reported to Washington that

these preparations did not enter into interstate commerce.

AMERICAX-GROWN DRUGS.

Mr. Rusby knew of some fine growths of digitalis in

Oregon and Washington, and stated that they were believed

to be good medicinally.
W. M. Searby, of San Francisco, said that digitalis and

belladonna grew in California. He knew of good bella-

donna in Golden Gate Park, San Francisco.

J. U. Lloyd had studied digitalis in Ohio and Kentucky.
It grew best on land which was adapted to the cultivation

of tobacco. He had also studied licorice in the valley of

the Meander, the river whose name had given us our word
"meander." Licorice grew as a weed in the vineyards
there. Turks who gathered and extracted it received about
30 cents a day hire for themselves and teams, and he did
not know of anything cheap enough to be used as an
adulterant for the extract.

E. M. Houghton, of Detroit, stated that he had had
abundant opportunity to test American-grown digitalis,

and that there was no question about its efficacy if it were
properly grown, cured and extracted.

Secretary Coblentz read a short abstract of a paper by
F. B. Power and Frank Tutin, of London, on "Chemical
Examination of Grindelia, Part II," and the paper took the
usual course.

FERNS.

Henry Kraemer, of Philadelphia, presented a paper with
the title, "On Aspidium Marginale and Osmunda Clay-
toniana," and exhibited many specimens of ferns, both
fresh from his garden and mounted. On the program the
abstract of his paper read as follows

:

Rhizome of aspidium marginale first made official in the U.
S. P. in 3S80. Probably introduced to encourage use of Amer-
ican drugs, as experiments sliowed it to be a good tseniafuge.
Greater proportion of aspidium on tlie marliet derived from
aspidium filix-mas of Europe, but attempts have been made
to collect the drug in this country. Collectors apparently not
always able to distinguisn the plants yielding the official drug
from osmunda claytoniana. General description of these two
ferns, together with the anatomy of rhizomes, roots, and stipes.
Paper accompanied by specimens, drawings and photographs.

GELSEMIUM.

L. E. Sayre, of Lawrence, Kan., presented a paper on
"Gelsemine and Gelseminine—A Study of the Constituents
of Gelsemium," which was officially abstracted as follows:

A review of work done by former investigators on gelsemio
acid, showing the difficulty of separating this sesculin principle
from ils associate principles. A review of work on the two
alkaloids, gelsemine and gelseminine. An attempt to separate
these principles from the fresh drug. The colorless crystalline
principle does not seem to exist in the fresh drug. The ex-
istence of two alkaloids in gelsemium having properties de-
scribed by Tliomson and others not having been accepted by
some authorities is worthy of further study.

At the same time Mr. Sayre offered his paper on "Assay
of Preparations of Gelsemium," thus described on the pro-
gram:
Review of the work that has been done. The difticulties In

the assay of gelsemium. the coloring matters of which are
exceedingly persistent. The process of Parr and Wright is too
lengthy. A simpler process is recommended. Results of the
examination of a few commercial samples of fluidextract of
gelsemium.

These were briefly discussed by Messrs. Coblentz and
Lloyd.

CANTH.iRIDKS.

F. R. Eldred, of Indianapolis, presented a paper by him-
self and W. E. Bartholomew, on "The Assay of Can-
tharides," which was a critical study of some of the meth-
ods which have been proposed for the assay of cantharides.
showing the precautions necessary in evaporating solu-
tions of cantharidin and in drying residues of the can-
tharidin.

IKON IN SCALE SALTS.

Mr. Eldred also read an abstract of a paper by himself
and C. M. Pence, entitled "Estimation of Iron in Scale

Salts." The authors described the conditions necessary in
the iodometric determination of iron in scale salts and
made a comparison of results obtained by this method
with results obtained by other volumetric and gravimetric
methods.

Mr. Kebler welcomed the four last-mentioned papers as
showing constructive rather than destructive work.

Mr. Coblentz confirmed Mr. Eldred's report on the iron
salts, he having gone over the same ground in his work
on the Pharmacopeia.

THYROID PREPARATIONS, AND PEPSIN AND PANCREATIN.

F. C. Koch read abstracts of two papers, entitled re-

spectively, "Organotherapeutic Products, with Special
Reference to the Standardization of Thyroid Preparations,"
and "The U. S. P. Methods for Assaying Pepsin and Pan-
creatin." Under the first head he gave a general classifica-

tion of organotherapeutic products. The activity of the
thyroid, he said, depends upon the amount of iodine pres-

ent as true iodothyreoglobulin. No methods for the ac-

curate quantitative determination of this globulin was
known to him, and physiologic methods for testing it were
very unsatisfactory. Hunt's method, he said, was a very
delicate one.
The official methods for assaying pepsin and pancreatin,

he thought were deficient in important details. In assaying
pepsin, said the author, unnecessary delay after boiling
the eggs and passing the albumin through the sieve must
be avoided. Disintegration with acid water should be
thorough, shaking by rotation being more satisfactory than
by inverting. The final method of reading was very un-
satisfactory. The peptonizing test for pancreatin was
entirely unsatisfactory. In the diastasic assay the kind of
starch to be employed should be specified, the starch paste
being best made in a beaker and cooled and used at once.

J. M. Francis was glad to hear this paper. He had tested
pancreatin, and stated that any man could "jockey" the
pharmacopoeial test and get any result he wanted. He
would like to see some change made in the test. The Phar-
macopoeia directions called for milk. What was milk?
Nothing under heaven was more uncertain. Potato starch
was often acid; pancreatin worked best in an alkaline me-
dium. Absolutely neutral starch should be used in the
test.

ANTI-FATS.

Mr. Kebler said no questions were more difficult to set-

tle than those raised about starch and diastase. He went
on to say that thyroid glands were much used in anti-

fat preparations advertised to the public, but to be mixed
by the druggist. The thyroid did not dissolve and by
settling at the bottom of the mixture was more likely to do
harm by being taken all at once.

This discussion brought the forenoon session of this sec-

tion to a close.

Second Session, Thursday Afternoon, September 5th.

Upon assembling in the afternoon, the section elected

the officers whose names appear on page 647, and pro-

ceeded with its work of reading and discussing papers.

CORRECTIONS OF THE rH-\RM.\C0PCEI.\.

A. R. L. Dohme, of Baltimore, presented a paper by him-
self and H. Engelhardt on "The United States Phar-
macopoeia, Eighth Revision, and Its Relation to Som<v
Drugs and Chemicals." In this paper were given some
reasons why corrections in the Pharmacopoeia had been
found necessary. Experiences in the application of the
U. S. P. test to acetphenetidin, aloin, amyl nitrite, asafe-

tida, benzoic and boric acids, belladonna leaves and root,

cerium oxalate, cinchona and its fluidextract. coca leaf,

colchicine, copaiba, ether, hyoscine hydrobromide, jalap,

quinine salts, santal oil, resin of scammony and spirit of

nitroglycerin were recounted.
In discussing this paper Mr. Kebler said that a laudanum

labeled "5 per cent opium" would not pass muster under
the food and drugs act of June 30th, 1906, as the public
did not know anything about the percentage of opium in

laudanum; it would have to be labelled "Half-strength," in

order to meet the requirements of the depai-tment of agri-

culture.

THE LITERATURE OF ALKALOIDS.

A paper by W. A. Pnckner, entitled "A Review of the

Literature on the Estimation of Alkaloids for the Year
1906," was read by title only. On the program for the
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forenoon session the following abstract of this paper ap-
peared :

An attempt to facilitate the work of those Interested, and to
present the advances made m this Important field. Important
contributions to the estimation of allcaloids which have ap-
peared in foreign journals given in considerable detail. Amer-
ican publications, being more easily accessible, are referred
to rather briefly. Publications dealing with the estimation of
alkaloids in general, followed by an account of the work done
in the valuation of aconite, the mydriatic drugs, cinchona,
coca, caflTeine-bearing drugs, colchicum, ergot, gelsemium,
hydrastis, nux vomica, opium, physostigma, pilocarpus and
veratrum. To be followed by a discussion on the assay
processes of the U. S. P.

A NEW PEBIODIO TABLE OF ELEMENTS.

Oscar Oldberg, of Chicago, presented' the next two pa-

pers on the program. In the first one, entitled "The Im-
portance of a True Conception and Expression of Atomic
Combining Values," he dwelt upon the importance of

recognizing the intimate relations of electricity and chem-
istry. He said that atomic combining values were not
fully represented by valence. The use of algebraic ex-

pressions of combining value aided greatly in understand-
ing chemical changes. Positive and negative elements
could be identified according to their relative positions in

the periodic system of classification. The combining values
of negative elements were constant. A new periodic table
was presented which massed the typical elements about
the uewly-discovered gaseous elements of the atmosphere,
which occupied the center of the table, with the negative
elements to the left and the most pronouncedly positive
elements to the right.

"Some Notes on the Classification of the Principal In-

organic Compounds," was the title of Mr. Oldberg's second
paper. Officially this paper was abstracted as follows:

Modern definitions of acids, bases and salts based on the
theory of ionization. Objection to the classification of the
halides and sulphides of metals as "salts," and the correspond-
ing hydrogen compounds as "acids," because this classifica-
tion ignores structure. Properties, including those dependent
upon ionization and hydrolysis, should receive due considera-
tion, but not at the expense of structural analogy. A too gen-
eral classification is less valuable than one which differentiates
between compounds of decidedly different structure, without
ignoring similarities of general behavior.

Mr. Oldberg's periodic table was not fully endorsed by
Samuel P. Sadtler, of Philadelphia, who found fault with
it. It was also discussed by Philip Asher, of New Orleans,
and by Mr. Puckner and Mr. Coblentz. In reply Mr. Old-
berg stated that the views that he had expi-essed were his
alone; that he was a pharmacist rather than a chemist,
and that he did not expect chemists to change their books
on the say-so of Oscar Oldberg.

In the absence of H. M. Gordin, of Chicago, his paper
"On Marrubiin," was read by title only.
"Some Sources of Error in the Chemical Examination

of Urine" were pointed out in a paper presented by Joseph
L. Mayer, of Brooklyn.

A. B. Stevens, of Ann Arbor, read an abstract of a
paper by himself and L. E. Warren on "Poison Sumac
(Rhus Veneneta)," and exhibited samples of the stem of

the tree, with incisions, and a number of samples of gums,
juice, salts, etc. The gum, when dry, was not attacked by
alcohol, alkalies, or the other common gum solvents. He
showed some fat, extracted from the fruit, and oil from
the stones. In connection with this study he referred to

his paper of two years ago. (See the Cikcuxae for Octo-
ber, 1905, page 363; also the official Proceedings.)

Mr. Stevens also read a short paper by James Seymour,
on the estimation of camphor in spirit of camphor, which
is printed on page 639.

Wilbur L. Scoville, of Boston, read a paper on "Oil of

Hamamelis Virginiana," and showed samples of the oil,

which he considered of some medicinal value.
Other papers read either in abstract or by title were

the following: "Opium Assay with Use of Lead Subace-
tate." and "A Mechanical Agitator for Drug Ass-aying," by
C. E. Parker; "Food Values of Predigested Foods," by A.
R. L. Dohme and H. Engelhardt; "Scopola vs. Belladonna,"
"The Synthesis of Camphor," and "The Production of

Camphor," by A. R. L. Dohme; "A Pharmacological Study
of Cannabis Americana," by B. M. Houghton and H. C.

Hamilton; "Kefir and Its Manufacture," by I. V. S. Stanis-

laus, of Philadelphia; "Examination of Some Samples of
Hexamethylene-tetramine," by Daniel Base, of Baltimore;
"The Physical Constants of the Chemical Compounds
of the United States Pharmacoposia." by Joseph Fell,

of Cleveland, and "The Identification of Tinctures
by Chemical Means," by Frederic E. Niece, of New York.
The installation of the new officers brought the busi-

ness of the section to a close.

SECTION ON COMMERCIAL INTERESTS.
First Session, Thursday Forenoon, September 5th.

On the program arranged for the fifty-fifth session of
the American Pharmaceutical Association as published
and as everyone believed it would be carried out, the sec-

tion on commercial interests was scheduled to meet
Wednesday and Thursday evenings. This arrangement,
however, interfered with a portion of the entertainment
program, so the sessions were held Thursday forenoon and
afternoon simultaneously with those of the scientific sec-

tion.

Chairman H. D. Kniseley, of Checotah, I. T., called the
first session to order at 10 a. m. C. H. Avery, of Chi-
cago, secretary of the section, was absent and F. H. Free-
ricks, of Cincinnati, ofiiciated as secretary pro tern.

A motion to that effect being entertained and passed,
delegates from the various State and local pharmacal or-

ganizations were requested to submit any appropriate
reports they might have ready. The representatives from
half a dozen States responded.
A general committee on resolutions was appointed, con-

sisting of F. H. Carter, of Indianapolis; F. H. Freericks, of
Cincinnati, and A. V. Pease, of Fairbury, Neb.

ADDBESS OF THE CHAIBMAN.

Chairman Kniseley then read his annual address, which
was, in part, as follows:

The past year has furnished us with some few conditions
which may well be reviewed at this meeting. The markets
have kept us well supplied, prices firm, with very little fluctu-
ations; which condition alone denotes prosperity and gives
manufacturers, jobbers and retailers alike fairer and more uni-
form prices. We note especially in many of the crude drugs,
some chemicals and many of the heavy commercial drugs used
in the arts and sciences, advances in prices, thus indicating
beneficial results from our national pure food and drugs act.
which we hope to see enforced to the extent that adulterated
and misbranded drugs will be driven off the market, for it is
not my observation that retail druggists adulterate their drugs,
but they do have a failing to some extent of selling them ex-
actly as they cnme from the manufacturer and wholesaler
whether they are adulterated or not.
We continue to protest against the discriminating fire insur-

ance companies. They have no just cause for fixing rates 25
to 35 per cent, higher on drug stocks than many other classes
of goods. We hope our American Druggists' Fire Insurance
Company will be Instrumental in relieving us of this excessive

The parcels post will be a fight to the finish. We should im-
mediately find out where our congressman stands on the mat-
ter: if he is not with us we should make it our business to see
that he is lined up on our side of the question. The worst
feature we will have to contend with is the fact that the mail
order houses are doing their best to spread discontent among
the farmers and inhabitants of small towns and villages and
enlisting these people's interest in the parcels post bill. We
should all be awakened to the danger surrounding us and work
earnestly until me have defeated this attempt on the part of
the mail order houses to steal away a good part of our busi-
ness.
Denatured alcohol, so far as my observation goes, and ap-

plied to our middle West especially, has been a failure with
one exception, viz.: the reduction of price on wood alcohol.
The Indianapolis injunction decree has been variously in-

terpreted, but I believe there will be no material change of
business. Manufacturers are allowed to. and will, act inde-
pendently along the lines hereafter outlined by the N. A. R. D.,
and we may expect very little more cutting of prices than pre-
vailed before the injunction proceedings. The educational cam-
paign instituted by the N. A. R. D. will be felt for years to
come and have a material effect upon trade conditions through-
out the entire country, reducing the desire to cut prices to the
minimum, which will extend no further than department stores
and mail order houses. If we can handle these we have solved
the problem.

This address was referred to the committee on resolu-
tions.

The first paper read before the section was one on "The
Science of Commerce as Applied to Pharmacy," by H. P.
Hynson, of Baltimore.
A paper on "How to Make the Drug Store Attractive

and Advertise Side Lines," by William Mittlebach, of
Boonville, Mo., was read by title, the author being absent.
H. B. Mason, of Detroit, the next paper: "A Preachment

on the Inventory." This paper occasioned much discus-
sion and the recountal of the experiences of many of the
members in taking inventories, and the usefulness thereof
in case of fire. Messrs. Carter, Diner, Abel, Pease, Ben-
field, Hynson, Williams, Main, Freericks, Anderson, and
others took part in this discussion.
Mr. Freericks, of Cincinnati, followed with a paper on

"Some Pointers on Fire Insurance." The author and
Messrs. Hynson, Apple, Benfield, and Pease called the at-

tention of the sessions to many details of the Insurance
question, the importance of which they had learnea
through personal experience.
The reading of this paper was followed by the nomina-
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tion of the candidates for the offices of the section, and

subsequent adjournment until the afternoon.

Second Session, Thursday Afternoon, Septemher 5th.

With Chairman Kniseley presiding, and Jacob Diner, of

New Yorlj, as secretary pro tem, the section began its

second session at 3.15 p. m.

A discussion of the National Formulary prepara-

tions was the first on the order of business. This

was opened by Jacob Diner with a paper on "Elixir

Terpini Hydratis cum Heroina." J. L. Lemberger,

of Lebanon, Pa., followed with a paper on "Liquor

Antisepticus and Antiseptic Powder." The other con-

tributors were F. M. Apple, of Philadelphia, with a paper

on "Pulvis Antisepticus and Pulvis Pepsini Compositus,"

and H. P. Hvnson, of Baltimore, with a paper on "Mistura

Chlorali et Potassii Bromidi Compositus and Syrupus
Hypophosphitum Compositus," read by Mr. Diner. These

papers set forth the methods adopted by the authors to

interest the physicians of their acquaintance in the official

preparations.
Dr. T. F. Riley, of New York, received the privilege of

the floor, and congratulated the section on the interesting

and instructive character of the session. He urged the

pharmacists to take advantage of every opportunity to

enlighten the physicians concerning official preparations,

but he deprecated the labeling of official preparations with

their therapeutic uses. In this matter he was agreed

with by the majority of the section.

M. I. Wilbert, of Philadelphia, called the attention of

those present to the pamphlet "Short Talks on Medicines,"

issued by the Philadelphia branch of the association in

connection with an exhibit of official preparations at the

recent meeting of the American Medical Association. He
also referred to the "Physicians' Manual of the Phar-

macopoeia and National Formulary," published by the

medical association and advised the members of the sec-

ton to procure copies of these booklets and supply them to

their physicians.
During this discussion C. W. Benfield, of Cleveland,

stated that in his opinion the adoption of shorter names
for National Formulary preparations would be of great as-

sistance in popularizing them with prescribers. In his

opinion he was supported by many others.

Mr. Wilbert read a paper on "Some Economic Reasons
for the Popularity of the So-called Proprietaries." This
was discussed by Messrs. Apple, Diner, Anderson, and Mc-
Elhenie.

W. F. Kaemmerer, of Columbus, O., presented a paper

with the title "More to Think About." This was a series

of arguments for a shorter drug-store-day; partial or com-
plete Sunday-closing, and various other reforms tending
toward the improvement of the lot of the drug clerk.

C. B. Lowe, of Philadelphia, recounted his experience in

abolishing Sunday business hours, for which he holds the

soda fountains especially responsible.

The committee on mutual fire insurance reported

through its chairman, C. A. Mayo, of New York, as fol-

lows:
REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON MUTUAL FTRE INSURANCE.

Owing to the fact that the chairman of the section on com-
mercial pharmacy was not informed that it was his duty to
appoint a committee on mutual Are insurance until a ver>-
short time before the meeting, this committee was not ap-
pointed until within a time so brief as to preclude the pos-
sibility of the preparation of anything like a full and adequate
report on this most important subject. All that could be done
was to collate some data on the subject which we have pleas-
ure in presenting herewith, and to lay before you a few gen-
eral conclusions drawn from a study of these data:
One who has not given the subject careful study will prob-

ably be surprised to find the immense sum involved in this
matter of Are insurance, and still more surprised to learn how
large a proportion of the business transacted is done by mutual
or assessment companies. It is true that these companies are
not provided for and cannot, therefore, legally, transact busi-
ness in many of the States, but in some, as In Rhode Island,
for instance, the volume of business transacted by the mutual
companies reaches enormous proportions. In that State, during
the year 1906, the forty-two mutual companies, twenty-two of
which were Rhode Iseland corporations, either wrote or re-
newed a total of $650,219,181 of risks, receiving therefor a
premium amounting to $5,467,861. The regular stock companies
during the same period wrote risks amounting to $156,878,838,

receiving premiums amounting to $1,425,153. It will thus be seen
that in the State of Rhode Island the mutual companies do
nearly four times the amount of business done by the regular
stock companies. In the State of Illinois the 212 mutual com-
panies recognized by the State authorities in 1905 wrote a total
of $47,420,122. Unfortunately there Is a lack of uniformity In
the methods of classifying the several kinds of Insurance com-

panies and of tabulating the statistics based on the annual re-
ports of these companies in the various State insurance re-
ports. For this reason it is no easy task for a novice to ex-
tract just that material which would throw most light on one
particular phase of the subject. The attitude of the authorities
in the several States on the question of mutual and assessment
insurance differs greatly, and we submit herewith a few ex-
cerpts from our correspondence with the insurance commis-
sioners of several States on this particular phase of the sub-
ject. . . .

The American Druggists' Fire Insurance Company, a dis-
cussion of which at the last meeting caused the appointment
of this committee, is, according to the definitions generally ac-
cepted, not a mutual company, but is classed as a stock com-
pany. The condition of this company is shown in the attached
report of the examination made by the State authorities of
Ohio on July 2d, 1907. Tour committee felt it was hardly within

to.

In the short space of time at our disposal we could do no
more than give a general survey of the field, but that survey
has interested us in the subject so much that the committee
respectfully recommends that the section on commercial phar-
macy provide for a standing committee on Are insurance,
whose duty it shall be to study every phase of the subject,
reporting from year to year such recommendations as may
tend to decrease the hazard on retail drug stocks and to lower
the rate charged against stocks of this character.
A perusal of the admirable reports on fire insurance which

have been presented during the past five years to the Na-
tional Wholesale Druggists' Association, offers many sugges-
tions as to the direction in which such a committee might prove
helpful to the retail trade by instructing it regarding the proper
methods of securing low rates and guarding against fire. It

should be a source of congratulation to our members to know
that the report presented by one of our members, Thomas F.
Main, as chairman of the committee on fire insurance of the
National Wholesale Druggists' Association for the year 1904,

is regarded as a classic in committee work, and we commend
its careful study to any committee which may be appointed
by this section in the future. If it is possible that any com-
mittee can do so great a service for the retail trade in this
direction as was done for the wholesale trade by that par-
ticular committee, the commercial section will have amply
demonstrated its reason for existence.

This report was referred for publication and the em-
bodied recommendations adopted.

J. L. Cowles, secretary of the Progress Postal League,
gave a glowing account of the Utopian era awaiting the

adoption of a parcels post system and the perfecting of the
rural free delivery service.

At the conclusion of the speaker's flowery eloquence the
section reaffirmed its stand in opposition to a parcels post
system as expressed in the resolution adopted at the 1906
meeting and printed on page 266 of the Proceedings for

that year.

BEPOBT OF COSmiTTEE ON RESOLUTIONS AND CHAIRMAN'S AD-

Your committee on resolutions and chairman's address, beg
to submit the following:
The point of discriminating rates on insurance is well taken,

and agitation on this line should be continued.
This committee recommends that this section request the ap-

pointment of a committee of three on parcels post whose duty
it shall be to immediately commence an active campaign
against any legislation of this kind.
Whereas, it has been decided during the year that the or-

ganization of smaller interests for protection against conditions
that demoralize trade is unlawful, under the Sherman anti-
trust act;
Be it resolved that the commercial section expresses the

opinion that such construction of the said act is contrary to
its spirit, unfortunate for individual members of this associa-
tion, and without benefit to the people at large;
Resolved, That this section hereby requests the parent as-

sociation to instruct its officers and council to lake such ac-
tion as will secure an amendment of the said act, permitting
the union of small tradesmen for mutual protection.

A paper on "The Cocoa Bean Situation in the Summer of

1907, from the Commercial Standpoint," by A. M. Hance,
of Philadelphia, and one entitled "To Prevent Store Loaf-
ing," by J. B. Moore, of Philadelphia, were read by title.

The installation of the new officers followed, and the sec-

tion then adjourned.

SECTION ON HISTORICAL PHARMACY.
Friday Forenoon, September 6tn.

Upon calling the section on historical pharmacy to order
Friday forenoon. Chairman Ewen Mclntyre, of New York,
read a short address in which he referred to the great
growth in population and wealth of this city since the
meeting held here forty years ago. He said that the
valuation put on real estate in New York is one-twentieth
of that of the entire United States, and more than that of
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a number of the second and third rate kingdoms of Europe
combined. In touctiing terms he referred to the absence
of A. E. Ebert, who had been the first chairman of the
section, and who had worljed so incessantly and unselfishly
for pharmacy.

Secretary E. G. Eberle, of Dallas, read his report, and
also the report of Historian Edward Kremers, of Madison,
Wis., Mr. Kremers having been present at the meeting
earlier in the week, but having sailed for Europe on
Wednesday.
As the historian is the principal officer of this section,

his report is given in full. It follows:
REPORT OF THE HISTORIAJJ.

That the historical work of the association has not been at
a standstill since the Indianapolis meeting last September be-
comes apparent from the contributions received since then.
Herewith is ottered a list of the contributions received. [A list
was attached to the report.]
The number oi: miscellaneous documents received within the

E. V. IIUWELI,. EDWAKD KREMERS.

Chairman and Historian of the Historical Section.

he has done a fair amount of work of this sort since 1902, it

had to be done when he was too fatigued to do other more seri-
ous work. Yet it should be done and done regularly. The time
seems to have arrived when the association might well allow
a small sum for clerical help for work of this sort. Such an
allowance should not be made to the historical section for cur-
rent expenses, but it should be definitely stated that it is for
clerical assistance for the historian.
Your historian has had the good fortune very recently to

interest an ex-pharmacist from Indiana now residing in Madi-
son in this work. While he has expressed his willingness to
do some of this work as a labor of love, the association should
not accept such services for any length of time without of-
fering some remuneration. I trust, therefore, that this section
may recommen.i to the general session the appropriation of a
small allowance for clerical aid.
The historian's work should be more systematic than that of

a clerical assistant. During the past year he has made a spe-
cial effort to systematize the materials that had accumulated
on the subject of pharmaceutical education.
Whenever opportunity offered, he has written to persons sug-

sresting to them the feasibility of writing up certain subjects
historically in which they appeared to be specially interested
at that time. As in previous years, several of the papers to
be presented at this meeting are the outcome of such corre-
spondence.
Much more gratifying, however, is the fact that a small

nucleus of members is not in need of such suggestions. Some
of them indeed appear to have become historical enthusiasts.
With reference to the proposed historical collection at Wash-

ington a special report has been submitted to the association
at laree.

This report was received and, on motion of Thomas F.
Main, the recommendation that an appropriation for cleri-
cal assistance be made, was referred to the council, with
the request that it be complied with.
A biographical sketch of John Milhau, by his grandson,

Rene Leon de Milhau, was read in full. It may be re-
called that John Milhau was elected president of the asso-
ciation at its last previous meeting held in this city.

Chairman Mclntyre presented to the section a photo-
graph of his old employer, George D. Coggeshall, who took
a prominent part in the proceedings which led to the
formation of the association, and was its first recording
secretary.

Joseph P. Remington read a sketch of the life of his old
preceptor, Charles Ellis, in which was blended humor,
pathos, history and pharmaceutical instruction. After-
ward, upon special request, Mr. Remington related the

famous "wooden bench" (Wood & Bache) incident (see
the Circular for November, 1905, page 407.)

EBERT MEMORIAL VOLUME.
C. S. N. Hallberg, of Chicago, presented a finished copy

of the Ebert Memorial volume, and announced, in behalf
of the committee of which he was chairman, that a copy
would be sent to each member of the association.

S. A. D. Sheppard, of Boston, presented portraits of Wil-
liam Wells Goodwin, of Newburyport, Mass., the oldest
member of the association. Mr. Goodwin, he said, was
ninety-one years old, led the simple life, and was as strong
and active as most men a quarter of a century younger.
Mr. Goodwin had recently said to the speaker that he had
heard that men began to decline after they had passed
ninety, but that he had not found it so. Mr. Goodwin
joined the association in 1853.

Mr. Sheppard also presented a portrait of the late Henry
Canning, of Boston, who had worked himself to death for
pharmacy. He joined the association in 1865 and died
July 12th, last.

Francis B. Hays, of New York, for the publisher, pre-
sented a bound copy of the Golden Jubilee Issue of The
Druggists Circular to the section. He referred to the
help he had received from the late A. E. Ebert in his task
of selecting the names of the fifty most distinguished
American pharmacists who had died during the half-
century, 1857-1906, for special mention in the Golden
Jubilee issue. Historian Kremers had asked him to pre-
sent to the section a record of the balloting for the names
to go on this list, and this he was willing to do in case
those who had formed the jury—many of whom were pres-
ent—had no objection. No objection was offered. In con-
clusion Mr. Hays spoke of the great privilege which It
was to the younger men in pharmacy to come to these
meetings and become personally acquainted with the lead-
ers in their profession, such as Mr. Ebert had been and
such as were the chairman and others present.

H. M. Whelpley, of St. Louis, thought that not only were
the thanks of the section due to Mr. Hays for the vast
amount of historical data which he had gathered and
published, but for his example to other pharmaceutical edi-
tors in preserving and putting at the disposal of the asso-
ciation interesting unpublished historical data connected
with his work.

E. V. Howell, of Chapel Hill, showed some ante-bellum
newspaper clippings of interest to pharmacists, spoke of a
pharmaceutical Ku-Klux leader in North Carolina showed
that cotton-seed oil was in use long before the war be-
tween the States, and presented to the association a scrap-
book full of old curiosities.
Joseph L. Lemberger, of Lebanon, Pa., spoke of the old-

time apprentice system, and gave some of his personal ex-
periences as an apprentice in the 'fifties
W. J. Schieffelin. of New York, exhibited a fac-simile of

an old bill for drugs of many decades ago, which showed
that there was in this city at this time an association
which vised prices.
One of the most interesting features of the session was

a series of stereopticon pictures, mostly of deceased phar-
macists, but including a few living ones. As each was
thrown upon the screen, Mr. Whelpley made a few ex-
planatory remarks. He made a "big hit" when he an-
nounced that he had been dared to show a picture of
himself, and then threw upon the screen a representation
of a two-year-old in a little figured blue frock, sitting in a
high chair. He called attention to the way in which he
wore his hair on the top of his head in those days but
refused to explain why he had changed his style of dress-
ing It Mr. Whelpley also made a little talk on "Missouri
and the A. Ph. A. in 1867."
Other papers, presented by title were "Henry J Men-

inger," by Ewen Mclntyre: "Paul Balluff," by Gustav
Ramsperger, of New York; "The History of the New Jer-
sey Pharmaceutical Association, Continued," by E A Sayre
of Newark: "A Bibliography of the London Pharma-
copoeia, by Edward Kremers; '-Pharmaceutical Notes from
Nutall's Journey Into Arkansas Territory," by Edward
Kremers; "Notes on the Historical Aspects of the Drug
Trade in New York," by Caswell A. Mayo, of New York
and "A Brief Historical Sketch of the University of Texas
and Its Department of Pharmacy," and "A Brief Historical
Sketch of Baylor University and Its Pounder Rufus C
Burleson, and Its College of Pharmacy," by E G EberleEwen Mclntyre and John Uri Lloyd made contributions
of photographs and publications; the new officers (see
page 647) were installed, and the section adjourned
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FINAL GENERAL SESSION.

Saturday Forenoon, Septemlier 7th.

At 10.15 A. M. Saturday the final general session of the
association was called to order by President Eliel.

COUNCIL MINUTES.

Minutes of council meetings were read. The council
proposes that a nominating committee be appointed each
year, whose duty it shall be to nominate three candidates
for the presidency and a like number for each of the three
vice-presidencies, to be voted for by mail; the secretary,
treasurer, and reporter on the progress of pharmacy to be
elected annually by the council.
The council also proposed that 2,000 pamphlets be dis-

tributed to retail druggists to be used by them in keeping
a tabulated record of the preparations ordered by physf-
cians on prescriptions.

The sum of $300 had been appropriated for the honora-
rium of the editor of the Bulletin for eighteen months.
The usual wrangle over the use of the text of the Na-

tional Formulary in the text books ensued when a request
for its use in Remington's Practice of Pharmacy came up
for discussion. Mr. Remington objected to the title on
the cover of a pamphlet issued by the American Medical
Association on the United States Pharmacopoeia and Na-
tional Formulary, saying that it might mislead purchasers
to believe that the pamphlet, instead of being an abstract,
was the original. Mr. Hallberg took issue with Mr. Rem-
ington, and a warm discussion ensued, in which others
participated.

A. M. Roehrig. of the United States public health and
marine-hospital service asked what there was to prevent
congress from embodying in its pure food and drug act
the complete text of the standards which were recognized
in that act as official. No one seemed to know the an-
swer, but some of those present afterward expressed the
sentiment that the association by being too grasping as
to the National Formulary might lose it entirely—or all

except its name.
Salaries for the year had been fixed as follows: Secre-

tary's, $1,000; treasurer's, ?750; reporter on the progress
of pharmacy's, $750.
The minutes of the council were approved as read.

MK. .\LPEBS MAKES A PEBSONAL STATEMENT.

W. C. Alpers, of New York, asked for the privilege of

making a personal statement. His attention had been
called to a derogatory reference to himself in the Cali-

fornia State Journal of Medicine, which had been incor-
porated in a pamphlet entitled "The Propaganda for Re-
form in Proprietary Medicines" issued by the Journal of
the American Medical Association. The reference was
based upon the alleged fact that Mr. Alpers had produced
a substance which he called "triacol (Alpers)," and which,
although introduced as an ethical preparation, had since
been exploited to the public by the Alpers Chemical Com-
pany.

Mr. Alpers was unsparing in his denunciation of Dr.
Jones and Dr. Simmons, editors of the two journals, re-

spectively, and said that it they had wanted the truth they
could have got it from him, but that they did not want
truth, but sensation; and this they put be"fore their read-
ers in the name of ethics. He said that he had no more
to do with the management of the Alpers Chemical Com-
pany than Dr. Simmons had to do with Simmons' liver
regulator, or than Dr. Jones had to do with Jones' lini-

ment. He was merely a small stockholder in the com-
pany and could not control its actions. He had always
raised his voice in the interest of the higher professional
side of pharmacy, and had actually been so extreme in his
position as to have made enemies. When he had seen
what he characterized as this contemptible and dastardly
attack upon his good name, the first thought which came
to his mind was. What will my friends in the American
Pharmaceutical Association say about it? But this
thought had been at once dismissed, as he felt that his
reputation was secure in the association, of all places.
But he had been almost heart-broken at learning that the
members had believed what had been said about him. He
had written his resignation from the association, intend-
ing to send it to the meeting instead of coming in person,
but had changed his mind. The publication of the article
had Injured him financially and had doubtless had some-
thing to do with forcing him out of business as an Inde-
pendent proprietor.
During the delivery of his remarks Mr. Alpers' voice

was at times choked with emotion, and at times it rang out
with the true eloquence which comes from deep feeling.
What he said made a profound impression, and when he
had ceased speaking President Eliel assured him that he
had heard no expressions of adverse opinion among the
members concerning his attitude toward pharmacy, physi-
cians and the public.

PEOCTEB MEMORIAL FUND.

John F. Hancock, of Baltimore, chairman of the com-
mittee on Procter memorial fund, reported that he had
collected about $3,500, which he turned over to the asso-
ciation. He asked that the committee be empowered to

enlarge itself, which request was granted.

Pj;POKT I THE COMMITTEE ON BEOBGANIZATION.

C. S. N. Hallberg presented the report of the commit-
tee on reorganization, promised at an earlier session. This
report follows:

Pharmaceutical Association

Constitution.
Article I. No change.
Article II. No change.

The Council.

Article III. There shall be an administrative body known as
the council of the American Pharmaceutical Association. It
shall be composed of delegates representing local branches, the
State pharmaceutical associations, and the several sections of
this association, as hereinafter provided in the by-laws. It
shall represent the delegated power of the association. It shall
elect the general officers of the association and a board of six
trustees, and shall transact all the general business of the
association of a public, professional, scientific or of other char-
acter tl-at is not otherwise provided for. The trustees shall
be mem'oers of the council without the right to vote.
Article IV, The officers of the association shall be an hon-

orary president, a president, three vice-presidents, a general
secretary, a treasurer, a reporter on the progress of pharmacy,
and an editor and local secretary, all of whom shall be elected
annually by the council. They shall hold office until their suc-
cessors are elected.
Artii-le V. Board of Trustees. The board of trustees shall

have charge of the property and of the financial affairs of the
association. Two trustees shall be elected annually by the
council, each to serve a period of three years. The president
shall be a member of the board of trustees, and the general
secretary and treasurer shall be members of the board of
trustees without the right to vote.
Article TV., change to Article VI.
Auicle v., change to Article VII.

This report was received, to be acted upon at the next
annual meeting.
A verbal report of the committee on publicity was made

by C. A. Mayo, of New York. The committee reported
progress, and said that the attitude of the press toward
pharmacy was unfair.

The report of the reporter to the public press was read
by Francis B. Hays, of New York. He gave an outline
of the work which he had done in an effort to arouse the
interest of the press in the meeting, but had found that
the New York daily papers did not regard the doings of

the association as of "news value." On this point he said:

Some of the city dailies have given us an average of a couple
of inches or so a day, and some have ignored our presence.
What our city editors consider matter of news value may be
learned by those who daily scan columns of accounts of the
doings of burglars, highwaymen, chauffeurs and the common
or garden variety of murderers, pickpockets and other mem-
bers of the under world, as gathered from the police court blot-
ters, as well as the scandals in high and low life brought out
in the ci\il courts. When the schoolmates of little Bennie
Cohn, of Orange, N. J., adopt resolutions calling upon Papa
Cohii to put Bennie in "long pants," a full account of the
proceedings day after day. with a copy of the resolutions
(which are longer than Bennie's "knickers") appears in the
papers, but when the American Pharmaceutical Association
adopts resolutions which mean better health and longer life

for millions of American citizens, no cognizance is taken of
the fact by our great editors.
The best account of what our association Is and is doing

which your reporter was able to get Into a daily paper ap-
peared in the "Tip of the Tongue" columns of the New York
Press for last Sunday.

Thomas P. Mcllhenie, of Brooklyn, introduced a resolu-

tion calling upon medical colleges to make a greater use
of the Pharmacopoeia as a text and reference book. This
was adopted.

Installation of officers being the next order of business,
President-elect Searby was escorted to the platform by
Mr. Lemberger, and in accepting the gold badge of office

from President Eliel, said that when he left home he had
no idea of what a good man for the job he was. In the
nominating committee's meeting a member had arisen and
described the qualities and qualifications of a man, and
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he (Mr. Searby) had said to himself, "The man he de-

scribes Is certainly the kind of man we need for presi-

dent." When at the end of the eulogistic nominating
speech, Mr. Searby himself had been named as the man, no
one In the room had been more surprised than he.

The third vice-president, secretary and treasurer were
also installed, the other elective officers not being present.

Treasurer Sheppard read a letter from Mrs. Emlen
Painter, widow of a former president of the association,

who said that she had almost lost track of pharmaceutical
affairs, but that a copy of The Druggists Circular con-

taining a reference to the Sheppard-Beal endowment fund
having fallen into her hands, she contributed her widow's
mite ($10) to the fund In memory of her departed hus-

band, who had loved the association. The association

accepted the contribution with thanks. Mr. Sheppard also

announced the receipt of goodly contributions from a num-
ber of members.

Secretary Caspari feelingly referred to Mr. Sheppard's
proposed retirement from the office of treasurer, and spoke
of the cordial relations which had existed for many years
between the treasurer and himself. He also referred to Mr.
Dlehl's Illness, and of telegraphic communications he had
had with the absent reporter on the progress of pharmacy
during the meeting. It was voted to be the sense of the
association that it was pleased to hear of the returning
health of Mr. Dlehl, and was glad that he was to serve It

as reporter on the progress of pharmacy for another year.

The thanks of the association were voted to Local Sec-

retary Cook for his active and fruitful work, to the Ger-
man Apothecaries' Society for its "kommers," and to vari-

ous others who had aided in making the meeting a busi-

ness and social success.

DELEGATES APPOINTED.

President Searby's first official act was the appointment
of the following delegates: To the 1907 meeting of the
National Association of Retail Druggists, F. W. Meissner.
of La Porte, Ind.; J. P. Remington, of Philadelphia; L. C.

Hopp, of Cleveland; W. C. Anderson, of Brooklyn, and
Wilhelm Bodemann, of Chicago.
To the 1907 meeting of the National "WTioIesale Drug-

gists' Association. W. A. Hover, of Denver; Thomas F.

Main, of New York; T. F. Mayer, of St. Louis; C. A. Mayo,
of New York, and C. P. Van Schaack, of Chicago.
There being no further business before the association

the meeting then adjourned.

SOME WHO WERE THERE.
According to the register, supplemented by data from

other sources, the following named members and guests
were present at the meeting:
Arkansas—F. G. Schachleiter, of Hot Springs; Mr. and

Mrs. J. B. Bond, of Little Rock; and Mr. and Mrs. W. L.

Dewoody, of Pine Bluff.

California—W. M. Searby, of San Francisco.
Connecticut—K. O. Cyrus, J. D. Hartigan, Miss L. G.

Hartlgan, and G. A. Jamieson, of Bridgeport; G. L. Rap-
port and J. K. Williams, of Hartford; J. B. Ebbs and
Robert Walker, of Waterbury.

Delaivare—Mr. and Mrs. Robert K. Watson, of Wilming-
ton.

District of Columhia—'Lewis Flemer, S. L. Hilton, H. E.
Kalusowski, L. F. Kebler, C. H. Kimberly, Mr. and Mrs.
W. T. Richardson, A. Seidell and H. W. Wiley, of Wash-
ington.
Florida—Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Ramsaur, of Palatka; W.

0. Richtman, of Satsuma; Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Berger, L.

E. Berger and C. W. Berger, of Tampa.
Georgia—Mr. and Mrs. G. F. Payne and Miss Gladys

Payne, of Atlanta; J. V. La Grange, and Mr. and Mrs. R.
A. Rowllnski, of Savannah.

Illinois— I. A. Becker, C. S. N. Hallberg, P. C. Koch, Os-
car Oldberg and W. A. Puckner, of Chicago; F. W. Mc-
Ness, of Freeport; Mr. and Mrs. C. G. Llndvall and Miss
Bessie Llndvall, of Moline; and E. W. Morse, of Mt. Ver-
non.
Indian Territory—Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Kniseley, of Che-

cotah; Dennis Schenck and Mrs. Fannie K. Schenck, of

Diirant.

Iiirlinna—Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Carter and F. R. Eldred,
of Indianapolis; C. F. Meissner and F. W. Meissner, of La
Porte; R. L. Green, of Notre Dame; O. C. Bastian, Leo
Eliel and Miss Ellel, of South Bend; T. T. Graesser, of

Troy; and Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Sala, of Winchester.

Iowa—Mrs. Fletcher Howard, of Des Moines; and S. H.

Moore, of Sioux City.

Kansas— Ij. E. Sayre, of Lawrence.
Kentucky—"E. L. Pieck, of Covington; Mrs. Ruby Mack-

Now that It is all over and the guests have departed,
there is one figure that looms large in perspective, although
so unostentatious was It during the meeting that a stranger
would never have suspected it to he that o£ the man who was
superintending all the arrangements (or the successful conduct
of the convention.
Thomas P. Cook, of New York, as local secretary, selected

the hotel, engaged the meeting rooms, prepared the entertain-
ment program, raised the money to see that it was success-
fully followed, issued the badges, kept the records of those who
attended, answered all questions, and never lost his composure
or allowed trifles to ruffle the tranquility of his expression. Of

Local

man his son, William G., who had charge of the bureau of regis-
tration and the issuance of tickets, while Thomas F. Main
acted as chairman of the sub-committee on finance, and W. C.
Alpeis looked after the entertainment of the ladies.

Mr. Cook is an experienced hand at handling large conven-
tions, and everything he planned in connection with this meet-
ing went through without a hitch.
At raising the "sinews' with which to finance a big under-

taking of this sort Mr. Cook is a past master, and so well did
he perform this part of his work this year that after the meeting
he found a surplus of $1,3S0 on his hands. He at once com-
municated with the donors, and received their unanimous con-
sent to contribute this sum to the endowment fund of the
as.sociation, which he did.
The services of such an organizer, financier and all-'round

level-headed business man as Mr. Cook has frequently and
abundantly shown himself to be might be utilized to advantage
in the council of the association.

lin, of Frankfort; Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Overstreet and
James B. Overstreet, of Louisville.

Louisiana—Mr. and Mrs. Philip Asher, Mr. and Mrs. F.

C. Godbold, Miss Anna Jones, Mrs. L. L. Lazard, J. A.

Legendre, Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Levy, and Max Samson, of

New Orleans.
Maine—O. W. Jones, of Auburn; C. H. Davis, of Ban-

gor; F. H. Wilson, of Brunswick; and E. A. Hay and F. D.

Morse, of Portland.
Maryland—B. F. Behrman, Charles Caspari, Jr., A. R.

L. Dohme, H. A. B. Dunning, H. Englehardt, J. F. Han-
cock, Miss Mamie Hancock, J. E. Hengst, A. T. Hill, H. P.

Hynson, E. F. Kelly, Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Meyer, Louis
Schulze, Miss May Selzer. F. A. U. Smith, O. C. Smith,
and J. C. Wolf, of Baltimore; Mr. and Mrs. Henry How-
ard, of Brookville; and H. L. Meredith, of Hagerstown.
Massachusetts—Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Balrd, A. E. Booth,

Miss Alice K. Booth, Mrs. Easterbrook, Mr. and Mrs. J. G.

Godding, Mrs. F. G. Le Bosquet, Miss Lillian J. Norris, Mr.
and Mrs. W. L. Scoville, and Mr. and Mrs. S. A. D. Sheo-
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pard, of Boston; Mr. and Mrs. E. H. La Pierre, and Miss

Sarah La Pierre, of Cambridgeport; A. A. Cote, of Fitch-

burg; W. H. Glover, of Lawrence; H. A. Barnard, of Marl-

boro;' Miss Alice G. Jones, of Newburyport; Mr. and Mrs.

F. A. Hubbard, of Newton; and E. 0. Engstrom, of Pitts-

field.

Michigan—J. 0. Schlotterbeck, Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Schulz

and A. B. Stevens, of Ann Arbor; W. H. Burke, J. M.

Francis, Miss S. S. Harris, Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Houghton,

J W. T. Knox, Mr. and Mrs. Harry B. Mason, Willard

Ohliger, F. W. R. Perry, F. G. Ryan, Miss Helen Ryan,

and L. A. Selzer, of Detroit; and Henry Heim of Saginaw.

Minnesota—Miss Josephine A. Wanous, and F. J. Wul-

ling, of Minneapolis.
Mississippi—Mr. and Mrs. 0. W. Bethea, of Meridian.

Missouri—t,. G. Blakeslee, Mr. and Mrs. Solomon
Boehm. Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Caspari, Robert C. Reilly, Mr.

and Mrs. 0. F. Glaus, Miss Estella Glaus, Mr. and Mrs.

Charles Gietner, Miss Carrie Gietner, Miss Irene Hibler,

W. R. Lamar, 0. A. Wall, and Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Whelp-

ley, of St. Louis.
Nebraska—A. V. Pease, of Fairbury.
Nei'j Jersey—W. C. Wescott, of Atlantic City; J. N. Klein,

of Belleville; Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Jorden, Henry Townsend,
Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Whipple, and Miss Whipple, of Bridge-

ton; S. W. Williams, of East Orange; Henry Schmidt, and
Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Stutzlen, of Elizabeth; Mr. and Mrs.

L. W. Brown, of Englewood; F. A. Sieker, of Hoboken;
Maxwell Abernethy, F. A. Bongartz, T. W. Evans, James
Fouike, Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Gallagher, Miss Hazel Gal-

lagher, Miss Helen Gallagher, Charles Karlin, H. J. Loh-

mann, G. H. White, and Miss Florence White, of Jersey

City; H. E. Wrensch, Jr., of Montclair; Mr. and Mrs. E. A.

Carrell, of Morristown; Miss E. Boeddiker, Otto Boeddiker,

Miss Josephine Haas, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Holzhauer,

E. A. Sayre, C. P. Smith, Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Staehle,

and Charles Wrensch. of Newark; S. S. Rust, of New
Brunswick; G. W. Parisen, and F. A. Seaman, of Perth
Amboy; Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Field, of Plainfield; and D. A.

Neu, of Union Hill.

New Mexico—Bernard Ruppe. of Albuquerque.
New York (State, city names not given)—T. J. Bradley,

H. L. Taylor, and Samuel Phipps, of Albany; A. E. Adams
and C. B. Sears, of Auburn; Mr. and Mrs. George Re;

mann, of Buffalo; J. D. A. Hartz and E. N. E. Klein, of

College Point; Mr. and Mrs. J. O. Reither, of Lynbrook;
W. H. Rogers, and S. M. Shiner, of Middletown; G. J
Campbell, of Millburn: Alois von Isakovics, of Monticello;

J. F. Draime. and R. E. Smith, of Syracuse; and Mr. and
Mrs. William Watson, Jr., of Utica.

North Carulina—E. V. Howell, of Chapel Hill; and E. V.
Zoeller, of Tarboro.
Ohio—C. T. P. Fennel, J. W. Forbes, Mr. and Mrs. F. H.

Freericks, Mr. and Mrs. Julius Greyer, J. U. Lloyd, C. G.

Merrell. Mr. Swartzell, Edward Voss, Jr., Miss Voss, and
Mr. and Mrs. T. D. Wetterstroem, of Cincinnati; Mr. and

ilrs. C. W. Benfield, Joseph Feil, R. A. Gausby, Mr. and
Mrs. W. T. Hankey, E. J. Hankey, and Mr. and Mrs. L. C.

Hopp, of Cleveland; F. A. Bauer, W. F. Kaemmerer, and
G. B. Kauffmann, of Columbus; W. S. Bryson, of Mingo
Junction; and J. H. Beal. of Scio.

Oklahoma—F. B. Lillie, of Guthrie; and Edwin De Barr,

of Norman.
Oregon—Mr. and Mrs. G A. Harding and Mr. and Mrs.

C. G. Huntley, of Oregon City.

Pennsylvania—H. P. Berryhill, of Connellsville; Mr. and
Mrs. G. A. Gorgas, and Miss Katharine Gorgas, of Harris-

burg; Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Hancock, of Langhorne; Mr.
and Mrs. J. L. Lemberger, of Lebanon; Mr. and Mrs. P. H.
Utech, of Meadville; Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Apple, W. L.

Cliffe, Evan T. Ellis, J. W. England, C. P. Gabell, J. T.
Harbold, R. G. Hinton, S. K. Kahn, M. N. Kline, Henry
Kraemer, Mr. and Mrs. C. H. La Wall, C. B. Lowe, William
Mclntyre, F. X. Moerk, Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Remington, S.

P. Sadtler, 1. V. S. Stanislaus, A. J. Staudt, J. L. Turner,
C. E. Vanderkleed. M. I. Wilbert, and Miss Florence Yapel,
of Philadelphia; J. A. Koch, of Pittsburg; Miss Emma H.
Davis, of Scranton; L. L. Walton, of Williamsport; and
J. F. Patton, of York.
South Dakota—Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Bent, of Dell Rapids.
Tennessee—J. T. McGill, of Nashville; and W. L Gates,

of Whiteville.
Texas—Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Eberle, and Joseph Ryan, of

Dallas; Michael Saccar, of Halletsville; and J. F. Du-
laney, of McKinney.
Vermont—W. H. Zottman, of Burlington.
Virginia—F. D. Nelligar, of Norfolk; and T. N. Curd, of

Richmond.
Washington—C. W. Johnson, of Seattle.

West Virginia—Mr. and Mrs. G. O. Young, of Buchanan;
and Alfred Walker, of Sutton.

Wisconsin—Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Hebbard, and Mrs. M. E.
Hebbard, of La Crosse; Mr. and Mrs. Edward Kremers,
and Edward Williams, of Madison; E. J. Hankey, of Teni-
pealean; and A. R. Eberle, of Watertown.
Cuba—Mr. and Mrs. J. Capote, Mrs. S. Capote, and Mr.

and Mrs. Jose G. Diaz, of Havana.
Nova Scotia—F. C. Simson, of Halifax.
Ontario—J. A. Clark, and Miss Clark, of Hamilton.

ENTERTAINMENT.
On the entertainment program were the following num-

bers:
Monday evening, reception, dance and supper, at the

Hotel Astor.
Tuesday, automobile trip through the city and to Bronx

Park, for the ladies; luncheon at Rocking Stone Restau-
rant; return in automobiles by a different route; after-

noon tea in the Hotel Astor Roof Garden.
Wednesday, a specially arranged shopping tour for the

ladies, through some of the larger stores, with a luncheon
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at Wanamaker's. In the evening a theater party for all,

"The Great Divide," at Daly's, with Margaret Anglin and
Henry Miller in the cast.

Thursday, visits to points of interest, museums, etc.,

for the ladies, followed by a tea in the Hotel Astor
L'Orangerie. In the evening a "kommers," given by the
German Apothecaries' Society, at 190 Third avenue, for

the men.
Friday, sail to Coney Island on the chartered steamer

"Glen," from foot of West Forty-fourth street, at 2 p. m.;

"Let me take your pic-
ture as the captain ot the
ship," said the Circu-
lar staff artist to Presi-
dent Searby, who appear-
ed on the forward deck
of the "Glen" rigged in
a jaunty cap. which gave
him a nautical appear-
ance.
"But the captain faces

ahead, not toward the
rear," protested the presi-
dent, who not only looks
the seaman but knows
some ot the rules of the

"Not while he is keep-
ing- tabs on his passen-
gprs." said the_snap-shot
artist, who, without more
ado. pushed the button—
and the printer has done
the rest, as is here seen.
Mr. Searby being a na-

tive of that tight little

island which claims the
proud title of "Mistress of
the Seas," it is not sur-
prising that he looks well
with "the briny" as a
back-ground—that is, if

"the briny" may be
spoken of as ground of
any kind. We may imag-
ine that in this picture he
is standing at the "Golden
Oate." facing the East,
with the broad expanse of
tile Pacific at his back.

music on board; various attractions at Coney Island, end-
ing with a shore dinner and sail home.
The ladies' parties were directed by a sub-committee,

of which Miss Clara Alpers was chairman.
Further reference to the entertainment is made in an

article by one of the guests, Fred D. Nelligar, in this

issue.

^OTES OF THE MEETING.
Does anybody remember a meeting that was missed by

E. W. Morse, of Mt. Vernon, 111.?

M. I. Wilbert, of Philadelphia, would rather people would
ask why his picture has not been in the papers, than to

ask why it was put in.

G. B. Kauffman, of Columbus, didn't worry a little bit;

next to Local Secretary Cook he was the calmest and most
serene man at the meeting.

The 2,000 mark has been passed by. the membership roll.

The total membership is now nearly 2,300. Accessions dur-

ing the year numbered 351.

Fred D. Nelligar. of Norfolk, Va., was a new member
who met for the first time many friends whom he had
made by his cheerful contributions to the Circular.

Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Levy, of New Orleans, had to hurry
away to the country before the meeting was over, on ac-

count of the sickness of their baby, who was with them.

As a presiding officer, C. E. Vanderkleed, of Philadel-

phia, is a success. He is one of the younger members of

the association, for whom there are doubtless higher hon-
ors in store.

At first Theodore Wetterstroem, of Cincinnati, said that

he could not possibly get away from business, but Mrs.
Wetterstroem brought him, just the same, and he looked
pleased, at that.

Some of the ladies seemed to think that it was a re-

flection, or joke, or something on them that the only
photograph made of them collectively, should have been
taken while they were in Bronx Park by the official pho-

tographer of the "Zoo." They should remember, how-
ever, that the Bronx photographer is an expert at making
pictures of deer creatures.

Vermont sent a weighty and able delegation, although
small numerically, consisting only of W. H. Zottman, of

Burlington. He was made chairman of the committee on
president's address.

By some slip of a cog in the machinery of the meet-

ing, the scientific section entered into a discussion of

diastase. Are the dear old professors so innocent that they

did not know there is a special section which holds late

sessions for the specific purpose of studying diastase?

After an absence of some years. Miss Josephine A. Wan-
ous, of Milwaukee, made glad the hearts of a number of

old friends by appearing at this meeting. Miss Wanous
was formerly one of the "regulars," and was elected a
vice-president of the association at the Baltimore meeting.

Suppose you had hired a relief clerk; and had put your
business in such s!«ape that you could run otf and leave

it a little while; and that you had secured permission from
your wife to leave home for just one day; and that you
had come to a meeting of the association to attend a ses-

Mr, Seal hasn't been to the races; that tag is only an inno-
cent Dreamland, Coney Island, label, which all the excursion-
ists on the boat wore. To the right, C. H. LaWall is pointing
out something to his better half, while to the left the light on
G. H. Hitchcock's glasses makes him a marked man.

sion of a section which was scheduled on the official pro-

gram to be held at a certain specified time, and then
found that the program had been changed and that the

session you were particularly Interested in would not
be held for a couple of days;—would that upset you?
Doubtless it would; and to provide against any such dire

mishap, the council has made a rule that when the of-

ficial program has been published, thirty days or such a
matter before the meeting, no change shall be made in It.

E V are the first two letters in the word "ever"; they

are also the initials of the given names of both Messrs.

Zoeller and Howell, who are ever on hand to represent

North Carolina at these gatherings. Mr. Zoeller seems
to be interested principally in the board association meet-

ings, while Mr. Howell expends his surplus energy in the

historical section, of which he has just been elected chair-

Last year John Uri Lloyd made one of the most interest-

ing talks of the meeting, about oil of rose, which he had
seen distilled in Turkey (see the Circul.vr for October,

1906, page 378). This year Mr. Lloyd captivated the con-

vention by his serio-comic definition of "science" (see page

660). In the hotel lobby Mr. Lloyd was approached by an
admirer, who said: "Professor, it is easy to grow elo-

quent over the classic bays of Greece, the pass of Ther-
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mopylae, and 'that sweet old word "Mesopotamia," ' as you
did last year, but when a man can give a beautiful de-

scription of a Kentucky darkey unloading boards, well

—

that is 'science.'
"

All parts of the country are represented by the president

and three vice-presidents—California, Illinois, New York
and Mississippi. The other three elective officers of the

association live in Maryland, Massachusetts and Ken-
tucky respectively. There's North, East, South and West
for you!

Prince "William, of Sweden, was a guest of the Hotel
Astor for the first few days the association was there, and
was being lionized considerably about town. Someone

.TOHX

Two of Dr. Squibbs "Boys" Who Joined the As-
sociation in 1867, and Were Present This Year. Mr.
Dunn Has Been with the House of Squibb Continu-
ously for Over Forty Years.

asked Oscar Oldberg, who is a native Swede, if he could
not Induce his friend, the prince, to come up and meet the
association, but Mr. Oldberg seemed to think the 'task too
great for him to undertake.

"Uncle John" Patton, of York, with his cheery smile.
cordial hand-shake, and encouraging word was, as usual,
early on the ground, and a close observer. He took little
active part in the meeting, but seemed content with the
laurels he had won, he having been president of the as-
sociation in 190001.

Wilbur L. Scoville, a true son of Connecticut, although
now claimed by Massachusetts, seems to be doing what
he can to aid his native State in shaking off that old
wooden-nutmeg reputation. He read a paper to show that
that other product of Connecticut, witchhazel, is really
worth something medicinally.

Some who were not there: C. Lewis Diehl, of Louisville;
P. C. Candidus, of Mobile; William Mittlebach, of Boon-
ville. Mo.; W. R. Ogier, of Columbus; C. A. Rapelye, of
Hartford; J. M. Good, of St. Louis; G. M. Beringer, of
Camden; Charles R. Sherman, of Omaha; and E. A. Rud-
diman, of Nashville. They were missed.

Jacob Diner, of New York, took an active part in the
meeting, and was elected chairman of the commercial sec-
tion. Mr. Diner has already attained eminence in local
and N. /,. R. D. circles. He was "discovered" by the Cir-
cular in 1897, a paper by him, his portrait, and a sketch
of his life appearing in the issue for May, of that year.

Broadway is such a noisy place with its rush and rat-
tle and roar that many members whose musings are
usually listurbed only by the twittering of birds, the
chirping of crickets and the "katying" of katydids, found
it difficult to concentrate their minds and "focus" their
ears on the remarks of speakers. And to tell the truth,
even some of the New Yorkers could not hear all that was
spoken out in open meeting.

Mr. Sheppard's announcement that he would not again
accept the nomination for the office of treasurer, on ac-
count of increasing years (he looks about sixty, and moves
around like forty), produced a feeling of sadness. How-
ever, he did not say that he would stop working for his net

ambition, a $25,000 endowment fund. Maybe he wants to

put all his energy into that work.

H. P. Hynson is pressing the late Senator "Billy" Ma-
hone, of Virginia, hard for his sobriquet "the great read-
juster." The senator earned his title trying to readjust
Old Dominion finances after the war; Mr. Hynson, if he
ever gets it, will have earned it trying to "readjust" the
clothes of the association to fit a growing body which he
does not wish to see "reorganized."

This is a lucky year for 0. W. Bethea, of Meridian, Miss.
He became a benedict in August, and third vice-president
of the American Pharmaceutical Association in September.
As "all good things are three " as our German friends say,

Mr. Bethea is in an expectant frame of mind, wondering
what the third honor in store for him is.

C. H. La Wall, of Philadelphia, brought his June bride
to the meeting. As Miss Millicent S. Renshaw, Ph.G., she
had met many of the notables and had heard of many
more. The "many more" were pleased at making her ac-

quaintance at the meeting. Miss Renshaw captured many
prizes in her student days, and Mr. La Wall has captured
all of them—and another which he thinks more valuable
than every gold medal ever presented by a college of

pharmacy.

Where were the numbers which we have grown accus-
tp-"ed to seeing on the badges? and where were the print-

ed lists of those in attendance, with each man's
-^-5 number opposite his name? These little num-
^J bers help to revive the memory of those who

are "not good at remembering names"—or

faces. The badges do little good
when the numbers are like the
figure to the left, as has been the
case, but help mightily when we
can plainly see the type shown
in the figure to the right, halt
way across the room and back
again.

UXIVEP.SITY OF MICHIG.iX "BOYS."

Graduates of the school of pharmacy of the University
of Michigan, as usual, got together for a dinner and "talk-
fest." It is really surprising the number of members the

V. C. C.iXniDlS. G. G. SIMMS.
Joined the Association in Present at tlie 1S67 Meeting.

1S57. Elected Honorary Presl- but Prevented by Sickness
dent This Year—the First Man from Attending This Year,
to Occupy the New Position. Although Still in Business.

Prescott Club, as the "boys" call themselves, in memory
of their "Uncle Albert," can muster. Those who signed
the letter of greeting to Mrs. Prescott this vear were: A. B.

Stevens, '75; J. F. Geisler, 'SO; F. W. R. Perry, '80; C. W.
Parsons, '81; J. W. Baird, '83; E. W. Klein, '00; J. W. T.

Knox, '95; F. C. Hitchcock, '96; R. E. Doolittle, L. D.

Havenhill, '92; J. H. Beal, '84; L. E. Sayre, '94; Charles
W. Johnson, '96; F. J. Austin, '97; W. H. Burke, '84; E. J.

Kennedy, '82; L. A. Seltzer, '92; E. M. Houghton, '93; J.

0. Schlotterbeck, '87; T. D. Dissosway, '01; E. O. Eaton,
'03; L. F. Kebler, '90; and B. L. Murray, '91. The club
thinks it is of sufficient importance to be officially recog-
nized by the makers of the programs for the meetings,
and will see what can be done about the matter. The
dinner was served in the rathskeller of the Hotel Marl-
boro, September 4th.
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In 1S67 the meeting was held in the old University Building, Unive
torn down. As will be seen by the picture herewith presented, it was

;ity and Waverly places, which has since been
medieval-looking building. On the other hand,

,~nJ

modern hostelries. Just

FORTY YEARS AGO.
Just four decades ago the association held its fifteenth

annual meeting in this city. John Milhau, who for many
years had conducted the pharmacy at 183 Broadway {now
at 205, that street, and still operated under the name
J. Milhau's Son), was elected president, and C. Lewis
Diehl, of Louisville, was made chairman of the commit-
tee on the progress of pharmacy. The office of reporter
on the progress of pharmacy was created in 1873, and Mr.
Diehl has held it almost continually since then, and was
re-elected to it at the meeting this year, although not
present.
From 1867 to 1907 no meeting of the association had

been held in New York. At the ninth annual meeting,
held here in 1860, W. J. M. Gordon, of Cincinnati, was
elected first vice-president. He is still alive, but was not
at the recent meeting. Mr. Gordon was present at the
1867 meeting, as were P. C. Candidus, of Mobile, G. G. C.

Simms, of Washington, and Thomas S. Wiegand, of Phila-
delphia, who are still members of the association but were
not present at the last meeting.
Joseph P. Remington and John A. Dunn, both, at that

time, of Brooklyn—which still claims Mr. Dunn—became
members of the association in 1867, and were present that
year and this. Others who were present at both meetings
were Evan T. Ellis, of Philadelphia, John F. Hancock, of

Baltimore; and Gustav Ramsperger and Ernst Molwitz,
of this city.

In those days the names of the members present were
recorded in the Proceedings, nowadays the only printed
record of those present is the one given in the Circctlar—
and that is not official. How many of those present this

year will be on hand at the ninety-fifth annual meeting
to be held in 1947? And how shall it be known, even after
the meeting, except by consulting the musty old files of
the Circular.

PRESIDENT LINCOLN ON SOUTHERN MEMBERS.
In 1866 H. W. Lincoln, of Boston, had been president of

the association, and in his annual address had recom-
mended that members who had resided in the South dur-
ing the years 1861-64, be not required to pay dues, as they
had not attended the meetings or received the Proceedings.
Accordingly the dues of those members who had been de-
prived of the benefits of the association by the war, were
remitted; and in 1867 such members were given until the
close of the meeting "to perfect their membership."
At that time boards of pharmacy, as we know them

to-day, did not exist in this country, the Rhode Island
board, which is generally regarded as the oldest in the
United States, dating back only to 1870. Nevertheless
uniform pharmacy laws were advocated by the American
Pharmaceutical Association in 1867.

ENTERTAINMENT.
Forty years ago, as this year, one of the principal en-

tertainment features was an excursion on the Hudson
River and the harbor. The steamboat Thomas Collyer

bore the crowd, and, according to the official report, signed
by Secretary John M. Maisch, "the grand view of the At-
lantic ocean when Hearing Sandy Hook, and, on the up-
ward trip, the imposing panorama of the metropolis of

J. F. HANCOCK. EVAN T. ELLIS.

Four Members Who Attended Both the 1867 and the 1907
Meetings Held in New York.

this continent and her sister cities, Brooklyn, Jersey City,
etc added to the enjoyment and made a lasting
impression on those present." Music, dancing, a partial
eclipse of the moon, and the aurora borealis increased the
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enjoyment of a delightful evening. This year, on account

of the failure of Wellman's expedition or some other

equally good reason, the local committee could not estab-

lish communication with the North Pole, to arrange for a

show of the aurora borealis, and it must have been the

curiosity of the man in the moon to see what Mr. Cook's

crowd was going to do next, that prevented the fair orb

of night from going into eclipse.

In 1867 R. J. Brown, of Kansas, invited the association

to meet in his State in 1868, and enjoy a buffalo hunt.

This year the Western members visited New York's Bronx
"Zoo" to see what a herd of live buffaloes really looks like.

My First A. Ph. A. Meeting.

By Fred D. Nelligar.

The attendance at nearly all gatherings, religious or

educational, amusing or instructive, good, bad, or indiffer-

ent, depends in a large measure upon the advance notices,

or advertising. After the "Old Guard," the "ever faithful,"

have been seated, there would still remain many vacant

chairs. To fill these is the reason of being of that person

of multitudinous adjectives, the "press agent."

I had a hazy idea of going to New York and dropping

in on a meeting of the American Pharmaceutical Associa-

C. E. VANDERKLEED. FEED D. NEIXIGAR.
As Presiding Officer in the An observing new member

Scientific Section he made a whose future in the associa-
most favorable impression. tion looks bright.

tion, and perhaps snoring a while, but dismissed it as hard-
ly worth the while. Then came the August number of

The Druggists Ciecui.ab, and in it a glowing, illustrated

description of what was to be done and who was to do
it. I gave the article the usual press agent discount, 75

per cent., but being "between jobs," packed my grip and
started.

Fortunate the A. Ph. A. to have such a press agent as
"The Stroller"! He stated nothing that was untrue; all

the celebrities were there;* and all did what he promised
for them, and a little bit more.
For the benefit of those who did not go, and for those

who have never been to one of these meetings, I will en-

deavor to describe all that happened, or" all that was
visible from my point of view as a verdant member at
his first meeting.

THE CITY.

Collectively, New York is rich and powerful, her inter-

est the world; individually New York is kind and
thoughtful, and, above all things, liberal.

After a tedious night on the cars, I crossed the river
by ferry and entered the big city early Monday morn-
ing, September 2d. Standing on the forward deck of the
big boat, I looked up at the well-known panorama, or "sky-
orama", and wondered. The futility of trying to preserve
the individuality in this dwelling place of millions! Just
one more added to more than 4,000,000, and that one be-
comes an atom. Landed, I was met by a local member,
conducted to a subway station, and gently persuaded to
board a train that came roaring, red-eyed, out of the dark-

•Two of the gentlemen named In "The Stroller's" article un-
der the head, "Just Look Who'll Be Here," did not attend.
Those were C. Lewis Dlehl, of Louisville, Ky., and William
Mlttelbach, of Boonevllle. Mo.—Editor The Druggists Circular.

ness. I emerged after a noisy, rushing journey, into the day-
light, or rather the rain drops, of Times square, and made
a dash across the street to where the Hotel Astor loomed
grandly. Then I was conducted through several ranks of

liveried menials, some of whom looked suspiciously like
rear admirals on parade, to the eighth floor by elevator,

and there duly, registered, badged and ticketed for one
glorious week, as I happily discovered.

THE PHARMACISTS.

Next I was taken in hand and introduced to druggists
from here, there and everywhere. It seemed strange to

find so many druggists "off" at the same time. A peculi-

arity of the meeting seemed to be that the further the State
from New York, the larger the representation. Greater
New York, with its several thousand pharmacists, had but
few representatives present. The air of good-fellowship
seemed to be everywhere among the members; everyone,
from the honored president with perennial cigar, down to

the new member, seemed to be continually shaking the
hand of every one else.

THE TEXT-BOOK AUTHORS.

All the bright, particular stars of pharmacy were there,

and not a bit reserved, either. After years of study of

their books and compilations it was quite a shock to me
to find that rhe authors were not the "grave and reverend
signiors" I had pictured them, were not so awful old,

were very human, and could even crack a joke upon occa-

sion; and when it came to a "kommers," of which more
later, could "salamander," and roar out verses concerning a
certain "Black Whale Tavern." just as well as the next
fellow.

THE SESSIONS.

By referring to the program, I discovered that business
and pleasure were neatly divided. By attendance upon
the general sessions and meetings of the various sections
one might gain a regular storehouse of knowledge and
i,'ather points valuable to a man in any branch of the busi-

ness, however large or small. The attendance upon all

the meetings was large. The only thing lacking was time,

all the sections pleading for more time and each one seem-
ingly justified in its desire for more.

THE ENTERTAINMENT.

And then the entertainment! The local entertainment
fund must have been large. From the reception, dance
and supper at the hotel Monday night, until the final pas-

senger tripped lightly down the gang plank of the good
steamer "Glenn" at 12.30 a. m. Saturday, there was con-

tinually "something doing."

THE KOMMERS.

Anglin and Miller in "The Great Divide" at Daly's The-
atre were entertaining; but who among all the throng who
spent the fleeting hours from 10.30 p. m. Thursday until

3.30 A. M. Friday in the rooms of the German Apothe-
caries' Society at Allaire's, will ever forget the experi-

once? The affair was labeled a "kommers" (whatever that
may mean, it is suflScient.), and was wonderful as an ex-

emplification of the ease with which dull care, even from
the druggist man, may be driven away: the Teutons know
how. The "A. Ph. A.'s" as they arrived, first checked
their hats. They should also have checked their coats
instead of sitting on them. Then they were conducted
into a large room and seated at long tables. Before each
guest was a program of ceremonies and a glass—a good,
heavy glass. When the smiling Chairman Alpers rapped
for order with a well-grown Indian club, every table was
completely surrounded, every chair occupied. In honor
of the presence of several members of the "Diastase Club,"
the glasses were filled with a more or less innocuous in-

fusion of humulus lupulus, emptied often and as often
filled. Salamanders were quaffed, choruses roared, speeches
delivered. The orchestra worked manfully, and above all,

was heard the voice of the chairman, who was demanding
"silentium" and punctuating his remarks with the Indian
club. Early in the evening Herr Alpers discovered that

in volume of tone and variety of language C. S. N. Hall-

berg lead all the rest, so he was at once invested with the
badge of authority and escorted to the chair. From this

eminence he called for remarks from the assembled dig-

nitaries in no uncertain tone.

After speechmaking came a real German supper: after

that there was sung by all present, in German and English
simultaneously, an "Old Assyrian Song" that recited the

troubles of a prophet, in a certain Black Whale Tavern at
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Askalon, who received his bill, inscribed on "six massive
bricks."
Then, via the noisy subway tube, back to our rooms.

THE TBXP TO CONET ISLAND.

Friday afternoon came a trip to Coney Island on the
steamer "Glenn" with an orchestra on board. It was
worth the price to see J. P. Remington and C. S.

N. Hallberg plunge through "Hell-gate" at one and the
same moment, or watch the method by which those well-

known elongated members of the fourth estate, F. B.

Hays and H. B. Mason, daintily tucked themselves into the
miniature seats of a miniature car of a miniature railroad.

J. T. M GILL.

Elected President and Vice-President, Respectively, of the
American Conference of Pharmaceutical Faculties.

and then ducked the rocks of a smoky tunnel. All through
Luna Park and Dreamland the blue and white ribbon of

the A. Ph. A. was very much in evidence that day, and
all who wore it were boys and girls together.

Needless to say the waiters at the "shore dinner" on the
pier had to "hustle," for every man, woman and child had
his or her appetites along. All the speakers were cheered,
although unheard (cheered, perhaps, because unheard),
and then thought of rest in bed again charmed.

READEn, GO THOU AND DO LIKEWISE.

It was my first experience at a meeting of the A. Ph. A.
I found there a brotherly feeling, and had instilled into

me a pride of craft that I could have acquired nowhere
else. My only regret is that my initial experience had been
so long deferred. To every young man, and old one, for

that matter, engaged in the practice of pharmacy, my ad-

vice is that he become a member of the A. Ph. A., attend
its meetings, listen to the men who have made modern
pharmacy, and join with them to help better conditions.

American Conference of Pharmaceutical
Faculties.

One evening (Wednesday) had been allotted on the pro-

gram of the meeting of the American Pharmaceutical As-
sociation to the American Conference of Pharmaceutical
Faculties. The educators objected, however, to a session
prolonged into the early morning, and on their own initia-

tive decided to hold a second session Thursday evening
prior to the joint conference with the National Associa-
tion of Boards of Pharmacy.
President J. H. Beal, of Scio, 0., called the conference

to order at 8.15 p. m. Wednesday. The representatives of

twenty-one schools answered the roll-call.

The annual address of President Beal embodied a
learned and comprehensive statement of the purpose of

the conference, which he summed up as being fundamen-
tally "service, not profit; service to the science and art

of pharmacy by the raising of the general standard of

pharmaceXitical education and thus a service to humanity:
a service which shall be altrustic, since the members of

the conference hope for no reward save the satisfaction

of the workman in his work; utilitarian and practical,

since the members intend it to be a service which shall

result in the greatest good to the greatest number." The
methods by which this purpose might be successfully ac-

complished were clearly presented by the president in the

course of his address. He admitted the influence of geo-

graphy upon the adoption of educational prerequisites by
pharmacal schools. He recommended the reduction of the
majority vote necessary to elect members, and suggested
the establishment of a class of conditional membership
wherein applicants might be held one year on probation
He urged the conservative and the liberal members each
to yield a little in favor of the other; to recognize that
both colleges of pharmacy and university departments of

pharmacy do and should exist. He advised against set-

ting up uniformity as a fetish. One degree, that of doctor
of pharmacy, he believed is the only appropriate one for

those who have completed a course in pharmacy. He also
recommended the conferring of honorary degrees of doc-
tor of pharmacy. He recommended the sending of dele-

gates to the meeting of the National Association of Retail
Druggists, and commended the propaganda work of that
body. He recommended the amendment of the by-laws so
that a majority vote of two-thirds of the members shall
elect, and if a majority vote of those present at a meet-
ing be favorable but be less than the required two-thirds
the vote of absent members shall be taken by mail. He
also recommended a change in the present method of
amending the constitution, to the same effect.

This address was referred to a committee consisting of

J. P. Remington, of Philadelphia; W. C. Anderson, of

Brooklyn, and J. A. Koch, of Pittsburg.
Secretary-Treasurer J. 0. Schlotterbeck, of Ann Arbor,

reported collections during the year amounting to $160:
the expenditure of $154!01, and a balance on hand of

W. A. Puckner, of Chicago, reported as chairman of
the executive committee. During the year eight institu-

tions had made application for membership. The Buffalo
College of Pharmacy, New Orleans College of Pharmacy,
and the Department of Pharmacy of Notre Dame Uni-
versity had been elected.

Changes in the by-laws were recommended by the com-
mittee, fixing the length of the minimum course at fifty

weeks, to be given in at least two sessions, and excluding
from membership all schools giving instruction at night
unless twenty hours each week were given between the
hours of 6 A. M. and 6 p. m.
The committee had also arranged the program for the

meeting which was announced.

J. O. SCHLOTTEEBECK. W. .\. PCCKXER.

Secretary-Treasurer and Executive Committee Chairman
of the Faculties' Organization.

W. G. Gregory, of Buffalo, read a report of the syllabus
committee, setting forth the purposes of the committee
and giving an account of the work already done. The
conference voted to continue its representatives upon this
committee, and referred to the executive committee a sug-
gestion that a sum be appropriated sufficient to meet the
share of the conference in the current expenses of the com-
mittee.

President Beal named H. H. Rusby, of New York; H. M.
Whelpley, of St. Louis; S. A. D. Sheppard. of Boston; G. B.

Kauffman, of Columbus, and C. S. N. Hallberg, of Chi-
cago, a committee on nominations to report at the next

J. T. McGill, of Nashville, presented the following reso-

lution in regard to pharmaceutical degrees:
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Resolved, That the American Conference of Pharmaceutical
Faculties recommends:

. ..,,>.
1. A minimum preliminary educational requirement or nign

school work of four years for the degree of doctor of phar-
macy (Phar. D.), two years for the degree of pharmaceutical
chemist (Ph. C). and one year for the degree of graduate m
pharmacy (.Ph. G.). .^, ,. ., .„

2. That this standard be raised as rapidly as practicable to

the preliminary requirement of four years of college work,
i. e., graduation in a college, for the degree of doctor of phar-
macy, and four years of high school work, i. e., graduation in

a high school or preparatory school of equal grade, for the

degree of pharmaceutical chemist or the degree of graduate In

pharmacy.

Discussion of this resolution was deferred, to be taken up

with that on the report of the committee on president's

address.
The amendments to the by-laws proposed by the exe-

cutive committee were talten up, and article 4, paragraph

6, last line, was amended so as to read "not less than fifty

weelts of actual worlt to be divided into two school years,

between which at least two months must intervene."

The amendment relative to night schools was referred

to the committee on president's address.

J. P. Remington presented the report of the delegates

to the meeting of the National Association of Retail Drug-

gists, and expressed his faith in the possibilities of that

body along lines other than the control of the prices of

nostrums. The report was received and the committee

discharged.
The conference then went into executive session.

NEW OFFICERS.

The second session began at 7.30 o'cloclt, Thursday even-

ing. The committee on nominations proposed the follow-

ing officers who were duly elected: President, J. T. Mc-

Gill, of Nashville; vice-president, C. B. Lowe, of Philadel-

phia; secretary-treasurer, J. 0. Schlotterbeck, of Ann Ar-

bor; executive committee, W. A. Puckner, of Chicago; H.

H. Rusby, of New York; J. A. Koch, of Pittsburg; H. P.

Hynson, of Baltimore; and F. J. WuUing, of Minneapolis.

J. P. Remington, chairman of the committee on the

president's address, presented the report of that body.

The committee concurred with the president in all of his

recommendations with the exception of two: Final action

upon the proposed plan of conditional membership, it be-

lieved, should be deterred for one year. The recommen-
dation of the degree of doctor of pharmacy for all grad-

uates of pharmacy schools, together with Mr. McGill's

resolution, in the opinion of the committee should be held

over until the next meeting for further consideration and
discussion.
The committee opposed the adoption of the amendment

to the by-laws relative to schools giving Instructions at

night.
The report of the committee was adopted.

Upon motion, the amendment to the constitution pro-

posed in the president's address will be voted upon by mail.

A resolution was adopted that the Proceedings of the

conference be issued in cloth-bound book form, each mem-
ber being assessed an equal amount to defray the neces-

sary expense.
At the conclusion of the installation formalities a motion

to adjourn prevailed.

National Association of Boards of Pharmacy.
At the Hotel Astor, on Saturday, August 31st, and Mon-

day, September 2d, just prior to the meeting of the Amer-
ican Pharmaceutical Association, the National Associa-

tion of Boards of Pharmacy held its fourth annual meet-

ing. President F. C. Godbold, of New Orleans, was in the

chair, and in the absence of Secretary G. C. Diekman, of

New York, A. F. Sala, of Winchester, Ind., performed the

secretary's duties.

The association was welcomed to this State by George
Reimann, of Buffalo, president of the New York State

Board of Pharmacy, and the first president (1904-5) of the

association.
Secretary Diekman's report showed that sixteen State

boards were active members of the association, and eleven

were associate members.
Twenty-four boards were represented at the meeting, and

six joined the association this year. The new members
are the boards of Arkansas, Maine, Wisconsin, Virginia,

West Virginia and Utah; these make a total membership
of thirty-three out of an even fifty boards of pharmacy in

the country.
A cash balance of $311.18 on hand was reported.

Vice-President F. A. Hubbard, of Newton, Mass., oc-

cupied the chair while President Godbold delivered his ad-

dress. The president urged the furthering of some plan of

"reciprocity" between boards of pharmacy; and suggested

the appointment of a commission of five, three from east

of the Mississippi River and two from the other side, for

the purpose of preparing examination questions, the an-

swering of a proper percentage of which should entitle

the candidate to a certificate to be used in lieu of an ex-

amination in any State in which he might apply for

registration. The president also thought that some provi-

sion should be made for honorary membership in the as-

sociation of those who had lost their active membership
by ceasing to be members of a board of pharmacy; he rec-

ommended that each board offer a prize of a nomination
for membership, and the payment of dues for one year in

GEOROE REIMANN. E- C.

First President (1904-5) of the Retiring President of the Na-
National Association of Boards tionai Association of Boards of

of Pharmacy, who welcomed Pharmacy, who has worked
the association to New York faithfully tor the best inter-
this year. ests of the body.

the American Pharmaceutical Association to the candi-
date making the highest rating each year; and asked that
the association tender Its thanks to the Bulletin of the
American Pharmaceutical Association for the offer of
space in its columns.
This address was referred to a committee consisting of

F. B. Lillie. of Guthrie, Ok.; Lewis Flemer, of Wash-
ington, D. C; E. C. Bent, of Dell Rapids, S. D.; C. H.
Davis, of Bangor, Me.; and Joseph Weinstein, of New
York. At a later session the committee reported, and aU
the president's recommendations were adopted except the
one concerning "interstate" examinations, which, after
much discussion and some amendment, was lost by a tie

vote. The question of honorary membership for ex-board
members had to go over for a year, as a change in the by-
laws will have to be made to put into effect the presi-
dent's recommendation. The "reciprocity" question was
referred to the executive committee with instructions to
report at the next annual meeing.
W. R. Ogier. of Columbus, formerly a member of the

Ohio board, sent the report of the committee on a stand-
ard set of questions, which provoked much discussion.

Prof. .Tames H. Heal, of Scio, 0.. read "Some Remarks
on the Philosophy of Examination Questions," which, like
all papers from the pen of Prof. Beal, was full of wisdom
and practical sense.

President Godbold introduced Dr. H. M. Whelpley, of St.

Louis, as the "father of the association" (see the Pro-
ceedings of the American Pharmaceutical Association for
1903, page 487), and the Doctor made a little talk on the
history and purposes of the organization.

Another speaker was Dr. H. P. Hynson, of Baltimore;
and a paper by H. Vin Arny, of Cleveland, was read by
the secretary.

Dr. George F. Payne, of Atlanta, formerly a member of
the Georgia board, reported on the futility of attempting
to codify the pharmacy laws of the various States, so long
as legislatures were making new laws every year.

To Dr. Harvey W. Wiley, of Washington, and Dr. Otto
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A. Wall, of St. Louis, was given the privileges of the floor,

and each made appropriate remarks.

KEW OFFICERS.

The following officers were elected: President. F. A.
Hubbard, of Newton, Mass.; vice-presidents, Bernard
Ruppe, of Albuquerque, N. M.; O. A. Griffis, of Aberdeen,
S. D.; and George H White, of Jersey City, N. J.; secre-

tary, A. F. Sala, of Winchester, Ind.: executive committee,
J. D. Muir, of Grand Rapids, Mich.; F. B. Lillie, of Guthrie,
Ok.; and S. L. Hilton, of Washington, D. C.

As a committee on examination, the following were ap-
pointed :-E. O. Engstrom, of Pittsfield, Mass.; George Rei-
mann. of Buffalo. N. Y.- Charles H. Davis, of Bangor, Me.;
D. F. Jones, of Watertown, S. D.; and Robert H. Land,
Jr., of Augusta, Ga.

Joint Meeting of Boards and Faculties.

At the conclusion of the final session of the conference
of faculties on Thursday evening, W. A. Puckner, of Chi-
cago, called to order the joint meeting of the American
Conference of Faculties and the National Association of
Boards of Pharmacy. Mr. Puckner read the program for
the evening, after which F. A. Hubbard, of Newton, Mass.,
was elected chairman, and W. A. Puckner, secretary.

A communication from the California College of Phar-
macy empowering W. M. Searby to represent It at the
meeting, was read.

The topics to be discussed at the meeting had been re-

duced to a series of articles, or problems, six in all.

Article I. was in effect. When the pharmacy laws do
not stipulate any educational qualifications for licensees,
should the boards of pharmacy require that candidates
have a certain amount of preliminary education? After
considerable discussion by board members and teachers in
which all appeared to favor some such requirements, the
following resolution was adopted:

"It is the sense of the joint conference that the boards
of pharmacy shall require of candidates for license as
pharmacist, as assistant, or as apprentice, an educational
qualification as high as the powers of the boards and the
educational conditions in the sections over which the
boards have jurisdiction will permit."

Article II. was, "What information shall be given by
the boards of pharmacy for the guidance of the pharma-
ceutical faculties in preparing candidates for board exam-
inations?" This query was referred to the individual
boards of pharmacy with the advice that some definite in-

formation of the sort should be furnished by all boards.
Article III. was, "Upon what subjects should candidates

for licenses be examined?" After several attempts to state
definitely just what a competent pharmacist should know
about his profession, the matter was tabled awaiting the
solution of the problem by the syllabus committee.*

Article IV. was, "How can candidates best prepare them-
selves for those examinations?" F. B. Lillie. of Guthrie,
Okla., held that the best preparation was obtained through
diligent study, practical store experience, and, if possible,
attendance at a school of pharmacy.

F. A. Hubbard urged the proprietors to teach their ap-
prentices and explain to them how best to acquire knowl-
edge, from the various standard works.

0. A. Wall, of St. Louis, favored home study of the ne-
cessary branches and characterized a large portion of the
usual college curriculum as wasted time. Leo Eliel was
also an advocate of home study, and believed that the
apprentices should be given more leisure time in which
to acquaint themselves with the contents of the Pharma-
copoeia. Proper training by the employers he considered
invaluable.
The discussion finally resulted in the adoption of the

following resolution—the direct question being tabled:
"Boards of pharmacy should furnish prospective candi-
dates with any desired information anent the necessary
preparation."

Article V. embodied two queries, namely: "Is instruc-

tion in schools of pharmacy valuable? If so what prac-
tical and pflJeient means should be employed to encourage
such study " The first query was answered unanimously
in the affirmative.

0. A. Wall was of the opinion that more prospective
pharmacists would be induced to attend a college if the
boards would recognize the completion of a course in phar-
macy in lieu of a practical examination, and would confine
their examinations to a test of the candidates' practical

knowledge. Charles Caspari, Jr., fully agreed with Mr.
Wall, and seconded his suggestion which was offered as a
motion.

J. B Bond, of Little Rock, said that the Arkansas board
recognized the diplomas of reputable colleges as sufficient
qualification for registration. This he believed should be
a universal rule.

L. L. Walton, of Williamsport, Pa., said that the only
efficient method was to require all candidates for examina-
tion to be graduates of a reputable school.

After some further discussion of a similar tone, Mr.
Wail's suggestion was approved.

Article VI. asked: "What can be done to improve the
efficiency of schools of pharmacy?"

F. B. Lillie said that much improvement might result if
the schools really gave a thorough instruction in the course
outlined in the curriculum, a' 1 devoted a little more time
to instruction in commercial topics.

G. H. White, of Jersey City, thought that the curriculum
offered for the degree of graduate in pharmacy is in most
cases too extended. A limited course of study that would
give the student a better grasp of the subjects, he consid-
ered desirable.

Many board members thought the matter should be re-
ferred to the indivi-dual colleges to be settled as the spe-
cial case required. The article was finally tabled.

Oscar Oldberg, of Chicago, suggested that the American
Pharmaceutical Association should be asked to provide
for an extra session of the section of education and legis-
lation to take the place of the joint conference in the
future. This suggestion being made a motion, and a rider
by H. P. Hynson attached, to the effect that the associa-
tion be requested to publish the proceedings of the present
joint conference, it was referred to the council of the as-
sociation.

Oscar Oldberg, F. B. Lillie and F. C. Godbold were ap-
pointed a special committee to prepare a program for the
next meeting and to look after the publication of the pro-
ceedings of the present meeting.

Acetphenetidin Not to Be Stated as Acetanilide.
Recent issues of several of the leading daily papers

throughout the country contained the statement that the
department of agriculture had promulgated a ruling to
the effect that "hereafter medicinal preparations, prin-
cipally -headache powders," which contain acetphenetidin
shall say on the published formula that the preparation
contains acetanilide, the department holding that the
name 'acetphenetidin' carries no significance to the ordi-
nary purchaser of its character, while acetanilide is well
known to all." As a matter of fact no formal ruling tO'
that or any similar effect was issued by the department
at that time.

In reply to a recent inquiry regarding the use of the
term "acetanilide," the department directed attention to
food-inspection decision 56, promulgated March 23d last,
in which is prohibited the use of the term "phenvlacetam-
ide" for "acetanilide." and "trichlorethidene glycol" for
"glycerin." (See the Circulab for May, page 3S4.)
The pure food and drug commission will insist upon

the use of common names which convey a meaning to the
average layman and will not permit substances to be dis-
guised by the use of terms which are likely to be unin-
telligible to the average consumer.

Additional Special Denaturants.
The internal revenue bureau having been advised by

manufacturers that the special denaturant for alcohol to
be used in the manufacture of ether, authorized bv the
treasury department (see the Circi-l.\k for September
page 613) is not practicable in the manufacture of ether
for anesthesia, has authorized the following alternative
denaturant:
Five gallons of sulphuric ether, specific gravity not more

than 0.728 at 60° F., to 100 of alcohol.
In the manufacture of acetic ether and ethyl chloride, the

following special denaturant has been authorized:
Five gallons of approved wood alcohol to 100 gallons of

alcohol.

The department has issued a ruling permitting the stor-
age and use of denatured alcohol on the premises of manu-
facturing chemists where absolute alcohol is produced for
manufacturing purposes.
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National Association of Retail Druggists.

Ninth Annual Convention, at Chicago, September
16th to 80th.

Retail druggists, the wives of druggists, and the repre-

sentatives of the allied branches of the drug trade abound-
ed in that section of Chicago in which is situate the
Thomas Orchestra Hall, from Monday, September 16th
until Friday the 20th; then and there the National As-
sociation of Retail Druggists was assembled in its ninth
annual convention. Groups of the compounders of medi-
cines and furnishers of public accommodations gathered
in the lobby of the hall and on Jlichigan boulevard dis-

cussing, between sessions, the weighty problems of store
life. Foremost in all conversations was the query. What
will be accomplished? What plan will be evolved out of
the earnest deliberations of the convention, that will pre-

serve the integrity, the usefulness, the existence of the
association? Many and various were the replies. Co-op-
erative commercial pursuits, the publishing business, a
propaganda of enlightenment among pharmacists and
physicians in behalf of ofl&cial preparations, each had its

earnest advocates ready with plans and suggestions to use
the association of retail druggists for the welfare of re-

tail druggists.

Within the convention hall during the sessions, there
was an absence of the enthusiasm that heretofore char-
acterized the meetings of the national association. The
Indianapolis decree had left an impression upon ofiBcers

and members alike. Hope there was and faith in the or-

ganization, and a forgetting of partisan feeling in the
knowledge of the danger overhanging the associa-
tion.

Now that the meeting is over one hears the question.
What has been accomplished? No much-flaunted com-
mercial scheme received the approval of the organization,
neither did it deem the royal road to wealth to run via
the publishing business; but the association still stands
firm in a hope founded on past usefulness and results.

All energies will be directed toward encouraging the use
of the preparations of the Pharmacopoeia and National
Formulary by medical practitioners. Something a bit

above commercialism has been determined upon; and
with united efforts and honest intentions the welfare of

the retail pharmacist and the uplifting of his vocation
shall be the end accomplished.
Rain interfered to some extent with the attendance at

the sessions, but for the most part the delegates were
faithful to their trusts.

In registration figures the ninth annual convention
made a new record. 2,517 names being enrolled up to 7

p. M., Thursday. The total number of delegates was 352,

a trifle below the average.

THE NEW OI'FICEBS.

The ofiicers elected to administer the affairs of the asso-

ciation during the ensuing year are: President, Thomas
H. Potts, of Philadelphia, Pa.; vice-presidents, Charles L.

McBride, of Kingston, N. Y.; Stewart Gamble, of Minne-
apolis, Minn.; and Arthur Timberlake, of Indianapolis,
Ind.: secretary. Thomas V. Wooten. of Chicago; treasurer,
Louis Emanuel, of Pittsburg; executive committee, Simon
N. Jones, of Louisville; W. S. Elkin, of Atlanta; F. F.
Ernst, of Boston; Edward Williams, of Madison, Wis.;
Charles F. Mann, of Detroit; and C. R. Renner, of St.

Louis.

FIRST SESSION.
Monday Evening.

The hall was crowded with the delegates and visitors

when, at 8.15 p. m. President C. F. Mann, of Detroit, called

the association to order with a few remarks relative to the
part played by the city of Chicago in the origin of the as-

sociation and its subsequent development.
Edward J. Brundage, corporation counsel of the city,

was introduced by President Mann, and on behalf of Mayor
Busse and Governor Deneen welcomed the attending dele-

gates and extended to them the freedom of the city. The
keys of the municipality were presented to the visitors

and the services of its various health, safety and welfare
departments placed at their disposal.

Charles H. Huhn, of Minneapolis, responded with anec-
dote and oratory in keeping with the time, the place and
the audience.

S. C. Yeomans, president of the Chicago Retail Drug-

gists' Association, in extending the welcome of the local
druggists, referred to the momentous occasion, with all
the readjustment on account of the Indianapolis decree,
to be attended to. With bridges burned behind i: and un-
fettered from the former entangling aflSliations, the Na-
tional Association of Retail Druggists, he said, should en-
ter upon an era of vital importance, with a purpose
stronger than good fellowship; something that would be
of tangible benefit to the thousands of druggists through-
out the country.

James A. Lockie, of Buffalo, responded in his usual
happy vein, and lauded the many workers of the associa-
tion who lived in Chicago.
Wilhelm Bodemann, of Chicago, appeared as the chair-

man of the delegation from the American Pharmaceutical
Association, and conveyed the greetings of that body. To
bring a message from the A. Ph. A., an association old in
years, honors and achievements, he held to be a most
pleasant duty, the more so now that the relations between
the two associations, once somewhat lacking in cordiality,
were most harmonious. The associations should have the
highest mutual regard and the deepest interest in each
other's aims. He suggested the establishment of a section
of education by the national association as a step toward
mutual purposes. The work of the A. Ph. A. for higher
educational and professional standards, he approved, but
averred that commercial success was a very necessary
foundation for professional attainments. He concluded
with the wish that the associations should henceforth be
allied in assisting the retail pharmacist.

J. W. Scofield. of Chicago, extended a greeting from the
wholesale druggists of the country. It was his advice that
each organization keep in mind the interests of the others
in all its efforts toward the betterment of its own condi-
tion.

G. L. Douglass, of Chicago, attorney for the Proprietary
Association, conveyed the cordial words of that organiza-
tion. He dwelt upon the necessity of organization, the
harmony among the several branches of the trade, and
the benefits attending membership in the N. A. R. D.

Prof. J. P. Remington, of Pennsylvania, brought the
greetings of the American Conference of Pharmaceutical
Faculties. He believed that out of the Indianapolis de-

cree would accrue added benefits to the N. A. R. D. and
retail druggists at large, far in excess of the harm it

might do. In his opinion there was no better work pos-

sible for the association than a campaign to acquaint the
practitioners of medicine with oSicial preparations. In
the maiter of Sunday closing he said that there was no
reason why the public could not be trained to have its

drug-store wants supplied in six or six and one-half days
of each w-eek. He believed that the association might do
much to overcome the scarcity of clerks, in appointing a
special committee for the purpose and establishing a na-

tional registration bureau.
President Mann announced the appointment of Arthur

Timberlake, of Indianapolis, and S. W. Strunk, of Phila-

delphia, as assistant secretaries.

The committee on credentials was next announced, con-

sisting of S. L. Hilton, of Washington; Stewart Gamble,
of Minneapolis; J. R. Thompson, of Pittsburg; P. B. Mor-
iarity. of Worcester, Mass.; I. B. Clark, of Nashville; C. D.
Sauvinet, of New Orleans; and H. F. Vortkamp, of

Lima, 0.

After the announcement of committee meetings and the

sessions for the next day, the session adjourned.

SECOSD SESSION.

Tuesday Forenoon.

When the second session had convened at 9:40 a. m.,

Tuesday forenoon. President Mann called Vice-president

W. S. Elkin to the chair and read his annual address as

follows:
PRESIDENTS ADDRESS.

The past vear has been one of great prosperity In business
throughout the country. Manufacturing industries have been
crowded to the limit of their capacities, mercantile and other
enterprises have flourished and good times are in evidence ev-
erywhere. The retail drug business has naturally enloyed its

share ot this general prosperity and consequently the delegates
to this convention must all be in fine fettle, equipped to gtilde

the N A. R. D. into channels of still greater usefulness, and to

find beneath Its surface still stronger currents of fraternal

good fellowship.

SETTLEMENT OF UTIOATION.

In many respects, the year Just closing marks the first great
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turning point in our brief history. Tlie final settlement of the
government suit agciinst the so-called "drug trust" that had
hung over us, seeming to threaten the destruction of some of
our strongest fortifications, has put our members to the real
test of loyalty to and faith in the organization. The many
props placed, since the beginning of our work, under the struc-
ture we have built to emancipate the retail drug trade from the
price demoralization evil, seemed to have been ruthlessly
knocked from under, precipitating us apparently into a condi-
tion similar to that we were in at the beginning of our efforts.

The acceptance of the decree in the government's suit, car-
rying with it the restraining injunction, clearly defines the pos-
sibilities with regard to prosecution of our work in the future
within the legal limitation of the Sherman anti-trust law, and
one is reminded of the old maxim, "most great blessings come
to us in disguise."

A BLESSI?fQ IN DISGUISE.

I can not feel otherwise than that the enforced acceptance
of the government's decree is really one of the disguised bless-
ings, showing us clearly, as it does, the errors of the past and
setting us right with the government as the peaceful, law
abiding citizen retail dru.i;gists really are. The officers of your
association had not the slightest compunction in accepting the
mandate of the government when it seemed clearly established
that we had been guilty of transgression of the law. Your of-
ficers felt confident this action of theirs would be ratified by
the membership of the N. A. R. D. in that true spirit of hon-
esty of purpose which every loyal member of the association
lays claim to. The association has steadfastly obeyed the
spirit as well as the letter of the injunction, and is pressing
forward with vigor along the many avenues still open to us for
the betterment of the condition of our people.
A word should be said here regarding the unjust and un-

justifiable attitude of the newspapers toward the retail drug
trade in commenting on the suit itself, as well as the settle-
ment effected. Many shamelessly inaccurate statements were
made, misleading not only the laity, but many within our own
ranks. It behooves us to denounce such attacks, and to be on
the alert to forestall similar injustice, in the future, to the
cause we represent.
With the settlement of the government suit the legal atmos-

phere surrounding the N. A. R. D. seems to be quite effectually
cleared. The Loder suit in Philadelphia was remanded by the
United States circuit court of appeals for retrial, and from
present indications is likely to be .=;ettled out of court. We
feel certain the entire association will rejoice with us in secur-
ing a respite from annoyances of a legal character.

THE SHERMAN ANTI-TRUST LAW.
The far reaching effect of the Sherman anti-trust law in for-

bidding the combining of the mterests of small dealers, even
though there is no other avenue of escape from the crushing-
out-methods employed by concentrated and syndicated capital,
makes it quite evident that the purpose which the framers
of the law had in mind has been defeated.

It is incumbent on this convention to instruct our commit-
tee on national legislation to make most searching investigation
into the feasibility of so amending the law that the difference
between the pooling of capital, in the formation of trusts, and
the concerted action of small dealers, in self-defense—to pre-
vent extinction, may be more thoroughly differentiated. It is a
satisfaction to know that the whole country is aroused over
the necessity of changing a law that works such striking in-
equalities. The committee, if it finds there is a possibility of
securing a change in the law, should be empowered to make
every effort with congress to bring about such legislation as
is in keeping with the resolutions adopted by the N. A. R. D.
at its Atlanta convention.

THE NATIONAL PURE FOOD AND DRUG LAW.
The first real, tangible effect of the operation of the pure

food and drug law on the retail druggist has been a marked
one, in that it has brought about genei'al and striking ad-
vances in the prices of almost everything that admits of
adulteration. This clearly demonstrates one of two things,
and possibly both, viz., that in the past we have been out-
rageously deceived in the quality of the goods purchased or
else the first hand and the middle man have improved an ex-
cellent opportunity to increase their earnings.
Be this as it may, the passage of the law and its enforcement

cannot fail to operate to the great advantage of mankind.
Like all great reform movements, this one cannot become ef-
fective at once and, although we are well into the first year
of its enforcement, little real result of its use is yet in evi-
dence. The government, after establishing a board of food and
drug inspection, with Dr. Wiley as chairman, and equioping
a number of laboratories, placing chemists in charge and em-
ploying inspectors, is just about ready for action and evidences
as to the merit, or lack of merit, of the law will soon follow.
It is plainly the duty of retail druggists everywhere to lend
every effort to the fulfillment of the spirit of the law and to
aid in the detection and exposure of all violations of the law.

THE CHICAGO CONFERENCE.
The conference held in Chicago in January of this year

among representatives of allied interests of the drug and medi-
cine business (in which your executive committee participated)
resulted in the recommendation to the druggists of the various
States that pure food and drug laws be passed in conformity
with the national law with the exception of the labeling clause
in regard to prescriptions and U. S. P. and N. P. preparations.

It was unanimously recommended also that Immediate legis-
lation on the subject of pure foods and drugs be avoided, as
far as possible, in the hope of ascertaining the inadequacy or
other faults which the national law may have, to the end that
the various State laws may be rendered more perfect. The
committee on pharmacy laws will report the passage of pure
food and drug measures by some twenty-five legislatures. In
several States it has been found already that the national law
(after which their State laws are modeled) without prescrip-
tion and U. S P. and N. P. exemption Is proving a serious
detriment to the welfare of retail druggists.

This association should labor for uniform pure food and
drug laws for the various States. Conllict of laws which are
intended to regulate this branch of economics imposes serious
hardship upon both the manufacturer and dealer and must al-
ways occasion much uneasiness. Uniformity, even when the
laws enacted are plainly susceptible of improvement, is far
better than such confusion as now exists, as experience is con-
stantly proving.

U. S. p. AND N. F. PHOPAGANDA WORK.
The association, through the secretary's office and the organ-

ization department, has done much valuable work during the
year in furtherance of U. S. P. and N. F. propaganda. N. A.
R. D. Notes has devoted a great deal of space to exploiting
these efforts to make popular the standard preparations but
lack of funds has prevented your executive officers from doing
what might have been and ought to have been done in this
eirection.
The druggists of many of the large cities throughout the

country, both as individuals and as associations, have done a
great deal of successful work along this line, and It is one
of the very important questions this convention should con-
sider. Efforts should be made to have the local branches of
the American Pharmaceutical Association and of the American
Medical Association co-operate with us in this worli. A very
large number of National Formularies has been sold by the
N. A. R. D.. and it is safe to say that through our efforts the
present edition of the Formulary has been tar more widely dis-
tributed than any previous edition. The financial problem in
connection with carrying on this work is a most difficult one
to solve and must engage our careful attention.
In this connection, I want to express my hearty approval of

the holding of the conference of standard preparations com-
mittees which convened yesterday in this city under the aus-
pices if the U. S. P. and N. P. committee of the Chicago Retail
Druggists' Asociation. It is hoped that during the progress
of the convention ample time may be found to discuss, in all of
its various phases, this subject, which is of such far reaching
importance to every member of the association. Nothing
which is likely to come before the convention is more deserving
of our earnest thouglit and endeavor.

EELATIONS WITH PHYSICIANS.
The relations between the physician and the druggist must

surely be improved as a result of this propaganda work. The
various local druggists' associations that have held joint meet-
ings with local niedical societies have expressed universal sat-
isfaction with the results attained. In my opinion this is one
of the most important features of the propaganda work and
should be encouraged by our association to the limit of our in-
fiuence. Through such efforts the relations of physicians and
druggists will become more cordial and the two great evils-
dispensing by physicians and counter prescribing by druggists
—can be minimized within a short time, and ultimately de-
stroyed. It is possible for every local association of drug-
gists to arrange at least one joint meeting with the local medical
society each year, and the benefits that will accrue to the
members of both organizations through the holding of such
meetings is immeasurable.
The National Association of Retail Druggists must always

stand, as it has always stood, squarely against counter pre-
scribing. It is an illegal practice, a dangerous practice and a
dishonest practice. The use of the "square deal prescription
blank," so thoroughly exploited by the sales and employment
department and Notes should be universally recommended,
because the use of this blank would render impossible the prac-
tice of recklessly refilling prescriptions, a practice frequently
and often unjustly charged against retail druggists. This
blank puts the druggist on his honor, and the doubting physi-
cian can soon prove whether or not druggists are giving him a
square deal. Incidentally, the removal of this unjust suspicion
will give the druggist himself the square deal to which he is
ititled.

ATTITUDE TOWARD LEGISLATION.
Before leaving this subject, I wish to refer to the misrepre-

sentation of the attitude of the N. A. R. D. toward legislation
that was contained in one of the reports of the American
Medical Association, at its recent meeting, wherein we are er-
roneously charged with aiding the proprietary medicine manu-
facturers to defeat legislation iritended to protect the public
welfare. The truth about the matter is we have stood against
unreasonableness in such legislation, and, in spite of misrep-
resentation, we must continue to maintain that position.
Certain bills have been introduced into the various legisla-

tures, from time to time, attempting the regulation of the sale
of proprietary medicines. If retail druggists have aided in de-
feating many of these unjust and unreasonable measures they
have only done, in my opinion, their plain duty. I believe that
the legitimate ready-to-take medicine put up and sold for or-
dinary ills has a legitimate place in the medical world and
that the retail druggist can maintain his dignity and profes-
sional standing while handling these preparations, provided he
promptly and vigorously gives the stamp of his disapproval
to everything of a fake nature.
There is little difference between the liberal physician and

the liberal druggist on this question. The extremes are repre-
sented by the physician who wants the druggist to sell nothing
in the nature of a proprietary remedy on the one hand, and the
druggist who will take the customer's money for anything that
is advertised, no matter how great a fraud it may be, on the
other.

CONFERENCE OF PHARMACEUTICAL rACULTIFS.
At the Atlanta convention, we enjoyed having with us a

delegate from the Conference of Pharmaceutical Faculties, and
I sincerely hope we shall have a delegate at this year's con-
vention. There is a growing tendency toward and necessity
tor pharmaceutical instructors and retail druggists coming
into closer touch with one another. The development of the
modern drug business makes it essential that schools of phar-
macy should give close attention to the practical, and I might
almost say commercial, needs of the student who intends to
engage in the drug '— *
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While I believe that a prerequisite educational requirement
equivalent to high school graduation should be required by-

all schools of pharmacy, I am not in sympathy with the reso-

lution passed at Atlanta recommending that at least four
years of drug store experience shall be made a condition pre-

cedent to receiving a degree. This, in my opinion. Is a serious

deterrent to the prospective student and I recommend a re-

consideration of this resolution by the association. Drug store

experience is a most desirable equipment, but I believe that
Its strict enforcement by schools of pharmacy, as set fortti

in the Atlanta resolution, is too stringent.

CONFEREXCE OF BOAKDS OF PHAEMACY.
Delegates from the Conference of Boards of Pharmacy, re-

cently held in New York city, have been invited to this con-
vention and I can foresee great benefits to result from close

relationship between the conference and the N. A. R. D. The
relations of the rank and file of druggists throughout the

country with each other should always be as close and ami-
cable as possible, and especially should the relations between
the various board members and their constituency be harmo-
nious. I am of the opinion that one of the greatest services

the members of the N. A. R. D. can perform for pharmacy is

to thoroughly interest themselves not only in the selection of

members of pharmacy boards, but in keeping in closer, more
systematic touch with the work of these boards.

It is to be regretted that petty politics plays so important
a part in the selection of board members, and I believe it is

within the power of druggists themselves, when they are thor-

oughly aroused to action, to make their influence felt advan-
tageously in the correction of this abuse. There is a great op-
portunity for the betterment of the moral and financial wel-
fare of the retail druggist open through a keener interest in

the enforcement of our pharmacy laws and the improvement
In these laws which would be the inevitable result of such
enforcement. Furthermore, I believe the N. A. R. D. should
arouse its members to a more thorough appreciation of the
opportunities which a discussion of this subject presents.

THE SCABCITY OF CLEBKS.

Scarcity of drug clerks is complained of throughout the en-
tire country. Would not a stricter enforcement of the phar-
macy laws do much to relieve this distress through bringing
back into the ranks of clerks many of the present proprietors
of stores that are being operated in open violation of the law?
As a matter of fact, is it not from an over-supply of stores
that we are suffering, rather than an under supply of clerks
or those who ought to be clerks?
The effort that is being made to secure greater uniformity

in the pharmacy laws of the various States is most commend-
able and these efforts should never cease until a uniformly
good law shall result, a law that is placed on the statute books
of every State, and which will give justice to the deserving
men engaged in our calling while, at the same time, amply
protecting the public.
Interchange of certificates of registration among the boards

of the various States should be encouraged, so that a man who
has qualified himself to practice pharmacy and has demon-
strated his fitness therefor to one board may have the assur-
ance that wherever duty or self interest may prompt him to
go." his quaUflcations will be recognized without the annoyance
and the expense of being re-examined.

DISHONEST AD\'EETISIXG OF PBOPBIETABIES.

Those proprietary medicines that druggists are censurable
for selling are the advertised preparations whose untruthful

. claims as to merit and as to the public favor that has been
accorded them virtually constitute "obtaining money under
false pretenses!" This association should go on record clearly
and emphatically as opposed to deception of this kind. Not
only so. but the individual members of the association should
tactfully warn their customers that they are being imposed
upon. In this way only can this pernicious practice certainly
be stopped.
During the past year, there has been a mushroom growth

of so-called "household remedy recipes." The advertising by
which these preparations have been made more or less popular
is clearly misleading as is evidenced by the fact that laymen
of more than ordinary discernment are tricked into believing
these mixtures to be remedies the composition of which Is
well known to every druggist I believe it clearly within the
province of this association to place the stamp of disapproval
upon this practice and to ask our members to discourage the
sale of such preparations unless the character of the adver-
tising be radically changed.

DIBECT SAiES TO PHYSICIANS.
Much complaint is still heard of direct sales by pharmaceu-

tical houses to physicians. This practice has received so much
attention by our association in former years that little can be
said that has not been uttered already. That the practice is
extremely detrimental to the interests of retail druggists. If
not hurtful to the welfare of the people. Is certain. The rem-
edy for this abuse does not seem quite so clear. Withholding
patronage from houses that indulge in this practice is, of
course, the privilege of every individual druggist. Is there any
reason why this privilege should not be exercised? Does not
our welfare demand that this method of self defense shall be
employed?
The extension of the U. S. P. and N. F. propaganda and the

results that will assuredly follow this work must make In-
roads on the practice of dispensing by physicians, and there-
fore have a tendency to limit the practice of supplying physi-
cians directly with the medicines they dispense. It should be
the determined purpose of every retail druggist from this time
forward to meet the physicians of his acquaintance with fair
and honorable arguments in opposition to self dispensing. Tha
practice is largely due to a lack of the fraternal spirit that
should ally the two professions, a lack that can be supplied
If druggists will exert themselves as the^ should and hold
thrmselves in readiness to treat the physician with the same
degree of considerateness we ask at his hands.
This object is broad and its Influence is so far-reaching that

every effort should be made by the N. A. R. D. to provide for
such private and public discussion of the inter-relationship
of the practice of medicine and the practice of pharmacy as
will result in that better state of affairs which the welfare of
both physicians and druggists demands.

POSTAI. STATION DRUGGISTS.,

lent all the aid in its power to a correction of past unsatisfac-
tory conditions, with the result that already some increase in
the compensation of these druggists has been granted. Un-
questionably no class of employes in the government ser\'ice
receives less compensation for the labor they perform and the
character of the labor, as well as the responsibility it entails,
than the keepers of sub-postal stations, most of whom are
retail druggists.
It is quite within the province of the association to bring

forcibly to the attention of the committee on appropriations
of congress the evident lack of appreciation of the value of
this service, as proven by the inadequacy of the compensation.
The work done by the committee appointed at Atlanta by the
conference of postal station druggists which met there can not
be too highly praised, and special credit is due to Chairman
W. B. Montgomery, of New York, who so ably directed the
committee's work.

DlilECT MEilBEESHIP.

There are constantly coming to light so many Instances of
isolated druggists desiring affiliation with the N. A. R. D., in
cases where no local association can. in the nature of things,
exist that I believe some form of direct affiliation with the
association should be provided for. if this is possible. I there-
fore recommend altering the constitution and by-laws so that
such alEliation may be permitted, provided this can be done
without too radical a change in the organic law of the associa-
tion.

PHABilACISTS IN THE ABMY AND NAVY.
Efforts should be continued to improve the status as well as

the pay of pharmacists in both the army and navy branches
of the government service. This cause has long been cham-
pioned by the American Pharmaceutical Association, aided by
the N. A. R. D. and other druggists' organizations, and it will
ultimately prove successful if our endeavors are not confined
to passing resolutions. Our committee on national legislation
should take up this subject, giving It the full consideration to
which it is entitled.

CAIJFOBNIA BELIEF FUND.

The great good accomplished by the California relief fund
in allaying the distress of our stricken brothers and in help-
ing them to re-establish their homes and their business will
always stand as a monument to the fraternal spirit which
characterizes the N. A. R. D. a spirit that entitles it to the
esteem and the whole-hearted support of every druggist In
America.
Nearly all of the relief fund has now been expended or

loaned and already, the loans are being repaid. The entire
amount of the fund has been turned over by the N. A. R. D.
executive committee to the distributing committee in San Fran-
cisco, and a statement from that committee will form a part
of the secretary's annual report. The question of making of
the money that is paid back by those to whom it was loaned,
a permanent relief fund, or of investing this money in some
benevolent enterprise should be discussed by this convention.

MAIL OBDEB HOUSE COMPETITION.
The competition of the mail order houses, one of the most

threatening perils of the country druggist particularly, con-
tinues to grow. The providing of successful means for com-
bating this unfair competition is Imperative but exceedingly
dilBcuIt to attain. Conferences with commercial organizations
in other lines of business concerning this matter are advisable,
provided no legal entanglement would result therefrom. The
subject should receive the thoughtful consideration of the con-
vention.

PRICE PEOTECTION.

The reappearance of price protective contracts, after the an-
nulment of many, following the Indianapolis injunction. Is a.

most gratifjing confirmation of our faith in price restrictive
plans. It is encouraging to be assured in practical ways of
the correctness of the position which the N. A. R. D. has so
long held that, in combating price demoralization, success
must come through some plan of price protection Inaugurated
and controlled by the manufacturer. I am positive in my con-
viction that the commercial salvation of the proprietary manu-
facturer as well as that of the distributer of his preparations
lies in the prevention of ruinously low prices for these goods.
The process of evolution that has been going on during the

long period in which demoralization has held sway must event-
ually lead to the adoption by the proprietors of individual
plans for price maintenance. The getting rid of legal entangle-
ments, and the exposure of the weaknesses of some of the at-
tempts at price protection made in the past leaves the field
clear for the IndiWdual mauufacturer to work out the pro-
tection of his business interests and foreshadows the ultimate
success of universal fixed prices.

THE PH.ARMACEUTICAL PRESS.

It Is my pleasure to extend, on behalf of my fellow officers
and myself, cordial expressions of our gratitude to the phar-
maceutical press for the kindness extended to us during the
past year in our endeavors to forward the association's Inter-
ests. The considerateness of the editors of these Journals In dis-
cussing fairly the issues that have been paramount and in
placing the N. A. R. D. in its proper light before the drug-
gists of the country is thoroughly appreciated, as are also th«
i'-'^ms of interest affecting the organizations' activities that
have appeared in their columns.

PBOPOSED NEW PLANS.

The executive committee will report at length on the various
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schemes tor bettering the financial condition of the associa-
tion, and of the retail druggists of the country, that have
been proposed during the year. It is not my purpose to dilate
upon this subject but a sense of duty impels me to caution
the convention to weigh most carefully the effect upon the
fraternal life of the association which favorable action on any
of these schemes will have. In attempting to extend the scope
of the association's usefulness let us be extremely careful not
to forget the underlying, fundamental principle of the associa-
tion—fraternity.

RESPONSIBILITT OF OFFICERS.

The otTicers of the association accept great responsibility In
the performance of their duties and only those who have
served on the executive committee fully realize the immense
amount of energy necessary to the carrying out of the obli-
gations imposed. The executive committee should not always
he criticised for failure to take the e-xpected action regard-
ing matters placed before it. The deliberations of the com-
mittee arc always most serious and painstaking, and failure to
take favorable action on any proposition submitted is invari-
ably due to arguments against it the strength of which can not
be overcome. Because of the great amount of time and mental
energy necessary to a faithful performance of the duties im-
posed, every member should carefully weigh his ability to
render the necessary service before accepting office.

ENTERTAINMENT AT CONVENTIONS.

Much adverse criticism has been indulged in as to the ex-
tent to which the solicitation of funds for this convention has
been carried. This solicitation reached far beyond the confines
of Chicago and the State of Illinois; in tact, a perusal of the
published list of donors reveals that the country has been cov-
ered almost from ocean to ocean. It is with mingled feelings
of regret and loyalty to duty that this matter is brought to
your attention; regret that it seems necessary- to blame our
good friends on account of the methods they have employed
in their endeavor to make our visit as pleasurable as possible,
and duty that loss of independence by the national association
should have resulted from our zealousness in the direction
named.
Memory goes back to the organization convention where en-

tertainment was absolutely tabooed. It was asserted then
that the N. A. R. D. was to be strictly a business organization
with no time for social enjoj-ment. I think we all agreed after,
ward that so stringent a policy was too radical, and It is prob-
ably true that the real success of our conventions has been
due to a sane, conservative commingling of business with
pleasure.

PROBABLE LO.SS OF PRESTIGE.

A firm believer in independence of thought and action, I have
always smarted under the imputations of sordldness cast upon
the N. A. R. D. by those who have not willingly, but for
policy's sake, made us financial contributions in various ways.
I believe our organization loses prestige when it allows itself
to be too lavishly entertained with funds procured from sources
outside our own people. The bringing up of this matter is im-
pelled only by a high sense of duty, and it is done with the
hope that the convention will take some act
future criticism of the kind I have pointed out
The growth of lavishness in entertainment will eventually,

if it has not done so already, make the druggists in the cities
wherein it is most desirable to hold our meetings feel their
total lack of ability to properly care for the association, all
becaus.-- of the rapid pace that has been set. All of this is said
with due and humble apologies to our hosts who, I feel sure,
will credit me with the purest of motives and will understand
how difiicult is the task of thus putting into words the senti-
ment that I feel ought to be expressed.

THE FINANCIAL SITUATION.

The reports of the executive committee, the secretary, and
the treasurer will reveal that the past year has been one of
financial hardship. The committee on finance, whose duty It Is
to prepare the budget for the coming year, should look closely
into the probability of securing for the association's use the
funds which the committee agrees may be spent by the various
departments in advancing the organization's welfare. The ex-
penses of the departments should also be scrutinized with the
object of ascertaining whether curtailment of these expenses
is desirable. It is most essential that we maintain our financial
integrity, and if means can be found whereby we can effect
saving without too gr2at impairment of the service, it is the
duty of the finance committee to report in accordance with Its

best judgment. It must always be our policy to extend the
various branches of our work to the farthest limits possible,
but extreme caution is necessary for proper apportionment of
the expense.

THE FUTURE OF THE N. A. E. D.

The trying period through which the N. A. R. D. has passed
during the year just closed and the disposition of some of our
faint-hearted members to desert the ship at the slightest hint
of approaching rough weather, has raised the question in the
minds of many as to the future of the organization. In reply
to this question I would suggest that we are just beginning to
find out what we can do, and the real possibilities of our work
are just dawning upon us.

There is something more to be gained through our labors
than the prevention of price demoralization. The fraternal
spirit which a better understanding of our position in the busi-
ness and professional world has engendered is a splendid pos-
session. The moral and Intellectual uplift gained by closer
communion with one another and an appreciation of each
other's ideals and ambitions, one another's struggles and tri-
umphs, is a power for good too great to estimate. These In-
fluences must always stand pre-eminent in the life of an or-
ganization such as ours.

CONCLUSION.

forestall

ministration, by the officers and heads of departments of the
association. Our relations have ever been most cordial.

I would feel that I had not done my duty did I not acknowl-
edge here the faithful, painstaking, conscientious service of
the working force of the secretary's office, including the mem-
bers of the organization department. I do not believe there
has ever been a time In the history of the association when
the staff of employes has been as thoroughly and capably or-
ganized as at tlie present time.

As provided by the by-laws, this address was referred to
the committee on resolutions.

Simon N. Jones, as chairman of the executive commit-
tee, next read the report of that body as follows:

REPORT OF EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
Looking backward over the experiences through which the

association has passed, especially since the last convention, it
seems almost providential that the city of Chicago has been
chosen as the meeting place for this, our tenth, annual gath-
ering. This city in which the idea of forming a national or-
ganization of retail druggists was conceived, this city the
loyalty of whose druggists during all the years since the or-
ganization was formed has been steadfast and unwavering, is
a fitting place in which to give an account of what has been
done and to receive encouragement to continue on our great
mission.
This city has been headquarters of the N. A. R. D. since It

came into existence, and throughout our career—in adversity
and prosperity alike—the old guard of Chicago has always been
loyal to the cause, has always given it freely both financial
and moral support. In saying this we do not disparage other
associations throughout the country tor they, too, have done

of hard work in the interests of our fellow druggists the
Ing of our association has been justified—coming to let the mea
wUo breathed life into the organization determine whether or
not they have a right to feel proud of their offspring.

CHICAGO A DRUG TRADE CENTER.

miles of Chicago more than 20,000 retail druggists are engaged
In business. With quick and cheap methods of travel we felt
confident the attendance would surpass that of any previous
convention of retail business men ever held.
Then again we felt that the time is ripe for the N. A. R. D.

to receive the wisest counsel it can secure from those for
whom it was created and that the wisdom of every represen-
tative retailer that could be induced to attenS" the meeting
should be invoked. In this our expectations have been realized
and we feel sure the deliberations of this convention will have
a far reaching effect for good to retail druggists throughout
the entire country and that the methods devised here for con-
tinuing our work more aggressively will result to the indi-
vidual profit of all who are engaged in our calling or who.
in the years to come, may enter into it.

THE INDIANAPOLIS DECISION.

Possibly the most important incident that occurred during
the past year was the decision in the injunction suit insti-
tuted by the national government against the National Asso-
ciation of Retail Druggists, the National Wholesale Druggists'
Association, the Proprietary Association of America, and the
various offlrers and member.s of these associations.
Previous to the final decision, the president, secretary, gen-

eral attorney and chairman of the executive committee of your
association attended a conference, held in Indianapolis, of the
various defendants. It was plainly evident that one of two
courses only could be followed, either to accept the best terms
the government would allow us, or else to go into the trial of
the case. To adopt the latter course was believed by your
officers to be unwise, for no matter how much proof could
have been brougnt to refute the charge of combination in re-
straint of trade, we were in a manner powerless against the
unlimited resources of the government in the matter of secur-
ing testimony that seemed to be evidence of violation of'the
Sherman anti-trust law under which the suit was brought, the
volume of which testimony would undoubtedly have gone far
toward determining a verdict in the government's favor.

REASONS FOR ACCEPTING THE DECREE.

If by chance we should have lost after going into the trial
of the case our affiliated associations and their individual
members might have been put to great expense as well as an
noyance in defending suits for alleged damage. Our only al-
ternative was to accept on the association's behalf the most
favorable decree obtainable and take chances on developing
other methods of meeting our needs that are, beyond ques-
tion, legal from every point of view. In discussing this matter
your committee feels that it can not do better than to quote
briefly from an address by National Secretary Wooten to the
Iowa Pharmaceutical Association at its recent meeting:
"Gradually, during the years intervening since the tripartite

plan had been adopted, a number of the tripartite proprietors,
fLrdlne- this plan ineffectual, abandoned it in favor of more
satisfactory methods, the method most in favor when the suit
was brought being the thoroughly efficient direct-contract
serial numbering plan wherein the proprietor placed under
contractual relations with himself every wholesale and retail
dealer handling his goods.

D. C. S. N. PLAN NOT nXEGAL.
"The direct-contract serial numbering plan was not. In the

suit referred to, declared illegal. The proprietors using it were
enjoined from continuing its use because they had graduated
out of the tripartite plan (which in the famous Loder case
had been declared a violation of the Sherman law) into the
use of another plan. The government claimed that the direct-
contract serial numbering plan was only another step in the
alleged conspiracy participated In by the proprietors collective-
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titled to a fair profit, and not to those who look upon the
retailer as "a good thing" to be exploited at will. The cam-
paign for $2, $4, and $8 prices should be continued with vigor,
even to the extent of advising our members through our offi-

cial publication to refuse to handle goods priced beyond these
live-and-let-live figures.

SALES TO MAIX-OBDER HOUSES.

Proprietors who sell mail order houses directly should, by
every lawful means, be induced to discontinue marketing their
goods through these avenues. If desired results can be accom-
plished in no other way the proprietors should be given the
alfernative of choosing between the retail druggists, the logical
distributers of their goods, and the demoralizers named. It is

the opinion of your committee that druggists would receive
far better treatment from all of the proprietors if aggressive
effons were made by each druggist individually to discourage
the sale of products that are overpriced, those that are not
protected in any way against price demoralization, and those
that are supplied by proprietors to mail order houses with
full knowledge that they are to be sold to the consumer at

As for the denials that are promptly forthcoming whenever
this subject is broached to the proprietors that they are sup-
plying mail order houses, the free use of such electrotypes
(illustrating certain lines of goods) as are constantly ap-
pearing in the catalogues of these houses, electrotypes that
are identical with those the proprietors themselves are con-
stantly using, certainly demands explanation.

HELPING THE DEMORALIZERS.

What is said here of proprietary manufacturers applies
equally to the manufacturers of pharmaceuticals and of surg-
ical supplies. Do they or do they not furnish these mail order
houses advertising helps whereby they may the more effect-
ually compete with retail druggists? What is especially needed
is combined action on the part of retail druggists—insistence
upon protection by the proprietor of the selling price of his
goods—refusal to handle goods that are priced unfairly.
In this connection your committee calls attention to the

praiseworthy action of some of our old-time friends among
the propi-ietors. The Freeman Perfume Company, of Cincin-
nati, did not accept the Indianapolis decree, and we under-
stand that further legal action against this firm by the gov-
ernment, with which they were threatened, will probably not
materialize. This company immediately notified the trade of
its intention to continue selling its goods under the contract
plan, and to this end distributed new contracts for signature.

ACTION OF MILES MEDICAL CO.

A feeling of reassurance took possession of the entire drug
trade when the Dr. Miles Medical Company, of Elkhart, again
distributed D. C. S. N. contracts at a straight retail price, no
reduction for any quantity—a better contract than the former
one. Signed contracts to the number of 10,000 or more were re-
turned in a very short time. The committee is informed that
some other large firms have also distributed new contracts.
Many firms whose business is not extended over the entire

country, but localized in certain sections, are effectively using
the D. C. S. N. plan, and if our people will exercise their pre-
rogative of refusing to sell goods that are not protected the list

of D, C, S. N. proprietors will rapidly increase. It is gratify-
ing to your committee that the sentiment of the retail trade of
the entire country is so unanimously in favor of the use of the
D. C. S. N. plan by proprietors, because the committee is con-
vinced more firmly than ever before that this plan, and this
alone, will insure the selling of proprietaries by retailers at
profitable figures,

RELATIONS WITH PHARMACEUTICAL HOUSES.
While the relations of our members with the manufacturers

of pharmaceuticals and surgical supplies is characterized by
cordiality and mutual good will, it is undeniably true that
some of the remarks made in the preceding paragraphs with
regard to selling mail order houses direct and supplying these
houses with advertising helps, is applicable to some of them.
We regret to observe also that there is a very general com-

plaint with reference to direct sales by a number of these
houses to physicians at prices quite as favorable as those
given to retail druggists. In the committee's opinion, the con-
vention should again go on record in unmistakable terms re-
garding this method of diverting business from legitimate
channels to the detriment of retail druggists, and should in-
sist that if the business of supplying physicians direct is car-
ried on at all it be reduced to the minimum by supplying only
such items as emergencies urgently demand.

DIRECT SALES TO PHYSICIANS.

That the habit of selling physicians direct has a tendency
to induce them to dispense the remedies they have been ac-
customed to prescribe is so undeniably true, that pharmaceu-
tical houses which place a proper estimate upon the co-opera-
tion thev have received and are receiving from the retail drug
trade will take no chances on injuring the welfare of their
friends, the druggists, through making direct sales to physi-
cians. Pharmaceutical manufacturers can render the retail
drug trade inestimable benefit by encouraging physicians to
patronize their local druggists for whatever supplies they re-
quire.

In saying this we are not unmindful that the dispensing
physician prefers to keep his tran.-sactions in this line from
the knowledge of his local druggist but, undoubtedly, the
pharmaceutical houses can do much to harmonize the differ-

ences real or imaginary, that exist between physicians and
druggists instead of widening whatever breach already exists,

as we have reason to believe is not infrequently done. Of
course the stories of perfidy to the interests of druggists re-

lated of some pharmaceutical houses can not apply to any who
owe their present prosperity to the co-operation they have
received from retail druggists. Tour committee is not pre-
pared to believe that any business firm could be guilty of any
such meanness of spirit.

RELATIONS WITH MANUFACTUEEKS OF TOILET AKTICLES.

Your committee is painfully aware that a very large volume
of the toilet goods business, as well as the profit on these
goods, has drifted away from the retail drug trade through
direct sales by manufacturers to department stores and deal-
ers who combine the handling of toilet articles with other
business. We believe that by concerted action in making
purchases of this class of goods and by buying only from
those who protect retail prices, a considerable portion of the
profits we are now losing can be regained.
A certain well known New York city firm has. for many

years past, sold Its products on a price protective plan, fix-

ing and, we confidently believe, maintaining a minimum sell-

ing price. With an initial purchase of comparatively a small
quantity of these goods, the best price can be obtained on all

future purchases, and those retailers who avail themselves of
this opportunity are guaranteed a profit of from 35 per cent,

to 100 per cent. When the large variety of saleable goods man-
ufactured by this firm is taken into consideration it will be
seen that there are comparatively few druggists who can not
afford to buy in quantities large enough to insure best prices.

PRICE-PROTECTED TOILET ARTICLES.

The Freeman company, as we have mentioned before, pro-
tects its prices from demoralization by means of the direct
contract system, which insures the selling of its goods at full

prices. A large St. Louis firm which for several years has
done extensive advertising, appears to be making an honest
effort to maintain a protected price upon its products. A cer-
tain well advertised tooth brush that has been on the market
a number of years is now sold under a minimum price con-
tract which must be signed by retailers in order to secure
best prices and free goods.
We refer to these articles and their manufacturers by way

of illustrating that toilet articles can be protected from de-
moralization through an honest, determined effort on the part
of manufacturers. The combined sales of goods of this class
in the retail drug stores of the country is so great there
should be no difKculty in inducing other firms to adopt some

on this subject be adopted by the convention and that the
delegates will bring the matter prominently to the attention
of their respective associations.

CO-OPERATH'E PROJECTS.

Your committee has at no time been unmindful that if the
N. A. R. D. could save its members' money at the buying
end as well as at the selling end of their business the organ-
ization's appeal to the druggists of America tor support would
be Irresistible. How to accomplish this result, if it can be ac-
complished, is a problem that requires a clearness of thought
and an earnestness of consideration that forbids hasty ac-
tion. Immediately after the Indianapolis decision some of our
affiliated associations, feeling that radical changes in our poli-

cies should be adopted, began to advocate co-operative buying,
co-operative manufacturing and co-operative fire insurance,
one or all of these, as a means of increasing the direct ben-
efits which our members are receiving as a result of the as-
sociation's activity.

At a meeting of the executive committee held in Chicago in

May, advocates of these plans were given a careful hearing.
Some of the arguments advanced were very convincing, but
the committee decided that before recommending any of these
plans to the association a canvass of the N. A. R, D. mem-
bership should be made. Accordingly, circular letters asking
pointed questions and enclosing blanks to be filled were mailed
to all the affiliated associations, and return postal cards were
sent to a considerable number of individual members.

THE ASSOCIATION CANVASSED.

It was our expectation that through the replies received the
committee would secure such information regarding the at-

titude of our membership as would enable us to act intelh-

gently and for the highest good of the association. While a
great many of the replies received favored one or more of the
co-operative projects suggested, many more, emanating from
associations and individual druggists of equal prominence,
looked upon such undertakings as the beginning of the disin-

tegration of the national association, and a departure from
the purpose for which the organization was created. In some
cases this feeling was expressed with considerable warmth.
When it comes to establishing a department of co-operative

buying and selling, or of co-operative manufacturing, one or
both of these, the association takes up a great big proposition.

Before even considering the plans necessary to make such a
step successful the means for financing the enterprise must be
provided. We could not go into the market and purchase the
small quantities required by a few retailers at a saving suffi-

cient to warrant the undertaking. We must be in a position

to buy the largest quantities at rock bottom prices and be pre-

pared to incur the necessary expense of distribution. What
is true of buying and selling is equally true of manufacturing
—it must be conducted on a very large scale, otherwise it had
better not be attempted.

A STOCK COMPANY NECESSAEY.

with capital sufficient to carry out any effective plan that may
be decided upon for lowering prices to our membership, while
at the same time providing a good investment for capital. It

goes without saying that the N. A. R. D. is in no condition at
present to assume a burden of this magnitude.
Some have suggested that an alliance be formed with a stock

company already organized and doing business; but if we ally
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ourselves with such a company would we not^ l^^Vi^i^^flSl

vidiat stockholders of that company?
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THE SHERMAN ANTI-TRUST LAW.
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the druggists welfare Is not assailed through an endeavor toenact laws that, while they hamper and annoy druggists, af-
ford htfle or no protection for the public, though they have
the eftect of preventing the passage of laws that are sane
and equitable, and that do protect the public welfare. With
representatives of our calling in every legislature to look after
such matters we could feel comparatively safe; but, if we
cannot elect druggists to these positions, let us see to it that
the representatives from our districts are in sympathy with
our needs and desires before giving them support. There is
hardly a druggist in business who does not wield a telling in-
fluence m his own neighborhood, and a little energy and goodjudgment on the part of our people in using this influence
for the betterment of our vocation will yield most excellent

THE ORGANIZATION DEPABTIIENT.
Mr. Charles H. Avery, who was placed at the head of this

department a year ago, was chosen president of the American
JJruggists l-ire Insurance Company a tew months after the
Atlanta convention, and this necessitated his giving up the
position. Ihis occurred just about the time Mr. Avery had
gotten the department in such running order as he desired,
and the necessity for making a change was much regretted.
»,?;'''• Avery was succeeded as general organizer bv Mr. F. C.
Lllrich, one of our oldest employes in point of service and one
of our most successful representatives, a man whose training
in the field enabled him to bring to the position a ripeness
of experience that has been very valuable to the national as-
sociation.
Your committee deems it only fair to say that if it had not

been for Mr. Ullrich's superior executive ability it is exceed-
ingly doubtful whether the department could have made the
wholly satisfactory showing it has made, considering the very
unfavorable conditions that existed during the greater portion
of the year. After the decree was entered against the N. A.
R. D. at Indianapolis, many of our people became panic
stricken and jumped to the conclusion that the association
would go to pieces.

EFFECT OF THE INJUNCTION.
Those who have engaged actively in association work know

that It IS never an easy task to collect the dues, and the feel-
ing of distrust just mentioned made collections more difficult
than ever. Fortunately this depression was of short dura-
tion, due to the fact that Mr. Ullrich was constantly engaged
in posting his men as to the best way of overcoming their dif-
ficulties and encouraging them in every manner possible to
put forth stronger efforts to accomplish results. During the
past few months the work, we are glad to sav has not been
so discouraging.
The department is managed economically and with perfect

system and we confidently believe that at no time has the as-
sociation been more fortunate in having at the head of the
organization department a man of ability, discernment and in-
timate knowledge of the needs of the work. Mr. Ullrich has
been ably assisted by an excellent corps of organizers, men
who are the equals of any we have ever had in the service
The general organizers carefully written report will give the
details of the department's work for the year.

THE DEPABTMENT OF PUBLICITY.
The publicity department, under the painstaking direction

of Mr. Charles M. Carr. is acceptably conducted, and the of-
ficial publication, N. A. R. D. Notes, is a welcome visitor each
week in the stores of more than ten thousand subscribers. It
is to be regretted that this publication does not number among
its subscribers every retail druggist in the United States since
it is ably edited and every issue is filled with items of inter-
est and value to the wide-awake druggist. While the sub-
scription list is a fairly large one, the paper is issued at a
small deficit, but this is more than overcome by the receipts
from advertisements in the pre-convention issue, a consider-
able number of advertisers eagerly availing themselves every
year of the opportunity offered by its pages.
The organizers have been making a more or less strenuous

effort to increase the number of subscribers, and we believe
that if the druggists of the country generally appreciated, as
they should, that for twD cents a week they could keep posted
on everything of importance that is transpiring in the com-
mercial drug world the subscription list would soon be trebled
Take the warnings that are published weekly regarding jew-
elry, stationery and other schemes that fail to stand inves-
tigation, the patent medicine swindles that are being exposed,
and other fake propositions, light upon which is constantly
saving druggists from becoming victims of sharpers and los"-
ing many times the cost of the year's subscription!
Your committee believes that local associations should use

their efforts to have Notes more thoroughly distributed among
their members. Director Carr is using his utmost endeavors
to make the paper readable and each year shows an improve-
ment in the direction of meeting, better than before, the needs
of the every-day druggist—the man who gets his living and
his profit out of the drug business.

DEPABTMENT OF SALES AND EMPLOYMENT.
At present the department of sales and employment has no

cne especially directing its affairs, the work being done by
the general organizer and the office assistants. In a variety
of ways the department has been of service to our dues-paid
members through supplying them with a number of items
that druggists themselves use but do not sell. National For-
mularies, dispensatories and other text books, prescription
blanks. U. S. P. and N. F. labels, and other similar merchan-
dise. These have been furnished at a marked saving to our
people.
Stores have been bought and sold through the department's

efforts, clerks have secured employment and proprietors have
been supplied with assistants. Hundreds of dollars' worth of
slow-selling proprietaries have changed hands, through its
activity, to the financial advantage as well as the satisfaction
of both seller and buyer. The department is more than self-
sustaining and shows some profit. The secretary's report will
go fully into details regarding the work of the department

devek)°°ment
^^^ accomplished, and the possibility of further

THE secretary's OFFICE.

i^» fv,« .°^"^? rapidity with which events vitally affect-ing the association s welfare have transpired during the past
year, the secretary, it Is needless to say, has had all he could
=?o„?°»'"„®„iS'^®®?.v,"^^" ^"1 person who had not been in con-stant touch with our affairs could possibly have done. In
spite of the largely increased demands which the correspond-
f™„i„

made, our financial condition has forbidden theemployment of extra help; indeed, the force has been cut down
office

'^^^ '""" insistent with the proper conduct of the

Hundreds of letters had to be written regarding the effect,present and prospective, which the Indianapolis decision wouldhave upon our work. Various schemes for making the busi-ness pay better have been submitted and have had to be con-sidered carefully enough to make the druggists profferingthem understand that their endeavors on behalf of the asso?
2J,„i°? ^ welfare were not turned down without excellent rea-sons for so doing. Plans for all kinds of co-operative effortshave been suggested, the author of each one believing it wouldput many dollars into the retailers' pockets. Not to show
S^^^.^iT vfP'"'^K

''^"°" °f whatever merit these plans possessed

weul^mi^Tng^frfends.'"^'
""'"'^^ '°' "^^ association out of

With all these things to contend with. Secretary Wooten has
?h? wn^lJ ?"' ,'? '"^

'^r" ^jy- ?°'"S his best to push forwardthe work to the profit and safety of the N. A. R D Toomuch credit cannot be given him for his self-sacrifice in keep-
.?£ I-

headquarters in perfect shape, notwithstanding thevexation and worry that have come to him. anri nftor, f^ him
alone.

and often to him

REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEa;g.
The reports of the standing committees on national legisla-

l'e"AJL°"'^'^^^^^'-
and. fraternal relations, pharmacy laws, form

„ K°'^^»^"i,^^."°1l,
^"'''*' transportation and telephones will besubmitted to the convention by their respective chairmen.

iil1„?«f
y^ar has been a very busy one in respect to all the

activities of the association and these reports will no doubtprove interesting and instructive, pointing the way to greaterusefulness by the association in the future.
Through inadvertence the committee on telephones was not

Ji^S^"^'- ''^ the last convention, among the standing committees
recognized in the constitution. We are advised that the com-
mittee on form of organization will recommend the adding
?iM'^'l?TT''°™?i'"^''

'?..'h? "=' °f standing committees in Ar-
ticle VII in the constitution, and this addition we most heart-
.•)y approve. Pending the making of this proposed change In
the constitution your executive committee recommends thatthe convention jjrant to the committee on telephones all the

mfttees^"
Privileges accorded to the other standing com-

MEETINGS OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

V, TJ^J®
.have been three meetings of the executive committee

held during the year The first, the regular semi-annual meet-
ing, was held in Chicago in January, all the members being
present except Mr. Breslin. whose place was supplied by the
appointment of Mr Walter H. Gale, of Illinois. The secondwas held, also In Chicago, soon after the Indianapolis decision
in May all of the members being present except Mr. Breslin.
Mr. J9hn C. Gallagher of New Jersey acting for him at thecommittees request. The last meeting of the committee was
lield yesterday. September 16th, in Chicago, all of the sixmembers being present. Mr. Diner having resigned August

Early in August some adverse criticism was received by the
committee on account of the action of Mr. Diner one of themembers of the committee, in connecting himself with a drug-
gists co-operative manufacturing and trading concern In New
i ork city. Upon the chairman of your committee pointing out
the loss of prestige which the association might sustain
through the enemies of the organization finding themselvesm a position to assert that one of our executive officers wasm the employ of a commercial house that was in active com-
petition with less fortunate concerns in bidding for the asso-
ciation's favor, Mr. Diner promptly resigned.
On account of Mr Diner's proven alertness, energy and en-

thusiasm on behalf of the national association's welfare at
all times, your committee was loath to part with his ser-
vices as a fellow committeeman, but in all the circumstances
It was deemed an act of justice to Mr. Diner as well as the
association that the resignation be accepted. Accordingly,
President Mann accepted the resignation August 20th The
vacancy thus occurring has not been filled.

OUB FINANCES.
It Is With a feeling of humiliation that your committee has

again to call attention to the deplorable condition of our
finances. During the greater portion of this year it has re-
quired the cleverest kind of financiering to keep our expenses
Within our Income; in fact, we have not at all times been able
to do this. In this connection your committee desires to ex-
press its sincere gratitude to Mr. Walter H. Gale for his kind-
ness in assisting the committee out of some of the difficulties
It encountered. Mr Gale is entitled to the thanks of the asso-
ciation for the cordial Interest in our welfare which prompted
tuese acts of generosity.
It should be remembered that, aside from the small salary

paid to the treasurer, there is no salaried officer except the
secretary, and he earns more than has ever been paid himEvery cent placed in the committee's hands Is devoted to thework The committee receives no compensation. In reality itsmembers have always been compelled to advance their railroad
tare and hotel bills and to wait, sometimes for weeks at other

for tiths even, to be reimbursed.

INJUSTICE TO THE OFFICERS.
These men give the association a great deal of valuable timeand they have always done this willingly, no matter how great

the saciflce of their personal interests But more and greater
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hardships seem to be in store for them. Year after year they

find it necessary to become personally responsible to some oanK

"or runds to ca?ry on the work, and while they have never been

Compelled to pay any of the notes given, (' '^""^«|X?ct the
expeit gratuitous service and after receiving it to subject tne

members of the committee to the injustice o' becoming per-

sonally liable for funds which the association is compelled to

''!rapUirsTo''be'tapossib"fio educate our people to the real-

IzatioS'^f the necessity of remitting their d"f,s^ P™mptly In

many cases the local secretary collects the dues fro"} .P^rt or

nearly all of the members of his association and holds these

dues for months, expecting to remit for .every member at one

navraent A great many of our associations await the arrival

of an organizir to collect the dues, thus.entailing an, unreason-

able expense upon the association, as the organizer s services

ought tS be us^ more profitably than in ™"ec"ns i^-V^II^-
bers who would pay anybody who solicited their dues. Where-

m is the justice Sf expending money for salaries and traveling

expenses for this work that might be done in many cases

"¥hen\he?l"ifanothlr'^i^s of members from whom the dues

have to be extracted, not collected. These men readily admit

the great good the association has done them, but they are

unwilling & Contribute even a pittance of the money the na-

tional alsociation has earned for them. e'^ceP'o" ^he earnest

appeal of an organizer. Contrast these conditions with those

that obtain in the labor world, where needed funds are always

available and a good-sized bank account attests the business

ability ot these organizations.

DUES COIXECTIXG DIFFICTTLT.

Yet here are 43.000 educated, intelligent men, who are fully

aware that the N. A. R. D. has put dollars in their pockets for

the pennies they have contributed to the cause that have to

be Plead with to support, financially, our organization. Year
aftfr year we have the same unsatisfactory, disheartening

conditions. Surely this is not creditable to the <Jriigp^ts of

the country, most of whom are prosperous! The dues of the

affiliated asociations should be paid promptly and willingly,

the services ot a collector ought not to be necessary. „^„^^
If the dues were paid voluntarily and without the expense

for collection now entailed the association could always have
cash in its treasury. Correspondence with local secretaries

rarely brings the money that should pass throug-h their hands.

The great bulk of our people, the officers as well as the mem-
bers ot local associations, wait for the organizer to do this

work. This is not true of all the affiliated associations, we are

glad to say. but the great majority of our members seem very

reluctant to part with the pittance asked at their hands. W hen
we consider that but little more than a cent a day from each
druggist is what the N. A. R. D. requires for, its maintenance
It is pitiable that our officers have to be continually harnpered

by a lack of funds with which to prosecute work which brings

such rich returns to every dues payer that he should be glad to

The question of financing the association is the most import-

ant the delegates to this convention will have to settle. As
this IS the largest and most representative assemblage of drug-
gists that has ever considered the welfare of the national as-

sociaUon. some means ought to be devised that will render un-
necessary the discouraging condition of being so nearly out of

funds at all times that few, if any, calculations can be made
for future work, however badly that
to accomplish the result for which we
retail drug business pay better.

THE FUTURE.

Looking to the future, your committee is not so pessimistic

as some of our people might expect, considering the difficulties

we have encountered during the past year. Just so long as
the retail drug business is carried on in the various sections of
this country; just as long as these druggists are liable, as
they now are, to be imposed on by proprietors, jobbers, manu-
facturers, patent medicine fakers, by the acts of city councils,

of legislatures and of congress—just so long will the necessity
exist tor a strong central body, a national association that
combines In itself the strength of all the individual State and
local associations of druggists throughout the country.
"We are not ready to believe that the retail druggists of

America have reached the point where they expect a dollar in

coin to be dropped into their pockets before they are willing
to invest ten cents in an enterprise that accomplishes tor them
this result. We are unwilling to believe that they are so
intensely selfish that here's-your-doUar-here's-your-dime
benefits" must be experienced by the individual druggist
before he will contribute his support. We are not
willing to believe that druggists have lost all pride in their
calling as well as in their national association, which has
struggled for nine years to secure tor them increased profits,

better standing among the people of their communities, and
friendly competition and good fellowship among their neigh-
bors.

Wn.\T THE .\SS0C1ATI0X H.\S DONE.

The National Association of Retail Druggists has come to be
recognized as a power, not only in local affairs, but in State
and national affairs as well. Shall all this prestige be cast to
the winds because some of our people are looking for imme-
diate individual returns tor the pittance they contribute in the
shape of dues, instead ot taking the broader view of the great-
est good to the greatest number—the live-and-let-live principle?
We are unwilling to believe that there are enough of this
selfish class to hinder the growth of or impede the progress of
the association.
We have always considered the most valuable asset ot the

association to be the spirit ot fraternity, the hearty good will
ot druggists toward one another, that has been brought about
through the organization work and other activities ot the N. A.
R. D. In its earliest history it secured the repeal of the stamp
tax months earlier than it would have been otherwise accom-
plished, thereby saving our people thousands of dollars. Sched-
ules on proprietary goods prevail in almost every section ot the
country, due largely to the work ot the N. A. R. D.

WORK YET TO BE DONE.

The direct contract plan, earnestly advocated by the N. A.
R. D., and put into operation by many of the proprietors, con-
tributed in dollars and cents to the financial welfare of ever}-
druggist in the country more than enough to pay his annual
dues for years to come. Organization, the work of the N. A.
R. D., has enabled the druggists of many States to defeat in-
imical legislation that, it passed, would have cost them thous-
ands of dollars besides the disagreeableness ot complying with
unreasonable and unjust laws.
The work tor the future will be even more remunerative. No

parcels post bill must be enacted to turn over to the mail order
houses thousands ot dollars of the money that belongs to retail
druggists! The defeat of this measure must come through the
N. A. R. D. and similar associations in other lines. A national
inter-state anti-narcotic law must be provided. Slot telephones
to remunerate our people for serving the public are assured as
a result of proper efforts; cheaper grain alcohol for pharma-
ceutical uses is a possibility; the U. S. P. and N. F. propaganda
that has already brought so much of profit and satistacticn to
hundreds of druggists must be continued with greater energy.

EEFOKMS TO BE ACCOMPLISHED.
Direct benefits to dues-paid members, a work which has been

started in a small way by the department of sales and employ-
ment, can be largely increased. The overpricing of proprie-
taries must be met with vigorous resistance. The D. C. S. N.
plan, which has been decided to be perfectly legal when
adopted and enforced by individual proprietors, will be ex-
tended in proportion to the energy of indi\-idual druggists, un-
der the guidance ot the N. A. R. D., in demanding this protec-
tion. New preparations the selling price ot which is not pro-
tected ought to be discouraged.
Toilet articles at protected prices can and will be made avail-

able. The manufacturers of such products as belong legiti-
mately to the retail druggists—plasters, surgical dressings
other Items of like character—must
sales to the legitimate distributers
continue sales to mail order houses.
This list of prospective benefits could be largely increased,

but. we ask. is this not enough for the future? Aid what sand-
man would assert that any one of these things is possible ot
accomplishment except through a national organization?
Local and State bodies in themselves are powerless. It Is the
combined force, represented by the national body, that makes
results possible. Pay your dues, stand loyally by your na-
tional organization, and even though the c;ish is not deposited
in ycur pocket in a way to be seen and handled in the Im-
mediate present, it will undoubtedly be secured in the in-
creased profits dropping into your tills during the months and
years to come with little or no effort on your part.

CONCLUSION.

In bringing this report to a conclusion, your committee de-
sires to express its gratitude and to return its sincere thanks
for the loyal support that has been accorded us from Maine
to Texas, from the lakes to the gulf, from ocean to ocean by
the members ot the affiliated associations. May we not be-
si,eak for those that follow us as your executive officers the
same kind and degree of loyalty? This loyalty has been an in-
spiration to us, has been ample reward to your committee for
all the time we have devoted to your Interests. We close the
vear with evidences of piosperity on every hand and we are
confident that there is among our people a determination to
keep up the battle for that which rightfully belongs to the re-
tail drug trade until the victory is won.
With this determination to place pharmacy, professional and

commercial, upon the high plane it should occupy, which Is so
unmistakably evidenced by our people, we have no tear tor the
future. The N. A. R. D. is stronger, more powerful, more in-
fluential to-day than at any time In Its history. A few diug-
gists who do not think anything is being done tor them unless
they hear the jingle of the almighty dollar in their cash drawers
may desert the cause—this is to be expected—yet there will
always be men who, while considering their own interests.
will not lose sight of the Interests of others, and who will
support this great organization-

Men whose memories never die.

That shine like stars in our human sky,
And brighter glow as the years roll by—

Men who have lived for men.
There are hundreds ot these in our organization, hundreds who
will contribute their money and their moral support toward
pushing to completion the work ot the national body, hundreds
who will feel and who will say, paraphrasing the words of the
immortal Lincoln, that an association composed exclusively of
retail druggists, organized tor the benefit of retail druggists
and officered and directed by retail druggists, shall never
perish from the earth.

Objecting to the referring without debate of all reports

to the committee on resolutions, W. C. Anderson, of Brook-
lyn, moved that the recommendation of the committee
to establish a standing committee on telephones be ap-

proved by the convention and the rest of the report be
referred in regular order. This was done.
The thanks of the association were tendered to Chair-

man Jones by a rising vote.

S. L. Hilton, of Washington, presented a preliminary
report as chairman of the committee on credentials; 143

delegates from twenty-one States having submitted their
credentials.

Several announcements were made, among them that
the telephone company had placed at the disposal of the
delegates long distance service to all parts of the country
without charge.
The president appointed a special committee to prepare
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a report on propaganda work for official preparations and
present it at a later session. The members were, J. F.
Finneran and F. F. Ernst, of Boston; L. C. Hopp, of Cleve-
land; W. C. Anderson, of Brooklyn; H. C. Blair and R. H.
Lackey, of Philadelphia; B. E. Pritchard, of Pittsburg;
E. B. Heimstreet, of Janesville, Wis.; M. S. Kahn, of Bal-
timore; and W. W. Winberg, of Chicago.
Some more announcements followed; and then a short

recess was declared to permit the selection of the mem-
bers of the various committees.
The men selected by the various States as represen-

tatives upon the committees on resolutions, nominations,
and finance, and for chairman of the delegation are given
below; the committee or the chairmanship being desig-

nated by its initial letter:

AlabavM—iR) J. T. Roe; (N) C. A. Sullivan; (F) C. C.

Stewart; (C) D. S. Bauer.
Arkansas— (R) W. L. Dewoody; (N) H. Weimer; (F)

P. R. Turner; (C) P. R. Turner.
Colorado—C. J. Clayton, all.

Connecticut—C. P. Gladding, all.

Delaware—J. A. Harvey, all.

District of Columbia— (R) W. S. Richardson; (N) S. L.

Hilton; (F) W. S. Richardson; (C) S. L. Hilton.
Florida— (.R) H. C. Groves; (N) H. C. Groves; (F) J.

C. Abernathy; (C) J. C. Abernathy.
O€orgia—(n) G. D. Case; (N) J. Pickard; (F) J. M.

Cleveland; (C) M. W. Young.
/Ziinois— (R) H. C. Sandkoetter; (N) G. A. Graves; (F)

C. H. Avery; (C) W. F. Baum.
Indiana— (R) I. N. Helms; (N) M. A. Stout; (F) John

Warner; (C) John Nyttenbach.
iotco—(R) G. H. Boyson; (N) C. A. Swayze; (F) C.

Marshall; (C) C. Marshall.
Kansas— (,R) A. O. Rosser; (N) J. A .Kester; (F) J. A.

Kester; (C) A. O. Rosser.
Kentucky— (R) P. 0. Patterson; (N) Ben Sauter; (F)

Vernon Driscoll; (C) S. N. Jones.
Louisiana— (R) G. W. McDuff; (N) T. J. Labbie; (F)

Adam Wirth; (C) C. D. Sauviuet.
Maryland—M. S. Kahn, all.

Massachusetts— (R) A. E. Lerche; (N) L. G. Heinritz;

(F) J. P. Finneran; (C) C. M. Packard.
Michigan— (R) E. E. Calkins; (N) M. E. Keyes; (F)

A. R. Cunningham; (C) J. D. Muir.
Minnesota— (R) A. J. Kline; (N) C. H. Huhn; (F) Paul

Hargesheimer; (C) H. W. Rietzke.
Missouri—(R) Charles Renner; (N) W. E. Berryman;

(P) Charles Hahn; (C) C. L. Wright.
New Hampshire—L. G. Gilman, all.

New Jersey— (R) J. E. Smith; (N) J. C. Gallagher;

(F) W. H. Farley; (C) T. S. Armstrong.
New York—(R) W. C. Anderson; (N) J. A. Lockie;

(F) H. B. Guilford; (C) William Muir.
North Carolina—C. A. Raysor, all.

North Dakota— (R) D. F. Siegfried; (N) Lars Chris-

tiansen; (F) D. F. Siegfried; (C) D. F. Siegfried.

OTiJo— (R) A. O, Zwick; (N) H. F. Vortkamp; (F) T.

C. Kaney; (C) W. O. Leemaste-s.
Pennsylva7iia—(R) Charles Rehfuss; (N) W. 0. Frai-

ley; (F) J. R. Thompson; (C) W. 0. Frailey.

^outh Dakota—F. G. Stickles, all.

Tennessee— (R) S. C. Davis; (N) I. B. Clark; (F) M.
E. Hutton; (C) D. J. Kuhn.
Vermont—E. B. Hyde, all.

West yirgi?iia—(R) E. V. Romig; (N) W. C. Gordon;
(F) J. Coleman; (C) W. C. Gordon.
WtscOKsiw— (R) Edward Williams; (N) E. B. Heim-

street; (F) E. S. Hebberd; (C) L. H. Kressin.

THIRD SESSION.
Tuesday Afternoon.

The gavel fell for the third session at 2:40 v. m. Tues-

day, and the chair called for the report of the secretary.

After the suggestion that the reading of this report be

dispensed with had been voted down. Secretary Thomas
V. Wooten presented a voluminous account of the affairs

of his office. In substance this was as follows:

REPORT OF THE SECRETARY.
During the past year fifty-six local associations were

dropped from the rolls for non-payment of dues. One local

association resigned. The State associations of Maine and
South Carolina withdrew from their affllliation; and the

association of Quebec was dropped for non-payment of

dues. The associations of West Virginia and Oregon were
added to the roll, which now includes the associations of

all the States with the exception of California, Idaho, In-

dian Territory, Maine, Maryland, Montana, Rhode Island,
South Carolina, Texas and Washington.
The following is a summary of the affiliated associations

arranged by States:
SUMMAKT.

state associations In membership in October, 190G 36
State associations dropped during year 3

33
State associations added during year 2

Present membership. State associations 35
Local associations in membership October, 1906 1,116
Local associations dropped during year 58

1,058
Local associations added during year 61

Present membership, local associations 1,119
Present total membership (associations) 1,154
Total membership, October, 1906 (associations) I,l6l2

Net gain in total membership 2
Percentage of gain in total membership, 1903-4 5%
Percentage of gain in total membership, 1904-5 20%
Percentage of gain in total membership, 1905-6 17%
Percentage of gain in total membership. 1906-7 OOVe

DEPARTMENT OF SALES AND EMPLOYMENT.
Shortly after the Atlanta convention, the department of

sales and employment was started, and this has been con-
ducted at a net profit of $1,180.71.

The secretary stated that the bureau of slow-selling
"patents" had been maintained at a cost, in labor and cash,
out of proportion to the benefits obtained, and probably
would be abolished.
The employment bureau found that there were four or

five times as many positions vacant as there were clerks
to take them.
Two enemies of the drug trade were the real-estate

agent who wanted a drug store in every apartment house,
and the wholesale salesman who induced young men to
open stores. Thousands of proprietoi-s would be better off

as clerks, and would be glad to change if they could get
the cash out of their investments. Young men without
good business training and experience, inexhaustible pluck
and energy, and plenty of capital, should be warned to keep
out of the drug husiaess unless they wanted to be slaves
to wholesale houses. The secretary had a list of 101 stores
for sale.

Speaking of frauds, the secretary said:

That particular brand of fraud now attracting most attention
is the practice of buying (?) from druggists the names of their
"patent" medicine customers, cash being paid (if any payment
is made), by the so-called manufacturing house that has pre-
viously sold to the druggists, in exchange tor bankable paper,
a large and costly lot of preparations in tablet form, the extent
of the worthlessness of which it would be hard to compute.
Of course, we are interested in the experiences of our friends

and unaffectedly desirous of giving them assistance, but the
demands some of them are disposed to make upon us are most
unreasonable. Such experiences always entail loss (I am not
sure this is an unmixed evil), but some druggists are disposed
to be resentful that their mistakes cannot be remedied without
financial damage to themselves however unwisely they may
have acted in embarking in such an enterprise.

Concerning propaganda work, he said:

U. S. P. AND N. F. PROP.IGANDA.

At the Atlanta convention a resolution was adopted looking
to the development of the U. S. P. and N. F. propaganda
through the secretary's office. Regretful acknowledgment is

here made that, on account of the time consumed by the liti-

gation of the past year, together with an insufBcient amount
of suitable help and other causes beyond the control of the
secretary or of the executive committee, the instructions of the
association could not be carried out.
Time and opportunity to make an exhaustive study of this

subject, such as its importance demanded could not be found,
however keenly we realized the advantages to be gained by
such investigation. A great deal has been done, however, in
the matter of stimulating the standard preparations com-
mittees of the various local associations, no opportunity in this
direction being allowed to pass unimproved. That more time
and labor could not be devoted to this deserving cause is sin-
cerely regretted.
As far as possible the association ought to provide the

secretary with such assistance as is needed to develop to a high
degree of efficiency this feature of the association's work. No
other labor in which we can engage is likely to produce such
far-reaching, thoroughly satisfactory results. Next year I
shall gladly assist to the limit of my ability (In the event I am
retained as your secretary) the prosecution of this splendid
undertaking. To a pharmacist who loves his calling no other
work we have ever taken up appeals so strongly or holds out
brighter hopes for new and better conditions.

FUTURE OF THE WORK.
From the viewpoint of the secretary's office the most serious

problem confronting the association is the providing of funds
with which to continue our work. Druggists' organizations
have always had a hard time financially: in this respect the
N. A. R. D is no exception. Even the American Pharmaceu-
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tical Association has the same difficulty, shameful though it

undoubtedly is that the usefulness of so noble an organization

should be curtailed by inadequate financial support. However,
the national association has reached the point where another
year will determine whether the organization will live or die.

the determining point being that at which it is definitely

settled whether the druggists of tne country consider the or-

ganization worth to them a cent a day or whether they regard
tliis too large a price to pay for the benefits it is capable of

As already pointed out, the national association can make
little headway unless its executive officers can have before-

hand some definite idea as to the amount of money that will be
placed In their hands for accomplishing the results expected,

as outlined in the resolutions which the convention adopts. In

these circumstances, the convention must realize that above all

things else it is necessary that some sound financial policy,

one that is undoubtedly adequate to the needs of the associa-
tion, should be adopted. In comparison with this, all other
questions coming before the convention pale into insignificance.

OROANIZATIOX DEPARTMENT.

General Organizer F. C. Ullrich in a supplement to the

report of the secretary, recounted the work of himself and
staff during the preceding year. This work was in a

large measure one of reorganization and of helpful sug-

gestions through addresses at the meetings of local or-

ganizations.
While the collection of dues was an important part of

the duties of the field men, they were instructed to prevent

the impression that this was their sole mission or even

the most Important one. Their chief endeavors should be

to adjust differences and create a feeling of kindness and
good fellowship.

In former years the principal duty of the organizers had
been to form new organizations, but each year the num
ber of new associations formed had been fewer, since the

entire field had been covered except in sparsely settled

localities where the existence of associations was prac-

tically impossible. However, there were new conditions

constantly arising which demand the organizers' entire

time and energies.
The U. S. P. and N. P. propaganda work had received a

gKeat deal of attention during the year, each organizer

having taken this subject up with every druggist with
whom he had talked, explaining to him what other drug-

gists and local associations elsewhere were doing and the

results they had achieved; and gave his views as to what
could be done in the druggist's own town and recommend-
ed that he, the druggist himself, start the ball rolling.

Mr. Ullrich stated that much good resulted from the at-

tendance of the organizers at the meetings of State associ-

ations; and in fact all gatherings of druggists. He denied
that such attendance was merely for the purpose of having
a good time. The poor attendance at the meetings of the

local associations greatly handicapped the organizers in

their work.
The present force consisted of fourteen organizers, a

reduction of thirteen during the year. This reduction and
the falling off in the amount of dues collected was at-

tributed to the effect of the Indianapolis decree.

At the Atlanta convention the sum of $62,500 had been
appropriated for the use of the department for the year
which closed August 3Isc. During this period the amount
expended had been ?50,427.76. Of this amount $19,233.70

had been paid out for traveling expenses (railway fares

and hotel bills being the main items)
; $29,320.47 for sal-

aries; and $1,873.59 for ofiSce expenses.
The collections made by and credited to the

department during the year amount to $67,143.92.

This sum represented the collections of dues, organi-

zation fees and subscriptions to Notes, and was
three-fourths of the total receipts of the national associa-

tion from all sources for the year. The amount received

for books, labels, etc., sold by the organizers was not taken
into account in the foregoing figures. All hindering in-

fluences being taken into consideration; and taking into

account the $1,816 collected and being held by the Metro-
politan association of New York city (under an agreement
with the executive committee), the financial showing was
considered very creditable by the organizer.

The necessity of a well-equipped organization depart-
ment was pointed out by Mr. Ullrich, who also showed the
need of some vital issue as a slogan for the field men. He
was of the opinion that without a real live issue the de-

partment would be unable to remain self-sustaining. He
deplored the short-sightedness of the majority of retail

druggists who, he said, would immediately join the as-

sociation were membership fr»e.

The department asked for six more men, and an ap-
propriation of not less than $60,000.

W. C. Anderson, of Brooklyn, asked for an explanation of

the agreement under which the Metropolitan association
was holding out $1,S1G of coUscted dues. Secretary
Wooten replied that the secretary of the association in

question had arranged with the national executive com-
mittee for the temporary retention of the money collected

in order that it might be employed in the propaganda
work of the local body. Messrs. Anderson and Muir, the
delegates from the Metropolitan association, stated that
this was the first knowledge they had of any such agree-
ment.
Mr. Anderson wished to know whether a portion of the

dues collected in New York during the year had not been
applied to the payment of the balance of the amount due
the year before, owing to the seating of an increased dele-

gation at the Atlanta convention. Secretary Wooten ex-

plained in detail how at the 1906 convention the secre-

tary of the Metropolitan association had claimed two extra
delegates, based upon $200 dues collected, but not then paid
into the national treasury. This amount had been paid
January last. It was further explained that the secretary
of the Metropolitan association had sent in a list of 504
dues-paid members, and as but $200 had been paid into
the national treasury on this account, there remained a
balance due of $1,816. This list of members was not sub-
mitted for the purpose of obtaining benefits in the way
of reduced prices on National Formularies, etc., said the
secretary, who admitted the possibility of members who
had paid their dues in part being classed as full-paid mem-
bers.

In order that an assumption might not go out as a fact,

to the detriment of the Metropolitan association, Mr. An-
derson moved that the portion of the report in question be
stricken out until the figures might be verified. This mo-
tion prevailed.

An invitation to the delegates to pay a visit to Parke,
Davis & Co., at Detroit, was read.

Charles M. Carr, of Chicago, director of the department
of publicity, supplemented the report of the secretary with
an account of the work done in his department, which is

given in part herewith:
THE REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OP PUBLICITY.

The N. A. R. D. stands for organization, co-operation and
progressive development in the retail drug trade of the United
States. Its motto is "To live and let live," and its object to
make the retail drug business pay honest, industrious, capable,
wide-awake and professionally qualified men an adequate
reward for conscientious services rendered to the people, who
are always willing to deal on this equitable and fair basis with
any man or set of men. Lincoln has said the people could
always be trusted, and in matters commercial as well as politi-
cal they can be depended upon, in the long run, to dispense
even-handed and exact justice to all.

The department of publicity under the present director has
since its creation in 1902 endeavored to impress this idea upon
members of the N. A. R. D. and the trade at large, and
through them the public, whose syrnpathy and support are
vitally necessary to tnat idea's realization in the lives and
experiences of our members. . . .

The N. A. R. D. is for the retail druggist, first, last and
all the time, but he must keep awake, active, alert and march
to organization music. The N. A. R. D. cannot help those who
will not help themselves, but it can do a great deal and is
doing it for those who avail themselves of the benefit of Its
activities. It stands ready to co-operate with the allied
branches of the drug trade on a business basis only, and pro-
poses to make no concessions to them unless such concessions
are amply compensated. The days of tri-party plans with two
sides of the triangle almost invisible to the naked eye are past
and gone forever. Hereafter the organizing retailers are "from
Missouri" and will have to be "shown."
The work of this department during the past year has been

carried on mainly through the columns of Notes, our official
publication, efforts in other directions not having been found
sufficiently fruitful to warrant their continuance. . . .

SUBSCRIPTION- G.\I.NS AND LOSSES.

The number of Notes subscribers one year ago. as shown by
mv last annual report, was 12,142. This number increased
steadily after the -Atlanta convention until 12.971 was reached
in January, when legal complication began to hamper the asso-
ciation's work. The Lurton decision in the Park case, declar-
ing all price-protective measures, Including the direct-contract-
serial-numbering plan Illegal, followed a short time afterward
bv the government anti-trust suit, resulted in losses which not
only lowered the number of subscribers to the 1906 basis, but
still further decimated the ranks of our readers.
That we have a total of 10.142 subscribers to report at the

close of the convention year is a source of gratification to

THE department's FINANCES.

Your director is greatly pleased to be able to report a surplus
as the outcome of the work in this department since the At-
lanta meeting. The receipts have been increased something
like three thousand dollars and the expenses more than one
thousand dollars. In financial results the department's record
is as follows:

1905, deficit »4,863.44

190<;, deficit 707.54

1907. surplus 1,270.27
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The following are the receipts and expenditures tor the con-
vention year, September 1st. 1906, to August 31st, 1907. inclusive:
Receipts $18,361.17
Disbursements 17,090.90

Surplus Jl.207.27

[These flgures are taken from a tabulated statement incor-
porated in the report.]
These figures show an increase in subscription receipts this

year over last of about $100, and an increase in advertising
receipts of about $3,300. It should be stated that the surplus of
$1,270.27 shown does not f.airly indicate the net financial result
of the year's work. In order to put the 1907 figures on a com-
parative basis with those of 1906, $550 paid for printing the Pre-
Convention Notes issued August 29th, 1907, and $200 paid adver-
tising solicitors—these amounts being in excess of sums paid a
year ago on the 1906 Pre-Convention Notes—should be deducted
from the total disbursements of $17,090.90, which gives us the
following totals:

1907 receipts $18,361.17
1907 disbursements 16,340.90
Surplus and net earnings 2,020.27

This result is very gratifying to your director who, while labor-
ing to make the department as nearly self-sustaining as pos-
sible, never expected to be able to put it on a profit-producing
basis. . . .

Among the items of receipts will be noticed $97.82 tor N. F.
and U. S. P. labels; pharmaceutical card slips (reprints), $10.78;
and profits on sales of the National Formulary, $96.15. These
sales were promoted through Notes, but on February 16th, the
department of sales and employment was established, and
although Notes continued to supply the greater part of the
motive power behind the operations necessary for the success-
ful conduct of the new department, the financial results after
the date named are shown in other reports.
The value of the employment and slow-selling "patents"

features of the new department is worthy of notice. Notes has
devoted considerable space to these matters and it is believed
they have proved of advantage to the N. A. R. D. membership.

GENERAL PR0PAG.1NDA.

The keynote of our propaganda work has been a square deal
for the druggist. This means price protection on proprietary
articles on which their manufacturers have named a fixed retail
price, above which no retailer can go in his endeavor to secure
an adequate profit for the service he renders as the manufac-
turer's final distributer. This proposition also includes right
wholesale prices, because the retailer's profit is necessarily
limited to the difference between the cost of the goods at
wholesale, plus the cost of doing business, and the retail price
of each article as printed on the package.

TWO, FOUR AND EIGHT.

Articles which sell at 25 cents, 50 cents and $1 have been
proven unprofitable in the hands of the rank and file of the
retail drug trade when purchased at more than $2, $4 and $8
a dozen, respectively. It therefore naturally and logically
follows that if the manufacturer wants a wide and profitable
market for his preparations, he must not ask more than $2.

$4 and $8, and must in some manner satisfactory to himself
prevent the cutting of the retail prices which he has estab-
lished and advertised to the public as the proper prices for
consumers to pay. 'While the Indianapolis decree in the gov-
ernment's suit again the N. A. R. D. and others has caused a
modification of price-protection methods, the principle is as
live to-day as ever and the necessity of manufacturers squar-
ing their policy toward retailers with the "To live and let live"
idea is just as imperative.

SCARCITY OF DESIRABLE CLERKS.

Notes has devoted considerable space to shorter hours and
Sunday closing, believing that if pharmacy is to recruit its

depleting ranks from the best blood in the land, instead of the
poorest, it must make the drug business more attractive as
well as more remunerative. Fourteen to sixteen hours a day,
seven days a week, for from $15 to $20 a week, is a magnet the
diawing powers of which are signally weak.
Five-cent proprietaries and the introduction of new 10-cent

proprietaries, especially those latter which can just as well be
put into the 2D-cent class, have been vigorously opposed. The
advocacy of up-to-date merchandising, including the use of
good newspaper advertising and window displays has done
much to emphasize the idea that the N. A. R. D. stands for
modern methods rightly employed, rather than for antiquated
methods which fail to meet present-day public needs.

THE U. S. P. AND N. F. PROPAGANDA.

The interest stirred up in relation to the U. S. P. and N. F.
propasand;i work has been a noteworthy sign of a return by
pharmacists and physicians to rational pharmaceutical and
medical practice. This stirring up will undoubtedly result in
the inauguration of a campaign on such a comprehensive scale
by this convention that thousands of druggists hitherto unap-
preciative of the good work of the N. A. R. D. will be brought
into touch with its inspiring and powerful dynamics. . . .

AN EXAMPLE VTORTHY OF EMULATION.

Your director feels it his duty to recommend that the conven-
tion authorize this department to enlarge and improve the
association's publi.:ation, with the intention of making it within
the shortest time possible the largest and most representative
trade and professional journal serving the retail drug interest
in this country.
He also recommends that the name of N. A. R. D. Notes be

changed to The Journal of the N. A. R. D.. and that the asso-
ciation dues and the subscription price of the enlarged journal
be com.bined and made $5 a year, which amount should also be
the subscription price of the journal to non-association mem-
bers and other persons. The wisdom of this latter proposal, it

is believed, has been amply justified in the historj' of the Amer-
ican Medical Association.
'When the finance committee of this convention meets for the

consideration of ways and means calculated to better enable

our national officers to collect the dues or 20,000 or more relal)

druggists during 1908, 1 would be pleased to appear before that
body and submit further detailed information In proof of the
absolute feasibility of the recommendation herein made, and at
the same time indicate that the proposed expansion of the
association's business interests is along the line ot le:ist

resistance, with the largest possible return in sight on the
smallest investment of funds carrying the minimum of risk.

This report was referred to the committee on resolu-

tions.

Attached to the report of the secretary was the follow-

ing, signed hy W. B. Cheatham:
REPORT OP THE COMMITTEE ON CALIFORNIA RELIEF FUND.
The matter contained in this report covers a period of sixteen

months from May 18th. 1906. to September 3d, 1907, inclusive.

The repo'rt is summarized from the many weekly, bi-weekly
and monthly reports that have been sent to the national execu-
tive committee. The work of the distributing committee began
some time before any money was paid out.

The following financial statement will show the financial

transactions o£ the committee with the national secretary's
office

;

Receipts.

Amount received from May 18th, 1906, to September 3d,

1907 $37,500.00

Amount received this day, September 3d. 1907 1,234.68

Amount received by individual members ot the distrib-
uting committee from the national secretary 2,050.00

$40,784.68

Disbursements.

Gifts to owners of drug stores, in sums ranging from
$2h to $300—229 checks amounting to $4,423.00

Gifts to clerks, in sums ranging from $10 to $30—199
checks amounting to 2,668.00

Loans 28.555.00

ISxpenses 3,749.05

Balance in bank 1,389.63

$40,784.68

Expenses.

The expenses mentioned in the foregoing list of disbursements
are as follows:
W. B. Cheatham's salary as secretary of the committee $1,50«.00

L. A. 'Wittenmeyer, attorney 565.00

Office assistant's salary 700.00

Rent of office 345.00

Incidentals (including printing, postage, city transpor-
tation, messengers, telegrams, long distance 'phones,
stationery, etc 264.00

Office fixtures 180.35

Telephone rent 63.35

Safe deposit box for notes 8.00

Light and heat 18.25

Bill rendered us by N. A. R. D. for expense connected
with the fund in Chicago 40.09

Elxpert accountant for auditing books 40.00

Traveling expenses ot committee outside the city 25.00

$3,749.e!>

The salary of the secretary is now half what it was; the
attorney is no longer on the pay roll; there will be practically
no more printing.

HOW THE MONET WAS USED.

The money loaned to owners and clerks has been used to se-
cure shelter, buy provisions, obtain business locations and get
owners and clerks out of legal tangles. It has paid for hospi-
tal expenses and burial expenses; it has fed and clothed widows
and orphans. It has paid for transportation for some who left

here and had to have money to return in order to protect their

The money has greatly aided both owners and clerks in

their fight for the insurance that was due them and to get
re-located, to pay for goods, rents, etc. A few who have lost
their ability, through sickness or old age, and all of whose be-
longings were destroyed, are being cared tor now.
Those who purchased goods on long time when sympathy

was at its high stage have been and are being aided to tide
them over their financial troubles.. How some of them would
ever have gotten along without this fund is more than we can
even suppose.

COIXECTING THE MONET LOANED.

Collections of the outstanding notes will be made as rapidly
as possible, not to defeat the objects of those who donated the
money. It must be remembered that rents were doubled in

most instances, both on residence and business property in the
unburned districts, and that all living expenses are very high.
Quite a number have collected part ot their insurance and

are clerking while making an effort to secure locations; when
they find locations they will be pressed, for some time, to make
both ends meet.
The total number of notes held by the committee is 161, the

aggregate amount being $28,566.00. $1,360,00 of the amount loaned
has already been repaid. These loans range in amount from
$10 to $300. In one Instance $1,000 was loaned temporarily to a
firm that gave satisfactory collateral; for good reasons this
was regarded a desirable thing to do.

WHT COLLECTIONS ABE NOT PRESSED.

The committee has felt reluctant to press the various bor-
rowers as long as there were funds left to be distributed, for
the following reasons:
Nearly every one was disappointed in the amount of insur-

ance collected.
Those who have resumed business have been gouged by

the landlords for ground or house rent.
Those who constructed either temporary or permanent build-
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Local dues back.
Local dues currei
State dues

Receipts Since Organization.

1899 1900 1901 1902 1903

.No separate account kept tor first Ave years

.No separate account kept for first five years

.No separate account kept for first five jcars

Total $2,062.75 $4,558.75 $6,462.00 $5,722.75 $13,995.75

Oreanizatlon fees Included with donations for 1901, 1902 ar.d 1903

Donations 2,486.40 1.092.41 13,435.00 15,535.47 23,307.49

Salary refunds Formerly included with organization fees
Notes , ,Vi--.
Interest Included wi
Merchandise
Miscellaneous

$8,107.00
14,819.C'0

2,430.00

$25,346.00
8,598.74

22,954.81

$10,253.00
44,562.65
1,893.25

$56,708.90
10,946.90
5,284.30

$11,359.00 $13,962.50

44,517.25 39,411.75

1.214.00 2.342.25

$57,090.25
10,041.72
8,613.98

142.06

$55,716.50
2,436.50
2,539.95
6,914.00

19,000.87

$4,549.15 $19,897.( $61,448.60
25C
$2.00

The number of

i.58.22 $37,303.24

50c 50c 25c
50c 50o $2.00

arious years Is shown by the following table

ber of Members in Good Standing.

$84,038.90 $91,302.42 $91,550.59

the

ers who paid dues subseque convention.

1904
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Estimated and Actual Receipts fur the Convention Year
1906-07.

Estimated Actual
receipts. receipts.

Back dues $15,000.00 $13,962.50
Curr(;nt dues, 1907 60.500.00 39,339.75

1908 and 1909 dues No estimate 72.00

State dues 1.500.00 2.342.25
Organization fees 7.500.00 2.436.50

Salary refunds No estimate 6.914.00

Donatioi.s No estimate 2,539.95

Department of publicity 10.000.00 9,861.02

Pre-convenUon Notes 9.000.00 9,139.S5

Interest 100.00 76.62

186.684.44

Merchandise No estimate 4.409.37
Miscellaneous ...No estimate 456.78

$103,600.00 $91,550.59

Estimated and Actual Disbursevients for the Convention
Year 1906-07.

Estimated Actual dis-
bursements, bursements.

Secretary's office $ 1S.500.00 $14,587.80

Treasurer's office 375.00 330.19

Executive committee 1.100.00 1,290.24

Organization department 52.500.00 50.42S.21

Legal department 3,500.00 3,410.02

Publicity department 17,000.00 18.350.62

Atlanta convention 300.00 312.50

Legislative committee 300.00 13.46

$10?,.5?5.00 $88,723.04

The treasurer's report was referred to the auditing com-
mittee.
A suggestion that the consideration of co-operative fire

insurance be taken up early at the next session was ap-

proved; and the session adjourned.

OPEN MEBTIXG OF THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE.
Tuesday Evening.

H. B. Guilford, of Rochester, N. Y., chairman of the

committee on finance, called to order the open session of

that body at 8:30 p. m., in the main hall.

SHALL NOTES BE ENLARGED?

Director Carr having stated at the time he presented his

report that he would be pleased to lay before the finance

committee additional information relative to the feasibility

of the association's engaging in the publishing business,

was called upon for such information. He made a state-

ment that a net profit of $29,000 annually would accrue to

the association from the publication of a weekly journal

of about 100 pages, 81/2 by 10% inches, and having a cir-

culation of 10,000. His idea was that each member who
paid $5 for annual dues was to receive the paper; the same
amount being the subscription price to non-members.

William Mulr, of Brooklyn, did not favor this money-
making scheme, which he said would make the association

subject to the influence of the advertisers. He also feared

that this action would lead to the withdrawal of the sup-

port of the pharmaceutical press.

Messrs. McBride, of Youngstown, O., Girten cf Chicago,

Labbie, of St. Martinville, La., and Bone, of Scranton, Pa.,

upheld Mr. Carr, asserting the need of a money-making
journal for the association, and denying the existence of

any reason why it should not come into being. An ag-

gressive policy was urged, and as the pharmacists of the

country were the sole support of the pharmaceutical press,

they were able to deal with the latter as they saw fit. Any
legitimate method of obtaining money for the association,

Mr. Girten held to be all right. Mr. Labbie suggested

that the executive committee should censor the advertise-

ments.

M. T. Breslin, of New Orleans, questioned the expediency

of the proposed venture, which he opposed because he

wished Notes to retain its independence. The suggestion

that the executive committee be empowered to fix the

standard of the advertisements, he considered unwise. He
advised against allowing the enemies of the organization

an opportunity to point the finger of scorn. He also asked

whether the venture would bring new members into the

association: and expressed a doubt as to whether the fig-

ured benefits would materialize.

W. O. Frailey, of Lancaster, Pa., contended that on ac-

count of the services rendered the association in its early

years by the pharmaceutical press, the association was in

honor bound not to antagonize the Interests of the press.

He stated that all along the recognition of this obligation

had kept the association from entering the advertising

field. He deplored the indifference of the average retail

druggist which made the proposed step almost necessary;

and opposed the sacrificing of honor for gain through en-

gaging in schemes that smack of paternalism.

E. E. Calkins, of Ann Arbor, Mich., thought the associa-

tion too strong to be influenced by the acceptance of ad-

vertisements. Mr. Gregory, of Pottsville, Pa., supported

Mr. Frailey, and asked why the retailers did not them-
selves pay for the benefits they received rather than ask

advertisers to pay for them.

I. N. Heims, of Indianapolis, looked upon the proposi-

tion as one of revenue devoid of sentiment. He consid-

ered it absolutely necessary that the association have some
source of revenue other than the dues of its members. He
stated that he saw no reason why the association should

give up its independence in soliciting advertisements;

neither did he think that past events should govern future

action.

W. C. Anderson, of Brooklyn, stated his opposition to

any venture on the part of the N. A. R. D. in a field al-

ready legitimately covered. He considered it a lesser evil

to be deprived of revenue than to admit that external as-

sistance must be sought. He did not wish to advertise

the fact, if it were a fact, that retailers would not sup-

port their organization. He urged the organization to

stand on its own feet, and considered $50,000 in dues

preferable to $500,000 from the advertisements of propri-

etors. With propaganda work as the rallying cry of the

association, and nostrum advertisements in juxtaposition

with propaganda news in the journal, the inconsistency

of the association would become a by-word. He said that

he stood for a voluntarily supported organization with

a journal clean and free from the influence of advertisers,

and contributing nothing to the profits of the proprietary

medicine men.
F. H. Freericks, of Cincinnati, thought it outside the

purpose of the association to maintain :. journal, which
was far less conducive to good than an active member-
ship. The best thing the association could accomplish was,

in his opinion, the amendment of the present anti-trust

law, and thus bring about a return to the conditions form-

erly existing.

J. C. Gallagher, of Jersey City, was formerly in favor of

the project, but he now believed that if the association

wished to preserve its honor and integrity, it should steer

clear of all commercial ventures. Notes as now issued was
one of the association's strongest assets. He thought it

strange that the organization that hooted down the pro-

prietors at the Atlanta convention should now be ready

to take money from any and all cf them.

Thomas V. Wooten said that the association had never

adopted any resolution not to enter the field of advertising.

A great difficulty in the proposed plan, he said, would be

the censoring of the advertisements. The sales to mail

order houses, "over-priced" preparations, and the mislead-

ing advertising methods of proprietors, all these would

have to be considered in accepting or refusing an adver-

tisement. "What," he asked, "will become of the spirit

of fraternity when the association is supported by ad-

vertisers?" It would be lost and the association would

cease to exist. The advertisers' money, he said, is better

than none, but to accept it is to admit that the association

is a failure. While the time might come when such action

would be imperative, he did not believe that it had yet

arrived.
ORGANIZATION EXPENSES.

This ended the discussion of this subject; and the re-

quest of the organization department for an appropriation

of $60,000 was taken up.

Secretary Wooten explained that the greater part of the

appropriation was not expended in collecting the dues; and

that the amount was based upon a supposition that every

retail druggist in the country be seen at least once during

the year.

Mr. Muir believed a great future to lie in propaganda

work, which would receive the approval of many who did

not come into the association under the price protection

policy.

T. S. Armstrong, of Plainfield, N. J., stated that physi-

cians were being influenced in the use of standard prepara-

tions and were demanding that all druggists be affiliated

with the local associations that were carrying on the

propaganda work. To accomplish this an active organiza-

tion department was needed.

After some further discussion of the question the session

adjourned.
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FOURTH SESSION.
Wednesday Forenoon.

The fourth session, Wednesday forenoon, opened with
a supplementary report of the committee on credentials.

GENERAL LEGISLATION.

The secretary announced that J. A. Leverty, of Bridge-

port, Conn., chairman of the committee on pharmacy
laws, had been prevented by ill health from preparing a
report. Upon motion of Mr. Muir, one-half hour was de-

voted to an open discussion of the subject of pharmacal
legislation.

Mr. Muir objected to the grouping of food and drugs in

the same law, and the enforcement of pure drug meas-

ures by others than druggists. There were enough laws
now in existence, he said, if they were properly enforced.

Preparations of the Pharmacopceia and the National

Formulary, he thought, should be exempt from the label-

ing requirements of the pure food and drug laws, as

should also acetanilide, which he did not consider a habit-

forming drug. He favored a prohibitive law against co-

caine, and urged the druggists to get in early in drafting

laws. In answer to several queries, he stated that the only
way to combat the cocaine evil was for all the States to

enact uniform stringent laws.

A. 0. Zwick, of Cincinnati, remarked that the need of

the hour seemed to be for political activity among drug-
gists.

.1. G. Bone, of Scranton; Charles Rehfuss, of Phila-

delphia; and L. C. Hopp, of Cleveland, gave brief out-

lines of the anti-narcotic laws in force in their respective
States.

Mr. Zwick offered a resolution expressing approval or

disapproval of the attitude of members of congress upon
the food and drugs act. The matter was referred to the
committee on resolutions.

NATIONAL LEGISL.\TION.

Wilhelm Bodemann, of Chicago, read the report of the
committee on national legislation. This opened with a
slightly revised edition of the Currier patent bill which
had been drafted by the general couqssI of the associa-

tion. W. J. Bullock, of New Bedford, Mass., who was to

have prepared a report on patent-law matters had failed to

do so. The report also embodied a draft of an interstate
anti-narcotic law closely following the Beal (American
Pharmaceutical Association) model law.

F. H. Freericks, of Cincinnati, made a brief talk on the
purposes, the methods of doing business, and the ad-

vantages of the American Druggists' Fire Insurance Com-
pany. J. W. Daugherty, of St. Louis, presented similar
data relative to the Druggists' Indemnity Exchange.

SUNDAY REST.

Mr. Bone moved the appointment of a committee of
three on Sunday rest, with J. P. Remington, of Phila-
delphia, as chairman. This being approved, the chair
later named as such committee Mr. Remington, Mr. Bone
and G. C. Bartells, of Camp Point, III.

REPORT OF THE LEG.\L DEP.ARTMENT.

Joseph W. Errant, general counsel of the association,
read the report of the legal department. This embodied a
proposed amendment to the federal patent laws and an in-
terstate anti-narcotic law similar to the Beal model law.
A brief history of pure drug legislation in this country was
given, and a list of thirtj- States recently enacting such
measures was read. In but three of these—Delaware, Illi-

nois and Iowa—was the administration of the law en-
trusted to the board of pharmacy. Mr. Errant also enumer-
ated twelve States in which the pharmacy laws had been
changed during the year. He urged the members of the
association to take a more active interest in legislative af-
fairs and to secure proper recognition for the boards of
pharmacy. He referred to the Indianapolis decree as of
greater benefit than harm. In his opinion the Sherman
anti-trust law would be amended through the efforts of
the commercial organizations; and he urged the N. A. R. D.
to take a leading part in this work.

WOMEN'S ORGANIZATION.

Mrs. Emma Gary Wallace, president of the Women's
Organization of the National Association of Retail Drug-
gists, paid an official visit to the meeting at this time; and
extended to the members the good wishes and helpful as-
sistance of her organization.

She was replied to by B. E. Pritchard, of Pittsburg.

FIFTH SESSION.
Wednesday Afternoon.

The first order of business at the fifth session was the
presentation of the report of the telephone committee.
Under this head the chairman of the committee, Wilhelm
Bodemann, of Illinois, read the following:

THE REPORT OF THE TELEPHONE COMMITTEE.
Last year's report of this committee was in every way such

a classic gem that your committee blushes at the possibility of
comparison. Walter Gale handled the matter with such a
master hand, as far as tlie material at hand was concerned,
and commanded such elegance of diction that your present
committee pleads the poverty act—to be relieved from censure.
The national office sent out about one hundred letters to

different associations, inquiring into the telephone conditions
in the different cities; about 25 per cent, answered these letters,

hardly enough to give your committee adequate information
as to the true condition all over the country. Right here we
wish to make a suggestion: If in the future the N. A. R. D.
retains as fuli a corps of organizers as it has done so tar, we
would recommend that the organizers be instruct^.'*:! not only to
report monthly to the national office on the telephone situation
in their respective localities, but also use their best efforts to
assist tlie local associations in bettering telephone conditions:
and that our official organ make it a point to bring tu th.-

attention of local associations the fact that we have a national
telephone committee. As it is the conditions are chaotic to a
degree. Percentage to druggists for slot telephones run from
10 to 50 per cent.; flat rates from $36 to $180 and more.
The basic principle of the slot telephone in drug stores was

so ably presented in last year's report that we can only
urge the reprint of that part of last year's report in N. A.
R. D. Notes, not only once but repeatedly during the year.
That ccnditions can be improved greatly and to a great

extent by the assistance of a national committee, needs no
aigument. If the N. A. R. D. did nothing else but emancipate
United States druggists from the slavery of "free-lunch" tele-
phone service, it would be entitled to the everlasting gratitude
of the American retail pharmacists.
The meager reports at hand show conclusively one fact—that

the druggists as well as the different companies need a guiding
hand; in fact a "big stick" such as the N. A. R. D. can wield.
Here is our chance. No Sherman act, no future Moody, or
Bonaparte act. can deprive us of the right to stand together as
a man. and say to the public: "We will not be used as your
boot-blacks. We will not pay for your telephone service any
more than for your meals or your board; and no national.
State or city law can put us into boBdage. We are paying
for our service, we want you to do the same. We don't sponge,
ourselves, and we will not allow you to sponge on us. Anti-
trust law or no. we can't and won't be made your slaves!"
Emancipation is good for the white man as well as for the

black man and no local association has a right to grumble and
kick at the intolerable 'phone nuisance, if his local association
has not instilled the helping, guiding hand of the national asso-
ciation.
That bhould be our declaration of independence!
Now for a short synopsis of possibilities: Several assscla-

tions liave claimed priority In establishing slot phones. Lest
we forget, let us settle this once for all. Sir Walter Raleigh
toie up a manuscript of his History of England because the
evidence of a case of murder that happened right before his
eyes in the prison court yard could not agree on who did the
shooting—one witness swore this and another that. Our priority
in Cl-icago is beyond a shadow of doubt. We have had the
sloe telephone since December. IS^. Since the slot was Intro-
duced in Chicago we have fared as follows: In 1S95 we had to
pay $150 for public telephone, and when the copper two-wire
apparatus was introduced. $225 per annum. Since then, accord-
ing to conservative estimates, the 1.000 druggists of Chicago
have received as their share of telephone receipts, $S0.00« per
annum. These 1,000 druggists had to pay before the introduc-
tion 01 the slot, $150,000 per annum. Since the advent of the
slot, they pocket $S0,000, making a difference of $150,000 not paid
and $150,000 taken in. all told, $230,000 per year and for the twelve
years, $2,760,000 to the good. Can you show anything In the
line of trade improvement to compare with these figures? The
lesson endeth not here. Your chairman had the honor and the
great pleasure to suggest the introduction of the slot to the
C. R D. A. Your national secretary, our beloved Thomas
Wooten, was president of the association and had the temerity
to approve of the suggestion. The association promptly sat
down on us. Of course that did not prevent the good cause
marching on, and as these things generally go, both President
Wooten and your humble chairman we-^e villified. slandered
and abused. Anonymous letters appeared in the "Daily Lies."
Oji pictures were blazed In the Sunday edition of the afore-
said "Daily Lies." as fit subjects for the penitentiary. We
were branded as bribe-takers, traitors and boodlers. The jail
birds In the county jail held mass meetings protesting against
our pictures appearing in the rogues' galleries, but, like John
Brown's, the soul kept marching on and the good cause tri-

umphed. We hope that none of your leaders in local assocla-
tiotis are scared by our experience.
First make sure that you are right, then go ahead and do

things. Men who do things are always subject to abuse, while
the dummy fattens on the applause of the galleries for his
unprincipled flatteries to the rabble. Our experience shows
another view, and that is, that associations need a kinder-
garten teacher in work of organization and your N. A. R. D.
officers and committees are logical teachers. Just stop and
think if only ten cities In this United States have a similar
result, how many millions of dollars can be cleared by our
brethren through this one solitary agency. Not alone that, it

our msmbers have this object lesson hammered Into them, what
an effect will this have In the way of strengthening confidence
In N. A. R, D. work, and organization generally, and right here
we desire to make another suggestion. If our finances permit
the expenditure, we would recommend the employing of a
telephone agent tor the N. A. R, D,, pay him a salary adequate
to his qualification for the job.
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In conclusion, we are anxious that our report be taken to
neart and well digested by every druggist in the country. It
Shakespeare is right that "brevity is the soul of wit," then
brevity is good in other things and that is why we tried to be
brief. Many a sermon many an annual address is spoiled by
its undue verbosity. Had our time not been so limited, we
would have been able to cut it still shorter.
Much has been said about the justice and injustice of tne

flat rate system. On general principles, we fail to see how any
sane man can make the claim of justice for a flat rate. If you
pay $o a week for board, you get three meals a day. You can't
ring in ten meals for your friends. Express, telegraph, railroad
companies scorn the idea of a flat rate. In fact the only flat
rate on a railroad train is the annual pass and that is not a
flat rate but a flat dead-beatism. Our very N. A. R. D. plat-
iorm says "Pay for what you get," and in this case, in
resenting the flat rate system we are not only living up to our
platform but take a stand for good service. Free 'phoning
leads to superfluous gossip, talk against time, tomfoolery and
worse. In Chicago we have had statistics on the subject.
Some of the Chicago druggists had under the old svstem, from
IW to 350 daily out-going calls and now that we have pay
phones the calls have dwindled down to ten and upward. If
Bridget can use the 'phone for nothing she calls up Sam and
asks him how he liked the custard pie she put in his overcoat
last night and whether he got it home without smashing it all
up. Whtn Bridget has to pay for 'phoning she waits until Sam
reports in person, and the druggist's wire is not encumbered by
nonsenss, but open for business, for orders, for legitimate
wjrk. But that is only half the story. If our neighboring
merchant has a fiat-rale 'phone, he will allow his patrons to
use his phones and that puts the druggist in a wrong position.
If we ourselves had a flat rate we would agree and resolve to
charge for 'phone, only to allow preferred customers to sneak
in on the dead-beat score. It is sad to contemplate; but, there
is but one way to enforce a contract and an agreement, and

great gods of Rome and Greece, why don't you invent a slot
machine for the maintenance of full prices in conformity with
the Sherman act! If this could be done by machinery, we
could attend to better work than just get a dollar for a dollar
item. We would therefore that all local associations resist the
flat-rate system in every form and shape and under all con-
ditions.

As to two companies in a city, we consider a duplication of
companies, a duplication of agony, doubling of expenses and an
endless chain of trouble. We would earnestly recommend
our members to stick to one company wherever possible. Select
the company that gives you the best service, the largest num-
ber of connections, and the best financial proposition, and
when you make your selection, don't be timid; fight it out on
that line; don't be afraid of your shadow. Fire out the box
you don't want; follow Roosevelt's motto. "Don't flinch, don't
foul, but hit hard all along the line." This telephone question
is one of the greatest vehicles for sticktogetherness. We drug-
gists don't know our strength, because we use it so little, and
as a limb that is not used, withers, so does our strength. This
was never better in evidence than years ago in Chicago. A
mayor had come the shell-game on us. . . . He ran for
re-election. The druggists had not forgotten the shell-game
and after the election spelled his name "dead cock roach." and
the druggists turned the trick. There is no question in our
mind that the slot phone is the forerunner of the N. A. R. D.
It stands for "Live and let live," "Pay as you go and for what
you get," and for organized strength. Organization for work
and cold-bloodfcd results, not for visionary schemes.
We leoommend to put the national telephone committee on

the list of standing committees if such is not the case at
present.

This report took the usual course, going to the com-
mittee on resolutions.

T. S. Armstrong, Plainfield, N. J., reported as chairman
of the committee on commercial and fraternal relations.

The major portion of this report was as follows:

The greetings presented last fall to the National Wholesale
Druggists' Association, at Washington, by our delegates were
most cordially received and reciprocated by them. Dr. William
J. Schieffelin, speaking in behalf of the association in response
to these greetings, declared that they had watched the won-
derful growth of our association with admiration, and that
although only a few years old, the N. A. R. D. had become a
great power; and they confidently expect us to use this power
wisely and conservatively. Speaking of the inter-relations of
the wholesale and retail trades Dr. Schieffelin said that the
retailers must depend upon them, the wholesalers, for the
quality of the goods they supply us, and must also look to
them for a guarantee of those goods. "Inevitably," he said,
"our relations must become closer, and in such event, as is
always the case, the esteem we have for each other will con-

The president of the N. W. D. A. in his annual address, also
took occaeion to speak of the relations existing between that
association and the N. A. R. D. as being most cordial, adding
that our association as an organization had always been loyal
to the wholesalers and had discouraged retailers buying direct
or forming buying clubs, but that he noted with regret that
some of our members did not seem always to have in mind our
motto t" "Live and let live." in that they bought directly from
the manufacturers goods that were regularly sold by the
wholesalers, thus depriving the wholesalers of their just profit.
Referring to the statement just mentioned, your committee

would call attention to the fact that it may be said In defense
of this practice that the demoralized condition brought about
by th<- cutters often makes the purchase of goods from the
manufacturers a necessity, in order to receive any profit on the
particular goods so bought. Our friends in the wholesale trade
undoubtedly know this to be true.

In the opinion of the committee, however, this practice of
the mai ufacturer selling direct to the retailer, and giving him
a special price in quantities too large for the small retailer U>
handle (at a price anywhere from 5 to 15 per cent, less than the
price the wholesalers would have to charge in order to make
any profit, particularly those goods the price of which is not
protected by a direct-contract-serial-numbering plan), is a
menace to the trade in general. This is true because the dis-
count received by one class of retailers that is not enjoyed by
all creates the temptation to continue the great evil of price
demoraiization.
Besides this, it is unjust to the wholesalers, as we depend

upon them to supply us at any time with one-twelfth or one-
sixth of a dozen of odds and ends of articles to fill a special
order and they do It oftentimes not only at no profit, but at
actual loss to themselves. In the opinion of your committee a
flat price to the small retailer and the larger one alike, with
a retail price protected by the manufacturer, would not only
cuie this evil, but it would be more equitable and more in
accord with the motto of our association. Since "no chain is
stronger than its weakest link," it is up to each individual
member to lend his efforts toward adding strength and influ-
ence to our association for good.
The delegates sent by our association to the annual meeting

of the Proprietary Association of America, held in New York
city, were most cordially received by them, the N. A. R. D.
being the only association represented by delegates to the best
of our knowledge. This no doubt was in part due to the In-
dianapolis decision, the full effect of which was not then
known. The members of all branches of the drug trade were
then, as they are now, desirous that there should not be any
real or imaginary disregard of the injunction. There may have
been no delegates appointed by the other associations, and for
the same reason, undoubtedly, no discussion of plans for the
betterment of prices on proprietary goods took place at their
meeting.
But in this very decision, as is true of all others up to date,

the legal as well as the moral right of the manufacturers to
devise, perfect and maintain a plan of price protection that
does protect, in, by and of itself, is, by inference at least, re-
affirmed. By the same token, we as individuals have the right
to declare whether we will be distributing agents under any
old conditions that happen to exist, or whether we shall
demand just and full compensation for our labors.
Judging from the action of some manufacturers since the

decis'on referred to was rendered, your committee hopes and
believes ail the proprietors who are really desirous of giving
the ictailers a square deal will soon exercise their legal rights
as individuals for their own good, which means that hereafter
their goods will not be sold at ruinously low prices.

The American Pharmaceutical Association, which is claimed
by many of its members to be the mother of our own associa-
tion, is, your committee is glad to report, true to the mother
instinct, and maintains most cordial relations with and respect
for the N. A. R. D. It is gratifying to be able to say the
A. Ph. A. appears to be greatly interested in all that adds to
our prosperity and well-being. At Its recent meeting our dele-
gates, Messrs. Williams, Diner, Gallagher, Godbold .ind Meiss-
ner. were most cordially received and the remarks of Mr. Wil-
liams were received with evidences of hearty approval.
Through their co-operation with our association and the

help of our little paper. Notes (little as to size, but a giant
for good), we are brought to the dawning of a new day. The
U. S. P. and N. F. gospel preached so zealously by Notes and
advocated by both the N. A. R. D. and A. Ph. A. has already
brought forth much excellent fruit; and we are only at the
beginning.
From all over the country, we hear of the popularity of

these two books. They are the result of many years' hard
work and study by some of the brightest, most thoroughly
informed pharmaceutical and medical men the last century has
given us. These books have been, of course, in every drug
store, valued and used by many of us for years, and we have
often wondered why they were not used as the standard by
all physicians; especially is this true of the Pharmacopoeia.

The report concluded with a recommendation that the
association appoint delegates to the next meeting of the

American Medical Association, if such action -was found
to meet with the approval of the latter body; and to ask
that association to send delegates to the meetings of the

national association. The entire report was referred to the

committee on resolutions.

T. C. Haney, of Columbus, O., read a preliminary report

of the committee on form of organization, recommending
several changes in the constitution and by-laws. As pro-

vided by the by-laws, voting upon this report was deferred
until a later session.

Edward Williams, of Madison, Wis., extended the greet-

ings of the National Association of Boards of Pharmacy,
and spoke briefly of its aims and purposes.

A roll-call of the States was had for the purpose of sub-
mitting without debate, resolutions outlining the future
policies of the association. A number of such resolutions

were read and referred to the committee on resolutions.

r. S. P. AND N. F. PKOPACANDA.

W. C. Anderson, of Brooklyn, chairman of the special

committee on standard preparations propaganda -work,

read the following set of resolutions:

Whereas, The interests of the public, th© physician, and the
pharmacist can best be served by a general recognition of the
value of standard preparations, such as are provided for by
the United States Pharmacopoeia and the National Formulary;
be it

Resolved. That the National Association of Retail Druggists
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establish a permanent committe consisting of Ave members, to
be known as the U. S. P. and N. F. propaganda committee.
The duties of this committee shall be:

(1) To use every available means to establish more cordial
relations between physicians and pharmacists.

(2) To prepare letters to physicians, bearing upon the value
of U. S. P. and N. F. preparations, at least once a month.
and supply affiliated associations with such letters at a nominal
cost.

(3) To cjmpile and publish an epitome on U. S. P. and N. F.
preparations, which shall be sold to affiliated associations at as
reasonable a price as is consistent with the cost of production.

(4) To encourage affiliated associations to popularize U. S. P.
and N. F. preparations by personal distribution of samples
of the same to physicians, or through the agency of a detail
man.
And be it further
Resolved, That N. A. R. D. Notes place at the disposal of

thiis committee such space in each issue as they may require,
and
Resolved, That the editors of the various pharmaceutical

journals be requested to retrain from publishing criticisms
ana reflections upon the Pharmacopteial and National Formu-
lary preparations, as such articles seriously hinder the propa-
ganda work and tend to place discredit upon the volume in the
estimation of physicians.

Mr. Anderson asked that all other resolutions bearing
upon this subject be placed before the association for im-
mediate discussion.

E. B. Heimstreet, of Janesville, Wis., said that the resolu-
tions should be adopted without debate or delay, as the
time had come to stop talking and to get to work.
Two resolutions of similar purpose which had been sub-

mitted by Illinois and Pennsylvania were withdrawn.
Mr. Muir said that in carrying out propaganda work the

services of a detail man would be found necessary. Also
that the pharmacists would be found to need education
relative to the standard preparations, as much as the
physicians.

Mr. Heimstreet suggested that the druggists in each
town be requested to sign an agreement to conform to of-

ficial standards. This, he said, would preclude the com-
plaints of physicians about the lack of uniformity in of-

ficial preparations from different stores.

Mr. Lesher, of Illinois, questioned the advisability of
establishing such a committee, owing to the additional ex-
pense and tax upon the secretary's office.

Mr. Anderson did not agree with the previous speaker,
and cited the experience of the Kings county (N. Y.) as-
sociation in support of his statement that such work would
result in an increased membership.

R. H. Lackey, of Philadelphia, spoke of the necessity of
educating the druggist. The physicians of his acquaintance
were heartily in favor of propaganda work.

J. E. Smith, of Union Hill, outlined the plan adopted by
his local association when it found that in twenty years
the proportion of proprietary preparations in prescrip-
tions had risen from S per cent, to 93 per cent. It was
now securing good results from propaganda work; and
each haember has agreed to pay $5 a month for one year
to defray the expense.
H. C. Sandkoetter, of Chicago, suggested some arrange-

ment with the American Medical Association wherebv the
use of the Epitome published by the latter might be sanc-
tioned. He said that there could be no better training for
apprentices than that obtained in preparing samples of of-
ficial preparations.
Mr. Freericks thought that it would be found necessary

to assure physicians that all pharmacists were capable of
making official preparations. All private commissions,
cipher prescriptions and the like should be tabooed, and
some high moral qualification for membership in the local
associations be required.

Mr. Hopp stated that to secure unifcrmity the druggists
of Cleveland, 0., were required to submit samples of their
preparations for comparison with samples of known
standard.

C. A. Raysor, of Asheville, N. C, reported that in the
past two years the proportion of proprietary preparations
prescribed in his vicinity had been reduced from 50 per
cent, to 28 per cent., and the work had been under way
but a short time.
The resolutions as submitted were passed unanimously.

A suggestion was offered that the executive committee
place at the disposal of the propaganda committee $100 for
its initial work, this amount to be repaid when possible.
This matter was referred to the committee on finance.
An additional report of the committee on credentials

was read by S. L. Hilton. This report was received and
the committee continued pending the adjustment of the
credentials of the West Virginia delegates.

OPEN MEET1^'G OF THE COMMITTEE oy RESOLU-
TIONS.

Wednesday Evening.

With W. C. Anderson, cf Brooklyn, in the chair, the
committee on resolutions convened in open session at 8:30
p. M., Wednesday evening.

In all, twenty-three proposed resolutions were taken up
and expressions of opinion invited by the committee. The
greater part of these elicited little or no discussion.

The suggested draft of an inter-state anti-narcotic law
was objected to by Messrs. Pritchard, Muir, Breslin and
Armstrong. Some of the contentions were that the ex-

emption of preparations containing limited amounts of

narcotics favored the proprietary medicine men at the ex-

pense of the retail druggists; that the retailer would be
hampered in obtaining his supplies; and that too much
latitude was allowed physicians in furnishing narcotics.

Regarding the suggestion included in the president's ad-
dress deprecating the solicitation or acceptance of con-
tributions from outsiders to be used in entertaining the
delegates, and the arranging of lavish entertainments,
Messrs. Muir and Girten contended that it would be imex-
pedient for the association to seek to control the action of

a local committee.
An extended discussion attended the suggestion that

the association make some arrangements with various
existing co-operative manufacturing, buying and insurance
concerns. M. T. Breslin, of New Orleans, remarked that
on second consideration the proposition lost many of the
advantages which at first seemed apparent. He held that
it would be most inconsistent for the association to lend
its endorsement to any nostrum enterprise while engaged
in popularizing official preparations with the medical pro-
fession. The two policies he considered incompatible.

Messrs. Wells, Muir, Freericks and Lockie were opposed
to the proposition as unwise and inconsistent.

T. S. Armstrong protested against the association's ap-
proval of any business proposition other than the
legitimate work laid out for it at the time of its organiza-
tion.

At the suggestion of H. B. Guilford the matter of en-

larging Kotes and soliciting advertisements was not dis
cussed.
The suggestion of the committee on commercial and

fraternal relations in the matter of delegates to the Amer-
ican Medical Association was deemed premature, and a
suggestion was made that the medical association first be
asked to send delegates.
Some discussion of a proposition to establish individual

membership for druggists in unorganized territory fol

lowed, but no action was taken.

SIXTH SESSION.
Thursday Forenoon.

It was 10 o'clock before the sixth session opened Thurs-
day forenoon
Communications were read from the Vermont Pharma-

ceutical Association; from W. F. Kaemmerer, of Columbus,
O., anent the desirability of affiliated organizations of

clerks; and from W. M. Searby, of San Francisco, voicing
the gratitude of the California druggists who had been as-

sisted by the national association.

Assistant Secretary S. W. Strunk read invitations to the
association to hold its next meeting at Asbury Park, N. J.;

Columbus, O.; Asheville, N. C; and Niagara Falls, N. Y.

A publicity agent from the latter place enlarged upon its

attractions. Assistant Secretary A. Timberlake extended
a verbal invitation from Indianapolis.

H. B. Guilford, of Rochester, N. Y., reported as chair-

man of the transportation committee, and told of the dif-

ficulties attending his efforts to secure reduced rates.

T. C. Haney, of Columbus, 0., chairman of the com-
mittee ou form of organization, presented the deferred re-

port of that committee for final action. The suggested
changes in the constitution and bylaws approved by the
meeting are:
A change of the name of the committee on commercial

and fraternal relations to the committee on fraternal rela-

tions.

One providing for a standing committee on propaganda
work.
One providing for a standing committee on telephones.
One embodying some minor alterations in the phraseol-

ogy of the by-laws and the constitution.
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Mr. Guilford, chairman of the committee on finance, sub-
mitted the report of that body. The budget of estimated re-

ceipts and expenditures, as first submitted, was as follows:

Estimated Receipts.
Back dues $9,875
Dues for 1908 40,000
State dues, 190S i 2.000
Orsanlzation fees 2.500
Salary refunds 3,000
Publicity department 68,000*

* Later reduced to $20,000.

Estimated Expenditures.
Expenses of secretary's office $16,500
Expenses of treasurer's offlce 375
Expenses executive committee I.IOO
Organization department 60,000
JjCgal department 1,500*
Publicity department 45,O0Ot
U. a. P. and N. F. propaganda 100
Chicago convention expenses 350
Legislative committee 150
Auditing committee 300

Later increased to $3,500.

t Later reduced to $18,500.

The committee recommended that N. A. R. D. Notes be
enlarged and such advertisements accepted for publication
therein as might be approved by a special committee. It

recommended that the subscription price remain $1; and
the annual dues $4.

The report contained an offer from J. W. Daugherty, of

St. Louis, placing at the disposal of the association the
collection services of his office without cost.

After considerable discussion it was decided to consider
the recommendations of the committee seriatim.

The budget was laid over awaiting the report of the
resolutions committee.
As the resolutions committee also had under considera-

tion the matter of an enlarged Notes and the acceptance
of advertisements, it was decided to defer action upon that
portion of the finance committee's report, and to make the
consideration of the matter a special order of business at
the next session.

The recommendation relating to the subscription price of

Notes, and the annual dues was approved.
The offer of J. W. Daugherty was removed from the re-

port.

There was considerable discussion of the estimated ex-

pense of the legal department. The amount. |1,500, was
considered much too low. After the pros and cons had
been presented rather fully and the value of Mr. Errant's
services explained, the committee was advised to change
the amount to ?3,500, $2,500 of which should be paid to the
general counsel.

G. P. Englehard, of Chicago, was accorded the priv-

ileges of the floor and made a forcible attack upon the un-
restricted dispensing of medicines by physicians, and the
legal conditions which made such an unjust discrimina-
tion against the pharmacist possible. His remarks were
received with enthusiasm and thanks; and the publication
and distribution of his speech was recommended to the
executive committee.

SEVENTH SESSION.
Thursday Afternoon.

The concluding session of the convention began at 2:43
p. M., Thursday.

First in the order of business was the final report of

the committee on credentials by S. L. Hilton. This report,

which accredited 352 delegates, was received and the com-
mittee discharged.

Secretary Wooten stated that at the New York meeting
of the American Pharmaceutical Association, Dr. McCor-
mack, of the American Medical Association, had charged
the N. A. R. D. with lobbying in the interests of the

nostrum makers. This charge had been disputed by
Messrs. Diner, Mulr and Anderson. The executive com-
mittee had formally thanked these gentlemen, and the sec-

retary proposed like action by the association. This
proposition was approved. B. E. PritchJrd. of Pittsburg,

reported that Dr. McCormack had repeatf.d his charge at a

recent meeting of West Virginia physicians.

Prof. J. P. Remington presented a report from the com-
mittee on Sunday rest. This was supplemented by a
voluminous collection of data by .Tulius G. Bone, of Scran
ton. Pa. The committee recommended the reaffirmation of

the position taken by the association during the past three

years, urging druggists to insist upon at least a partial

day of rest, and appealing to the public to anticipate their

drug store wants and supply them on Saturday. This rec-

ommendation was concurred in.

Assistant Secretary Strunk read a communication from
the president of the International Sunday Rest Federa-
tion, and was instructed to advise that gentleman to ask
the pastors to urge the members of their congregations to

refrain from making unnecessary purchases on Sunday.
Joseph Helfman. of Detroit, spoke briefly of the attitude

of the pharmacal manufacturers.
J. G. Godding, of Boston, read the report of the audit-

ing committee, which was approved.
L. G. Heinritz, of Holyoke. Mass., read the report of the

committee on nominations, and it was adopted.

J. L. White, of New York; and A. R. Beardsley, of Elkart,

Ind., delivered brief addresses on full prices, fraternity,

etc.
RESOLUTIONS.

Chairman W. C. Anderson presented the report of the

committee on resolutions. All the resolutions adopted dur-

ing the meeting, whether a part of this report or not, ex-

cept those on propaganda work for official preparations,

which are reported as part of the work of the fifth ses-

sion, follow;
NATI0N.\L LE0ISI,.4T^O^^

Resolved, that the report of the legislative committee with
its recommendations be adopted. These recommendations
favor the enactment of an interstate narcotic and poison law,
an amendment to the Sherman anti-trust law and a law cor-
recting the iniquities of our present laws.

STiVTE AND LOCAL LEGISL.\TION.

Whereas, the importance of State and local legislation is

becoming more clearly recognized, and
Whereas, experience has demonstrated that whenever legisla-

tion in which the organized druggists have had no part, or

against which only a feeble protest has been made, has been
enacted into law, hardships or tax burdens have been placed
upon the shoulders of pharmacists which work an injustice to

ihese hard-worked and useful servants of the people, be it

therefore, by the National Association of Retail Druggists, in

convention assembled,
, „ ^

Resolved. ,ihat it is the sense of this convention that State

and munici^l legislation affecting druggists should be care-

fully supervised by authorized representatives of the druggists
in the jurisdiction to which it applies, which representatives
should have behind them the full strength of the association
or associations in the territory affected and which may be in

need of legislative nrotectinn or assistance, and be it further
Resolved, that the national association is hereby pledged to

do all in its power to assist the various State and local retail

drug interests in their fight for just and helpful laws, the entire

machinery of the national association being available at all

times for the prosecution of this important work.

PHARMACY AND PURE DRUGS.

Resolved, that we recommend to our affiliated bodies that
they make an effort to elect representatives to State and
national legislative bodies who favor legislation for the ad-
vancement of pharmacy and pure food and drug legislation.

PATENT LA^'V EEFOR.M.

Resolved, that we approve ci ihe bill for the regulation of

patent rights known as the Cuii'u . bill and urge the executive
committee to use every endeav>T to secure its passage.

women's organization.

Resolved, that we recognize the usefulness and sympathy of
the Women's Auxiliary Organization and tender to its members
our sincere thanks for their presence and encouragement.
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PHARMACISTS INT GOVERNMENT POSITIONS.

Whereas, it appears that the congress ot the United States
has in the past legislated for the advancement of the medical,
dental and veterinary professions, and
Whereas, the pharmaceutical profession, the oldest of them

all, and no less important than any, has made the principal
and greatest advances in medical and chemical research,
thereby making it possible to better treat and combat disease,
therefore be it

Resolved, that the National Association of Retail Druggists
recommends to ths congress of the United States that the pro-
fession .it pharmacy be accorded the same recognition as the
medical, dental and veterinary professions.
Resolved, that the National Association of Retail Druggists

further recommends and urges that congress enact such legis-
lation as will enable the president to appoint and commission,
by and with the advice and consent of the senate, all phar-
macists now in the service ot the United States government,
or those who may hereafter be appointed in accordance with
existing law. or any laws which may hereafter be enacted.
Resolved, that the National Association of Retail Druggists

further recommends that the pay and emoluments of phar-
macists be adjusted upon the same basis as that now in force,
or contemplated tor medical officers, and be it further
Resolved, that it is the sense of the National Association of

Retail Druggists that all members of this association should
use every effort to keep in touch and communication with the
senators and members of congress of their respective States
and districts, and urge upon them the importance and neces-
sity of legislation as indicated in the foregoing preamble and
resolutions.

NOMINATIONS.
Resolved, that we recommend to our members that as far as

lies in their power they create a sentiment among retail drug-
gists in favor of druggists throughout the United States
accepting nominations from their respective political parties
tor positions in the various legislative bodies, local. State and
national, to the end that the hardships imposed upon retail
druggists by adverse legislation, most of it unjust and a great
deal of it senseless, may be prevented.

PARCELS POST.

Resolved, that we reaffirm our opposition to the parcels post
legislation as recorded at the Atlanta convention.

ANTI-TRUST LAW AMENDMENT.
Resolved, that we favor such an amendment of the Sherman

law as will secure to associations ot small dealers, within rea-
sonable limitations, the right to protect themselves by mutual
agreement from the inequitable commercial conditions imposed
by monopolistic aggregations of capital.

ITIXERA.VT VENDERS.

Resolved, that wa go on record again in the strongest pos-
sible way in favor of the enactment in the various Slates of
laws that will prevent the vending ot drugs and medicines by
itinerant venders from wagons or packs, this practice having
the effect of rendering pharmacy laws of States a farce and
working great injustice to registered pharmacists who at no
small expense and trouble are complying with the State laws.

SLOT TELEPHONES,
Resolved, that the National Association ot Retail Druggists

heartily favors the installation by the telephone company of
slot telephones in the city drug stores, whereby druggists may
be relieved from the onerous burden of furnishing free tele-
phone service, often at exorbitant rates, to an unappreciative
public.

WINDOW DISPLAYS AND ADVERTISING.

Resolved, that we recommend to our members that they
refuse absolutely to allow window display or store advertising

price protected, and that they discourage the

rhich is in

A PEE-REQUISITE.

Resolved, that we approve of the President's recommendation
that the requirement ot four years' practical experience in a
drug store as a pre-requisite to graduation from a college of
pharmacy shall be loft to the discretion ot each individual col-
lege, but we recommend that boards of pharmacy shall require
at least four years' experience in a drug store as a pre-requisite
to a license to the practice of pharmacy.

DEPARTMENT OF SALES AND EMPLOYMENT.
Resolved, that we approve ot the action of the executive com-

mittee in establishing a department ot sales and employment
and recommend the extension ot this department to other
articles not resold by retail druggists.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION NOT TO BUY OR MANUFACTURE.
Resolved, that we disapprove of the adoption ot all proposi-

tions that bear on the co-operative buying and manufacturing
by the N. A. R. D. as a national organization or in combination
with individuals or corporations, and we re.affirm our position
taken at the Atlanta convention that manufacturers shall
accord to retail dealers the same terms and conditions in buy-
ing as is accorded large firms and corporations.

N. A. R. D. NOTES.

Whereas, the policy of this association in the department ot
publicity has been one of independence, and
Where.as, believing that this independence has given N. A.

R. D. Notes the success it has won and the Influence it wields
in the journalistic world, and
Whereas, believing that any departure from the policy

adopted heretofore would react to the detriment ot this depart-
ment and the association, therefore, be it

Resolved, that we disapprove of the recommendation that we
accept advertising in N. A. R. D. Notes.

SUNDAY REST.

Resolved, that the National Association of Retail Druggists

assembled in Chicago hereby affirms its position as declared
at the St. Louis, Boston and Atlanta conventions, regarding
the Sunday closing movement, "fraternally requesting phar-
macists to limit their Sunday business' to work of necessity

Resolved, that the retail druggist, compelled as he Is to sutter
the inconvenience ot long hours of week-day daily service to

the public should insist upon relief upon Sundays, tor of all

men who labor tor the betterment of humanity he is entitled to

one day of rest out ot seven in the week.
Resolved, That the National Association of Retail Druggists

urge upon all engaged in our avocation to join with their fel-

lows in every section ot our country in adopting measures suit-
able tn each locality which will lead to Sunday rest.
Resolved, that this association appeal to the people of the

United States to curtail as much as possible this added burden
by anticipating their wants by having their prescriptions
renewed on Saturday, so that it may be more easy tor drug-
gists and other business men to keep Sunday as a day of rest.

Resolved, that this association testify to its appreciation of
the support and aid given to the Sunday rest movement by our
N. A. R. D. Notes and tlie pharmaceutical journals, and trust,
that in the future this powerful association will be continued
strong and active until this and other laudable objects shall be
an accomplished fact.

CALIFORNIA RELIEF FUND.

Resolved, that the Calitornia relief fund be held in trust
by the National Association of Retail Druggists during the
ensuing year.

DELEGATES FROM THE A. M. A.

Resolved, that it is the sense of this association that we
extend to the American Medical Association an Invitation to
send delegates to the next convention of the National Associa-
tion of Retail Druggists.

PROCTER MEMORI.^^L FUND.
Resolved, that the president be instructed to appoint a com-

mittee to be known as the Procter memorial fund committee,
this committee to co-operate with like committees now acting
in similar capacities from other organizations.

THANKS TO CHICAGO ASSOCIATION.
Resolved, that the thanks of this association be extended to

the members of the Chicago Retail Druggists' Association and
the retail druggists ot Illinois, also to the ladies acting m the
interest of the retail druggists, for their generous hospitality
and for their untiring efforts in making our stay at this con-
vention a most delightful and profitable one.

PROPOSALS DISAPPROVED.

The following proposals were disapproved:
That an amendment to the by-laws which will allow repre-

sentation in the national body on the ratio of one delegate for
each ten members be adopted.
That this organization shall dictate the policy of local asso-

ciations in receiving and entertaining the national convention.
That the mileage and per diem expenses of members of the

executive committee while attending the national convention
be paid.
That a bureau of registration for prescribing physicians be

established.
That the efforts of this association be used to provide for the

commitment of unfortunates who are slaves to the drug habit
to suitable infirmaries at public expense.
That the association petition Postmaster-General Meyer to

establish stamp vending machines at convenient places in all

That the association appoint a committee to look after the
Interests of postofflce sub-station agents.
That the association discourage the sale of toilet articles,

soaps, perfumery, table and mineral waters sold by dry goods
stores, department stores, grocers and saloons.

A minority report approving the proposed conversion of
Notes into an advertising journal, signed by I. N. Heims,
of Indianapolis; A. J. Kline, of Minnesota; and H. F
Sandkoetter, of Chicago, was presented by Mr. Heims. A
motion to adopt this report precipitated an exciting de-
bate. Its adoption was favored by I. N. Heims, of In-
dianapolis; C. M. Carr, of Chicago; P. V. Johnson, of St.
Louis; Charles Coonley. of South Bend, Ind.; and Walter
Rothwell. of Hatboro, Pa. The proposition was opposed
and the majority report supported by A. 0. Zwick, of Cin-
cinnati; S. N. Jones, of Louisville; William Muir, of Brook-
lyn; J. C. Gallagher, of Jersey City; and W. C. Anderson,
of Brooklyn.

THE POLICY OF NOTES TO REMAIN UNCHANGED.
The principal argument advanced in favor of the pro-

position was its possibility as a means of financing the
association. Some asserted that the endorsement of the
advertisements of certain preparations was a duty owed by
the association to its members and the manufacturers of
proprietary medicines
Against the proposition were advanced the inconsistency

of exploiting nostrums while engaged in propaganda work
in favor of official preparations; and the disgrace attend-
ing the admission that external assistance was necessary
to the life of the association. Mr. Zwick presented the
clinching argument against the financial possibilities of
the project when he quoted from the annual statement of
the American Medical Association, which he construed as
showing that that organization lost on an average $30,000
annually in the publication of its journal. Although the

The Lockwood Memorim .:^ARY
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leaders of each side asked for fair play, and requested

that the debate be conducted with freedom frona acrimony,

the approval or disapproval of the various statements

were noisily expressed. It was agreed to submit the

proposition to a vote by States and a recess was had to en-

able the various delegations to confer regarding their votes.

LEONAEB TIU.OT.S0N-.

In whose mind the Associa- _
lion first had its existence. He cares of office had left their

was present this year.

TART WOOTEN.
looked before

impress upon him.

During this recess the hall took on the appearance of a

political caucus; the groups of delegates were gathered

about their chairmen, and here and there a voice was

raised in an effort to convince a delegate of the incorrect-

ness of his views.
When the vote was taken, it was showed that 208 dele-

gates opposed the acceptance of advertisements, or any

other change in the policy of Notes, while 133 favored the

proposition. The result was received with noisy enthusi-

asm, and the majority report of the resolutions committee

was later adopted unanimously.

The association tendered the usual thanks to the local

druggists, the ladies, and others.

A representative of the Canadian Pharmaceutical As-

sociation announced the formation of that organization

some two weeks before, and extended hearty greetings to

the American druggists. He was replied to by W. C. An-

SIMON JO-NES. WILHELM B0DEM.\NN.

Elected Chairman of the Ex- Father of the druggists' slot
ecutive Committee for his telephone, and leader of the
seventh term. "Old Guard."

derson, who assured him of the fraternal feeling of the
national association towards its northern neighbor.
The candidates presented by the nominating committee

were elected by acclamation and duly installed, after which
the new president, T. H. Potts, of Philadelphia, declared
the convention adjourned.

THE ENTERTAINMENTS.
Entertainment galore was proVided for those attending

the convention. In fact, there was more entertainment
than there was favorable weather to enjoy it in.

First on the program was an organ recital at Orchestra
Hall, at 7 r. m. Monday, by Eric de Lamarter.
At the conclusion of Monday evening's session there was

a grand ball in the new ball room of the Auditorium An-
nex, which was largely attended.

Tuesday afterooon there was a reception to the visiting

ladies in the Auditorium banquet hall; and a card party
for the ladies that evening at the same place.

Thursday forenoon the ladies were taken for an auto-
mobile sight-seeing tour through the city's parks. In
the evening they attended a theatre party at the Audi-
torium Theatre, where they saw an excellent performance
of "The Girl Rangers." On the same evening the gentle-

men of the convention attended a gigantic supper, smoker
and vaudeville entertainment in the First Regiment

MRS. EMMA GARY WALLACE. TREASURE!; EMANUEL.
President of the Women's Whose satisfactory handling

Organization of the National of the funds of the Associa-
Association of Retail Drug- tlon has gained him a re-
gists, election.

armory, given under the auspices of the Chicago Retail
Druggists' Association and the Social Drug Club.
Friday morning the visitors journeyed in special trains

for a tour of inspection embracing the stock yards and
Armour & Co.'s plant. In the afternoon all enjoyed a
sail on the steamer "City of South Haven" on the lake,
the return trip being by moonlight.
Saturday morning those who remained were taken in

tow by local drug men and conducted to the show places
of the town.

THE OLD GUARD.
The Grand Army of Retail Druggists, the men who were

preseni at the organization of the N. A. R. D., held their
annual camp-fire reunion at Vogelsang's on Tuesday even-
ing. Wilhelm Bodemann presided during the dinner and
the subsequent relation of reminiscences. In addition to

Mr. Bodemann the following spoke briefly of incidents in

the history of the association: Leonard Tillotson, of Seeley,
Tex., in whose brain the association had its first ex-
istence; W. C. Anderson, of Brooklyn; T. V. Wooten, of
Chicago; J. C. Gallagher, of Jersey City; and Joseph Helf-
man, of Detroit.

Wilhelm Bodemann was re-elected chairman; and W. C.
Anderson was chosen secretary.

Some twenty-odd "charter members" were present.

OBSERVATIONS FROM THE SIDE LINES.

The badges were of a pleasing design and make neat
watch fobs after the identification tag has been detached.

To get half a pound of silver dollars as "change" when
a ten-dollar bill was "broken," was a ne-A- experience to the
delegates from the East.

Secretary Wooten, smiling benignly, was as usual a
prime favorite among men and women. Mrs. Wooten was
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By the way; who were the six representatives of the
pharmaceutical press who gave Delegate Johnson, of Mis-
souri, his information as to the attitude of the press on
certain questions? Echo answers.

Chicago along the Lake front is not at best a "Spotless
Town," and when a torrential rain and blustering gale are
thrown in for good measure, the wail of dissatisfaction
from the Tisiting delegate becomes justified

Siraon N. Jones, mellow as the autumn sunshine of his
native Kentucky, and a fair sample of the men she pro-
duces, was greeted everywhere and at all times with
hearty handshakes and cordial words, which he recipro-
cated.

Julius G. Bone, he of "Sunday rest" fame, was an active
participant during the meeting. Perhaps if all druggists
were as persistently busy as Mr. Bone they would be more
inclined to assert their independence in the matter of
Sunday store-keeping.

There do be heard at all conventions some undertone
mumblings and protests against the "butting in" of ex-
ternal interests in the affairs of the occasion. Chicago had
its share; no more no less. But as usual the mumblings
remained that, and nothing more.

Perhaps it was owing to the partially filled condition of
the halC but the acoustics were far from satisfactory.
Scarcely ene speaker but was greeted with calls of

miCM
WILLLIM MUIK. C. L. .M niWIlK.

An irvfluential private of the President of the New York
Association, who Is a strong State Pharmaceutical Associ-
leader on the floor or in the ation, and First Vice-Presi-
caucus. dent of the N. A. R. D.

"Londer." At one time it was suggested that a smaller

meeting room be secured, the strain on vocal cords and
auditory nerves being quite wearying.

There were many suggestions that pharmacists take an
active part in the civil affairs of the municipality, State

and nation. Judging from the oratory heard at the con-

vention, there are some who could more than hold their

own among the forensic champions of the legislative halls.

And when we have woman suffrage, the leading speakers

of the women's organization will be a match in elo-

quence for the best of their sister campaigners and law-

makers.

During the first few sessions the pharmaceutical scribes

were allowed to occupy whatever seats they could find,

out among the audience, and were at a decided disad-

vantage in writing their notes. B. F. Pritchard, out of com-

passion for his less fortunate colleagues (he carries his

notes in his "think chamber") made several attempts to

secure for them better accommodations. After a time a

table was placed at their disposal, upon the stage, where
the inability to hear distinctly almost counteracted the

advantage of writing in comfort.

Messrs. Mann. Potts, Anderson and Guilford enacted the

role of executive officer in various sessions, at various

times. Mr. Mann is a firm and careful officer, and handled

the delegates in excellent style. Mr. Anderson is a recog-

nized parliamentarian and it is a pleasure to see him pre-

side during a heated discussion. Mr. Guilford is a time-
saver and carries things along at top speed, neglecting
nothing however. Mr. Potts had but a short and unim-
portant part this year, but those who know him best look
for great ability in the chair next year.

Women's Organization of the N. A. R. D.
While the members of National Association of Retail

Druggists were busily engaged in threshing over the
weighty questions of the pharmacal hour, in Orchestra
Hall, at Chicago, their better halves were no less ardu-
ously discussing similar topics in the Auditorium
Hotel.

The second annual meeting of the Women's Organization
of the Nationa; Association of Retail Druggists was a
splendid success, both in point of attendance and in the
work accomplished. The sessions were held September
17th to 19th. Addresses were made by the delegates from
the various local chapters and by pharmacists prominent
in organization and educational work.

Mrs. Emma Gary Wallace, of Canton, N. Y., was re-

elected president, the other officers being: Vice-presidents,
Mrs. Nellie Florence Lee, of Philadelphia; and Mrs. Lulu
B. Avery, of Chicago; secretary, Mrs. Adelaide M. Godding,
of Boston; and treasurer, Mrs. Charles A. Thayer, of Chi-
cago.

Kings County Society.
Propaganda work in behalf of official preparations will

be one of the main concerns of the Kings County (N. Y.)
Pharmaceutical Society, during the coming winter. This
was determined at the first meeting of the fiscal year, held
September 10th.

The society has been long engaged in such work—in fact
partly out of its efforts in this direction grew the National
Formulary—and the intention is to continue it with re-

doubled energy. An attempt will be made to interest every
p'^ysician and every druggist in the city of Brooklyn, In
the work. The members will be asked to contribute $1
each toward defraying the expenses of the work; and
whenever possible, the same amount will be collected from
uon-members who are interested in the campaign.

Prof. W. C. Anderson, chairman of the special commit-
tee having under consideration the preparation of a brief
compilation of the regulations affecting pharmacists, said
that the con.mittee had not done anything toward such an
end owing to the laxity in enforcing many existing reg-

ulations. He called attention to the regulation of the
municipal bureau of combustibles prohibiting the sale of

the lighter petioleum products in drug stores except in

four-ounce, sealed bottles, with special caution labels. The
mconvenien.^e of this regulation was discussed and a spe-

cial committ?3 provided for whose duty will be to try to

secure the repeal of the ordinance. President J. H. Rehfus
selected as his colleagues on this committee, J. G.
Wischerth, O. C. Kleine, C. E. Heimerzheim and Adrian
Paradis.

Loder Suit Settled.

What has long been styled the "Loder suit" has finally

been settled. This suit was an action brought several
years ago by C. G. A. Loder, of Philadelphia, against sev-

eral druggists' organizations, and "tripartite" and "direct-

contract" proprietors, for alleged damages growing out of
what the plaintiff charged was a combination in restraint

of trade. The defendants numbered thirty-seven in all.

The settlement was made September 18th, on the basis of

the amount originally agreed upon, $15,000 with interest at

6 per cent, from July 9th. last. The case has been shuttling
between the State and federal courts for some time; and
settlement outside of the courts had been almost effected

on several former occasions. All the interested parties are
reported as being satisfied with the result.

Northern Ohio Association.

The meeting of the Northern Ohio Druggists' Associa-

tion, held September 6th, at Cleveland, was largely de-

voted to an informal discussion of topics of interest. Views
were expressed upon how to get better attendance at the

meetings, the employment of a detail man for propaganda
work, and the outcome of the Chicago convention.
The picnic committee reported a successful annual out-

ing.
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News of the State Associations.

Virginia Association.

Members of the Virginia Pliarmaceutical Association

were present from all parts of the State when the twenty-

sixth annual meeting was called to order by President E.

C. Hamner, of Lynchburg. The meeting was held at Rich-

mond September 23d to 25th.

President Hamner recommended the enactment of a
stricter and more uniform State pharmacy law; and the

adoption of resolutions opposing all parcels post legisla-

tion. The president was supported in these recommenda-
tions and a committee was appointed to work against the

parcels post proposition.
Secretary C. B. Fleet reported an active membership of

204. During the meeting about forty new members were
elected.
The association rejected the proposition to change the

constitution to take in all the pharmacists in the State

as active members.
T. A. Miller, of Richmond, suggested that some deter-

mined stand be taken upon the question of early closing

and Sunday work. No such action, however, was taken.

A delegation from the Rhode Island association was en-

tertained by the Virginians, and conducted to the points of

interest around the city.

The following were nominated as candidates for the

board of pharmacy: G. T. Mankin, H. W. Jones. C. C. Lead-
beater, H. S. Eley and W. L. Lyle.

The officers elected for the ensuing year are: President,

W. G. Williams, of Charlotte Court House; vice-presidents,

Gordon Blair and E. L. Brandos, both of Rich-

mond; secretary, C. B. Fleet, of Lynchburg; treasurer, H.

S. Eley, of Suffolk; and executive committee, E. L.

Brandes, H. \V. Jones and T. N. Curd, all of Rich-
mond.
The association will meet the second week in July next

year aboard one of the Old Dominion Line steamers for

New York, and will conclude its sessions in this city.

Utah Association.

Fifty-eight members of the Utah Pharmaceutical Associa-

tion answered the roll-call at the first session of the

seventh annual meeting held at Salt Lake, August 13th and
14th. During the meeting thirty-seven new members were
enrolled; two resignations accepted; and sixteen names
dropped from the rolls for various reasons.

President S. W. Badcon, of Ogden, in his annual ad-

dress referred with gratification to the work of the legis-

lative committee of the association is securing the enact-

ment of a pure drug law universally satisfactory. He rec-

ommended the appointment of a special committee to co-

operate with the representatives of other commercial or-

ganizations in combatting the spread of the mail-order
business.

Secretary J. H. Johnson, of Salt Lake, reported the

present membership to be 117. He also reported a cash
balance of $97.10 at his disposal.

Treasurer John Culley, of Ogden, reported a balance
on hand of $308.10.

F. A. Drueh!, of Salt Lake, reporting for the commit-
tee on trade interests, said that from the small propor-
tion of replies he had received to his communications he
concluded that trade conditions were unusually bright,

although to some extent this was offset by the increas-

ing cost of doing business, the dispensing by physicians,

and the competition of the department stores in the large

centers. From statistics gleaned throughout the State
the net profits of the drug business were found to range
from 8 per cent, to 20 per cent.

A number of violations of the pharmacy law were com-
plained of, and the members were advised to aid the board
of pharmacy wherever possible. The sum of $150 was
appropriated to be used by the board in enforcing the
law.
The legislative committee was empowered to draft a

new pharmacy law and endeavor to secure its enactment
at an early date.

The National Association of Retail Druggists was en-

dorsed and its support by the Utah association pledged.

The association decided to print its proceedings.

An exhibit of twenty-five preparations of the National
Formulary, arranged by the local association occasioned
much favorable comment.

The following papers were read and discussed: "What
Is the Best Method of Influencing Physicians in Prescrib-
ing National Formulary Preparations," by A. A. Robinson,
of Salt Lake; "How Would You Proceed to Make a Good
Salesman out of Your Clerk?" by Richard Bridge, of Salt
Lake; "Is the Rapidly Growing Post Card and Souvenir
Business a Detriment or an Advantage to the Professional
Pharmacist?" by W. H. Dayton, of Salt Lake; "Can Phar-
macy be Elevated to Its Proper Professional Plane as
long as the Pharmacist Serves as an Accommodation to
the Public?" by J. H. Bishop, of Logan; "How Many of
the Important Preparations of the National Formulary
Have You Made Up in Anticipation of a Demand for
Them?" by Charles Dee, of Ogden; "Substitution," by A.
Hatch, Jr., of Heber City; "What New Ideas Regarding
Window Displays Have You Used During the Past Year?"
by A. S. Home, of Salt Lake. At the banquet tendered
the members by the local association several other in-

teresting addresses were made.
Alexander Hedquist. of Provo; A. Hatch, of Heber; and

W. W. Crawford, of Monti, were recommended to the gov-
ernor as candidates for appointment as members of the
board of pharmacy.
Provo was selected as the next meeting place.
The officers elected are: President, Alexander Hed-

quist, of Provo; vice-presidents, W. L. Eddy, of Brigham;
and T. R. Kelly, of Springville; treasurer, John Culley,
of Ogden; secretary, J. H. Johnson, of Salt Lake; execu-
tive committee, J. H. Johnson, of Salt Lake; J. H. Bishop,
of Logan; W. D. Howlett, of Eureka; W. W. Crawford, of
Manti; F. B. Hurlbut, of Park City; Alexander Hedquist,
of Provo; and John Culley, of Ogden.

South Dakota Association.

All of Huron, druggists, municipal oflJcers and citizens,

united in entertaining the members of the South Dakota
Pharmaceutical Association during the leisure time of the
twenty-second annual meeting held at that city August
14th to 16th, Some 200 members and their auxiliaries
were present. Officers and members presented gratifying
reports of the affairs of the association and the drug busi-

ness of the State.

Six queries which had been assigned to the members
brought iorth some very interesting papers. Professor
Slagle, president of Brooking College, delivered an espe-
cially instructive address on the subject of education and
its direct bearing upon the pharmacist and his profes-
sion.

A day of field sports for men and women, a series of

shooting contests, and various prize events furnished wel-
come relaxation.

The following oflJcers were elected: President, S. H.
Scallin. of Mitchell; vice-presidents. F. A. Kreiser, of

Sioux Falls; and J. E. Heisler, of Centerville; treasurer,
A. A. Woodward, of Aberdeen; and secretary, E. C. Bent,
of Dell Rapids.
The next annual meeting will be held at Watertown.

California Association.

The California Pharmaceutical Society will hold its first

meeting since its reorganization, November 14th, at San
Francisco.

Rhode Island Clerks.
Several applications for membership in the Charles Rice

Club, of Providence, R. I., were received at the meeting
held September 24th.

A paper on "Sponges" was read by C. A. Kellar; and J. J.

McManus presented one on "Hair Tonics and Dandruff
Cures."
Following the meeting refreshments and entertainment

were provided.
The club, which is composed of clerks, was formed

several months ago, and is taking a prominent part in the

pharmacal circles of the city.

Wicked (?) Combines.
There have been several combines formed by our busi-

ness men recently. A. J. Sykes has now a combined
grocery, drug, and meat shop. Alfred McCowen will run

a combined hardware and barber shop. A. McCowen has
combined home-baked bread with his dry goods and
grocery business.—ffarf/or(J (Mich.) Day Spring.
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The Public and Controlled Prescriptions.
What was designated by the local press "a physicians'

trust" but was in reality an agreement among the med-
ical practitioners of Duquesne, Pa., to control the refilling

of their prescriptions, appears to be attaining success de-

spite the protests of the press and the "several thousand
persons." These persons addressed a petition to the drug-
gists of the city accusing them of being "lacking in good
American stamina and fairness" In permitting the phy-
sicians to prohibit the refilling of prescriptions. The peti-

tioners even threatened to go to the extreme of employing
physicians and patronizing the druggists of neighboring
towns.

At all events the prescribers and dispensers stood pat
and did a little press work of their own, setting forth the
dangers attending the indiscriminate continued use and
"lending" of a prescribed medicine.

Late advices report that the controlling is being carried
out, and none of the physicians or pharmacists has been
compelled to abandon his location.

Pure Drug Rulings in South Dakota.
In response to numerous inquiries relative to the appli-

cation of the State pure food and drug law, operative after
October 1st, Commissioner Wheaton, of South Dakota, has
promulgated a set of rulings conveying the following in-

formation:

Standard preparation of the Pharmacopffiia and Na-
tional Formulary are exempt from the labeling require-
ments of the law, as are medicines dispensed by physi-
cians, or upon the prescriptions of physicians, veterina-
rians and dentists. Preparations with official titles but
not of standard strength must be so labeled.

All other medical preparations must be labeled with
the common names of each separate ingredient, and, in the
case of certain drugs specified in the law, with the quantity
as well.

All stock on hand October 1st must be so labeled, and
a full inventory of such stock furnished the Inspector prior
to October 10th.

Rest and Recreation.
A ten-hour drug store-day is an ideal far beyond the

hopes of most toilers at the fountain and dispensary; but
the pharmacists of Norwalk, O., have come near to attain-

ing this ideal. It has been agreed that after October 1st,

the drug stores of that city will close at 6 p. m. each day,
with the exception of Saturday.
The citizens of Catawissa, Pa., are not as a rule idlers,

but the druggists have awakened to the fact that they
were not getting as much playtime as some of their

neighbors in business. They are closing their stores a
portion of each Sunday now, and hope to do even better

A Trifle Harsh on the Nostrum Distributors.

It is reported from Peshawur that statements that
plague is being spread by pills scattered broadcast over
the country have reached Independent territory, and that
two men found with the pills in their possession have been
killed by tribesmen, while a third had his nose and
ears cut off by Zakka Khels.

—

British and Colonial Drug-
gist.

Salaries in Montana.
Registered drug clerks, good, bad or mediocre, are ex-

pected to receive a minimum salary of $150 a month, at
Butte, Mont. At least the drug clerks' strike at that place
for such salary (or is it wages?) was successful.

Druggists who act as superintendents of postal sub-sta-

tions, from time to time come out with statements of their

grievances against Uncle Sam as an employer. Two drug-
gist-postmasters of Findlay, 0., think they have additional
cause to complain, owing to an order from the post-master
of that town compelling them to keep their stores open
when their neighbors in business had all closed to permit
the employees to attend the county fair.

Yancey Bartholow, of Dallas, Tex., resigned July 30th

from the presidency of the Texas Drug Co., which posi-

tion he had held for ten years.

"Peor Serronc."
Near the bottom of page 623 of the September CiRctrLAR

was printed a reproduction of an order received by a Texas
druggist, which apparently called tor something under the
above name. Not being acquainted with the article the
Circular's cryptographer asked for translations.

F. H. Nowill, of White Plains, N. Y., writes: "If this

order came to me in my store, I should read it 'Please let

bearer of this note have the glass syringe for me'. A per-
son that tries to spell the sound, not knowing the form of
the word, or written name, would not discriminate between
'inge' and 'ong'. The writer of this is satisfied with 'Baer'
for 'bearer', likewise 'serrong' for 'syringe'."

While this translation does not completely satisfy the
cryptographer, he is ready "to be shown," and Mr. NowiU's
deductions are well drawn.
What do other readers think was wanted?

Philadelphia Association.
The great interest that is being taken by the druggists

and physicians of Philadelphia in the National Formulary
work was much in evidence at the September meeting of
the Philadelphia Association of Retail Druggists. Secre-

tary N. A. Cozens reported the names of more than 800
physicians who by letter, by 'phone or in person had called
upon him for information or samples of the preparations.
Preliminary arrangements were made for a most active
campaign, dealing not entirely with the physicians, as had
been done, but more with the druggists, for it was evident
that many times the physicians prescribed these standard
preparations, but were unable to secure them from their
druggists. In this connection, one of the members told
how he had sent out to ten drug stores in the center of
the city for "elixir digestivum comp." Some proprietors
did not know what it was, others promised to get it and a
few furnished samples which were nowhere like the real
preparation. Others reported similar experiences.
The delegates to the N. A. R. D. convention were in-

structed to work against any buying club scheme, and to

support any plan for the payment of the necessary ex-

penses of the members of the national executive commit-
tee.

The resignation of F. M. Apple as a member of the
ethical preparation committee was heard with regret, for

he had been doing excellent work in that capacity. Chris-
topher Koch was elected to succeed him.

Several new members were elected and it was evident
that the coming winter will be one of the most successful
in the history of the association.

Enlightening Pennsylvania Physicians.

William L. Cliffe, of Philadelphia, headed a delegation

from the Pennsylvania Pharmaceutical Association to the
annual meeting of the Pennsylvania Medical Society, held
at Reading, September 24th to 26th. The purpose of the
delegation was to enlighten the physicians in regard to

the ability of pharmacists to dispense cfficial preparations.
A lot of these preparations which had been exhibited at

the Atlantic City meeting of the American Medical As-
sociation by the Philadelphia druggists, was shown at the
Reading meeting, and called forth much favorable com-
ment.

Evidently acting on the principle enunciated in our re-

cent editorial on "Fetishism and Formulas," C. A.
Potterfield, of Charlestown, W. Va., is expressing In

printed words his opinion of certain printed newspaper
prescriptions for nostrums. To argue with a man after he
has come into the store with his mind made up as to what
he wants, is often bad business policy, but to argue with
him before he starts from home, through his newspaper,
is the very best kind of business policy. To refuse to fill

a "fake" prescription after it .is presented, even when It

is the druggist's plain duty to do so, may give offense,

but to warn the people that it is a take before they deter-

mine to have it filled is to put them under obligations.

Mr. Potterfield pursues the latter course, and uses his

local newspaper to tell his customers that he will not fill

certain kinds of prescriptions, and states his reasons In

a convincing manner. "Reader, go thou and do likewise."

Nose-bleed is frequently caused by not minding your
own business. It may be cured by calling the police and
diving into the nearest drug store.

—

The Bohemian.
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News of the Pharmacy Boards.

liist of Secretaries.

In the following list are to be found the names and ad-
dresses of the secretaries of the various boards of phar-
macy of the country. When the date and place of the next
meeting are known, they are given also. Secretaries are
requested to keep us informed as to those dates and places:

Alabama—October 16th, at Montgomery. E. P. Gait,
Selma.

Arizona—November 12th and 13th, at Phoenix. A. G.
Hulett, Phcenix.

Arkansas—November 13th, at Little Rock. J. F. Dowdy,
Little Rock.
California—October 9th, at Los Vngeles; Oclober 14th, at

San Francisco. C. B. Whilden, San Francisco.
Colorado—S. L. Bresler, Denver.
Connecticut—November 5th, at Hartford. J. A. Lev-

erty, Bridgeport.

Delaware—0. C. Draper, Wilminston.
District of Columbia—October 10th and 11th, at Wash-

ington. S. L. Hilton, Washington.
Florida—D. W. Ramsaur, Palatka.
Georgia—November 4th and 5th, at Atlanta. C. D. Jor-

dan, Monticello.
Idaho—L. W. Smith, Boise.
Illinois—F. C. Dodds, Springfield.
Indiana—October 14th to 18th, at Indianapolis. A. F.

Sala, Winchester.
Indian Territorj'-H. D. Kniseley, Checotah.
Iowa—C. W. Phillips, Des Moines.
Kansas—November 20th, at Garden City. W. E. Sheriff

Ellsworth.
Kentucky—October 9th, at Middlesboro. J. W. Gayle,

Frankfort.
Louisiana—F. C. Godbold, New Orleans.
Maine—October 9th, at Augusta. F. H. Wilson, Bruns-

wick.
Maryland—Ephraim Bacon, Roland Park.
Massachusetts—Every Tuesday, at Boston. W. F. Saw-

yer, Boston.
Michigan—November :9th to 21st, at Grand Rapids.

W. E. Collins, Owosso.
Minnesota—October 21st, at Minneapolis. C. J Moos

Minneapolis.
Mississippi—S. L. Caine, Columbus.
Missouri—October 14th, at St. Louis. Charles Gietner

St. Louis.
Montana—October 14th and

Whitworth, peer Lodge.
Nebraska—November 12th to 14th, at Lincoln. H L

Harper, Beatrice.
Nevada—F. J. Steinmetz, Carson City.
New Hampshire—October 23d, at Concord. F H Win-

gate, Nashua.
New Jersey—October 17th and ISth, at Trenlon H A

Jorden, Bridgeton.
New Mexico—October 7th, at Albuquerque. A J

Fischer, Santa Fe.
New York—Eastern Branch—November 20th at New

York. Joseph Weinstein, 115 West Sixtyeighth street.New -iork. Middle Branch—November 20th, at Albany
W. L. Bradt. Albany. Western Branch—November 20th
at Buffalo. George Reimann, Buffalo
North Carolina—November 26th, at Raleigh F W Han-

rock, Oxford. "

North Dakota—October 8th, at Fargo W S Parker
Lisbon.
Ohio-October 8th, at Columbus. F. H. Frost. Columbus
Oklahoma—October 8th, at Enid. F. B. Lillie, Guthrie
Oregon—October 8th, at Portland. G C. Blakeley The

Dalles.

Pennsylvania—November 16th. at Philadelphia and
Pittsburg. C. T. George, Harrisburg.
Rhode Island—November 5th, at Providence H A

Pearce. Providence.
South Carolina—F. M. Smith. Charleston
South Dakota—October 9th, at Watertown E C Bent

Dell Rapids.
Tennessee—October Sth, at Knoxville. I. B Clark

Nashville.
Texas—R. H. Walker, Gonzales.
Utah—October 15th and 16th, at Salt Lake. W H

Dayton, Salt Lake.

15th, at Butte. Alfred

Vermont—October 9th, at Montpelier. J. G. Bellrose,

Burlington.
Virginia—October —, at Richmond. T. A. Miller, Rich-

mond.
Washington—P. Jensen, Tacoma.
West Virginia—October 9th, at Charleston. A. Walker,

Sutton.
Wisconsin—October 14th to 17th, at Madison. H. G.

Ruenzel, Milwaukee.
Wyoming—F. W. Roedel, Cheyenne.

New York Board.

At the meeting of the middle branch of the New York
Board of Pharmacy, held September 18th, at Albany, the
following applicants for registration were successful:

As pharmacists—A. G. Blichfeldt, of Albany; H. D.
Groing, of Wappingers Falls; P. S. Haines, of Kingston;
F. S. Leathers, of Hudson; E. T. Maloney, of Camden;
H. H. Roller, of Albany; and Ira Williams, of Utica.

As druggists—H. M. Brown, of Schenectady: Alexander
Duncan, of Syracuse; H. M. Mitchell, of Utica; E. F. Stone,
of Keeseville; E. W. Veeder. Jr., of Schenectady; and F. S.

Wetherell, of Clyde.

The next meeting of this branch will be held November
20th, at Albany.

Maine Board.

Out of thirty-one candidates examined at the meeting
of the Maine Board of Pharmacy held August 14th, at

Portland, the following were successful:
W. A. Lowell, W. H. Marr and C. M. Nealy, all of Port-

land; and F. R. Poore, of Belfast.

The board has established reciprocal interchange of

certificates with the Massachusetts board and the Ver-
mont board.

Massachusetts Board.

Irving P. Gammon, of Boston, has been appointed a
member of the Massachusetts Board of Pharmacy by Gov-
ernor Guild. He succeeds W. F. Sawyer, of Boston. The
law does not permit a member to succeed himself.

Pennsylvania Board.

Twenty-three applicants for registration as pharmacists
and thirty who sought registration as assistants were ex-

p mined at the meeting of the Pennsylvania Board of

Pharmacy held August 13th, at W^illiamsport. The fol-

lowing passed:
As i)liarmacists—P. A. Coles, of Williamsport; G. H.

Copeland, of Erie; J. C. McAlister, of Harrisburg; Theo-
dore Morgan, of Philadelphia; and G. H. Reiser, of Pitts-

burg.
As assistants—H. H. Bender, of Harrisburg; H. H. Bram,

of Philadelphia; J. A. Butler, of Reedsville; H. E. Gens-
ler. of Harrisburg; M. S. Roechstotter, of Pittsburg; Max-
well Hopkins, of Williamsport; C. P. Sohn, of Allegheny;
and E. H. Southwick, of Smithport.
The next examinations will be held at Philadelphia and

at Pittsburg, November 16th.

Georgia Board.

Herman Shuptrine. of Savannah, recently appointed a
member of the Georgia Board of Pharmacy, will take his

office November 1st. He succeeds J. G. Dods6n, of Amer-
Icus.

Florida Board.

At a recent meeting of the Florida Board of Pharmacy,
the following applicants for registration were successful:

J. P. Ambrose, of Gainesville; J. D. Boone, of Jackson-
ville; C. M. Gibson, of Pensecola; D. R. Handley, of Jack-
sonville; B. R. Leigh, of Key West; F. J. Lovell, of San-
ford; J. L. McDaniel, of Jennings; Rafael Morera, of Key
West; F. E. Patten and M. C. Peterman, of Jacksonville;
J. F. Pixton, of Tampa; Eduardo Rivero. of San Antonio
de los Bancs, Cuba; J Z. Roberson, of Kissimmee; J. N.
Tolar, of Sanford; and Oscar Vails, of West Tampa.

President E. Berger, of Tampa, with a view toward
elevating the standard of the pharmacists of^ the State,

has offered two gold medals, one to be awarded to the
candidate making the highest general average at the
examinations during the year, the other to the candidate
excelling in pharmacy.
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Texas Board.

The organization of the Texas Board of Pharmacy was
perfected August 27th, when a series of regulations were
promulgated and the follow-

ing officers elected: Presi-

dent, W. H. Robert, Jr., of

Denison; treasurer, W. F.

Robertson, of Gonzales; and
secretary, R. H. Walker, of

Gonzales. Under the law
the secretary is not a mem-
ber of the board, but is se-

lected by that body and re- I

ceives a stipulated salary.

In selecting Mr. Walker '

as secretary the board exer-

cised great wisdom, as there
is probably not another man
in the State so well quali-

fied to perform the duties of
the office. The selection is

also a recognition of the
long-continued efforts of

Mr. Walker in behalf of an e. h. walkeb.
all-State board. He is well First Secretary of the Texas
known throughout the State AU-State Board of Pharmacy,

as the secretary-treasurer-for-life of the Texas Pharma-
ceutical Association, and a thrower of iconoclastic bombs
into the ranks of the dry-bones of pharmacy.

Michigan Board.

At the meeting of the Michigan Board of Pharmacy, held
August 19th to 21st, at Houghton, the following appli-

cants for registration were successful:

As pharmacists—A. W. Baker, of Colonia; F. R. Flem-
ming, of Sault Ste. Marie; F. B. Gannett, of Cadillac; and
James McNamara, of Detroit.

As druggists—Jacob Arneth, of Negaunee; J. F. Smith,
of Detroit; and A. E. Widdifleld, of Addison.
The next meeting of the board will be held November

19th to 21st, at Grand Rapids.
The officers of the board for the ensuing year are: Presi-

dent, Henry Helm, of Saginaw; treasurer, W. A. Dohany;
and secretary, W. E. Collins, of Owosso.

South Dakota Board.

D. P. Jones, of Watertown, has been reappointed a
member of the South Dakota Board of Pharmacy.
The board is co-operating with the State food and dairy

commissioner in the interpretation and enforcement of

the new pure food and drug law.

Nebraska Board.

At the meeting of the Nebraska Board of Pharmacy held
August 14th, at Omaha, the following applicants for regis-

tration passed:
D. J. Barber, Ernest Bloomberg, R. E. Carrothers, N.

E. Currier, J. H. Forrest, E. E. Hopping, G. J. Kadavy, T.

H. Long. F. W. Marshall, Fern Meehan, G. W. Myers, G
L. McMillan, F. E. PoUett, T. W. Reimers, Soren Ring-
lund, D. B. Samuelson, A. F. Schiller, Anna B. Schlum-
berger, H. E. Seibert. Walter Shell, G. F. Strewlew, R,

M. Thornton, W. T. Voss and C. Walthall.

Kansas Board.

Forty applicants for registration were examined at the
meeting of the Kansas Board of Pharmacy held August
21st, at Ellsworth. The following passed:
As pharmacists—F. M. Arbuthnot, of Belleville; R. C.

5ouldin, of Clay Center; W. E. Brewer, of Peabody; E.
T. Burgan, of Scottville; A. L. Campbell, of Mound Val-
ley; C. M. Chandler, of Paola; L. T. Crura, of Pittsburg;
W. L. Gamble, of Conway Springs; A. H. Herold, of Ellin-
wood; C. E. Hoffman, of Chanute; G. N. Jewett, of Edger-
ton; A. A. Jolley, of Baxter Springs; C. R. Lambert, of
Zurich; J. M. Layton. of Concordia; W. A. Lesley, of To-
peka; F. I. E. Monley, of Wellington; W. E. Mowery, of
Scott City; T. V. O'Brien, of Topeka; M. G. Reed, of Sol-

dier; R. H. Shippey, of Peck; and H. C. Stevens, of Lans-
ing.

As an assistant—J. C. Ratzloff, of Inman.
During the quarter ending August 22d, two temporary

certificates were issued; three pharmacists received dupli-

cate certificates; fourteen were reinstated; and the fol-

lowing graduates of recognized schools of pharmacy were
licensed as pharmacists without examination:

G. F. Anderson, of Glasco; T. L. Bennett, of Weir; V.
T. Boaz, of Girard; A. A. Lauck, of Topeka; W. 0. Makin-
son, of Lawrence; Jay Means, of Wichita; J. W. Nicol, of

Glasco; M. E. Park, of Sharon; G. L. Ratliff, of Tonga-
noxie; W. L. Tully, of Burlington; and T. H.Wood, of
ICansas City.

The next meeting of the board will be held November
20th, at Garden City.

Wyo Board.

At the meeting of the Wyoming Board of Pharmacy
held August 8th and 9th, at Cody, ten applicants for regis-
tration were examined, the following being successful:

F. R. L. Anderson, of Rock Springs; D. W. Fawkes, of
Sundance; and R. C. Shultz and E. P. Smith, both of Cody.

Reciprocity in Arizona.

Secretary A. G. Huleti, of the Arizona Board of Phar-
macy states that that board recognizes certificates of regis-
tration issued after examination by active members of
the National Association of Boards of Pharmacy; but does
not recognize diplomas in lieu of examination.

California Board.

At the July meeting of the California Board of Phar-
macy the following applicants for registration were suc-
cessful:

As pharmacists—C. B. Afflerbaugh, H. P. Algar, J. A.
Amundson, W. T. Boyd, J. E. Brenner, W. E. Burch, H. L.
Burun, F. E. Butin, C. H. Conradi, H. D. Crutcher, F W.
Dessel, V. R. Francis, A. L. Fuller, E. H. Hall, W. G. Han-
son, H. H. Hart, E. B. Hixson, M. W. Hixson, H. G. Holl-
mann, F. K. Joslyn, M. P. Kaufman, A. H. Kruell, W. H.
Lalonde, W. B. Latimer, H. W. Lewis, E. J. Luttrell, Fred-
erick Lyce, C. J. Magnell, C. L. May, W. L. Morgan, Will-
iam Nelson, J. H. Niemes, H. L. Noxon, A. M. Parker, G.
E. Parker, G. A. Pease, M. Pratt, F. H. Roberts, Robert
Rowley, J. N. Scott, C. W. Shatia, H. C. Shippee, R. C.
Silwernale, E. E. Slayton, D. R. Terwilliger, W. E. Weis-
chendorff, Fred West, H. F. Wiggins, G. K. Woolen L.
N. Wood and C. L. Worrall.
Assistants—D. Q. Aber, T. J. Armstrong, J. J. Arnold,

Frank Arrlgo, Jr., C. R. Boyd, C. P. CipoUa, R. T. Dun-
can, O. H. Duwall, F. D. Fleming, C. T. Headen, P. A.
Hoffman, George Huber, C. L. Johnson, F. F. Johnson, V.
J. Moore, H. H. Norton, R. J. Schoen, H. H. Sutherland,
F. D. Tallman and W. H. Wiseman.
Under the provision of the law which permits the regis-

tration without examination of all those who have had
twenty years' experience in pharmacy, the following re-
ceived certificates:

H. W. Austin, S. E. Batcheller, H. S. Blachly, P. P.
Burnham, G. H. P. Carter, George Crocker, L. G. Demert,
F. J. Wehrensen, E. E. Green, W. I. Hawley, J. E. Hughes,
R. L. Kruger, F. T. Kuenster, J. S, Macdonald, R. F. S.
Puck, J. F. Schwab, J. A. Twing, W. D. Van Winkle and
Perry Weed.
This being the annual meeting of the board new of-

ficers were elected as follows: President, R. S. Oakford,
of Long Beach; secretary, C. B. Whilden, of San Fran-
cisco; and treasurer, E. J. Molony, of San Francisco.
The board is continuing an active campaign against

violators of the pharmacy and the anti-narcotic laws.
Examinations by the board will be held at Los Angeles,

October 9th, and at San Francisco, during the week be-
ginning October 14th.

The Y. M. C. A. of Los Angeles, Calif., has arranged an
evening "quiz" course in pharmacy, to be given during the
coming winter. It will be conducted by Arthur Maas, of
the faculty of the University of Southern California.

Modern Materia Medica is the name of the condensed
dispensatory of the newer medicaments, sold by The Dbuq-
GisTs CiBCULAB. To Subscribers the prices of this book
are, in cloth, 50 cents; in manila covers, 25 cents. To
non-subscribers the prices are ?1.25 and ?1. respectively. A
copy of this book may frequently save ?1 worth of time,
or $10 worth of worry.
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Philadelphia Branch of the A. Ph. A.
The following progam has been arranged for the meet-

ings of the Philadelphia branch of the American Pharma-
ceutical Association during the coming year:

October, 1907—U. S. P. and N. F. Propaganda.
November, 1907—Official Standards and Tests.
December, 1907—Nostrums and Newspaper Advertise-

ments.
January, 1908—U. S. P. and Foreign Assay Processes.
February, 1908—The Responsibilities of the Retail Drug-

gist.

March, 1908—The Complications Involved in Improving
on Official Formulas.

April, 1908—Adulterations and their Detection.
May, 1908—The Aims and Uses of Pharmaceutical As-

sociations.

Cocaine-Laden Nostrums in Massachusetts.
Influenced perhaps by the untruthful statements of some

nostrum manufacturers to the effect that their concoctions
were prepared under government supervision and their

unfailing curative properties and complete innocuousness
vouched for by the department of agriculture, as evidenced
by a serial number, a Cambridge, Mass., drug concern
contended that a nostrum "guaranteed" under the federal
act was not subject to the provisions of the State anti-

cocaine law. The State chemist who analyzed the prep-
aration in question found cocaine among its several ingre-

dients. However, in his conception of the two laws, he
admitted the strength of the defendant's claims. The
health department thought otherwise; and so too did Judge
Walcott of the district court, who fined the defendant ?20.

The case has been appealed to the State superior court.

The list of cocaine-laden concoctions proscribed in the
Bay State grows steadily larger. The latest additions
thereto are:

The Miles mixture for catarrh, Miles Medicine Company,

Vin tonique mariani, Mariani, 41 Boulevard Haussman,
Paris.

G. G. C. Simms, of Washington, D. C. has just moved
into his new store one door removed from his long time
location on Fourteenth street. Henry Courson, who has
been Mr. Simms' right hand man for six years, will manage
the new store.

"The drug store and contents of Dr. Gray were de-

stroyed by fire," says a Kentucky paper. The doctor's

contents must have been of an inflammable nature.—

A

waif. »

Mr. and Mrs. Walter S. Rockey, and daughter, of this

city, were called to Ohio, recently, on account of the seri-

ous illness of Mr. Rockey's mother.

Obituaries.
DR. JAMES C.\KROLL.

Dr. James Carroll died at Washington, D. C, September
16th, aged fifty-three years. His death was the direct result

of the sting of a yellow-fever-bearing mosquito, volun-

tarily received. In 1900, while he was a member of the
yellow fever commission in Cuba.

Dr. Carroll was a native of England, but came to this

country in early life. He studied medicine while a hos-

pital steward in the United States army, and at the time
of his death was curator of the Army Medical Museum.

Frank Coon, of Syracuse, N. Y., died September 1st, aged
fifty-eight years.

B. F. Duley, of Brandenburg, Ky., died August 28th, from
injuries received from a safe falling upon him. He was
forty-two years old.

Edward Merriam Ellis, of Gardner, Mass., died August
25th, aged sixty-three years. He was a veteran of the civil

war, and a prominent figure in fraternal circles. His wife

survives him.

Will Burt Pitts, of Somerville, Mass., died August 20th,

aged forty-six years. He was an active fraternal worker.

He is survived by his wife.

J. P. Ledbetter. of Birmingham, Ala., was found dead
September 5th. He had been missing several days. He
Is survived by his wife and three children.

Henry E. Morgan, one of the oldest business men of Mil-

ford, Mass., died at Boston, September 14th, aged sixty-
six years. He is survived by his wife and three chil-
dren.

Herman B. McKee, of Goldendale, Wash., died August
27th, aged twenty-five years.

Norton Moses, of Spearfish, S. D., died September 3d,
aged twenty years.

Thomas K. Nafe, of Elmira, N. Y., died September 5th.

John E. Phillips, of Titusville, Pa., died August 22d.

Randolph F. Payne, president of the Idaho Board of
Pharmacy, died at Idaho Falls, September 10th. He was
one of the original members of the first State board created
in 1905, and had recently been reappointed.

Charles F. Rebsamen. of Leavenworth, Kan., died Sep-
tember 19th, aged forty-six years.

James C. Roy, for fifty years connected with the drug
business of Richmond, Va., died there August 23d, aged
seventy years. He had been a member of the ambulance
corps in the Confederate army. His wife and four chil-

dren survive him.

C. W. Stephenson, of Troy, la., died at Mason City, that
State, August 19th. aged seventy-three years. He had con-
ducted a drug store in Iowa since 1854.

H. A. Shissler, of Shamokin, Pa., died July 11th, aged
seventy-one years. He first engaged in business for him-
self in 1855. He is survived by his wife and two children.

Justus Stehl, father-in-law of J. Emory Bond, the head
of the Baltimore branch of Parke, Davis & Co., and per-

haps the oldest druggist in the city, died August 23d. Mr.
Stehl came from Germany many years ago and for over
half a century conducted drug stores on North Gay street,

within a few squares of each other. He was eighty years
old and a man of high scientific attainments, having made
various important contributions to the science of phar-
macy.

Dr. Carleton C. Smith, of Paterson, N. J., died September
21st, aged fifty-two years. He was a prominent Mason and
Elk. He is survived by his wife and one child.

Birdsall Palmer Weatherhead, of Cincinati, 0., died

August 31st.
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Cocaine and The Druggists Circular.

Cocaine was first isolated in 1855, when it was called

erythroxyline. The first mention we find of it in The
Druggists Circular is in the issue for August, i860,

where it is printed cocaine, the dieresis showing that

it was pronounced correctly, as three syllables. A
hurried glance through the files of the Circul.\r fails

to discover any mention of coca or its alkaloid be-

tween 1862 and 1876, but in the latter year articles on
the subject began to appear, and much space has been

devoted to them from that time to this. In Novem.-

ber, 1884, the Circular contained an account of what
was stated to be the first use of cocaine as an anesthetic

in ophthalmic surgery, the hydrochloride being

the form employed. In December of the same year

the subject was treated editorially, and the fact men-
tioned that the small stocks of the alkaloid in this city

had been exhausted at prices ranging from fifty to

eighty cents a grain.

In an article contributed to the Circular for De-
cember, 1885, by J. T. Brown, appears the first refer-

ence to the hypodermic use of cocaine which we find

in our files, and also the first warning as to the evils

to be expected from the indiscriminate use of the

drug. "The possible danger from the abuse of co-

caine is a matter not pleasant to contemplate, when
one has before him the opium habit as an illustration

of the abuse of a remedy," wrote Mr. Brown. In the

same article he said : "It cures, but it conquers ; it

eases but it enslaves; and over against its beneficent

influence stand the most abominable and diabolical

demoralization, the absolutely hopeless enslavement

of mind and will, and a depravity of thought and

action induced by no other drug possessing the power

to shackle men." After giving some directions for

the use of cocaine in the treatment of certain ailments,

Mr. Brown concludes his article by saying that "it

cannot be too strongly emphasized that the use of co-

caine, internally or by hypodermic injection, should

be confined to the skill of a careful and intelligent

physician." In the same issue Dr. R. O. Doremus is

quoted as having said that cocaine was a poison, and

that druggists should be required so to label it.

In January, 1886, we reported that the price of co-

caine had dropped in a year from about seventy-five

cents to eight cents a grain, and that retailers were

ordering it by the ounce and pound instead of by the

grain and dram, as formerly.

In July of that year we uttered an editorial warn-

ing against the use of the drug by the laity.

In November following we reprinted from the

Medical and Surgical Reporter a demand for legisla-

tion which would make it a "most grievous crime,
punishable by the severest penalty, for a druggist to
sell any of these drugs (and the forbidden articles

should be specified) save on the prescription of a
physician who is known to him to be a physician."

In April, 1887, we reported that the Kings County
(N. Y.) Medical Society had adopted a resolution
favoring the passage of a bill by the legislature which
should place cocaine on the list of poisonous drugs to
be sold only on physicians' prescriptions.

In the issue for the following month appears a let-

ter from "Ex-Medicus," in which he says : "As ex-
pressed in The Druggists Circular more than a
year ago, that cocaine would prove more of a curse
than a blessing, so events have sustained and em-
phasized that assertion, until to-day cocaine 'tippling'

is the fashion, and unless a halt is called by law or
professional influence or both, it will increase to such
an extent as to make it rank with the opium habit
and to out-rank the chloral habit." The correspond-
ent admitted that his views were "not precisely 'ortho-

dox'," but time has shown that they were sound.

From that time to the present the Circular's posi-

tion on the question of the indiscriminate sale of co-
caine has been well-defined.

In October, 1892, we said that no one but a physi-

cian should think of employing cocaine, "as it has
proved a very treacherous drug." It was in the Cir-
cular for August, 1894, page 175, that Dr. R. G.
Eccles published an article setting forth the great

danger in using Birney's catarrhal powder, which was
shown to contain from three to four per cent, of the

drug. We followed this with an editorial warning
against the use of proprietary catarrh snuffs contain-

ing this insiduous alkaloid. In April, 1897, we re-

ferred editorially to the spread of the cocaine habit,

and said that reputable druggists everywhere might
be expected to cordially favor any movement looking

to the suppression of this habit by law. From time

to time since then we have touched upon the subject

in a way calculated to create a heahhy sentiment

among our readers against the use of the drug.

We are much gratified at the abundant evidence of

such sentiment as shown by various State laws,

municipal ordinances, and board of health regulations.

Perhaps the most drastic law against the traffic in

this pernicious drug that has yet been enacted is the

New York State statute which went into effect Sep-

tember 1st. A general consideration of the whole
subject, including a discussion of this law, took place
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at the recent meeting of the National Wholesale Drug-
gists' Association held at Denver last month. Manu-
facturers, wholesalers and retailers seem to be thor-

oughly aroused to the necessity of curtailing traffic in

an alkaloid which in a decade or two has proven a

worse foe to the human race than morphine has shown
itself to be in nearly a century. One wholesale house

reported at the Denver meeting that it had settled the

cocaine question so far as it was concerned, by refus-

ing to sell more than an ounce at a time to any retail

druggist, and by refusing to sell even that quantity at

suspiciously short intervals. Among the wholesalers

of this city, Dr. William Jay Schieffelin has been

particularly active in his work for curbing the cocaine

evil. He began his charity in his own house, but see-

ing the futility of individual efforts among either

wholesale or retail druggists, so long as rascals in

both branches of the trade persisted in engaging in the

traffic, he took his cause to Albany, and while his man-
ner of attacking the evil did not meet the approval of

many retail druggists who were working toward the

same end, it is a significant fact that we now have a

most stringent anti-cocaine law, partly, at least, as a

result of his efforts.

The cocaine evil is one not to be handled with kid

gloves ; rather should it be attacked with deadly weap-

ons. The Circular has always been in line with

that better element in the drug trade which has been

opposed to giving the monster quarter. Indeed, as

for example, in the board of pharmacy and catarrh

snuff case, it has often exercised its prerogative as a

molder of pharmaceutical opinion, and been a little in

advance of organized pharmacy in demanding the

passage of prohibitive laws aimed at this evil or the

enforcement of those already on the books. In the

case referred to, the Circul.\r pointed out the neces-

sity for the board of pharmacy to exercise its power
to prevent the indiscriminate sale of crown catarrh

powder. (See the issue for December, 1903, page

243.) It next imported a label from Great Britain

(see the article on Mrs. Winslow's soothing syrup in

the issue for July, 1904, page 139), the use of which
v-ould at least warn intending purchasers of a

poison-laden preparation of the presence of any en-

slaving drug, and (as set forth in the issue for July,

1905, page 215) it procured the enforcement by the

board of pharmacy of the law requiring cocaine-laden

catarrh snuffs and such preparations to be labeled as

poisons. (See the Circul.\r for August, 1905, page

297.) In urging others to join with us in an active

fight against the cocaine catarrh-powder evil, we gave
full credit to the New York State Pharmaceutical As-
sociation and to the American Pharmaceutical Asso-

ciation for what they were doing to bring about a re-

form, and added that "for a druggist, an association

or a journal to come in at the end and speak of a vic-

tory when it is achieved, as a great gain for civiliza-

tion, is but poor reparation for any passive resistance

that he or it kept up while others were doing the fight-

ing."

The Circular is glad that New York has an anti-

cocaine law which seems likely to prove effective, as it

has already cut down sales enormously; it is proud

of the part it has played in bringing about the en-

actment of this law ; and it will not rest satisfied until

there is an equally good law in every State (perhaps

there are equally good laws in some States now) and
a public sentiment behind them that will compel their

enforcement.

Pharmacopoeia Revision.

Pharmacopoeia revision is a matter which may be

expected to receive more and more thought and atten-

tion as the next decennial year grows closer and closer.

While the eighth revision of our national standard for

drugs is yet spoken of as a new book, with which it

seems that many pharmacists and most physicians

have but slight acquaintance, we are on the threshold

of 1908, and in 1909 the medical and pharmaceutical

societies, associations, etc., which meet only once a

year, will elect their delegates to the 1910 pharma-
copoeial convention. More than at any other time in

its history the Pharmacopoeia is a book in which the

commercial as opposed to the scientific followers of

the drug business have a deep interest. The national

and various State pure food and drug acts have made
the Pharmacopoeia a "practical" book in quarters in

which it has heretofore been regarded—perhaps half-

.'ueeringly—as merely "theoretical." That the 1910

convention will be a largely-attended and unusually

lively one there is little room for doubt, and the more
the Pharmacopcfiia is discussed in the journals and at

association meetings, the better prepared will associa-

tions be to instruct their delegates what to do at the

convention, and the more intelligently will the dele-

gates be able to discharge their duties.

Wholesale druggists are alive to tlie importance to

them of their having a hand in the revision of the

book. At their meeting last year they appointed a

committee which took the initiative in the movement
which led to the lowering of the official standards for

belladonna, jalap, stramonium and other drugs, as set

forth in the Circular for March, page 245 ; and at

their meeting held in Denver last month they adopted

a resolution looking to the placing of manufacturing

chemists and dealers in crude drugs on the committee

of revision. The wholesalers thought no radical

change in the method of issuing the book was de-

sirable at this time, but were in favor of the estab-

lishment of a pharmacopoeial research laboratory, and

of enlisting the Service of United States consuls in

collecting samples, and information from all parts of

the W'orld for the use of the revision committee. They

also thought that the United States government

laboratories might aid in the work of confirming tests.

We are doing what we can in the matter of keep-

ing the subject of Pharmacopoeia revision before the

members of our craft. Elsewhere in this issue we
are reprinting two articles on the subject, as well as

presenting some original correspondence along the

same lines. These articles and letters touch princi-

pally upon that phase of the subject which has been

agitated recently to a considerable extent in the col-

umns of the Circular, namely, the possibility of the

government undertaking the publication of the
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PharmacopcEia. This agitation has been commented
upon most favorably by a large number of prominent
men in pharmacy, and has been criticized adversely,

as well. The chairman of the committee of revision

of the Pharmacopoeia, for instance, has said that it

has done his committee a world of good in showing
them just how the profession felt on the subject ; while

the retiring president of the American Pharmaceutical

Association, in his annual address this year, said that

he assumed that such agitation would "neither be

pleasing nor appeal to a majority of those who have

performed these labors [of revising the Pharmaco-
poeia] in the past."

Our columns are open for a discussion of all sides

of the question of making and issuing the 1910 revi-

sion of the Pharmacopoeia, and we invite everyone

who has any views on the subject to send them to us

to publish for the edification of all interested.

Advertising as an Indefinable Force.

Advertising is a subtile influence. It exercises a

force which, while powerful, is imponderable ; a force

which defies analysis, although its effects are manifest

to all who will take the pains to watch for them.

A woman goes into a store for a talcum powder.

The druggist has two kinds, the advertised kind and

the other. He shows both, and tries to sell the un-

advertised sort, because out of the profit made on such

a sale he does not have to pay an assessment to the

advertising man. But he has to reckon with the cus-

tomer, who "guesses" she will not take it, as she has

never heard of it before. She takes the advertised

brand instead.

.\ man asks for a throat lozenge. He has often de-

clared that anyone with the price can advertise any-

thing, good or bad, and that advertising does not make
a bad thing good. Of course the man is right in all

this, and he knows that he is right. He is a man who
has much regard for his own opinions, and boasts

that he is not to be fooled by the clap-trap that is

intended for people who do not exercise their own
powers of discrimination. Yet when the druggist

offers him a troche whose name has an unfamiliar

sound to him, he is in doubt as to whether or not to

buy it. But all doubt disappears as soon as he spies

the lozenge whose name he has seen in the magazines

and on the walls in the city and the rocks in the coun-

try. Somehow or other, he does not know just how,

and he does not know that he does not know, and does

not try to find out, he feels that the advertising must

have something behind it, and he decides in fa\-or of

the advertised article. Not only that, but his friends

have seen the advertisements, and when he has said

that he needed a throat pastille, they, with one accord,

have called the name of the much-advertised one.

The man has a sort of sub-conscious feeling that when
a manufacturer is so proud of an article that he is

willing to spend good money to tell people that he

makes it, the latter may or may not be better than one

concerning which its manufacturer is shy or timid,

but it is hardly any worse, and the chances are that

it is better. Manv large successful advertisers take

advantage of this confidence which people have in an

advertised thing, and impose on it by advertising the

most that which is least worthy of support, but they

liave not yet done this in sufficient numbers to offset

the feeling mentioned.

Let a traveling man go on the road with a new
thing. He has a hard job to convince merchants that

they should put in a stock of his article : they have

never heard of it, and therefore conclude that it can-

not be "much good."

A druggist need not expect a line of goods that he

puts up for himself and does not advertise, or buys

from a non-secret, non-advertising house, to sell in

competition with a largely advertised line of similar

goods. But by the judicious use of printers' ink and

paint brush, the druggist can soon make his own line

the advertised line, and make it impossible for the

distant manufacturer to compete with him either in

advertising or sales, provided always that he has the

goods to back his advertisements. And the druggist

has this advantage—he is on the spot to "talk up" his

own goods.
I

Druggists complain that physicians prescribe the

advertised remedies and seem to forget the standard

official preparations. The physician is but human,
and, like other humans, moves in the direction of least

resistance. But nowadays all kinds of influences Sre

at work to make the direction of least resistance for

the physician the one which leads toward the prescrib-

ing of official preparations. The druggist who ad-

vertises the fact that official preparations are the thing

lor physicians to prescribe, and the further fact that

he is prepared to supply them, will be the druggist to

profit by the force of the present movement in the di-

rection of I ifficial preparation?.

Flogging No Cure for Stupidity.

In former days—and we speak with a feeling born

of experience—it was customary to apply the rod

rather freely at school. Sometimes it was the stupid

boy and sometimes it was the mischievous one that

"caught it," but first or last all the boys "got theirs"

except a coterie of the goody-goods or sissies, with

perhaps here and there a slick fellow who could make
more trouble for others than a half dozen of his

mates, and still manage to keep out of any serious

trouble with the teacher. But things seem to be dif-

ferent now—and, possibly, better. In some of the

more advanced communities, as in Massachusetts, for

instance, instead of having good old "Dr. Birch" treat

a pupil who regularly misses his lessons, they call in

the board of health's expert to test his eyes and ears.

As a rule it is found that the child who is backward
in his studies is deficient in either vision or hearing, or

both.

From a summary of the results of a number of ex-

aminations compiled by the secretary of the Massa-
chusetts Board of Education it is learned that in

Brookline, among the "excellent" pupils fifty per cent,

had normal eyes, and fourteen per cent, had serious

\isual defects. Of the pupils graded as "unsatisfac-

tory," on the other hand, forty per cent, had serious
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eye defects. Of the "excellent" pupils, seventeen per

cent, had diminished hearing; the "good," twenty

per cent. ; the "unsatisfactory," fifty-two per cent.

;

and the "poor" forty-two per cent. Of forty-three

girls who failed to keep up with their classes in the

lower grades, but two were found to have normal

sight and hearing. Of sixty-six boys who had

dropped out of their grades, sixty-four per cent, were

found defective in vision, while of the rest of the

school—four hundred and seventy-three boys—only

thirty-six per cent, were defective. And so on

through the report, indicating—well, a number of

things, one being that it is not always fair to allow

the teachers to flog the backward pupil.

The percentages quoted do not prove that it is the

defect in sight or hearing that prevents the child from

progressing in its studies : that point is still open for

discussion. We take it, however, that it would not

be doing violence to the "rules of evidence" to assume

that the inspection indicates that mental dullness and

certain physical defects, as a rule, go together.

One of the many important lessons which may be

drawn from the facts presented is that careful, in-

telligent research often reveals conditions which

ought to put to shame such of us as insist upon hold-

ing to our old blundering rule-of-thumb beliefs in

spite of scientific progress.

Sanatoriums are among the newer things that

threaten the caUing of pharmacists. In the South,

particularly, it seems to be the fashion now for every

little town of a few thousand population to have a

"sanatorium" to which the physicians in charge try

to rush every case of "bad cold" or stomach-ache

which may occur in their practices. A case was re-

ported to us the other day which was represented to

be typical : A man with' a minor ailment was sen-

tenced bv his physician to leave his comfortable home
and the care which his wife and family could give

him, and spend a couple of weeks in one of these in-

stitutions. He paid $25 a week for the privilege of

remaining in the hospital, $25 a week for a private

nurse (a raw country girl who received a salary of

$7 a month, in real money, and a diploma at the end

of two years), and $20 extra for medicine ("dis-

pensed" by an unlicensed person) which would have

cost him about $4 if bought of a registered pharma-

cist. The patient made careful note of the fact that

for an entire f^oor of the hospital on which there were

eighteen patients, there were only two clinical ther-

mometers, and these of a low grade. It seems to us

that the only thing tlie druggist can do to stop the

practice complained of—except to point out its un-

desirable features to possible victims—is to see that

the pharmacy law is complied with by the "apothe-

cary" of such institutions, and to see that the phar-

macy law is made to apply to such apothecaries in

those States in which it does not already do so. In

the old days, we believe, the proud Southerner would
no more think of going to a hospital than he would
of riding on a street-car or sending his children to

"the free school," but it seems that times have changed
and the sanitorium is taking the place of the manor
house, just as the "trolley" has, in large measure, sup-

planted the family carriage and the graded school the

private academy.

Ex-Official Remedies and ex-official men seem to

have a way of bothering folks. That is to say, the

question of the disposition to be made of them, does.

\Miile Americans have been trying to solve the riddle,

"What shall we do with our ex-presidents?", French
phamiaciens have found a solution to the problem,
"When does an ofliicial remedy cease to be official, if

at all ?" As the latter question was a live one, in view
of the fact that a new Codex was expected soon, it

was referred to a committee of learned lawyers and
medical men, which reached the conclusion that the

different editions of the Codex formed one official

whole, the law declaring that the pharmacists are to

respect the formulas inserted or described in the dis-

pensatories or formularies which have been or will be
edited. With us, the government settles these things,

a "food inspection decision" having been made to

Ihe effect that formulas dismissed from the Pharma-
copcEia and now printed in the appendix to the Na-
tional Formulary, are no longer official. As we have
only one ex-president "on our hands" (as he him-
self might say), and as there seems to be some ques-

tion as to when we are likely to have another, the

question of "ex-officials" might now have a rest for a
while.

Shorter Hours for druggists will be the rule where
druggists decide that it will pay to observe "shorter

hours." Maybe that time will be hastened by such ad-
vertisements as one of our largest drug firms is insert-

ing in the daily papers. We quote : "Its prescription

chemists . . . w-ork short hours and are keen,

alert and rapid." When the public gets the idea well

set into its head that the prescription chemist who
works from fourteen to eighteen hours a day is dull,

stupid and slow, and so transfers its patronage to a

place in which eight or ten hours a day is considered

long enough for a man to apply himself to a very

exacting task, then it will be seen that shorter hours
pay. And then shorter hours will be the rule rather

than the exception.

That Endowment Fund article in the Circular
for last month may get us into trouble as figure-fakers.

While the American Pharmaceutical Association

claims only a modest 2,200 and odd members, the

printers evidently think that such an organization

ought to have on its rolls the names of at least half

the druggists of the country, so they put an extra

naught on the number and made it 22,000. It is not

that we are displeased at the efforts of the typog-
raphers to increase the membership of the associa-

tion that we enter this mild protest, but because we do
most emphatically object to the effect which those ef-

forts had on our arithmetic, and because we like to

tell tlie truth.

Is Honesty an Impediment to the Nostrum
Tr.\ffic? Hear this. The Rocky Motmtain Drug-
gist in announcing the recent meeting of the National
^^'holesale Druggists' Association said: "Matters re-

garding the inspection of patent medicines by the

government and other obstacles to the trade will be
touched on." It would seem from this that the law
which Dr. Wiley has said in effect was enacted simply

to curb fraud and misrepresentation, is regarded in

some quarters as among the "obstacles to the trade."

Sulphur War is the heading of an article in one
of the papers. We haven't read the article, but sup-
pose it is some sort of corroboration of General Sher-
man's definition of what war reallv is.
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Window Displays for Druggists.

By J. G. Brooks.

A few months ago a carpenter was engaged to tear

out and remove an old but well-constructed glass-rack
in the rear of our store. Among the pieces were sev-
eral flat pine boards measuring about 20 by 30 inches
and % inch in thickness. These were planed on both
sides and had served as partitions between the various
bunks. After removal from the rack they lay about
unused for some time until one day the thought struck
me that they might be utilized in many ways for dis-

play purposes. Acting on this thought my first step

was to cover the boards with smooth white wrapping
paper, securing this with tacks.

THERMOMETERS.

Among our large stock of thermometers were many
shop worn ones which were perfectly accurate but so

shabby as to be hard to dispose of. Polishing these

up to the best of our ability we secured a supply of
• small brass hooks and inserted them in one of the

boards in two rows, leaving a space in Ihe center for

the lettering. On these hooks the thermometers were
hung and in the center were printed the words "Your
Choice of These—15 Cents." The wording could be

varied in many ways.
The second board carried an assortment of our

finest thermometers ranging in price from 25 cents to

$2.50. Being of various lengths and shapes they were
not arranged in symmetrica! rows but in such a way
as to make the best appearance. Beneath each one

was printed the price and in the case of sgecial ther-

mometers, such as dairy, bath, self-registering, etc.,

the name was printed also.

On the third board a special lot was arranged, with

the words "Of high degree but only 3Sc."

The three boards arranged as described above were

A Thermometer Window Display.

placed in the background of the window. In the cen-

tral foreground was placed a large scuttle of

coal in which was inserted a stick bearing a placard

with the words "A Good Thermometer is a Fuel

Saver." Nearby were placed piles of kindling and a

box of matches. Thermometers were arranged about

ihese including a good display of "clinicals." Hydro-
meters, barometers and tall hydrometer jars completed

the display.

After this display was removed from the window
the boards with the thermometers were hung up over

the show cases where customers could not fail to see

them and many a thermometer sale has resulted. One

especially good feature about the display was the fact

that wc cleaned out nearly all our shop-worn stock in

addition to selling many first-class new instruments.

A CORN CURE WINDOW.

This window is best adapted to a fall display as the

materials necessary are more easily obtainable then.

Our materials were obtained from our milk-man and

Suggestive of Harvest Time.

consisted of three good-sized pumpkins and a full-

sized shock of corn. Stalks of corn were fastened in

the corner of the window close to the glass, helping to

frame the display. The bottom of the window was
covered with sand on which were strewn various kinds

of corn cures, corn razors, bunion and corn pads, etc.

Interspersed with these were ears of corn taken from
the shock and with the husks pulled away to expose

the kernels.

Directly back of this stood the three pumpkins, each

on a corn-bedecked pedestal, the largest in the center

and the others on each side of it at a little distance.

Each pumpkin was hollowed out in jack-o'lantern style

but, instead of eyes, nose and mouth, each pumpkin
bore a word, the three spelling in order "Ruby Com
Cure." The letters were backed with red tissue paper

and when illuminated at night produced a striking

effect. We used candles, as our window is not wired

for electric light, but the latter would be preferable

for not only does the heat from the candles gradually

shrivel the pumpkins but the danger from fire from

the candles cannot be entirely eliminated.

In the central background stood the big shock of

corn to the front of which was attached a neat card

bearing in red letters the words "Ruby Corn Cure, 10

Cents." Near the front of the window was a small

rack with four shelves on which was displayed the

"Ruby Com Cure," our own make. The corn cure

takes its name from its red color. This window
brought good results.

A COUGH DISPLAY.

This display is intended to be strictly up-to-date,

and perhaps a little ahead, inasmuch as it represents

the long-looked-for air-ship.

The balloon part proper was constructed from a
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mammoth dummy talcum powder carton. Sheets of

card board could easily be fashioned in similar form.

It was about 24 or 30 inches long and covered smooth-

ly with a sheet of water-color paper which bore the

words "Soaring above all. Blank's Old-Fashioned

Horehound Candy, 20 cents a pound." The lettering

was in black with shading, prominence being given to

the words "Blank's Old-Fashioned Horehound
Candy." Through the center of the carton and project-

ing at each end ran a round pole to the rear end of

which was attached the "propeller," represented by a

pin wheel made out of stiff paper and to the front end

a large tin funnel neatly covered with paper, which

represented the nose of the air ship. The car consisted

One Good Use for an Air Shiii.

of an oblong basket with sides 2 or 3 inches high and
was suspended by heavy white cord from the balloon

part. In the rear of the car sat the "daring aeronaut,"

a doll, while the front of the car was loaded with

cough drops. On the bottom of the window three

mirrors lay flat, about 12 to 18 inches apart. Along
the center of each mirror the cough drops were heaped
and the spaces between were bordered with 5-cent

bags of the drops. The entire air ship was suspended
by two stout cords which ran to the ceiling of the

window where they were attached to screw eyes.*

The Nostrum.t

By Francis B. Havs.

There is only one name for the secret medicine.

That name, through association with disreputable

articles and methods, has ceased to be pleasing to

the ear of secret-medicine manufacturers, so more
euphonious (as well as erroneous) substitutes for it

have come into use. "Patent medicine" is one of

these ; but as "patent" means the very opposite of

secret, its use in this connection is plainly wrong.
"Proprietary remedy" is a little nearer correct, but

really the manufacturer of a secret remedy has no
legal proprietary rights in it, as anyone who by his

*We suggest as a variant of ihis display that some of

the other Itinds of cough drops occupy places on the floor

of tire window, to carry out the idea of the superiority of

those in the airship and the Inferiority of all others.

—

Editor The Druggists CiRCt:Ti..\K.

tRead at the 1907 meeting of the New York State Phar-
maceutical Association.

,'kill and ingenuity can learn to make the secret

medicine has a legal right to do so, and to sell it under
the name by which it is known. Therefore it is hardly

proper to speak of the secret medicine as a proprie-

tary remedy. What then shall we call it if we wish

to be correct? The nostrum.
Newspapers with their usual desire to be sensa-

tional have lately been printing big head-lines about
the "drug trust." This is prejudicial to the best in-

terests of pharmacy. What put the pharmacist into

a position to be regarded as a part of a trust? The
nostrum.
Some time ago the pharmacist was lampooned and

cartooned as a thief, murderer, substitutor. What was
at the bottom of this campaign of villification ? The
nostrum.
Many physicians refuse to write prescriptions, say-

ing that they will not send their patients to stores

whose windows are filled with a disgusting display

of goods fraudulently masquerading as cure-alls.

\Miat constitutes this display? The nostrum.

Many men who are good citizens from the banker's

standpoint, and who are high in civic and social cir-

cles, lie about their goods and frequently obtain the

last pennies of the poor and ignorant under false pre-

tenses. \\'hat makes them do this ? The nostrum.

When we go to the legislature to ask for laws which
we want or to prevent the passage of laws which we do
not want. We frequently are opposed by doctors, board-

of-health officials, temperance women, and anti-nar-

cotic committees who tell legislators that we repre-

sent an Jtoterest that is opposed to that which is best

for the pwl)lic. Upon what do they base their charge?
The nostrum.

^^'hat is a good thing for druggists to give a wide
berth to in all matters pertaining to protective legis-

lation ? The nostrum.

What is a good thing for druggists to accept—if

they must accept it at all—only as a necessary evil, and
not to endorse in print or by display, or to recommend
bv word of mouth ? The nostrum.

Suggestions for Changes in the National

Formulary.

ELI.XIR OF BROMIDES.

Physicians expect-an elixir of any of the bromides
to be red, according to Louis Schulze, who, in a paper
presented at the recent meeting of the American Phar-
maceutical Association, suggested that compound
tfhcture of cudbear be designated as an ingredient

of such elixirs in future revisions of the National
Formulary.

\-iixate's solutiox.

Mr. Schulze remarked that veterinary surgeons de-

sire the precipitate which forms in Villate's solution

to be dispensed. The National Formulary directs

that this be removed, but according to the author of

the paper the veterinarians want it to act as a cover-

ing to the surface to which the solution is applied;

I'j'l reauest a shake label on the container.

ANTISEPTIC POWDER.

Mr. Schulze also said that physicians prefer a yel-

low antiseptic powder, so he believes that a little

powdered hydrastis added to the antiseptic powder
of the National Formulary would be an improvement.
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The National Formulary as a Legal Stand-

ard and Some of Its Defects.*

By George M. Beringer.

The druggists of the United States are con-
fronted by a paradox : "The National Formulary of
Unofficial Preparations" has been declared by the fed-

eral food and drugs act of June 30th, 1906, to be
"official," and some of' the State legislatures have al-

ready followed this example in State acts. Thus a
number of preparations that because of lack of merit
or insufficient trial were not admitted to the Phar-
macopoeia, together with others that for various rea-

sons were dismissed from it as no longer worthy of
official standing, are all declared by law to be "offi-

cial" and of the same value as legal standards as the
pharmacopoeial "drugs."f (The word "drug" is used
here in accordance wuth the new legal definition of

the word.) The term "official," as used and limited

by pharmacopoeial authorities, is by legal enactment
perverted to cover the "unofficial." The opinions of

experts, physicians and pharmacists alike, and of men
who have devoted their life work to the study of phar-
maceutical problems, are thus ruthlessly cast aside by
legislators who have never seen either a Pharma-
copceia or a National Formulary and "the tests laid

down in the National Formulary" (which work is

noteworthy for the absence of tests), are declared of
equal legal authority and standing as the volumin-
ous and exact tests of the Pharmacopoeia.

The writer does not want to be misunderstood in

thus calling attention to the anomalous existing condi-

tions. The enactment of pure food and drug laws is

"righteous legislation" meriting the support and en-

couragement of every patriotic and honest citizen. On
the other hand, such laws should be as just to the

manufacturer as to the consumer: equitable alike to

producer, dealer and consumer. Further, they should

be free from misstatements and errors, so as to afford

a permanent relief and escape adverse legal decisions

of an unjust character.

The movement inaugurated by the American Phar-

maceutical Association looking to the establishing of

uniformity of medicines dispensed on physicians' pre-

scriptions for which there was no authoritative stand-

ard, which culminated in the National Formulary, was
a correct and wise movement, and it is to be regretted

that the scope of that work was not restricted to this

particular field and kept wdthin well-defined limits.

Not the least of the defects in this book is the desire

of the authors to extend the work beyond reasonable

bounds. The same spirit and ideas that led to the

inclusion in this edition of formulas for battery fluids,

antiseptics, corn cure, camphor ice, bay rum and tal-

cum powder, if allowed to go on unchecked in subse-

quent editions may include formulas for hair dyes,

hair tonics, beverages, skin foods, and the hundreds of

toilet articles and domestic aids that are now sold by

druggists.

The desire to offer Formulary substitutes for all

proprietary medicines prescribed by physicians has

*Read at the 1907 meeting of the New Jersey Pharmaceu-
tical Association.

tThis viev,- is not sustained by the department of agri-

culture—see The Dbuggists CiBCtTi..\E for May, page 384,

and food inspection decision 59. The preface to the Na-
tional Formulary also says that the articles in the appen-

dix are no longer designated as "N. P."

—

Editor The
Druggists Circulab.

been carried to the extreme, and in some instances

has led to still greater confusion and diverted the

prescriber still further from the true ethical position

of prescribing such combinations of simples and of-

ficial remedies as is best suited to each patient.
_

If, on the contrary, the original intent to limit this

work as portrayed in the preface to the first edition*

had been carefully and systematically carried out a far

greater degree of uniformity would ere this have been

established. Our legislators now placing the stamp

of legal standard upon the volume, should have found

a work of accepted authority and the drug trade should

not have been found in a state of unpreparedness and

thrown into confusion by these acts of legislation.

The volume itself bears a'mple internal evidence that

the committee compiling it did not anticipate such

early and broad legislation.

It becomes, however, our duty to criticise frankly

the errors and defects existing in the book, especially

if these are of such a character as to render it unsafe

or dangerous as a legal standard. The scope of this

paper will not permit the discussion of all of the

errors existing and the writer will have to limit this

criticism to types of errors with a few specific illus-

trations.

In the pure food and drugs act passed by the New
Tersev assemblv (Laws, Session of 1907, Oiapter

217),' the druggists of the State have, in the language

of vaudeville," been handed a lemon. This act deems

as adulterated a drug sold under or by a name recog-

nized in the United States Pharmacopceia or Na-

tional Formulary if it dififers from the standard of

strength, qualitv or purity as determined by the test

laid down in the United States Pharmacopceia or

National Formulary official at the time of the inves-

tigation. It makes it an offense to distribute or sdl,

or manufacture for distribution or have in possession

with intent to distribute and sell such article or drug

under a penalty of $50 for the first offense, $100 for

the second, and $200 for the third and each subse-

quent offense.

With such a stringent and unnecessarily harsh law

confronting us, is it^ot imperative that the pharma-

cists insist "that our legal standards be correct and that,

at the earliest date possible, the National Forrnulary

be revised bv a competent committee, with a view to

its legal standing, and instructed to change its scope

and formulas so as to make them a satisfactory au-

thority ?

The authors of the National Formulary have al-

ready publi-shed a list of corrections of errors, and

reconstructed formulas,t but this by no means covers

all the existing errors or all the formulas that are in

need of reconstruction.

On critically examining the volume, one is im-

pressed with the clumsy and unscientific way in which

quantities are frequently given, especially in the al-

ternative quantities stated in the apothecaries' system.

"Without referring to the more ephemeral preparations,

or to such as are of proprietary character, or are used by

the public for self-medication, there is a large number of

others, which are more or less frequently prescribed by

physicians, or demanded by the public, but which are not

recognized by the Pharmacopa;ia. either because they were

not deemed hv the revisers to be of sufficient importance

to be included in the official work, or because they

originated subsequently to the appearance of that work, or

for' other reasons."

tSee The Druggists CiBcn.AR for June, page 43a.

—

Editor The Druggists Circular.
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The word "troy" ounce is incorrectly used for the

"apothecaries' " ounce throughout the entire volume
and the occurrence of such statements as 2 2-3 troy

ounces, 5 1-3 troy ounces, i 5-8 fluid ounces is com-
mon. It certainly would have been more in keeping

with pharmacopceial example and correct pharma-
ceutical usage to have stated these fractions in

drams, grains, fluid drams, and minims.

While the preliminary notices explain that "the al-

ternative quantities are proportional, but not identical,

and therefore not interchangeable with the metric

quantities given," it is but fair to assume that in any
single formula two equivalents of the fluid ounce

should not be given if the quantities are proportional.

As an example of this type of error the formula for

glycerite of guaiac is cited, where on one line i fluid

ounce of solution of potassium hydroxide is equivalent

to 32.5 c.c, and on the next line i fluid ounce of glyc-

erin is equivalent to 30 c.c.

The nomenclature and titles should have been in

harmony with those of the Pharmacopoeia. As an ex-

ample, "phenol" should have been used, not "carbolic

acid," and the several titles in which this occurs like-

wise need correction. The titles and synonyms should

also be in accordance with a uniform style or rule and
in accord with modern ideas of chemistry. This

would have eliminated such synonyms as "syrup of

the hypophosphites of !iinc and soda." Some of the

Latin titles adopted are unfortunate, as for example,

"elixir chloroformi compositum," for a preparation

that is not an "elixir" within the meaning of any mod-
ern pharmaceutical definition of that term. Another
title that appears as a misnomer is "syrupus hydro-
chlorophosphatum," with "compound syrup of phos-

phates with quinine and strychnine," as the English
translation of that title. As the hydrogen chloride

present in the formula given per liter is only that in

combination with 4.4 grammes of quinine hydro-
chloride, the presence of "hydrochlorophosphates" is

hard to conceive and certainly does not warrant such
title. The quinine salt may be replaced by the equiv-

alent amount of the alkaloid and the Latin title cor-

rected to correspond with the English translation and
the synonym given dropped.

Another obsolete and incorrect title is "syrupus
actaeae compositus," which should be changed to

syrupus cimicifugae compositus. When it is recognized
that the genus cimicifuga was delineated by Linnaeus
in 1774 and that the x^merican cimicifuga or black
cohosh was so named and described by Nuttal in 1818,
it must be apparent why the name actasa given to an-
other distinct genus should not enter into this or other
correct title for a preparation made from cimicifuga
racemosa (L) Nutt.

The method of citing botanical sources and author-
ities by the final addition in brackets of the common
or English name of the plant, grates harshly on the
minds of those who are accustomed to see and use
botanical binomials correctly. This is particularly
noticeable in the section devoted to fluidextracts. As
an example: "From the bark of the root of cornus
florida Linne (Dogwood)," would be more correctly
stated "From the bark of the root of dogwood, cornus
florida Linne." On page 143, we are informed in a
note that "Mullein flowers are obtained from ver-
bascum thapsus G. Meyer." The German Pharmaco-
poeia, from which the formula is taken, states that mul-
lein flowers are obtained from two distinct species,

verbascum phlomoides and verbascum thapsiforme,

but does not give as a source the common mullein, ver-

bascum thapsus Linne.
The title "fluidextractum convallarias" should have

florum added to distinguish this from the pharma-
copceial "fluidextractum convallariae," made from the

rhizome and roots.

The introductory notes to the section on pills con-

tain several items of interest to the manufacturer
whose products must comply with those legal stand-

ards or else be deemed as adulterated or misbranded,
and likewise to the retailer who sells the manufac-
turer's products or who proposes to prepare small

quantities of pills extemporaneously. A "pill" must
"weigh not less than 0.06 gramme or i grain," so that

we must cease labelling the most active forms of such
medication pills if under that weight. The directions

for "sugar coating" may answer for the pharmiacist

who is compelled to extemporize a method for coat-

ing a few pills for a prescription. The product of

the "official" directions would be misbranded if la-

belled "sugar-coated," as the coating is acacia and
sugar of milk. It is safe to venture the assertion that

no manufacturer uses this method for sugar coating

on a commercial scale. Yet this is the only legal

standard for sugar-coated pills. For silver coating a

I -pound ointment jar is directed irrespective of the

quantity. Surely such directions should be omitted
from this book and be delegated to the various un-
official works on practical pharmacy, where errors

cannot become a source of annoyance and danger to

honest dispensers.

We regret to note in this edition the introduction of

a new "hobby," namely, the use of saccharin in cer-

tain formulas. Syrup of quinine contains 32 c.c. of

solution of saccharin and about 900 c.c. of syrup of

orange floAvers in each 1,000 c.c; glycerinated elixir

of gentian contains 30 c.c. of solution of saccharin,

400 c.c. of glycerin and 200 grammes of sugar in 1,000

c.c. ; elixir of terpin hydrate contains i c.c. of solution

of saccharin, 400 c.c. of glycerin and nearly 200 c.c. of

syrup, in 1,000 c.c. ; and the compound cathartic elixir

contains 4.5 grammes of saccharin in addition to near-

ly 700 c.c. of aromatic elixir in 1,000 c.c. As official

saccharin is considered as having at least 500 times

the sweetening power of sugar we have in this latter

formula the equivalent of 2,250 grammes of sugar
plus the sugar present in the aromatic elixir. Can
it be argued that saccharin is needed in any of the

ELIXIR CATHARTIC COMPOSITUM N. F. .

Second Edition.

Fluid extract of senna 125 cub. cent.

Fluid extract of podophyllum ... 62 cub. cent.

Fluid extract of leptandra 50 cub. cent.

Fluid extract of jalap 50 cub. cent.

Potassium and sodium tartrate . . 125 grammes.
Sodium bicarbonate 16 grammes.
Compound elixir of taraxacum.. 250 cub. cent.

Elixir of glycyrrhiza, to make 1000 cub. cent.

Third Edition.

Fluid extract of frangula 125 cub. cent.

Fluid extract of senna 100 cub. cent.

Fluid extract of rhubarb 62 cub. cent.

Spirit of peppermint 14 cub. cent.

Solution of potassium hydroxide. 4.5 grammes.
Saccharin 4.5 grammes.
Aromatic elixir (L^. S. P.), to

. make 1000 cub. cent
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formulas cited? If not, then its use is an abuse that

should be discontinued.

The compound cathartic elixir of this edition is so

radically different from that of the former edition

that it can never be substituted therefor. The two
formulas here quoted will strikingly illustrate this and
suggest that if the formula of the second edition was
so unsatisfactory as to necessitate an entirely new
formula, its use could not have been extensive and the

preparation should have been dismissed.

It certainly was not the intent to have the Formu-
lary conflict with the Pharmacopoeia, and so the

formula for balsamum traumaticum could have been
omitted, as in the note we are advised that "The offi-

cial tinctura benzoini composita is a simplified prepara-

tion intended to replace the above compound." Again
in the note under "Soluble Tincture of Tolu" we are

told : "A mixture of 32 c.c. of this preparation with

468 c.c. of syrup yields a product which may be used

as syrup of tolu in all cases where the official prepara-

tion is not required." Syrup of tolu is a pharmaco-
poeial title and preparation and such substitution

would undoubtedly be technically ' construed an
adulteration. The note to "Solution of Ferrous
Iodide"' advises: "On mixing i volume with ir vol-

umes of syrup (U. S. P.), the product will be prac-

tically identical with syrup of ferrous iodide U. S. P."

To make this statement correct the diluted hypophos-

phorous acid directed in the formula would have to

be increased from 25 c.c. to 285.7 c.c. These notes,

used so freely throughout the work, contain numerous
errors, and should be critically examined and in many
cases eliminated.

In my judgment the most serious defect in the Na-
tional Formulary is the uncalled for liberties taken

with the formulas of the French Codex and the British

and German pharmacopoeias, and the misstatements

regarding these pharmacopoeias introduced in the

notes. It must be admitted that the introduction or

use of these foreign pharmacopoeial formulas in this

country came from abroad, either from prescriptions

obtained abroad or from physicians educated abroad,

or copied from foreign literature, and that in all such

cases the preparations of the foreign pharmacopoeia

are intended and the intent should be invariably com-
plied with by the pharmacist.

In some localities the demand for a number of these

foreign preparations has become quite extensive, and
it has always been the practice for pharmacists having

such demand to keep on hand the specified prepara-

tions made in accordance with the foreign authorities.

The desire to establish international standards for

medicines is certainly a laudable one, and it cannot

be considered as wise or as encouraging to such a

purpose to modify unnecessarily or alter satisfactory

formulas of any such authority. Yet, in this work,

this appears to 'be quite as frequently the rule as the

exception. We will consider a few of the formulas

that illustrate this defect.

In the note added to "Linimentum Saponato-Carn-

phoratum" we are told that "Solid opodeldoc is di-

rected by the G. P. to be prepared with soap made
from animal fats : but pure white castile soap may be

used, provided it has been previously deprived of

water." Yet the formula directs "white castile soap"

and not previously deprived of water. The German
Pharmacopoeia directs "medicinal soap" official in that

Pharmacopoeia under the title "Sapo Medicatus," and

directed to be made from equal parts of lard and olive

oil saponified with sodium hydroxide. The propor-

tion of the constituents in the German formula for

opodeldoc is not the same as given in the Formolary.

The note to "Stronger Solution of Ammonium
Citrate" tells us "Liquor ammonii citratis (B. P.) may
be prepared from this solution by mixing i volume of

it with 4 volumes of water." As the liquor amrtionii

citratis B. P. contains 125 grammes of citric acid in

1,000 c.c, a preparation five times as strong should

contain 625 grammes of citric acid in 1,000 c.c. and

not 560 grammes as directed.

The solutions of the organic salts of iron originated

in Germany, very largely from the excellent work of

Dieterich, and good formulas for a number of these

popular remedies were long ago published in Dieter-

ich's Manual. The liquor ferri albuminati is official in

the German Pharmacopoeia, and as a flavoring, cinna-

mon water and aromatic tincture are there directed.

These are more efficient flavors for the iron salts and

less prone to change than the aromatic elixir substi"

tuted by the National Formulary.

Mistiira oleo-balsamica, our old German friend

Hoffmann's balsam, of life, has the German Pharma-

copoeia title as a synonym, but the formula is changed

from that of the G. P. by the introduction of oil of

orange flowers and the substitution of oil of cloves for

eugenol, and the proportions of balsam of peru and

oil of cinnamon are also changed.

In the formula for "Infused Oils" a substitution of

equal parts of lard oil and cottonseed oil for olive oil

cannot be too strongly condemned, as it is a well-

known fact that such mixtures of oils rapidly undergo

change and become rancid. As if to make the substi-

tution more positive, the note attached advises :
"The

above process is to be used for the preparation of

oleum hyoscyami of the G. P. and similar infused oils."

An equally reprehensible and totally unwarranted sub-

stitution is the use of the French Codex title "Bal-

samum Tranquillans" as a synonym for compound oil

of hyoscyamus, N. F., and the note states: "The

baurne tr'anqullle (balsamum tranquillans) ofthe Co-

dex is a more complex preparation not identical

with the above, but possessing about the same prop-

erties." I cannot conceive that this was an inten-

tional sophism.

Pulvis gummosus, G P., is given as a synonym for

pulvis acacise compositus, N. F., but the ingredients

are present in different proportion.

Under the title "Pulvis Cretse Aromaticus" a for-

mula is given containing 6 parts of saffron, and the

note to "this formula states : "This preparation is

equivalent to the pulvis cretas aromaticus of the B. P.

This authority adds the following note: 'If a prod-

uct of bright color be desired the saffron may pre-

viously be moistened and triturated with a little water

or alcohol, or the fresh and faintly damp mixture

may be subjected to considerable pressure in the tri-

turating process'." I am unable to find such a note in

the British Pharmacopoeia, and the formula there

given does not contain any saffron, and the proportion

of the other ingredients varies somewhat from that

given in the Formulary.
The note added to "Syrupus Papaveris" states:

"The product is practically identical with the syrupus

papaveris of the B. P." I am unable to find this as an

official preparation in the British Pharmacopoeia. The
only syrup of poppies in the British Pharmacopoeia is

the svrupus rhoeados made from the red-poppy petals,

an entirely different drug.
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A Resolution in Regard to Pharmaceutical
Degrees.*

Bv Prof. J. T. McGill.
As many as seven different degrees are offered by

schools of pharmacy, and the requirements for any
particular degree vary with the school that confers it.

There is consequently great confusion in the valuation
of pharmaceutical degrees. It is desirable that the
American Conference of Pharmaceutical Faculties
agree upon some plan by which the number of differ-

ent degrees will be diminished and a tendency to har-
mony be established.

The adoption of a single degree, doctor of phar-
macy, was strongly advocated at the meeting two
years ago, but discussion of the question showed that
the conference was not ready to recommend so rad-
ical a change. At the same time the section of the
American Pharmaceutical Association on education
and legislation adopted resolutions relating to the re-

quirements for the degrees of graduate in pharmacv
and pharmaceutical chemist which were probably
favored by a majority of the members of the con-
ference, but they were laid on the table because of the
temporary excitement that had just arisen from the
precipitation of the question of the requirements for
the degree of doctor of pharmacy in a form that met
with violent opposition.

Realizing that the shelving of the question of de-
grees by the conference at that time resulted from the
paramount importance of preserving good feeling and
harmony in its deliberations and not because of in-
difference, I consulted with many of the members at
the Indianapolis meeting last year and framed the fol-

lowing resolution which seemed to be generally ac-
ceptable. The resolution was not presented at' that
meeting because, as many of the members know, more
urgent matters consumed all the time available.

Resolved: That the American Conference of Pharma-
ceutical Faculties recommends:

1. A minimum preliminary educational requirement of
high school work of tour years for the degree of doctor of
pharmacy. Phar. D.. two years for the degree of pharma-
ceutical Chemist, Ph. C. and one year for the degree of
graduate in pharmacy. Ph. G.

2. That this standard be raised as rapidly as practicable
to the preliminary requirement of four years of college
work. i. e.. graduation in a college, for the degree of doc-
tor of pharmacy, and four years of high school work i. e..
graduation in a high school or preparatory school of
equal grade, for the degree of pharmaceutical chemist or
the degree of graduate in pharmacy.

The minimum preliminary education proposed is
that laid down in the requirements for membership in
the conference

; so that any student now admitted to a
college represented in the conference would be eligi-
ble to the degree of Ph. G. under this resolution.
The preliminary educational requirement proposed

for the degree of doctor of pharmacv is the same as
that adopted by the American Medical Association for
the degree of doctor of medicine. This would put
the doctor of pharmacy on a par with the doctor of
medicine in respect to general education, a step which
would raise the estimation in which pharmacy is held
as a profession. It is not necessary nor even advis-
able to make the professional course of study as long
as that of medicine, for the field of pharmacv is not
so e.xtensive as that of medicine, and the course of
instruction can be made just as thorough as that in

*Read at the 1907 meeting of the American Conference
of Pharmaceutical Faculties.

medicine in less time. Indeed, there is perhaps no
other profession that demands so much time in spe-

cial study for thorough preparation as that of medi-
cine, and therefore it can not be justly urged as a rea-

son for reproach to schools of pharmacy that they do
not make their course of study equal in length to that

of schools of medicine.

The ideal standard of preliminary education to en-

ter upon study for the doctor's degree in any pro-

fession is the completion of a college course of study.

This has been pretty generally established in

European countries, and it has been attained in cer-

tain professions in some parts of this country. But
to endeavor to establish this standard here for phar-

macy at once and for all is without doubt inadvisable.

Let it be the goal to which we look to be reached in

the end by all quickly or after long time, according to

the difficulties that beset us.

At the present time the requirements for the doc-

tor's degree are higher in the same school than those

for Ph. C. or Ph. G., but not so high in some schools

as for Ph. C. in certain other schools. This is not as it

should be. The resolution seeks to remedy this evil,

making the doctor's degree the higher wherever con-

ferred.

As to the requisite of a high school course for the

degree of Ph. G. or Ph. C. .some time in the future,

does it not seem a modest desideratum ? Some schools

already require it. Any pharmacist, one would think,

who prizes the dignity and honor of his profession,

would wish the title or degree which designates it to

stand for at least that much of general culture. Edu-
cational conditions in certain parts of our country do
not justify the adoption of even this standard as an
immediate and universal requirement, but few, if any
of us are so pessimistic as not to believe that the

firogress of the next ten or twenty years will warrant
its establishment.

One of the strongest arguments in favor of the

adoption of the resolution is based on the influence

it will have in increasing the proportion of well-pre-

pared students that enter schools of pharmacy. While
the educational requirement for admission to study

for Ph. G. is not .going to be changed by passing the

resolution and no one now allowed to matriculate

will be excluded, an inducement will be held out to

the prospective pharmacist to continue his scholastic

preparation through a second year of high school

work that he may enter for the degree of Ph. C, or
go on to graduation in the high school in order that

he may be eligible for the degree of Phar. D. Is it

not evident that many who under present conditions

hasten to enter a school of pharmacy will then prefer

to take a more thorough preparatory course in order

to obtain the degree which indicates superior educa-
tional rank?

It would consume too much time to discuss the

practicability of making the changes in various schools

to conform to the recommendations of the resolution.

But I believe that in a great majority of the schools

the changes can be made without much inconvenience.

The resolution does not embrace minutiae that

would provoke discussion. It is limited to what is

deemed the logical first and most important step

toward agreement—the preliminary educational

qualifications for degrees. The professional quali-

fications—such as length and subjects of courses
of study for the several degrees—are left to the

faculties of the schools, and naturallv in time will of
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themselves or in accordance with further enactments
of this conference conic into partial, if not complete
agreement.
The resolution also is of the nature of a recom-

mendation, not a demand. This will not. however,
render its adoption fruitless. For what the members
of the conference agree upon as a policy they will

doubtless all in good faith endeavor to carry out. The
good which we accomplish as a body depends upon
our adherence to this principle of action.

A Few Meritorious External Antiseptic

Preparations.*

By John T. Harbold, Phar. D.

The following preparations I have been dispensing

for nearly four years at the Pennsylvania Hospital,

and they have given entire satisfaction to all who
have had occasion to employ them.

ANTISEPTIC GLOVE LUBRICANT.

On entering upon my duty as apothecary at the

hospital I was frequently asked by the surgeon on duty

to procure for him some lubricant that would facili-

tate the putting on and removal of rubber gloves. As
there are numerous preparations of this kind on the

market, and as it invariably happened that no two
surgeons agreed in their choice of a variety, I was
obliged to add to my stock of preparations continually,

?nd encounter annoyance from time to time through
the delay of the wholesaler in supplying special prep-

arations when the same were not carried in stock. To
avoid this inconvenience, I made up the following

standard preparation, which we have used exclusively

ever since. In the use of this preparation we have
overcome the delay and annoyance, made use of our
laboratory, and have a far more economical product.

Following is the formula, wh.ich may be modified

to suit the various needs

:

Tragacanth i ounce.

Boric acid 4 drams.

Formaldehydet i dram.
Oil of gaultheria 5 drops.

Oil of rose geranium 3 drops.

Alcohol 4 ounces.

Water 24 ounces.

Dissolve [ ?] the tragacanth in. the water, in which
the boric acid had previously been dissolved. Dissolve

the oils in the alcohol, and add this solution, portion

by portion, to the mucilage of tragacanth, shaking

the mixture after each addition. Then lastly add the

formaldehyde.
The value of the above preparation is enhanced by

the increasing use of rubber gloves. It is non-greasy,

non-irritating, smooth, of perfect consistency, and
may also be used to lubricate surgical instruments,

catheters and sounds.

ANTISEPTIC FLEXIBLE COLLODION.

This is a modification of a formula by Dr. Hop-
kins, and it has entirely replaced the official flexible

collodion at the Pennsylvania Hospital. The surgeons

*Read at tlie 1907 meeting of the American Pharmaceu-
tical Association.

tJust what the author means by this we are not cer-

tain; perhaps a 40 per cent, solution. On account of the

possibility of formaldehyde causing blindness, we much
prefer some other kind of preservative. See note on wood
alcohol, page 737.—Editor The Drl-ggists Ciecui-ar.

find it especially satisfactory in closing punctures,

dressing wounds, and as a protective covering after

suturing in surgical operations.

Gun cotton 10 drams.

Alcohol 6 ounces.

Tincture of benzoin 3 ounces.

Ether 25 ounces.

Corrosive mercuric chloride i :2000.*

Dissolve the gun cotton in the ether, shaking until

it becomes the consistency of paper pulp; then add

the tincture of benzoin and shake the mixture thor-

oughlv. To this mixture add the alcohol in which

the mercuric chloride has previously been dissolved.

HAND AND TOILET LOTION.

This latter is non-sticky, non-greasy, and non-ir-

ritating. It is bland and siuooth, and of perfect con-

sistency, requiring no shaking before use, and has

antiseptic properties as well.

Tragacanth 2 drams.

Quince seed i5 drams.

Borax 6 drams.

Boric acid 8 drams.

Glvcerin 10 ounces.

Alcohol 10 ounces.

Perfmric enough.

Color enough.

Sodium benzoate 3 drams.

Boiling water 5 PJ'its.

Water enough to make 8 pints.

Disolve [?] the tragacanth in 2 pints of water,

stirring until it dissolves, or becomes a homogeneous

mixture. Steep the quince seed in the boiling water

for four hours, stirring frequently; then strain care-

fully. Dissolve the borax, sodium benzoate, and

boric acid in the remainder of the hot water. Add
the perfume and glycerin dissolved in the alcohol, and

finallv the tragacanth and quince-seed mucilage, which

has previously been inixed, portion by portion, shak-

ing after each addition, in order to get a thoroughly

homogeneous mixture. The consistency may be

varied bv addition of water.

This is not only a highly satisfactory preparation, of

which we use more than 30 gallons annually, but it

can be made more economically than the benzoin,

glycerin and rose water mixture, which even when

made with hot water, throws down more or less of

the gum, making an inelegant and unsightly rtiixture.

In the above "preparation tincture of benzoin may

be incorporated with more satisfactory results than

can be obtained with the benzoin, glycerin arid rose

water preparation, if done carefully, as there is more

body to the preparation in which to suspend the ben-

zoiii. However, it must be remembered that if tinc-

ture of benzoin is to be added, it should be dissolved

in the alcohol, perfume and glycerin before it is mixed

with the mixttire of tragacanth and quince seed

mucilage.
«

Ink for Rubber Stamp Pad.
Anilin violet i part

Glvcerin 3 parts

Alcohol 4 parts

Gum arable 3 P^rts

Water 16 parts

*It seems that the author might have stated the exact

quantity instead of allowing each operator to calculate it

for himself, and possibly get a different result. We make
it about 8 grains.—Editor The Druggists Circular.
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Oil of Hamamelis Virginiana.*

By Wilbur L. Scoville.

In the distillation of witchhazel twigs on a large

scale, a small quantity of a green, fatty substance,

having a strong odor of witchhazel, rises to the sur-

face of the distillate. This has long been regarded by

the distillers as the oi! of witchhazel, and the active

ingredient of the distillate. Through the courtesy of

Mr. E. E. Dickinson, of Essex, Conn., a sufficient

quantity of this "oil" was obtained for a partial ex-

amination.

The "oil" as received has much the same appear-

ance as a soft grease, occluding water. It has a green-

ish color and a strong odor.

This was distilled with water, the same water be-

ing returned repeatedly to the still, until the distillate

dropped nearly clear. The oil which was obtained

in this way came over very slowly, had a yellowish

color, and a strong odor, recalling that of aqua hama-
melidis, but differing from it in the quality of the

odor. The resemblance is, however, close enough to

ascribe the odor of aqua hamamelidis to this or a

similar oil.

The difference in odor suggests that, as in the case

of rose distillates, there is some constituent in the

natural oil which is more soluble in water than in

the remaining constituents of the oil, and which re-

maining in the water imparts its odor thereto.

Two samples of this oil were obtained from differ-

ent lots of the grease. These showed the following

characteristics

:

Specific gravity, at 25° C, 0.8984 and 0.8985.

Refractive index, at 20° C, 1.4830 and 1.4892.

Optica! rotation, +4.6 and +5.05.
Saponification equivalent, 3.80.

Saponification eguivalent, after acetylization, 30.3.

The greater portion of the oil distilled between 250°

C. and 263° C. Ten volumes of official alcohol were
required for solution at 25° C.

The oil evidently consists chiefly of a terpene, with

a small proportion of an alcohol (about 7 per cent.),

and a still smaller amount of an ester. The characters

of the ester and alcohol were not determined.

The variations in the first constants may, perhaps,

be ascribed to variations in the oils, due to incomplete

separation from the waxy matters. The mixture in

the still had a strong tendency to froth, and the sep-

aration of the oil was tedious. Undoubtedly the sep-

aration was more nearly complete in one case than in

the other, but was not complete in either case.

The non-volatile portion remaining in the still con-

sisted of a dark-green, waxy substance, which still

possessed a strong odor. The oil separated so slowly

from this that at no time in the distillation Avere oil

globules distinctly visible in the drops falling from the

condenser, though they were markedly turbid.

The wax constituted about 72 per cent, of the

original grease, exclusive of occluded water. It

breaks with a granular fracture, similar to beeswax,
and is quite firm. The sample examined melted at

37° C, and had a refractive index of 1.4450 at 60°

C. Its saponification equivalent was found to be 54.3,
and the iodine number 73.6. Its color appears to be

due to chlorophyll.

Samples of the three substances are submitted.

*Read at the 1907 meeting of the American Pharmaceu-
tical Association.

Increasing the Interest of Physicians in

Official Preparations.*

By Wilhelm Bodemann.

The subject of our prize essay, "How to Increase

the Interest of the Medical Profession in the United

States Pharmacopoeia and National Formulary," can

be treated in two ways—by indicating what to do, to

be saved, and what not to do. I see the essay this year

is not hampered by the requirement of so many words,

so that a few brief thoughts on what not to do may be

in order in the treatment of this subject. If this paper

is not in line for any of the other prizes, it may bring

the booby prize.

I would not have undertaken this expostulation had

it not been for the brief account of the proceedings

of a meeting of the Cass County (Ind.) Medical Soci-

ety. One of the members of this society had pre-

scribed for certain lung troubles ; the patient received

the prescription wrapped in an advertisement of a

certain "patent" medicine claiming boldly to cure all

kinds of lung troubles. Even where the most skilled

physicians had failed to relieve, this great and famous

nostrum had worked instantaneously. The Cass

County Medical Society went on record, strongly op-

posing such unethical, unbusiness-like methods, and
offered those druggists who were too poor to buy
wrapping paper, a year's supply of plain wrapping
paper.

That's the point I wish to make: Don't, don't, don't

try to play hot and cold at the same time—don't lose

time to go after the physicians' prescriptions if you

can't cut loose from "boosting" nostrums. Just the

same as a married man should not flirt and parade

with chorus girls, so should the decent pharmacist who
is in business as a pharmacist, not dance after the

music of the "patent" medicine band. If the pharma-
cist wants to be a bar-keeper, let him take out a license

and hang out a shingle as a saloon, but for heaven's

sake, don't praise common rot-gut booze as the great

cure-all for lung troubles, catarrh, stomach and bowel
complaints, and corns and chillblains. Choose the

road, pharmacists. If you want the doctors' favor

be honest with them ; don't say shine when you mean
lain; live so that you deserve their patronage, but

don't think you can get their business by kicking them.

This I wanted to get off my mind—prize or no prize,

essay or harangue. . I have said what I have in the

hope of correcting an evil.

Should the Government Publish the

Pharmacopoeia?t

The Druggists Circular has shown considerable

interest in the proposal to have the Pharmacopoeia
revised and published by the government. The
opinions of a number of pharmacists and physicians

are printed in the July issue, and while the sugges-

tion is disapproved by the majority, there are not

wanting those who argue that the government,

having enacted a food and drugs act providing for

the adherence to certain standards, should logically

establish and maintain those standards itself.

But there are many conclusions which, logical and

Read at the 1907 meeting of the Illinois Pharmaceuti-
cal Association and contributed by the author: a prize

winner.
tEditorial in the Bulletin of Pharmacy.
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convincing from a purely a priori or theoretical point
of view, are visionarj' and untenable from the stand-
point of practical results. If the government were to
publish the Pharmacopceia, the standards would tend
toward severity and impracticability; the revisers
would be a few specialists out of touch with actual
conditions; and we should find ourselves gravitating
towards the bureaucratic conditions of Russia.

Furthermore, the idea is fundamentally contrary to

the very spirit and genius of our government, and
for this if for no other reason it is not likely ever to

receive serious consideration. The American plan is

to give the individuals, or the institutions of individ-

uals, the widest possible liberty consistent with the

welfare and protection of the public as a whole. The
government leaves everything to private enterprise

which the latter does with a proper regard for the

public interest, and it interferes only when private

enterprise fails to do its duty by the State and the

people. Paternalism is adopted only as a last resort.

The government, it is true, has taken a hand in the

regulation of the railways, and in the restriction of

corporate powers, but it has done so only because some
of these "interests" have abused their privileges and
have in practice carried out Commodore Vanderbilt's

autocratic and selfish suggestion that "the public be

damned." There need be no fear that the government
will assume the revision and publication of the Phar-
macopoeia so long as the professions of medicine and
pharmacy continue to edit the book with a high sense

of honor, duty, and thoroughness.

In the meantime the medical departments of the

army, navy, and marine hospital service are repre-

sented at every pharmacopoeial convention, and it

might be well to go a step further and arrange for

the election of one of the government delegates to the

revision committee.

Government Ownership of the

Phau-macopoeia.*

Our enterprising contemporary, The Druggists
CiRCUL.^R, has been endeavoring to bring out the

views of pharmacists and physicians on the question

of the ownership and control of the Pharmacopoeia.

For some time the feeling has been growing that the

Pharmacopceia should be a government publication,

and this feeling has been strengthened by the fact that

the federal and several State laws have constituted this

work and the National Formulary the standards for

determining the quality and purity of drugs. Logic-

ally it must be admitted that since the United States

government appeals to these works it should have

charge of the details of their revision and publica-

tion ; but there are a number of points that should be

considered before we change the present methods.

THE BEST OF ITS KIND.

In the first place, it is generally conceded that after

due allowance has been made for numerous defects

and errors, the United States Pharmacopceia is the

best work of its kind that has heretofore been pub-

lished in any country.

In the next place', we believe that the present re-

vision committee is absolutely incorruptible, and that

money which has been able to buy all kinds of legis-

From the Pacific Pharmacist, edited by Prof. W. M.
Searby, president of the American Pharmaceutical Asso-
ciation.

lators, municipal. State and federal, has not been able
to purchase concessions or favors from the men who
are the makers of the Pharmacopoeia. While some of

the departments of the federal government are proba-
bly equally pure, there is at least a danger of corrupti-

ble persons obtaining positions of influence in the

government bureau that would have in charge the
work of revising the Pharmacopoeia. Membership in

the revision bureau might be sought for the sake of
the opportunities it might give in the way here sug-
gested.

D.'\NGER.

When we remember that slight changes in the

standard of chemicals and preparations would favor
certain manufacturers, we see that this danger is not
purely one of imagination. We have heard that in at

least one instance money was offered to induce the
revisers of the Pharmacopceia to adopt a standard that

would have favored a particular brand of goods.* Are
we sure that government officials would be as incor-
ruptible as the present committee ?

MUST GOVERNMEN'T REVISE STAND.'VRD ?

While it does not seem logically consistent that fed-
eral and State laws should set up as their standard a
work in whose preparation neither government had a
hand and over whose publication neither of them had
control, it may be mentioned that this is commonly
done in all the law courts of the land with regard to

Webster's Dictionary, whose definitions are accepted
and quoted and made the basis of legal decisions of
the utmost importance. Yet Webster's Dictionary is

issued by a private firm, and no one ever thought that
it was necessary that the government should control
its publication.

ERRORS.

Complaint has been made by those opposed to the
present mode of publication that the Pharmacopoeia
contains man\' errors, and it would seem as if this ob-
jection was a serious one, when we remember the
numerous corrections which have recently been pub-
lished. Many of these, however, are trifling and others
have been made because the pharmacopoeial standard
had been set too high in view of the use that was made
of it subsequent to its compilation. When these

changes have been eliminated from the account, it is

probable that the work is as nearly perfect as it would
have been if issued by government officials.

Whether the Pharmacopoeia is to be controlled by
private or government authority, we think the time
if at hand when steps should be taken to overcome
some of the objections that now apply to the work,
and we venture the following suggestions, which
should be put in practice at the earliest possible date:

SUGGESTIONS.

First, that the price of the book should be consider-
ably advanced, say 50 per cent. This would be for

the purpose of providing funds wherewith to carry on
the work of revision.

Second, that a laboratory should be erected for the

purpose of conducting the chemical, microscopical and
other work necessary to the production of a publica-

tion as free as possible from error.

Third, that experts should be employed devoting
their entire time to this work. Probably not more
than three persons would be needed for this purpose,

*See the paper by Prof. J. P. Remington, in the Circu-
LAB for October, pages 653-655, especially on page 655, first

column, under "(2)."—Editor The Druggists Cikc€Xab.
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because these would call upon outside experts for un-

usual or special work.
Fourth, that it should be the duty of these experts,

or the committee under whose direction they worked,

to publish the Pharmacopoeia once in five years.

An objection to this plan will be found in the ex-

pense involved, and to our mind, the cost of a "plant

like this is the strongest argument in favor of govern-

ment ownership. If the United States government

once undertook the work, the cost of making it perfect

would scarcely be thought of. Perfection in the re-

sult would be almost the only consideration. Would
it be possible to secure the benefits of the influence of

the American Pharmaceutical Association—that is, of

the great body of pharmacists of this country—under

government management? We seriously doubt it.

INFLUENCE OF THE A. PH. A.

That the influence of the American Pharmaceutical

Association, acting through its various committees,

upon the work of revising the Pharmacopoeia cannot

be withdrawn without great injury is shown by the

hasty action of the government regarding the sulphur-

ing of fruit. Here a small body of officials, exercising

governmental powers (the department of agriculture)

has done great harm by establishing a standard with-

out previous conference with those who are practically

familiar with the details of the business.

Whatever may be the ultimate issue of this ques-

tion, our feeling is that at present we are opposed to a

change. The experience we are having with the pure

food and drugs law, a most excellent thing in the

main, in regard to the labeling of drugs and sulphur-

ing of fruits, and the arbitrary rulings in which im-

mense private interests Iiave received scant considera-

tion, suggest to us to "go slow" in giving authority to

persons who have no interest in the results of their

edicts, and only a limited knowledge of some of the

facts that ought to be considered.

Is Borax a Proper Food Preservative?

In an editorial article entitled "Booming the Borax

Business," the Journal of the .American Medical As-

sociation sets forth some of the press-agent tactics

pursued bv certain dealers in borax, and warns physi-

cians that' while it is true that there are not wanting

authorities who regard borax as a comparatively

harmless food preservative, no such unanimity of

opinion on the subject exists as the press agent would

have it appear. That paper then goes on to say
:_
"_We

doubt very much whether the reputable physicians

mentioned' care to be presented to the profession in

this light. Eminent physicians of Europe and the

United States are represented by him as favoring his

theories, but Liebreich's advocacy of boron does not

seem to be shared by his professional brethren in Ger-

many. As is well known, the German Imperial

Board of Healtli has pronounced borax extremely in-

jurious. Now comes a commission of the physicians

of Berlin who have just published a condemnation

of borax in foods in the following langtiage : 'The

Prussian scientific deputation on medical conditions, in

a written opinion, on request of the president of the

Berlin police service, has decided against the use of

boron preparations for the preservation of foods, be-

cause these substances, even when taken in small

quantities, are injurious to the human organism.

Further, the public is deceived by the addition of

these preservatives in regard to the quality of the de-

based foods, since decayed and wholly inedible meat
products take on a fresh appearance as a result of the

addition of these substances so that they resemble the

unspoiled articles. The scientific deputation has, more-
over, rejected the contrary conclusions received from
Herr Geheimrat Prof. Dr. Liebreich relating to the

harmlessness of boron preparations for the human or-

ganism, as being unjustified.'
"

Examination of Some Samples of Hexa-

methylene-tetramine.

With the object of learning whether the claim that

one brand of hexamethylene-tetramine was purer than
all others was true, Prof. Daniel Base made some tests

of one sample each of aminoform, formin, cystogen,

urotropin. and two samples of hexamethylene-tetra-
mine of different manufacturers. He reported the re-

sult at the recent meeting of the American Pharma-
ceutical Association.

"If the product sold under the official title is pure,

as found in the market," said he, "there is no reason

why physicians should order any of the products with
trade names, especially if these are higher-priced than
the articles sold under the official title." He went on
to say that the color of the samples was pure white,

except that of aminoform which was a light yellowish-

pink. All were odorless, and when dissolved in water,

they had at first scarcely any action on litmus paper,

but after a while an alkaline reaction developed.

When shaken with water, the samples were seen to

consist of small, clear, lustrous crystals. When heated

moderately in a platinum crucible, they all volatilized

with scarcely any charring, and when the crucible

was raised to low red-heat no weighable residue was
left. The quantity volatilized was about i gramme.

After making thorough tests with Nessler's solu-

tion, and in other ways, the Professor concluded that

there is no more reason for a physician to order the

substance under a trade name than under tlie official

title. He said : "Unless manufacturers make wilful

additions to their products, or are grossly careless in

the preparation of them, there is no reason why one

firm's hexamethylene-tetramine should not be as pure

and as good as that of any other firm, since the manu-
facture of the substance is simple and there is little

likelihood of impurities entering into the substance

from the materials used, as is the case with such

chemicals as sodium carbonate or potassium iodide."

Tonics for Birds.

The two following formulas are from the PJuvma-
ceiitical Jonmal:

I.

Iron sulphate J4 ounce.

Diluted sulphuric acid J4 dram.

Water enough to make 20 ounces.

A tablespoonful of this mixture is to be added to

each quart of the drinking water.

II.

Powdered capsicum 20 grains.

Powdered gentian i dram.
Ferric oxide 4 drams.

Sugar 4 drams.

Molasses enough.

Form a mass and cut into pieces of about 5 grains

each, one of which is to be placed in the cage daily.
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Nostrums in Ohio.

At the 1907 meeting of the Ohio Pharmaceutical

Association, Azor Thurston, chairman of the commit-
tee on adulterations and sophistications, made a re-

port in which he said that it would not be wise for the

dairy and food commission to discontinue investigat-

ing the quality of drugs sold in that State, as there

would always be unintentional if not intentional

sophistications to look after.

EPPOTONE.

He quoted Theodore Wetterstroem, an official

chemist, as reporting that eppotone (which the public

was directed, in advertisements of the compound
kargon order, to buy of druggists and mix with rose

water and cologne spirit) seemed to be equivalent to

90 per cent, of magnesium sulphate and 10 per cent,

of sodium borate.

bl.\ckburn's castor oil pills.

In a castor oil pill put up by Blackburn, so Chemist
Wetterstroem had reported, he had found, approx-
imately

—

Calcium sulphide 3^2 grain.

Ether extractive % grain.

Unsaponifiable oil 1-16 grain.

Saponifiable oil 1-15 grain.

The unsaponifiable oil had the properties of paraffin.

The ether extractive showed certain characteristics of

croton oil not possessed by castor oil.

In connection with his report Mr. Thurston read a

portion of a letter from H. L. Dunathan, a member
of his committee, as follows: "I feel that the pure
food and drugs act has been a great benefit to all,

especially to the honest and conscientious druggist
that has been trying for years to sell only good goods,
against an unscrupulous competitor who was willing

to sell any old thing just so he got the price, but now
if every druggist will assist the present dairy and food
commissioner, I think we will have no trouble to

maintain a high standard of purity in drugs."

Converting Physicians to the Use of Official

Preparations.

Something more effective than railing at the phy-
sician should be done by the pharmacist who receives

a prescription for a proprietary medicine, thinks

David Stolz, of Syracuse, who, in a paper presented
at the 1907 meeting of the New York State Pharma-
ceutical Association, gives an idea of what he thinks

that more effective work should be. Among other

things he says:

"Physicians, I believe, would gladly know more of

the Pharmacopoeia, the National Formulary and the

dispensatories. They would be glad to have us un-

obstrusively post them on various standard fomiu-
laries. With this end in view, let us arrange to visit

them (one alone cannot do it, for it requires a gen-

eral concerted effort of pharmacists). Let us become
detail men in a quiet manner ourselves and teach our
clerks to become the same. When a physician calls

at your store, take down your U. S. P. or N. F.

preparations at a favorable opportunity, show him
. . . the finished product, show him the salts en-

tering into the composition of the preparation, show
liim and explain to him the superior quality of salts

vou use, and the manufacturer's name attached

thereto. Impress him with the fact that you use the

best, and once you have his confidence the rest is

easy. He will take your advice then, in preference

to that of the detail man with his new-fangled prep-

aration. Don't neglect to explain to him by what
authority the Pharmacopoeia and the National Formu-
lary are edited and published. Explain to him com-
mon incompatabilities that arise in your prescription

department ; show him how the national pure drug law

has uncovered the fake nature of many of the nos-

trums; show him that the American Pliarmaceutical

Association and the American Medical Association

and the leading pharmaceutical and medical journals

are working together hand in hand, preaching the gos-

pel of the U. S. P. the same as you. You are sure to

convert him."

Old-Time Quacks.

'Indian wagon nostrums and 'spells' are the direct

descendants of the concoctions offered by the quacks

and mountebanks of earlier times, not without protests

by contemporaneous writers." Thus Coryat, describ-

ing the mountebanks he saw at Venice in the seven-

teenth century, who were adepts in the art of adver-

tising, speaks of the "oration to the audience of half

an hour long, wherein he doth most hyperbolically

extol the virtues of his drugs and concoctions—though
many of them are very counterfeit and false." And
the author of a "Tour Through England" (1723)
writes of a mountebank he saw at Winchester. "'He

cures all diseases and sells his packets for sixpence

apiece . . . It is a prodigy how so wise a people

as the English are gulled by such pickpockets."

—

E7T)!/;;e World.

Can This Be Foamoline?

A large number of ice cream fillers are now on the

market, says the Sanitary Bulletin of the New Hamp-
shire Board of Health, the basis of the majority of

these preparations being apparently gelatin or gum
iragacanth. A compound of this nature recently

brought to our attention is sold under the name
formaline," and is said to consist of a mixture of

gelatin, corn starch and arrowroot. But in the two
samples of ice cream in the manufacture of which it

was alleged that this product had been used, no
starchy substance was found, the only adulterant de-

lected being gelatin.

Essence of Chocolate.

Chocolate, powdered 2^^ pounds.

Glycerin 3 pints.

Syrup 3 pints.

Tincture of vanilla i ounce.

Water enough to make 2 gallons.

Rub the chocolate with the glycerin in a mortar;
add I

J/2
pints of water and boil gently for five min-

utes ; then add the syrup and tincture of vanilla, and
enough water to bring the whole up to 2 gallons.

Black Eye Lotion.

Potassium nitrate i part.

Ammonium chloride 2 parts.

.Aromatic vinegar 16 parts.

Water enough to make 240 parts.
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Abstracts.

Eosine as a Reagent for Bile Pigments in

Urine.

According to von Mandach {Dentsch. med. Zeit.),

a very dilute solution of eosine immediately assumes

a vellowish-brown color, later darkening, when a few

drops of bile are added to it. If in place of bile the

urine of icteric patients, containing the colormg mat-

ter of bile, be added, at once a yellowish-brown col-

oration is produced accompanied by a slight green

fluorescence; and the color often changes after stand-

ing for some hours to a bottle-green. The admm-

istration of sodium salicylate, salol, aspirin or rhubarb,

ether or chloroform anesthesia, or the presence ot

albumin or glucose does not affect the distinctness ot

the reaction. This eosine test is said to be exceeding-

ly sensitive.

Sulphosalicylic Acid as a Test for Albumin.

Elmer {St. Louis Med. Rcz'iczc) has found that

under proper conditions sulphosalicylic acid is a re-

liable and delicate test for albumin. To 5 or 6 c.c. of

clear urine in the test tube as much of the powder as

will lie on the point of an ordinary pocket knife or

about I c.c. of a 50 per cent, solution in distilled water

is added to produce thorough acidity, which is most

important. Excess need not be avoided. In the pres-

ence of albumin, the urine becomes turbid or a white

precipitate forms, which does not disappear on heat-

ing. Albumoses are also precipitated, but the precipi-

tate disappears on warming, to reappear when the

solution is cool. This test will detect about one part

of albumin in about 20,000 parts of urine. No color

change is developed to obscure mere traces of al-

bumin.

Haines' Solution as a Test for Sugar.

R. Schwarz {Milnch. vied. IVorcli.) recommends

the apparently forgotten Haines' solution as a test for

sugar in urine. This solution consists of copper

sulphate 2 grammes, distilled water and glycerin of

each 15 grammes, and 5 per cent, solution of potas-

sium hydroxide 150 grammes. The reaction leaves

nothing to be desired as regards its distinctness. For
its application a few cubic centimeters of it are

brought to the boiling-point and the urine is added

drop by drop. If sugar is present a yellow to brick-

red coior develops, the depth of the color and the

rapidity of its appearance being in proportion to the

quantity of sugar present.

The Value of Fresh Air.

Williams (Bost. Med. and Surg. Journ.) calls at-

tention to the fact that the New York Board of Health
has records of examinations of nearly 200,000 children

from five to fifteen years of age, which show the fol-

lowing defects : 60 per cent, under-nourished, 66 per

cent, need medical and surgical care, or better nourish-

ment, 40 per cent, need dental care, 38 per cent,

enlarged cervical glands, 31 per cent, defective vision,

18 per cent, enlarged tonsils, 10 per cent, postnasal

growths. Facts in regard to school inspection are

given to show the marked need of fresh air agencies,

which exists in every large city. The entire value of

the fresh-air home depends upon its character, and he

explains this by giving a brief description of Sea
Breeze at Coney Island. To obtain the best results for

school children certain important principles must be

maintained. To preser^'e the family as a unit, in

order to teach the mother; to visit the family in its

home; to ascertain its special needs, and to exclude

contagion ; to examine each child in order to advise

properly the best thing for its health, for treatment,

before, during and after its stay; to follow up, after

their return to their own homes, those children who
may be sick or in need ; and, finally, to maintain even

at increased cost and apparently diminished usefulness

the highest standard of efficiency.

Explosion of a Therapeutic Electric Lamp.
Langhorst reports {Journ. Am. Med. Asso.) that

while administering a treatment over the abdomen,
for a diffuse peritonitis, by an electric lamp, without

any known cause the globe exploded, severely fright-

ening and burning the patient. He calls attention to

the fact that the lamp is frequently used about the

face and suggests that light and heat be administered

through a different medium. It might be added, that

an explosion may produce disaster to patient or opera-

tor however the lamp is being applied.

Contaminated Gelatin.

The Chemist and Druggist says : "A good deal of

the loAver grades of gelatin on the market is badly con-

taminated with either arsenic or copper. The former
is derived from the pyrites used for the preparation of

tlie sulphuric acid used in manufacturing gelatin,

while the latter is derived from copper utensils. The
following details from ten samples recently examined
by a London analyst are of interest : 3 samples con-

tained 3 to 5 parts of arsenious oxide per million. 2

sa iples contained 5 to 10 parts of arsenious oxide per

million, i sample contained 13 parts of arsenious

oxide per million. 3 samples contained 0.3-0.5 grain

of copper per pound, i sample contained 1.25 grains

of copper per pound.

Reactions of Piperonal with Various Cam-
phorated Phenols.

Thierry {Rep. de Phann.) uses piperonal for dif-

ferentiating camphorated beta-naphthol from cam-
phorated alpha-menthol and for distinguishing other

camphorated phenols. He uses a i per cent, alco-

holic solution of piperonal, places 5 drops upon a

watch-glass and adds a drop of the liquid camphorat-
ed phenol. The following colorations are produced:
With beta-naphthol camphorated, yellow-greenish;

alpha-naphthol camphorated, dichroic red; phenol
camphorated, red ; menthol-phenol, orange with violet

stripes; salol camphorated, brown; resorcin camphor-
ated, blood-red; thymol camphorated, carmine-red.

Fatally Poisoned by Absorption of Phenol.

A fatal accident occurred recently in England from
carrying phenol. The subject, a man, had a quart
bottle of the "acid" in his pocket. It broke and sat-

urated his clothing; he wiped off what he could with
liis handkerchief and took a public conveyance home-
ward. He was found imconscious on the road ; recov-
ered sufficiently to tell what had happened, but death
resulted from the poison.
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New Test for Antipyrine.

F. A. Steensma {Pliarm. Wcckblad) recommends
the following solution for the detection of antipyrine

:

Para-dimethylamido-benzaldehyde i gramme.
Hydrochloric acid, 25 per cent. . . 5 cub. cent.

Absolute alcohol, to make 100 cub. cent.

A trace of the antipyrine or substance supposed to

be antipyrine is dissolved in a few cubic centimeters

of the reagent, and the solution evaporated to dry-

ness on the water-bath. A red spot remains if the

substance is antipyrine. In the case of a very small

quantity of antipyrine certain precautions are neces-

sary to the success of the test. Very little of the re-

agent previously diluted with an equal volume of ab-

solute alcohol should be used, and the test conducted
in a very small procelain capsule not having a flat bot-

tom, because the deposit product is somewhat volatile

and deposits higher up on the walls of the capsule, and
if a larger capsule or one with a flat bottom were used
would completely volatilize. In the presence of very
small quantities of antipyrine no spot remains but a

red ring, and as little as o.ooi milligram of the sub-

stance can be detected. From aqueous solutions the

antipyrine can first be shaken out with chloroform, the

chloroformic solution filtered and evaporated to dry-

ness and the residue dissolved in the reagent. The
same test is also serviceable for detecting antipyrine

as an adulterant of pyramidon, which gives no color

reaction with the reagent. One hundred milligrams of

the pyramidon is dissolved in a few cubic centimeters

of the reagent. The presence of o.ooi milligram of

antipyrine can be clearly demonstrated. Salipyrine

and acetopyrine behave like antipyrine.

Caution Regarding Aniseed Oil.

The Chemist and Druggist says that aniseed oil

"requires careful examination just now. There are

a number of parcels to be found in London at present

which have a congealing point of about 10° and melt

completely at 15°, and are optically dextrorotatory,

up to +0° 45', or even -fi". Such oils probably con-

tain fennel oil, and should be regarded with great sus-

picion."

A New Constant for Oils.

Louise and Sauvage {Compt. rend, through Pharm.
Joiirn.) find that when a small quantity of acetone is

added to a fixed oil the mixture separates, on standing,

into two layers, from the formation of a "double mix-
ture." At a given temperature the amount of oil

found in a given weight of both the upper and lower

layers of liquid is found to be a constant, but different

quantity, irrespective of the relative volume of oil and
acetone originally mixed. These amounts of dissolved

oil, although constant with that oil, vary with different

kinds of oil, so that the method serves to identify oils

cr to detect the admixture of one oil with another.

Thus, when 50 grammes of colza oil are mixed with

80 grammes of acetone, i gramme of the upper layer

contains 0.220 gramme of oil at 13° C. and i gramme
of the lower layer 0.449 gramme. With 50 grammes
of colza and 120 grammes of acetone the upper layer

gave 0.221 gramme, and the lower 0.513. The amount
of oil dissolved in the upper layer is found to increase

constantly with the temperature, while that in the

lower diminishes; and at a certain temperature, 15.4°

C. in the case of colza, a homogeneous solution, show-
ing no separation, is obtained. This may be called the

"critical temperature" of the oil. This may be deter-

mined for each oil, but a more convenient method is to

find the miscibility with acetone, which is done thus:

A known weight of the oil is introduced into a test

tube and 20 c.c. of acetone, measured at 12° C, is

added. The tube is closed with a cork, carrying a

thermometer graduated in 0.1° C. The mixture is

then either warmed or cooled until a clear solution is

obtained. This will occur suddenly, so that the read-

ings may be made to 0.2° C. The weight of oil should

be from 15 grammes to 30 grammes with 20 c.c. of

acetone. If more than 30 grammes of some oils be

employed the mixture becomes too viscous to permit

of sharp reading of the temperature. Characteristic

curves of solubility may be obtained with varying

weights of different oils, at different temperatures.

Atomic Weight of Cobalt.

Parker and Sexton (Nature) have determined the

atomic weight of cobalt electrolytically by direct com-
parison with silver, and have obtained as the mean of

fifteen determinations a value of 57.7 for cobalt. Prof.

J. J. Thompson recently suggested that 59 is too high.

New Method for Determining Alkalinity of

Ash.

Farnsteiner (Zeit. Untersuch, Nahr. u. Gcnussmit

through Pharm. Journ.) proposes the following

method to obviate the error introduced by the pres-

ence of phosphates in the alkalimetric valuation of ash

of organic substances. From 0.20 to 0.30 gramme
of the ash is boiled for about three minutes with 20

c.c. of N/2 hydrochloric acid solution and 40 c.c. of

water. After cooling, the mixture is transferred to a

graduated cylinder and treated with 5 c.c. of a solution

containing 5 per cent, of fused calcium chloride and

10 per cent, of ammonium chloride, and, finally, with

20 c.c. of N/2 ammonia solution. The volume is

then adjusted to 100 c.c, and the whole is allowed to

stand for twelve hours. Fifty c.c. of the clear solution

is then decanted and titrated with N/io hydrochloric

acid, using methyl orange as indicator. The results

obtained are generally much lower than those of the

direct titration of ash, which contains much pyrophos-

phates.

Extermination of Mosquitos in Brazil.

According to American Medicine, between 1872

and 1902 the annual mortality from yellow fever at

Rio was seldom less than 800, and was often over

2,000, and even 4,000. The extermination of the mos-

quito undertaken by "brigades," under the command
of Senor de Oliveira Borges, in 1903-4 reduced the

mortality to 48, and in 1906 it was only 42. "Yellow

fever has now, it is stated, ceased to be an endemic or

epidemic. Equally satisfactory results were obtained

in ships in the port."

Adulteration of Pilocarpine Hydrochloride.

Langrand has reported (Journ. Pharm. Cliim.

through Chemist and Druggist) finding a specimen

of pilocarpine adulterated with sulphonal to the ex-

tent of 25 per cent.
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The Modern Materia Medica.

Alophen pills are said to be a combination of

aloin, strychnine, extract of belladonna leaves,

powdered ipecac, and phenolphthalein. They are em-

ployed as a laxative.

Andolin is a local anesthetic, defined by the

manufacturers "a chemical compound of beta-eucaine

and stovaine to which suprarenine hydrochloride has

been added in the proportion of 0.00008 gramme per

cubic centimeter."

Bromalbin is a bromine-albumin compound of

French origin intended as a substitute for the alkali

bromides.

Chloralbin is a chlorine-albumin compound made
by a Paris firm.

Cholelith pills are said to consist of acid sodium
cleate, natural salicylic acid, phenolphthalein and

menthol. They are put forward as a cholagogue,

particularly in chlolelithiasis. [See probilin, page 729.]

Chologestin is a liquid said to contain sodium
glycocholate, sodium salicylate made from natural

salicylic acid, pancreatin, and sodium bicarbonate. It

is put forward as a cholagogue and "digestive."

Digitaliol is the name applied to capsules con-

taining physiologically standardized powdered digi-

talis and oil in various proportions.

Eupneuma, offered as an asthma remedy, is said

to contain the active principles of stramonium, with

anesthesin, subcutin and methylatropine bromide. It

is used by insufflation.

Formobor is, according to the statements of the

manufacturer, an aqueous solution containing 4 per

cent, of formaldehyde and Ij4 per cent, of borax. It

is recommended as a disinfectant of surgical instru-

ments, etc.

Idoneen is defined by its manufacturers as an
aqueous organic solution of iodine, and is extolled as

a substitute for the alkali iodides. It occurs as a

dark-red, practically odorless liquid that is clearly

miscible with water. Dose, 10 to 60 minims, accord-

ing to age, thrice daily, in water.

Metacresolanytol (vietasol) is said to consist of

40 per cent, of meta-cresol and 60 per cent, of anytin.

the latter being a 33J4 per cent, aqueous solution of

ichthyolsulphonic acid. It occurs as a black, thick

liquid smelling of ichthyol and soluble in water in all

proportions. It is recommended as an application in

erysipelas and claimed to be free from irritating ef-

fect and without penetrating action.

Pertussol is the name applied to compound
pastilles of aristoquin (aristoquinine), extolled speci-

fically as a remedy in whooping-cough.

Ptyophagon is described by Thorns as "a prepara-
tion of cresol, to which sodium hydroxide solution

has been added." It is intended as a means of radi-

cally destroying tubercle bacilli in sputum—the caustic

soda constituent converting the albuminoids and
mucin of the sputum into soluble albuminates and
saponifying the fat, while the cresol destroys the thus
deterged bacilli.

Renasein tablets consist, according to an analysis
by E. Kahlmiiller, essentially of lecithin-albumin, milk
sugar and various salts of iron, magnesium, man-
ganese, calcium, potassium and sodium.

Solutio Carbonatis ferrosi is what G. A. Kal
(Pliariu. IVcekhlad) calls a solution intended as a

substitute for Blaud's pills. It is prepared from 25
grammes of ferrous lactate, 28 grammes of sodium car-

bonate, 22 grammes of potassium tartrate, i gramme
of citric acid, 500 c.c. of cinnamon water, and suffi-

cient distilled water to make 1000 c.c. The citric acid

should be added only after the liquid has darkened.

The salts dissolve slowly. The quantity of sodium
carbonate named should not be exceeded ; a large

amount effects solution more quickly, but is not proper

from a medical standpoint. After the liquid has be-

come clear on the addition of the citric acid, it should

be put up in bottles holding about 200 c.c. The last

spoonful should still have a green color. The cinna-

mon water used should be prepared from best Ceylon
cinnamon, and should distinctly smell of cinnamon, as

should also the finished product ; but the odor should

not be referable to the use of cinnamon oil.

Thyreotheobromine Pills (Mladejovsky) are said

10 contain thyroid gland and theobromine-sodium
salicylate, with quinine and podophyllin. They are

offered in the treatment of obesity.

Toral, according to the analysis of Drs. W. Lenz
and R. Lucius, consists approximately of a mi.xture

of I part of cresol and 2 parts of tribromphenolbis-

muth (xeroform). It is recommended as a capping
for dental pulp and root fillings.

Vesol pastilles are said to contain the extracts of

Phytolacca and bladder-wrack. They are exploited

as an antifat.

Robin's Glycerophosphates.

The formula for Robin's glycerophosphates in use

by the British Pharmaceutical Conference appears in

the CiRCUL.\R for August, page 536. The Pharma-
ceutical Jotirnal says that the formula, as originally

given by Dr. Robin, is as follows

:

Calcium glycerophosphate 6 grammes.
Sodium glycerophosphate 2 grammes.
Potassium glycerophosphate 2 grammes.
Magnesium glycerophosphate .... 2 grammes.
Iron glycerophosphate i gramme.
Tincture of ignatia 2 grammes.
Pepsin 3 grammes.
Diastase i gramme.
Tincture -of kola 10 grammes.
Syrup of wild cherry .... to make 200 grammes.

This syrup is described as being of a bright cherry

color, without deposit, and is stated to require skilful

preparation. An opalescence is apt to occur in the

syrup, but there seems to be no way of overcoming
the trouble; neither citric acid nor glycerin has any
effect upon it. Carles, however, according to the

journal quoted, has suggested the use of the soluble

acid glycerophosphate of calcium instead of the com-
mercial neutral salt. It is obtained by suspending the

neutral salt in water, adding sufficient tartaric acid to

precipitate half an equivalent of the calcium and then

filtering.

Barry's Tricopherous.

-\n analysis of a sample of this hair preparation,

made by the New Hampshire Board of Health,

showed that it contained 82.5 per cent, of alcohol and

7.27 per cent, of residue on evaporation. The latter

was found to consist of a fixed oil. No alkaloids,

metals, or vesicating agents were detected.
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Notes and Queries.
Notice.—It is dcnirahle that all questions to he an-

swered under this head should be received before the
fifteenth of the month and they must be accompanied with
the name and address of the writer.

Queries are not ansioered by mail. The information
supplied in these columns is intended for the benefit of
ottr readers in general, not for the profit of the individual
inquirer only.

Deterioration of Lime Water.—A. T. B., Indiana,
writes : "I am told tliat there have been several prose-
cutions of druggists in this State by the pure food in-

spector by reason of their offering for sale lime water
of a low standard. The inspectors, I am told, take

the ground that any lime water after standing a short

tmie will, deteriorate and will not come up to the

standard. I am also told that the manufacturers have
taken lime water tablets off the market. Please give
me your opinion of this subject in your next issue,

stating whether in your opinion lime water made ac-

cording to the Pharmacopoeia and having a consider-

able excess of calcium hydrate in the iottle, would
meet all requirements or not."

There should be experienced no trouble in keeping
lime water up to standard, but the lime should be re-

newed once a month regularly. It is impossible under
ordinary conditions to prevent carbonating in lime

water, and the calcium hydroxide will gradually

change to calcium carbonate, and then the lime water
will, of course, weaken.
The appearance of the lime in the bottom of the

bottle is the same, but if a little of it is removed it will

be found to effervesce strongly when treated with an
acid.

It is the practice of many pharmacists simply to fill

the lime water bottle with fresh water as the limfe

water is poured off, and to trust to the excess of lime

to keep the water saturated. This will work for a

short time, but not indefinitely. The entire contents

of the bottle should be renewed frequently. When this

is done the lime water will always be found up to the

standard, unless it is kept in a decidedly warm place.

Fractions of a Cubic Centimeter.—G. B. S.,

r^Iassachusetts.—So far as our observation has

extended, there is no uniform custom observed in

this country in the matter of stating the fractional

parts of a cubic centimeter orally. If the quantity

v>ritten were 0.06 c.c, for instance, and we were
reading it, we should call it "O point O six c.c." Per-

haps that may be considered a cheap and unscientific

way, but in reading proof it is certainly quick and is

an aid to accuracy.

Perhaps a more sonorous sounding way, for use in

addressing scientific bodies, would be to say, "six

hundredths of a cc," or, if the body were particularly

scientific or the speaker desired to be more than

ordinarily sonorous sounding, he might say "six one-

h.undredths of a cubic centimeter" (pronounced sen-

te-mee-ter, not son-te-meeter, as the latter is a lame

affectation of the French).
From Remington's Pharmacy we quote

:

Some difficulty is usually experienced by those un-

faoiiliar with the metric system in reading the quantities.

In the linear measures in pharmacy, centimeters and milli-

meters are almost exclusively used; now. 0.05 M. would
not be read five hundredths of a meter, but 5 centimeters

(5 cm.): if the millimeter column contains a unit, as in

0.055 M.. it is read fifty-five millimeters (55 mm.), in

preference to fifty-five thousandths of a meter; or it is

sometimes read five centimeters and five millimeters.

Fractions of a millimeter must be read decimally, as,

0.0555 m., fifty-five and five-tenths millimeters. In meas-

ures of capacity, cubic centimeters are exclusively used;

If the quantity is less than a liter, the terms half liter,

quarter liter, decileter, centiliter, milliliter are replaced

by 500 C.c, 250 C.c, 100 C.c, 10 C.c, 1 C.c

The book does not vouchsafe any information on
the point raised by our querist.

To avoid the abbreviation "c.c." as well as the

sonorous sounding "cubic centimeter," and the still

worse milliliter, our British cousins have invented

and use the word "mil." But this has nothing what-

ever to do with the way the numbers are spoken.

Dentists' Prescriptions for Cocaine in This State.

—G. A. G., New York, writes: "I would like your
opinion as to the proper manner in which to register

a sale, imder the new New York anti-cocaine law, of

cocaine made by a licensed pharmacist to a dentist.

Does the druggist stand in the relation of a wholesale

dealer or must the druggist demand a prescription

from the dentist that was written and signed by a

duly registered physician ? I'm sure I am all at sea

as to whether I shall consider a dentist's order a pre-

scription or an order to a wholesale dealer. If some
of our smart Alecs that are so fierce to make laws for

the druggists' benefit ( ?) would think twice before

they constructed their compositions they certainly

would appear to better advantage to the druggist

fraternity if not to the howling public."

The question raised in such picturesque language
by our correspondent being a live one—as is evidenced

by the fact that he is not the only druggist in this

State who has applied to us for light on this subject,

we have taken some pains to get both official and legal

advice on it.

Warren L. Bradt, secretary of the New York State

Board of Pharmacy, writes us as follows:

"I have your letter of the 8th stating that you have
inquiries from druggists who wish to know their

rights under the new cocaine law in regard to filling

dentists' prescriptions, and if the board has any ruling

upon this point. In reply thereto I would say, that the

law is very plain, wherein no mention is made of the

right of any dentist to write a prescription for cocaine

in any form. The only persons privileged to do this

are physicians. A licensed dentist, however, may
purchase cocaine or its salts from any licensed phar-

macist or druggist, upon his written order, in which

case the licensed pharmacist or druggist would then

act under the same provision of this law providing for

the wholesaling of same, and would be required to

label and register the sale in a book kept for this our-

pose, in the same manner that the wholesaler must do

when selling to a licensed pharmacist or druggist.

"It is impossible for the hoard to construe this law

in any other manner than that in which it is written."

The question was submitted to a lej^ding firm of

attorneys in this city, and their answer is as follows:

"Section 405-a of the Penal Code prclvides as fol-

lows :

It shall be unlawful for any person to sell, furnish or

dispose of alkaloid cocaine . . . except upon the writ-

ten prescription of a duly registered physician, which
prescription shall be retained by the person who dis-

penses the same, shall be filled but once and of which
no copy shall be taken by any person; except, however,
that such alkaloid cocaine . . . may be lawfully sold at

wholesale upon the written order of a licensed pharma-
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cist or licensed druggist, duly registered practising physi-

cian, licensed veterinarian or licensed dentist, provided

that the wholesale dealer shall ... *

"These provisos all look towards protection of the

public, suck as labels upon the bottles and the keeping

of proper books of record by the sellers.

"This section was added to section 605 of the laws

of 1907 and went into effect on September 1st, last.

There appears to have been no decisions under it, and
all we can do is to give you our interpretation of it.

"The law was intended solely for the protection of

the public. The first part of it provides for the sale

of drugs upon the written prescription of a registered

physician, and upon such prescription only, except

in certain cases when it states that it may be sold at

wholesale 'upon the written order of a licensed phar-

macist or licensed druggist, duly practicing physician,

licensed veterinarian or licensed dentist.' It does not

state that it can be sold only by wholesale druggists,

but states that it can be sold only at wholesale. This,

we take, means that when sold in small quantities, the

drug must be sold upon a prescription of a licensed

practising physician, but that when sold in larger

quantities, that is to say, in wholesale quantities

(which sale may take place by anyone dealing in the

drug, whether wholesale or retail druggists) it may
then be sold upon the written order of such persons

as are authorized to use the same in their business in

large quantities, which persons the statute enumer-
ates as licensed physicians, licensed veterinarians and
licensed dentists.

"The statute must be considered in the light of the

purposes for which it was enacted, and we do not be-

lieve that it was enacted for the purpose of discrimi-

nating between wholesale and retail druggists, but

that the classes set forth in the section are arrived at

by the quantities in which they would be likely to use

the drug in question.

"Of course, if a dentist or veterinarian attempted to

thwart the object of the statute and lend himself to the

promiscuous distribution of the drug, a close question

might be presented to a jun,' against the druggist who
should consciously or unconsciously aid in such distri-

bution."

Our quoted querist speaks of the laws that are

made for the druggists' benefit. He seems to lose

sight of the fact that laws, in theory at least, are not

made for the benefit of the druggist, or for the benefit

of any other particular trade, profession or class, but
for the benefit of the public at large. Furthermore,
if our memory is not at fault, this particular law was
passed in opposition to the wishes of the legislative

committee of the New York State Pharmaceutical As-
sociation, the bill having finally been accepted by that

committee as a sort of compromise measure. The
committee wanted an anti-narcotic bill to pass which
would make the unlawful sale of cocaine a mis-
demeanor, and accepted the draft of the law which is

now on the statute books for the purpose of prevent-
ing the passage of even a more drastic bill, which in-

cluded a number of other drugs, even acetanilide.

Just here it may not be out of place to say that while
the law makes no provision for the sale of cocaine
by one wholesale house to another, a prominent mem-
ber of the eastern branch of the New York State

*The complete text of the act, which covers not only
the salts of cocaine, but alpha- and betaeucaine and their
salts appears in the Circular for July, page 499.—Editor
The Druggists Circular.

Board of Pharmacy has said to the Circular that

neither the board nor any other sensible body of men
would countenance a prosecution for such a transac-

tion. The object of the law, he said, was to keep
cocaine out of the hands of the consumer, and this ob-

ject is nbt defeated by the sale of the drug in a whole-
sale way.

Dental Waxes and Cements.—W. K., New York.
—The brevity of your query leaves us in some doubt
as to just what you want. We have frequently re-

quested our querists to take us into their confidence

to the extent of telling us a few little things on the

side about the troubles which they bring to us, but

some of them seem not to heed our requests, so when
v/e receive a letter or postal card from them which
reads like a telegram that has to be paid for extra

at so much per word for each word over ten, we sigh,

ah, well-a-day, try to look the picture of a martyr in

a good but hopeless cause, put on our guessing cap
and do the best we can, fully realizing that we shall

get small thanks if we happen to "strike it right," but

that execrations loud and deep will be our lot if we
are not so lucky.

Maybe you think anybody—most of all, one who
makes a business of unraveling drug-store mysteries

—

ought to know what "dental sticky wax" is, or "dental

temporary stopping," either, but we confess that we
do not. We may be able to guess, but guessing, even

guessing right, is not knoAving—as any board-of-

pharmacy examiner will tell you.

We guess that by "dental sticky wax" you mean a

toothache remedy in the shape of a waxy pellet, to

be placed in the hollow of the offending molar, or

cuspid, or whatever it may be. Formulas for a num-
ber of these appear in recent issues of the Circular,
notably those for February' of this year, pages 222 and
227, and September, 1906, page 336. In the issue

for February, 1906, page 48, is the formula for a

toothache jelly.

A simple formula for a toothache wax is

:

Hard parafHn i dram.

Burgtmdy pitch i dram.

Oil of cloves 20 minims.

Creosote 20 minims.

Melt together the first two ingredients, and when
they are nearly cool add the other two, and make the

mass which is then formed into pellets or small cones.

If by "dental temporary stopping" you mean some-
thing other than a toothache wax, we may do well to

quote one of the several formulas which appear in the

Circular for Febraarj', 1906, page 58, as follows:

Mix one part of powdered glass with three parts

of pure zinc oxide. Also prepare a solution by dis-

solving lA ounce of borax in i^ ounces of water and
dissolving in this 2 ounces of zinc chloride. For use,

as a temporary tooth cement, make a paste by adding
the necessary quantity of the solution to a portion of

the powder.
The latter, of course, is not adapted to everj'-day

drug store trade, so we fear we have guessed wrong,
and are ready to take our punishment, although we
have done the best we can, and think that the fault

does not lie at our door.

Toothache Gum.—A. E. L., Massachusetts.—You
will find an answer to your query in the foregoing

note on this subject.
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Preserving the Color of Pressed Flowers.—M.W.
W., Iowa, writes : "How can rose petals or other flora

be pressed to retain their color. I have over 400 rare
plants and would lii<e to press so color is not de-
stroyed.

"A short time ago a floral album was sent me from
Jerusalem, Palestine : the color of the petals and foli-

age was almost perfect."

According to Prof. Henry H. Rusby, of this city,

who has had a wide experience with such matters,
the secret of success in preserving flowers in an un-
faded condition lies in the rapid absorption of the
moisture of the fresh flowers when subjected to pres-

sure. Bibulous paper must be used and must be
changed as fast as it becomes moist from the extracted
water. This paper must be dried and heated and
while perfectly dry and hot replaced between the

specimens and this process continued until they are
perfectly dry. They must then be kept perfectly dry
or discoloration will be at once set up.

Dyeing Ivory.—M. S. D., South Carolina.—Pre-
sumably trusting to our often tested—and frequent-
ly found wanting—powers as mind readers, this quer-
ist asks how to dye ivory billiard balls, but does not
tell what color he wants to make them. As many
people like any color just so it is red, we give a

process for imparting that hue to the interesting lit-

tle spheres

:

First wash the balls in a solution of sodium car-

bonate ; then plunge them for a few seconds in a bath
of equal parts of water and nitric acid. Next, rinse

them well, preferably in running water, and leave them
in an alcoholic solution of fuchsine until the required

color has been imparted.

If the fuchsine hue is too pronounced, this process

for giving a less fiery one may be found useful

:

After cleansing and rinsing as above direciod, leave

the balls for a few moments in a 2 per cert, solution

of tin chloride, after which, boil them i-^ a solution of

logwood. The final color is produced by leaving the

balls in a solution of potassium carbonate.

Dyeing Wood.—A. S. R., Connecticut, writes:

"I should very much like to ask you if you could give

me any information regarding the dyeing of wood
(either hard or soft) so that the dye will penetrate

the wood completely. It has been tried, but with only

partial success, the dye penetrating only part way."

A tenant once sued a landlord for putting him out

of his house without notice, and won his case. The
landlord claimed that he had given due notice through

his agent, but at the trial the agent's letter was put

in evidence, and was found to read in part: "I have

been instructed by the owner of the premises to notify

you to vacate/' etc. The court held that telling a

tenant what the landlord had instructed the agent to

do, and giving the tenant legal notice to vacate, were

two things.

But this department is not a court of law ; on the

contrary it tries to follow the dictation of common
sense, so we shall assume that our correspondent has

really asked us for the information, and not merely

stated that he would like to.

So we shall proceed, and do hereby and herein-

after say that the only way we know of toget a dye

to penetrate wood is to treat the wood as is done in

impregnating it with creosote or other preservatives.

As it is desirable to get the preservative to penetrate

the wood thoroughly, the latter is placed in an air-

tight chamber, and a so-called vacuum is created in the

chamber. This draws sap, air, etc., from the inte-

rior of the wood. Then the preservative is admitted
(air being still excluded) to fill the chamber, and pres-

sure is used to force the preserving liquid into the

innermost cells of the wood. The same process would
doubtless work with dyes, a dye-solution being used
in place of the preservative, but it would not be very
economical on a small scale. However, we are not

able to suggest an inexpensive substitute for such a
process, untess leaving the wood in the dye solution

long enough to give the liquid a chance to penetrate

into the interior of the wood, is found satisfactory.

Probilin Pills.—J. W. S.,' Louisiana.—The coun-

cil on pharmacy and chemistry of the American Medi-
cal Association has examined probilin pills, and a
communication on the subject from its secretary, with
comments, appears in the Journal of the association

for August 24th, page 702. Additional notes are

given in the same paper for October 5th, page 1203.

From these data it appears that a circular issued

by the American agents for the pills states that each
pill contains I'/z grains of salicylic acid and acid so-

dium oleate. The circular reads, in part: "They are

a combination of salicylic acid with acid sodium oleate,

to which sufficient phenolphthalein and menthol have
been added to stimulate the gastro-intestiral 11 act

mildly and to insure tolerance." In an article on the

subject by Dr. R. W. Wilcox, vice-chairman of the

committee of revision of the United States Pharma-
copoeia, published in the same Journal, for August
4th, 1906, reprinted in part and circulated by the

American agents, this formula is given, presumably
for the pills in question

:

Acid sodium oleate i J^ grains.

Acid salicylic i}4 grains.

Phenolphathalein i grain.

Menthol J4 grain.

Mix and make into one pill.

The council, or its sub-committee, found that while

each of the four ingredients named in the formula
was soluble in alcohol, when the pills were extracted

with alcohol only a little more than half of each pill

would dissolve.

Upon chemical analysis the pills were found to con-
tain, each

:

Phenolphthalein 0.008 gramme.
Sodium salicylate o.oio gramme.
Sodium oleate and free oleic acid..o.ioo gramme.
Menthol 0.010 gramme.
Moisture 0.006 gramme.
Dusting powder 0.065 gramme.

The chemist making the analysis wrote

:

The ilusting powder seems to have been made up of lyco-
podium, licorice and charcoal.
The results given, while approximate, are as close, we

believe, as it is possible to make an analysis of this nature.
The average weight per pill is 3 1/16 grains; the

heaviest of the dozen pills weighed was 3 3/16 grains, and
the lightest 2 7/8 grains. The bottle contained seventy
pills.

It is of course impossible to tell in a mixture of this
kind whether the salicylic acid is positively free or posi-

tively combined. The fact is that the alkali present is

sufficient approximately to neutralize the acids found.
While the pill Is normally acid in reaction, the total acidity
would correspond only to 1/6 of a grain of salicylic acid.
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so that it will be seen that, even if the entire acidity wei-e

attributed to salicylic acid, it is not sufficient to account

for the presence of the amount claimed in the formula,

without reference to the claim that it also contains an acid

sodium oleate. Since free salicylic acid reacts with sodium

oleate to form sodium .salicylate and free oleic acid, we
feel justified in concluding that the pill contains sodium

salicylate, sodium oleate and a small amount of free oleic

acid. You will note that the total amount of material

claimed in the formula of the circular is iVi grains of

active constituents in each pill. You will note that the

average weight of each pill, as found by us, is 3 1/16

grains: this includes 1 grain of the dusting powder, which

was actually separated and weighed, and identified as to

its general nature. !f. therefore, this one grain is de-

ducted from the 3 1/16 grains it will leave 2 1/16 grains

for the active principles of the pill. From this also should

be deducted the Vs of a grain of moisture, leaving less than

2 grains cf medicinal ingredients, instead of 4% grains, as

stated in the formula.

Another chemist confirmed, in all essential points,

the analysis reported.

In commenting- on the foregoing, the Journal says,

in part

:

In conclusion, there is another very important fact which

probilin illustrates. A physician, relying on false formulas

furnished by proprietary medicine companies, is often led

to false conclusions regarding the dosage and effectiveness

of certain drugs. In prescribing probilin he is led to be-

lieve that he is administering 1 grain of phenolpthalein to

each pill, when, according to the analyses, he is giving

only % of a grain. If, now, he desires to prescribe phenol-

pthalein in some other form, he naturally follows the ex-

perience (?) which he thinks he has gained from its use

in probilin. He, therefore, orders phenolpthalein in doses

based on the amount which he thinks he gave before, and

thus gives eight times as much as he really had been giving

in the form of probilin. This is not only a hindrance to

scientific progress, which Is always based on truth, but it

may lead to serious if not fatal injury. Aside, therefore,

from the question of honesty or dishonesty on the part of

the manufacturers, is the positively harmful influence on

rational progress in medicine that results from deceptive

and misleading statements regarding the quantities con-

tained in various preparations.

In another place the editor of the Journal recom-

mends that physicians write their own prescriptions

when they -vvaiit to give the ingredients of probilin

],ills, and what he says is given here so that pharma-

cists may call their physicians' attention to it, and

rot as a suggestion that they "substitute." Pharma-

cists should let no opportunity go by to impress upon

the minds of physicians the untrustworthiness of secret

preparations, and their own ability to supply reliable

medicines in eligible shape. Below is what the medi-

cal editor says

:

There is no difficulty in making a pill that will contain

the essential therapeutic ingredients. What virtues there

are in the combination depend on the laxative action of

sodium oleate (soap) and phenolpthalein and the anti-

septic power of sodium salicylate which is aided by the

weaker menthol. We suggest as a sample prescription the

following:

B. Sodii oleatis (vel pulv. saponis)

Phenolpthalein. aa gr. xv

Sodii salicylatis gr. xxv

Misce et fac. pilulas No. xv. Sig: One every three to six

hours.
The above may be varied by increasing or decreasing the

amount of either of the ingredients, but it must be remem-
bered that both phenolpthalein and sodium oleate are laxa-

tives. The dose of sodium salicylate as given in the above

prescription is very small, the average dose being 15

grains. Hence, the amount of this ingredient should be

very much increased if its general effect is desired. If the

druggist cannot procure the pure sodium oleate. the official

sapo (soap) in powder form may be substituted. There is

good reason for believing that sodium oleate or pure castile

soap is therapeutically equivalent to the acid sodium oleate

that has been so much lauded under a proprietary name.

Since the mystery of probilin has been removed, the sev-

eral ingredients, that have been so favorably mentioned in

the treatment of cholelithiasis, may now be used intelli-

gently by physicians according to the needs of the in-

dividual case and as judginent dictates.

Vasogen Liquidum.—In further answer to the

query of Z. S., New York, printed in the Circul.\r

tor September, and answered last month by A. Hert-
ing, of Philadelphia, by a reference to the National

Formulary, Robert Heller, of New York, writes:

"I have a formula given to me by a German chem-
ist who at one time analyzed vasogen :

Oleic acid 45 parts

Liquid petrolatum 30 parts

Alcohol (94 per cent.) 20 parts

Stronger ammonia water 12 parts

"Emulsify the oil with the acid, add the alcohol,

then the ammonia water.

"This will dissolve all the ingredients Avhich vaso-

gen claims."

H. M. Chumaciro, Curacao, D. W. I., writes that

the supplement to the Dutch Pharmacopoeia HI gives

the following formula

:

Liquid paraffin 6 parts.

Raw oleic acid 3 parts.

Spirit of ammonia i part.

j\li.x and shake well in a bottle until a dark yellow

liquid is obtained.

We thank these two correspondents for their in-

formation and trust that we may hear from them
again, and that their exaiuple will be followed by
any other readers who may have information which
they think would be of interest to druggists gener-

Green Color for Liquid Petrolatum.—H. A. H.,

Xcw Jersey.—Perhaps an oil-soluble anilin dye will

be found most satisfactory for this purpose. Special

dyes are made for coloring oils, and can be secured

from the dye-houses. They are powerful coloring

agents, and but little is required—a few grains being

usually sufficient for several gallons of oil.

Chlorophyll may also be used. One of the cheapest

methods is to macerate crushed hemp seed in the oil.

.\bout 5 parts of seed to 100 of oil is the proportion

recommended. If the color is not extracted readily

by the liquid petrolatum the addition of a little ether

will help it. The ether may afterward be driven out

by heat; this being attended by danger of fire.
'
In this connection we suggest that you read the

paper on "Some Green Preparations and How to

Make Them," by M. I. Wilbert, published in the Pro-

ceedings of the American Pharmaceutical Association

for 1904, page 229.

Elephant's Lice.—F. jM. B.. Maryland, wrote for

"information concerning the so-called elephant's lice

used for teething children." The books give ele-

phantenlaus as a German synonym for the oriental

cashew-nut, but as there appears to be good ground
for objection to the use of this nut by teething chil-

dren, we wrote to our querist for "more light." Ap-
parently he did not care to bother further with the

matter, but we are not so easily discouraged, and so

.give this short, even though ])erhaps unsatisfactory,

note on the subject.
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Various Cements.—J. H. O., Kansas.—By using
the annual indexes of the Circular you will be en-
abled'to find a number of formulas for various kinds
of cements, but as such formulas are always in order
we give a few here, among which you may find some
that we have not heretofore published :

Leather Cement.

Gutta-percha raspings i ounce.
Carbon disulphide 5 ounces.

Dissolve and spread a portion of the solution on
each of the two pieces of leather to be united. After
a few minutes, when the disulphide has evaporated,
the leather is to be heated over a gas flame, and the

I)arts are to be stuck together and pressed with a
warm iron.

It should be remembered that carbon disulphide is

dangerously inflammable.

II.

Gutta-percha 26 parts.

Asphalt 20 parts.

Carbon disulphide 50 parts.

Oil of turpentine 10 parts.

Dissolve the shreds of gutta-percha in the carbon di-

sulphide and oil of turpentine. To this solution add
tlie asphalt, in powder, and set the whole away for

several days until the asphalt is dissolved.

The cement should be of about the consistency of

honey, and if thinner than this should be left in an
open vessel until evaporation has made it of the

proper consistency. Articles to be patched with this

cement should first be washed with benzin.

Both the carbon disulphide and the benzin should be

kept away from fire.

III.

Soak for one day i pound of common glue in

enough water to cover it. At the same time soak i

pound of isinglass in stale ale. Then mix the two
and heat gradually until the boiling point is reached.

At this point add a little tannin, and continue the boil-

ing for an hour. Water may be added if the mixture
is too thick at any time during the making.
When this cement is applied, the leather joined

should be kept under pressure for not less than twelve

hours.

Belt Glue.

WJiat is known as a belt glue, is made as follows

:

Soak 50 parts of gelatin in water, pour ofif the ex-

cess of water, and heat on a water bath. With good
stirring add 5 parts of glycerin, 10 parts of oil of

turpentine, and 5 parts of linseed oil varnish. The
ingredients are to be added in the order named, and
the parts should be weighed rather than measured.

Indeed, "parts" are always understood to be by weight

unless otherwise specified.

This glue is to be thinned with water as necessary,

and applied to the two ends of the belt to be united.

Pressure is then applied for twenty-four hours, when
the cement is dry and the belt ready for use.

Pad or Tablet Glue.

Glue 12 ounces.

Alum I dram.

Acetic acid i ounce.

Alcohol 3 ounces.

Water i3 ounces.

Mix all but the alcohol; digest on a water bath

until the glue has become soft and liquid; when cool,

add the alcohol.

Glue for Celluloid.

Shellac 2 parts.

Spirit of camphor 3 parts.

Alcohol 4 parts.

Dissolve in a warm place.

This glue may be used for fastening celluloid to

wood, tin or other materials. It should not be ex-
posed to the air when not in use.

II.

To mend broken celluloid articles, mix 3 parts of
alcohol and 4 parts of ether, and apply to the broken
edges of the article. Press the two parts together
and leave them for twenty-four hours.

Metal Cement.
Casein 4 parts.

Slaked lime 5 parts.

Sand 20 parts.

Water enough.

Cement for Glass or Porcelain.

Isinglass 25 parts.

Ammoniac 2 parts.

Mastic I part.

Alcohol 5 parts.

Water enough.

Soak the isinglass in water all night, and then sus-

pend it in a cloth until all superfluous water has
drained off. Then put it into a suitable flask and
heat on a water bath until it becomes fluid. Dissolve
the gums in the alcohol and add this solution to the

soft isinglass which has been removed from the water
bath and allowed to cool to about 160° F., and mix all

thoroughly together.

In applying this cement, be sure that the edges to

be joined are clean. The article to be mended should
be brought to about the same temperature as the
cement, to prevent the latter from suddenly becoming
chilled. The mended article should be kept under
pressure for a few days.

Test for Casein in Urine.—W. W. C, Ohio.—It

is very rare to find casein in urine. If present it will

respond to the usual tests for albumin except the boil-

ing test. Heller's test will show it in minute traces.

Apply this test as follows: Put about 3^2 ounce of

urine in a wine glass, and gently flow strong nitric

acid down the side of the glass, holding the glass in

an inclined position so that the acid will not mix with
the urine, but will form a layer underneath. Allow
this to stand a few minutes, and if albuminous bodies
are present, they will show as a white or whitish ring
at the juncture of the two liquids. If much is present
the ring will appear immediately, and will be quite

dense.

Dilute some of the urine with an equal volume of
water, and repeat the test. If casein is present it will

show more plainly in the diluted than in the undi-
luted test. This, however, is not conclusive. To be
sure that the substance is casein, and not some other
albumin, it must be separated and tested by itself.

If the urine has responded to Heller's test, add 2
drops of acetic acid to a test-tube of the urine, and
boil it. If a precipitate forms albumin other than
casein is present. If no precipitate forms on boiling,
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casein is probably there—and it may be present in

conjunction with other albumins, of course. The
casein must then be separated in as pure a form as

possible. Put a liberal quantity of the urine into a

dialyser, add a little chloroform as a preservative, and

remove all the salts present by dialysis. This must be

thoroughly done, until the diffusate ceases to show the

presence of phosphates or chlorides when tested for

these. Then add acetic acid to the dialysed urine, until

it contains 0.2 per cent, of the acid, and allow it to

stand. Casein, if present, will precipitate. Filter,

wash with a little water, dissolve in a weak alkaline

solution and reprecipitate it with acetic acid (0.2 per

cent.). Filter and test the precipitate for casein by

digesting a little of it with rennet, after dissolving it

in weak alkali and neutralizing the solution with

hydrochloric acid. The casein will be curdled by the

rennet. To confirm the test, burn a little of the pre-

cipitate to an ash, and test the latter for phosphates,

which are present in casein. Also estimate the nitro-

gen in the samples by the Kjeldahl process. Casein

should yield about 15.7 per cent, of nitrogen.

Bromine plus Phosphorus.—G. G., New York,

sends the following prescription, which, he says, was
recently received in a drug store, from an old cus-

tomer :

I> Bromum pur gtt. ij

Phosphori pur gr.
j

]\Iisce et div. in pil. cxx.

Sig. One night and morning, after eating.

"Your critical comment and directions for dispens-

ing are respectfully requested," he writes.

Passing over the comparatively inconsequential

fact that bromum is in the nominative case where it

does not belong, while just below it phosphori is in

the genitive, where it does belong, we hasten to say

that we hesitate to suggest any directions for dis-

pensing the ingredients named, lest that fact be con-

strued as equivalent to a sort of quasi-endorsement

of the prescription.

There used to be a story told on Governor (after-

ward, Senator) Vance, of North Carolina, that ran

something like this: When he was an officer in the

Confederate army he was riding at the head of his

command across an old field, to meet the enemy and
engage them in battle. Seeing a rabbit jump from
the straw and go forward for a bit until it scented

danger ahead, and then make a flank movement
which eventually landed it in the rear, V^ance, who
could not resist the impulse to make a joke, regard-

less of time and place, rose in his stirrups and waving
his sword over his head, shouted : "Run, molly cotton-

tail, run like blazes; if I didn't have any more reputa-

tion at stake than you have, I'd run, too."

We showed this prescription to a pharmaceutical

chemist, and he summed up his views of it in the one
word, "Wow!" If we did not have a reputation to

sustain we should simply say, "Wow !" too, and let it

go at that.

But something more than an exclamation, with or

without a story, is due to our readers, so we shall

proceed

:

Phosphorus and bromine make phosphorus penta-

bromide—and it should be made on ice to keep it

from getting over-excited. Then phosphorus penta-

bromide and water make phosphoric and hydrobromic
acids. These are both piven internally, but if they

are desired, why make a chemical factory of the

prescription counter.

However, if one is careful the pills may be made
and the acids so formed can be made into a mass with

licorice or flour and a little tragacanth, and ther.

divided into pills.

The prescription is a sort of pyrotechnic affair

that might please and amuse some adventurous dis-

pensers, but is not one which we think will ever be-

come popular with either physicians or pharmacists.

If we were the druggist to whom it was presented for

filling, we think we should do all we could to discour-

age the customer from returning for a "refill," per-

haps even going to the length of positively refusing to

Ijave anything to do with it.

Calomel with Sodium Bicarbonate.—L. B., New
York.—Just why physicians prescribe calomel and
sodium bicarbonate together we are not able to

say : perhaps each one who does so thinks that he has

good and sufficient reasons for his course, maybe the

prevention of the formation of the mercuric salt. The
custom of combining these two articles in a single

medicine is long-established, and while Ruddimann
quotes Scoville as saying that corrosive mercuric
chloride is formed by such combination in course of

time and under some conditions, we do not recall

b.aving heard of any trouble attributed to this fact.

Indeed, chemists have reported that the mercurous
salt gradually changes to a mercuric when exposed to

the atmosphere, even when not in combination ; and
some therapeutists claim that calomel, as such, is in-

active, and exerts the influence attributed to it only
when a portion of it has changed to the bichloride.

It has been observed that calomel in very fine pow-
der has a yellowish tint, and it may be that the yel-

lowness that you observed when you rubbed the calo-

mel in a mortar with the sodium salt was due to the

fineness of the powder rather than to any chemical

interaction of the two ingredients.

A Shot-Gun Mixture.—A correspondent exhibits

the following as a sample of the "shot-gun" mixtures
that druggists are called upon by physicians to

dispense

:

I> Bis. subcarb 5ij

Listerine ^j

Brown's essence of ginger 3iij

Glyco-thymoline gj
Lactopeptine 3ij

Elix. lactopeptine q.s. §iv.

It really seems that prescription druggists are com-
pelled by doctors to carry a line of nostrums.

Oleum Fagi.—B. R., New York.—Oil of fagus
is oil of the beech-nut, the tree that yields this nut
being known as fagus sylvatica. This information
is given in the old (1894) National Dispensatory, but

seems to have been omitted from its successor, the

National Standard. It is also to be found in the

American, but not in the United States Dispensatory.
The old National Dispensatory says: "The oil is

yellow and of a mild odor and taste, or, if expressed
with heat, somewhat acrid, but becomes mild by age.

It does not easily turn rancid, has the specific gravity

0.921 to 0.923. congeals at about—17.5° C. (0.5° F.),

consists mainly of olein with little palmitin and
stearin," etc.
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To Prevent Rusting of Tin Cans.—J. F. G., New
York, puts burnt cork and water into tin cans, but
after standing awhile the cans rust. Coating them
with paraffin did not entirely overcome this trouble,

so he has applied to us for help.

If the burnt cork mixture is slightly alkaline—as
we should expect it to be—the cans will not rust so
readily. The ash of most plants is alkaline, but per-
haps the corks are not burnt sufficiently to reduce
them to this alkaline state. The addition of a very
small proportion of sodium carbonate would make
the water sufficiently alkaline to prevent or, at least,

retard its action on the iron, and we should not ex-
pect it to change the character of the liquid in any
noticeable way.

If the cans must be coated, we should say that

paraffin is without question the best material to use
lor this purpose. It must be properly applied to be
effective. The cans should be uniformly heated to

above the melting point of paraffin—preferably by
immersing in boiling water for a few minutes—and
then a little melted paraffin poured in" and quickly

flowed all over the inner surface of the can. The excess
of the paraffin should, of course, be allowed to drain

out. If the can and paraffin are hot enough, a uniform
but thin coating will be obtained, but if not hot
enough the coating will not be uniform and hence will

be ineffective. We feel sure that paraffin will do the

work if skilfully applied.

Preservaline.
—

".Subscriber,'' Quebec.—In the

Yearbook of the Department of Agriculture for 1900,
W. D. Bigelow, then assistant in charge of food in-

vestigations, division of chemistry, now sometime
acting chief of the bureau, published a treatise on
"The Use and Abuse of Food Preservatives," in

which he had a good deal to say about the composi-
tion of the various preparations then on the market
known under the general name preservaline.

In his article the author (speaking generally and not
with particular reference to the preparation now un-
der discussion), used the following language:

In using preservatives of unknown composition, reliable

and well-meaning food manufacturers may unknowingly
commit two wrongs: (1) They may add to their products
a compound of markedly toxic properties; (2) they may
violate the law. Dependence cannot be placed on the
claims of dealers. Representations of wholesomeness are
worthless, because they accompany every food preserva-
tive. The statement that a given preservative may be used
according to directions without violating the provisions of

any pure food law is always false. All claims of new dis-

coveries and exceptional preserving power are without
foundation. In this category should be placed those pres-

ervatives which by name, trade-mark and advertising
matter are represented as having the same effect on food
as ice, differing only in the temperature produced.

It should be noted that these remarks were made
before the passage of the food and drugs act of June
30th, 1906, and therefore, also, before the enactment
of the various State laws based on that act. The
statutes are much more rigid now than they were in

1900. It is quite possible, also, that the composition
of some of the proprietary preservatives has also un-
dergone a change in the meantime.

Forming a portion of the food chemist's article is

a list of a hundred or so preparations offered through
the trade as food preservatives, with reports of
analyses of these. Over two dozen kinds of pre-

scrvalines are mentioned, all made by the same com-

pany. Each one of these was found to contain one
or more of the following ingredients : borax, salt, salt-

peter, boric acid, ammonium fluoride, salicylic acid,

sodium benzoate, formaldehyde, sodium sulphite, and
sodium sulphate. As formaldehyde is particularly

dangerous when used in foods, it may be well here to

point out and emphasize the fact that it was found
to be present to the extent of 10 per cent, in "pre-
servaline No. 2," and in "milk sweet" ; while a smaller
percentage was found in "M preservaline." Some
information as to the estimation in which borax and
other borates are held as food preservatives is given on
page 722 of this issue.

We are not very familiar with the pure food laws
of Canada, but in "the States" such preparations as
are herein mentioned are very good things, if used in-

discriminately in foodstuffs, to get a man into embar-
rassing complications with the courts.

Perhaps sodium benzoate is as little objectionable as
any of the chemicals used in preserving syrups, jams,
jellies, etc., but the old-fashioned and honest sugar
and heat, with or without studied sterilization, we can
unqualifiedly recommend.

An Ointment Query.—O. B. S., Pennsylvania,
sends a copy of a prescription, with the request that
we comment upon it "in regards to the compatibility
and the making of a homeogenous mass." The pre-
scription as submitted reads

:

I> Acid salicylic 5ss.

Balsam peru 5ij

Sulphur praecip 31
j

Ung. petrolatum gij

M. et Sig. Apply locally t. i. d.

Assuming that the ingredients are of pharmaco-
pceial quality, the question of compatibility is reduced
to its physical aspect. This, with the making of a
"homeogenous mass," becomes a matter of manipula-
tion.

Alany untoward results with ointments containing
salicylic acid are due to the use of a metallic spatula in
the process of making, the acid having a peculiar af-
finity for metals and their oxides. Perhaps the most
satisfactory results with the above mixture may be
obtained by proceeding as follows

:

Triturate the acid and the sulphur with the balsam,
in a large glass or porcelain mortar until a smooth
paste is obtained. Add the petrolatum in divided por-
tions with thorough trituration, and transfer the
ointment to a glass, porcelain, or wooden container,
with a hard-rubber or horn spatula.

Petrolatum is not so satisfactory as a base for oint-
ments containing sulphur, as lard or lanolin. Bal-
sam peru, when in large proportions, has a tendency
to separate from a base of petrolatum alone, but when
present in the proportion here prescribed, there should
be no difficulty in keeping it in place.

Ointments more or less similar in character to the
above are in general use.

Hoyle's Liniment.—F. K. C, Maryland, wants
the formula for Hoyle's liniment, which, he under-
stands, is a rheumatism remedy with a turpentine base.
"We were led to believe," he adds, "that it was a
preparation similar to Stokes' liniment, although it

may be a proprietary preparation." We are unable to
supply the desired formula, and ask for help.
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Wintergreen Wafers.—]'. J. F., New Jersey.—

We are not sufficiently well versed in candy-making

to tell whether a given formula will produce white

wintergreen wafers like a given sample. (The sam-

ple you submit, by the way, is peppermint, not win-

tergreen.) We should say that the qualifications of

the manipulator would have to be considered also: a

pharmacist is not necessarily a confectioner.

However, here is a forrnula with which it is said

the genuine old-fashioned peppermint (or winter-

green) lozenges can be produced. In candy-making

as in cooking, the skilled "artist" generally reckons

by "enough" rather than by measure.

Tragacanth 5 ounces.

Water lo ounces.

Icing sugar 7/^ pounds.

Soak the tragacanth (which should be carefully

picked free of yellow pieces) in the water over night.

Ne.xt day place the soaked gum in a strong towel and.

with a stick on each end of the towel, twist, and

squeeze the gum through. Work the gum on a clean

marble slab, pounding with the side of the hand, until

it becomes perfectly white and elastic, then gradually

work in the sugar. Add the desired flavor and, if a

v.-hite lozenge is desired, a drop of blue polor. Cover

up the batch and let it stand for a few minutes. With
a rolling pin. roll out a sufficient quantity on a slab,

well dredged with potato starch or fine sugar. Let it

rest a minute or two ; roll it up on the pin and transfer

it to the cutting board. Let it stand about as long as

it took to roll it out ; turn it over and cut into the de-

sired shapes with a steel cutter. Leave the lozenges

on a tray until they are dry, brush them in a sieve;

and thev are readv for sale.

Tuberculozine.—F. L. B.. ^Massachusetts.—In

tlic Journal of tlic American Medical Association for

November loth, 1906, is an article by Dr. Lyman F.

Kebler, of the bureau of chemistry, department of

agriculture, Washington, on the "Exploitation of

Nostrums," in which the following is said about

tuberculozine

:

This remedy is placed on the market by a firm located

at Kalamazoo, Mich. It is very interesting to note that

the claims made are only for the cure ot consumption.
Two liquid preparations are employed, one colored

amber with caramel, and another red with an anilin dye.

The chief active constituents ot the red medicine are

alcohol and phosphatic material. Those of the amber-
colored preparation are alcohol and a small quantity of

an organic copper salt. It is also claimed by the firm to

contain heroin. The presence of this, however, could not
be established, and even if present it certainly does not
possess a curative effect for consumption.
A careful investigation of the remedy discloses the fact

that the virtue of this medicine is claimed to reside almost
solely in the small quantity of organic copper salt present.

An extended investigation was entered into for the pur-

pose of ascertaining to what extent such a copper salt was
known by the medical profession to be of value in the

treatment or cure of consumption, and no one appeared to

be familiar with any properties inherent in organic cop-

per salts that would be useful in the treatment or cure of

consumption. It was found, however, that a considerable

number of experiments had been made by a French physi-

cian In some of the French hospitals with certain organic
salts of copper, and, according to his results, such copper
salts appear to have a beneficial influence in the treatment
and cure of consumption, and when the case came up for

final hearing this was the evidence presented by the com-
pany to show that it has a substantial basis for its rem-
edy. Under the conditions It was diflScult to assert that

the remedy was not consistent with Its claims. This brings
out one of the most difficult features constantly being met

with in dealing with these products. Medical literature

teems with just such things as these, and it is not diflicult

to find evidence apparently of an authentic character to

bolster up almost any fraudulent claim. Such is not only

the case with past records, but current literature is fol-

lowing in similar footsteps. An interesting feature in con-

nection with the treatment of this remedy is that the gen-

eral directions prescribe the regularly recognized open-

air treatment, co-jplsd with a careful regulation of the

diet. This is undoubtedly the basis of any success that

may result from the use ot this remedy rather than the

medicine itself.

Shaving Cream Soap.—O. S., Wisconsin.—We
are not familiar with the formula of the preparation

} ou name. The so-called shaving creams are usually

soft soaps with the addition of some free fat. The
following are typical formulas:

I.

Animal soap 8 ounces.

Spermaceti 2 ounces.

Rose water 20 ounces.

Isinglass i ounce.

Potassium carbonate i dram.

Whites of 4 eggs.

Lanolin i ounce.

Perfume enough.

Heat the soap, the spermaceti and the rose water

on a water bath until a jelly is formed ; transfer to a

warm mortar and add the isinglass (first softened in

;• minimum of water), the potassium carbonate and
the whites of the eggs. Mix well with an tgg beater

;

beat in the lanolin, and perfume as desired.

II.

Lard n ounces.

Potassium hydroxide 13 drams.

^^"ater 4>4 ounces.

Alcohol 4 drams.

\Miite of I egg.

Oil of bitter almond 10 minims.

Dissolve the potassium salt in the water, and trit-

urate with the lard in a mortar. Set aside for twelve

hours, and add the oil, dissolved in the alcohol, and
the white of the egg, beating the mass until it becomes
pearly in appearance.

III.

Lard 4 ounces.

Coconut oil 12 ounces.

Castile soap, dried and powdered ... 2 ounces.

Solution of potassium hydroxide
(s.g. 1.33) 8 ounces.

Oil of neroli 5 minims.
Oil of rose geranium 30 minims.

Heat together the lard, the coconut oil and the

potash lye for several hours, at 100° C. Sieve the

powdered soap upon the mass, and incorporate it by
continued trituration. When the mass has cooled add
the perfume, and transfer to collapsible tubes.

Creolin.—E. A. D.. Massachusetts.—See the

L'nited States Pharmacopoeia, under "Compound
Solution of Cresol ;" the National Formulan,', under
"Saponated Tincture of Cresol :" the dispensatories

and otlier books on materia medica and pharmacy;
and the issues of The Druggists Circul.\r for

August, of this year, page 539; and for February,
page 36; April, page 134; May, page 159; and
August, page 296, all for 1906; and in a number of

former issues.
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Gelatinization of an Iron and Quinine Mixture.
—Requar Pingel, New York, having read the note

with the above head in the Circular for August,
page 538, writes: "A certain Mr. P. B., of South
Dakota, writes about gelatinization of an iron and
quinine mixture. The prescription reads:

I^ Strychninas nitratis 0.06

Quinin££ sulphatis.

Ferri pyrophosphatis aa 4.00

Acidi pyrophosphorici diluti I5-00

Syrupi aurantii .q. s. ad 250.00

"By using 2 drams of sodium chloride instead of

ihe 4 drams of potassium citrate which was used, you
will get the desired result. The addition of sodium
chloride Vk^ill not alter the taste as it is decomposed in

the mixture.

"In my opinion the precipitate is the forming of

quinine phosphate which is not soluble except in an
excess of acid.

"The mixture must be made in the following man-
ner : Dissolve the iron in a little hot water- ( i or 2

drams) ; to this add the strychnine, the diluted acid

and syrup of orange to make 4 ounces. Dissolve in

a separate vessel 2 drams of sodium chloride (com-
mon table salt) in 3 ounces of syrup of orange; to

this add the quinine sulphate previously dissolved in

I dram of diluted sulphuric acid (or instead use a

solution of I dram of quinine bisulphate). Pour this

mixture into the first obtained, add enough syrup of

orange to make 250 c.c, and shake it well."

On trying the sodium chloride as directed we ob-

tained twice a gelatinous mixture, but observed that

on standing a couple of days the mixture showed
signs of clearing. Upon further standing the cloudi-

ness again appeared, followed by gelatinization.

By mixing in the following manner a clear solution

is obtained : The quinine sulphate (not bisulphate)

and strychnine nitrate are dissolved in 15 grammes of

diluted phosphoric acid. The iron pyrophosphate is

dissolved in 8 grammes of water and added to 220
grammes of syrup of orange in which 8 grammes of

sodium chloride has been dissolved. Then the alka-

loid solution is added slowly, with constant stirring,

and the volume made up to 250 grammes with syrup
of orange. The alkaloidal solution must be stirred

in quickly to prevent gelatinization.

Emulsion of Linseed Oil (Thompson).—E. C.

W., New York.—Dr. W. Oilman Thompson, of this

city, uses in his practice an emulsion of linseed oil,

prepared according to a formula arranged by him-
self. This formula is as follows :

Irish moss 3 drams.

Water 15 ounces.

Linseed oil 9 ounces.

Oil of gaultheria 50 minims.

Oil of cinnamon 50 minims.
Alcohol I ounce.

Diluted hydrocyanic acid 13^ drams.

Glycerin i ounce.

Syrup 6 ounces.

A mucilage is prepared with the Irish moss and the

water, according to the directions for making
mucilage of Irish moss, N. F. The oil is emulsified

with the mucilage as directed in the Irish moss emul-

sion of cod liver oil of the National Formulary ; and
the other ingfredients are added in the usual manner.

Sweating Liniment.—M. B. J., Ohio.—Sweating
liniments are mixtures exploited for the reduction of

splints, ringbones, and similar enlargements on horses.

They are directed to be applied with friction until

moisture exudes; discontinued for several days, and
again applied.

Plere are several typical formulas :

I.

Oil of turpentine 36 ounces.

Camphor 5 ounces.

Acetic acid 7>4 ounces.

Yolk of 9 eggs.

Rapeseed oil 20 ounces.

Water 24 ounces.

II.

JMercury bichloride i dram.
Alcohol' 2 ounces.

ui.

Camphor iy2 ounces.

Soft soap 5 ounces.

Oil of rosemary I ounce.

Ammonia water 3 ounces.

Alcohol 20 ounces.

Water 7 ounces.

latrol.—A. E. P., New York.—In The Druggists
Circul.ar's little dictionary of Modern Materia Medica
it is stated that "latrol is a 'combination of iodine with

coal tar derivatives' introduced some years ago here

as a succed.aneum for iodoform as a wound antiseptic

;

a grayish-white, odorless powder." To this we may
add that it is described as a compound resulting from
the action of "nascent iodine upon certain coal tar

derivatives." The formula assigned to it is

NH(C,H,0,)(C2H,0)L. Accordingly it should con-

tain about 60 per cent, of iodine in organic combina-
tion. It is defined as oxyiodo-methylanilide.

Medical Journals and Nostrum Advertisements.
—G. B. S., Massachusetts, wants to know "what other

journals besides the American Medical Association's

and the California State Journal of Medicine have
adopted the same or similar rules as to nostrums ap-
pearing in their advertising columns, etc., etc."

While we cannot undertake to give a complete list

of such journals, we may say that many if not most
of the journals of the State medical societies have
adopted such rules, notably those of Texas, Ohio,
Kentucky, Illinois, jNIichigan, and Nebraska. One of
the more conspicuous examples of the several inde-

])endent journals that are following suit is the Wash-
ington (D. C.) Medical Annals. The Philadelphia

Medical World is an independent paper which has as-

sumed a very militant attitude toward certain forms
of quackery.

Sartoin.—A. C. H., Iowa.—Take a sample of this

preparation, which retails at $1 a pound, and a sam-
ple of magnesium sulphate, which retails at 5 cents a
pound, apply the same tests to them and note the dif-

ference in results, if any. So far as we have been
able to determine, the principal difference is that the
sartoin is dirty, but as the directions for using it call

for straining, perhaps this difference should not be
emphasized.

In this connection the note on eppotone, on page
723 is of particular interest.
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Foley's Honey and Tar.—In the Circular for

September, page 589, we copied an article from the

New Hampshire Board of Health's Sanitary Bulletin

in which it was stated that a sample of Foley's honey

and tar, purchased at Concord, contained no honey,

and was therefore illegally labeled.

The manufacturers of the preparation having writ-

ten us that the published statement was "absolutely

false," we wrote to the secretary of the New Hamp-
shire Board of Health for a further statement. In

his reply to our letter the chemist for the board said

:

"There is some reason for believing that the sample

in question did not represent very recent stock and

may very possibly have been put up at a time when
the genuineness of honey was notoriously open to

question. I may state that samples purchased re-

cently from fresh stock have given no negative indi-

cations, and I therefore have no reason to believe that

the claims made for Foley's honey and tar, so far as

the honey content is concerned, are other than truth-

ful."

Refining Cottonseed Oil.—IM. E. R., New Jersey.

—The refining of cottonseed oil is not practicable on

a small scale. In the refineries the oil is partially

saponified, and the soap which separates, carries down
coloring and other matters with it, leaving a clear,

light-colored oil on top. The trick is to know just

how much to saponify without wasting oil. Doubless

this will vary somewhat with different oils. "Waste

may also occur in the separating, and the oil cannot

be handled economically without apparatus.

Probably our correspondent's difficulty does not lie

in the directions given in the dispensatory, but in his

lack of proper facilities for handling the oil.

"Velox Developer.—W'. P., Connecticut.—En-
closed with each lot of velox paper is a pamphlet

giving, among other directions for making prints, a

formula for a developer. As the manufacturers

should be well acquainted with the requirements of

their product there is every reason to assume that

the developer which receives their sanction is the

most satisfactory.

The keeping qualities of this developer when made
into a solution are, as in the case of the solutions of all

organic chemicals, to a great extent due to the care ex-

ercised in preparing it. By following the slightly modi-

fied formula and the directions given herewith a liquid

developer may be prepared which will retain its

efficiency for a reasonable length of time.

Metol 84 grains.

Hydroquinone 6 drams.

Dried sodium sulphite 3 ounces.

Dried sodium carbonate 5 ounces.

Distilled water 120 ounces.

Potassium bromide 45 grains.

The weights are all troy; the water is measured.

The metol and the hydroquinone should be fresh

and not discolored.

Chemical cleanness of the utensils is essential. All

should be well washed with soap and water; rinsed

with clean water; again with diluted hydrochloric

acid, and then with distilled water.

Heat about 80 ounces of the distilled water in a

porcelain or porcelain-lined evaporating dish to about
70° C. ; remove from the flame and add the metol and

the hydroquinone, stirring with a glass rod until solu-

tion is effected. Add the sodium salts and the potas-

sium bromide and stir until dissolved. Add about 30
ounces of distilled water; filter through paper into a

suitable container, and wash the filter with the rest of

the distilled water. Agitate the container; pour the

finished developer into perfectly clean 4- or 8-ounce

bottles, completely filling them ; stop with good corks

and seal with paraffin. The bottles should be kept in

a cool, dark place and should preferably be of amber
glass.

This developer is of the correct strength for use

with the "regular"' velox papers. For developing the

special papers it should be diluted with an equal quan-

tity of distilled water.

Mercury Bichloride plus Potassium Iodide.—C.

L. E., New Hampshire, filled a prescription for i

grain of corrosive mercuric chloride and yi ounce of

potassium iodide in enough water to make 4 ounces.

He wants to know what quantity of red mercuric

iodide there is in a teaspoonful of the solution, that

is, if that salt is formed.

When the two salts prescribed are brought together

in water, in the proportion of 4 parts of the former

and 5 parts of the latter, red mercuric iodide is

formed. By using the atomic weights of the three

salts as a basis for the calculation, it is seen that i

grain of the mercuric salt, with enough of the potas-

sium iodide, will produce approximately 1.7 grains of

the red mercuric iodide. Of course 1.7 grains, divide'd

into thirty-two doses, would give about 0.053 grains

to each dose.

"Wafer Paper.—J. C. K., New York.—According
to Remington's Pharmacy, "wafer sheet is made by
pouring a mixture of flour and water upon hot

greased plates, or between two hot, polished, revolv-

ing cylinders separated at a proper distance, so that

the water is evaporated and a sheet of wafer pro-

duced." Caspari says that the rice-flour wafer is

more readily disintegrated in the stomach than one

made of wheat flour. There is also a real paper used

in making wafers or cachets, but this, of course, is not

a product of an ordinary pharmaceutical laboratorj'.

Schneeberger Snuff.—A. W., New York.—There
seems to be no one definite formula for this snuff.

Hager directs that it be made of

—

Canada snakeroot 20 grammes.
Lilly of the valley flowers 5 grammes.
White hellebore root 2 grammes.
Orris root SO grammes.
Oil of bergamot 15 drops.

The Standard Formulary gives three formulas, all

different from the above, and Dieterich gives still an-

other one.

New Books on Prescription Writing.—G. B. S.,

Massachusetts.—While there are a number of books
devoted exclusively to the prescription, we have seen

none based on the new Pharmacopoeia. Qnapters on

this subject appear in Remington's and Caspari's

books on pharmacy, in Scoville's The Art of Com-
pounding, in Sollmann's Pharmacology, and in other

books of similar character which have been issued

since the eighth revision of the Pharmacopoeia.
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Temperature and Specific Gravity of Urine.—H.
M. C, Dutch West Indies, writes: "In a paper, pub-
lished by Parke, Davis & Co., for the determination of
specific gravity of urine, it is stated that if the tem-
perature is higher than 15° C, one unit is to be added
for every 4.5° C. in excess of the standard tempera-
lure ; and many German authorities state 3° C.—that

is to say, one unit for every 3° C. Which is correct?"
"Who shall decide when doctors disagree?" has

long been a vexing question. Parke, Davis & Co.
v/rite us that the data which they have accumulated
indicate that one unit is to be added for every 4.5° C,
instead of for every 3° C. They quote Purdy, whom
they consider the best authority and who, they say,
practically agrees with them.

Perhaps as good if not better authority than Purdy,
is Olof Hammarsten, and in the fifth revised German
edition of his Physiological Chemistry, translated by
Dr. John A. Mandel, professor of chemistry and
physics, and of physiological chemistry, in the New
York University and Bellevue Hospital Medical Col-
lege, one unit for each 3° is stated to be the proper
allowance to make. Dr. Elias H. Hartley, iirhis Med-
ical and Pharmaceutical Chemistry, adopts the figures

given by Hammarsten. On the other hand. Dr.
Charles W. Purdy, professor of clinical medicine at

the Chicago Post-Graduate Medical School, in his

Practical Uranalysis, gives 7° F. (3.9° C.) as the

figure.

Joseph L. Mayer, in a paper on the chemical ex-

amination of urine, read at the recent meeting of the

American Pharmaceutical Association, gives 6° F.

(3-3° C.)

As a matter of fact we imagine that the difference

in the final reading of the urinometer, whether based
on a variation of one unit for each 3° C. of tempera-
lure above the normal, or one for each 4.5° C, will

not be greater than the variation in the accuracy of the

average urinometer, especially when allowance is

made for the "personal equation."

It is very easy to bring the sample to the tempera-
lure at which the urinometer is standardized, usually

15° C. or 60° F. It is also easy to observe the dif-

ference in the reading of the urinometer as the tem-
perature is raised, so that each operator may decide

for himself the number of degrees of temperature to

be calculated as equivalent to one unit on the urino-

meter.

Perborates in Tooth Powders.—"Dentist" writes:

"Does a patent on a mixture prevent one who is legal-

ly authorized to write prescriptions, from prescribing

any particular ingredients in said mixture? For ex-

ample: In the calox patents, although they do not

claim the earth, they do attempt to cover all the

alkalies and alkaline earths that give off oxygen when
brought into contact with moisture. I do not believe

in prescribing proprietary or patent articles, therefore

write my prescriptions for tooth powders, mouth
washes, etc., and send my patients to their druggists.

One of my favorite prescriptions for a tooth powder
is the following:

I^ Calcii carbonatis praecipitati 3vi

Sodii perboratis Si

Pulvis saponis gr xx
Olei gaultheric-e m xii

"The statement has been made that 1 have no legal

right to prescribe sodium perborate in a tooth powder.

Can you give me any information in regard to the

matter? I do not expect you to give legal advice, but
I thought perhaps you might know of similar cases
h.aving been tried and settled in the courts, which
would act as a precedent."

Calox is protected by two patents, that of May
17th, 1904, seeming to cover the use of calcium dio.x-

ide in a tooth powder, and that of October 17th, 1905,
seeming to cover a similar use of the "percarbonates
or perborates of the alkali or alkaline earth metals."
As examples, the percarbonates or perborates of "am-
monium, sodium, potassium, calcium, or magnesium"
are mentioned. It will be noticed that sodium per-

borate, the article prescribed by our querist, is

specifically designated, the quotations being from the

patent issued to Eustace Harold Gane.
We wrote to our patent attorney at Washington for

a legal opinion covering the point raised, and from
his reply we quote, as follows: "If Gane was the first

to use such substance in a dentifrice and the claims to

his patent can be sustained, I am of the opinion that

your subscriber would infringe on this patent by pre-

scribing a tooth powder having perborate of sodium
as one of the ingredients under his prescription. The
general principle of law is, that whoever does an act

which naturally causes another to commit a tort, is

himself liable to an action therefor. Under this prin-

ciple it has been held that a person who makes plans
for infringing macliinery, or other subject of a patent,

and obtains bids for its manufacture, and receives

compensation for work in its erection, is liable as in-

fringer of the patent on the structure thus produced.
This was decided in the case of the Risdon Iron and
Locomotive Works vs. Trent (92 Fed. Rep. 390).
Applying this principle to the case of the prescrip-

tion of your subscriber, I would say that he would be
liable for infringement.

"I have not been able, however, in the short time at

my command, to find a case directly in point where
a physician has been held to be an infringer by writ-

ing a prescription in the filling of which a patented
compound is formed. I have delayed so long in ac-

knowledging your last favor that I decided to make
this report without taking more time to see if an
authority directly in point could be found."
The only way to ascertain whether or not the claims

of a patentee would be sustained by the courts, is to

bring a test case before them.

Blindness Caused by Wood Alcohol Used Ex-
ternally.—A "chemist"—to use the British expression

—of Surat, India, writes that he is a constant reader
of the Circular, for which his firm subscribed about
twent_v-five years ago, and that it was through the
Circular that he learned that methylated spirit pro-
duces blindness even by its external application. He
says that in India "all the pharmacopceial liniments

prepared in methyl alcohol are unobjectionably and
freely used without the ill effects coming into the

notice of the patients and the medical staff." He
thinks it will be a matter of public benefit for us to

publish particulars as to just how the wood alcohol

affects the eyesight, what the symptoms of its poison-
ous effect are, and what disease it produces and the

remedy for it, if any. He asks if the ill effect of the

spirit may be escaped by preventing its vapor from
coming into contact with the eyes.

Methyl alcohol when taken into the stomach, or ab-
sorbed into the system through application to the skin
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or by breathing ils vapor, in addition to acting as a

general systemic poison, especially attacks the optic

nerve, the result of which is atrophy of the nerve and

consequently blindness, partial or complete according

to the extent of the injury.

As to how this action is effected we are as much in

the dark as in regard to most other therapeutic mat-

ters. It has been suggested that the action noted is

due to the decomposition of the spirit in the system

into formic acid, this acid being the finally destructive

agent. If this be so, formaldehyde and preparations

yielding it might be expected to produce the same re-

sult, it being an intermediate product in the change of

wood alcohisl to formic acid. In view of this we have

thought it wise in mentioning remedies containing

formaldehyde or capable of forming it to add a cau-

tion as to their use ; and this caution has included the

n-.ethylene group and formates from which formic

acid might be produced.

A point especially to be borne in mind is that it h
quite possible that vision may sometimes be impaired

by these or other drugs without the cause being sus-

pected, the trotible being ascribed to natural "wear

and tear" of the eyes.

There seems no hope whatever of restoring an atro-

phied nerve, but where the poison has not had time

to exert its full effect, stimulating emetics, such as

mustard and zinc sulphate, have proven of value ; and

the stomach pump and washing the stomach with

warm water have also been found useful. Hot baths

and quick-acting purges promote elimination of the

l)oison. and cardiac and respiratory stimulants, as

digitalis, strychnine, atropine, coffee and whisky, are

of benefit.

After what has been said, it is scarcely necessary to

add that protecting the eyes themselves against the

vapor (if that could be done) would not prevent its

effects as it would necessarily be breathed by the

operator.

Drs. Buller and Wood have gone into the matter at

some length and have reported their work in the

Journal of the American Medical Association. Num-
bers of cases of poisoning and blindness caused by the

fumes of wood alcohol are cited by these physicians,

references to their reports being made with some re-

gard to detail in the issues of the Circular for De-
cember, 1905, page 449, and September, 1906,

page 319.

We would suggest reference also to the issues of

the CiRCUL.\R for April, page 104 ; October, page 346

;

and November, page 389, all for 1905 ; and for Janu-
ary, 1902, page 3 ; and August, 1901, page 168.

Red Color for Coal Oil.—M. B. J., Ohio.—Judg-
ing from the appearance of the sample the powder is

probably one of the oil-soluble anilin colors. These
are sold under the names fat colors (fett farben) and
Soudan dyes. R sabine red, Soudan III, and Soudan
R color oils various shades of red. Soudan HI gives

a shade that might be called blood-red.

Essence of Pepsin.—E. O. D.. Massachusetts.

—

This is a National Formulary preparation, which is

made "official" by act of congress as 'well as by acts

of many State legislatures (not including the legisla-

ture of Massachusetts, we believe). A note on this

subject, with references to a number of formulas, ap-
pears in the Circul.^r for July, page 471.

Bricks Discolored by Hydrochloric Acid.—A. A.

S., Michigan, writes : "Muriatic acid was used too

strong; discolored red pressed brick. Two applica-

tions of borax and water, and several applications of

water alone have failed to change discolor, or to re-

store color to brick. What can we do to restore color,

or at least to partly do so ?"

If red pressed bricks are anything like the un-

pressed bricks in composition, and we suppose they

are, this is a case of '"a hair of the dog," etc., or in

other words more hydrochloric acid. Bricks fre-

quently discolor in the air from excretion of cal-

cium salts, and hydrochloric acid is used to remove
this discoloration. In our querist's case we suspect

that the first application was just enough to bring out

the salts and coat the bricks, but not enough to re-

move the discoloration. A more thorough washing

with the acid mav be what is needed.

Lassar's Tar Liniment.—H. C, New York, writes

:

\\\\\ you be kind enough to tell me how the tar lini-

ment is made that is referred to in an article in the

Circular for February, 1907, page 212, entitled

"Treatment and Prevention of Baldness"?

The most commonly accepted formula for lini-

rnentum picis, Lassar, is as follows:

Beech tar 4 parts.

Birch tar 4 parts.

Olive oil I part.

Alcohol (70 per cent. I i part.

Darkening of Bismuth Subnitrate.—A. E. P.,

New York.—Bismuth subnitrate kept in a wooden
box or other receptacle in which it is exposed to the

j'ction of the atmosphere would be likely to turn dark

ihrough the action of the gases in the air. In rooms
in which ordinary illuminating gas is burned, or

which gases from a coal fire enter, there is enough
sulphuretted hydrogen in the air to discolor salts of

lead, bismuth, etc.

Belting Composition.—When belts used in driving

m.ichinery slip they may be treated with a coating of

the following

:

Tallow 15 parts.

Beeswax 6 parts.

Burgundv pitch 4 parts.

Whale oil 30 parts.

Castor oil 16 parts.

Saccharin Tablets.— P. H.. New York.—For a

n:olded tablet we suggest that you experiment with

saccharin, sugar of milk and starch, and for a com-
pressed tablet, the same, with a little acacia. Of
course, much depends upon the experience -and skill

of the operator.

Celluloid Cement.—P. L. F., Ohio.—See the an-

swer to J. H. O., Kansas, under the heading "Various

Cements," on page 731.

Reciprocity Between Boards of Pharmacy.—N.
\". B., Pennsylvania; P., New York; and N. S. H..

District of Columbia.—The only thing we can add to

the note on this subject appearing in the number for

August, page 542, is that A. F. Sala, of Winchester,
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Ind.. has succeeded G. C. Diekman, of New York, as
secretary of the National Association of Boards of
Pharmacy, as set forth in last month's Circular,
pages 680 and 681.

Appeals to Readers.
Information is sought concerning the preparations

listed below. We ask for such help as our readers
can give

:

India Ink Remover.—K., Massachusetts.

Woolford's Sanitary Lotion.—H. E. K., North
Carolina.

Hoyle's Liniment.—F. K. C, Maryland.

Lavosal.—M. P., District of Columbia.

Bayonet Root.—C. P., New York.

Fleming's Fistida and Poll Evil Cure.—]. W. B.,

Kansas.

A Pill Excipient.

"There hardly seems a possibility of saying any-
thing new on this subject," writes J. F. Brown, in

the Pharmaceutical Journal, "but my suggestion is a

modest one. Equal weights of glycerin of tragacanth

and manna beaten together make a useful excipient

for metallic and insoluble salts, and it is free from
the excessive elasticity of the former, when used alone.

Valerianate of zinc makes a good mass %vith half its

weight of it, calomel with a quarter of its weight
and a similar weight of flour. For general prescrip-

tion work the excipient will, I think, be found very
useful."

»

A Cure for the Smoking Habit.

From France, by way of England, comes word that

washing the mouth with a J4 of i per cent, solution

of silver nitrate will create a repugnance for tobacco

smoking.
Some people do not want to be cured of smoking,

but these are usually the ones whose neighbors most
desire to see reformed.

Delaware Board Questions.

Herewith we present the questions used by the Dei-

aware Board of Pharmacy at the examinations held

October 3d, 1907.

In reprinting board questions, we make no more
changes than are necessary in order to put them into

our kind of type, our object being to present to our

leaders, just as nearly as practicable, the questions as

they were presented to the candidates.

Pharmacy.

1. Name the official ammoniated tinctures, and state

what menstrum is employed in their manufacture.

2. Give the ingredients and mode of preparation of

each of the following: (a) Cataplasm of Kaolin; (b)

Compound Rosin Cerate; (c) Flexible Collodion; (d) Ad-
juvant Elixio; (e) Emulsion of Cod Liver Oil.

3. You have a prescription calling for 16 fl. ounces of

Arsenic Antidote. State what you would dispense, and
give directions for preparation.

4. (a) Give two official preparations that contain Nitrate

Silver; (b) mention the ingredients in each; (c) give the

per cent of Nitrate of Silver in each; (d) give the official

name of Arsenic.
5. (a) Give three official preparations that contain

Mercury in the metallic state; (b) what per cent of Mer-
cury in each preparation.

6. Give the official name of: (a) Saccharin; (b) An-

tipyrine; (c) Fcrmin; (d) Chlorinated Lime; (e)
Bashams Mixture; (f) Phenacetin.

7. Mention three (3) official Oleates and how are they
made.

8. Give the common names of the following: (a) Pul-
vis Effervescens Compositus; (b) Pulvis Morphinae Com-
positus; (c) Sapo Mollis; (d) Sodii Phenolsulphonas; (e)
Liquor lodi Compositus. v

9. Give per cent strength of each of the following:
(a) Mercurial Ointment; (b) Camphor Liniment; (c)
Syrup of Ferrous Iodide; (d) Ammonia Water; (e)
Chloroform Liniment; (f ) Spirits of Nitro Glycerin.

10. Give official name and ingredients in each of the
following: (a) Ammonia Liniment; (b) Turpentine Lini-
ment; (c) Soap Liniment; (d) Donovan's Solution; (e)
Folwer's Solution.

Ghemistry.

1. Ammonia: (a) Give formula and state how usually
obtained for commercial use. (b) What % by weight in
Spirits Ammonia? (c) Aqua Ammonia? (d) Aqua Am-
monia Fortier?

2. Alkaloids: (a) What are Alkaloids? (b) What are
Amines and Amides? (c) What will precipitate nearly all

Alkaloids? (d) Name three principal Alkaloids.
3. Acids: (a) Difference between Nitrous Acid and

Nitric Acid, (b) What % of absolute Acids do most of the
dilute Acids contain? (c) Mention an exception, (d) Name
three organic and three inorganic Acids.

4. Sulphur: (a) Give Atomic Weight and Symbol, (b)
What is Sublimad Sulphur? (c) Washed Sulphur? (d)
Precipitated Sulphur?

5. Hydrargyrum: (a) Give Formulas and Specific
Gravity of Mild and Corrosive Chlorides of Mercury, (b)
How by simple test detect Mercuric Chlorides in Calomel?
(c) Mention two Official Lotions containing Mercury.

6. Give U. S. P. titles for the following: (a) Tartar
Emetic; (b) White Precipitate; (c) Blue Vitriol; (d) Red
Precipitate; (e) Glauber's Salt; (f) Salts of Tartar.

7. Define: (a) A fixed Oil; (b) A volatile Oil; (c) Di-
gestion; (d) Desiccation; (e) Exsication.

8. Write Chemical formulas for each of the following:
(a) Chloroform; (b) Iodoform; (c) Gold and Sodium
Chloride; (d) Silver Cyanide; (e) Sodium Bicarbonate.

9. Give common name for each of the following: (a)
.A.LK (SO,),, (b) C.H.OH. (c) Zn So^4-7 H,0. (d) NH.
NOs.

10. Give Specific Gravity of: (a) Acetic Acid; (b)
Hydrochloric Acid; (c) Hydrargyrum; (d) Iodine

Materia MecUca.*

1. Acid Hydrocyanicum Dilutum— (a) Give Synonym.
(b) State official strength, and how it should be kept, (c)
Describe it, (d) What official volatile oil when assayed
yields Hydrocyanic Acid? (e) State dose and action of
the dilute acid.

2. Anthemis— (a) What part of the plant is used? (b)
Give Medicinal action, (c) What is one of its active prin-
ciples? (d) State the difference in appearance between
Anthemis and Matricaria, (e) Give dose of each.

3. Cinchona— (a) What is it and what is its common
name? (b) How much total alkaloids should it contain?
(c) How much Quinine? (d) Name four alkaloids found in
Cinchona.

4. Give official name of Flaxseed, (b) How is its oil

obtained? (c) To what class does its oil belong? (d) What
is the medical property of Flaxseed?

5. What is Atropine? (b) Medical property? (c) From
what is it obtained? (d) What is its dose?

6. What is the average dose of the following drugs?

—

(a) Tincture Belladonna leaves, (b) Tincture Aconite
root, (c) Tincture Iodine, (d) Tincture Cannabis Indica,

(e) Chloroform.
7. Name the source of the following alkaloids— (a)

Codeine, (b) Sparteine, (c) Cocaine, (d) Strychnine, (e)
-Atropine, give dose of each.

8. Name five Fluid Extracts, giving both official names
and common names and dose of all.

9. Give common names, parts official, official name and
medical properties, of three Snake roots.

10. (a) From what is Tartaric Acid obtained? (b) Into
what official powder does it enter? (c) What is its chief
use?

*This head was supplied by us, there being none on the
sheet when it reached this office.—Editor The Druggists
C1ECTJI.AR.
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Correspondence.
Short, timely articles upon subjects of interest to

pharmacists are solicited -for this department. In order
to be in time for publication in the issue of a given
month, they should be in the editor's hands on the fif-

teenth day of the month previous. Anonymous communi-
cations will not be published; but if the author expresses
a wish to have his name withheld, this wish ivill be
scrupulously regarded.

Those Georgia Boeu-d Questions.

To the Editor of The Druggists' Circular :

You will excuse one of the little fellows "butting
in," but as I am an interested reader of your valuable
journal and as you are always helping us all, we feel

as if a word from an humble member of the pro-
fession would not be out of order.

So far as the questions of the Georgia board are
concerned, I think them all right from a technical

point of view, but I should hate to put them before
the average candidate, be he a college man or not, and
expect an increase of registered pharmacists on a 75
per cent, basis.

Both the paper on pharmacy and materia medica
contain hardly a single practical question to the aver-
age working apothecar\\

When we obtain a general law that candidates for

examination must be college men then such a paper
will be a model, but until then in my opinion it is

away beyond the needs for safe and yet practical dis-

pensers. Charles S. Bartlett.

To the Editor of The Druggists Circular :

Being very much interested in the discussion ap-
pearing in your July number concerning the recent
examination given by the Georgia Board of Pharmacy
and noting also that you desire the opinions of others
regarding it, I take pleasure in presenting my views.

This opens a vital question involving examining
boards, colleges and retail druggists, as to what should
be the nature of such examinations. That at present
no uniformity exists is well known; not only by the
different boards of examiners, but by the same board,
one examination being difficult while the next may be
comparatively elementarv'.

Until State boards get together upon this matter
and fully outline a definite policy, such conditions
must necessarily continue. Regarding the examina-
tion under discussion ( i ) as to whether or not it were
possible for a person of three years' practical experi-

ence in a retail pharmacy to obtain a rating of 50 per
cent.; (2) the same question excepting the candidate
be a college graduate, I wish to first briefly comment
upon the term "practical experience." What consti-

tutes practical experience? At present our pharmacy
laws are very obscure upon this point. That the can-
didate must have spent a certain iiiite service in a
pharmacy "where the prescriptions of medical practi-

tions are compounded" signifies nothing, inasmuch as

the number and kind of prescriptions that the candi-

date has compounded is not mentioned, to say nothing
as to the nature of his other duties in such store. Has
his time been spent largely in handling wall paper,

paints, oils, glass, toys, etc. (as it happens in some
stores) or has he spent a goodly time in a well

equipped laboratory in manufacturing. I will frankly
state with all kindness, that one year's experience in

some stores is well worth five years' in others, so far

as professional pharmacy and technique are concerned
—also business methods. I have met clerks who
thought they were "practical druggists" of several

years' experience that did not know how to clean the

lime water bottle. Where shall the blame be placed ?

Secondly, has the clerk had access to a good, up-to-

date library in the store ? It must be admitted that the

library in the average store is sadly deficient. Then
where is the clerk to obtain his knowledge unless his

employer be of the kind that takes sufficient time and
interest to instruct him ? From my own experience, as

apprentice, clerk, manager and proprietor, I will

frankly admit that I found but little time to study,

and no one seemed overly anxious to instruct, as the

business end of it consumed our time.

Then to repeat, the term "practical experience" sig-

nifies but little unless we know what kitid of experi-

ence the candidate has had. As to the questions ; they
should show a wide range, both from the practical and
technical side of the examination, and it appears to me
that the examiners were looking for candidates with a

superior knowledge rather than those of average pro-

ficiency, yet the rating (50 per cent.) looks reasonable

to one of mature experience. I should hardly expect
the average clerk to know much about "purity rubric"

unless he be of the studious kind and has given the

United States Pharmacopoeia considerable attention

but I zcoidd expect the recent college graduate to an-
swer such and give an example. Questions 5 and 6
on "Pharmacy" are quite difficult particularly (b)
and (c) divisions and might be readily missed even by
a graduate; also the (a) and (b) divisions of ques-

tion 7 unless he be a graduate of pharmacy, as some
high schools do not touch alligation, so I am informed.
The other questions on pharmacy should be readily

answered by a graduate of average ability, but I fear

question 8 would be missed by the average clerk.

I always call especial attention in class to all im-

portant changes and additions to the new United
States Pharmacopoeia which covers just such points

as are brought out in this and similar questions here

presented. "Dispensing": Prescription No. 2 calling

for a 40 per cent, emulsion would probably bother the

average clerk but should not give the graduate any
trouble. The next division : "Prescriptions and Doses,"

involves several nice points in incompatability which
a .schooled man could readily answer but would seem
a hardship to one that had not thoroughly studied this

subject. Question 5 I fear would bother many, as I

find many, even high school graduates, unable to make
such practical application of their mathematics, as sim-

ple as this really is. The average candidate might
easily miss on divisions (a) and (c) in question 8.

The "Chem.istry" could readily be passed by a grad-

uate without any difficulty, but I doubt if the clerk of

three years' average "practical experience" could do
very much with it.

The "Materia IMedica" offers some difficulty. The
first question is hard to answer inasmuch as an answer
to it cannot be found in the United States Pharma-
copoeia, Remington, Caspari, United States Dispen-

satory, or the National Dispensatory. Points of this

kind are generally overlooked in both store and col-

lege, inasmuch as these drugs are comparatively cheap

and carried in small quantities by the average retailer.

Such questions might be answered by the importing

jobber. Question 6, division (aV, might be missed by

the graduate from failure to recall the tests for adul-
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terations, but the balance of this question ought to be
answered by any well informed candidate, owing to

the importance attached to this article. The remain-
ing questions are also well placed.

To sum up : The examination is above the average
in breadth and technique and is therefore difficult for
one that has not had the advantages mentioned in the
first part of this article, hence I fear that the average
clerk of three years' experience could not make a rat-

ing of 50 per cent. ; on the other hand, I feel that the
recent graduate of average ability ought to pass it with
a rating much above the requirements.

O. V. R. Smith.
[Professor of theory and practice
of pharmacy, Highland Park Col-
lege of Pharmacy, Des Moines, la.]

Health Board President Opposed to a

Government-Made Pharmacopoeia.

To the Editor of The Druggists Circular:

After thinking seriously oi-er the question whether
or not a national Pharmacopoeia would be an improve-
ment on the work we now have, I have arrived at the

conclusion that, while there may be many errors in

the book as it is now made, and many improvements to

be desired, a Pharmacopoeia will best serve its purpose
when required to stand upon its own merits.

The high standing of the present work is, in my
opinion, a safe guarantee that it will in the future be
kept, as nearly as possible, abreast with pharmaceuti-
cal advancement.

C. H. Irion,
[President Louisiana Board of Health.]

In Favor of a Government Pharmacopoeia.

To the Editor of The Druggists Circular:

I find that your favor of the 12th in reference to a

government Pharmacopoeia was overlooked I am
very busy just at this time and want to avoid any
further delay. I will merely state that I consider it

an excellent idea and I am strongly in favor of it.

Yours truly, E. Berger.
[President of the Florida

Board of Ptiarmacy.]

[For a discussion of this subject see the Circular
for July, pages 487 to 492, and for August, pages

556 to 561.—Editor The Druggists Circul.^r.]

Noise as a Shortener of Life.

"In thousands of cases persons are being made ill,

are committing slow suicide, or are being slowly and
painfully killed by useless noises." Thus speaks the

Washington Medical Annals, in an editorial on
"Noises in Cities." Continuing, it says:

"Political posters were found on the walls of the

buried city Pompeii in which the main plank for the

candidate's platform was the suppression of street

noises.

"Carlyle says : 'That which the world torments me
in most is the awful confusion of noise. It is the

devil's own infernal din all the blessed day long, con-
founding God's work and His creatures. A truly

awful, hell-like combination, and the worst of it is a
railway whistle like the screech of 10,000 cats, and
every cat of them all as big as a cathedral.'

"

Notices of Books Received.

A Manual of Materia Medica, Especially Designed
for Students of Pharmacy. By Edsel A. Ruddi-
man. Duodecimo ; cloth ; 453 pages ; $2.25. Phil-

adelphia: Lea Brothers. 1907.

Having in mind the needs of pharmacy students the

author of this book has condensed the therapeutic

treatment of his subject to succinct paragraphs upon
each drug. Even so there is much that will be unin-

telligible to the average student of pharmacy, without
a glossary. Prof. Ruddiman's renown as a teacher of

materia medica is a guaranty that the botany and
pharmacognosy portions of the work are good. Con-
ciseness characterizes the entire text, and the facts are
presented in a manner conducive to their being easily

grasped and retained.

The arrangement of the botanical drugs is based on
Culbreth, that is, they are grouped under their natural
orders, arranged in the ascending scale. This method,
while possessing advantages patent to the more ad-
vanced student, is a trifle complicated to the beginner
who has had his subjects presented in alphabetical
order by the Pharmacopoeia and other works. This
arrangement has not been strictly adhered to with re-

gard to the animal drugs. Microscopy is not taken up
in the work. The arrangement of the other portions
of the subject is such as to present them clearly. The
classification of iodine, sulphur and charcoal as "salts"

is a peculiarity, due to the limited number of general
heads employed. The statement of the minimum and
maximum doses of the drugs is a commendable
feature. An exhaustive index, embracing almost
2,500 references, is a great help to those who wish to
use the book for quick reference.

The Physiology of Aliment.\tion. By Martin H.
Fischer. Duodecimo

; 348 pages
; $2. New York

:

John Wiley & Sons. 1907.
The subject of alimentation, embracing as it does

the study of the enzymes, is in a Way a post-graduate
course in applied physical chemistry, and as such is

of more than passing interest to all those having a
broad interest in chemical science. This work ap-
pears to cover that subject in a comprehensive man-
ner. The text is as free from pathological terms as
the subject will allow.

The book will furnish any interested pharmacist
with a readable, instructive treatise on the digestive
processes and organic catalysis. To the manufac-
turing pharmacist it has a more direct import.

Proceedings of the Tex.a.s Pharmaceutical Asso-
ciation, at the Twenty-Eighth Annual Meeting,
held at Waco, June 18th to 20th, 1907.
This, the first Proceedings of the Texas association

published directly by the association, reflects credit
upon Secretary R. H. Walker and his assistants. It

contains no advertising, and thereby sets an example
worthy the emulation of like volumes from other as-
sociations.

Proceedings of the New Jersey Pharmaceutical
Association, at the Thirty-Seventh Annual Meet-
ing, held at Asbury Park, June 12th to 14th, 1907.

Proceedings of the Illinois Pharmaceutical As-
sociation, at the Twenty-Eighth Annual Meeting,
held at Galesburg, June 25th to 27th, 1907.
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DRUG STORE ADVERTISING

By M. P. COULD, of New York

In this department some of the fundamentals of

successful drug store advertising will be expounded
each month. The aim is to correct errors of adver-
tising and establish the most profitable and advisable

methods of building up retail drug trade by means of

the powerful influence of advertising.

Pointed Suggestions About Advertising Copy.

If you will get twenty different newspapers from twenty
different towns and mark all the drug-store advertisements
in these papers, before you get through with the job it will

be strange if you do not come to the realization of the
weakness of most of the advertising copy put into news-
papers by druggists. In some of the biggest cities space is

so costly in the newspapers that the advertisers work so
hard to get up advertisements which will pay them that
their copy is usually very strong. Nevertheless, if you
make a general study of the drug-store advertising of the
country you will wonder how so many business men can
be contented to pay cut their money for such advertise-
ments.

ADVEBTISEMENTS AKE WEAK.

One of the chief faults of the advertisements that you
will see is that they are weak. The druggist is afraid to
say what he means. He is afraid to make a bold state-

ment; he trends and hedges. He tries to be conservative.
He tries to appeal to the fancy. He wants to make his
advertisement read nicely. He waats to be clever. All the
time he is sacrificing strength. Most drug stores which
succeed will be found to have some strong man managing
them. He puts his blood right into the business. He fights

for it. He won't let any competitor get ahead of him if

he can help himself. He is there on the floor seeing that
every customer is treated right, that the clerks are cour-
teous, that the customers are pleased. He keeps his hand
right on the throttle all the time. That same man, often,

when he tries to write an advertisement, will not talk in

the advertisement the same as he talks on the floor of his

store. In the advertisement he tries to be "funny" or make
clever turns of words. If, however, he once gets started
into fighting with his advertising, if something comes up
that makes him desperate, then he begins to write good
advertising because he puts himself and his strength into
the advertising. Nobody can read it without feeling that
what this man is saying stands for something.

Instead of waiting until you get home at night and get
your slippers on to sit down and calmly write your adver-
tising, get right out on to the floor of your store, get dead
in earnest about making your business succeed; then get
a pencil and pad and write your advertisement. Put life

Into it. Put strength Into it. Make it full of power.

SENSELESS ADVERTISING HEADLINES.

The most important thing is the headline. Don't try to

write it first. Write your advertisement first, then put on
your headline, unless you know exactly what you are going
to write about. The headline is very important. One of

the highest salaried men on a newspaper is the "headliner"
—the man who writes the headlines. He doesn't write the
columns and columns of n^^ws—reporters gather the news.
Then this "headliner," as he runs his eyes down over the
stories of the day's events, condenses everything into two
or three words and puts those words at the head of the
column.
The editor of a paper that has one of the largest circula-

tions in America says that that whole circulation was
built up through headlines. In a recent public address he
said that the headlines of a newspaper were the same as
the window displays in a store—only more so.

One of the most successful papers in America—a paper
which is said to make more money than any other paper in
America—thinks so much of headlines that whenever a
story reaches over one page to another page the same head-
lines are put in on the second page as are on the first

page, so that if a man gets past the first page he will see

this headline on the second page, or third page, or fifth

page, or wherever the story is continued, and thus have
his attention attracted to the story.
Now the best headline writers are those who are able to

tell the most of the story in the one or two or four words
at the top of a column.

In your advertising you want to do two things with your
headlines. You want to attract the attention of strangers
to your advertising, and you want to make your old cus-
tomers read your advertising. The headline is the window
display. It makes people look. It brings them to the place
where they may or may not be interested.

In this argument it is not contended that the headline
must be either large type or many words. It simply means
that the headline must be of such a character that the
public will want to read that advertisement.

WHITE SPACE IN ADVERTISING.

White space is very valuable, although it is not neces-
sary. Many department stores set nearly all of their ad-
vertisements in solid type. They use only a little white
space. However, white space is very valuable in small
advertisements. White space adds to the display. Given a
four-inch double-column advertisement, if you use one-third
of it for white space and set the matter in the balance of
the space you will get a better display than if you set the
whole space full of type. White space gives contrast. It

allows the type that you use in the display to be seen very
distinctly. White space gives an atmosphere of refinement.
You do not usually see much white space in a fire sale
advertisement. White space often serves the same purpose
as preferred position. A man may not want to pay an
extra rate to get a preferred position, so he uses enough
white space to make his advertisement stand out distinctly

if he can.
THE VALUE OF BORDEBS.

Borders are often abused, but if used properly are very
valuable. Borders are used for nothing except display pur-

poses. A border is put on so as to make the advertisement
stand out better. Some big retail advertisers use borders
and some do not. Some have borders of their own made
up and use those borders exclusively, so that whenever
those borders are used the readers of a paper know that
the advertising belongs to a certain firm. This may be an
advantage, or it may be a disadvantage. If it makes an ad-

vertisement stand out more plainly and thereby attracts

more attention, then it is of value. If it tends to drive
people away, then it is a hindrance. It is just like white
space in this respect.

PAYING rOR POSITION.

Some druggists are great sticklers for position in adver-
tising. They do not want an advertisement to appear in

a paper unless it receives a full position—that is, unless
it runs under reading matter and over reading matter.
Some papers charge as high as 50 per cent, extra for such
a position—that is, if you let an advertisement run any-
where in the paper the rate will be 50 cents a line or 50

cents an inch, whereas if you specify exactly where it must
be run, at the top, say, of the third page, next to reading
matter, then the rate will be 75 cents. Position is an
element of strength in advertising. Many firms are willing

to pay the extra rate to get a position and use less space
so as to make the total the same.
However, after you get your advertisement in a position

where the reader of the paper must see it, then it is of

great importance that you put power into the advertise-

ment so that it will bring business.
We men who have to study advertising all the time from

the standpoint of the results which It accomplishes—study-

ing all kinds of advertising, not only that which the re-

tailer puts out, but that which the national advertiser puts
out, grow to have a great deal of respect for the advertis-

ing which creates the result.

We see how some advertisers work over their advertis-

ing copy. They write and rewrite. They submit it to

their friends. Advertisers who cover the country with
their advertising, very often will send to some small town
or to two or three towns and there "try out" the copy
which they are planning to use over the whole country.

They do this in order that they may see what the results

will be from the advertising. Then they study those re-

sults. They see which advertisement created the best

effect. After they have run all the advertisements they
work out new copy along the lines which have shown up
the most effectively. Then with that new copy they begin
*.o cover the country.
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KEEPINO BLINDLY AT IT.

A great many druggists have been keeping right at thesame style of advertising for ten, fifteen or twenty years.They admit they can't see any great results from their

moment how closely the big national advertiser watches
his advertising and studies the returns and tries to learn
what it is that is making the business and how that kind
of advertising can be marie, then you would understand

Family
R ecipes

We make a specialty
of putting up medicines
according to old-time
recipes.

Try us on this work.
We know how and can
give you the best re-
sults.

Our drugs are pure;
our prices as low as can
be, high quality consid-
ered.

FOUNTAIN PENS

For either old or
young there is noth-
ing more acceptable
than a nice fountain
pen.

We have fountain
pens in all sizes and
finishes. Smooth
flov\', easy writing,
well made. They
do not bend, break
or scratch.

NEW RUBBER GOODS

A better lot of

rubber goods we
never had.

Here is an excel-
lent opportunity to

select a suitable

fountain syringe or
hot water bottle.

You can't beat the
line—and the prices
are away down.

Behind the

Prescription Desk

See the array of rare aad costly

drugs; the herbs like those our grand-

mothers used; the new and modern

See the delicate utensils and in-

struments. Note the perfect clean-

liness that prevails.

Over all this preside only graduate

pharmacists of proven worthand reli-

ability.

A safe place to trust your prescrip-

This Store's

Policy

and medicines-

iby(

The best of ser\ice—the one desire

to please and satisfy at all times.

Absolute reliability—well-trained,

well-educated, graduated prescrip-

No delays—deliveries

Popular

Pyrography

Pyrography can be applied lo th^

sands of holiday purposes.

Outfits are simple and cheap.

Wood articles in many designs,

ready for burning. Stamped patte

Call and let us show;

pyrography is popular.

efforts, but they keep doing the same advertising. What
would we think of the big national advertiser who would
do that? We should think that he was simply an "easy
mark." If you retail druggists could understand for one

how Important it is to you that your advertising should-
be worked over and results studied.

KEEP RECORDS OF RETURNS.
I remember very distinctly how pleased I was to have
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a druggist write me four or five years ago saying that he
had a scrap booli in which he pasted every advertisement
which he used, and the following day he wrote in the book
next to that advertisement the amount of his sales. He
said that he had found that one particular kind of adver-

tising invariably increased his sales more than any adver-

tising lie had ever used, consequently be had cut out almost
all other kinds of advertising except that one kind, and as

a result he believed that he got more benefit from his

advertising than any druggist that he had ever heard of.

That man had the right idea. He had reduced this

theoretical business of advertising down to as much of a

science as it can be reduced to. He had cut out as much
guesswork as possible.

I have in my office the records of returns from a great

many advertisers, especially national advertisers—that is,

concerns which put advertisements in the magazines. They
have a book in which they put down a record of the num-
ber of inquiries received, and then later they put down a

record of customers they gain and how much they spend.

After they keep at their advertising a while they learn

about how much it costs for them to get a letter and how
much to get a customer. They learn that some publica-

tions will bring 300 letters and ten customers, while other

publications will bring 30 letters and twelve customers.

The same advertisement brings these different results. So
the advertiser usually begins to experiment with his copy.

Finally he learns what kinds of copy bring the best returns

from each publication. Then that is the kind he works
with. I had an advertiser tell me the other day that for

eve'ry woman who will write to his concern for a cata-

logue, he will pass out a $10 bill and do it gladly. His
concern does a business of $5,000,000 per year, all by mail.

He knows just how much money he spends a year, just

what each letter averages in cost and what each customer
averages in cost, so that when he says he will pay a $10

bill for each letter, he does so knowing the average cost of

each letter and the average number of letters which it

takes to produce a customer and the average amount of

money which each customer spends with him.

Upon the same principle the insurance companies make
their rates for insurance. It doesn't make any difference

to them whether you die before you are expected to or

after. They go over the mortality average for all kinds

of people. From this they strike an average. They then

make their rate. They are able to make this rate because

they keep a record of each death. If the retail advertiser

will try to keep a record of the results produced by each
advertisement, then before very long he will know the

value of each kind of advertising and he will know the

kind of advertising which brings the most returns in pro-

portion to its cost.

That is the only way in which a druggist can make his

advertising most powerful.

BUILDING rP PRESTIGE.

Of course the advertiser with any judgment charges up
a certain cost of his advertising to prestige which it builds

for his house. He doesn't look for all his returns imme-
diately. He looks for a certain amount of value to accrue

to his firm from each advertisement—value which is in-

tangible, which is not immediate. This kind of advertis-

ing creates a reputation and in getting up your advertising,

you always ought to think of this reputation. Sometimes
the advertisement which will bring in the most business

immediately, is the poorest advertising that you can do.

It may give your house such a reputation that it may
break you if you keep it up. Where the line is between
building up a reputation and getting immediate returns

can be learned only by experience by each advertiser.

ADNTSTISING IS SOIIETHIKG DEFINITE.

One mere thing that you will learn if you study the drug
store advertising in twenty different papers. Successful

advertising is the advertising which offers something
definite. Pick up any magazine. Turn over into the ad-

vertising pages. See how the big national advertisers

bring out the strong features of their goods both by dis-

play lines and by illustrations. See how they talk about
something definite. They do not waste their space and
talk with a lot of words. If they know the business they

do not. Most of their advertising sounds as if the man
who had written the advertisement had put something
right before him and had looked at it all the time he was
writing the advertisement. He describes it and makes it

seem attractive. He shows its uses; he points out its ad-

vantages. When you have finished reading the advertising
you can seem to see the thing right before you and it

looks so attractive to you that you want it. You are will-

ing to pay money for it. That is exactly what every re-

tail druggist ought to do, instead of printing a lot of
inane generalities. A druggist ought to put a definite
thing right up in front of him, look at it, describe it, point
out its advantages, tell how it is made, what its uses are.
how it will wear, why it is better than some other things
of the same kind.

You will notice that most department store advertis-
ing is about specific things, describing them and quoting a
price on them. After you read the advertisement you can
walk right into the store and say, "I want to see those
3S-inch black dress goods that you are offering at $1.25
per yard." Most druggists do not talk about anything.
Their advertisements tell nothing. No wonder they are
weak; no wonder they do not bring returns; no wonder
the druggists do not believe in advertising; no wonder
they think that their money is wasted that they put into
advertising.

If, however, the druggist's local paper has a circulation,
say for example, of 5,000 copies per day and he finds a
position where almost everybody who reads the paper will

see his advertisement, and then every day describes some
definite thing or things, 3,000 people may notice the adver-
tisement, and 500 of them read it all the way through;
that means that every day his little talk about one par-

ticular article, may go into the brain of 500 prospective
buyers. If he tried to call on those 500 people, it would take
him certainly not less than ten or fifteen days of the hard-
est kind of work. By that time he has talked to those 500
people about ten or fifteen different subjects. He doesn't
try to tell the whole story of his store and of his life all

in one advertisement; he tries to drive home one point so
that that point will stick. In that way he makes his ad-
vertising strong. He puts it in a strong position, he backs
it up by a strong service in his store. The result is that
his advertising pays him; it builds up his trade; it stead-
ily adds to his list of customers; it builds up a reputation
which is most valuable in his business; it gives him and
his store a distinction which is a definite asset.

That is the only kind of advertising which is worth
working over. Unless you are working upon some definite

plan you waste a great deal of money, but with a plan to
work on and a persistency in carrying out that plan to its

full possibility, your advertising is the most powerful force

for increasing your business that is obtainable.

Dr.

Dr. Eccles at Chicago and Scio.

R. G. Eccles, of Brooklyn, read a paper on "The
Consumers' Interest in Food Preservatives." at the sec-

ond annual meeting of the American Meat Packers' Asso-
ciation, held at Chicago, October 7th to 9th. This paper
was a special plea for the use of such chemicals as boric,

benzoic and salicylic acids in the preservation of meats,
and was received with applause by the convention, whose
president, in thanking Dr. Eccles, spoke of the "sacrifice

he has made in coming here to deliver that splendid talk
to us."

On his way home. Dr. Eccles stopped at Scio. 0., and ad-

dressed the students and citizens there, October 9th, on
the subject of his recent globe-encircling trip. The next
forenoon he spoke to the junior class. The Doctor ex-

presses great admiration for the habits of neatness in
their work which the pharmacy students at Scio are taught.
He says that after the operative work is completed, the
work tables look as neat as if they had just been set in

order. Another feature at Scio which pleased him was
the botanical garden, through which students have to

pass in going to and from the lectures. In this garden
grow all the official drug plants which the climate will

support.

Fehr's Malt Is Converted.

The ruling of the internal revenue commissioner hold-

ing Fehr's malt extract to be a beverage (see the Cre-
cuLAR for September, page C22) has been rescinded. The
manufacturers of the preparation in question following
the precedent set by the peruna people, have agreed to

incorporate in their "medicine" in the future some medi-
cinal ingredient which will prevent its excessive use as a
beverage.
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National Wholesale Druggists' Association.
Perhaps the greatest show of interest in any meeting

of the National Wholesale Druggists' Association was
that characterizing the sessions of the thirty-third an-
nual meeting held October 1st to 5th, at Denver. The
business sessions occupied the time from Tuesday morn-
.ng until Thursday evening, Friday and Saturday be-
ing devoted to sightseeing and other entertainments.

President J. N. Carey, of Indianapolis, called the meet-
ing to order at 10 a. m., Tuesday, in the Brown Palace
Hotel. Governor Buchter and Mayor Speer did the honors
of the State and city respectively, in welcoming the dele-
gates. M. C. Peter, of Louisville, responded to the official

address of welcome.
The first official business was the reception of delegates.
The greetings of the American Pharmaceutical Associa-

tion were extended by C. A. Mayo, of New York, who cited
the Interest of both associations in the Pharmacopceia and
the National Formulary as an evidence of the almost iden-
tical purposes of the two in the matter of pharmacal
standards. He offered for the consideration of the asso-
ciation the resolution against parcel post legislation
adopted by the A. Ph. A. at its 1906 meeting, and re-adopted
at its 1907 meeting. This matter was referred to the
board of control.

F. A. Faxon, of Kansas City, responded, laying partic-
ular stress upon the necessity of co-operation by the two
associations to secure conformity to the pure drug laws.

R. E. Queen, of San Francisco, representing the Pro-
prietary Association of .\merica, presented its good
wishes. He was of the opinion that, despite the "Indian-
apolis decree," there yet remained ample opportunity for
legal co-operation between his association and the job-

bers. Referring to the national food and drugs law, he
credited it with the tendency to elevate the business of

the proprietor of legitimate remedies, and to eliminate
from the business a number of objectionable features and
abuses.

Dr. W. J. Schieffelin, of New York, responded.

THE PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS.

President Carey opened his annual address with a brief

summary of the business aspect of the country. With few
exceptions the reports from the jobbing trade were satis-

factory. Such exceptions as had been noted were to a
great measure due to the unwise extension of credits. He
advised against the practice frequently indulged in by
jobbers, of starting men without capital in the retail busi-

ness. This, he said, unnecessarily increased the number
of retail dealers and made it more difficulty for all to pay
their bills. He also urged the members to insist upon
prompt payments. He referred at length to the federal

food and drugs act, and the food and drug laws enacted
during the year by the various States, and reviewed con-

cisely the famous Indianapolis suit. One good result of the

decree in that suit, he said, was the increased self-reliance

of the jobbing trade. Touching upon the denatured alcohol

industry, he trusted that the future would show a demand
more nearly up to expectations than had been prevalent
in the past. He recommended the sending of delegates to

the convention of the National Civic Federation to be held

at Chicago later in the month, one of the purposes of this

federation being to secure legislation that would permit
reasonable trade agreements, now interdicted by the Sher-

man anti-trust law.
This address was referred to a committee consisting

of G. W. Lattimer, of Columbus; C. A. West, of Boston;

and J. W. Morrison, of Chicago, which later approved the

recommendation of 'the president, and suggested that he
be made chairman of the delegation which he had pro-

posed.
A communication from the National Civic Federation

asking the co-operation of the association was referred to

the committee on the president's address. Action upon
it was embodied in the approval of the president's recom-

mendation in re delegates to the federation.

MEMBERSHIP.

The report of the committee on membership presented

by A. J. More, of Sioux City, showed the accession of thir-

teen active members, and thirty-four associates.

After some discussion anent the degrees of member-
ship, it was deemed advisable to make no change in the

present arrangement.

REPORT OF THE SECRETARY.

Secretary .1. E. Toms, of New York, recounted the sev-

eral conferences of commercial organizations at which the

association had been represented during the year. He re-

ported the publication work done by his office. He sug-

gested that the efficiency of the employment bureau could

be Increased by authorizing the insertion of advertise-

ments in appropriate journals from time to time. The
membership of the association included 279 active mem-
bers, and 216 associates.

This report was referred to the board of control which
commended the activity of the secretary and approved his

suggestion relative to advertisements.

REPORT OF THE TREASURER.

Treasurer E. L. Strong, of Cleveland, being absent, his

report was read by W. H. Marshall, and showed that dur-

ing the year the receipts had been $19,274.12; the expendi-
tures, $18,807.31; and the balance on hand, $3,667.47.

The following communication from Fuller & Fuller, of

Chicago, was referred to the board of control.

Can you not get some action by N. W. D. A. that will lessen
the general distribution of cocaine by jobbers? We tliink we
owe it to ourselves to work hand in hand with the different
State pharmacy boards in their efforts to keep this article from
the "flends." We have decided as to our own course, and now
limit our sales to retail druggists, and to orders of not over
one ounce, these orders to be infrequent. Let us help the work
along.

It was acted upon in conjunction with the recommenda-
tions to the same effect embodied in several reports.

CREDITS AXD COLLECTIONS.

Secretary Toms read the report of the special commit-
tee on credits and collections. This was a voluminous re-

view of the financial side of the jobbing trade. Bank-
ruptcy, bulk-sale laws, credits, collections and the general
condition of business were touched upon. Thirty-three
States were reported as now having laws regulating the
sales of stocks in bulk. An analysis of the failures dur-
ing the year showed that almost three-fourths of them
were due to a lack of knowledge by the creditors of the
character and capital of their debtors. The committee
lauded the credit men's association and recommended the
members of the jobbers association to become associated
with the local branches of the credit men's organization.
The members were also urged to exercise wise conserva-
tism in the administration of their financial affairs.

This report was referred to the board of control, which
endorsed the recommendations.

DRUG MARKETS.

Chairman C. S. Littell, of the committee on drug mar-
ket, was absent and his report was read by Secretary
Toms. The movements in the values of some 140 com-
modities during the year, were chronicled. The present
condition of the market was held to be abnormal; and the
indications were that healthy dealings during the com-
ing year would be the rule.

PAINTS AND OILS.

The secretary read the report of the committee on
paints, oils and glass reviewing the status of the market
for these articles during the year.
The board of control commended the work of the com-

mittee.
COMMERCIAL RELATIONS.

C. S. Martin, of Nashville, presented the report of the

committee on relations with local associations, city and
interstate. Continued good work by the local organiza-

tions was reported. The committee expressed gratification

at the efforts of several local organizations to eliminate
from the stocks of their members, proprietary prepara-

tions containing habit-forming drugs. The committee
recommended the local associations to endeavor to secure
State pure drug laws uniform with the provisions of the
national food and drugs act. This recommendation was
endorsed by the board of control, to which the report was
referred.

FIRE INStfRANCE.

G. W. Lattimer, of Columbus, chairman of the fire in-

surance committee presented a lengthy report on insur-

ance. Closer relations' with inspection boards, the em-
ployment of inspectors and the installation of automatic
sprinklers were recommended.
This report was followed by considerable discussion rela-

tive to fire-proof construction, and fire-fighting equipment;
and the advisability of employing competent inspectors.

The board of control concurred in the recommendations
of the committee, with the exception of the one that In-

spectors be employed.
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FEATEBNAI, BELATIONS.

The secretary read a brief report of the committee on
fraternal relations stating the general feeling of harmony
prevailing among the members.

TKAD&MAKKS.

A. J. Horlick, of Racine, Wis., presented the report of

the committee on trade-marks, which was read by title

and referred to the board of control.

The board endorsed a recommendation of the commit-
tee that the trade-mark law be amended so as to provide

for punishment of violators by imprisonment. This rec-

ommendation, however, was not approved by the asso-

ciation.
TBANSPOBTATION.

The report of the committee on transportation was read
by Secretary Toms. The troubles attending the shipm
of goods were recounted; and various plans for the im
provement of the traffic service of the country were ad
vanced. The regulation of rates by the interstate com
merce commission was approved. A protest against par-

cels post legislation was advised, and several recommen-
dations were made.
The board of control in acting upon this report con-

curred in the suggestion that a message of support be

sent to the waterway convention. It also presented a reso-

lution favoring the adoption of a uniform classification

and bill of lading. This was approved.
A eulogium of the traveling man was presented in the

report of the special committee on commercial travelers.

PHARMACEUTICAI-S.

The report of the committee on pharmaceuticals and
plasters, read by the secretary, showed little Improvement
in the relations between the pharmacal manufacturer and
the jobber.

ADULTERATIONS.

In the report of the committee on adulterations it was
shown that since the enforcement of the food and drugs
act there has been a gratifying decrease in the number
of sophisticated drugs. The committee said that essential

oils were apparently adulterated more frequently than oth-

er drugs at the present time. Jobbers were advised to

use every care in supplying pure products, and to assist

in the enforcement of the purity regulations.

STANDABDS AND TESTS.

T. F. Main, of New York, read the report of the com-
mittee on the standard,? and tests of the Pharmacopoeia
and National Formulary. The various changes made in

the text of these two books during the year were briefly

reviewed. The question of a government pharmacopoeia
was considered at length, the committee being of the

opinion that it would be unwise to make any radical

change in the present method of revision. However, it

believed that the revision committee would be strength-

ened by the presence on it of one or more manufacturing
chemists and one or more druggists familiar with the

drug markets of the world. The establishment of a phar-

macopoeial research laboratory was strongly favored. It

was thought that the national government could be of as-

sistance to the committee of revision of the Pharmaco-
poeia by having its consuls collect samples and informa-
tion, and also by allowing the use of its laboratories.

All these suggestions were endorsed by the board of

control, which offered the following resolution:

Resolved, By the National Association of Wholesale Drug-
gists in annual convention assembled. That it is the sense of
this association that there be added to the committee on revi-
sion of the Pharmacopoeia several chemists of large experience
In manufacturing and one or more druggists who are thor-
oughly familiar with the drug markets of the world.
Resolved, That the incoming committee on standards and

tests be requested to make every effort to secure the addition
of such chemists and druggists to the committee of revision.

This was adopted.

PKOPRIET.ARY GOODS.

Dr. W. J. Schieffelin, of New York, presented the report
of the committee on proprietary goods. After a lengthy
account of the vicissitudes of the proprietary medicine
under the food and drugs act, the committee urged the
members to work for uniformity with the national law in
all State pure drug legislation. Gratification was expressed
that the Indianapolis decree did not put an end to price-
protecting plans. A series of questions addressed to (he
members of the consular service elicited the information
that Great Britain, France and Germany had made no

effort to prohibit trade agreements; but on the contrary
extended the widest latitude in this direction. An effort to

secure like treatment in this country was urged. Increased
compensation was asked from proprietors. The formation
of buying clubs tending to eliminate the jobber was

The board of control concurred in the suggestions of

the committee and submitted among other resolutions the

following:

Resolved, That this association strongly condemns the Indis-
criminate sale of cocaine and other habit-forming drugs and
urges all wholesale and retail druggists, as well as manufac-
turers, not only to work for restrictive legislation in those
States where such laws do not already exist, but to take steps
on their own account, which will insure the sale of these
injurious narcotics for legitimate and harmless purposes only.

This was adopted.
There was considerable discourse upon the cocaine evil,

in the course of which the "sampling" practice of some
snuff manufacturers was soundly condemned.
Miss Mary A. Fein, of Little Rock, was received as the

representative of the Arkansas Association of Pharma-
cists. She expressed great interest in the deliberations of

the wholesalers, and incidentally invited them to convene
at Hot Springs next year.

MEMORIALS.

H. J. Schnell, of New York, read the report of the com-
mittee on memorials of deceased members. This embodied
the obituaries of sixteen members. The report was ap-

proved by the board of control.

LEGISLATION.

M. N. Kline, of Philadelphia, presented the report of the

committee on legislation. The absence of any new federal

legislation affecting the drug trade was noted. The many
State laws more or less affecting druggists were sum-
marized. An analysis of the thirty State pure drug laws
enacted during the year gave the following results:

In eight of the States the board of health alone Is in charge
of its administration; in one of the States the board of health
with a licensed pharmacist, and in another, the board of health
with the food and drug inspector. In eight of the States It is

in the hands of the food commissioner; in four the department
of agriculture; in two the director of agricultural experiment
station; in one in charge of a commission consisting of several
of the State officers, including the food inspectors; in two in
charge of the board of pharmacy, and in one the prosecuting
attorneys of the different counties.
We learn that in twelve of these State laws guarantees are

to lie accepted from any manufacturer or dealer in the United
States, while in eight a guaranty from the State alone
is to be accepted, and that in ten laws no guaranty appears
to be provided for.
The provisions of mentioning alcohol and the narcotics on

the label are the same as the federal law in sixteen of the
States, while thirteen differ from the federal law in confirming
variations from the U. S. P. and N. F. provided such standards
are named on the label, while eleven do not.
Prescriptions are exempted from the labeling provision In

seventeen of the laws; not exempted in five; not referred to in
eight; U. S. P. and N. F. preparations are exempted from the
labeling provision in eight; not exempted in fourteen, while no
reference is made to this subject In the balance of the laws.
Twnty-one of these laws are now in effect; seven go Into

effect January 1st, 1908; one March 1st, 1908; one (New Jersey)
October 1st, 1908. The States in which the laws are now in
effect are the following: Delaware, Florida, Georgia (but all
medicines exempt to August 1st, 1908), Illinois, Indiana (except
requirements as to statements of ingredients on label, which
will not be operative until March 1st, 1908), Iowa (all goods on
hand July 1st exempt until April 1st, 1909), Kansas, Louisiana.
Missouri (but goods on hand July 1st exempt), Montana (but
goods on hand March 1st exempt to January 1st, 1908). Nebraska
(goods in State April 1st or in stock May 1st exempt). New
Hampshire, North Carolina (but articles on hand at time of
passage exempt). North Dakota, South Carolina. South Dakota,
Texas (goods on hand at time of passage of bill exempt until
June 1st, 1908), Utah, Vermont, Washington (exempts goods on
hand at time of passage of act if stamped '"On hand March
15th, 1907"), Wyoming.
The provision of several of the State laws forbidding the

sale of articles known by official titles, when not of official

standard, was considered an objectionable feature. The
passage of anti-narcotic laws in New York, Wisconsin, West
Virginia and North Carolina was reported. Regret was
expressed that the enforcement of drug laws was not being
entrusted to pharmacists, and it was suggested to the
various retail organizations that they take more interest

in legislative affairs, and not permit physicians and far-

mers to draft pharmacy laws.

Considerable discussion of the advisability of working
to secure an amendment of the Sherman anti-trust law fol-

lowed this report. The result was a resolution instructing
the delegates to the civic federation to favor an amend-
ment permitting price-protecting agreements to a certain

extent.

In passing upon this report the board of control pre-
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sented a resolution urging efforts to secure uniform State
pure drug laws.

SUITS.

Mr. Kline also read the report of the committee on suits
against members. The board of control urged the instruc-
tion of the legislative committee to support any amend-
ment to the Sherman law that would allow railroad pooling
under certain restrictions, permit agreements relative to
price protection, and enforce publicity in all combinations.
The board of control urged favoring the enactment of

State laws placing itinerant medicine vendors under strin-
gent restrictions.

Several minor changes in the working of the constitu-
tion were made.
The legislative committee was authorized to oppose any

legislation in the direction of the establishment of a par-
cels post which would seem to threaten the interests of
the drug trade.

NEW OFFIOEIiS.

The officers elected are: President, B. D. Taylor, of
Richmond, Va.; vice-presidents, W. C. Shurtleff, of Chi-
cago; L. B. Bridaham, of Denver; F. C. Harrington, of
Burlington, Vt.; Ludwig Schiff, of Los Angeles; and E.
Berger, of Tampa, Fla.; secretary. J. E. Toms, of New
York; treasurer, S. E. Strong, of Cleveland, O.; board of
control. F. L. Carter, of Boston; Albert Plaut, of New
York; W. J. Mooney, of Indianapolis; Charles Gibson, of
Albany, N. Y.; and W. B. Strong, of Milwaukee; chair-

man of the proprietary committee, Dr. W. J. Schieffelin, of

New York; and general representative, F. E. Holliday.
Atlantic City, N. J., was selected as the place for the 1908

meeting, which will be held the week beginning Septem-
ber 24th.

German Apothecaries' Society.
A proposition that it engage in a more extended propa-

ganda in favor of cflScial preparations was the chief topic

of interest at the meeting of the German Apothecaries'
Society of New York held October 3d. C. P. Schleussner,
chairman of the special committee appointed to consider
the advisability of such a step, presented a comprehensive
report. This report in addition to a review of the work of

the American Pharmaceutical Association and the Amer-
ican Medical Association along these lines embodied the

following recommendations:
That if the Metropolitan Association of Retail Druggists de-

cides to send out circulars to the doctors of the city during
the ensuing year, the German Apothecaries' Society shall agree
to bear one-third of the expense, the money to be payable when
the M. A. R. D. shall have secured the other two-thirds.
That one thousand copies of the Physicians' Manual of the

Pharmacopoeia and the National Formulary be bought, and
sold to the members at cost for distribution among their
physicians.
That two show cases containing carefully compounded sam-

ples of some of the most important U. S. P. and N. F. prepara-
tions be secured and placed in two of the leading medical col-
leges of the city, as exhibits for the education of the students.
That one thousand of the pamphlets issued by the A. M. A.,

containing the results of the work of the council on pharmacy
and chemistry of that body, be secured for distribution among
the members of the G. A. S.

The net cost of the outlined campaign was estimated at

$370. Final action upon the proposition was deferred

until the next meeting.
A question arose whether under the new anti-substitu-

tion law a druggist was prohibited from using the prep-

aration of one manufacturer when the same preparation

of another manufacturer was called for. It was agreed that

the only way to secure a definite interpretation of this

point would "be in a test case. The other local organiza-

tions will be asked to co-operate in such a test.

George Kleinau reported as chairman of the legislative

committee, also as delegate to the 1907 meeting of the

New York State Pharmaceutical Association.

A greeting was read from A. C. Dung, a former member
who is now a manufacturer at Freiburg, Germany.

President Felix Hirseman appointed Henry Imhof and
Waldemar Franze to represent the society at the cere-

monies attending the unveiling of the monument to Gen-
eral Franz Sigel, in this city, October 19th.

The retail grocers of Iowa are "in a huff" over a recent

ruling of the Iowa Board of Pharmacy prohibiting the sale

of poisonous fly paper by others than licensed pharmacists.

M. A. Tiller, of Binghamton. N. Y., has sold his "Day"
Drug Store, and has gone to Brooklyn, where he will

manage a store.

Definitions Adopted by the Syllabus Committee.

In a circular letter to the pharmaceutical press, the

department of education of the State of New York, says:

An amendment to the public health law of the State of New
York in 1904 provided that no person should become a licensed
pharmacist in the State until he had presented to the board
the diploma of a pharmacy school, college or department of
a university maintaining a two year course in pharmacy and
registered by the regents of the University of tlie State of
New York as legally incorporated and maintaining a proper
pharmacy standard, provided such school should require £.s

a condition for entrance fifteen regents' counts or the educa-
tional equivalent. This "prerequisite law" established a gen-
eral preliminary educational requirement for admission to the
pharmacy schools of the State and at the same time required
attendance at a pharmacy school for admission to the licens-
ing examination. This act led to a series of conferences be-
tween the State board, the schools of pharmacy and the edu-
cation department, which resulted in the adoption of formal
rules and regulations by the regents of the University of the'
State of New York.
In the development of the work it became apparent that an

outline and syllabus for the guidance of the schools and the
State board would be heloful and a committee was created
to carry forward the work. At the Indianapolis meeting of
the American Pharmaceutical Association the New York com-
mittee invited the co-operation of the American Conference of
Pharmaceutical Faculties and the National Association of
Boards of Pharmacy, which appointed representatives to an
enlarged committee comprising five members. The enlarged
committee of five entering upon its task determined to bring
the matter to the attention of a wider constituency and to-day
the work is organized in three sub-committees of seven mem-
bers each.
At the recent meeting of the committee of twenty-one, held

in New York city, September 3d, 1907, the results of the years
work were reviewed, amended and adopted, including the
definitions of the sub-divisions of the subjects of the three
divisions: one, materia medica; two, pharmacy; three, chem-
istry.
After formal discussion it was
Voted, that the definitions as amended by the committee be

presented to the American Pharmaceutical Association with
a view to their publication and criticisms, suggestions, cor-
rections and amendations of the proposed definitions are here-
by formally invited from ail mterested in the cause of phar-
maceutical education. Such should be mailed to Henry L,.

Taylor, Secretary. National Syllabus Committee, Education
Department. Albany, N. Y.

TENTATIVE DEFINITIONS FOE THE STrLABIIS.

Professional and technical
formly called schools whatever their corporate title; hence the
word school In this work will refer uniformly to colleges or schools
of pharmacy or departments of universities.

Pharmacology. The sum of scicntlflc knowledge concerning drugs
and medicines: their nature, preparation, administration and ef-
fect: Including pharmacognosy, pharmacy, pharmaco-djmamlcs and
therapy dynamics.

Drugs. AU substances used as medicines or In the preparation of
medicines. Drugs that have not been changed by manufacture ex-
cept bv desslcatlon or comminution are crude drugs.

Medicine. A drug or preparation of drugs possessing or reputed to
. possess curative or remedial properties.
Materia medica treats of the physical, physiological and therapeutical
properties of the materials used for curative and remedial purposes.

Microscopy. The art of examining objects with a mlscroscope.
Physiology treats of the organic functions in a state of health.
Botany treats of the structure, growth and classification of plants.
Toxicology treats of poisons, their recognition, effects and antidotes.
Fosology treats of the doses of medicines.
Pharmaco.dynamics treats of the actions of medicines on healthy

Therapy' dynamics treats of the actions of medicines on diseased

Cliemlstry. The science of the composition of material things and
the art of determining such composition.

Physics. The science of the properties and

Manufacturing chemistry. The production of chemical substances.
Inorganic chemistry treats of those substances that do not contain
carbon In a combustible form.

Organic chemistry treats of compounds containing carbon in a
combustible form.

Analytical chemistry. The
position of substances.

Qualitative chemistry determines the constituents

of determining ciiemlcal

a substance.
Quantitative chemistry determines the amounts of the constituents

Assaying determines the amounts of the valuable constituents of

Pharmacy. The science and art of preparing, preserving, compound-
jnd dispensing medicines.

Pharmaceutical Latin. The L.itln pertaining and art

Pharmaceutical arithmetic. The arithmetic pertaining
and art of pharmacy.

Theory of pharmacy. The exposition of the principles on which phar-
maceutical operations are based.

Practice of pharmacy. Systematic exercises In pharmaceutical opera-
tions.

Dispensing pharmacy. The extemporaneous preparation or compound-
Ins of medicines.

Manufacturing pharmacy. The preparation of pharmaceutical sub-

Pharmaceutical jurisprudence. The
to each other.

Commercial pharmacy. Trade or of

ucts. Including business practices.

f law and pharmacy

pharmaceutical jTod-
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Manhattan Association.

A discussion of tne part druggists stiould play in the

enactment of laws regulating pharmacy characterized the

meeting of the Manhattan Pharmaceutical Association held

October 21st. The usual apathy of druggists in legislative

matters was deplored by many of the members, and a

strong sentiment prevailed in favor of greater political

activity.

A resolution was passed stating the sentiment of the

association to be in favor of the enforcement of all drug

laws by the board of pharmacy.
.Jacob Diner reported as chairman of the legislative com-

mittee, giving a brief summary of the recently enacted

State and municipal laws governing pharmacy. He urged

upon the members the necessity of getting in touch with

the candidates for the assembly before the coming election.

Brief reports were presented, covering the 1907 meetings

of the New York and the American pharmaceutical asso-

ciations. Messrs. Diner and Hitchcock spoke at length

upon the benefits of the American association. Mr. Diner

characterized as shameful the poor showing made by the

local druggists in attendance and accessions to member-
ship during the recent meeting.

R. R. Smith handed in his resignation as chairman of

the committee having under consideration the consolida-

tion of the various local associations. This was accepted,

and his successor will be named by President Searles.

There were two resignations from membership in the

association.

There was considerable discussion of the new cocaine

law, and it was suggested that physicians be notified of

the provisions of the various laws of interest to them, and
also of the changes in the new Pharmacopoeia. It was said

that they show a disregard of these matters, undoubtedly
through ignorance.
The question of the formula upon the container of broken

lots of antipyretic tablets of various sorts came up. and Mr.
Diner said that under a ruling of the department of agri-

culture acetphenetidln should be stated as phenacetin. He
was corrected by Hugh Craig, who referred to the article

on page 681 of the Cibcijlar for October.

The recent regulations of the municipal authorities in

the matter of explosives and combustibles caused consider-

able discussion. Careful compliance with the provisions

was advised. A motion was adopted authorizing the legis-

lative committee to confer with the committee having in

hand the revision of the city charter, with a view to se-

curing favorable restrictions governing the conducting of

drug stores.

M. Rafter raised the question as to why the board of

pharmacy had not secured the passage of an anti-cocaine

measure long ago. William Muir, of the board, in replying
spoke of the various attempts to do so made during the

past four years.

Treasurer G. H. Hitchcock reported a balance on hand
of $37.50. The treasurer reported that during the summer
interim on the advice of the officers he had contributed
$50 to the entertainment committee of the American Phar-
maceutical Association. This action was approved by the

A collation constituting the report of the entertainment
committee was enjoyed subsequent to adjournment.

Kings County Society.

At the meeting of the Kings County (N. Y.) Pharmaceu-
tical Society held October 8th. Secretary A. B. Hegeman
announced that the contributions to the official prepara
tions propaganda fund already amounted to ?100. He also

read several letters expressing hearty approval of the plan.

Treasurer O. C. Kleine reported a balance of $346.50 in

the society's treasury, and $1,973.63 on hand to the credit
of the Brooklyn College of Pharmacy.
Three new members were elected.

J. G. Wischerth stated that he had received a communi-
cation from the municipal bureau of combustibles con-
firming the report concerning the restrictions attending the
sale of benzin, that had been mentioned at the previous
meeting. The co-operation of the other local associations
will be sought in an effort to secure the amendment of

these regulations.
As chairman of the trade committee Mr. Wischerth re-

ported that a new detail man had been engaged for propa-
ganda work. One hundred dollars was appropriated for

the use of the committee. The purchase of 300 copies of

the Physicians' Manual of the Pharmacopoeia and the Na-
tional Formulary for distribution among the physicians of

the city, was authorized and the necessary funds appro-

priated.
AV. C. Anderson presented a detailed report of the Chi-

cago convention of the National Association of Retail

Druggists.
The following members of the class of 1907 of the Brook-

lyn College of Pharmacy, who were unable to attend the
commencement exercises, received their diplomas at this

meeting:
Benjamin Baune, Joseph Goldenberg, David Sacharoff

and S. A. Yafte.

Metropolitan Association.

Discussion upon the indebtedness of the local branch to

the national association occupied the major portion of the
meeting of the Metropolitan Association of Retail Drug-
gists held in this city October 11th. This discussion grew
out of a clause in the organizer's report at the Chicago
convention (see the Circulak for October, page 692).

Secretary Jacob Diuer, reporting for the treasurer, A. B.

Baltzly, showed a balance on hand of $11.93, September 1st.

During the year $3,289.40 had been collected. The chief

expenditures had been $1,747.95 to the national association

for dues, arrearages and organizers' salaries, and $935.57

for propaganda work. This work consisted of sending
three circular letters and three sets of formulas and sample
preparations to all of the physicians of the city.

The charge made by the national officers that the local

association should have paid dues for more than 500 mem-
bers, Mr. Diner attributed to the fact that in February he
had sent in a list of some 500 names of members who had
paid for 1906. This had been done on the presumption
that all such were entitled to the buying privileges. Dur-
ing the year ending September 1st the local association had
been able to collect dues from but 250 members.
The outcome of the discussion was the adoption of sev-

eral resolutions, one requesting National Secretary Wooten
to furnish the local association with an itemized statement
of the claims and payments between the two since the
formation of the local organization, and another calling

upon Treasurer Baltzly to prepare a similar statement
covering his incumbency of the office of local treasurer.

W. C. Anderson submitted a report as delegate to the
Chicago convention. This was accepted.
A proposition to continue the work of the local associa-

tion elicited remarks from W. B. Montgomery and William
Muir which indicated that they did not consider the Na-
tional Association of Retail Druggists as a very live issue
in New York
Mr. Muir urged the druggists to shake off their political

apathy, get in touch with their representatives, and take
an interest in legislative doings.

New York College.

The two amendments to the by-laws which had been
offered at the June meeting of the College of Pharmacy of
the City of New York, were thoroughly discussed at the
meeting held October 15th. These amendments would
create a curriculum committee to succeed the present lec-

ture committee, and would fix its personnel and duties.

Upon the request of President Butler the proposed amend-
ments were referred to the board of trustees, who will re-

port upon them at the n«xt meeting.
Prof. H. H. Rusby presented a comprehensive report of

the New York meeting of the American Pharmaceutical
Association, to which he had been a delegate. His report

was supplemented by one by T. P. Cook, who spoke of the
entertainment features of the meeting.

C. O. Bigelow spoke briefly of the 1907 meeting of the
New York Pharmaceutical Association.

Prof. Rusby exhibited a lamp for burning denatured
alcohol. It gives a very satisfactory light, particularly use-

ful in microscopic work, and retails at $5.

At the suggestion of Dr. A. H. Elliott, supported by sev-

eral other members of the faculty, a committee weis ap-

pointed to consider the feasibility of the establishing by
the college of evening courses in chemistry with laboratory

isetruction. These courses would be elementary in char-

acter and suited to the needs of men employed in the

various industries wherein a knowledge of chemistry is

an advantage. Vice-President Chandler named as this com-
mittee Virgil Coblentz, A. H. Elliott and C. A. Mayo.
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The Sale in New York of Domestic Preparations
Containing Petroleum Oils.

May 2Sth last the bureau of combustibles of this city
adopte;! an amendment to the regulations of the municipal
explosives commission, surrounding the sale and handling
of petroleum products with more stringent restrictions.
This amendment having been approved by tlie mayor is

substantially a city ordinance; and as it becomes effective
November 2d it behooves the retail druggists of the city to
acquaint themselves with its provisions.
That part of the text of the new regulation in which the

restrictions are set forth is as follows:

Section 44t). Combustible mixtures used as metal polishes
which are made or sold within the city of New York shall not
contain more than 40 per cent, by volume of a volatile inflam-
mable liquid that will emit an inflammable vapor at a tempera-
ture below 100 degrees Fahrenheit, when tested in the open
air. or in the closed pyrometer of Guiseppe Tagliabue. They
siiiill liM packed in cans provided with an airtight screw cap,
an.l iMt containing more than one quart. The cans shall hear
a lain I bearing the words: "Danger. This Contains Dan-
Ri rnus Inflammable Liquid," in letters at least Vt inch in height
and I3 inch in width and a warning against the use of the ma-
terial within fifteen feet of any flre, and shall also bear the
name and address of the manufacturer or jobber, who shall be
a licensee of the fire department. Manufacturers and dealers
in metal polishes that contain a volatile inflammable liquid
shall pay an annual license as follows: Manufacturers, whole-
sale dealers and iobbers, whose names appear on the label as
licensees, $50; other dealers, $2.

Section 44c. The manufacture, sale or use of stove polish or
insecticides that will emit an inflammable vapor af a tempera-
ture below too degrees Fahrenheit, when tested in the open air,

in the closed pyrometer of Guiseppe Tagliabue. shall be pro-
hibited ithi the lits of the city of Ne Yor

New York Cocaine-Seller Imprisoned.
Charles Hitsch, a druggist of the "Chinatown" district

of this city, who has been a frequent violator of the law
against selling cocaine, was convicted on this charge at
the October term of the court of special sessions, and
sentenced to six months' imprisonment in the penitentiary.
The evidence showed that an inspector of the health
department purchased at the defendant's store without a
prescription 25 cents' worth of a powder, which proved
to be practically pure cocaine.
During the trial it was testified that Hitsch had been

twice convicted on previous charges of cocaine-selling
and had paid in fines an aggregate of ?325.

Hudson River Association.

In order that there may be sufficient funds at the dis-

posal of its propaganda committee the Hudson River Phar-
maceutical Association, of this city, at the meeting held
October 4th, decided to increase the annual dues to $12. In
keeping with its policy, the association is planning month-
ly joint meetings with the Harlem Medical Society.

A question box will be a feature of future meetings,
and the members have been requested to take advantage
of the opportunity this affords to ask for and receive en-

lightenment.
Treasurer A. Klingman reported a balance on hand

of $64.

Denatured Alcohol Rulings.

The Treasury Department has authorized the use of a
special denaturant of 5 gallons of approved wood alcohol

to each 100 gallons of ethyl alcohol, to be used in the manu-
facture of surgical ligatures, filaments for incandescent
electric lamps, and of silverware and bronze.

In consequence of the representations made hy a number
of manufacturing chemists the department has increased
the limit of alcohol permissible in finished acetic ether
made with denatured alcohol from 2 per cent, to 6 per cent,

by volume. 1

Corrected Labels Under the Federal Food and
Drugs Law.

The regulations first issued governing the food and drugs
act of June 30th, 1906, in the matter of labeling, permitted

the use of supplemental labels until October 1st, 1907.

Food inspection decision 43 stated that the original label

must be in conformity with the requirements of the law
after that date.

The board of food and drug inspection denied the re-

quest of several commercial organizations for an extension

of the time, but F. I. D. 78 which contains this denial.

interprets the provisions of the regulation in question in a
manner that removes much of its stringency. The salient
features of this decision are as follows:

Any person has a right to use a label which is not false or
deceptive in any particular, even though this result is arrived
at through the use of stickers, erasures or other suitable
means. Attention, however, is directed to the fact that mis-
leading an>i .;.

. ;a;- . -lafL^ments must be obliterated. In other
words, it

:
. Mi : at. in the opinion of the board, that a

deceptiv.- i uiii be allowed to remain on one portion
of the lai, :.

. ,
a

:
i

, live Statement upon another portion
of the lali.

] !

i

I

I iiilc of correction will be waived until
further notic- ui . r -I tated sardine tins which were
printed and mat. a; 1 i a ,, to January 1st, 1907. In these
cases the corn-.ii .1 a,, n 1

•• made in one label attached
securely to one .-la

1
l.age. Each invoice should be

1: IK in the exporter, showing the
date of ifao

Tax-Liable Fake Medicines.
A new ruling upon the liability to a special tax of the

manufacturer and seller of alcoholic compounds errone-
ously designated medicines has been promulgated by the
commissioner of internal revenue. This ruling has been
variously stated and interpreted in the public press. One
correspondent went so tar wrong as to herald with joy the
opportunity of the thirsty one in the white ribbon regions,
under the new regulation which removed the tax from all
those refreshers formerly under the ban providing "the
present amount of alcohol be not increased."
The ruling is rather voluminous, including many cita-

tions from the decisions of the federal courts. Boiled
down, its salient features are as follows: A special tax is

required for the manufacture and sale of alleged medicinal
alcoholic compounds, or for the sale of malt extracts manu-
factured from fermented liquors, the drugs used in the
manufacture of which are not sufficient in amount or char-
acter to render the product unfit for use as a beverage: or,

in the case of cordials, extracts and essences, in which the
amount of alcohol is greater than is necessary to preserve
the ingredients, or to extract the properties or cut the oils,

and hold same in solution.

The ruling covers all soda water extracts.

The bureau has at present a list of several hundred
preparations coming under the provisions of this ruling,
but these will not be made public until the several manu-
facturers have been notified of the character of their prep-
arations and given an opportunity of revising their for-

mulas.

American Pharmaceutical Association

Branches.
New York.—How to secure >oncerted action in behalf

of official preparations by the various local pharmacal or-

ganizations was the all-absorhing topic at the meeting of

the New York branch of the American Pharmaceutical
Association, held October 14th. A. M. Roehrig, W. F. Mac-
Dowell, Joseph Weinstein and others contributed to the
general discussion of ways and means of securing the best
results from propaganda work. All those present seem-
ingly appreciated the necessity of co-operation by all the
local bodies.

A motion was carried authorizing the chairman to ap-

point a committee of three on the Pharmacopoeia and Na-
tional Formulary propaganda, with instructions to confer
with similar committees from other local pharmacal organ-

izations, with a view to bringing about concerted action in

the propaganda work by the various associations.

A considerable portion of the meeting was devoted to

hearing reports of the annual meetings of the three na-

tional druggists' associations. Jacob Diner gave a brief

review of the work accomplished at the New York conven-

tion of the American Pharmaceutical Association, and C. A.

Mayo spoke of the Chicago meeting of the National Asso-

ciation of Retail Druggists. Mr. Diner referred to the prop-

aganda resolutions adopted at the Chicago convention,

and explained how, by having the preparation of circulars

carried out at the national headquarters, the association

hoped to save the local organizations considerable expense.

Vice-President W. J. Schieffelin, who occupied the chair,

responded to a request for an account of the Denver meet-

ing of the National Wholesale Druggists' Association.

Philadelphia.—The October meeting of the Philadelphia

branch of the American Pharmaceutical Association was
devoted to a discussion of Pharmacopoeia and National
Formulary propaganda work. Several papers upon the
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various phases of the work were read and considerable

general discussion followed.
Ambrose Hunsberger, in a paper entitled "The Need for

Personal Work," expressed the opinion that the personal

equation was an important factor in the development of

the professional side of pharmacy. In pharmacy, as in all

professional pursuits, study must be continuous and con-

stant, he said; the man who had given up the study of

the science of his profession has begun to decline. He
averred that the battle tor supremacy was on in earnest,

and the pharmacist to maintain his position must be able

to refute the frequently made charges of incompetence, and
produce tangible evidence that he was capable of giving
better service to the physician and his patients than was
the manufacturer who sells direct.

F. M. Apple read a paper on "Possibilities of Associa-

tion Work." This was in part a review of the work of the

ethical preparations com.mittee of the Philadelphia Asso-
ciation of Retail Druggists, while he was its chairman.
He emphasized the fact that pharmacists must individually

be prepared to assist the association work by being able to

demonstrate their ability to furnish the necessary prepara-

tions. Among the retarding influences he mentioned care-

lessness in making the official preparations, unprepared-
ness, the publication of tactless literature and the de-

moralizing influence of the "muck-rakers."

J. K. Thum read the concluding paper, entitled "Some
of the Obstacles to Be Overcome." He regarded as the
most serious of these obstacles the apathy and short-

sightedness that characterized the more fully equipped and
generally better educated pharmacist; and thought that

the well developed streak of laziness that is so common
in the average retail druggist of to-day was a good second.

It was generally known, he said, that physicians were will-

ing and even anxious to secure correct information on
matters relating to pharmacy, and unless pharmacists were
in a position to furnish this information they would bring
discredit, not upon themselves alone, but upon all other

members of the craft.

The subject was further discussed by Messrs. Shoemaker,
Stewart, Wood. Lowe, Remington, Apple, Harbold, Huns-
berger, Koch, Wilbert and Stanislaus.

Prior to the opening of the discussion of the evening.

Dr. H. C. Wood, Jr., gave a glowing report of the success

attending the exhibition by the branch of samples of official

preparations at the meeting of the American Medical Asso-

ciation, and later before the Pennsylvania society and sev-

eral local medical bodies. He said that the exhibition had
received the hearty commendation of the medical men, and
the equally hearty condemnation of the nostrum manu-
facturers.

Chicago.—The first of the season's meetings of the

Chicago branch of the American Pharmaceutical Asso-

ciation was held October 15th. In the absence of Presi-

dent Oldberg, Prof. Hallberg acted as chairman and gave
a brief account of some of the more important questions

discussed at the recent annual meeting in New York.

He referred first to the work in the section on educa-

tion and legislation which had been in the hands of Presi-

dent Oldberg for the past two years and had been de-

veloped so that systematic plans were being formulated
for constructive and progressive work along fundamental
lines. It was especially a favorable sign that the State

boards of pharmacy were beginning to realize the ad-

vantages of working with the association. The burning
question, the scarcity of drug clerks, he believed could
be solved only through a better appreciation of the value
of systematic education.
W. T. Klenze, for the committee on practice, made a re-

port which reflected the careful work he had put on it, a
copy of which follows:

The committee on practice believes that it is its sphere to
take up that oart of pharmacy pertaining to the laboratory of
the pharmacy.
The making of scientific preparations in the pharmacy is cer-

tainly important, and now, when the U. S. P. and N. F. prop-
aganda is a live issue throughout the land, we think it good
policy for this branch as well as other branches of the
A. Ph. A. to take up for discussion such preparations as may
be suggested from time to time for modification or reconstruc-
tion, for practical improvement.

It stands to reason that when such books as the United
States Pharmacopoeia and National Formulary are compiled
there will appear some formulas that, being worked out
theoretically, are not as practical as the pharmacist would like,
and it Is for us to discuss such formulas and submit results to
the committees on the revision of the Pharmacopceia and Na-
tional Formulary through the proper channels.

The following formulas are suggested for discussion, to be
Improved:
Cataplasma Kaolini, U. S. P.
Elixir Ferri Quininae et Strychnlnae Phosphatum. U. S. P.
Elixir Gentianae Glycerinata, N. F.
Glyceritum Ferri Quinina; et Strychninse Phosphatum, V. S. P.
Liquor Antisepticus Alkalinus, N. F.
Liquor Cresolis Compositus. U. S. P.
Liquor Ferri Peptonati cum Mangano, N. F.
Liquor Sodii Phosphatis Compositus, U. S. P.
Magma Magnesise, N. F.
Syrupus Hydrochlorophosphatum, N. F.
Syrupus Sennse, U. S. P.
Tinctura Viburni Opuli Compositus, N. F.
To be added to the next U. S. P. or N. F.:
Colorless Hydrastis Solution.

In the discussion which followed it was evident that
the scheme proposed would evoke considerable interest
among the retail pharmacists and that discussion on this
particular subject would be had at every meeting. It was
suggested that the members of the branch select from those
preparations as they appear in the report, one or two of
such as may have come more immediately under their ob-
servation and then report the result at the meeting of the
branch. In this way many of the formulas of both the
United States Pharmaconceia and National Formulary may
be covered before the next revision of the two books, and
if similar work is instituted in the other branches the
combined results may be of much practical value. It was
also recommended that members come prepared to pro-

pose formulas for discussion and also such as they might
think would make desirable additions.

On behalf of the committee on medical relations, Prof.
Hallberg reported that owing to the vacation intervening
since the last meeting of the joint committee with the
Chicago Medical Society no action had yet been taken
on the proposed declaration concerning the prescription,
but that as soon as the council of the Chicago Medical
Society reached the subject the committee would then
make further report.

It was announced that the American Medical Associa-
tion would hold its annual meeting in Chicago the first

week in .June, and that it was very desirable that the branch
make an exhibit of U. S. P. and N. F. articles, similar
to that made by the Philadelphia branch, at the meeting
in Atlantic City in June of this year. Owing to the ab-

sence of the president it was decided to let the matter
go over until the next meeting.
The vote on the proposed amendment to the by-laws

classifying the members into associate and active with a
membership fee of $1 a year was also deferred.

The completion of the Physicians' Manual of the United
States Pharmacopoeia and National Formulary was an-
nounced; and it was stated that a descriptive circular
had been prepared the purpose of which was to acquaint
members of the branch with the object of the book, to

the end that they might subscribe for such numbers for

their physicians as they might desire.

The chairman announced that the council of the A.
Ph. A. had asked the trustees of the United States Phar-
macopoeia to print 200 pamphlets for the collection of sta-

tistics for the Pharmacopoeia and National Formulary;
the work to be under the direction of the editor of the
A. Ph. A. Bulletin. It was hoped that by the next meet-
ing these might be ready for distribution.

The chairman of the committee on practice made a sup-
plementary report complaining of the difficulty of secur-

ing many of the drugs and chemicals that are official and
that are required in making the preparations of the
United States Pharmacopoeia and National Formulary.
Many of those present expressed themselves to the same
effect and spoke of the constant disappointment in the

failure of the wholesale drug houses in Chicago to keep
on hand especially the newer chemicals of the Pharma-
copoeia. On motion a committee was appointed to inter-

view the wholesale houses and endeavor to secure their

co-operation in this matter.

'Arabian Water SaltsJ

Henry Patee, alias "Dr. Patee, of the White Sulphur
Springs doctors," of Chicago, recently plead guilty in the
municipal court to a charge of selling medicine without
a license. The "doctors" claimed to cure the usual mul-
titude of affiictions with "Arabian water salts, nature's

own remedy." On the stand Patee disclaimed any right

to the title of doctor and stated that while his ware was
"in a figurative sense" a medicine, it was composed prin
cipally of table salt, iron and sulphur.
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Three Philadelphians.

If the American Pharmaceutical Association did noth-
ing else. It would be entitled to the gratitude of phar-
macy for the service it performs in bringing to the front
young men of talent. These young men mingle with the
older members of the profession, from whom they draw
inspiration and ideas, and in their turn pay the debt they
incurred by taking up and carrying on the work of phar-
macy and giving to that work new life and vigor.

In all matters pharmaceutical Philadelphia has long
held an enviable place among American cities, so it is not
to be wondered at that many of the young men prominent
in American Pharmaceutical Association circles hail from

of Moyer Brothers, Bloomsburg, in July, 1888, where he

served an apprenticeship of three years, then matriculated

in the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy in September,

1891-

He entered the employ of the Smith, Kline & French
Company, Philadelphia, in August, 1891, was graduated

by the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy in April, 1893,

and entered the Smith, Kline & French Company's ana-

lytical department in 1894, where he remained for a

number of years. He was appointed instructor in phar-

macy in the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy in 1901,

and became associated with Dr. Henry Leffmann in

August. 1903. In August, 1904, he was appointed chemist

to the Pennsylvania dairy and food commissioner.

CHARLES H. LA WALL. •ANDEBKLEED.

that City of Brotherly Love which has given pharmacy
so many distinguished votaries.

Conspicious among Philadelphia's younger members of

the Association are three men who have won their

laurels in different branches of the business, one being a
retail druggist, one an analyst and teacher, and one a
chemist in a manufacturing house. These men are Frank-
lin M. Apple, Charles H. La Wall, and Charles E. Van-
derkleed.

FRANKLIN M. APPLE.

This gentleman, who was elected chairman of the asso-

ciation's section on practical pharmacy and dispensing at

the meeting held in this city in September, was born at

Stone Church, Northampton county. Pa., February 14th,

1S70, thus coming as a sort of valentine to his parents,

the Rev. and Mrs. B. F. Apple. Presumably he was as
bad as the usual run of minister's sons, and as good, but
neither his goodness nor badness prevented him from
being the valedictorian of the class of '85 of the Bangor
(Pa.) High School.
Mr. Apple's career as a pharmacist began November

29th, 1885, at Bangor. He was graduated by the Phila-

delphia College of Pharmacy in 1S90, taking the prize for

winning the recognition-of-samples contest, and receiving

honorable mention in two other branches. During the

session of 1S90-91 he was assistant to Prof. S. P. Sadtler
at the University of Pennsylvania, and was his private

assistant until the fall of the latter year. He embarked
in business for himself at the northeast corner of Seven-
teenth and York streets, Philadelphia, October IGth, 1891,

and retired, temporarily, on account of ill health, some
seven or eight years later. Between April 1st. 1899, and
July 1st, 1901, he repi-esented the Horlick Food Com-
pany in Philadelphia, and then re-entered the retail busi-

ness at the northeast corner of Thirty-first and Berks
streets, that city, at which place he has remained until

the present.
In addition to his activity in the American Pharmaceu-

tical Association, Mr. Apple has taken a leading part in

the work of his State organization and of the National
Association of Retail Druggists. He always stands for

better pharmacy.
CHAKLES H. LAWALL.

Charles H. LaWall was born May 7th, 1871, at Allen-

town, Pa. His parents moved to Bloomsburg, Pa., in 1876,

and he was educated in the public schools and the State

Normal School at that place. He entered the drug store

Mr. LaWall received the degree of master in pharmacy,

in course, from the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy
in 1905, and was appointed associate professor of the

theory and practice of pharmacy in that institution in

April, 1905. In April, 1907, he was appointed a chief food

inspection chemist of the United States department of

agriculture, having charge of the examination of drugs

coming into the port of Philadelphia.

In addition to being a quite active member of the Amer-
ican Pharmaceutical Association, Mr. LaWall is a mem-
ber of the American Chemical Society, the Philadelphia

Botanical Club, the Pennsylvania Botanical Society, the

Philadelphia College of Pharmacy, the New Jersey Phar-

maceutical Association, and the Pennsylvania Pharmaceu-
tical Association, in which latter body he has held the

position of chairman of the committee on papers and
queries for four consecutive years, and set a pace which
the chairmen of such committees in other States have

been glad to follow, but which none of them has dared

attempt to improve upon. He is also president of the

Alumni Association of the Philadelphia College of

Pharmacy, and president of the Drug Club of Phila-

delphia.

CHAKLES E. VANPERKLEED.

A gentleman from Indiana, Mr. Vanderkleed Is prob-

ably the youngest of the trio under discussion, as it was
]S95 when he received his diploma as a graduate in phar-

macy from Purdue University. He took his "Ph. C." the

following year, and in 1899, was declared to be a bachelor

of science, and in 1901, an analytical chemist. He taught
analytical chemistry in his alma mater for five years,

and then spent two years in Baltimore in the chemical
department of Sharp & Dohme. For the past five years

he has been chief chemist for the H. K. Mulford Com-
pany, of Philadelphia.

Mr. Vanderkleed is the joint author with Dr. A. L.

Green, of Purdue, of a course in Inorganic qualitative

analysis, and has contributed frequently to the columns
of the drug and chemical journals. Last year as a
member of the committee on scientific papers of

the American Pharmaceutical Association, he acted

most acceptably as chairman. In the absence of Dr. Reid
Hunt, and was elected secretary of the section for this

year. He is also chairman of the committee on drug
adulterations of the Pennsylvania Pharmaceutical Asso-

ciation and a member of the executive committee of the
Philadelphia section of the American Chemical Society.
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Philadelphia College of Pharmacy.
The first of the series of pharmaceutical meetings of the

Philadelphia College of Pharmacy for 1907-08 was held
October 15th, with Dr. R. V. Mattison, vice-president, in

the chair.

The meeting was devoted to a symposium on the cultiva-

tion of medicinal plants. Prof. Henry Kraemer was the first

speaker on the program. He gave the results of his own
experiments in the growing of over 100 native medicinal
plants, a large proportion of which required the protection

of shrubs and trees. The experiments showed that this

condition is of more importance than even that of soil, the

plants being not only protected from the sun, but also from
beating rains and winds.

Dr. J. A. Borneman reported that he had been successful

in the cultivation of certain foreign medicinal plants.

Among others he has cultivated belladonna, digitalis, hyos-

cyamus, Pulsatilla, conlum and aconite, all of which with
the exception of aconite he said could be grown on a large

scale with little cost.

E. L. Newcomb gave the results of experiments which
had been conducted under his supervision the past summer
by a number of persons who were interested in agricul-

tural pursuits and experimental farming, in the vicinity

of Vineland, N. J. Plants had been grown from seeds

and under conditions which would obtain on a commercial
scale. The following is a list of the plants which were
grown: Capsicum species, papaver somniferum, corian-

drum sativum, atropa belladonna, salvia officinalis, lobelia

inflata. digitalis purpurea, nepeta cataria, and panax quin-

quefolium.
J. R. Rippetoe, of this city, gave the results of assays of

belladonna root and leaves collected from plants grown in

the Shenandoah Valley in Virginia. The leaves gave a
high percentage of mydriatic alkaloids, while the root

assayed slightly lower than the U. S. P. standard, but was
up to the average on the market.
A large number of specimens of the drugs and the plants

from which they are derived were exhibited.

M. I. Wilbert, demonstrated the preparation of and gave
formulas for emulsion of castor oil and nascent ferrous

carbonate.
At the quarterly meeting held September 30th the fol-

lowing persons were elected honorary members of the

college:

Dr. Harvey W. Wiley, of Washington; Richard T. Baker,
of New South Wales; K. G. Smith, of New South Wales;
Nagayoshi. Xagai, of Tokyo; Dr. H. Thoms, of Berlin;

and Dr. Nathaniel L. Britton, of New York.
Prof. Henry Kraemer presented a framed photograph

of a painting of the late Prof. John M. Maisch, and one of

President H. B. French.
R. M. Shoemaker, E. M. Boring and Charles Leedom

were re-elected members of the board of trustees.

At a special meeting of the trustees R. M. Shoemaker
was appointed treasurer, to flll the unexpired term of the
late James T. Shinn.

the Philadelphia branch of the American Pharmaceutical
Association, and he advised the members to make as many
samples as convenient, for the training such work would
give.

Messrs. Apple, Cliffe, Hunsberger, Koch, Rehfuss and
Rotbwell also contributed to the discussion.

Philadelphia Association.
The problem of financing the campaign for the popular-

izing of ethical preparations was the principal subject of

discussion at the October meeting of the Philadelphia As-
sociation of Retail Druggists. A large attendance and the
Interest shown indicated the impetus that has been given
to the association's work by the standard preparations
propaganda and the honors shown T. H. Potts at the Chi-
cago conventio:'.

Chairman Christopher Koch of the ethical preparations
committee told of the interest that the physicians of the
city were taking in the propaganda work. Several plans
for raising the necessary money required in carrying out
this work were suggested and discussed. No definite

method was decided upon, and the matter was finally left

to the executive committee.
T. H. Potts was presented with an appropriately in-

scribed gold watch, in appreciation of his efforts in be-

half of the retail druggists. The watch is a counterpart
of one lost by Mr. Potts at the Chicago convention.

S. W. Strunk reported the visit of the Philadelphia dele-

gation to the Chicago convention.
M. I. Wilbert urged upon the pharmacists the necessity

of keeping thoroughly posted on the contents of the phar-
macal journals and being well acquainted with the for-

mulas of the official preparations. He showed a portion
of the exhibit of official preparations that was prepared by

Fraternizing in the City of Brotherly Love.

More than 150 of the leading pharmacists and physi-

cians of Philadelphia attended a banquet October 10th,

at which the members of the Kensington branch of the
Philadelphia County Medical Society were the guests of

the eleventh district organization of the Philadelphia As-
sociation of Retail Druggists. Christopher Koch, chair-

man of the druggists' organization, was toastmaster, and
among those who spoke were Prof. J. P. Remington; Dr.
S. Solis-Cohen, Dr. H. C. Wood, Jr., Prof. Charles H.
LaWall, Dr. John V. Shoemaker, Dr. A. Hirsh, Dr. T. C.

Fulton, Dr. A. Eaton and R. H. Lackey.
The meeting is said to have been the first of the kind

ever held in Philadelphia, and the sentiment of the
speeches was that for the good of the sister professions
and the public as well, there should be a more fraternal

spirit between druggists and doctors. The representatives
of medicine complimented the pharmacists upon the work
they were doing in the popularizing of ethical prepara-
tions. They declared it was the best thing the pharmacists
ever did when they embarked on this educational cam-
paign on such broad lines. They promised to co-operate
in every possible way, and declared that the interest of
the physicians all over the country was aroused. The
pharmacists told what was being done in the way of in-

suring better drugs and higher standards in pharmacy.
As a souvenir, each one present received an Epitome of

the National Formulary. The w'hole affair reflected great
credit upon Mr. Koch, and his associates on the commit-
tee of arrangements as well as upon the entire district

organization. Mr. Koch is also chairman of the ethical

preparations committee of the Philadelphia Association of
Retail Druggists by which, during October, a list of about
twenty preparations was mailed to the physicians of the
city, to be pasted in their medicine cases.

Extemporaneous Mixtures and the Kansas
Labeling Law.

The difficulty experienced by retail druggists in com-
puting the amounts of the various drugs in a polymerous
mixture dispensed on a prescription or a "family recipe,"

with a view to properly labeling them, has been somewhat
lessened within the confines of the State of Kansas. After
an extended conference with representative analysts and
pharmacists Secretary Crumbine. of the State board of
health, has issued the following provision under regula-

tion 17 governing the law:

ration from an orig:iral package which is properly la-

beled, when compounded or dispensed for immediate tem-
porary, domestic use, by a regular registered retail pharmacist
or registered assistant pharmacist, need not bear any state-
ment on the package other than the label properly designating
the contents. This exemption does not apply to original pack-

Alabama Pharmacists and Physicians Meet.
A feature of the September meeting of the Jefferson

County (Ala.) Medical Society, held at Birmingham, was
the symposium on fraternal relations, contributed to by
doctors and druggists. The latter were present by special

invitation of the medical men. Each profession stated its

views upon the subject, and all seemed agreed that the
nostrum was what was keeping the two professions further
apart than they should be.

Official preparations were discussed, counter-prescribing
was condemned, the use of the metric system was advocat-
ed, and frequent joint-meetings of the two professions
were suggested.

Southern College of Pharmacy.
Twenty-six students completed the summer course of the

Southern College of Pharmacy, Atlanta, and were gradu-
ated September 28th.
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News of the Pharmacy Boards.

List of Secretaries.

In the following list are to be found the names ana ad-
dresses of the secretaries of the various hoards of phar-
macy of the country. When the date and place of the next
meeting are known, they are given also. Secretaries are
requested to keep us informed as to those dates and places:

Alabama—E. P. Gait, Selma.
Arizona—November 12th and 13th at Phoenix. A. G.

Hulett, Phosnix.
Arkansas—November 13th, at Little Rock. J. F. Dowdv,

Little Rock.
California—C. B. Whilden, San Francisco.
Colorado—December 6th and 7th, at Denver. S. L.

Bresler, Denver.
Connecticut—November 5th, at Hartford. J. A. Lev-

erty, Bridgeport.
Delaware—January 3d, at Wilmington. O. C. Draper,

Wilmington.
District of Columbia—January 9th and 10th, at Wash-

ington. S. L. Hilton, Washington.
Florida—January 9th, at Jacksonville. D. W. Ram-

saur, Palatka.
Georgia—November 4th and 5th, at Atlanta. C. D. Jor-

dan, Monticello.
Idaho—L. W. Smith, Boise.
Illinois—November 19th and 20th, at Chicago. F. C.

Dodds, Springfield.

Indiana—A. F. Sala, Winchester.
Indian Territory—H. D. Kniseley. Checotah.
Iowa—C. W. Phillips, Des Moines.
Kansas—November 20th, at Garden City. W. E. Sheriff,

Ellsworth.
Kentucky—January 14th, at Covington. J. W. Gayle,

Frankfort.
Louisiana—November 1st and 2d, at New Orleans. F.

C. Godbold, New Orleans.
Maine—F. H. Wilson, Brunswick.
Maryland—Ephraim Bacon, Roland Park.
Massachusetts—Every Tuesday, at Boston.
Michigan—November 19th to 21st, at Grand Rapids.

W. E. Collins, Owosso.
Minnesota—C. J. Moos, Minneapolis.
Mississippi—April 1st, at Jackson. S. L. Caine, Co-

lumbus.
Missouri—December 9th, at Springfield. Charles Giet-

ner, St. Louis.
Montana—Alfred Whitworth, Deer Lodge.
Nebraska—November 12th to 14th, at Lincoln. H. L.

Harper, Beatrice.

Nevada—November 6th, at Reno. F. J. Steinmetz, Car-
son City.

New Hampshire—F. H. Wingate, Nashua.
New Jersey—January 16th and 17th, at Trenton. H. A.

Jorden, Brldgeton.
New Mexico—A. J. Fischer, Santa Fe.
New York—Eastern Branch—November 20th, at New

York. Joseph Weinstein, 115 West Sixty-eighth street,

New York. Middle Branch—November 20th, at Albany.
W. L. Bradt, Albany. Western Branch—November 20th,

at Buffalo. George Reimann, Buffalo.

North Carolina—November 26th, at Raleigh. F. W. Han-
cock, Oxford.
North Dakota—February 11th, at Fargo. W. S. Parker,

Lisbon.
Ohio—January 14th, at Columbus,

lumbus.
Oklahoma—F. B. Lillie, Guthrie.
Oregon—G. C. Blakeley, The Dalles.

Pennsylvania—November 16th, at Philadelphi
Pittsburg. C. T. George, Harrisburg.

Rhode Island—November 5th, at Providence. H. A.

Pearce, Providence.
South Carolina—F. M. Smith, Charleston.
South Dakota—January 8th, at Canton, E. C. Bent,

Dell Rapids.
Tennessee—January 14th, at Nashville. I. B. Clark,

Nashville.
Texas—January 21st, at San Antonio.

Gonzales.
Utah—W. H. Dayton. Salt Lake.
Vermont—January 7th, at Montpelier.

Burlington.
Virginia—T. A. Miller, Richmond.

F. H. Frost, Co-

and

R. H. Walker,

Washington—P. Jensen, Tacoma.
West Virginia—A. Walker, Sutton.
Wisconsin—January 13th to 10th, at Milwaukee. H.

G. Ruenzel. Milwaukee.
Wyoming—F. W. Roedel, Cheyenne.

Maine Board.
Twenty-one candidates were examined at the meeting of

the Maine Board of Pharmacy, held October 9th, at
Augusta. The following passed:
W. E. McCarty, of Portland; and F. M. White, of Vinal

Haven.

Pennsylvania Board.
A vigorous campaign is being waged by the Pennsyl-

vania Board of Pharmacy against those proprietors who
leave their stores in charge of unqualified persons. In
several sections of Philadelphia it has been found that
many proprietors leave their stores in charge of inex-
perienced boys while they themselves do relief work in
other stores.

In a number of cases failure to display the license cer-
tificate has resulted in the arrest of druggists.

Delaware Board.
The Delaware Board of Pharmacy met at Wilmington,

October 3d. Five applicants for registration were ex-
amined and the following passed:
As assistants—H. C. Hopkins and J. O. Hopkins.
B. H. Matthews, of Miltord, who succeeds W. F. Dunn,

of Smyrna, as a member of the board was duly installed.
The next meeting will he held January 3d at Wil-

mington.

District of Columbia Board.
Fourteen applicants for registration were examined at

the meeting of the District of Columbia Board of Phar-
macy held October 10th and 11th at Washington. The fol-

lowing were successful:
H. B. Floyd, M. L. Goldsmith, J. R. Jacobs, A. L. Mikules,

Stella C. Nelson, A. J. O'Neill and C. F. Silcott, all of
Washington.
The next meeting of the board will be held January 9th

and 10th at Washington.

Virginia Board.

At the meeting of the Virginia Board of Pharmacy held
October Sth at Richmond the following applicants for regis-
tration were successful:
As pharmacists—W. H. Barlow, J. R. Cannon, J. B. Pifer,

W. G. Garth, W. H. Lahmeyer, W. C. Reser, S. M. Tate,
J. K. Thigpen and J. L. Willcoxon.
As assistants—J. S. Baldwin, R. C. Brown, L. H. Cox,

J. M. Hord, W. C. Jett, P. W. Millburn, C. F. Silcott, E. C.
Williams and H. D. Wright.

Mississippi Board.

At the meeting of the Mississippi Board of Pharmacy
held October 2d, at Jackson, thirty-four applicants for
registration were examined. The following passed:

J. H. Calicott, of Coldwater; J. J. English, of Clarksdale;
J. L. Finlay, of Greenville; Louis Gouaux, of New Orleans,
La.; W. B. Henry and T. E. Henry, Jr., both of Corinth;
R. R. Hunt and R. H. Longmire, both of Meridian; H. H.
Mitchell, of Slate Springs; G. M. Smith, of Laurel; C. W.
Triplett, Jr., of Carthage; and B. H. Walker, of Columbia.

Tennessee Board.

Eighteen applicants for registration were examined at
the meeting of the Tennessee Board of Pharmacy held at
Knoxville, October Sth to 10th, The following were suc-

J. G.

As pharmacists—E. W. Cheek, of Tracy City; J. W. Pelts,
of Knoxville; H. L. Fitzgerald, of Chattanooga; L. P. Gray,
of Knoxville; C. H. Jouett, of Etowah; Frank Morell, of
Knoxville; A. S. Oman, of Mt. Pleasant; and Hugh Swan-
son, of Knoxville.
As assistants—P. H. Atkins, of Knoxville; C. E. Bull,

of Elkton; W. B. Crevey and G. G. Draper, both of Knox-
ville; R. I. C. Hawley, of Morristown; and H. S. Oaks,
J. S. Walker and J. C. Ward, all of Knoxville.
The next meeting of the board will be held January 14tb

at Nashville.
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Kentucky Board.

Thirteen applicants for registration were examined at

the meeting of the Kentuclcy Board of Pharmacy held Oc-

tober 8th at Middlesboro. The following passed:

M. J. Blythe, of Hopkinsville; W. R. Bond, of Paducah;
T. B. Callis, of Bowling Green; A. A. Dixon, of Louisville;

W. A. Fortmeyer, of Bellevue; S. T. McGuire, of Berea;

W. H. Meek, of Louisville; D. H. Severs, of Cloverport; and
W. E. Wallace, of Chicago, 111.

James H. Martin, of Winchester, has succeeded C. Lewis
Diehl, of Louisville, whose term as a member of the board
had expired.
The next meeting of the board will be held January 14th

at Covington.

Texas Board.

The Texas Board of Pharmacy held its first regular

meeting at Dallas, September 17th. When President

Robert had convened the body, in the words of Secretary
Walker, -twelve applicants stepped forward announcing
their willingness to take the examination." These were
duly received and set to their task. What followed is

thus related by the secretary:

"The examination continued nearly through the entire

day on Wednesday. After a thorough inspection of all the

papers of the different applicants it was found that not

a single one had made a record up to the standard pro-

mulgated by the board of 75 per cent, average, and not less

than 60 per cent, in any one study. It was indeed regret-

able that all should have failed, but the board is anxious

to maintain a reasonably high standard of proficiency so

that other States may know that we are desirous of elevat-

ing the profession to higher and more substantial ideals."

At the conclusion of the examination work the board
resumed the regular routine of business, and took up the

inspection and disposal of some 3.000 pieces of mail matter

which it had been informed were encumbering the local

post-office.

The question of recognizing the certificates of other

State boards in lieu of examination was deferred until the

next meeting. This will be held at San Antonio, January
21st.

The attorney general has ruled that under the new
medical law it is unlawful for any but a licensed druggist

or physician to offer for sale or recommend any "patent"

medicine.

Missouri Board.

At the meeting of the Missouri Board of Pharmacy
held October 14th, at St. Louis, sixtj'-two applicants for

registration were examined. The following passed:

I. G. Ayars and Fred Bechtler, both of St. Louis; C. G.

Brj'an, of Buffalo; G. E. Currie and Paul Doenenberg.
both of St. Louis; A. Fichman, of St. Joseph; E. M. Geb-

hardt, E. A. Genzler and Oscar Hassfuther, all of St. Louis;

J. M. Hawkins, of Whiting; L. E. Hoffman, R. J. Hyatt
and R. C. W. Kraemer, all of St. Louis; C. W. Long. o£

Advance; P. W. McHenry and B. M. Marlow. both of St.

Louis; J. G. Miller, of Kansas City; W. A. Mulhall, A. L.

Muren, Marcus Peirioschkovitch and J. L. Pieper, all of

St. Louis; L. W. Pilgram, of St. Joseph; J. L. Pipkin, of

Marshfield; W. H. Posch. of St. Louis; G. F. Smith, of

Keokuk. la.; A. L. Spencer, of Blodgett; F. J. Volkman
and J. B. Welsh, both of St. Louis; A. H. Westphal, of

Senath; and L. M. Williams, of St. Louis.
The next meeting of the board will be held December

9th, at Springfield.

At the October meeting the following officers were
elected: President, A. Brandenberger, of Jefferson City;

vice-president, W. L. Turner, of Springfield; and secre-

tary, Charles Gietner, of St. Louis.

Illinois Board.

At the meeting of the Illinois Board of Pharmacy held
September 24th to 26th. at Chicago, ninety-nine candidates
were examined. The following were successful:

As pharmacists—W. B. Barrick. of Glen Ellj-n; W. A.
Bennett, of Harlem; Albert Buhrman, of Nashville, and
May Camden, J. S. Collins, C. R. Danielson. Edward De
Stefano, R. E. Dowd. G. G. Field, Henry Gerchenson, J. H.
Hagan. G. A. Hamilton. James Hirschfield, G. N. Huard.
N. J. Kurt, M. G. Levinson, A. Mayerson, T. R. Morris,
Ewadie Nudelman, H. W. Ohming, D. J. Parker, R. H.

Phillips, Martin Schupmann, H. H. Siebke, R. G. Smith and
C. A. Svano. all of Chicago.
As assistants—J. A. Bettin, R. A. Bloom. P. A. Brecht

and G. L. Detrick, all of Chicago; P. B. Ewalt, of Danville;
J. J. Farmer, H. L. Griest, F. C. Jones, Otto Korhonew,
O. W. Lukasek, Michele Monaco, S. H. McDill. B. E. Mc-
Guire. Joseph Nekola and M. C. Parriott. all of Chicago;
J. E. Pixley, of Watseka: Boris Plavnik, H. E. Potter, W. J.

Scott. C. B. Sikstrom. J. P. Skalicky. L. C. Solomon and
J. S. Spitzer, all of Chicago; and J. A. Wolf, of Quincy.
The next meeting of the board will be held November

19th and 20th, at Chicago.

Minnesota Board.

Fourteen convictions under the pharmacy law were se-

cured by the Minnesota Board of Pharmacy during the
year ending September 2Sth.

Out of 287 applicants for registration, examined during
the same period. 106 or 36,9 per cent, passed.
The board collected $7,371.37 during the twelve months,

and has a balance on hand of $2,022.75.

North Dakota Board.

The North Dakota Board of Pharmacy met at Fargo,
October 8th to 10th. examined fifty applicants for regis-

tration, and passed the following:
As pharmacists—N. N. Brakke, of Fargo; R. L. Connell,

of Minnewaukou; J. K. Clauson, of Fargo; D. E. Crowley,
of Wimbledon: A. H. Erickson, of Washburn; R. H. Gerike.
of Calio; J. E. Hocking, of Inkster; E. N. Howe, of Grand
Rapids. Minn.; A. W. Johnson. Jr., of Minot; G. C. Jorns,

of Grafton; Eric Kather, of Willistcn; R. S. Long, of Ham-
ilton; J. A. Moran. of Devil's Lake; T. A. Pennock, of

Minot: Katherine E. Scanlan. of Page; R. A. Seavey, of

Courtenay; H. K. Sever, of Hillsboro; Gertrude Shure, of

Page; Charles Wilstron, of Minot; and A. J. Zeman, of

Lawton.
As assistants—E. L. Green, of Hanklnson; H. L. Hill, of

Steele; A. Sommoness, of McHenry; and Edward Swanson,
of Cooperstown.
The next meeting of the board will be held February 11th

at Fargo.

Montana Board.

At the meeting of the Montana Board of Pharmacy held

at Butte, October 9th. the following applicants for regis-

tration were successful:

As pharmacists—C. M. Allen, of Wibaux; L. L. Allquest,

of Great Falls: G. A. Borway. of Livingston: Gerald Cos-

mon. of Miles City; C. S. Crooder, of Anaconda; Jennie C.

Gunnary, of Red Lodge; Ralph Hogy, of Butte; A. N.
Huxol, of Culbertson; C. E. Jacques, of Butte; W. D.

Maurey, of Helena; F. V. Patterson, of Anaconda; W. H.
Patterson, of Big Timber; F. L. Shelby, of Helena; T. J.

Toomey, of Billings; W. A. Walton, of Helena; and W. C.

Wilson, of Butte.
As assistants—C. F. Bailey, of Anaconda; L H. Brown-

field, J. P. Chase and H. A. McCIain, all of Butte; R. C.

Preho. of Great Falls: L. G. Vicars, of Livingston; and
N. P. Walters, of Helena.
Under the law creating the board, all the money on hand

July 1st in excess of $300 is diverted to the State school

fund. This year the board turned over $431.

Colorado Board.

September 20th and 21st the Colorado Board of Phar-

macy met at Denver and examined thirty-eight applicants

for registration. The following passed:

As pharmacists—C. L. Brewer, of Trinidad; C. P. Brown,
of Longmont; Harry Brundage, of New York. N. Y.; C. C.

Cash, of Pueblo: Frank Cowan, of Kremmling; P. A.

Frazer. of San Francisco. Cal.; Daniel Hepner and M. M.
Mitchell, both of Denver; Baranda Safverin, of Pueblo: W.
C. Spater. of Meeker; F. H. Stewart, of Canon City;

William Walker and F. L. Walt, both of Loveland.

The next meeting will be held December 6th and 7th at

Denver.

Joseph Jacobs and wife, of Atlanta, did not take their

usual trip to Europe this summer, but spent the heated

term on the Great Lakes and in Canada. On their way
home they stopped in New York for a short while, and
also visited their only son, who is at school in Philadel-

phia.
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The Rest Movement.
Not so slowly but none the less surely the movement

to do away with the sixteen-hour day, seven-day week in
the drug store is gaining ground. Conservatism or servi-
tude, whichever has been responsible for the druggists'
long hours of labor is gradually being pushed into the
background.
W. Miller Bartlett, of Salem, Mass., the present pro-

prietor of a business established In 183S, writes thus
to the CiBCUi-AK of the rest question:

The first Sunday that I became the proprietor of this time-
honored apothecary shop (August, 1900), I established the fol-
lowing Sunday hours: 9 to 10 A. M.. 1 to 3 and 5 to 7 P. M.
These hours have never been changed.
Previous to my proprietorship the store had been open all

day and evening until 10 o'clock with the exception of from
3 to 6 P. M.

I believe that proprietors and clerks need one day in the
week for rest and that In justice to themselves they should
make their Sunday hours as short as possible, consistent with
the demands of the slclt whose interests they are bound to
serve well by virtue of their occupation as apothecaries.

M. M. Osborne, of Elkins Park, Pa., who says that he
"strongly favors the shorter hours movement," and has
been putting it in practice as well as partial Sunday
closing "for years," has issued an announcement to his
townspeople that is quite an Innovation. Although the
practice of charging an excess upon "night-call" work Is

not uncommon. Mr. Osborne's charge for "overtime" is

probably without precedent. The announcement is as fol-

lows:

Commencing October 1st, 1907, we shall make an additional
charge for overtime. By "overtime" we mean all demands
made on us requiring extra time after our regular hours. This
will include prescriptions or renewals brought in aiWr hours,
or SO LATE THAT WE ARE DETAINED BEYOND THE
REGULAR CLOSING TIME. We are FORCED to this move
for following REASONS;
1. REPEATEDLY we have been kept one-half to two hours

(occasionally more) beyond closing time, for RENEWALS.
These should be attended to ahead, Just as provisions

are laid in ahead, i. e. before they get out!
2. NEW PRESCRIP'TIONS. in no sense emergent, have also

been brought in late. Calling In the Doctor at night
when the patient has suffered all day Is a common habit,
but it's not the druggist's fault. Many prescriptions given
at night are NOT needed then. "Take three times a day"
does not warrant Imposing on another for ONE DOSE I

3. What we have termed "overtime" is really only ADDI-
TIONAL TIME to what ANY ONE of our patrons would
call OVERTIME^ and EMPHASIZE IT IF APPLIED TO
HIMSELF! ACTUAL overtime has ALREADY been
made before we commence what we here call "overtime."

4. We NEED regular hours and rest—mora than you do.
Every action all through the already extra long day of
the pharmacist requires his close attention. You hold him
to account as you would no one else. He has ner-.'es just
as well as you have, that are used longer—already much
beyond what yours have and more continuously.

5. Certain duties can be attended to only after closing, others
there Is no opportunity to do before. Postponing them
in the manner Indicated above means, sometimes, on duty
to midnight.

6. There Is extra expense every minute open beyond regular
time. Eight or ten gas jets, alone, help this.

7. There is no reason visible to us (can there be to ANY one?)
why a pharmacist, because he Is such—a professional man
as well as merchant—should be expected, as a matter of
course, to work overtime and extra time besides. Habit
or custom does not justify continuing an Injustice or
wrong.

8. A pharmacist has the same rights as others as a citizen.
This fact is sometimes overlooked.

We ask SIMPLY and ONLY the SAME respect for OUR
RIGHTS that the rest of the public takes freely for itself. If
it wants time that belongs strictly to others it ought to pay
for it. and cheerfully. We don't want to work extra time at
ANT price—we want to stop It! We know that some drug-
gists quietly charge something extra for overtime. They are
afraid to say anything. We think the saner, more manly and
honest way is to announce that we are going to do It.

The druggists of Winfleld. Kan., at a meeting held Oc-

tober 1st, unanimously voted to close every evening except
Saturday at 8 o'clock and all-day Sunday. It has been
agreed to keep one store open on Sunday all day. There
being seven stores in the city, each store is open one Sun-

day in seven.

This rule took effect October 6th and much satisfaction

is being expressed by the public over the new order.

Between November 1st and April 1st, the drug stores

of Westfield, Mass., will be closed after 9 o'clock, five even-

ings each week. Monday night 10 o'clock will be closing

time, and Saturdays will find the stores open until 11 p. m.

The new Sunday hours for druggists at Elgin, 111., are

from 9 A. M. to 1 p. m.

At the quarterly meeting of the Columbus, O., associa-

tion of druggists the early closing movement was en-

dorsed. Already about 75 per cent, of the proprietors have

agreed to close not later than 8.30 p. m.

The druggists of Batavia, N. Y., have agreed to close
their stores during October, November, April, May, June,
July and August at 10 p. m. on Mondays, 11 p. m. on' Satur-
days, and 9 p. m. on other days. During January, Feb-
ruary and March closing time will come one hour earlier
each evening. No hours have been agreed upon for Sep-
tember and December.
The majority of the druggists of the south side. Scran-

ton, Pa., have agreed to close their stores at 9 p. m.
All the drug stores in the island section of Wheeling,

W. Va., now close at 10 p. m. instead of 11, as heretofore.

J.\MES THORNTON SHINN.

During the month of December the stores will close at 9

p. m.
All the druggists of Cheyenne, Wyo., have agreed to

close their stores each evening at 9 o'clock.

Huntington, Ind., druggists now close their stores at

9.30 o'clock each evening with the exception of Saturdays
and "paydays." It is believed that all the druggists in the

county will adopt this rule.

Obituaries.
JAMES T. SHINN.

James Thornton Shinn, a retired Philadelphia phar-

macist and the treasurer of the Philadelphia College of

Pharmacy, died at Bryn Mawr, Pa., October 4th, aged sev-

enty-three years.

Mr. Shinn was born at Philadelphia, January 9th, 1834.

His early education was obtained at the Friends' school,

of that city, and at the Westtown Boarding School, in

Chester county.
He was apprenticed in pharmacy with the firm of

Charles Ellis & Co., of his native city; and during the

latter part of his five-years' service he attended the Phila-

delphia College of Pharmacy, by which he was grad-

uated in 1854.

In 1855 he succeeded his brother as the proprietor of

the store at the corner of Broad and Spruce streets. In

1863 he removed to the opposite corner, where he re-

mained until his retirement several years ago.

He was elected a member of the Philadelphia College

of Pharmacy in 1858, and had since rendered it able serv-

ice in a number of capacities, having become a trustee

in 1859, and treasurer in 1894.

In 1872 the law was passed creating the Pharmaceutical
Examining Board of the City of Philadelphia, and the

member-appointing power was vested in the hands of the

then mayor of the city, William S. Stokely, who asked

the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy to submit names of

representative pharmacists to him for appointment as

members of the board. The request was acceded to, and
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Mr. Shinn's name was one of those suggested. He was
appointed and elected secretary, and the zeal with which
he served the city for twelve years in his endeavors to

make the first pharmacy law passed in the State re-

spected, is a matter of local pharmaceutical history.

Mr. Shinn became a member of the American Phar-

maceutical Association in 18C0, and v/as elected recording
secretary the same year, serving two terms. He also served

as its president in 1880-81.

In addition to his activities in the pharmacal world, the

deceased was deeply interested in a number of charitable

and industrial institutions of his city. He was secretary

of the Pennsylvania Hospital for a number of years.

Mr. Shinn's funeral was largely attended by men prom-
inent in pharmacal circles throughout the East. He is

survived by his widow and one daughter.
At a special meeting the trustees of the Philadelphia

College of Pharmacy adopted suitable resolutions on the

life and death of their departed comrade.

Juli

JULIUS C. ELIF.L.

C. Bliel, of Minneapolis, Minn., died September
28th, at Minnetonka Beach, aged fifty-eight years. He
was a native of Prussia, and came to this country at an
early age, settling at Laporte, Ind., where he later entered
the drug business. During recent years he had been en-

gaged in the wholesale business, and was at the time of

his death the president of the Minneapolis Drug Com-
pany. He was a prominent member of the wholesalers'

association, having at one time been its president.

Leo Eliel. of South Bend, Ind., ex-president of the

American Pharmaceutical Association, is a brother of the
deceased, who is also survived by his widow, another
brother and three sisters.

Henry Adams, of Springfield, Mass.. died October Sth.

aged sixty-two years. For thirty years he had conducted
a store in Amherst and established a branch in Springfield
in 1895. He was a member of the Massachusetts Board
of Pharmacy 1902-06, and president 1905-06. He was
among the most active business and fraternal men in the
Connecticut 'Valley.

W. W. Anderson, Jr., of Summerton, S. C, died at EI
Paso, Tex., October 4th, aged twenty-four years.

Bela P. Clapp, of Pawtucket, R. I., died October 11th,
aged seventy-seven years. In 1854 he established a store
at Pawtucket, where he later perfected the Clapp process
of extracting ammonia from gas-tar liquor. During the
past twenty years he had been connected with the am-
monia industry. He was a descendant of one of the earl-
iest New England families and a prominent Mason. His
widow and four children survive him.

James A. Darlington, one of the oldest druggists of Buf-
falo, N. Y., died September 28th, aged sixty-five years.
He is survived by a widow and one son.

E. F. Dutton, retired, of Barton, Vt, died October loth
aged seventy years. A widow and one daughter survive
him.

Charles "W. Hunter, retired, of Columbus City, Ind,
died September 26th, aged seventy-seven years.

Charles H. Lohr, of Estelline, S. D., died September 23d.
Fred. H. Loomis, of Painted Post, N. Y., died October

17th, aged fifty-eight years.

Elijah Marion Mooberry, of "Windsor, 111., died Octo-
ber 9th, aged seventy-five years. He is survived by a
widow and one son.

Charles Olson, of Omaha, Neb., died October 15th aged
thirty-fi\e years.

Arthur E. Onweller, of Lyons, 0., was killed in an auto-
mobile accident. October 13th.

William Henry Sayre, of East Orange, N. J. died Sep-
tember 25th, aged seventy years. He had been' connected
with the drug business since 1850. and at the time of his
death was proprietor of a store in Newark. During the
Civil "War he was captain of volunteers. His widow and
two children survive him.

J. C. Simmons, of Sistersville, W. Va., was drowned in
the Ohio River, and his body was recovered September

Abraham M. "Westveer, of "Waterloo, la., died October
15th, aged forty-five years.

The Utah Anti-Narcotic Law.

The provisions of the new anti-narcotic and labeling

law which becomes operative in Utah January 1st, are as
follows: It is enacted

—

Section 1. That it shall be unlawful for any person, firm or
corporation to sell or otherwise dispose of any patent or pro-
prietary medicine containing opium or any of its derivatives,
alpha- or beta-eucaine, cocaine or chloral hydrate or alcohol;
or preparations containing acetanilide or any of its derivatives;
cr preparations containing antipyrine; unless the bottle or
package and the outside package containing such medicine are
branded in plain English letters: "This medicine contains
opium or chloral hydrate or alcohol . . . "as the case may
be; and if the medicine contains opium or chloral hydrate,
stating the amount of such drug contained therein; or if it

contains alcohol, statmg what percentage of the medicine is

alcohol.
Section 2. Nothing in this act shall apply or be construed

to apply to the filling of any written prescription by a regular
licensed practicing physician, and kept on file by the druggist
compounding or filling such prescription as required by law. or
as to such preparations specified and recognized by the United
States Pharmacopceia or the National Formulary.
Section 3. That .it shall be unlawful for any person, firm or

corporation to sell, or otherwise dispose of cocaine, or any
preparation wherein it is an ingredient, except upon the pre-
scription of a practicing physician, dental surgeon or veteri-
nary surgeon, and said prescription shall not be refilled.

Section 4. Any person, firm or corporation violating any pro-
vision of this act shall upon conviction thereof be fined in any
sum not less than S2a nor more than $100.

Adjusting the Delaware Purity Law.

A joint meeting of the Delaware Board of Pharmacy
and the Delaware Board of Health was held at Wilming-
ton. October 17th. The object of the conference was to dis-

cuss means of bringing about the compliance of the drug
trade with the new State pure food law, without the in-

fliction of any unnecessary hardships.

The new law becomes effective November 1st. In its gen-
eral provisions it is similar to the federal food and drugs
act. The board of pharmacy is entrusted with the en-

forcement of the provisions laid down for drugs, while the
board of health is to look out for the purity of the food-

stuffs.
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Building Up True Pharmacy.
Impatience is a bad trait for a druggist to possess

—

or any one else, as to that. A leading member of the

fraternity in the Monumental City who has put in

some pretty strong licks for the pharmaceutical side

of the drug business, and who has been a leader in the

propaganda work for open-formula preparations, now
writes to us in a way that indicates that he is ready

to drop out of the fight. "I have spent enough time

and money to help the druggists here," he says, "but

they do not appreciate." We sympathize with our

correspondent, but we cannot approve of his determi-

nation—if it is as serious as that—to give up, now
that the tide seems to have turned in our favor.

As an example of persistency in a good cause, and
one which druggists generally might emulate with

advantage, the work of the American Pharmaceutical

Association may be cited. For fifty-five years that

body of pharmacists has been trying to popularize

open-formula preparations, but it is only in the last

year or two that its local branches have been formed

and have begim to push the fight in the enemy's own
country, as it were. The Philistine recently said,

"Life is a sequence and the man who does great work
has long been in training for it." A man may train

for great work only during a comparatively few years,

but an organization, society, the State, may train for

it for generations and generations. The American

Pharmaceutical Association has been training for this

campaign for over fifty years, and very few of

those who laid the foundations for the work that is

now being done lived to see any tangible results, but

it is not recorded of them that they grew impatient at

the druggists' own lack of appreciation, and ceased in

their efforts for the general betterment of the pro-

fession.

It was only after many, many years of earnest effort

on the part of some of its members with ideals, that

the American Medical Association created its council

on pharmacy and chemistry, which is to-day doing

more than perhaps any other one factor to bring phy-

sicians to a realization of the way they are toying with

human lives placed absolutely in their charge, by pre-

scribing secret preparations which are not what their

proprietors represent them to be. If the members

with ideals had fallen by the wayside instead of re-

maining in the struggle, encouraging the faint-hearted,

and gaining in numbers and influence, would we to-

day witness the good work which these faithful ideal-

ists have made possible?

If we may be pardoned for making a personal allu-

sion, suppose that the Circular, after having worked
for a few years against the fraud and deception prac-

ticed by nostrum makers, had given up the fight forty-

odd years ago, what would now be the condition in

the ranks of pharmacists ? Of course it is not for us

to say that they would be materially different from
what they are, but we like to believe that our steadfast

stand—often a rather lonesome one, at that—during
these fifty years, has had something to do with bring-

ing about the turning of the tide to which we have
referred. Mr. Bok got from us much of the material

v/hich he used in his anti-nostrum crusade, but it was
not until we had been in the fight for considerably

more than two score years that the Ladies' Home
Journal thought it worth while to carry to the public

what we had been carrying to the druggists. Mr. Bok
woke up Collier's Weekly, and then the cry was taken

up by the un-subsidized press generally, the public >

took notice and congress and State legislatures acted,

and noAv preparations containing habit-forming drugs
may no longer parade under false colors. This is a

victory for true pharmacy which is alone worth the

scores of years of labor which it has cost.

Another and perhaps as great a victory will have
been achieved by the forces of professionalism in the

making and administering of medicines, when nos-

trums no longer enter into the remedies prescribed by
physicians. The impatient pharmacist may give up in

despair before this greatly desired change is consum-
mated, but the patient workers will be rewarded. In-

deed we might say that the first installments of their

reward have already been paid, as the proportion of

nostrums prescribed is on the wane.

We hope that our Baltimore friend, and any others

there may be like him who are inclined to be too soon

cast down, will continue to throw the weight of their

influence with that militant body of pharmacists

which, while comparatively small, is thrice armed
because its cause is just. If he impresses only a half-

dozen younger druggists with his spirit and the

righteousness of the campaign in which he is engaged,

and they now help him to spread the spirit which ani-

miates him, and live and continue the work after he is

gone, then he has not wrought in vain, the seeming

lack of present appreciation of his fellow pharmacists

to the contrary notwithstanding.

We say we sympathize with our correspondent, and
we do. We have felt the sting of that thanklessness

which is "sharper than a serpent's tooth," but a balm
for the wound is the knowledge that we are battling

lor the right. While the battle will not be entirely
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won this year or the next or maybe not in the lifetime

of any one who reads these Hnes, it ztnll be won be-

cause it is for the right. Events which have trans-

pired during the past two or three years have given us

more encouragement than anything which had taken

p'.ace before since the Circular was established. We
believe that in a few years—unless the present move-
ment for ethics in medicine shall receive a severe set-

back from an entirely unexpected source—the minor-

ity who are now waging the warfare against the fraud

and deception practiced by the "proprietors" will be-

come the majority, and when this comes about many
of the weaker craft of the press which drift with the

tide, and many of the weaker brethren among the

pharmacists who move only in the direction of least

resistance, will "flop over," and our discouraged

friend in the Monumental City will see that while his

eflforts showed poor immediate results, they were as

good building stone placed on a solid foundation,

without which the superstructure which followed

would have been impossible.

Proposed Cure for Drug Clerk Scarcity.

;\len, including drug clerks, do what they want to

do in so far as they are able. If a drug clerk volun-

tarily leaves one employer to go to another, or to open
a store for himself, or to leave the business entirely,

i't is because he wants to. When he wants to do one

of these things his preference is practically always

based on one of two reasons, or the two combined,

these reasons being that the clerk believes he is work-
ing too many hours and for too few dollars.

The proprietor, on the other hand, may contend,

and sincerely, first, that his business will not justify

any "shorter hours" or longer salaries than those

which now obtain; and, second, that his clerks really

do not earn the salary that he now pays them. Par-

enthetically we might say that from our own experi-

ences with a number of New York drug clerks as we
travel about the city incog., we are quite ready to

agree to the latter proposition, in many cases, without

waiting to inquire how small that salary is. We can

also cheerfully bear testimony to the "goodness" of

many of the clerks in local pharmacies.

In an interesting presentation of the "drug-clerk

problem" made in our correspondence department this

month, Otto E. Bruder proposes a radical remedy for

the general trouble growing out of the scarcity of

drug clerks, which remedy, when applied, he thinks

v.-ill cure several side ailments of the druggist as well.

Mr. Bruder proposes that proprietors make their

clerks zvaiit to stay and work for them, and to do
this, that they remove the two great causes for the

clerks' dissatisfaction with their lot
—

"long hours" and
loAv pay.

If proprietors of drug stores would do as our cor-

respondent suggests, he is sure that at once there

would be fewer drug stores—the truth of which de-

duction we believe none will deny—and that instead

of a proprietor having a second-rate competitor he

would have a first-rate clerk. Our correspondent takes

the position—which seems quite tenable—that there

being plenty of good druggists, at present proprietors,

who are willing to work a reasonable number of hours
a day for a good, living salary, when such reasonable

hours and such good, living salaries become the rule,

competition will either force the poor clerks to earn
the higher wage, or drive them out of the business.

We commend Mr. Bruder's letter to all druggists

who find it difficult to secure competent help, as it

undoubtedly has its strong points. It has some weak
points, too, one of them being the fact that if the drug
business were made as attractive as he seems to think

that it would be when his plan has been put into ef-

fect, there would be such an influx of new druggists

that the business would gradually gravitate back to its

present level. We must admit, however, that our cor-

respondent's argument reads well as a whole, and we
should like to see his plan tried for a year, let us say,

in a given area—just as the government tries new
seeds or new methods of cultivation on an experi-

inent farm, before unreservedly recommending or

condemning them. At the same time, like a great

many other plausible theories, we believe Mr. Bruder's

would develop weak places other than the one sug-

gested, when put to the practical test. Just where

these fragile spots are and what they are we shall not

undertake to point out here, as we do not wish to

forestall the letters from proprietors which we feel

sure the one now under discussion will evoke.

Beauties of the Drug Business.
Beautiful landscapes viewed in detail at close range

show imperfections of which the artist is not only in

ignorance but for which he does not care in the least.

Those very hills which, far away, look green, may
show ugly bare spots as we draw near them. We
may enjoy the landscape without looking for its im-

perfections, and the verdure of the hills which is

soothing to the tired eye and brain is there whether

we admire it from afar or walk over without noticing

it.

No doubt many of us are able to recall the beauties

of the drug business as they appeared to us when as

boys we viewed the business from a distance. The
bright window lights had a fascination for us at night

;

ihe pretty goods in the show cases, the regular array

of bottles with undecipherable labels, the mysten.' of

the prescription department, and the positive wierd-

ness of the laboratory, to say nothing of the candy and

soda-water departments, all aided the apothecary shop

to throw a charm over us; and when we saw the

debonair clerk in his best coat and most winsome
smile, waiting upon and chatting with the belles of

the town, it seemed that no occupation could be

pleasanter than that of the pharmacist.

Now, perhaps, some of us are inclined to look upon

the seamy side, which anyone well acquainted with the

business can easily find. No o.:; denies that the

rugosities are there, but is there any profession or

business free from them? But we should try to re-

member that looking on the seamy side, if indulged in

too frequently, is apt to become a habit, and like other

habits, to become fixed if allowed to have its own way.

Instead of growing irritated at the presence of the
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gulches in the hillside and the bare places in the land-

scape, would it not be well for us to take a distant

view now and then, and see how beautiful the scene

is as a whole ? The druggist stands well in his com-
munity, if he is entitled to ; he is not called upon to

get out of a comfortable bed and drive miles over
rough and dangerous roads on stormy nights, as his

friend the doctor frequently is ; his fees, while not so

large as those of the lawyer, come in a steadier

stream ; in his stronger years he builds up a business

which can be converted into cash when he is old and
feeble, while the preacher is usually dependent upon
the charity of his church or children for his main-
tenance in old age ; his hours are not so unsatisfactory

as are those of the baker; he is not exposed to the

hardships of the sailor or the soldier or even of the

farmer. Altogether the drug business has ad-

vantages which it would be well for the peace of mind
for many of its followers to contemplate at either

close or long range. There are many tilings in the

life of a druggist to harrass him, from adverse legis-

lation to taking sticky pennies; from high rents and
slow collections to deciphering cryptographic orders

;

from the scarcity of good clerks to the dripping of

the glycerin on the side of the bottle ; but if he culti-

vates the cheerful habit these things may all be merged
into and lost in the beauties of the calling as a whole.

Resisting the Efforts of Information to enter

it seems to be the strong point of some heads. Prudent
people preach against the careless use of benzin and
for their pains get laughed at—until there happens
to be a funeral in the family of the careless one,

brought about through the ignition of the benzin. The
other day an old friend of ours was telling his

daughter and a girl visitor of the danger of using ben-
zin about the house. The young people did not seem
to be much impressed : the visitor knew people who
made a common practice of using the treacherous
fluid for all kinds of household purposes, and without
any harm ever having come to them on account
thereof. A few days later the daughter went to call

on her erstwhile visitor, and learned that she was out

—out attending the funeral of a child of the family

which had made a common practice of using benzin.

The child had been burned to death as a result of an
explosion of benzin vapor. Some time ago a popular
newspaper writer advised the use of wood alcohol as a

floor cleaner. We wrote him some facts, and suggest-

ed that inasmuch as such use of wood alcohol had
caused blindness, it would be well for him to refrain

from advising it, and also to warn those who had read

his previous directions, of the danger. He referred

to our letter in his department, but was inclined to

make light of it. A few days ago he again recom-
mended the use of wood alcohol for scouring and pol-

ishing purposes, and about the same time we read in

a Massachusetts paper of a lawsuit in that State grow-
ing out of the loss of the sight of one eye by a man
who had used a liniment containing wood alcohol,

none of the liniment having come into direct contact

v^ith the member. Records of cases of loss of sight

through the handling of wood alcohol are so numerous
and have been so widely published, that it seems little

short of criminal for even a lay writer to advise the

indiscriminate use of this liquid : and for a manufac-

turer or druggist to so advise, seems an inexcusable

crime. We believe it to be the common practice of

druggists to warn purchasers of the danger lurking in

benzin and wood alcohol.

Bad Colds are anybody's game. Let a man go
forth among his friends and noise it around that he
has a "bad cold," and what they will tell him to take
for it would fill a good-sized book on the practice of
medicine. We are now talking about a popular man

:

of course if the man had few friends a smaller book
would do to hold the advice he would receive. So
much for laymen. Doctors have good reasons for.

not distributing their information and advice around
so indiscriminately, but among themselves they ex-

hibit that same amiable weakness of telling what to

do for a bad cold, that is so manifest among their

lay brethren—and sisters. The genial and popular
editor of the Medical World, in an unguarded mo-
ment admitted in print that he suffered sometimes with
a bad cold and did not know what to do for it, when
lo, and behold ! in the very next issue of his paper
there were pages upon pages of "sure cures" con-
tributed by his admiring readers. When the editor

has tried all the proposed remedies and sifted out the

poorer ones, we hope he will publish for the benefit of

a long suffering race, the ones which he considers Ai
in every respect, for, other considerations aside, as

the winds grow more wintrv and the moods of the

gentleman downstairs who regulates the steam heat

remain springlike in their uncertainty, we (and this

is strictly confidential, not to go any further) occa-

sionally have a little touch of "cold" ourselves.

American Industries Should Profit by the food

and drugs laws, and we believe that they will. While
it was once held to be true that a French label was
necessary to sell an American wine or perfume, and a

Spanish or Italian label was required to make cotton-

seed oil taste like the educt of the olive, that is no
longer the case. "Canadian" cheese made in Qiicago
finds as ready sale and tastes as good when its label

does not lie, as when the reverse was true. Even
"pure Vermont maple syrup" direct from the glucose
factory is destined to become popular under its new
pure-food name, corn syrup, if the advertising it is re-

ceiving in the papers and on the bill boards is kept up,

and the impurities found in some glucose are kept
down. All this ought to help commerce, especially

commerce in American goods, in the long run, and
we feel sure that it will, and we furthermore believe

that it was with the expectation that it would that

the forces behind the law secured its passage. So
long as cotton-seed oil unrestrictedly masqueraded as
olive oil or as lard at the will of its manipulator, there

was little chance to build up a legitimate trade in an
eminently American product, as a cooking grease or
as a salad dressing. And after all, should it not be a
source of national pride, as it is of individual satisfac-

lion, that our products are true to label—or, at least,

are considerably nearer that than they have been ?

Speaking about Indecent The.\trical Posters,
the New York Evening Telegram says : "When it

comes to indecency, certain patent medicine posters
hold the palm here in New York and have for years.
As usual, though, they are immune and the much-
maligned stage is rounded up with a sharp turn." The
immunity of nostrum makers from, the action of cer-

tain poison and other laws has long been noticed in

pharmaceutical circles, and now it seems that theatrical
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people are discovering that the nostrum men have
privileges which are denied to them. But it is a long

lane which has no turn, and there are indications that

a bend in the road is a little way ahead of us—and the

t-aveling is fairly good just now.

Translation of Metric Weights and measures
in the National Formulary, while seemingly a blow
at the popularizing of the metric system, may prove

to be quite the reverse. The point is this: there are

so many errors in the translation that those druggists

who blindly follow them will find that some of their

preparations will not measure up to the legal stand-

ard. There are enough sources of error now for a

druggist to guard against without this new one de-

pending on incorrect "converting," which, as the

Ohio dairy and food commission, in a circular letter

published in our news department this month, truly

says may be removed by the use of an inexpensive set

of metric weights and measures.

When the Axe Begins to Fall the first to feel

its keen edge on their necks will be the men who have

made it a rule never to do any more than they get

paid for; and the chances are that the percentage of

cigarette "fiends" among the ''down and outs" after

the count will be found to be greater than it is among
the "ups and ins."

Hydroxylaminodihydroum belluloneoxime, The
Reduction of, is the title of a pamphlet received. The
necessity for the reduction is self-evident. We sug-

gest that it be reduced in a mortar, with a heavy pestle,

and that the pieces be joined together again with hy-

phens.

An Association @f Independent Doctors has

been organized. A doctor must be very ''independ-

ent" indeed to afford to cast his lot with the odds and

ends of the profession which are represented in the

new organization.

Col. Duble Not a Lobbyist.

In his address before the recent meeting of the

American Pharmaceutical Association—which address

has attracted wide-spread attention—Dr. J. N. Mc-
Cormack quoted from an address previously delivered

by him in which he had spoken about expert lobbyists

being at every capital he had visited, representing the

National Association of Retail Druggists. Referring

to this in his A. Ph. A. address, he said : "The above

was by no means intended to apply to all pharmacists.

A respectable minority was found in all the States who
could not be enlisted under the banner of Colonel

Duble and other peripatetic philanthropists, or in-

deed, to join in their efforts to debauch and mislead

legislators."

In printing Dr. i\IcCormack's address in the Cir-

cular for October, page 632, we appended a foot-

note in which we stated that Col. Jesse B. Duble had

not been in the employ of the national association for

a year or more past. At that time the Colonel was

not in the city, but we have since seen him, and while

he says that he does not care to go into print about

the matter, be stated for our own information that

twice, and twice only, during his long career as a

pharmacist, had he appeared before a legislative body

or a committee of a legislature. The first occasion

was about the time he was president of the Pennsyl-

vania Pharmaceutical Association, over twenty-five

years ago, when that association was working for a

pharmacy law for Pennsylvania. The second and
last time was in Nashville, Tenn., last winter, and
that came about in this wise: He was traveling in

the interest of a pharmaceutical publication and doing
propaganda work for official preparations, and hap-
pened to arrive at Nashville when a bill affecting phar-

macy was before the legislature then in session at

that place. Several of the leading pharmacists of

I'ennessee, including officers of the board of phar-

macy, earnestly solicited Col. Duble to accompany
them to a hearing before a senate committee which
was considering a pure food and drug bill. Not be-

ing a resident of Tennessee, Col. Duble hesitated about
taking any part in its legislative matters, but when he
v.-as reminded that he was a honorary member of the

Tennessee Pharmaceutical Association, and further-

n;ore that his position as an ex-president of a large

and influential State association of pharmacists en-

titled him to some recognition, he consented. He
made a talk before the senate committee in favor of

the acceptance by the pending bill of the United
States Pharmacopoeia and the National Formulary as

standards, such recognition being extended by the na-

tional law and by most of the State laws. He also

said that he thought pharmacists should have some
voice in the execution of that portion of the law that

applied to drugs.

With these two honorable exceptions, Col. Duble
says positively and unequivocally that he has never
visited a capital to take part in any legislative hearing,

or done anything which by any stretch of imagination

could be construed as lobbying. It will be noticed

that on neither of these occasions was he representing

the National Association of Retail Druggists.

\\q make this statement in justice to Col. Duble,

v/ho says that his record is too well known among his

friends for it to be necessary for him to take up the

cudgels in his own behalf.

As the National Association of Retail Druggists

had been referred to by Dr. McCormack, a number
of the Pennsylvania delegation asked privately that

the privileges of the floor be granted to Col. Duble
at the annual meeting of that body held at Chicago in

September, in order that he might make a statement

which would clear up the whole matter, but no such

courtesy was extended to the old ex-employe of the

association.

Now that the probition sentiment is growing to

such large proportions it may be well to state that Dr.

W. W. Dabney, in the Medical Brief, says that pulver-

ized alum, in teaspoonful doses, is a cure for the

bites of rattlesnakes, moccasins or other poisonous

snakes. Ordinarily, reports the Doctor, two doses

were sufficient to effect a cure, the wound to be kept

covered with a cloth moistened with alum water.

"We are all down on the time book for $8 a day,

but one reason why some find less in their envelopes is

because the cash is held back to pay someone else for

looking after them." This is "going the rounds,"

credited to Elbert Hubbard, and ought to keep on
going until every man receiving less than his $8 a day
sees it.

Another one of the thousand-and-one things said

to remove the odor of iodoform from the hands and

from implements is English mustard paste. This "re-

mover" is recommended in the Bulletin of Pharmacy
bv A. B. Robertiello.
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Helping the Holiday Business.

By Joseph F. Hostelley.

There are many druggists carrying certain goods
in stock because Smith or Brown, the other druggist,

sells them. And very often goods stocked because

the other druggist stocked them is a line in which
only sufficient interest is felt to keep the goods within

reach of a salesman. While the other druggist is

probably making a really profitable side line of the

ried photo supplies, until a nearby druggist made a

certain effort in this direction. But several things

that the photoist wanted, druggist No. 2 did not keep,

and did not offer to get for his customer, and his

answers to questions photographic showed him to

have little knowledge of photography. So the

camerist takes his old, long walk again to the drug-

gist who knows enough about photography to keep

what the photoist wants. The druggist who wins a

patron for one line of goods makes a friend for the

A Window Display Designeri to Help the Holiday Trade in Stationery.

goods by displaying them well and advertising them,

his follower is simply carrying the goods in stock.

Any line worth carrying should be worth adver-

tising.

No goods should be stocked simply because the

druggist on the next corner is selling them. If the

second druggist does not mean to push the line as

earnestly or^nore so than the first druggist, it will

pay No. 2 better to give valuable space to an "original

line" that he intends to advertise into a paying depart-

ment.
It never pavs to follow in a small way.

One small wav in which it never pays to follow is

for a druggist to put in an incomplete line of goods,

a complete line of which a neighboring druggist is

carrying and advertising. No small ways m busmess

spell profit.

PHOTOGRAPHIC GOODS.

A certain camerist we have in mind passed several

(Iruo- stores everv time he patronized one that car-

store ; a customer lost on one line means, very often, a

patron lost to the store.

POPULAR PERIODICALS.

Popular periodicals sold by the druggist can be

made to advertise the store. For example, let the

druggist secure a rubber stamp reading something

like this : "Get it at the Central Pharmacy," and as a

footnote to the advertisements in the magazines of

articles carried in stock, let his own card be neatly

stamped. As a marginal annotation to an advertise-

ment of an infant food, a tooth powder, a tooth brush,

a toilet water, a skin cream, let the catch phrase ap-

pear, "Get it at the Central Pharmacy."

A typewritten list of advertised articles carried in

stock might appear in each magazine as an inserted

leaf. The list might be headed : "Advertised articles

carried in stock by the Central Pharmacy." The
druggist's price of each article should be given. By
mariifolding, these lists can be quickly prepared on

the typewriter.
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A window exhibit or counter display of some of

the advertised articles might be made, accompanied

by the magazines carrying the advertisements, the

following placard explaining the exhibit: "Popular

Articles Advertised in the Magazines." Prices should

be plainly shown.

STATIONERY.

Very often it pays to show a customer more stock

than is really necessary to effect a sale. It makes the

customer feel that you want to particularly please

him. When a man asks for only a little attention he

is pleased when the salesman is willing to give him

more. The customer feels that if at some other time

he would like to make a decision with more delibera-

tion, he would find a patient salesman at this store.

A man once said to a druggist: "I buy all my sta-

tionery here now. I used to get it almost anywhere

they sold it. Always asked for a certain style that

is sold everywhere," because I got into the way of

using it. One day I happened to ask for the same

old kind here in your store. One of your clerks

handed it out, with several other styles for me to look

at. He said they were fresh stock that you were

proud of. I looked them over and bought a box of a

kind I had never used before, along with the paper

that I came for. Well, I use nothing but your new
kind now—like it better than my old kind."

Blotters bearing a writing paper advertisement are

useful reminders of the stationery department. Two
or three of these might be slipped between the sheets

of paper in a box. To the letter writer a fresh blotter

will be very acceptable after the old one has been used

on one-third or one-half of a box of paper, and such

an appropriate advertisement of stationery will prob-

ably bring profit to the advertiser.

The same idea of reminding the consumer of the

stationery department might be carried out with a

brief circular, laid in the bottom of the box, under the

last sheet of paper. The letter writer is reminded by

the wording of the circular that the paper was pur-

chased from the Central Pharmacy, and that many
other styles are carried in stock, also ink, pens, pen-

cils, school supplies, etc., in this line. Or a blotter

bearing the following advertisement might be laid in

the bottom of the box :

only good, fresh candy that will build up a candy
trade.

If a druggist establishes a set of rules governing
the candy department the first rule should be, in

capital letters "Sell nothing but fresh candy." Rule
No. 2 : "Re-arrange the candy case frequently. Let

the public 'see it sell.' " If the confectionery in the

case, boxed and loose, occupy the same positions for

several weeks, some people will feel that possibly you
are not renewing stock often, and that perhaps your
idea of fresh candy is not theirs. Keep emphasizing
the word "fresh" in every way, to make the public

know that you sell fresh candy—that their idea of

fresh candy and your idea of it are one and the same
thing.

Some people are chary about buying confectionery

boxed and wrapped—candy they cannot see. If a

customer hesitates about taking a wrapped box, to as-

sure her that the candy is fresh, quickly unwrap the

box and let the contents be sampled. Don't depend
on verbal assurance. Show the customer that you
know positively that your stock is the best. In the

writer's presence a druggist tore the wrapper from a

box of candy, despite the feeble protests of the cus-

tomer, and said: "Taste it, madam. Isn't it fine?"

"It certainly is!" was the emphatic reply. "I will

take two boxes."

The druggist should put his own card on every box
of candy, if possible on the box itself, rather than on
the wrapper. Boxed candy is a favorite gift, and the

druggist's card on the box will advertise his candy
department to the recipient thereof.

A small circular wrapped in each box of confec-

tionery, enumerating the various kinds of candy in

stock, will tempt many candy eaters to send or go to

the store for some favorite kind on the list.

The following label on each sealed box of candy
will tend to give the confectionery department pres-

tige with the public

:

This candy zvas sold to us by the

manufacturer a^ perfectly fresh. If it

is found otherziise the purchaser ivill

confer a faz'or upon us by returning it.

A FRESH BLOTTER

for your next box of stationery

From the Central Pharmacy

The accompanying picture of a window represents

the word "stationery" appearing on the arms of a

cross of wood, covered with white cheese-cloth,

around the edges of which an artificial vine creeps.

The Japanese lanterns and the small placards are

hung from the arms of the cross. Boxed stationery is

])iled at its foot.

confectionery.

The druggist should remember that the best made
candy is best only while it is fresh. A good name
will not excuse stale candy, nor will fancy boxes bring
customers back for candy that is not fresh. It is

It will be found that confectionery displayed in

trays or in boxes will sell better if small descriptive

placards, neatly printed, tell briefly the flavor, etc., of

each variety. Some labels on candy mean little or

nothing to a prospective purchaser, and after asking
once or twice, "What is this kind?" and "What is

that kind?" the customer selects a variety that is

possibly not as much to his or her taste as a kind
that would have been purchased with more knowledge
of the varieties.

It is so much more convenient to eat candy from a

bag than from a paper that some people will pass a

drug store, to get 5 or lo cents worth of candy at a

confectionery store. As a container for candy a box
pleases the purchaser most, a bag next and a paper

the least. It will encourage candy sales to have small

bags, holding from 2 to 8 ounces of candy. On these

bags might be printed a list, or partial list, of candies

carried in stock, with prices per pound. Small boxes
might be secured to hold lo cents worth of some of

the favorite loose candies, possibly a trifle less than

the amount you have been accustomed to give in a
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paper for lo cents. Then when a customer asks for
5 cents worth of one of these varieties, the salesman
might dehcately suggest the purchase of a lo-cent
box The box idea will appeal to manv customers,
to the benefit of the confectionery department.

HANDLING THE CRANKY CUSTOMER.

It pays to be charitable with the crankv customer.
Remember that the man or woman hardest to please
has doubtless tried the patience of manv other drug-

I'.clp amateurs out of difficulties. Accompany the dis-
play with a placard inviting amateurs to take a few
free lessons from these. At the same time offer one
sample envelope of your developing powders to each
applicant for 5 cents ; small powders prepared for the
purpose.

To give local physicians some inexpensive reminder
of the store, that will be useful to them, send to each
doctor a small box of assorted corks, with an adver-
tisement for the store printed on the cover of the box.

llustrations of the Various Parts of Sackett's Post-Card Rack

gists, and that by pleasing this customer there is a
chance of making a steady patron. You cannot do
business with a crank by the independent, take-it-or-

leave-it attitude. A smile and a pleasant word from
a good humored "victim" is much more disconcerting

to the complaining, criticising, deprecating customer
than a sharp retort that says or implies: "Then get

it somewhere else
!"

MISCELLANEOUS HINTS.

When several purchases are to be wrapped in one
package for the convenience of a customer, it is well

to make an inventory of the sale before making up
the package. This will obviate the omission of an
article or articles when the total amount of the pur-

chase is reckoned. After the package is wrapped, and
while the salesman and customer are conversing, it is

very easy for the salesman to overlook an article.

To make it profitable to carry a line of bird and
dog supplies, let a list of the same be pasted to each

box of bird seed or bird gravel in stock. The pur-

chaser of one or the other is in this way reminded of

possibly a cuttle-fish bone, of bird manna or a bird

bath
;
perhaps tar soap or some other article for a dog

will appeal to the same customer.

Make a big display of the folders and booklets is-

sued by plate and paper manufacturers that make the

first steps in photographing easier for beginners—the

miniature text-books that tell how to do things and

A Home-Made Post-Card Rack.

By C. W. Sackett.

Judging by the advertising columns of the drug
journals, there is a large sale of post-cards to drug-
gists, and there must be felt a want of a proper way
to show them; that is to say, a way of showing as
many kinds as possible in such way that they will

not be unnecessarily handled, may be easily found,
and kept in good view of the customer.

I have had two racks in use for a year that meet
these requirements better than any other I know of.

These two have 304 pockets for cards and together
cost $9, made by a local tinner.

From the plumber I bought a "floor plate" into

which I screwed a ^-inch pipe, and into the top of
the pipe I drove a round-headed bolt. Over this is

placed a tube of galvanized iron having a round, flat

plate at both the top and bottom. Around the edges
of these plates are punched holes ^ inch apart for

the wings. The tube should be made to turn true

on the pipe. The wings may be as close together as

1 inch if not made too thick towards the center, and
the hooks are extended at least i-)4 inches from the
wings. It is well to have the plates made large, say 5
or 5^ inches across. I would advise making a few
wings at first, and using them before having all made,
as improvements may suggest themselves. I think
twelve or fourteen wings enough for one standard.
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Those for the horizontal cards hold fourteen pockets

and those for the upright cards, sixteen pockets.

Each two adjacent wings will open out flat to view.

The floor plate is screwed to a 12-inch board reaching

Two of the Rack

across the show case and having thin cleats at both

ends to prevent its slipping.

The drawings show the different parts of the rack

separately and the half-tone is made from a photo-

graph of two racks in actual use in our store.

A Home-Made Label Moistener.

By L. W. M.\rsh.-\ll.

To make a label moistener, procure a flat tin box

of any convenient size, one that 'will hold water, and

cut a notch in each end. Then make a wooden cy-

linder just long enough to fit in the box; drive a nail

in each end and set it in the box, so it can be turned

around. Fill the box about one-third full of water.

A.

To moisten a label turn the cylinder so that its wet

surface will come uppermost and then apply the label

to that surface.

Improve the present method of revising the U. S. P.

is the popular slogan, but do not place it under gov-

ernment control, is the general expression, according

to Meyer Brothers' Druggist.

Balsam of Fir Ejnulsion.

By John T. Davlson, Ph. G., M. D.

A balsamic cough mixture of considerable vogue

as winter comes on is exploited to the medical pro-

fession as a white, milky emulsion of characteristic

odor. There is no reason why the pharmacist should

not prepare a therapeutic equivalent at much less cost

and with equal if not greater satisfaction to the physi-

cian and patient. To aid him in this, I offer a for-

mula which I have found to be good.

First prepare a stock emulsion by mixing the fol-

lowing ingredients

:

Balsam of fir i part.

Venice turpentine I part.

Olive oil 2 parts.

To make the balsam of fir emulsion for dispensing,

use

—

Stock emulsion 48 minims.

Oil of wintergreen 30 minims.

Powdered acacia 3 drams.

Spirit of chloroform 4 drams.

Tartar emetic J4 grain.

Diluted hydrocyanic acid 6 minims.

Syrup 12 drams.

Water enough to make 8 ounces.

Of course the proportion of balsam may be varied

somewhat to meet individual requirements.

Commercialized Pharmacy.*

By R. H. Needh.\m.

Why do so many young men (and young women)
aspire to be pharmacists? Why do these people pass

many other vocations by which yield so much more
for the time and capital invested that they may toil

many weary hours in a drug store? Ask the drug

clerk, ask the pharmacy student, ask the urchin who
wants to learn the drug business and applies for the

position of bottle washer and errand boy. Can it be

possible that there is so much money to be made in the

drug business? If it were true, where are the mil-

lionaire druggists and retired captains of the industry,

and why are so many old and gray haired men still at

their day and night tasks?

The reasons why people want to become druggists

might be eliminated so as to leave about three. "At-

traction,"' money and ignorance of hard work con-

nected with the business.

Concerning the first, it may be said that the appear-

ance of a drug store, the shelves of bottles, the mys-
tery of medicines and the odors of mixtures furnish

the "attraction" that draws a large number to phar-

macy. This, together with the blissful ignorance of

the tremendously long hours of laborious drudgery en-

tangles and snares the novice and even hold him when
he longs to be free.

As to the money to be made, that depends on many
things and circumstances. It surely does not depend

on the wages, for they are not at all commensurate
with the hours required. As to the "immense profits"

—what business demands the knowledge concerning

so many hundred different articles and the careful and

close attention to the business and its details ? Which

•Read at the 1907 meeting of the Texas Pharmaceutical

Association and communicated by the author.
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yields such a small pecuniary renumeration for the
exacting sendee devoted to it?

Every aspiring pharmacist, from the boy in the
drug store up to the senior in the pharmacy school,
looks forward to the day when he shall be the owner
of a corner drug store. They like it or think they
will, and that they will make at least a fair living
if once they secure a clerkship. The drug business
has always been attractive, and it is more attractive

to-day than it was years ago.

The old pharmacists speak of the days of their ap-
prenticeship, when they were studying pharmacy and
learning the drug business under a preceptor. How
the proprietor of a drug store ever found time to in-

struct a boy and how that boy ever found time to

study is a puzzle to us in these days of commercial
pharmacy and business competition. Then the drug-
gist ranked next to the doctor in his community, while
now he frequently ranks with the owner of the ten-

cent store. In the great rush of business and com-
petition, time has become so valuable that every enter-

prise is judged as to its being a calling leading to suc-

cess by the number of dollars accumulated by the men
following the vocation. Thus it has come to pass

that the professional and scientific side of pharmacy
has been pushed aside and obscured by the commercial
pharmacist. In order to make more money, the drug-
gists devote all their energies to pushing patent medi-
cines, sundries and various side lines. So often a

dn:ggist remarks that he has no prescription business,

and to make ends meet he has been compelled to add
other things—hardware, queensware, etc., until the

drug portion of the stock has really become the side

line. The clerk who works in this kind of a store

must be an all around salesman, though he may not

be a registered pharmacist or a graduate of a phar-

macy school. Little good does his knowledge of ma-
teria medica, chemistry and pharmacy do him when
he has no opportunity to apply his information. It is

not surprising that owners of such "junk shop drug
stores'^ declare that they have no use for a graduate
in pharmacy or for a man who is a pharmacy, student.

Once upon a time a prescription calling for i pint

of physiological salt solution strayed into a com-
mercial drug store. The proprietor was about to in-

form the customer that he was out of salt when he
remembered that his clerk was a phannacy student.

Tossing over the prescription, he bluffingly ordered

the clerk to fill it, which he did and correctly, too. The
proprietor afterwards confessed that he was at his

wits' end and was ignorant of how the prescription

should be compounded.
The great majority of licensed druggists in this

great country have entered the business with little or

no special training beyond that required to pass the

examining boards. Experience is absolutely neces-

sary and no amount of instruction in schools of phar-

macy or the poring over of answers to board ques-

tions will entirely take its place. Experience in the

drug business is quite limited in that the experience

gained is confined within certain lines and to get be-

yond, one must make special efforts. Most druggists

consider it easier to work up a trade on side lines

than to give their attention to working up_ prescrip-

tion and manufacturing business and analytical work.

To accomplish the latter, skill and tact are required

and frequently some hard study on the part of the

pitarmacist. If the discouragements are very many,
the pharmacist may give up in despair, rather than

devote time and money to the development of this part

of the business.

How much prescription work and manufacturing
will the future pharmacist do? Many see a very
bright outlook for pharmacy, while others take a more
pessimistic view. A fact that has forced itself upon
the attention of pharmacists is, that they are gradu-
ally giving away to the proprietary manufacturers
when it comes to medicines used in prescriptions. The
fault is largely with the druggists, who have been so

absorbed in commercial pharmacy that they have given
but little thought to this problem. They have been
content to take what has fallen to their hands in the

way of prescriptions, to be filled with medicines
"specified." The use of specified ingredients causes

inconvenience many times and often cuts the profits.

The U. S. P. and N. F. preparations are more profit-

able and the druggist can make most of them. The
pharmacist waits for the prescriptions to come and
while he is inactive the traveling salesman calls on
the doctor, loads him with samples of preparations and
literature, then rushes to the druggist and persuades
him that Dr. J. is going to prescribe the preparations

in great quantities. He orders the goods, a few pre-

scriptions come in and too frequently the goods re-

main on the shelves to gather dust and no interest.

The druggist should do the sampling himself and his

preparations should be U. S. P. and N. F. prepara-

tions. Pressure of business, lack of time are the ex-

cuses offered for this neglect. If the pharmacists

realized how little many physicians know concerning
the standard preparations, they would surely sieze the

opportunities they have. Few medical colleges give

complete lectures on pharmacy and little or no labora-

tory work. The medic becomes acquainted with the

preparations principally through the lectures on
therapeutics, and not in the pharmacy laboratory.

The pharmacists must wake up, else the U. S. P.

and N. F. preparations will soon be back among the

"dead stock" goods. Why not become aggressive,

affiliate with your physician, join the pharmaceutical

associations and see if pharmacy will be all drudgery
and commercialism. There is a professional and a

scientific aspect to pharmacy and it only remains for

the druggist to develop it.

Soluble Antiseptic Powder, N. F.*

By Joseph L. Lemberger.

This preparation, a combination of salicylic acid,

phenol, thymol, eucalyptol, menthol, zinc sulphate and
boric acid, is presented as a perfectly safe and valua-

ble antiseptic, to be used dry, dusted with a powder
puff, or sprinkled in a more free way, in the treat-

ment of open sores or wounds, ulcers or abscesses

:

or added to water, diluted in accordance with the

judgment of the physician, as a local application in

the treatment of diseased parts that can be best served

by the use of a douche, syringe or tampon.

It is also valuable in the sick room as a disinfectant.

The odor is not unpleasant.

This combination will appeal to the physicians as

it secures for them a preparation which will serve

them in place of the many similar indiscriminate mix-

tures offered them, the compositions of which are

usually secret.

Read at the 1907 meeting of the American Pharmaceu-
tical Association.
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The Proprietaries from the Pharmacist's When the boy returns, Mr. Druggist soaks off the

c 1 •
I. * labels, puts on his own and sends it around.

Stanapomt. r^^^
p^.^^ ^^ ^^^ ^.^^^ j^ $io.oo per dozen. Now, let

By Christopher Koch. „s stop ^ moment to figure

:

"How long will this take and how much will q^^^ ^f rheumaticuss $0.84
it be?" said Mrs. Brown, as she handed Mr. Druggist g^y-g ^j^g jq
the following prescription

:

Car fare 10
Mr. Brown. Six telephone calls 30

15 Rheumaticuss (New Chemical Co.)

Original bottle; remove labels. Cost of doing business (say, about 25 per

Sig. A tablespoonful p. c. cent.) 35
Doctor

The druggist took the prescription, and with, "One Total $1.69

moment Mrs. Brown," disappeared behind the counter The actual cost is $1.69, not allowing one cent for

(where he could better give vent to his feelings). It time or profit. Mr. Druggist congratulates himself

was another new proprietary and he did not have it in that the prescription called for a full bottle instead of

stock. He looks over the latest price-lists and finds 4 ounces, and figures that he is still 40 or 50 cents

that it is not listed. He calls up some of his brother ahead.*

druggists, on the 'phone. They never heard of it. Now, to return to the patient. Mr. Brown takes his

It being Saturday night, he is unable to get it from medicine faithfully, uses his liniment regularly, is

the jobber until Monday morning. After spending dieting himself and resting. Of course, he improves

fifteen or twenty minute's trying to locate it, and the —who wouldn't if he lived a natural life. He gives

price of five or six telephone' calls, (the "cuss" words all the credit to that prescription.

thrown in gratis), he calls up the doctor. "The doc- "Say, Jennie, what is this name blown in the bet-

tor is out. Will not be back until iMonday," is the tom of this bottle ? Rheu-Rheu-Rheumaticuss—New
reply coming from the other end of the wire. Chemical Co. That's it. See if you can't get this at

Meanwhile, Mrs. Brown is fidgeting around and the Cuttem Cut-Rate Drug Store. I think $1 is too

wondering what Mr. Druggist is doing, particularly much for it, anyway. Besides, I don't think I'll go
since she saw two other customers hand in their pre- back to the doctor ; if he prescribes this stuff it must
scriptions and get their medicine—all in ten or fifteen be all right, so what is the use of me paying him an-

minutes. other dollar."

In despair, IMr. Druggist comes forth and couch- He gets the second bottle from Cuttem's Cut-Rate
ingly informs Mrs. Brown that he does not have one Drug Store, and it costs him 90 cents. It has all the

of t'he ingredients the prescription calls for; that he printed matter and advertising around it that the

tried to get it, but he was unable to do so. On ac- druggist has so carefully removed from the prescrip-

count of it being Saturday night he could not get it tion. Mr. Brown eagerly reads ever>- line of it.

until Monday morning. "I thought the doctors didn't use patent medicines!
"Well, it took you a long time to find this out, Mr. Why, Jennie, look here, here are testimonials from

Druggist. If the doctor hadn't told me to be sure to eight different doctors. This certainly must be great

come here, I would take the prescription elsewhere." stuff." The doctor having given it his O. K. by pre-

The druggist shrugs his shoulders and says, "I am scribing it, it never occurs to Mr. Brown to question

very sorry, Mrs. Brown." any of the statements on the literature. He continues

"Well, get it and send it on Monday ; I suppose Mr. taking the me'dicine, for if "a little does good, more

Brown must have it. The doctor 'told him it was will do better." is Mr. Brown's theory. He recom-

very fine medicine. I'll pav for it now." mends it to all his friends and presently Cuttem's Cut-

"You need not pay for' it until you get it, Mrs. Rate Drug Store has quite a demand for rheumaticuss.

Brown." ' Mr. Doctor wonders w'hy Brown never comes back.

"No, I want to pay for it now." After taking four or five bottles, Brown begins to

Mr. Druggist is afraid to confess that he does not have trouble with his stomach—food doesn't digest—

-

know the price, so he takes a chance. He says, "It in fact, his stomach is ruined from taking rheumati-

will be $1." cuss, which in all likelihood depends upon salicylates

"Mv, that is high. It certainly ought to be good at or iodides for its action. He goes back to his doctor

that price." to have his stomach treated. "It's an ill wind that

At home Mr. Brown is patiently waiting for his blows nobody good."

medicine. Presently Mrs. Brown enters in a flurry. Let us trace the evolution of an "ethical propri-

"Harn.', can't get your medicine. Mr. Druggist etary." (The only distinction between an "ethical

didn't have ingredient or some such name and can't proprietary" and a "patent" medicine is that the

get it till Alonday." former is,' or is supposed to be, advertised only to

"Blow the druggist," says Mr. Brown. "Give me physicians—the "patent" medicine being advertised

that bottle of liniment and I'll rub my leg some more." directly to the laymen. They are all protected by

Early Monday morning the druggist calls up his copyright or trade-mark, and are all of secret

jobber. formula.)

"Hello, have you got rheumaticuss?" Having decided upon the character of the formula

"Yes, just came in Saturday." of the article, the originator first coins a "catchy"

"Get down T/12 dozen. 'I'll send my boy right name, which he registers as a trade-mark. He then

after it. Please give him a bill. Good-bye." gets busy with his imagination. After long years of

Read at the 1907 meeting of the Pennsylvania Pharma. *He is either a better figurer or more optimistic than

ceutical Association, and contributed by the author. we.—Editor The Druggists CiKcri.AB.
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study and experiment (?), he gives to the suflfering
public (through the physician) the benefit of his la-

bors, is usually the keynote of his advertising litera-
ture. He then tells us of the peculiar combinations
and manipulations necessary to produce the prepara-
tion, or if it be a so-called coal-tar synthetic or com-
pound, he thrusts upon us a long series of hyphen-
ated chemical synonyms and a graphic formula.
Everything appears to be enshrouded in mystery. All
this seems very imposing, but as a rule, upon analysis,
it becomes ridiculous. A legion of wonderful discov-
eries, heretofore unknown to therapeutics, are record-
ed, and a list of symptoms and diseases in which the
new proprietary is indicated, is then given. This, is

usually followed by testimonials from doctors who
never existed; some few from physicians either too
young or too old to know better, and some are paid
for.

The advertising man now gets busy, placing this

copy with the leading medical journals. If he be
shrewd, he will insist upon reading notices, or "write
ups" from time to time. These are so scattered

throughout the magazines as to give the reader the im-
pression of being inspired by the editor.

The detail man is now armed with samples of the

preparation, copies of the literature and a storehouse

of information of his own. Off he goes.

"Good morning, Mr. Doctor, glad to see you this

morning," etc., etc. "I merely dropped in to call your
attention to rheumaticuss, the new remedy for rheu-

matism, gout, etc. (No one but a detail man can fill

in these gaps.) "It is free from any bad effects upon
the stomach, and has been used extensively in New
York with good results. Will leave you some sam-
ples—be glad to furnish more if you need them. Let

us hear from you. Good-bye, Doctor. Oh ! By the

way. Doctor, I almost forgot to tell you. When you
prescribe rheumaticuss, always write for and insist

upon getting the original bottle. If you write for

less, ofttimes an unscrupulous druggist will substitute

a cheaper or inferior article."

Ah! the cunning of the detail man! If he is to be

believed, rheumaticuss will revolutionize the practice

of medicine. It surely is a wonderful preparation

(probably yielding, upon analysis, salicylates or

iodides and colchicum), and possesses curative prop-

erties unheard of in our modern text-books

!

That little "by the way" of the detail man in refer-

ence to the druggist, shows his cunning and trickery.

He takes a slap'at the druggist to feather his nest.

All the bottles of these proprietaries have their name
and the name of the maker blown into them. This is

why a catchy name is used. (This is one of the best

reasons for the scientific names of the United States

Pharmacopoeia given to the coal-tar products now of-

ficial, but formerly marketed under catchy names.)

It is distinctive, and easy for the doctor to remember.

It is also easy for the patient to learn, and this is the

way that the' physician becomes an unsuspecting tool

in the advertising to the layman of the so-called ethical

proprietaries.

The proprietor cares not one whit for the doctor,

druggist, or patient, so long as his remedy sells.

Two-thirds of the ethical proprietaries are sold over

the drug store counter without a prescription, and the

number is increasing daily. It is getting to be a com-

mon thing for the customer to tell the druggist that

"the doctor recommended it to a friend, who in turn

recommended it to me."

The methods of inveigling the physician into pre-

scribing the remedies of certain proprietors are as

dastardly and despicable as ingenious. Proprietary
medicine men will oflfer the physician a prescription

pad with stub attached. Every time he prescribes

one of their remedies, he makes a memorandum.
When the total value of the remedies prescribed

leaches a certain fixed amount, the physician is al-

lotted stock in the concern. Clever for the propri-

etor, but how about the physician who lends himself

to such a scheme?

Let us take the statements of some of the popular

"ethical proprietaries" and analyze them

:

First. Are they ethical and marketed as such? Refer

to the reprint of the report of the council of pharmacy
and chemistry of the American Medical Association.

Here you will find reproductions of advertisements

appearing in the newspapers, of hydrozone, informing

the layman how to avoid yellow fever; of Kutnow's
powder prescribed for the members of the royal fam-

ily ; of bioplasm, the wonderful remedy for locomotor

ataxia, impotency, infantile indigestion, consumption

and a host of other diseases ; of santal midy, which

cures in forty-eight hours ; of vin IMariani, which was
formerly imported ( ?) but is now made in New York.

Until we had the pure food and drug laws, it con-

tained no cocaine ( ?) ; however, when this law went

into effect, it became necessary to revise the formula

!

Second. Are they what they are claimed to he, and

true to label? What does analysis show?*

Antikamnia contains acetanilide 68, caffeine 5, citric

acid 5, sodium bicarbonate 20.

Ammonol contains acetanilide 50, sodium bicarbonate

25, ammonium carbonate 20.

Phenalgin contains acetanilide 57, sodium bicarbonate

29, ammonium carbonate 10.

Salacetin contains acetanilide 43, sodium bicarbonate

21, sodium salicylate 20.

Look over your text-books and see if such com-

binations are "gifted with the wonderful properties

with which the detail men and advertising literature

credit them.

Different combinations of the same proprietary

with an added drug will give a different analysis.

Antikamnia (plain) shows sodium bicarbonate 20 per

cent, antikamnia and quinine shows not even a trace

of sodium bicarbonate. And the wonderful chemical

reactions which take place in the formation of these

products, and the chemical synonyms with which they

are burdened! Upon analysis all these claims fade

into oblivion and we have nothing left but what you

will find in any standard text-book. Remove the mys-

tery with which everything is enshrouded, and the de-

ception is as clear as day.

Third. Are they honestly priced? Antikamnia, am-

monol, phenalgin, phenobrom, etc., cost about 5 cents

an ounce to manufacturers; they retail for $1. The

bulk of them are priced from five to twenty times

above a fair margin of profit. How could they be

These results are taken from a report made by a com-

mittee of the council on pharmacy and chemistry, and

quoted at length in the Circular for August, 1905, page

278. It is understood that the proprietors of at least some

of these preparations have been in the habit of changing

their composition without consulting the physicians who
prescribe them, so that the patient may get one thing on

a prescription one day and an entirely different thing on

the same prescription the next day.—Editor The Druggists

Circular.
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otherwise witli the money expended for advertising

and detail work?
Fourth. Are they uniform in composition? Since

the pure food law has gone into effect most of the ace-

tanilide mixtures have substituted phenacetine for

acetanilide. Their Hterature has not been changed, nor
has the physician been informed of the change of

formula. (I might add that phenacetin was always
available, had the proprietor considered quality above
price. It is only since the patent on phenacetin has
expired and it has become greatly reduced in price,

that it is taking the place of acetanilide.)

Fifth. Are the published abbreviated formulas cor-

rect? Take "Tyree's antiseptic powder," for in-

stance.* The published formula says that it contains

sodium borate, alum, phenol, glycerin, the crystal

principles of thyme, eucalyptus, gaultheria and inint.

Upon analysis it shows zinc sulphate, boric acid, and a
trace of volatile oils.

Hagee's and Waterbury's so-called cod liver oil

preparations on analysis both fail to show cod liver

oil.

Sixth. Can the doctor do justice to the patient in

prescribing a proprietary? Does he know what he is

prescribing? Suppose that the patient has an idiosyn-

cracy for some drug. How is the physician to learn
what it is, when he administers a remedy, the com-
position of which he knows nothing about? How
many physicians realized that they were using acetan-
ilide when prescribing antikamnia, ammonol, salacetin,

phenalgin, phenobromate, etc. : how many knew that

bromidia contained chloral, and vin Mariani, cocaine?

Has the physician a moral right to compel the pa-
tient to pay tribute to the charlatans who traffic in

the suffering of humanity and who wilfully misrepre-
sent facts?

Has the physician the right to pile up the pharma-
cist's shelves with a lot of high-priced proprietaries of
unknown value and composition?

I wish that you could see the pharmaceutical grave-
yard of a fair-sized store. It is a shocking example
of a living truth.

The physician should not prescribe proprietaries for
the following reasons : (a) They are of secret formula
(b) They are not ethical, (c) They are not true to

label, (d) Their formulas are changed at the pleasure
and whim of the proprietors, (e) They are listed at

extortionate prices, (f) They destroy the confidence
existing between the patient and physician, (g) Many
of them are unstable and soon deteriorate, (h) They
are not just to the physician, (i) They are not just to

the patient.

When a patient consults his physician he places his

life in the physician's care. He has absolute confidence
in the physician's knowledge and ability. Does the

physician who toys with that life, by administering a

proprietary of unknown composition, respect this con-
fidence? (Statistics will show many deaths traced
directly to the administration of various proprie-
taries.) Is this a square deal? Does it not help to

destroy that confidence, when the patient learns that

the physician is giving him a "patent" medicine?
"Why should I pay the doctor when he gives me only

a 'patent' medicine? I could get that without having
to pay him for prescribing for me," is the patient's

argument. Aside from the moral and ethical reasons,

*See the Circvl.vr for Februars', page 229.—Editor The
Druggist.s Circllar.

is it good business to take such a long chance, for you
"never know when it is loaded," in a proprietary.

It is true that there are a few ethical and really

meritorious proprietaries, but for the above named
reasons the physician who is conscientious and has his

patient's as well as his own interests at stake, shuns
them all. "What is secret is suspicious."

Now, for the remedy. The United States Pharma-
copoeia is the result of the highest type of pharmaceu-
tical brains and skill. The National Formulary is

published by the American Pharmaceutical Associa-
tion, one of the oldest and largest pharmaceutical so-

cieties in the world. Both are recognized by the fed-

eral government and the various State governments.

The preparations of the United States Pharmaco-
poeia and National Formulary are all ethical, uniform,
of superior quality, and the formulas are open. They
are all elegant pharmaceuticals, yet the patient who
r.fes them is not required to pay tribute to a class of

unscrupulous manufacturers. They all give results.

Finally, they all have a legal standard, and if found
wanting, the blame may be placed where it belongs.

Card Index System for Prescriptions.*

P>v Jacob Diner.

"Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty."

This motto should be prominently displayed in

every prescription department, and no trouble or labor

should be too much to enforce it. When one considers

that in every line of business old and antiquated meth-

ods have long ago given way to modern systems we
must ponder why the prescription department, one of

the most important factors of daily existence, still

clings to its ancient way of doing business.

However, I shall not enlarge upon the necessity

of adopting more modern methods in the checking and
filing of prescriptions. The need of this must be ap-

parent to every druggist v;ho has not yet forgotten

iiow to think ; but I will briefly describe a system

which I have in use, and which is so inexpensive as

to be within reach of every pharmacist in the land.

From any first-class stationery store, or preferably

from one making a specialty of card index business,

you can obtain a card. [Sample shown.] The cost

per i,ooo is $1.25, and this can be shaded somewhat
wheii buying in larger quantities. A box to hold

these cards can be purchased at very small cost, about

S4.50 for a two-drawer cabinet, each drawer holding

1,000 cards, and transfer cases holding 1,500 cards

can be had at about 30 cents each.

After a prescription is compounded the clerk who
made up the recipe turns the original recipe face

down, and from memory copies on the card just what
he used in filling the recipe. If there is another clerk

in the store he then checks up with him, one man
reading the original recipe, the other checking on the

card what has actually been used in the compounding
of this recipe. Then anything else that is of im-

portance, such as modus operandi, excipient, etc., is

noted on the card. The original recipes can be kept on

a simple file, and when a sufficient number have ac-

cumulated they may be stored away in cigar boxes,

with the first and last number plainly marked on the

outside of the box.

Repetitions are filled from the cards, noting the date
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and name of clerk (also checker, if such there be) on

card (as indicated in sample).

From the same firm where you get your cards you
may also obtain what is known as guide cards. These
cards protrude a little over the regular cards, and on

the prominent part can be marked the first number of

each loo, thus enabling you to readily locate the num-
ber you want, since it must be between the two guide

cards beginning and ending that lOO of which the

number you are looking for is a part.

As to the advantages of this system :

1. You have a check on yourself every time after

you fill a recipe.

2. In refilling a recipe you do not have to decipher

anew the almost always illegible handwriting of the

M. D. (particularly illegible after time and paste have

done their work).

3- In repeating a recipe you have only one recipe

before you, and can not by accidentally glancing on

the recipe above or below (as is the case with recipes

pasted in a book) make a mistake.

4. Two clerks can fill recipes at the same time with-

out pulling the old cumbersome book away from each

other.

5. You can make annotations on cards which you

can not always, for want of space or other reasons,

make on the original.

6. By keeping tab on the repetitions you always have

a complete history of the recipes before you, which

very often proves of importance, particularly in cases

of litigation. The trouble and expense connected with

carrying out this system are so small as to hardly de-

serve any consideration .

Australia Tackles the Nostrum Problem.*

The report of Mr. O. C. Beale, who was commis-

sioned by the federal government [of Australia] to

inquire in Europe and elsewhere respecting the manu-

facture, importation, sale, and use of patent and pro-

prietary medicines, etc., was laid on the table of the

house of representatives on August 8th. It is a volu-

minous document, embracing over 450 printed
_

fools-

cap pages. Reference is made to the position in

Great Britain, "where the State demands an eighth

share in the full retail price of every, even the most,

pernicious proprietary specific, under quasi-medical

pretence," in order to show that moral restraint is of

no avail unless strengthened by legislation. Under

the heading "Death by Drugs" a number of medicines

are dealt with. Fac-similes of advertisements and

labels are freely reproduced, Mr. Beale's recommen-

dations are as follows

:

1. The formula of all proprietary medicines to be

printed on the label.

2. No advertisement or other recommendation to

be permitted on the article or its covering.

3. All advertisements of proprietary or secret prep-

arations to be prohibited.

4. Literature concerning such medicines not to be

transmitted through the post.

5. Letters patent to be granted for approved and

-novel formulas for prevention or cure of human ail-

ments. .

6. All proprietary names applied to such medicmes

to be registered.

7. The quality, nature, and properties of the com-

*Prom the Pharmaceutical Joiirnal.

position to be equal to the claims made by the pro-

prietor.

8. Restrictions and prohibitions enforced in coun-

try of origin to be applicable to medicines imported

into Australia.

9. The sale of all preparations for limiting the birth

rate to be prohibited.

10. A bureau of chemistry to be established for the

purpose of supervising the health of the people and
protecting them against fraud and imposition.

The Melbourne correspondent of the Daily Chroni-

cle sends the following resume: "The report is the

most complete indictment of quackery, patent medi-
'

cines, patent 'foods,' and secret drugs ever written.

Its technical contents embrace the opinions of the

world's leading medical and surgical authorities ; it

reviews the legislation of all countries on medical
matters; and its general contents includes fac-similes

of the principal 'lying' advertisements and testimonials

used by both 'reputable' and disreputable patent medi-
cine vendors in every English-speaking country. The
royal commissioners' conclusions attack some of the

most popular preparations in Great Britain and the

United States, but most of those aimed at are Ameri-
can. Mr. Beale's case is practically this : Nine out

01 ten patent medicines are frauds or poisons; that

the State stands idly by and allows their use with
little or no restriction; that social injury and racial

deterioration are the inevitable consequences of the

present policy of laissez-faire ; and that the most
drastic remedies are needed if the nation is to be

saved from exploitation by patent medicine million-

aires, singly or in combination. With a positively

overwhelming array of evidence he shows that, with
respect to one group of medicines, 'the natural phe-
nomena of healthy puberty are utilized with satanic

ingenuity by these quacks and their collaborators in

the press to frighten young men and young women
into seeking their help.' He proves that 'opiates for

infants and children, mercurial teething powders, and
doses of acetanilide, crude or mixed, are regularly

announced, held for sale, and sold without practical
' restriction.' Later, dealing with quack secret cure

systems, the royal commissioner says : 'These em-
brace everything conceivable in health and disease

under like trickery, treachery, humbug, and fraud.

They are not subject to preliminary examination,

license, and inspection. Though these humbugs are

notorious and often ridiculous, prosecutions are either

rare or entirely absent.'
"

Sheldon's Linctus.

For this preparation John K. Williams gives the

following formula to the Connecticut Pharmaceutical

Association

:

Olive oil I ounce.

Syrup of saffron 4 drams.

Wine of antimony 2 drams.

Aromatic spirit of ammonia 20 drops.

Ointment for Chilblains.

Camphor 20 grains.

Balsam of peru 7 grains.

Oil of almonds 2 drams.

Hydrous wool fat 6 drams.

Rose water 6 drams.
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Abstracts.

New Method of Formaldehyde Disinfection.

According to Huber and Buckel (Miinch. mcd.

Woch.), the following is the simplest method of dis-

infecting with formaldehyde: For every 50 cubic

meters of space 3 liters of formaldehyde solution, 3
kilos of freshly burned lime and 9 liters of boiling

water are used. The room to be disinfected is ren-

dered air-tight in the usual manner. An 80-liter (say

20-gallon) wooden or tin vessel is called into opera-

tion. First the lime is put in, then the water and
finally the formaldehyde. In a few minutes the lime

slakes. While part of the formaldehyde combines
with the lime, the remainder is given ofT together with

steatn. The room quickly becomes filled with an

opaque vapor, from which soon an abundance of

moisture is deposited. The disinfectant action con-

tinues for six hours. The addition of permanganate
of potassium, sodium peroxide or other substances

rich in oxygen, hastens the reaction. The lime

residue can be utilized for disinfecting the stools, etc.

After the disinfection is completed, the formaldehyde

can be neutralized by ammonia, so as to render the

room fit for occupance, by placing in it a suitable

vessel containing i kilo of freshly burned lime, 3^^
liters of boiling water and J^ liter of ammonia water

(concentrated). After that the room should be aired.

Microchemical Detection of Traces of

Bromine.
Pozzi-Escot {Ann. Chini. Anal, through Pliarm.

Joiirn.) proposes the following method of testing for

traces of bromine. One or 2 c.c. of the solution to be

tested are introduced into a small flask fitted with a

bent narrow delivery tube ; a few drops of sulphuric

acid and also of saturated solution of chromic acid

are added. A minute test tube containing one or two
drops of solution of anilin or of pure anilin is at-

tached to the extremity of the delivery tube as a re-

ceiver. The contents of the flask are then boiled

gently for several minutes. If bromine be present

this will distil over and combine with the anilin, some-
times in sufficient quantity to form a copious vis-

ible white floculent precipitate. But this does not in-

variably consist of tribromophenol, since aldehydic

bodies may give a similar result. The microscopic

appearance of tribromophenol is, however, distinctive.

The amorphous precipitate quickly assumes a crystal-

line form, consisting of very minute prisms, filling the

field of the microscope with bodies resembling bac-

teria in appearance, often accompanied by larger

prisms or long needles. The bacterial form is occa-

sionally aggregated into rosettes.

The Jeweler's Eye Glass in Surgery.

Moore (Journ. .4m. Mcd. Asso.) writes that he has

found the jeweler's eye glass of great value in search-

nig for and removing foreign bodies from the eye,

etc. One very readily acquires the ability to hold it

in place he says. "It is surprising," he adds, "how
often it will be of assistance about the office. The
other eye being free, one can readily pick up instru-

ments without disturbing the glass, and at the same
time can have both hands free for the work in hand."

The author has several powers, using the 4-inch, prob-

ably, the most frequently.

Unsuspected Lead Poisoning.

Cawler {Bost. Mcd. and Surg. Journ.) gives clinical

histories of cases of lead poisoning which have oc-

curred in a group of adjacent towns in Eastern Massa-
chusetts. The acute cases are few. The majority are

of a chronic nature, exhibiting various painful and
disabling affections and arteriosclerosis. The author
believes from his experience that many instances of

vague abdominal troubles and of painful and crippling

affections commonly called rheumatic, are in reality

cases of lead poisoning. In one of his cases the pa-

tient was poisoned by water from a well in which, two
years previously, an old lead clock weight had acci-

dentally been dropped. Removal of the weight was
followed by immediate improvement of the patient,

although she continued to use the well water. In

most instances the lead pipe in a w-ell goes several

feet into the water, thus giving considerable extent of

surface for the action of the water on the metal.

Naturally the composition of each particular water
will determine its amount of action on any lead pipe

with which it may come in contact. The substitution

of iron for lead pipe is the only course that can safely

be followed.

Radio-Activity of Uranium.
Szilard {Compt. rend, through Pliarnt. Journ.) has

examined uranium molybdate as to its radio-activity.

He prepared some of the salt according to the method
of Lancien. A solution of uranium nitrate was
precipitated by a solution of ammonium molybdate.
Two varieties of the salt were obtained, one precipi-

tated in presence of an excess of the uranium salt, the

other in presence of excess of ammonium molybdate.

The precipitates were washed and dried, and their

radio-activity measured by the Curie method, the ac-

tivity of uranium nitrate being taken at the same time.

Observations were taken during tAventy-five days after

preparation. The activity of the two varieties of the

uranium molj-bdate was found to be inferior to that

of uranium nitrate. Photographic experiments were
also made, and showed an absolutely normal activity.

All the results show that, notwithstanding various

statements to the contrary, uranium molybdate pos-

sesses no particular properties from the point of view
of its radio-activity.

Gas Poisoning from an Automobile.

The Bulletin medical reports a case of serious

poisoning by the gas resulting from the operation of

an automobile. The carriage was enclosed and the

products of combustion were discharged into it

through crevices in a trap door. This door had been

put in by the driver so that he could carry a box of

tools under the machine. Three ladies who rode in

it after this arrangement was made were rendered

unconscious by the gas, one who was suffering from
incipient tuberculosis remaining so for several days.

Upon testing the air of the enclosed portion, while the

motor was in operation, it was discovered subsequent-

ly that there was as much as nine deciliters of carbon

monoxide to each ten cubic meters of air. Even min-

ute quantities of the monoxide are decidedly deleteri-

ous when inspired on account of its action on the

hemoglobin of the blood. The greatest care as to the

ventilation of such carriages should manifestly be ex-

ercised.
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Estimating Albumin in Urine.
A simple method of calculating the amount of albu-

min present in urine, and one sufficiently accurate for
ordinary purposes, consists according to O. Mayer
(Siidd. Apath. Zeit.), in superstratifying 5 to 10 c.c.

of a solution of 5 grams of corrosive sublimate, 5
grams of citric acid and 40 grams of sodium chloride
in 500 grams of water, with 5 c.c. of urine. In a dilu-
tion of I :ioo,cxx), corresponding to o.ooi per cent, of
albumin, a sharply defined whitish ring develops at the
surface contact of the two hquids within about 13^
minutes after beginning to run in the urine. With
urine containing a greater proportion of albumin the
ring becomes perceptible much sooner; and in such
case the urine should be diluted with a measured
quantity of water (being guided by the results of the
boiling test) until the reaction sets in onl_v after the
lapse of 11/2 minutes. From the amount "of dilution
required the content of albumin is calculated.

Red Light in Skin AfFections.

Jader (// Morgagni through A". Y. Med. Journ.)
reports that rays of red light, obtained by passing
light through a screen, made of two sheets of glass
containing between them a solution of eosin, have
given good results in superficial, suppurative lesions.

Impetigo especially (in various forms) has been very
favorably and quickly influenced. In acute eczema,
especially the weeping fomis, the results were superior
to those obtained by any other treatment. In sycosis,

the red light only modified the superficial lesions with-
out influencing the infiltration and the suppurating
forms. In the treatment of wounds of various kinds,

the red light exerts a stimulating and beneficial ef-

fect, as shown by the red color of the granulations and
the rapidity of healing. Although exercising a very

active biological influence, the red light is not very

bactericidal.

Risk of Tuberculous Infection from Caged
Birds.

Wise {Onin::. thcrap. through N. Y. Med. Journ.)

has a decided impression that tuberculous affections

of birds are transmissible to the human subject, citing

in support of this view cases in which thirty-three

persons appeared to have been so infected. Caged
birds, says the author, lead a life calculated to render

them an easy prey to tuberculous infection, and the

way in which they are managed in the household con-

duces powerfully to their spreading the infection to

members of the 'family. The birds' excrement is dis-

seminated by the fluttering of their wings, and

particles of it are carried by flies to articles of food.

A Cause of Error in Testing for Albumin.

Schmiedl {Wien. klin. IVocli.) says that alkaline

urine is capable of dissolving a small proportion of

metallic zinc, and the zinc gives a white precipitate

with potassium ferrocyanide which may be mistaken

for albumin. In the shipment of urine in zinc ves-

sels or on examination of the urine of patients who
have injected zinc solutions into their urethra, serious

errors mav occur. The negative results obtained with

other tests for albumin, as well as the chemical demon-

stration of the presence of zinc, will protect against

confusion.

Manganese Citrate.

The National Formulary makes no provision for
the preparation of soluble manganese citrate, although
it specifies this product in the formula for solution
of peptonate of iron with mangenese, says George A.
Bunting in the Bulletin of Pharmacy, and he has been
unable to get the so-called "soluble manganese cit-
rate." However, he discovered that bv adding the
ammonia directed in the formula to the manganese
citrate, instead of to the solution of ferric peptonate,
a soluble double salt was formed. These observations
will no doubt be of service to any one who con-
templates making the National Formulary preparation
of peptonate of iron with manganese.

Preservation of Leeches in Winter.
Among the Siberian tribes of Russia, says the

Lancet, the following plan is in use for preserving
leeches during the winter season. In October, a pit
;s dug, in marl or clay, in the open air, and the sides
and bottom are made perfectly hard and smooth; it

is then filled with fresh river "water, the leeches are
placed in it, and the whole mass of water is allowed
to freeze to solidity. Whenever anv of the leeches
are required, a piece of ice containing them is chopped
out of the pit, and is allowed to thaw gradually in a
cool place. The leeches are not injured by this freez-
ing, but will bite with greater readiness than those
kept in a room during the winter.

Poisoning by Acetanilide.
Wynn reports (Journ. Am. Med. Asso.) a case in

which diagnosis was at first perplexing. The leading
symptom was extremely rapid heart action. There
was no cyanosis. It was learned that the patient had
taken "neuralgic capsules," furnished by a druggist,
for relief of facial neuralgia. These w'ere found to
consist of acetanilide and caffeine. Under free in-
gestion of water and moderate saline purgation the
patient gradually recovered.

Appsu-ent Decomposition of Platinum.
Theodore Grosse (Chem. Zeit.) reports the fol-

lowing experiment. Potassium carbonate was placed
in a platinum vessel and for many hours subjected to
an alternating electric current between platinum elec-
trodes, with the occasional addition of potassium
nitrate. By this treatment the electrodes were at-
tacked and became coated with needle-shaped crystals
resembling charcoal. The platinum vessel and the
electrodes lost weight, and on extracting the melt, a
brown powder, free from potassium and carbon, was
obtained. The crystals and powder yielded solutions
which were precipitated by sulphuretted hydrogen, but
no platinum was found.

Clouding of S3rrup of Raspberry.
According to the investigations of Kunz-Krause

and Schweissinger (Pharm. Zeit.), the turbidity occa-
sionally observed on keeping in absolutely unsophisti-
cated raspberry syrup, does not arise from veast and
pectin, but from ellagic acid, the presence 'of which
in the syrup was first demonstrated by the investiga-
tors mentioned. After such a turbid syrup has been
allowed to settle (not filtered) an unobjectionable
j-roduct again results.
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The Modem Materia Medica.

Asferrin is said to be an orc^anic arsenic and iron

compound containing 24 per cent, of arsenic and 12

per cent, of iron. It occurs as a greenish-yellow pow-
der, but is marketed only as chocolate-coated tablets.

Dioform is what Villinger calls acetylene dichJo-

ride which he recommends as an inhalation anes-

thetic.

Enterin Poehl {opocnterin) is a yellowish-brown
powder yielding a turbid solution with 100 parts of

water. It is said to represent the synergistic group of

the secretions contained in the mucosae of the duode-

num and jejunum free from toxins. It is put for-

ward as a remedy in delibitated conditions of the

pancreas, and in insufficient activity of Lieberkuhn's

and Brunner's glands and of Peyer's patches.

Erythrocytin is a new nutritive prepared by a new
process from the red corpuscles of the blood.

Euman is an antitoxic serum for use in the so-

called Grips' swine plague, and is intended as a rem-
edy not only for the disease named but also for

pneumonia in calves, serving both as a prophylactic

and a curative.

Farase is a dry serum intended to immunize horses

against glanders.

Feigol consists, according to the manufacturer,
of 60 parts of extract of frangula and figs, 19 parts

each of compound syrup of senna and syrup of pepper-

mint and 2 parts of aromatic elixir. It is exploited

as a laxative.

Ferrosin is an organic compound of iron and
phosphorus occurring, according to the patent specifi-

cation, as a yellowish-white, odorless, tasteless pow-
der, containing 12 per cent, of iron and being sensitive

to light. It is put forward as a tonic and hema-
tinic.

Iglodine is described as a solution of triiodo-

ethyl phenol and is recommended as a substitute for

iodoform.

Kalyform is a tooth paste containing potassium
chlorate and lysoform.

Menthoform is a name applied to a compound
which liberates formaldehyde within the body, which
name, it should be noted, has already been given to

another different preparation. It contains the formal-

dehyde as a condensation product, the gas being liber-

ated even by contact with the saliva. Menthoform
external represents tablets containing formaldehyde
in combined form and readily decomposing in the

presence of hot water into formaldehyde, menthol and
boric acid. This article is intended for inhalation

purposes. It should be noted that the use of formal-

dehyde preparations or of compounds that may pro-

duce it involves a possibility of bad effect on eyesight,

it having been suggested that the poisonous and sight-

destroying effects of wood alcohol is due to its de-

composition into formic acid in the system, which acid

may be produced from formaldehyde, it being an in-

termediate product in the change of wood alcohol to

formic acid. The formation of this acid may be pos-

sible from any drug containing the methylene group,

or it may be liberated from formates. External appli-

cations, it must be remembered, will introduce a

medicament into the system as well as internal admin-
istration.

Morphine Bromethylate is a new morphine salt

of the formula CisH^.NOsBr+H.O. It occurs as

white, glistening needles containing 21 per cent, of
bromine, and soluble in about 20 parts of water,

slightly soluble in alcohol and nearly insoluble in chlo-

roform or ether. It is recommended as less toxic than
the ordinary morphine salts.

Opoenterin. See enterin Poehl.

Parathyreodin is a preparation of the parathyroid
gland marketed as tablets each containing o.i gramme
of epithelial substance. The product is intended for

use in tetanus.

Peran is a frost-bite ointment said to consist of

1.5 per cent, of anesthesin, together with ichthyol,

camphor, tannin and lanolin.

Resorbol is a compound of iodine with higher
fatty acids, for which the claim is made that it is

readily absorbed by the skin. It occurs as a brown
liquid of the specific gravity 1.072 and containing 10
per cent, of iodine. It is miscible in all proportions
with water or alcohol. It does not stain the skin or

the linen, and can be readily removed from the skin

with water.

Restaurol is a lotion exploited as excellent for

refreshing the skin and strengthening the nerves. It

consists, according to Drs. Lenz and Lucius, of an

alcoholic solution of fragrant essential oils—some-
thing like cologne water.

Rhinitin is a hay fever remedy, the active con-
stituent of which is a preparation of the suprarenal

gland. A dilute .solution of it is applied with an
atomizer.

Sellagen Tablets are keratinized and sugar-
coated tablets said to contain o.i gramme each of ex-

tracts of cascara sagrada, rhubarb, buckthorn and
condurango. They are put forward as a laxa-

tive.

Serum Marin is advertised as a sterile, isotonic

sea water and is intended for use in place of physi-

ologic salt solution.

Soporval is a fluidextract of wild valerian root,

containing but little alcohol and aged two years. It

is recommended as a sedative in nervous insomnia,

hysteria, etc.

Sulfoid {coUodial sulphur) occurs as a grayish-

white powder containing 80 per cent, of sulphur and
about 20 per cent, of albumin. It is soluble in water,

forming a milk-like liquid. Its solutions on standing
any length of time deposit sulphur and should hence
be prepared fre.sh as wanted. The substance is insolu-

ble in alcohol. Acids, alkali and ammonium salts pre-

cipitate sulfoid from its solutions, but the precipitate

redissolves on the addition of water. Sulfoid mixes
well with ointment bases. It is offered as a dermic,

in place of sulphur.

Sullacetin is defined as the potassium-sodium salt

of pyrocatechinmonoacetic and guaiacolsulphonic

acids. It is a white, odorless, slightly bitter salt mar-
keted in powder form as well as in tablets. It is

offered as a remedy in tuberculosis and other affec-

tions of the respiratory tract.

Truon is an ointment employed in excessive
sweating and consisting of boric acid, formaldehyde
and lanolin. For a caution regarding the use of for-

maldehvde see menthoform above.
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Notes and Queries.
Notice,—It is desirable that all questions to be an-

swered under this head should be received before the
fifteenth of the month and they must be accompanied with
the name and address of the writer.

Queries are not answered by mail. The information
supplied in these columns is intended for the benefit of
our readers in general, not for the profit of the individual
inquirer only.

Bear's Grease Pomade.—"Subscriber," Quebec.

—

If the bear fat has been carefully rendered and is en-
tirely free from extraneous animal matter, the making
ii into a pomade becomes a mere matter of so perfum-
ing it as to mask the natural odor of the grease, and
adding some substance to preserve it. The selection

of a suitable perfume depends greatly upon the tastes

of the future purchasers of the pomade. The oils of
bergamot and lavender, which are very extensively

u.'^ed in perfuming hair oils and pomades, are good
masks for the bear odor. Cumarin is another effi-

cient contra-odorizer, as is also musk, which is quite

popular with a certain class of pomade-users.

Here is a suggested formula that may be adaptable
to your needs

:

, Bear's fat i pound.
Benzoic acid 20 grains.

Tincture of benzoin 2 ounces.

Oil of bergamot enough.
Oil of rosemary enough.

Dissolve the acid in the tincture and incorporate the

solution and the perfumes with the fat by trituration.

A more delicate perfume might be imparted to the

pomade by the use of a mixture of handkerchief ex-

tracts, and 50 per cent, more benzoic acid. The fol-

lowing will give an odor resembling that of the

pomade a graisse d'ours of the Paris shops

:

Extract of jasmine J4 ounce.

Extract of rose Yz ounce.

Extract of tuberose J/2 ounce.

Oil of orange flowers 15 minims.

Oil of cassia 15 minims.

Oil of bergamot 60 minims.

Oil of nutmeg 15 minims.

Oil of cloves 30 minims.

Mix, keep for ten days at a temperature of about
32° P., and filter while still very cold.

In the Circular for April, page 293, is described

an apparatus for use in filtering at a low temperature.

Whipped Cream.—B. D. Co., New York.—Cream
for whipping should be twenty-four hours old, what
is known as "double cream." A sufficient quantity of

this is placed in a suitable bowl set upon cracked ice

or out in the snow, if there is any, and whipped, but

not too fast. The counter bowl containing it should

be kept standing on cracked ice. Gelatin is sometimes

added to make the cream stand up longer. To do this

properly, however, is a difficult task, as the gelatin

must be dissolved in a minimum amount of warm
water and added to the cream when the solution has

cooled just to the setting point. If the gelatin is

added too soon the cream gets "sloppy" ; if not added

soon enough the cream gets lumpy and the batch is

spoiled. In using the gelatin about three sheets to

the quart of cream is the correct proportion, li a

sweetened cream is desired, add 2 ounces of icing

sugar to each quart of cream before whipping.

Bath Powder.—"Reader," Michigan.—We doubt
the feasibility of making a bath sufficiently anti.septic

to be worthy of the name, by dissolving in it a "pleas-

ant" powder. Perhaps soap is a more practical anti-

septic than any other chemical that could be used in

an ordinary bath.

In the Circular for June, page 425, there appears
a formula for an effervescent bath tablet; and in the

issue for June of last year, page 217, may be seen a
simple recipe for an effervescent bath powder. A few
other formulas follow, but just how "pleasant" and
just how "antiseptic" will be the powders made ac-

cording to them, we leave to be decided by the in-

divid'ial makers and users of the products:

I.

Borax 4 ounces.

Potassium carbonate 2 ounces.
Almond meal 8 ounces.
Benzoic acid 4 drams.
Oil of cinnamon i dram.
Oil of eucalyptus i dram.

II.

Sodium bicarbonate 8 ounces.
Tartaric acid 6 ounces.
Rice flour 16 ounces.
Oil of rose geranium enough.

III.

Boric acid 16 ounces.
Benzoic acid 4 ounces.
Oil of pinus pumilio enough.

Photographic Developers.—J. A. H., Illinois.

—

In photography there are many and various solutions

known as developers : developers for plates, developers
for papers, developers for lantern slides, and some
ethers. Each of these groups includes innumerable
variations of the compounds of the known developing
agents, such variations being occasioned by the idio-

syncrasies of the "developee" and the operator. Hence
a request for a "photograph developer," alone and un-
qualified, is not so simple as it would on its face ap-
pear. However, the term developer in the abstract

is usually associated in the minds of amateur photog-
raphers with a solution that will transform an exposed
dry plate into a photographic negative. Here is how
several such developers are prepared.

Pyro Developer.

Pyrogallic acid has perhaps the first call among
developing agents. Its use means stained fingers, but
it also means negatives that print well. The formulas
for pyro developers are many, the following being
typical

:

SOLUTION A.

Sodium sulphite (crystals) 5 ounces.

Sodium carbonate (crystals) 2^ ounces.

Water 30 ounces.

Mix and dissolve.

SOLUTION B.

Pyrogallic acid 5 drams.
Oxalic acid 10 grains.

Water 15 ounces.

Dissolve in the order given.

The weights are apothecaries', and the water (pre-

ferably distilled) is measured.

These solutions should be kept in separate amber
glass bottles in a cool place. To use, i ounce of a is
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mixed with yi ounce of b, and diluted with from 3 to

6 ounces of water.

M-Q Developer.

Combinations of metol and hydroquinone are very

popular with amateurs, being clean to use and produc-
ing good negatives. Metol, particularly during warm
weather, acts as a poison on the hands of some photo-

graphic workers, causing an eczema-like rash. This
may be prevented by wearing rubber finger cots or

protecting the fingers with some impervious collodion

varnish.

Here is a typical metol-hydroquinone developer

:

SOLUTION A.

Metol Yz ounce.

Hydroquinone 30 grains.

Dried sodium sulphite lyi ounces.

Water (at 70° c.) 40 ounces.

Dissolve in the order named.

SOLUTION B.

Dried sodium carbonate i34 ounces.

Water 40 ounces.

Dissolve.

The weights are all apothecaries' ; the water is meas-
ured.

To use, mix one ounce of a with i ounce of b and
dilute with from 2 to 3 ounces of water.

Pyro-Metol Developer.

Here is a combination of the two most popular

agents, suggested by a writer in the Photo-Era, as be-

ing particularly adapted to high speed Vi^ork and win-

ter scenes.

SOLUTION A.

Metol 45 grains.

Potassium metabisulphite 2 drams.

Pyrogallic acid 55 grains.

Potassium bromide 20 grains.

Distilled water (warm) 20 ounces.

Dissolve the metol in the warm water; allow the

solution to cool, and dissolve the other ingredients in

the order given.

SOLUTION E.

Sodium carbonate (crystals) 20 av. ozs.

Distilled water 20 fi. ozs.

Dissolve without heat.

To use, mix equal parts of a and b, diluting with

water for under-exposures, and using more of A for

over-exposures.

Edinol Developer.

Sodium sulphite (crystals) i av. oz.

Edinol 50 grains.

Sodium carbonate (crystals) i av. oz.

Distilled water 10 fi. oz.

Other developing agents in more or less extensive

use are adurol, glycin and ortol. Directions for pre-

paring the developing solutions of these may be had
from the manufacturers.

Each box of dry plates contains one or more formu-
las for developers, and the amateur will do well to

adopt a developer suited alike to the needs of his

plates and his own ability. We have not gone into the

details of the various modifications of the process of
developing necessitated by the time of the exposure,

the subject, the weather, etc. ; these can best be learned
through experience.

A developer for developing papers was given on
page 736 of the Circular for last month.

Massage Cream.—H. B., New York, wants a
"cheap formula for a massage cream." During the
past twelve months there have appeared in the col-

umns of the Circular twenty-eight formulas for vari-

ous "creams" that may be used as the lubricating and
cleansing medium in massage. The subscription
price of the Circular is $1.50 per annum. If a sub-
.scriber gets twenty-eight formulas for $1.50, each
formula costs him a trifle more than 5 cents, li a
formula is "cheap" at any price it surely is at 5 cents.

It may be that a formula for a cheap cream is wanted.
At least, strenuously exercising our oft-called-upon
ability to read hidden meanings, we surmise as much
and append a few such

:

Greasy Cream.
Cacao butter 2 ounces.

Lanolin 2 ounces.

Hard paraffin 4 ounces.

Soft paraffin 8 ounces.
Rose water 4 ounces.

Melt together the fats and when the mixture begins
to congeal, beat in the rose water with an eggbeater,

continuing the beating until the cream has set.

Non-Greasy Cream.

Casein, moist i pound.
Glycerin 3 ounces.

Oil of rose geranium 30 minims.
Boric acid 90 grains.

Eosin enough.

Glycerin Jelly.

Gelatin ^A ounce.

Alcohol 2 ounces.

Glycerin 6 ounces.

Borax 60 grains.

Distilled water 10 ounces.

Oil of rose 5 minims.

Soak the gelatin in a mixture of the glycerin and
the water for several hours ; then effect solution by
heating gently. Dissolve the borax in the hot mass

;

when nearly cold stir in the oil of rose dissolved in

the alcohol, and pour into suitable containers.

Phenolphthalein and Purgen.—Since the note on
the "Laxative Properties of Phenolphthalein" ap-

peared in the Circular for July, page 479, we have
noticed an article on the subject in the Journal of the

American Medical Association (volume xlix, page

954), from which we quote:

Physicians should remember that the promoters of pur-
gen are simply Introducing a chemical well known to

laboratory workers for the last twenty years, which has
been recognized as an aperient for at least seven years,
and which can be purchased for 40 cents an ounce, whereas
an ounce of phenolphthalein in the form of purgen will

cost $3.20 wholesale. The enthusiastic praise of the rem-
edy, found in the advertising circulars, should be sub-
jected to critical judgment on account of its source and
motives.

It is undoubtedly true however, as we have previously
stated, that phenolphthalein Is worthy of a trial.

Reciprocity Between Boards of Pharmacy.—W.
H. T., Maryland.—See the note on this subject in the

Circular for last month, page 738, and the longer

one in the issue for August, page 542. The names
and addresses of the secretaries of the various boards
of pharmacy are printed in each number of the Cir-
cular.
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Carbolic Tooth Powder.—H. H. A., New York.—The authorities in dental and oral medicine are not
all favorable to the use of phenol in dentifrices, many
claiming that the use of any potent germicide in the
mouth is detrimental to the user, as it destroys use-
ful bacteria that are located about the teeth.

When phenol is combined with precipitated chalk or
other alkali these interact to form a carbolate of a
niuch lower antiseptic efificiency. Hence the base of
the majority of the carbolated tooth powders of the
market is precipitated silica or fine white kieselguhr.
Herewith are two typical formulas gleaned from
British sources

:

I.

Kaolin 6 ounces.
Kieselguhr 2 ounces.
Phenol (crystals) 2 drams.
Extract of quillaja (powdered).... i ounce.
Oil of spearmint 10 minims.

Triturate the phenol with the kieselguhr, gradually
added ; triturate the oil with 3 ounces of kaolin ; mix
the two triturations ; add the rest of the powders and
triturate well. Pass the powder through a fine sieve

and mix lightly upon paper with a spatula.

Incidentally, we might say that we do not approve
of the use of quillaja in tooth powders.

If a pink powder is desired, use oil of rose 5 minims
to replace the oil of spearmint and color with car-

mine, by triturating a sufficient quantity with the

kaolin before adding the oil.

II.

This powder is less gritty llian the foregoing.

Terra alba 8 ounces.

Powdered orris ijA ounces.

Powdered soap >2 ounce.

Phenol (crystals) 30 grains.

Camphor 30 grains.

Oil of rose 10 minims.

Solution of carmine enough.

Triturate the phenol with the camphor until lique-

faction is complete, and gradually add, with thorough

trituration, 2 ounces of the terra alba. Triturate the

oil and the color with the rest of the terra alba.

Finally mix all the powders and pass them through

a fine sieve or bolting cloth.

Woolford's Sanitary Lotion.—H. E. K., North
Carolina.—We have no knowledge of the nature or

constituents of this nostrum. An analyst some years

ago reported that he found it to consist of "a polysul-

phide and thiosulphate of the metals potassium, sodi-

um, and calcium."' It was stated that a preparation

"substantially the same in every respect" might be pre-

pared as follows

:

Sodium hydroxide 3 drams.

Sulphur .' 5 drams.

Water enough to make i pint.

Dissolve the sodium hydroxide in 5 ounces of

water, and add the sulphur; then boil until the prep-

aration assumes a brownish-red color. Dilute the

mi:;^ture to I pint with water: pass a stream of

sulphuretted hydrogen through it for a few minutes,

and filter.

Various mixtures of lime and sulphur resembling

the National Formulary solution of sulphurated_ lime,

have been mentioned as being similar to the lotion in

question.

Dental Waxes and Cements.—Under this head-
ing last month we ventured to guess ,ivhat a querist

wanted us to tell him, and also guessed that maybe we
had guessed wrong. "A Dental Student," New York,

who is also a Ph. G., writes as follows

:

"In your November issue, page 728, there is a

query from W. K., New York, in reference to 'dental

sticky wax' and 'dental temporary stopping.' Now,
as I do not agree with the 'guess' of the informer, I

would submit the following answer

:

"The dental sticky wax is used to stick together

pieces of plaster, rubber plates, etc., and is composed
of rosin and wax in proportion of from 3 to i, to i to

I, depending upon season.

"The dental temporary stopping is used to seal the

cavities temporarily and is prepared by incorporating

oxide of zinc with gutta-percha in various propor-

tions, depending upon the amount of heat to be used

in softening the resulting stopping. The best way to

mix the two is to warm the gutta-percha on a slab and
rub it with oxide of zinc.

"Trusting that this will be a better 'guess,' I re-

main," etc.

"Reader," Pennsylvania, seeing the same query,

sends the following working formula for a temporary
dental filling. This, he says, is used by a leading

dentist of his State.

Dried alum 5 grammes.
Thymol 5 grammes.
Glycerin ' 5 grammes.
Zinc oxide enough.

"The alum should be carefully sieved ; and the zinc

oxide should be of the finest white quality and sieved

just before using.

''Place the thymol in a glass or porcelain mortar
heated to between 55° and 60° C. ; crush it gently

with the warmed pestle until it has melted ; add the

glycerin with gentle trituration, and gradually in-

corporate the dried alum. Then, continuing the

trituration, add in small portions at a time enough of

the zinc oxide to give the mass the consistency of

freshly made cataplasm of kaolin. Transfer it to

wide-mouthed jars fitted with close-fitting ground
glass stoppers ; close and seal with paraffin."

Otto Raubenheimer, of Brooklyn, writes that dental

sticky wax is yellow wax hardened by the addition

Df rosin, and is used to stick broken plaster of paris

casts together.

We thank these readers for their information, and
trust that somebody has guessed right.

Unguentine.—\\'. C. T.. New York.—In a note
on this subject in the Circular for June, 1906, page
214. we said : "We know nothing further about this

preparation than what is divulged in the statement of

its manufacturer that it contains 'alum (with the ir-

ritating properties of the drug eliminated [ !] ) with
carbolic acid and ichthyol added.' " We are sorry

not to be able to add anything to this.

Green Color for Beechwood Creosote.—T. S.,

New York.

—

We do not see how it would be possi-

ble to color so dark a liquid as beechwood creosote, a
light green. To color it a dark green we should ex-
periment with chlorophyll (maybe in the shape of
hemp seed), or the anilin greens. The latter should
not bt used internallv.
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Liquid Egg Shampoo.—R. C, Pennsylvania, re-

quests two orythree formulas for liquid egg shampoos.

They follow:

Soft soap 2 ounces.

Whites of . . . 4 eggs.

Potassium carbonate i ounce.

Tar water i pint.

Glycerin 2 ounces.

Orange flower water to make 2 pints.

Beat the whites of the eggs into a froth, while

gradually adding the tar w^ater. Dissolve the soap in

a mixture of glycerin and 6 ounces of orange flower

water. Mix the two solutions and make up to 2

pints with orange flower water.

Transparent soap 4 ounces.

Glycerin 2 ounces.

Whites of 3 eggs.

Tincture of green soap i ounce.

Oil of rosemary 45 minims.

Oil of rose geranium 3° minims.

Water enough to make 2 pints.

Melt the soap in 12 ounces of water, add the

glycerin and stir until cool ; then add the tincture and

the oils. Mix the whites of the eggs with 8 ounces of

water and stir into the soap mixture. Shake well, let

stand for twenty-four hours, and strain through flan-

nel.

in.

This is a British formula

:

Yolks of 2 eggs.

Glvcerin of borax i ounce.

Honey water 3 ounces.

Salicylic acid 20 grains.

Hard soap i ounce.

Boiling water 6 oimces.

Water". enough to make 20 ounces.

Triturate the yolks with the glycerin of borax, and

add gradually 4 ounces of water. Dissolve the sali-

cylic acid in the honey water and add to the first mix-

ture. Dissolve the soap in the boiling water and

when cooled add to the other mixture, and make up to

20 ounces with water.

Cologne water may be substituted for the medieval

honey water.

Green Liquid Shampoo.—P. D. C, Louisiana.—

The fornuila to which you refer appears in the CiR-

CUL.\R for January, 1906, page 21. It reads as fol-

lows:

There is no better liquid shampoo than the official lini-

ment of soft soap. It is an ideal shampoo; better than a

hard soap because it leaves the hair soft instead of harsh

and bristly; better also because it contains more real soap

than any other liquid soap can ; and, too, it is an excellent

cleanser.
. , , ,

To get the green color, soak some hemp seed in alcohol

until the desired shade is obtained, then use this alcohol

in making the liniment.

If the shampoo is to be made in any considerable quan-

tity, it will be found more economical to make it direct

from the oil. It linseed oil is used, it should be well

selected. The variety known as Calcutta oil is best, be-

ing lighter in color and less odorous than the others. Cot-

tonseed oil may be employed if preferred, and if well se-

lected has the advantage of less color and less odor.

The liquid is easily and quickly prepared as follows:

Dissolve 95 grammes of potassium hydroxide in 100 c.c. of

water, and add 300 c.c. of alcohol (colored with hemp
seed) then 400 grammes of oil. Shake or stir the mixture

well, and then warm gently until it becomes clear. If

more convenient, it may be simply agitated occasionally,

without heating, and the ingredients will combine in a
few hours. When a small portion is fomd to be entirely

soluble in hot water and the mixture has become clear, add
such perfume as may be selected, then enough water to

make 1,500 c.c. of solution.

Oil of lavender is commonly used as a perfume, but
any oil may be employed.

Chloral Hydrate with an Alkali.—Fred D. Nelli-

gar, \"irginia, writes : "I wish to call attention to the

following prescription, written by a local physician,

filled by a neighboring pharmacist, and returned by
the customer to the dispenser for an explanation as to

the development of the strong odor of chloroform,

which was not present Avhen the bottle was first

opened

:

Jy Chloral hydrate -"ss

Magma magnesia .jii

ISl. Sig: 5i every 3 hours.

"Of course you understand that the chloral hydrate

was decomposed by the magma of magnesia, with the

formation of chloroform and magnesium formate.

"Perhaps this will prove a reminder to others."

This reaction is referred to in the text-books on in-

compatibility, but is one which may be overlooked

unless an occasional "reminder" is given, so we thank

\lr. Nelligar for his note.

Assaying Camphor Liniment.—C. G. ISI.. New
York.—In the Circl'l.^r for September, p^ge 591, is

given an outline of what is there spoken of as Leonard
and Smith's method of determining the amount of

camphor in camphor liniment. This method is based

upon the fact that camphor is volatile and the oil (cot-

tun seed in the United States) in which it is held in

Uie ofiicial liniment, is not. Therefore, to ascertain

the amount of camphor in a given sample of the lini-

n-.ent, w^eigh the sample, then heat it in an open ves-

sel for two hours at about 120° C, and weigh the

residue. The loss of weight represents the amount
of camphor which w-as present in the sample.

Of course, in case the oil happened to contain a

light petroleum product, more than the camphor
would be carried away by volatilization.

We have heard of a manufacturer who made his

camphor liniment by dumping the camphor into the

oil in an open vessel, over the fire, and leaving it there

until he got time or felt the inclination to attend to

it!

Tlie polariscopic method is also used by chemists

in determining the percentage of camphor in the

liniment, but it is probable that any druggist Avho has

a polariscope also possesses some w'ork on analysis

(as Allen's, for instance) which gives the data he

would need in using this method, so it would be a

waste of space for us to go into details concerning it.

We suggest that any druggist assaying a suspected

sample of camphor liniment, also assay a sample of

known purity, as a check on his work.

E. Fullerton Cook presented a paper on this subject

at the T905 meeting of the New Jersey Pharmaceutical

Association ; and notes bearing on it may be found

in the Circul.\r for September, 1902, page 229, and

for June, 1906, page 206; and in the Proceedings of

;he American Pharmaceutical Association for 1899,

page 439: 1900, page 477; 1903, pages 630 and 631

;

and 1906, page 637.
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A Few Queries from the Coast.—H. L. S., Cali-
fornia.—Your job lot of queries has kept our experts
busy for a while, with results, so far, which we here-
with present.

Diamond Dust for Tinsel.

We understand this to be powdered quartz. Pow-
dered mica is also used, but it is said to be particu-
larly bad for the eyes, should it get into them.
Acetanilide also has properties which make it avail-
able for some decorative purposes.

General Developer.

We presume you mean for photographic purposes,
so refer you to the answer to J. A. H.'s query, on
page 773-

Camphorated Phenol Pozvder.

Possibly a mildly antiseptic and somewhat odor-
iferous dusting powder is wanted. Camphorated
phenol may be made by dissolving equal parts of cam-
phor and phenol in each other. Shoemaker directs

that 9 parts of phenol be dissolved in i parj of alco-

hol, and mixed with 25 parts of camphor (see the
CiRCCL.-VR for Alarch, 1906, page 98). This cam-
phorated phenol, or phenol camphor, may be added to

powdered talc in proportions to best meet the ideas

of the manipulator.

In this connection attention may be called to the
soluble antiseptic powder of the National Formu-
lary.

Ii-ish Glue.

This is ordinary glue, made in Ireland. A small
quantity is imported to fill the orders of those who
specify it in buying.

Zymocide.

According to the formula given by the manufac-
turers of this preparation, it contains colorless extract

of golden seal, colorless extract of calendula, zinc

sulpho-carbolate, extract of witchhazel, boric acid, so-

dium thymolate, menthol, the oils of wintergreen,
spearmint and eucalyptus, and 18.14 per cent, of al-

cohol by volume.

This is the extent of our information on the sub-

ject.

Calomel and Potassium Iodide.—With the query
"What is formed in the following prescription?", H.
L. S., California, submits the following, which he says

forms a greenish ointment

:

Pot lodi 3ss

Lac S OSS

Hg CI OSS

Ac Tart gr x
Petrol o'ss

In the presence of water, potassium iodide and cal-

omel interact to form yellow mercurous iodide and po-

tassium chloride. The mercurous iodide is further

decomposed by an excess of the potassium iodide into

metallic mercury and mercuric iodide. The latter salt

combines with the soluble iodide to form the double

salt, mercuric potassium iodide which is yellow, but is

colored greenish by the metallic mercury. Perhaps

a like compound containing more mercury is formed.

Dissolving the iodide in water, incorporating it with

a portion of the base; proceeding in like manner
with the tartaric acid, mixing both with all the base

and incorporating the other solids, we secured a gray-

ish green ointment. Triturating all the solids to-

gether and incorporating with the petrolatum, a sul-

phur-yellow ointment is the result, the reaction not
faking place. Which method should be used depends
in our opinion upon whether the prescriber wishes to

secure the therapeutic action of mercury, mercuric
])otassium iodide, etc., or that of potas.sium iodide, cal-

omel and the rest of the company. The presence of
the tartaric acid—an iodine-liberator—leads to the as-

sumption that he wi.shes the former—that is, if we are

to credit the originator of the prescription with a
knowledge of chemistry.

A Double-Barreled "Shot-Gun,"—P., District of

Columbia, sends copies of two prescriptions which he

filled the other day—for the same patient, we gather

from his letter. They follow :

I> Hydrarg. chl. mil gr. vj

Ext. hyoscy .?r. xij

Taka-diastas gr- ^vj

Pulv. digestiv oj

Sacch. lact oj

Sod. bicarb oj

Carb. lig oj

Pulv. ext. rhei gr. x
01. menth. pip gtt. ss

M. et ft. cht No XII.

Sig: One every three hours.

I^ Spt. eth. comp oyj

Tr. card, comp oij

Spt. laven. comp oiij

Tr. strophant oiij

Papine q.s. ad oiij

Sig: Two teaspoonfuls every three or four hours in

water, for pain.

In the language of our correspondent, "That's all.

What do you think of it
?""

We refuse to answer, under privileges granted to

U£ bv the constitution.

Red Color for Coal Oil.—G. W. I., Michigan, see-

ing the note under this headline in last month's CiR-

cuL.\R, page 738, writes: "Allow me to suggest

alkanet root. This will give you a beautiful red. It

v.as used at one time by oil companies in making the

so-called non-explosive kerosene." Of course the

color had nothing to do with the explosiveness of the

oil ; and any kerosene is more or less explosive.

Our note had reference to a particular sample of

coloring, but we are pleased to hear from our Michi-

gan correspondent, nevertheless, and hope that he

and others who have any information which they think

would be of interest to our readers, will never hesi-

tate to send it to us.

Recamier Cream.—W. P. D., New York.—The
Recamier preparations were discussed by Dr. R. G.

Eccles in an article published in the Circular for Oc-
tober. 1888, page 220. In Oleson's Secret Nostrums
and Systems of Medicine appears this formula for

the "cream," credited to the Western Druggist

:

Zinc oxide 2 ounces.

Glycerin Gyi drams.

Water i dram.

Spirit of rose (4 drams to the pint) i dram.

Triturate together until a perfectly homogeneous
mass results.
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Luminous Mixtures.—J. H. \'., Pennsylvania,

wants a "mix, 'luminous' for putting on match safes."

In the CiRCUL.\R for March, page 266. there is a

Icngthv article upon luminous paints. Assuming that

J. H. V. has found the formulas given there unsatis-

factory, we append two new ones :

The first formula gives a rough surface, and if ap-

plied to a piece of heavy paper, and this be glued to

the match safe, it makes a satisfactory, luminous

scratching-place for matches.

I.

Potassium dichromate 4 grammes.

Gelatin 4 grammes.

Calcium sulphide 5° grammes.

Boiling water enough.

The solid ingredients are thoroughly dried and

ground together in a suitable mill. For use, a por-

tion of the'dry mixture is mixed with twice its weight

of boiling water, and applied with a brush.

II.

Strontium carbonate loo.o grammes.

Sulphur 300 grammes.

Sodium carbonate 2.0 grammes.

.Sodium chloride 0.5 gramme.
Manganese sulphate 0.2 gramme.

Heat these together at 1300° C, for an hour. For

use the resulting mass is powdered and ground with

a good dammar varnish, or better with a vehicle made
as follows

:

Zanzibar copal 15 grammes.
Oil of turpentine 60 grammes.
Linseed oil 25 grammes.

Melt the gum on a sand bath, dissolve in the oil of

turpentine, "and filter. Heat the linseed oil and

nllow it to cool : then mix it with the turpentine and

the gum.
In grinding luminous paints, iron rolls should be

avoided, as their use injures the luminous properties

of the finished Mpduct.

Trousseau's Wine.—.\. J. K., Pennsylvania, asks

for a formula for "Frousseau's diuretic wine." We
presume that in copying the name, some one changed
a T to an F, and' that Trousseau's wine, of the

French Codex, is what is really meant. The formula

for the latter is

—

Digitalis leaves, ground 5.0 grammes.
Squill 7.5 grammes.
Juniper berries 75.0 gramm.es.

Potassium acetate, dried 50.0 gramm.es.

White v.'ine 900.0 grammes.
Alcohol (90 per cent.) lOO.o grammes.

Bruise the squill and the juniper berries and macer-

ate them with the digitalis in the mixed liquids for ten

days, shaking occasionally. Strain through muslin,

with pressure. Dissolve the potassium acetate in the

liquid, and filter.

White Chewing Gum.—K., District of Columbia.
—The manufacture of chewing gum is an art within

itself, and one which has been brought to its present

highly developed state after much work and the ex-

penditure of a considerable sum of money for ma-
chinery, etc. The art is regarded as a trade secret.

For one without experience and equipment to under-

take to compete with the established manufacturers of

this article seems a vain task.

The most popular brands of chewing gum are made
of chicle and are not white. We do not know
whether chicle can be bleached successfully or not.

Paraffin, we believe, was the base of the older chew-
ing gums, which were white, or, as we remember them
a.', a boy, sometimies pink. Paraffin was warmed with

enough glycerin and olive oil to make it of the proper

consistency, and the flavor was added while the mass
was still in a liquid form. Of course sugar could be

used in such a combination, but the glycerin imparted

a sweet taste.

An old formula of a somewhat different nature fol-

kiws

:

Balsam tolu 4 ounces.

Gum benzoin i ounce.

White wax i ounce.

Paraffin i ounce.

Powdered sugar i ounce.

Melt together, mix well, and roll into sticks on a

siab dusted with powdered sugar.

Paraffine is said to be wholly indigestible. Maybe
chicle is, too. Either might cause trouble, if swal-

lowed.

Canadian Secretaries.—G. -\. W.. Nebraska.

—

The secretary of the British Columbia Pharmaceu-
tical Association (which is the examining body) is

James W. Browne, 500 Westminster avenue, Vclu-

couver ; the secretary' of the Northwest Pharmaceuti-

cal Association (which is the examining body for

Alberta and SaskatcheAvan), is R. Martin, Regina,

Sask.

Syrup of Phospho-Muriate of Quinine Com-
pound.—\\\ C. T., New York.—The followin*

formula is taken from the Standard Formulary

:

Compound solution of phosphoric acid 8 fl. ozs.

Sugar 10 av.ozs.

Quinine hydrochlorate 8 grains.

Strychnine sulphate i grain.

Spirit of bitter almond 5 drops.

Caramel enough to color.

Dissolve the sugar in the acid solution, add the salts,

previously dissolved in a small amount of distilled

water, then the spirit and caramel, and filter.

It will be recalled that compound solution of phos-

phoric acid is the old National Formularj' name for

the acid solution of phosphates.

Speaking about the National Formulary, it might

be well for you to examine the formula to be found

in that book, for the compound syrup of phosphates

with quinine and strychnine.

Elephant's Lice.—Otto Raubenheiirier, of Brook-
lyn, writes that elephantenlause are the fruit of ana-

cardium (in other words, cashew-nuts, as stated in the

CiRCUL.\R for last month, page 730). He speaks of

the two varieties, the oriental and the occidental, and

says that the nuts were formerly used as an amulet

against toothache, rheumatism, etc. A cord was at-

tached to the stem of the nut, and placed around the

neck of the subject. "As the nut contains the poison-

ous cardol," adds Mr. Raubenheimer, "it must not be

pierced and the cord put through it."

W't thank this correspondent for his information,

and hope that he and others will always favor us in

like manner when opportunity presents itself.
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Kohler's Headache Powder.—B. L. P., New
York.—According to analyses made by a sub-com-
mittee on chemistry of the council on pharmacy and
chemistry of the American Medical Association, this

preparation contained approximately 76 parts of ace-
tanilide and 22 parts of caffeine. The report of the
committee on this and a number of similar prepara-
tions appears in the Circular for August, 1905, page
278.

Of course, there is nothing to prevent the propri-
etors of secret preparations from changing the
formulas of their remedies whenever they choose,
and we understand that a number of the old acetanil-

ide preparations now contain phenacetin. This point
is emphasized in Mr. Koch's paper on page 766.

Some reference to a suit against a druggist for

damages based upon the death of a patient soon after

taking a dose of Kohler's headache powder, may be
seen in the Circul.^r for February, 1906, page 71.

Banana Oil for Bronzing Solutions.-—This oil, so

named on account of the odor imparted by its amyl
iicetate constituent, seems to have no definite formula,

but to vary in composition according to the ideas of

those who prepare it. In the Circular for August,

1903. page 173, we state that it is usually a mixture

of equal parts of amy! acetate, acetone and benzin,

with just enough pyroxylin dissolved therein to give

the finished product sufficient body and to leave a

protective covering after the liquids have evapo-

rated.

We have known a solution of i gramme of celluloid

in 25 c.c. of amyl acetate to be sold for banana oil.

This "oil," and its vapor, it should be remembered,
are quite inflammable.

Educational Prerequisites in New York.—M. K.,

New York, wants to know whether ,1 student taking

up the study of pharmacy will have to have twenty-

four academic counts in order to enter a college of

pharmacy in this State after this year.

The general educational prerequisites after January

1st, 1908, will remain the same as at the beginning of

the current session. Students taking up the college

course in pharmacy are required to have an equivalent

of fifteen counts. Students wishing to take the uni-

versity course must present higher qualifications.

Full details may be found in the prospectus of any

•college of pharmacy in this State.

Cod Liver Oil Emulsion.—J. H. S., Connecticut.

—In addition to the two formulas for cod liver oil

emulsions in the Pharmacopceia (one simple and the

other with hypophosphites), the National Formulary

contains no less than nine. Much of the success of a

cod liver oil emulsion depends upon the manipula-

tion—the finer the globules of oil are divided, the less

prone the oil is to separate from the other ingredients.

We understand that the proprietary emulsion of cod

liver oil which you mention is made by a sort of

saponification process.

Brilliant Pink for Cacao Butter.—T. S., New
York.—Eosin will impart a pink color to cacao but-

ter. As you do not say to what purpose you intend

to put the product, we do not know whether the pres-

ence of the eosin will be objectionable or not.

Ayer's Hair Vigor.-.A.. H. H., New York.—We
do not know the composition of this preparation, and
even if we knew to-day, we would have no assurance

that our knowledge would be good to-morrow, as the

.'Vyer preparations, like other nostrums, have been

known to vary in composition from time to time. A
note on the "new improved formula" appears in the

Circular for September, page 589. An old formula,

which may or may not be correct, is quoted by Oleson,

as follows

:

Lead acetate 3 parts.

Flowers of sulphur 2 parts.

Glycerin 14 parts.

Water 80 parts.

Permanent Pink for Cold Creams.—W. B. S.,

District of Columbia.—We suggest that you experi-

ment with eosin, although we cannot vouch for the

permanence of its color. Alkanet root, betulin, car-

mine and cartharmine red give a red color, and a
very adept manipulator may turn this into a pink by
the use of a little oil-soluble blue.

Monoamidophenylamine and Amidophenol Chlo-
rate.—J. W. R., New York.—We fail to find the

first mentioned article listed in any of the domestic

or foreign chemical catalogues, from which we infer

that it is not an article of commerce. However, such

a compound is possible, and it would probably have
the formula Cf,H^.NH„.NHo, that of phenylamine
(anilin) being QH,,.NH,. It is not, however, recog-

nized in the chemical dictionaries, which do give

amidodiphenylamine (NH,.CeH^.NH.CeHs), and

diamidodiphenylamine formed by the reduction of

anilin black.

The second name may be a poor translation of the

German amidophenol chloratum, which is a chloride

and not a chlorate. The para modification of this is

tegularly listed by importers of chemicals at about

$1.25 per 25-gramme vialj the ortho . modification

being more expensive.

Anyone having any more definite information about

•ither of the two names or preparations, is invited to

send it to us.

Bayonet Root.—J. F. Llewellyn, Mexico, IMo.,

seeing the query as to what bayonet root is, writes to

say that Spanish bayonet is a synonym for the yucca

or soap plant of the Southwest. This information is

verified by Lyons in his Plant Names, but it does

not seem to answer the query as to what bayonet

root is.

Otto Raubenheimer. of Brooklyn, thinks that

bayonet root may be a corruption of burnet root or

bennet root, synonyms for pimpinella saxifraga.

The Manufacture of Argyrol.— P. L. M., Penn-
sylvania.—In the L^nited States Dispensatory is given

what is .said to be an outline of the process of

manufacture of argvTol. In the Circular for Janu-

ary, 1906, page 22, mention is made of a number of

preparations resembling arg)-rol, namely, argentose,

icthargau, nargol, and largin. Each of these had

been described in earlier issues of the Circular, and

these descriptions have been reprinted in our little

handbook on Modern Materia Medica.
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Ink Which Is Invisible When First Used.—I. G.,

New York, wants a formula for an ink that is invisi-

ble when first used, but will become visible a few min-
utes later.

A solution of silver nitrate possesses the desired

property. We suggest the following formula

:

Silver nitrate 5 grains.

Powdered acacia lo grains.

Distilled water to make i ounce.

This "ink" should be kept in a dark bottle and used
with a glass or quill pen.

Nadinola Cream.—F. A. M.. Maryland.—We do
not know the formula for nadinola (or "nodanolia")
cream.

Anonymous Queries.—"Subscriber," New Jer-
sey.—We do not answer anon3'mous queries, as you
will notice by reading the standing announcement at

the head of this department.

Appeals to Readers.

Information is sought concerning the preparations
listed below. We ask for such help as our readers
can give:

Hoyle's Liniment.—F. K. C, Maryland.
Laz'osal.—M. P., District of Columbia.
Bayonet Root.—C. P., New York.
Fleming's Fistula and Poll Evil Cure.—J. W. B.,

Kansas.
Nadinola Cream.—F. A. M., Maryland.

Roberts' Consumption Cure.
The editor of the Medical World has been examin-

ing this "cure," called hydrocinc, and says: "The
preparation evidently contains no drug, for the editor

has been eating a 30-grain tablet nearly every hour,
except at night, for nearly two days." He says that

the tablets seem to consist of sugar (or pulverized
rock candy), strongly impregnated with essential oils.

The formula of the preparation as given in its litera-

ture and copied in the Journal of the American Medi-
cal Association, is

Hyper-oxidized hydro-carbon (veg-
etable) 28 grains.

Pure rock sugar 8 grains.

Powdered pancreatin 1/20 grain.

Just what "hyper-oxidized hydro-carbon" is the

Journal does not undertake to say, and believes that
most doctors "would have to give it up."

Hay's Hair Health.
Dr. J. Leverett, of Yonkers, N. Y., writes to the

Medical World concerning the composition of Hay's
"hair health," as follows : "Several years ago I had a
sample of this preparation analyzed by a competent
analyst, and he reported that it was alrnost entirely a
solution of sugar of lead. Other ingredients, he said,

were so small in amount as to be negligible."

No-Chap.
Mutton suet 3 ounces.
Spermaceti 2 ounces.
Yellow wax ' 2 ounces.

Wisconsin Board Questions.

Herewith we present the questions used by the Wis-
consin Board of Pharmacy at the examinations held

October 14th to 17th, 1907.
In reprinting board questions, we make no more

changes than are necessary in order to put them into

our kind of type, our object being to present to our
readers, just as nearly as practicable, the questions as

they were presented to the candidates.

Questions.

1. Sublimation, (a) What is it? (b) With reference
to physical character, what two kinds of sublimates are
produced? (c) What largely determines the physical
character of the sublimate? (d) Name two official prep-
arations prepared by sublimation.

2. How many grains each of Dover's Powder and Comp.
.4cetanilid Powder should be used in preparing 28 cap-
sules, each to contain Vs grain of opium and 2 grains of
acetanilid?

.3. The official formula for Pills of Aloes and Myrrh re-

quires Purified Aloes 13 Grammes, Mj rrh 6 Grammes and
Aromatic Powder 4 Grammes; How many grains of each
would you use iu preparing 36 pills?

4. What is the object of reducing vegetable drugs to a
powdered form? (b1 Name and explain the degrees of
fineness designated by the U. S. P.

5. What is the meaning of the following terms used In
prescriptions (a) P. r. n. (b) Q. i. d. (c) admove (d)
H. S. (e) P. C.

6. (a) What is the official name of Lime Water, (b)
How is it prepared? (c) What salt of Lime does It con-
tain? (d) What causes it to become turbid when heated,
clearing again on being cooled? (e) By what simple
means, other than taste, can you distinguish Lime Water
from distilled water?

7. (a) How do waters differ from solutions? (b) By
what methods are waters prepared? (c) Name an official

water prepared by each method.
8. (a) Give the common name and state ingredients

contained in Comp. Syr. Squills, (b) Why is the simple
syrup of Squills incompatible with ammonium Garb, but
not with Ammonium Chloride?

9. How would ycu dispense the following:— (a) Acetate
of Potash, (b) Solution of Silver Nitrate, (c) Solution of
Magnesium Citrate, (d) Equal parts of Menthol Crystals
and Camphor Gum, (e) Effervescent Salts.

10. The cost of Homatropine Hydrobromate being 35
cents per grain, how would you prepare and dispense the
following prescription without waste of the expensive in-
gredient?
Acid Boric Gr. IVa
Homatropine Hydrobromate Gr. 1

Aqua Distill. q. s. ad. Dram. 1
Misce.
Sig. Drop in the eyes as directed.

Questions.

1. (a) Define allotropism. (b) Name one or two com-
mon elements occurring in two or more allotropic forms
and give the name of each.

2. (a) Give chemical formula for monohydrated sodium
carbonate, (b) Explain the term "monohydrated". (c)
Give complete chemical formula for sodium carbonate.

3. Correctly name these salts and the acids from which
they are derived:— (a) K N 0, (b) N H.Br (c) Pb
(c. H, O,), + 3 H,0 (d) Na No, (e) K C N.

4. (a) What is the official strength of Aqua Ammoniae?
(b) How would you ascertain the percentage of ammonia
gas in Aqua Ammoniae? (c) What are the white fumes
which arise when an open bottle of Aqua Ammoniae stands
near an open bottle of Hydrochloric Acid?

5. Chemically what is:— Ca) Fowler's Solution? (b)
Lead Water? (c) Spirit Mmdererus? State the U. S. P.
percentage of each.

6. Name three substances which are incompatible with
Calomel, and state the reason why.

7. Complete the following equations:—
(a) Bad, plus Na.So.=
(b) Cu So. plus 2Na 0H=
(c) K I plus Ag No^
(d) Na, Co. plus 2 HC1=^
(e) H C. H„ O, plus N H. 0H=
8. (a) What is fermentation? (b) Name the different

stages in the fermentation of grape sugar, and (c) Write
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In equation what chemical reaction takes place in each
stage.

9. How would you determine the exact quantity, in urine,
of (a) Sugar, (b) Albumen?

10. (a) Define Toxicology. Give an example of each of
(b) a corrosive poison, (c) an irritant poison, (d) a
neurotic poison, (e) a septic poison.

Questions.

1. (a) Physiologically how do the following differ?
Desiccated Suprarenal Glands. Desiccated Thyroid
glands, (b) State fr m what source they are obtained.

2. (a) Chemically what is Methyl Salicylate? (b) Name
two official o«s in which Methyl Solicylate is the Chief
constituent.

3. Name three organic acids recognized by the U. S. P.
and the source they are derived from.

4. (a) With reference to the plane of Polarization what
do you uderstand by Dextrogyrate? (b) Laevogyrate and
(c) optically inactive.

5. State the official Latin title, botanical origin, family
and habitat of the following:— (a) Deadly night shade,
(b) Fox glove, (c) Dog button.

6. Define the following botanical terms:— (a) Biennial,
(b) Perennial, (c) CahTC, (d) Pistil, (e) Chlorophyll.

7. Name a physiological antagonist and average dose in
the metric system for each of the followtng:— (a)
Atropine (b) Morphine, (c) Strychine, (d) Cocaine, (e)
Chloral.

8. (a) If the dose of a fluid extract is 3 minims, what
will be the equivalent dose of a 10 p. c. Tincture?

(b) State the percentage of Morphine in TuUy's Powder.
(c) The percent of Opium in Paregoric.
9. Define the following terms and give example of

each:— (a) Cerebral Stimulant, (b) Cardiac sedative, (c)
Diaphoretic, (d) Diuretic, (e) Febrifuge.

10. In a comprehensive manner discuss the clause in the
new Pharmacy Law, relating to the sale of poisons.

Samvles.

1. Identify the sample. Thymol.
2. (a) What is it? (b) From what, and (c) how ob-

tained.
3. (a) When triturated with about an equal quantity of

Hydrated Chloral, what occurs?
(b) Medical properties, (c) Average dose,

n.

1. Identify the sample. Squills.

2. Official name, (b) Botanical origin, (c) Natural
Order.

3. (a) Constituents. (b) Medical properties. (c)

Average dose.

in.

1. Identify the sample. Pancreatin.
2. (a) What is it? (b) Source, (c) Medical proper-

ties, (d) Average dose.

3. Of what does it principally consist?

IV.

1. Identify the sample. Tincture Hyoscyamus.
2. (a) Common name, (b) Constituents, (c) Medical

properties, (e) Average dose.

3. What % of mydriatic Alkaloids should it contain

when assayed by the U. S. P. process?

v.

1. Identify the sample. Spirits of Lavender.
2. Official name, (b) How prepared.
3. (a) Medicinal properties, (b) Average dose, (c) In

what official preparation is It used?

VI.

1. Identify the sample. Ointment of Tannic Acid.

2. (a) How prepared? (b) What precautions are neces-

sary in its preparations?
3. Medicinal properties.

VII.

1. Identify the sample. Urotropin.
2. (a) Official name, (b) How obtained?
3. Solubility in Alcohol, (b) In ether, (c) In water?

(d) Average dose.
wu.

1. Identify the sample. Pyrogallic Acid.

2. (a) Official name, (bt How obtained?
3. (a) What is it chemically? (b) Is it ever used In-

ternally?

IX.

1. Identify the sample. Exsiccated Sulphate of Iron.

2. (a) Official name, (b) How prepared? (c) How
should it be kept?

3. (a) What is the advantage of having it in this form?
(b) Average dose.

x.

1. Identify the sample. Licorice Root
2. (a) Official name, (b) Botanical origin, (c) Family.
3. (a) Name the different varieties, (b) Medical prop-

erties, (c) Average dose.

Hot Soda Remarks and Formulats.

These are the days when the patron of the summer
fount shuns its cooHng flow with an audible shiver.

He—or she—does not, however, shun the soda water
department. The wise dispenser has caught his fancy
and pleased his palate with piping hot beverages that

cheer in the stormiest blizzard. Herewith we are pre-

senting a number of formulas for hot soda beverages,
original, adapted, or improved. Of the various drinks
each dispenser may construct many modified formulas
to suit the requirements of his customers. A slight

change in the proportions, a different flavor, the addi-

tion or elimination of one ingredient—and a new
drink is made.

TOMATO PUREE.

Tomato bouillon- extract i ounce.

Barley flour i teaspoonful.

]\'Ialted milk 2 teaspoonfuls.

Hot water enough to make 6 ounces.

Salt and pepper as desired. Make the flour into a
paste with the malted milk and the tomato flavor, and
fill the mug with hot water.

CHICKEN TAMALE.

Chicken broth 2 ounces.

Tincture of capsicum 5 drops.

Broth flavor enough.
Evaporated milk i teaspoonful.

Hot water enougli to make 6 ounces.

BROTH FLAVOR.

Powdered pepper i ounce.

Powdered capsicum yi dram.
Powdered celery seed 4 drams.

Powdered parsley 4 drams.

Sodium chloride enough to make 4 ounces.

BEEF TEA.

Extract of beef 14 teaspoonful.

Celery salt enough.

Hot water 6 ounces.

BEEF BOUILLON.
Extract of beef 3^ teaspoonful.

Broth flavor enough.

Hot water 6 ounces.

MOCK TURTLE STOCK.

Extract of beef 2 ounces.

Oyster juice 4 ounces.

Clam juice 6 ounces.

Chicken broth 3 ounces.

Barley flour i ounce.

Rye flour i ounce.

Tincture of orange peel 4 drams.

Hot water i pint.

Stir the flours to a thin paste with the hot water;
add the juices and heat all to boiling; let them boil

ten minutes. When cool add the tincture.

To serve, use 2 ounces of the stock, 1/2 ounce of
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cream, and hot water to make 6 ounces; flavor with

broth flavor.

GINGER TEA.

Soluble extract of ginger 15 drops.

Brown sugar. 2 teaspoonfuls.

Powdered ginger a pinch.

Powdered nutmeg a sprinkle.

Hot water 6 ounces.

Mix the extract with the sugar; stir in half the

hot water; add the powdered spices and fill up with
hot water.

CLAM BOUILLON.
Clam juice 1^2 ounces.

Evaporated milk i teaspoonful.

Hot water enough to make 6 ounces.

Broth flavor as desired.

Some customers like a richer bouillon and are

pleased with a broth made as above, but with the addi

tion of a small lump of butter.

HOT LEMOXADE.

Solution of lemon ^/i ounce.

Sugar 2 teaspoonfuls.

Hot water enough to make 6 ounces.

SOLUTION OF LEMON.

Grate the yellow peel from any number of lemons,
and triturate with an equal amount of purified talc and
twice as much granulated sugar. Add gradually the

juice of the lemons and filter through flannel.

HOT MALT.

Extract of malt (U. S. P.)... i teaspoonful.

Cherry syrup lyi ounces.

Hot water enough to make 6 ounces.

Mixed spices enough.

MIXED SPICES.

Powdered nutmeg i ounce.

Powdered mace 2 drams.
Powdered allspice 4 drams.
Powdered cinnamon i ounce.

GRIPPE FLIPPE.

Lemon juice 2 ounces.
Honey 2 ounces.

Glycerin 2 ounces.

Brown sugar 2 ounces.

Syrup of wild cherry (flavoring) .... 4 ounces.

Infusion of horehound (i to 16)

to make i pint.

To serve, use i ounce to a 6-ounce mug, filling with
hot water. A "taker"' with the old-fashioned folks.

APPLE MULL.
Fresh apple juice 2 ounces.
Maple sugar i teaspoonful.

Mixed spices a pinch.

Hot water to fill a 6-ounce mug.
HOT EGG GRAPE.

Grape juice i ounce.
Orange syrup 14 ounce.
Sugar 2 teaspoonfuls.
Egg I only.

Hot water .... enough to make 8 ounces.

HOT CHOCOLATE.

To make a good hot chocolate paste, a double
boiler or a water bath is necessary. Triturate pow-
powdered chocolate with an equal weight of powdered
sugar; transfer to a suitable vessel and rub to a

smooth paste with boiling water. Place the vessel in

a double boiler or a water bath, the water of which

has been heated to boiling, and, stirring constantly,
allow the paste to puff off bubbles for a minute or
two. Remove from the heat, add i per cent, of vanilla
extract, mix well and rub the paste through muslin.
To serve use

:

Chocolate paste ^ ounce.
Evaporated milk 2 teaspoonfuls.
Sugar I teaspoonful.
Hot water. .. .enough to make 6 ounces.

HOT EGG CHOCOLATE.
Egg I c*ly.

Chocolate paste yi ounce.
Granulated sugar i teaspoonful.
Hot water enough.
Powdered cinnamon enough.

For hot egg drinks a large mug holding 8 or 10
ounces should be used. Break the egg into the mug,
in the presence of the customer, pour in the chocolate,

add the sugar, and beat all together with a spoon. Fill

the mug with hot water, stirring briskly all the while.

If desired use evaporated milk in this.

Egg drinks of any flavor may be ser^'cd in this

style, by substituting the desired syrup for the paste

and sugar. Always beat up well first, and stir con-
stantly while adding the hot water.

"breakfast."

Graham wafers (crushed) ... 2 only.

Malted milk i tablespoonful.

Chocolate paste Yz ounce.
Egg I only.

Sugar 2 teaspoonfuls.

Milk 3 ounces.

H*ot water. . . .enough to make 8 ounces.

Shake the egg, the milk, the malted milk and the

wafer crumbs in a shaker. Pour the chocolate paste

into a mug, add the sugar, stir in about 2 ounces of

hot water, add the egg mixture, and fill the mug with
hot water, stirring constantly.

Serve with oat meal biscuits.

W.'\FERS, CRACKERS, ETC.

Some sort of a solid refreshment to accompany hot

drinks has been found by many dispensers to add ma-
terially to the popularity of the soda fountain. The
hot-soda drinker is seldom in the hurry to leave, that

characterizes the summer customer. It takes a few
minutes for the warming effect of the drink and the

indoors heat to permeate his chilled body. With a

cracker to munch while he feels the glow of warmth
replace the chilly numbness, the customer will natur-

ally drift into a feeling of gratefulness and the pro-

ceeds of some one or more of the store's other de-

partments have a favorable chance of being increased

before he takes his departure. There should be sev-

eral sorts of biscuits at each progressive hot soda

counter. A lady-finger with a clam drink is about

as absurd as a pretzel with a hot egg and milk. Here
are a few suggestions of appropriate combinations of

liquid and solid refreshments:

With clam and beef drinks, and other broth-like

beverages serve pretzelettes, soda crackers or water
crackers.

With the egg drinks serve graham or oatmeal

wafers, lady-fingers, five-o'clock teas, or vanilla drops.

With the hot fruit flavors serve sultana fruits, fig

v.-afers, or ginger snaps.

Olives and small pickles are pleasing accompanists

of the bouillons and other salt drinks.
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Pharmaceutical Literature as a Hobby. Correspondence.
T fj^^'J

7^\''
^"'J'''"^

*° ^
^'°^^'J' ^^f^r^^'"^

^° ^^-
^^hort, timely articles upon subjects of interest to

1. V\ ilbert, who read a paper entitled ' Pharmacy as a pharmacists are solicited for this department. In order
Hobb}" at the October, 1907, meetings of the Phila- to be in time for publication in the issue of a given

delphia Association of Retail Dru<jo-ists For phar- month, they should be in the editor's hands on the fif-

niacist'; he knew of no better hohbv than tVinf- nf I-ppd
teenth day of the month previous. Anonymous communi-

nlacl^ts ne knew ot no rietter nobby than that ot keep- ^^^.^^^ ^.„ ^^^ ^^ published; but if the author expresses
mg well posted on the literature of their science. He „ wish to have his name withheld, this wish will be
suggested an expenditure of 5 cents a day for books .scrupulously regarded and his letter considered confi-

and journals, and thirty minutes a day to be devoted dential.

to reading them. Five cents a day amounts to $18.25 ——

—

'

ayear and Mr. Wilbert recommends that this be spent
jj^^ ^ q j ^ ^^^ q^^^ q^^^^

as follows:
Homer, N. Y., November 7th, 1907.

1. For the Proceedings of the American Phar- ^o the Editor of The Druggists Circular:
maceutical Association $S.oo .

, ., r <.i. r ^ ti ^ »i „
2. For the Journal of the American Medical As ^s many druggists are aware of the fact that the

sociation 00 rnedical temperance department of the National

3. For the Amcrican'journal of 'pharmacy.
'.'.'.'.

3.00
Woman's Christian Temperance Union has opposed

4. For The Druggists Circul.^r ".

f.^o "^^ beverage, coca cola, or years past, 1 may be of

: For jV a R D \'otcs 100 some interest to them to know of a recent conference
'

^
'

_L^L_ '^^"1^ by the general sales manager of the Coca Cola

<t^ -o ^°- ^'''^^ ^^' '" ''^^ Yates Hotel, Syracuse, N. Y.
^ ^•' This conference was held by request of Mr. S. C.

The $2.75 remaining he thinks might be paid for the Dobbs, the manager referred to, his object being, as

Pharmaceutical Era or any two of a dozen or more of iie stated it, to convince me of the harmlessness of

the others. coca cola. I was accompanied by the president of the

In brief, the reasons given by ]\Ir. Wilbert for select- Onondaga County Woman's Christian Temperance
ing the first five publications, are as follows

:

Union, and Mr. Dobbs had with him a coca cola

No. I is an exhaustive book of reference on current salesman,
advances in pharmacy, and is the mouth-piece, in a I was not there to talk, but to listen, so I had very

way, of the leading pharmaceutical associations of little to say except to ask an occasional question. Nor
America. was it necessary for me to talk as Mr. Dobbs is not

No. 2 contains not only reports of what the great hampered in facility of speech.

American Medical Association is doing for the eleva- He began by extolling the virtues of the manufac-
tion of pharmacy, but reflects the progress that is be- turer of coca cola, Mr. Asa G. Candler, of Atlanta,

ing made in the .science of medicine—a matter which Ga. : "It would be impossible for so high-rninded a

pharmacists cannot afford to ignore. man to make and sell a beverage that contained the

No. 3, for several score years, has been conducted least possible danger of a drug-habit. Why, he gives

along advanced scientific lines, and is more appre- largely to missions and schools," etc., etc. It made me
elated abroad than at home. It represents the most think of something Macaulay says about Charles I.

advanced ideas and ideals of pharmacv. of England. When Charles' subversion of the rights

No. 4. "The Druggists Circular 'is the oldest and of the English people was spoken of, his defenders

in manv respects the most representative of the many would say, "Yes, but he is true to his marital vows,"

trade journals that are available in this country a't 01, "He 'is kind to his child." Giving to missions is

the present time. It represents a fund of informa- small atonement for advertising for years a coca bev-

tion that is valuable in manv ways. The perusal of erage.

the pages of this journal cannot 'but prove profitable Mr. Dobbs said that Mr. Candler was not the origi-

to the working pharmacist." nator of coca cola ; that it began as a "patent" medi-

No. 5. Notes is the mouthpiece of the National cine ; was sold to Mr. Candler, and he advertised it as

.\ssociation of Retail Druggists, and, as such, cannot a beverage; that the great success achieved by the

be ignored.
'

company had made it many enemies, and graft and

Manv druggists sav tliat thev are "too busy" to blackma'il had repeatedly been tried upon it by men in

read th'e pharmaceutical journals. Mr. Wilbert says different State legislatures ; that the company now had

that they do not need to read everything in all of eight factories in different places, and fifty-three sales-

them, but should glance through them rapidly as they men.
,. , ,

do through their "daily papers, and pick out of each It seemed evident that the general public had never

one that which is most adapted to their wants. He heard much about the suit against the United States

suggests as a good plan, card indexing the points government by the Coca Cola Company for rebate of

which the druggist thinks he inav have occasion to '"patent" medicine tax until I sent out a leaflet some

refer to again iVhis business.
'

time ago giving the information that it was admitted

In conclusion, the author said: "If you will but at that trial that there was a small quantity of cocaine

make a conscientious attempt to broaden your field of in coca cola. Mr. Dobbs had a copyof the leaflet in

knowledge vou will be surprised at what you can ac- his possession and he acted as if he did not really hke

complisirin'a single year, and let me further venture it. As he shook the little leaflet up and down in his

the opinion that 'he 'must be an indifferent business hand, he said, "Do you suppose we would give poison

man indeed who would not be able to secure many to our own children ? My children drink coca cola; if it

times the actual outlay in cash from the practical had poison in it, do you think I would let them have

points that you will and' must acquire from systemati- it ?" .A.nd much more. When I had a chance to speak I

callv following- the hobby of reading upon the science said, "The leaflet nowhere mentions poison." Then

of vour callino." I said something about the report of that trial having
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been in The Druggists Circular. That name caused

what appeared like unto an ebulHtion of temper. He
said, "O, that's where you got it, eh? That dirty

little sheet !" Then he paid his respect to "that H. J.

Schnell,'' in a string of adjectives which have escaped

my memory, but they were not complimentary. This

I do remember clearly : he said that you were "down
on'' them because they would not advertise with you;
that you said. "Advertise with us, and we will let up
on you." I told him that I had the same information

from authorities at Washington. He said he had
learned in Washington that it was the W. C. T. U.
and the brczacrs who were stirring up' the trouble

there about coca cola, and that the order prohibiting

the sale of coca cola to the soldiers at the army posts

would soon be rescinded because that beverage nova

absolutely contains no cocaine.*

He asked me to take his word as an honest man
that it does not now contain any cocaine. I said : "But
years ago you declared it contained no cocaine, yet

when a government chemist found the cocaine you
were obliged in a court of law to admit its presence.''

He said, "IVe did tiot knozi' there zvas any cocaine in

it until that trial' !! As Mr. Candler, the proprietor,

is a druggist this statement of ignorance of the nature

of coca is beyond belief.

Mr. Dobbs said that the suit against the government
was begun in 1902, and ran along through 1903, and
that, ivhen it developed that there zcas cocaine in coca

cola ^Ir. Candler declared if his product could not be
made without cocaine they would cease to make it.

Consequently they had interviewed chemists in New
York (Dr. Ecclest and Dr. Louis Schaefer, he
named) as to a method by which they could extract

the flavor from coca leaves without taking out any of

the cocaine. This method, he says, they are now
using, and they have a factory at Maywood, N. J.,

where they make the coca extract. He said it costs

them $25,000 a year to keep out the cocaine. He also

said that most of their caffeine is taken from tea.

I asked why they used coca leaves if they do not

want the cocaine. He said they must use them to

retain the right to the trade name, and that they

wanted the flavor of the leaves in the drink.

With the flavor only of the leaves, and with the

caffeine taken from tea, how truthful is the advertis-

ing which says, "To the invigorating properties of the

coca leaf are added the sustaining qualities of the

kola nut
!"

I believe that Mr. Dobbs was perfectly truthful in

stating that cocaine has been eliminated from coca
cola. Indeed it could not well be otherwise now
under the pure food regulations and with the anti-

cocaine laws of some of the States. Even vin Mariani
has been obliged to change in order to be on sale now
in the State of New York.
Yet even with the elimination of cocaine, coca cola

dees not seem to be a harmless drink. The chemists
whose analyses are sent out by the company manu-
facturing this beverage, nearly all say it is as harmless
as tea or coffee. Yet physicians and druggists have
told W. C. T. U. workers that they know of people

who have become so addicted to the use of coca cola

that they could not be restrained from taking it, and
its effect upon them was injurious. One case related

*We understand that the order has been rescinded.

—

Editor The Druggists CrRcm.AB.

tDr. R. G. Eccles says the Coca Cola Company never
interviewed him.—Mrs. Allen.

to me within a day or two was of a lad whose father

said he had become worthless in school or anywhere
else because of his addiction to coca cola.

Mr. Samuel Hopkins Adams was referred to by
Mr. Dobbs as having been sent to Georgia by Collier's

Weekly to study coca cola. ^Ir. Dobbs said that Mr.
Adams could not find any one in Georgia who had
been injured by this drink. I wrote to Air. Adams
about this and received the following reply :

Mr. Dobbs has used my name not only without author-

ity, but in a way to produce a false impression. What
I reported to Collier's was that I was convinced that coca

cola does not contain cocaine. I do most emphatically be-

lieve that it produces a habit, not so pronounced, indeed,

as alcohol or morphine addiction, but nevertheless, bane-
ful and difficult to break. There is too much smoke not
to indicate some fire, and I hear from all parts of the
South, both by letter and personal interview, of cases

where the addict must have his fifteen or twenty glasses

of "dope" (the Southern term for coca cola) per day.

I hope most sincerely that your organization will not,

either explicitly, or by implication, give coca cola "a clean

bill of health."
You are at liberty to use this letter as you see fit.

It is certainly true that some very good authorities

have said that caffeine as,a drug may lead to impaired

digestion and to nervous disorders.

Dr. Harvey W. Wiley is now making investigation

of coca cola and some other soft drinks, and within

a few months we shall, no doubt, have his conclu-

sions.*

Meanwhile, will druggists favor the writer by send-

ing her brief reports of cases of coca cola addiction

which have come under their notice ? Names of

writers will not be published or mentioned without

their consent.

If the beverage is really making drug habitues of

children, good druggists will not want to sell it, and
the public should be warned against it.

(Mrs.) Marth.\ M. Allen.
[Superintendent of Medical Temperance

for the National W. C. T. U.]

[There is one point in the foregoing letter that we
cannot allow to pass unchallenged, as to do so might
create an erroneous impression as to the character of

The Druggists Circular. Mrs. Allen—whose
veracity we assume will not be questioned—writes

that MV. Dobbs said to her that Mr. Schnell, who is

the manager of The Druggists Circular, had
said to him, " 'Advertise with us. and we will let

up on you.' " Upon receipt of Mrs. Allen's letter

we wrote to Mr. Dobbs that any such statement con-

cerning The Druggists Circular or its manager,

was "unqualifiedly false," and we hereby repeat

and emphasize our statement, and challenge Mr.
Dobbs or anyone else to produce one scintilla

of evidence in substantiation of his charge. Mrs.

Allen invited Mr. Dobbs to repeat his charge in

writing, but he declined to do so, writing, instead,

that she had "misunderstood" his statement—a high
tribute, indeed, to the intelligence of a very active and
wide-awake woman ! This reduces this phase of the

matter to a question of veracitv between Mrs. Allen

and Mr. Dobbs. and everyone is entitled to make his

own choice as to which one he will believe.

Now, let's see whether the Circul.\r is "down on"

•What Dr. Harvey W. Wiley, of the department of agri-

culture, thinks of caffein beverages may be gathered from
his remarks before the District of Columbia Woman's Or-

ganization of the N. A. R. D., reported in our news de-

partment this month,—Editor The Druggists Cibcular.
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coca cola or the company which manufactures it.

Looking back over our indexes for the past twenty
years, we find—prior to this year—just three refer-
ences to coca cola. A note in the number for January,
1904, page. 16, in reply to a query from a subscriber,
reads

:

No formula has been published for this preparation
so far as we can learn, but if the name be taken at its
apparent meaning, it is obtained from coca leaves and
kola nuts, the active principle of the former being co-
caine and latter caffeine. The preparation is said to act.
as a strong stimulant; and such action would, of course,
result from the use of these drugs.

The next note, in reply to a query from a subscriber,

is in the issue for June, 1905, page 191. In this note
we give practically the same information as is con-
tained in the former one.

The third and last note appears in the number for

January, 1906, page 15, and is principally a quotation
from the brief of the attorney for the Coca'J^ola Com-
jjany in the litigation it had with the United States in-

ternal revenue department about certain taxes, re-

ferred to by Mrs. Allen. In this brief _the attorney
said: "So far as the presence of cocaine is concerned,
in one .glass of coca cola there is 1/400 of i grain."

This brings us down to the present year. In the

April issue, page 307, in reply to a query from a sub-
scriber, \\t gave an abstract of the essential features

of the previous quotation from the coca cola attorney's

brief, and in doing so inadvertently stated that the

attorney had said that i per cent, of alcohol was
used as a preservative, when what he had really said,

was ]/> oi \ per cent. This error, as slight as it was,

was in the interest of accuracy and entire fairness to

all concerned, corrected in the Circul.vr for the next

month, on page 365.

A short time after the appearance of our April issue

we received a letter from Mr. Dobbs, the body of

which we give entire, so that our readers may see

what a fine, courteous tone he imparts to his corre-

spondence:
Wouldnt it be just as well for you to give your readers

correct information.

With this letter there were the note clipped from
the Circular, and some reports of chemical analyses

of coca cola.

Our reply to Mr. Dobbs follows

:

Your note of the 15th inst., addressed to Mr. Allison,

as well as various enclosures, has just been received, and
in reply to your query "Wouldn't it be just as well for

you to give your readers correct Information?" we would
say that to do this very thing is our constant endeavor
and we welcome aid from every source. If, by your query,

you mean to intimate that the clipping from The Deug-
GisT CiRcuL.\R which you enclosed gives incorrect informa-

tion, we should be glad to have you specify wherein this

information Is incorrect.

We have a.gain compared the figures given in the clip-

ping with those contained in the brief of your attorney

in the case of H. A. Rucker, collector, vs. The Coca Cola

Company, and do not see that we have misquoted the

brief except as to alcohol, we saying that it is present to

the extent of one per cent, whereas the brief admits it is

present only to the extent of one-half of one per cent.

This error was made in copying the figures from a pre-

vious number of the Circulak in which one-half of one per

cent, was correctly quoted. We take it, however, that

this slight error is not of sufficient importance to call

forth your letter. Furthermore, in comparing the infor-

mation we gave with the reports of the chemists which
you enclosed, we fail to find wherein our note is incor-

rect. We are returning the clipping herewith and would
appreciate it if vou would specify exactly what is wrong
with it so that we may, in our next issue, give our readers

"correct" information.

So far Mr. Dobbs has not availed himself of our
offer, which, to us, seems to be almost fairness per-

sonified, but contents himself—according to reports

which reach us—by making false statements concern-
ing us behind our backs, which he hasn't the hardi-

hood to put into writing over his signature.

Although Mr. Dobbs did not answer our letter, he
did call on us and after a pleasant interview went
away leaving us under the impression that he was
going to grasp the opportunity which we had given
him, and again gave him, to point out wherein our in-

formation was incorrect, but this he has not yet done.
Mr. Dobbs has also sent some of his young men to us
bearing printed reports of chemists' analyses of coca
cola, but he has never pointed out wherein our pub-
lished note is not "correct." Indeed, the admissions
which Mrs. Allen reports in her letter that he made
to her, would confirm the truth of what the coca cola

lawyer stated in court— if any confirmation were
necessary.

The foregoing references include all that we have
been able to find about coca cola in the Circular, ex-
cept one that appears in the June issue, page 421, in

reply to a query from a subscriber, in which we give
the gist of what had appeared in the attorney's brief.

In conclusion, we say

—

1. That any statement to the efifect that we are
"down on" coca cola is not substantiated by the rec-

ords, although we are forced to admit that during its

fifty-one years of existence the Circular has con-
sistently taken its position on the side of humanity in

all questions concerning habit-forming or dangerous
drugs, or other matters, which have been discussed in

its columns.

2. That any statement to the efifect that we have
promised to "let up on" anything or anybody for the

sake of an advertisement, is unqualifiedly false. On
the contrary our policy is as set forth editorially in

the Circular for June, page 399, in an article en-

t;tled "Our Readers, Our Advertisers, Ourselves," in

the following language : "We try not to be uncharit-

able to any one, even to the ethical outcasts. How-
ever, if in the performance of what we regard as our
duty we happen to say something which an advertiser

thinks is opposed to his best interests, we can only

state that we are sorry for the advertiser, but cannot
allow his selfishness to prevent us from serving our
subscribers the best we know how." And we treat

non-advertisers in the same way.—Editor The Drug-
gists Circular.]

Fractions of a Cubic Centimeter.

New York, November 4th, 1907.

To the Editor of The Druggists Circular :

To find a warm friend of the decimal system, such

as The Druggists Circular surely is, wanting in

the fullest knowled.ge thereof, is somewhat amazing.
Amazing the more because the query required simple

enough answer. I may not cross pens with Prof.

Remington and have done enough "amazing," hence

I shall simply complete what he started. He says:
"— 0.05 M. would not be read five-hundredths of

a meter, but five centimeters (5 cm.) ; if the milli-

meter column contains a unit, as in 0.055 M., it is read

fifty-five millimeters (55 mm.)"
Barring the little error of placing the capital M

behind his figures, instead of in front, the statement

\;. verv clear. Then comes the error: "Fractions of a
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millimeter must be read decimally, as, 0.0555 m. fifty-

five and five-tenths millimeters.'' The small m is

not a part of the system, the meter requiring the capi-

tal M as abbreviation and the millimeter the small

double-m (mm.). And is "five-tenths" a decimal

expression ? How would you express the same quan-

tity as a "common" fraction? A mixture of decimal

and common expressions is certainly wrong, just as

wrong as your pronunciation of cubic centimeter.

And, indeed, there is no need for leaving the path of

systematic naming:

M. 0.5=5 dm.=5 decimeters.

M. 0.55=55 cm.=55 centimeters.

M. o.555=555mm.=555 millimeters.

M. 0.5555=5555 dmm.=5555 decmiilhmeters.

M. 0.55555=55555 cmm.=55555 centimillimeters.

M. 0.555555=555555 mmm.=555555 millimilhme-

ters.

And so on to any required degree of accuracy.

This exposition should lead your querist to pro-

nounce his quantity as 6 centicub'ic-centimeters.

How do you pronounce the sign % ? And what is

the name of our smallest coin ? Both cases have com-

mon root with the cubic centimeter in ceiihan—you

must not emasculate my pet: call him hard: "cent."

K-iiRL SCHNACKENBERG.

The Scarcity of Drug Clerks—the Real

Reason.
Chicago, III, November nth, 1907.

To the Editor of The Druggists Circular.

In looking through all the issues of nine of the im-

portant drug journals, published in this country dur-

ing the past twelve months, I find thirty-one articles

lieaded "The Scarcity of Drug Clerks," or alluding

to this scarcity, and while various good reasons are

cited in some of these articles, none strikes at the real

root of the matter.

To begin with, when you find numerous clerks

—

good, honest, reliable, hard-working clerks—leaving

the profession for other fields of activity, you will

come to the conclusion that it is other things besides

education that is causing the trouble.

When a good clerk leaves the profession, you can

figure that really two are out of it, for the one leaving

will at some time influence some other likelv candi-

date to keep out, and generally more than one, and

besides it gives to numerous "seekers of a profession"

the idea that the drug business must be undesirable,

for otherwise why would their friends have left it.

The solution of the question therefore resolves it-

self into a "ways and means" of how to keep every

good drug clerk in the ranks.

Now you are at the root of the evil—and his name
is, Proprietor.

From reliable .statistics, gathered by the writer, a

full 70 per cent, of the proprietors don't care a

particle whether their clerks are ill-paid, ill-treated,

or are living as they in their position have a right to

expect.

Do you. Mr. Proprietor, ever stop to think what be-

comes of the $18 or $20 you pay your clerk as weekly

salary? And this is considered a "very high" salary

for a full registered man, married or single.

This clerk has the same expenses that you have,

and when his board bill or living expenses, clothing,

light, heat and rent, or lodging expenses, insurance,

amusements, etc., are paid, his $18 or $20 have
dwindled down to the proverbial 30 cents, and he will

not have had anything extra nice at that—just com-
mon everyday food, ordinary clothing, etc.

.

Now, how do you suppose that clerk thinks of his

future ? He wants to look neat, his professional call-

ing demands that, and it also demands that his as-

sociates be respectable people and in consequence
thereof he often has expenses, other than absolutely

necessary ones, as going to theater or a concert,

spending money for vacation, asking friends to dinner
or supper, etc., etc.

Does this clerk look forward to spending his whole
life in living from hand to mouth? Some do, yes;
others quit the business ; but more begrudge them-
selves everything that goes to make a successful busi-

ness man, and save just enough (that is, the unmar-
ried clerks do) to make a payment on a store of their

own, and then you have a competitor, good or bad, as

the case may be, but a competitor nevertheless, and in

the wake of this competitor come your evils, in reg-

ular succession ; to make both ends of the business

meet you resort to cut rates, and accommodations ( ?)

to catch stray pennies, etc., etc.

Now, Air. Proprietor, why don't you do what can
readily be done, what it is to your own interest to do,

to once and forever do away with this demoralization

of the drug business? But for fear of your getting

heart-failure from the proposition, just think about it

long enough to see the feasibility of it, in practical re-

sult's.

Pay your clerk $25 per week and don't ask hlni

to work longer than twelve hours per day—make his

hours "respectable," so that he can really say, "Well,

life is worth living as a druggist."

What will this accomplish? First, if your clerk is

a druggist at all, it will limber him up, mentally and
physically ; that you know without being told. Sec-

ond, he will earn the money, if he never did before

(you know that, too), because a new light is dawning
en him. It will here be a reversal of the old promise

you make, but seldom keep, viz : "If you are worth
more, I'll pay you more in due time." Third, he will

be able to lay away a sufficient sum each week, so he

won't have to worry about "old age" and "rainy day"

money, or the proper bringing up of his family.

Fourth, last and most important, it will immediately

cause all, or nearly all, of the druggists who are pro-

prietors and who are making just enough money
scantily to feed and clothe themselves and family, to

sit up and take notice, and you can rest assured that

they will lose no time in getting rid of their stock and
going back to the ranks of the clerks, and making a

"respectable" living.

Do this, and your competition will be cut down 35
per cent, in a very short time. Does this look rea-

sonable and is it worth a trial ?

All clerks may not be worth $25 a week at present

in your estimation, but give them such a salary and

working hours that are reasonable, and it will be but

a short time before every drug clerk will have to be

worth it.

How can you expect somebody or anybody to work
intelligently for you for hardly enough money to keep

body and soul together with no time for enjoyment,

or family, or books, or recreation, except a part of one

dav a week and everv other Sunday? How can you

expect it, what right have you to expect it, much less

demand it ? Shame on you

!
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• Vou can blame all the ills and evils that beset you
and 3'our brother druggists, right on these two things—"poor pay" and "long hours" ; so if you want to bet-

ter yourself, start on your clerk—that is the entering

wedge. Give him the opportunity and see how he
will light for you and your business ; how he will fight

the unregistered clerks that are doing the work of a

full-registered man; how he 'will fight the so-called

"drug clerks" in the department stores, who generally

are a "blot" on the name of a "good" pharmacist ; and
how he will fight a hundred other fights for you.

One Chicago newspaper had, during the past twelve

months, 1,476 advertisements for "drug clerks want-

ed," another had 789—and allowing for duplicate, you

can say that the 1,000 druggists of Chicago looked for

help 2,000 times in one year. Where did their help

go to and where did the 2,000 come from? Do you

know, Mr. Proprietor? Of course not—that doesn't

worry you.

Well, as near as can be ascertained, about forty-five

opened new stores, and are competitors ; about thirty

bought old stands and are also competitors ; twenty-

five located elsewhere as proprietors; fifty quit the

business for good ; and possibly another fifty will in-

clude deaths, removal to other cities, etc.

Now providing that all 2,000 inquiries were filled,

which evidently they were (200 for the vacated places

and probably fifty more for new, normal and addi-

tional increase in help), you are confronted with the

truly terrible situation of 1,000 Chicago proprietors

making 1.750 absolute changes in their clerks in one

year. Something "rotten" somewhere, think you not?

Some cities may show a better record, some probably

worse, the average is probably as in Chicago.

These 1,750 changes represent moving from one

store to another fur'^the following reasons:

(i). A chance to get more money, if I "make

good."
(2). A chance to "work myself up," where there

:u-e more than two clerks.

(3). A chance to clerk for a proprietor who will

"sell out" to me some time.

(4). The hours are too long.

(5). Proprietor is too cranky, unbearable, and he

alone knows it all.

(6). No regular meal hours and poor sleepmg

room.

(7). The proprietor is neither just nor reasonable.

(8). Getting "fired" for cause.

Now let us see how these reasons are divided.

About 90 per cent, of the clerks looking for a new

position expect to better themselves, but as very few

clerks get over $20 a week, no matter how good, the

conditions under reasons i and 2 will not be fulfilled,

except possiblv in 4 per cent, of the cases. Reason 3

is likewise a raritv in its fulfillment, 3 per cent, being

a verv fair estimate. Reason 8 accounts for probably

10 per cent, of the changes, and this leaves us a bal-

ance of 83 per cent, of the changes under reasons 4, 5-

6 and 7. ...
Now while it often happens that a clerk quits a job

where he should not have done so in justice to his em-

plover, does it not show a most lamentable state of

afifairs among the proprietors, when 83 per cent, ot

1,750 positions, or 1,452 positions, are vacated among

1,000 proprietors in Chicago in one year? If it were

onlv half as bad, it would still be very lamentable, and

certainly calls for a heroic remedy irom the propri-

etor.

In fact, in the first seven reasons given, the clerk

lias a poor chance of relief, for the simple reason that

the conditions in the great majority of stores are

alike, but the grit that the average drug clerk pos-

sesses, in "sticking it out," and trying to better him-

self, before he gives up, either for good or to become a

proprietor, is certainly w'orthy of a better result than

$18 or $20 a week and fifteen hours of daily toil.

Proprietors are not blind, but they ivon't see, any

farther than the end of their own noses. This state-

ment may hurt, but 70 per cent, of the proprietors

can't refute it.,

Now, Mr. Proprietor, another thing and this article

is finished.

You know the immense value of organization, so

let it be resolved through your association (or in

spite of it), that your clerk must belong to a drug
clerks' association. See that he joins it, see that he

w-orks hard in it, give him an afternoon or evening

per month to attend its meetings, and you will quickly

see an end to unregistered and drunken clerks and
proprietors parading as druggists, an end to the

flagrant violation of pharmacy laws, by "little" and
"big" druggists and department stores, and a conse-

c|ue"nt and very material upbuilding of your own busi-

ness.

Do something so your clerk will really like you, and

there will be no scarcity of clerks, neither will your

clerk be in anv hurry to enter the ranks of the pro-

prietors. Otto E. Bruder.

Drug Clerk Scarcity in a Prohibition State,

and a Word About Sunday Closing.

Topeka, Kan., November 2d, 1907.

To the Editor of The Druggists Circular:

In a recent number you spoke of the scarcity of

drug clerks. Now you are paddling the right man,

me," and doing it hard. I gave up my place last

February on account of ill health. ^ly employer sold

the stock to another man who was registered. That's

all right. After a few months of idleness my health

is restored, and now I want a job. I tried some

twenty places for a position, (druggists who had ad-

vertised for clerks) but could get no place, and why?
you ask. Well, I won't sell "booze," nor keep open

Sunday. So many "drug stores" are just "booze

shops" and I can't sell whiskey for "ingrowing toe

nails" or "corn," as is done. As to Sunday: I find

here that the drug stores do a big business on Sun-

day—ice cream soda, cigars, etc., from 7 A. m. to ii

p. 'm. I am not buiU for that kind of work. I was

brought up to reverence Sunday, and to use it as a

day of rest. No one can work seven days in a week

and hold out. So my conclusion as to reason for

clerk scarcity is that the honorable name that a new

drug clerk w^ants to bear is sadly besmirched by many
so-called druggists, and the trend of the young would-

be druggists is stopped at the outset by the thought.

Druggist rr booze seller and sabbath desecrator,

which ?

As had as I want a job, I'll not cater to the booze

or Sabbath-breaker side, nor will any young_ man
who values his own good opinion or that of his friends.

So drug clerks are scarce, and I hope the scarcity

will continue as long as some proprietors continue to

dishonor our noble calling.

Sunday rest should have the attention of all real
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druggists. I have been in the business lo, these

many years! and have never broke the Sabbath yet,

and I did not lose by it either, as many would make
you believe. Where I live, Lyons, Kan., there are

three drug stores ; all are clean and up-to-date ; none

ever had a liquor license nor kept open on Sunday

;

and all are doing \vell. If any one wanted medicine

on Sunday I got it for him, but I drew the line then

—

nothing but medicine. A. E. Magoffin.

pharmacists, even though (or because) the subjects

have been discussed in other than purely technical

language. There are numerous raps at the nostrum
makers scattered through the chapter on the former
subject. In fact the book abounds in sarcastic flings

at empiricism and haphazard methods of all sorts.

Notices of Books Received.
Chemical Reagents, Their Purity and Tests. A
New and Improved Text Based on and Replacing

the Latest Edition of Krauch's "Die Priifung der

Chemischen Reagentien auf Reinheit." By E.

Merck. Authorized Translation by Henry Schenck,

A. B. Octavo; cloth; 250 pages; $1.50. New
York: D. Van Nostrand Company. 1907.

Analysts and manufacturers have long recognized

that the designation "C. P.,'' as applied to chemicals,

is a misnomer. The latter have recently replaced it

with "H. P.", and the former have made and are

making many efforts to fix definite standards of purity

and limits of impurities for the chemicals used as re-

agents. Krauch's work has long been a recognized

compilation of standardization methods for reagents,

but before the appearance of the present volume Will-

iamson and Dupre's translation of the third edition

was the latest available to the chemist who could read

nothing but English. Merck's revision of the orig-

inal work was published in 1905, and the present

translator has earned the gratitude of his compatriots

in preparing this volume. For five years a committee

of the American Chemical Society has been engaged

in the collecting of data for a similar purpose, but ad-

mitted last year that it would be some time before

anything better than a duplication of Krauch would

be forthcoming.

The text of the present volume has been altered

where the character of American chemicals differs

from the same from European sources. The text is

admirably arranged and copiously annotated. A num-

ber of useful tables and a comprehensive index are

appended.

The Chemistry of Commerce, a Simple Interpreta-

tion of Some New Chemistry in Its Relation to

Modern Industry. Bv Robert Kennedy Duncan.

Illustrated. Duodecimo ; cloth, gilt top ; 263 pages

;

S2. New York : Harper & Brothers. 1907.

Although neither a text-book of chemistry nor a

book of reference, this work will find a secure place in

the library of the pharmacist. In a style that might

gain for the book the appelation of a modern Arabian

Nights tale, the author has demonstrated the ad-

vantages, even the necessity of enlisting the services of

scientific men in all the commercial industries. To
procure for industrial chemistry the recognition that

is its due is the author's purpose, and his brief is cer-

tainly a well-prepared one. How the farmer, the

metal manufacturer, the physician, the pharmacist, the

man in every walk of life, finds his avocation bene-

fitted by the' chemist is clearly set forth in the chap-

ters on the fixation of nitrogen, high temperatures,

the opsonins, floral perfumes, glass-making, catalysis

and in fact on almost every page of the book.

The chapters on the making of medicine and the

new microbe inoculation are of particular interest to

The Chemist's Dictionary of Medical Terms and
Treatment, Including Concise Directions for

First-Aid in Cases of Poisoning. Sixteenmo;
cloth ; 286 pages ; 2/ 6d. London : The Chemist
and Druggist. 1907.

The definitions of medical terms that have been
running in the columns of the Chemist and Druggist
during the past year, have been arranged in dictionary

form in this handy little volume. Under the direction

of a physician, concise methods of treatment have
been added under the various diseases. With the ex-

ception perhaps of the treatise on poisoning, the thera-

peutic phase of the book might have been omitted with
benefit to real pharmacy, as it seems to be directions

for counter prescribing, which needs no encourage-

m.ent in this country.

The volume in question, including as it does numer-
ous terms not to be found in general dictionaries and
if at all, often only after long search in medical dic-

t'onaries, will be of obvious value as a glossary in con-

nection with the reading of works on materia medica,

and of scientific periodicals.

AIateria Medica and Pharmacy. By Revnold
Webb Wilcox, M. A., M. D., LL.D. Seventh Edi-

tion, Revised. Duodecimo ; cloth
; 490 pages

;

$2.50. Philadelphia: P. Blakiston's Son & Co.

1907.

The earlier editions of this work are so well

known to pharmacists that no detailed recountal of its

character is necessary. In this edition the descriptive

matter has been condensed, but without any loss of

comprehensiveness. The additions to the text are in

keeping with the eighth revision of the Pharmacopoeia

and the latest advances in materia medica and the

treatment of disease. The author's treatment of the

subjects of organic materia medica and the serum
therapy is particularly able. Of greatest importance

as a ready reference is the alphabetical list of the

purity rubrics of the Pharmacopoeia.

For the innumerable uses to which a volume on ma-
teria medica may be put in daily drug store practice,

iliis work will com.mend itself to the observing phar-

macist.

Manual of Physiological and Clinical Chem-
istry. By Elias H. Bartley, B. S., M. D.. Ph. G.

Third Edition, Revised and Enlarged: Illustrated.

Duodecimo; cloth; 202 pages; $1. Philadelphia:

P. Blakiston's Son & Co. 1907.

Medical chemistry is the subject of numerous vol-

umes, varied in their scope and treatment of the

science of chemistry from a medical viewpoint. Toxi-

cology, the chemistry of the human system, sanitary

analysis, one or the other of these often forms the

major portion of the works on chemistry presented

lo the medical student. Dr. Bartley has not gone

deeply into any one particular phase of medical chem-
istry in this work, but has rather confined himself to

the presentation of the fundamentals of chemistry and
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their application to the art of medicine, in a manner
in which his long experience as a teacher has shown
they may be most readily grasped by the student or
the practitioner of medicine. The various analytical
methods given have in many cases been originated,
while others have been improved by him.
A cursory inspection of the volume reveals several

typographical errors of a not serious character. The
plus sign in line 23, page 146, which should be a
multiplication sign, may, however, confuse the be-
ginner.

Practical Test Book of Chemistry. By John
Dabney Palmer. Duodecimo ; cloth ; 190 pages

;

$1. New York: John Wiley & Sons. 1907.
This is a compilation of tests for the identity of

medicinal chemicals, including many synthetics, the

alkaloids and active principles, and urinary deposits,

arranged in a convenient alphabetical order ; also tests

for the purity of chemicals, fixed and volatile oils,

food-stuffs, etc. The text has been compiled from
text-books, pharmaceutical and chemical journals and
the Proceedings of the American Pharmaceutical As-
sociation.

The experiments are simple and well within the

grasp of the average pharmacist. Some of them are

physical rather than chemical ; and few require elab-

orate apparatus. In these days when it is well for the

pharmacist to be assured of the purity of his stock,

and when he may find it profitable to make a specialty

of simple food analysis, a book like this should be a

welcome addition to his library.

An Investigation of the Properties of the
Sanguinaria Canadensis : or Puccoon. By Will-

iam Downey. Travels Through the Interior
Parts of North America in the Years 1766,

1767 AND 1768. By J. Carver, Esq. Libellus de
Uso Medico Puls.'^till^ Nigricantis. By An-
tonius Storck. Bulletin No. 9, Reproduction

Series, No. 5, of the Lloyd Library, Cincinnati.

In reprinting these essays the Lloyd Brothers have

furnished students of historical pharmacy with some
interesting and instructive pages, well worth their

perusal.

Physicians' Manual of the Pharmacopeia and
the National Formulary; An Epitome of All

the Articles Contained in the U. S. P. VIII and the

National Formulary. By C. S. N. Hallberg, Ph.

G., M. D., and J. H. Salisbury, A. M., M. D. Six-

teenmo; cloth; 198 pages. Chicago: American
Medical Association. 1907.

Realizing the need of a condensed epitome of the

standard preparations that would serve the busy prac-

titioner the American Medical Association has had

this book prepared. And it is receiving the hearty ap-

l)roval not only of physicians, but also of pharmacists

who are rallying to the standard preparations propa-

ganda.
In this book at a glance the medical practitioner

can get the formula, the dose and the therapeutic uses

of any official drug. Typical prescriptions are pre-

sented under a number of the substances, but on the

whole, little attention has been given to therapeutics,

except that a comprehensive therapeutic index, as well

as an index to the contents under the common names

of the drugs, is a part of the book.

The publishers will supply any number of copies of

the Manual at a nominal price, to physicians or phar-
macists.

One Thousand Ways and Schemes to Attract
Trade, Gathered from Actual Experiences of Suc-
cessful Merchants. By I. P. Fox and B. A. Forbes.

Square octavo; paper; 210 pages, illustrated; $1.

Boston : The Spatula Publishing Company.
Grouped in the fourteen chapters of this book are

brief descriptions of over one thousand methods used
by various merchants to tone up their business. These
include window displays, bonus offerings, prize con-
tests, puzzle cards and other aids to advertising.

Report on the Advancements of Pharmaceutical
Chemistry and Therapeutics. Volume XX.
Octavo

;
paper ; 299 pages. Darmstadt : E. Merck.

1907.

This is the English edition of a German publication

made up of abstracts from some 350 scientific peri-

odicals, covering the work of upwards of 1,100

authors in the realms of pharmaceutical chemistry and
therapeutics.

The Use of Suprarenal Glands in the Physi-
ological Testing of Drug Plants. By Albert C.

Crawford. Bulletin No. 112, Bureau of Plant In-

dustry, United States Department of Agriculture.

Washington : Government Printing Office. 1907.

A Treatise on Discorea and Sulphurous Acid.

A Treatise on the Development of the Pharma-
ceutical Still.

A Treatise on Mangifera Indica and the Na-
tional Food and Drug Act.
The above titles constitute Drug Treatises Nos. 14,

15 and 17, issued by Lloyd Brothers, Cincinnati.

Proceedings of the Pennsylvania Pharmaceu-
tical Association, at the Thirtieth Annual Meet-
ing, held at Bedford Springs, June i8th to 20th,

1907.

Proceedings of the Ohio State Pharmaceutical
Association, at the Twenty-Ninth Annual Meet-
ing, held at Cedar Point, July 9th to 12th, 1907.

Proceedings of the Vermont Pharmaceutical
Association, at the Fourteenth Annual Meeting,

held at Magnolia, Mass., June 19th to 21st, 1907.

Proceedings of the Missouri Pharmaceutical As-
sociation, at the Twenty-Ninth Annual Meeting,

held at Pertle Springs, June nth to 14th, 1907.

Proceedings of the Kansas Pharmaceutical As-
sociation, at the Twenty-Eighth Annual Meeting,

held at Kansas City, May 21st to 23d, 1907.

Proceedings of the West Virginia Pharmaceu-
tical Association, at the First Annual Meeting,

held at Wheeling, June nth and 12th, 1907.

Digest and Report of the Washington State
Board of Pharmacy, 1906-07.

Report of the Minnesota Board of Pharmacy,
Twenty-Second year, 1906.
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DRUG STORE ADVERTISING

By M. P. GOULD, of New York

In this department some of the fundamentals of

successful drug store advertising will be expounded

each month. The aim is to correct errors of adver-

tising and establish the most profitable and advisable

methods of building up retail drug trade by means of

the powerful influence of advertising.

The Advantage to the Retail Druggist of

Pushing His Own Goods.

A peculiar situation is arising in the drug trade. It

is working itself out along three lines.

In the first place, there are syndicates or combinations

which put a line of preparations and a line of drug store

goods upon the market through exclusive agents in each

locality.

In the second place, manufacturers use individual drug-

gists in aach locality to build up the sale of their goods

in that lo3aUty, and then when they are sufficiently built

up the goods are put on sale in all stores.

In the third place, there are those druggists who do

not lend their stores very strongly either to pushing a

line of goods put out by a syndicate or by a manufacturer,

but on the contrary keep steadily at work developing the

sale of their own preparations and their own goods.

THE TRUSTS IN DRUG STOKE GOODS.

In almost every line of trade in this country the indi-

vidual manufacturer or retailer has been fighting against

monopoly in his line of trade. There are a great many
druggists who go into combinations feeling that they

make money thereby. Let us see, however, just for a

minute, how much money they do make.
Suppose they put in a line of fifty or one hundred dif-

ferent articles all under one name. They have their clerks

push that line. They get quite a trade on it. Then the

combination raises the price of a great many of these goods,

or says that the druggist must pay for all the advertising

for that line of goods, or something goes wrong in the man-
ufacture of the goods, or through bad management the

combination gets into difficulty. Whatever the cause, let

us suppose that that line of goods is transferred from the

original store to that of a competitor. What has the drug-

gist to show for all the work that he has put into those

goods? He doesn't control them. As long as he is in

favor with the combination, those goods come to him and
he makes money on them. If for any reason he gets out

of favor with the company, the goods are taken away
from him. He is helpless. All the accumulated effect of

the advertising that he has put into those goods now is

transferred to the new agent in his locality.

If a druggist represents only one such article, and it

is taken away from him and put into another store, or

taken out of "his hands, or left in his hands and also put
into other stores, such ar-tion doesn't necessarily hurt his

general trade. It doesn't make him lose prestige in his

own town. It doesn't give the other man—his competitor—
a lot. of advertising to be used against him. But if he
represents a full line, that is quite different.

HOW CAN THE DRUGGIST GUAR.\NTEE SUCH GOODS TO HIS
CUSTOMERS?

Most druggists stand in a very personal relation to their

customers. Suppose that a druggist takes on a full line

of preparations and of drug store goods all put out under
one name, and after he has built up a trade in his locality

on those goods, the line runs down in quality and appear-

ance. He cannot help himself. He can complain, but he
cannot correct the trouble. And even though he may think
that the goods are all right, he takes a big chance when he
personally guarantees to his customers goods which he
does not personally know to be what they seem.

THE PERSO.XAL ELEMENT IX ONE'S OWN GOODS.

On the other hand, think of the value to the druggist
of the personal element when he passes out his own goods.
He is his own manufacturer. He uses only goods of

known quality. "When he tells his customers that a cer-

tain article is one which he himself makes according to

the best formula, that he knows exactly what is in it and
that he stands behind it with his own personal guar-
antee, if he is the right kind of a druggist, that personal
element is very powerful and it makes people feel that
his things are right. A druggist who has a good name
and is successful in his town, has influence with his
customers.
When a druggist puts out his own article, he can put

all the value in the article and then sell it at a fair price
and make a liberal profit.

A PROTECTION .\GAINST CUTTERS.

There is another thing in favor of a druggist's own
goods. A cutter may come into his locality and cut the
price on a lot of things, but he cannot cut the price on
another druggist's own line of goods because he can't get
them. The other druggist owns those goods. He sells them to
his own customers. He can sell them at any price he likes

Early Choice

Means l&est Values

For best values in all

Christmas presents you
should make selections

early.

Now, stocks are new,
fresh and complete.

Our line is the largest

we have ever carried.

Select now.

and of course he will sell them at the price which he has
learned will sell the most at as large a profit as possible.

There are a good many retail druggists in this country
who can almost live on the sale of their own articles. If

then by having their own line of goods they make them-
selves in a measure independent so that they control their

own trade, is it not wise for them to do so?

WORK WITH ilANUFACIURERS.

I do not mean to say that a druggist should not work
with manufacturers. There are so many good articles

manufactured which sell all over the country and on
which the manufacturer is very anxious to assist the
retailer, that the retailer would be foolish not to take
the profit on them, which comes to him without much
effort.

THE APPEARANCE OF THE PACKAGE.

A label does not make a preparation. Anybody who
thinks it does and puts all his money into labels and
gives little thought to the article itself, will have some
bitter experiences to think over before he gets through. I

do not mean to disparage the label. It is very important.
It doesn't make the preparation or the article, but it is a
big item in sale-making. Most druggists are too careless

about their labels. They buy stock labels, smudgy and
poorly printed—printed from a mortised plate from which
a whole lot of labels are run off, each druggist having his
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name put in the proper space. A druggist ouglit to liave
an individuality about his labels, something unique. He
ought to spend a lot of money for his label—just as much
as IS necessary to get the finest looking label possible—

everything he puts out. Given a good preparation and a
fine label and package, the rest then depends upon the
druggist pushing the things through his own store and
through the advertising.

Old Time Remedies

!!!^ Private Recipes

We put up the old-

time remedy with the

same skill and care that

we use in filling the

doctor's prescription.

For satisfactorily han-

dling "hurry up" work
and emergency de-

mands we are noted.

Consult us now.

We Cover All ^

^ Your Needs

In drug store goods
of every kind we cover
your needs.

Supplies for home,
bath, nursery and sick-

room are all found here

fn great profusion.

Deliveries made
promptly and prices are

as low as is consistent

with quality.

TELEPHONE

'Phone your wants to

us.

We call for and de-

liver prescriptions.

Anything ordered by
'phone will be selected

with the same care as

though you called in

person.

Deliveries made
promptly.

No extra charge.

Confectionery

Excellence

Our candies rep-

resent the very high-

est class of confec-

tionery that can be

made at any price.

A treat and a rev-

elation in every

package.

Post Cards

^ Albums

Post cards with us have

come to mean a very fine

thing.

We have the cleverest and

most complete line fn this

section. Cards of every kind,

for big collectors, for fun,

for instruction, for art lovers.

We also carry the albums

in large variety, at popular

P'ices.

PERFECT STATIONERY

Your letter reflects

you. It reflects your
taste, temperament and
character. Your cor-
respondent's judgment
of you may be as largely
influenced by your sta-

tionery as by your cor-
respondence.

Let us show you the
best and latest in writ-
ing paper. Our line is

complete—there's noth-
ing missing.

not the gaudiest, but a strong label, a distinctive label,

one that people will not forget, one that he can protect

as a trade-mark. When he has secured such a label, he

ought to get up the finest preparation that he can of

By the above I do not mean necessarily "patents" or
toilet articles, I mean all kinds of goods, either under the
druggist's own name or some made-up name that he con-
trols.
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HOW SHALL A DRUGGIST ADVEBTISE HIS OWN LINE?

Well, when we come to that step, we are up against

the whole advertising proposition. Of course his clerks

push his own goods wherever the pushing of these goods
does not offend the customer.

In many parts of the country, especially in the larger

cities, there has been so much said about "substitution"

that most druggists have found it very unprofitable to

try to switch people away from what they want when
they come in and ask for a thing by name. A druggist
prefers to sell what is called for by name and trusts to

another opportunity to sell the things which he is espe-

cially interested in; but if the druggist pushes his own
goods legitimately in his store, he will find it profitable,

provided his goods are all right.

COUNTEB WE^VPPEBS.

One way for pushing such "own preparations" is by
counter wrappers made up in the form of a pad with a

neat strong advertisement in the center of each sheet.

This advertisement should have few wr rds because as the

wrapper is torn off, the person handling the package is

not inclined to read fine type. Some interesting headline

which would catch the eye and then a terse talk—that

is what is needed on such pads. These sheets can be very
neat so that they will not detract from the appearance
of the packages on which they are used.

COU.NTEK SLIPS.

Little counter slips cost almost nothing. Supposing a

druggist makes fifty sales a day. There are 365 days in

a year. That means 18,250 packages leave his store per

year; it also means if he puts a little slip in each package.
he will make eighteen thousand bids for business to peo-

ple who have been in his store and know him. Isn't that

good business? Isn't it the most effective advertising that
he can possibly do for such a small expense?

SHOW CASE ADVEBTISING.

A great many people come into a drug store and look
around. They may be waiting for a friend or for a car.

They may want something but be undecided as to what
it is and being close mouthed, they simply wander around
the store. Others wait for prescriptions. Almost every
drug store has in it during a day a great many people who
wait anywhere from five minutes to half an hour. If

around in a dozen different places in the store there are

neat little packages of the advertising for the druggist's
own articles, tens of thousands of these pieces of adver-
tising are going to be picked up and read and a great
proportion of them put into the pocket and carried away,
provided the druggist has used the right kind of adver-
tising matter. That is affective but inexpensive adver-
tising.

SHOW CAEDS.

Then there are show cards. The records reveal almost
innumerable cases in which a druggist has simply put up a
show card and let it stay for six months and sold a dozen
a week or more of one preparation through that kind of

advertising alone.
Show cards are silent salesmen. All the people who

come into the store glance around the walls and counters,
and they can't keep from seeing attractive signs if the
signs are there. The more attractive the sign is, the bet-

ter. The more a customer is pleased by the style of the
show card, the better advertising for the druggist.

STREET CAR ADVFBTISI.VG.

Frequently a druggist may place advertising in street
cars to his own advantage He may not know what to

say about his store in general, about prescriptions, etc.,

consequently if he will just shift to his own preparations
for a little while, one at a time, he will find his trade
gradually increasing. He should never forget the fact
that every time he advertises his own line of goods, he is

doing a lot of indirect good to his general store.

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING.

Sometimes a druggist's newspaper advertising gets stale.

He can't seem to get anything of any interest in his paper.
There seems to be nothing to say about his store. The
right man, of course, could say a lot of interesting things
about his goods and about his store, but somehow the
druggist himself seems to "fall down on" his copy; he
can't get up anything he likes. At such a time he should
stop advertising his general store, and begin advertising
his own preparations or his own goods. He should push
them hard in the newspapers. That advertises his store
and it creates an asset for him, because his own prepara-

tions cannot be taken away from him. His lotion for

chapped hands and rough skin is sold as long as he is

in business. Manufactured lotions may come and go;
his competitors may cut the price on the manufactured
articles so that there is no profit in them, and he may
have to sell them at the cut price or not at all; but his
own lotion, if it is the right kind of a lotion, under the
right label, will keep on selling, and the trade in it keep
on growing steadily; and that trade cannot be taken away
from him. He o\\tis it: he controls it. If he keeps on
working up his preparations in that way, he does not
have to worry about the general conditions. His cus-

tomers will belong to his store and to him.

"REPEATERS."'

Nothing is worth advertising unless it "repeats." No
article is ever worth advertising unless it will sell itself

over and over again after a customer has bought it once.
A one-time sale is always disastrous. A druggist should
never put a cent of money into anything that does not "re-

peat" of its own accord. When he gets a thing that will

"repeat" then he should spend money to introduce it, be-

cause his profit will come from the "repeats."
There are hundreds of druggists all over the country

who make better articles than many that are being ad-

vertised. They make articles which they know have
merit. They make articles which "repeat" over and over
again and which, with almost no advertising, become
money makers for them; articlss which their customers
believe in and use year after year as their household
stand-bys. Such articles ought to be advertised. They
yield more profit and better returns to the druggist than
almost anything that he can advertise. And furthermore,
I repeat again and again, such things can be controlled
by the druggist. They do not slip away from him. No-
body can get into a disagreement with him and take these
away from him.

I do not advise that a druggist stop advertising his
whole store altogether, but I do advise a druggist to push
his own line of goods and so far as possible, have his name
and address in such a way that the same name and the
same label will not be found on these goods if anybody
goes to another store to get them.

Civil Service Examinations.
Forthcoming examinations of the United States civil

service commission of more or less interest to pharmacists
will be held as follows:
December 4th, an examination for laboratory assistants,

bureau of standards; salary attached to position, |1,000
to $1,200; age limit of applicant, twenty to thirty-five

years. The examination will cover general education,
practical experience, physics, general chemistry, textile
an^ paper analysis, and polarimetry and sugar analysis.
On December 11th and 12th, an examination for assist-

ant chemists, department of agriculture; salary, $1,200 to

$1,800; age limit, over twenty years. The examination will
cover theoretical and applied chemistry (general and
analytical); translation from French and German; gen-
eral education and practical experience.
On the same date, an examination for clerks and dis-

pensers for the Panama canal service; salary, $60 per
month with board and quarters; age limit, twenty to
forty-five years. The examination will cover elementary
branches, penmanship, chemistry, pharmacy and materia
medica.
December ISth, an examination for laboratory assist-

ants in wood chemistry, forest service department of agri-
culture; salary, $720; age limit, over eighteen years. The
examination will cover general chemistry, chemical arith-
metic and training and experience.

All applications should be sent to the office of the com-
mission at Washington or to a local secretary of the
board of examiners for the service.

Ebert Memorial Fund.
To stimulate contributions to the Ebert memorial fund

the committee having this matter in hand has obtained
permission from the council of the American Pharmaceu-
tical Association to offer a copy of the Ebert Memorial
Volume to all who subscribe $1 or more to the fund. Sub-
scriptions may be sent to any member of the committee;
to the chairman. C. S. N. Hallberg. 36 East Twelfth street.

Chicago; or the treasurer of the fund, O. F. Fuller, of
Chicago.
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Hints for the Window Trimmer.
Once upon a time there was a man (this is a true

story), a drug store man to be explicit, who, having re-
ceived a case of stationery from the manufacturer, ripped
off the lid, and upset the case in his front window sur-
mounting it with a placard reading thus: "We Sell Sta-
tionery but We Have no Time To Make a Display." If
he was not any more occupied in selling other things than
he was in disposing of the contents of the case in ques-
tion during its repose in the window, 'tis believable that
his spare time grew apace. Buying people have a pecu-
liar trait of patronizing the man who appears to have
time to attend to their needs. Another man might have
dumped the stationery in the window in the self-same
way, omitted the too-busy-to-be-neat placard and substi-
tuted a few price tickets, and sold the goods.

CLEAN WINDOWS.
Another phase of this too-busy-to-be-neat habit is shown

by the man who permits the dust of days to gather un-
disturbed on the surface of his window, and upon every-
thing displayed. Perhaps he likes the subdued gray tone
that results. "Don't be afraid of wearing out your store
windows by washing them," says Stove Talk; "it has been
said that plate glass which has been cleaned on an average
of once a week for over eighty years did not show any
perceptible wear." There are certain salts sometimes to
be found in water that do slowly dissolve siHcates, the
water, it has been estimated taking up something like
one-millionth of one per cent, in one month.
Having said something about the desirability of a trans-

parent window, the consideration of what to put back of
it is in order.

CHAP CKEAM.
Cover the floor of the window with colored leaves and

a spray or two of some green running vine with a dab or
two of cotton snow here and there. In the central back
ground arrange a number of the tubes of the cream upon
a large autumn leaf cut from brown straw-hoard and
dabbed with a little red paint. Suspend this leaf, which
should be at least three feet high, from above. Flank it

on either side and a trifle nearer the glass with more of
the cream in an unstudied arrangement. In the central
foreground place a fair-sized round placard framed in
colored leaves with a legend anent the efficiency of the
cream upon cold-touched lips. Throughout the window
place price-cards and smaller legend-bearing cards, white
with a colored leaf or two pasted in the corner.

SPICES.

The preparation of holiday viands will require an enor-
mous quantity of spices, and an early hint to the house-
wives through a window display should prove gratifying
to both dealer and cook—that is, assuming that the spices
are worth the display.
Cover the floor of the window with a Persian rug or

couch-throw (a near-Persian will answer); upon this ar-

range a number of flat oriental-looking dishes, puffing the
cloth up between them. In each dish place a small heap
of some spice (cheaper grades may be us^d for display
purposes). Surmount each heap with a neat black card
lettered in gold or silver, giving the name of the spice,

the producing country and the price. Work the "spices

of Araby" into an appropriate placard, that is to say, use
spices glued to the card to form the letters, and also

use the phrase. A teakwood tabouret or two with grow-
ing Chinese lilies or other exotic plants will do much
toward making the oriental effect. Hang the back of the

window with oriental tapestries (from the Orient or from
New Jersey).

CIOAItS.

The City Drug Store, of Columbus. Ga., in advertising

its cigar department displayed a miniature plantation in

the window. Stately pines formed a fitting setting for a
cluster of log cabins, with the "big house" in the back-

ground. A number of pickaninnies were scattered about
the scene. Festoons of autumn le?ves and "hands" of to-

bacco formed the background and the over-head hangings.

N. Wolfert, of this city, has opened a second store,

the corner of Broadway and One-Hundred-and-Fortieth
street. His first store is located at the corner of Broad
way and One-Hundred-andForty-sixth street.

Paul Caldwell, for some years past in charge of the manu
facturing department of Hegeman & Co., this city, has

accepted a similar position with the American Druggists'

Syndicate, in Long Island City.

American Pharmaceutical Association

Branches.
New York.—A discussion upon means of best promot-

ing the use of official preparations by physicians was en-

tered into at the meeting of the New York branch of the
American Pharmaceutical Association, held November 11th.

The difference of opinion seemed to hinge on whether the
work would suffer more from the lack of uniformity of

the preparations due to the variations in the manufac-
turing ability of the various druggists, or from the pur-
chase of the preparations from manufacturers until such
a time as pharmacists generally had learned to pre-

pare galenicals of uniform appearance.
The discussion was opened by William Muir, of Brook-

lyn, who outlined in brief the method employed by the
Kings County Pharmaceutical Society. (See page 794).
He urged that all pharmacists should make and not buy
the official preparations, as the specification by physicians
of one or the other manufacturer's product would leave
the retailer no less a dispenser and no more a pharmacist
than he is in the matter of proprietaries.
Joseph Weinstein contended that on account of the un-

preparedness of the average retailer. It would be better it

the more difficult preparations were purchased ready-
made, until the pharmacist learned how to make them of
uniform appearance.

C. O. Bigelow agreed with Mr. Weinstein while de-
ploring the necessity of so doing.

J. C. Gallagher, of Jersey City, spoke of the results of
the sampling among physicians in that city. He urged
the retailer to be his own manufacturer. To buy ready-
made galenicals was to put at naught all the educational
requirements of a pharmacist.
The concensus of opinion seemed to favor homemade

galenicals as redounding to the benefit of pharmacy at
large through the elimination of the unfit
Chairman W. C. Alpers being absent, Ewen Mclntyre

presided
A mf Jon prevailed authorizing the chairman to ap-

point a committee of three to consider plans for the gen-
eral reorganization of the parent association.

Philadelphia.—The November meeting of the' Philadel-
phia branch of the American Pharmaceutical Association
was devoted to a discussion of "The Official Standards and
Tests."
The first paper to be presented on the subject

was one entitled: "Comments on Some Official Stand-
ards and Tests," by L. H. Bernegau, who discussed
a number of observations that he had made relating to the
purity rubric of the Pharmacopneia. He had encountered
considerable difficulty in connection with the determina-
tions of the optical rotation of the essential oils. The
specimens that he had seen differed widely from the of-

ficial requirements in not a few instances. Mr. Bernegau
also discussed a ready method for the assay of solutions

of nitroglycerin and asserted that the loss of nitroglycerin,

in the making of tablets, was no doubt due to the evapora-
tion which took place in the process of granulation.

W. L. Cliffe presented a communication on "Official

Standards and Tests from the Standpoint of the Retail

Druggist." He pointed out that the dependance which
had been placed by the retailer, in the manufacturer and
the jobber would not avail under the new condition of

things. With the enforcement of more stringent laws
it would become necessary for pharmacists to apply the
official tests for identity and purity themselves and thus

be in position to guarantee the materials dispensed re-

gardless of their origin.

C. E. Vanderkleed read a paper by Drs. A. R. L. Dohme
and Herman Engelhardt. entitled "The U. S. P. Eighth
Revision and Its Relation to Some Drugs and Chemicals."
This paper treated at some length the changes that have
been made in the eighth edition of the Pharmacopoeia and
the recently published corrections. The authors also

pointed out a number of instances in which the standards
that have been established were not being complied with
by the drugs on the market. Among the substances that

had been found to deviate from the established standards
they enumerated acetphenetidin, boric acid, asafetida,

cerium oxalate, copaiba, jalap, and a number of the volatile

oils.

Prof. Henry Kraemer said that, taking into considera-

tion the many influences upon the character of botanical

drugs, the standards of the Pharmacopoeia were remark-
ably exact.
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Dr. A. G. Miller called attention to the several grades

of magnesium carbonate on the market and the necessity

of procuring none but the highest grade for pharmacal
use. M. I. Wilbert thought the same remarks would apply

to many of the essential oils.

A number of other members took part in the discussion.

The executive committee was instructed to consider the

advisability of securing a larger hall for the next meet-

ing, which will be devoted to a discussion of "Nostrums
and Newspaper Advertisements."

Baltimore.—A review of the New York meeting of the

parent association occupied the major portion of the

meeting of the Baltimore branch of the American Phar-

maceutical Association held October 24th. Prof. Charles

Caspari, Jr., contributed a comprehensive account of the

sessions of the council and the general body, and also

spoke of the present and contemplated government of

the association. Prof. Daniel Base recounted the pro-

ceedings of the scientific section, and H. A. B. Dunning
gave a brief report on the sessions of the section on prac-

tical pharmacy and dispensing.
Drs. Beck and Herring, representing the Maryland

Medical and Chirurgical Faculty, were introduced by H. P.

Hynson. The visitors invited the co-operation of the mem-
bers of the branch in securing funds for the new building

planned by the faculty. Dr. Beck stated that he believed

that the use of a portion of the new building would be

granted to pharmacists for meetings and the keeping of

records, etc. A committee was appointed to confer with
representatives of the faculty in the matter.

Prior to adjournment Mr. Hynson referred to the propar

ganda now being carried on with increasing energy by the

American Medical Association, the American Pharmaceu-
tical Association and the National Association of Retail

Druggists to increase the use of U. S. P. and N. F. prepara-

tions. After a general discussion of this subject, a com-
mittee of five was selected which will make a thorough
study of the work and present at the next meeting a plan
of action.

Northern Ohio.—After disposing of routine business at

the meeting held November 15th at Cleveland, the North-
ern Ohio branch of the American Pharmaceutical Associa-

tion entered upon a discussion of "The U. S. P. and N. F.

Propaganda." Chairman Tielke of the propaganda com-
mittee of the local association of druggists, and Messrs.
Arny and Hopp outlined the work being done by that
organization—the sending of a preliminary letter to the

physicians, and the preparation of samples of antiseptic
solution, U. S. P., and alkaline antiseptic solution, N. F.,

•which would be ready for distribution in about one week.
The expense of sampling the 470 physicians on the list

with the two products named, was estimated at about $65.

This expense as far as the first distribution was con-
cerned was to be defrayed by the local druggists' asso-

ciation. The payment of the expense connected with fu-

ture distributions was to be discussed at the next meet-
ing of the local association.
There was considerable discussion of the financial side

of the movement, the consensus of opinion being that
the project was so promising as a business opportunity
that enterprising pharmacists could not afford to allow
it to fail; and that if the local association could not de-

fray the expense of the undertaking, it should be con-
tinued either by the branch or by individual pharmacists.
Most of those present at the meeting brought samples

of the two antiseptic solutions for comparison with some
prepared at the school of pharmacy, and an interesting
discussion ensued, as to variation of these samples, espe-
cially in the color of the alkaline antiseptic solution. Mr.
Tielke emphasized the variation in tinctorial power of
different batches of cudbear and urged that some steps be
taken by the American Pharmaceutical Association com-
mittee on the National Formulary to standardize by color
rather than by a definite quantity of tincture of cudbear.

Dr. SoUmann, a member of the council on pharmacy
and chemistry of the American Medical Association, de-
clared that physicians were ready to prescribe U. S. P.
and N. F. preparations and agreed with the others that
the propaganda of the local association should be con-
tinued at all hazards. He advised that the samples be
permitted to speak for themselves, and that those sent
out should not consist entirely of those U. S. P. and N. F.
preparations that seem imitations of nostrums; that in
order to secure as much uniformity as possible, phar-

macists should make their preparations exactly as directed

by the U. S. P. or N. F., and that when such formulas were
unsatisfactory, should urge the committees in charge of

the revision of either work to make the correction in the

next issue. He believed that such slight variations as a
minute difference in shade or of blending of odors due
to difference in the ages of preparations would be under-
stood by most physicians. At the same time, he thought
this topic an admirable one for the branch to bring be-

fore the local medical society; and promised to arrange
for a demonstration on the part ot the branch, of U. S. P.

and N. F. preparations, before the medical society, at

which time, the matter of allowable variations could be
discussed.
W. 0. Leemasters, president of the Ohio Pharmaceu-

tical Association, believed that physicians were returning
to the United States Pharmacopoeia and National Formu-
lary. He cited an interesting joint meeting of the
physicians and pharmacists of Akron, his home town,
where the question of prescriptions was discussed in a
frank and friendly manner. He said that the result of

the meeting was the adoption of the controlled prescrip-

tiop Wank suggested by F. M. Apple;* and reported that

the .esult of the use of this blank has been eminently
satisfactory to physicians and pharmacists alike. He sug-

gested that at some future meeting the branch take up
the prescription blank question.

Topics for the coming meetings were then taken up,
and it was decided that preparation be made for a joint

meeting in January with one of the local medical asso-

ciations at which time, samples of U. S. P. and N. F.

preparations might be presented by all pharmacists so

desiring. All pharmacists wishing to present samples at

the joint meeting are requested to bring their samples
to the December meeting. Only those samples found en-

tirely satisfactory at the December meeting will be pre-

sented at the joint meeting, and the four or five prepara-
tions which are to be presented will be chosen by the
chairman of the executive committee.

How Official Preparations Are Popularized in

Kings County.
Taking its cue from the exploiters of the "ethical pro-

prietaries" the Kings County Pharmaceutical Society has
enlisted the services of a detail man (who is a physician)
in its campaign of enlightenment among the physicians
in behalf of official preparations. For nearly twenty
years the society has been engaged in the work of fa-

miliarizing physicians with the preparations of the Phar-
macopreia and the National Formulary. A number of

plans have been tried, and the resulting opinion is that
none other compares in efficiency with that of having a
well qualified representative call upon the physicians and
explain to them the advantages of knowing what they pre-

scribe.

Dr. J. J. Van Horn is the present ambassador extraor-

dinary of the Kings County Society; for the sake of brev-

ity he is called its detail man. Dr. Van Horn proceeds
about his mission of instruction in the following man-
ner. Selecting a stated portion of the city of Brooklyn
(which is co-terminous with Kings county, and to which
the efforts of the society are confined) the detail man
arms himself with a number of groups of samples of U.
S. P. and N. F. preparations, copies of the Physicians'
Manual of the Pharmacopoeia and the National Formu-
lary (see page 7S9), some appropriate literature and a
convincing verbal argument. The physicians are visited

in their offices by their brother physician in a professional

manner; the samples of the preparations are exhibited to

them, together with a pamphlet showing the formulas of

the preparations in question, and other advantageous
formulas are pointed out in the manual, particular stress

being laid upon those in which the physicians express an
interest. Dr. Van Horn also calls the attention of the
physicians to the suggested prescriptions included in the
manual, also referring to prescriptions he has found use-

ful in his own practice.

Instead of a voluminous pamphlet of testimonials from
unknown Siberian or Bulgarian savants extolling to the
skies the preparation that the detail man is for the mo-
ment advancing, this detail man leaves for the physician's
persual a reprint of a paper entitled "The Physician and
the Pharmacist," which was read by Prof. W. C. Anderson
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before a section of the Kings County Medical Society,
and heartily approved by that body.

In selecting the samples to be distributed among the
physicians, care is taken to have among them a few of
an especially seasonable character; on his calls during
the fall months Dr. Van Horn carried samples of elixir
of terpin hydrate with heroin, emulsion of cod liver oil
with wild cherry, compound syrup of white pine, alkaline
antiseptic solution, compound digestive elixir and com-
pound resorcin ointment. The liquids are put up in tall
2-ounce bottles, the ointment in ^-ounce glass pots. All
these preparations are prepared by the society itself, at
its college none being bought ready-made.
While calling upon the physicians, Dr. Van Horn drops

in to see the near-by pharmacists. The character of his
errand in the neighborhood is explained, as are also the
scope and the results of his work. If the pharmacist is

not a member of the society, an effort is made to enroll
him, or in any case, should he show a real interest in
the work his moral and financial support is solicited. The
reports of the representative show that both physicians
and pharmacists, almost without exception, are in sym-
pathy with his efforts.

The propaganda is being carried on at a cost of about
$1 for each physician called upon. This includes the cost
of the manuals, which are obtained in lots of 1.000 at 20
cents each. At the meetings of the society the mem-
bers report increases in the proportion of standard prep-
arations prescribed, of from twenty to several hundred
per cent.

. .

Medical Students and the Pharmacopoeia.
Believing that the best results from the efforts to en-

lighten the medical profession upon the Pharmacopceia
may be obtained by beginning with the physician in the
making, the American Pharmaceutical Association adopted
the following resolutions at its 1907 meeting:

Wfi€reas. The American Medical Association, the American
Pharmaceutical Association and the National Association of
Setail Druggists, together with many State and local organiza-
tions and journals in both professions, have been for some
years endeavoring to bring about a return to the practice of
medicine based on the PharmacopcEia, and
Whereas, the medical colleges are represented on the com-

mittee of revision ot the United States Pharmacopoeia, and
Whereas. It is manifest to the thoughtful men both in medi-

cine and pharmacy that a very large number of medical men
might be better inlormed regarding the Pharmacopoeia as a
book of reference and standards; be it therefore
Resolved. That It is the sense of the American Pharmaceu-

tical Association in convention assembled, that a great ad-
vance in the ethical practice of medicine and pharmacy will bo
made when the medical colleges make the Pharmacopoeia a
prescribed text-book or book of reference and require a fa-
miliarity with it in their examinations.
Resolved. That we request the governing authorities of all

medical colleges in the United States to put into force such a
ruling in their respective institutions as will insure In future
classes a well grounded knowledge of materia medica and
pharmacognosy, as set forth In the Pharmacopceia.
Resolved, That the general secretary be directed to transmit

a copy of these resolutions to each medical college in the
United States and to the medica! and pharmaceutical press.

Physicians Oppose Proprietaries.

Connecticut—A general arraignment of nostrums con-

stituted the program of the semi-annual meeting of the

New Haven County (Conn.) Medical Society, held at Wa-
terbury. October 24th. Under the general topic, "The
Art of Medication," Dr. A. A. Crane read a paper on "How
It Is Lost," through the carelessness of the prescribes Dr.

O. T. Osborne told "How It Can Be Acquired" by taking a
united stand against all proprietaries. W. A. Spalding
presented "The Viewpoint of the Druggist," and declared

the pharmacists were in accord with the anti-secret move-
ment, and pledged the cooperation of the Connecticut

druggists in the movement for ethical practice. An ex-

hibit of "fake" nostrums, loaned by the federal depart-

ment of agriculture, was examined with interest.

New Jersey.—The druggists of Plainfield. N. J., met
with the Union County Medical Society at its October

session. The report of a committee recommending the

use of official preparations in prescriptions, and the elim-

ination of secrecy in the practice of medicine, was adopted.

Manhattan Association.
The question of consolidating the various local organi-

zations of pharmacists, again came up for discussion at

the meeting of the Manhattan Pharmaceutical Association,

held November 18th. It was quite generally conceded that

the complete amalgamation of these associations was not

feasible, owing to the objections of many of them to sac-

rificing their identity. The desirability of having some body
representative of all the pharmacists of the city was ad-

mitted without question. As a compromise Jacob Diner
suggested a committee or board to be composed of ap-

pointees from the various associations, and to act upon
anything of general pharmacal interest that might arise.

This suggestion seemed to meet with general approval and
it was referred to the committee on consolidation.

At the suggestion of G. H. Hitchcock there was consid-

erable discussion of the advisability of fostering a law
that would confine the sale of liquor in any establishment
where drugs are sold to the filling of physicians' prescrip-

tions. The difficulty of securing the support of the drug-

gists in the smaller towns to such a measure was men-
tioned and it was considered best to limit the application

of the proposed lav.' to cities of the first class. The matter
was referred to the legislative committee as a subject for

open discussion at the next meeting.
This meeting will be in the nature of a special discus-

sion of matters legislative. A future pure food and drug
law will be considered, as also the proper interpretation of

the Page anti-substitution law and the question of securing
the recognition ot veterinarians' prescriptions for cocaine

in an amendment to the anti-cocaine law. It is expected

that at least two State senators will be present and address

the meeting; and an effort will be made to have Health
Commissioner Darlington there. Invitations to be present

at this meeting and to take part in the discussions will be

sent to all druggists in Manhattan and the Bronx. In

addition a special committee was appointed, with R. R.

Smith as chairman, whose duty it will be to visit members
of the association and urge them to attend its meetings.

Treasurer G. H. Hitchcock reported a balance of $36.93

on hand.
The report of the entertainment committee in the form

of an appetizing lunch was discussed subsequent to ad-

journment.

As to Collecting Bills.

In France the bill of a physician or druggist cannot be col-

lected if more than two years old.—Odd Facts.

In the United States some drug store bills cannot be
collected, no matter how young they are.

Hudson River Association Meets with
Physicians.

About an equal number of physicians and pharmacists

attended the first of the season's joint 'meetings of the two
professions proposed by ihe Hudson River Pharmaceutical

Association of this city. It was held November 11th. W.
H. Porr presided at the opening of the meeting, and, the

regular business of the association having been dispensed

with, called upon Jacob Diner to preside during the joint

session.

Mr. Diner, on taking the chair, spoke of the anti-nos-

trum-prescribing crusade being carried on by the associa-

tion, which, he said, had reduced the proportion of pre-

scriptions for secret preparations from 36 to 11 per cent,

during the past three years. He referred to the disadvan-

tages to physician, patient and pharmacist resulting frogi

the use of secret preparations in medical practice, and the

benefits accruing from a getting together in a mutual
understanding by the two professions. The praiseworthy

attitude of the physicians toward the efforts of the phar-

macists was lauded by Mr. Diner, who extended to the

former the professional assistance of all true pharmacists.

Dr. J. Ulman. an ex-pharmacist, introduced the subject

of the evening's discussion with an interesting paper en-

titled "Let Us Have a Square Deal." In this the pharma-

cist was advised to keep his hands off the treatment of

disease. The manufacture and sale by retail druggists of

cough mixtures and the like, and counter-prescribing In

general, were severely censured by the speaker. In his

belief a nostrum is a nostrum, no matter what the scientific

qualifications of its manufacturer, and the manufacture

and exploitation of a secret panacea is wrong in any event.

The physician he held should be actuated in his choice of

an armamentarium by the thought of the greatest good

to his patients. This would scarcely ever lead to the

prescribing of nostrums. It was also the duty of the

physician to protect the pharmacist and to co-operate with
him toward the elevation of pharmacy, and not to reduce

the dispensing art to the mere handling of ready-made
wares.
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Mr. Diner replied that the universal attitude of phar-

maceutical associations was to discountenance counter-

prescribing. Self-medication, however, he said will exist

while the nostrum proprietors continue to educate the

public in the treatment of disease. The pharmacist, he
remarked, was in a peculiar position between the nostrum-
makers and the physicians; however, counter-prescribing

is incompatible with membership in the Hudson River and
other recognized pharraacal associations.

Dr. J. C. Lauer deprecated the degeneracy of prescribers,

many of whom preached against nostrums, but used them
extensively in their practice. He called upon the members
of both professions to co-operate in antagonizing the nos-

trum.
Dr. L. A. Rodenstein, who was introduced as the "nestor

of medical practice in this city," lauded the earnestness

of the "pharmaceutists" in the anti-nostrum work. He
urged pharmacists and physicians to fight together In en-

lightening the public who, believing the nostrum-maker,
censured the physician and pharmacist for attempting to

prevent their poisoning themselves with secret remedies.

Dr. L. Lang said that he refused to see "detail men,"
and prescribed only official preparations or combinations
of his own designation. He questioned the reported prev-

alence of the practice of repeating prescriptions. At
worst, such repetition he held to be often an advantage to

the physician. Two evils which he considered deserving

of censure were the exhibition of nostrum signs in drug
stores and the leaving of samples of proprietaries lying

about the physician's office to be seen and examined by his

patients.

Dr. L. E. Shaw, Dr. I. P. Withington, B. Buck and E. C.

Webb added to the discussion expressions of similar views.

At the conclusion of the discussion an ample repast,

spread by the entertainment committee, was enjoyed by
all present.

*

German Apothecaries at Theater.

So successful was the first theater party of the Ger-
man Apothecaries' Society of New York that one will un-
doubtedly be an annual feature of the organization's social

side in the future. Members of the society with their fam-
ilies and friends, to the number of 175, attended a per-

formance of "Herzogin Crevette" (The Dutchess Crevette)
at the Deutsche? Theater (formerly the Irving Place The-
ater) on the evening of November 21st. The play, a Ger-
man adaptation of a French light comedy by Georges
Feyden, was well presented and thoroughly enjoyed.

After the performance about 130 of the party went to
the headquarters of the society, 192 Third avenue, where
an enjoyable supper was served. President Felix Hirse-
man made one of his characteristic happy addresses, and
there was an abundance of good cheer and good fellow-
ship.

When the "theaterabend" was first contemplated there
were some doubts as to its successful outcome. Nothing,
however, could have added to the success of the occasion,
thanks to the endeavors of Chairman S. V. B. Swann and
his associates on the entertainment committee. H. F.
Albert, George Leinecker, Fred Linnig and Hugo Kantro-
witz.

Cocaine on the Prescriptions of Veterinarians
and Dentists.

At the Instance of Jacob Diner, chairman of the legis-
lative committee of the Manhattan Pharmaceutical Asso-
ciation, State Attorney General W. S. Jackson has writ-
ten an opinion on the status of prescriptions for cocaine
written by veterinarians or dentists under section 405-a
of the penal code. This opinion is in consonance with
those expressed in the article on page 727 of the CiRCtn,.*^
for November to the effect that such prescriptions may
not be filled.

This phase of the anti-cocaine law is objected to by
some people because of the fact that cocaine sold at
wholesale to veterinarians must be labeled as such, and
the stablemen to whom its administration is entrusted
are thus made acquainted with its identity.

Kings County Society.

Although there was nothing doing in legislative circles

'at the time of the meeting of the Kings County Pharma-
ceutical Society held November 12th, William Muir, the
chairman of the legislative committee sprang a surprise
when he stated that the Whitney bill amending the poison
schedule and thought to have become a law, had not been
signed by the governor. This bill placed wood alcohol in

the list of substances requiring a poison label, and also
placed corrosive sublimate and chloral hydrate among
the poisons the sales of which must be registered. Passed
by both houses of the assembly and considered as hav-
ing the approval of the governor, this measure failed to
receive the official signature. In the majority of phar-
macal circles the provisions of this bill, said the speaker,
were being observed under the impression that it was the
law.
Mr. Muir also stated that sometime early in December

there would be a conference of pharmacists at Albany,
for the purpose of drafting a satisfactory pure drug meas-
ure.

Two new members were added during the meeting and
nine applications were received.

Treasurer O. C. Kleine reported a balance on hand of
$54.50 to the credit of the society and ?1,281.30 in college
funds.
W. H. Bussenschutt in the absence of Chairman J. G.

Wischerth of the trades committee, said that the fire com-
missioner had been petitioned in the matter of a confer-
ence relative to the sale of benzin in drug stores, but with-
out result. Another effort will be made to secure a hear-
ing in the matter.
According to Mr. Bussenschutt the expenses of the of-

ficial preparations propaganda work had aggregated
$516.40. As the total appropriation was but $530 and
the contributions from outside sources were practically
nil, an additional appropriation was asked for. Out of
two requests sent to each of 700 druggists for a contribu-
tion of $1 toward the propaganda work. $150 had been
received. An additional appropriation of $100 was placed
at the disposal of the committee.

Dr. J. J. Van Horn the detail man of the society, and
William Muir, gave an account of the propaganda work,
which is described on page 794. A letter from a mem-
ber was read in which he spoke enthusiastically of the
benefits he was receiving from this work. Some half a
dozen of the members present gave verbal testimony sup-
plementing this letter.

At the next meeting of the society it is expected that
Dr. L. H. Warner will deliver an address upon the opsonic
theory and vaccine therapy, illustrated with lantern slides.

The meeting will be held at 8 p. m., December 10th, and
the lecture is scheduled to begin one hour later. An invi-
tation has been extended to all interested physicians and
pharmacists, to be present.

New York Alumni Danced and Will Dine.

Dr. H. H. Rusby lectured before a large number of the
alumni of the New York College of Pharmacy and their
friends, at the college, November 20th. Dr. Rusby's sub-
ject was "An Afternoon on a Venezuela Bayou," and was
treated in his best entertaining style. A number of fine

stereopticon views depicting the Orinoco River valley and
its flora and fauna were shown.

After the lecture all adjourned to the library of the
college and enjoyed the first of the season's monthly
dances.
The annual dinner of the alumni association will be

held December 4th, at Reisenweber's, Eighth avenue and
Fifty-eighth street. The covers will he lifted at 7 p. m.
W. H. Ebbitt, who is on the committee of arrangements,
promises that William J. Schieffelin; A. L. Manierre, secre-
tary of the New York State General Committee for Safe-
guarding the Sale of Narcotics: and ex-Senator Mazet, will
be present and speak. A large attendance is expected.

Robert R. Martin was among the recent returning Amer-
ican pilgrims to arrive at the port of New York. Mr. Mar-
tin formerly represented Frederick Stearns & Co., In the
Orient, and before Sharp & Dohme moved their main of-
fice to this city, was in charge of their branch here.

Brooklyn Alumni Enjoy Themselves.
The first of this season's monthly dances of the Alumni

Association of the Brooklyn College of Pharmacy was held
in the college building November 21st. A musical pro-
gram comprising a number of vocal and instrumental se-

lections, preceded the dancing. During the evening a
light collation was served.
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Philadelphia Association.

Although on several occasions the proposition to raise
the dues of the members of the Philadelphia Association
of Retail Druggists had been advanced, it was not until
the November meeting of that organization that the execu-
tive committee came forward with a recommendation to
that effect. It is proposed to increase them from $8 to %VZ
a year; and when it was explained that this increase was
necessary to defray the expenses of the ethical prepara-
tions campaign there was not the slightest opposition.
The discussion on this subject was the feature of the
meeting. Frank W. Pluck, chairman of the executive com-
mittee, said that it had been thought best by his commit-
tee to raise the dues and devote $6 of the $12 to the popu-
larizing of U. S. P. and N. F. preparations. Other phar-
macists of the city would join it was predicted when they
learned of this additional advantage to members. Under
the proposed plan the names of' all the members of the
association will be included in the printed matter sent to
physicians.
The reading of a series of letters which passed between

a customer of one of the members present and a firm of
proprietary medicine manufacturers was followed by a
warm discussion and a concerted verbal attack upon this
firm. The letters of the manufacturers contained insinua-
tions against the druggist, and these insinuations were
bitterly denounced by some of the members..
Chairman D. J. Reese, of the telephone and press com-

mittee, announced that two of the newspapers had raised
their advertising rates with a resulting increase in the
amount of the commissions received by druggists.

T. H. Potts called the attention of the meeting to the
ruling of the commissioner of internal revenue on the
question of selling medicines otherwise than on prescrip-
tion, which contained alcohol.

J. H. Barlow the new representative of the National
Association of Retail Druggists in Philadelphia, was pres-

ent and in a brief address predicted that by the first of

the year he would have secured '..he names of thirty-five

new applicants for membership in the local organization.
He recommended the increase of the dues and declared
that the ethical preparations campaign was arousing the
interest of physicians and pharmacists all over the city as
nothing else had done.

To Assist the Philadelphia College.

The Philadelphia Association of Retail Druggists, the

Alumni Association of the Philadelphia College of Phar-
macy, and the Philadelphia Chapter of the Women's Or-

ganization of the National Association of Retail Drug-
gists will unite in giving a benefit for the new building of

the chemical laboratory of the Philadelphia College of

Pharmacy, now in course of erection. Committees will

be appointed by the respective organizations, and the en-

tertainment will be held about the first of next year.

It has been pointed out that while hundreds of univer-

sities, colleges and schools in the United States are largely

supported by gifts, bequests and endowments, the Phila-

delphia College of Pharmacy had nothing of this kind, but
depended almost entirely for support upon the fees re-

ceived from students. It is with the belief that the work
of the college could be greatly facilitated by a substantial

contribution raised by mutual effort that these organiza-

tions which are so closely allied with it have undertaken
the benefit.

On several occasions the Philadelphia association has
given euchre parties, etc., with marked social and financial

success. With the co-operation of the local chapter of the

women's organization and with the aid of the members of

the alumni association it is believed that a substantial

amount can be realized and turned over to the college.

Massachusetts College Enriched.

By the terras of the will of Mrs. Sarah E. Potter, widow
or the late W. B. Potter, a former wholesale druggist and
proprietary medicine manufacturer of Boston, the Massa-

chusetts College of Pharmacy received a bequest of $50,000

and residual benefits amounting to about $125,000. The
college is required to erect a bronze memorial tablet in

a prominent place in its building.

Mrs. Potter's will distributed more than $1,000,000 to

civic, philanthropic, and educational institutions.

The Philadelphia College of Pharmacy Dis-

cusses the Opsonic Theory.

A regular pharmaceutical meeting of the Philadelphia
College of Pharmacy was held November 19th, with Presi-

dent Howard B. French in the chair. The meeting was
well attended, and was devoted to a symposium on the
"Opsonic Theory" and its application in the treatment of

disease.

Dr. A. Parker Kitchens, of Glenolden, Pa., who spent
last summer working in the laboratory of Dr. A. E. Wright,
of England, the author of the opsonic theory, read an in-

structive paper entitled "The Opsonic Theory and Bac-

terial Vaccines." The author first considered the general
subject of immunity, which, in his opinion, he said, has
grown to be the most important of all the sciences. Im-

munity was defined as resistance to disease, and the vari-

ous hypotheses which have been advanced to account for

it were explained, including the so-called "side-chain"

theory of Ehrlich and the phagocytic theory of Metchnl-
koff. It was claimed that the opsonic theory of Wright
embodies the essential elements of both the latter theories.

According to Wright's theory the infecting bacteria are
taken in, or ingested, and destroyed by the white blood

corpuscles, but only after they have been acted upon by
certain substances in the blood serum, the opsonins. The
degree of immunity would therefore depend upon the

opsonic content of the blood. The opsonizing power of the

patient's blood as compared to that of normal blood is

termed the opsonic index. The technique for determining
the opsonic index was described, and it was then pointed

out that according to the theory of Wright where the

opsonic index is low as the result of an infectious disease,

the index can be raised by injecting beneath the skin "a
certain number of killed bacteria of the same variety as

those which are infecting the patient." The bacteria are

administered in the form of suspensions, which constitute

the so-called "bacterial vaccines."

Dr. E. Burvill-Holmes, bacteriologist of the Phipps In-

stitute. Philadelphia, presented a technical paper on "The
Opsonic Theory in Relation to Tuberculosis." Two points

emphasized by Dr. Burvill-Holmes were the smallness of

dose and a close adherence to the technique worked out by
Wright and some others. It was brought out in the dis-

cussion that while the bacterial vaccines have a value in

certain diseases, particularly those of a localized character,

and in the hands of those who have mastered the delicate

technique involved, there is need of conservatism in apply-

ing them as therapeutic agents.

M. I. Wilbert reviewed some of the recent advances in

pharmacy.

Northern Ohio Association.

A discussion of several problems in pharmacy was
participated in by a number cf the members of the North-

ern Ohio Druggists' Association at the meeting held No-

vember 1st, at Cleveland. This discussion was brought
about by the consideration of the popularizing of official

preparations, and covered the making of compound solu-

tion of sodium phosphate, U. S. P.; the combination of

iodine, potassium iodide and glycerin; mixtures containing

codeine and ammonium carbonate; and the benzol odor

sometimes present in solutions of cocaine.

The committee on propaganda work reported that an in-

troductory letter had been sent to the physicians, and that

samples of antiseptic solution U. S. P., and alkaline anti-

septic solution, N. F., were being prepared at the school

of pharmacy and would be ready for distribution at an
early date.

A communication was read from Food Commissioner
Dunlap dealing with the quality of drugs and the sale of

alcoholic nostrums and liquors in the "dry" districts (see

page 799). After considerable discussion of the neces-

sity of getting together on the part of the druggists in

prohibition sections, it was decided that the consideration

of the matter should be made a special order of business

for the next meeting.

One new member was elected and one resignation was

A druggist of Belle Center, 0.. has been arretted for

violating the Beal liquor law. His offense was the com-
pounding and sale of a newspaper "prescription" contain-

ing an undue amount of whisky.
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Prof. Diehl Honored.
Upon his retirement tlirough the expiration of his

term of office as a member of the Kentuclvy Board of

Pharmacy, after a service aggregating more than twenty
years, Prof. C. Lewis Diehl received from his associates

a handsome sterling silver loving cup, bearing the fol-

lowing inscription. "To Conrad Lewis Diehl, Ph. M., from
his associates on the Kentucky Board of Pharmacy, 1907."

The following resolution was adopted by the board at

its regular meeting.

Whereas, the term of office of Prof. C. Lewis Diehl has just
expired, afrgregating a service of more than twenty years as
a member of this board, and
Whereas, during: this time he has by his constant interest

and exceptional ability rendered the pharmacists of Kentucky
inestimable service; and by his endearing personal qualities
deeply attached himself to his associates on the board, there-
fore, be it

Resolved, by the Kentucky Board of Pharmacy in regular
annual session, this the eighth day of October, 1907, that
while in this capacity his term of service to his fellow-phar-
macists has been long and well spent, it is hoped that for
many years yet he may be permitted to continue the work
of usefulness for which he is so admirablv fitted; and, that
as an expression of the high appreciation of the unfailing de-
votion and invaluable service thus rendered to the material
advancement and uplift of pharmacy in this State it is ordered
that this preamble and resolution be spread upon the minutes
of this meeting and that the secretary of the board be directed
to furnish a copy thereof to Prof. Diehl.

Calvert Company Elects Officers.
At the annual meeting of the Calvert Drug Company

a co-operative concern, of Baltimore, held October 30th',
the yearly reports of the various officers indicated that
Its affairs were in a very prosperous condition, the sur-
plus exceeding the capital stock. Addresses eulogistic
of the late president. Dr. A. J. Corning, were made by a
number of his associates; and it was decided to hang a
portrait of Dr. Corning and an exgrossed copy of
a set of resolutions in the offices of the company
The newly elected officers are: President J B. Thom-

as; vice-president, H. F. Lindeman; secretary,' O C Smith-
and treasurer and general manager, J. G Beck The
members of the board of directors are J. Fuller Frames
W. M. Fouch and D. R. Millard

Cleveland College.
The annual meeting of the Cleveland School of Phar-

macy, was held October ISth. The interesting reports
read at the meeting showed that the school year 1906-07
was the most jjrosperous in the school's historv William
Ruess, R. A. Gausby, and E. R. Seizor were elected to the
board of trustees for a period of five years. In the reor-
ganization of the board which followed the annual meet-
ing, the following officers were elected: President L CHopp; vice-president, A. 1. Flandermeyer; secreta'ry '

w'

1. Hankey; and treasurer, John Krause

Caswell-Massey Company Insolvent.
Horace E. Deeming has been anpointed receiver for the

Caswell-Massey Company, of this city. The company
Which operates a chain of drug stores confesses liabil-
ities aggregating $244,000 with assets of $216,000.

G. C. Lyon, of Providence, R. I., who is the president of
the insolvent concern and also the treasurer of the Hall
& Lyon Company, an allied corporation of that city is
reported as saying that the latter concern was in no way
embarrassed by the straits of the New York stores

Paterson Clerks Organize.
With a view to the betterment of their professional con-

dition the drug clerks of Paterson. N. J., formed the long-
contemplated Paterson Drug Clerks' Society, November
^-' u

society purposes having monthly meetings at
which papers upon professional and commercial subjects
will be read.
The officers elected for the first year are: President

Malcolm Brechin; vice-president, C. R. Garrabrant- treas-
urer, G. D. Lattimore; and secretary, John Tormey

California Association.
The regular annual meeting of the California Pharma-

ceutical Society was held at San Francisco, November 14th.

President W. M. Searby occupied the chair.

The adoption of the constitution and by-laws as recom-
mended by the board of trustees of the reorganized society
was the first business of importance. H. J. Finger, of

Santa Barbara, representing the druggists of southern
California, called attention to article one of chapter six

of the proposed by-laws and stated that if the annual meet-
ing was always to be held in San Francisco, it would pre-

clude the majority of the Southern druggists from attend-

ing, and hence from joining the society. The old society

being an incorporated body, it was pointed out that it

was necessary to hold the annual meeting in San Fran-
cisco. As it was the desire of all the members present to

have the organization represent the pharmaceutical inter-

ests of the entire State, it was, upon motion, determined
to re-organize as a new society and not to incorporate.
A committee of five was appointed to draw up a suitable

constitution and by-laws, which committee reported imme-
diately after the noon recess. The California Pharmaceu-
tical Society then adjourned sine die and there was imme-
diately formed the California Pharmaceutical Association
by the former members of the old society, the new organi-
zation taking over the funds and assuming all obligations
of the old. The annual meeting date was changed from
November to the third Tuesday in May, and the following
officers were elected to serve until the meeting next May:
President. W. M. Searby, of San Francisco; vice-president,

H. J. Finger, of Santa Barbara: secretary, F. W. Nish. of

San Francisco: and treasurer, C. J. Abrahams; with a
board of trustees.

The following papers were read before the association:

"Advertising that Pays." by W. B. Philip; "Glycerin, Rose-
water and Benzoin," and "Hints to Dispensers of Pre-

scriptions," by Val. Schmidt; "Drug Store Help," by J. A.
Sanford: "Pharmacist vs. Physician," by F. L Lackenbach;
"A Provisional Outline of the Pacific Coast Pharmaceutical
Association," by Albert Schneider; "Esthetic Medicinal
Plants." by R. G. Eccles; "Bones of Contention I Have
Recently Met With," and "Marking of Some Goods: Cost
and Selling," by S. A. McDonnell: "California Pharmacy
Legislation." by A. L. Leber: "What Tools Do You Work
With?" by W. M. Searby: "Phenol and Suicide." by H. B:

Carey; "Legislation and Co-operative Buying." by W. B.

Cheatham; "Turberculin," by Miss C. A. Roehr; "Pharma-
ceutical Law." by C. B. Whilden; "Supposin'," by H. D.
Morgan: and "Collection and Marketing of Vegetable
Drugs on the Pacific Coast," by F. A. Week.
The association adjourned to meet in May, 190S, at some

city to be selected by the board of trustees.

Promoting the Sale of American Perfumes.

In an endeavor to correct some alleged misapprehen-
sions relative to the comparative values of American and
foreign perfumes, the Manufacturing Perfumers' Associa-
tion has addressed a communication to the druggists of

the country. In this is set forth quite clearly just how
each individual druggist may through the following sim-
ple experiment prove to himself whether superior excel-

lence claimed for the imported perfumes, as against those
of American manufacture, is merited.

Cut two slips of clean blotting paper of same size. Dip end
of one in foreign bottle; mark F. and fold over mark to con-
ceal identity. Repeat this with same odor of best American
perfume. Do it fairly.
When dry, smell them and choose.
Smell them again the next day.

An appeal is made to the Americanism of the retailer,

and the better profita afforded by the sales of American
odors is advanced as an argument worthy of considera-
tion when all other things are equal.

The Riker Company has opened a new drug store on
Thirty-fourth street near Fifth avenue this city The
company now has nine stores in Greater New York and
five m "--^-

The Mortar and Pestle, a monthly periodical issued in

the interests of the Association of the Hospital Corps of

the United States Navy, has suspended publication. Lack
of financial support is given as the reason for the cessa-
tion of its existence. This journal had been a hard-work-
ing exponent of higher rank and better pay for the phar-
macists of the navy, tut apparently the men were not
sufficiently interested in their own welfare to support their
journalistic champion. Sic saepe est.

The English translation of the thirJ edition of the
Japanese Pharmacopoeia has just been completed.
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Some Advice to Ohio Druggists.
In pursuance of his purpose to secure universal com-

pliance on the part of the druggists and others of Ohio
with the State pure drug law, Dairy and Food Commis-
sioner R. W. Dunlap, recently issued the following circular
letter:

I deem It advisable at this time to direct your attention to
the following matlers:

USE OF OBSOLETE FORMULAS.
The results of numerous analyses of samples of tincture of

iodine and spirit of camphor taken up by this department Indi-
cate that many druggists are using formulas which are no
longer offlcial. Your attention is called to the fact that the
eighth decennial revision of the United States Pharmacopoeia,
which became offlcial September 1st. 1905, Is the edition recog-
nized )iy the law and that all drugs and medicines sold under
or by a pharmacopoeial name or title must conform to the re-
quirements of this revision. The edition of the National For-
mulary at present official Is the third revised edition. Drug-
gists and manufacturers who are not already provided with
the latest editions of the United States Pharmacopoeia and
National Formulary should Immediately procure them, and
conform to their requirements in the future.

MISTAKES IX TRANSL.iTIXG FORMULAS.
Several cases have come to light where mistakes have been

made in transposing formulas given In metric weights and
measures Into apothecaries' weights and measures, with the
result that the preparations thus made were not up to the
standard. The possession of an inexpensive set of metric
weights and measures would remove this source of error.

LIME WATER FKOJI T.\BLETS.

The examination of a number of samples of lime water pre-
pared from tablets indicates that lime water so prepared gen-
erally does not correspond to the requirements of the Phar-
macopoeia. The pharmacopoeial process should theretore be
exclusively followed.*

TINCTURE OF NUX VOMICA.

into the origin of such samples has generally revealed the fact
that they had been prepared from a fluidextract, or from an
interior quality of solid extract. This important tincture
should be prepared from the offlcial solid extract of full alka-
loid strength.

TINCTURE OF OPIUM.
Since the great advance In the price of opium, numerous

samples of the tincture have been found to contain much less
than the required amount ot alkaloid. Your attention is called
to the fact that a preparation sold as tincture of opium or as
laudanum must conform to the specifications laid down in the
Pharmacopoeia.

PROPRIErABY MEDICINES AND BEVERAGES CONTAINING ALCOHOL.
Proprietary medicines and beverages which contain alcohol

In sufficient proportion to render them Intoxicating, and do not
contain a sufficient proportion of medicinal agents to prevent
their being used as Intoxicants, are deemed to be intoxicating
liquors within the meaning of the law.
The sale of such preparations, except for medicinal purposes,

upon the written prescription of a regular physician engaged
In the practice of medicine, renders the seller liable to the
j)ayment of the Alkin liquor tax, and to all other restrictions
placed by the laws of Ohio upon the sale of Intoxlcatmg
liquors
Beers, ales and porters, spirituous or vinous liquors, whether

sold under their true names or under other names used as a
-disguise, should be sold in the manner prescribed by law.
Evidence received by this department Indicates that the fol-

lowing preparations come within the class of intoxicating
liquors as above defined, to wit:

Duffy's malt whiskey Ideal tonic
Pabst malt and hops "Beverage"
"Swankey" "Rikk"
Rye phosphate Schlitz malt extract
Prima tonic "RItz"
Hop tjnio
Hard cider, or cider artifically fortified by addition of
alcohol.

Other preparations will be added to the above list when evi-
dence is obtained sufficient to show that they should be classed
as intoxicating liquors.
Trusting that I may receive your co-operation In the enforce-

ment of the laws under the jurisdiction of this department,
I am, [etc.].

.

District Attorney E. J. Brown, of Oakland, Cal., has

stated that laxative pills containing a small quantity of

strychnine must be labeled poison. This opinion was
brought out in the investigation of the death of a child

who had eaten a number of such pills, carelessly kept

around her parents' residence.

Four men who were engaged in distributing from house

to house samples of a "grip-cure" nostrum were arrested

at Boston, November 14th. The label stated the nostrum
contained 1% grains of acetanilide in each tablet This,

the police held, was not "
' ' "" ~' '""'~

reach of children.

Westward a Star of Pharmacy Takes His Way.
Prof. Wilbur L. Scoville has resigned his position as

chemist for the Riker stores (formerly Jaynes") of Boston,
and has moved his family to Detroit, where he has a posi-

tion in the laboratory of

Parke, Davis & Co.

Prof. Scoville is not only
a good chemist and an ex-

]ierienced manufacturer of

uR'dicinal preparations and
li rfumery, but is a man who
iiiakes and holds friends by
his many amiable traits and
su-rling integrity. He is an
iiiilclatigable teacher and
in cacher of quality, neatness
an<l sweetness in a pharma-
cist's output, as his many
"lupd contributions to the

CiBCUiAB and his papers read
; lore the American Phai^
liiiK cutical Association show.

Although the Professor is

a native New Englander and

w L. SCOVILLE. a long-time citizen of "the
Hub," he will doubtless soon

catch the spirit of the West, .-ind is young enough to "grow
up with the country," as has that other Eastern professor,

Frank G. Ryan who preceded him to Detroit a few years

ago and is now the president of Parke, Davis & Co.

The CiRctri^AR is glad to be able to call itself one of Prof.

Scoville's friends, of whom he has many in the East, and
all the others doubtless join us in wishing him success

and happiness in his new home.

substance to place within

Fixing the Status of the Fake Medicine.

In determining the guilt or innocence of a dealer ac-

cused of manufacturing or selling an alcoholic nostrum
in violation of the internal revenue laws, the authorities

have heretofore based their action upon what they con-

sidered to be the intent of the manufacturer and seller.

The difficulty of deciding the point of intent in many cases

where a violation was evident has induced the revenue
department to fi.\ a definite line between medicines and
beverages.
Under the ruling fixing this difference, alcoholic nos-

trums are divided into three classes, based on their com-
position and their sale in prohibition territory, the ques-

tion of good faith on the part of the dealer being largely

eliminated. The several classes have been defined as fol-

lows:

First. There is a class of preparations held out as medicines
by the manufacturers, but which are, in fact. Intended to be
sold and consumed as beverages, and which are really noth-
ing but alcoholic beverages. Such preparations are usually
manufactured for sale in localities where for some reason
spirituous liquors cannot be legally sold.

Second. There is a class ot preparations which are really

medicines and which are often used as such, but which con-
tain alcohol considerably in excess of what is necessary to

hold in solution or preserve the medicinal ingredients. Such
preparations fall within the category of beverages as known
to the internal revenue laws, no matter how they may be
sold or used.

^ ^ .

Third There is a class of preparations containing no more
alcohol than is necessary to hold the medicinal agents in solu-

tion. These are usually sold as medicines, but they are some-
times sold and consumed as beverages. They properly fall

within the classification of medicines.

Manufacturers of the first two classes are liable as

rectifiers (or brewers, in the case of malt liquors) and
persons selling the preparations are liable as liquor or

malt-liquor dealers. The liability, if any, for the sale of

preparations of the third class depends entirely upon the

character of the .^ale.

Revenue inspectors have been notified to accept no

claims for remedial value as true, but to ascertain the

facts in every case. They are cautioned to exercise care

that no legitimate business be unnecessarily interfered

with; and to be no less careful to see that all tax due
is collected and that all "sham medicines" are put in the

class to which they belong.

The circular of instructions concludes as follows:

It will be presumed that all manufacturers and dealers

know the character of the goods they are manufacturing or
selling, as the case may be, and the laws relative to the same.
Hereafter no claim of a want of proper notice from this

bureau as to special-tax liability for manufacturing or sell-
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ing a particular compound -nill be accepted as an answer to

the demand for any tax that may have accrued.
In case of all preparations not heretofore passed upon by

this office, the question of liability for manufacturing or sell-

mg same must first be submitted to this office before any
action looking to the assessment or collection of tax is taken
by the Investigating officer. .

AI! former circulars, decisions, or rules in conflict with tne
terms of this circular are hereby revoked.

Among the Women's Organizations.

District of Columbia.—In celebration of its first anni-

versary the District of Columbia chapter of the Women's
Organization of the National Association of Retail Drug-

gists held a special meeting October 24th. Drs. H. W.
Wiley and L. F. Kebler, of the bureau of chemistry, de-

partment of agriculture, and a number of prominent phar-

macists of the city were present and addressed the meet-

ing.

H. L. Hilton made a report of the Chicago convention

of the N. A. R. D. Dr. H. E. Kalusowski commented on the

departure of the N. A. R. D. from the practice of booming
"patent" medicines, and urged upon pharmacists co-

operation with the American Medical Association in the

campaign against nostrums.
Dr. Wiley said that pharmacists should endeavor to

work along the lines which would naturally bring their

work in harmony with that of physicians. They should

not be willing to be made merely the agents through
whom some one else was endeavoring to exploit ready-

made goods. The two professions should affiliate in every

possible way, and in this way accomplish the best possible

results for the sick. He also called attention to the fact

that while physicians and pharmacists were required by
law to obtain certain proficiencies in education, and then
submit to an examination in order to show whether or not

they were qualified, there were many individuals who
were distributing medicines throughout the United States

who were not in possession of the rudiments of either a
pharmaceutical or medical education. This fact he de-

plored.

AG.UXST C.AJTEIXE DRINKS.

The subject of soft beverages was also touched upon by
the Doctor; and he called the meeting's attention to the

fact that there were being sold beverages which were
simply mixtures of syrup and caffeine that did not com-
pare with natural products, and the public in general had
no knowledge of the fact that caffeine was being consumed.
He said that if a parent knew that his children were get-

ting certain products he was usually in a position to guide
them aright, but if he did not know this, it was, of course,

impossible for him to advise his children. There were,
he added, probably, very few parents who, without ob-

jection, would knowingly permit their children to drink
caffeine beverages unrestrictedly.

THE N. A. B. D. AS A CATSPAW.

Dr. Kebler congratulated the organization on its first

anniversary and hoped that great results would be accom-
plished by it. He spoke of the desirability of enacting
an interstate anti-narcotic law. Referring to the subject
of the N. A. R. D., he said that to him the organization
appeared to have been devoting an undue amount of
energ}-, time and money to a business which, apparently,
was simply utilizing its members as a sort of catspaw
for the furtherance of the nostrum business. The last

meeting, however, clearly showed to the members that
the foundation on which they had been building consisted
largely of sand, and they had made a determined effort

to place the association upon a more substantial basis.

After the addresses refreshments were served, and an
"auction" conducted which netted the sum of ?25.

At the annual meeting held October 17th, the chapter
elected the following officers: President. Mrs. W. S. Rich-
ardson: vice-presidents, Mrs. E. F. Albert and W. C.
Thompson: secretary, Mrs. Henry Evans; corresponding
secretary, Mrs. G. W. Hurlebaus; and treasurer, Mrs. A. C.
Taylor.

Philadelphia.—Prof. J. P. Remington was one of the
principal speakers at the November meeting of the Phila-
delphia chapter of the Women's Organization of the Na-
tional Association of Retail Druggists. He complimented
the chapter upon its rapid growth and upon the excellent
work it was doing for pharmacy and its representatives.
The president, Mrs. W. E. Lee, gave a concise report of

the Chicago convention. She presented the chapter with
a silver-mounted gavel which she had had made during

her recent visit in California. In turn she received from
the members a pretty urn filled with growing plants.

It was decided to hold a reception and dance to which
the members of the Philadelphia Association of Retail

Druggists are to be invited, the first week in December.
A delegation, comprising the wives of the druggists of

Camden, N. J., was present; and it was announced that

in a short time a meeting would be held in that city for

the purpose of forming a chapter of the W. O. N. A. R. D.
Chicago.—An interesting account of the annual meeting

of the Women's Organization of the National Association

of Retail Druggists was given by the delegates from the

Chicago chapter at the October meeting of the latter body.

The thanks of the chapter were given to those who had
been instrumental in adding to the enjoyable features of

the national convention. Mrs. Thomas V. Wooten was
elected chairman of the committee on publicity and pro-

motion, vice Mrs. Elizabeth Yeomans resigned.

Among the other features planned for the coming sea-

son is a lecture by Judge Hurley on the work of the mu-
nicipal juvenile court and an entertainment to be given,

to the druggists of the city and their families.

The Druggist-Postmasters Form an
Organization.

Last winter a few representative retail druggists who
were also employes of the postoffice department, appeared
before the congressional committee on postofflces and
postal roads with a view to securing for the sub-station

superintendents a more adequate remuneration (See the

Circular tor March, page 283). They were well received

by the individual committeemen and assured that if they

came from a weighty constituency their request would
receive very favorable consideration by this committee as

a whole. Several attempts were made to interest the

National Association of Retail Druggists in the matter

—

the great majority of the sub-station superintendents be-

ing members of that association. These efforts failed,

however, and the duly qualified dispensers of stamps de-

termined to organize an association among themselves.

The outcome has been the National Association of Su-
perintendents of Postoffice Contract Stations. Three dol-

lars per annum are the dues. The aims and purposes

are to secure an increase of the minimum salary paid

to sub-station superintendents; to have the matter of the

salaries for such superintendents placed upon a congres-

sional schedule; and to secure a scale of salaries com-
mensurate with the receipts of the station. It is expected
that almost all of the 3.000 and more sub-station custodians

will become members of the new organization.

The officers are: President, W. B. Montgomery, of New
York; vice-president, M. S. Kahn, of Baltimore; treasurer,

W. H. Porr, of New York; and secretary, Jacob Diner, of
New York.

Denatured Alcohol Topics.

Several amendments to the regulations governing the

sale of denatured alcohol have recently been promulgated
by the commissioner of internal revenue and approved by
the secretary of the treasury. These are intended to re-

move some of the remaining restrictions on the handling:

of the denatured spirit at wholesale and retail.

Hereafter wholesalers will be permitted to put up de-

natured alcohol in small bottles to be sold by retailers,

which, it is thought, will greatly Ftimulate the use of de-

natured spirits by small consum.ers. Druggists carrying
a rectifier's or liquor dealer's license will also be per-

mitted to handle alcohol in small bottles or containers

provided they comply with the conditions prescribed by
the commissioner.
The recent modification of the regulations by which the

retailers of alcohol are exempted from the requirement
that they shall keep records and render reports, makes it

unnecessary that their premises should be submitted to

detailed inspection by revenue agents, and the commis-
sioner therefore cautions inspecting officers to make only

such investigation as will satisfy them that the law and
regulations are being complied with. Officials are spe-

cially enjoined to make their investigations without the
knowledge of any customer who may be present and with
the least possible annoyance to the dealer.

Formula No. 5 for the special denaturing of alcohol

to be used in the manufacture of photo-engravings, has
been authorized in the manufacture of photographic col-

lodion.
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News of the Pharmacy Boards.

List of Secretaries.

In the following list are to be found the names and ad-
dresses of the secretaries of the various boards of phar-
macy of the country. When the date and place of the next
meeting are known, they are given also.

Alabama—E. P. Gait, Selma.
Arizona—A. G. Hulett, Phoenix.
Arkansas—J. F. Dowdy, Little Rock.
California—February 5th, at Los Angeles; February

lOtn, at San Francisco. C. B. Whilden, San Francisco.
Colorado—December Gth and 7th, at Denver. S. L.

Bresler, Denver.
Connecticut—December 3d, at Hartford. J. A. Leverty,

Bridgeport.
Delaware—January 3d, at Wilmington. 0. C. Draper,

Wilmington.
District of Columbia—January 9th and 10th, at Wash

ington. S. L. Hilton, Washington.
Florida—January 9th. at Jacksonville. D. W. Ram

saur, Palatka.
Georgia—April —, at Atlanta. C. D. Jordan, Monticello.
Idaho—L. W. Smith, Boise.
Illinois—F. C. Dodds, Springfield.
Indiana—A. F. Sala, Winchester.
Iowa—C. W. Phillips, Des Moines.
Kansas—W. E. Sheriff, Ellsworth.
Kentucky—January 14th, at Covington. J. W. Gayle,

Frankfort.
Louisiana—F. C. Godbold, New Orleans.
Maine—December 11th, at Bangor. F. H. Wilson, Bruns-

wick.
Maryland—Ephraira Bacon, Roland Park.
Massachusetts—Every Tuesday at Boston. F. A. Hub-

bard, Boston.
Michigan—W. E. Collins, Owosso.
Minnesota—C. J. Moos, Minneapolis.
Mississippi—April 1st, at Jackson. S. L. Calne, Co-

lumbus.
Missouri—December 9th, at Springfield. Charles Giet-

ner, St. Louis.
Montana—April 8th, at Livingston. Alfred Whitworth,

Deer Lodge.
Nebraska.—February 12th, at Fremont, G. B. Christoph

Norfolk.
Nevada—F. J. Steinmetz, Carson City.

New Hampshire—F. H. Wingate, Nashua.
New Jersey—January 16th and I7th, at Trenton. H. A

Jorden, Bridgeton.
New Mexico—A. J. Fischer, Santa Fe.

New York—Eastern Branch—December 18th, at Brook-
lyn. Joseph Weinstein, 115 West Sixty-eighth street. New
York. Middle Branch—W. L. Bradt, Albany. Western
Branch—George Reimann, Buffalo.

North Carolina—P. W. Hancock, Oxford.
North Dakota—February 11th, at Fargo. W. S. Parker,

Lisbon.
Ohio—January 14th and 15th, at Columbus. F. H. Frost,

Columbus.
Oklahoma—F. B. Lillie, Guthrie.
Oregon—G C. Blakeley, The Dalles.

Pennsylvania—C. T. George, Harrisburg.
Rhode Island—December 3d, at Providence. H. A.

Pearce, Providence.
South Carolina—P. M. Smith, Charleston.

South Dakota—January 8th, at Canton. E. C. Bent, Dell

Rapids.
Tennessee—January 14th, at Nashville. I. B. Clark,

Nashville.
Texas—January 21st, at San Antonio. K.. H. Walker,

Gonzales.
Utah—W. H. Dayton, Salt Lake.
Vermont—January 7th, at Montpelier. J. G. Bellrose,

Burlington.
Virginia—T. A. Miller, Richm-ond.
Washington—P. Jensen, Tacoma.
West Virginia—A. Walker, Sutton.

Wisconsin—January 13th to 16th, at Milwaukee. H. G.

Ruenzel, Milwaukee.
Wyoming—F. W. Roedel, Cheyenne.

Connecticut Board.

There were fourteen applicants for registration at the

meeting of the Connecticut Board of Pharmacy, held No-

vember 5th, at Hartford. The following passed the exami-
nation :

E. F. Cornell, of New Haven; C. H. Eggleston, of Sharon;
R. 0. Judson, of Woodbury; Morris Schlissel, of New
Haven; and W. P. Sherwood, of Southport.
The next meeting of the board will be held December

3d, at Hartford.
Two licensp.es of the board, who had been convicted of

flagrant violations of the State excise law, have had their
licenses revoked.

Massachusetts Board.

Fifty-two candidates were examined at the meetings of
the Massachusetts Board of Pharmacy, between September
23d and October 22d, inclusive. The following were suc-
cessful:

H. B. Barrett, of Salem; G. A. Berry, of West Quincy;
Lennie Carpenter, of Wakefield; F. A. Gibbs, of Rockland;
William Hamilton, of Clinton; J. T. Hebert, of Boston;
D. P. Kelleher, of Millbury; G. H. Knowlton, of Manches-
ter, N. H.; T. F. McCarthy, of Springfield; Samuel Mc-
Cord, of Lowell; Nathan Peikes, of Boston; E. H. Query,
of New Bedford; Bernard Rabinovitz, of Boston; D. J.

Sullivan, of Quincy; G. E. Vozeolas, of Lowell; and Paul
Weiner. of Boston.
At the annual meeting of the board, held October 1st,

the following officers were elected: President, L. A. Lam-
son, of Hopedale; and secretary, P. A. Hubbard, of New-
ton. Mr. Hubbard has been a member of the board since
1904, and retired as president this year. He was elected
president of the National Association of Boards of Phar-
macy at the recent New York meeting.

Vermont Board.

Nine candidates were examined at the meeting of the
Vermont Board of Pharmacy, held October 9th, at Mont-
pelier. The following were successful:

H. B. Dutton, of Montpelier; E. T. Riley, of Springfield;
and W. A. Welch, of Newport.
The next meeting will be held January 7th, at Mont-

pelier.

• New Hampshire Board.

At the meeting of the New Hampshire Board of Phar-
macy, held October 23d and 24th, at Concord, the follow-
ing applicants for registration were successful:

P. C. Hopkins, of Keene; H. M. Porter, of Ashland; R. J.

Putnam, of Hanover; H. L. Simpson, of Colebrook; C. H.
Smith, of Bennington; and L. H. Wheeler, of Warner.

New York Board.

At the meeting of the western branch of the New York
Board of Pharmacy, held September 27th, at Buffalo, the
following applicants for registration were successful:
As pharmacists—G. E. Bassage, of Penn Yan; P. R.

Brooks and R. A. Bush, both of Buffalo; D. A. LaMay, of
Rochester; N. H. Stafford, of Buffalo; and H. E. Warfield,
of Lyons.
As a druggist—W. L. Hovey, of Buffalo.

Maryland Board.

At the meeting of the Maryland Board of Pharmacy,
held October 3d, at Baltimore, the following out of thirty-

six applicants for registration were succesful:

As pharmacists—J. N. Codd, of Baltimore; G. H. Gates,

of Cumberland; J. W. Jones, of Bristol. Tenn.; V. H. Mc-
Knight, of Baltimore; H. S. Pope, of Washington, D. C;
and P. G. Seidel, C. H. Sullivan and Bayard Van Sant, all

of Baltimore.
As assistants—R. M. Bierley, of Hagerstown; H. S.

Bramble, of Chestertown; W. H. Orr, of Lonaconing; J.

B. Prang, of Cambridge; J. S. Sandler, of Baltimore; W'.

W. Seward, of Centerville; and P. L. Stehli and H. C.

Weaver, both of Baltimore.
The date of the next meeting which will be held at

Annapolis, has not yet been fixed.

New Jersey Board.

At the meeting of the New Jersey Board of Pharmacy,
held October 17th and ISth, at Trenton, the following appli-

cants for registration were successful:

As pharmacists—J. W. Beckwith, of Passaic; E. L. Belz,

of Newark; Pasquale Cataldi. of Orange; John Cohoon, of

Paterson; H. J. Emmett. of New Brunswick; J. R, Fazio,

of Newark; C. L. Heffner, of Brooklyn, N. Y.; S. K. Hunt,

The LocKwoon P\/lFMnRiAi IRRARY
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of New York, N. Y.; P. A. O'Laughlin, of Newark; Harry
Reinstein, of Jersey City; J. A. Sahm, Jr., of Elizabeth;

A. B. Schectman, of Orange; DeW. W. Slee, of Newark;
Herman Smithline, of New York. N. Y.; and S. R. Sykes
and Solomon Taube, both of Paterson.

As assistants—Samuel Kahn. of Newark; E. A. Krom,
of East Rutherford; R. L. Mundhenk, of Bala, Pa.; D. W.
Relth, of Jersey City; Abraham Rosenberg, of Newark;
and C. W. Schappert, of Jersey City.

The next meeting of the board will be held January
16th and 17th, at Trenton.
Under the laio any pharmacist failing to renew his regis-

tration by January 1st. next, will forfeit the privileges

of a pharmacist.

Georgia Board.

Forty-one candidates for registration were examined at

the meeting of the Georgia Board of Pharmacy, held

November 4th and 5th, at Atlanta. The following were
successful:
As pharmacists—J. M. HoUis, of Monticello; Miss Mar-

wood Johnson, of Walden; and Bertha M. Young, of

Atlanta.
As druggists—E. L. Coleman, of Cochran; J. W. Evans,

of Greensboro; C. C. Jeffries, of Tucker; P. T. McClellan,

of Atlanta; J. M. Newton, of Talledega, Ala.; S. A. Munn,
of Perry; J. M. Peacock, of Harrison; and J. H. Walker, of

Atlanta.
The next meeting will be held at Atlanta, in April.

Louisiana Board.

Fourteen applicants for registration were examined at

the meeting of the Louisiana Board of Pharmacy, held at

New Orleans, November 1st and 2d. The following were
successful

:

As pharmacists—F. P. Blanchard, of New Orleans; C.

W. Davidson, of Franklin; A. C. Flache and H. Lichten-

stein, both of New Orleans; J. P. Morrow, of Jennings; B.

K. Parish, of Leesville; and N. S. Ward, of Jennings.
As assistants—J. B nee, of New Orleans; Gaston Sigur,

of Franklin; and B. N. Walker, of Columbia, Miss.

Ohio Board.

At the meeting of the Ohio Board of Pharmacy, held

October Sth and 9th, at Columbus, there were seventy-four

applicants for the pharmacist's registration and fourteen
for that of assistant. The following were successful:

As pharmacists—H. L. Brandan, of Amherst; H. W.
Eberhart, of Canton; W. A. Giffin, of Flushing; K. H. King,
of Newark; Birten Kline, of Sherodsville; Garfield March,
of Bellefontaine; I. J. Miller, of Cincinnati; G. A. Pailer.

of Ludlow, Ky.; W. J. Schauseil, of Waverly; James
Smeyers, of Hamilton; H. J. Steinkolk and G. W. Strang-
mann, both of Cincinnati.
As assistants—J. R. Clark, of Cambridge; L. B. Foster,

of Columbus: C. G. Morton, of Cleveland; E. W. Nierdorfer,
of Cincinnati; J. B. Gates, of Kenton; E. C. Schulze, of

Uhrichsville; and F. P. Weber, of Cincinnati.
The next meeting of the board will be held January 14th

and 15th, at Columbus.

Illinois Board.

Twenty-seven applicants for registration were examined
by the Illinois Board of Pharmacy, at the meeting held
October 22d and 23d, at Springfield. The following were
successful:
As pharmacists—T. S. Alexander, of Decatur; Ella But-

ler, of Carbondale; D. L. Duty, of Marion; M. E. Gilbert,
of Jack",onviIle, G. Gruenwald, of Belleville; James Kelley,
of McLeansboro; C. D. McKinley, of Mason City; W. J.

Praff, of Centralia; Bertha Reisman, of Chicago; J. E.
Rogers, of Champaign; B. J. Rozanski, of Chicago; S. L.
Stevens, of Dalton City; and S. Wilhelmy, of La Place.
As assistants—A. W. Butterfield, of Griggsville; T. E.

Hennessy, of Hoopeston; H. W Johnson, of Mt. Olive; V. E.
Kaup, of Taylorville; A. G. J. Laufer, of Mattoon; P. J.

Prau, Jr., of Lincoln; W. L. Roberts, of Pleasant Plains;
and J. F. Sondag, of East St. L-uis.
An amendment to the pharmacy law enacted at the re-

cent session of the State legislature has materially changed
the provisions relative to the annual renewal of registra-
tions. The renetval fee for pharmacists and assistants,
actively engaged in pharmacy, $1.,50 and $1, respectively,
remains the same providing the annual payment is made

before March 1st of each year. If the payment is made
between March 1st and April 1st. the fee is $3 for pharma-
cists and $i for assistants. If paid during April it is $5
and $4 respectively. IF THE FEE IS XOT PAID BE-
FORE MAY 1ST, THE CEKTIFICATE BECOMES VOID
and re-registration is possible only through examination.
Pharmacists or assistants not actively engaged in phar-

macy can renew their registrations as heretofore, the fee

being $1.50.

Wisconsin Board.

Thirty-seven applicants for registration were examined
at the meeting of the Wisconsin Board of Pharmacy, held
October 14th to 17th, at Madison. The following were
successful

:

As pharmacists—J. W. Anderes, of Wausau; J. W.
Beidleman, of South Milwaukee; M. D. Carr, of Clinton-
ville; Fred Esau, Jr., of Milwaukee; T. R. Hoyer, of
Janesville; Matt Jorgensen, of Kenosha; M. L. Kadow,
of Milwaukee; B. S. Kradwell, of Racine; Nellie D. Loew,
of Wautonia; T. T. Marlewski, A. F. Schmidt and W. G.
Schroeter, all of Milwaukee; C. J. Seyferth, of Racine;
and A. W. Splitt, of Milwaukee.
As assistants—R. J. Bowen, of Brodhead; B. B. Brunke,

of Mayville; William Curley, of Racine; C. L. Funk, of

Janesville; S. M. Gorski and Otto Haueissen, both of Mil-

waukee; S. C. Helland and Henry Hiddessen, both of Mad-
ison; W. C. Huth and A. F. Kruse, both of Milwaukee;
H. A. Mehlberg, of Oconto; S. A. Murphy, of Sheboygan;
J. G. Pasternacki, of Stevens Point; D. R. Pekorney, of
Racine; and R. F. Schliebe, of Milwaukee.
The next meeting of the board will be held January

14th to IGth, at Milwaukee.

Minnesota Board.

At the meeting of the Minnesota of irmacy,
held October 21st, at Minneapolis, the following applicants
for registration were successful:
As pharmacists—Arthur Bertrand, May Camden, G.

Crummett, C. C. Eheim, W. R. Goodsell, A. B. Kellam,
W. A. Kroonbland, E. E. Krueger, L. H. Land, A. E. Lar-
son, F. J. Liepold. A. T. Nelson. A. A. Nolte, Marie A.
Piesniger, J. M. Risbeck, H. O. Tiegen, T. O. Torgerson,
B. Vedeler, E. W. Young and E. J. Ziegler.

As assistants—F. M. Bowman, D. D. Burdick, E. G. Carl-
son, J. W. Fluck, G. E. Lammon, L. E. Roberg and T. W.
Wierwell.

Nebraska Board.

At the meeting of the Nebraska Board of Pharmacy, held
November 13th, at Lincoln, the following out of nineteen
applicants for registration were successful: Ernest Black,
of Fremont; J. T. Ford, of Lincoln; J. I. Freger, and Max
Fi-eger, both of Omaha; A. A. Harris, of Taber, la.; Agnes
A. Leahy, of Wayne; H. N. Lindbo, of Elgin; J. C. Tucher,
of Lincoln; and P. J. Vachol, of Omaha.
The next meeting will be held February 12th, at Fre-

mont.

Wyoming Board.

At a special meeting of the Vi'yoming Board of Phar-
macy, held November 4th, at Lander, H. A. Taylor, of
Riverton, the only applicant for registration, was suc-

cessful.

California Board.

At the meeting of the California Board of Pharmacy,
held at Los Angeles and San Francisco, between October
9th and 18th, the following applicants for registration
were successful:
As pharmacists—C. V. Allen, P. V. Alter, H. R Anson,

W. E. Baldwin, H. A. Barber, W. S. Bartlett, Stanley
Blaustein, J. A. Bowie, W. S. Branner. D. J. Briscoe, H. G
Brownfield, C. A. Buck, J. S. Clark, J. A. Clinton, W. B
Crawley, F. J. Crittenden, L. R. Edwards, A. L. Faass,
W. J. Fretwell, G. F. Foulke, J. B. Guest, G. W. Hahn
R. W. Hards, G. N. Hardwick, H. C. Henderson, C. R
Hendry, F. A. Hoffman, A. R. Hoffmann, Margaret J. Hoi
lister. C. N. Hopkins. R. L. Hunsaker. D. E. Jacobs, F. W
Jensen, F. C. Lang, N. A. Lark. M. L. Lloyd, O. E.' Long
streth, G. T. Mallery, G. C. Malloy, F. F. Marshall. W. H
Matthews, C. W. Montgomery, Frank Morgan, Max Paluka,
J. E. Parsons, G. A. Premier. J. G. Priestley, David Rapa-
port, H. H. Rathbun, W. E. Rathke, E. E. Robinson, J H
Roseberry, H. J. Schumann, J. R. Skrondal, Frank Sohn
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J. W. stivers, C. S. Tirrell
Jr., and W. C. Williams.
As assistants—J. A. Arkin, G. C. Besser W. E Brenner

M. E. Cardwell, C. J. Dunnigan, R. G. Hamilton F. W.
Hinkle, H. A. Huntoon, M. B. Moore, F. G. Musso A. S.
Pencovic, L. M. A. Peslilian, W. M. Proctor, R. B. Ruther-
ford, Joseph Sharp, L. H. Stone and F. D. Tallman.
The next meeting of the board will be begun at Los

Angeles February 5th, and will be continued during the
week of February 10th, at San Francisco.
October 23d, the board was banquetted by the druggists

of Oakland. A committee of the latter was appointed to
confer with the board relative to the final interpretation
of the new pure drug and poisons laws.

Nevada Board.
At the meeting of the Nevada Board of Pharmacy, held

November 6th, at Reno, the following applicants for 'regis-
tration were successful:

F. A. Abrams, of Goldfield; C. C. Banfield, of Wonder.
W. W. Beitenman, of Los Angeles, Cal.; F. J. Belz, of Reno-
C. W. Blake, of Tonopah; C. P. Bohland, of St. Paul'
Minn.; Lee Buckman, of Elkhart, Ind.; E. H. Charette, of
Goldfield; B. H. Day, of Carson City; Richard Ducker'ing
and J. D. B. Greig, both of Goldfield; H. A. Gries, of
Rhyolite; C. N. Hantz, of Homestead, Pa.; A. H. Hoog, of
Fairview; L. E. Inman, of Tonopah; E. J. Lage, of Paul-
line, la.; G. E. Mager, of Tonopah; J. H. Messinger, of
Ely; A. M. Parker, of San Jose, Cal.; R. J. Saunders, of
Bakersfield, Cal.; W. W. Shartel, of Cedarville, Cal.; E. F.
Smith, of Lovelock; E. R. Strohecker, of Beckwith, Cal.;
J. W. Swain, of Long Beach, Cal.; R. W. Tucker, of Gold-
field; L. S. Welch, of Kalispell, Mont.; and E. S. Wharton,
of Rhyolite.

F. Weeks, David Wright. Xe,t Questions in Educational Prerequisites.

The "Anti-Slavery" Awakening.
There are but two drug stores in Gorham, N. H.; they

are both now closed at 6.30 p. Ji. Tuesdays and Thursdays
and are open on Sundays from 10 a. m. to 1 p. m. and 5

to 6 p. M. only.
Says the Goshen, Ind., Democrat, "There is a movement

on foot to have the drug stores close at 8 p. m. week days
and 1 p. M. Sundays. There is no excuse for their being
open later and it is to be hoped that all will sign an
agreement and give the clerks a few hours rest each week."
Evidently public opinion is not universally in favor of

servitude as an essential part of pharmacy.
The drug stores of Cohoes, N. Y., will close at 9 o'clock

three evenings each week, until further orders.

Turners Falls, Mass., druggists put up their cash, switch
on their night lamps, and lock their stores from the out-

side at 9 o'clock these evenings.
The local press has been enlisted on the side of early

closing by the druggists of Danville, 111., and a real day
of rest o' Sundays seems assured to the pill men.
As a starter, the druggists of Tonawanda, N. Y., have

adopted some new rules for what used to be the work-all-

the-time game. One hour in the forenoon and from 1 to 9

p. St. is the open time now on Sundays.

Even the British ''chemist" seems to have been aroused
to a demand for a little play time. Notices to the effect

that "shorter hours" have been agreed upon in various
places, are becoming frequent In the London pharmacal
journals.

Rest enforced by law seems imminent in South African

pharmacal circles. An early closing bill for the British

provinces on that continent is proposed. Johannesburg
"chemists" are already figuring out a schedule of hours.

American Druggists' Syndicate.

Some 600 druggists from all parts of the country at-

tended the second annual meeting of the American Drug
gists' Syndicate, held in this city November 4th to 6th.

It was voted to offer to the present stock-holders 2,000

additional shares at $25 per share.

Aside from the business features of the meeting, an
elaborate entertainment was provided.
The officers elected were: President, Otto Hattinger,

of Chicago; vice-presidents. G. W. Hackenberger, of New
York; W. C. Anderson, of Brooklyn; and C. H. Huhn, of

Minneapolis; secretary, C. H. Goddard, of New York;
treasurer, G. W. Luft, of New York; chairman of the

executive committee, George Ramsey, of New York; and
chairman of the formulas committee, W. C. Anderson, of

Brooklyn.

Candidates who desire to become registered as phar-
macists in South Dakota are required by the board of
pharmacy to have a two-years' high school training or
its equivalent, or to pass a preliminary examination on
general subjects. At a recent examination the questions
asked as the preliminary test were as follows:

1. What bodies of water are connected by the Suez canal?
What bodies will te by the Panama canal?

2. Locate the folio wing cities: St. Louis. Louisville. Balti-

FR.\?fK SCH.^CHLEITER.
Chairman (1907) of the

Ph. A. Committee on Place Lou;
of Meeting, whose report

Springs

FRANCIS HEMM.
Professor of Pharmacy St.

College of Pharmacy
since 18S2 "• '-""

adopted.—President of the Alumni of "the College, Sep-
A., . :..<._ Qj tember 24th.

more, Hamburg, Moscow, Yokohama, Atlanta, Melbourne and
Capetown.

3. Trace a journey by water from Duluth to Boston.
4. How many acres in a field 24 rods long and 333 1-3 feet

wide?
5. If articles cost 30, 35, 40, 45 and 50 cents, respectively, for

how much must I sell them to gain 20 per cent.?
6. In the sentence "Large bodies move slowly" state the

part of speech of each word and its use in the sentence.
7. Write a letter to some druggist stating your education and

experience and offering him your services as a drug clerk.

The Prescription.

IIY BILLEE B.\RRIE.

As the Public Sees It.

Some Salt, some Color, and of Water pure (?)—
Enough to fill the Bottle; and 'tis sure
To cost a Dollar, for 'tis "Compound Rare."

—

But all on Faith depends the looked-for Cure.

Enwrapt in paper, with stout string secured.

The Crude Drug from the wholesale house procured.
If on Prescriptions be it then dispensed

One thousand fold its Value is assured.

As It RealUj Is.

Of Time—an hour, and of Brains—enough
To put through Wall Street a gigantic Bluff.

When we have figured up the Cost entire.

The Price we get is seldom Quantum Suff.

A new Synthetic with a German Brand,
In one-ounce vials, most expensive; and
We use a few Grains but the Once and leave

The rest a Dead Loss on the Shelf to stand.

"What are you doing?" said the boss to the clerk at the
front door. "Why, I'm counting the number of people
who pass by in half an hour." "That's a waste of time,"
said the boss. "The only ones that count are those that
don't go by. There will be more of them to count if you
don't advertise the fact that there's nothing doing in-

side."

—

Confectioners Journal.
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Obituaries.
GEORGE M. HAMBRIGHT.

George M. Hambright. died at the Mercy Hospital, Chi-

cago October 2(1. He went from Pennsylvania to Chicago .

some forty years ago. In the early 'seventies he was a

member of the faculty of the Chicago College of Phar-

macy, and was a member of its teaching staff again m
1881-84. In 1S77 he purchased the store of the late A. E.

Ebert, at Twelfth and State streets. Selling his business

in 18S4 he returned to Lancaster, Pa., where he resided

until this year, when he again went to Chicago, and was

at the time of his death associated with the Whitfield

Drug Company.
, ^, .

At the October meeting of the faculty of the Chicago

college, suitable resolutions of sympathy and regret on

the death of their former colleague, were adopted.

THOMAS M. LAIIEY.

Thomas M. Lahey, of Brooklyn, N. Y., died November
2d, aged seventy-three years. He was one of the organ-

izers of the Kings Countv Pharmaceutical Society and

the first president of the Brooklyn College of Pharmacy.
He was an Englishman who was born in the Island of

Zante, Greece, and settled in Brooklyn fifty odd j-ears

ago.

Isaac Burnmau, retired, died at Pittsburg, Pa., October

27th, aged sixty-eight years. He was engaged in business

at Milton, Pa., for almost thirty years dating from about

1860.

Henrv Bollmann Condy, known to pharmacy principally

through Condy's fluid, died at Folkestone, Eng., Septem-
ber 24th, aged eighty-two years.

E. J. Conger, of Manchester, la., died October 25th, aged
sixty-seven years.

William Doderer, of Newburgh, N. Y., died November
2d, aged sixty-nine years. He was a native of Germany
and leaves a widow and three children.

Ralph W. Edwards, of Orangeburg, S. C, died Oc-

tober 23d, aged thirty-one years.

Adolph G. Eyth, a pioneer business man of Enterprise,

Kan., died at his home near there November 5th. He is

survived by a widow and nine children.

Willis Preston Fisher, of Worcester, Mass., died October
19th, aged forty-six years. His widow and one daughter
survive him.

H. H. Green, of Bloomington, 111., died recently. He
had retired from active business some years ago. From
1891 to 1896 he was a member of the Illinois Board of

Pharmacy.

J. F. Hall, of Trinidad, Colo., died October 24th, aged
sixty years. He was a recluse and is reported to have
left a fortune exceeding $250,000.

William D. Heald, of Hartford, Conn., died October 23d,

aged seventy-one years. He leaves a widow, one son and
two daughters.

John F. Hood, of Washington, Pa., died recently at the
age of thirty-seven years.

Benjamin F. Kramer, of Akron, O., died November 2d,

aged thirty-five years. He is survived by his widow and
one daughter.

Charles C. Marsh, postmaster of Bowen, 111., died re-

cently, aged sixty-one years. He was a prominent Mason;
and he leaves a widow and two sons.

James Reed, of Nebraska City. Neb., died at Grand
Island, Neb.. October 23d. Mr. Reed was one of the or-

ganizers of the Nebraska Pharmaceutical Association in

1882, when he was elected a vice-president of the body,
and was its president in 1886-87.

Edward T. Rissler, of New Lexington, O., died October
25th, aged seventy-six years. He was prominent in Ma-
sonic circles and in local politics. His widow and one
son survive him.

Louis C. Roehle, of Baltimore, Md., died November 5th,

aged fifty-ei.ght years He was a native of Germany, and
a Mason. He leaves a widow and one daughter.

Charles H. Scoville. of Tonawanda, N. Y., died October
22d, aged fifty-eight years. He is survived by his widow.
John Paul Jones, well known to the drug trade of the

Eastern States as a traveling salesman, died suddenly at
Buffalo, N. Y., October 31st, aged fifty years. He was a

resident of Baltimore, where he was born. Before becom-

ing a salesman he had been in the United States marine

hospital service. He is survived by one son.

Andrew J. Sears, of Ogdensburg, N. Y., died October

21st, aged sixty-three years.

John C. Stallings died recently at his home at Harrison-

burg, Va. He leaves a widow.

Dexter Mason Ferry, the seedman, of Detroit, died No-

vember 11th. He was born near Rochester, N. Y., in 1833.

Horace H. Tyer, president of the Tyer Rubber Com-
pany, died at Pigeon Cove, Mass., October 4th, aged sixty-

three years.
•-•—

Dr. J. Edwin Hengst, of Baltimore, former president

of the Maryland Pharmaceutical Association, is receiving

condolences on the death of his father. Rev. Benjamin
Hengst, one of the oldest ministers in the United Evan-

gelical Church, at York, Pa. Rev. Mr. Hengst was eighty-

one years of age.

Dr. McCormack on Alcohol.

In an address before the Woman's Christian Temperance
Union, in session at Nashville, Tenn., November 9th. Dr.

J. N. McCormack is reported to have said that the time

had come to abolish alcohol from the practice of med-
icine; that there were better stimulants known to the

profession; and that more people were killed than cured

by the use of alcohol as a medicine.

Dr. McCormack is secretary of the Kentucky Board
of Health and general organizer for the American Medical

Association.

Postmaster General Meyer has issued instructions to

postmasters that when an order is placed with a postmas-

ter for any number of stamped envelopes only the cost

of the envelopes and printing thereon shall be deposited

with the order, instead of the entire cost of the envelopes,

printing and stamps, as heretofore. In this way business

men have the use of the money represented in the stamps
during the month or two that is as a rule required for

the delivery of the envelopes.
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branches (see un-
der American)

Baltimore Association
240, 286, 519

Boston association 171

Brooklyn alumni 286,796

^™°'''s .':!^."':™.'^?'"3'i-,578

Brooklyn women's 280

Buffalo alumni 516

California drug clerks'. 338

Charles Rice club. . ..338, 704

Chicago alumni 340

Chicago association.. 236,
2S,S. 445

Chicago veterans' . . . .160,

241, 326. 519

•Chicago women's 336

Associations, societies, col-
leges, etc.:

Clerks 162

Columbus (O.) clerks.... 3i.S

Detroit clerks' 238,338
Drug Clerks' Circle.. 238, 520

Florida college 284

German apothecaries'
(New York)

161, 241, 330, 578, 747

Hudson Biver...3S7, 749, 795

Keokuk (la.) college 4ol

Kings county (N. Y.)
159, 2S3, 330, 386, 443

606, 703, 748, 796

Long Island botani. al... 336

Manhattan association
239, 2S3, 329, 3S6, 442

506, 748, 79o

Maryland conege.241, 286, 573

Massachusetts college... 156

Metropolitan association
240, 2S2, 329, 442,

506, 748

Meyers' aid 613

Michigan drug clerks'.. 338

Montana drug clerks'... 705

New Orleans clerks 238

New York alumni
114, 389, 515, 796

New York college
157. 2Si. 330, 516, 748

Northern Ohio
282, 340, 3SS, 445. .578

614, 703, 797

Ohio drug clerks'.... 338, 452

Philadelphia alumni 114

Philadelphia college
156. 443, 752

Philadelphia retailers'
240, 519. 578, 616. 705, 752, 797

Philadelphia women's... 20
Reno (Nev.) clerks 238

Rhode Island clerks'.... 338

Saint Louis alumni 2Si8

Saint Louis clerks 238

San Francisco 55

State (see under Phar-
maceutical)

Westchester County 385

Western Pennsylvania.. 241

Women's organization
of the N. A. B. D.

280, 703
Associations, auxiliary,

traveling men's... 135

duties, toward 201

p h a rmaceuti-
cal. State, history
of 115

State, work to do
for 373

Athensa 304

Athletics and education... 346

Atlanta college commence-
ment 340

Atmosphere, contamina-
tion of by sul-
phurous fumes... 593

Atomic weight of cobalt.. 725

Atoxyl. sensitive test for. 594

Atwood. H. W., portrait

Australia, nostrums in 769

Automobile, gas poisoning
from an 770

tires, composition of. 404
Auto-intoxication and au-

tomobiles 292

Axe, when the, begins to
fall 759

Ayer's hair vigor 589, 779

BACHE. FRANKLIN,

Bacteria in milk bottles.. 412
Bactoform 470
Baird, J. W., portrait of. 70
Bakankosin 412
Baker, T. Roberts, death

of 244

T. Roberts, portrait
of 104

Baldness, Lassar's treat-
ment for preven-
tion of 212

Ballard, J. W., .an old-
timer in Iowa.... 193

BallufC, Paul, portrait and
sketch of 81. 82

Balm, derma 310, 590

Balsam fir emulsion (Dav-
ison) 764

Baltimore association
meeting 519

branch of the A. Ph.
A. meetings. . .327, 445

fire 196
an old drug store at 181
pharmacists and

physicians meet 286
Retail Druggists' As-

sociation 240

Banana oil T79

Barium peroxide, assay of 358

strontium and cal-
cium, detection of 301

Barker's hirsutus 367

Barksdale, G. E., portrait
of 42

Barrie Billee: The pre-
scriptlon S03

Bartells, G. C, portrait
of 119

G. C. : True success
in pharmacy 211

Barry's tricopherous 726

Base, Prof. Daniel, mar-
ried 622

Bates' salt 359

Bath powder /73
Bath tablets, effervescing 42o

Baylor University com-
mencement 517

Bay rum, examination of
several brands of. 591

Bayonet root 779

Beal, J. H.:
And the endowment

fund for the A.
Ph. A 453, 62S

Portrait ot 101

Snap-shot picture of— 675

The Stroller on 569

Bear's grease pomade— 773

Beauty doctor's column,
poking fun at.... 551

Beckwith, E. R., portrait
of 148

Bedbug, the 353

killer and deodorizer 312

Bedbugs, Peterman's
liquid discovery
for 312

Bedford, P. W.. contribu-
tor to the Circu-
lar 5

P. W., portrait and
sketch of 82

Beecham's pills 312 .

Beef peptones, elixir of.. 307

Beidelman, J. W., portrait
of 138

Belladonna and poke
(Farwell) 4o9

Bellrose, J. G, portrait of 147

Belt dressing 543

Belts, machinery, compo-

Bendiner, S. J., portrait
of 23

Bent, E. C, portrait of... 145

Benzin, danger of using.. 403

deodorizing 642

ignited by rubbing.. 556
preparations, sale of

in New York 749

terrible risk of han-
dling 585, 759

Benzoic acid, natural and
synthetic 322

Benzoyl-succinyl peroxide 304

Benzyl benzoate 414

Berger, E., portrait of.... 139

Berghelm, Jacob, portrait
of 133

Bergmann, Von E., death
of 339

Beringer, George M.:
Wins in tlie Farbenfab-

riken suit 441

Fluid-glycerate of kra-
meria 463

The National Formulary
as a legal stand-
ard, and some of
its detects 715

Portrait of 127

Berthelot, P. E. M., death

Beryllium 'chromaio .'.'.'.'.' 595

Beta-sulfopyrine 262

Biehl. J. M., missing 287

Bicycle tire fluid 363

Bills, collecting 796

Bingliam. C. C, portrait
and sketch of.... 173

W. E., portrait of— 116

Bio-malt 596

Birds, caged, risk ot _

tuberculosis from i.l

tonics for 722

Birney's catarrh powder
in Massachusetts 340

Bismuth, cream of 642

disalicvlate 359

ditannate 359

milk of 313

mixture 219

and pepsin elixir,
precipitation in... 268

subnitrate. darkening
of 733

Bites of insects, ammonia
for 486

Bitters, angostura 314

Swedish 223

Blackburn's castor oil

pills 723

December 1907

Black wash, copper sul-
phate in

Blair, H. .C, sketch of....
Blakely, Collins, portrait

BlandLos W.
of

pur
131

BUljStltBland's pill

Blaudium 210

Bleach for hair switch.... 366

Blenal 304

Bliss' native herb tablets.
369, 481

Blood, new
specimens fixation

etone... 594
negative value

f hydrogen diox-

of with

tection ot
liquid laundry

Board certiticates, recog-

members and profes-
375

examination and col-
1 e g e education
(White) 427

Boards of Pharmacy news:
Alabama 617
Arkansas 574
Arizona 243, 707
California 393, 707, 802
Colorado 337, 574, 754
Connecticut 391, 801
Delaware 574, 753
District of Columbia

392, 574, 617, 753
Florida 286, 706
Georgia ..243, 392, 513, 706. 802
Illinois 243, 2!>5. 393,

513, 617. 754, 802
Indiana 449, 617

Indian Territory 449
Iowa 450, 574
Kansas 285, 513,707
Kentucky... 392, 449, 618, 754
Louisiana.... 286, 449, 618, 802
Maine.... 286, 391. 574, 706, 753
Maryland 449, 801
Massachusetts . . .285, 391,

448, 513, 575, 618, 706, 801
Michigan 285,707
Minnesota.... 450, 575, 754, 802
Mississippi 392. 753
Missouri 392, 575, 618, 754
Montana 393, 754
Nebraska 513, 707, 8u2
Nevada 450, SOJ
New Hampshire. 2S5, 448, 801
New Jersey. 2S5, 448, 618, 801

New Mexico 338, 618
New York... 243. 286. 338,

391, 448, 513, 575, 706, 801
North Carohna 513
North Dakota... 393, 575,754
Ohio 286, 393. 513, 802
Oklahoma 392, B75
Oregon 450
Pennsylvania.... 391. 513,

675, 706, 763
Quebec 450
Rhode Island 513
South Carolina 338,576
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas 61s, 707, 764
Utah 243
Vermont 243, SM, 618,801
Virginia 338,753

61S, 753

West 392, 513
Wisconsin 2S5. 618. 802
Wyoming 243, 707, 802

Boards of Pharmacy Ques-
tions:

Delaware 739
Georgia 481
Idaho 226
New Jersey 547
New York 274
Nebraska 370
Mississippi 318
Missouri 424
Oregon 605
Wisconsin 780

Boards of pharmacy. Na-
tional association
of 137

of pharmacy. Nation-

constitution and
by-laws of 239

of pharmacy mem-
bers, duties of
other than exam-

of pharmacy and
faculties, joint
meeting of 681

of pharmacy, his-
torical sketches
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Boards of pharmacy ex-
aminers, incompe-
tent (Wulllnp).... 322

of pharmacv, iiiit-

fJ.acy__amo„g
^

of pliarmacy "

iira'c-
"^

tices, alleged bad 45$
of pharmacy, reci-

procity between

Bobbitt,j.^:.a^iJ?^S
Bodemann, Wilhelm:

The conditions con-

THE DRUGGISTS CIRCULAR

Increasing the 'inter-
est of physiciansm official prepara-

±-ortrait and sketch
of 9<, '

The origin of the slot
pay telephone sys-

Bond, John B.. Sr.:
On the Georgia board

questions 607
Illiteracy among

board members.. 229
Portrait of 185. 65s
Recollections of an

old-time Arkansas
druggist 185

Bone, J. G., on Sunday

Book o remedies.

4S5

best
on invalids' food. Miss

"'

_ , .,
Pattee's 326Book Notices:

American Pocket Med-
ical Dictionary
(Borland) -""^

Botany and Pharmacog-
^^ nosy (Kraemerj.
Chemical R e a g e n 1

1

(Merck) 7gs
Chemistry of Commerce

(Duncan) 78j
Chemists' Dictionary.... 788
Clerks' Book, the (Far-

rington) 429
Commercial Organic An-

alysis (Allen) 486Compend of Materia
Medica, Therapeu-
tics and Prescrip-
tion Writing (Pot-
ter) 230

Distilation of Alcohol,
and Denaturing
(Wright) .^483
and Drugs Act.
June 30th, 1906,
(Greeley) 486

Fraud, the great Amer-
„ ,

ican 395
Henley's Twentieth Cen-

t u r y Book of
Recipes 4S5Industrial Alcohol
(Brachvogel and
Thatcher) 429

John Martins Clerks

T, ^,
(Farrington) 643

Lloyd's Bulletins 789
London Botanic Gardens

(Perredes) 430
Manual of Materia Med-

ica (Ruddiman).. 741
Manual of Physiological

and Clinical
Chemistry (Bart-
ley) 788

Materia Medica and
Pharmacy (Wil-

Food

Book Notices:
Physiology of Alimenta-

.
tion (Fischei). .. :

Practical Test Book of
Chemistry (Pal-
mer) -

J i-cooedings of the
Americai Phar-
maceutical Asso-

Suftalo college commence-

Buhl, T. D., death of....
Bullock, Charles, sKetch

and portrait of. 82,
Burge, J. O., portrait of.,

deathBurkhardt,
J. O., po
rdt, M.
of

Eurnham, E. S., portrait

for Reform
of

^ Medicines ... 429
Report of the Advance-

ment of Pharma-
ceutical Chemis-
try and Thera-

co, J P^"t'cs (Merck)... 789Saunders' Pocket Med-
T = K 1 '''i^'

Formulary.
. . 4S5^^^ le t Manufacture

„ (Wood) 430
Toxicology (Riley)...;.;: 230Toxins and Venoms

(Pozzi-Escot) .... 378United States Dispensa-
tory (Wood. Rem-
ington and Sadt-
ler) 377Year Book of Pharm.-iiiy 378Books for clerks to study 310on prescription work". 310

new. on prescription
writing 736

reference^ old 249
" 's it a proper food

preservative? .... 722Bordentown. N. J., some
old druggists of.. 175

Business asset, cheerful-
ness as a 582

hints on improving. 211
management, a n -

swers to question
regarding (Gould) 233

suggestions (Hostel-

„ .. ,
ley) 761

Butmskys and Trollevoffs

^ ^,
(Todd) )65

Butler, F. H., death of.. 339
F. H., portrait of.... 141

Buyers' directory 292
149

clubs for the N. __.
R. D. favored by
Chicago druggists 446

Borax,

Asso-
171

Borolyptol
Boston Druggists'

elation
druggists, sor

. (Sheppard) 171
Botanical notes (Farwell) 458
Bottle, graduating a (Da-

vison) 347
Bottles, second-hand in

Pennsylvania .... -"^
Bradbury, W. H., portrait

f- ABBAGE, red, test
'*-' paper 353
Cacao butter, pink color

for 779
CafCody ne 591
Cairo, 111., druggists, some

of the old (Schuh) 191
Caisson disease 215
Calcium, barium and

strontium, detec-
tion of 301

Caldwell. Paul.:
Very cold filtration 293National Formulary

preparations and
the new labeling
lav 202

of 183Bradon ^^
Brandenberger, A.,

'

por-
.^ trait of 143Brandy essence 364
Brass lacquer 41/
Brazil, extermination of

mosquitos in 726
Breath cachous 641
Breslin. M. T., portrait of 109
Brewer, J. s., makes a

change 442
and hydrochloric

Bridges, Roberi; ' portrait

Percentages under the
pure food and
drug law 319

Calendar of window dis-

„ ,. plays 308
California to have a phar-

maceutical asso-
ciation 247

association meetings,
444, 704, 798

Pharmaceutical So-
ciety, sketch of... 336

new pharmacy law

relief and the N. A.

Bricks
R. D.

Bridgman, Henry, portrait
.

and sketch of 3, 4
Bringhurst, Ferris, por-

trait and sketch
of OT

British formulE , German
e n t on

crlti-

Calmyren 216
Calomel, with clierry

laurel water 306
in a complex mixture 306
with potassium

iodide 777
with sodium bicar-

bonate 732
with sweet spirit of

Americ
cism of .„„

Pharmaceutical Con-
ference 616

Pharmaceutical Fed-
616

Columbia associati.
meeting 673

Bromalbin 726
Bromatol 304
Bromide albumin 262
Bromine. detection of

traces of 770
plus phosphorus 732

Bromination experiment.
local poisoning by

Calvert, John, portrait of
117, 336

company elects offi-
cers 798

Camden, N. J., some old
druggists of 177

Campho-phenique, compo-
'"-

- 413

Mida's Compilation _.
Pure Food Laws.

New and Non-offlcial
Remedies (Amcr
ican Medical As-
sociation) .

Pharmaceutical and
Chemical Arith-

788
357

Pha
iieti- (Stt

itical and
-Mfdical Chemis-
try (Sadtler and
Cublentz) !

Pharmacology (Soll-
mann) 4

Physicians' Manual of
the Pharmaco-
poeia and Nation-
al Formulary .... 7

Physical Chemistry in
the Service of

Brominal
Brooklyn college com-

mencement 450
druggists and doc-

tors fraternize . . . 385
Brooks, J. G.: Window

displays for drug-
gists 713

Brown. R. J., portrait of. 121
Brucea in medicine (Far-

458
Bruder, Otto E.: The

scarcity of drug
clerks—the real
reason 787

Buchanan. C. G. : Bulle-
tin board adver-
tising 348

C. G.: Natural aids
to making win-
dow displays 526

Buffalo college alumni
meeting 516

Camphor, adulteration of 230
Algerian 413
estimation of. in

spirit (Seymour).. 639
liniment 591
liniment, making 263
liniment, assaying... 776
phenol 480
in suppositories 471

Camphorated phenol pow-
der 777

Camphoric acid methyl
ester 359

Camphorettin 470
Canadian association, pro-

posed 515
Cananga oil 415
Cancer, cure of by sun-

light 596
Candidus. P. C, portrait

of 138. 676
Canning, Henry, death of 579

Henry, portrait of.. 105
Capping bottle stoppers.. 642
Capsicum and lobelia

powder 311
Capsules, soluble elastic,

handling 412
Caramel paste 545
Carbon tetrachloride a

dangerous sham-
poo 535

tetrachloride, uses
of 257

Carmina
Carnauh
Carney
Carney s

Castor oil.
:33

^. _ colora-
tion of 264

oil pills, Blackburn's 723
Castoreum-bromide 595
Caswell-Massey Co., in a

big combination.. 331
Co., Insolvent 798

Cataplasm, kaolin 220 ''•>6

Catarrh powder, cocaine;
"

_ ^ in Massachusetts. 310
Catarrhal Jelly nut a valid
^ trade-mark 5''0

Cattle, how to keep flies
from 537

Celluloid cement 731 738
Celluloid-coated label 317

purce-Cement. gia
lain ,

liquid, a new 413
leather 731
metal 731

Chamberlain's colic rem-
edy, reported
death from use of 618

Champlln's liquid pearl.... BHO
Chap ointment 780

lotion 226
Chapman, W. B., portrait

and sketch of 83
Charleston earthquake.... 196
Cheerfulness as a busl-

Chel.Mn'Z.T"' ^
Chemistry, tifty years of

> (Sooville) 25
Chewing gum fifty years

ago 73gum formulas 416
gum. a substitute for

„, white 778
Chicago association fa-

vors a national
buying club 445

college alumni meet-
^ '"S.-; 340
branch of the A. Ph.

A. meetings... 327. 497
Are and the drug-

gists' relief fund. 196
first drug store at... 61
Veteran Druggists'

Association.
sketch of IGO

Veteran Druggists'
Association
meeting 519

veterans criticise
governor 241

veterans resting 326
women and the N

R. D.
Chilblains, ointment for.
Children. stupidity of

flogging no curt

336

Chill cures, where there
are no sold 362

China painting, gold for. 264
painting, vehicle for. 263

Chirosoter 2*3
Chloral hydrate with an

alkaloid 776
Chloralbin 725
Chloroform liniment,

cloudiness in 537
liniment, separation

Chlorphyll color, fixing.... 3<!6

Chocolate, essence of 723
milk 546

Cholelith 726
Cholesteriii. action of

light on 259
for lockjaw 640

Chologestin 728
Chromate beryllium 595
Cigars, light vs. dark 376
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cinchona from German
^. ^ -Bast Africa 357
Clnchonine, action of ni-

tric acid on 640
Cincinnati college com-

mencement 617
Cinnamon and cassia, dir-

ferentiating be-
tween 633

Circular, The Druggists:
Biographical sketch of.. 8
Sketch of the history of. 3
Ethical standards of.... 11
Golden Jubilee of (edi-

torial) 1
Diagram illustrating the

growth of 160
Its readers and adver-

tisers 399
Citrate magnesium at the

soda fountain 698
Civil service examinations

Clark. E. J., The
*^*' '''^

ity the druggists'
opportunity 374

J. M,, portrait of 113
Clarke, A. G.. death of. 6s«
Clerk, some observations

Clerk's side, the.!.'.'!!!.'.'!! 551
Clerks, among the 238

books for, to study.. 310
California 338
doings of 520
licensed, responsibil-

ities of 307
Michigan 338
Montana 706
Ohio 338
Ohio, seek less Sun-

day work 452
Paterson, N. J., or-

ganize 798
and proprietors (Wil-

liams) 323
Rhode Island 338
salaries of 369
scarcity of in Kan-

sas (Magoffin).... 787
scarcity of, proposed

cure for 768
scarcity of, the real

reason (Bruder).. 786
F. R. Dimmitt on the

treatment of 212
Clerks' associations

sketch of .' 162
(See also under as-

sociations.)
Cleveland college com-

mencement .....T. 451
college to teach food

and drug testing. 335
college meeting 7»8

C ose, G. C, portrait of. 159
Cloth, protecting from the

effect of heat 423
Cobalt, atomic weight of. 725
Coca wines in Massachu-

,setts 340
Coca cola 225, 307, 36S 421

cola and the W. C.
^ .

T. U. (Allen) 783
Cocaine, dentists' pre-

scriptions for In
New York 727, 796

and the Circular 709
laden nostrums in

Massachusetts ... 708
law of New York.... 499
ordinance against in

New York 2a
ordinances, various.. 518
purveyors feeling the

laws' effect 249
sale of at wholesalem New York 619
seller, C h i c a g o's

chief, defeated.... 2S1
selling druggist at

Cleveland 326
seller, New York,

fined 395
seller. New York,

imprisoned 749
cocoa, growing popular-
^ _, .

ity of S72
Codeine syrup 354
Coeliacin 69g
Coffee, S. J., portrait of!! 143
Coggeshall, G. D.. por-

trait and sketch

Cohen, Solomon So'lis! 'ad-
dress of, before
the A. Ph. A 647

Coke's dandruff cure 688
Colcord, J. W., portrait

S. M.,"p'ortrai't "iin'd
sketch of 83

Cole's catarrh cure m
Massachusetts ... 340

Cold air cupboard, a 697
cream 269
cream, greaseless 603
filtration apparatus

(Caldwell) 293
water paint 476

Colds, bad, editorial note
on 759

Colla tannica 359
College education and

board examina-
tion, (White) 427

Massachusetts, en-
riched 797

Colleges of pharmacy in
1S57 20

of pharmacy, history
,

of 61
of pharmacy, meet-

ings of (see under
Associations).

Colleges of Pharmacy News:
Brooklyn 450
Bufffio. !!!!!!!! 6l6
Cincinnati 517
Cleveland 335, 451, 798
Creighton 518 620
Florida .284
George Washington...'.'.' 516
Kansas City 394
Lomsville 450
Maryland 241,516
Massachusetts 797
Minnesota 517New Jersey 330,394.617New Orleans 517New York 394, 516, 748
Oklahoma University.... 617
Philadelphia 156, m, 330

T,-.. ^ 2^' ^3, 451, 752, 797
Pittsburg 461
Rhode Island !!.. 616
Saint Louis 394
South Carolina 517
Southern 752
Southwestern Universi-

Tempi^^. !:!:!:!:!::; II]
Texas University !! 617
Wisconsin University... 673

Collodion, acetone..!!!!!!!! 598
antiseptic, flexible

(Harbold) 719
iodine and ammonia. 423Co loids (Scoville) 26

Col. Mulberry Sellers out-
done 519

Colorado association meet-
„ i"S 512new pharmacy law

for 440
Colored flash lights !! 220
Colorimetry, variable sen-

sitiveness of 302
Colors m food, federal re-

gulations regard-

for show bottles!!!!!! 599
Commissions on prescrip-

tions illegal in In-
,, ^ dia B22
c^ondenser, Sackett's...405, 484Coneton as a substitute

for tobacco (Far-
well) 459

Congress and the alcohol
percentage law... 347

Connecticut association

r.„„ meeting 507Consumption cure,
„ Roberts' ign
Cook, Thomas P., portrait

Co-operative
'

'societie's
'

'of
druggists 149Copper, detecting traces

. "J : 257,260,271
hardening 4^
apparent production

of lithium from... 584
sulphate in black

wash 222Corks, vapor-tight 534Corning, A. J., death of.. 624Corns, acetic acid as a
solvent for 471

application for 209

Corofir^'..^."".^- «|
Corollas hair tonic!!!!!!!!! mCorona 262
Correspondence co'u'r'ses I'li

pharmacy. Prof.
_ Heal on 406
Corrosol IgS
Cosmetic lotion, aci'd!!!!" 4S3
Cosmetics. liquid.... ..: 317
Cosmetique, white 261Cough mixture, mucilage. 373Counter prescribing inde-

fensible (McCor-
„ mack) lot
Court plaster, liquid .'! 5«Cream balm, Magoffin's.. 481

Cream, casein or massage
(Doyle) 408

casein, a new formu-
,
la for 543

cold, improved 469
cold, non-greasy.. 364, tj41
cold, pink color for. 779
cold, preservative for 641
cold, theatrical 313
cosmetic, satisfactory

formula tor 641
glycerin Jelly 774
massage 369
massage, greasy 774
massage, non-greasy 774
nadinola 730
permanent white

cosmetic 483
Recamier 777
tartar and kerosene.. 369
toilet 602
toilet containing no

grease 474
toilet, Zaza 690
whipped 77S

Creams, cold, greaseless.. 603
toilet, formulas for

all kinds of 315
Crediting borrowed ar-

ticles 454
Creighton college 620

college erects new
buildings 518

Creolin 734
Creosaccharine, Paddy

Sullivan and his
(Mendax) 250

Creosapol (Hill) 304
Cresol, compound solution

of. making unof-
flcially 639

Creosote, to color green.. 776
_ .

pills 373
Cripps, R. A., loss of

strength by long
storage 428

Crown catarrh powder in
Massachusetts ... 340

Cryptographer's corner... 623
Cubic centimeter, fraction

of, how to ex-
press 727

Cucumber milk 426
Cummings, H. T., portrait

of 141
Cupboard, a cold air 697
Currier bill, status of

„ the 342,384
E. H., portrait of.... 143

Curtman, C. O., portrait
and sketch of.... 83

Customer, new, the im-
portant (Hostel-
ley) 409

Cystopurin 262

P)ADD, JOHN A., por-"-^ trait and sketch of

Daggett, C. H., portrift
^*

of 70& Ramsdell's cold
cream 591

Danderine koq
Dandruff cure !!!!!! 413

wash for 434
Darkening of a mixture

. '^^i'^.S** ^y sugar.. 217
Davison, J. T. : Daily drug

T ,5'°''?, doings 347
J. T.: Balsam of flr

emulsion 7J4
Davis. Charles H., on the

Georgia board
questions 655

Day, J. H., portrait of.... 334
Dr. J. H., portrait^ of 333

T, = T^-
B- portrait of.... 71

Definitions by the sylla-
bus committee.... 747

Degrees for pharmacists

In pharmacy',' hl's'tori-
cal notes on
(Hynson) 79Delaware a s s oc i a 1 1 on
meeting 446

board questions 739
druggists, old (Penn) ISl
pharmacy law for... 440
pure food and drugs

law, administer-

Dental fomu'l'as'.'.!!! !!!!!!; 643

r^<>„*^'^*^ ??.'? cements.. 775
Dentifrice, Miller's.. 483
Dentifrices, eczema caus-
!,„„,,„ J'i by.... 212, «0Deodorant powders for

warm weather.... 362
Department store "lead-

er" and the law.. 679

December 1907

Depilatory, liquid 362
strontium sulphide

^ as a 222Derma balm 310,590
Detroit school of pharm-

acy acquired by
^ ,

the Y. M. C. A... 518
Developer, velox (:16
Dextrin in ice cream pow-
„. ,

ders 4V3
Dialysed iron 542
Diamond dust tinsel 777
Diapente 362
Diaz, J. G., of Havana,

.
portrait of 649

Dickinson, ArthurU: The
aspiring drug
clerk and his pre-
ceptor 632

Diekman. G. C, portrait
of 67

G. C, on the Georgia
X., ,.,

board quesUons... 477
Dlehl, C. Lewis:
Portrait of 100, 667
Retires from the Ken-

tucky board 798
The Stroller on 667

Digitaliol 726
Dimethylaminoparaxan-

thine 359
Dimmitt, F. R.:
The drug business in

Missouri in earl-
ier days 189

On drug clerks 212
And his mule team, por-

trait of 189
Diner, Jacob:
Addresses doctors 287
Card Index system for

prescriptions 768
Discovered by the Cir-

cular 676
Out of the N. A. R. D.

executive com-
„ mittee 619
Portrait of ©9

Dioform 772
Dioxide hydrogen solu-

tion assay of.... 258
Diphenylamine thymol-

benzoate 414
Direct contract plan held
^, ,

to be invalid 332
Direction, use as directed

no 292
Discouragement of those

who work for
true pharmacy.... 757

Dispensatory, Standard,
error in corrected 474

United States, when
the. will appear.. 313

Display window, the, as
an advertisement
(Hostelley) 525

Displays, window, natural
aids to making
(Buchanan) 626

Divlnal 2I6
Dobell's solution 480
Doctor of pharmacy and

other degrees
(Hynson) 79

Doctors, introduction of
medicines to the
public by 457

Dohme, Louis, in better
^ health 619
Doses, maximum of po-

tent drugs. Bel-
gian P h a r m a -

copoeia 411
Dover, N. J., an old drug-
T^

„^'„of 176Dow, Miss Cora, portrait
of 153

Dowdy, J. F., portrait of. 138
Doyle, Dr. Mary Emma:

Casein or mas-
sage cream 4ns

Dressing, harness 275
Drink, just another 620
Drops and droppers 372
Drowning, apparent, arti-

ficial respiration

act iden'ts', precau-
tions agralnst 633

accidents, prevention
of 403Drug business Is a safe
calling for young
men (Amy) 350

business, the dark
side of the (Van-
denburg) 351

clerk, the aspiring,
and his preceptor
(Dickinson) 532

clerks' associations,
sketch of 162

(See also under As-
sociations.)
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Drug stores, number of in
the United States 3G2

Drugs, law for purity of
protects honest
dealers 577

native (Rusby) 38
official in lSo7 (Rus-

by) 30
sophistication of in

New York 23G
State legislation on

the purity of 237
Drugging, self, prevention

of 564
Druggist, life of a 613

an old-time, recollec-
tions of (Magof-
fin) 192

postmasters 283
some things a, has to

endure 4S4
Druggists, census of 15j

manufacturing, cen-
sus statistics con-
cerning 154

proportion of to pop-
ulation 155

Drunkenness cures 473
Duble. J. B., organizer

for the N. A. R.
D. (note) 632

not a lobbyist 759
J. B., portrait of 109

Dulcinol 216
Duncan, William: Some

prescription diffi-
culties overcome. 352

Dunn, J. A., portrait of... 676
Dunning. H. A. B.: Mak-

ing solution of
iron albuminate.. 374

H. A. B., on iron and
manganese pep-
tonate 361

Mrs. H. A. B., death
of 396

Dupont, William, portrait
and sketch of 18S

Durand, Elias. portrait of 39
Dust as a carrier of dis-

ease 259
dangers of non-in-

fectious 303
soap, explosion of 634

Dyche, D. R., portrait of.. 75
Dye, hair, one solution— 545
Dyeing ivory and wood... 729

EAR, bean in, for many
years 604

removal of insects
from the 214

Earl's coca wine in Mass-
achusetts 340

Early closing 23S
closing in northern

Ohio 340

Eau de quinine 314
Eberle, E. G., portrait

of 73, 659
Ebert, A. E.:
Portrait and sketch of.. 84
Press resolutions on the

death of 396
Memorial fund 792

Eccles, R. G.;
At Chicago and Solo.... 744
In Japan 577
Fifty years of battling

for pharmaceuti-
cal reform 15

portrait and sketch of.. 15

Eckstein, A. J.: Knowl-
edge and ability;
a plea for better
e d u ca 1 1 n of
pharmacists 209

A. J., portrait of 124
Eclectic medicine and the

pure drug law 412

Eczema caused by denti-
frices 212, 640

Editors, judging 404

Education and the Cir-
cular 13

higher, for pharma-
cists (Wall) 636

high school, as a
prerequisite 199

high school of
young pharma-
cists (Wall) 206

laxity in (Rusby).... 30
in pharmacy not to

be retarded 628pharmaceu-
tical (Remington) 23

preliminary 604

preliminary, of phar-
m a c i s t s (Eck-
stein) 209

Educational co-operation
(Rusby) 41

Educational prerequisites
In New York 779

Egg powder 269, 317
Eggs of Pharaoh's ser-

pents 641
poisoning by 260

Electrargol 359
Electraurol 359
Electric light globes,

frosting 224
sparker 420

Electricity in chemistry
(Scovllle) 26

Electroplatinol 359
Electropalladiol 359
Elephant's lice 730, 778
Eliel, J. C, death of 755

Leo, portrait of.. 101, 650
Leo, the Stroller on.. 567

Elixir beef peptones 307
glycerophosphates .. 603
iron lactate (N. F.)

revised formula
for 440

iron, quinine and
strychnine phos-
phates 306, 423

lactopeptin 417
pepsin and bismuth.. 417
pepsin and bismuth

changed 439. B46
pepsin and bismuth,

precipitation in...
268, 363

pinus compound pre-
scription contro-
versy, 'legal ter-
mination of the.. 379

poppy, compound 416
pyrophosphate, iron,

quinine and
strychnine 306

of terpin hydrate and
heroin. .,.223, 314

366. 603
Elizabeth, N. J., some old

druggists of 176
Ellis, Charles, portrait

and sketch of 84
E. T„ portrait of. 179, 677
store at Philadelphia,

sketch of 179
Emanosol 696
Emanuel, Louis, portrait

of 146, 702
Embalming fluid 268
Embrocinum mercuriale.. 359
Empiricism (Rusby) 32
Emulgen 483
Emulsion, cod liver oil— 779

linseed oil, Thompson 735
mixed tats, pancrea-

tized 365, 419
petroleum 227

Emulsifying agents 483
Endowment fund, A. Ph.

A., article 712
Energin 3U4
Engstrom, E. O., on the

Georgia board
questions 654

Ennan 596
Enterin Poehl 772

Envelopes, stamped, buy-
ing 804

Epilepsy and eye strain
594, 640

Epileptol 262
Eppotone 723
Epstein's wine of coca In

Massachusetts ... 340

Erosan 304
Erythrocytin 772

Esbach's test for albumin 303

Escalin 470

Eskay's neurophosphates. 224

Eston 470

Ethoxyacetyl menthol.... 359

Ethyl amldobenzoate 262

Eucol 304

Euferrol 696

Euman 772

Bumietine 304
Eupherin 636

Eupneuma 726

Euquinine hydrlodate 359

Euscopol 359

Everett, E. S., recollec-

Everton toffee..'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. 261

Examinations, civil serv-
ice, under the
pure food and
drugs act 368

Examiners, incompetent,
eliminating 200

Excipient, pill, a 739

Explosion of soap dust... 634

of a mixture, injury
from 241

Explosive mixtures of
spirit of niter.... 598

Extract lemon, alcohol In 539

vanilla 265

Extracts, solid, weighing
(Davison) 347

Eye, black, lotion for. 629, 723
salve 423
strain and epilepsy..

594, 640
strain and glycosu-

ria 695
strain, headache

from 215, 303, 636

FABLE of the two boys
(Supp) 378

Faculties and boards.
Joint meeting of.. 681

Falk, J. C, portrait of.... 68
Falkogen 414,470
Farase 772
Farbenfabriken suit

against Beringer. 441
Farwell, O. A.: Some bo-

tanical notes 458
Fat. to reduce 417
Federation, British Phar-

maceutical 616
Fehling's test, modifica-

tion of 634
Fehr's malt and the rev-

enue tax 622, 744
Feigol 772
Fell, Joseph, portrait of.. 69
Fein, Miss Mary A., por-

trait of 153

Miss Mary A., re-
ceives testimonial
from Arkansas
association 513

Female pills, sale of 547
Fenn, F. W. : Delaware

druggists of the
older days 181

Fennel, A., portrait and
sketch of 84

C. T. P., portrait of.. 69
Ferrosi carbonatis 726
Ferrosin 772
Ferrous salts, titration of

with iodine 301
Fig syrup 224, 482

Filter papers and filtering
(Scoville) 458

Filters, to strengthen 303
Filtering magnesium ci-

trate solution 3U
Fink, D. J., on the Geor-

gia board ques-
tions 553

D. J., portrait of 126
Fire, danger of from for-

maldehyde disin-
fection 469

pestilence, and earth-
quake 196

Fireproofing cloth 423
Fire-resisting paint 603
Fitchmul 225

Five drops 545

Flavors, synthetic (Sco-
ville) 28

Flavoring extracts in
powder form 479

Flaxseed, examining for
starch 357

Flea powder 425
Fleet, C. B. : Pharmacy in

old Virginia 184
C. B.. portrait of 148

Fleischmann, August T.,
death of 244

Flemington, N. J., an old
druggist of 175

Flies, to keep from horses
and cattle 537

Floor paint 422
polish, cheap 275

Florida association meet-
ing 610

college 284
water, examination

of several brands
of 691

Flour, detection of anilin
blue in 214

Flowers, pressed, preserv-
ing the color of... 729

Fluldglycerate of krame-
ria (Beringer) 463

Fly, the, as a dissemi-
nator of diarrhea,
typhoid, etc 635

paper, poisonous,
Magoffin's 430

paper, sticky 641

poison 636

Foamoline 723

Foley's honey of tar.'.691, 736

Food, col9rs and preserva-

and drugs Inspection
board appointed.. 396

and drugs inspector,
examination for.. 368

Food and drug inspectors
appointed by the
United Stales 441

for mocking birds.... 230

products, deportation
of undesirable.... 680

for stock and poultry 364

Foods, synthetic 457

Foot powders 480, 640

Forbes, J. W., portrait

Forestry and'tube'rculosis 257

Formaldehyde disinfec-
tion, danger of
fire from 469

disinfection, a new
method of 770

Formalin-tannin 304

Formatone 596

Formeston 470

Formiatine 216.

Formirline 262

Formobor 728

Formotan 304

Formula. Iowa law to
publish resLsted... 578

Formulas and fetishism.. 345
Newcastle 373

that have been
proven (Magoffin) 348

Fort Worth University
commencement .. 517

Foso bark 590

Foster, J. Webb, death
of 624

Fourth of July, the dc.ad-

, ly 355. 404

France, what remedies
are official In 712

Frantz, C. H., on adver-
tising a drug
store 496

Freckle lotion 425

paste 416, 462, 539

Frosting electric light
globes 224

window glass 269

Frousseaud's diuretic wine 778

Fuel, comparative values
of .^lcohol and
gasoline as 267

Furniture poli.sh, mahog-
any 419

for window displays. 252

GALE, E. O., portrait
of 21

Gane, E. H.. portrait of.. 665

Gangrene from phenol 468

Garrigues, S. S.. portrait
and sketch of,. 84, 85

Gasoline and alcohol,
comparative val-
ues of as fuel. 225. 267

Gastric Juice, new test for
absence of hydro-
chloric acid from. 214

Juice, detection of
lactic acid in 469

Gayle, J. W., portrait of. 140

Gelatin, contaminated 724

films for show bot-
tles -. 60O

Gellatly, W. A., portrait
of Ill

Gem catarrh powder in
Massachusetts ... 441

salt 642

George, C. T., portrait of. 146

Washington college
commencement .. 516

Georgia association meet-
ing 510

board meeting 514

board questions 481

board questions dis-
cussed. 477, 552. 606, 740

Germ, theory in medicine
in early days
(Rusby) 35

German Apothecaries' So-

.hy
347

Germany, social status of
druggists in... 292, 347

Ginger ale essence 308

Ginseng (Farwell) 459

Glass, etchmg on 423

frosting 269

ink for marking on.. 481

Glassware, polish tor 224

Glove cleaning paste 275

lubricant (Harbold).. 719

Glue, belt 731

celluloid 731

Irish 777

to form paper pads
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Glycerin loUon 323
with sodium sails.... 471
as a solvent 357
tonic, Gray's 540

Glycerole pancreatin 419
Glycerophosphates, Rob-

ins 536, 726
Glyco-heroin 369
Glyco-thymoline..266, 537. 642
Glycosuria and eye strain 595
Godbold, F. C:
Broadening the scope of

the association of
boards 22S

National Association of
Boards of Phar-
macy 552

Portrait of 141. 680
Gohler's carnosot meat

preservative 483
Gold for china painting.. 264
Good. J. M.. portrait of... 63
Gordin. H. M.. portrait of. 69
Gordon, Miss Jean, por-

trait of 151
Gould. M. P.:
Advertising for retail

druKsists 231. 275
324. 380, 431, 493, 562

610, 644, 742, 790
A glance at fifty years

of drug store ad-
vertising 68

Portrait and sketch of.. 58
Gouraud's oriental cream. 59C
Graduates, new , 341
Grahame, I. J., portrait

and sketch of 85
Grain weights, difference

between 249
Graphite, manufacture of 604
Gray. Asa. portrait of 31

T. R.. portrait of 42
Gray's glycerin tonic 540
Grease eradicators 541
Green color for beech-

wood creosote 775
liquid petroleum 730

Green's coca -wine in
M.issaohuselts ... 340

Gregorv, W. G. ,
portrait

of 65
Greve, T. I.. A., portrait

and skf-tch of 85
Grindelia (Farwelli 459
Guaco (Farwell) 459
Guaiaool acetate 304

ethyls?lycolate 414
somatose 470

Guanadine carbonate in
analysis 259

Guaranty, lying about the 243
making the. truthful 341
numbpr, use and

abuse of the 49S
number, trouble with

the 434, 5S3
Guaranteeing under the

pure fond and
druars act 367

Guerin, J. F.. portrait of. 123
Gum-carbo as a substitute

for chicle 466
Gum, toothache, coloring

for 222

HAINES' test for sugar 724
Hair, bleaching with

,
peroxide 481

Hair dye, black.'. 603
dye, one solution 545
dye, detection of par-

aphenylene dia-
, mine in 356
dyes 363
to turn gray 419
health, Hay's 780
Lassar's treatment

of the 212
wash, summer 425

Halen 535
Hallberg, C. S. N.. por-

trait of 72
C. S. N.. the Stroller

on 568
Hall & Lyon Company

and the big com-
bination 331

Hall's vegetable Sicilian
hair renewer 689

Hambright. G. M., death
of 804

Hance, E. H., portrait of. 21
Hancock, J. F.. writes of

old times LSI
J. F., portrait of.. 101, 677

Hand cleaning paste 360
Harbold. John T. : A few

meritorious exter-
n a 1 antiseptic
preparations 719

Harness dressing 275
Hart, John, indenture of.. 136
Hats, straw, cleaners for. 425

Havenhill, L. D., portrait
of 69

Hay fever, simple con-
trivance for the
relief of 467

Hay's hair health 780
Hays, Francis B., manag-

ing editor of the
Circular 5

Francis B.: The nos-
trum 714

Hay's hair health 589
Headache from eye strain

215, 303
powder formula 473
powders reported as

cause of death.492, 518
Health board, a national. 592
Heaves in horses 309
Hebra's dusting powder. . 483
Hegeman defeats the

Paris Medicine
Company 442

William, portrait and
sketch of 85

Heim, Henry, portrait of. 144
Heimstreet, E. B., por-

trait of 135
Heinitsch. C. A., portrait

and sketch of 85
Heiskell's ointment 318
Hektograph inks 264
Helfman, Joseph, resigns

his editorship 404
Heller's test for albumin,

simplification of.. 258
Hemaboloids 481
Hemm, Francis, portrait

of 6S
Francis, celebrates a

silver jubilee 803
Hemorrhage, amyl nitrite

in 595
Hemozol 304
Herapathite test for qui-

nine 630
Herbs, fortunes in 623
Heroin and terpin hy-

drate elixir 223
Herpicide 314, 590

Hexamethylamine and so-
dium acetate 262

Hexamethylene-tetramine.
examination of
some samples of
(Base) 722

Hexamethylene methyl-
ene-citrate 262

High school, one year at,
or its equivalent
(Wulling) 295

school training for
pharmacists 321

Higher prices for drugs.. 342
Higgins, A. W., portrait

of 134
Hill's creolin 304
Hind's honey and almond

cream 690
Hirsutus, Barker's 387
Hoboken. some old drug-

gists of 175
Hoffmann, Frederick, por-

trait and sketch
of 86

Hollister. A. H., portrait
of 105

Holmes, O. "W.. and Met-
calf 19

Holmes' fragrant frostilla 590
Homoferrine 216
Honesty and the nostrum

traffic 712
Honey and almond cream.

Hind's 590
Hopp. L. C, portrait of... 129

L. C, the Stroller on 568
Hornbeam leaves, constit-

uents of 257
Horses, how to keep flies

from 637
heaves in 309

Hostelley, Joseph F.

:

The display window as
an advertisement. 625A good side line is one
that the druggist
talks right 205

Helpmg the holiday
business 761

The important new cus-
.*°'5^'" «9

Hot soda formulas 781
Hotel Astor. picture of... 677
Hours, "shorter" 519.564

"shorter." as profit
bringers 712

Household ammonia 646
Howard. Fletcher, por-

trait of 140
Howell, E. v.. portrait of 671
Hoyle's liniment 733
Hudson River association

meetings 387, 749

Hudson River association
and physicians 795

Huested. A. B., portrait
of 31

Hulett, A. G., portrait of. 139
Humbuggery in medicine

exposed by the
Circular 13, 15

Hurley, John, on the
Georgia board
questions 606

Hydrastis, aqueous ex-
tract of 224

fluidextract of, vari-
ation in 302

Hydrocyanic acid, poison-
ing by vapor of.. 271

acid, risk of hand-
ling 239

Hydrogen dioxide, acetan-

ative of 467
dioxide, negative

value of as a
blood test 468

dioxide plus picric
acid 218

dioxide solution,
acetanilide in 272

dioxide solution, as-
say of 258

dioxide solution,
making 369

sulphide, new method
of generating 357

Hydronaphthol 417
Hydroxycafteine 596
Hydroxylaminodihydroum-

belluloneoxime ... 760
Hydrozol 216
Hygiene and the Circular. 10
Hynson, H. P.:
Historical notes on de-

grees in phar-
macy 79

Portrait and sketch of.. 79
Favors a readjustment

of the A. Ph. A... 445
Member of executive

committee of
Maryland Univer-
sity alumni 337

The Stroller on ^m
Hyos-sco-phine 596
Hypobromite sodium solu-

tion, preparation
of 5<S

Hypophosphites. cloudy
syrup of 415

with iron 471
in solution, trouble

with 366

I CE that cannot cool
anything 685

Ice colored 4ffi

cream fillers 723
cream, grape 549
cream powders, dex-

trin in 473
Idaho association meeting 512

board questions 226
druggist, a pioneer... 194
to have a pharma-

ceutical associa-
tion 447

Idoneen 726
Iglodine 772
IlBj>ois association meet-

ing 447. 571
association executive

committee meet-
ing 240

board meeting 514
legislation in 499

Independent doctors form
an association 759

Index, card, system for
prescript ions
(Diner) 768

consolidated, for the
Circular 361

Indian Territory associa-
tion officers 612

Territory association
meeting 447

Indiana association meet-
ing 511

new pharmacy law
for 440

Indianapolis decree, text
of the 434

decree, note concern-

, ,,
ing 403

Indlcan m urine, detec-
tion of 338

Indicator, alizarin red as
an 595

, ,
-1 new 302

Indigo, comparison of svn-
thetic and natural 533

Indol. para-dimethylamido
benzaldehvde as a
test for...'. 533

Infant's soothing syrup... 474
Infusion of animal drug... 3U
Ingalls, Holmes and Met-

calf 19
John, portrait and

sketch of 86
Ink, black, for stamping.. 527

erasers 221
hektograph 264
indelible, white 368
India, remover 603
invisible when first

used 780
for marking on glass. 481
mimeograph 313
for a numbering ma-

chine 223
for rubber stamf)

pad 719
show card 261
stains, indelible, re-

moving 309
removing from sta-

tionery 540
for writing on steel.. 363

Inks, invisible 308
for pads, quick-dry-

ing 360
Insects on plants, de-

struction of 602
to protect trees from

climbing 313
Instant catarrh cure in

Massachusetts ... 340
Insurance, co-operative... 149

co-operative, to be
featured by the
N. A. R. D 444

Interchangeable registra-
tion 268

Interstate Retail Drug-
gists' League,
sketch of 106

Invitation to contribute
information 547

locasinum 304
lodalbin 262
lodglidine 536
Iodide albumin 262
Iodine 359

ammonia and collo-
dion 423

glycerin 362
titration of ferrous

salts with 301
and volatile oils 599
volatile preparations

of 603
lodipin, phosphorized 359
Iodoform, deodorized 367

deodorization of with
menthol 424

masking the odor of. 760
lodone 218
Iowa association meeting. 571

druggists of the
earlier days 193

Ipecac (Farwell) 459
Irish glue 777
Iron albuminate solution

(N. F.), revised
formula for 439

albuminate solution,
making 374, 771

carbonate solution... 412
detecting traces of.. 260
dialysed 542
with hypophosphites. 471
peptonate with man-

ganese ....306. ,361. 611

and quinine mixture,
gelatinization of..

538. 7.';5

quinine and strych-
nine phosphates,
syrup of 600

reduced, color of 421
Irritability of the diges-

tive organs 370
Ischaemin 262
Isn 216
Ivory, to bleach 261

to dye 729
soap 421

JACOBS. JOSEPH, per-
sonal 754

Jalap resin, testing 301
James, Dr. Frank L.,

death of 432
Jamestown Exposition,

pharmacy at the. 395
Jamieson, T. N., portrait

of 160
Jap-a-lac 422
Japan, Dr. R. G., Eccles

in 577
Japanese PharmoeopoelEi,

English transla-
tion of the 798

Jars, pictures of old 28
Jaynes. C. P.. sells his

business to the
Riker Company... .331
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Jenks. W. J., portraitof.. 65
Jersey City, some old

druggists of 175
Jeweler s eyeglass in

surgery 770
Johnson, C. W., porirait

of 69
Johnston, H. A., portrait

of J39
Joke and not a joke 372
Jones E. C, portrait )f.. 64

pp., portrait ol... 147
S. N., portrait of.Kis, 7u2

Jorden. H. A., portraitof. 144
Journals, influence of 35
Judge, John F., portrait

and sketch of 86

I^ALIOL 262^ Kalyform 772
Kansas association raeet-

^ ing 512
board meeting 515
college and li i g h

school training... 321
druggists sued for

alleged blacklist-

, '"S 442labeling law
and extempora-
neous prepara-
tions 752

pure food and drug
law of 2S1

City, wholesale drug-
gists of in 1S56.... 190

Kaolin, cataplasm 220,226
Kargon compound 226, 309
Katarno and the liquor

tax 344
Keeny's pharmacy an old

Philadelphia insti-
tution 179

Keifer, Augustus, portrait
of 110

Keith. I. A., portrait of... 147
Kellogg, Gardner, portrait

of 333

Kennedy, G. W., portrait
and sketch of S6

Kennedy's laxative con-
taining honey and

Kent, R. R., portrait of... 21Kentucky association
meeting 510

Keokuk college com-
mencement ,. 451

Kerhohn, A. Luke: The
value of system
and application... 256

Kerr, W. R.. portrait of.. 138
King, John, portrait of.... 23

W. Henry, death of.. 395

Kings county (N. T.) so-
ciety meetings.2S3,

330, 386, 443, 506
703. 748, 796county society,

sketch of 159
county society pop-

ularizing official
preparations 794

Kino tincture, gelatiniza-
„ tion of 603
Knee-joint disease, oxy-

gen in 640
Knox, J. W. T.:
Pharmacy in 1957 95
Portrait of 95
The Stroller on 570

Koch, Christopher: The
proprietaries from
the pharmacists'
standpoint 766

Koch, J. A., portrait of... 75
Kohler's headache pow-

der 779
Kolaferrin 47O
Kopp's baby's friend, re-

ported death from
use of 440

Korysan 216
Koumiss 481
Kraemer, Henrv, portrait

of 67
Kremers. Edward: .

On educational adver-
tising 578

Investigating the alco-
hol question in
Europe 627

The teaching of phar-
macy during the
past fifty years... 61

Portrait and sketch of

The Stroller on '

569
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I ABELS, corrected, un-*-^ der the federal
pure drug law.... 749

Labels, device for raolst-
^

ening (Marshall). 764
to paste on tin 604

Labeling in Kansas 752
under the federal

pure food and
drugs act 281, 441

Lacquer for brass 417
Lactic acid bacteria, vital-

T,,,
'ty of 251

Lacto 262
Lactopeptine, incompati-

bility of ingre-
,. dients of 300
«>™r 417

T j,®'y?°^^'5 y^'ii'S ago... 373
Ladd. E. P.. portrait of., f.9
Lahey, T. M., death of... 804
Laird, W. R., portrait of. 127
Lamp, therapeutic elec-

T J
»,*'''• explosion of. 724

Land. R. H., portrait of. 21La Pierre. E. H.. portrait
of 7Q

Larkin, O. T. : Better ap-
.

prentices 628Larkm s derma balm 690
La.ssar s treatment to

prevent baldness. 212
tar liniment 738

Laundry blue, liquid 537

Lavender water..!! 4U
LaWall, C. H., marries!!! 520

C. H., portrait and
sketch of 751

I-aw. pure food and drug,
proper labeling
under 281

Laws oh 629
new. national and

State 440
pharmacy, when en-

acted 1S7
governing the prac-

tice of pharm.acy
and the Circular. 13

Laxan 479
Laxative, Magoffin's 349
Laxatol 479
Layton, Thomas, portrait

of 105
Lead arsenate, quantita-

tive analysis of.. 219
poisoning, early de-

tection of 594
poisoning, unsuspect-

, ,,,
ed 770

Leather, to tan 422
Leaves, autumn, red col-

oration of 303
Lebowich, L. A.: Sugges-

tions for window
.

displays 252
Leciplasma 414
Lecithin egg-oil 304
Leeches, preservation of,

in winter 771

Legislation, caution from
Secretary Wooten
on 281

dangers of 198
by outsiders 201
pharmacal, recent... 332
pharmaceutical, con-

ference on 238
pharmaceutical, the

result of drug-
gists' efforts 2)8

pharmaceutical, in
New York 385

cal (Remington).. 24
proposed patent 198
pure food and drug. . 197
for pure drugs. Chi-

cago druggists on 236
State, on pure food

and drugs 237

Lemberger. J. L., por-
trait of 130

J. L.: Soii;ble anti-
septic powder, N.
F 765

Lemert, R. J.: Metric
weighing and old-
style pricing 484

Lemon extract, alcohol
in 537

juice, preservation of 476
oil 594
syrup of, a British

formula for 414
Lemonade, Indian 549
Lice on the body 222

freeing a hen house
of 536

fish oil soap for 425
Licorice troches 215
Light, the study of (Sco-

Lillard, Benjamin, busi-
ness manager of
the Circular 5

Llllle, P. B.: Broadening
the scope of the
a s s o c i ation of
boarfls 228

Lilly. Eli & Co.. entertain
Louisville drug-
gists 395

Lime water, deterioration
,

of 727
Limonin 304
Liniment 2'27

camphor 263, 591
chloroform, cloudi-
^ ness in 537

chloroform, separa-
„ tion in 601
Engish 483
Hoyle's 733
Magoffin's 349
sweating 735
tar, Lassar's 738turpentine,

compound ,373
LinnjEUs bi-centennlal...., 396
Liquid sulphur 602
Liquor ferri sulformlcici. 470

strychniae, what is

^
it? 217

tax and katarno 344
Lithium, apparent pro-

duction of from
T-..,

copper 584
Little Rock, Ark., old

druggists of 185
Lloyd, C. G., portrait of.. 188
Lloyd, John Uri:
And the Circular's Gold-

en Jubilee 19
Portrait of 39
On "science" 660
The Stroller on 568

Lloyd library, the 19
Lobbying, and Col. Duble. 759
Lobelia and capsicum

powder 311
Lockjaw, cholesterine for 640
Loder suit settled 703
London purple 267
Long, Dr. C. W., reputed

discoverer of an-
esthesia, picture
of his office 35

Lotion, calamine 3T3
cosmetic, acid 483
toilet (Harbold) 719Louisiana association

meeting 446
Louisville college com-

mencement 450
store, an" early 15

Lowe, C. B., portrait of
39, 679

Lubricant, glove (Har-
bold) 719

Luminous paint 266,778
Lung, pill in the, causes

death 469
Lyon, I. W., death of 335
Lysan 470

MACMAHAN, T. J.,
portrait of 65

Madame Zaza toilet cream 590
Magazines, special num-

bers of 403
Magnesium citrate at the

soda fountain 598
citrate solution, fil-

tering 311,367,417
Magoffin. A. E.:
Portrait and sketch of.. 192
Cream balm formula.... 481
Drug clerks and Sunday

closing 787
Formulas that have been

proven 348
Perspirine formula 424
Poisonous fly paper for-

mula 430
Recollections of an old-

time druggist 192
Violet talcum formula.. 481

Maine association meet-
ing 614

Mail order houses, com-
bination against,
lawful 337

Maisch, J. M., portrait
and sketch of.... 87

Malt extract prepara-
tions (Rodwell)... 426

Fehr's. and the rev-
enue tax 622, 744

Maltosikat 262
Manganese citrate 771

and iron peptonate
(Dunning) 361

poisoning 640
Manhattan association

meetings 2.39,283
329, 386, 442, 506, 748, 795

Manicuring preparations. 475

Mann bill, substitute for.. 235
C. B., portrait of.... 334
C. P., portrait of

lOS, 699
Manola, what Is it?.... 417. 369
Manufacturers, the serv-

ices of (Rusby)... 38
Manufacturing, some

hints on 586
co-operative 149

Maple flavors, artificial... S67
syrup, artificial 312

Marble, cleaning and pol-
ishing 270

Markoe, G. P. H., boy-
hood of (Shep-

„ pard) 171
G. P. H., portrait

and sketch of 87
Marshall, L. W. : A home-

made label molst-
ener 764

Martin, R. R., personal.. 796

Maryland association
meeting 446. 571

college 241
college alumni meet-

ing 516
college commence-

ment 516
college, early grad-

uates of 193

Mason, Fred H.. on Inter-
teresting physi-
cians in official
goods 695

Mason, H. B.:
Pharmacy in 1957 95
Portrait of !6
The Stroller on 570

Massachusetts a.ssoci.itiun
meeting 014

board meeting 513
focaine-laden nos-

college commence-

college, enriched 797
college, sketch of 15s
narcotic medicines in :Ui>

nostrums proscribed

Massot, E. L., portrait
and sketch of 87
sketch of 87

Match boxes, luminous
mixtures for 778

Materia medica and the
Circular 9

medica, fifty years of
(Rusby) 29

Matis oHl
Matthews. L^, portrait of. 140
Mattison's coca wine in

Massachusetts ...3-0
Maukelan 414
Maxcy, E. C, portrait of. 145
Mayer, Dr. Joseph L.,

honored 507
Mayer, P. P.:
On the Circular staff.... 5
Portrait and sketch of.. 8S
Receipt signed by 2

McAlmont, J. J., portrait
of U6

McBride, Charles L., por-
trait of 703

McCormack, J. N.: 'What
should be the re-
lations of phar-
macists and physi-

J. N., on alcohol in
medicine 804

McCorrison's, Mrs., fa-
mous diamond lo-
tion 590

McDonald. H. VV., death
of 621

McGlll, J. T.: A resolu-
tion in regard to
pharmaceu-
tical degrees 71S

J. T., portrait of. .67. 679
Mclntyre. Ewen, portrait

of ino
Measures for medicines... 26o
Meat preservative, Goh-

ler's 483
Medical journals and nos-

trum advertise-
ments 735

organization in the
•fifties, (Rusby).. C6

students, pharmacv
for 2)1

Medicines, measures for.. 260
Medico-Chirurgical col-

lege commence-
ment 516

Medium's prescription, a.. 373
Meissner, F. W., trustee

of the pharmaco-
poeia! convention. 335
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iiL.idax, Thersites; Pad-
ay Sullivan and
his creosaccliar-
ine 250

Mendeleef, D. A., death
of 244

Meningococcus serum 359
Menninger, H. J., portrait

and sketch of.... 88
Menthoform 772
Menthol linctus 373

thymate 216
Meredith, H. L., on the

Georgia board
questions 60S

H. L.. portrait of.... 123
Mercuric chloride plus

potassium iodide.. 7o6

chloride, estimation
of in dressings... 356

chloride estimation
of in tablets 356

Metacresol, solidified 262
Metacresolanytol 726

Metal cement 731
polishes 642

Metasol 726
Metcalf, Ingalls and

Holmes 13

Theodore, portrait
and sketch of 88

Metcalf's coca wine in
MEissachusetts ... 340

Methyl oxyamidobenzo-
ate 262

Methylene blue stains, to
remove from
hands 223

guaiacolacetylate 262

Metol poisoning 696

Metramin 4?0

Metric system, and frac-
tions 7S5

quantities. mistake
in converting in
the NationalFormulary
(Phillips) 376

weights and the Na-
tional Formulary 759

weights for metric
prescriptions 248

weighing and old-
style pricing (Le-
mert) 484

Metrics in mechanics 523

Metropolitan association
240, 282, 329, 442. 506, 748

Mexican Manufacturing
Company sues
Kansas drug-
gists 442

Meyer, C. F. G.. portrait
of 110

Mlchaelis, Gustavus, por-
trait of 71

Michel, Mrs. W. F., por-
trait of 153

Michigan association
meeting 512. 614

new pharmacy law
for 440

Middletown, Conn., two
old stores at 180

Mllhau, E. L., portrait of. 167
John, portrait and

sketch of 88, 89
Milk bottles, bacteria in.. 412

new method for dis-
tinguishing boiled
from raw 213

chocolate 546
detection of sodium

bicarbonate in— 413

Miller, J. A., portrait of.. 130
T. A., portrait of.... 75

Polk, portrait of 106
Miller's dentifrice 483
Mimeograph ink 313
Minnesota association

meeting 611
college commence-

ment 517
Mirrors, glass, making.... 267
Mississippi association

meeting 614
board questions 318

Missouri association to
discuss legisla-
tion 447

association meeting.. 512
board questions 424
druggists of the ear-

lier days (Dim-
mitt) 189

recent legislation in.. 332
Mlttlebach. William:
Portrait of 125
The Stroller on 567
Union of physician and

pharmacist 254
Modern Materia Medica,

the best book on
new remedies 366

Mohr, Charles, portrait of 31

lloissan. Henri, death of. 339

Molwitz, Ernest, portrait
of 67-

Money, paying to stran-
gers 627

weighing with 466
Monoamidophenylamine . 779
Monobrom-isovalerianyl-

urea 304
Monotal 304,414
Montana a s s o c i a t i on

meeting 614
pharmacy, early

days of (Par-
chen) 191

salaries in 705

Moore, J. F., portrait and
sketch of 89

Morphine bromethylate. . 772

Morris, Max, portrait of. 118

Morrison, J. E., portrait
of 103

Morristown, N. J., some
old druggists of.. 175

Mortar, an old, at the
Philadelphia Col-
lege of Phar-
macy 23

Mortar and Pestle sus-
pends publication 798

Mosquito pastilles 425

powder 549

Mosquitos in Brazil, ex-
termination of.... 725

Mount Holly. N. J., some
old druggists of.. 176

:Moxie 476

Mucilage at acacia (Rey-
er) 293

Muir. William, portrait of
160. 703

Munyon's kidney cure 323
Murine 546
Muskon 271

Musterole 216
Myristina 414

NAILS, finger, pre-
parations for 475

Narcotic legislation (Dim-
mitt) 324

medicines in Massa-
chusetts 340

Narcotics and poisons, re-
gulating the sale
of 518

in Utah 755

Nasan 262

National Association ot
Boards of Pharmacy:

Meetings 137.239.680
Constitution and by-

laws of 239

F. C. Godbold on 552
National Association of

Retail Druggists;
The A. D. S., and doc-

tors 292
Conditions confronting

(Bodemann) 484
A decision which should

help the 290
Entertainment at meet-

ing of 576
Enjoined from enforcing

protection plans.. 434
Executive committee of

meets 444
Files answer in the

"drug trust" case 332
Future ot the (Rusby). 550
And the Indianapolis de-

cree 398
Interest of New York

druggists in the.. 457
To meet at Chicago 387
Meeting 682
Meeting (editorial) 626
Relief work of the in

California 619
Sketch of 104
Is the. worth a cent? 628
What it has before it.. 581

National health board, a. 592
National Formulary:
A commentary- on the,

needed 248
Corrections and changes

for the 439
As a legal standard and

some ot its de-
fects (Beringer).. 715

And easy names 402
Origin of 23.102
Preparations profitable. 249
Preparations and the

new labeling law
(Caldwell) 202

Preparations (Scoville).. 294
Preparations, specifying

(Thum) 352
Propaganda and the

manufacturers
341, 399

National Formulary:
Propaganda in New

York 287
Suggestions for changes

in the (Schulze).. 714
National Retail Drug-

gists' Association.
sketch of 104

Retail Druggists'
Congress, sketch
of 107

National Wholesale Drug-
gists' Association:

Enjoined from enforcing
price-protection
plan 434

Meetings of 387. 497, 7e
Sketch of 110

Nebraska association
meeting 614

board meeting 515
board questions 370

Needham. R. H.. portrait
of 77

R. H. : Commercial-
ized pharmacy 764

Neergaard, J. W., portrait
of 144

Nelligar, Fred. D.:
Bill Smith, pharmacist,

and W. Percival
Smith. Bill's Son. 349

My first American Phar-
maceutical Asso-
ciation meeting... 678

The mystery of the mys-
teriousness of the
prescription de-
partment uncov- .

ered 63)

A newspaper prescrip-
tion window 407

Pharmacy in 1957 95
Southern drug fads and

fancies 461
Portrait of 97,678

Neuralgia. Roentgen ray
for 467

Neurasin tablets 262
Neutros sapon 304

Newark (N. J.), some old-
t i m e druggists
and drug stores
of (Sayre) 621

druggists and the
telephones 292

Newbro's herpicide....314. 690

New Brunswick board
meeting 515

Brunswick society
meeting 516

Brunswick (N. J.),
some old drug-
gists of 178

England druggists,
some old (Shep-
pard) 171

England States asso-
ciations to hold
joint meeting 389

Hampshire associa-
tion meeting 507

Jersey association,
papers and que-
ries for the 446

Jersey association
meeting 508

Jersey board ques-
ti6ns 547

Jersey college 330
Jersey druggists,

some old-time
(Sayre) 174

Orleans college com-
mencement 517

Orleans, some old
druggists of 186

remedies, best book
on 366

remedies, discovery
of (Rusby) 38

York, anti-substitu-
tion law for 499

York association
meeting 446. 600

York association pa-
pers wanted for
meeting of 280

York board elections. 442
York board meeting. 513
York board questions 274
York branch of the

A. Ph. A 327. 444
York city, informa-

tion about for
visitors 565.670

York city, map of.
showing the
northern limit of
drug stores in the
city in 1K7 165

York city, old drug
stores in 164

New Yotk city, old times
(Wardell) 168
new cocaine
for 499

York college alumni
outing 389, 515

college elec-
1 330
college estab-

flishes a course in

I
food and drug an-
alysis 284

York college meet-
ings 516. 748

Y6rk college, sketch
of 1B7

York department of
education and
syllabus defini-
tions 747

York druggists' in-
terest in the N.
A. R. D 457

York, educational
prerequisites In... 779

York German Apoth-
ecaries' Society
meeting 747

York German Apoth-
ecaries' Society,
sketch of 161

York, recent legisla-
tion in S32

York membership In
the A. Ph. A 403

York pharmacy
council rulings 280

York pharmacy laws,
amendments to... 440

York sale ot petro-
leum oil prepara-
tions in 749

York State, looking
backward over
(Rogers) 169

Newspaper prescription
window (Nelligar) 407

Newton. L. V., portrait
and sketch of.... 3, S

L. v., receipt signed
by *

(N. J.), some old
druggists of 176

Nicotine poisoning by co-
neton (Farwell).. 459

Nitrogen. atmospheric,
formation of nl-
trates from
(Zwick) 256

Nivea 262

Noise as a shortener of
lite 741

Noll, M.. an enthusiastic
old subscriber 16

Noridal 696

Normal solutions, stand-
ardizing 357

North Carolina associa-
tion meeting 599

Carolina board meet-
ing 514

Carolina, recent leg-
islation in 332

Dakota association
meeting 614

Dakota, pure food
law of. amended 332

Northern Ohio associa-
tion meetings 282

578, 614, 703

Nostrum, the (Hays) 714
advertisements and

the medical jour-
nals 735

advertisements on
wrapping paper... 466

"boosting " as a han-
dicap to legiti-
mate pharmacy... 524

endorsements 584

maker's extremity
the druggist's op-
portunity (Clark). 374

makers and the pat-
ent law 290

makers and vested
rights 400

manufacturer, quali-
fications for 601

men and the fool
friends of drug-
gists 346

prescribing opposed
in Pittsburg 241

sampler arrested at
East Orange. N.
J 39«

traflic and British
pharmacists 4JS

traflic, honesty as
an Impediment to
the 712

what is a? 45S
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Nostrums, alcoholic, and
the revenue de-
partment 628, 799

alcohol-!aaen 584
in Australia 769
cocaine-laden, i n

Massachusetts ... 70S
as a demoralizer of

the drug business
(McCormack) .... 633

now in disrepute 249
distributors ot in

Peshawur have a
hard lot 705

and the Circular..12, 15
and ethical phar-

macy 466
fraudulent, origin of

the crusade
against S4Sm Ohio 723

past and present
(Wilbert) 53

from a pharmacist's
standpoint (Koch) 766

are they poisonous? 5S2
proscribed in Massa-

chusetts 441,622
a religious paper

which does not
advertise 518

and riches 626
statistics concerning

the manufacture
of 154

traffic in, Bodemann
on 639

Nova Scotia association
meeting 573

Novaspirin 262
Nursing bottles, poison-

ous plugs in 593
Nygren, J. E. : The clerk's

side 551

OFFICIAL prepara-
tions deflned in
France 712

Official preparations in-
creasing the in-
terest of physi-
cians in 720, 723

Ogier, W. R., on the
Georgia board
questions 555

W. R., portrait of... 145
Ohio association meet-

ing 572
board meeting 514
clerks seek less Sun-

day work 452
commercial traveling

in, fifty years ago 195
druggists and the

pure food law. 338, 799
northern, associa-

tion and early
closing 340

northern. associa-
tion meetings

3SS. 445, 797
northern, branch of

the A. Ph. A 327
nostrums in 723

Oil, angleworm 369
angleworm, lard oil

as a substitute
for 424

aniseed, caution re-
garding 725

bergamot, adultera-
tion of 357

cade and anthrasol

cananga 415
castor, green colora-

tion of 264
coal, to color red... 777
cod liver, identiflca-

tion of 301
cottonseed, refining.. 736
fagus 732
hair, petrolatum, red

color for 224
lemon 594
linseed, emulsion ot,

Thompson 735
sesame, detection of. 467

turpentine. Swedish.. 356
wintergreen, fatal

poisoning by 230
witchhazel (Scoville) 720

Oils, dispensing, in pow-
ders (Davison).... 347

a new constant for.. 725
Welman's reaction

for 257
Ointment bases, water-

absorbing proper-
ties of various.... 534

Reclus' 483
sulphur, salicylic

acid and balsam
peru 733
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Oklalioma association
meeting 447

university c o m -

mencemeut 617
Oldberg, Oscar:
On boards ot pharmacy 229
Portrait of 656
Portrait and sketch of.. 56
The Stroller on 568
Weights and measures

of the past fifty
years 56

Old druggists in New
York city 164

Pennsylvania store,
an 619

Oleum rusci tormaldehyd-
„ atum 262
Olive stones as an adul-

terant 417
Ontario association meet-
„ .

ing 515
Opium habit cure, an al-

leged 442
and squill linctus 373

Opoenterin 772
Opsonins discussed by the

Philadelphia col-
lege 797

Orange, blood, as an in-
dicator 358

Orangeade 263
Orchidin, guaicinated 304
Oregon association meet-

ing 615
board quest4ons 605

Orgulatum 359
Orrine liquor-habit cure. 473
Ossoline (anti-periostin).. 359
Ott. L. H.. portrait of.... 185
Outside of the store, the. 686
Owl in Glentworth's store 22
Ownership of the pre-

scription 698
Oxygen in knee-joint dis-

ease 640
in septic affections.. 640

Oxymenthol 414
Oxymethyl anthraquino-

nes, michro-chem-
ical detection of.. 258

Ozet baths 283

PADDY SULLIVAN
and his creosac-
charine (Mendax) 250

Pads, paper, glue to form 266
Page, short, snipping the 2S(2

Paint, cold water 476
pure, by law 335
flre-resisting 603
removing from silk.. 545
for a tin roof 416

Paints and pharmaceutics
(Zwick) 460

Painter, Emien, portrsilt
and sketch of 89

Panama, prevention of
yellow fever in... 469

Pancreatic infusion 311
Pancreatin, glycerole of.. 419
Pancreatized emulsion of

mixed fats 365, 419
Paper pads, glue to form.. 286

photographic, blue
print 260

photographic, impro-
vised "gas light" 260

wafer 736
wrapping, nostrum

advertisements on 466
Paraffin tablets, perfumed 475
Para-lysol 470
Paranephrin - novo - sub -

cuUn 216
Paraphenylenediamine in

hair dye, detec-
tion of 356

Parathyreodin 772
Paraxin 360
Parchen, H. M.: Early

days of Montana
pharmacy 191

Paris Medicine Company
and Hegeman
suit 442

Park case to be reviewed. 440
John D. & Sons'

Company defeat
the direct con-
tract plan 332

Parke, Davis & Co.'s out-
ing 497

Parker. W. S.. portrait of 145
Parker's hair balsam 589
Parrish, Dillwyn, portrait

of 63
Edward, portrait and

sketch of 89
Parsons, C. V^'.. editor of

the Circular 6
H. B.. editor of the

Circular 5
Paste, office 227

Pastilles, compound tama-
rind 230

Patent bill, Mann, substi-
tute for 235

law and the nostrum
makers 290

law reform discussed 577
legislation (the Cur-

rier bill) 342
legislation, proposed. 198
medicine poisoners... 236
and other proprietary

medicines abroad. 530
Patented articles, sale of

may be controlled 346
articles, trade-marks

on 414
Patton, John F., a modest

president 98
John P., portrait of.. 101

Payne, G. F., portrait of. lU
Pennsylvania association

meeting 503
association queries... 388
association, work of. 615
board meeting 513
pharmacists and phy-

sicians getting to-
gether 705

Pens and shears 454
Pepsin in alkali pills 223

assay, biuret reac-
tion in 411

and bismuth elixir,
precipitation in... 268

essence 471, 738
solution of 323

Peptannol 596
Peptonate iron with man-

ganese ....306. 361, 601
Peptones, beef, elixir of.. 307
Peran 772
Perborates in tooth pow-

ders 737
Percentages under the

pure food and
drug law 319

Perfumes, American, pro-
moting the sale

„ ,
of 798

Perfumers association
meeting 387

Perfumery and cosmetics,
statistics con-
cerning the man-
ufacture of 154

Perkin, Sir W. H., death
of 580

Sir "W. H., portrait ot 27
Perkins. L. T., portrait of 169
Perkins' tractors 63
Perry, J. R., portrait of.. 119
Per-salts (Scoville) 27
Perspiration. odorous,

powder tor 462
Pertussol 726
Peru-eston 470
Peruna loses its direct

contract plan suit 332
Peruna-Park case to be

reviewed 440
Peruvian coca wine in

Massachusetts ... 340
Peterman's liquid discov-

ery for bed bugs. 312
roach food 369

Petrolatum, to color
green 730

Petroleum emulsion 227
and its products 33

Pettit. H. M., portrait ot. 125
Pfingsten. Gustav, por-

trait of 161
Pharmaceutical Associa-

tion (State) meet-
ings;

Alabama 510
Arkansas 447
California 444, 704,798
Colorado 512
Connecticut 507
Delaware 446
Florida 510
Georgia 510
Idaho 512
Illinois 571
Indian Territory 447, 512
Indiana 5U
Iowa 571
Kansas 512
Kentucky 510
Louisiana 446
Maine 614
Maryland 571
Massachusetts 614
Michigan 614
Minnesota 511
Mississippi 614
Missouri 512
Montana 614
Nebraska 614
New Hampshire 607
X>^w Jersey 446
New York 500
North Carolina 609

Pharmaceutical associa-
tion (State) meet-
ings:

North Dakota 614
Ohio 672
Oklahoma 447
Oregon 615
Pennsylvania 608
Rhode Island 240. 572
South Carolina 572
South Dakota 704
Tennessee 615
Texas 572
Utah 704
Vermont 615
Virginia 704
Washington 616
West Virginia 511
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W. Scott, portrait
and sketch of 93

Thompson's emulsion of
linseed oil i3o

Thrush. M. C. : The United
States Pharma-
copoeia and its

predecessors 43

M. C. portrait and
sketch ot 43

Thj-mate menthol 216

Thymolethylbenzoate 262

Thyreotheobromine 726

Tibbals. W. H.. on im-
proving business. 211

Tilden. A. K.. death of... 395

Tiller. M. A. : Women in
pharmacy 322

M. A., sells his store 747

Tillotson. Leonard, ppr-
trait of 107. 702

Time, how proprietors may
save 62i

Tincture ants 412

iodine, denatured al-

cohol in 422

kino. gelatinization
of 603

quinine, ammoniated.
loss of strength
of 428

Tin roof, paint for a 416

Tlodlne 360

Tisoplrin fW
Tobacco flavor 4"
Todd. J. B.:

.. „ .A brief story of the But-
inskys and Trol-
leyofEs 465

On the Georgia board
questions 60(

Portrait of 12?

Toffee, Everton 261

Toilet ammonia, coloring

crefm i::::::::::::":: 1^1

preparations, exam-
ination of (New
Hampshire Board
of Health) 589

waters, wood alcohol
In 591

Toiletine 590

Tonic. Gray's glycerin— 640

Tooth paste, flavor and
perfume for 536

powder, carbolic 7.o

powder, oxygen i37

powder, bad eftect of
salol in ...• 53|!

powders and washes. 643

waxes and cement
726. 728. 775

Toothache drops ^
essence 227

pum. coloring for— ^2
pellets 2|7

Torar"."^."'" . •

'
• • •

'• ' ''.' ^26

Torbert, W. H.. portrait

W. °H..' ' an oid-timer "

in Iowa 193

Toxicology and the Clr-
cular • 10

Trade-marks on patented
articles •• 414

Trade and profession, dif- _
ference between.. 4i0

Tragacanth as a thicken-
er for a cough
syrup 318, S7J

Trasulfan 5?5
Traubelln *1*

Traveling salesmens
auxiliary associa-
tions 135

Trees, fruit, spray for— 425

to protect, from
climbing insects.. 313

Trenton. N. J., some old
druggists of Ii8

Tricopherous. Barry's 726

Triloids 596

Trimble. Henry, portrait
and sketch of.... 93

Troches of licorice and
ammonium chlo-
ride 215

Trojanka 221

Tronadora as a substitute
for tobacco (Far-
well) 459

Trousseau's wine 778

Truon 772

Tsheppe. Adolph, por-
trait of 161

Tuberculosis patients, day
camp for 535

prevention of 202

aid asked in preven-
tion of 579

risk of, from caged
birds 771

treatment for in for-
est reserves 257

Tuberculozine 734

in Australia 383

Tucker. W. G., portrait of 77

Tucker's asthma cure, an-
alysis of 323

asthma cure in Mass-
achusetts 340

Tuklinum 304

Tully's p o w d e r, "im-
proved 226

Tytaiarln 262

Typhoid fever carrier, a.. 604

fever infection from
a convalescent— 411

fever, Widal's test
for 541

Tyree's antiseptic powder

ULCERS. chlorinated
soda for 649

Underhill, G. F.. portrait
of 143

Unguentine >•'

United States Dispensa-
tory. authors of.. 20

States government
appointing good
men to office 627

University of New York,
picture of old
building of 677

Universities (See under
colleges.)

Uranium, radio-activity
of :• 7i0

Uric. acid, test for in sedi-
ments and calculi 594

Urine, acetone in 410

albumin in, esti-
mating 771

albumin in, sulpho-
salicylic acid as a
test for 724

bile pigments in.

eosine as a test

for 724

casein in. test for... i31

detection of indican
in 358

phenolphthalein in... 410

sugar in. fermenta-
tion test for 302

sugar in, Haines' test
for 724

effect of temperature
on specific gravity

^

starch grains in 640

Urisol 414

Urticolin 414

Utah anti-narcotic law ibb

association meeting.. 704

VACATION time, op-
portunities afcord- _

ed by 521

Valerian, new alkaloid of. 302

Valifluid 4;;0

Valinervin ••.• 4'0

Vandenburg. K. L.: The
dark side of the
drug business..... Sol

R. L.: Refined spirit

or alcohol 321

Vanderkleed. C. E., por-
trait and sketch
of 678.^1

Vanilla extract .•.. 265

extract from vanlUm 312

December 1907

Vanilla preparations and
the pure food and
drug law 21S

Varnish, floor 422

remover 419

Vasogen liquidum 641,730
Velox developer 736

Veracolate 536

Vergotinine 304

Vermont association meet-
ing 615

Vernor, James, portrait
of 123

Vesol 7M
Vested rights ;. 400

Vickers, R. W.. portrait
of 13L

Vinegar, pickling aiO. 466

squill, loss of
strength of 42S

tests for 301

Vin Mariani in Massa-
chusetts 340

Mariani and the New
York Commission-
er of Health 283

Vin Tonique Mariana in
Massachusetts ... 70S

Vinopyrin 414

Virginia association meet-
__

old. pharmacy in 184

Viscolan 360

Volkman. H. W.: The
beauty doctor's

Von Stein. J. H.Vportriit
ot 129

WAFER paper 736

Waters, wintergreen 734

^V'aees of drug clerks 369

Walker. R. H .
portrait of 133

R. H., first secretary
of the Texas
board 707

Wallace. Mrs. E. G., per-
trait of Ia3. 702

Wall, O. A.;
On the high school pre-

requisite 3'o

Why we should not de-
mand a high-
school prerequisite
for colleges of
pharmacy 63o

One year at high school;
a reply to Prof.
WuUing iiM

Portrait of JJ
The Stroller on.... MS

Wall paper, arsenic m----- 4b»

Warden, I*. R-. recoUec-
tions of 1*»

Warner's sate cure 323

Washing compound *>»

powder '"'

Washington (city) drug-
gists, old time
(Simms) .•• 1S3

(State) association
meeting .••• 6l»

(State) early drug In-
terests in »3

Water, carminative ..226

detection ot small
quantities of S4

Wax. sheet, to make 270

toothache "*
vellow, examination
" of ••;; 358

Wayne, E S. portrait
and sketch of »

Wealth of the United
States • •• 79

Weevils, cotton-boll, and
pepper «!

Weights, atomic, interna-
tional 320

grain, different 248

and measures, one
system of.... •.-.• 322

and measures ot the
past fifty years
(Oldberg) 66

Weighing with money.... «6
Welmans reaction for oils 2j>.

Welt anaestheticum...^;.. *«
Wenzell. W. T.. portraits

of 64. 336

Westchester county
(N. T.) assocla-
tion meeting 3»

Westphal's auxillator..... 589

West Virginia association
meeting • 6U

Virginia board meet-
ing •••.. 614

Virginia pure food
and drug law 281

Virginia, recent leg-

islation in......... 322

Whelpley. H. M.. portrait
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Whelpley. H. M., the
Stroller on 568

Whisky, alcohoUess 347
White. George H.: De-

tects in collegiate
education ex-
hibited before the
board of phar-
macy 427

George H., on the
Georgia board
questions 563

Whitewash 261
Whitney, H. M., portrait

and sketch of.. 93. 94
Wicke. Otto: How to in-

crease the inter-
est of physicians
in the Pharmaco-
poeia 556

Widal's test for typhoid
fever 641

Wlegand, T. S., portrait of 6S
Wilbert, M. I.: Liquid

soap: an econom-
ical formula 631

M. I.: Nostrums past
and present 63

M. I.: Pharmaceuti-
cal literature as a
hobby 783

Wilder, H. M., portrait
and sketch of 94

WilUams, J. B., death of.. 336
Window display as an ad-

vertisement (Hos-
telley) 525

Win low display, a, of
shaving apparatus 601

displays (Brooks).... 713
displays, calendar of. 308
displays, hints on— 279
displays, suggestions

for (Lebowich).... 252
glass, discoloration

of 270
newspaper prescrlp-

for (Lebowich)... 282
trimmer, hints for

the 383. 563, 793

Wine, beef and iron con-
taining iron ci-
trate 314

Trousseau's 778

Winona college com-
mencement 517

Winslow's soothing syrup
causes another
death 347

soothing syrup, re-
ported death from
use of 618

Wintergreen oil, fatal
poisoning by 230

wafers 734

Wisconsin association
meeting 616

board questions 780

Witchhazel, constituents
of 720

extracts, examination
of some brands of 591

Witchhazel snow 5

Woman, lirst to attend
Massachusetts col-
lege of Pharmacy

Women in pharmacy
151, 273. 3

pharmacists in for-
eign countries 2

Women's organization of
the N. A. R. D.

280, 703. 8

(See also under asso-
ciations.)

Wood alcohol, blindness
caused by, used
externally ....737. 7

alcohol, death from
industrial use of.. J

George B., portrait

oak stain for.. !!!.'!.'! 2

to preserve 1

Woodward. Charles H.,
portrait of !

B. W., portrait of.... 1

Worm remedy, pumpkin

Woolford's sanitary lotion
'

Wooten, T. V., portrait of
107.

•

Wulllng, F. J.:
One year in high school

or its equivalent. ;

More about Incompetent

Wulling, F. J.:
Portrait of 73
Replied to by Dr. Wall.. 2li6

The Stroller on 569
Wyoming, recent legisla-

tion in 332

^ TOL, 282

Y\LE'S excelsior hair
tonic 589

Yeast, compressed 421
dry tSi

Yellow fever in Panama,
prevention of 4691

Y'oung, B. S., portrait of 76

ZAPP'S dandruff cure.. 689
Zaza toilet cream.... 590

Zinc, determination of
minute quantities
of 356

oleo-stearate. modi-
fled 367

test for 2o7

Zwick, K. G.: The forma-
tion of nitrates
from atmospheric
nitrogen 255

K. G.: Paints and
pharmacists 460

Zymocide 777
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